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Preface

The research and writing of this book has occupied many years—much
longer than the duration of the war. In a time just removed from the world
wars of the twentieth century, wars in which Germany played a significant
rôle, we take pause and reflect. That nation demonstrated, even as she fell
short in both of her major wars, a tenacity and a military prowess which has
had few equals in the history of the world. The question can be legitimately
asked, “From whence did this rich tradition of military prowess originate?”
In a similar query, “What rôle did Prussia, the old northern German
kingdom, play in Germany’s military rise and tradition?” This long, proud
tradition that has extended for centuries cannot be denied. Part and parcel of
that tradition, and its noted founder and earliest chief benefactor, was King
Friedrich II, better known to history as Frederick the Great (1712–1786).

It can be argued, with some justification, that Frederick’s father, Friedrich
Wilhelm, forged the weapon that had been instrumental in his son’s military
accomplishments, the Prussian army, but the fact remains that the son alone
utilized the tool that had been so carefully crafted by the father.

The subject of this work, the Seven Years’ War (1756–1763), remains the
greatest achievement of that aforementioned son. It is a tale shrouded in
some mystery, even though interest in military history has been revived of
late. The Seven Years’ War is not well known in North America, which has
been concerned mostly with its own part in that war—otherwise known as
the French and Indian War. This is in spite of the fact that the struggle in
Central Europe from 1756 to 1763 had a profound effect on the rest of the
fighting. This work is an attempt to shed some light on this subject, in a
readily accessible form.

In the interest of clarity, some terminology should be explained.
Throughout the book, the Prussian army is also referred to as “bluecoats”;
the Russian army as “greencoats”; the Austrians as “whitecoats”; and the



British as “redcoats.” These terms, of course, refer to the uniform colors
worn by the respective armies.

I first learned of the Prussian King Frederick and of the Seven Years’ War
as a small boy, on a trip to the local arcade with my father. I picked up an
oversize book, Great Military Battles by Cyril Falls et al., read about the
Battle of Rossbach and was intrigued by this eighteenth century monarch.
Napoleon and Hitler were also represented in Falls’ book and, though they
were interesting, I determined right then and there to find out more about
this Frederick the Great and the Seven Years’ War.

A war waged for seven long years, often against overwhelming odds, and at
the end of it all stood Frederick, who had neither won nor lost but merely
weathered the storm. Against long odds, Prussia’s military reputation had
not only survived the conflagration, but, by 1763, had been enhanced.

It is this tale that is told in these pages. To the author’s knowledge it is the
first detailed account of the war in Germany from 1756 to 1763 in more
than a century. As such, the view of the war’s events can only benefit from
more recent scholarship that was not available to earlier authors. It is my
sincerest hope that the following work will be well received by both the
scholars of the period as well as the reading public.



Introduction: Prelude to War

In 1756, the first war in the history of the world that could be called a world
war sprang forth. The king of Prussia, Frederick the Second (II) or
Frederick the Great, imagined he was about to pay for a “sin” he had
committed 16 years earlier. In 1740, he had marched into the province of
Silesia, which was part of the Austrian Empire (it also happened to be the
country’s richest province just then). Frederick had seized the opportunity
afforded by the death of Emperor Charles VI of Austria on October 20,
1740, and the assumption of the throne of Austria by a young,
inexperienced woman of 24, Maria Theresa.1

The First and Second Silesian Wars directly resulted from this aggressive
act, but this was not the sole reason the powers of France, Austria, Russia,
Sweden, and most of the German Reich were preparing to crush Prussian
military power in the mid–1750s. There were actually a number of motives,
and not all can be laid at Frederick’s door. But the king of Prussia had
established a well-deserved reputation for making alliances with foreign
powers and then breaking those agreements when it no longer benefitted his
country.2

If that factor were not bad enough, the monarch possessed the honest, but
annoying, habit of speaking his mind with little thought of diplomacy. He
practiced this “freedom of expression” just about whenever and wherever
he chose. There were inevitable consequences. For instance, Frederick’s
formerly friendly relationship with the Russian Court soured based entirely
upon some biting witticisms about Czarina Elizabeth I made by the irascible
Prussian monarch. Not satisfied, the Prussian king then turned his attention
to the court at Versailles. Soon, the coarse jokes that issued forth from the
mouth of Frederick piqued the other two major female representatives of
Europe, Madame de Pompadour, King Louis XV’s minister in France, and
that Queen of Austria, Maria Theresa.3 In particular, Maria Theresa did not



appreciate her northern neighbor’s biting wit, and she wanted Silesia back.
This in spite of the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle in 1748, where Austria
officially acknowledged Prussian ownership of Silesia, a document signed
by Maria Theresa. But it was obvious, even at the time, that no one power
had been satisfied by the treaty.4 This was an important point, even as the
Austrians tried to draw new allies for their cause.5

Looking at these events centuries removed from them, it is apparent
Frederick had to reap the whirlwind from a policy he had practiced during
the period from the early 1740s, in trying to isolate his country from the
predicaments of his foreign neighbors. By the mid–1750s, this policy of
insulating Prussia was leaving her without allies in what was to be the
coming fury. France was distant to a renewed alliance, but the Prussians
calculated that the age old enmity between France and Austria would
sooner or later lead France back into the Prussian fold.

Unfortunately for Frederick, he miscalculated on changing times in the mid-
eighteenth century. Great Britain had replaced Austria as France’s chief
rival by the 1750s. This was due in part to political issues in Europe, but
also because the English were encroaching increasingly upon the vulnerable
French colonies in both North America and Asia. Even worse for Frederick,
the French also recognized this.

Just when Frederick realized that Maria Theresa and her ministers were
formulating a new plan to recover Silesia and humble Prussia at the same
time, is not known. He probably suspected since the end of the Second
Silesian War in 1745. The Prussian king was notorious for not
communicating his intentions. And there were additional problems.

The Prussian monarch was terrified of Russian incursions into Central
Europe, as that vast empire to the east possessed unknown resources and
influences. Frederick calculated Austria would require allies if she were to
go to war again to regain Silesia. Russia would fit that bill well. Elizabeth’s
armies were a ready threat to the eastern provinces of Prussia, one too
powerful to ignore.6 This was a foe absent from the earlier Silesian wars,
but, by the mid–1750s, Russia was ready to venture into the affairs of
mainstream Europe. A weakness for the English at the Russian court



existed, through her ambassador to St. Petersburg, Sir Charles Hanbury
Williams. Ironically, this same gentleman had been sent first to Berlin to
represent English interests there, but he had angered Frederick and was
almost immediately recalled.7 Now an open breach between Russia and
Great Britain did not occur during the coming war, as it worked out.
However, Williams’ appointment did nothing to help prevent the coming
struggle.

The Prussian king not only insulted the Russian leadership with his tongue,
but through his wallet. The greedy Russian chancellor, Alexis Petrovich
Bestuzhev-Riumin, who was accustomed to being bribed, was insulted
when the Prussians failed to offer him a bribe to gain his good offices.
Frederick even sent representatives to try to stir up the Turks to attack the
rear of the Russians, so as to divert their attention away from Europe
towards the south rather than meddling with the Europeans. Russian
reaction can be guessed! Frederick inevitably was not going to make much
headway with the Russian court under these circumstances,8 and the
Austrian court was simultaneously looking around for allies to be set
against this same nefarious king.

France represented another obstacle. King Louis XV was really upset about
the callous remarks made about Madame de Pompadour and he was still
perturbed about being abandoned in the earlier wars when Prussia signed a
separate peace. In short, this was another power not to be taken lightly. On
paper, France represented the strongest military power in Europe at the
time, having at her disposal an army of about 200,000 men, and the ready
ability to raise about an equal number of additional forces.

The English, represented by Sir William, offered, in August 1755, the
Russian court a subsidy in exchange for the dispatch of 80,000 troops to
defend Hanover from any foreign invasion, French, Prussian, or otherwise.
Elizabeth picked up the mantle right away. She saw this as an opportunity
to accomplish three goals all at once: (1) Earn some subsidy money; (2)
Humble the sharp-tongued Prussian king; (3) Get directly involved in the
political climate of Central Europe. For its part, the Austrian government
saw an opening to discuss joint military operations against what had
become a common enemy, Frederick the Great. The Prussian king had his



spies out; he discovered the subsidy treaty’s existence and soon had a copy
of it.9

The British calculated that, once Frederick learned that Great Britain and
Russia might come together, this might force Prussia to the bargaining
table. Prussia, because of her strategic position, was far more useful for a
defense of Hanover than Russia, which would have to bring troops across
hundreds of miles in order to fulfill the obligations of the Anglo-Russian
Subsidy Treaty, never ratified anyhow.

British and Prussian representatives promptly began meeting to iron out
details of an alliance of some sort. The Prussian king had little choice left.
Russia had turned on him, as had Austria. What little hope of any
negotiations with France were fading fast. The king informed the English
that he expected the French to renew their alliance with him, an obvious
subterfuge,10 and one which the English saw right through.

Nevertheless, the two countries really needed each other to play important
roles in this coming war. Great Britain needed Prussia to use large armies to
contain the French in Europe, keeping them deflected from English
ambitions across the water. As for Frederick, he needed Great Britain to
keep from being completely isolated, for the most part. He could also use
some British troops fighting on the Continent with him, or in conjunction
with him. Besides, a subsidy would be a nice addition to the proceedings.
Matters thus ran their course, and, on January 16, 1756, the Convention of
Westminster was concluded between the two powers. Any thought of
cementing relations with France were immediately dashed, and the French
began casting about towards Austria. The idea of an alliance with their
western neighbor was looked upon in the Habsburg realm with some favor.
Austrian Chancellor Count Wenzel Anton von Kaunitz pointed out to the
French how the two nations of France and Austria had fought each other for
decades all right, but to no advantage to either side. There was promise.

But it was in Russia itself, in the person of Czarina Elizabeth, that Frederick
found his most antagonistic opponent. Elizabeth regarded the treaty
between the English and Prussians as a deliberate attempt to curtail any
solid Russian ambitions in Central Europe. As for the French, they reacted



to news of the Convention with little enthusiasm and a lot of resentment.
Although there was an initial attempt to reapproach the Prussian king, this
effort fizzled on the vine. In May 1756, the countries of France and Austria
concluded a formal defensive alliance, the Treaty of Versailles. One of the
provisions of this agreement involved either power coming to the rescue of
the other should either one be willfully attacked.11 The French
miscalculated completely the impact on their country. It was clearly a bad
bargain from the French point of view.12

Russia had resolved to attack Prussia herself, despite the fact that the
English were practicing their own form of subterfuge by assuring the
Prussian king that all was well in their relationship with Russia. Russia
started to prepare for war. Frederick issued orders to mobilize his country
for war in June 1756, and then received further disturbing reports from
some of his spies that Saxony, too, was entering the contest on the Austrian
side. With Saxony so close by, this could be very serious. It was even given
out the center of the “conspiracy” against him was in Dresden, the capital of
Saxony. Austria was also mobilizing, and the king enquired the nature of
these preparations. With no satisfactory reply, Frederick resolved to strike
first at the “heart” of the gathering coalition, Saxony. Besides, it has been
postulated that both sides were actually intending offensive action, but that
Frederick beat his enemies to the punch.13

Even though the Prussian king received news through his spies that 80,000
Austrians and 150,000 Russians were likely to attack Prussia in the spring
of 1757, he had no qualms about opening with a preemptive military
invasion of his own. With Russia, Austria, and France all congregating, he
felt he had little choice. The rub was, in late August 1756, the Prussian
army, massed on the Saxon frontier, opened the war by marching into
Saxony. It should be pointed out that Frederick one more time asked the
Austrian court about the purpose of Austria’s mobilization, and had again
received an evasive answer. Just after receiving the reply, the Prussians
crossed the Saxon frontier. The war was on.





PART I. 1756–1757: THE CONTEST OPENS



Chapter One

The Invasion of Saxony

The march into Saxony which signaled the start of the Seven Years’ War
began when the Prussian army, in three distinct columns, swept across the
frontier between Saxony and Prussia around 1230 hours on Saturday,
August 28, 1756.1 Frederick was in supreme command of his field forces.
Seven regiments of hussars, part of his brother Ferdinand of Brunswick’s
command, made the journey first, intending to take the city of Leipzig by
surprise before any serious attempt could be made to defend it.

Riding rapidly through Saxony against token resistance, Brunswick’s
troopers did just that.2 By the evening of August 29, Leipzig was in
Prussian hands. It is interesting to note that Frederick never seriously
considered any other route to Austria, such as invading Moravia, because he
preferred to proceed through Saxony. Other paths existed, of course, and
could have been used just as easily considering the abilities the Prussian
army possessed at the beginning of the war.3

The Prussians might have been pleasantly surprised to find no serious
opposition, but the general sequence of affairs was inexorably underway.4
The king’s column crossed near Torgau, detaching Prince Moritz of Anhalt-
Dessau5 (leading some 1,711 infantry and 1,551 cavalry) with orders to
seize the old Saxon city of Wittenberg.6 Ferdinand,7 leading a second strike
force, converged to the right of Frederick, while General August Wilhelm
of Brunswick-Bevern (with the third) erupted on the left. Everything ran
smoothly, but not by accident.8 The entire operation had been laid out in
advance, and specifics decided upon, by both sides, long before the actual
invasion,9 a necessity in those days before nearly instantaneous
communication.



While the military operations were proceeding methodically, the Prussian
king was careful to preserve the illusion of self-defense. The political
niceties of the moment were not ignored. Frederick knew Europe’s crowned
heads would be looking at the unfolding of events in Saxony. A mistake
could lead to unforeseen political ramifications. Thus, for the moment, the
king tried his best to justify the latest Prussian aggression.10 On August 29,
Frederick’s ambassador to Saxony, Hans Dietrich von Maltzahn, hastily
sought audience with Augustus and his self-indulgent prime minister, Count
Heinrich von Brühl.11 Maltzahn assured his troubled hosts of the pacifist
intentions of the Prussian king. No harm was meant to the Saxons
themselves.12 In fact, the Prussian troops, not surprisingly,13seemed willing
to follow their orders not to engage in looting.14 Still Brühl was not entirely
convinced, urging the Saxon leader to leave Dresden while he yet could. No
signature of King Augustus, though, had as yet been affixed to an
aggression treaty against Prussia.15

This invasion by overpowering military forces, employing some of the
world’s finest soldiers, moved swiftly, predictably to fruition, especially as
Saxony was relying upon the Austrian army in strength for its best
defense.16 In one important respect, the king’s calculations were completely
wrong. He believed the Austrians would be unable to send field forces into
Saxony at all until the spring of 1757. Frederick nursed the outside hope of
cantoning his army in Bohemia over the coming winter. A goal like that
was just too optimistic under the circumstances.17

On September 2, Frederick’s center column breached the Elbe at Torgau
and, moving down the opposite side of the river, marched past Belgern,
Riesa, and Meissen to reach Wilsdruf, which capitulated without a struggle.
No serious opposition had been encountered; indeed, there was no sign of
the stunned Saxon army. Bevern swept past Bautzen, Bischofswerda, and
Stolpen, to finally occupy Löhmen.18 Here his men encamped for the
moment. Meanwhile, supplies and powder were being sent by water from
Magdeburg on the Elbe. All told, some three hundred vessels were
employed in this naval supply operation.

Ferdinand, from Leipzig, repaired after a short rest to Chemnitz, by
Freiberg and Dippoldiswalde, finally to the little village of Cotta—on the



lower bank of the Elbe about a mile west of the Friedrichstadt suburb of
Dresden—where his column paused. All told, the march of the three
formations, considering the long supporting distances involved (varying but
at least three days’ march distance from each other for most of the
invasion), had been orderly.19

The Prussians followed their commission to stay as well-behaved as
possible, and the Saxon citizenry adapted readily to the conquerors. This
was partially the result of printed flyers which the bluecoats were liberally
distributing along the line-of-march. The leaflets spelled out Frederick’s
honorable “intentions,” as a “friend” of Saxony. The implication was, the
Prussians would only be in Saxony temporarily, only as long as required to
accomplish their purposes.

Even so, the news was not all good for Frederick. After he reached
Wilsdruf, the king finally heard the news he had been half-expecting all
along: the Saxon army, forsaking the risk of an open engagement, had
withdrawn into entrenched works near Pirna. By September 3, the Saxons
fully congregated their forces in that post. Assembled lines had been
prepared beforehand in case the Prussians made such a move. The Saxons
remembered the Silesian wars of 1740–1745; they wanted to be prepared
for a resumption of Prussian hostility. To go along with that possibility,
large stocks of military supplies and equipment had been coalesced
thereabouts. Just sound military judgment.

However, there was another problem the Saxons had been unable to solve
so obviously: greed. Count Brühl was a rather short-sighted minister.20 All
along, he had been purloining funds which were earmarked to provide
salaries for government officials, as well as payroll payments to the Saxon
army. While Brühl was busy amassing possessions paid for with his ill-
gotten money, basics the army might require were either delayed or not
forthcoming at all because of a lack of funds.21

One shortage was a sufficient number of ready rations for the field army.
Thus, though the men could reasonably seek shelter from Frederick at
Pirna, they had little in the way of food for a siege of any length. Hunger
was a formidable opponent that could not be held out with high walls. Thus,



the situation confronting the Saxons in August 1756 was nothing less than
desperate.

The charitable Saxon monarch was willing to forget the Prussian invasion
of his country, offering belated “permission” for the bluecoats to pass freely
through his dominions. The latter would not be hindered in their “passage”
through Saxony. Augustus was aware of Frederick’s aim to bridle Austrian
ambitions in Bohemia. He was willing to sacrifice his new “friends” if his
own country were spared. Augustus did, however, insist on the Prussians
leaving Saxony as soon as possible.22

For their part, the Austrians, who should have known better, managed to
deceive themselves into believing that Frederick meant nothing more in
1756 than to stand on the defense behind his own frontiers.23 The Austrian
high command, the Hofkriegsrath, went out of the way to avoid the basics
like transferring additional troops near the frontiers or mobilizing the
country.24 As a result, precious time to better prepare was lost largely in
enforced idleness. At least as far as Vienna was concerned.

At the border, where the presence of the potential Prussian enemy was
much more ominous, it was a little bit more attentive. On September 3,
Major-General Count Friedrich Georg Heinrich Wied was sent with a small
force of 3,000 men to go to the frontier, calm the nerves of the local
residents, and try to establish contact with the Saxons. Four days later, a
thousand cavalry under Major-General Prince Christian Philipp Johann
Alexander Löwenstein left to gallop to the border and Austrians of Field
Marshal Ulysses Maximilian von Browne25 were preparing to move out
from Kolin.26

When the Prussians finally took the plunge, the Austrian high command
(not Browne) committed another serious error: they refused to believe the
reports that filtered out about the action. As early as September 2, Emperor
Francis Stephen had been advised by one of the diplomats in the Saxon
capital that the Prussians were across the border in deadly earnest. There
were additional confirmations of different degrees trickling in all day, none
of which was accepted as genuine at Vienna. Only on September 3, six full



days after the first irruption into Saxony, was the Austrian emperor
convinced of the sincerity of these reports.27

This is difficult to comprehend when we realize the border of Saxony was
only some 200 air miles from the Austrian city of Prague. The Austrian
border was so close that communication between Vienna and any force in
the field would take no more than a few days. And the whitecoats (a term
derived from the white uniforms the Austrian units employed)28 had cleared
out a passageway through Bohemia in order to expedite movements to help
the Saxons.29

But, all things considered, the Hofkriegsrath seemed oddly torpid. Augustus
himself was no admirer of the Austrians. He probably preferred the
Prussian presence to the Austrian, except for a little affair, a.k.a. the war.
The Saxon Elector, also King of Poland (hence the accurate term King
Augustus), was quick to realize he stood to gain little, and had much to lose,
from tying his star to Maria Theresa’s wagon. In retrospect, he may have
felt he had no other choice in the matter.

In sharp contrast, Frederick was not in a generous mood. His last attempt to
secure a guarantee from the Austrian government had been rejected
outright, which meant the latter could expect no other result than a
conflict.30 A war the Austrians seemed to want. So the course the king was
now embarking on probably seemed to him the only one open.

Now whether the Prussian monarch believed an attack in 1756 was
inevitable by an armed coalition of powers, thus justifying the so-called
preemptive strike upon Saxony, is open to question. However, Frederick
sincerely believed it. Most especially as he had to be aware of resentment
over his careless remarks about the ruler of Russia.

There was some basis for this phenomenon. The nation of Russia in 1756
was actively seeking to “reduce the King of Prussia within proper
bounds.”31 That truth was not only in Frederick’s head.32 Complications
then arose from this scenario. According to letters from the British
ambassador, Sir Andrew Mitchell,33 events at the Russian court had



“prevented the Russians from executing the project that had been framed of
attacking the King of Prussia this year.”34

Frederick refused to negotiate with Augustus (now cowering in Struppen)
beyond ordering him to disband the Saxon army immediately or face the
consequences. It became obvious Augustus was stalling for time, so events
moved swiftly on. On September 9, about 1100 hours, the king entered
Dresden in the company of Field Marshal Jacob Keith—his second-in-
command of the center column.35

General Count Johann Christoph von Wylich und Lottum, with a small
force, had actually occupied the city the previous day without opposition.
This Saxon failure to fight for their capital seems rather surprising,
especially in view of the prepared state of the city walls with vast amounts
of war material found there.36 Now things could proceed. The Prussian
General headquarters were established at Gross-Sedlitz, in the “garden of
the countess Moszczenska.”37 By this point, both Ferdinand and Bevern had
reached their assigned positions. As for Frederick, as soon as he arrived in
Dresden, he ordered the seizure of the state papers and the official chests
searched with a view to find any incriminating documents that might point
to Augustus conspiring with the Austrians against him. All of this in
addition to the issuing of manifestoes proclaiming his “friendship” for the
Saxons.

The Saxons were taking what measures they could. As quickly as word
reached the capital the Prussians were pouring across the border, the
government made preparations to depart. The Chevalier De Saxe, who
commanded the Saxon cavalry, kept patrols out to snoop out Prussian
activities, but that was about it. The army began withdrawing into Pirna
from September 1, but Augustus himself only left Dresden on September 9
(Wylich did not bother to storm his quarters). The Saxons successfully
sought permission for their king to be expedited to Pirna without Prussian
interference—complete with his entourage. The Saxon queen, however,
remained at Dresden. She tried to prevent the Prussians from confiscating
the official state papers.38 These official documents could be a key
justification for the Prussian actions.39 There was more. Whether through
carelessness or oversight, the Saxons left large stockpiles of gear in



different places throughout their country, not just in Dresden, supplies
which the Prussians used to their full advantage, helping to allay their
demands for stock. Although nowhere near what the invaders had wanted or
would require. In effect, the Prussian king was trying to maneuver matters
so the Saxons would be ultimately responsible for the Prussian expenses in
Saxony.40

Augustus’ cause was not entirely hopeless. The works at Pirna were
peculiarly suited to a defensive struggle.41 The Saxons held a large chunk of
territory there, extending from Pirna and the tall eminence of the
Sonnenstein to the Königstein hill. At the latter, the Elbe took an abrupt
northward turn veering at Pirna and Dresden. Here the prevailing conditions
might just favor a Prussian attack, especially with the small size of the
Saxon force.

Frederick had a much larger force at his disposal. Ferdinand brought 11,695
infantry, 3,131 cavalry, and 52 guns with him. Bevern had 11,676 infantry,
6,190 cavalry, and 34 guns in his column. The king’s main column boasted
24,446 infantry, 5,174 cavalry, and 136 guns. Thus the Prussian aggregate
was almost 48,000 infantry, 14,495 cavalry, and 222 guns.42 The odds were
stacked against the militarily incompetent Augustus, who had no more than
18,000 men holding his lines under Marshal Count Friedrich Rütowski.43

Even had this force been assembled in a single body, it could not have been
deployed against one of the three columns without fear of being cut off
from Dresden by the remaining two. The Pirna movement seemed the only
viable alternative under the circumstances, short of withdrawing into
Bohemia. The latter was the wisest course open, but would have entailed
abandoning Augustus’ country to its fate. He was unwilling to adopt such a
course.

Behind her frontier Austria was still assembling troops, and already had two
distinct bodies of men. One, under Field Marshal Octavio Piccolomini,
consisted of approximately 22,606 men and was encamped near Königshof-
Kolin in eastern Moravia. But that body of men had only just received the
necessary horses it would require and would thus demand some additional
time to prepare to march.44



Wied was in Aussig from September 4. The Austrians generally sought to
cover their own frontiers, but Wied’s avowed intentions were to open a line
of communication with Augustus and keep a wary eye upon the enemy. On
September 9, Major-General Joseph Freiherr von Wolfersdorfe took an
additional 2,400 men or so with him, plus eight cannon, to help bolster
Wied at Aussig.

In strong contrast to the indecision reigning in the high command, Browne
had been fully cognizant of Prussian preparations and the massing of forces
more than a month before the actual invasion. Scattered patrols detected the
extent of the enemy’s preparations, since it was impossible to keep such
full-blown preparedness under wraps. To the marshal, it was clear what was
in the offing. On August 25, Browne informed the Hofkriegsrath that the
Prussian king was preparing to invade Saxony and that such an
encroachment was probably imminent.45

Now, the inevitable had occurred, and Browne was holding on to Aussig
with a less than sure grip. The approaching Prussians probed the town,
obviously checking for the enemy’s strength. September 12, General
Adolph Nikolaus von Buccow took two full regiments of dragoons and
some infantry to go to Königgrätz and, simultaneously, protect the passes
thereabouts from the “invaders.” About September 15, the various scattered
details of Austrian troops were starting to jell together. That left the men of
Browne’s immediate command, consisting of some 32,465 troops gathering
at Prague, available for field operations. The other forces would require
some time to prepare for the coming battles with the bluecoats.

Frederick intended, as soon as he had compelled the Saxons to surrender, to
march into the heart of Austria at once.46 He had rather lofty hopes of
attacking both enemy troop formations simultaneously to break them up,
march on Vienna and compel Austria to sue for peace on terms favorable to
Prussia. However, Browne could not be suffered to interfere.

With that express purpose in mind, the king detached approximately half of
his army (32,000 men) under Keith, and sent him packing with instructions
to make for Aussig and Nöllendorf to act as a counter to the Austrians on
the Bohemian border. While Keith was to be so occupied, the king



commenced a siege of Pirna with the remaining troops. Ferdinand,
marching with the advanced guard of this detachment, encountered a force
of Austrians, including Pandours, near Aussig (September 13).47

These Pandours were part of Colonel Perroni’s command. Perroni had eight
companies of grenadiers, 200 cavalry, and 50 hussars accompanying him.
Ferdinand had 10,000 men with him, and three rather vigorous little attacks
cleared the low-lying area on both sides of Perroni. This move threatened to
outflank the latter’s prepared position. By 1500 hours, Perroni, belatedly
realizing his danger, fell back on Nöllendorf.48 Ferdinand broke off pursuit
and consolidated his position, pausing at Peterswaulde. While he waited,
other parts of the army brought forward the materials of war. On September
15, all being prepared, Ferdinand suddenly erupted against an Austrian
outpost in front of Nöllendorf, but it was too late. Perroni had already
withdrawn into the place. Yet he did not linger there long. His defenders
fled to Aussig, in the process alerting Major-General Count de Materni of
the nearness of the Prussians.

Some bluecoats took up post where the enemy had been. Other small
Prussian bodies probed forward, enough to convince Wied the enemy were
vigorously trying to outflank him. He rose from Aussig on September 18,
wending back towards Lobositz. The following day, although the Prussians
were not pursuing after all, Wied withdrew further out of harm’s way to
Budin. All of the scattered Austrian units then gravitated towards that post.
This maneuver enabled the Austrians to reunite their forces. The army
assumed a powerful sheltered position on the Eger before the Elbe.

The bluecoats were quite active. Late in the night of September 22, a
Prussian task force, led by Lt.-Col. Strozzi, lit out to attack the castle of
Tetschen. Resistance was spotty, and within hours, the Prussians had taken
the castle with its garrison of six officers and 12 soldiers. Aussig was also
captured, but the Prussians found Leitmeritz to be swarming with the
Austrians, commanded by Colonel Graf Franz Moritz von Lacy. At Aussig,
a pontoon bridge of 24 pontoons was put down so the Prussians could reach
the other bank. Further up the stream, the Austrians occupied the Castle of
Schreckenstein. For its defense, Browne had earmarked a force of about
400 Croats led by Lt.-Col. Peter von MacEliot. The Prussian efforts to seize



the structure were half-hearted, since their interest was limited. September
28, a detachment led by Major-General Christoph Hermann von Manstein49

made one lone weak effort, but it was easily repulsed. On the flipside, the
Croats conducted so many nuisance raids upon the forces holding the
Aussig pontoon bridge that the king ordered it dismantled on September 29.

The plan which Frederick was employing here was similar to ones he had
earlier used in the First and Second Silesian Wars, but the times had
changed. Frederick did not yet understand how much times, not to mention
his Austrian enemy, had changed. Even if only in the back of his mind,
Frederick expected the often easy victories like he had enjoyed in the earlier
Silesian Wars. Aside from the reports that filtered into Berlin about
Austrian improvements in the intervening years, there was no way to “see”
the refinements short of battle. It would prove a rude awakening to the king
and the whole Prussian army.

But that was just a bit into the future. The more immediate problem
involved the Saxons and their new camp and how to deal best with the
developing situation. A brief description of the ground about Pirna may be
desirable at this point. The land begins rising in gentle swells on both banks
of the Elbe to the east from the Saxon capital curving to Tetschen—
approximately 26 miles to the southeast from Dresden—while above the
capital’s northern suburbs some 27 miles to the east rose the Falkenberg.
The Schneeberg was about 24 miles from Falkenberg and a full 25 from
Dresden, off to the north-northwest. Between these two heights lay the
Prussians and the Saxons, in this autumn of 1756.

Within their lines, the Saxons had as their one important fortress the
Königstein (itself just short of Schandau), but it was virtually impregnable
to the siege guns of that age.50 The fortress of the Sonnenstein near Pirna
was also formidable (with a garrison of 125 men), although not like the
Königstein. Augustus’ headquarters were at Struppen, and he placed the
most reliance on these forts, with their connecting lines. The first line of
defense was the small outworks on the Gottleube stream, near the rises, the
latter going away towards Leopoldshayn—itself only about four miles from
the Königstein.



Between Langen-Hennersdorf, the Saxon lines extended as far in that
direction as the little hamlet, and the Königstein. That was the extent of
Augustus’ weaker force fronting on the brook hard by Königstein. The one
between Langen-Hennersdorf and the Sonnenstein, where the majority of
the Saxon army was positioned, protected behind lines of palisades,
batteries, and natural obstructions, was stronger. Even the passes into that
latter position were strongly guarded.

Frederick, after reconnoitering the Saxon position carefully, concluded there
was little chance of assaulting the enemy’s position without suffering heavy
losses. He decided to besiege the enemy in their lines and allow short
rations and the idle moments a chance to weaken the Saxons’ strength and
determination. But that left time for the besieged to receive relief, time for
the Austrians to move to the aid of their beleaguered “allies.”

Meanwhile, Frederick made the best of a bad situation. The Prussian camp
was positioned from Gross-Sedlitz to Dohna—a distance of about one mile
—extending to the Müglitz River. Beyond this, Charles of Brandenburg-
Schwedt’s command was deployed to Rothschenke, and that of Bevern
from there to Gottleube. Beyond the latter lay scattered hussar bodies and
artillery right up to the Elbe. On the upper bank of the river, the king was
linked to the commands of Lt.-Gen. Johann Georg von Lestwitz and Lt.-
Gen. Hans Karl von Winterfeldt.51 Lestwitz’s guns dominated the Saxon
lines near the Sonnenstein, while Winterfeldt, from his command post at
Lilienstein, sought to prevent the Saxons from escaping across the Elbe that
way.52 Winterfeldt had a second grouping of batteries with him, while a
third was at Welden and Neider.

Negotiations were broken off on September 19, following trips even by the
esteemed Winterfeldt to hold unproductive talks with Augustus. The
Prussian high command disdained the military assault option upon Pirna.
The king, trading immediate action for more patient effects, was not playing
this waiting game without purpose. He already cradled hopes the Saxons
could be forced to terms with a minimum of casualties, as he wished to
incorporate their army into his own.



And so the Prussian king bade his time and waited upon events. For this
decision, he has been roundly assailed as overly cautious, both by some
contemporaries (Winterfeldt, for one, believed the camp could be stormed),
and by some of his illustrious successors, including Napoleon Bonaparte.
Certainly, this behavior is curious when the Prussians acted as if they were
forestalling a coalition when they barged into Saxony in the first place.
Besides the cramped territory in which the Pirna post was situated, with its
limited maneuvering room, contrasted greatly with the open plains of
Bohemia, which were within easy marching distance. But the bluecoats
stayed put.

The opportunistic monarch used the time to try to ingratiate himself into
Saxon society as much as possible. Frederick attended worship in local
Protestant churches, while his guards were careful to keep would-be
troublemakers at bay. The king also threw festive balls, at which he “excited
admiration by his excellent performance on the flute.”53 We are left
wondering how much of this was genuine and how much just for show.

Meanwhile, disturbing events were taking place further to the south.
Rumors that Browne had as many as 60,000 fighting men had reached
Gross-Sedlitz, but his actual number was more like 45,000. On September
10, the Austrian commander marched, under strict instructions to relieve the
Saxons as quickly as possible. However, he was deprived of support from
Piccolomini, who had his hands full with Field Marshal Kurt Christoph
Schwerin54 over in Silesia.

Piccolomini, about September 3, shifted into Bohemia to oppose Schwerin,
encamped between Glogau and Neustadt. Buccow was sent, September 12,
with two regiments of dragoons and one of infantry, to occupy the key post
of Königgrätz. The prince took up temporary quarters the next day at
Leutomischl. Schwerin moved promptly to oppose the Austrian move. On
September 15, he was at Reinertz, at the foot of the Metal-Gebirge, and was
developing the presence of Austrians at advanced posts along the ridge.

Early the next morning, Piccolomini’s main body was at Königgrätz, and
reports were rife of the imminent Prussian presence. An exhausting march
was fortified with one full day of rest. On September 17, Buccow, with a



detachment of dragoons and Count Rudolph Pálffy’s hussars, galloped to
Neustadt, there to contain the Prussians preparing to debouch into the
plains. Schwerin had the advantage of the ground, not to mention of
numbers, so he ejected Buccow’s forces and moved sedately with his main
body on Geishubel.

This was a threat Piccolomini could not afford to ignore, still less when
Schwerin suddenly rose on September 19 and marched the approximately
20 miles to Aujest. There, hidden behind three large ponds in front and the
Elbe River on the right, the Prussian paused in a strong position. The
Austrian commander had reacted to all of this by ordering entrenchments be
made ready at and about Königgrätz. Advanced parties set up barriers to the
enemy. On September 21, Prussian patrols probed these new works
Piccolomini had constructed, alarming the Austrians that more sinister
movements were at hand. But Schwerin was not really in earnest.

So the two sides spent a nervous, but brief, interlude, lasting only until
September 25. On that date, General Pálffy was posted to Geishubel, trying
to cut the Prussian line-of-communications and supply that was keeping
Schwerin in business at Aujest. This was an obvious attempt to force the
Prussians to recoil upon the Metal-Gebirge. Schwerin responded by sending
out the Free Corps of J. A. K. du Verger55; the latter promptly sped in the
direction of Richenau. Other Prussian raiding parties operated north and
south of Königgrätz. Piccolomini answered with a detachment under Lt.-
Gen. Marquis de Spada of 2,000 cavalry. Spada promptly repaired to
Sadowa to block the Prussian incursions thereabouts, while Lt.-Gen.
Gersdorf maneuvered towards Richenau to fend off enemy foraging parties.
Throughout, Schwerin demonstrated a curious lassitude which can only be
explained by his diversionary role of decoy designed to dominate
Piccolomini’s attention.

Browne, for his part, made steady progress. By the end of September, he
was consolidated at Budin. Keith, from his camp at Peterswaulde, had
gradually extended elements of Ferdinand’s force to Aussig, the center
being at Johnsdorf (thus holding lines nearly 15 miles in extent). So Keith’s
Prussians were across the Eger only two days’ march from Browne, who
now encamped, uncertain what to do next.



Under these circumstances, Browne knew that a march directly on Pirna
was out of the question for the moment. The arrival of the Austrian relief
force did compel Frederick to take counter measures to keep the Austrian
“rescuers” from “spoiling” the party.

On September 28, the king, leaving Charles of Brandenburg-Schwedt in
command of the siege forces, moved with a detachment of men to
Johnsdorf. He took with him an advanced guard of eight battalions, eight
squadrons of hussars and ten of dragoons, and moved off. The following
day, Frederick and Keith marched directly at the enemy, who were already
preparing to cross the Eger on their pontoons. The night of September 29–
30 the Prussians reached Turmitz. From there, it was an easy saunter down
the Töplitz-Dresden road on Budin, where Frederick’s scouts accurately
informed him that Browne was encamped. Arriving at Kletschenberg, the
king discovered the Austrians, who had crossed the Eger that very morning
(September 30) and occupied Lobositz.

Major-General Graf von O’Donnell led the Austrian advanced guard, which
probed gingerly for the nearby foe. Browne kept sending additional
reinforcements to prop up O’Donnell during the course of the night. The
light troopers crowded over against the bluecoats as much as they dared,
and spent the entire night harassing them with light fire.

Marshal Browne had not been neglectful of keeping up active
communication with the Saxons in Pirna. One of his staff, the French
officer Major de Martagne, suggested Browne send an independent flying
corps up through the country east of Elbe, where the Prussians would likely
be vulnerable. Instead of the west of the Elbe, where the pathways held
bluecoats in great strength. The task force was to appear before the Saxon
camp, while Augustus was to bring his army across from Pirna and fall
back on Bohemia along the eastern bank of the Elbe along with the task
force.

Browne dispatched Martagne early on September 21 to make his way
discreetly to Pirna to communicate this scheme to the Saxons. On
September 28, a rider from Pirna confirmed the Saxons would prepare, by
October 11–12, to fulfill their part of the bargain.



The Prussians made similar preparations. Duke of Brunswick-Bevern’s task
was to solidify the Prussian post, while Major-General von Wickeradt
Quadt took a force (the 5th Infantry of Ferdinand and the 3rd of Major-
General Friedrich Franz of Anhalt-Dessau) to expel “some hundreds of
Pandours.”56 These troopers were reluctant to retreat. During the night, the
Prussian king received intelligence from some hussars that the Austrians
were in motion. This would lead to the very erroneous conclusion the
following morning that Browne was retreating without recourse to battle.

The Austrians were still hidden by the layered ground, so much so that only
from the Kletschenberg itself could they be seen. Even that restricted view
required an eyeglass. Browne’s army lay between Sullowitz through
Lobositz to Wehlhoten, a long, divided front which the Prussians hoped to
break. About 0200 hours, on October 1, advancing Prussian patrols were
“ambushed” on the way to Welmina by some of Browne’s troopers. In one
veteran’s crisp words, “there was some wild shooting.”57 The surprised
marshal shook his men awake to prepare for action, and a couple of cavalry
regiments were even shifted from Browne’s right to his left. Here he
evidently thought the chance of an enemy attack greater. Still, the two
armies did not yet come to blows, and Browne’s men spent the rest of the
night nervously anticipating the dawn. Men on both sides no doubt spent an
anxious night under arms. Thus the last night of September, the Prussians
and their king waited on the daylight for a confrontation with the enemy.



Chapter Two

The Battle of Lobositz

A thick mist lay over the plain of Lobositz1 from the dawn on October 1,
hiding the daylight, as well as the enemy, from Frederick’s view.2 The veil
extended up the hills and thoroughly covered the ground. Most of what
would become a battlefield that day was shrouded. The Prussian king could
just make out the outline of the village of Lobositz in the distance, though
little else. This time it was not caused by Frederick’s well-known myopia,
but the weather.3

Reconnaissance parties were dispatched out, off towards the Lobosch Hill,
where scattered groups of enemy light parties (some 2,000 Croats and
grenadiers all told)4 could be barely discerned occupying the vineyards in
front of—and on—the rise. These vineyards were intertwined with small
stone walls, only a few feet high, with a limited view. But the handy
structures would provide some shelter for the troops positioned there. In
addition, the rocky condition of the ground provided some cover.

Browne deployed his forces to keep the backs of his men to the Homolka,
where the Austrian horse was packed to the extent the marshal dared.
Behind the front line, Browne had only the hussars of Lt.-Gen. Andreas
Hadik Graf von Futal and the Baranyáy Hussars to help the forward troops
in case Frederick’s cavalry struck.

About 0515 hours, the king, in the company of Marshal Keith, Duke of
Bevern, and Prince Augustus Wilhelm,5 rode up closer to check on the
enemy. Little could be identified even in this nearer view, although it
appeared nothing was stirring in the enemy’s camp. But even while the
entourage met with Lt.-Gen. Karl Christian Graf von Schmettau in the
forward posts, scouts reported an undetermined number of the enemy close



by. The king’s party returned to the main camp, and tried to piece together
what the opposition might be up to. What was really going on beneath that
mask of fog? There was some basis for believing the main Austrian force
had retired during the night, and had left only a small screening force to
delay the bluecoats.

About 0600 hours, Frederick took another look. Below, nearer to Lobositz,
he could now make out small bodies of troops, probably hussars, through
the haze.6 After that, Frederick began deploying his army to be better
prepared for any eventuality on the part of Browne. Early on, the big guns
of both sides apparently began to fire intermittently. Ulrich Bräker, a Swiss
“volunteer” in the Prussian service, wrote of the “thunder of the cannon”
from about 0600 hours on.7

Artillery would play an important role in this first European battle of the
biggest war the world had yet seen.8 Frederick could dispose of
approximately 17,500 infantry in 25 battalions, 10,500 horse in 59
squadrons, a small force of about 300 hussars, and 97 guns.9 In the space
between the Lobosch and the Homolka, in rather cramped surroundings, the
Prussian van deployed, while to the right on the Homolka itself (about
1,038 feet above the valley below), in a second group, the king put part of
his infantry. Among the latter were some of Schwerin’s command, Major-
General August Friedrich von Itzenplitz’s 13th Infantry and Winterfeldt’s
men with some 12 guns.10 Most of the army was deployed to the left of the
Homolka along the Lobosch (which itself rose more than a quarter of a mile
above the valley floor below). The first order of business here was to drive
away those active enemy parties planted thereabouts.

As the Prussian scouting forces drew nearer, an intermittent fire was opened
on them from the men crouched behind the wall. Frederick’s hopes for an
easy victory were squashed instantly and for all. This much was clear: The
enemy held the rise; it would be necessary to wrestle it from Browne as a
condition to secure victory.

About 0700 hours, the army moved to the attack. The Prussian artillery of
Colonel Karl Friedrich von Moller went straightway to work, a sustained
effort this time, with some effect.11 Austrian guns, all set to go, replied with



an intensity that belied the “calm” autumn morning.12 The reverberation of
the guns was soon unnerving many a seasoned veteran. Some of the
Austrian Croats promptly bolted to the rear, and even the experienced
Browne could never remember hearing the like.13

As the Prussian regiments marched up, each battalion moving to the
leftwards before making an oblique turn, they came under a sustained,
accurate fire. Bevern’s 7th and the 17thof Major-General Heinrich von
Manteuffel were sucked into the vortex of the developing action that was
drawn against the Croats, supported by the 27th Infantry of Lt.-Gen. Franz
Ulrich von Kleist. This included the contribution from five or six cannon
which had been set up before Lobositz and were shooting quite
energetically the whole time. The latter found their range rather quickly.

This hammering put the Prussians at a disadvantage. The 13th Infantry of
Major-General von Itzenplitz,14 where Bräker was in the ranks, was one of
those now in harm’s way. “Big chunks of hot metal went flying over our
heads, throwing up clots of earth and plucking men from the ranks.”15

The response was in kind, until the head of the Lobosch was filled with
Prussians and light Austrian parties (mostly Pandours) blasting away quite
energetically at each other. While this was taking place, the Prussian right,
bent back and placed on and near the Homolka, was yet to be in the fire. In
the plain below, the Prussian cavalry formed up, and a small body of horse
(including the Bayreuth Dragoons) was held in readiness to the south of the
Homolka. On the left, where Manteuffel and company were springing on
the Lobosch, the intensity of the fight was growing.

General Quadt16 had been charged off, under the direction of the Duke of
Brunswick-Bevern, to strike from the Prussian right against the light
hussars at the foothills in his immediate front.17 Quadt knew the business at
hand, and he plunged right in. In the course of this struggle, the general was
shot when a ricocheting round exploded nearby. The intensity of the blow
knocked Quadt backwards from his horse with a mortal wound. This was
among the factors limiting the Prussian success here.



Another factor was the unanticipated Austrian preparation for the fight.18

Browne, on his part, had a slight edge in numbers, with some 26,500
infantry in 15 regiments, plus four Croat battalions, 7,500 cavalry in 12
cavalry regiments, and 94 guns. This slight numerical superiority on the
part of the Austrians was offset by the superior training of the bluecoats.
And the latter, under their King Frederick, had never yet been beaten on a
battlefield.

Now the general prospects among the Prussian rank-and-file for victory
were good for the most part. There were exceptions. Among the latter, the
Swiss soldier Ulrich Bräker, already mentioned, has left an interesting
account of the battle.19

Meanwhile, the battle was fully involved. After a slight scuffle, the tandem
team of Manteuffel and Prince Moritz20 finally cleared the lower reaches to
the Lobosch. The enemy, stooped behind the stone walls, could not
maintain a steady fire and they were forced back towards Lobositz and the
Morellen-Bach stream. Though the ground in front of the rise was secure,
the Prussians could not advance farther due to the terrain’s difficulties and
the possible nearness of the main Austrian army. Both of these problems
were aggravated by the murky, thick fog. And, of course, the Croats still
held the hill itself.

Nevertheless, the annoying fire on the Prussian left continued, when the
mist momentarily thinned. The king then (about 0800 hours) perceived an
enemy body of cavalry, which he took to be about ten squadrons, perhaps
1,500 riders, forward of his own center cavalry. The enemy were busy
maneuvering about in what appeared to be a shaky sidled formation.

Frederick took this force, along with those driven from the Lobosch, to be
Browne’s rearguard. As it turned out, this was O’Donnell’s advance guard,
consisting of 12 grenadier companies and six squadrons of dragoons,21

which Browne was energetically pushing reinforcements up to join. The
king assumed the enemy had left these forces to slow down a pursuit and
shield their rear from attack while they stole a march around the bluecoats
to Schandau to get the Saxons out of Pirna. Probably with the intention of
forestalling such a move, Augustus Wilhelm told the king he needed to get



troops into the valley right away. They simply had to figure out what the
enemy were up to. So Frederick ordered forward 20 cavalry squadrons—
under the bright Lt.-Gen. Friedrich Wilhelm von Kyau22—to charge the
enemy horse.23 Once done with that task, this force was to pursue Browne,
assuming the charge was successful. By then, the Homolka and the Lobosch
were basking in the sun, but that aggravating haze was still enveloping the
valley, still causing hesitation.

Kyau immediately expressed a concern the fog may hold more than the
king imagined, but was ordered to his business anyway. He informed
Frederick he had reason to believe a sizeable enemy force was present at
Sullowitz, although obey the order he did.

This force, with two guns to go ahead to shell the enemy’s position, charged
downhill into the Austrian horse, routing and chasing it back into the mist
just about 0830 hours. Major-General Nikolaus Andreas von Katzler’s 11th
Cuirassiers got the ball rolling, slamming hard into the Austrian Cordova
Cuirassiers opposite to him. This blow spread much confusion, but Katzler
was temporarily lost in the bargain and his unit lost 82 men in a short
firefight.24 Katzler went down at the very start of the action.25 Undoubtedly,
what kept his unit going was the press of the other Prussian forces, who
were advancing up fast behind it.

The Austrians should have been in desperate straits just about this point.
But as soon as they alighted in the mist, the Prussian riders encountered
thick masses of enemy artillery fire (to the left of the charging horsemen).
These latter opened a most murderous fire, inflicting heavy losses, and
compelling the Prussian horse to recoil.

Nor was the job left to the artillery alone. From the vicinity of Sullowitz,
two full regiments of Austrian cavalry, under General Count Joseph
Luchessi, sprang forward to outflank the new intruders. These were the 29th
Cuirassiers and the 33rd Cuirassiers. This move was made possible only
because the valiant Guard de Corps (13th Cuirassiers, Colonel Hans August
von Blumenthal) unaccountably failed to strike at Sullowitz, bristling at that
moment with Austrian bayonets. Nonetheless, the oversight was soon
corrected by Colonel Blumenthal himself, at a terrible personal price.



He charged forward straight into the fray. Shortly, the colonel’s horse was
set down, rather forcefully, by a nearby exploding cannon shot. This left
Blumenthal in an awful predicament; he was exposed without a horse and
knocked around in the midst of the enemy. Within a few moments,
Blumenthal received a number of serious cuts from the enemy’s sabers. A
couple of his men rescued the colonel before the enraged Austrians could
finish the job; the effort proved futile, as he died of his wounds soon after.

Meanwhile, Blumenthal’s men continued their valiant effort. The focus of
the 13th’s charge shifted directly to the left of the obstacle. Blumenthal’s
neighbor, the 5th (Bayreuth) Dragoons, disdaining the danger, plunged
headlong into the firefight. Their effort forced back the Austrian horse,
saving the Prussian left.

A little to the west, two additional regiments strove to strengthen the
Austrian line along the Morellen-Bach towards Lockwitz. These latter were
the 29th and the 33rd Cuirassiers, heavy cavalry, led by Prince Löwenstein.
Löwenstein was needed there. The Prussian horse certainly had the capacity
to cause Browne’s defeat. This was a threat too great to ignore. The
progress of the first attack had been blunted, but largely from the much
more effective artillery fire.

Löwenstein’s horse went right to work. When the former appeared, the
Prussian cavalry had already completed its business. The ride up had been
long, the artillery fire devastating, and the horses themselves were suffering
from a shortage of fodder. So the bluecoats were paused, taking in a well-
deserved breather, when the enemy was suddenly upon them. As the
progress of Löwenstein’s charge naturally carried the attack past the
confines of the Morellen-Bach, the Prussians made a break for it. Some of
the Prussian troopers were trapped in the marsh. The Austrian pursuit did
not break off until most of the Prussian horse was “sheltering” under the
Prussian batteries. Bräker, as an witness to the panorama, now saw riderless
horses, some even dragging their entrails, dotting the disturbing scene.26

The stunned units finally got steadied again at the bottom of the Lobosch.27

In this same firefight, the valiant Austrian general of horse, Lt.-Gen. Alois
Count Radicati, was mortally wounded, suffering a severed leg from a



cannonball.28 Frederick, who had been watching from above, saw the vapor
clear away to reveal the whole Austrian army stretched out in the valley
below, instead of just Browne’s rearguard like he originally thought. Kyau
had been right all along.

Then the king saw the survivors of the first wave and the rest of the cavalry
forming up to charge again, and sent off an order to hold off the second
charge. Too late, the reinforced cavalry (more than 10,000 strong, with
eight squadrons of cuirassiers and eight of dragoons) glided back into the
thinning mist about 1130 hours, sweeping the enemy back once more. The
sight must have been awe-inspiring: Europe had not seen such masses of
cavalry engaged in battle like this in half a century. Unperturbed, the
Austrian guns renewed their pounding. In spite of it all, the Prussian cavalry
charge made steady forward progress. The Austrian 1st Dragoons
(Erzherzog Joseph) received the full brunt of this new Prussian attack. It
was overwhelmed. With the range narrowing, with every boom of the guns,
men seemed to be torn from the ranks. Nonetheless, on the bluecoats
pressed, the finest troops the age had to offer.

There was an inevitable price to pay for such heroics. The 2nd Cuirassiers
of Prince Wilhelm’s cavalry was at the very front of this charge. It lost 10
officers and 127 of its men in a few furious moments of heavy, unforgiving
fighting.29 The 5th Cuirassiers, its immediate neighbor here, lost 10 officers
and 128 men, including the commander, Major-General David Hans
Christoph von Lüderitz.30 An exploding cannon shot detonated nearby,
killing that unfortunate man instantly.31 The tale was much the same for Lt.-
Gen. Friedrich Wilhelm von Rochow’s 8th Cuirassiers; fully 146 men and
officers were laid low in this stroke.32 Even Colonel Friedrich Wilhelm von
Seydlitz, the future favorite cavalry master, was involved in the sanguinary
struggle.33

The cavalry came upon a ditch of some ten feet, but they lunged across the
obstacle and charged ever farther into the mist. Right away, however, their
progress was stopped dead by a swampy brook. It was the Morellen-Bach
Water. Circumstances were dire for a time. One observer wrote candidly of
the Prussian host “many horses were too weak to struggle up the high bank”
from the valley below.34 So the valiant Prussian effort disintegrated in



passing the swamp, as many men were unable to make even the initial
attack. The Prussians’ progress halted, the Austrians turned more cannon
upon them (the battery near Lobositz), flanked on one side by the
grenadiers and on the other by the 20th (Lt.-Gen. Graf Colloredo), with the
36th of Browne.

Now for the first time, many of the bluecoats realized the enemy were not
the same old foe they had been used to dealing with. Moreover, even the
Austrian weapons had been improved in the interim. Their soldiers now had
iron ramrods. The effect was to greatly facilitate their rate of fire.35 Most
disturbing, that vast increase in effectiveness was being abundantly
demonstrated to those forces just then engaged in attacking Browne’s lines.
With this, the bluecoats did an about-face, drawing back out of range.

Not all made it. A number of Prussian horsemen entered the bog in their
retreat and could not free themselves. The 9th Cuirassiers of Prince Johann
von Schöinach-Karolath and the 1st Hussars (Michael von Szekely) were
flung, valiantly, into the path. With their horses fatigued from the two
melées, some troops had to be extricated. This generally meant leaving the
poor equine companion to its fate. Colonel Seydlitz, for one, had to be
“fished” out of the bog.36 As soon as the badly shaken cavalry units
returned, Frederick had them posted to the rear of the Lobosch, out of
harm’s way. Their losses had been enormous. The horses themselves were
bone-tired. They had been working all day although “having had neither
fodder nor water for thirty hours.”37

By then, it was nearing 1200 hours, and the fog was receding. So, even as
his second charge was ending, the king could finally see much of the flat
land below and more clearly what the situation was. For the first time, he
could see Browne’s entire army, which was not retreating at all, but fully
ranked for an involved battle. Frederick discerned the main body behind the
Morellen-Bach, which was crossable at only two bridges. The Austrian
commander had been careful to charge off cannon to guard the approaches
to both, belching fire into the masses of Frederick’s infantry near the
Lobosch by that point.



One bridge veered off through the southern end of the low pasture to the
road from Radositz and Homolka to Sullowitz. A more important second
one completed the route from the latter to Lobositz. It connected Browne’s
army at the Morellen-Bach above Sullowitz. The army stretched from
Lobositz to Tschirskowitz, in the valley area, and was cut in two below
Lobositz. Browne’s left wing cavalry was deployed in such a way to take
advantage of any outflanking movement on the Austrian center by the
Prussians.

At Lobositz itself, many redoubts had been dug in the last few days,
complete with batteries to provide cover, and a considerable force of
Austrian infantry and cavalry, commanded by Lt.-Gen. Carl Kager von
Stampatch (10th Cuirassiers), and O’Donnell’s 14th Cuirassiers, just to the
south of Lobositz reaching the Morellen-Bach. The advanced guard was
pushed forward to the support of the Croat parties on the Lobosch. The
position was strong, except in the lower ground near the Morellen-Bach:
here Frederick stood a good chance of breaking through.

To partially compensate for this weak link in his lines, Browne pushed
reinforcements up to that portion of his front. But there was a far more
important position that the Austrians needed: the Homolka. Had Browne
occupied the rise—and then held it in force—the day might have turned out
much differently than it did.38 The Austrian light parties had withdrawn to
the vineyards forward of the Morellen-Bach, their backs to Browne’s main
army.

There they could be of little further use to Browne, who was hastily
strengthening his right flank near Lobositz, while the king was preparing to
attack thereabouts. Three regiments of bluecoats, led by Bevern, poured
down into the vineyards from the Wehlhoten end of the line (about 1300
hours), while Austrian reinforcements were moving up to strengthen their
hold on the valley below the Lobosch and to prepare an assault to secure the
hill once and for all. The valiant Colonel Lacy, leading part of the 37th
Infantry (Major-General Joseph Esterhazy) and the 40th Infantry (General
Count Carl {Jung} Colloredo), with a detached body of grenadiers, was
leading this effort (about 1230 hours). Bräker, in the 13th of Itzenplitz, was
in the midst of this particular fight. He wrote later of his apprehension upon



approaching the Austrian lines, with some of his companions falling victim
to the accurate enemy fire. Moreover, “the rampart was already packed with
dead and wounded.”39

The Austrian irregulars took advantage of the thick vineyards to pepper the
bluecoats from cover. The Prussians were left to try to knock down
individual targets of an enemy who not only had the point of vantage over
them, but were largely out of sight. Now the bluecoats demonstrated some
genuine versatility. The British regulars of Major-General Edward
Braddock had encountered a similar situation the previous year in the
woods of North America.40 At that time, the redcoats stood to their ranks in
the midst of an ambush, and tried to fight a virtually invisible enemy
lurking behind rocks and trees without breaking cover. At Lobositz, the
Prussians kept to their ranks for only a few minutes, then dispersed for
cover to fight the enemy on his terms using his methods. That singular
factor made the “playing field” more even.

This development could not help but use up cartridges prodigiously. The
stroke up the Lobosch was guided by Kleist’s 27th Infantry.41 For this brave
effort, this unit was to be well battered by the end of the day. Kleist was
mortally wounded and 290 men of the regiment were killed or wounded.42

The carnage was not confined to one regiment. Major-General Ernst
Ludwig von Kannacker’s 30th Infantry was just as hard-hit; it lost 275 on
that day, most of them probably in that first charge.43 Even Bevern, riled up
by the ferocity of the moment, when confronted with the inevitable shortage
of ammunition, told the troops to use their bayonets.

Browne, by holding the Lobosch, intended to outflank the Prussian lines
and drive Frederick from the field. Without the Lobosch, the king could not
maintain his position. As for the Prussian Majesty, his plan was to seize
Lobositz, roll up the Austrian lines, and compel Browne to depart. To
prevent this distinct possibility, Browne had already ordered off Lacy. The
fight at the Lobosch now started to draw in all available units on both sides.

The Prussian attack itself was with great vigor, and the whitecoats were
driven back on Lobositz and Wehlhoten, while the entire Prussian left swept
towards the village. Duke Ferdinand’s 5th Infantry pointed the way. It took



the brunt of the artillery response from the enemy at this point, losing 98
dead and 30 wounded or missing.44

Lacy fought for his position stubbornly, refusing to give way. Browne
hurried three more infantry regiments forward. The 17th Infantry of
Kollowrat, the 1st of the Emperor Francis Stephen (Kaiser) and the 33rd
Infantry of Nicolaus Esterhazy were sent. But it so happened that the
Prussian presence thereabouts was much stronger, and the fighting became
especially ferocious. Lacy received a bad wound in the process, which
incapacitated him. That development settled matters. With the sight of the
colonel going down, most of the Croats with him took the opportunity to
flee.

By about 1300 hours, with the preliminaries at an end, the contest was fully
in deadly earnest. Prussian howitzers battered at the Austrians, but the latter
made a sustained defense, all the more so as a steady stream of
reinforcements were reaching them. Browne sent his left wing commanders
orders to cross the Morellen-Bach at the bridge at Sullowitz to join the
battle. Nothing daunted, the Prussian spotters on the Homolka turned more
emplaced batteries upon these newcomers.

The work of the Prussian guns was most effective. The whitecoats, with
heavy losses, could not fulfill orders. The movement, which might have had
serious consequences for the Prussians, was thereby staved off. The battle
would be decided in front of Lobositz itself. Moreover, that last exchange
had used up almost all of the shot for the big guns.

By that point, the Prussian left had passed the vineyards and reached the
lower ground. The Austrians were stubborn, and the Prussian command
ordered forward on the double the reinforcements arriving at the Lobosch,
including those of Major-General Johann Dietrich von Hülsen, and the
remaining forces behind the Lobosch. The right was given the task of
holding the Homolka as well as covering the Lobosch against attempts to
retake it. The Austrian defense was determined, and once more a fierce
firefight broke out.

Frederick decided to take a powder—just as he had done at the Battle of
Mollwitz in 1741. He retired to Wchnitz, leaving the field command to



Keith. Momentum was slowly ebbing from Prussian hands, making it clear
the bluecoats would not get their easy victory after all. In spite of this, the
stubborn Austrians were finally pressed back upon Wehlhoten. Below, some
of their comrades were retiring on Lobositz itself, the guns still booming
and the foot soldiers shouting, shooting, and stabbing it out at close range.

War veteran Johann Archenholtz said the fighting was so intense for a time
in clearing the Lobosch the forward Prussian troops ran out of cartridges.
They then “struck at the … [enemy] party with the butts of their
muskets.”45 Some of the officers detailed men to gather up any spare
ammunition from the dead and wounded, who covered the stricken ground.
All of this took precious time. Prussian efforts were redoubled, and they
slowly forced back the enemy. The Austrians could not now hope to win the
decision, as their lines were being driven in all along the front. The heavy
Prussian guns raked them mercilessly and the weight of numbers in the
immediate vicinity was telling. Worse, most of Frederick’s infantry were
committed, including five full regiments from Keith’s command. In the
process, the battle inexorably began to swing against the still resolute
Browne.

At the front of the Prussians, Major von Oelsnitz (the king’s adjutant) was
providing his own inspiration by descending from the heights on to the
enemy.46 His actions encouraged the bluecoats to take the fight to the
enemy. The effort against Lobositz intensified, though Browne made a
serious attempt to stay the Prussian advance outside of the village and
pressed up additional men to feed a counterattack by the Austrian left to do
just that. The Austrian reinforcements were slowed by the necessity of
marching through the village’s narrow streets. This only aggravated the
shelling by the Prussian guns. Ferdinand had chosen a decisive moment to
roll his mobile artillery, including the howitzers, into the area in front of
Lobositz.

The hard-pressed front line troops thus could not benefit fully from the
Austrian reinforcements, since a large number simply could not reach their
assigned posts. The counterattack fizzled; one source suggests this last
stroke was just to “draw away the enemy’s attention”47 anyway while
Browne pulled back his exposed right flank. The bluecoats, cheered by the



sight of the enemy’s retreat, bundled forward. Worse, from about 1300
hours, isolated fires broke out in Lobositz from the shelling, but they did
not become unmanageable for a couple more hours. But this forced Browne
to largely abandon the place, and, with it, the key to the battle.48

The Prussians pressed after the enemy, as some of the whitecoats fell back
toward the “safe” side of the Morellen-Bach. Browne, never the kind to lose
his head in an emergency situation, simply ordered forward the rest of the
army. These new troops were hastily deployed to cover the withdrawal of
their exhausted, fought-out comrades, interjecting between them and the
surging bluecoats.

In this last effort, the Prussian force was composed of infantry alone (with
the cavalry still trying to steady itself at the Homolka), led by the 21st
Infantry of Hülsen. This particular unit was severely punished in the next
few minutes. All told, it lost 277 officers and men in this final effort.49

Browne’s fresh men tried to hold off the enemy.

But the infuriated bluecoats, angered by the dogmatic determination of their
foe, exacted a fierce revenge as they made their way through Lobositz.
Those grisly final scenes of battle were enacted as quarter was neither asked
for nor given on the Austrians left behind. Some threw themselves into the
dark Elbe River to escape. Many drowned in the cold water.

About 1700 hours, Browne withdrew his army to Tschirakowitz. There he
paused and pondered his next step. This ended the battle. The Prussians had
won a hard-fought victory. Soon after the contest ended, Major Oelsnitz
tracked down his master and informed him that Browne was retreating.
Frederick could only ponder over this close-run affair with the Austrians. It
was the first battle since Mollwitz he could have lost. Nevertheless, a
council of war (a rarity for the Prussian king) was called at Wchnitz, in the
shadow of the Homolka. The mildly disoriented king asked for
recommendations from his generals over their next step. Some of the weak-
kneed favored retreat, but young Ferdinand helped squelch such talk. The
army would stay put.50 While the generals were huddling, an Austrian
cannon shot exploded close-by, providing still more drama for this action-
packed day.



While he occupied Lobositz, Frederick dispatched Bevern southward with a
strong detachment (five battalions and 14 squadrons)51 to capture
Tschirakowitz near the road to Budin. Here Browne had his magazines and
army. The marshal had been debating whether to continue the march to the
relief of the Saxons or fall back on Budin for the moment when word
arrived of the enemy’s advance on Tschirakowitz. The proximity of the
latter to his base made Browne believe the Prussian intention was to cut him
off from Budin or even perhaps starve him out. Actually Bevern had no
such plan. The threat alone, in the event, was sufficient.

Just about 0100 hours, October 2, Browne, having consolidated his
territory, prepared to retire on Budin. Next morning, in full daylight, off the
men marched. The Austrian move was not hurried, although Frederick
shunned an active engagement. Browne simply reoccupied the lines he had
held previously, while strengthening his hold on Leitmeritz. Later, Major-
General Johann Sigismund Graf MacQuire von Innskillin was sent to check
any Prussian designs on the latter. Both sides continued to cautiously
maneuver.52

The losses of the two sides in the battle are reckoned to have been the
following: the Prussians lost 2,906 killed or wounded53; the Austrians:
2,873 killed/wounded, three guns, and two battle flags.54 The Prussians
were indeed the victors, but only in the last, heaviest hours of fighting was
the battle decided.

The case could be made that the Austrians fought to a draw, although
technically speaking, they had left the field of battle to Frederick. In that
era, to own the battlefield after an action was tantamount to being the victor.
Nevertheless, Browne’s men had been worthy opponents and the marshal
himself a tough, solid leader.

The lessons were not lost on alert Prussians. Archenholtz freely admitted,
“these [heroes of 1756] are no longer the same old Austrians.”55 At least
one contemporary noted the Austrian army had used the long years of peace
to “take for its own the methodology employed by the conquerors and to
make itself over in their model.”56 It must have been patently obvious then,
to the king and the Prussians, that they were in for a long war.



Chapter Three

The Saxon Surrender; The End of the Campaign

The news of the victory reached the Prussian lines around Pirna just as the
next morning (October 2) broke, and the Prussian reaction was one of joy
and anticipation. The Saxons did not receive the tremendous volleys of
musketry, celebration, and rounds of cannon shot the bluecoats threw up
quite so well. They knew this blunting of Browne’s relief force placed them
in a more serious predicament. Time was definitely on Frederick’s side now.

Browne recuperated his army off his base at Budin, but his losses were
serious enough to cause a delay in marching. Soon he received orders to go
finish the rescue. His chief aim to fix Frederick’s eyes to the route from
Prague as the possible path of rescue was successful, and messengers were
able to slip into Struppen bearing the welcome news to Augustus that
Browne would try again.

The new plan was to take a handpicked force of 8,800 men1 and move with
this force around the Prussians through the country near Wegstadl, Dauba,
on Böhm-Leipa, Kamnitz, through Georgethal, Schönlinde, finally on
Litchenhayn. Here it would be only seven miles from the Königstein and
with only weak Prussian outposts between it and the nearest Saxon lines.
With a bit of pluck and fortune, the deed was possible yet, in spite of the
setback at Lobositz.2 As a prearranged signal, two cannon shot were to be
fired to let Browne know the Saxons were preparing to march.3

The task force was to attack the Prussian posts in front while the Saxons
smashed in from behind. Once the Prussian lines were pierced here, all of
the Saxon troops who were still capable of marching were to be ready to
move out with Browne, before the Prussian king could do anything about it.
Frederick had by that point talked himself into believing the Austrians’



intentions were confined to controlling the Eger River area. He was basing
this deduction on intelligence from some of the enemy’s deserters. Whether
this was his chief source of information is unclear, and the king relying
upon the questionable word of Austrian deserters betrays a little
vulnerability at this pivotal point in the man’s military career.

The enemy’s objectives to rescue Augustus’ men were clear. The country
the ailing Browne would be moving through was suffering from what
amounted to seasonal rains. The Saxons were demoralized, and the
Prussians were alert. The poor besieged men were weak from near
starvation rations (thanks to Minister Brühl’s misdeeds), and most of the
few remaining horses had been reduced to walking skeletons. The Saxons
had plenty of military supplies, which had been stockpiled beforehand, but
they lacked sufficient foodstuffs thanks to the blockade.4 Widespread
discontent was the inevitable result of these deplorable conditions, while
outside of the camp the Prussians were more determined than ever to force
the trapped Saxons to submit.

Browne left General Luchessi in charge at Budin before his departure.5 On
October 7, under the best secrecy possible, Browne’s task force left Budin.
Patrols in the direction of Lobositz were stepped up. Luchessi pressed to
Welwarn, to better guard against any Prussian countermeasures. Browne
pushed out Hadik to screen him from Prussian interference, and moved on
Skalka, Gruber, and Sandau. The Prussians had patrols out as well, probing
for the enemy.

Meanwhile, on October 9, Browne hitched into Kamnitz, where he paused
for an uncertain night. The roving force of Hadik, which had picked up
MacGuire, rejoined the main force thereabouts. The movement had been
hampered by the rocky condition of the ground, where the paths had not
been reduced to quagmires, and only with the greatest efforts were any
supply wagons brought forward at all.6 Most of the tent equipage was left
behind, along with most of the supply wagons, to expedite the movement.
Under the circumstances, haste would be required if there was any hope of
successfully rescuing the Saxons from the clutches of the invader.



A rest was called at Zeider, as the task force was now firmly enshrouded by
the highest rises of the Metal-Gebirge. The lateness of the season and the
frequent rains now really had a lingering effect on the morale of the men.

On October 11, a roaming Prussian force (the 4th Prussian hussars under
the famed Lt.-Col. Carl Emanuel von Warnery) encountered part of
Browne’s advance guard near Mittelndorf.7 The bluecoats opened fire with
their guns, believing the enemy to be a light patrol. Soon this error in
judgment was “corrected,” and the Prussian patrol, letting out the alarm,
retreated to Altendorf, alerting Lt.-Gen. Dietrich Richard von Meyerinck at
Schandau that it needed assistance. It was only then that the Prussians
discovered the magnitude of the Austrian effort. Frederick’s reaction was
swift and predicable. The force already at Altendorf was reinforced by
troops from the garrison of Dresden and the main army.

Meyerinck advanced, deploying his force of some 3,000 men between the
Seibntinz and the Kirnitsch streams, which served to protect him from
being outflanked. Browne did not close for an engagement, but the newly
effective fire of the Austrian artillery overwhelmed any resolve by
Meyerinck to seek battle. He forthwith withdrew on Schandau (October 11),
opening the way for Browne to proceed.

The same evening, the Austrians reached Lichtenhayn. The task force
proceeded to encamp for the night in the cold, damp woods—which the
scouts gingerly probed for stronger Prussian patrols—where that one
reconnaissance unit had already been encountered. Browne wanted to be
ready when the Saxons made their final preparations to depart. About 0600
hours on the morning of October 13, the air brought the sounds of firing,
between the Saxons and the bluecoats. This encouraged Browne. But the
exchange stopped, although the drenching rain did not. In the evening,
another courier arrived from the Saxons begging to postpone the break-out
until October 14.

But Augustus muddled through what arrangements he did make and
insisted that Browne, who was deep in enemy-controlled country and not
adequately prepared for a major battle effort, wait for him. The Saxons may



have done all they could, under the circumstances.8 Any rescue plan would
first need to take into account the weakened condition of the besieged men.

Prussian posts made choices of potential escape routes limited. The post at
Geishubel was much too close to the Saxon left flank to allow any work
without tipping off the men therein. The bridgehead at Pirna was covered
completely by strong Prussian lines, but the number of boats there could be
fashioned into a pontoon bridge. To really pull that off, the Saxons would
have to try something significant to divert Prussian attention at Geishubel.
Indeed, the best hope for a Saxon escape stretched through Einsiedl,
Sebnitz, Litchenhayn, Rathmansdorf, and finally on Schandau.
Conveniently, the weak point in the Prussian screen appeared to be at
Schandau; there were a mere two battalions posted in that locale.

On the evening of October 7, the long-awaited messenger arrived, bearing
news of the Austrian task force and its purpose. The following morning, a
picked force of boat and bridge builders were sent to the Elbe to prepare a
suitable crossing at Thürmsdorf. Unfortunately, there were few engineers.
Accompanying the few that were available was a large group of infantry
and guns to keep the Prussians occupied while they went about their
business. The Prussians, for their part, were determined to ruin matters, if
they could.

The sum of these provisions was limited at best. On the night of October 8–
9, the works were discovered by a Prussian battery on the opposite bank,
which promptly opened a heavy bombardment. This crippled the Saxon
efforts to tow boats into the river and the laborers were forced to beat a
hasty retreat. Even worse, hunger compounded their difficulties. The
Saxons and their animals “had been 48 hours without bread or forage.”9

The next evening, another feeble effort was wrecked by the alert foe.
Augustus now considered giving up on the plan, knowing the enemy would
be alert for such business. The desperation of their position must have really
impacted on the Saxons.

In the evening hours of October 12, the struggling, but grimly determined,
engineers finally put a pontoon bridge across the Elbe near Lilienstein. Late
in the night of October 12–13, the main Saxon army rose from its lines and



marched in pouring rain on a pitch-dark night towards Thürmsdorf, a
maneuver that took until late the next day to complete. By daylight on
October 13, only the vanguard of the Saxon army had reached and crossed
the Elbe; by then, there was no sign of Browne. But there were plenty of
Prussians coming for them, too many.

General Hans Joachim von Ziethen and his command of hussars had pushed
on into Pirna that morning. There was a need to proceed with caution, as the
Saxons had long occupied their posts and might conceivably have rigged up
booby traps for the bluecoats. The command of Ziethen—perhaps six full
battalions and 20 squadrons—sped up the intervening country towards
them. Ziethen made his presence felt, and the Saxon rearguard was forced
to about-face and confront the intruder. There followed sounds of sustained
gunfire and fighting up and down the valley all day. To compound the
noise, the Saxons manning the Königstein’s artillery had only limited
success. Without their sustained, helpful fire, the Saxon task was made
harder still. The situation could not have been pleasant at all from the point
of view of the Saxons.10

In the event, despite the harrying by Ziethen’s lightly equipped troops, the
majority of the Saxons managed to pass over the Elbe by the evening. This
availed them little. Once they were across the bridge, it was dismantled. In
a surprising turn of events, the pontoon train floated down to Raden, where
it was intercepted by the Prussians. They fixed it, while the king himself
arrived to put his headquarters at Struppen, of late the Saxon leader’s post.
The king was cognizant by then of Browne’s flying corps,11 and he brought
15 squadrons of his dragoons12 to bolster Augustus’ front-facing, desperate
men.13 The Prussians were commanded by Charles of Brandenburg-
Schwedt; he did all he could to make the enemy’s task nearly impossible.

Browne himself could not have been happy with this turn of events.14 In
addition to the external difficulties, the marshal was suffering from a bout
of tuberculosis that would eventually help lead to his demise. Still Browne
refused the privilege rank would have given; he slept in the same miserable
wet weather as his men. “His bed was the hard ground, and the stormy
clouds his blanket.”15 From the marshal’s point of view, his task was
becoming physically impossible.



For their part, the prepared Prussian reception committee needed little
additional help. Their batteries were sited on both sides of the valley. Near
Halbstadt and Ebenheit, the Saxons, now less than 14,000 scattered, tired
men, had of necessity to pass to join up with Browne’s task force. If the
Prussian posts here were overwhelmed by some chance, a second group
was on the Ziegenrück ridge, and a stronger one just in front of
Lichtenhayn. This latter numbered a full 12,000 men. The strong posts were
never called upon to repel the feeble Saxon effort.

Browne marched from his exposed place on the morning of October 14,
leaving his allies to their fate. There had been no signal from the
Königstein’s guns to indicate the Saxons were near. The Austrians may
have even overlooked the signal in the midst of all the firing reverberating
up and down the valley. In any case, it was a sad ending to what had started
as a promising little adventure of rescue.

Ignorant of Browne’s departure, the Saxons continued forward, half-starved
but determined, but the going was getting ever more rough. About 1200
hours on October 14, the signal was fired from the Königstein, apparently
by Augustus’ own direction. He had stayed behind at the fortress. But this
was too late and Browne was already opening the range. His advanced
elements were already approaching Schönlinde. By October 16, Browne
was at Kamnitz, and Augustus abandoned any hope of breaking out. The
Saxons were effectively stalled before the Lilienstein, and the way in all
directions was hopelessly blocked. The bridgehead was still in confusion,
and the foodstuffs had played out. Even the ammunition was too wet to use.

Count Brühl, whose unconcealed hatred for the Prussian king was fully
returned, at the end of his rope, asked for an armistice to discuss surrender
terms. His actions were fully approved by Augustus, who saw no other way
out.16

It was apparent there would no acceptable terms for the Saxons other than
surrender as prisoners of war. There have been some cloudy issues raised in
this respect. Horace St. Paul relates the capitulation was as good as a done
deal on October 12 and 13, and that the Saxons merely “pretended” their
bridge had been seized. According to this account of events, Browne only
withdrew when Prussian deserters “reported that they had received orders



not to fire upon the Saxons.”17 Much of this was questionable, even
preposterous. But no one denied Browne’s effort was skillful; he lost “200
men in his retreat”18 back to Budin. That number could have been much
higher under the circumstances.

Browne reached Raschwitz on October 18, after leaving a strong
detachment at Kamnitz to help prevent further Prussian activities in the
immediate vicinity. On the same day, Colonel MacEliot and his force (some
500 Croats) hammered the Szekely Hussars at Tetschen. A relative
unknown at the time, Lt.-Col. Baron Gideon Ernst Laudon, was present
with his Ottochaner Croats. Much renown and prominence in the Austrian
army awaited this man; he had once applied to the Prussian service, but was
rebuffed by Frederick himself.19

Browne left General MacGuire at Leitmeritz and specifically appointed him
to command the men at Kamnitz and the rest of the cordon that was being
established to keep the roving enemy bands at bay. Browne was motivated
by fears the Prussians had a late season eruption into Bohemia in force
under consideration. MacGuire had enough men20 to forestall this remote
possibility. By October 20, Browne was in Budin; he had little left of plans
for the campaign beyond winter quarters.

The end of the Saxon military effort and the subsequent failure of Browne’s
rescue effort have thus been under Horace St. Paul’s very controversial
view. This involved some creativity on St. Paul’s part or else he was simply
mistaken. In any event, the articles of surrender were quickly made out and
agreed to.

The components of the Saxon army were treated differentially. The officers
were given their parole once they agreed to stay neutral for as long as this
current war lasted. (Just how many honored that pledge is not known.)
Augustus, with his entourage, including Count Brühl, was granted a request
to withdraw into Poland.21 The Prussian king extended the courtesy of
pulling off Prussian patrols from Augustus’ line of movement, although
Frederick did require a map of the route to accomplish this task. Although a
mere formality, the return of prisoners and personal effects of those



involved did something to smooth the bad relations that had quickly
developed between Saxony and Prussia.

As for the rank-and-file soldiers, Frederick required their “services.” From
the first, Frederick minced no words. Although he had set the officers at
liberty, he made no such guarantee about the men themselves.22 And so it
went. On October 17, the Saxons laid down their arms.23

They took them up again as “Prussian” soldiers. None of this prevented the
king from trying to recruit the Saxon officers. That was a dismal failure.
Only 53 chose to serve in the Prussian army, while more than ten times that
many (568) chose to be P.O.W.’s; another 436 even made the trek to Poland
to avoid Prussian service.24

The disgruntled “enlisted” men were straightway converted into Prussian
soldiers. Twenty battalions were formed, and Prussian officers were
substituted for the Saxon ones. But the king would live to regret his
decision. To save time, the new “Prussian” formations were incorporated as
bodies, rather than individually inducting the men into existing Prussian
battalions.25 This helped ensure much trouble, which developed almost
immediately.

There were some other isolated events as the short campaign wound down.
Frederick’s men had occupied and built up a post at Dux (some five miles
southwest of Töplitz) into a position of some strength. New activities at the
main camp at Lobositz might presage a renewal of Prussian movements.
There were new activities afoot, but they involved retreating rather more
than advancing.

To head off that latest agenda, assuming it existed, Browne detached a large
detail, including two full companies of infantry grenadiers, under command
of Major-General Michael Anton Graf von Althann. The latter was directed
to occupy Priesen (October 22). This post would prevent the enemy from
making isolated raids into Bohemia. Althann’s men included 400 light
cavalry, who were kept out looking for Prussian movements.

To act as a reinforcement, Major-General Heinrich Otto von Burghausen
was sent by Browne to Althann’s post with two battalions and two



companies of grenadiers—and another 400 horse—on October 23. About
this same time, Frederick sent instructions to Keith to abandon the camp at
Lobositz.

There were a number of factors that decided the king to so act. The coming
of winter would freeze the rivers, making re-supply by water all but
impossible. And the exposed position at Lobositz, on the wrong side of the
Metal-Gebirge, jutted uncomfortably into Bohemia. It was liable to
Austrian encroachments. In short, there was no safe way for the Prussians
to stay there over the winter.

Keith rose from Lobositz and withdrew towards Töplitz. With this latest
intelligence, Burghausen’s orders were rescinded and he moved instead on
Perutze. Simultaneously, Hadik was hot on Keith’s heels with his hussars.
The Prussian command’s forward elements reached Linay on October 23.
Hadik, keeping to his business with seriousness, pulled up short at
Paskabola. His orders were to keep Keith’s men close in view, but there was
no attempt to bring on an engagement. So Hadik merely shadowed the
enemy, keeping patrols out and staying alert. Reconnaissance efforts
showed the Prussians were encamped between Linay and Turmitz.

Frederick’s men evacuated Tetschen, and rumors were flying that the main
Prussian army was probing, probably to link up with Schwerin. The latter
just then was demonstrating towards Jaromirtz. There was a general
Austrian view their formidable enemy was not done for the year yet, and
that either the king or Schwerin—if not both—might be still planning some
great offensive, even with winter coming. And they persisted in this belief
long after it was a realistic possibility.26 Probably because the Austrians just
could not believe their Prussian opponent would pull a surprise stroke into
Saxony and then tamely surrender the initiative. Even more disturbing, the
search of the royal documents at Dresden confirmed only a glimmer of an
interest by the Saxons in humbling Frederick; certainly there was no firm
commitment on the part of Augustus to join a coalition.27

On October 25, Hadik’s scouts brought him the welcome news that the
enemy were indeed hitching to the rear. The artillery and baggage trains had
been sighted, heading towards Saxony, and there were obvious signs the



rest of the army was about to follow. Hadik promptly unleashed his
troopers. They straightaway made for the vulnerable enemy caravans of
supplies and troops, causing much grief. Two days after, Aussig was
evacuated by Frederick’s men, and it was apparent to all the general motion
of the army was backwards.

The welcome/detention committee was led by the recently promoted Major-
General Lacy, who, from Jung-Bunzlau, kept a nervous eye to make certain
the enemy were leaving Bohemia behind. Lacy’s light cavalry kept the
pressure on, harassing the Prussians and watching eagerly for stragglers.
Just about the same time, the command duo of Althann-Burghausen re-
occupied Budin.

Keith’s rearguard was rather nastily surprised at Geishubel by a large
Austrian command under Colonel Friedrich Franz von Vehla on October 31.
A short, but spirited, fight cost both sides some losses and Vehla captured
much Prussian equipment. This wrote a finish to the campaign of 1756.
Both sides nervously retired into winter cantonments, and began looking
toward a new campaign in 1757.

Before we close the campaign, we need to finish with the Schwerin-
Piccolomini drama.28

On October 21, Austrian scouts reported to Piccolomini the Prussians were
beginning to withdraw from their positions.29 The destination of this move
was initially Jaromirtz, then on Skalitz, in four columns. The entire
operation was covered by seven cavalry squadrons designed to render
Austrian reconnaissance efforts more difficult. Spada’s reaction was most
energetic.

He at once attacked and hurried off the Prussians. This pursuit was followed
up with such vigor the enemy were tailed almost into Skalitz. As for
Schwerin, he did not intend to take a stand even here, knowing the king’s
intentions full well. Over the next twenty-four hours, the marshal’s
beleaguered men slowly filtered back to the great fortress of Glatz. Being
back in familiar country brought the “drowsy” Schwerin to life. He probed
(October 26) the enemy post towards Skalitz, which was an outpost of
General Spada’s at Tsaclavek—near Jaromirtz. About 1300 hours, the



sudden appearance of the Prussians sounded the alarm. Soon after, a
sustained cannonade was commenced to test the enemy’s desire for a fight.

The situation for the Austrians looked desperate, and Spada sent a
communication to Piccolomini, at Sweti, he needed additional troops. But
Schwerin, once more, was not in earnest. Although the shelling from six
Prussian cannon did their best work, there was no follow-up attack. After
this brief demonstration of Prussian power, the guns fell silent. Soon after
1400 hours, the Prussians abruptly withdrew.

The Prussians did not stay around Skalitz long, and forthwith withdrew on
Reinertz, into which the Duke of Württemberg’s dragoons with some
infantry provided cover. Piccolomini’s cavalry were nonplused, and they
followed the enemy right up to the camp. Now Schwerin had no aim except
retiring into winter quarters. With the season closing, the marshal pulled up
stakes and withdrew on Wallesfort on October 29. The Austrian horse
followed at a safe distance. Thus the entire effort by Schwerin in 1756 was
as a decoy, to divert as much of the enemy’s attention as he could from the
main Prussian effort.

We might briefly relate the fate of Ulrich Bräker. It happened that the
reluctant soldier was “accidently” set free from his Prussian obligations
during the heaviest fighting at the Lobosch. He made his way to the
Austrian camp, where his benefactors proved most obliging. The thought of
further military service evidently had scant appeal for Bräker, although
there were many in his shoes during that era who made quite the adventure
out of serving in different armies, frequently on opposite sides. Even to the
extent of switching back and forth between hostile armies encamped in the
field. Bräker just wanted to go home, although one of the last glimpses he
gives of interest to us was his bird’s-eye view of Prague. His return home
started from Prague; the Swiss soldier wrote of the “breathtaking view of”
Prague, with its “steeples of copper,” all bathed in sunlight on the day of his
departure.30 With that, he quietly bowed off the stage of history.



Chapter Four

Winter Interlude; Start of the 1757 Campaign

The king deployed his army in winter cantonments from Zwickau, Freiberg,
Chemnitz, Leipzig, finally through Torgau, and Bautzen. Schwerin put
down his quarters at Schweidnitz, and Winterfeldt held the line of the Bober
River. The king himself spent the winter quarters at Dresden, in cozy
quarters surrounded by good books and intellectually gifted companions, at
the capital of his new “ally.” His Prussians had given a good account of
themselves in the short campaign thus concluded, but far more serious
times were ahead.

The one serious flaw of 1756 was the Prussian failure to invade Austria
itself. At this early stage, such a move may have proven decisive. Had the
Prussians marched at Vienna at the very start in August 1756, the conflict
may have been over quickly. The prospect of employing the ill-prepared
armed forces of Imperial Austria straight out of the gate dealing with a
Prussian invasion of their homeland must have been frightening.
Unfortunately for the bluecoats, the prosecution of the Saxon campaign had
used up the balance of the campaigning season.1 And Frederick would not
leave an unsubdued enemy behind him while he moved into the heart of
Maria Theresa’s realm.

Vienna had feared the prospect of Prussian invasion, and the Austrians were
pleasantly surprised when the direct enemy threat did not materialize at the
start of hostilities. Not only were Maria Theresa’s armies not ready; neither
were the magazines they would require to function properly. Henry Lloyd,
among many contemporaries, contended that Frederick must have secured
at least Bohemia had he launched an invasion of Austria in 1756. Then, at
the start of the new campaign, he would “begin the next campaign in
Moravia, at least.”2 Perhaps even a siege of Vienna.



The real situation was much otherwise as the new campaign loomed. With
Austria, joined by France,3 Russia, Sweden, and even the states of the
German Reich threatening an all-out attack upon Prussia,4 Frederick was
worried about the status of his one substantial ally, Great Britain. Even that
country at first appeared reluctant to furnish him with aid. Her leaders
positively refused to permit English troops to fight on the continent, come
what may. Such a policy was too rigid under the circumstances and this
stand was soon modified to allow for the defense of British interests in
Central Europe, namely Hanover. To help speed matters along, the Prussian
monarch sent General Friedrich Wilhelm Count Carl Schmettau into
Hanover to expedite that electorate’s entering the war on the “right” side.
This would help, since the Elector of Hanover also happened to be the king
of England.

What was accomplished for Prussia within Great Britain itself was done
largely through the auspices of William Pitt, head of the Government
Opposition Party, and acting secretary of state.5

Pitt saw that an alliance of his country with Frederick’s Prussia would help
deter French attention from North America and its possessions there.6 The
statesman would eventually be dismissed by King George on April 5, 1757,
amid the upheavals.7

With his one important ally still hesitating, Frederick had a difficult time
sorting out what to do with the new campaign. At first he believed it might
be the wisest course to await the advance of the Austrians into Saxony, but
there were other strong contrary opinions voiced. Field Marshal Schwerin
and the king’s closest confidant, General Winterfeldt,8 each one a respected
military authority in his own right, both suggested invading Austria itself at
the start of the campaign. The best defense would be a strong offense. In
any case, this course would hasten events on more than just a passive
defense would ever do.9

In a heated discussion on March 19, 1757, Winterfeldt asked the king to
contemplate the unpleasant danger of leaving Maria Theresa’s generals
quiet in Bohemia while the French and the Russians methodically made
their way to the theater of war. A hasty conference was called by the two



commanders (Schwerin and Winterfeldt), to whom Frederick sent Major-
General Baron Count Christian von der Goltz, held at Frankenstein in
Silesia (March 30). At this pivotal meeting, the idea of striking enemy
concentrations about Königgrätz was openly broached.10

The overall plan of campaign itself was beginning to firm up. There was
general agreement on a narrow window of opportunity that existed before
the various allies could make their presence felt. Going over to a strict
defense was merely waiting on events, and would squander that narrow
window. So an invasion by the Prussian army, divided again into three
columns, this time directed, with full fury, at Austria itself, was planned.11

It appears the general notion occurred to both the king and to Winterfeldt,
but the latter’s planning was more advanced. What is clear, however, was
that Frederick must have approved the preliminary draft, no matter the
authorship.12

The most likely explanation for this scenario was, when news of the
conference reached him on April 3, the king at that point modified the
original scheme of limited raids into northern Bohemia into one of a full-
scale invasion. This was provided the gathering coalition “cooperated.”
This design had the added bonus in the event of a Prussian defeat, retreat
would be one back into Saxony. On the other hand, if beaten in Saxony by
an invading Austrian army, the Prussian recourse would be nothing short of
withdrawal behind their own borders. The choice was a clear one. But the
Prussian approach to the campaign was still rather vague though there were
at least a choice of options. The Austrians, incredibly, assumed the Prussian
king would always behave on campaign like they thought he would.

Frederick weighed his options carefully, and the invasion of Austria plan
was finally adopted. In a rare burst of optimism, the king sent instructions
to General Johann von Lehwaldt (holding 30,000 men in posts in East
Prussia), to conclude peace with the Russians on the condition that West
Prussia—part of Poland—be given to Prussia, if the forthcoming invasion
of Austria were a success.

There were other distractions to keep the king busy in this lull. During the
course of the winter, Saxony was administered more like another province



of the realm, than an occupied enemy state. Heavy taxes were levied on the
Saxon people, and Prussian officials replaced Saxon administrators in key
posts. Frederick’s recruiting “campaign,” which had little attraction for
many, also fell far short of the mark, as most of the qualified enemy officers
simply refused to join the Prussian service.

This was nothing new (as prospective recruits were often reluctant to serve
in the draconian army they often pictured the Prussian to be).13 Manpower
shortages would remain a lingering problem for Prussia throughout the war.
What about that other commodity needed for war: money? Frederick was
already having a time with finances, so it was not just out of base revenge
that he took such courses as he did. On the other hand, the Prussian king
had already developed an aversion for the Saxons that would last the rest of
the war.

The king, in his History of the Seven Years’ War, interestingly does not
clearly point out what he intended to gain from taking the offensive into
Bohemia in 1757, and thereby touched off a controversy that has endured to
the present. Did he intend a decisive blow? If so, why were more than
45,000 available men deployed in other theaters at a time when their
presence might have helped overwhelm the hard-pressed Austrians. If not, a
jab at forestalling the gathering coalition with a limited campaign against
the principal member of that coalition? If so, why employ almost 75 percent
of your available manpower reserves on such an adventure?

All Frederick would say “[b]y throwing the plans of the enemy into general
confusion … I would establish an ascendency and superiority of the
Prussians [over the enemy].”14 The king was ultimately looking for
vindication and even justification as well as victory.

Certainly, this circumstance demonstrates the differences between Frederick
and his contemporary method of strategy, one of limited means at best, and
those of later Great Captains/generals, like Napoleon or Adolf Hitler, whose
aims were most often all-encompassing.15 But the king was wily enough to
know he needed his military arm more than ever before.



During the winter of 1756–1757, Frederick managed to increase the size of
the Prussian army to 175,000 men. Of this number, 50,000 were stationed
with the Prussian king himself near Pirna; another 10,000 under Schwerin
in Southeastern Silesia, Bevern with 10,000 in lower Saxony, Lehwaldt’s
group in East Prussia, and 40,000 more in Hanover, where they were joined
by approximately 10,000 Hanoverian troops to act as counter to the
French.16 The commander of this composite army was Duke William
Augustus of Cumberland.17 The rest of the troops were given the duties of
guarding the frontiers with Swedish Pomerania as well as providing
garrisons for important points throughout the kingdom.

From January 4 to 13, Frederick was back in Berlin, the only time during
the war he would be in his capital. While he was there, the embattled
monarch composed a depressing note (January 10) to his “new” chief Home
Minister, Count Graf Finck von Finckenstein, about the course to take
should he be no longer around to call the shots. Should the allies, either
separately or together, make their various conquests of Prussian territory,
there were specific instructions to be followed. Especially in times of great
peril and distress.

That Frederick would be carrying this political communication on at all
with Finckenstein provides a microcosm of the treatment generally meted
out to those who had the temerity to oppose his opinion. On the eve of the
invasion of Saxony, the ever faithful Chief Minister, Count Otto von
Podewils,18 broached the unpopular idea that rumors of an impending allied
strike against Prussia might just be, well, rumors, and that a preemptive
strike should be delayed approximately ten months to allow for better
preparation and to sort out things. The result? Podewils was abruptly
snubbed and sent on his way with a sharp rebuke that he was cowardly.19

In Frederick’s view, crises like a French occupation of Hanover and the
western territories or a Russian march into the heart of Brandenburg, would
demand specific responses. Finckenstein was to see to it that the royal
family and archives were removed to a safer place. If Saxony were the
threatened point, refuge could be sought at Cüstrin; if the Russians were
moving into the very heart of the country, the papers and the royal family
could be put up at the great fortress at Magdeburg, or, if that option were



not open, at Stettin. If the need arose, silver and gold plate from the palaces
must be “at once coined into money.”

The most remarkable point about the document was the gist of the
instructions regarding the person of the king himself. Were he to be killed,
the nation’s “public affairs” were to be carried on with as little change as
possible. If, on the other hand, Frederick were to be taken prisoner alive,
there was to be no attention paid to any communication from him while he
were in captivity. No ransom was to be paid for his release. The country and
the army were to swear fealty to Prince Augustus Wilhelm without delay
and the war was to be prosecuted as “if I [Frederick] never had existed.”20

He added, laconically, he hoped the instructions were never needed.

With these necessary unpleasantries over with, the king briefly visited his
mother. Military necessity left the troubled monarch little time for social
niceties. So Frederick shortly returned to Saxony to prepare for the coming
campaign. It was clear as never before in his long military career that much
was riding on this new campaign. On a more personal note: the troubled
monarch had no way of knowing then he would never see his mother again.

Meanwhile, the civilian arm had been set up to exploit Saxony’s resources.
The civilian apparatus that made this rape of Saxony’s assets possible
followed almost in the shadow of the conquering armies. Frederick’s
finance minister, Friedrich Wilhelm Borcke, was in charge of this business.
Borcke set up the system where local tax collections were to be earmarked
to Prussian interests. But this gentleman suffered from a serious
shortcoming that had the potential to interfere with his “duty”: he had
scruples. When his callous master ordered Borcke to collect the incredible
sum of eight million thalers (or talers) within a four-month period from
Saxon sources, he reported such a feat was beyond his ability to
accomplish.21 This is not to say that such measures were without parallel.
Even the French and Russians, who would occupy the peripheral provinces
of Prussia later in the war, behaved similarly. To his credit, Borcke tried to
strike a balance. He knew at least some of the tax money collected would be
needed to be used in Saxony itself. Even the king could not be so
unreasonable as to assume he could keep all of the tax money from the
Saxons to help fortify his position.



Borcke ended up being recalled to Berlin, where he drafted some new ideas
on how to manipulate the financial situation in Saxony as much as possible
to Prussian advantage. This while exercising some restraint. The king had
no such shackles. Once it was clear to the Prussian monarch he would not
be allowed to “keep” Saxony at the peace, the rules relaxed. Therefore,
“Saxony could be milked of her resources without scruple.”22

By now, this onerous task was already underway, and surely Frederick
believed his invasion of Austria, provided of course it succeeded, might be
decisive. Most especially if it could be accomplished before Prussia’s other
enemies had time to get their armies on the move. The aim was to march
quickly upon Vienna and upset any Austrian countermeasures. The test
awaited the coming of spring.

On the other hand, Frederick had to be concerned about the activities of
those powerful enemies, the French and the Russians. He did not wish to
commit himself too deeply in Austria before he knew for certain whether he
would have to worry about French or Russian armies marching while his
main effort was engaged against Maria Theresa. By early March 1757, after
scanning current events, the king had already discerned the French effort
would be very slow. As the Russians were even further from Prussia’s
vitals, their effort would be slower still.23

The Prussians were quite vigorous in their preparations, although the
Austrians were lethargic on their end. Maria Theresa had recalled Prince
Charles of Lorraine from the Netherlands to help Marshal Browne. Her
original objective was to set up a dual command in which the two men
would share authority, but Browne stated he did not believe such a clumsy
arrangement was wise. He volunteered to serve under Prince Charles as the
second-in-command.24 Until Prince Charles could arrive at the front,
though, Marshal Browne stayed in field command.

There was another, still more pressing problem for the Austrians: finances.
We have already observed the general unpreparedness of the Austrian
forces in 1756. The monies which Vienna could put forth were inadequate
for the most part. In contrast with Frederick’s kingdom, Austria had a very
frail financial system set up. Secure finances would be required not only to



field the armies in the first place, but to maintain them on a war footing.
The Austrian monarchy before the war already had an outstanding deficit of
118 million gulden. To answer this shortfall, Count Kaunitz had instituted a
series of tax reform measures, as well as streamlining the administration of
the state in the interim.

But the real contributor to strengthening Austria’s finances came from
Friedrich Wilhelm Count Haugwitz. Haugwitz had fled his native home of
Silesia and bore much animosity towards the Prussians. He managed to
convert that negative energy into working wholeheartedly to promote
Austrian interests. Before the outbreak of hostilities, the Austrian
administration was wholly expecting total war expenditures for a single
campaign would approach 28 million gulden. In order to keep a field army
of about 120,000 active, it was estimated then that an additional amount of
12 million gulden, more or less, per annum would be required. The Austrian
state was very reluctant to float any new loans, which would only add to the
national debt. There remained the hope of foreign subsidies, but Haugwitz’s
attempt to raise funds from the estates of the realm met with a lukewarm
reception. The short campaign of 1756 had cost about 5 million gulden. But
that of 1757 was supposed to be met by a combination of ready cash on
hand and minor loans.25 That was the hope. On January 30, 1757, Haugwitz
stated for the record that the army was quiet in its bivouacs and had the
supplies required until spring. Even better, the magazines were well
stocked, awaiting only the opening of the new campaign.

Back in the field, Browne nullified himself into thinking there was little
likelihood of a Prussian invasion of Bohemia with the new campaign26 and
believed the Austrian army should be left in winter quarters until “normal”
campaigning season so the field supplies would not be diminished too soon.
Of course, Browne’s general ill-health was the probable explanation. As a
result, the Austrians simply were not prepared when the Prussians erupted
across the border when spring came.

The Austrian leaders, in their turn, were hatching plans of their own. No
less an authority than Field Marshal Wilhelm Reinhard von Neipperg, the
president of the Hofkriegsrath, requested an invasion plan whereby a
holding force could be left in Moravia while the main Austrian forces



stormed into either Saxony or Silesia. Prince Charles, who assumed the
supreme field command in February, recommended an Austrian occupation
of Lusatia followed by an invasion of either Silesia or Brandenburg. All the
while, he suggested, the Prussians could probably be contained on the Elbe
by a strong detachment. He was by no means alone in this belief. Count
Kaunitz and Emperor Francis stated, in general terms, an offensive should
be mounted as soon as it was possible. Browne’s opinion has already been
alluded to.

All of these various plans and proposals, of course, were contingent upon
Frederick’s Prussians remaining solely on the defensive. In other words,
doing generally what the Austrians thought he would. If the king did not
cooperate, all of these various offensive schemes would be for naught.27

Just as with the Prussian plans, the Austrian preparations were very much
contingent on the reaction of her allies. First, a glance at France revealed a
power that was grossly unprepared for war. King Louis XV had indeed
signed a treaty of alliance with Austria, but there was the usual difficulty
accompanying French military adventures of the mid-eighteenth century—
lack of substantial finances to raise and then equip the needed armies.
Moreover, there was a great deal of trouble at the French court. One Robert
François Damiens attacked the French king on a Versailles street on January
5, 1757, with a knife. Although the monarch escaped without serious harm,
events like this helped slow the war effort to a crawl.28

Suffice it to say that when France and Austria signed a second Treaty at
Versailles on May 1, 1757 (by which the French guaranteed a subsidy of
twelve million florins to help raise German formations), not one soldier of
the previously guaranteed 24,000 had yet to take the field.

There was one important twist. Unlike the first treaty, which was basically
an “alliance” between France and Austria, the new arrangement guaranteed
French participation in active military efforts against Prussia. The forces the
French were willing to commit amounted to 115,000 men, of which all but
10,000 would be French. Six thousand of the rest would hail from
Württemberg and 4,000 from Bavaria. The princes of the German Reich,
fearing a fate like Saxony’s, had already hastily concluded a ban on the



Prussian monarch, branding him an outlaw. Just like the French, the army
the Imperialists could raise for use against Frederick was bound to be slow
in coming. The divergent members of this loose confederation, each of
which had its own organization, protocol procedures, etc., necessitated this.
It would be months before the Reich would really be a factor.

The Swedes promised to be equally ineffective for months. Although
Sweden’s fortunes might seem more dependent upon the Russians for
entering the war, it was by the French that Sweden became motivated. This
was accomplished by dangling the proverbial carrot in front of Sweden’s
rulers. That part of Pomerania that belonged to Prussia was offered to
Sweden on the successful termination of the war. The French were also
willing to provide a subsidy to keep 25,000 men in the field.29 With these
tantalizing offers on the table, Sweden officially declared war on its
southern neighbor on March 21, 1757, in spite of the fact that Queen Ulrike
happened to be Frederick’s sister. Time would still be required, though, to
get the Swedish army underway.30

There was one other result springing from these political developments. The
entrance of Sweden and the states of the German Reich into the war on the
allied side, both of them diehard Protestant entities, made a mockery of
Frederick’s efforts to portray himself as a beleaguered Protestant prince
arraying himself against the might of Catholic Austria and France.

As for the Russians and their vengeful Czarina Elizabeth, there was much to
recommend an alliance against Prussia with Maria Theresa. Prussia was the
chief power blocking further Russian expansion into northern Europe, and
Frederick despised the Russian state and its ruler. Elizabeth was disgusted
with the Prussian ruler, but the heir to the throne, Piotr Feodorovich,31 was
a feeble-minded imbecile whose one significant fault lay with his candidate
for hero worship: none other than Frederick the Great, the monarch who
was referred to in some circles as the Napoleon of the eighteenth century.32

Certainly, men like Peter Feodorovich thought so. This fact, of little
significance in 1757, would later have profound effects upon the allied war
effort. For the moment, Elizabeth was very much alive and she required
little convincing to go to war.





PART II. 1757: INVASION OF AUSTRIA



Chapter Five

Early Operations

There were a couple of notable goings-on between the armies while they
were in winter quarters.1 Browne saw himself the equal in military prowess
to the Prussian king; he kept the light forces active during the winter,
harassing the enemy in the process. This was particularly true in the region
around Zittau. The latter, which had hostile Austrian territory in every
direction but one, was already a hotbed of military importance and activity.

Throughout this long war, Zittau would be of vital importance to the
Prussians as both a vehicle to communicate and pass supplies and
reinforcements between the Prussian forces in Saxony and those in Silesia.
There were a number of passes thereabouts through the mountains that the
Prussians and Austrians were both very interested in controlling at the start
of Campaign 1757.2

Lacy did his best to make life miserable for the bluecoats in supply convoys
traversing the area and especially the passes.3 On the very first night of
1757, he sent a force (six companies of Croats and two Hussar squadrons)
under Lt.-Col. Laudon to break in against the post of Ostritz, inflicting
fatalities including the commander of the post, George von Blumenthal, as
well as Marienthal, Radmeritz, and Laiba, capturing 34 men. Laudon’s own
loss was two killed.4

An Austrian force of some 6,000 strong (under MacGuire and the up-and-
coming Laudon) attacked Hirschfeld about 0400 hours on February 20,
1757.5 The whitecoat contingent included one grenadier company, 200
Croats and 300 men from two Austrian regiments, Giulay and Forgacs,
enough to guarantee Prussian inferiority in the mounted arm.6 The few



Prussians present thereabouts7 made a strong resistance, repulsing energetic
attacks. There were two redoubts there, and the Austrians stormed one of
them. To show for a total of two cannon captured in the work, they lost
some 500 men all told, then endured a vigorous counterattack. Prussian
losses were approximately 185 men.8 As a result, Laudon was promoted to
full colonel.9

One by-product of the vigorous activity of the Austrian light troops was to
convince Frederick of his pronounced inferiority of this military arm in
front of Browne’s men, especially the Austrian “Croat” formations,
inherently superior to the light forces of the bluecoats.10 This forced the
king to shift light forces from Pomerania to cover Prussian posts in the
south from encroachment. The king’s men were thus not idle during the
winter layover.11

The next “big” effort of the winter was initiated by the Prussians. The Duke
of Brunswick-Bevern, using Zittau as a base, moved off on March 9 with a
contingent of 9,000 men, trying to break up some Austrian posts before
him. But he also aimed to destroy or seize supplies the enemy might be
amassing for a spring offensive. The bluecoats moved through Bohemia on
to Friedland. Here Bevern burst up a huge quantity of ammunition which
had been painfully, and carefully, hoarded there by Browne, along with
some “9000 sacks of meal.”12 At Gröttau, the ever vigilant Laudon (with
some 700 Croats) encountered the protecting bluecoat screen, under its
commander Mitrowski.13

But the highlight of this expedition were the antics of Colonel Georg
Ludwig von Puttkammer14 on March 12 when, with 150 hussars under his
command, he royally whipped a formidable body of twice his number of
heavy Austrian dragoons under Major-General Adam Graf Batthiany-
Strattmann (hereafter Batthiany).15 The latter even boasted the support of
600 Croats at their backs. Puttkammer still managed to make short work of
the business. With two men lightly wounded, his Prussian force inflicted
losses of 50 dead and ten captured.16

This was nearly the reach of the effectiveness of Bevern’s mission, but the
bluecoats did push to Reichenberg. Although that place yielded quickly



enough, with a few prisoners, Bevern realized it was time to retire on
Zittau. The duke had no way to gauge what kind of response, if any, he
would get from the enemy’s quarters.17

Meanwhile, the bulk of the king’s army was awakening from its winter
repose.18 March 24, Frederick left Dresden for field headquarters. With the
forthcoming invasion of Bohemia decided upon, the monarch finalized
preparations for this undertaking.19 On an almost amusing distraction (from
a strictly modern perspective, of course), a rather inept attempt to poison
the king, by feeding him chocolate,20 by a soldier named Glasow, was
discovered. The plot was headed off before any repercussions were felt, and
the culprit was subsequently imprisoned at Spandau; he later died in
captivity.21

For their business, the Prussian forces were divided into four22 separate
groups for the invasion to make the difficult transit through the border
mountains easier, although the different formations would try to stay in
close contact. This precaution was taken to ensure that Browne could not
concentrate on one Prussian column in time to destroy that particular one.
Frederick knew the quality of his opponent. Of no less import was the
terrain of the affected area. The region, according to a nearly contemporary
account, “has an infinity of roads which proceed from Prague, as from a
center, over mountains.”23

The position of the bluecoat forces before Bohemia as of late March/April
were:

• Prince Moritz (14,100 infantry, 5,200 cavalry) at Zwickau;

• Frederick (30,500 infantry, 9,100 cavalry) at Pirna;

• Bevern (16,000 infantry, 4,300 horse) at Zittau;

• Schwerin (25,000 infantry, 9,300 horse) at Schweidnitz.

This constituted a formidable force, and every conceivable precaution was
taken to ensure Prussian success. Magazines had been carefully prepared,
and the proposed invasion routes planned out long in advance of need.



Frederick was throwing down the gauntlet before the growing season, so he
was aware his ability to supply his troops and horses with fodder especially
would be limited. Supply wagons originating from far behind the front lines
could hardly be expected to supply the increasingly voracious demands of a
large multi-columned army on the move, and any re-supply by water would
also clearly be insufficient. To make the crucial invasion a success, the
aforementioned hoarded up enemy magazines would be required to feed the
bluecoats as they plunged ever farther into Austrian territory. Prussian plans
had to figure on this contingency, and a rapid advance should ensure the
capture of many of the Austrian supplies.

Meanwhile, the Austrian forces, which in their turn were being
concentrated in northern Bohemia, and which had their own agenda, were a
formidable host. General Christian Moritz Königsegg was in front of the
projected route of Bevern near Kratzau/Regensburg—at Gabel—with
18,000 infantry and some 4,900 cavalry. Lt.-Gen. Carl Leopold Duke of
Arenberg had an additional 20,400 infantry and about 3,800 cavalry holding
a line on the Eger River near Budin and Koschlitz, at Plan. Marshal Browne
himself was not far from there with 30,400 infantry and 8,700 horse,
sandwiched in between Welwarn and the Field Marshal Jean Baptiste Graf
Eger. Piccolomini (soon to be superseded by Serbelloni) had 22,000 men
near Olmütz, and Prague kept an 8,000-man garrison itself. Finally, Field
Marshal Leopold Reichsgraf von Daun was busy gathering troops from
Moravia. Culling every available man, he would soon have about 23,000
men. All told, Austrian strength was listed in early 1757 as totaling
approximately 133,000 men.24

Daun was being strengthened to invade Silesia with about 45,000 or so men
once the campaign season got underway, at least according to one plan
being bandied about in Vienna. In yet another incarnation, Prince Charles
was to assemble a force of 70,000 men with which to move into Lusatia
while General Franz Leopold Nádasti, with a force of some 10,000 light
troops, constituted a strong detachment that Charles would be counting
upon. Nádasti’s men would ostensibly hover between Moravia and Silesia.
Nádasti’s immediate superior, Daun, was to be kept informed at all times
about any detected Prussian movements. Interestingly, in the strange



atmosphere prevailing, no one scheme was garnering widespread support
from those most directly involved in the planning.25

The numerous ideas, plans, and schemes prevailing on the Austrian side,
contrasts between a one-man command like the Prussian, where the king
alone determined final strategy, not to mention having the entire army at his
beck and call, and the far too many, varied opinions among the Austrians.
As a result, no definite plan in their case was adopted in time to be
effective, other than the vague intentions of an offensive movement.26 But
this nearly absolute power of Frederick in determining the shape of Prussian
plans and direction, with a single-minded purpose, would time and again
prove the salvation of the Prussian cause. In a way that was just not possible
to her enemies. Not the least of the contributing factors was that the
Prussian king alone among the crowned heads of Europe accompanied his
armies into the field. He could thus exercise direct control of those forces.

The Austrians could not even claim ignorance as to Prussian intentions.
Frederick confided his bold aim to only a handful of officers, but it did not
stop there. No less an authority than Friedrich Christian the Electoral Prince
of Saxony warned of an imminent bluecoat irruption into Bohemia with no
less than five columns totaling 160,000 men.27 Serbelloni went so far as to
issue stern warnings on two separate occasions to the Austrian high
command that the Prussians were definitely going to launch a full-scale
invasion of Bohemia.28 These soundings were completed in plenty of time
to allow for some form of countermeasure.

Browne himself hovered between taking the outright initiative or not. The
scattered Austrian forces were being maneuvered so that an invasion of
Saxony might go those divergent routes. It was not by accident that the
whitecoat forces would be so deployed. Browne wanted to take those routes
into Saxony; the Prussians merely beat him to the draw. Moreover, there
was yet another alternative. According to this latter scheme, one of the
armies, likely led by Browne, would be built up to more than 90,000 strong
and would then invade Saxony directly. A second force, about 10,000
strong, would operate out of Moravia to distract the enemy present in
Silesia. But a larger diversionary force might have helped matters here for
the Austrians somewhat.



The advanced forces were busy gathering supplies for the anticipated
invasion of Saxony, and it was expected within the Habsburg lands that
both Saxony and Silesia would soon be recovered. Ultimately, Austrian
magazines were established at Budin, Jung-Bunzlau, Karwatitz, Kosmanos,
and Martinowe.29 Enormous investments in equipment and supplies, bought
dearly by the cash-strapped government, were made by Maria Theresa. But
the specter of financial worries was not permitted to cloud the military
objectives. Success was at hand, and in the euphoric atmosphere prevailing,
there was no allowance given to possible Austrian defeat.30 Rarely in the
annals of military history have the expectations of a nation’s leaders for a
quick, easy victory been so delusional.

About the middle of March, Prince Charles’s entourage31 left Vienna and
journeyed towards the front. Charles was to take over field command from
Browne.32 Word reached the whitecoats about the same time that their foe
was fortifying Dresden, Torgau, and the forward posts thereabouts,
strengthening the barriers between Saxony and Bohemia on their side of the
border. It appeared Frederick intended only to stand on the defense in
Saxony against an Austrian encroachment.

The Prussians, naturally, were doing everything they could to promote this
belief. The success of Frederician security was wonderful; for a change.
Although the bluecoat attempts to keep campaign plans secret more often
than not would leave something to be desired, in this case, they functioned
quite well.33 Allied spies, including the Saxon troops who had
“volunteered” to serve on the Prussian side, tried to seek out information on
Prussian movements/plans. At Dresden, numerous reports of troop
concentrations did indeed leak out, enough to spawn rumors that had been
floating around on the Bohemian side of the frontier. Too bad more
credence was not paid to this gossip.

That rumors were all that could get out, in enemy territory, was remarkable.
Moreover, when a spy for the queen of Poland revealed every important
aspect of the invasion plans to the allies, “they thought them [i.e., the plans]
too crazy to be true.”34 Nevertheless, the sheer volume of the invasion
chatter should have been sufficient to tip off the Austrian High Command
that something major was afoot. So the success of the Prussian security



arose not so much from their own efforts, but rather a distinct lack of
Austrian exertion.

Much the opposite took place. On February 2, an Imperial decree instructed
Browne to keep away from his advanced magazines as “long as possible.”35

This was to keep the depots set for the anticipated Austrian offensive. But
the underlying theme of not deploying too soon was also clear. That
nagging fact had to be in the back of Browne’s thoughts all the time just
about then. The whitecoats themselves helped contribute to their unpleasant
surprise come the spring invasion by the bluecoats.

To the point, Browne himself had been in Vienna when the often heated
discussions regarding future Austrian campaign plans were being bandied
about in earnest in the month of February. The dialogue was involved.
Marshal Daun was in favor of putting most of the army into Moravia, and
Browne shifted back and forth between and among the various views. Other
opinions were voiced as well.

One of the pressing urgent concerns voiced was, “Who would command the
field armies in 1757?” The field of candidates was not wide open, with
actually very few suitable choices. Browne was favored by Kaunitz, and
also by Maria Theresa. But the co-regent and husband of Maria Theresa,
Emperor Francis Stephen, favored the appointment of Prince Charles of
Lorraine, his own brother, to this all-important post. Prince Charles had
already, rather immodestly, taken full credit for the latter phases of the
Silesian Wars; little of which praise he actually deserved.36 Ultimately,
Prince Charles would be vested with the command, although Marshal
Browne was belatedly offered a dual command post with Charles.

Meanwhile, the supply situation was slowly improving. January 30,
Haugwitz had issued a statement to the effect that all of the units in the
army should be supplied until March (later April), when the campaign
would likely begin. This was a good thing as the Austrians were calculating
on little real help from their allies for much of the campaign season.37

Despite the grand trumpeting of allied campaign plans, most of the effort
for 1757 would be borne on the allied side by the whitecoats alone.



Due to a number of factors, one of the main ones being Marshal Browne
was about to return to the front, the high command put the stamp of
approval on Browne’s plan to concentrate into four bodies on the Bohemian
frontier. But the time was postponed until the middle of April; this
advanced date, again, to preserve the magazines in the forward areas as
long as possible. And, once more, any talk of countering a possible Prussian
offensive was squelched right out of the gate.

Yes, there would be collating the army into formations on the frontier all
right. That was firm. The April date was a firm one. Still, Browne returned
from the campaign talks to Bohemia with no firm commitment to an
Austrian offensive in early 1757. The rumor mill was churning full blast,
spurred on by innuendoes and outright false “intelligence.” When Browne
reached Prague on March 21, the rumors about Prussian forces massing
behind the Saxon frontier had already reached the city before him. To be
fair, the forward most posts were instructed to stay vigilant for any
suspicious enemy efforts that appeared to be an invasion. Browne might
have been lulled into a false sense of security with continuing reports the
snows were still too deep for major offensive operations.

And the Austrians were growing stronger almost daily.38 New
reinforcements, sharply trained and prepared, were busy making their way
towards the front. Under such conditions, the Prussian task was becoming
more difficult with the passage of time.

What was needed was a clear, aggressive directive to prep the Austrian
army for either an offensive or a defensive stand. But Prince Charles would
dally until nearly the end of April before he finally saw good to arrive on
the scene. In the meanwhile, Marshal Browne was running the show. April
4, two days before the Prussian invasion deadline set by the Electoral Prince
of Saxony, Browne himself appeared in person along the Elbe to look over
the army’s posts thereabouts. The actual day of the deadline passed by
rather serenely, but new rumblings about unusual concentrations of horse
teams, wagons, supplies, along with beefed up Prussian patrols, seemed to
drive home the point there just might be something to this whole invasion
business after all. The ailing commander promptly repaired to the fortress
of Königgrätz to look those facilities over next.



The events of the imminent invasion were hardly Browne’s fault alone,
although his misguided overconfidence did not help matters. Meanwhile,
right up to the last minute, the bluecoats were doing everything they could
to encourage this false sense of security.

Prince Moritz of Dessau had been detached with a substantial force (19,300
men) to move from Chemnitz astride the Eger, in the process swinging
much further west than the king’s own column. Colonel Seydlitz was with
this body of men.39 Prince Moritz marched through Komotau (April 19–20)
against the whitecoats. His men broke up a nearby post, held by some 400
of Austria’s finest dragoons, and Moritz promptly ordered off a 4,000-man
detachment to swing up on Holtenburg and seize the Schirdinger defile. The
Austrians present thereabouts were under the direction of Arenberg, and
Croats were dispatched to interfere with the bluecoat advance. Prince
Moritz’s approach turned out to be a restricted probing effort.

It turned out to be more of that deceptive practice of the king—almost a
dress rehearsal for the coming main event. Arenberg was fully convinced he
was confronting the main invasion effort there and then. The latter gallantly
determined to stand his ground and see what came out of this.

Moritz quickly betrayed the truth. The Prussians with Prince Moritz
withdrew about April 22, moving in the direction of Aussig directly through
Brüx and an important rendezvous with the king’s column. Major-General
Berend Asmus von Zastrow commanded a detachment that drove the
enemy out of Aussig on the same day. This movement was yet another
diversion to draw away Browne’s attention to the Eger as the real line of
invasion. Arenberg at once alerted his superior, Browne, of the unfolding
incident. More reports of bluecoats encroaching upon Austrian territory
were coming in daily by now.

The king had erupted from Lockwitz with the major portion of his column
on April 20.40 On April 25, at Linay, the monarch was joined by Prince
Moritz, the main body of the latter’s command passed through Pirna and
Aussig to accomplish this juncture. The Austrian force at Aussig, under
Major-General Joseph Graf von Draskovitch, had been forced to beat a
hasty retreat when Zastrow’s men put in their rather sudden appearance.



The king was certain that Browne was about to receive reinforcements, so
he had bridges erected near Köschlitz, less than two miles from the
marshal’s camp. But Frederick, aware the Austrians had been thoroughly
surprised by the actual invasion, was determined to press his advantage
while he still could, especially with the increasing size of the Austrian
forces actively opposing him. The following morning, the bluecoats were
underway again, leaving the fateful field of Lobositz to the eastward (the
stench of the men who had lost their lives there was still pervading the air),
but there was no intention to stay close-by in any case, desiring to link up
Frederick’s men with those of Moritz to prevent either one from being
beaten in detail.41

Back to events.42 The main royal column arrived at Trebnitz on April 25.
The king’s original intention had been to unite with Schwerin’s men at
Leitmeritz. Frederick planned on the Austrian army reacting to the Prussian
maneuvers rather than try to counterattack. So, when circumstances did not
permit a rendezvous at Leitmeritz, the monarch put off the meeting until the
various field forces were loosely deployed in front of Prague. Overall,
Austrian resistance had been sporadic; indicating the enemy had been
caught at a disadvantage. Although the breaks were not all one-sided, the
king remained confident of ultimate victory in the present endeavor.43

On the down side, General Zastrow fell victim to enemy fire on April 25
when a wandering Pandour shot him. This loss was a great blow to the king,
Zastrow having enjoyed a long career in the royal army. But there was
precious little time to dwell on disturbing developments. The ultimate goal
of victory over the Austrian enemy needed to be kept at the forefront.

Short time was not the only factor confronting the Austrian opposition.
Over on the whitecoat side, much was in outright disarray. As soon as the
Austrians perceived the Prussian penetration of Bohemia was indeed in
deadly earnest, a general panic spread among the troops and population
positioned next to the frontier. The troops burned their carefully stored, and
expensive, magazines, falling back in the general direction of Prague. The
bluecoats would ultimately capture great quantities of supplies over the
ensuing next few days, stored up primarily in the six major Austrian supply
depots in the area. These provisions would provide for months. Included



among the desired targets was the important principal Austrian magazine at
Jung-Bunzlau.44

The whitecoat border patrols were put on alert when Marshal Schwerin’s
men swept across the frontier.45 April 19, Marshal Browne discovered it.
Instead of trying to move his scattered forces into a united throng to seal off
the breach, Marshal Browne unwisely—and almost incredibly—chose to
disregard the timely warning. All except for dispatching a reinforcement (a
regiment of cuirassiers, two regiments and a battalion of foot soldiers) to
link up with Serbelloni.46 Browne was overconfident. He had deluded
himself into reasoning his great foe was incapable of swiftly, and
effectively, mounting major military operations. The marshal even dared to
voice the opinion that Frederick the Great “in no way can be considered a
great captain.”47

On April 21, unwelcome word was received that major Prussian forces
were across the border with Saxony, whither Serbelloni was beating a
retreat upon Königgrätz. Rumors abounded that General Königsegg’s men
had been beaten back from their post at Reichenberg.48 The latter tried to
regain Jung-Bunzlau from a direct Prussian threat. This on orders from
Browne, issued beforehand, just in case of an emergency. But Schwerin’s
forward elements were moving to lay hold of that all-important supply
depot before the Austrian relief force could even draw in sight. Schwerin’s
bluecoats were just too quick on the move.49

Königsegg was left no choice but to avail himself of a night march to
bypass his erstwhile rallying point. He crossed the Elbe, stopping at
Brandeis. (There the commander did all he could to protect a major bridge
thereabouts from the enemy.) Königsegg’s command was tired,
discouraged, and somewhat disoriented by the rapid pace of events.

Browne discovered Königsegg, bruised but not battered, nearby with his
detachment still 25,000 strong; in short, he hoped the latter could still hold
up the Schwerin-Bevern advance. Then, instead of staying put at Prague,
Browne bundled on to Budin. Too late convinced of the earnestness of the
enemy’s efforts, early on April 26, the marshal belatedly ordered Arenberg
to come join up with the main body of Browne’s army, while Browne



himself paced a while in his headquarters at Martinowe, nervously eyeing
the enemy mass close to Lobositz and chomping at the bit the whole time.
Arenberg’s arrival would give the marshal sufficient strength in his force to
try something on Frederick, should the latter break the barrier of the Eger.

All along, Browne had been doing his best to keep Prince Charles informed
of the enemy’s continuing forward progress, and, the very day before the
Prussians barged across the Eger, Browne sent word the Prussian king was
in front of him with some 50,000 men and there would be a battle soon after
all.50 Meanwhile, though, Arenberg did not actually draw near to Browne
until the bluecoats suddenly crossed the Eger between 0400 and 0800 hours
on April 27, this rather abruptly on three bridges between Schelkowitz and
Piatek. Arenberg, confronted by this overwhelming enemy presence,
migrated as fast as he could to get out of harm’s way. His men at once
moved through Saaz and Laun, aiming for Martinowe. In response, the
bluecoats sought to cut him off from joining with the other Austrian forces.
Browne sent a communication to Arenberg he was to shift his force through
Schlan and join him thereabouts immediately.

The marshal himself did not even stir from Budin to try to hinder the
Prussian march. This was yet more of that uncharacteristic behavior
ultimately explainable only by Browne’s progressing illness. Whatever the
cause, the bluecoats took advantage of the situation and occupied the heavy
overgrown confines of the Budin Ridge. The king had really been
concerned that the Austrians would occupy the latter to help thwart the
Prussian advance. He was relieved when this undesirable scenario did not
pan out. Hurriedly, the Charwatetz beyond (which offered a fantastic view
to the south and southeast in the direction of Welwarn and Prague) was
grabbed by the bluecoats between 0930–1030 hours. An hour or so
afterwards, Frederick’s alert patrols finally discovered enlightening enemy
movements.

All morning, very visible, thick, dust rising into the early spring air below
the Charwatetz told of Browne’s activities. Did the dust portend an Austrian
counteroffensive movement of some kind? There were some tense
moments. However, the answer was nothing more than an Austrian
withdrawal towards Welwarn/Prague, to be related shortly. The whitecoats



were reeling back in confusion from the very energetic Prussian efforts. In
this situation, nothing remained for the Austrians to do, but to retire as soon
as was possible.51 Probably even the Prussian monarch did not suspect how
badly off his foe was at that moment.

At the Eger, Frederick’s men attempted an assault against Arenberg to try to
cut him off from his bridges.52 If this had succeeded, Arenberg would have
been effectively trapped. Ziethen was unbuckled to strike at the
withdrawing enemy rearguard. This follow-up was not terminated before
the Weissenberg, where the crossing Austrian rearguard finally took refuge.
Although the indomitable little hussar Ziethen took 300 prisoners and
Arenberg’s supply depots, the latter Austrian commander acquitted himself
well. And, this had really tipped off the Austrians about the aim of the
offensive. The whitecoats endeavored to seal off the damage, and did a
commendable job under the difficult conditions. For instance, Hadik, with
some 600 hussars, wrestled the magazine at Martinowe (April 27) from
Ziethen, inflicting 25 casualties on the bluecoats. Hadik made certain the
contents were rendered unusable to the Prussians before he pulled his men
back from this exposed forward position.

Meantime, Browne continued to wrestle mightily with the enemy’s
encroachments. The Austrian leader reluctantly vacated Welwarn, while the
general consensus of Austrian officers was a precipitate retreat. April 28,
Browne hitched backwards upon Tursko. Early the following morning, the
marshal called a council-of-war. The forces nearby now amounted to
30,000 men, as Arenberg was at hand. Browne’s new position on rises
overlooking Tursko53 was still about 12 miles short of Prague, towards
which he suspected the enemy were hastening at their best pace. Again, the
marshal wanted to stand pat, but his generals—in this case, no doubt
correctly—insisted a post closer on Prague was more favorable under the
circumstances. Orders were issued and the by now shaken men removed as
quickly as possible to Tuchomirschitz, where they were less liable to
encroachment. The whitecoats were still outnumbered and could have been
outflanked had they stayed put at Tursko. Browne’s courage was
commendable, but could have been very costly. About 0500 hours, April
30, the Austrians reached their new camp. The army paused at Stredolas
while the baggage train hovered about Horskowitz.



Even here, the main body could not long tarry. The whitecoats did not have
far to fall back. The army hitched backwards the short distance on Prague.
The Prussian advanced guard, composed of the grenadiers and boasting 40
full squadrons of cavalry, immediately pressed forward towards
Tuchomirschitz. But the enemy refused to leave the place peacefully. Here
Browne had his headquarters when Prince Charles finally, belatedly, arrived
on the scene.54 Browne’s terminal condition had drained away much of his
vital force while a demoralizing retreat in the face of the surging bluecoats
certainly did nothing to help matters.

When the new supreme army commander stood before the unfortunate
person of Marshal Browne, the latter broke down. April 30, Prince Charles
officially took command of the Austrian forces, declaring under Browne’s
direction “nobody [in the army] had any orders or knew what he was
supposed to do.”55 That may or may not have been true, but at least Browne
was prepared to wage a preventative battle to stop the enemy rendezvous.
Charles was not similarly inclined. Moreover, Browne had the necessary
foresight to release the local citizenry to loot the nearby supply depots
along with the soldiers before the Prussians could arrive.

As for Frederick, his efforts to destroy the Arenberg-Browne force had been
wholly unsuccessful, in spite of early promise and early effort. The enemy
had reached the vicinity of Prague in fair fighting condition. Except for that
brief skirmish on the Eger, there had been no major Austrian effort
launched against the king’s own column until they nearly reached Prague.

Meanwhile, on the left—to the east—the second column of Bevern was
making steady forward progress. It moved out on April 20, coming in from
Zittau and Hirschfeld. Bevern’s vanguard quickly encountered Königsegg,
who had the unenviable task thrust upon him of curtailing Bevern’s
progress for as long as possible. An enemy body of 400 infantry and
Pandours was taken completely by surprise at Böhmisch-Friedland (April
20).56 The shock of encountering the masses of the bluecoats meant that the
Austrians’ only recourse was surrender. MacGuire, in a post at Gabel with
seven infantry and three cavalry regiments, moved to cut off the line of
communication that Bevern was so dependent upon.



Bevern was immediately compelled to detach a strong force, some 7,000
men, to look closely after MacGuire’s designs. The latter made a weak
advance, but Bevern’s hussars, taking up post in the Lausitzer-Neisse,
caused him to fall back upon Gabel again. Lacy was moving up all the
while to help Königsegg. The latter was grimly determined to try to contain
the bluecoat momentum, and fell back upon Reichenberg, where he took up
a position that barred Bevern’s farther penetration into Bohemia.
Reichenberg lies among the low hills of the Neisse Valley.

Across from the place on the opposite bank of the Neisse River, west of the
town, a clear hollow flanked by two unusually high forested mountains
abutted. Here Königsegg chose to make his stand.

April 20, same day that Bevern moved out on his mission from Kratzau, the
Austrian commander took up there, building and putting in batteries, doing
his best to erect a strong barrier to the enemy’s momentum. This was all
backed up with a secure supply line as well as a good stock of ammunition.
The surrounding forests were so thick “it make[s] it difficult for any kind of
troops to pass.”57 Bevern’s Prussians reached the immediate vicinity in
strength on the same day. He still “retained fifteen battalions and twenty
squadrons.”58 The duke found the enemy already well posted in a position
that barred his continued advance, and encamped with the avowed intention
of dislodging the Austrians ensconced at Reichenberg the following day.59

His bluecoat force took post with just a small brook separating its left flank
from the Austrian lines.60

The whitecoats had a covering force at Gröttau. This was led by Colonel
Karl Prince von Liechtenstein, consisting of 800 cavalry and 300 infantry
who would not depart their present locale without some “persuasion.” A
frontal attack on Königsegg’s army was judged as too hazardous under the
circumstances. But “the interval between the centre and the left was
occupied by a plain.”61 With Königsegg’s superiority, Bevern would have to
be most diligent in how to deploy his forces in order to obtain the best
advantage.62

Before the main attack, there were necessary preliminaries.63 Puttkammer
went right to work, scattering Liechtenstein’s force with a determined,



powerful blow. He took some prisoners and about 60 horses, which found
useful employment in the Prussian service. But the highlight of April 20’s
activities was a forced evacuation of whitecoats from the nearby
Graffenstein Castle. The force there was quite stubborn, at the beginning.
So the 100 or so Austrians present were “treated” to a nice dose of 12-
pounder Prussian cannon shot for their trouble. Meanwhile, Liechtenstein’s
disgruntled rearguard took refuge in a nearby graveyard at Kratzau. It took
a more sustained effort to evict the enemy from the latter post this time
around. Major-General Emmanuel von Schöning’s64 advanced guard left off
a dozen or so cannon shot in their direction, which really “helped” the
Austrians on their way.

Königsegg’s force was about 16,700–13,200 infantry in 14 battalions and
15 grenadier companies, and approximately 3,400 riders in 22 squadrons,
with a full gun complement of 78 pieces, including 26 heavy guns.65 His
flanks were covered by the two rises we have already surveyed. His right
was at the Iser-Gebirge, and the left leaned upon the Jeschken-Gebirge.
Bevern, by contrast, brought a slightly smaller force to the scene. About
14,500 men, of which some 11,300 were infantry, along with over 3,100
cavalry. In terms of ordnance, the Prussians had a distinct disadvantage;
Bevern only had some 40 guns with him on the day of the battle,66

including 12 heavy pieces.

At dawn on April 21, Bevern deployed his army and, crossing the swampy
ground directly in front, proceeded to attack the Austrian left.67 Some
deception by the Prussians was involved. The right wing of the Austrians
was commanded by Lacy; he was not timid. Bevern sent General Lestwitz
with a small force to try to divert Lacy’s attention from the proceedings
further down the Austrian line. To begin the day’s action, the duke
unleashed his cavalry (15 full squadrons under Lt.-Gen. Friedrich Eugene
von Württemberg)68 against the Austrian horse, posted hard about
Franzenthal. The latter were under the leadership of Pálffry and
Liechtenstein. The Austrian formations were still a bit shaky from the
previous day. Bevern’s artillery, all the while, played with great effect upon
the participants.69 Many of the Prussian losses were inflicted on this day by
their own guns. And there were other factors.



Bevern feared for his left wing, especially as he suspected a large body of
the Austrian infantry present were concealed behind a front line abatis,
interspersed among the woods on the Jeschken-Gebirge. An initial attack by
Bevern’s infantry was made, in which the Prinz von Preussen (18th
Infantry), joined by other units, drove the Austrian foot soldiers on the rise
back upon a second line of abatis in short order. This withdrawal
immediately exposed the charging Prussian cavalry to a flanking fire.70

In trying to ride down the Austrian horse, the bluecoat cavalry came under
heavy fire from the redoubts on the right and infantry small arms fire on
their left. Three several attacks were mounted, but lengthening casualties
finally put an end to those efforts. Bevern, nothing daunted, then sent a
large infantry squad—composed of the battalions of Möllendorf and the
Standing Grenadier Battalion # 1 of General Henning Alexander von
Kahlden,71 along with the 1st battalion from the 23rd Infantry of Major-
General Friedrich Wilhelm von Forcade de Biaix—to outflank the cavalry
support by a circuitous route up the mountain. Puttkammer’s hussars then
emerged from concealment in a hollow to attack the Austrian flank. This
respite allowed Eugene of Württemberg’s dragoons (which included the
exceptional 1st Dragoons of Normann), to renew their attack upon the
unsteady Austrian horse and put them to flight.

The covert operation up the mountain outflanked Königsegg, and the
infantry on the Jeschken-Gebirge abandoned their posts and fled. This
finally gave the Prussians the advantage of the ground.72 Königsegg did not
use his advantage of the terrain to the full, especially failing to utilize the
mountains for vantage. For once the Prussians gained the high ground, the
issue was hardly in doubt.

The advancing forces advanced head-on against the main body of the
Austrians. The Darmstadt Regiment, led by Colonel Johann Kaspar von
Hertzberg,73 pointed the way in this endeavor. The Prussian pursuit was
“with great slaughter from hill to hill as far as Rochlitz and Dorfell.”74 Now
Königsegg’s center, compromised beyond repair, promptly disintegrated.
Königsegg tried to rally, but the Prussian cavalry operating against his
exposed left wing and rear “thought proper to abandon their camp, which
was entrenched by all the rules of art.”75 All was not bad. “The retreat was



made in good order, covered by Count Lascy [sic], who commanded the
right.”76

This ended the Battle of Reichenberg.77 The Austrians lost 1,000 dead and
wounded, 500 more as prisoners, and three battle flags. Prussian losses
were more than 700 men, including 193 killed and above 469 wounded.78

Major-General Carl Ludwig von Normann’s 1st Dragoons suffered heavy
losses; “35 dead and 114 wounded.”79 In almost romantic novel fashion,
Normann himself took sword in hand and killed the Austrian Lt.-Gen.
August Count Porporatti after a short scuffle. Count Hohenfelds was also
killed, and Prince Liechtenstein was badly wounded.

Königsegg fell back quickly, with Bevern heckling him all along. He
reached Liebenau, some 20 miles south of Reichenberg. Here the Austrian
commander halted in a narrow defile, forming up again in front of Bevern’s
line-of-march. This much stronger camp could potentially hold up Bevern’s
farther progress into Bohemia. The Prussian vanguard pressed towards
Zascal. A body of Croats deployed there, backed up by some regulars; it
spent most of April 23 and 24 hiding from view, and peppering the
bluecoats with small-arms fire. This resistance was so stout that Bevern
momentarily pulled back his forward elements to give them some rest after
their trials.

However, the efforts of the Prussians had also inexorably managed to drive
a wedge between Königsegg and Daun. The latter was busy concentrating
his forces between Kolin and Königgrätz. In retrospect, he did precious
little to help the other Austrian forces.80 And there were other Austrian
forces. At Zittau some 400 infantry and 30 hussars were under the charge of
a Major von Göhr.

Schwerin had his army concentrated at Landshut by mid–April.81 His
column had the greatest marching distance to cover of the three, and for that
reason had been deployed far ahead of the others.82 On April 18, he got
underway, Winterfeldt leading the van.83 Following Winterfeldt, were the
two formations of Lt.-Gen. Heinrich Augustus de la Motte Fouquet, Major-
General Heinrich von Hautcharmoy84 and Manteuffel.



Through the Reisengebirge Mountains ran a small pass which Schwerin
utilized to cross into Bohemia. In front of him, Serbelloni at Königgrätz
was in a good post, but little resistance was encountered. Serbelloni
withdrew towards Alt-Bunzlau and Brandeis, towards Prague. With a
characteristic slothful approach, Serbelloni (who actually was among the
most hated generals in the army) would contribute little to the Austrian
cause in the early, crucial days of the invasion. He did leave a garrison at
Königgrätz, and then moved so slowly that Prince Charles was shortly able
to countermand his marching orders. Serbelloni covered a bare 65 miles
during 17 days of “marching.”

Winterfeldt encountered an enemy body of 300 Pandours strategically
placed in a narrow, but steep, mountain pass by Guldene Els. Wasting no
time on preliminaries, he ordered off some troops to ascend the steep
mountains to take the enemy’s light troops in the rear. This was no sooner
said than accomplished, and the offending body of men was forced to either
surrender as P.O.W.s or be otherwise “neutralized.”

April 23, Schwerin’s men put the castle at Tetschen again under “siege.”
The Austrians there, under Major-General Ludwig Freiherr von Butler,
were loath to leave. The bluecoats, just as in the previous campaign,
required the place so they could utilize the Elbe. The Prussians managed to
force Butler out. This was chiefly the result of the activities of Major-
General Karl Friedrich von Mayr,85 who led some irregulars that pinched
off Butler’s efforts to defend the castle, effectively cutting off supplies and
succor.

Schwerin was thus able to sweep through Gitschin, Sobotka, and to
approach Liebenau.86 From there, he was very close to Königsegg’s post.
His advance directly threatened the enemy’s flank and rear at Liebenau.87

Königsegg, after sending an alarming communication to the Austrian high
command that Schwerin with 50,000 Prussians was before him, abandoned
the place. His shaky force fell back to the south-southwest on
Münchengrätz in an attempt to prevent the juncture of Bevern and
Schwerin, as well as cover the main Austrian magazine at Jung-Bunzlau.



Bevern bypassed Liebenau and discovered Schwerin’s advanced elements
at Turnau on April 24. This was about ten miles from Münchengrätz and
roughly 23 miles from Jung-Bunzlau. Marshal Schwerin assumed command
of both columns. His force now increased to 68,000 men, Schwerin
advanced promptly upon Jung-Bunzlau and captured it on April 26.88 A
Prussian force under Major-General George Ludwig Henning von
Puttkammer had been blockading the place since April 8. The Austrians had
been so paralyzed by the recent events that, incredibly, they did not try to
destroy the supply stores at Jung-Bunzlau.89

The day before, Frederick had sent riders with orders for the Schwerin-
Bevern force to march for Melnik to close Browne’s escape route towards
Prague. Unfortunately, enemy light troops were at it again, intercepting the
orders. So Schwerin, after seizing the main Austrian magazine, stayed
there, oblivious for the moment of the king’s directives. Browne barely
arrived at Budin, quickly realizing his vulnerable position. This was a view
merely confirmed when he saw the intercepted royal order. The king had
heard the news of Bevern’s success at Reichenberg, and was inspired to
press forward all the faster on Prague.

On the first of May, the various Austrian field forces began concentrating at
and around Prague. Prince Charles moved his forces under the cover of
night. About 0300 hours, his men filtered into a camp near the city. The left
sauntered through the defile at Tuchomirschitz, through Schlan across the
Moldau. Browne, with the right wing, had a harder task. His withdrawal
was directly in the face of the bluecoats; he bypassed the defile across the
Moldau. Frederick selected Browne as his special target.90 Twenty
squadrons of Prussian cavalry pressed the Austrian hussars as they retreated
through the defile. The timely arrival of a body of Croats helped stave off
the Prussian pursuers. The marshal (who had graciously refused the
proffered dual command of the army as impractical) was fully involved in
placing forces in the way of the enemy advance. In a rather difficult defile
at Horomeritz, Browne was compelled to fight. This occurred as he was
taking the Austrian left through Tuchomirschitz. A battery of six cannon
with grenadier/dismounted cavalry support, placed on a commanding height
beforehand by Browne, smashed down the limited Prussian advance. The
action was swift, but Browne lost some 17 men, the bluecoats about 20.



Charles called a council-of-war on the last day of April. Browne spoke out
with a firm resolve that the Prussians should be attacked at once, before
they could reach Prague. They were vulnerable in crossing the Elbe and the
passages thereabouts. As no one concurred with Browne (in what was a
wise course), the marshal asked for a 4,000-man detachment with which to
strike the enemy himself. This request was refused outright. May 1, Prince
Charles split his army into two, taking the right himself and marching
succinctly through the narrow streets of Prague. The ailing Browne coolly
directed the withdrawal across the Moldau and into the broken country near
Prague. By late afternoon, the men were filing into their new camp.
However, Prince Charles had abandoned Browne’s wise plan of keeping
Königsegg at Brandeis91; he had been ordered to join the main army.
Charles also rescinded Serbelloni’s instructions to join the main army. The
latter stayed unmolested at Königgrätz.92

Königsegg marched with his main body towards Prague on May 2, leaving
only Lt.-Col. MacEliot with a force of Croats to keep a tenuous hold on the
Elbe, interspersing between Schwerin and the king. At 1600 hours,
MacEliot’s stunned men (1,500 Croats) were savaged in a fight with a more
numerous enemy and forced to retreat. Marshal Schwerin showed his very
human side here. When General Hartwig Carl Friedrich von Wartenberg93

was killed in the action, Schwerin “bemoaned his death crying, ‘My
Wartenberg … [H]e is dead.’”94 His place was taken by promoted Colonel
von Warnery. Wartenberg had the capability to be a Ziethen or a Seydlitz.95

Even the king was much affected. “The brave general … was universally
regretted.”96 The Croats fell back towards the Elbe bridges, in a firefight
during which the infuriated Prussians captured guns, supplies, and baggage,
burning the bridges behind them. The next day, the unwelcome news
reached the Austrian headquarters; the blocking force between Schwerin
and the king was rooted out of the way. The two main bodies could now
unite.

On May 2, Frederick’s men reached the Weissenberg. The vanguard arrived
early in the morning, followed shortly by the king and the rest of his
command. Before the sun set that evening, the bluecoats were massing on
the Weissenberg, five miles above the old city of Prague. Prussian
headquarters were set up in one of the largest buildings in the region, the



old Jesuit dwelling at Tuchomirschitz (night of May 1–2), late the
headquarters of the Austrians. The locals had a good time regaling the
Prussians about the two Austrian commanders nearly getting into a fist fight
before moving out for Prague on April 30–May 1.97

Frederick had intended to fight a battle at Weissenberg (according to a letter
to Schwerin on May 1), but that was not to be. The prospective targets had
moved. Browne and Arenberg had already fallen back beyond the walls of
Prague, under Charles’s orders. A new council-of-war (May 2) firmly
dismissed Prince Charles’ idea of retreating deeper into Bohemia to join up
with Serbelloni; a stand would have to be made here, just beyond Prague. If
the Austrians were to maintain hold on the city, they would have to fight.
The Austrian camp, deployed on the Žižkaberg, could be rather clearly seen
from the Weissenberg spread out for miles eastwards of Prague.

Meanwhile, the Prussians were weighing their options for the forthcoming
battle. The weather had turned wet, and the troops were forced to spend a
miserable time under heavy rains in early May. Moreover, topography
would play a key role in this upcoming battle.

A brief survey of the ground might be desirable at this point. The main
Austrian force was clear. At the western end of the old city, lay the high
Hradschin (the highest slope in that region), which dominated the ground.
From it, the various streets ran towards the Moldau River and the bridge
thereabouts. Here the land leveled off and roads branched off to the front,
north and south. To the eastwards, the streets crossed the bridge, through
Prague and on to the Žižkaberg. Between Weissenberg and the Žižkaberg,
the distance was about five miles, the Hradschin to the latter, at a northwest
angle, about 21⁄2 miles. Here Prague was at its greatest stretch, restricted as
it was by the rises.

The city itself was no strong fortress, but the nature of the country about
Prague rendered it very strong, in a secondary sense. The Moldau Valley
surrounded it, and the city was divided in two by the Moldau itself. On the
western bank, a peninsula or neck of land, known as the Belvedere Park,
jutted out above Prague and just beyond the hamlet of Seltz. Up the
Moldau, the land was generally flat and pleasant near the river bank, but as



one moved away from the river the terrain gave way to hills and rocky
enclaves.

Frederick’s chief worry was to set the rendezvous with Schwerin and
Bevern, both still in a single formation. Had the Austrians possessed the
likes of a Laudon in high command at this stage of the war, the bluecoats
might have had additional concerns. Attacks against one or more disunited
forces could then have been expected. But Prince Charles and Browne were
too busy feuding with each other to worry much about Frederick and his
army. They should have taken the offensive before the juncture took place.

The king wanted to link his men up just south of the Žižkaberg, but this was
now impossible, as Austrians were close-by in great strength. Frederick
should then have moved across the Moldau, and performed this juncture on
the opposite bank below Prague. Schwerin and Bevern had been delayed a
day, perhaps the only substantial contribution Konigsegg had accomplished
for the Austrian side.

May 3, reconnaissance parties were sent to find a better place to perform
the coming juncture between the main Prussian forces. By this point, the
rain was beginning to ease just a bit, and alternating with partly sunny skies.
With weather conditions brightening, the king was most anxious to link up
with his subordinates. But the army was given a well-deserved breather on
May 3.

It was just as well. MacEliot’s withdrawal left Schwerin free to cross the
Brandeis, which was quickly accomplished. In addition, the improving
weather pattern raised the spirits of the soldiers for the coming battle.
Everyone in the army had to suspect by then there would be a battle to win
Prague.98On May 4, the king marched his force up the Moldau into the rises
to find a place to link-up.

The Austrians kept busy reconnoitering the countryside for Prussian
movements. Major-General Prince Joseph Lobkowitz was active in scouting
with his force of some 500 cavalry. The bluecoats captured a few of these
men. Otherwise, the prince stayed out of harm’s way, all the while warily
observing the Prussians. The overall direction of the Austrians was still



responding to what the Prussians were doing, rather than the other way
around.

Frederick left Keith with half of his men (30,000 strong) to hold the
Weissenberg, and keep the Austrians hemmed into Prague from that side.
The supply/ammunition wagons had come forward from Leitmeritz. Keith
was entrusted to hold them secure. The king’s marching column got to
Lissoley (behind where the tributary from the Elbe broke off and fell
towards Welleslawin) late in the evening of May 4. The next day, scouts
reached Seltz, and found the lower rise to be on the eastern side of the river.
Time was precious, and the king knew he was outnumbered by the enemy
in Prague.

The intelligence on the Schwerin-Bevern force was encouraging. The king
heard, in addition to the action at Reichenberg, of their successful juncture,
of their capture of the big magazine at Jung-Bunzlau, knew they were
across the Elbe. A day later than was planned, but across all the same. They
were even then waiting for three cannon shot; this was to be the signal to
Schwerin that the king was crossing the Moldau. The engineers were
ordered to get a bridge built as well as set up batteries to cover the Prussian
crossing. A few Austrian Pandours tried to interfere, but they were well
dealt with. Three shots sounded out, and Schwerin’s scouts, recognizing the
signal, alerted the marshal. Colonel Seydlitz and his hussars were sent at
once to see to the matter. When the crossing was underway, the king’s
scouts reported a force of riders. The enemy? To mutual delight, the
newcomers happened to be none other than Seydlitz’s men, coming up
behind.99 Three cheers were let out, to the displeasure of the enemy patrols
hovering about. But the crossing was completed, and the bluecoats marched
up and encamped on the low eastern hills for the night. They could be
grateful for an interlude of peace following their labors.

Browne, for his part, was not inactive. The lethargy of the late winter had
vanished in the Austrian camp; ironically, the very ill Browne showed more
energy in trying to come to grips with the Prussians than Charles, his
erstwhile superior. May 5, about 1600 hours, with no thought in mind other
than to secure a better campsite, Browne took to horse in company with
Luchessi. They were accompanied by four companies of mounted



grenadiers, riding out to find the best spot available for the coming battle
with the bluecoats. Definitive word had arrived the king was across the
Moldau and that Schwerin was across the Elbe. Browne found a suitable
topographical locale, beyond Gbell, but Charles overruled him. Prince
Charles likely feared an attack at a possible new sight before defensive
preparations could be completed.100 This could lead to disastrous results.
By then, a battle was inevitable.

All parties realized this. The Austrians operated under another handicap. In
light of Browne’s energy and abilities, nepotism was entirely responsible
for Prince Charles’s appointment as army commander.101 His commission
can probably only be justified by Browne’s terminal condition. Even then,
other qualified generals could have been found; admittedly, not without
some effort. It is significant that Charles was able to keep his command
until the end of campaign 1757.

For the latter, meanwhile on this self-same afternoon of May 5, possibly the
most unnerving thought was the knowledge that the united enemy throng
was right on top of his position.102 From the Austrian lines, the bluecoats
were plainly visible. After the evening meal Charles finally began to look
over his virtually neglected army. He was shocked to find a note—its origin
never determined—that freed a goodly portion of each cavalry unit to go
roam into the city of Prague on personal business. Before the “order” could
be countermanded, the deed was done.

Because of this note, nearly 5,000 men were absent from the battle the next
day or, for all intents and purposes (late arrivals, confusions, etc.), might as
well have been. We cannot rule out the possibility the Prussians had
something to do with this whole business. Just this one factor, while beyond
Charles’s ability to immediately redress, contributed to the reverse that
followed, exacerbating Austrian difficulties.

The prince, because of his tardy arrival at the front, was still largely a
stranger to his own army. His lighter, easier-going manner contrasted with
the fiery Irishman Browne. The men were familiar with the gruff behavior
of Browne. Most of the Austrians wished that Browne were still calling the
shots. Even the ordinary soldiers knew the formidableness of the enemy



before them, and realized the task just ahead. They were on the defensive,
in every sense of the word; reacting, rather than initiating, being dictated to,
rather than compelling. Finally, the men were privy to the worst kept
“secret” of the day: Prince Charles and Browne did not enjoy working
together. As it turned out, “their noisy squabbles were overhead by the
troops.”103

The troubling situation in Bohemia and news of the still advancing
Prussians had unnerved the Austrian high command. Kaunitz himself
determined to go see for himself just what was happening. May 5, the
minister set off, in the company of his chief ministerial assistant, Friedrich
von Binder, and a host of other tag-alongs, bound for Prague to try to settle
down the situation, as much between Browne and Prince Charles as with
the Prussians. The trip by carriage was largely uneventful until the caravan
reached Böhmisch-Brod, where Marshal Daun’s men were discovered.
There the unpleasant news arrived that Kaunitz could no longer reach
Prague. The Prussians in large numbers were present in the immediate area;
they had the main Austrian army trapped near to Prague. There was nothing
to do but turn for home.104

Back at Prague, the Austrians were not aware of Kaunitz’ impending
business, and the bickering between the two chief commanders was most
disturbing. All of this boded ill as the morning of May 6 arrived, and so did
another altercation with the formidable bluecoats of Frederick.



Chapter Six

The Battle of Prague

Over on the Prussian side, Frederick posted himself on the high hilltops
north of Prague, at Czimitz. Clearly, his main (and most pressing) worry
had to be the complete rendezvous with Schwerin’s main body, planned to
take place before 0600 hours the next morning, May 6.1 The place of union,
Prossik, was just north of the highway between Prague and Königgrätz. It
was closer to the enemy’s lines than the king’s current post. It was no
accident this dangerous maneuver—especially in view of the proximity of
the Austrians—was to be finished under cover of darkness.

Schwerin got underway with that singular objective in mind a little after
midnight. Before daylight, the meeting of the two forces was accomplished,
Austrian reconnaissance patrols reported. The king, accompanied by
Winterfeldt, Schwerin, along with Lt.-Col. Oelsnitz, Captain Platen, and
Adjutant-General Friedrich Albrecht Graf von Schwerin, went galloping out
to inspect the enemy’s camp, once the clear morning light was well
established. The Prussians wanted to know what Charles was preparing for
them. Enemy gunners, watching for visitors, sighted the king and his
scouting party, firing off a shot or two at them. The king pulled up short,
sending Marshal Schwerin galloping towards the Austrian right to see if it
was vulnerable to attack. Schwerin, with a keen eye for such things,
discovered that the Austrian right was “in the air, resting upon small hills …
[which] offered easy access to infantry.”2 None of this, however, answered
the Prussians’ biggest question at the moment, “What was the enemy
commander up to?”3

Prince Charles was doing nothing to head off the rendezvous of the Prussian
forces.4 He did not appreciate the seriousness of the situation. On the other



hand, Browne was again a bundle of energy. As soon as he returned to the
main army from his search for a new campsite, the marshal plunged into
making the best of what the Austrian army had to work with in their present
quarters. A numerical superiority on the part of the enemy was readily
apparent, enough to prevent cautious Prince Charles from thinking in
offensive terms. But Marshal Browne took the time left to prepare a better
defense.5

What was already a strong defensible post was made even more so by
artificial means. The marshal repaired to a slight elevation before Kej. It
could be of great importance in the coming fight. Work was at once started,
so that an entrenchment was on the ridge before daylight, along with an
area sufficient “to harbor twenty seven pieces of heavy artillery”6 which
had been hewn out of the freshly turned earth. The Austrian efforts were at
least partially accomplished on the day of the battle.7 The bluecoat victory
later that day was one bought at greater cost due to these last-minute
measures.8

It was clear the marshal was trying every trick he knew to make the ground
work to the advantage of the Austrians. Access from the roads into the hills
must have been difficult, but once atop the steep mountains the land became
a rolling plain hardly accessible on any side but the east side facing Prague
or on the north facing the Moldau. The position selected for the Austrian
army to hold was not a bad one, and held by an army only slightly inferior
in numbers compared to the king’s forces. Unfortunately, the incessant
bickering had the effect of paralyzing the whitecoats at a crucial time when
they could have made some successful, more effective countermeasures.
The Prussians were given virtually a free run of the area forward of the
camp, giving them the room they needed to perform necessary—and rather
involved—measures before coming to battle.

The immediate area was virtually devoid of timber or heavy woods,
although there were two prominent rises. One jutted between the Sterbohol
and Unter-Michelup, while the second rose up just north of the Sterbohol,
blocking any meaningful view of the region towards Hastowitz and Kej.
The Austrian army was positioned between the Žižkaberg, eastwards to
Kyge and Hlaupentin, a distance of some four miles. Then back opposite



the Taborberg (itself less than a mile from Maleschitz), another rise on the
eastern edge of Charles’s position. The Austrian right extended back en
masse on Kyge, and Charles’s center/left directly forward of it,
headquarters at Nussel.

As for Frederick, he had formed the army with its right hanging towards
Streziskow, while the left deployed to Satalitze.9 The bluecoats kept this
position long enough for the morning’s reconnaissance to be completed.
Directly after Schwerin and his escort returned to the king’s party, they rode
back to prepare for the day’s fateful events. The king had been ill,
regurgitating repeatedly, although the jaunt seemed to improve his humors.
Along the way, a cannonshot fired by a distant enemy battery nearly killed
Frederick and his entourage. But they continued, calmly evaluating the
situation most carefully.10

Prince Charles had been alerted about 0300 hours that morning that
suspicious enemy movements were taking place close by. He repaired to the
out posts at Prosek. The army was ordered to draw out from their tents into
lines preparing for battle. Their ridge was horseshoe shaped by the old
Moldau River. So, as the whitecoats drew into battle lines, they faced north
and eastwards. Their front line was a virtual four mile long mass of men
ranked three-deep.11 The second line was to serve as support to the first, in
theory firing while the front line reloaded, while the third was behind the
second for a similar function, of course.

Prince Charles’s left, striking the corner of the horseshoe ridge, overlooked
the ground below, intermixed with hillocks and woods. His center occupied
the line between the ridge, bent back around the Taborberg, ending by the
Homolyberg. In front of the Austrian center was a tough topographical
obstacle. According to his History, the king wrote, “a ravine more than 100
feet deep covered its front.”12 Tuttle was more elaborate in his description.
He told of “treacherous swamps and muddy pools … [forming] a natural
ditch.”13 The right was a tad more favorably situated. The latter stood
refused behind a line of batteries with a great marsh hard-by in front of an
already strong work. This mixed with hillocks overlooking the woods and a
grouping of small, stagnant ponds.



This strong, formidable line was occupied by 48,550 infantry (in 59
battalions, five composed exclusively of Croats), 12,600 cavalry in 17
regiments (12 regular, five hussar), which made up the army of Prince
Charles. It was augmented by ordnance of 178 guns, of which 58 were
heavy guns. The cavalry had been placed to cover both flanks, and the
Austrian tents still stood visible, up off towards the southward, with no time
and no spare personnel to dismantle them. They were clearly visible to
Prussian eyes.

The nature of the ground beyond the Austrian right made it the most
exposed of the whole camp. This, in most circumstances, might have been
academic. Here it became all important. To the point, as the Žižkaberg
dropped towards the east, it bordered on a swamp, marshy tract of ground,
almost entirely dominated by small lakelets arising out of the Moldau, the
Lieber-Wasser. Hard by Hastowitz, the little tributary meandered southward
near Unter-Michelup, depositing there into a second, final lakelet. Behind
that first lake, on the Austrian side, the small village of Sterbohol, and the
rise, were found. Thereabouts, these lakelets had once been dammed up, but
were now loosened. The day of the battle they stood open, flooding that
south pasture by an oozy goo with green slime on top.

Additionally, like the Battle of Zorndorf, little more than a year into the
future, that of Prague was divided into three almost distinct sections by the
two lines of rises already alluded to. There was limited visibility. This
disturbing scenario virtually negated any attempt at cooperation between
Luchessi and the Austrian infantry hard-by, and made very difficult
Austrian attempts to communicate or to pass reinforcements in a speedy
manner.

Meanwhile, with their reconnaissance completed, the king and his
entourage coldly calculated the condition of the enemy’s camp. The left,
protected by the Moldau, was clearly beyond hope of successfully
attacking. As was their front, which boasted strong lines of redoubts and
prepared obstacles. Glancing over at the right, where Marshal Browne was,
the Prussians perceived some promise of success there. Frederick, with no
viable alternative, decided to strike the Austrian right, and ordered the army
be made ready for its business at once. Schwerin objected to this order.14



He rather brusquely informed the king his men were dead-tired; they had
been on forced marches for days. It was his contention the army should be
allowed a day of rest in that hot spring season.15 But his Prussian Majesty
had a ready retort. He answered that Daun, with additional Austrian forces,
was approaching to relieve Prince Charles’s men from their present
predicament. This force might just be enough to shift the tide of the coming
battle over to the Austrian side. Battle it must be, and at once!16

The relief army under Daun—who had superseded Serbelloni in command
of the Austrian forces beyond Prague on May 4—was nearing. He had
30,000 men by that point under his command. The advanced guard reached
Brandeis (only some 14 miles from Prague), in a strength of 10,000 men
under General Baron Kevin Phillipp von Beck, on May 6. Forward units
had reached Podebrad by then. The progress of this new force was reported
on regularly to the king. The latter now calculated how much time he had in
which to overthrow Prince Charles’s army in its present position. If nothing
else, Frederick appeared confident of success.17

All of this the king knew on that fateful morning, which explains why he
was so insistent the army move out as soon as possible.18 Schwerin gave up
his objections at last, and the attack plan was quickly formulated. The
scheme called for an attack round by Podschernitz towards the Sterbohol,
there to attack the lines of the enemy’s redoubts. Meanwhile, the Prussian
horse was to sweep around by a more southernly route and, by striking the
Austrian flank, roll up their lines to take them in the rear. The main Prussian
force had between 62,000 to 66,000 men. This day was to be the very last
time in this long war Frederick’s men would be either nearly equal in
number to or superior to the enemy’s force. With Keith’s men tossed into
the mix, the Prussian superiority in numbers was really telling. Of course,
Keith was not present for this battle.

The Prussian soldiers themselves were not adverse to a little superstition. A
Prussian soldier noted a white dove, perched on the arm of a large, tall
crucifix; “it repeatedly turned its head to face the Austrians, as if to show us
the way.”19



The composition of the Prussian force was approximately the following:
47,000 infantry in 66 battalions; 17,000 cavalry in 117 squadrons; and an
artillery train of 214 guns, of which 82 were heavy ordnance. Charles
enjoyed a slight superiority in infantry, but his great foe had a decided
advantage in both cavalry and in ordnance. Taking into account the position
of the Austrian army before Prague, the advantage this superiority in
cavalry would confer upon the bluecoats was questionable. However,
because of the hasty order for Serbelloni to return to Königgrätz, the
assistance of his force was not going to be forthcoming.

The deployment of the bluecoats must have been beautiful on that sunny
late spring morning. The long lines of troops proceeded by way of the
Chaber Heights, specifically at Strzischkow, then by Prosek. The infantry of
the right wing, under Manstein, halted and took up position there, while the
nearby cavalry of Lt.-Gen. Peter Ernst von Pennavaire20 rode on past. The
men of the Prussian center, under the king’s own direction, and Schwerin’s
left marched on well to the eastward, then faced right and veered off to the
south. The artillery plowed through Podschernitz’s narrow streets, but the
going was slow, while between that village and Chwala, Frederick’s men
condensed their long marching lines into two attack columns. The baggage
train was left at Gbell. In less than two hours, the Prussians were ranked for
action. By no later than 0900 hours, the majority of the regiments were in
position. The remainder wheeled to the right from Chwala and
Podschernitz, descending on the Sterbohol to get hold of it from the
opposite side.

The Sterbohol was the key to the whole Austrian position for the main
Prussian battle effort on the left.21 The Austrians were swinging themselves
around to confront the attackers. Marshal Browne realized the Sterbohol
needed to be held.

Browne was instructed to get his right wing lined up with the rest of the
army. The encampment formations stretched into battle lines. The
commander was not at his best just then. As sick as he was, though, Browne
did not forget his primary job of confronting the enemy, speeding off
Colonel Cullen (a Dutch volunteer seeking adventure in war) to Luchessi’s
quarters with orders to ride down the enemy before they had time to



properly form up. Unfortunately, the Austrians could not as swiftly alter
their formations as the well-drilled bluecoats could.22 As a result, neither
Luchessi nor a nearby infantry force which Browne wanted to move to
block the approaches to the Sterbohol could complete their missions before
the Prussians struck.

Prince Charles continued to be unconcerned. In another blunder, with the
enemy clearly massed in the valley below, the Austrian army was dismissed
to go cook breakfast and attend mass, with no sense of urgency. Thus, the
whitecoats were still not completely ready when the enemy attack, at about
0930 hours, was launched towards the Sterbohol.23

Winterfeldt, leading the van of Schwerin’s command (eight battalions now
sweeping towards the intended target) dashed up before Browne could
complete his preparations. The Prussian line surged forward. Browne was
busy moving the Austrian horse south between Sterbohol and Unter-
Michelup when he became aware of the presence of Winterfeldt’s men
(visible beyond the ponds at Podschernitz), making belated efforts to throw
pontoon bridges across those bodies of water.

Sensing the seriousness of the situation, Browne personally delivered two
heavy 12-pounder guns from the reserve for the firing line. These were
deployed, along with two of the regimental artillery, on the Homolyberg. At
the same time a request was sent to Charles for help via Prince Franz
Xavier August Albrecht Comte de Lusace of Saxony (brother of the Elector
of Saxony). Browne knew additional reinforcements would be required to
fill the gap left by Luchessi’s momentarily anticipated move. About 14
companies of grenadiers or so would be needed to prolong the battle front.
General Stampatch was sent with the second line of the left wing cavalry
from near Žižkaberg, along with Lt.-Gen. Andreas Hadik Graf von Futal’s
(hereafter Hadik) riders from nearby Hrdlorzez. The latter positioned
himself at the very end of the Austrian line near Unter-Michelup. Stampatch
and he had some 100 squadrons of cavalry, not to mention artillery
assistance, behind them.

The Prussian artillery support was greatly hindered by necessity to use the
only available “hard” road; this caused unavoidable delays in getting the



guns forward. Although he had minimal support from the ordnance,
Winterfeldt meant to take the Sterbohol before the enemy could stop him.24

He was directly supported by Fouquet’s troops, three full regiments, which
drove forward head-on against the Sterbohol. A heavy firefight ensued, in
which the three Prussian regiments took a pounding.

The 37th Infantry (of Major-General Heinrich Adolph von Kursell) pulled
back suddenly without orders towards Unter-Michelup.25 The general fell
wounded, and the shredded unit lost 13 officers and 661 men in a brief
firefight.26 The survivors had temporarily lost their nerve. Fouquet’s 33rd
fared still worse; more than half of the men were laid low by the withering
enemy fire. Included among them was the regiment’s commander, Colonel
Balthasar Friedrich, Baron von der Goltz.27 When Fouquet himself fell
wounded, his men forsook their muskets and fled. The third Prussian unit,
the 24th Infantry of Schwerin, would have a yet more sanguinary day in
store.

The bluecoats involved in this initial effort as a whole fared poorly.28 But
Prussian discipline was remarkable. Still, the marching formations were
within 200 paces of the Austrian line before the attack stalled out. The
whitecoats were clearly massing before them. The fiery Irishman Browne
was busy preparing a counterattack against Winterfeldt’s men.29

Winterfeldt might still have succeeded, in spite of everything, had the
Austrians not opened a terrific shelling from the artillery on the
Homolyberg and from eight battalion guns set up right amongst the
Austrian grenadiers. The Homolyberg dominated the approaches to the
Sterbohol, and the Austrian guns were highly effective, but it was nothing
new to the seasoned veterans of Frederick’s army.30 They had seen the like
before.

Nevertheless, Browne saw confusion begin to spread through the bluecoat
units, as he was preparing his hasty attack. General Luchessi was slow to
believe a hussar screen led by Prince Esterhazy would be enough to shield
the Austrian right from a large enemy force. He had no way of knowing the
Prussian horse in front of him was a bare 20 squadrons of cuirassiers, led by
General George Philipp Gottlob Schönaich, with insufficient strength to



dislodge Luchessi from his post. Nevertheless, Prussian artillery started
belching fire and a large body of bluecoat infantry menaced, much more
than Esterhazy’s hussars could have managed. Schwerin, once the decision
to give battle that day was a go, set to work immediately to give battle with
what he had at hand. Schönaich was ordered to strike the enemy cavalry
opposite before he was actually ready. His misfortune was to have the only
handy body of Prussian cavalry thereabouts.

During this disorganized Prussian charge, Luchessi pushed his men towards
the pond near to Unter-Michelup, more than a mile from his former
position. The Austrian horse there was capably led by Lt.-Gen. Althann. As
for Hadik, he was instructed to cover the now exposed hole in the Austrian
line left by Luchessi’s maneuver. However, his “attack” was interrupted by
the initial Prussian effort and he was deflected to go to Luchessi’s aid. This
denied any reinforcements for the moment, and the feebly held gap would
later be of decisive importance.

Ziethen, as the cover reserve behind Schönaich, saw at once something
must be done as the enemy sprang to life. The ground was rumbling with
their big ordnance, while the Austrian cavalry had superior numbers with a
favorable position. The combination of the terrain and the tough resistance
the whitecoats were making, proved at first too much to handle; it would so
appear, Ziethen’s distinguished biographer aside.31

This left wing of Schönaich struck the opposing cavalry deployed beside
the ponds. The suddenness of the Prussian charge allowed them to break in
the front, but Luchessi’s second line held off the assailants long enough for
Hadik, just arrived, to press the foe back with his more numerous forces.32

The latter were rallying, all the while. Puttkammer’s 4th Hussars acted in
concert with the 3rd Hussars of Colonel Warnery; they counterattacked into
Hadik’s force from the south. Three separate blows were required to force
off the Austrian right, around 1200 hours. That body of Austrians, shattered
by the maelstrom of the fight, withdrew towards Beneschau.

Meanwhile, Winterfeldt’s men were very nearly overwhelmed by the
intensity of the enemy’s bombardment.33 When Winterfeldt’s forces got
within range, Browne’s forces opened a devastating volley fire. The



bluecoats here endured terrible casualties in the ensuing fracas.34 They soon
reeled back upon Schwerin’s main body, coming up behind. Winterfeldt
himself received a sharp neck wound in the exchange just about 1100
hours.35 Some nearby Austrian infantry appeared to be forming up to
attack, but they stood watching until Browne managed to get them steadied,
utilizing virtually every available man to do so.

Schwerin valiantly now pushed his Prussian main body forward, as quickly
as the troops could be brought up. This assault, too, smashed against the
enemy massed near and on the Sterbohol, but the bluecoats had missed their
early opportunity, and the Austrians were present in great strength. Even
more guns were being brought forward. These latter pieces, backed up by
the redoubts and batteries on the Homolyberg, made the position a
formidable one.

On the other hand, artillery support for the initial Prussian attacks was
nonexistent. Prussian guns, for the most part, were still making their way
through the streets of Podschernitz and up the narrow road towards the
Sterbohol.36 Now an Austrian account of the battle does say the Prussian
artillery was used to good effect.37

Schwerin’s new lunge was greeted by heavy artillery fire as well as small
arms’ fire from the infantry; the latter had the angle on this fresh effort. The
bluecoats pressed on, realizing the Sterbohol had to be taken. By the point
of the bayonet, certainly not by sheer numbers, the attackers pressed
forward into the midst of the enemy’s lines. Once there, the advance stalled
out. Neither battle line could budge the other, fighting to a standstill.
Schwerin’s assault was delivered over marshy ground in front of the
enemy’s position. His well-trained troops ignored the Austrian fire as well
as humanly possible, and pressed on to near the “green pastures” to their
front. (Frederick in his haste to attack had failed to look closely at these
“meadows.”) Schwerin had no choice: In spite of everything, it was his duty
to strike the enemy, while the king was to drive in their front.38

The cautious Prince Charles had chosen his position well, despite the
battlefield’s physical limitations, and Browne’s misgivings. His left and
center were protected by the Moldau and the hillocks in front, while his



right had a deep marsh before it—which the Prussians thought to be a
meadow. This turned out to be a crucial factor in the Prussian battle plan,
since it was against this flank that Schwerin was making the main effort.

Everything was progressing as well as could be expected until Schwerin’s
men entered the field in their front. Suddenly, the whole line was
disordered, as entire battalions sank up to their knees in the marsh; at the
same time, the fire of the enemy was bearing down upon them. Even then,
their progress could not be stopped. As the Prussians scrambled forward, in
some spots by only single-man paths, they brought forward with them as
many of their own guns as they could. Once the ground permitted, the
troops ranked themselves again, despite the murderous fire of the Austrian
guns.39 They then promptly began advancing again, the fire of the enemy
intensifying as they got closer to the Austrian lines. This episode lasted for
three hours, and was the crisis of the battle.

With the marsh past, the bluecoats attacked the Austrian entrenchments
directly. On the Prussian left, at the southward side of the rise, a sanguinary,
bloody battle was raging, from one end of the long line to the other. Even
the king was in the midst of the fray. It was during this second charge when
Frederick lost one of his best field officers.

About 1050 hours or so, Marshal Schwerin, seeing the bloody repulse of
even his own 24th Infantry, dashed forward, seized the Prussian staff colors
from Staff Captain Caspar Friedrich von Röhr40 and charged towards the
enemy’s lines, shouting, “Come on, children, Come on!” His men, seeing
him in the midst of the action, turned around and followed the marshal back
into the attack at full run. Then the grapeshot rained down upon them, and
Schwerin, his ancient body riddled by wounds, fell from his horse, stone
dead. The battle standard toppled at his side.41 Five bullets had done their
business. Four penetrated his chest, and one took him behind the ear,
punching a big hole in his head.42 Schwerin was forever silenced.43

The marshal’s aide, Captain Alexander von Platen, no doubt horrified by
the sight, grabbed the colors from his fallen comrade, and continued on
with the attack. He, too, was severely wounded and died the next day.
Schwerin’s men, enraged by the death of the marshal, and strengthened by



the timely arrival of the second line of Prussian infantry and Ziethen’s
cavalry, now struck with renewed vigor the enemy positions on and near the
Sterbohol. The 24th lost heavily for their trouble. Thirteen officers and 522
men from the regiment fell that day.44 Even the king, who was never one to
pass out compliments readily, wrote of the “bravest of the officers and the
greater part of the … [men] lay stretched out on the ground.”45 He was
referring to the 24th Infantry. As for Schwerin’s death, the king, in his
History, described his demise as “terminating a glorious life by a death
covering it with a new luster.” Of course, that was long after the fact. He
also later estimated the value of Schwerin as like that “of 10,000 men.”46

Just, then, however, more urgent business pressed.

Austrian resistance was savage, but new Prussian reinforcements were
shoved almost willy-nilly into the struggle. A new heavy battery had been
advanced in the press of business close by Hastowitz while a full 12
battalions of the rearward Prussian line strode forward to strengthen the
Prussian center forces. Hautcharmoy and Major-General Joachim Christian
von Tresckow led this new body of men.

Confusion began to spread through the ranks of the Prussian hussars.
Ziethen resorted to extraordinary measures to rally his men. One of the
king’s nearby commanders, General Moritz Franz von Wobersnow, rode up
to Ziethen and urged him to stem the flight. Wobersnow told Ziethen he
needed to “set a few examples,” i.e., shoot a few of the panic-stricken
hussars. Ziethen wouldn’t resort to such measures, and the arrival of a relief
force of cavalry (25 more squadrons) resolved the matter. To his credit, the
hard-pressed Ziethen acted at once, drawing the new troops and his
dragoons to act as a screen. Behind this shield, the unsteady hussars were
given a moment to rally. Ziethen launched into a brief, impromptu speech to
“rally the troops.” And place the burden of the battle upon his and their
backs. “Gentlemen! … we have to undo this damage and bring on
victory.”47 The attitude displayed by Ziethen was by no means unique in the
Prussian army, or in the Austrian foe. Many long-forgotten heroes on that
day did their best as well. Ultimately, the Prussian efforts turned the tide.
The Sterbohol was gained, for the moment.



As for Browne, he was in the thick of the fighting, ordering up new
battalions from the left to bolster the now sagging Austrian right, and
contesting every inch of ground. About 1030 hours, a cannon-shot burst
close-by and tore away part of the Irishman’s left ankle and foot, forcing
him to relinquish direction of the battle effort on that side.48

Simultaneously, a counterattack he had just organized regained the
Sterbohol temporarily. A dozen Prussian guns were captured in this fresh
effort. Masses of new Prussian infantry brought this now leaderless
counterattack to a rapid halt under a heavy fire. But the fight for the
Sterbohol was but one part of the battle.

On the Prussian left, the combat was seesawing back and forth. Ziethen
having just received his fresh cavalry, the bluecoats attacked again in
greater strength. Once more driven back, Ziethen sent some of his horse
galloping around the enemy to finally outflank them.

While this was taking place, the 4th Cuirassiers (Field-Marshal Count
Friedrich Leopold von Gessler) pushed Schönaich’s formations round the
pond dam south of the Sterbohol. This movement by the front line of the
Prussian left came under heavy artillery fire immediately, but Schönaich
rallied his troopers and led them forward three times. This bold maneuver
had helped gain the time Ziethen required to rally his hussars. However, this
unit did not sustain the high rate of casualties like their comrades in the
initial attack on the Sterbohol. Gessler lost 112 men and 83 horses in this
action.49

The Austrians, unable to see Gessler’s move, were taken by surprise.
Ziethen struck from the front with a renewed determination. The
whitecoats, who had but 19 squadrons at hand, recoiled. This final stroke
drove most of the Austrian horse back upon Nussel and they did not rally
again for the rest of the day. Prince Charles, seeing these unfolding
developments, galloped up to rally his horse. There was precious little he
could do. Lt.-Col. Schulze was met with a mute stare from the prince when
he asked for instructions. The shaken horse would not rally with the
Prussians on their tail, and Charles got an untimely “wound.”50 Equally
unexplainable is this nearly headlong flight displayed by the Austrian
cavalry just south of the Sterbohol.51 By the time of Ziethen’s third,



decisive charge, the entire area was shrouded in dust and confusion,
although that wing of Charles’s army was uncovered.

Lt.-Col. Schulze gathered a small command to hold the ground close to the
area where Marshal Browne had fallen; the latter was scooped up and
carried on an artillery caisson nearly into Prague. The press of fugitives
overturned the contraption, and the fallen marshal was snatched from
premature death by Baron von Weisch. The latter hoisted him on to a
nearby available horse and escorted him personally on into the city.52

Meanwhile, as the bluecoat cavalry was engaged in its business, their foot
comrades battered the Austrian posts on the Sterbohol. Prince Ferdinand
(with the Prussian right) near 1100 hours attacked Königsegg’s and Pálffy’s
men near Kej. Hautcharmoy led a newly organized 22 battalions of
Prussians in this fresh effort, which included Tresckow’s and Bevern’s
forces. The attack was disjointed, a general rather vague probe being made,
rather than a single massive stroke which might have ended matters right
there and then. Despite claims that the king ordered this attack, he was too
busy to do so.53 A more likely estimate is that Frederick, once he
discovered the move underway, did not issue a countermand order.54

Colonel Johann Hertzberg led his own 12th Infantry, as well as the 18th
(Prince of Prussia) and that of Major-General Ernst Ludwig von Kannacker
(30th Infantry), straight across Manstein’s immediate front on this
important mission. This smashed into the 28th Austrian Regiment (Wied),
the anchor on the northern part of the Austrian flank. At first, this new body
of men saw only vacated enemy cavalry quarters (and, apparently, due to
some atmospheric phenomena, did not even hear the sounds of battle), but
soon Hertzberg was in position to outflank the enemy. A most bitter tussle
now ensued. Hauthcharmoy was mortally wounded during the height of this
attack (he died on May 16), but Tresckow took control. Nothing daunted,
the bluecoats finally regained their prize again.

When the Sterbohol thus fell for the final time, the ruining of the Austrian
right was complete, and the disordered troops fell back towards the Sazawa,
abandoning their batteries and the prepared works. Frederick’s infantry and
Ziethen’s horse overlapped the old Austrian line and raced for Neu-



Straschnitz. New enemy formations of horse and infantry prepared to form
a last stand between the Žižkaberg and Maleschitz. The right was beaten not
much later than 1100 hours. Soon after midday, the issue was settled on this
side.

Elsewhere, in the high ground at the elbow of the Austrian right, between
Kyge and Hlaupetin (specifically at Hrdlorzez), the Austrian lines had been
dangerously thin since the first deployment. As the whitecoats changed
their formations to meet the Prussian threat to the Sterbohol, a gap was
opened in their lines—between the 28th, the Mainz regiment, and the 22nd
—which could not be plugged at the moment because of the fully involved
battle. Three Prussian regiments, the 28th, 29th, and 32nd Infantry, stood
before the gap. They were led by Manstein, who had a fiery nature anyhow.
The chasm grew as pressure against the Sterbohol’s defenders mounted, and
the Austrians shifted more and more of their reserves, as well as their
attention, into the pandemonium raging at the Sterbohol. Soon the breach
had widened beyond the marsh, covered only by the artillery and the
difficulties of the ground. Manstein, carefully surveying the enemy’s lines,
soon espied the gap, and recognized what an opportunity he was being
presented.

For a time, he kept his ground, then impetuously marched his troops right
against that position. Frederick, busy with the developments of the fight
further south, ignored sending orders to his right wing commanders. But
Manstein soon encountered heavy enemy fire and would have likely fared
poorly had he not been reinforced. Ferdinand and Prince Henry (the latter
leading the Itzenplitz Regiment) moved up to his aid. The Austrians
countered by trying to fill the opening in their main line, but by then it was
far too late. New forces were pressed up to help.

General Ferdinand Philipp Harsch brought his 50th Infantry up on the
double, and the 56th Infantry (Antoine, Comte de Mercy d’Argenteau). The
eleventh-hour effort by the Austrians was gallant, but futile. Although the
whitecoats briefly held their ground, and even managed a couple of
counterattacks, the battle was lost. Prince Henry, Frederick’s noted and soon
to be most famous brother, led his regiment up to Hlaupetin to storm an
enemy battery there just as the Austrians began to retire.



Henry was aided, it might be said, by the actions of Lt.-Gen. Giorgio Clerici
and General Perroni, who marched their Austrian units towards Maleschitz
about 1300 hours to stiffen the battle effort thereabouts. This effort would
help dilute the Austrian formations. Clerici, in the rush of the moment, was
able to form only four battalions of the 11 under his command to go
confront the Prussians storming into the gap. For the Austrians, General
Carl Gustav Kheul was doing his best to reform the main part of the army
into a new battle line between Maleschitz and Hrdlorzez. The general was
attempting to swing the surviving elements of the army around, while being
pounded by the enemy in the midst of a terrible fracas. In the process,
Kheul was using seven of Clerici’s battalions to help stiffen the line.55

In fairness, it must be said that the pressure on General Kheul was
enormous about then. In the process, though, the commander was ignoring
instructions to commit Clerici’s full strength in the effort to stem the
Prussian advance through the gap. Browne had apparently ordered this very
move earlier; his wound almost immediately afterwards prevented him from
following it up. Prior to this, General Kheul had received a stinging
reprimand from Prince Charles for questioning orders. This did not go over
so well for the stubborn officer. He kept where he was, despite written
orders from Charles to the contrary. Only when Prince Friedrich Michael
von Pfalz-Zweibrücken (who would later play such a prominent role in the
war) personally delivered the order telling him to move out at once did
General Kheul act. His effort was not deficient by any means. The location
was along a ridge, and the bluecoats suffered renewed hardships as they
tried to storm this station up the hill from the valley floor below.

The new Prussian effort turned out to be a costly one, thanks to Kheul’s
stubbornness. The 1st Infantry of Winterfeldt, which had opened the battle
with a supreme effort, was savaged again. It suffered over a thousand
casualties in the storming of a nearby battery.56 In fact, the valiant attacks
told in total losses: 22 officers and 1,168 of other ranks.57 The regiment
drove forward “in the midst of a hail-storm of grape as if it had been at a
review.”58

Both Prince Charles and Browne were out of commission by this point. The
new move by Clerici-Perroni caught the Prussians off guard momentarily.



The Austrians tried to regain the initiative. Prince Henry’s guns on the left
then opened a devastating fire while the impetuous Manstein once more
attacked the enemy. His stroke smashed uphill in an effort to outflank the
newcomers, while the packed formations of another royal brother,
Ferdinand of Brunswick, tumbled into a head-on stroke. Clerici and his
troops endeavored to hold the Taborberg, in spite of the weight of superior
enemy numbers, but when Perroni was killed and Clerici tumbled to the
ground with severe wounds, the whitecoats gave up and retired.

In the long run, General Kheul’s hesitation to obey orders did prove costly,
despite its momentary benefits. Too late, he finally shifted the rest of
Clerici’s men towards the struggle raging near the gap. Austrian units, like
the hard-pressed Mainz auxiliary unit, were wavering, and though the Duke
of Arenberg and Prince Xavier of Saxony tried personally to head off
disaster by plunging right into the struggle, their efforts were futile. The
Austrian formations hard-by were running low on ammunition (the drivers
of the supply wagons had apparently fled).59 Prussian losses, in this whole
process, had not been cheap. The 23rd Infantry of General Forcade paid
dearly for their efforts: 22 officers and 602 other ranks had fallen.60 Some
of the best Prussian officers fell at Prague.61 For instance, valiant Major-
General Schöning (of the 46th Infantry) had been mortally wounded. This
fine officer died on May 16.62

Not all of the formations suffered in equal measure, of course. Schönaich’s
6th Cuirassiers, for example, led the deciding stroke from the right against
the faltering Austrian center. The tally sheet was two officers and 50 men
“in part from its own mistaken fire.”63 Another of the anchor cavalry, the
9th Cuirassiers of Lt.-Gen. Johann Carl Friedrich of Schönaich-Carolath
(not to be confused with the other commander of similar name), swept from
Podschernitz to Sterbohol, battered the enemy’s second line, striking and
breaking through near the village, scooped two battle flags, and made off
with their prizes.

Henry, fired up with the intensity of the moment, shoved his embattled men
forward between Hlaupetin and the Žižkaberg between Königsegg’s
command. Overly eager, a stream in the way, the prince plunged in,
struggled, and had to be pulled out. Nevertheless, his presence during this



phase, even in a soaking wet uniform, was a tonic to his men. The king
himself said Henry’s actions “played a decisive part in the fighting on the
Prussian right wing.”64 Further demonstrating his potential, Prince Henry
tried to lead the victors in pursuit of the faltering whitecoats. Kheul’s
cavalry attempted to stem this pursuit with a series of vigorous
counterattacks. The Austrians still could do much harm. Frederick himself
was nearly taken captive by enemy cuirassiers, but escaped by taking refuge
with the Stechow Dragoons.65 This particular unit had participated in the
flank attack from the south while Ziethen launched his reorganized cavalry
in an attempt to encircle the Austrian forces from the west. Colonel Georg
Friedrich von Winterfeldt, the regiment’s commander, was lost in the
ensuing commotion.

Finally, about 1500 hours, the last futile Austrian counterattacks were
beaten off. The whitecoats, outflanked and taken in the rear, retreated
rapidly. Before this, just about 1330 hours, the 2nd Dragoons, heavily
involved near the Sterbohol, had lost its leader, Major-General Christian
Friedrich von Blanckensee,66 in the midst of a sanguinary struggle.
Blanckensee went down fatally wounded, but still fighting it out in stopping
those last desperate Austrian counterattacks. His particular unit was more
fortunate than some. It lost 62 casualties in the battle.67 The Sterbohol had
been finally conquered from all of these efforts, for the final time on that
eventful day.68 The enemy were beginning to withdraw. Manstein and
Ziethen passed the Žižkaberg, and arrived at Nussel, late the headquarters
of the beaten Austrians.

Ziethen’s cavalry sadly went “missing” about that point. The king thought
to send the cavalry of Ziethen, but “unfortunately, however, it was occupied
in plundering the baggage of the flying enemy.”69 Other sources are more
specific. “Ziethen with the reserve overthrew the Austrian cavalry.” Next,
though, the specter of liquor reared its ugly, untimely head. “His troopers
came upon one of the enemy’s camps [at Nussel] and drank so deep … they
were of no more use.”70

Meanwhile, Gessler’s timely lunge around the ponds near Sterbohol had
been the capper. Katte’s 4th Dragoons, stationed next to the pond dam, lost
59 men, while the 6th Hussars of Colonel Johann Paul von Werner (late of



the Austrian army), in one of the most fully involved efforts of the day,
rolled up the hard-pressed cavalry of Stampatch and Hadik from behind.
Werner’s supreme effort drove the shattered enemy to flight; they lost no
less than 1,200 prisoners and ten battle flags in the process.71 The Austrian
army appeared to be coming apart at the seams. A golden opportunity was
clearly at hand. The thought provoking question must be broached, “What if
Ziethen’s troopers had been available right then?” Instead, of course, they
were busy drinking away as their comrades rode up. As for the king, he
rode up to Branik, and reached there just as the battle ended.

The shattered Austrians, to the tune of nearly 40,000 men, fell back into the
makeshift works they had to the right and rearward. The bluecoats, who had
bought this latest victory dearly, pressed after them. This “pursuit,” thanks
to the failure of Ziethen’s horse, was far more limited and on foot compared
to what might have transpired. The follow-up effectively ended at the gates
of Prague.72

Closing the gates, together with the crowds of fugitives jammed into the
city streets, halted the Prussian pursuit finally. Another 16,000 or so
escapees made their way up the Moldau to join up with Marshal Daun.
Once they were reunited in some order at Beneschau, that is. Some 10,000
of the cavalry, under General Johann Franz Freiherr von Brettlache,
Stampatch and Lt.-Gen. Carl Claudius Graf O’Donnell, made their way off
to link up with Daun. The exhausted Prussians could do no more. Prussian
units were scattered about, disorganized and the commander of a regiment
did not know where his men were. The victors of the battle were often not
in much better shape than the vanquished.73

Thus ended the Battle of Prague, fought between 0930 hours and about
2200 hours, though in fact the heaviest part of the fighting did not last over
three hours. It was a hard fought action,74 and the casualty lists reflected
that sobering fact. Frederick’s exhausted army lost some 11,740 men
killed/wounded and some 1,560 prisoners, including about 400 officers.
This was a total of approximately 13,200 lost from all causes. Another
source puts total losses at approximately 11,582.75The vanquished Austrian
army suffered as well. Some 10,000 killed/wounded, 4,275 prisoners, and,
if it mattered, 60 pieces of artillery taken by the bluecoats.76 This was a big



percentage of loss, approximately 24 percent.77 In addition to the above,
Frederick had lost Marshal Schwerin (the king vomited on hearing the
news).78

Considering the ferocity of the encounter, the question inevitably arises,
“Could the battle have been handled differently?” Warnery suggested, years
afterwards, that the initial attack by Winterfeldt-Schwerin should probably
have taken place some 2,000 paces farther south, round about where
Ziethen’s forces were deployed at the start of the whole action.79 Yet even
this clever hussar had to note the army was stunned by the stubborn
resistance of the Austrians at Lobositz, Reichenberg, and Prague. Myths of
Prussian invincibility were certainly shaken. Some of the men “felt only
bad could come from further [military] efforts.”80 That being the case, the
Prussians were up against it.

Maria Theresa may be pardoned for thinking she required allies, like the
French and even the Russians, to help win the war against these Prussians.
As it worked out, except for some isolated successes, which were few and
far between, none of Austria’s allies ever came close to shouldering the
burden for the war effort. Nowhere near what Austria itself was putting
forth. One might tend to overrate the contributions of those allies.

The rotten French army, in particular, was a huge disappointment. France
had once been a proud military power. Its decline had occurred earlier in the
century, and it was to slide still further in the Seven Years’ War. For it, the
coming French Revolution may well have been an outright relief. Even the
Russians, though formidable, had big flaws. They had vulnerable supply
lines that seemed to stretch forever in the “wrong” direction, armies which
could actually have been much larger, the reluctance to try to combine on
major operations with the Austrians. With a couple of notable exceptions. In
sum, the Russians could have done more. The hard to fathom decline in
Swedish military fortunes from the salad days of the young Charles XII was
also downright sad. Space will only permit the briefest of commentaries
about the various allied powers.

Suffice it to say, in the end, it was Austria’s war to win or lose based largely
on the fortunes of her own military arms.



Chapter Seven

The Siege of Prague

Nevertheless, the victors now prepared to lay siege to Prague, which held
some 46,000 men behind its walls—quite an increase over the 4,000-man
garrison Browne had originally put there.1 Daun, upon hearing the news,
halted his forces near Brandeis. Orders were issued to retreat to Czaslau—
some 42 miles from Prague—picking up those stragglers from Prince
Charles’s defeated army in the process.

As for Prince Charles, having been patched up at Prague, he set about
planning out to break out of the city before the enemy had to chance to
besiege him. This would be no easy task.2 A half-hearted probe to break out
from the eastern side of the walls to go join Daun was made, but Prussian
posts in that direction were too strong to break through.3 Then another
effort was attempted near Welleslawin. Marshal Keith was there before the
battle with a strong detachment. Charles, seeing the task for the moment too
difficult, withdrew his forces back into Prague to await rescue by Daun.

Actually, the Austrians had been aided by enemy error. At Branik,
immediately after the battle, Frederick should have been met by Prince
Moritz with 15,000 men, including 30 squadrons of horse. This detachment
should have been at its post no later than 1200 hours on the fateful day of
the battle. Just in time to catch the anticipated fleeing of Austrian troops.
(Since the king was confident of victory before Prague.) Moritz’s pontoon
train was held up (more problems with substandard roads again) and a
dearth of pontoons to do the all-important job of bridging the river
prevented the crossing before it was too late and proved fatal to the plan.
Colonel Seydlitz, in a valiant effort to forge the treacherous Moldau, got
stuck fast in quicksand and mud, and so had to be rescued.4 On a more



positive note, Seydlitz was already displaying the fiery characteristics of his
nature that would later help him to so much advancement.5

Prince Moritz was unable to reach Branik until his arrival there was of no
real immediate value. What could have been a truly decisive moment was
thus missed. Although counterfactual history is generally discouraged, with
good reason, we can look for a moment at what may have transpired. Had
Moritz been at his appointed post, the retreating Austrian force, already
disorganized by the battle, would in all probability have been hacked to
pieces. Prague should then have fallen quickly, and Frederick can scarcely
have waited long to march against Marshal Daun’s relief force. This is
speculation, of course. The actual reality of the situation was not quite so
bright for the bluecoats, even for the ranks of the royal staff. On the day
after the battle, the king’s faithful adjutant, Major Oelsnitz, was captured by
the Austrians. He had been mortally wounded in the battle and was forced
to spend his last hours in Austrian captivity.6

Meanwhile, Frederick, instead of investing Prague immediately, was
compelled to wait.7 For starters, he needed siege equipment. That would
have to be brought from Dresden, and there were extensive necessary
preliminaries inherent in eighteenth-century siege warfare that had to be
performed. Prince Charles also realized this and spent as much time as he
could on better preparing the fortress for the coming siege. And, on his side,
he had that other as yet intangible: Daun’s relief force. The contending
armies had both been shaken by the late battle; the king felt the need to take
a short breather.

Frederick had not forgotten about Daun either. Ziethen, with 43 squadrons
of horse, was sent on May 9 to spy out the marshal. Just to see what he was
up to. It was not a bad trade-off. Since cavalry were practically useless
against the walls of a fortress, Frederick at first showed a marked reluctance
to send any force other than cavalry to go corral Daun. The general
consensus among the bluecoats was that Daun’s force was too small and too
disorganized as yet to attempt to rescue his comrades in Prague and
otherwise interfere with their plans. It did not take Ziethen long at all to
learn the truth.8



The latter’s 1,100 horsemen, stiffened by Major-General Hans Caspar von
Krockow9 and General Manstein—themselves leading four good battalions
of infantry—struck hard towards Suchdol. Daun had a considerable force of
hussars and Croats, backed up by some regular infantry, at the nearby St.
John’s Chapel. The Austrians unleashed Lt.-Col. Ballasti (with 100 hussars
in tow) to attack Puttkammer’s nearby force. The latter body was under Lt.-
Col. Varnery. His post did not prove vulnerable, and he quite forcefully beat
off the enemy’s first lunge.

Meanwhile, Werner (dispatched to shadow the Austrian movements and
send reports back to headquarters) was broadsided at Krattenau. His
opponent, consisting of some 600 men, made an unwise decision. He
appeared to hesitate a little. Colonel Luzinsky, their leader, must have felt
he had a tiger by the tail before Werner was done. The better discipline of
the Prussians again saved the day, for the preliminary Austrian move was a
most unpleasant surprise.

The Austrians were clearly intent on Böhm-Leipa, and, May 10, Frederick
sped off the Duke of Brunswick-Bevern with 18 battalions and 15
squadrons of cavalry to go after Daun. As soon as the latter realized the
situation, he hitched backwards, back upon Kuttenberg and Haber.10 This in
spite of a clear, pronounced superiority of forces. Puttkammer reported,
from being astride the posts between Prague and the vicinity of Daun’s
army, that the marshal’s force was gaining strength daily. As for Bevern, he
seized the main Austrian magazine at Kolin, pushing off Ziethen’s more
mobile force to lay hold of another Austrian supply depot, this one at
Suchdol. The whitecoats who were there were not prone to leave without
some “persuading.”

Bevern would not suffer to let Daun be free to pursue his agenda, which
involved the rescue of the forces at Prague. June 5, with his entire available
force, the duke moved out from Kolin, aiming to crush Nádasti’s force, still
isolated at the chapel. The normally resolute Nádasti, when his scouts
reported the approach of an unidentified enemy force, decided this time that
discretion was the better part of valor. His force rose and made off, leaving
the crucial post of Kuttenberg to the bluecoats.11 Their forces seized the
magazine at Newhoff, inflicting a loss of 240 men killed, wounded, and



captured. Bevern’s follow-up ended at Neschkarziz. This rather shocking
move placed Prussian spotters firmly on Daun’s “throat” at Czaslau. The
latter, who had been reorganizing some of the fugitives from Prague and
preparing to act,12 withdrew on Haber as fast as he could, moving with
some celerity through the hilly mountain country and narrow defiles.

Moreover, Bevern was not quite through just yet. His detachments nipped at
the enemy force in the defile at Czurckowitz, which caught Nádasti
(himself now ensconced at Czaslau) by surprise. No appreciable damage
resulted; this put Daun finally in a better position to menace the main
Prussian forces standing before Prague. For a time, Daun had been unable
to try anything to help his friends in Prague because the bluecoats
shadowing him would not permit it.13

Charles’s communications had been severed by the Battle of Prague, and all
of the higher points of vantage outside the city were soon under Prussian
control. The latter were busy building batteries, and awaiting the guns
which were even then on the way. Still, some historians are at a loss to
explain why Prince Charles did not try to escape.14 Even the usually
opinionated Henry Lloyd was at a loss to explain this.15

Nonetheless, Frederick, if no one else, had some cause for hope now. News
of the Battle of Prague had seemed to act like ice to freeze the French, the
Swedes, and the Russians in their tracks. Disturbing reports reached the
German Reich that Prussian forces were massing deep in Austrian territory
causing the Imperialists to withdraw towards home as quickly as they
could.16 It was clear the outside world still feared the Prussian king and his
legions. Then, on May 9, the siege really cranked up when Prussian
batteries opened up on Prague.

This was directed specifically at the Austrian posts on the Žižkaberg. The
purpose was to soften them up before a quick assault by Prussian troops
later that same day. The bluecoats stormed Žižkaberg. The Austrian force of
some 2,500 men were evicted about 0905 hours, after the briefest of fights.
General MacGuire tried his best to shift some nearby reinforcements to help
stiffen the men near the rise in an effort to regain it, but his valiant effort
literally blew up in his face when he was flung from his horse in the



ensuing fracas and forced to retreat into Prague. Meanwhile, the Prussian
batteries had already started to inflict damage in the New Town section of
Prague.

Things were just too close for comfort for Prince Charles. He had originally
taken up lodging in the ample quarters of Prince Piccolomini. Both he and
Browne were staying in New Town when the Prussian shelling began. Soon
the enemy’s gunners “proved” in convincing style they knew how to inflict
damage.17 This caused the two commanders to move to safer, but less
comfortable, quarters in the Old Town part of Prague. A number of the
Austrian princes were staying in Clementium College, which had had its
windows boarded up and stuffed with straw against the enemy’s guns.

On a more encouraging note, rumors were floating about a weakening of
the forces before Prague as Frederick was shifting forces to confront Daun.
The Prussian lines were not invulnerable. They were “under frequent
cannon fire from Prague.”18 This did not sit well with the person of the
restless king. Frederick had an aversion to the nuances of siege warfare; he
was much more comfortable confronting his enemy on the open battlefield.
His preparations to besiege the Austrians in Prague were apparently
inadequate. Even that they were apparently “founded on a
miscalculation.”19 As day after day passed, with little progress to show,
Frederick’s frustration just increased that much more.

The Austrians heard about the shifting of Prussian forces to confront
Marshal Daun. Prince Charles sent a probing force on May 10 to see if the
enemy were still around. The latter rode forward straight towards the lines
of the bluecoats. It was immediately apparent that Frederick’s army, or
some part of it anyhow, was still about. The Austrians forthwith withdrew
into the fortress. There were a number of other possible operations kicked
around at headquarters, but it became obvious the enemy were still
relatively strong in their posts before Prague.

As for the Prussians, a long, drawn-out siege was not in their best interests,
so spotters went to work trying to find the storehouses of the Austrian
defenders. If these could be located, and pulverized, so much the better.
Frederick had his position at the Žižkaberg, while Keith (who had his camp



on the Lorenzberg), used his post to observe Prague and direct the Prussian
guns firing from the Weissenberg. The two forces kept in touch by bridges
and fast riders. Their best hope lay in destroying the enemy’s ability to
resist as quickly and efficiently as possible.

The Austrian engineers put a battery site in the Belvedere Park region. This
was beside a powerful Prussian post on the Žižkaberg. Prince Charles’s
engineers did not wish to see that unpleasant situation continue. Major-
General Graf von Hallot, a local Saxon officer whom had been summoned
out of retirement—specifically to handle the defense of Prague—by Prince
Charles, had drawn up a contingency plan for the Austrian army to maintain
itself in Prague as long as possible. He recommended the army should
immediately resuscitate its plan about attacking the enemy on the
Žižkaberg, as well as two nearby rises.

Without these rises, the whitecoats could not hope to wrestle the Žižkaberg
back. On the other hand, neither could the Prussians hope to retain the
Žižkaberg without keeping them. What needed done seemed rather obvious.
So the planners worked out a scheme to grab the posts: the Galgenburg and
the Old Tower Height. There were a number of difficulties associated with
their capture.

For starters, the drawbridges and transportation roads between these rises
had all been cut; they were under the close scrutiny of the Prussians.
However, there was no question the heights needed to be recovered. This
would give better range of fire for Austrian batteries sited out against the
Prussian lines. As drawn out, the outline of the plan called for three
different attack columns to be launched against the stations on the
Žižkaberg. Among the assault forces were men armed with scaling ladders,
as well as picks and shovels. This would allow for entrenchments to be
erected, as well as to attack the Prussian lines hard-by.

The attack directly on the Žižkaberg was to be carried out by the most
powerful group of the assault forces. On May 11, Hallot’s draft was
submitted to Prince Charles for consideration. Of some fear this plan
required the removal of some of the obstructions erected between them and
the targets. This also included part of the city walls. The entire attack group
was to pass this way and only then split up into six separate corps. The



ground over which the impending attacks would be made had been
thoroughly scouted out by hand-picked officers. The corps attacking the
Žižkaberg was 1,200 men strong, with an equal number in the three
columns that backed up this first assault group. A total of 600 men were put
out as general laborers, these were just behind the soldiers detailed to make
the assault. The forward troops were told off to march straightway on the
double against the enemy.

The bluecoats were rather preoccupied with the construction of their siege
works. The Prussians were encouraged by the progress of shutting in the
city. Even at that point, there was no firm word at hand about the status of
Daun’s relieving force or even where it was. Other than fetching some
livestock the Prussians had contrived to get too close for their own good,
little of note happened from May 12 to 14. This latter capture was a most
important one, since food for the shut-in people would become important in
short order. Artillery and any “unnecessary” cavalry horses were butchered
right after the siege began. This was done to save food for the human
population as well as provide needed meat.20 On May 14, according to
Horace St. Paul, a spy arrived in Prague with word that the king had left his
posts before the city and was marching to confront the growing threat of
Marshal Daun.21 The latest plan was to repair the drawbridges around
Prague, and to also watch for Prussian efforts to build up walls of
circumvallation in an attempt to curtail Austrian irregulars from the walls of
the city. In response, the Austrians were busy trying to protect the lower
Moldau and to keep as many posts in the open country as possible so as not
to get hemmed into the fortress alone.

The Prussian guns for the siege had finally been ordered. The grouping was
impressive: 20 heavy twelve-pound guns, 12 heavy mortars, and ten 24-
pounders. It would take time to bring these powerful pieces of ordnance to
the scene. The bluecoats were in a waiting game until then.

As for the Austrians, a few of the officers commanding sections of the wall
were more capable than others of building up new works to hold out the
Prussians. The withdrawal of much of the siege force to go confront Daun
near Kolin meant a contraction of the Prussian posts hard-by. For instance,
Croats ventured forth and quietly regained the Custom House Hill. The



latter was a point of vantage to enemy spotters which had been deployed
there beforehand.

Conditions within Prague were not improved when a marked shortage of
picks, axes, and shovels presented itself to the deprived garrison. On May
17, the defenders were greeted by another depressing sight. The trains
bringing up those heavy siege guns we have just mentioned finally put in
their appearance that day. In the meanwhile, a nearby bluecoat patrol at a
local monastery called Saint Margareth was being pressured by some new
Austrian pickets which had been advanced close to it.

Inside Prague, the inevitable rationing of food was called for.22 Under the
direction of General Kheul, a very prompt inventory of available foodstuffs
was made. There was to be a two oz. ration of meat distributed to each
soldier in the garrison. Also a very skimpy ration of oats for the few
remaining horses, although enough grain was available to provide bread for
hungry human mouths for months.

For better or worse, Prague’s defenses were still being upgraded. The Duke
of Arenberg plunged into fashioning over the works of Wischerad, utilizing
to the full available troops/workers and tools. The connecting lines with the
main city were built up. While Arenberg’s men were so engaged, Hallot
conjured up another plan to deal with the besiegers. This latest effort
involved trying to break up the bridgeheads that Keith were holding close
by the city. And there were other priorities. The middle of May was
occupied by the garrison in trying to make Prague as defensible as possible
against the bluecoats. Nevertheless, Charles and his entourage could not
quite agree on what to do about a general attack by the garrison against the
besiegers. As for the planned attack upon the Žižkaberg, it was abandoned
not only because the Prussians had easy access to the garrison there but
could also send in quick reinforcements if required. Frederick had plenty of
troops available in that immediate vicinity. Austrian intelligence was aware
of that much.

The whitecoats planned to move out from Prague by Wischerad to retire on
Tabor. This would actually involve a breakout by the whole garrison. Set for
about one hour before sunrise one day, this would hopefully result in the
defeat and dispersal of the Prussian forces opposite to the breakthrough.



The force to be employed in the initial stroke was some 28,000 men. Also
that the breakout could be accomplished before the Prussians could gather
sufficient men to effectively counter the measure. The Austrian forces were
to consist of both infantry and cavalry, with a generous support from the
Austrian guns. Employment of heavy artillery was not practical in this
endeavor.

There was another problem. The army’s pay chest had been moved to
Meneschau. There it had been placed under heavy guard. The troops
working as laborers should have been paid out of this fund. Further
construction of the walls suffered without paying the laborers. In the
meantime, the planning for the coming sortie went forward apace. There
would be distracting blows to keep the enemy off-guard, if possible, as to
what was actually happening. This would go back to a stroke to be directed
again at the posts on the Žižkaberg as well as the bridges across the lower
Moldau. Another punch was to be made towards Tursko. All of this was
designed to put the Prussians off their guard at a critical stage of the
planning.

Everything was to be timed as meticulously as possible, with possible
contingencies to be provided for. The actual time still needed calculation.
Part of the program required at least a working knowledge of the enemy’s
true dispositions. To secure this information, two spies were sent out
independently to see what the bluecoats were up to in their current
planning. Both reported on the noticeable reduction of the enemy force
before Prague.

On May 19, Prince Charles approved the order for the sortie to occur as
early as the following morning. The men were prepped to go, with the
exception of a designated garrison of some 8,000 men to hold the fortress.
The order to assemble was given to the concerned parties at 1600 hours,
but, about 1900 hours, Generals Butler and Materni (who commanded at the
point of attack) sent word to headquarters the Prussians opposite them had
suddenly been strengthened. This indicated the bluecoats were wise to what
was afoot and the order to stand down was promptly issued; another
postponement of a major operation by Prince Charles.



The Prussians were not inactive. For his part to prepare for threatening
enemy maneuvers, Marshal Keith ordered several houses close by
Wischerad and the Carlshoff to be burned down. These were probably
serving as shelters for Austrian spotters, which had surely been aggravating
local Prussian posts, clearing away the possible shelter for attacking
Austrian troops to hide behind during any sortie. The bluecoats sent in an
“expert” burglar named Käsebier to Prague to discover what he could about
the goings-on there. Käsebier had been languishing in lockup at Stettin; he
was anxious to get out of his predicament. The man returned from Prague
twice, but after a third “adventure” failed to turn up again.23 What exactly
happened to him is unknown.

In addition, the weather was not very cooperative. During the night of May
20, a severe storm broke down the bridge on the landing above Wischerad.
Simultaneously, a Prussian task force was sent to Herlositz to begin the
construction of a new, potentially powerful, battery and base. This was only
in the preliminary stages when the Austrians made an effort and drove the
bluecoats there out. The Austrians promptly destroyed what works the task
force had been building (May 21).

The Croats launched a limited offensive that evicted the weakened Prussian
force from before them for the rest of the day. Then came a strong response
from the enemy, ten full battalions of new Prussian infantry arrived. The
situation was immediately restored by the new arrivals. Before this new
enemy force could make its presence felt, the Croats went ahead and
“liberated” some more livestock to feed the hungry in the city. As the
Austrian light forces advanced, some of the Prussians forward of the
Galgenburg, obviously intent on depriving the whitecoats of their use, fired
those buildings before they left. Austrian guns opened in response to the
effort, which caused the Prussian gunners, not to be left behind, to reply
with their pieces.

With the nighttime sortie scrubbed, banter ran through the command that
the effort would be launched instead in the broad daylight. The citizenry of
the immediate vicinity were buzzing with excitement over the “news.”
During the daylight hours of May 22, Charles once more issued orders to
start preparing for another breakout. However, a scout from Daun’s field



army appeared about then. This brought the proceedings to a crashing halt.
The bottom line was, the latter carried a request to Prince Charles to stand
fast at Prague until Daun could bring his army up to join him. The latter
boasted he had 80,000 men with him. This letter did confirm that the relief
army was very near. Charles acted the part of caution and patiently awaited
relief.

Meanwhile, the Prussians were busy constructing yet more fortifications,
especially in the Mansfeldt Garden area. The removal of the enemy parties
from that area was deemed essential. Austrian gunners tried to scatter the
Prussian engineers and the laborers from that vicinity. This was not
successful, and it was resolved to launch a sortie to turn the Prussians out of
the works thereabouts. On May 23, by about 2100 hours, preparations were
underway. The troops assembled at Hradschin, and two columns prepared
to step off. One was under the command of General Butler, the other under
Materni. The sum of these troops was substantial, and this would be the first
major assault of the siege.24 Butler had a total of approximately 1,930 men,
including a body of 600 fusiliers under Colonel Freiheer Nazzelli. As for
Materni, he had a smaller body of men. Some 1,548 men in all, but this
force also boasted four pieces of portable guns. Much would depend on this
expedition, as much of a possible morale booster to the garrison and
civilians of Prague as to any other reason.

The attack was directed to rupture the 12 miles or so of enemy works
around Prague. About 0200 hours, May 24, the columns moved out, one on
each side to outflank the Prussians in the Mansfeldt Garden area. About
0215, the gates flew open, and the belated attack commenced. Austrian
artillery laid down a covering fire, and the Croats were unleashed. This
assault, supported by the grenadiers, carried the first line of Frederick’s
defenses, anchored by a high wall which had to be scaled by the men, but
could not the second, interior line. This immediately exposed the assailants
to defeat in detail, and they fell back. Butler’s men were peppered by hand
grenades thrown over the seven-foot wall by Materni’s support force.
Worse, as the Croats retired behind the gate, this “friendly” body of men
inadvertently mistook them for the enemy25 and fired upon them. Many
were killed outright, and all for naught. Total losses were about 1,000. The
Austrians did carry the Andelka House, but at the garden itself the



resistance put up by the Prussian defenders was fierce indeed. Being fired
upon by their friends was bad enough, but this was still worse.

The defenders at the garden benefitted from well-placed Prussian batteries
on the nearby rises and behind the walls of the garden. The walls of the
latter were within range of the Austrian guns, but, inexplicably, none of the
latter had been called forward. This proved fatal to the Austrian designs.
There was a fierce resistance for a time. About 0500 hours, the order to
withdraw was finally given. Austrian losses were about 603, of which 119
were missing, presumed captured. The effort had not been entirely
unsuccessful, for the whitecoats did indeed retain Andelka. A timely
Prussian reinforcement was called forward to help their comrades at the
Mansfeldt Garden area. There was no effort on May 24 or 25 by the
Austrians to resume their offensive in this area. They instead concentrated
their efforts on fortifying their post at Andelka, this against a possible
Prussian counterattack. Spies managed to slip through the thin Prussian
lines and returned with fairly accurate, detailed outlines of the enemy plans.
But things got more desperate for the besieged; the meat ration, meager to
start with, was cut yet again.

A courier slipped into the fortress with a letter from Maria Theresa to
Prince Charles, with full authority of martial law in the city, with absolute
say in “running the show.” With this express carte blanche in his
possession, Charles ordered Hallot to turn his full attention to defending
Prague against the enemy beyond the walls. Other spies arrived about then
with firm news of Marshal Daun’s army. The latter had been reinforced and
he was preparing to come to the rescue. Then, May 27, definitive word
reached Prague that Frederick himself was out with his forces confronting
Marshal Daun in the field. Near Kolin.26 Prince Charles called another
council-of-war, at which he disclosed the letter from the Empress. He did
not want his senior commanders to think he was keeping them in the dark
regarding current developments.

One of Maria Theresa’s expresses was not to stir from the walls of the city
to attack the enemy. Not to be deflected by risky schemes for any grand
sorties. But these missions had already been prepared for. Just before
midnight, a small body of Croats lit out to liven up the Prussian troops at



that all-important redoubt over the Moldau. The nature of this mission was
hit-and-miss, but the inevitable result was the enemy repeatedly fired into
the thick darkness, but without appreciable results. Around nightfall on
May 27, a Prussian attack was launched with the obvious intent of wrestling
the works about Andelka from Austrian control. This lost post was desired
by Marshal Keith, and a legitimate effort was made. The defending Croat
force was helped out by a prompt reinforcement of about a hundred more
men, who moved through the gates and up to help defend the exposed
position. For a brief time, it looked like the Prussian effort would be
successful, but the new men helped turn the tide. That and a stubborn
defense. The bluecoats forthwith withdrew to St. Margareth. Keith had been
informed of the prevailing conditions within Prague.27Reports which
included churches which were stuffed to capacity with the wounded while
“the humans and animals alike died as in time of plague.”28 The king knew
Prague’s provisions were still more than adequate for the moment, in spite
of the spreading illnesses, so the defenders of Prague were not
discouraged.29

As for Prince Charles, he was bothered to no end by the slow build-up of
the works on the Belvedere. A Prussian seizure of these works would
inevitably be fatal to Austrian plans. The bluecoats might have been able to
seize the Belvedere area if not for the presence of a certain monk, named
Setzling, who inadvertently stumbled upon a bluecoat force in the process
of trying to take a key post while he was out strolling about one day.30 That
was probably true, but the Prussians had other “distractions” to keep
themselves busy with. In addition, Charles was inclined (probably because
of rumors that the citizens were hoarding food in the city that could be put
to the greater good) to resort to house-to-house searches. It quickly became
apparent there had been much hoarding going on. Not only oats and other
grains but, also “sheep, cows.”31 Such findings helped alleviate the
sufferings of the garrison, but, even more importantly, helped to distract the
private citizens from the incessant workings of the siege. As of May 25, the
meat ration had been necessarily changed to horseflesh.

Meanwhile, the Prussian posts on the Weissenberg were being de-
emphasized. Then, just about midnight on May 27, Prussian guns, including
some firing an enormous 12-pounder cannon and some firebombs, started



belching on the Old Town section of Prague. Some isolated fires were
started, inflicting heavy residual fire damage, and two houses were a total
loss. Further, during the night of May 29–30, a storm caused the Moldau to
go out of its banks. This caused part of the Prussian bridge at Branik, some
44 pontoons, to be swept away and drowned many individuals on both
sides. The Austrians managed to nab 24 of the pontoons out of the raging
Moldau, the remaining number subsequently were recovered by the
Prussians.

Prince Charles sent Luchessi the next day to go check out the condition of
Marshal Keith’s detachment. It had been isolated from the washing out of
the pontoon bridge. An excellent opportunity was presenting itself. The
marshal’s force was essentially trapped.32 His men had retired to the
welcome shelter of the entrenchments, and were preparing to defend
themselves to the last extremity. With Luchessi making a prompt report to
Prince Charles about this situation, there was definitely the ability to put a
dent in the forces of the Prussian king and perhaps make up some for the
damage of the Battle of Prague. Charles called another council-of-war. In
the midst of much debate, it was decided finally to strike the Prussian posts
hard-by St. Margareth on the morrow. The delay would allow the attacking
forces to better prepare for the task ahead. This needed to be done without
threatening the security of Prague itself (which would, of course, violate the
spirit of Maria Theresa’s instructions). The risks seemed justified. Success
would surely decimate the detachment of men at Keith’s disposal.

The Prussians redoubled their shelling of the city to keep the Austrians at
bay, as the king was fully aware of the exposed condition his army was put
in by the storm. Incendiary bombs set part of Prague afire. This maelstrom
was not extinguished for some six hours.

The Austrians were not to be deterred. About 0200 hours on May 31, the
scheduled sortie began, with limited results. For the whitecoats, an
immediate effort would have gained a substantial advantage. Unfortunately,
the hesitation of convening the council-of-war and then debating what to do
with this new opportunity ended up being fatal to the success of the
mission. The garrison had also expended much energy fighting the



dangerous fires. Not until the evening of May 31, a full day and a half later,
did the Austrians make an effort to follow-up on the enemy’s misfortune.

To further compound Austrian misery, in the lower recesses of the town
near the river, there was some flooding going on. People who had taken to
posts underground when the shelling started in order to seek a refuge
instead were often trapped and drowned in the rising water. Some of the
stored food was now below sea level and was ruined by the water as well.
This could only help contribute to the further misfortunes of the citizenry as
well as the soldiers caught up in the city.

Meanwhile, the Prussian guns never stopped, in spite of the torrential
soaking under which Prague was suffering. The only good thing about all of
the water was it helped contain the spread of fires into more of the city than
it did. Even Prussian incendiary shells had their limitations under these
conditions. The silver lining in the dark cloud. Prince Charles had prepared
a more involved sortie than any heretofore attempted before. This effort
would involve no less than 24,000 men, deployed out into three columns, of
6,000 men each, which were to attack out by Wischerad and the New Town.

There was no long-range plan for this three-pronged force, but if the men
could seize and destroy or dismantle Prussian batteries and capture some
much needed livestock, its mission would be a success. Lt.-Gen. Markgraf
Christoph von Baden-Durlach had the right column, Luchessi commanded
on the left and General Kheul led the main body of men in the center. It was
hoped the bluecoats would not get wise to the proceedings until it was too
late. As it worked out, Durlach’s force got to within a short distance of the
Prussian line. But General Kheul, thinking, incorrectly, that the jumping off
time was past (or else he got cold feet) ordered his men back into Prague.
There followed the cancellation of the entire sortie.

As for the Prussians, they never realized how close such a large part of the
garrison had been to breaking through. Prince Charles was most perturbed
over the conduct of his commanders on the scene. He berated them for not
attacking in broad daylight, which would have been necessary for the
operation to continue. There was a great reluctance to launch an attack in
daylight, with the bluecoats posted behind their prepared positions. Charles
himself rejected a request from Browne to launch an attack in strength



against the most vulnerable of the Prussian posts, that of Marshal Keith.
The Austrians delayed their marching long enough—needlessly we might
add—until it no longer mattered. As for Keith’s men, they were not back in
touch with the rest of the siege forces until June 1. That was the date the
damaged bridge had its repairs completed.

In retrospect, a successful effort against the Keith force could have sprung
the trap the king was trying to set. What would Frederick have done in a
similar situation? Through it all, the Prussian batteries never ceased their
pounding. We should point out these were the field guns of the bluecoats for
most of May, while the heavy siege guns were en route. More fires broke
out in the place. The prevailing winds allowed the flames to spread apace.
Many prominent structures went up, including the celebrated Palace of
Prince Piccolomini. Even Prince Charles was forced to change his
accommodations, yet again.

By this point, the Prussian guns were working day and night to make mush
of Prague’s walls. Some twenty batteries of 12-pounder cannon, and ten of
the enormous 24-pounders,33 were particularly effective.34 There was
enough ammo for the job. Along with the 12-pounder guns, were some
20,000 shells; 10,000 for the 24-pounders; and 6,000 for the big mortars.35

The display of firepower kept those shut-in within the city in an agitated
state. Worse still, a new Prussian battery (this one just above Andelka) had
been completed; it was set to open on the Austrian lines on June 2. This
would exacerbate the gloomy situation, so Charles had no choice but to
prepare yet another new, stronger response. The offending battery was
protected behind two lines of redoubts, so this would be no cakewalk by
any means.

During the night of June 2–3, the new enterprise was set for. The enemy
posts were some 290 men strong, with about half that number at the main
battery. A preliminary attack overran the first redoubt, forcing the surprised
defenders back upon the inner. The Austrians quickly pressed on to the
main line, the bluecoats retiring. The battery was snagged, and the intruders
wisely spiked/destroyed the guns before they retired to their own lines. This
was one of the very few marked successes the garrison had enjoyed against
the enemy up to that point. Colonel Laudon and the elder son of Marshal



Browne, Colonel Joseph Graf Browne Decamus, led this far more
successful foray.36 The meat ration had by that point been curtailed
altogether. The only meat available was any that had been secretly hoarded
up, and most of that had already been discovered.

The returning men brought some badly needed enemy supplies and guns
with them. Their total losses in this endeavor amounted to some 23 killed,
but the attackers “killed more than 120” of the Prussians.37 Then came
disturbing news: some 3,000 bluecoats had arrived at Troja. Scouts reported
this enemy force was trying to put down a pontoon bridge thereabouts,
much closer to the main pontoon bridges.

This news caused the garrison to push out reconnaissance patrols, including
a detachment of 500 men at Holeschowitz. The Austrians stayed alert
throughout the night. The shelling continued apace from the Prussian
batteries. Things were getting ever more desperate. The firing was directed
from the Wischerad, the Žižkaberg, and the Mansfeldt Garden area. Worse
still, by June 3, the sustained shelling was beginning to have its desired
intent. Fires broke forth in different sections of the tortured city and
threatened to become major. Flames again engulfed the Old Dominican
Church in Old Town and looked like a catastrophe in the making. In
addition, the incomplete nature of the Belvedere Park fortifications was
inviting another Prussian attack.38

With the meat ration problem, prices on the Black Market were soaring in
an environment where demand was far outstripping supply. Then word
came in that Keith’s men were dismantling the heavy batteries they had on
the Žižkaberg. There was a gradual lessening of the pace of the shelling,
including fewer of the hot projectiles that had caused so much of the
damage already inflicted on the city. The bluecoats had expended enormous
quantities of powder and shot, and their effort appeared to be flagging. On
the other hand, the big batteries on the Hradschin continued to do their
deadly work.

And there was suddenly new disturbing evidence of an impending Prussian
stroke seen during the daylight hours. Reinforcements were sent to the
Mansfeldt Garden area. The bluecoats were definitely up to something.



Austrian posts on the ramparts were advised to stay on the alert, and the
patrols were all stepped up. An unconfirmed rumor had Marshal Daun at
Czaslau with 80,000 Prussians under their king holding a secure post close-
by.

On June 5, a thorough reconnaissance by General Luchessi tried to feel out
the position of the Prussians just beyond Prague’s beleaguered walls. The
enemy’s guns still continued their roar, although it was ever lessening in
intensity, as the powder and ammo for the big guns were being used up.
Patrols found little stirring. There was a noticeable effort to step up
completion of the crowning works on the Belvedere, this to guard against
any possible Prussian effort to seize the posts there.

The discovery of a possible Prussian spy did provide a useful distraction.
Thanks largely to Charles’s laxness, Keith’s exposed, vulnerable post
continued to remain mostly undisturbed. Isolated cannon fire and some
shifting of Prussian forces was reported over near Königssal, which alarmed
the whitecoats that more sinister moves might be in the offing. The scouts
reported moving Prussian formations, but they were hitching to the rear
and, June 10, the firing from the Mansfeldt Garden area abruptly ceased.
The bluecoats promptly deserted their nearby post. Just the day before,
Prussian patrols had abandoned the works on Andelka, but not before
destroying the fortifications. This unwise move immediately made the rest
of the Prussian lines more vulnerable, and hastily new enemy patrols
appeared in strength in the Mansfeldt Garden area that very same afternoon.

Nevertheless, before the newcomers could make themselves at home, a
substantial Croat force was put forth to drive away the bluecoats. This was
actually accomplished, in a most desperate fashion, and the works the
enemy had been constructing thereabouts ordered destroyed. Prussian
artillery responded by concentrating on the area, to prevent the outright
destruction of their new gun batteries. The guns, it seemed, were always
working. During the daylight of June 9, one of the overworked Prussian
cannon suddenly blew apart, and landed forcefully among the
entrenchments. Thirteen men were killed outright, and two dozen others
were wounded. Meanwhile, though, the rumor mill was spilling out new
intelligence hinting the siege might be nearing its end.



For example, evening of June 11, the bluecoats set afire the village of
Podoly, close to the Wischerad. Then the bombardment, which had tailed
off almost completely, was suddenly resumed with greater ferocity. In
addition, General Materni on the opposite side of the Moldau saw Prussian
activity. Enemy wounded had been removed to the Monastery of St.
Margareth. The Prussian forces crossing the bridges were both infantry and
cavalry. General Luchessi was ordered from Prague to investigate what the
Prussians might be up to. His scouts discovered a powerful enemy force
making for Lieban, and, about 1800 hours, some of Keith’s cavalry forded
the Moldau heading for Böhmisch-Brod.

The Austrian response was to try to discern what all this activity portended.
Frederick’s men had been shifting around quite a bit recently. Prince
Charles sent out General Kheul with a strong force towards the monastery
to see about this renewed Prussian effort. Just about then, enemy deserters
who came over to the Austrian lines informed them the Prussian besieging
force had no more than 40,000 men in the investment lines.39 And, June 13,
the alarmed Frederick, taking with him 10,000 men (all he felt he could
safely spare from the siege), marched to join Bevern. This created an
obvious reduction in the force which had been blockading Prague.

Not everyone in the Prussian camp believed marching to face Marshal
Daun’s army was a wise decision after all.40 Marshal Keith, who always
seemed to keep a level head about his person in military matters, was
adamantly opposed to this march. He advised the king to avoid such a
contingency, which could only compel Daun to come after him. There were
two reasons put forth: (1) An offensive mounted against the Austrian field
army would likely find Daun and his army posted on terrain well suited to
defense; (2) There was little to gain, and much to lose, from forcing the
marshal’s hand. Conversely, if the Austrian marshal were forced to thus act,
he should then find the Prussians posted on ground of their choosing.
Moreover, keeping the army at full strength before Prague increased the
chances of a successful siege.

Daun was still an unknown entity. That could succeed as well as fail. No
one yet knew how the marshal would mount any offensive operation against
the besiegers of Prague. He would, after all, have to fight at least one battle



to get the siege raised.41 The Austrian leadership was staking everything on
Daun, even stripping the garrison of Vienna, three full battalions, to send to
reinforce Daun. This left Vienna exposed; “the proud city had as defenders
but a few cripples.”42

Time in this narrow context seemed to favor the Prussians. Prague could not
hold out indefinitely. However, Frederick the Great, ever the aggressor,
could not resist the thought of tackling the relief army beyond the walls of
Prague. In this case, the besieged could do nothing to aid Daun, except to
tie down as many Prussians as they could in the siege lines. Besides, there
must have been some conceit in a man who had yet to lose a battle after so
many desperate encounters. In hindsight, it seems easy to argue that Keith’s
analysis was really the best course to follow. It was by no means so certain
in early June 1757. The Prussian monarch was rolling the dice on a long
shot here; he just did not realize how long the shot was.

The Austrians in Prague were not inactive, either. General Kheul had 28
companies of grenadiers, with four cannon. During the night, Austrian
patrols from Andelka clashed with a nearby Prussian force. This provided a
backdrop against the Prussian guns which were still hammering the city.

With little happening and no fanfare on the horizon (only a few men, about
40, were at St. Margareth, according to the latest intelligence), Kheul was
ordered to stand down. Most of his force was ordered back into Prague
forthwith, except for the cavalry. He moved this force of 200 horse on
Beraun. There were no movements of consequence taking place
thereabouts, and the bluecoats, for their part, were not inclined to bring any
on. Suddenly, the Prussian battalions which had been present the night
before at the Moldau reappeared. For a moment or two, it looked like
trouble for General Kheul’s horsemen, since they were seriously
outnumbered. It soon became obvious the Prussians were meant as cover
for a convoy of about 140 wagons which forthwith crossed the Moldau and
made for Lieban. With numbers of wheeled transport moving in that
direction, the Prussians took their cue from this maneuver and drew off in
that direction. Since the enemy did not appear anxious to bring on an
engagement, Kheul suspected something must be up.



For Marshal Keith, despite his best efforts, most of the attention of the royal
army had been shifted away to the king and this confrontation with Daun.
Prince Charles then received an intelligence from Daun. The latter had the
coming test of arms with the king and his minions on his mind, and he
wanted Charles to be kept aware of events to the extent possible. Despite
the best efforts of Keith to conceal the reduction in Prussian strength before
Prague, the new developments awoke the Austrians to new efforts.

This would be a new sortie, empowered at a fresh council-of-war (June 14),
which would have General MacGuire for overall commander. Under his
direction would be General Materni with eight battalions and 20 grenadier
companies. This force would issue out of the Reich Gate to launch a bold
stroke upon the middle of the Prussian camp. Lt.-Gen. Salomon Sprecher
von Bernegg, with 16 companies of grenadiers along with another eight
battalions, was leading another force. He was to strike between the
Mansfeldt Garden area and the bridge over at Podoba. The new ventures
were to be made at dawn. The primary objective was to inflict as much
injury and distract the Prussians as much as possible.

To provide the capper, Colonel Laudon was to launch an assault with his
Croats against the enemy works closest to the New Town side. No success
could be looked for here, however. During the day, a torrential downpour
erupted, soaking the entire area once again. The weather created such
adverse conditions, the jumping off time set for dawn was at first delayed,
then canceled. This was a most unfortunate turn of events for the
whitecoats. At the precise time when the main Prussian effort was being
deflected elsewhere, the weather was turning against the besieged. On the
other hand, this made for good news for Marshal Keith and his men. A
successful enterprise at that moment could have been a decisive blow,
especially in view of events as they worked out between the king and Daun
in the coming battle.

Then, June 15, just after lunch, there came the sounds of hostile fire through
the distant air. It was at first believed this just might be the signal Marshal
Daun had been trying to arrange for. By late afternoon, some one-half of the
garrison had been roused and were ready to march, waiting only for orders
to do so. The effort would be to move out as fast as they could when Daun’s



men were close enough to try to link up with the body of men sallying forth
through the gates of Prague. The men were prepped to move out.

About 1800 hours, the scouts discerned, instead of Marshal Daun’s long
anticipated men, fresh Prussian formations moving closer in the plain
between Michele and Sablielitz. Other enemy bodies could be observed as
the day wore on, including some officers galloping back and forth to take
their place at the head of their troops.43

There was also a pronounced diminishment in the intensity of the Prussian
fire upon Prague. Prince Charles was aware of this. What it portended he
did not know. With the dawn none of this appeared to have effected change
in the Prussian lines. At the same time, Marshal Daun sent word to Charles
the relief of Prague would come before the end of June. In light of this new
development, rations were reduced again, but there was at least enough
grain for bread to hold on.44 Risking the garrison in “needless” sorties, then,
might not be productive and could harm Prince Charles’s position.

Meanwhile, the Prussians were busy strengthening the lines from the
Žižkaberg to the Moldau. Then, June 17, word arrived that Daun and the
king had clashed. Daun was said to have won the battle. However, there
was no immediate change in the make-up of the Prussian camp.45

Nevertheless, the Austrians prepared a strike force to move out when Daun
appeared. On June 18, the Prussian shelling seemed to redouble.46 But their
efforts to capture Prague were dragging on.

Meanwhile, the anticipated clash of arms took place between the king and
Daun on June 18. The result was Frederick’s first defeat, a serious setback.
The news of the disaster reached the siege lines around Prague about 0200
hours, on June 19. Major Johann von Grant came riding into the Prussian
siege lines, and headed immediately for the Žižkaberg. Here Prince
Ferdinand and the Prussian staff (except for Keith) had quarters. Grant
handed Ferdinand an order from the king to prepare to raise the siege of the
city, and fall back upon Leitmeritz. The bluecoats had suffered a near
catastrophe hard about Kolin.



Shock and amazement accompanied the bad news. The king’s eldest
brother, Prince Augustus Wilhelm, upon hearing the news, burst out
shouting, throwing curses and accusations in all directions. He was finally
settled down. The remainder of the commanders received the news with
relative calm. After an interlude of some duration, all began preparing for
the retreat. Orders were issued to dismantle the siege batteries, to withdraw
the heavy guns. The equipment was to be packed up and prepared to go.
What about the enemy?

June 19 was destined to be a day which proved nearly fatal to Prussian
designs in this war; it seemed to dawn rather innocently from the Austrian
view. The Prussian guns continued to work. But there was more noise than
damage inflicted. There was a noticeable lessening of the big guns being
shot, and some initial movement of surplus equipment was observed on the
road towards Brandeis. From the Austrian lines, there were other signs the
enemy were up to something, since the energetic movements were the most
seen since the start of the siege. Then, late in the afternoon, definite word
arrived that Daun had indeed won a great victory. Frederick would have to
give up the siege.

There was no question the intelligence could be wrong. During the night of
June 19–20, confirmation arrived. About daylight, the bluecoats which had
been charged with the siege of New Town showed signs of preparing to lift
the siege. Smoke was sighted coming from the camp and the wooden
battery posts on the Žižkaberg; the Prussians were destroying their
immobile equipment. With the coming of daylight, the garrison could see
the enemy making preparations out in the open to leave. The bridges had
already been taken up the night before by the Prussian engineers.

With the Prussians obviously making a break for it, the Croats and hussars
galloped out of Wischerad and attacked part of the Prussian rearguard. But
the enemy still had fight in them; they turned on their pursuers, and a
firefight of some intensity ensued. Only after a most desperate struggle did
the Croats win the position.47 Another force sallied forth to seize the
remnants of the Prussian positions on the Žižkaberg and the Kleinharska.
When the Prussians still ensconced there refused to go, a vigorous effort to
outflank them, forced them back in some confusion on Hlaupetin.



The withdrawal was conducted in three columns, by Böhmisch-Brod and
Winortz, with the last aiming at Podebrad. As this was clear, Prince Charles
pushed out Prince Löwenstein with a body of horse to shadow the
withdrawing Prussians and see where they were heading. The entire
Prussian force, except for Keith with some 18,000 men, was retreating.
Keith kept his posts throughout June 20, doing his best to conceal what was
happening.48 By then, Charles was making preparations to attack Keith’s
now very exposed position. A quick plan was worked up: Baden-Durlach
with 12 companies of grenadiers and 6,000 men was to strike Keith’s left;
MacGuire had an equal force with which to attack Keith’s center, hard by
Andelka. Arenberg had a similar number of men to assail the Prussian right.
The Austrians accordingly issued from Prague on their missions.

As soon as Marshal Keith discerned what his suddenly alert foe was up to,
he began withdrawing. The tents were struck. The Austrian attack was
actually blunted by a heavy screen of Prussian cavalry, pressed into service
by Keith to screen his retreat. The Prussian force on the Weissenberg stood
to, and the Austrian guns opened on the Prussian works. This little action
was a one-sided affair. MacGuire’s men overlapped the enemy palisades
and trenches in front of their lines, and slowly pressed the stubborn enemy
back. Baden-Durlach’s men did not encounter serious resistance, and he
moved as quickly as possible to link up with MacGuire. Lacy’s men arrived
on the scene, followed by Arenberg. The remaining bluecoats retired to join
Keith’s left, which had been busy withdrawing behind this screen.

The Prussians reunited their forces as soon as possible, retiring to Schlau,
while the vulnerable baggage train was making its tortured way past
Hostawitz under a rather light guard. The bluecoats set fire to the village of
Rzep and two nearby hamlets. This provided a smoke screen under which
the baggage train used the time to close up with the main army. Keith’s men
were in a tight spot, and a sustained Austrian effort might have proven
decisive. Unfortunately, General Kheul’s forces were exhausted.

As a result, about dusk, Kheul called off the pursuit, under direct orders
from Charles. The latter had left specific instructions to sustain only a
limited pursuit. The general himself had his horse killed under him during
that last sortie. The Croats did their best to make things miserable for the



Prussian escort of the baggage train. They managed to ransack some of the
baggage, and carted away the pontoon bridges. For a loss of 84 men, killed
and wounded, the Austrians inflicted much heavier damage to the
Prussians. The latter lost 1,400 killed, wounded, prisoners, or deserted,
along with 13 guns.

Nevertheless, Keith did a commendable job under the troubling
circumstances conducting this withdrawal. His men were busy “carrying
everything of any use along.”49 It seems clear from a latter-day perspective,
that Charles had it within his grasp to inflict severe damage on his great
enemy. This does not detract from the Prussian effort in any way. Keith’s
men had to perform a number of very difficult maneuvers to shake off any
long-range enemy pursuit. His men could not reach Leitmeritz via Budin
until June 28.

General Nádasti got into Prague about 0400 hours (June 21) and reported to
Prince Charles in person about the great victory at Kolin. This appeared to
energize the Austrian commander. The whitecoats just then were dealing
with hundreds of wounded, both Austrian and Prussian, which had been
abandoned by the enemy during their retreat. The people who had been shut
up in Prague all that time required resupply and a little rest. The soldiers
would need some recovery time before they set off in pursuit of the
retreating enemy. As for Daun, he left his army in its old camp just one day
he issued orders to set out to chase the enemy. As Horace St. Paul wrote,
“the supplies were starting to fail.”50 It was clear that, had Daun not won at
Kolin, Prague must soon have succumbed. In the event, the enemy had been
clearly knocked about. Prussian deserters started to arrive in droves from
the moment of the retreat.

But the Austrians themselves clearly were in no condition to take
immediate advantage of the enemy’s discomfiture. Even General Kheul
himself was not unaffected by events, as his lost horse attests. So the pursuit
was delayed. This gave the Prussian king a breathing space which he took
full advantage of. In their shoes, Frederick’s actions would have been clear.
He would not have allowed any breathing space, particularly to an enemy in
such bad shape at the moment.



There was a pursuit. Colonel Laudon took his troopers and nipped at the
rear of Keith’s men, capturing dozens of prisoners in this manner. A total of
139 prisoners, to be exact. So, despite Keith’s best effort, Laudon was still
able to work his magic with the Croats. To slow down this pursuit, the
Prussians set fire to nearby villages. This infuriated Laudon to the point he
sent a dispatch rider to Keith telling him, unless he gave orders to stop the
practice, then Laudon would give no quarter to any Prussians he captured. It
also appears that nearly 1,200 men had deserted from or been captured from
Keith’s forces.51 June 23, Laudon attacked and severely mauled a Prussian
force at Welwarn. Following a short fight, the enemy fled, leaving
approximately 242 more prisoners in Laudon’s hands. Kolin had really
taken much of the bite from the Prussian bark.

Once the general pursuit was underway, the Austrians left a garrison of five
battalions under Lt.-Gen. Wetzel to hold Prague. The armies of Daun and
Charles had already had council. The citizens of the city had been busy
trying to recover from the effects of the siege. There had been extensive
damage within Prague. The city walls had suffered, although the extensive
posts the Prussians left behind were a plus. Now to the human saga. Prince
Charles had been forced into desperate straits. On June 5, he had attempted
to expel some 12,000 civilians from the city,52 but had just ended up by
readmitting the whole lot. Many citizens had perished during the
siege/blockade.53



Chapter Eight

Headed for Battle at Kolin

While these events had been transpiring in and about Prague, Frederick had
been busy with Daun. The king, on his way to join Bevern (June 13),
moved with his force past Kosteletz and into Zdanitz. Beyond the latter, the
monarch (accompanied only by a small vanguard), suddenly encountered
masses of Austrian infantry near Zasmück. Frederick with his little band
fell back on Zdantitz. The enemy had no clue how close they had come to
capturing the Prussian king. The potential results were incalculable under
the circumstances. As it was, reinforcements quickly arrived to restore
order.

But the Austrians did announce their presence. Major Constantine von
Billerbeck took off from Nimburg, accompanied by some 800 cavalry,
toting a train of wagons headed for the main army (June 15). This was a
critical supply train for the Prussians, being so deep in enemy territory.
Billerbeck kept his cool when he was set upon by 4,000 enemy horse:
“despite unequal numbers, [Billerbeck] put up a successful defense of three
hours and delivered the wagons.”1

As of June 12, Daun’s main body was concentrated at Janowitz after
moving from Göltsch-Jenikau (marching about 1400 hours). Nádasti, with a
substantial body of light troops, rose from Czaslau before daylight on June
12 to screen the movements of the main body from Prussian posts about
Kuttenberg, but there was really no attempt to ascertain Austrian plans.

Early the next morning, Daun’s men started off in four columns, aiming this
time for Bickau. Light bodies of troops, accompanied by the hussars of
Gersdorf, pushed off in front of the main body. Bevern responded by
drawing his men on high ground beyond Bickau.2 Bevern was really



stalling for time, while his vulnerable baggage train made off. He employed
some ten guns and all of his available cavalry, backed up with infantry
support, in this endeavor. The Prussians launched an attack against the
advancing hussars, commanded by General Nádasti.

Denied the full effects of the Austrian infantry, Nádasti was still enabled to
drive back the enemy on Kuttenberg, setting fire to some of the structures
beyond the Prussian right in proximity to the enemy, then pressed hard
against the posts there. The Prussian artillery laid down a heavy shelling,
and this enabled Bevern to withdraw his men without substantial enemy
interference.

After Bevern had left, Nádasti pressed his men through the streets of
Kuttenberg and secured the place, but some nearby Prussian posts were
maintained long enough to get their columns on the road towards Kolin. As
Daun had occupied Bickau, General Beck’s riders tried to mount a pursuit
of the Prussians, but their artillery found the means to fend off the general
by effectively pounding him and his men. Daun set up his headquarters at
Kautzer, and the Austrian army encamped in long lines beyond Bickau.

Frederick could thus dispose of only about 30,000 men against the 50,000
or more of Marshal Daun. The forward Austrian elements were only three
miles from Bevern’s lines on June 13, between Planian and Krzeczhorz,
without discovery. Bevern then detached Ziethen (about 1100 hours) on
June 13 to make a reconnaissance of the new Austrian position. This was a
rather formidable force. The Grenadier Battalions of General Friedrich
Wilhelm von Wangenheim and Nymschöfsky (33/42), 1,000 Cuirassiers
and Dragoons, plus 20 squadrons of hussars.3 Ziethen meant to occupy the
rises overlooking Maleschau. His mounted riders struggled to clear away a
stubborn enemy light cavalry screen. The indomitable little hussar led the
infantry accompaniment against the enemy on the hill. The Austrians
reinforced the rise. Still, this initial stroke succeeded, but Ziethen
discovered more than he bargained for. Marshal Daun had been able, behind
the rise of Maleschau, to shift his army around to confront Bevern.

The astonished Ziethen sent mounted riders who apprized Bevern of the
nearness of the main enemy army. Daun’s chief method of movement was
to maintain his entire army, save the left wing, in a static position which did



not appear at first glance to threaten Bevern’s posts. But the left flank,
camouflaged by thick woods, succinctly moved into a position to threaten
the Bevern force. Only from Maleschau, could the elevated view afford the
bluecoats the timely warning. Bevern reacted.

Bevern’s camp was uncomfortably close. With his force now in danger,
Bevern withdrew through the nearby defile. Ziethen was compelled to beat
back the cavalry of Nádasti, which naturally sought to bar this retreat,
through that defile of Pikan. The Prussian defense was energetic, and the
bluecoats whirled round to confront the pursuers as soon as Bevern’s men
arrived at a level field where he could at last rank his men for action. Daun
broke off the pursuit forthwith, while Bevern remained in his new camp,
about Kolin. The next day, the duke withdrew back on the king’s main
army, which was at Kaurzim by then. Bevern split his men into three
columns to make this withdrawal easier and to preclude the Austrian
pursuit. The duke himself drew back by the Kaiser-Straβe directly on
Kaurzim, while Ziethen withdrew through Krichenau, also aiming for
Kaurzim. Finally, the formations of General Tresckow, which appeared to
be the most vulnerable, pulled back through Suchdol with a view towards
Malotitz.4 Beck, with a force of some 6,000 men, promptly went to seize
Kuttenberg.

The king, from all appearances, seriously underestimated the capability of
his new foe. From the outset, Frederick believed both Bevern and Ziethen
were mistaken on two key points: The size of Daun’s army and Daun’s
intentions. To elaborate, the Prussian monarch believed the wily hussar
leader had been distracted by Nádasti’s covering force into way
overestimating the size of the force at Daun’s beck and call. Since the
king’s reputation for receiving opinions contrary to his own was well-
known, this contributed to the dearth of support for the views postulated by
Bevern and Ziethen.

The Prussian monarch signaled out Major-General Friedrich Augustus von
Finck, from whom he assumed that the Duke of Brunswick-Bevern had
received faulty advice (Finck, after all, was his chief-of-staff) as well as the
fiery General Manstein. The latter’s only “crime” was to belong to the
“camp” of Ziethen. While it might appear odd to unfairly place blame on



mere subordinates, the king’s conceit was apparently reaching new heights
just prior to the debacle at Kolin.

Frederick assumed that Marshal Daun had retreated upon the first rumor of
his coming with a larger force. After all, this was the only field army
immediately available to Maria Theresa. It followed a full-blown pursuit
would have to be launched to prevent the enemy from getting away. There
were some preliminaries which had to be accomplished before any forward
movements could be attempted. So the king’s erroneous reasoning before
the debâcle at Kolin really helped contribute to the coming melée. Powerful
scouting parties were pushed out to check on what Daun was up to. These
parties were impeded in their appointed duties by thick bodies of Pandours.
Nevertheless, the seasoned Prussian reconnaissance parties accomplished
their purpose.

Daun’s army was discovered in a position of great strength. To size up the
enemy, Captain Friedrich Wilhelm von Gaudi (along with Belling)
penetrated the rise overlooking Oberkrut. From here, Daun’s army was
discovered to be in the location (Gintintz) previously noted by Ziethen and
Bevern. The large Austrian army was deployed in three lines. Prussian
headquarters staff (Frederick) apparently persuaded himself this latest recon
had just discovered Nádasti’s camp and nothing more. Not satisfied,
however, other forces were out probing during the day, and by the hours of
the evening there was more direct confirmation of a substantial body of
enemy cavalry near Stropschütz. The king had thought Daun was still
camped about Goltz-Jenikau. Prussian patrols were strengthened and told
off to look for further Austrian movements.

Unfortunately for the Prussian cause, that enemy force disappeared during
the night. This appeared to lend credence to the king’s unsteady reasoning.
With the arrival of Prince Moritz, Frederick found a kindred spirit for his
views which helped boost Frederick’s pride. The king was resolved to go
“get” Daun. His Majesty informed Moritz that he intended to make for
Janowitz, in order to turn Daun’s left flank and force a decision. The
marshal himself was wasting no time. He rose from Gintintz and moved
forward. Daun in person, leading 1,000 horsemen, galloped towards
Krichenkow, while the main army followed in three columns.5 When the



Austrians reached camp at about 1600 hours, they wasted no time in setting
up camp. As for that missing enemy body, the king failed to realize that
“Nádasti” was on the move. When the army marched through the defile at
Stropschütz on June 17, Frederick was finally made aware of the danger.
Surprised scouts informed his Majesty that Daun’s whole army was close-
by at Krichenkow.

The marshal had ranged his army into the set country near Kolin. A small
tributary crossed the front of his position opposite to the Prussians nearby.
There were pools of murky little lakelets, while his flanks and rear were
protected by a series of small, stubby hills and knolls, surrounding marshy
ground, with a few higher rises. One was the Kamayak Ridge. This rose up
at right angles to Daun’s long front, from its closest western end continuing
eastwards until it descended near Kolin. This would be most important in
the upcoming struggle.

The king arranged his army out parallel with the marshal, stretching from
north to south. Frederick’s left leaned hard by Nimburg, where the Prussian
battery was about to be set up. The Prussian left anchored round Kaurzim,
while the right was positioned on an oblique position fronting the village of
Malotitz. The bluecoat force, like its adversary, lay curled round through the
irregularities of the ground, taking advantage of whatever cover it could
offer.

As for Daun, on June 16, his center was anchored just behind Swoyschitz,
at the edge of the Kamayak, while his flanks tapered off towards the
swampy ground, which was abundant in that region. The right was
anchored close by the village of Pohortz, while the left extended almost to a
rise near Hostich. Things were mostly quiet until Prince Moritz arrived as
per royal orders on June 17. He had managed to gather some 4,000
additional reinforcements, as well as desperately needed provisions of all
kinds. Frederick could now dispose of some 34,000 men to face Daun, but
the latter still enjoyed the advantage of superior numbers.

The king and Bevern had been discussing what should be done about the
situation confronting them. The duke categorically advised against
launching another attack, deferring action in this case to the still untested
Marshal Daun. Much like Keith had advised. The concern of superior



enemy numbers was an obvious problem, but was allayed somewhat by the
startling statement of Moritz, who abruptly blurted out than an immediate
attack was needed. The presence of the king, enjoined the rambling prince,
was “worth 50,000 men.” His bold statements seem ironic in view of his
later, less than stellar, conduct in the battle.

Frederick himself required little justification for the next move. His
confidence in his vaunted infantry was unshaken, in spite of its overall poor
performance at Prague. He believed that they could turn a more numerous
foe off their own entrenchments. This would help prove the king’s undoing
at Kolin. Even the normally cooperative Ziethen complained of Frederick’s
refusal to believe Daun could be in earnest with so many men.6As for Daun,
summaries of his military skills varied, but so well-respected an historian as
Tuttle likened him to a Turenne and pronounced him to be the Prussian
king’s “most skillful antagonist.”7

As soon as Daun received word through his scouts that the enemy were
being reinforced from the siege lines around Prague, he decided to retire to
a stronger position. His lack of self-confidence was reflected by the quality
of his opponent.8 In three wars, and seven battles, the king was yet to be
beaten. In addition, Frederick was leading probably the finest soldiers the
age had to offer.

With his resolve stiffened by the rash statement of Prince Moritz, the king
shook his army into motion about 1600 hours on June 17. The bluecoats
moved off to the left in two columns. Austrian scouts reported a deep ravine
intervened between the two armies. The Prussians were observed to swing
in behind Planian, a move which suddenly seemed to threaten the right side
of Daun’s army.

The Prussians did draw near Planian. General Beck was in position there.
The latter returned fire on the Prussian advanced guard and offered a brief
resistance. Then, with the growing Prussian presence before him, Beck’s
force of some 2,000 men beat a retreat, back to the nearby village of
Radenin. He did not hesitate to inform the marshal that the enemy were
directly threatening his position. Prussian hussars immediately occupied



Planian. This very bold move put the bluecoats too close to the Austrian
lines for Daun’s comfort, and he gave orders to rearrange the army.

The Austrian right and center were summarily withdrawn. The heavy
baggage was sent to the rear, about 1930 hours, while the main body took
up post where the Reserve had been. This repositioned the army back upon
the edge of the Kamayak Ridge, so that it faced the high road between
Prague and Kolin, on a parallel course. In effect, the main body of the army
and the reserve switched positions. The whole force was drawn in this new
shape between Chotzemitz and Kolin. It was well into the night when the
whitecoats completed this shift. The Austrian left now wrapped around the
Kamayak, with the peak at Swoyschitz, the high end at Hradenin. The large
Croat screen had been pushed forward to confront the curved part of the
Prussian right. Here our old friend General Schöinach was leading the 6th,
the 7th, and the 13th Cuirassiers. The Croats, for their part, were present
beside the 25th Infantry (Lt.-Gen. Franz Ludwig Graf von Thürheim), the
47th (Lt.-Col. Alois Graf von Harrach), and the 59th Infantry of Marshal
Daun himself. Lt.-Gen. Anton Graf Puebla von Portugall was commanding
the lot, and he was striving to keep the enemy in the dark.

Both of the Austrian flanks were on high ground, with the Austrian center
holding a fairly level plain in between. The Austrian left, composed of four
full strength infantry regiments under General Franz Joseph Baron Andlau,
was close, while Lt.-Gen. Johann Winulphus Ludwig Friedrich Graf von
Stahremberg, originally positioned in the line behind the former, had been
shifted to a meaningful post directly behind Wied and Lt.-Gen. Claudius
Freiherr von Sincère on the Krzeczhorz as a reserve for the Austrian center.
Behind this, the cavalry reserves were posted below the road from Kaurzim
to Krzeczhorz village. Sincère and Wied held the critical part of the
Austrian right; here the soon-to-be-famous oakwood was the important
consideration.

The Prussian scouts readily detected this movement by the enemy. As for
the king, he naturally assumed as soon as learned dust was rising from the
enemy’s camp that Daun was drawing away. Or, at least he was busy
realigning his army into a better position. Frederick was resolved to press
forward to find out if the marshal would indeed offer battle or finally retreat



back into Bohemia without need of one. His confidence in victory was not
marred by the obvious inferior numbers he could oppose to this fresh
enemy effort.

To the point, the king had about 18,000 infantry (in 32 battalions), 14,000
cavalry (in 116 squadrons), and 88 guns, of which 28 were classified as
heavy ordnance. His total strength of about 32,000 men, excluded only the
crews for the artillery, for which no estimate is available.9 The best
estimates of Daun’s strength was 35,160 infantry in 42 battalions, 18,630
horsemen in 17 cavalry regiments, and 145 guns. Adding in the light troops
brought the total to approximately 54,000 men. This made the Prussian
inferiority in numbers telling in every category except cavalry. It remained
to be seen whether the Austrians were posted on ground conducive to major
cavalry operations or not. And Marshal Daun was already displaying his
defensive specialized skills. He was using the angle of the Kamayak to
conceal the extent of his army from the Prussians when looking simply
from the road.

However, the bluecoats were positioned so that they could break camp
quickly, in the event they needed to do so. The twilight shifts of June 17
were much a prelude to the coming storm of the following day.

Meanwhile, in the Austrian camp, Kaunitz, following the failure to
successfully help Prince Charles before the Prague battle, had been urging
Daun to be cautious with his field army. It made perfect sense to Kaunitz
for Marshal Daun to fall back until he had gathered enough strength to take
the offensive and save Prague. By early June, the Austrian high command
felt the situation warranted Daun advancing to seek battle. On June 8, he
had been ordered to do so.10 Ready or not, conditions within Prague made
rescue imperative.



Chapter Nine

The Battle of Kolin

Daun’s new position was one of great military strength. His center and right
wing were positioned across the road which ran through the Krzeczhorz
Gap. The Austrians were deployed on rises south-southeast of the high
road, and was about five miles in extent. The Prussian enemy was expected
to approach using the high road. Out in front of his main force, Daun made
sure to keep swarms of light troops to deal with the bluecoat advanced
guard should it choose to attack. Hundreds of dismounted irregulars took
cover in and behind the many cornfields thereabouts, watching the Kaiser-
Straβe for the foe. It was pointed out to the marshal, by one Major Veltesz,
that the king was in deadly earnest. There was no doubt about that. That
being the case, a number of factors became interesting, not the least of these
the terrain.

On the right, behind the oakwood about one mile, lay the little village of
Radowesnitz. Directly behind that, the branch of the Elbe. The topography
of the immediate ground was made up of mounds and small slopes largely,
rising gradually towards the west and northwest, while that side towards
Kolin was cut up by the stream. The so-called “Friedrich’s Berg” was a
small, cone-shaped hillock rising a short distance beyond the Kamayak. It
has received some minor recognition because Frederick the Great
supposedly spent a large part of the imminent battle there. Although largely
nondescript, it did have one important physical feature. Having a height of
about 150 feet, it dominates the view of the Kamayak. Therefore, an army
encamped on the other side of the ridge could rather easily be detected.
However, and this was important, the view was not perfect and the rolling
landscape still presented the observer with visual problems.



On the morning of June 18, the king was still in his self-induced cloud
about pursuing the enemy. It seems incredulous that the Prussian monarch
was still not aware of the truth. The original scheme, still in the offing, of
moving upon Kuttenberg, was slowly slipping away. The situation was little
different in the Austrian camp. Limited probing efforts on the previous
evening by the bluecoats had caused Daun to exhibit some uneasiness over
his right wing. It was clear the enemy were going to do something and
soon.1

Just before 0500 hours, Frederick summoned Tresckow to him. The general
was charged off to occupy a hillock over by Planian with some light troops,
and chase away the few enemy detachments still in view. Tresckow was
told the main enemy army was gone (wonder where that came from?), and
that he should have little trouble. Just about the same time, Daun sent
grenadiers to reinforce the little villages of Radenin and Pohortz, where
Beck’s men were.

General Tresckow moved out, but about 0530 hours, his scouts encountered
a little post of Austrian cavalry. The latter promptly fled to Braditz, while
Daun’s grenadiers were completing their original instructions regarding
Radenin and Pohortz. General Ziethen’s forward elements moved towards
the rises behind Planian. The hussar sent back, by one of his fastest riders,
warning that Daun’s whole army was at hand and prepared for battle, while
a light infantry fire broke out along the front. The Austrians were
unpleasantly surprised themselves. General Nádasti’s startled men
nevertheless put up what resistance was needed to discern the enemy’s
intentions.

The main Prussian army broke camp about 0600 hours and began moving,
in two columns, astride the high road. General Hülsen was in command of
the forward elements, some seven battalions and six guns. Nearby,
Tresckow, whose plans had been altered, with a strength of nine battalions,
was already hard at work. One of the columns moved through Planian and
up the high road itself, the second through the brush and the country
beyond. A march of six miles brought the bluecoats to the ground they
needed for their battle effort.2



The enemy activity had been relatively quiet, which allowed the king to
investigate more thoroughly the whole situation. He lacked maps and the
country was relatively new to the bluecoats, so Frederick spent the early
morning hours climbing buildings and any other points of vantage trying to
look over the terrain and the Austrian position. The king surmounted the
church tower at Planian, but found the effort unrewarding. The view was
just too restrictive to tell him much about what his army was up against.
This in spite of the fact the Battle of Chotusitz in 1742 had taken place in
the same general area. Finally, the king gained access to the Novomiesto
Inn (some two miles east-southeast of Planian) with no trouble.3 Here, only
about ½ mile from the Friedrich’s Berg, the king for the first time could
make out the preparations of Daun to receive his imminent attack. As for
the Austrians, their spotters could quite distinctly see the Prussian cavalry
on the high road, with the bluecoat infantry massed behind the cavalry.

Frederick ordered the men to halt and refresh themselves, now that he knew
the enemy were not slipping away. All except for Ziethen’s horsemen, who
continued eastward to probe the Austrian positions, gently for the moment.
The sun was shining, it was hot, and the troops were already tiring from the
pace of the forced march. Even at this stage, opinions still varied wildly
about what to do. Prince Moritz was in favor of striking at Daun at once, a
view shared by Engineer Captain Friedrich Giese. With the issue no longer
in doubt, the king brushed aside the doubters and prepared for battle.

Nevertheless, the view even from the Novomiesto left something to be
desired. The nature of the country, rising gradually towards the east up the
Kaiser-Straβe, made Krzeczhorz and its more western neighbor, the
Przerovsky, the two most notable rises in the area, appear less challenging
than they were. Not too much should be made of these obstacles, though.
And, for a change, the bluecoats were astride one of the best roads in the
Europe of that time.4

During the pause, the cavalry and artillery horses were allowed to rest, the
rearguard brought up, and the thirsty mouths drank to contentment from the
soothing water. The halt lasted for three hours. With battle resolved upon,
the king’s problem was a relatively simple one: find the best method of
striking at Daun’s men with a reasonable hope of success. He ruled the



possibility out completely that the marshal would attack him—although he
would learn differently at Hochkirch the following year.

Finally, about 1200 hours, the king called in his subordinates to the inn to
give them their orders for the forthcoming battle. It is still amazing to hear
about the cutting of the orders. Frederick frankly admitted he once
possessed a topographical plan about Kolin “but Major von Giese can not
find it.”5 The Prussian army barged into the battle with only the vaguest
notion of the lay of the land—the king’s assertions his general officers
could remember “the neighborhood from the time … [of the First Silesian
War] in 1742” to the contrary.6 The results of this deficiency would be less
than agreeable.

On the other hand, some sources suggest the Prussians as a whole,
including the king, was really quite familiar with the immediate
topographical features of the area. “He [i.e., Frederick] was perfectly
acquainted with the ground himself.”7

What the bluecoats may have lacked in concrete knowledge of the terrain,
they more than made up for in the “clear” instructions issued to the generals
just before the battle that day. Frederick, who knew perfectly well how high
the stakes were in the contest at hand, tried to anticipate any problems that
might crop up. There were some basic understandings. The main effort
would be directed against the Austrian right. Since this was the case, the
Prussian left flank as a body was not to stop until it reached the stream of
Kolin. Once there, it could begin the day’s business.

As for the Prussian right wing, “it should not lose any casualties.”8 This
most obviously meant it was to stand refused during the battle. To cement
matters, the king then physically pointed out a small fish pond and a nearby
village—perhaps Brzezan or Blinka—beyond which the Prussian right was
not to go. Frederick made sure that this was clearly understood by the
assembled generals. They all, “understood,” and Prince Moritz gave the
best closer, “the orders were so clear that nobody could veer off course.”9

This was while the war was still young, when seasoned veterans still
populated the ranks of Prussian officers. Later on in the war, this scenario
would not be plausible. Still, even professionals are human, and the errors



committed on the Prussian side at Kolin were many and very costly. This
the fighting would bear out. On the field, the king offered to go back over
those same “clear” instructions if anyone did not understand what they were
to do.

Frederick’s plan of attack was little more than his favorite tactic: strike and
crush one flank of the enemy’s army before it could be aided by the
enemy’s unaffected flank and center. In this instance now at hand, it was
once more the right flank which the king chose to assault. He was helped to
this conclusion by a number of factors: (1) Daun’s left, sheltered between
Swoyschitz (on the Berzvarka Berg) and the tributary of the Elbe where
Hradenin was located, was further protected by the sloping ground in front;
it would be difficult to strike successfully without incurring heavy losses;
(2) The Austrian center was protected by large batteries supported by
thousands of the enemy’s best troops; an assault here would mean costly
casualties with little hope of success; (3) The Austrian right held a more
exposed position with fewer troops; it appeared to be Daun’s “Achilles’
Heel.”

The plan called for the Prussian advanced guard to march across the front of
the enemy, parallel with it or nearly so, and, having reached the area
forward of the Austrian right, to go in at once against it. If all went well, the
enemy’s right would be defeated before Daun could get any significant
reinforcements to it. Each following division, though it would at first be
facing Kolin to draw the attention of the enemy, was to go in behind the van
against Daun’s right. It was a maneuver only the bluecoats, with their close
order march, could perform in a short space of time. Hopefully, the enemy’s
army would be beaten almost before the action had really started.

With this type of assault, there was little or no room for error on the part of
the junior officer corps. The senior officers understood the roles they were
to play in this critical drama. That was the reason why Frederick not only
pointed out to his senior commanders what he expected, but also took the
time to brief the adjutants/sides of the generals as well. On the plus side, the
dispositions of Daun could be discerned as clearly as possible. He was
making no attempt to conceal his desires. To the point, “Here the order in



which [M]arshal Daun had arranged his forces … were distinctly seen.”10

The king could prepare accordingly.

To accommodate the main Prussian effort, most of the power strength of the
Prussian army was in its left wing. This was one reason why the king felt
the attack could be successful, since he believed Daun would only be able
to oppose to him a smaller force at that point of attack. A solitary
cavalryman, dismounted from his horse, was found hovering close-by.
Some hussars went out and took the man captive. He turned out to be a
Captain Kraus. Kraus “admitted” the marshal was planning to attack the
Prussians the next day. If the purpose of Kraus was a ploy on Daun’s part to
scare the king into retreating without having to fight a battle with a bigger
Austrian army, it failed miserably.

General Hülsen was to strike toward Krzeczhorz, the target a solitary
church and graveyard in front of the place. He pushed off a little after noon.
The lead horsed unit of the advance was the 11th Dragoons of Colonel
Christoph von Stechow, among the most reliable cavalry in the whole
service. Ziethen’s overall task was important. With 50 squadrons, he was to
shield Hülsen’s left, especially from an outflanking maneuver from the
direction of Radowesnitz, against an open Prussian wing.

Frederick indicated the day’s main effort was to be made on Hülsen’s side.
“All of the infantry of the army was needed” for this stroke and the “right
wing was to be kept inactive.” Further, the king wrote, “had these orders
been observed, I should have had fresh battalions to spare.”11 Behind
Ziethen was a sizeable number of 100 additional cavalry squadrons which
were to be held back as a reserve until the infantry had completed its job.

The Prussian right flank forces were to stand to their position (here it
appeared to threaten the Austrian left). The right wing was idle, but did
have the job of providing troops to the formations that were earmarked for
the effort.

Frederick’s plan having been explained to his commanders, they returned to
their respective formations. A general order to march was issued at about
1300 hours, and the bluecoats, once more in two columns—the left and the
right of the marching order to become front and rear of the battle line,



respectively—moved forward. The first column struck off the high road
into the country above, the last following on the Kaiser-Straβe itself.

The alert gunners of the Austrian batteries, seeing the Prussians coming on
down the Kaiser-Straβe, opened a deliberate, steady fire upon them. The
irregulars, taking shelter in the rolling ground to the front, fired
intermittently at the bluecoats with their trusty muskets. Ziethen peeled off
from the van with his riders, while Nádasti (who was in charge of the
vanguard of the Austrian army) rode his squadrons out into Ziethen’s path.
The Austrian commander had a force of about 10,500 men, light horse
except for about 4,000 Croats. Nádasti was a competent cavalry
commander, but the Austrian horse left something to be desired in quality
when compared with its Prussian counterpart. Still, the Austrian cavalry
was much improved compared to the beginning of Frederick’s reign, while,
at Kolin, among other actions, the Prussian was worse.12

Ziethen ordered his men to clear away Nádasti’s screen, just above Kutlirz.
A short tussle ensued. The Austrians speedily gave way, retiring to a better
position over to the valley about Kutlirz in order to hook up with Nádasti’s
main body of horse, but leaving Ziethen free to move. Nádasti’s riders had
withdrawn within sight of a hollow near Radowesnitz, between it and the
oakwood, better known as the Eichenbusch. Ziethen promptly pulled back
from his forward position, leaving the Austrian van a shambles, out of
action. Hülsen’s men, marching past all of this, moved to the ground in
front of Krzeczhorz. His men were also peppered by the enemy’s light fire,
and word was sent back to the king of the enemy’s presence. His formation
had struggled under the hottest part of the day moving into attack position.
About 1300 hours or so, Hülsen’s troops, harassed by the Croat fire, finally
reached their assigned attack point.13

Here halt was called, and the men wheeled to their right, according to the
plan of battle. Now they deployed into battle formation. Two Austrian gun
crews, posted on the Krzeczhorz rise, aimed their pieces straight at the
enemy. As these guns opened fire, General Hülsen’s men halted
momentarily. Hülsen’s horse drawn artillery was unlimbered, and opened
fire on the enemy opposite. All of this while the infantry, by that point in
battle formation, moved forward to the attack. It was 1400 hours. The old



commander was in no particular hurry. Part of the reason for the hour-long
delay was the complication of coordinating an attack scheme with the
supporting forces. This problem was to become ever more telling as the day
wore on and Prussian formations were dispatched to fruitless, unauthorized
attacks. Meanwhile, Hülsen’s men marched into battle to the tune of
musicians plying their trade, as usual.

The old hussar pressed his men through the streets of Krzeczhorz, after
taking heavy losses. By then, the place was on fire. This Prussian effort
outflanked and stormed two strong enemy batteries between that place and
Bristwai. The tally sheet would net seven guns (about 1415 hours), while
Tresckow, hurrying up behind, would capture an additional 17 pieces of
ordnance. The 36th Infantry (Lt.-Gen. Gustav Bogislav von Münchow)
performed very well, here backed up by Möllendorf’s and other grenadiers.
It was at the front of this first assault, and here suffered heavily.14

Meanwhile, Tresckow attacked Wied’s and Sincère’s troops before him.
About 1530 hours, this charge developed as his infantry surmounted the
slope of Krzeczhorz Hill, plunging forward blindly through the cornfields.
Sincère’s first arrivals greeted Tresckow, and a furious musketry opened as
the Austrian commander fed the remainder of his men into the fight. Just
about then, the Eichenbusch was swarming with men engaged in a deadly
struggle. Hülsen sent back for additional men and three grenadier battalions
—the 9th–10th grenadiers of Bahr and the 1st battalion of Garrison #1—
were shafted from the main force to go help Hülsen. The reinforcements
were used to bridge the gap with Tresckow, which was widening.

The Austrians likewise got up reinforcements. Daun sent Lt.-Col. Marquis
Fiorenza with six full companies of grenadiers, plus four cannon, to go help
out the Banal Croats. The latter were clinging to the churchyard. Major
Soro’s full battalion strove to cover the line towards Serbelloni’s men, while
Fiorenza constituted a thin connecting force to the Croats. Fiorenza took
post facing Krzeczhorz, from which Hülsen debouched a second time about
1430 hours. The opposing forces engaged in a brief but furious artillery
exchange first. In this second attack, the reinforced bluecoats seized the
Eichenbusch. Fiorenza’s force was shattered, and he himself killed.
Tresckow, his men enduring a stiffening of enemy resistance as well as



deadly cannister fire, fell back to rally. Ziethen, seizing his opportunity,
galloped off in pursuit of the defeated Austrian vanguard. He was about to
ride down the Banal Croats on their way back to the Eichenbusch when a
strong Austrian cavalry (three squadrons of the Kaiser Hussars) plowed into
his men, temporarily disordering them. Nádasti rallied nearby, and for the
rest of the battle Ziethen and his Austrian opponent would snipe at each
other almost continuously.

Starhemberg would not suffer the Prussians to keep the Eichenbusch. He
scraped together what men he could, and, simultaneously, Nádasti was
rallying the Croats, who had actually been in a tempest for longer than
anyone (including themselves) might have expected. Now the vaunted
Stechow Dragoons and Warnery’s 3rd Hussars were struck by
Starhemberg’s hastily gathered horse. The bluecoats, staggering for the
moment under the impact, reeled back upon Kutlirz. Hülsen’s men,
ensconced on the eastern end of the Eichenbusch, were then struck by some
of Starhemberg’s solid lines from the west. The whitecoats commenced an
orderly platoon fire, which forced Hülsen’s men back. They abandoned
three guns. Here the Austrians clearly had the enviable advantage of
position and forces.

Daun had provided this force of batteries and light troops to give support
for this side of the Austrian army, and it worked. His foresight saved the
left, for Ziethen, despite his best efforts, could proceed no further. Wied,
about 1500–1530 hours, moved up to provide reinforcements, part of the
reserves. Meanwhile, an order to bring forward 12 guns from the reserve,
these to move southwest of Krzeczhorz, would allow for a pounding if
Ziethen persisted. As for Hülsen, he ordered a fire of some intensity while
he awaited more reinforcements with which to regain his post. An expected
timely reinforcement never did arrive, only the scattering already referred
to, but Hülsen was persuaded by his subordinates to launch an attack before
the enemy gained too much strength. A new stroke drove out the Austrians
temporarily, but this episode would demonstrate just how far the Austrian
foot soldiers had developed in discipline.

Starhemberg pressed the 7th Infantry, the 31st (Haller), and the Gaisrück
regiments in a hurry to form a new line thereabouts. These troops were



being pounded by Prussian artillery. The well-respected battle account of
Hoen relates that “without firing a shot it [the 42nd Infantry of Major-
General Rudolph Karl Graf Gaisrück] advanced.”15 All of this was done
with the steadiness of the parade ground. Wied struck between Bristwai and
Krzeczhorz, but Tresckow and Hülsen would have none of it. The Austrians
were aided by Lt.-Col. Benkendorf’s Saxon cavalry. Normann’s 1st
Dragoons, nothing daunted, drove into Kolin.

Sincère attempted to aid Wied, shaking his formations into a full march
from Pobortz Hill. Serbelloni, ever the sluggard, was ordered to shift his
cavalry “immediately” to give Wied assistance. Normally dilatory,
Serbelloni chose the day of the Kolin battle to give the most energetic
performance of his career. Hülsen’s artillery hammered Serbelloni’s horse
as it emerged due south of Krzeczhorz rise. But Serbelloni stayed put, and
kept shifting his riders in and then out of the telling artillery fire. Both lines
of cavalry suffered, but the critical position was held while Sincère and
Starhemberg were moving up. With Sincère’s arrival, Serbelloni led his
battered horse behind Starhemberg, who was himself forming a solid
second line behind Sincère’s men.

By 1630 hours, Wied had withdrawn his shaken forces back to their starting
point. At that juncture, the fighting paused briefly, so we can examine what
had been going on elsewhere on the field.

According to the king’s plan, the battle should have been fought solely in
Hülsen’s quarter. But war is nothing if not unpredictable, and at Kolin, the
Prussians showed a distinct lack of adequate communication and
cooperation. Mistakes in judgment caused General Hülsen to be deprived of
the reinforcements he needed to win the battle. For example, the heavy
artillery did not reach the scene and get set up to render support to the
forces of Manstein, Moritz, and Hülsen until 1600 hours or so. Some of this
is explainable, though, by the continuous shifts in the Prussian plan. Just
who ordered what and why, even when, still remains a bit unclear to the
present. Still, one has to pity the horsed artillery drivers and the artillerists
of the Prussian army during this period. They often had to back track just to
try to keep up with the more speedily moving cavalry and foot soldiers.



Neither the Prussian infantry nor the artillery lost Kolin all by themselves,
just as they had not won other battles by themselves.

As Manstein’s men marched past the enemy’s center (he was about three
miles from Hülsen’s post), they were attacked by Croats. The latter swarm
were apprehensive because the march of Manstein’s men had brought the
latter very near to their concealed positions. Soon a general fire was
directed at the bluecoats. General Manstein, impatient by nature, tried to
ignore this fire until intelligence filtered down the Croats needed dealt
with.16 He ordered his men to concentrate on the cornfield. A full battalion
(the 2nd from the 20th Infantry) wheeled out of line and moved into the
cornfield. The irregulars gave way at once, but were soon enough back,
reinforced. Manstein now directed a general assault with his whole force
right there. This quickly disordered the entire Prussian battle line.17 To
compound a bad situation, the commands of Bevern, Schönaich, and Prince
Moritz, forgetting the clear instructions of the king to avoid an engagement
on this side, moved right to the attack.

Bevern moved up to support Manstein towards Chotzemitz, while a chilling
sight the men espied! An almost perfect column of troops strove forward to
meet them. This had to be the men moving up to stiffen Andlau’s position.
These soldiers “kept rank just like on parade ground.”18 Schönaich
advanced his cavalry at Puebla’s flank position. Soon the whole line, from
Manstein on, was in the thick of the action. This meant that the Prussian
right, which never should have attacked at all, was involved fully in a
general melée with the enemy. Major Mistake #1.

Major Mistake #2 was the fault of the Prussian king himself. Frederick had
taken post at the “Friedrich’s Berg” to watch his ordered assault by Hülsen
against Krzeczhorz (judging, incorrectly as it turned out, this attack was
successful). The king might have already started to regret his decision to
give battle. The reports about large enemy troop concentrations seemed to
be very solid. About 1400 hours, halt was called to see how Hülsen &
Company fared against the Austrians before them. About 1500 hours, the
main Prussian body moved out, and Frederick, prevented by the rolling
ground from perceiving Austrian movements, failed to discern Wied’s shift
towards Krzeczhorz. So Frederick assumed that Hülsen’s opposition was



limited in strength. However, scouts were bringing in reports of dust clouds
rising beyond the hills, indicating some movement eastward. These latter
reports were not received until after the king had already issued the order to
march, though. Already the seeds of a deadly idea were taking root in the
monarch’s head.

He observed Prince Moritz, in command of the Prussian center, marching
his troops to the support of Hülsen. Frederick left his post and raced
towards Moritz’ command, with the idea of completing Daun’s overthrow
by a bold, final stroke. It fell to the lot of Prince Moritz and his command to
deliver that stroke.

The king instructed Moritz (who was by then in front of Bristwai) to face to
the right and go in against the enemy positions in front of him, or so the
prince thought. The Austrians were in strength on the Krzeczhorz Berg.
Here Sincère was holding the strongest part of Daun’s lines. An attack here
offered almost no chance of succeeding with the forces at Moritz’ disposal.
Frederick’s aim was for Prince Moritz to support Hülsen by diverting the
attention of the enemy away from Krzeczhorz village. But not at
Krzeczhorz Berg.

When we look at this situation from a more detached perspective, it is clear
what the monarch had in mind on that hot June day so long ago. Moritz was
to wheel to his half-right, march to relieve some of the pressure on the
Prussian left by a shorter way, and end up attacking the enemy right rather
than in front of Bristwai. But, judging from the reaction of Prince Moritz,
he obviously thought the king was ordering an attack against Bristwai. To
this he rightly objected. Frederick again ordered the prince to obey, but,
after a pause, there was again an objection. The monarch, now beside
himself with anger, dashed up to Prince Moritz, drew his saber (the first
time he had ever drawn his sword in the course of a battle), and inquired
whether the prince would obey orders at all.19

Prince Moritz gave in at last,20 and immediately ordered the necessary
turning movements. Frederick returned to his post, in what mood can be
guessed at. Turning his scope towards the prince’s quarter, the king
perceived, with both horror and amazement, that the men had turned all



right, but they were now marching straight at the enemy lines in front, and
not towards Krzeczhorz village, as he had intended. Hastily, new
instructions were scribbled up and sent by rider. The new order was to turn
to Moritz’s half-left, which should take his men belatedly to the spot they
were most needed, over by Tresckow. These were the second group of
instructions, apparently issued after the dust clouds indicated a shift in the
enemy and a likely weakening of their posts hard-by. As a matter of fact,
this so-called “weakening” was not happening, because Daun had many
more men at his beck and call compared to the king. So he could readily
pack more men at key points than Frederick could.

Ziethen had been mauled by Wied’s counterattack, so he was unable to
render the assistance Moritz no doubt needed about then. The latter
received his new order just in time, delivered by Captain the Marquis de
Varenne. Unfortunately, Moritz made the left turn from where he then was,
and so arrived in front of Krzeczhorz on the Austrian front. Here the
prince’s men were separated from the Prussian left by the enemy, and so his
attacks became uncoordinated with his neighbors.

Prussian losses in all of this were frightful. Even Prince Moritz narrowly
escaped death when a bullet killed the horse he had just mounted. Why did
the prince continue the attack with the odds so clearly set against him?
Perhaps he believed he was not facing a substantial force and that most of
the Austrians had been shifted towards the east. A similar fallacy
confronted Manstein’s attack. The king himself arrived behind Manstein’s
now fully involved troops, but did not order the attack broken off, because
“there were no means of retreating without loss of the battle.”21

Along the whole Austrian line there were fierce bouts of bayonet, musketry,
and cavalry charges. Daun’s army had shot off enormous quantities of
ammunition by that point, and were running low on cartridges. Runners
were soon scouring the dead and wounded for shot. One deliciously factual
story has the drummers in one regiment cutting off the tops of their drums
and flipping them over, making carriers for the cartridges.22 Daun, watching
from his command post, sent reinforcements to threatened areas, and gave
orders to dismantle the batteries and start preparing for a general retreat if
the situation worsened.



As it was, the situation quickly became desperate for both sides. The
Prussian center and right were attacking Andlau’s command on the
Przerovsky Berg; the latter was superior in number and backed up by
formidable batteries. Hülsen’s own 21st Infantry, at the Krzeczhorz Hill,
was savaged by the fire of 16 heavy cannon, along with the whole
command. Manstein entered the fray at that point. In front of Chotzenitz,
the 17th Infantry (Manteuffel) fought a bitter battle to keep the line of
retreat open. Manstein hastened against the Przerovsky Berg. By 1630
hours, he had launched three massive assaults, but was repelled at each one
with nearly crippling results. The final attack still failed to turn Andlau out
of line, but Manstein was badly wounded and had to be taken from the
field.

In Hülsen’s quarter, the struggle had continued. Wied’s stroke having
ended, General Pennavaire received orders from the king to bring his forces
into the culminating action to the ridge southwest of the still burning
Krzeczhorz village. Pennavaire had 20 cavalry squadrons, but Ziethen’s
help was held up because his hussars had dispersed into small firefights
with the enemy. The aged warrior—he was 67 in June 1757—finally got
moving after 1730 hours. Fully another half an hour elapsed before the ten
forward squadrons were shaken into a slow-developing trot attack. The rest
had been held up by the difficult ground.

This “attack” gradually made its presence felt. Before Pennaivaire’s horse
rode up, Serbelloni’s cavalry withdrew. This was unrelated to the charge
and likely in response to an errant, and unauthorized, order to retreat.
General Kalkreuth’s horse (22nd Cuirassiers), together with the 20th
Cuirassiers of Major-General Friedrich Hannibal von Schmerzing, were
thus temporarily put out of action. Flushed with success, Pennavaire turned
his men and charged at Gaisrück’s 42nd Infantry. The latter, together with
its neighbor the 14th Infantry (Colonel Nicolaus Leopold Prince zu Salm-
Salm), were unfettered. They held the foe at bay long enough for swarms of
Austrian horse to appear. Starhemberg demonstrated good stability again,
and his cavalry struck the Prussian left, while Kollowrat’s 37th Dragoons
and the Saxon Garde Carabineers galloped straight into Pennavaire’s hard
pressed right.



Starhemberg’s attention was diverted by Prince Moritz, who now attacked
him with the cavalry reserve of Major-General Christian Siegfried von
Krosigk23 to the eastwards of Krzeczhorz. This new stroke had been
“invited” by Wied. In the process of pursuing the Prussians of Ziethen
opposite him, he outdistanced any support towards Krzeczhorz, away from
the Eichenbusch. Krosigk led this attack in person. The 1st Dragoons (637
strong) of Normann attacked Wied’s men. He took 40 pieces of artillery and
five battle flags in the process. Then Krosigk continued forward quickly
until a “lethal cannister shot, which took him in the stomach below the
breastplate, threw him to the ground.”24 This group soon found the going
too much when Krosigk was killed in action. Seldom could unsupported
cavalry overcome determined infantry; Kolin was to be no exception. But
the bluecoats tried. Up and coming star Colonel Seydlitz took over for the
fallen Krosigk. With the 2nd Cuirassiers of Crown Prince Augustus
Wilhelm, the 8th Cuirassiers, and the Normann Dragoons, he attacked and
hacked to pieces the 31st Infantry of the Austrian Haller. The attack wended
southwest from Krzeczhorz, defeating the Württemberg Dragoons and the
former Saxon Carabineers in the process. This eliminated Wied’s group,
and ultimately uncovered Starhemberg’s and Sincère’s lines. Now the
valiant Austrian regiments of Deutschmeister and Baden-Baden were
ridden down by the surging Normann Dragoons.

But Daun’s army was not finished just yet. One of Wied’s regiments, the
14th of Salm-Salm, finally got stabilized and moved to fill the vacuum left
by Haller’s ill-fated formation. There it linked up with Neipperg and
Gaisrück. With Wied’s formations faltering, Serbelloni one more time had
to insert his units into the front line. Again, he acted with uncharacteristic
vigor.

Elements of the Hülsen-Tresckow forces joined the new combat. Wied had
just three battalions left, and they unceremoniously “retired” at this new
enemy’s sudden advent. The crisis for the Austrian right was at hand.
Major-General Lützow with the Kollowrat Dragoons went flying in, going
around Wied’s milling mass, about 1630 hours. All Lützow got for his
effort was killed, and his fine formations were shattered by the Normann
Dragoons. A few moments after, two squadrons of the Saxon Garde joined
the fray. Seydlitz routed them with little trouble. A lull had been gained,



and might have proven decisive had there been any reserves. The pity was
General Manstein’s ill-conceived stroke through the cornfields really
harmed the whole Prussian battle effort, although he was not alone to blame
by any means.

Seydlitz pressed the enemy as hard as he could, but there was no giving
against insufficient numbers. After a furious fight of some duration, the
Prussian riders had had enough. They broke up and flew towards the rear,
even trampling some of their own men in the process. It was not the
Prussian cavalry’s best hour. As for Hülsen, he had been fought to a
standstill, and could do little more than hold his ground. The king knew the
situation was critical.

Here, for the first time, he became an active participant in a desperate
battle. Between 1600 and 1630 hours, Frederick attempted to set a personal
example in a struggle now beginning to sway against him. He marched the
35th Infantry (Colonel Friedrich Heinrich Ludwig, Prince of Prussia) up the
Kamayak, sword in hand. Then, he directed the 1st battalion of Anhalt-
Dessau’s 3rdInfantry up the Przerovsky.25 It was about this time when an
increasingly frustrated king asked his exhausted men, “Rogues, do you wish
to live forever?”26 Meanwhile, the 25th Infantry of Kalckstein was forced to
fight a desperate defense from Brzezan to Chotzenitz. This unit, whose
officers must have spent themselves unselfishly, lost one in three of their
numbers as well as heavy losses among the men.27

The Prussians finally managed to penetrate the enemy lines at several points
and threw back the equally tired occupants. Daun responded with a charge
of Saxon light cavalry, which failed to flush out the bluecoats, although
Pennavaire was forced back. The 21st Infantry of Hülsen was savaged. Two
hundred and fifty men were captured, including Tresckow—who was
leading the left wing—200 wounded had to be taken to the rear, and there
was a grand total of 500 dead, including 11 officers.28 The Saxons, after a
desperate fight, were finally forced back to their own lines. Daun was on
the point of ordering retreat now.

But the tide had turned. The Prussians had shot their bolt, and the Saxon
horse had made mincemeat of several of the bluecoat formations. The latter



held their ground only because they were too exhausted to retire, and could
advance no farther. Austrian guns were playing with great effect, and
Ziethen had been knocked cold by a spent shell, leaving his men in
confusion.29 The old hussar was taken to an aide station by a cornet of
Krockow’s unit. This individual, named de Berge, even had to save Ziethen
from falling from his collapsing horse. No doubt, he saved Ziethen’s life.30

The rumor flew round that Ziethen had been killed. While he suffered a
graze to his temple, his horse was killed by a fresh blast of fire. The end of
the battle found him in Prince Moritz’s coach, effectively knocked dingy
from it all.

Meanwhile, Bevern, who should have attacked much earlier, was standing
by. At 1700 hours, the king gave orders to a dispatch rider to go to Bevern
and direct him to launch a coordinated attack with Pennavaire.
Unfortunately, the rider was shot down, and the prince was never made
aware of the intended movement until it was too late. Pennavaire, as we
have observed, then went forward into the attack with no back-up.

At about 1900 hours, the bluecoats finally launched their last attack of the
day. Bevern moved his battalions—the last remaining Prussian reserve—up
the rise against the Austrian works at Bristwai, and a strong, determined
effort led by Bevern in person helped decimate the Austrian positions on
Krzeczhorz Hill. The Prussian attack, backed up by the remnants of
Pennavaire’s command, finally turned the enemy out of much of their front.
The Austrians tried to react. Recall of the formations pursuing Pennavaire’s
scattering cavalry, allowed the Austrian horse to be pressed into conflict
with Bevern. The situation was critical. The Austrians, their backs to the
wall, tried to shore up their wavering line.

The 12th Infantry of Bota—Sincère’s last organized body—was led by
Colonel Prince von Kinsky to a new line facing the western side of the
surging bluecoats. This unit had just repulsed Seydlitz’s last attack with the
cold tips of their bayonets. Andlau sent the 2nd Infantry (Erzerhog Karl)
and the grenadiers to form on either side of Bota. The Prussian attack,
composed of the 25th, 35th, 21st, 41st, 3rd, 40th, and the 7th Cuirassiers,
turned back the reformed Austrian line on the ridge to the south of
Chotzenitz. For a time, there was a heavy firefight. The bluecoats bundled



forward, and their thrust forced back Salm-Salm.31 The neighboring units of
the 4th Infantry of Deutschmeister and Baden-Baden, in the midst of all of
this, could stand no more. Their formations disintegrated into a milling
mass of men. The Bota Regiment alone stood in the way. Lt.-Gen. Zakhar
Gregorevitch Cherneyshev, later in the war to gain fame, gathered up
nearby cavalry units and pressed them into the path of the surging
Prussians. The general also ordered the artillery to switch to case-shot,
which could inflict much more damage to the enemy at short range.

The 7th Infantry (Bevern’s own unit) attacked an enemy battery that had
been shelling it for quite some time. The duke’s whole command fought
forward. But the 7th overran its support, and was hit by a timely
counterattack led by Charles de Ligne’s horse in the rear. It was virtually
annihilated, losing 1,034 men of all ranks.32

Shortly after, with the sun dipping low, Marshal Daun, fearful he might be
compelled towards the Elbe and Kolin through the swampy country,
scribbled instructions. These were for a general withdrawal southward in
the direction of Kuttenberg on Suchdol. He felt this move, by then
unnecessary, would be preferable to a forced retreat. The directions Daun
handed to an aide-de-camp, who was ordered to ride over the field and
inform the Austrian commanders.

On the right, the Austrian batteries were already being unlimbered and sent
to the rear, to the relief of old Hülsen no doubt. The marshal was starting to
retire, and the elusive victory, in spite of the many and repeated blunders of
the Prussians, appeared to be within their grasp. Only a body of Saxon
cavalry, under Major-General Georg Ludwig Graf von Nostitz, then stood
intact and ready to fight. Daun’s aide searched in vain to find that general.
He discovered Benkendorf and gave him the order. The latter promised to
deliver the order to Nostitz. Benkendorf looked at the directive (not by
accident we can surmise), and decided to take matters into his own hands.
Finding General Nostitz and handing him the order, Benkendorf apparently
convinced the general it was not yet too late to save the situation. Nostitz
promptly ordered him to form a mixed command, of both infantry and
cavalry, to charge Hülsen’s exhausted troops.



Taking the six regiments of de Ligne at the lead and then drawing up the
remnants of Wied up behind, Benkendorf went galloping down the rises at
the Prussian left from the Eichenbusch. Count de Thiennes, leading the 31st
Dragoons, was taken to task by Daun, who tartly informed him his young
troopers were just “beardless boys.”33 It turned out those same “boys”
would lead the decisive cavalry stroke, a charge in which more than 80
brave Austrian and Saxon squadrons participated.34

Hülsen could not long resist the fury of this attack; his horse was put to
flight almost at once, and, in their confused retreat, helped to disorder the
infantry units still behind them. The infantry was trying to form square, and
for a few harrowing minutes, the Prussians looked like they might fly.
Rallied by their officers, they inflicted heavy losses among the attackers.
But the net result was that Hülsen was finally forced back, losing his hard-
won gains. This precipitated the retirement of the entire Prussian army.35

Heavy pressure was exerted on Moritz’s 22nd and on the 15th Infantry by
the revitalized Austrian line. The 22nd in particular suffered very savage
losses. Austrian artillery fire riddled the men, from the batteries between
Brzezan and Chotzemitz. The enemy cavalry finally forced the valiant unit
to retreat. Twenty-six officers and 1,165 men were killed or wounded in the
battle.36 The 15th, 1st Guard Battalion, commanded by Major-General
Johann Ludwigg von Ingersleben,37 attacked in the second battle wave, and
throughout had displayed a ferocious attitude. Now, as Moritz’s command
wavered and fell back, the battalion, led in person by Colonel Bogislav
Friedrich von Tauentzein, bundled forward. Being at the rear of Bevern’s
force, the men were savaged by the mass of Austrian dragoons opposite.
Tauentzein’s daring paid off, but only for a moment.

There were no reserves, and the aforementioned counterattack surrounded
this lone unit. It was surrounded three times by the milling enemy mass.
But, when all was said and done, Tauentzein still took his unit off the field
with music playing. The cost? Left behind were 473 men and 24 officers,
and only 300 men marched with Tauentzein.38

As for the king, with the battle slipping away, he gathered a small command
(about 40 men strong), and led them against a certain enemy battery.



Drawing near upon it, though, the unsteady men gradually dispersed until at
last only Frederick and an adjutant, Major von Grant, were left. His
companion asked the very pragmatic question: “Will His Majesty capture
the battery by himself?”39 Now the disappointed monarch took one more
look at the enemy, and rode off to find Prince Moritz and Bevern. Frederick
gave the pair charge of the retreat, then rode off with his special escort, 30
hussars and a force of the “Garde-de-Corps,” back, by roundabout means,
towards the siege lines around Prague.

Bevern and Prince Moritz were instructed to fall back on Planian and the
vicinity thereabouts. From there, the retreat was to be made for Nimburg.
The designated rallying point was on the opposite bank of the Elbe. For the
first time in the king’s career, he would have to deal with the consequences
of defeat, and he was much more willing to appoint some subordinates to
do the job of withdrawing from the lost contest. Bevern unbuckled the 40th
Infantry of Kreytzen to Nimburg about 1800 hours to keep the Prussian
line-of-retreat open. This unit was attacked by the now riled up Austrian
cavalry about 1730 hours. Only after a most desperate struggle could
Kreytzen extricate his men. The 3rd Infantry withdrew on Planian to screen
the retreat. These units were the freshest of the Prussian formations. On the
field, the firing gradually ceased, and, by 2000 hours, the Battle of Kolin
was over.



Chapter Ten

Siege of Prague Lifted; Prussians Retire from Bohemia

Daun’s army was likewise exhausted, but not so much as the king’s. Still, it
is curious that Nádasti received no orders to launch a general pursuit of the
defeated enemy. Now, General Stampatch, at Hradenin, was ordered to
drive Manstein’s remnants off. He had five full regiments ready for action,
enough to really mess up the bluecoats. Yet Stampatch did not budge, for
reasons that have never been satisfactorily explained. The Gemmingen
Grenadiers, part of Manstein’s force, actually held off the really feeble
effort that Stampatch did launch finally. Pennaivaire and Schönaich’s
commands clung to positions on the battlefield. Part of Tresckow’s men
remained, and the 10th Infantry (Major-General Gottlob Ernst von
Pannewitz) was screening the field. Once again, a struggle developed while
Bevern, commander of all these scattered forces, was absent conferring
with the king.

Upon returning, Bevern found a new fight breaking forth. But this struggle
went nowhere, and there was simply no sustained pursuit. Even Seydlitz
was still lingering about, and none of the remaining Prussian forces were in
a hurry. Daun, hearing word of such reluctance and even resistance even
after so complete a victory, did not send out pursuit orders. Some of the
bluecoat units were very exposed. Ziethen’s horse stayed near Krzeczhorz
until well past 2100 hours. This body of cavalry was loath to go.

Had Bevern’s attack been made earlier, the issue of the day may have
turned out differently. However, there were other factors in the defeat. Once
more, as at Mollwitz, the vaunted Prussian horse had let its king down.
Except for the efforts of Krosigk and the then Colonel Seydlitz, it did little
of praiseworthiness on the day of Kolin.1 And, yes, this included the very
agitated men of Ziethen’s command.



The cavalry of Ziethen did, however, continue to function. Von Seelen had a
party (about 100 riders) at the Pascopal, in company with Kleists’s
grenadiers. They were set upon by Laudon at Disnova. Laudon’s intended
purpose was to seize this place, a critical Prussian post. Kleist’s infantry
was soon surrounded and hard-pressed until Major Seelen rode Colonel
Laudon’s surging formations down from behind. After a short, but spirited
altercation, Laudon withdrew his stunned men. There was obviously still
fight left in the Prussian army.

To those who would believe Kolin was a rout, it is worth noting that the
bluecoats managed to extricate themselves from the fight and then move off
with negligible interference from the enemy. As for the king, he spent the
night following the debâcle at Nimburg. He was in the depths of dejection.
Archenholtz relates he could do little more in the immediate aftermath of
Kolin than to stare at the night “describing circles with his stick [on the
ground].”2 A famous rendering by Adolf Menzel shows Frederick in the
depths of melancholic dejection following the disaster.3

The Austrians spent the night of June 18–19 under arms, preparing for a
renewal of the contest if necessary. But when morning came, the Prussians
had vanished from the area, no doubt to the relief of Marshal Daun. The
Austrian commander ordered his army to march back to the camp it had
held before the battle. Scouts informed him that the Prussian baggage train
had bogged down in difficult ground near the defile by Planian-Kaurzim,
and had only a light escort with it. Ripe for the taking, but the marshal
declined to act; this was a wasted opportunity for the victors.

The losses of the Austrians, at best approximations, are held to have been
8,150, including 1,500 prisoners. The breakdown was 46 officers and 956
men killed, and 296 officers and 5,176 men wounded.4

As for the Prussians, they lost 6,710 killed/wounded, 5,380 prisoners, plus
over 1,600 missing. A total of 13,768 from all causes. Fifty-four guns (15
24-pounders and 24 12-pounders) were lost, 22 battle flags, and much
soldier equipment. Frederick, in writing to the Earl Marschal, frankly
pointed out the obvious fatal flaw in his scheme: “My infantry were too
few.”5 But, for public benefit and posterity, he blamed both Prince Moritz



and Manstein. Moritz simply could not follow instructions on where to
attack, and Manstein had launched an attack where none was required.

The king’s explanation of the battle’s conclusion was: “the enemy, noticing
this disorder [apparently Pennavaire’s attack and] … profiting by this
momentary bewilderment, rendered the confusion general.”6 The king is,
not surprisingly, silent on his rôle in spreading this confusion. And,
whatever else he might have written, the salient fact remains Frederick
allowed the attacks of Manstein and Moritz to continue when it was
obvious the Prussian inferiority in numbers was bound to be crippling in a
head-on assault.

Vienna received the news of Kolin with much greater joy. Maria Theresa
issued an extra months’ pay for the victors,7 and instituted the Order of
Maria Theresa to honor those worthy of extra commendation. The
whitecoats were aware that Kolin had shattered the myth of Prussian
invincibility for good. Not to mention saving the shut-ins at Prague, and
probably the Austrian monarchy in the process.

From more retrospective views, Frederick indicated the defeat was the
result of launching the infantry assault over ground where they could not be
adequately covered by the Prussian cavalry. And the artillery, which played
such a key rôle at the Battle of Prague, could not be employed with similar
effect at Kolin. All of this in addition to the known inferiority of numbers,
and we can begin to see more clearly what went wrong for the bluecoats.8

Frederick, meanwhile, got back on his way to Prague. At Kleine-Michele,
June 19, the king faced Prince Henry (who had missed Kolin) in his
depressed mood. Frederick informed the prince that Moritz and others
would have to look to him for orders, because he himself was incapable of
command at the moment. But the journey into the siege-lines wrapped up
later in the day. When the Prussian monarch reached the siege posts, most
of the work of dismantling them was already in progress or completed.
After dark, the army was formed and, about 0300 hours on June 20,
Frederick was underway from the Žižkaberg; Bevern and Moritz, taking off
the survivors of Kolin, were already at Nimburg.



The main army’s line-of-march carried it to Bohemia-Bunzlau, through Alt-
Lissa, on to Nimburg to pick up the men from Kolin. From there, the king
could think of no better post than Leitmeritz. The reasons seem obvious. In
a few hours, he appears to have regained his senses. He wanted to get his
shaken men out of the enemy’s grasp as quickly as possible, by maintaining
contact between the two bodies of men. Laudon had made his best efforts to
impede Keith’s retreat, but the success had been limited.

Meanwhile, the Prussians who had gathered about Nimburg started in the
direction of Alt-Lissa. The king reached that place on June 21, with no sign
of a sustained Austrian pursuit. Two days after, he sent most of his cavalry
to support Keith. On June 24, Prince Moritz (whom Frederick had often
referred to as a colorless, boring man) and Bevern finally appeared. Their
arrival was a great relief. Scouts said the enemy were still mounting no
pursuit, and Frederick’s confidence was returning by the hour. Actually,
what was happening was procrastination in the Austrian high command.

On June 25, the king (accompanied by Prince Henry) set out for Leitmeritz,
leaving Moritz in command at Alt-Lissa. Or, rather, Frederick accompanied
Prince Henry. “He,” the he being the king, “was too well pleased with the
Prince’s work to interfere with it.”9 Marshal Keith, by then, was very nearly
into Leitmeritz, with no enemy now hindering his rearguard either. On June
27, the king reached Leitmeritz, to find Keith greatly frazzled but unhurt.

On that day, the Prussians lost another general. Colonel Laudon, after a
short break, was back in force. Laudon’s riders came upon a group of
hospital wagons at Töplitz (on the road to Leitmeritz). They fell upon the
guards, scattering the escort. Then the riled up Austrian horsemen shouted
to the wounded General Manstein, the highest ranking officer there, to
surrender. Manstein’s abrupt reply was to the effect of “Never!” He reached
for a musket, but he was shot dead by an enemy trooper.10 There would be
many more Prussian generals lost in this long war.

On June 28, the Frederick-Keith force united their forces by the bridge at
Leitmeritz, while a small force was left on a rise opposite the place.
Laudon, who was making his presence felt now, was attacked by roving
Prussian bands, new reinforcements sent to help Keith’s rearguard. The



stronger enemy force finally forced Laudon back. The king was counting on
the enemy’s main force to be slow about advancing, and he was not to be
disappointed in this respect. With an industrious, quick-witted foe, much of
the Prussian efforts to recover from Kolin would not have happened.

Daun kept to his old camp until June 22, celebrating and receiving
complimentary notes from many quarters on his army’s victory. Not until
June 26 were the Austrian advanced patrols finally united, at Podschernitz.
By June 29, Nádasti’s men, again functioning as the advanced guard,
probed as far as Benatek. Moreover, for all practical purposes, Daun’s men
and the army of Prince Charles would remain separate entities until June 30.
At this juncture, the Austrians occupied a line from Mochow, extending to
Brandeis; with headquarters at Czelakowitz, holding a front of more than
81⁄2 miles.

Prince Moritz, meanwhile, had moved to Stranov, some 11 miles southwest
of Jung-Bunzlau. From here, Moritz’s rather dour nature struck yet again.
He sent a rider to the king asking if he should retire to Zittau. He had
apparently assumed the general Prussian plan was a retreat into Saxony.
This was not the royal intention at all. The king expected to remain in
Bohemia pending further developments. This had been the reason for
sending Prince Moritz in the direction and manner he did in the first place.
Almost immediately, intelligence arrived that General Beck was in the
offing with 3,000 Croats. Moritz drew his lines up, and Beck occupied
Jung-Bunzlau on June 29. He was quick enough to nab 33 Prussians, but the
prince himself got away.

Frederick was stunned by his communication from Moritz. So dismayed he
at once relieved Prince Moritz from command and had him recalled. Prince
Wilhelm was sent to assume charge of that part of the army. This was a
decision the king would soon have cause to regret. For, while Beck was
operating in his sphere, another detachment under Lt.-Gen. Emmerich
Freiherr von Morocz was sent up the left bank of the Iser River to shadow
the Prince of Prussia’s men thereabouts. Meanwhile, operations in the
German Reich had begun.11

Bad news struck the bluecoats from all sides. The allied coalition, which
had been paralyzed by the news of the Battle of Prague, had now taken



heart at learning of the Prussian defeat at Kolin, the all the more as it had
been unexpected.12 Enemies began closing in from every direction on
Frederick and his tiny nation. In Bohemia at his front, there were now
110,000 Austrians finally united in one force and preparing to advance;
100,000 Russians were pressing into East Prussia under Marshal Stepan
Fedorovich Apraxsin; 125,000 French were pushing into Hanover and
heading for Prussia; 40,000 Imperialists were gathering in Central Germany
and would soon be moving to join the French in the West13; the Swedes,
20,000 men under Baron Ungern Sternberg, were before Prussian
Pomerania at the north. Altogether, a confusing mass of nearly 400,000 men
were moving against Frederick directly or against one of the many isolated
territories of Prussia. This was one of the largest combinations of allies
united against a single country in history. Frederick was now definitely
reaping the whirlwind of what he had wrought in 1740.

To set against these masses, Frederick could dispose of some 154,000
troops. Some 60,000 with him facing the Austrians; 10,000 in Brandenburg
to act as a reserve and to cover Berlin, as well as to watch Silesia and the
Swedes; 30,000 with Lehwaldt in East Prussia to oppose Apraxsin; finally,
a 54,000-man army (admittedly composed largely of British and
Hanoverian troops) under the command of the Duke of Cumberland facing
the French and the Imperialists. The campaign of 1757 was entering a new
phase, now that the Prussian efforts to take the war into the heart of Austria
had failed. A much tougher road for the unfortunate bluecoats.





PART III. 1757: PRUSSIA IN RETREAT AND
RECOVERY



Chapter Eleven

The War Settles Down

At Leitmeritz, Frederick lay encamped for some four weeks. The monarch
was quick to talk to his British ambassador, Sir Andrew Mitchell, about his
first defeat. In spite of the enormity of the setback, there were no excuses.1
And still more developments. Though the king did not know it, he had
suffered a domestic loss within his own house that would affect him far
more severely than the defeat at Kolin. On June 28, as the Prussians were
winding into Leitmeritz, Queen Sophie, the king’s ailing mother, died in
Monhijou (near Berlin). Frederick learned of her demise on July 2, which
precipitated a renewed crisis as the reeling monarch withdrew into himself.2

The loss at Kolin has allowed history to say Prince Henry was largely
responsible for extricating the army from Prague and conducting the retreat,
as the king temporarily lost control of his senses.3 Certainly the loss of both
men’s mother in the person of Queen Sophie paralyzed Frederick for a brief
time. And his military reputation had been tarnished, with deep
implications, both personally and professionally, as a leader of Prussia.
Kolin proved to be “a turning point in Frederick’s life. His aura of
invincibility suddenly vanished.”4 But, in adversity, the Prussian king
would prove to be as resilient as he had been in any other aspect of life. In a
military, as well as a personal, sense.

Meanwhile, the French were making their presence felt in the West. They
were commanded by Marshal Charles de Rohan Soubise, who had been
invading Prussia’s western Cleve possessions. Soubise charged into
Hanover at the end of March, and made a camp between Münster and
Lippstadt, while sending detachments of troops to guard his line of supply.
The marshal could dispose of 70,000 men in his main camp, and there were



more troops being assembled to link up with the Imperialists in Germany.
April 27, Soubise was succeeded in command of this body by Marshal
Louis d’ Estrèes. The unexpected news of Kolin had reinvigorated the
French. July 2, d’Estrèes sent a force to take Emden, in the process severing
Cumberland’s line of retreat.

The French left an exposed command at Lippstadt under Claude Louis
Count de St. Germain. Cumberland, concentrated at Bielefeld, enjoyed a
superiority in numbers over St. Germain, but failed to crush him before
more French arrived in the area. The Duke of Cumberland seemed in a self-
induced fog that, so long as he made no hostile move, the enemy would
reciprocate. At the end of May, d’Estrèes slowly moved forward, with the
intention of driving Cumberland’s army across the Weser. The latter quickly
demonstrated his level of command “proficiency.” With the French trying to
outflank him at Bielefeld, Cumberland ordered his army to retreat. In the
ensuing needless confusion, and lacking real leadership, the troops fired
upon each other, inflicting as much damage as the French did. This almost
comic state of affairs continued until Cumberland’s men fell back on
Hameln, where they began entrenching.

Fortunately, with this caliber of a “leader,” there was serious dissension in
the ranks of the French. Soubise did not like d’Estrèes at all, and wanted to
upstage him in the advance into the heart of Germany. Madame de
Pompadour, King Louis VX’s mistress and considered the chief instigator
of the French in this war, clearly favored Soubise over d’Estrèes. Duke de
Richelieu, who coveted the latter’s command, encouraged this situation.

But there was more distressing news from East Prussia for Frederick. The
great enemy to the East, the Russians, was largely an unknown, unproven
entity. For example, the history and the structure of their military were
shrouded in mystery to Western eyes from the time of Peter the Great.5 At
the end of June, this Russian enemy, in two armies, crossed the border.6
One army, of 37,000 men, under General Villim Villimovich Fermor, swept
across near Memel, and, with the aid of a naval flotilla under Admiral
Lewis, laid siege to it. The Russian fleet pounded Memel from the sea,
while Fermor’s forces worked against the place from the landward side.7
Lehwaldt had his hands full with the second Russian army, this one more



than 70,000 strong under Apraxsin,8 near Tilsit. He could thus provide no
assistance to Memel, which had fewer than a thousand men for garrison.

This Russian advance left Lehwaldt’s heavily outnumbered army as the
only field force on the Eastern Front and with the enemy, Memel being in
clear danger, at both front and rear. Lehwaldt was not used to an
independent command either. This would quickly show up.9 Moreover, if
Memel fell, the Russian fleet would have a ready port through which they
could supply the army, to “consequently prosecute the operations of the
campaign.”10 A really severe turn of events for the struggling Prussians in
their old homeland. Not to mention the forfeited prestige of possibly losing
part of that homeland.11

In the north the Swedes were also on the move.12 They landed their army
near Stralsund while their navy blockaded Stettin.13 This Northern Front
gave the Prussians no real worry for now, Sweden really more or less
providing a show to justify a substantial subsidy from France to maintain
pressure upon Prussia, from that side. Not to mention a continuing fear of
their eastern Russian neighbors.14 As for the Reich and the motley
Imperialist army, they were preparing to move, but this army was largely a
façade and required only slight attention from the Prussians.15 The French
were more dangerous. That is, both in mere appearance and in cold, hard
reality.

During the night of July 9–10, d’Estrèes and his French army rose from
Bielefeld and moved forward. Before him Cumberland and his “Army of
Observation” (as his army was derisively called because of its preference to
observe rather than fight) pulled back the patrols, towards the Weser River
and the camp at Hameln.16

Frederick tried to eliminate the danger of the French advance by resort to
one of man’s oldest weaknesses, avarice. Through his sister Wilhelmine, the
Margravine of Bayreuth, the king corresponded with a high-ranking
Frenchman named Mirabeau. Frederick offered five million thaler for peace
between France and Prussia, but the Pompadour’s influence was too great
and the offer was summarily declined. It was another instance where
Frederick’s talents, while so readily apparent on the military scene, were



sorely lacking on the political front. Explaining why the king preferred the
more certain—and more immediate—behavior of a battlefield compared to
the often drawn-out intrigues of politics.

The French believed Prussia on the verge of collapse (wishful thinking?),
and the Pompadour still ached for revenge against the sharp-tongued
Prussian king, who had insulted her on a number of occasions. To satisfy
that revenge, France seemed prepared to sacrifice her entire Asian and
North American possessions to the English—in the end that is just what she
did.

Back in Bohemia, Prince Wilhelm was finding his job of withdrawal no
easy task. He was not of the same caliber of leader as his brothers, and there
was disunity among his subordinates. The capable Winterfeldt, loathed by
Wilhelm and Schmettau and most of the staff, had accompanied the prince
to his new command. The formations shaken at Kolin were with this body,
so the Austrians selected Wilhelm’s men as their special target. With some
18,000 men, the undertaking was very difficult. The locals were also
turning against Wilhelm’s men, by preventing timely delivery of supplies to
the Prussians.17

Prince Charles and Daun had every intention of trying to follow their
success, but there were problems that needed ironed out beforehand. The
citizens of Prague had many bones of contention with Charles. One of the
biggest was the decision to drive some 12,000 of the city’s inhabitants
beyond the walls, under rather cruel circumstances, during the siege, but the
bluecoats would not permit it.18 Out beyond Prague itself, the Prussians had
eaten out the country by the time the Austrians arrived, so the latter were
forced to carry their provisions with them. This was accomplished by
equine transportation. Frederick had cooly and deliberately stripped the
countryside of as many horses as possible, making equipping remounts for
the Austrians difficult. Also, Marshal Browne, in the midst of all the
confusion, finally succumbed early on the morning of June 26 from
tuberculosis and his battle wound.19

Daun brought his army out to Schwarze Koselitz, on June 22. Scouts were
sent to check on the enemy’s movements. June 23, Marshal Daun heard



from reliable sources that the bluecoats were in Nimburg, trying to reform
from their near disaster. June 24, Daun reacted by moving on Skwoyretz;
the following morning, the marshal himself journeyed to Prague to discuss
future campaign operations. Charles was still trying to recover from the
debilitating siege. On June 26, the main Austrian army was at Podschernitz,
although Prince Charles did not issue in full strength from Prague until the
end of June. June 29, Daun met the sallying Charles at Czelakowitz.
Charles immediately assumed command of the combined army.20

July 1, General Morocz was pressed off the left side of the Elbe on
Bakupen, while Nádasti made straight for the bluecoat lines over near
Leitmeritz. With the dispatch of other forces, the Austrians were trying to
keep track of the retrograde movements of their foe. Nádasti pushed on
Benatek, to await the eruption of the main army thereabouts. His vanguard
(a body of Croats at Beck’s command) was at Korka, hard by Jung-
Bunzlau.

Following Keith or going against the king himself near Leitmeritz did not
seem tempting targets, so operations against the detachment of Wilhelm
were by default. Neither Charles nor Daun ever seemed to come to an
understanding about some plan or another to follow. The two apparently
never enjoyed working together, since their entire working effort, up to and
including the Battle of Leuthen, was fraught with difficulty.

That was just fine from the Prussian point of view, but none of this sat well
with Chancellor Kaunitz, who, in a June 24 conference at Vienna, made
clear that the defeated, shaky Prussians needed to be followed up without
delay. This to derive whatever advantage Kolin could bring to the troubled
state of Austrian arms. Every day that was wasted without trying to follow
up their advantage was one that could not be later retrieved. It was to make
little difference as this matter of urgency, which should have been pursued
aggressively, was left largely by the wayside. Prince Charles and Daun were
both too slow and methodical for such a decisive course of action as the
circumstances demanded. Later criticism was levied against Daun, the
victor of Kolin, in particular. In fact, “the same might have been said of
Daun which was said to Hannibal [of Carthage], ‘Thou knowest how to
conquer, but how to use thy victory that thou knowest not.’”21



As for Wilhelm, his orders were to retire as quickly as he was pressed by
the enemy, but also he had to keep the passes into Saxony secure and hold
Zittau; here his magazines, his lifeline, were located. Wilhelm stayed put
around Jung-Bunzlau, which he had retaken on June 30. On July 3, a
council-of-war was called, attended by the prince, Winterfeldt, Schmettau,
General Karl Christoph von der Goltz22 and General Retzow. It was decided
that Jung-Bunzlau could not be held against the main Austrian army, which
was advancing now. The army was to withdraw to the West some 30 miles
to Neuschlöss.23

Three days prior, the advanced Austrian troops were charged off to cross
the Elbe under General Anton Graf von Colloredo and press for Niemes.
Retreat was imperative for the hesitating Prince Wilhelm. During the night
of July 3–4, the Prussians rose and made their way westward, reaching
Neuschlöss before dawn. Meanwhile, word filtered back (on July 3) to the
Austrian headquarters, courtesy of Nádasti, that the enemy were evacuating
Jung-Bunzlau for Weisswasser. July 4, the Austrians reached Benatek, with
their left deploying almost to the Iser and the right wing wrapped by Struka.
All the while, Colonel Laudon continued his energetic ways. He boasted a
total of approximately 2,000 Croats and 600 hussars under his command;
which force he freely unleashed upon the bluecoats. June 25, Laudon
systematically struck at a Prussian detachment of some 2,390 men near
Schirschitz. The bluecoats were driven off in confusion, leaving behind 261
captives.24 Laudon lost 13 officers and men.

In addition, with Imperial authorization, Laudon had commissioned a large
group of civilians along the probable Prussian line of retreat to cut down
trees, form obstacles of dirt and rock, and do everything they could to make
the lives of the enemy miserable as they retreated. June 28, the resolute
Laudon struck again, scattering an escort for a Prussian supply train on the
way from Lobositz, capturing the entire convoy and nabbing 157 prisoners
in the process.25 The fiery commander even managed to accomplish some
naval exploits of a sort. This by sinking four large Prussian barges, loaded
with camp equipage, near Aussig. The king was beside himself with anger
at these latest developments. Laudon was beginning to emerge as one
formidable enemy, a real thorn in the side.26



Prince Wilhelm’s new post at Neuschlöss was a good one, closer to the
king’s main body as well. His men lingered there for just three days, as the
Austrian patrols were closing in steadily. July 7, the again alarmed prince
pulled up and retired to Böhm-Leipa—some 30 miles southwest of Zittau.
From Gabel, this unfortunate detachment drew supplies, although Wilhelm
failed to provide Gabel or even Zittau with an adequate garrison to keep the
enemy at bay. The bluecoat force round about Gabel hastily made a
makeshift line of redoubts and did all they could to help strengthen the
stone wall which enclosed the town. Winterfeldt tried his best to point out
the “oversight” of exposing the essential towns to capture, to no avail, and
to complete the blunder, the main roads were left with insufficient pickets.27

The case can be argued that the king’s instructions, both in spirit and in
substance, were not far removed from the events. Frederick apparently gave
his seal of approval on the march to Neuschlöss, and Winterfeldt himself, of
all people, was behind the withdrawal on Böhm-Leipa.28 Prince Wilhelm
“looked in vain” for concrete orders from his royal brother.29 Frederick’s
best case scenario would have to involve him retaining a key position at
Leitmeritz, from where he could react quickly to an Austrian invasion into
Saxony by swiftly moving on Aussig to fend off such an effort while Prince
Wilhelm marched as swiftly as possible to join him. On the other hand, if
the main enemy effort was to be against Lusatia, Wilhelm should be able to
employ a mountain position to slow down the enemy while Frederick
marched to join him. Such cozy reasoning would soon be upset, because so
much was riding on the rôle Wilhelm and his men played in all of this.

Even worse, Prince Wilhelm was poorly served by his “eyes,” his scouts.
The Austrians were said to be covering the main road to Zittau with some
“artillery.” One source says an informant, primed for that purpose by the
enemy, had passed along word the road from Leipa to Rumberg was packed
with troops and ordnance; some 40 Austrian guns.30 Much precious time
was lost until this ordnance was discovered to be nothing more than cattle
(apparently neutral cattle at that) blocking the road.31 With the Prussian
situation following the Kolin debâcle, for the reconnaissance patrols to have
performed as poorly as they did here seems inconceivable.



As it was, the prince eyed with increasing nervousness the raids of enemy
irregulars, though he did maintain communication with the king throughout.
The latter showered Wilhelm only with denunciations and acid remarks.
These could not have encouraged a man who already seemed over his head
to start with. July 4, the Austrians took up temporary quarters at Kosmanos.
Daun reached Jung-Bunzlau on July 6, and the next day Münchengrätz. The
vanguard was led by that most energetic task master, Count Major-General
Esterhazy. Münchengrätz was astride the Iser River in front, and the
Austrians encamped between a thick wood on the left and a rather large
pond on their right.

For a brief period, Wilhelm appeared to have secured at least a lull. Now,
with a large body of Austrians, some 70,000 strong, encamped within five
miles or so, the prince was suddenly in bad straits again. The enemy were
also being very methodical. July 8, the main Austrian force moved with
purpose on Swigan—some 11 miles northeast of Münchengrätz. About the
same time, word filtered into the Austrian headquarters in Vienna that
Prince Charles and Daun were taking way too much time about advancing
against the enemy. Maria Theresa was becoming anxious how Austria’s
allies might perceive this situation. Most especially as conditions had never
been so favorable for them.32

Intelligence placed the king at Schandau, pulling back from Leitmeritz.
Prince Wilhelm, by retiring on Böhm-Leipa, had left Silesia vulnerable to
Austrian encroachment. In retrospect, the conduct of Moritz (and later
Prince Wilhelm) did expose the Prussians to defeat in detail.

With little effort, the whitecoats could actually threaten both Saxony and
Silesia. The Austrians had been piqued over the escape of Prince Wilhelm,
not to mention the needless squandering of valuable campaigning time.
Prince Charles sure heard “it” from Emperor Francis.33 Nonetheless, the
Austrian efforts were not entirely without effect.

The king had been forced to either divide his forces to shield both or else
choose one or the other. There were also two substantial Austrian forces
holding different posts which could figure in all of this. Major-General
Freiherr von Baboczay was at Neuschlöss with 3,000 hussars and Croats;



while General Morocz was holding Niemes to the north-northeast by that
point. Beside the main Austrian force ensconced about Swigan. The
Prussians were once again saved by their lethargic opponents. On July 11,
the Austrians unaccountably withdrew on Münchengrätz. This retrograde
movement actually helped the Prussian cause, as it allowed the hard-pressed
king a very welcome breathing space.

On the other hand, a Croat detachment of 2,500 men under Colonel Franz
Freiherr Jahnus von Eberstadt moved quickly from Königgrätz on
Landshut, a gateway position into Silesia. His men pressed a Prussian
detachment almost into Schweidnitz (July 11), about which, more later. Two
days after, finally awakening to the possibility of inflicting major damage
upon the enemy’s cause, Daun and Prince Charles suddenly sprang to life
with their plans. They marched from Münchengrätz forward towards the
Prussian lines, arriving at Hühnerswasser, while the Duke of Arenberg’s
advanced guard moved on Molschen. Arenberg eyed joining MacGuire.
The latter had another detachment out by Wartenburg. Responding to
prompt instructions, the latter force moved on Gabel, complete with some
28 guns. An additional body of about 1,500 men was detached to veer in
upon Gabel from Brims, under the command of Major-General Christian
Friedrich Freiherr von Wülfen. Next morning, the main Austrian army
finally hitched into Niemes, none the worse for wear.

Part of the drama was taken up by a Prussian force enmeshed at the old
castle of Reichstädt—some 11 miles due east from Böhm-Leipa. The
original force at the castle (under Major Karl Aemilius von Lubath
[consisting of about 200 grenadiers and two cannon], strengthened shortly
by the Grenadier Battalion 29/31)34 was accosted by the “dynamic” duo of
Beck and Morocz, with a number of grenadier companies and a generous
allotment of artillery. But the whitecoats did not press their advantage, and
this allowed precious time for the Prussians to pump more reinforcements
into the place.

This, plus the caution with which the Austrians pushed home their attack,
enabled the garrison to keep the castle, although the local village fell to the
intruders. Only on July 17, and under no new pressure, did the bluecoats
leave, veering towards the rear. July 15, meanwhile, the main Austrian army



reassembled at a new camp much on the basis of the earlier one; a tussle
with Frederick being looked on as a distinct possibility. It was clear the
Austrians, in spite of Kolin, were still wary of the king. The prey was
wounded and desperate, but he could still show a fight.

Nor was the Prussian cause any easier to deal with. For Prince Wilhelm, he
still confronted a serious situation in and of itself. Nádasti was closing in on
his rear posts and his line-of-communication with the king. MacQuire
(during July 13–14) snagged a convoy of 110 wagons (all of them filled
with oats), under the escort of two full Prussian battalions. It was attacked
and driven into Gabel, about 1300 hours on July 14. At the walled town, the
command of Major Wilhelm Sebastian von Belling stood, consisting of
several hundred men, including the Grenadier Battalions 9/10 and 8/46,
plus three battalions of fusiliers, about 80 cavalry, and seven guns.

Five hundred wagons returning towards Zittau, while under the protection
of Puttkammer’s hussars, about 3,000 strong, were struck by the Austrians
of Wülfen out by Brims. Meanwhile, the Duke of Arenberg had arrived to
help MacGuire at Gabel, bringing with him 12 heavy guns.35 MacGuire &
Company wasted no time in setting up their ordnance, which commenced a
vigorous pounding against the Zittau Gate area. About 1800 hours, the work
began. One of MacGuire’s junior officers, Major Ernst Normann, backed up
by a force of foot soldiers and engineers, chopped through the outer gate,
while the Austrian guns battered away at the inner. One of the officers who
broke into Gabel was seized and cut down trying to allow his companions
in.36 Ultimately, Normann did have to withdraw from his forward post, but
the whitecoats did cut off the water supply for Gabel’s defenders in the
meantime.

For his part, although heavily outnumbered, Puttkammer decided to stay
put, relying upon Prince Wilhelm to rescue him at Gabel. He sent a rider to
the prince for reinforcements.37 The sounds of the fight were clearly audible
to Wilhelm’s lines, making the message superfluous. The Prussian prince
vacillated over what to do. While he awaited help that would never arrive,
Puttkammer valiantly ordered his men to fight off the enemy as long as
possible, although Nádasti with 20,000 men was close-by. The whole affair



started at 1800 hours on July 14, the Prussians forming the wagons into a
circle to better protect them.

Wilhelm here showed a distinct lack of judgment and convened another
council-of-war. This although the valiant detachment and the precious
wagons required rescue. There were three courses considered: (1) the most
likely to be effective, march straightway to relieve Puttkammer and save the
convoy, and the road to Gabel and Zittau; (2) that of marching on
Leitmeritz and thus abandoning the convoy and its valiant defenders to their
fate; (3) that of marching on Zittau by the roundabout way of Kamnitz,
through Rumburg, into country of steep, winding roads difficult to traverse
and defend against attack, thereby saving the main magazine and the
majority of the men, but, again, leaving Puttkammer and the wagons to their
fate.

Failing the advice of Winterfeldt, who was not present at the council,38 the
three alternatives were in no way explored. The first course (which the king
himself undoubtedly would have taken without delay) did have the
drawback of bad roads most of the way to Gabel, but would have assured
numerical parity with Nádasti and been the easiest course to adopt. Wilhelm
favored this course, but was talked out of it by the generals present. Success
would have meant the salvation of the desperate situation at Gabel and at
least temporarily undoing what blunders had already been committed. Not
the least of these was exposing the army to defeat in detail.

The second method guaranteed only reprimand from Frederick because of
the complete failure of the prince’s mission and the loss of Zittau besides.
The king was beside himself when he learned what did transpire. The third
course was adopted. This last was without question the worst of the three;
rendering a march of over 70 miles necessary to wind up at Zittau, some 30
miles or so in the direction of Gabel, not only abandoning Puttkammer’s
men, but also leaving the direct road to Zittau open to the enemy army. This
gave the latter ample opportunity to occupy the great magazine first.

When the council dissolved at 0300 hours on July 15, the deed was done.
Arenberg and MacGuire, spurred on by the prospects of a sure success,
redoubled their shelling of Gabel, which effort blew holes in the town’s
walls and drove some of the garrison to “make a break for it” through those



openings. Puttkammer surrendered about 1500 hours. Total losses were
approximately 1,887 men, 67 officers, and eight guns. The Austrian loss
amounted to some 300 killed and wounded, a high cost.39 An entire day
was spent by Prince Wilhelm preparing for the march, working under the
knowledge that Gabel was lost.40 The Austrians next moved on Zittau,
where a garrison of 2,500 men were located under Colonel Christian
Friedrich von Dierecke.41

Meanwhile, Schmettau—in charge of the Prussian van—pushed off at 0100
hours on July 16, followed in short order by the remainder of Wilhelm’s
men. There were no supplies, food or water, other than the little the men
were carrying, and the four-wheeled transport had been lost with
Puttkammer. It was not until July 22 that the exhausted Prussians reached
camp near Zittau,42 to find the enemy already posted on the opposite bank
of the Neisse River. Here the latter held the Eckartsberga and Klein-
Schönau, keys to the area. The Austrian left swung round the village of
Postrelna, beside a commanding height, while the right lurched over near
Lamberg Castle; a fairly strong position.

Wilhelm, knowing he could not successfully reach Zittau at that point
without offering battle with his exhausted troops, sat down on the heights at
Oderwitz to await developments. The prince continued to vacillate, just at a
time when decisive action was required. The enemy were certainly aware of
his arrival.

Wilhelm was in no shape to force the matter. Zittau was no Gabel; being a
major center of commerce and life in the entre region. According to the
military customs of the time, it should have been besieged. But Austrian
understanding of this element of warfare was rudimentary (at best) at this
stage of the war, far behind the French (the acknowledged masters of a
siege) and probably even the Prussian king’s comprehension. So there
would be no siege. What remained? About 1200 hours Austrian batteries
(total of 44 guns) on the Eckartsberga began shelling Zittau with
incendiaries as Dierecke had refused the proffered surrender terms. “The
cannonading began at eleven o’clock at noon [sic], and continued no longer
than till five in the evening.”43 Dierecke’s reply was in rather curt fashion.



His answer was a defiant “The mountain shall crumble before we will
yield!”

The Austrian artillery let up long enough for an attack by the 57th Infantry
of Andlau, which made surprising headway against the Prussian defenses,
although the town of Zittau caught fire. Some of the unfortunate citizens
partook to the cellars, and it was said more than 200 suffocated to death or
died from the flames.44 Some 600 houses, two churches, almost all of the
public buildings, eight schools, and most of the town records were lost.45

But the fortress remained largely intact. Early the following morning,
Wilhelm sent a detachment to lay hold of some provisions from the fortress
for his starving army. A roaming Austrian detachment seized Görlitz on
July 21, together with a dozen wagons loaded with foodstuffs for Wilhelm’s
men. But the latter were unable to reach Zittau fortress because of the
searing heat from the flames of the burning town, and thus could receive no
supplies.

During the night of July 23, General Schmettau and a 500-cavalryman
detachment broke out of Zittau fortress, carrying supplies for Wilhelm’s
now desperate men. The Austrians tried to fend off the effort, but roughly
half of the garrison managed to make their way to safety. Inevitably,
Dierecke soon sent Prince Wilhelm word he could not hold the fortress
largely for the same reason. What was the final extent of the damage to the
town? Archenholtz states that only “sixty houses remained standing.”46

About 1600 hours on July 23, part of the “Prussian” garrison manning one
of the double walls went over to the enemy. The offenders were actually
Saxons and some “riff-raff,” but Diercke fought on. Within a few hours,
about 1830 hours, his men were filing out of the place, the defense done.
Unfortunately for the colonel, a wall fell between Diercke and a few
attendants and the rest of the men. The colonel was taken prisoner by the
pursuing Austrians; his command, which had been reduced to some 230
men, disintegrated. Alas, the actions of gallant Prussian officers of the vein
of a Puttkammer or of a Diercke could do little to salvage the overall
desperate situation for the bluecoats.



Thus the Austrians made a capture of a major magazine which could have
“sustained 40,000 men for three weeks.”47 General Nádasti occupied Linay,
while General Draskovitch stormed the Schreckenstein Castle (some eight
miles south of Aussig), capturing the surprised 200-man Prussian garrison.
The Austrians were also able to extract a great deal from the “ruined”
Zittau, including large quantities of both powder and flour. They hauled out
thousands of barrels of flour which the bluecoats had so meticulously
gathered thereabouts.

After learning of these events from his scouts, Wilhelm resolved to march
for Bautzen. On July 24, he rose with his tattered remnants—his own
column plus a few from Zittau fortress—moving through Löbau. What a
retreat for the prince and his tortured army! Finally, July 25, the battered
men reached Bautzen, totally discouraged and beaten at every turn by a
wily, clever foe. Lt.-Col. August Prince von Hohenzollern-Hechingen, with
some 500 horse, energetically hounded the Prussians as much as possible
during this ordeal.

The badly managed retreat had left the doors to both Silesia and Saxony
wide open. What was worse, Colonel Jahnus had irrupted from Landshut
into Silesia with some 4,000 light troops, while Beck moved on
Weissenberg. Prince Charles, in trying to restore order in Zittau after the
terrible recent events, ordered the arrest of six unsavory characters who had
been engaged in nefarious acts against the unfortunate citizenry. July 23,
these gentlemen were summarily hanged outside the gates.48 The deed was
touted as a warning to all such would-be malefactors.

One day after Wilhelm reached Bautzen, a battle had taken place on the
Western Front between d’Estrèes and Cumberland. While pulling back his
advanced posts, Cumberland had been falling back trying to find a position
to stand. He was still clinging to Hameln. There his center was protected
from view by the little village of Hastenbeck in front, his right behind a
swamp with the Weser before it; the left held behind a heavily-wooded rise.
Cumberland had kept a small detachment far afield to keep him informed
about the French intentions.49



Cumberland made no attempt to interfere with the surging French, who
encamped close by on July 25.50 D’Estrèes had a superiority in numbers:
60,000 (50,000 infantry, 10,000 cavalry) with 68 guns against a composite
British-Hanoverian-Prussian force of 35,000 (30,000 infantry, 5,000
cavalry) with 28 guns. Early on July 25, French scouting parties were
unable to make out the enemy positions because of fog, but d’Estrèes
decided to launch his attack anyway, in the belief Cumberland was
retiring.51 This assault was directed against the one sector of the allied front
that could be barely made out under these conditions: the left flank.52 After
a prolonged bombardment, General François de Chevert swept forward
about 0700 hours to storm the position. Chevert was ultimately successful,
but the preliminaries to a general action took the greater part of the
morning. So d’Estrèes chose to delay the main blow until the following
morning. The main allied cavalry, some 29 squadrons, were held behind
Cumberland’s right flank. But the commander placed more faith in his
artillery.

Chevert’s units started forward in the predawn, on July 26, but his march up
became disordered in the dark. He attacked nonetheless, and the French
artillery was able to gain local superiority as their infantry pushed forward.
Chevert struck and overran the allied posts on the Obensburg, a key part of
Cumberland’s lines.

The loss of this post was crucial, for the French were enabled to open an
enfilade fire from the Oldenburg on the rest of Cumberland’s lines.
Cumberland’s pressed forces on that side still put up a spunky resistance.
Once the French did squeeze the enemy from the Oldenburg, they had to
withstand repeated enemy efforts to regain that rise. Other French forces
seized Hastenbeck and the remaining key points along Cumberland’s
front.53

Resistance was determined, and the advantage was shifting from one side to
the other when an exploding wagon at the allied center threw the defenders
into confusion. The French, pressing home this advantage, now
overwhelmed that flank, forcing it to fall back in heavy fighting.
Simultaneously, their assault against the allied center was making progress.
At this point, an ironic twist of circumstances took place. Behind the hill



where the allied left was positioned, there was a deep, narrow hollow
through which the French may have been able to turn the enemy lines had
they known of its existence. Before the battle, Cumberland, believing this
post needed to be held—rightly so—had placed Colonel Briedenbach with a
small detachment (three battalions there) for that purpose.

As soon as the new French attack commenced, Briedenbach assumed his
services were required. His men came barreling out to hit Chevert in the
flank, blunting his attack while an additional body of troops under the
command of Prince Ferdinand, retook the battery. The battle had been won!
But when Cumberland heard the sounds of Briedenbach’s attack, he
assumed the enemy had outflanked him, and ordered an immediate retreat.
At the same time, d’Estrèes had ordered a withdrawal, believing the battle
beyond hope of recovery.

The allies left the field to the French and retired from an action they had
really won. D’Estrèes’ cavalry, unsettled by the orders to withdraw and then
resume their advance, failed to pursue the allies. The losses of the two
armies were not insignificant, either. Cumberland had 1,404 casualties (311
killed, 886 wounded, and 207 missing in action). The French had 1,054
killed, and another 1,277 wounded.54

This “defeat” marked the effective end of the “Army of Observation,” for,
in the haste to withdraw, Cumberland’s instructions to fall back into
Hanover were botched and the men ultimately found themselves at Stade
(on the Baltic). This move exposed western Prussia and Hanover to the
French. There was more reason for French confidence. The allies, rather
prematurely as it turned out, felt Kolin had dealt the Prussian king a blow
from which his country might not recover.55

To the east, Frederick, having received word of the disaster at Zittau and of
Wilhelm’s withdrawal on Bautzen without orders, determined to see for
himself what had befallen the Prussians there. The king marched from
Leitmeritz on July 21, moving through Pirna and making at best pace for
Bunzlau. He left a detachment of 10,000 men under Prince Moritz to keep
the gate into Saxony near Pirna secure, while Keith was given charge of



getting magazines built up. The latter had by then withdrawn his forces
from Bohemia.

Frederick took some 38,000 men with him.56 His army took post with an
advanced guard at Hochkirch. The following year, this little village would
be the scene of a deadly grapple. At the moment, it had a different
significance. In front of Löbau, Major-General Charles Marquis DeVille de
Cannon’s force, 1,000 men, were busily engaged in close observation of the
Prussian movements, in particular of this same force at Hochkirch. The foe
remained in ignorance of DeVille’s presence until a deserter appeared,
causing Prince Wilhelm to prepare to attack and bag the intruders. DeVille
had crept too close for his own good. A force of 3,000 infantry and 2,500
horse was deployed and sent through the thick woods near Hochkirch, but
DeVille, discovering the impending Prussian assault, fled before the clash
could come.

Meanwhile, Nádasti’s sojourn continued. He moved out from the Tetschen
Castle (which the enemy, commanded by Lt.-Col. Jago, had finally
abandoned on July 25)57 and Schandau, on to Kreibitz. July 29, he marched
to Rumburg. Wilhelm, suspecting something, from his post about
Hochkirch, pushed out a patrol including 2,000 cavalry, on to the high road
leading to Görlitz; so as to warn him of the enemy’s presence. On that same
day, Frederick reached Jung-Bunzlau about 0500 hours.

July 25, Beck moved on Görlitz. It does appear the Austrians lost a perfect
opportunity to sweep up the road from Löbau and wreck havoc on any
designs the king had in mind for putting up a defense. July 31, with the
king’s men in the offing, Beck pulled his forward posts back on Bernstadt.
Although the Austrians might have had better circumstance if they had only
moved forward, even Horace St. Paul admits their reluctance to face the
Prussian king in battle.58

When the king reached Jung-Bunzlau, he had unpleasant business. What
follows is a distressing tale of Frederick’s hardheartedness towards his most
unfortunate brother and Wilhelm’s pathetic attempts to excuse away his
own failures.59 It also helps explain the often pronounced reluctance by



major Prussian officers about any independent planning in the vicinity of
the contemporary Prussian monarch.

Very early on the morning of July 29, Wilhelm and his generals sat awaiting
the arrival of the king, as per orders from the latter. All of the Prince’s
subordinates, save Goltz and Winterfeldt, were with him and Wilhelm was
expecting their arrival momentarily. Just past 0400 hours, neither Frederick
nor his own subordinates having appeared by this stage, Wilhelm and his
men mounted their horses and rode off down the Bautzen road.60

Shortly they espied the king and his party approaching in the distance. At
about 300 paces (850 feet), the latter discerned the prince and his generals
and halted, followed in turn by Wilhelm and his commanders. Wilhelm
saluted the king, and a like gesture followed from Frederick’s party, except
for his royal brother himself. The latter turned his horse, dismounted,
followed by everyone else. The king then sat down on the ground, as if
awaiting his advanced guard. He ordered the belated Goltz and Winterfeldt,
who had arrived with him, to sit by him, along with Prince Henry and the
Duke Ferdinand of Brunswick.

After a brief interlude, Goltz arose and walked to where Wilhelm and his
attendants were and spoke to them thus: “His Majesty commands me to
inform your Royal Highness that he has cause to be dissatisfied with you;
that you deserve to have a court-martial held over your heads, which would
sentence you and all of your generals to death; but that His Majesty will not
carry the matter that far, being unable to forget that in the chief General he
also has a brother.” Wilhelm made a stiff-toned answer, saying his generals
were not to blame for the reverses, that an investigation ought to be
launched and if he himself were found to be at fault, then a court-martial
should be held.

The king made no reply, but got up, mounted his steed, and in company
with the units of his vanguard—which had arrived by then—rode off
towards Bautzen, with no additional word for the prince. The following day,
Wilhelm sent his brother a letter, as the latter would not come within
speaking distance of him, although both men were staying in Bautzen. In
this letter, Wilhelm attempted to explain his lackluster performance during
the recent retreat. Frederick replied, later in the same day, although he held



Wilhelm responsible for the disaster, he was still emotionally attached to his
brother and always would be.61 However, he added, and this soon made the
rounds of genteel society in Berlin (and elsewhere), Prince Wilhelm “was
only fit to manage a harem!”62

Wilhelm, upon the receipt of the king’s letter, sent Lt.-Col. Scipio Lentulus
to Frederick to ask for permission to return to Dresden. Frederick’s reply
was to the effect: “The Prince may go wherever he wishes; depends on
himself—an escort for Dresden is going this night.” Wilhelm, the situation
now made clear, left with that escort, reaching the Saxon capital the
following day. From there he left for his home in Oranienburg. The king,
his sibling, had not been charitable: “his ears were used only to flattery and
he lacked judgement.”63 Never again would Wilhelm command Prussian
troops and, when he died, on June 12, 1758, of a brain tumor, he was a
thoroughly broken man. The king’s actions on this particular occasion
would never be forgiven by many, particularly by Prince Henry.

But Wilhelm was not the only victim. Schmettau was signaled out by
Frederick for his handling of the rearguard during the retreat. The king
summarily ordered him out of his presence.64 Meanwhile, the newly arrived
men were posted on the heights of Weissenberg (night of July 29–30) and
promptly drove back probing pickets from Prince Charles’ army.

The latter commander, who had done very little since the bombardment of
Zittau,65 was content to keep his lines. The Austrian Chancellor Wenzel
Kaunitz was shocked at Charles’ behavior, and requested his recall.
Emperor Francis Stephen, husband of Maria Theresa and brother of
Charles, categorically refused this measure.

There were valid complaints, however. The Austrian army as a whole was
perturbed. The men were unable to comprehend why they stayed in camp
after their recent successes, their confidence in the army’s leaders had
waned and sickness was widespread. They chafed for action with the
Prussians, whom they felt they knew the full measure of, but their superiors
would not lead them forth. Soon desertions began in droves, and,
meanwhile, the Austrian army by its inaction was nullifying the victory at



Kolin and giving Frederick the breathing space he needed. The king himself
was not shying from a fight, often pointing out his preference for battle.

August 5, Nádasti pushed a detachment out into Stolpen, led by Lt.-Gen.
Count Anton Kalnoky. The Prussians were compelled to detour their supply
convoys around through Radeberg. On the other hand, the arrival of fresh
reinforcements from the king woke the bluecoats to life. The exposed
position of the Austrians close to Weissenberg was just too tempting a
target to ignore. A Prussian decoy detail, which made itself obvious to the
Austrians, amused them while another force overran the sentries and
prevented the warning from being sounded (August 6). A detachment of
about 200 men then “attacked” the main Austrian front, but this effort was
unsuccessful. A strong force of 500 Austrian hussars broke up the charge,
forcing the “unpleasantly surprised”enemy to recoil into the woods.

On reaching the trees, this was discovered to be a rather neatly designed
trap. Some 400 irregulars struck full in the face of the pursuing,
unsuspecting hussars, while a force of at least 2,000 other Prussian troops,
composed of both infantry and cavalry, erupted on the flanks. The
outnumbered Austrians, having lost some 80 men, fled on to Esterhazy. The
latter rallied the troopers and led them back to the charge.

In the end, the little combat decided nothing, and a stalemate was the only
result. It was, though, patently clear the Austrians would fight if
prompted.66 On August 8, Prince Moritz’s men attempted a similar
movement on the enemy post at Stolpen. But the Austrians detected and
squashed this latest effort. The Prussian king himself took a detachment of
some 4,000 men and surprised Austrian outposts which had been pushed up
against the Prussian camp. All of these efforts seemed more to aggravate—
and hopefully—to draw out the Austrians for a finish fight. Nothing could
have pleased the king more at that point.

Even so, not all of the whitecoats were reluctant to show fight. At Streigau,
a far-flung body of light troops got into a losing altercation with a much
larger Prussian force on August 9. About the same time, the wily Colonel
Laudon bested a sizeable Prussian force on detail from Moritz’s post at
Geishubel, led by General Itzenplitz. Before the surprised bluecoats knew
what hit them, Laudon’s Croats overran two redoubts, seizing the initiative



while the Prussians fled. A number of 12-pounder guns were discovered,
but as there was no immediate means at hand of transport, they were spiked.
Laudon’s sojourn thereabouts was very brief indeed.67 A heavy
reinforcement of Prussians compelled his Croats to retire, with the loss of
some 70 men. Claims of “400” Prussians killed/wounded and 160 captured
by the Austrians were just that: Claims. Austrian losses were 21 killed and
52 wounded.

Against this backdrop, Frederick was doing his best to draw out the
Austrians, trying to knock them out before his other enemies had time to
close in. On August 14, after about two weeks of nipping at the Austrian
outposts, the king was joined by Keith with his 17,000-man column and
well received provision convoy. This raised the Prussian strength at and
about Bautzen to some 55,000 men, with 72 big guns. The next day, they
marched from their lines near Weissenberg forward upon the Austrian
outposts deployed at the passes into Saxony, which were under the
command of General Beck, his headquarters at Bernstadt. Beck’s men were
scattered between Löbau and Görlitz, but they kept their communication up.
Morocz had his men deployed right at Löbau, Hadik had pushed up to
Postwitz, while our old friend Kalnoky was still ensconced at Stolpen. To
his left, Major-General Franz von Schröger had a full regiment and three
battalions of Croats. Schröger was nearest to the Prussians of General
Finck, who was holding Radeberg.68

Colonel Jahnus with a detachment of some 4,000 Croats had been hitching
back upon Landshut, aiming for Schweidnitz, while the Prussians, alerted
by patrols of his presence, began assembling a body of troops to deal with
this incursion. Major-General Johann Friedrich von Kreytzen69 took a body
of infantry and cavalry (of some 3,000 bluecoats, including the II battalion
of Philipp Loth von Seers and the 1st battalion of Quadt’s 9th Infantry)
rather discreetly towards Landshut via Hartmansdorf, with every intention
of surprising Jahnus.

Whitecoat patrols seized Landshut on August 10, but for the moment
advanced no further. The Prussians applied gradual pressure which
threatened to pry loose the Austrian grip on Landshut. Kreytzen pressed off
from a post near Hartmansdorf aiming straight at Vogelsdorf, about 1350



hours on August 13. But the foe had a superiority in the mounted arm, so
the Prussians were unable to probe beyond the tree lines to check the
enemy’s strength. So there was an inevitable delay of more than two hours
duration before Jahnus’ camp was discovered. A dominating feature of the
immediate terrain was discovered by Prussian scouts to the rear of the
whitecoat force at the Buchberg. This point of vantage could potentially
compromise the position of Jahnus, so, after 1830 hours, Kreytzen
unbuckled his force to try to leverage the enemy out from the Buchberg.
The combination of superior Austrian light forces, which helped impede
this move, and the faulty estimation of the distances/difficulties involved
spelled the doom of the attack scheme before night intervened. So Kreytzen
ended up bivouacking for the night in an area dominated by thick woods
peppered with active enemy light troops.

With his opponent thus rendered vulnerable, Jahnus was determined to take
full advantage of the situation. He headed off the “surprise” attack with one
of his own. Some of the Grenzer light forces swarmed around the bluecoats,
sowing confusion. Jahnus sent forth a force of about 50 Croats under
Colonel Nematz during the night of August 13–14 across the Zieder
Wasser, while throwing forces up on the two rises in the whole area, the
Buchberg and its neighbor, the Burgberg. Kreytzen was further handicapped
by having to keep his supply wagons so close to his lines.70 This caused a
lot of mischief and greatly upset the Prussian plans for attack.71 A furious
firefight ensued, of some hours’ duration, and Kreytzen ended up hard
pressed just to hold his position. The whitecoats finally paused, hard by the
rises to await the dawn and the day’s events.

Kreytzen discovered the Austrians jockeying for position, and, at first light,
an Austrian force under Captain Lackopich—consisting of Warasdiner
Croats—was attacked by the men of Kreytzen’s 28/32 Grenadiers, joined by
the S-53/S-57 grenadiers.72 The Croats were gradually pushed back by a
Prussian force which, for maximum effect, deployed into a single line and
drove forward.

The bluecoat attack pressed head-on towards the Buchberg, which the force
surmounted, driving back the defenders, and taking six guns which were
there. This forced Jahnus into ordering his gun crews to load grapeshot for



maximum effect. The ensuing bombardment shredded the bluecoat line, and
Jahnus summoned up a vigorous counterattack. This new stroke was
decisive; Kreytzen’s men, with their fill of the tussle, broke off and fell
back towards Schweidnitz.

The whitecoats captured one full battalion of Quadt’s men.73 Some of the S-
53/S-57 grenadiers put up a spunky resistance to cover the retreat of their
fought-out comrades. Prussian losses amounted to 1,337 men and 30
officers, while the Austrians lost three officers and 96 men.74

As for Beck, as soon as Prussian hussars appeared a few miles from
Bernstadt, the general was alerted by his outposts. Beck took to horse,
realizing he had little time and with his men too scattered to bring together
quickly. Beck galloped off to Ostritz, where General Nádasti had his
headquarters. The enemy hussars could only nip Beck’s coattails, although
they did capture an entire convoy which he had been watching. A pursuit
was launched by the Prussian light troops, and Beck came roaring into
Ostritz with the enemy hussars behind his men.75 Nádasti had just reclined
at the table to eat, but, surprised by the sudden advent of a force of
Frederick’s hussars, he jumped to horse and sped off. He left behind much
field equipment and 72 men in Prussian hands.

Among the most important items captured was a strong box, which
contained documents showing the Austrians and Saxons were plotting to
overthrow the Prussian garrisons in Saxony as well as assassinate
Frederick.76 The Saxon queen was implicated in these documents.
Archenholtz relates she was sending secret communications, while “she
was also busy sending compliments to Frederick.”77 What the Saxon Queen
was trying to do was encourage the Saxons in the Prussian service to desert.
This episode prompted the Commandant of Dresden, General Finck, to
fully reveal the incriminating documents to her Majesty. Then, although the
queen herself was not physically incarcerated, the individual who wrote the
letters, a certain man named Schoenberg “was jailed at Spandau for the
whole war.”78

The Prussian light troops were under the command of General Paul von
Werner, who had left the Imperial service with a bitter taste in his mouth



and bore a personal vendetta against the person of General Nádasti. Werner
would likely very much have enjoyed having that general fall into his
hands.

Nevertheless, the Prussian horsemen dogged Beck and Nádasti until they
reached Prince Charles’ army on the Eckartsberga. Frederick rested his tired
men, worn out from the antics of the past few days. While he did so, the
main Austrian army stayed put. August 16, the king sent a detachment on
Görlitz, and, at 1600 hours, shook his whole army towards the enemy on
the Eckartsberga to force a fight. This Prussian movement was executed
with much spirit and determination.

There were several columns engaged in the march between Ostritz and
Bernstadt. The Austrian left held post at Geishubel, with an anchor force at
Turchau. Charles held to his entrenched lines, and took only defensive
precautions.79 Now the men did deploy into battle formation, arranging
their troops in a semi-circular fashion around Wittgendorf. A reserve force
included 30 full companies of grenadiers, 15 squadrons of cavalry and 15
battalions, behind the front. There were more than 100,000 men available,
counting Nádasti’s mainly separate force. As for the terrain, it was largely
steep ground, too difficult to mount a successful attack upon. The Austrian
ordnance was impressive as well, with over 330 guns of various calibers
being available to oppose the bluecoats, with abundant ammo.

The Prussians were at a critical stage. The king was still determined to
attack, even after the near disaster at Kolin. So Prince Henry, after dining
with Frederick at his headquarters at Tittelsdorf, had a private conference
with him in an attempt to dissuade the planned attack. Prince Henry felt
certain such an attack would likely be worse than Kolin. Following a
lengthy discussion of perhaps an hour and a half (and probably a little “arm
twisting” of a sort as well), Frederick soon thought better of the whole
idea.80

There were reasons for this. A small village, Wittgendorf, dominated a
hollow just in front of the Austrian position; through this locale ran three
roads right up to Eckartsberga. But two were for foot or horse travel only,
and Austrian artillery dominated their approaches anyway.81 The king was



thus denied the decisive battle he wanted, and the Austrian commanders,
correctly viewing time as on their side, did not desire a full-scale
engagement just then.82

Prior to this, the Austrian command had been suspecting enemy aggression
of late was just a mask to conceal their continuing retreat back towards their
homeland. There was nothing of consequence for a while, so Beck took
advantage of the lull to go occupy some heights hard-by the Austrian
position.

The Prussians, still spoiling for a brawl, pushed some big guns on to a rise
near Wittgendorf. From this vantage point, about 1600 hours and from four
different batteries, they commenced a rather lively cannonade against the
Austrian force comfortably deployed in the village. An infantry attack by a
nearby force carried part of Wittgendorf outright, but the foe cooly and
deliberately pushed reinforcements (of four full companies of grenadiers)
forward to help the defenders. The Prussians were finally forced to give
way, after a short but very spirited little fight.

This brought the little maneuvering to an end, and both armies settled in for
the night of August 16–17. An isolated Prussian effort was made near
Hirschfeld during the overnight, which compelled General Colloredo, at the
scene, to change his forward post to one facing the Neisse. The king did not
make any obvious gestures to give away the possible Prussian attack
scheme. A series of feints were conducted to throw off the enemy
spotters.83 About 0900 hours, in a driving rain on August 17, the bluecoats
commenced their energetic business yet again. In response, Nádasti was
unbuckled to cross the Neisse and take up a post at Friedland. About this
same time, Winterfeldt (with some 20,000 troops in tow) made straight for
the rises near Ronau. Prussian guns gained a local superiority, and
Winterfeldt’s men marched for Seckendorf, aiming for the heights near
Friedland and an expectant grapple with Nádasti. The bluecoats
encountered a force of some 1,500 men, under Colonel Joseph von
Brentano-Cimaroli, thereabouts. But Winterfeldt’s men did not press the
issue, and instead paused close-by.84 The day wore on, however, with no
sign of a general action as Nádasti would not be drawn out. However, as



even the reluctant Kaunitz would admit to, Prussia’s ability to wage war
needed to be curtailed, and quickly at that, to aid the Allied cause.85

Once more, the two opposing forces encamped overnight almost on top of
each other. Early in the pre-dawn hours of August 18, General Beck,
accompanied by some 60 irregulars, tried to pick his way through the
Prussian pickets to nab the king’s baggage train. Draskovitch engaged the
foe with the general idea of diverting their attention while Beck went about
his business. Draskovitch did his part all well and good, but his comrade
failed utterly with his much more pertinent part of the mission.

Although Beck came up empty, the entire daylight hours of August 18 were
spent by the Austrians in better preparing for a general battle. New lines of
abatis were constructed, and some badly needed adjustments were made in
the battle lines. But Frederick did not press matters, even though he was
well supplied with ammunition and some 57 big guns—among which were
10 24-pounders, 10 25-pounder mortars, 27 12-pounder cannon, and 10
howitzers.86 On August 19, he sent a detachment to reoccupy Görlitz, as it
was clear Prince Charles and Daun had no intention of being lured out for a
finish fight, and prepared to march his army on Bernstadt.

The Austrians were tipped off to the enemy’s intentions by a Prussian
deserter, but the retrograde movement on Bernstadt was wrongly interpreted
as a possible attack against the Austrian flank. At this point, the king had no
such intentions. Finally, when the nature of the move was discerned, the
Austrians sent light troops to vigorously harass the Prussian rearguard.

Winterfeldt returned from his aborted mission on August 20,87 and for the
next four days the Prussian king made preparations for a new errand: to
march to Saxony and face the French and the Imperialists. The latter were
threatening to reconquer the area in the absence of substantial resistance. A
real problem, though, confronted the Prussian monarch. To take his entire
army to face the enemies in western Saxony meant leaving an intact, and
formidable, foe in the form of the main Austrian army at his rear. To leave
such a force unopposed was to invite a sweep by the latter up through
Silesia and/or Brandenburg and risk losing Berlin, while staying put was
tantamount to sacrificing western Prussia and most of Saxony to the allies.



Having failed utterly to lure out the Austrian main army, the latter option
was no longer open.

This would compel Frederick to divide up his forces in an attempt to keep
both large enemy troop concentrations busy. In turn, this would mean
leaving fairly small forces available in front of the Austrians, while the king
went to the Western Front to confront his enemies there. In the end, it was
decided to leave Bevern and Winterfeldt in charge of Silesia and the
Southern Front (with some 43,000 men), while Frederick himself, with only
13,000 men, joined by Moritz’ 10,000, was to march against the allies in
Saxony.88 Winterfeldt at the moment was ensconced in Rademaritz,
confronting Nádasti at Königshayn. The king’s forces about then actually
assumed two camps. The main post was between Kemnitz and Bernstadt,
under Frederick’s direct command, while the Duke of Brunswick-Bevern
kept the other body behind the Pleisnitz River, the direct obstacle to any
attack thereabouts. Winterfeldt kept to his camp, and the entire Prussian
army was now deployed so that it could not be easily surprised. The
communications were shaky at best, and Winterfeldt had to send men
against a roaming Austrian detachment on August 23 near Greiffersdorf.
The Austrian advanced posts about then were: Morocz was still holding the
Austrian right near Grosshennersdorf; Beck near local windmills there;
General Schröger was deployed into lower Silesia, and General Benevento
Count Petazzi had 2,000 Croats at Dittersbach on the left.

The gamble was a desperate one for the Prussians.



Chapter Twelve

Operations in Silesia; Preliminaries to Rossbach

On August 25, Frederick marched off, headed for Thüringen.1 His portable
equipment was traveling in quick-moving wagons to expedite the
movement.2 The army was as mobile as it could be. After a short march, the
troops reached Dresden on August 29. Newly promoted Seydlitz was in the
vanguard, accompanying the king.3 The weather was a pleasant mixture of
fine Summer days and cool nights. The army rested at the Saxon capital
until August 31, while the allies inexorably closed in.4 The operations on
the Western Front since Hastenbeck had been the following: D’Estrèes had
been slow in following up Cumberland, whose 40,000 men might still have
proven a hindrance to the advance of the French, but for Cumberland’s
weak leadership skills. The French high command had at last lost patience
with the dilatory d’Estrèes and replaced him with Richelieu.5 Soubise with
the second French army (some 30,000 men), the road into Saxony and
Hanover now opened, swept across the Rhine River near Frankfurt-on-
Rhine—August 1—and moved northeast to link up with the Imperialists at
Erfurt.6

The latter had been set in motion by the news of Kolin. Although it was true
this army was only moderately effective, there was still cause for concern.
Combining Soubise with Richelieu and adding in these Imperialist troops,
commanded by Prince Joseph of Saxe-Hildburghausen, would have given a
solid force of more than 150,000 men to lead the advance into Prussia.
Frederick’s puny force of some 23,000 men could hardly be expected to
impede their march.7

On August 11, Hildburghausen left Furth—where his army had been
training for months—with 25,000 men under arms, including some 8,000



Austrians, the latter featuring a couple of good cavalry units, and moved
towards Erfurt.8 Meanwhile, Soubise briefly threatened Magdeburg, but
could not storm the great Prussian fortress.

On August 25, Soubise occupied Erfurt and, thereby, linked up with the
leading elements of the Imperialists. Their nearest enemy was at Dresden,
about 170 miles distant. The allied force would be some 55,000 men, and
Soubise was entertaining hopes of marching for Berlin. Richelieu was
within supporting distance with his large army and Cumberland was
effectively eliminated by the Convention of Kloster-Zeven (September 9).9
By the terms of this convention, Cumberland and Richelieu agreed to stop
the fighting between them. Cumberland forthwith returned to England, the
few Prussians who had been with him retired into Prussia, and Richelieu
was left with no opponent in Hanover, save for a little Hanoverian force
under General Ludwig von Zastrow.10

Meanwhile, the broader war was waging as well. While the British navy
ruled the waves, there had been comparatively little advantage derived from
this, from the Prussian point-of-view. The English sent an expeditionary
force (12,000 strong) by sea to Rochefort—arriving on September 23—
which achieved limited success by capturing the Ile d’ Aix. But the weather
proved uncooperative for a full landing, and the mission was subsequently
aborted.

Things looked dark indeed for the Prussian king and his tiny nation. His
fears included a linking of the two allied forces in the west, but he knew he
would most likely have to confront at least Soubise and Hildburghausen in
short order. At the end of August, in driving rain, the king rose from
Dresden and moved off towards Erfurt. Frederick was in the advance,
where he could usually be found when his army was on the march, in the
company of the enterprising soldier of fortune Lt.-Col. von Mayr and his
“Freibataillone” [Free Battalion #2].

We last left Mayr before the castle of Tetschen early in the invasion of
Austria. Following that little triumph, he embarked, with the first of the
later to be celebrated Prussian free corps (a force of nearly 1,500 men), on a
run through the German Reich, in an attempt to dissuade and upset the war



effort against the Prussians. Mayr moved on Pilsen, Nurnburg (June 1),
Furth, extracting men, materials and money. Mayr had proven the worth of
the so-called “little war.”11 Next day, the freecorps passed Zirndorf,
plundering. June 13, the bluecoats were in Mark-Einskirchen, trying to
disrupt the Reich commissariat. The Imperialists would not infinitely
tolerate the intrusion, though. An Imperialist force (6,000 strong),
determined to intercept him, tried to overtake Mayr at Buchenbach, but
were foiled. In July, his men had made their way back to the Prussian lines,
to the relief of the king.12

Now Mayr was in the advance with Frederick, trail blazing as was usual.
Keith had command of the body of the main army, with Prince Ferdinand
and Moritz as subordinates. Seydlitz, who was just at the beginning of what
would be a fine career as Frederick’s best cavalry officer,13 took his horse
towards Leipzig to drive away some French irregulars there, along with the
famed Austrian Szėchėny Hussars. The latter showed the now usual French
attitude among their light forces (“discretion being the better part of valor”)
and retreated on the first rumors of the approach of the Prussians.

The bluecoats passed through Döbeln, Grimma (September 3), and Pegau.14

At the last point, Seydlitz encountered and defeated a body of light cavalry,
two hussar regiments from Laudon’s command. This was September 7, the
one real encounter of the march. The episode did demonstrate Seydlitz’s
supply of that intangible often called “gumption.” One of the enemy units
was the Szėchėny Hussars (the other was that of Splenyi). The Prussian’s
solution to superior numbers was to send a small picked force of 50 hussars,
armed with giant timbers to “open” the door to Pegau. The rest of the men
stayed out of sight until the scouts had performed their job. Then, Seydlitz’s
minions came barreling out like a “bat out of Dante Alighieri’s Hell” before
the enemy knew what hit them. Seydlitz took a great number of prisoners,
more than a hundred in this endeavor. The king was favorably impressed by
the whole conduct of Seydlitz on a relatively minor misson. About the same
time the rains stopped and a refreshing spell of fine weather helped
reinvigorate the king and his little band.15

The Prussian army moved through Rothau, brushing Leipzig and, crossing
the Saale, reached Naumburg (September 10). Here Frederick took the road



to Erfurt. On the morning of September 13, the Prussian vanguard of some
9,000 men under Mayr finally appeared near Erfurt. The allied garrison
took alarm as the Prussian light troops/hussars emerged on the rises above
the place, and, while Mayr’s men deployed into an encampment encircling
Erfurt on the north and east, the allies were hastily retiring on Eisenach and
Gotha.16

This was all rather odd, as this line-of-march took Soubise and
Hildburghausen away from the big army of Richelieu, rather than towards
it. There does not appear any reason why they did so. The Prussians
occupied Erfurt about 1600 hours and moved forward upon the village of
Ilgershofen. The evidence of the decline of discipline in the French army
was immediately abundant in the area. They had burned homes, tortured,
often raped the inhabitants—friend and foe alike—and outright murdered
innocent civilians, robbed villages and churches. Nor was this brutality
confined to the living. In the cemeteries, the dead were exhumed, coffins
opened and the unfortunate remains scattered. This was rather typical
behavior for the rank-and-file (not to mention large segments of the
officers, who should have known better) of the French in this period. Nor
should we make the assumption such behavior was confined to just the
French army.

The locals were so relieved to be rid of the French horde and the traveling
lackeys, gamblers, and prostitutes which accompanied this band like
locusts, they kissed Frederick’s hand, his coattails, and even his horse. The
king dined at the nearby Schloss Friedenstein, and returned to his quarters
with little fanfare and no pomp. The monarch spent much of the night
resting on a wooden bench. With a nearby bodyguard, of course. For a
crowned head, this was a most refreshing, humble attitude. The high-
minded Soubise represented a strong contrast. It was a comparison
enhanced all the more by the latter’s ineptness as a military commander.
But then, “Old Fritz” commanded respect in a way the haughty Soubise
never could have!

On September 15, Seydlitz (who had by then come to the attention of many
of higher echelon of the army) with some 1,500 irregulars went forward to
Gotha. Frederick followed close on his heals on into the place. Soubise and



Hildburghausen were preparing to move against Gotha. The disadvantages
of a combined command now manifested themselves. Soubise copped an
attitude when Hildburghausen appeared; the Frenchman clearly did not
want to take orders from a foreign national. The French court had to
directly order Soubise to comply with instructions (September 10). All of
this was going on while rumors were just a’flying about Frederick’s
activities. It was clear the king was in the offing. The pace had been
grueling. “In the first two weeks of September the Prussians marched 170
miles.”17

The allied army marched (September 18), pushing out the light troops of
Turpin and Laudon ahead. The advance of the latter drove Seydlitz from
Gotha in surprise (about 0800 hours). Seydlitz withdrew his Meinecke
Dragoons when the enemy appeared, although the light hussar screen to the
north of town was in for a nasty surprise when the “small” Austrian patrol
they discerned that morning turned out to be a well organized assault
formation. About 0930 hours, there was a sharp tussle, in which the
Prussians were gradually forced to give ground. Seydlitz’ withdrawal was
only temporary. While the enemy celebrated their recapture of Gotha, many
of the troopers sat down at their ease to drink beer or wine. The energetic
Seydlitz rounded up some reinforcements, and rode down from Freimar,
making his horse very visible on the move so the Allies could see them.18

This episode is very revealing of the state of allied discipline at this stage of
the war, specifically the forces of Soubise and Hildburghausen. Seydlitz,
with all the bluff of a master Poker player, deployed his force of 1,500 men
(3rd Dragoons, 1st Hussars, 4th Hussars) in a fashion that seemed to lend
credence to a greater force than was actually at hand. A “deserter” was sent
out, announcing the nearness of the king with his main army. The same
intelligence was conveyed from local peasants.19 The Prussians struck
about 1430 hours, and their attack was so unexpectedly successful they
nabbed Hildburghausen’s adjutant, Lt.-Col. Eisenberg. The resistance was
indeed most spirited, but within the space of an hour and a half the beaten
allies were streaming away to Mechterstadt. Prussian losses were 23
killed/wounded and 13 prisoners. The allies lost 80 men, along with more
of the assorted crowds accompanying them.



But Gotha was not to be of much use to Seydlitz, for Frederick did not
deign move that far without the allies hitching backwards. So, September
21, the gallant horseman bid adieu to the kitchen of the Friedenstein (with
its amenities), and Gotha was again re-occupied by the unsteady allies. But
they were not left at peace for long. Nervous allied pickets let word out the
Prussians were again at hand on September 25. Still stinging from Seydlitz’
latest deception, the allied force now quickly deployed for battle. The horse
rode out, probing for a phantom enemy that just refused to put in an
appearance. Guns were sited, and strong detachments moved forth, seeking
a confrontation. Everything required was there, except for an enemy to
fight. This tells us as much about the state of the Allied forces confronting
Frederick’s Prussians at this point as anything. Their objectives were not
clear, their steps far from sure-footed.

The allies, for instance, had hitched into Eisenach; a hasty decision which
did not prove to be a wise one. As unsteady as the Imperialists were, their
French comrades under Soubise were even more so. Eisenach was in more
broken country, less vulnerable to the preying eyes of Prussian cavalry.
Hildburghausen’s Imperialists marched independently of Soubise’ more
tattered French. Although the Imperialists reached camp on September 11,
it took more than four days for the scattered Allied detachments to come in.
The French were up to Büttstädt, coming forward from Langensalza.

Frederick was to see a repeat of the same kind of delay that the Austrians
had meted out in the south, a reluctance to give battle by his opponents. For
four weeks, the Prussians wasted precious time trying to force the enemy
out into the open for a finish fight. Allied numerical superiority was more
than two to one in their favor, even without allowing reinforcements from
Richelieu. The latter failed to provide either troops or supporting
movements to try to take some of the pressure off of the combined army of
Soubise and Hildburghausen.20 As for the king, he alluded to suicide in
letters during this period to Wilhelmine, his sister, but did not seriously
entertain the notion.21

Meanwhile, the other fronts had not been inactive. While still on the march
to Erfurt, the king heard of Lehwaldt’s defeat at Gross-Jägersdorf—covered
below—by the Russians and of the probable loss of East Prussia. On



October 11, word reached Frederick that the Austrians were marching on
Berlin, and he at once moved to the rescue, leaving Keith on the Saale with
some 7,000 men to watch the allies. Seydlitz with the Szekely Hussars rode
out on October 12. Prince Moritz was dispatched with 8,000 men from
Torgau towards the Prussian capital, while Ferdinand of Brunswick was
sent on September 14 with six battalions and 11 squadrons towards Halle,
Magdeburg, and Halberstadt to confront Richelieu; the latter maneuvering
sluggishly in the region. Soon Halberstadt did fall to the French, but the
only other action Richelieu took was to finally detach some 15,000 men
under Marshal Victor François Duke de Broglie to join the allies.

Deprived of the chance for battle that he desperately needed, the king
evacuated Erfurt on September 27, withdrawing on Buttelstadt. He
obviously hoped that this move would draw out the recalcitrant allied force.
The latter did nudge forward slightly, but only as far as Gotha—more than
30 miles from Buttelstadt. Nothing daunted, the main Prussian force
marched back to Eckartsberga over a road made into a quagmire by the
rains. This was about ten miles from Buttelstadt. Richelieu decided soon
after to negotiate with Ferdinand. October 3, the indolent French
commander proposed, of all things, an armistice between the two to last
until the next campaign season.22 His move was not all that surprising. The
French commissariat was approaching collapse and supplies were becoming
harder to come by. Hence Broglie’s plight shortly afterwards. An agreement
was hammered out on October 17, after which Ferdinand withdrew on
Magdeburg.

The Prussian monarch was concerned, on October 3, he withdrew on
Büttstädt, which was in the opposite direction to the allies. Little passed
until October 10; on that date, the fairly comfortable occupants of Gotha
gave up those quarters and passed to Langensalza. There they would be in
better position to cover Broglie, who was bringing reinforcements. This
move convinced the Prussians of the enemy’s retirement into winter
quarters and Frederick’s attention turned to other theaters.

Frederick with his force—sweeping through Naumburg, Weissenfels,
Leipzig, Eilenburg and Torgau—reached Annaburg, October 19. Here news
arrived that although the enemy had occupied Berlin they held it only one



day and were already gone. It had not been a wholesale move on
Brandenburg and his capital as the king had feared, for the main Austrian
army was busy elsewhere (as we shall see), and neither the Russians nor the
Swedes ever gave a thought to cooperating. It was a good thing a larger
force had not been employed.23 The king paused, withdrawing his advanced
elements towards Torgau, by way of Grochwitz and Herzberg, uncertain
what to do next. Since operations on the Western Front were temporarily
stagnant, we can look at the other fronts.

Bevern at Görlitz faced the 75,000 men of Charles and Daun; a detachment
of 10,000 Prussians under the command of Winterfeldt was on the right
bank of the Neisse at Moys—which was connected to Görlitz by a wooden
bridge. Ahead of the village lay the Moysberg, a small hill held by some
2,000 of Winterfeldt’s fine troops, complete with adequate battery and
cavalry supports. This was a good position to watch for enemy movements
into Silesia, but it was really exposed to a serious foray by the Austrians.

Prince Charles was finally goaded into action by Maria Theresa and
Kaunitz, the latter journeying to the front to put pressure on Charles to
undertake the reconquest of Silesia while Frederick was busy in the west.
Charles was really determined to do “something” to impress Kaunitz with
his activities. In this case, it meant attack. The situation was certainly
favorable for him. August 26, Nádasti occupied a very advanced post near
Siedenberg, which was close to the Prussian forces opposite to him.
Arenberg moved on Königshayn. Nádasti’s new post was encamped astride
the Wittische River, the left leaning on the little village of Wiese and the
right deployed near Seidenberg. Nádasti’s chief job here was to safeguard
foraging parties in Silesia.

Winterfeldt’s post was along that same Wittische, and, around the same
time, he sent a strong force which both reconnoitered the local area and
stirred up the Austrians to action. Some nipping back and forth between the
two sides was all that ensued for a time. August 30, even as Charles and
Daun moved up personally to the rises above Königshayn to spy out what
Winterfeldt’s position was, Winterfeldt launched a strong attack on the
Austrian posts immediately in front. The effort was repulsed, but the
Prussian action was just a mask to hide the withdrawal on the road to



Görlitz, which took place overnight. A move which seems to have caught
the Austrians entirely off their guard. We might safely presume the
whitecoats often underestimated the capability of their enemy to ‘parry and
dodge,’ especially with the ever aggressive Prussian king at their helm.

Beck’s men moved up past Schönau, detaching Lt.-Gen. Solomon Sprecher
von Bernegg with a force of 3,500 men to occupy the rises near Schönau.
The latter was supposed to provide regular troops to stiffen the irregulars of
Beck and Morocz. It turned out to be a wise precaution. September 2, the
main Austrian army rose from Klein-Schandau and moved its headquarters
to Ostritz. The new right was hard by the village of Niede, while the left
was held at the edge of a thick forest. This was a less formidable camp than
the previous ones, with the difference being the king was off on other
errands.

With a new resolve (stiffened by Frederick’s absence), the main Austrian
army moved on Schönau (September 6), sandwiched between the Neisse
River and the heights near Jauernick. The grenadiers of Sprecher
congregated near Tauchernitz, a short distance from the main Austrian right
wing. Forward of Sprecher, a sizeable body of Croats kept the enemy busy.
Horace St. Paul relates the Prussians were busy; “we could see works being
constructed.”24

The Prussian withdrawal awoke the resolve of the faltering allied
commanders. Hildburghausen was all in favor of pursuing the retreating
Prussian king and his force, but Soubise would not join him in such an
effort. Nothing daunted, the Imperialist commander took his army and
marched to Moschleben (October 16) and Erfurt, which he reached the
following day. As for the French, they stayed put at Langensalza, despite
another “suggestion” from Hildburghausen that, with a little effort, the
allies could well manage a fight with Frederick near Eilenburg.

Finally, on October 19, Soubise moved down the Unstrut River, one column
on either bank. On October 22, with both allied armies advancing but
separately, Soubise reached Weissenfels, and Hildburghausen arrived at
Dornburg and Camburg. The Prussians were overextended in Saxony, the
supplies were at Dresden and Torgau, and it was this set of circumstances
that had induced Bevern to try to hold Saxony while keeping Silesia under



guard in the first place. Frederick was busy with the French and Imperialists
in the west, he had no troops and no time to worry with Charles, and would
Bevern just withdraw into Silesia (which he was considering) then the main
Austrian army could move, with relative ease, either into Brandenburg or
else go against Frederick’s rear near Erfurt.

In the first week of September, the Austrians formulated their attack plan.25

The authors of the elaborate scheme included General Colloredo, the Duke
of Arenberg, Nádasti, and Brigadier General Antoine-Marie de Malvan
Comte de Montazet, the visiting French personage who would really play a
larger role in the campaign after all than was ever anticipated. Charles’
objective was Moysberg, where the exposed Prussian lines offered a golden
opportunity of sorts. Nádasti with 20,000 men (15,000 infantry, the rest
horse and irregulars) was sent out towards the place on September 6. Daun,
with the main body, was to move within supporting distance in case Bevern
was to make a major effort out of the affair. Near dusk, Nádasti arrived
below Jäkelsberg—about ½ mile due West of Moys. Here Winterfeldt was
keeping a holding force of two grenadier battalions; those of Benckendorff
and Dieringshausen.

Early the following morning, the Austrian batteries opened up a terrific
bombardment of the Prussian positions. Soon after, an assault column, led
by the Duke of Arenberg, was pushed to the attack (0600 hours). There
were six full companies at the forefront of this effort. The march up was a
fairly involved affair, commencing just after midnight the previous night.
This was through broken, uneven country. It is not clear at this time whether
it was intentional or not, but the actual attack did not get going until about
1100 hours. By then, all hope of a “surprise attack” should have been
forlorn, but the Prussian camp still seems to have been unpleasantly
surprised. The troops in the plain were assumed to be foraging.26 The attack
scheme was specifically designed to stagger columns in such a way that,
should one unit encounter major problems, its nearest neighbor could shift
into line to fill in the gap left by the departing battalion.

So the Austrians involved in the coming fracas anchored their right directly
at Hermsdorf. Sprecher had charge of the grenadier units which positioned
hard by the mill at Moys. The attacking forces had to literally scale the



mountains to get to the Prussian position. This first assault led to a nasty bit
of fighting for a time. The Prussian forward posts fell back upon the main
lines, but the attack was finally repelled by a most murderous fire.

Prussian forces featured a newly installed post, backed up by a battery of
six guns, located on the summit of the Jäkelsberg. The Austrian effort (led
by Croats backed up by regular troops under Arenberg and General
Montazet) stalled out without surmounting the summit. Draskovitch
promptly sped to the attack with his Croats. The reaction by the Prussians
was furious. Nonetheless, this initial Austrian attack carried the village of
Moys itself. Elsewhere, the tough resistance compelled the Croats to retire
down the mountain back upon their infantry/artillery support. The latter was
still making its way up the mountain. The irregulars recoiled, and
immediately disappeared, probably to go indulge in some plundering. The
main column was swept back as well. Nádasti rallied his men, including the
38th Infantry of Claudius Ligne and the 43rd Infantry (of Platz), and went
back into the fight.27

Winterfeldt, hearing the news of this fight, and heavy sounds of firing from
the direction of Moys, quickly discerned this was no small Croat foray.28

He gathered as many men as he could and dashed on his horse to the scene
of the action.29 There Nádasti’s greatly superior force surged forward and
drove the bluecoats back from the Jäkelsberg and pressed them hard at the
Moysberg. The fighting was furious; much of it hand-to-hand at close
quarters. In this crisis, Winterfeldt arrived. The 41st Infantry (Lt.-Gen.
Franz Carl Ludwig Count Wied zu Neuweid) defended the Jäkelsberg.30 It
would suffer losses of 204 dead and 68 wounded before the day was done.
The Austrians spared no effort. Nádasti himself urged on the assault, and
soon the Austrians had some large forces on the rise, fighting it out at close
range.

Winterfeldt with four battalions from two regiments (Manteuffel and
Tresckow, locally led by Major-General Kannacker) pushed back into the
attack, after mounting a fresh horse. The fallen works were recaptured after
a bitter struggle, but Nádasti redoubled his efforts. Arenberg, with a full 21
squadrons, led the reserve up to bolster the Austrian effort. He was propped
up by Infantry Arberg (Infantry 55th), Ligne (Infantry 38th), Platz (Infantry



43rd), Saxe-Gotha, and Sprecher (Infantry 22nd). This segment of the
struggle had lasted about an hour before the Austrians pierced and drove in
Winterfeldt’s front. But a far more serious loss had been suffered by the
Prussians. Prince Charles de Ligne saw Winterfeldt shot in the spine of the
back at the head of the counterattack.

Kannacker was captured by the Austrians, and he lost no time in informing
the whitecoats that Winterfeldt had been laid low. Winterfeldt appears to
have been shot in the back31 under uncertain circumstances during the
counterattack. We have already observed Winterfeldt’s almost shocking
lack of popularity in the army. Few cared for him outside of the king. His
men, in the end, just managed to stave off a rout, and did much to show the
toughness of the Prussian grenadiers by holding back an enemy many times
their number. Winterfeldt, struck by a mortal wound, spent the final
moments of his life giving commands to his subordinates, conscious to the
end.32 On September 9, Winterfeldt’s remains were returned to the
Prussians under a flag of truce.33

The overall military situation might have been salvaged had there been
reinforcements from Bevern. The explanation for this “oversight” is not
easy to find. He had no fondness for Winterfeldt—a trait common, as we
have observed, among the Prussian officers—but that alone is not sufficient
to condemn Bevern at the outset. Perhaps Bevern felt Winterfeldt had the
situation in hand (despite messengers dispatched asking for more troops), or
he did not consider the situation all that important but there was no help
sent to help Winterfeldt. There is no denying the fact more could have been
done with more troops.

The Prussian left, which had 35 squadrons of cavalry, plus eight additional
battalions of infantry, all under the charge of Ziethen, attemped on its own
to intervene. Nádasti responded with a ferocious effort that snuffed out
Ziethen’s relief effort. Winterfeldt’s orders to occupy the villages of
Leopoldshayn and Hermsdorf could not be accomplished because the
enemy’s irregulars already held them; further, an incompetent aide-de-camp
apparently botched orders and threw the Prussians into disorder. This
allowed the Austrian to storm posts prematurely abandoned. Then the
Winterfeldt wound pretty much crippled the Prussian battle effort34 and, by



1330 hours, the Prussians were again driven from their lines. This time, the
retreat was for good. Fortunately, the bluecoat retreat was right into nearby
Görlitz. The furious fire of the Prussian batteries thereabouts checked the
enemy pursuit. That, and the fact the Austrians did not seem to want
anything more than a limited action in mind to start with.

By 1400 hours, the survivors of the Prussian detachment were retiring
towards Moys, and the inconclusive Battle of Moys ended. Indecisive
except for the demise of Winterfeldt. The latter had never completely
recovered from the severe wound he had received at Prague; witness his
relative inefficiency during the retreat from Bohemia as well as his being
surprised in broad daylight by the Austrians at Moys. The dislike of much
of the Prussian officer corps for the person of Winterfeldt would have
meant there was little (if any) provision made to ensure of his efficiency.
The king was too far distant to do more than write notes to determine
Winterfeldt’s soundness as a functioning Prussian officer. Could he still
carry out his duties? Many of these communications must have reached
Winterfeldt posthumously. In the end, the king would never completely get
over the loss of his old, faithful confidant.

And the little battle sure had other casualties. The Infantry 21st (Major-
General Hülsen) alone had lost 376 men. Tuttle said total losses were
2,000.35 Austrian losses were estimated by Horace St. Paul at more than
1,400 killed/wounded.36 There was one other effect: Bevern was prompted
to abandon Saxony and retire into Silesia. On September 10, he moved out
for Schlesien. General Beck rather aggressively pushed the retiring
Prussians through Görlitz. Although the enemy did a commendable job of
delaying pursuit, Beck grabbed several supply wagons and many prisoners.
The retreat of the Prussians paused at Langenau, while Prince Charles
committed a large force of 1,000 horse and some 900 grenadiers, under
Prince von Lobkowitz, along with a Croat screen, to pursue the enemy.

Prince Charles and Daun needed little incentive to follow him, leaving
behind only a rearguard under Hadik and Marschall. It shall shortly be clear
just what purpose this latter force was left there for.



Back at the Eastern Front, Frederick heard the Russians were marching
home. We left Lehwaldt there after the fall of Memel. Following this event,
Cossacks had been burning villages, plundering and murdering the locals
with little real interference. To his credit, though, Apraxsin tried to restrain
the army and the Cossacks, but only with the army was he successful.37

News of the cruelty spread far and wide. As soon as the king heard of these
proceedings, he ordered Lehwaldt to go fight the Russians (July 17, 1757).
The latter moved, now with only 25,000 men, to Wehlau—not 10 miles east
of Königsberg—the army consisting of 17,000 infantry (in 22 battalions),
8,200 horse (in 50 squadrons), and 55 guns. There, against an enemy
deployed among swampy, difficult ground, with the hamlet of Gross-
Jägersdorf in front, he attacked the Russians on August 30. Lehwaldt lacked
the boldness of the king, and he was wary of trying to stop the enemy
without reinforcements. But he had no choice but to try.

The Russian army that made his task more difficult consisted of
approximately 36,200 infantry, and 18,600 cavalry, a total of 54,800 men,
with 263 guns.38 The invaders were thus superior in numbers in every
category. In ordnance, the Russians were blessed with the so-called “Secret
Howitzers,” 18-caliber long-barreled weapons that worked like a large
shotgun. These were designed by the well-respected Petr Shuvalov. The
gunners were instructed to keep a covering over the muzzle when not in use
to conceal its design; hence the term “secret.”39 Of course, the Russians
continued to utilize more conventional heavy ordnance as well.



Chapter Thirteen

The Battle of Gross-Jägersdorf

Lehwaldt sent his men, in three columns, starting through the Puschdorfer
Forest about 0100 hours on August 30. The first line had ten battalions, the
second line eight garrison and two grenadier battalions, while Schorlemer’s
cavalry was also at hand. Ground mist, enhanced by the darkness of an
early summer morning, concealed the enemy, but the Prussians struck just
after 0400 hours.

Lehwaldt ordered his troops to restrain their fire as long as possible (“Wait
til you see the whites of their eyes,”) the first time, but not the last, this
order was given on a battlefield. The Prussians were hoping against hope
for a surprise.1

Apraxsin had already learned through his thick Cossack screen of
Lehwaldt’s nearness, but he had been loose on the vigil because Prussians
had not actually appeared. August 29, 1757, had found the Russians in the
close-set country previously alluded to; from the Russian lines north to the
Pregel, the Russians were surrounded by marshes and thick forest
undergrowth. To the southwest of the Norkitten Wood, lay the hamlet of
Gross-Jägersdorf not quite a mile from the beginning of the woods. “The
battlefield was low, wavy and to the north from Pregel.”2 The Russians
were nervous. Apraxsin was pressed by his subordinates (most notably Lt.-
Gen. Yurii Lieven) to shift his army to the clearing around that hamlet.
General Georg Browne was urging the same course, and both men thought
of the imminence of Lehwaldt. The army was short on food, and Fermor
ultimately convinced his commander to stay put where the troops could
more readily get provisions.



In a misty, pre-dawn that soon gave way to a sunny, fine summer day, the
Russians stirred before 0400 hours on August 30. Their first test with the
Prussian arms was about to unfold. Sibilsky’s cavalry—led by the Cossacks
—moved from near Uszubenden south towards Allenburg, followed by
General Vasilii Lopukhin’s 2nd Division. Fermor’s 1st ran into delays and
was unable to start until later than planned. Normally, this might not have
been a problem. Now, with an imminent battle hanging over their heads,
timing could be critical. Although Apraxsin could not know how near an
encounter was, he had already set things in motion.

Lopukhin, for instance, was moving south just behind the advanced guard.
He had already reluctantly yielded up his heavy artillery to Fermor—who
was supposed to be in line before his men—and the rest to the vanguard.
All that remained was the cache of “secret” howitzers alluded to already
and the regimental guns. Russian artillery could be critical for the coming
encounter, no matter how tough the infantry might be.

Fermor’s assurances of Lopukhin’s security now rang hollow in the ears of
the concerned 2nd division commander. Fermor’s delay reduced by about
half the troops moving down the Allenburg road towards the clearing. The
advanced guard, with the thick and, in the course of a battle, generally
worthless Cossack screen, was out beyond real support range; Fermor was
still forming and preparing. Browne’s 3rd would be unable to aid Lopukhin
without delay because Fermor’s still moving formations would be in the
way.

Meanwhile, Lehwaldt with his Prussian force was marching forward. He
knew the Russians were close, and was determined to take advantage of
whatever surprise was open to him. The old warrior was not at the peak of
confidence. However, Lehwaldt sent the Duke of Holstein with his cavalry
(20 full squadrons) riding towards Sibilsky’s forces. On the left,
Schorlemer’s cavalry moved through the undergrowth towards Weynothen,
while the Prussian center (composed entirely of infantry) drove past
Uderballen and Metsschüllen. This was right into the Norkitten.

The sun was shining when the horsemen of Schorlemer started forward. A
Russian battery (led by one Major Tyutchev),3 sited just south of Uglinskii’s
Division and supported by the 1st Grenadiers, opened on the enemy horse



as soon as it appeared. Tyutchev’s battery was accurate in its fire.
Schorlemer’s riders were rather rudely surprised by the guns. As for the
Russians, it was certainly a manageable business. The formations had been
still on the march when the Prussians suddenly put in their appearance.
“Their marching columns,” wrote one historian, “collapsing into disorder as
officers sought to deploy”4 were immediately at a disadvantage. Through it
all, Browne endeavored to close the space between the Pregel and the
Norkitten, this against the Prussian cavalry.

Meanwhile, the Prussian infantry got down to business as well. The 4th
Infantry (Lt.-Gen. Carl Erhard von Kalnein5) pressed the enemy back
towards the east, in a furious fight in which 78 men and the grenadier
battalion commander, Johann Dietrich von Pölentz, were lost.6 This unit
was knocked about. Nor was this division the only one involved. The 11th
Infantry (Lt.-Gen. Lorenz Ludwig von Below) ultimately lost almost all of
its grenadiers in this hot, deadly action.7 However, its neighbor, the solid
16th Infantry (Lt.-Gen. Count Christoph Dohna) held the Prussian left
steady.8

For most of the Russian officers present, they had never been in an action
where the enemy were as aggressive as these Prussians. They had to reach
inside and find that extra resolve to go on. For some, it was too much.
Andrei Timofeevich Bolotov, for example, gave one distressing example of
an officer who “galloped around distractedly … [shrieking] out meaningless
orders.”9 Nor was this development confined to officers. One source
mentioned a number of faint-hearted soldiers who took the “opportunity” of
a fully involved battle to go guard the baggage or hang around in the bushes
and scrub nearby.10 Fortunately for the Russian cause most did what was
expected of them. And the Russian ordnance, which did turn out to be
crucial after all, opened with a noteworthy fury from the start of the action.
Sibilsky’s and Lopukhin’s men turned to form a coherent battle line, while
Browne had no immediate aim beyond containing Schorlemer’s horsemen,
who were successfully held at bay until Fermor unaccountably ordered
Tyutchev’s battery back from its forward post. Just why has never been
satisfactorily explained.



Schorlemer had 30 squadrons of fine Prussian cavalry that were rendered
free to attack by Fermor’s blunder. They charged past heaps of their own
dead and dying towards a weak Russian cavalry shield. Although his men
had been pounded by Russian artillery, the latter’s mounted arm was no
mean match for Schorlemer’s far more capable riders. As soon as the
Prussian blow fell, the cavalry, which included Nizhegorodski’s Dragoons,
Serbian, Hungarian Hussars, and Rizhskii’s Cuirassiers, melted away as a
cohesive force.

The situation was desperate for a time. The 1st Grenadiers, directed by Lt.-
Gen. Matvei Lieven11 to fill up the line south of Uglinkskii’s Infantry
Division protruding into the Norkitten, helped stiffen the faltering resolve
of the forward units. What was more, the vacancy left by Tyutchev’s battery
was filled by the Sibilsky and Nevskii Infantry Divisions.12 They shifted
positions from the rear of Browne’s line to close the exposed area between
Browne and General Petr Semenovich Soltikov’s Brigade, a gap of nearly ¾
of a mile or so at the start of the battle. Schorlemer’s surging charges were
threatening Leontev’s Infantry Brigade. The 9th Dragoons (Holstein’s own
unit) rode through the enemy lines, giving much more than it got and
capturing eight cannon. Losses were 55 dead and wounded.13 Its neighbor,
the 10th Dragoons (Major-General Friedrich Ludwig, Count Finck von
Finckenstein) did not escape without damage. It lost 34 dead and wounded
troopers, along with 19 horses.14 The loss ratio could have been much
worse in retrospect.

The Nevskii-Sibilsky combination turned the tide, aided by the timely
arrival of a Russian reserve force pushed forward under Major-General Petr
Aleksandrovich Rumyantsev. This combined force would soon press the
Prussians out of the woods.

The Prussians were stopped cold and turned back again, with heavy losses.
As they withdrew past, Russian guns again plastered away, emptying
saddles and sending terrified, riderless horses in all directions. The blasts
from the guns hammered the Prussian infantry, which had entered the
thickets in their way but were forced out by the self-same shelling. Through
it all, the Prussian infantry were still at it. In the smoke shrouding the
Norkitten from the shelling and in the midst of all the confusion, the



Garrison Regiment II (Colonel Hans Sigismund von Sydow), the second
line of this unit mistakenly fired into the backs of their front line comrades,
killing and wounding many of their own men.15

There was additional drama carried out when the Duke of Holstein led his
Prussian squadrons from Uderballen galloping against the Russian
hemisphere, striking the Butyrskii and Apscheronski Regiments in front of
him.16 The Cossacks of Sibilsky’s command and Serebryakov sucked the
Prussian horsemen forward, feigning a debilitating retreat. For a moment,
the bluecoats seemed to have it their own way. The 8th Dragoons (Major-
General Dubislav Friedrich von Platen) fared relatively well here; it lost 33
men, and 27 horses during the fracas.17

The advancing Prussian horse sliced through the green-coated infantry, but
then came squarely up against Sibilsky’s heavy guns. The latter pieces
opened a furious pounding of the surprised Prussian horsemen, who had
their way of escape closed off and were badly used by the Russians. The
“attack” fizzled out, and these attackers were either killed or captured,
almost to a man.

The auxiliary Prussian forces had thus pretty much shot their bolt; still, the
main Prussian body had yet to put in an appearance. At approximately 0600
hours, the latter finally launched an attack. This new blow fell on the 1st
and 2nd divisions, the Russian bodies emerging on the southern side of the
Norkitten confronting Uderballen. The attack was delivered in salvo form,
the bluecoats halting long enough to fire, three times (with relatively little
effect), then continuing on. This was the crisis of the battle, quickly
degenerating into a sustained firefight. The Russians employed their
“secret” howitzers here. Then a fourth Prussian volley ripped through the
green-coated ranks, prompting a fierce reply. The moment was critical. All
seemed lost, as the faltering 2nd division of Lopukhin was on the point of
being driven off,18 when suddenly, the Narvskii regiment, already all but
bereft of its officers through casualties from the fairly accurate Prussian
fire, sped forward, from its post hard by Uderballen, to carry the day. By
0700 hours, the Russians had thoroughly stopped the enemy, “after a brave
stand.”19



This done, the Prussian leaders ordered retreat, and Lehwaldt pulled back
from a now thoroughly aroused opponent. But the extrication was slow. It
was another hour or so before the heavy fighting died down with heavy
losses among the general Russian officers. Lopukhin was killed in the final
moments of the battle, with the Russian Quartermaster-General Ivan
Ivanovich Weywarn, Yurii Lieven and Villebois all wounded. What had
transpired on this day? Lehwaldt failed because he lacked troops, and he
had little of Frederick the Great’s tactical skill.20 Moreover, the tenacious
nature of the Russian soldiery contributed to Lehwaldt’s misery.21

The Russian artillery, the guns that so mercilessly raked the Duke of
Holstein’s and Schorlemer’s men, won the day for the Russians. It must be
kept in mind that the latter had not had the opportunity to form a
conventional battle line, with the surprise attack and all. Sibilsky tried to
mount a pursuit of the faltering Prussians, but, with only cavalry close at
hand, it could not be sustained.

Moreover, Apraxsin aborted further pursuit because he had to have the
soldiers called back to the field. This was done to quell a situation where
some of the men were ranging over the stricken battlefield, killing the
wounded and stealing from men of both sides.22

The first test of arms with the Russians had, indeed, been a test. Individual
Prussian field formations had behaved commendably. The 2nd Infantry of
Kanitz, for instance, had leveled bayonets and broke through the enemy’s
front on the right wing.23 But lack of support doomed it to failure and the
second Russian line held. The whole matter cost the unit 16 officers and
489 men.24 Nor were heroics of the day’s efforts confined to the foot
soldiers.

Four horse units, based in East Prussia, had performed with much spirit.
The 7th Dragoons (Major-General Christoph Friedrich Stephan von
Plettenberg) led the Duke of Holstein’s powerful stroke. The Russians had
three cavalry regiments shattered in this particular stroke, the bluecoats, in
the process, capturing a battery and riding down some Russian infantry. For
this, the tally sheet was 136 men lost.25



The battle was a costly one. Lehwaldt lost 4,520 men, including 282
officers. There were some 1,800 dead among the bluecoats, along with 17
battalion guns and 11 big guns. The Russians lost 5,989 men, including
1,487 dead. Russian losses also included 11 generals, a very high figure.26

Even Apraxsin, in his account to the Czarina Elizabeth of the battle, had to
admit, during the first phase of the battle “the victory was all this while
doubtful.”27 A Prussian description of the battle, printed on pages 143–144
of the same source, on the other hand, discounts entirely the steadiness of
the Russians and blames the loss on the lack of coordination between the
Prussian formations, along with the very thick smoke.

Lloyd thinks Lehwaldt badly underestimated the quality of the Russian
forces to the point he did not provide enough troops to form a strong strike
force, but instead opposed them point-for-point. Being badly outnumbered,
this was unwise. Except for the wars against Sweden and, especially that
against Charles XII, Europe knew little of the Russians’ ability to fight. The
frequent clashes with the Ottoman Turks hardly illuminated the case. In
short, Lehwaldt did not know what enemy he were opposing.28 Neither, for
that matter, did the Prussian king. Finally, Lloyd observed the Russians
could only be killed, not merely defeated; this though the battles of
Zorndorf and Kunersdorf were still off in the future.

Ironically, the Russian army made no use of its victory and go ahead
towards Königsberg. Apraxsin made no further penetration into East
Prussia. After pausing at Wehlau, the marshal gave marching orders for
home. He told his superiors he could get no supplies, but the real reason for
this abrupt change of heart was news that Czarina Elizabeth was dying had
reached his ears. Apraxsin did not wish to incur the wrath of Grand Duke
Peter, that great admirer of the Prussian kingdom, by occupying part of that
kingdom. Even so, maintaining the army through the winter in quarters in
East Prussia would have been difficult at best. Impossible at worst.

Lehwaldt came forward after Apraxsin, and did not break off until the last
of the Russian troops (except for a garrison left to retain control of Memel;
which had fallen—see below) had left Prussian soil. Thus, although he



really had no right at all to expect it, Frederick’s easternmost province
would remain in the unsteady hands of his old Marshal Lehwaldt.



Chapter Fourteen

Final Preliminaries to Rossbach

Meanwhile, on the Northern Front, the Swedes had begun to move. In early
September, General Gustav David Graf Hamilton (leading the army until
Sternberg could arrive) brought his army of some 22,000 men1 to the Peene
River (the recognized boundary between Prussian and Swedish Pomerania).
September 12, demonstrations by the Swedes were made to confuse the
bluecoats as to the actual crossing point, followed under cover of night
(September 12–13), by a rapid crossing of the river. The aim for this force,
divided into three columns, was on Wölgast, Anklam, Loise, and Demmin.2
The Swedish vanguard was opposite to Pasewalk. One Prussian regiment
(of Johann Gottfried von Stockhausen) stood vigilantly on the Peene. But
the bluecoats were too few to accomplish much. Under the king’s
directions, militia companies had been raised to oppose the invaders, and a
small Prussian flotilla was ordered prepared for a sea campaign as well. At
Stettin, General Manteuffel was in command (the Commandant of Stettin
itself was Constantin Guido von Podewils3); but he suffered from a lack of
the mounted arm and mostly stayed within range of the fortress itself. His
command was two full regiments, a grenadier battalion, and the militia.

But the Swedes progressed well, initially. The first of the Swedish columns,
led by General Jacob Albrecht von Lantinghausen, moved on Demmin; the
second, under Major-General Ehrensward, pressed on Anklam, while the
van, under Lt.-Gen. Graften Lievan, pressed through Wölgast towards
Usedom. Only in front of Peenemünde, which had an entrenched post held
by 190 men under Captain Philipp Ludolf von Oppen, were the Swedes
really impeded.

Peenemünde endured a siege from about September 14, until September 23,
when the stricken fortress finally fell. The losses were three killed and one



wounded.4 By September 27, the Swedish army was encamped at
Ferdinandshof and had seized Wollin. The van, under General Lievan, had
reached Prenzlau by that stage. Sternberg vainly hoped that the French in
near-by Hanover would actively cooperate. Among other things, the
Swedes had rather ambitious designs upon the powerful Prussian fortress of
Stettin, which early on in the war boasted Major-General von Podewils as
commandant. One singular fact remained: Stettin would turn out to be no
pushover under any circumstances.

Nevertheless, for the moment, the Swedes had it all their own way, but
Frederick knew they would be very slow about developing any major
maneuvers they might attempt.5 The Swedes were separated by distance
from the vital Brandenburg province, and, besides, Lehwaldt, the threat of
the Russians now temporarily nullified, was marching towards Prussian
Pomerania to oppose this northern menace.

We can now examine what developments there were in the West. Keith was
being pressured by the allies,6 who, in the king’s absence, were advancing
again, joined at length by Broglie’s men (October 19–23), boasting a
strength of some 60,000 men. Broglie’s men were a sight, lacking even
basic tents to shelter themselves, or the provisions to feed them or even
sufficient ammunition for their guns. This so-called “reinforcement” was
probably worse than nothing at all, compounding Allied difficulties.7

October 24, Frederick marched for Leipzig, hearing disturbing word in the
meantime of the enemy’s advance. Soubise and Hildburghausen had crossed
the Saale and moved forward into Saxony. On October 24, the Reich Army
occupied Weissenfels, and sent summons to Keith (then in Leipzig) to
surrender his post immediately. The French were still distant beyond the
Saale at that moment. Keith replied he would rather burn the suburbs of the
city than surrender the place. The Scotsman was never one to be bullied. So
the Imperialists, hearing word the king was once more on the march that
way, withdrew to the Saale and re-crossed the river, pausing on the opposite
bank. They would have marched off had they not been directly ordered to
stand fast.



Frederick was in Leipzig on October 26, joining Keith and ordering a
concentration at that place of the troops of Ferdinand, Prince Moritz, Keith,
and his own. This gave a total of about 22,000 men, numerically inferior to
the enemy but of superior fighting ability.8 The feat of bringing the different
forces together at Leipzig is often overlooked. The following day, Prince
Henry arrived with the main body, while Ferdinand brought his men from
Magdeburg later the same afternoon. Prince Moritz, the Berlin affair at an
end, was in Leipzig by October 28. Although the men had marched great
distances—even up to 25 miles a day in some cases—they “desired to be
led out [at once] against the enemy.”9 October 30, the king marched from
Leipzig forward to the historic village of Lützen, Mayr in the lead, as usual,
flushing out allied pickets10 and driving away reconnaissance parties,
thereby clearing the way for the main army, which dribbled in throughout
the night.

The Allies were not inactive. Hildburghausen, once he had retired behind
the Saale, was determined to hold the river line. Broglie moved on Halle, to
guard the bridge there from the king’s men. Soubise was pivoting his force
towards both that post and Merseburg, but not beyond. In a surprise move,
especially from the Allied Coalition’s view against Prussia, the French
government ordered Soubise to keep as close to the line of the Saale as he
could. This was the first true indicator the French were generally going to
stay as far West in Germany as they could reasonably do.11 Even Soubise
himself could scarcely believe the new instructions. Worse, Frederick’s
arrival at Leipzig meant Prussian patrols thereabouts were suddenly stepped
up. The Austrians had a force of 1,000 Cuirassiers and the two regiments of
Szėchėny Hussars close to Markrandstädt.

In the event, the bluecoats (October 29) erupted against their post with a
rather large cavalry patrol, followed up by the October 30 march. Frederick
moved out from Lützen about 0300 hours on October 31, in heavy rain.
During this march up, the energetic Szėchėny Hussars were at it again,
nipping all along the line of march. But the latter apparently failed to send a
messenger to Weissenfels to warn the garrison of the enemy’s approach, for
the men there were completely surprised. This latter force consisted of four
battalions and 18 companies of grenadiers, all but three of which were
French. All told, some 5,000 men under the Duke de Crillon. The Prussian



arrival of Mayr’s forward men occurred outside of Weissenfels about 0800
hours on October 31, followed shortly by the king and the rest of the army
he brought—two grenadier battalions and 35 squadrons of horse, in addition
to Mayr’s men.12 Keith promptly moved on Merseburg.

The Allies closed up the town, and prepared forthwith for action, intending
to dispute the Prussian advance. The bluecoats unlimbered their artillery
and commenced firing on the town gate, while the grenadiers and Mayr’s
men moved up to knock out the obstructions. The attackers were ready to
pounce. A few well-aimed hits cleared the way, and all of the allied resolve
to resist went up in literal smoke as the Prussians sprang forward. With no
choice now but retreat, the allies fell away from the action, back across the
bridge. As they withdrew, they set fire to the structure to prevent their foe
from immediately pursuing them. The resulting conflagration consumed the
wooden structure so rapidly that some 630 men were lost, most of these of
the garrison were trapped and had no option but surrendering to the
bluecoats with their arms and equipment.13

Hildburghausen, sleeping two miles away at his headquarters, was
immediately awoken by the shaken survivors. He steadied the remnant of
the garrison about Burgwerben (where his main body was deployed), and
ordered a barrage laid down across the Saale to prevent Prussian attempts to
effect repairs to the bridge. The king’s prepared gunners replied, and the
two opponents shelled each other until about 1500 hours.

Scouts sent forth by Frederick, from near Deblitz, when he realized he
would be unable to make use of the crossing at Weissenfels, soon found a
suitable crossing point only a short distance away at Klingen, just below
Weissenfels. Engineers at once rushed to the site with all necessary
materials to complete a bridge. The Prussian guns continued to keep up
their deadly—or at least very noisy—work, largely to hold
Hildburghausen’s attention away from the new business developing about
Klingen.

Frederick’s overall situation was now very desperate, as he was stymied in
all directions. Had the Allies held the line of the Saale River against him,
there would have been little recourse beyond foolish attempts to storm



prepared enemy works behind the barrier of the river. Even factoring in the
relative quality of the two opponents, the defenders in this case would have
a very lop-sided advantage over the attacking Prussians. Instead, their next
move demonstrated the Allied high command’s mediocrity: they gave up
the useful barrier of the Saale and retired towards Burgwerben and
Tagwerben, with the intervening hilly country still between them and the
Prussians. This was done with nary a whimper. Hildburghausen consented
to abandon his camp and marched through Storkau to link up with Soubise;
who had himself plowed forward from Reichardtswerben through Kaynau.
The Frenchman arrived there on November 1, and promptly set up his
headquarters at Gross-Körbetha. This move placed the advanced patrols
over near Merseburg. Clearly now, the Prussians were in the offing, and the
Allies would soon have to join forces. Hildburghausen was worried about
his vulnerable supply link to Erfurt, which the enemy would love to severe.
At that moment, no coordinated plan was in effect in the Allied camp, a
strange revelation in view of the present times.

Undoubtedly, though, there was more to the situation. The Allies were
almost completely in the dark about Frederick’s intentions. There was good
reason for this. Despite the fact the Saxons had been ill-used by their
northern neighbors, the peasants still maintained good feelings towards
Frederick’s soldiers. In fact, “Soubise could find no spies there.”14 One can
thus conclude the peasants distrusted the Prussians less than the French,
ostensibly their allies. Besides, the pleasure-loving Soubise15 may have just
found an unlikely match in the apparently indolent Hildburghausen. One of
the latter’s subordinates wrote of him, among many habits, he liked “to
sleep for some ten hours’ a day.”16 Just how many days, at least during this
campaign, he was able to practice this “habit” is not known.

The night of October 31–November 1, Frederick’s engineers finished their
new bridge. In the morning, Marshal Keith reached Merseburg and found to
his discomfort the bridge there destroyed. On the far bank, Soubises’ men
were fully prepared to dispute Prussian passage.17



Chapter Fifteen

The Battle of Rossbach1

Keith detached Prince Ferdinand to go on to Halle; the latter discovered the
bridge there knocked down, and Broglie awaiting him on the opposite side.2
However, southwards at the completed bridge (near Weissenfels at Herran-
Mühle), the Prussians had already penetrated the Saale on the same day.
Frederick’s men speedily traversed the river barrier as soon as light and the
engineers gave the O.K. Again incredibly, the Imperialist guard force made
no legitimate effort to try to contain the Prussian crossing.3

So despite the fact the Allies held the river against Keith at Merseburg and
Ferdinand at Halle, there was now no means at hand to fling Frederick’s
army back over the Saale near Weissenfels short of a battle, a contingency
for which they did not feel they were ready. Early on November 2,
therefore, the Combined Army withdrew into the higher country near
Müchelin. Hildburhausen had finally assented to join Soubise, as the latter
categorically refused to join him, but it was a discouraged, worried French
commander that he discovered. The Imperialists themselves suffered an
utter, complete breakdown of the logistics. Through an unfortunate error,
the Reich’s supply train had gotten rerouted from its original crossing point
at Weissenfels (which was largely because the French supply convoys were
already jamming the way to near gridlock). The newly rerouted convoy
promptly ran straight into a Prussian patrol and was lost after a short
altercation. This exacerbated what was already a bad situation. In addition,
Hildburghausen’s force had been divided up to guard the Saale. Baden-
Durlach had a force holding the crossings at Naumburg and Dornburg and
their vicinity.



Meanwhile, freed from enemy interference by their foolish move, Marshal
Keith and Prince Ferdinand repaired their respective bridges and hastily
marched their force across the Saale on November 2–3.4 The pair then
moved to link up with the king, a juncture not accomplished until 1900
hours. Frederick had reached Bedra before the rendezvous could become a
fact, and the united throng marched on Braunsdorf, where the bluecoats
pitched their tents.

Here the monarch learned the Combined Allied force was at Müchelin,
facing due northwards and evidently expecting an attack from that side. The
right wing, facing the bulk of the Prussian force, was actually inviting what
might be a decisive blow. The impending darkness and the fact the Keith-
Ferdinand force arrived late precluded battle.

Instead, the king sent Seydlitz with some horsemen to conduct some
mischief against the enemy, as well as probe for any weak spots inviting
success in an attack. With 1500 troopers, the indomitable gentleman
proceeded with his appointed duty, trying to rattle the cage of the opponent.
Seydlitz returned (at about 1230 hours) with information that the enemy lay
in an inadequate military position inviting defeat. Frederick weighed his
options, carefully. He had some 16,600 infantry (27 battalions) and 5,400
horse (45 squadrons) with him. The Prussian artillery complement consisted
of 79 guns, of which 23 were of heavy caliber. But the alternatives, with
enemies weighing in on every side, were effectively reduced to one: attack.
The deed was set for dawn the next day, November 4. “One battle will
[finish] the matter,” Frederick tartly informed Keith. To borrow an old
cliché, “truer words were never spoken.” About 0200 hours, the bluecoats
moved off towards the enemy encampment, the moon shining brightly
overhead.

The king rode at the head of his troops, hoping against hope that the enemy
might be caught by surprise. Drawing upon their works, he saw Soubise had
shifted his position, this time facing east and the bluecoats head-on. The
Austrian cavalry reported sighting their foe about 0600 hours; but Seydlitz’
patrols had already alerted the Allies that something was afoot.

The new encampment had its flanks and front protected by thick woods
supplementing new batteries of big guns to sweep the approaches. The



enemy were likely to destroy any attack at long range with their artillery,5
and Frederick felt an assault against a thoroughly prepared foe enjoying a
3–to–1 superiority in numbers, was to invite another defeat like Kolin.
Orders to withdraw were forthwith issued by the king, while the Allies
opened up on them with their batteries. Simultaneously, the Allied light
troops went forth to nip at the Prussian rearguard, causing some confusion
in their ranks.

About 0930 hours, the deed was a done deal. Bluecoat forces which had
occupied positions close at hand withdrew on Bedra and Rossbach. To
shield the retreat, the cavalry, on the Shortau Heights, stayed put. Then
came an event which would have great significance for the Prussians before
24 hours had elapsed. Brettlache advanced with the Austrian horse; six
squadrons and accompanied by some 600 infantry and six heavy guns. The
latter ordnance were immediately unlimbered to shell the bluecoats, but the
latter withdrew before the matter could further proceed.

This “battle” gave the Combined Army the false impression that it had
defeated the great King Frederick, and went a long way towards restoring
Soubise’s confidence about a major tussle with the foe. Perhaps the only
advantage this day offered for the Prussians. Bluecoat patrols sourly noted
the Te Deum going on in the enemy’s camp, although there had been no
battle. The French, in particular, seemed suddenly to be re-energized. Many
of the ranking commanders urged Soubise to move at once against the
“faltering” enemy.6 “This attack would be alone, without help [from
Hildburghausen],” if necessary.7

As for Frederick, he spent some time beyond the confines of Bedra,
contemplating his next move, while his army returned “cooly” to camp. The
situation required the immediate reorganization of the Prussian bivouac. It
was altered under the king’s orders to front Rossbach, a little village some
51⁄2 miles northwest of Weissenfels, for which the coming battle would be
christened. Although time was still precious, the troubled, but determined,
monarch intended to hold the enemy close at hand until threatened
starvation should compel them to make a move. He knew the Imperialists in
particular, but all of the Allied forces were beginning to run short on



provisions. Frederick counted on his own crack troops to withstand short
rations for longer than the ill-disciplined enemy soldiers could.

Soubise, for all his bluster, was inclined towards timidity. He received
advice from Pierre Bourcet, one of his more competent officers, that he
should take the army in a wide swing round the enemy flank and severe the
Prussian line-of-communication, thus compelling Frederick to fight a major
battle. Soubise was also encouraged by a report from Hildburghausen. The
latter was convinced the events just concluded proved their opponent had
no intention of directly attacking the Combined Army. The Imperialist
commander even concluded, with little supporting evidence, that Frederick
meant only a flanking move, to cut the Allies off from Freiburg—their
communication post. To counter this, Hildburghausen stated a march to
seize the heights of Schevenroda was absolutely imperative, in order to
strike the king’s little army from a position of strength. This communication
was sent about 0500 hours, with an emphasis on the urgency of the matter.

The Count of St. Germain and Laudon had been ordered to send a detail to
take point of vantage so they could directly observe the Prussian camp. St.
Germain was despatched to Gröst (about three miles west of Rossbach)
with eight battalions and 13 full squadrons of mounted men, as soon as
Hildburghausen’s fateful intelligence arrived. For his part, Soubise was
preparing, at last, to march. St. Germain’s task was actually a double one: as
well as playing the part of an observer he was designated to cover Soubise’s
left wing during the impending maneuver. Prussian patrols were driven
from their stations by the newcomers. At Storkau, Soubise and
Hildburghausen conferred about the next steps to take.

Soubise still did not want to fight a full-scale battle with Frederick; his only
aim in the short run was to derive whatever advantages he could from the
limited engagement he believed the king would have to fight when the
Allies threatened to severe his ties from the Saale. By contrast,
Hildburghausen was anxious to give the enemy their knockout blow and be
done with it. He thought the war could be ended by winning a smashing
victory. Probably so; but was he (and Soubise) in a position to deliver one?

The previous day, November 4, on taking survey of the Prussian camp all
drawn out below, Soubise8 badly underestimated the number of troops that



it contained by some 50 percent because of the rolling terrain. He
confidently extrapolated that the enemy camp held a mere 10,000 men.
Needless to say, this faulty bit of “intelligence” served only to increase the
confidence of Hildburghausen and stiffen Soubise’s weak backbone for the
coming struggle. Frederick could not have planned it any better. In any
case, had the Allies discerned the correct quantity of Prussians opposed to
them, it probably would have made little difference. After all, they still had
a great numerical superiority on their side of the equation.

That morning, some of Laudon’s irregulars had skirted round the Prussian
camp and torn down the bridge at Herran-Mühle. This action guaranteed
that Frederick’s line-of-retreat across the Saale short of Merseburg would be
cut off, and Laudon’s action was known at the Allied headquarters. Finally,
before 0800 hours, Soubise acceded to his comrade’s request for immediate
action. The Frenchman at once ordered his troops to prepare to march,
although the progress was hindered by his insistence on waiting for the
foragers to rejoin the ranks before proceeding.

At 1100 hours, Soubise ordered the tents struck and within half an hour the
French army was in full march. Hildburghausen had already started his
troops about 1100 hours.9 It has been asserted, probably correctly, the
reason Soubise started so late in the day was his desire for a light, rather
limited, engagement with the Prussians. The Combined Army moved out in
three columns. It was 1130 hours, November 5, 1757.

On the coming battle, the Prussian king was staking the future existence of
his country. At this stage, defeat would mean his utter ruin, and, under the
dire circumstances, even a signal victory could provide at best a breathing
space, but a useful pause. As it would work out, the events that would
launch Frederick into the ranks of history’s Great Captains were already
inexorably underway.10

First, we need to look at the field where the opposing forces were preparing
for battle. There were two high points in the region: the Janus Hill and the
Pölzen Hill. Neither was exceptionally commanding, but guns placed on
both of them could certainly be used with effect, as it turned out. The
immediate terrain was largely rolling. Rossbach lay in the middle of a sandy



plain flanked by higher ground on the west, south, and east. But the village
was elevated sufficiently to dominate a view of Müchelin, with just a
shallow hollow between them. This would be an important topographical
feature in the upcoming struggle. This recess was traversed by a little
branch from the Saale. This stream split the hamlet of Bedra in two and ran
to near Gröst and Almsdorf (which were on the direct road to Freiburg,
visible to the southwest of Janus Hill some eight miles distant).

The two rises were northeast of Rossbach, and the intervening country was
largely devoid of woods or underbrush. The two hills rose up enough to
block the view from the south of the country near Zeuchfeld—a small
hamlet to the southwest of Rossbach—of any movements north of them.
This was another important factor in the battle. South of Rossbach, was
Pettstädt, some two miles distant, which marked the limit of the plain, a
further mile beyond towards Obschütz, the terrain began rising gradually.
Just northeast of Obschütz, the two little hamlets of Tagwerben and
Reichartswerben were located. This was the area in which the Battle of
Rossbach was about to be fought.

Soubise’s force moved through Branderoda towards Zeuchfeld, where the
three columns of the throng were condensed into two larger processions.
The Szėchėny Hussars, together with the Apchon Dragoons, and Nassau
Hussars, were covering. The first column was of 16 Austrian/Imperialist
squadrons, 16 French battalions, and 12 French squadrons.11 In like vein,
the second column consisted of 16 battalions of French infantry and 17
Austrian/Imperialist squadrons. There was a third, much smaller body of
men; the French reserve. Broglie, commanding here, had eight battalions,
10 squadrons, and 11 Imperialist battalions. The front consisted of the
cavalry of Brettlache,12 and Hildburghausen was present with this body.
This was followed next by the French and Imperialist infantry. The first
column was on the left, the second to its right, beyond the latter, the
command of St. Germain was deployed at Gröst. Between the two massive
moving bodies of men the horses towing the allied artillery were marched.

It was a measure of the day that no advanced guard was pushed out in front
of the disordered Combined Army. With an enemy as wily as the Prussian
king, this was not a wise move. Worse, there was no deployment plan in



place, so the men moved out, still burdened by their haversacks (those that
were so equipped). The general feeling prevailing that morning among the
Allies seemed to be there would be no battle that day. Soubise had taken the
time to gather in his foragers before moving out, which would inevitably
have slowed the pace of the French march. Really, though, Soubise’s heart
was never in the enterprise anyway.

Within the formations of the Combined Army some 42,000 of the troops
marched, the remaining number were with Laudon and St. Germain holding
positions forward of the vacated Allied camp. St. Germain extended his
lines to Almsdorf, with Laudon just south of Gröst near Schevenroda. The
army consisted of the following: the French had some 30,000 men (in 49
battalions), 6,000 cavalry (divided up into 40 squadrons), and 32 guns; the
Austrian/Imperialist contingent contributed nearly 30,000 additional troops
and 12 heavy guns. The latter force were largely cavalry, but the infantry
present had the advantage of superior training compared to the French.

The marching formations passed Zeuchfeld and swerved towards Pettstädt;
here the advance was halted. Soubise and Hildburghausen held a hasty
conference with their subordinates. Soubise wanted to encamp right where
they were and await developments, but the other generals overruled him as
this move would leave the army in a precariously exposed position with the
bluecoats very close at hand. Hildburghausen was arguing, in vain it
seemed, to persuade Soubise to modify his flanking march when suddenly
movement was reported in the Prussian camp.13

While the Allies had been thus engaged, the king’s army had not been
inactive. Earlier in the morning, at about 0800 hours, Frederick climbed to
the roof of a large mansion in Rossbach (the Herranhaus) to watch the
enemy maneuvering over near Müchelin. A portion of a westward facing
wall had been removed so the monarch could get a better view of the
proceedings. Frederick had observed the foe all morning, witnessing their
shaky march past Zeuchfeld before making the turn towards Pettstädt.14 At
first, the king assumed the enemy were retreating, either on Freiburg or to
try to cut him off from the Saale at Merseburg. Reconnaissance patrols were
forthwith dispatched to ascertain what the enemy actually intended.



Simultaneously, Seydlitz and Mayr received instructions to saddle up their
cavalry commands and await developments.

Shortly afterwards, St. Germain’s artillery began shelling the Prussian left
(in Rossbach) and appeared to be forming up to attack. When he did not
actually advance, Frederick ascertained—as he had all the while suspected
—that this was a mere ruse to keep his attention. He believed by then that
the Allies were trying to draw off to the rear while St. Germain kept the
bluecoats busy. Meanwhile, some of the scouting parties penetrated the
deserted Allied camp and learned from local peasants that the enemy were
moving down the Weissenfels road.

The Combined Army was running into some real confusion on their march.
At the wheel to the left near Zeuchfeld, a portion of the reserve infantry had
become entangled between the main columns and was creating some
problems among the artillery teams. Even worse, the swing meant the
column on the outer side had a longer distance to cover than the inside one.
Back at Rossbach, Frederick went to dinner downstairs about 1200 hours,
leaving Captain Friedrich von Gaudi to continue the observation of the
Allies’ march.

The king’s meal had lasted about two hours when Captain Gaudi came
rushing into the room. Gaudi reported, with a tremor in his voice and with
perhaps more urgency than was actually required, that the Combined Army
was on a heading aiming for Reichardtswerben and was veering right
straight at the Prussian left. The monarch, unperturbed, finished his meal
and climbed to the roof in company with his staff15 to see to the matter
himself. For a few minutes, Frederick earnestly surveyed the scene and
came to the conclusion that battle, which had eluded the bluecoats until just
then, was about to be offered by the enemy himself.

The king studied briefly how would be the best way to take advantage of
the enemy’s impetuosity. He finally conceived of a sound plan. Off to the
eastward, the rolling ground there could conceal a flank march from
Soubise and his peers from behind the Janus and the Pölzen Hills to envelop
the Allies by a flank sweep. Orders were issued to prepare for the
movement, the army being given guidelines to pack up except for the tents
(these were to be left standing until the last possible moment for the benefit



of the enemy’s eyes). Meantime, at the Allied command, there was more
confusion: Soubise wanted to cut across the plain and hem in the Prussians
by occupying the line of the Saale, Hildburghausen, reminding the
Frenchman that the army was by then desperately short on provisions,
reluctantly agreed with this scheme.

The bluecoats marched at about 1430 hours, except for Mayr and a small
cavalry force, left to oppose Laudon in Almsdorf. The Allied observers saw
only the tents go down and Frederick’s men moving off at best pace behind
the Janus and its neighbor, leaving no visible enemy except for Mayr’s little
force.16 Then there was an urgent effort to get the roley poley formations
moving before Frederick’s army could get away, and the Allies stumbled
forward blindly towards Rossbach to force the issue. It was feared, for a
moment, that the bluecoats had lost heart and were fleeing for Merseburg,
while Mayr was left to guard the retreat. That the very aggressive Prussian
monarch had suddenly, and uncharacteristically, become timid. This action
“caused us to think the Prussians, in dread of us, were making for
Merseburg.”17 As we have seen, quite the opposite was taking place.

Seydlitz had 38 squadrons of men (some 3,900 horse), which comprised the
following regiments: Seydlitz’ own 8th Cuirassiers, the 7th, the 10th, the
3rd, and Blumenthal’s 13th Cuirassiers. Lighter equipped horse included the
1st, the 3rd, and the 4th Hussars. Seydlitz led this body of cavalry towards
the Janus and the Pölzen. The marching enemy had 12 squadrons of the
French cavalry on the left side acting as a protector in case the bluecoats
suddenly put in an appearance. Behind the hills, meanwhile, Frederick was
preparing to give the foe the encounter they seemed to desire.

The monarch managed a few words of encouragement for his men: “The
hour is come, my friends, in which everything that is (or ought to be) dear
to us depends upon our arms and our conduct. Time allows me to say little,
and many words are unnecessary. You all know that you have suffered no
fatigue, hunger, cold, or danger that I have not shared with you, and you see
me now ready to sacrifice my life with you. All I desire of you is the return
of my affection and fidelity…. I will only add, not just as encouragement
but as proof of my gratitude for your past services, from this hour, to the



day you get to winter-quarters, your pay shall be doubled over. Now! Go
fight like Brave men, and trust for success in God!”18

Seydlitz, meanwhile, had been ordered behind the rolling ground
thereabouts. He had pickets on the summit of the Janus to keep him
informed of the enemy maneuvering and pinpoint when the Allies were ripe
for an enveloping attack. He was given charge of the whole Prussian
cavalry present for the battle. Seydlitz curtly dismissed the objections of
senior Generals Peter von Meinecke and Baron Schönaich to his new
appointment, which was right over their seniority. “Gentlemen! I obey the
king, and you must obey me!”19 More of that quality called Gumption.

The king for his part knew what the Combined Army intended, to a
reasonable degree anyhow, and how he would counter them. He would wait
until the enemy had passed the hollows and the hills, then emerge, no doubt
unexpectedly, on their left. If they had already deployed in order of battle
facing northward, this blow would hit their right flank. But, if the Allies
were still in their marching formation facing east or northeast, they would
be struck head-on and, hopefully, rolled up in defeat before the rearward
troops could come to their aid. Since deployment of eighteenth-century
armies was generally slow even at best, the Allies just might be beaten
before they hardly had time to properly prepare to defend themselves. In
point of fact, that is just how the battle unfolded.

As Seydlitz compacted his cavalry behind the Janus, a Prussian battery of
18 guns (16 heavy cannon and two howitzers) under Colonel Christian
Friedrich August von Moller was unlimbered and readied to open fire.
Prince Henry (in charge of the Prussian center) steadied his infantry for the
attack. Moller’s battery was to his right, with the fine formations of Seydlitz
on the left. This was the order-of-battle.

Meanwhile, the Allies had rounded the flank position and were heading
northward when the pickets signaled Seydlitz the crucial moment had
finally arrived. The latter climbed up to see for himself, took out a clay
pipe, fixed and lit it, then returned to his command. He then led his men
into the view of the enemy, without awaiting the king’s instructions. It was
approximately 1515 hours. The 38 squadrons had been divided in two for



this attack, with 20 in the first line. Range was down to about 2,600 feet by
that point; the Allies were becoming terribly discombobulated in their hasty
effort at “pursuit.”20 Simultaneously, Moller’s guns opened a terrific fire
upon the enemy’s cavalry. The ground miles away shook under the
concussion.21 The latter were by then well northward of Reichardtswerben
and took some severe punishment in the process. Incredibly, Soubise &
Company now guessed Frederick was using his guns to cover a
withdrawal.22 The Allies, still under their self-induced fog, hastened their
pace to get out of Moller’s range and, thereby, promptly lost any cohesion
they had gained in trying to pursue the foe. All doubt as to Prussian
intentions were dispelled as Seydlitz attacked—at about 1530 hours.

His command surged across the gentle grade right at the Allied force. Some
of the latter formations had just deployed, others were about to, when the
blue-coated horsemen hit them in front and rear. Seydlitz’ right attacked the
Austrian cavalry, which was still in column and unable to get more than two
squadrons23 out of 33 into line. Seydlitz’ left charged the front of the enemy
infantry head-on and broke their formation. The Battle of Rossbach had
begun.

The Szėchėny Hussars, along with three crack regiments of the Imperialist
cavalry—the 2nd Cuirassiers, the 1st Cuirassiers, and the 1st Dragoons—
moved resolutely towards the action. Once and again, the bluecoats drew
back to reform, more from becoming disordered themselves by their own
actions than from any resistance the Allies were making. Again, for a total
of four times, according to Hildburghausen, Seydlitz charged the astonished
enemy. The head of the Allies was pointing at the Janus to seize it as
Soubise intended, but the Austrian resistance was stiff enough to allow their
comrades to move forward. Seydlitz’ first line was checked before the
second group of 18 squadrons broke things wide open.

The 24 squadrons of Broglie’s second line, joined by those of Count
Augustin Mailly’s cavalry mentioned above, wheeled out of line and came
roaring up to the aid of their friends, under direct orders from Soubise,
when the Prussian attack commenced. This move, though commendable
under the circumstances, only served to heighten the confusion which was



spreading fast through the army, besides increasing the size of the target the
Allies were presenting to the eager bluecoats.

Later, Hildburghausen would claim (no doubt, wise after the fact) he had
directed Broglie to shield the Austrian right with his horsemen.24 This move
would have placed him in an excellent position to roll up Seydlitz’ first
impressive, but momentarily unsupported, charge. Those units at the front
of this charge25 had a hard way to go for a few minutes, in spite of the
Allies being thoroughly surprised. But, then, Seydlitz’ second wave
charged. Two French regiments, from Mailly and Piedmont, together with
the two Austrian regiments mentioned, made a furious defense. This was in
spite of the inevitable multiple languages being used by the various
commanders. The French of their troops and some of the contingents,
Italian, Hungarian, and the German of the Prussians and most of the
Austrians.26 At length, the Allied horse was broken and began retiring in
full retreat towards Freiburg, south and southwest of the field. The Prussian
8th Cuirassiers, which had fallen to Seydlitz’ charge after Rochow went
down, took two flags and five standards. Katzler’s 10th Cuirassiers nabbed
seven standards, and even Szekely grabbed four cannon from the flying
enemy.27

This particular unit was of great help to the Prussian cause.28 It contrived to
outflank the Allied cavalry at the site, the 1st Cuirassiers and the 3rd
Cuirassiers. The formations, already hurting from the effects of the first
charge, melted away as fighting forces. This left only the Szėchėny Hussars,
who promptly did their part by hitting one of their friends, the
Württemburgers, in the back. All of this took a while to straighten out,
while the Prussians were effectively hewing their way through the two
dragoon regiments, the 1st and the 2nd Dragoons, which were all the while
trying to form an organized front. All in all, the cavalry attack at the very
start threw the Allies off of their mettle.29

The success of this stroke (or at least the rapidity of it) exposed the Allied
leaders and their entourage to great personal danger. Soubise came within a
hair’s breadth of being taken captive, although he escaped serious harm
other than a slight head wound. The same could not be said for Brigadier de
Saluces. He had for a worthy opponent no less than the acting commander



of the 10th Prussian Cuirassiers (Gens d’armės) Colonel Friedrich Albert
von Schwerin. This conflict, hand-to-hand, ended with the Frenchman in
captivity and his command thoroughly unnerved. Brettlache and
Hildburghausen both received wounds, but neither was life-threatening.
Hildburghausen might have been seriously injured but the enemy troopers
hit him with the flats of their weapons rather than the sharp edges. To top
this off, he then managed to get away before the bluecoats could take him
captive.

In the retreat, meanwhile, the panicked cavalry nearly rode down their
supporters who were marching up behind all the while. Seydlitz kept on
their tail until it was clear they were no longer capable of effective
resistance. The entire Allied vanguard, 57 squadrons strong, had been
shattered and were not rallied for the rest of the day. The valiant Seydlitz, as
soon as the enemy horsemen had fled, broke off the pursuit and drew his
troopers off into the hollows of Tagwerben, just south of his position. Once
there, Seydlitz proceeded to reassemble his mounted formations into order
again, while Prince Henry carried on the battle with the Prussian infantry.

As Seydlitz carried out his attacks, the king (who had been riding on the
Prussian left) directed the infantry down the Janus30 against the Allied
infantry in oblique order from the left. Four battalions went to block the
Allied advance. These were from the second line of the Prussian infantry,
being the Grenadier Battalions 7/30, 13/26, and I/26 (Hülsen).31 Marshal
Keith commandeered additional formations from the second line to go
secure Reichardstwerben. In short order, this prolongation stretched out the
whole line to more or less a single frontage.

Only the muzzles of the Prussian guns became visible to the enemy as the
second charge of Seydlitz wound up, but Moller (helped out now by four of
the superheavy guns from the walls of Leipzig fortress) gave them such a
hammering they could not form up for battle. That is, even if time had
permitted. Now Frederick ordered another battery set up just south of
Nahlendorf, to pound the vulnerable Allied left. Using that point, the king
ordered his soldiers to swing into line towards Reichardstwerben. The
bluecoat advance, led by Prince Henry with his two battalions and the five



under Keith, swept forward as Seydlitz worked to steady his men at
Tagwerben.

Seeing this, Soubise (who had rushed to the front at Seydlitz’ first charge in
a futile effort to rally the Allied horse) and Hildburghausen did what they
could to steady the infantry. The bluecoats, who had deployed into a battle
line as soon as the enemy got to within some 1,700 feet of
Reichardstwerben, moved off rapidly towards the southwest to strike at
their milling mass. Prince Henry condensed his available forces into a
single line to encompass and outflank his foe. Meanwhile, Ferdinand of
Brunswick’s 5th Infantry anchored the Prussian right wing in front of
Lunstädt throughout the course of the battle. The losses of this unit were
surprisingly slight, although the regimental commander, Colonel Johann
Christoph von Priegnitz, was killed in the fray. The unit had a total of 15
Pour-le-Merite metals distributed among it, though.32

Meanwhile, Soubise hastily gathered what troops he could (the two French
units mentioned above, joined by those of Poitau and Provence) into attack
formation and led them forward (1600 hours) in an attempt to regain his
flank position. As the troops moved up, Prince Henry’s men poured an
incessant fire into the ranks of the now wavering French line.

This apparently point-blank exchange pretty much shredded the Piedmont
regiment in particular, at Fürstermarker, forward of Reichardtswerben.
Mailly’s column, to the right of the main effort, was really pounded by the
Prussians opposite to it. Mailly himself was soon down with a wound. The
Allied gunners tried to answer their opposite numbers as best they could.
But, it was hopeless. The Prussian artillerists were better trained, organized,
and had the angle on them. “The French guns tried their best effort, but the
elevation … was [just] too sharp.”33 Thus, one of the three Allied arms was
rendered ineffective almost immediately.

Meanwhile, the Imperialist infantry was busy making its way forward, led
by Prince Georg. Seydlitz’ first blow had missed this body entirely,
although they were subsequently treated to the unwelcome sight of the
panicked Allied cavalry riding right through their ranks to escape from
Seydlitz’ minions. If this itself was not unnerving enough, the triumph of



the bluecoat horse was clearly evident. The latter was more than a match for
the polyglot Allied cavalry.

In retrospect, the decision to advance in column really presented the
Prussians with every opportunity to exploit this mistake to the full. Moller’s
guns were particularly effective against columns, it is worth noting. What
was worse, the big guns of the Allies, basically trapped within the confused,
tightly packed ranks of their infantry, nearly three dozen pieces, could not
be immediately employed for obvious reasons.

Through it all, the Allied left tried to form for action. It ranged from the
shattered Piedmont regiment to the stolid Swiss mercenary units of Reding
and Planta. The latter unit managed to get off one massed volley, under the
steadying influence of General Planta. The bluecoat reply was rather half-
hearted, as fresh troops began to work their way around the valiant Swiss
formations. Planta, with no choice left under these circumstances, ordered a
hasty retreat. The Blue Würzburg regiment, at the front of Georg’s column,
acquitted itself exceptionally well. A few battalion guns raked the
advancing Prussian foot, and they successfully withstood Seydlitz’ second
charge.

Directly behind the Blue Würzburg regiment, though, the 21st Infantry of
Kronegk disintegrated under the enemy pressure, and their colleagues on
their flank, the 25th of Major-General Sylvius Christian von Ferntheil, were
driven into confusion by the frightened Allied horse which rode through
their serried ranks. But none of this could match the poor performance of
their near neighbor to the Blue Würzburg unit, the 20th Infantry of Trier. It
was confronted by the same type of treatment meted out at the front, but too
many green troops, coupled with too much attention from the Prussians,
caused Trier to buckle under after just a few minutes of heavy musketry fire
from the iron-steady bluecoat line. The regiment held together long enough
to deliver one uneven volley. The alarmed men dispersed through the ranks
of the Vorell Regiment just behind it in line. In the process, both units were
effectively lost. The men, lacking sufficient training and without the cooly
efficient Prussian officer corps, were just no match for their far better
prepared opponent on the day of Rossbach. Incredibly, the Trier Regiment
did not have a single battle fatality from their brief exchange.



This was just too much for Soubise’s men as a whole; they bogged down in
their “advance” while the enemy guns continued their merciless pounding.
This was largely done to prevent more men from coming forward to the aid
of the valiant few. His men wavering, Soubise (who did not lack for
personal courage in spite of his shortcomings as a battlefield commander)
reformed them and advanced once more. This second stroke ended much
like the first, and when the stubborn Frenchman launched his reformed men
a third, final time against the bluecoats (who could taste victory) the Allies
advanced with bayonets at the ready. Once again, though, the concentrated
Prussian fire broke up the attack and some of the discouraged men took to
their knees to surrender.

Soubise gathered more men and kept trying to shift to his rightwards to seal
off his flank, but it was the turn of the bluecoats to attack. The latter—now
facing due north—surged boldly forward as an inspired mass. At 40 paces
(about 100 feet) they poured one crashing volley of musketry after another
into the crumbling ranks of the enemy, who were breaking apart at the seam
even as Prince Henry’s minions delivered the decisive blow.

The Allied internal mass was a whirl of confusion. Soubise, still trying in
vain to form a fortified line of resistance, was attempting to draw the two
main columns forward,34 while Broglie kept busy trying to steady his men.
The latter were sandwiched in between the two main columns, just like the
artillery pieces already referred to. The French were decimated by now, and
their allies were little better off. The crisis of the battle had already been
reached. The French attack in columns of attack, which had no counterpart
in other armies of the period,35 had proven disastrous for them. The French
soldiers lay thick about Markwerben in disturbing piles of dead and
wounded.36

The bluecoat infantry which had been moving in echelon from the left
pressed hard against the disordered enemy line. At this crucial moment,
Seydlitz launched his reorganized cavalry squadrons out of the post near
Tagwerben against the Allied right as soon as he discerned the enemy were
clearly wavering. This new stroke effectively ended the battle. By 1630
hours, the second phase of the tussle had lasted but 25 minutes and the
grandiose plans of the Combined Army were going up in literal smoke.



Seydlitz received an arm wound in his first charge, but pressed on,
nevertheless. By then, Frederick’s left was in Reichardtswerben, the horsed
artillery in the advance, firing a punishing shelling of the enemy units that
were still hanging together. The Prussian left was well past Lunstädt. The
resistance of the enemy, hit simultaneously as they were in both front and
flank, disintegrated and they flew back in complete disorder, pursued by
Seydlitz’ swarming cavalry.

The entire Allied army, save for St. Germain’s lone formation and four
squadrons of French cavalry (the La Reine and Bourbon-Boussett
Regiments; from Comte de Mailly’ command), fled, scattering all over the
countryside. St. Germain himself was attacked by Mayr as he was
deploying to cover the retreat of his defeated comrades, he had only the
Planta and the Diesbach Swiss in shape to hold the line. As the sun went
down, these two regiments and the remaining cavalry checked Mayr at last
for a time. Then a concerted effort by the Prussians finally compelled St.
Germain to quit the field in his turn.

By 1700 hours, the brief battle was over. It had been a short, but decisive,
action. Only Seydlitz and some seven battalions (some 12,000 men) had
been employed on the Prussian side; the bluecoat center and left, which had
stood behind the Janus, was never called upon or required. The vaunted
Prussian foot soldiers had done very little. Much of the day’s successes
were attributed to the artillery and no less so to the cavalry. At Rossbach,
the latter more than made up for its relative inefficiency on the battlefield of
Kolin.

As for the Allies, Soubise’s policy of delay would have been the wiser. To
quote Durant, “Soubise knew the breakdown of discipline in his [own]
ranks” and counted on tiring out the recalcitrant Frederick before closing in
for the finish stroke.37 Really, the shortsighted Combined Army had little to
gain, and much to lose, from forcing Frederick’s hand. After all, he wanted
to be free of the menace in the West so he could go confront the Austrian
menace to the east and south. There was no compelling reason for the Allies
to force the issue. The only conceivable explanation was a desire for glory
on the part of the commanders. The aspiration to get in a good lick upon the
enemy before bad winter weather put an end to campaigning for the year.



Both of the Allied commanders underestimated the military genius they
were opposed by, Soubise probably less so.

There was more reason, of course. The king had a definite plan in mind for
battle from the beginning, well-executed with great skill by his veteran
army. There was no question as to what was to be done, and how and when.
In sharp contrast, Soubise and Hildburghausen really had no all-
encompassing plan of action, beyond a vague understanding and a clumsy
effort towards Rossbach. To support this, Soubise acted “like he had no plan
at all.”38 The failure to name a viable line-of-retreat, forcing Frederick into
a battle without an alternative, utter disdain for the little Prussian army; all
of this contributed to the disaster.39

The Allied retreat soon degenerated into a total rout.40 This should surprise
no one, considering the army’s overall poor performance during the
campaign. Thousands of panic-stricken survivors made their way to and
through Freiburg on the following days, while the Austrians and
Imperialists fled largely towards Naumburg. There was to be no long-range
pursuit of the Allies. Both because night was falling, but also because the
king, even as he reaped the fruitage of the victory at Rossbach, was already
planning a march to Silesia to see to the situation thereabouts.41 Rumors
from the troubled province put Prussian interests there in a bad way.
Frederick’s men encamped for the night following the battle at Obschütz.
There the bonfires of victory burned brightly for them. The festivities were
all the sweeter to celebrate a victory hardly anyone—even including
perhaps the Prussian monarch himself—believed was attainable.

The aftermath of Rossbach was almost anticlimactic. A vast number of
enemy muskets were broken up and their stocks used to feed these same
bonfires. This was less reckless than might be imagined, for Prussian
supplies of ammunition for the French weapons was quite limited. Early on
November 6, the French torched the main bridge at Freiburg to stop, or at
least interrupt, a bluecoat pursuit. As for Soubise, he only planned to linger
in the area long enough to get his army ready to return to home quarters.
Frederick, arriving at Burgwurben, intended to pause for the night at the
castle there. However, Soubise’s wounded officers already occupied it. The
king simply found other quarters more to his suiting in a nearby location.



Near daylight, the monarch pushed off with some dragoons to follow after
Soubise. He found, on approaching the Unstrut, the bridge there burned and
that his follow-up was effectively ended, lacking time to press it and all.
Hildburghausen was out of reach, and all the king could do was to drive out
a small French party at a chateau on the near bank across in confusion.

Hildburghausen, in an ad hoc conference with Soubise the evening
following the battle, tentatively received agreement from the Frenchman to
put up an organized defense of the two rivers, the Saale in the immediate
vicinity and the Unstrut. In theory, this helped promise to check the
progress of the Prussian king, who would be bound to have other, more
pressing problems on his mind; namely, Silesia and the festering Austrian
“problem.”

In more practical terms, there was no way to facilitate the matter. Soubise
lacked the drive to try anything to organize any kind of defensive post at
that moment. Hildburghausen, for his part, harbored no illusions about
being able to confront the victors with his own army, even assuming he
could get it in line.

We must not forget, without trying to make excuses for the awful conduct
of the Imperialists, by the time they reached Erfurt, on November 7, the
army’s commissariat had completely broken down. “It is eight days since
our men have had bread … [they] have lived upon turnips and radishes.”42

Now the Prussian situation overall was hardly much better, but their army
had the advantage of better discipline and more unity of purpose.

In the end, the actual “pursuit” of the scattering Allied forces was
happenstance at best. As the latter retreated with little clear idea of a
destination, the same was true of the Prussian pursuit. Lt.-Gen. Robert
Scipio Freiherr von Lentulus was charged off with this confusing business.
He had at his disposal Mayr’s men, plus ten squadrons of horse (five each
of the Meinecke Dragoons and the ever vigilant Szekely Hussars).
Hildburghausen retreated first to Eckartsberga, and finally began to
reassemble some of his men thereabouts.

The Imperialists and the Austrians might have been able to use
Eckartsberga as a rallying point except, at about 1600 hours on November



6, Mayr’s hard-riding free battalion appeared in the distance. Mayr stayed
back, especially when cannon shot indicated he was not exactly a welcome
“visitor,” but the panic button was pushed again, just the same. “We took
fresh courage, and made faster running,” reported one Franz Rudolph
Möllinger.43

Field Marshal Keith noted there was a high percentage of Swiss among the
captives after the battle. He wrote, “they [the Swiss] do not seem to be such
good runners as the French.”44 All told, the French retreat was over a range
of nearly 40 miles of countryside, some 12,000 men passed through
Eichsfeld, plundering the place and committing horrible crimes against the
populace. Throughout the campaign that culminated with Rossbach, the
behavior of the French troops had been absolutely despicable. In their
retreat, though, they were not nearly as bad.

On November 7, a mere two days after the battle, Soubise was at
Langensalza (some 52 miles from the scene). It was observed that the
French could certainly retreat much faster than they could advance. The
French commander planned to rally his scattered command between
Heiligenstädt and Nördhausen (some 80 miles farther on). At the latter,
Richelieu was positioned. Hildburghausen reached Bamberg soon after,
with a grand total of one regiment intact. As soon as he reached home, he
resigned the command of the Imperialist army and left for his own abode;
he never again commanded anything of a military nature. He was just 55
years old in November 1757. At Rossbach, he had been wounded, it was
true. But it was the pitiful state of his army that had induced
Hildburghausen to pack it in. Rossbach had demonstrated, at the very least,
the Imperialists needed additional training and preparation. But not on his
watch.

So closed the much trumpeted story of the Battle of Rossbach. The two
armies lost the following: the Allies, about 3,000 killed and wounded; 5,000
prisoners, in that number eight generals and 300 officers; total, about 8,000
men, plus 72 guns, 14 battle colors, 15 standards, plus the whole of the
Allied baggage. Prussian losses were 165 killed/376 wounded, total—
541.45 The wounded included, besides Seydlitz, Prince Henry (who had
been struck shortly after his attack), and General Meinecke of the 26th



Infantry. Seydlitz, although wounded, received the Order of the Black Eagle
and was promoted to Lt.-Gen. on the spot.46

The Battle of Rossbach was heralded throughout Germany as a great
victory (with the very notable exception of Saxony), even in those states
which had actually taken the Allied side in the war. Frederick himself was
no sworn enemy of the French, and he often appeared to be more French
than German. Obviously he preferred the French language over his own.

More tactically speaking, the column as a means of battlefield deployment
had been shown to be inferior to the Prussian battle line. Not to mention the
devastation wrought by the artillery in firing against massed columns. The
more bunched up the formation of men, the greater the degree of loss of life
and limb. Seldom in military history could this last statement be better
demonstrated than it was on the battlefield of Rossbach. There can be little
doubt the Prussian triumph would have been less complete had there been
less inviting targets to fire at. Finally, Rossbach was viewed as a national
triumph of the Germans over the French, who had for over a hundred years
looked upon Germany as fair game for their various military endeavors.

Rossbach stopped this, and was to give birth to a new spirit of German
nationalism that would have far-reaching consequences. It may be a bit in
the future, but this spirit would outlast the brief French resurgence under
Napoleon Bonaparte and finally help bring about the unification of the
many divided German states into a unified whole, under Prussian
leadership, in the latter part of the nineteenth century. The shadow of
Frederick the Great was still very much in evidence even then. In many
respects, then, the Battle of Rossbach would have ripple effects long past
the end of the Seven Years’ War. Effects which few of those present at the
battle that day would likely have guessed.

While Frederick’s success at Rossbach was bringing the Western Front
under control again, at the Northern Front, the bluecoats were regaining the
upper hand as well. After a dubious interval, we might add.47 Sternberg
(who had finally arrived at the front on October 10), following his crossing
of the Peene, put his headquarters at Prentzlow, and then had lost no time in
levying contributions from the local population thereabouts.48 Archenholtz



contends this Ukermarck province was a poor one, wherein “we find only
six towns and 180 small villages … [from which] the boisterous Swedes
drew a bribe.”49 Now the Swedes had little opposition in front of them, for
the moment. Stettin’s garrison, for instance, “consisted in ten battalions of
militia.”50 General Manteuffel, still hindered at Stettin by a lack of cavalry,
did speed off a small force of 50 hussars and 20 Jägers galloping through
Wollin and thereabouts (October 17), doing all they could to disrupt the
Swedes. The latter had a garrison at Wollin of 300 infantry and 100 cavalry
under Lt. von Blixen.51

Meanwhile, Lehwaldt received instructions from the king, on October 6, to
march for Pomerania to oppose the Swedish irruption. October 17, the old
marshal moved out from Tilsit with about 25,000 men. Sternberg pulled his
headquarters back to Ducherow (October 26). Next day, he marched again
to Ferdinandshof. There he encamped, awaiting developments. Sternberg
chose a surprisingly lethargic approach, since he could have moved on
Berlin. Or at least threatened. Throughout the war, not just in this one
campaign, the Swedes often would display a curious lack of energy with
many of their military projects. Their commissary was often to blame; poor
arrangements to keep the troops fed and supplied no doubt contributed to
this. Their field commanders often suffered from lethargy as well, although
the soldiers themselves could (and often did) display their willingness to
fight. On the other hand, the Swedes would generally be on their own as
regarded their military operations.

By the end of October, the Swedes sent a small detachment (300 men of all
arms: 200 grenadiers, and 100 dragoons) to the little village of Zehenick.
They moved through a dark roadway on their march. Therein, this force
was “ambushed” by half a dozen Prussians. One Swede was wounded, and
the whole force withdrew to Prentzlow. Sternberg recrossed the Peene
(November 12). Lehwaldt was approaching, and we will look here again.
There were no serious implications for the Prussian kingdom beyond a
possible descent upon Berlin. There was a greater risk if the Swedes united
with the French or the Russians, but the above incident borders on the
ridiculous.52



Chapter Sixteen

The Austrians Attempt to Reconquer Silesia1

While Frederick had been occupied in the West, on the Eastern Front, the
situation was not so favorable for the Prussian armies. Brunswick-Bevern,
who had withdrawn into Silesia, had still to defend that province. And the
abandonment of eastern Saxony had not been without cost. Excellent points
of defense had been sacrificed, and the removal of the army into Silesia had
meant isolating Bevern’s men from the king’s support, and vice versa. This
move also uncovered the rear of Frederick’s army to the approach of the
main Austrian force, in the process exposing much of Saxony, Silesia, and
Brandenburg to the irruptions of the enemy.

In retrospect, Bevern may have felt he was justified balanced against the
risks, but it was the king’s intervention soon after that helped diffuse a
potentially dangerous situation. Bevern fell back on Naumburg on
September 11, and the same day the Austrians pressed on Schönberg. The
prince was being pursued by Prince Charles. The latter shifted elements of
his army to cut across Bevern’s intended path over by Liegnitz and
Goldberg. This effectively barred the bluecoats from Schweidnitz and the
direct path to Breslau.

On September 12, the Austrians moved on Lauban, while Brunswick-
Bevern fell back on Bunzlau. Beck’s advanced guard probed up close to this
position. Simultaneously, Nádasti ploughed his way up to Löwenberg, his
vanguard to Goldberg. Prince Charles now wisely detached a force under
General Ernst Dietrich Freiherr von Marschall. There were some 12,000
infantry, plus six regiments of cavalry with this body. Marschall was to
cover Lusatia, while the main Austrian body was to proceed into Silesia.
September 14, Nádasti bundled forward to Goldberg, while the main army
took the road to Löwenberg. On September 16, Beck again narrowly



escaped death or capture. While he went forward to reconnoiter the
Prussian positions with an entourage, an enemy force surprised his party.
All of the general’s escorts were killed or captured, but Beck escaped by
riding his horse literally to death. That same day, the main Austrian army,
still aching for a confrontation, marched on Pilgramsdorf. Intelligence had
already been received that the king was busy—and would probably be for a
while—with Soubise and Hildburghausen in western Saxony. If Charles and
Daun wished to act while Frederick was “otherwise occupied,” this would
be the time. Then, with the bluecoats still staying put, the Austrians put
down posts at Hohendorf. September 18, the main body got to Jauer, while
intelligence was received that Bevern was also on the move. The latter
hitched into Hainau the next morning, with the light troops of Nádasti
nipping at his tail.

However, the duke was not through, and he had not been idle. September
19, he unceremoniously unleashed a large reconnaissance party of some
400 horse on Wahlstädt; which move was also done to screen his nearby
main Prussian force and protect it from enemy scouts. The latter was poised
at Koischwitz, and as soon as the Austrians were made aware of this
important post, the main body was shifted to Herzogswaldau. This was
done strictly to put the best foot forward against the nearby enemy, while
the headquarters stayed at Jauer, along with the attempt to form a more
“permanent” camp. Also, an Austrian force under Count Fillippi, aide-de-
camp to Marshal Daun, sent to Wahlstädt discovered the enemy had flown
the coop. Meanwhile, the Austrians spent much of the day singing Te Deum
in honor of the news the Russians had bested old Marshal Lehwaldt in East
Prussia. Their reaction to the news the Russians swung round and marched
back into Poland almost immediately afterwards is, fortunately, not
recorded here.

Meanwhile, the Prussians of Bevern did indeed stay put for a time. Charles
and Daun resolved to consolidate their current position. Scouts kept up
patrolling, observing and keeping track of enemy movements. Field barriers
were ordered set up. The bakery was brought forward, and the whole post
started to take on the appearance of one the whitecoats would occupy a
while (except, of course, under the circumstances, that was not going to
happen). Then, hearing the intelligence reports that Bevern might be



preparing to retreat, the main Austrian army rose and moved on Nikolstadt,
the left leaning on some heights in front of Wahlstädt. A Prussian
reconnaissance force posted near Wahlstädt had to be driven off.

The Austrian right was deployed towards Bernsdorf, and detachments
roamed far and wide searching for enemy movements. Nádasti was making
his way towards Schweidnitz. Draskovitch and Lt.-Gen. Benevenuto Count
Petazzi were unbuckled upon Schweidnitz in advance of Nádasti.

Bevern was ensconced to the east-southeast and the east of Liegnitz, with
his left near Gross-Beckern, center concentrated about Barschdorf and right
in front of Weissenrode.

On September 25, following a thorough reconnaissance of the Prussian
lines, newly-promoted General Lacy was ordered to go occupy Koischwitz.
A small Prussian force there showed just a hint of resistance, but when the
Austrians sent a few hot cannon balls their way, they skedaddled. With the
foe making off, Lacy took over the village. Simultaneously, the main army
moved yet again, although slightly, trying to keep ahead of Bevern’s
endeavors. The new Austrian headquarters was at Greibnig, where the
powerful right flank deployed. This was back around by Wahlstädt. General
Sprecher commanded a force ahead of the right wing that was itself now
nearest the main Prussian force.

Bevern, far from becoming anxious or nervous about the enemy being in
such proximity, reacted to all of this by greatly strengthening his posts
before the village of Barschdorf. This happened to be the post closest to
Sprecher’s men. At the same time, the bluecoats put up works in front of
their left near Gross-Beckern. Bevern’s aim was to make the enemy’s task
as difficult as possible. Daun, early on September 26, observed the Prussian
dispositions in front of Sprecher’s post. It was clear to him, if the enemy
were to be forced to retreat, a little “persuasion” was needed. About 1400
hours, several different batteries commenced a lively bombardment.
Prussian guns began replying as best they could, but Bevern did not know
what the whitecoats intended.

Then the Prussians observed the main Austrian army deploying for
something. Bevern at once drew his own force out into shape for action.



The available Prussian cavalry formed up on the left, and the duke placed
his center behind Barschdorf. He also quickly unleashed his own guns in
reply. This artillery duel lasted for more than an hour. Barschdorf was soon
leveled and some of the parked Prussian munition wagons literally went off
with a bang.

At dusk, with the firing over, and still no ground attack in the offing,
Bevern pulled up stakes and made off. The retreat was so rapid that 80
wagons filled with flour had to be abandoned to Beck, who took up a
belated pursuit. Horace St. Paul puts Prussian losses at 80 killed and
wounded, while the Austrian loss was six killed.2 The hasty retreat also left
a rumored 200,000 rations of forage in reserve at Liegnitz.

September 28, the main Austrian army marched to Rayn.3 Bevern was still
moving. The following day, a more favorable post at Kamose was occupied,
the left anchored at Rausse and the right at Schadewinkel. The duke was
trying to pull back on Breslau, it was feared, so, on October 1, the main
Austrian army moved directly to Lissa, the next day reaching the Lohe
River. The whiecoats seized Masschnitz, and there was some skirmishing.
But Bevern was nothing if not clever. He made a smart flank march across
the Oder at Leben-Wöhlau and looked for a moment as if he were heading
for the great fortress of Glogau, but marched to Breslau instead. Before the
whitecoats realized what was happening, Bevern’s troops were filing
through the streets of the Silesian capital (October 1). However, this bold
dash left Schweidnitz hemmed in by the Austrians.

The Austrians stood between the Silesian capital and Schweidnitz, in the
vicinity of Liegnitz. Schweidnitz had just been reinforced by Major-General
Johann Karl von Rebentisch with some eight battalions from Bevern’s
army. Prince Charles could now lay siege to Schweidnitz at any time, and
Bevern had no direct way of getting additional reinforcements into the
fortress. And, by this point, the duke had made heavy detachments to
garrison other important points in the province, and no longer possessed the
strength to face Charles and the main Austrian army in the open field. Thus
the situation still looked bleak for the bluecoats, in spite of Bevern’s success
in reaching Breslau. Worse, neither Schweidnitz nor Breslau could



withstand a prolonged siege, and the enemy had lots of opportunities with
the Prussian king still battling it out on the side of Saxony.

Breslau’s walls were crumbling, and, with all of the trouble, an unusually
enlarged civilian population at the moment made it particularly vulnerable.
Bevern could not go forward or back without sacrificing the Silesian
capital, and Schweidnitz would require help as well. Bevern, nonplused,
resolved to go recover Klein Masselwitz. October 3, a Prussian detachment
went directly at the village. The Austrian force at that site consisted of
Esterhazy, with 800 infantry while Lt.-Col. Franz Carl von Riese had some
Croats and two guns nearby. The Prussians attacked with much vigor, but
that old warhorse Beck pushed reinforcements to the scene. This eventually
forced the Prussians to call off the effort; for the moment.

Bevern was left in bad straits. His field army was effectively hemmed in by
that point, and without its support the various Prussian detachments
scattered throughout Silesia must soon fall. Back in Austria, Maria Theresa
was bragging Silesia was as good as Austrian again, and even some of the
Prussians had to confess she might be right.

While these events were transpiring in Silesia, we need to look at Saxony to
see what Bevern’s abandonment of that province had wrought. Dresden
itself was secure enough; General Finck was there with a garrison of good
Prussians, busy levying contributions and strengthening the defenses of the
Saxon capital.4 October 11, word reached the king that the Austrian forces
left in Saxony at Stolpen under Hadik and Marschall were moving on
Berlin. This was not exactly accurate: only Hadik with 3,500 men were
marching. Hadik had sent 300 hard-riding hussars to Luckau under Colonel
Johann Franz von Ujházy. These riders lost no time in making for the
Prussian capital. With good reason. In order to expedite their movements as
much as possible, the raiders did not bring any tent or camp equipage, and
everything else was at a bare minimum. The men would camp out under the
stars, in all but the worst weather. In the event of the latter, they would
“commandeer houses.”5 Nonetheless, a successful raid on Berlin had the
capability to really boost Austria’s fortunes in this fighting.6



Another force, under Major Franz Chevalier de Bosfort, was sent from
Lubben to divert Prussian attention. He was to let it be known he was
heading for Frankfurt-on-Oder, there to join up with the Russians.
Ultimately, the total forces for the raiding party amounted to more than
6,000 men, but these were the necessary detachments to keep the operation
feasible. Ujházy stormed through Mittenwalde, aiming at Teltow. The axis
of his advance appeared to threaten Potsdam, or at least give the impression
he was coming at Berlin from a different direction. With him and Bosfort,
Hadik hoped to shield his movement up past the seldom traveled swamps,
lakes and sandy tracts of the Spreewald in order to surprise the enemy.7
Major-General Kleefeld, with some 1,900 men (including 500 cavalry
among that number), would hold Elsterwerda as a base, while Marschall
stayed put at Bautzen. Hadik was at Elsterwalda himself on October 9, and,
by October 15, had reached Wüsterhausen.

Before Hadik, the road to the Prussian capital basically lay open, and the
only real defenses for Berlin were a few entrenchments and a garrison of
some 4,000 men under Lt.-Gen. Hans Friedrich von Rochow. This is not as
impressive as the numbers might suggest, since these troops, being of
garrison duty, were basically unfit to be in the field units for the most part.
Garrison troops during this era were usually the least trained, least-desirable
of any army; Prussia’s was no exception. Frederick could spare little from
his main army, to either guard the approaches to the city or prop up
additional men to defend it.

Hadik skirted past the plains of Brandenburg, arriving outside of the
Prussian capital early on October 16. The king pressed off Prince Moritz to
the rescue of Berlin, and a force of cavalry during the night of October 11–
12. Nor was Hadik and his little band alone. Ujházy was coming up the
road from Potsdam to the west, while Bosfort, who had never intended to
join the Russians, was coming from the east. At this point, the nearest
substantiative Russian force was back in Poland, and Marshal Apraxsin had
no intention of advancing again without direct prodding.

Hadik had four small guns with him, with a host of light troops moving
through the line-of-march. The gallant gentleman put his men under strict
instructions not to loot or loiter with the civilian population. The same rule



did not apply to inflicting as much harm as possible upon Prussia’s ability
to wage war or the finances it needed to do so. Lt.-Col. Baron Stephen von
Vecsey was unbuckled to go to the foundry at Alt-Schadow (some 50 miles
south-southeast of Berlin) and do his worst. A great quantity of shot and
shell, including over 4,000 cannon shot and 15,000 howitzer shells,8 were
outright destroyed, while much more was carted off.

Hadik glided through the woods to the south and southeast of Berlin
(primarily to conceal the small size of his force); he emerged at the
southeast gate of the city at Köpenik about 1100 hours on October 16. He
began by demanding ransom money. Rochow, without hesitation, ordered
out Major von Tesmar with six companies from Garrison Regiment #7
(Colonel Christian Henning von Lange), about 650 men, to battle with
Hadik.9 The bluecoats arrived in time to bar the gate and to get the
drawbridge raised before the Austrians could put a stop to the operation.
There ensued, however, a most desperate tussle, which ended with Tesmar
dead and his men in retreat. Hadik, who had already sent out a summons to
the city fathers for a ransom of 300,000 talers (thalers), was encouraged at
this turn of events.

From the proceedings, it was clear that Rochow did not realize the small
size of the enemy force before him, even though Ujházy and Bosfort were
also factored in. What was clear to all, Rochow and the Austrians alike, was
that a relief force would soon be on its way. Stalling for time could be very
productive. Conversely, Hadik knew time was definitely not on his side. An
attack squad, led by Colonel Johann Heinrich von Ried, some pressed into
action, backing up the 3-pounder guns of gunner Georg Joseph Thun. The
latter fired three well-placed rounds, and the drawbridge came down. Ried’s
men rushed over the drawbridge and drove back the surprised Prussians,
who left 14 of their number at that critical post. While this was going on,
the Silesian Gate was forced open by the riled-up troopers of Hadik, after
the Austrian 6-pounders worked the gate over, that is. A blocking force at
the Cottbus Gate now threatened to interfere. The Prussian covering force
was either shot down or made prisoners, almost to a man. Hadik’s stroke
was so successful the reserve force of Colonel Prince Franz Sulkowski,
holding two small regiments and two more of the 6-pounders, only



provided mopping up. Rochow, with nothing working, issued orders to pull
his remaining forces back upon the works at Spandau, without hesitation.10

With Rochow withdrawing as was his want, the Austrian success was
almost complete. The intruders “occasioned some consternation.”11 The
casualty lists for the Austrians consisted of Major-General Baboczay,
mortally wounded during the fracas that day, and “10 soldiers.”12

Then Hadik pulled off one of the master bluffs of history, making sure, of
course, that his men were visible to give the decidedly false impression his
force was some three times more than it actually was. Remarkably, the
Austrians respected Hadik’s ban about entering Berlin itself, with the
exeption of a small party of officers who were on official business. Rochow
left so soon as he could get the royal household packed up (they ultimately
took refuge in Magdeburg after a short stay in Spandau) with his small
force, leaving Berlin without a valid defense. This partially contributed to
Hadik being able to maintain the delusion of a large force at his disposal.
However, Rochow’s move gave Hadik control of the suburbs, so that the
capital got another visitor, this in the form of one of Hadik’s officers,
Captain Baron von Walterskirchen, demanding the unreasonable sum of
500,000 talers.13 Only 200,000 had been raised by 2200 hours, but Hadik
ordered a fast retreat towards Saxony (as “fast” as a retreat could be when
the intruders were hauling their ‘loot’ in 14 carriages taken from the
enemy), crossing the Spree and making for Storkau, where his men arrived
on October 17. Hadik had heard of Prince Moritz’s approach, and was
determined not to face the Prussian detachment if he could help it. Even
though he would have liked to put the squeeze on the city’s magistrates.14

Prince Moritz did indeed arrive late on October 18, but as his men were
utterly exhausted from the forced marches, there was no hope to catch the
Austrian intruders, who were well out of reach. Nonetheless, Moritz’
advanced units tangled with Ujhák’s hussars, inflicting some two dozen
casualties on a force that was acting as cover for Hadik’s men. The latter
reached Beeskow late on October 18–19. Cottbus was occupied on October
20, where the men took a short rest break before they finally got to
Hoyerswerda, after bypassing the little Prussian fortress of Peitz. Moritz
broke off any further thought of pursuit, and the Berlin episode was over.



Although the capital was safe again, the incident did demonstrate how
much the survival of Prussia depended upon the Prussian army and just how
little upon the geographical features of the country, including the capital.
This was a fundamental rule that would manifest itself over and over again.

Back in Silesia, the Duke of Brunswick-Bevern was still being pressed by
the Austrians. On October 1, the Prussian commander, feeling he had little
choice, drew out from the Silesian capital and posted his army near the
southern suburbs of Breslau. The one saving grace was the typical Austrian
consolidation, which would give the Prussian force time to better prepare
for the coming battle of Breslau. The campaign stagnated for nearly a
month, since the overwhelming superiority of the enemy made any forward
moves by Bevern impractical.

The army of Prince Charles now turned its attention to Schweidnitz, where
the Prussians were keeping the only other considerable body of men in the
province. Schweidnitz fortress was a key to the Prussian defense of Silesia.
Its capture by the Austrians would be a major coup in their caps. General
Nádasti was to have charge of the siege, while the main Austrian army
would be close by to provide support if the need arose. Nádasti had at his
disposal some 43,000 men, along with a great array of big guns.

This would provide an impressive array of firepower, and the Prussian
defenders suffered from a shortage of men and maneuvering room beyond
the fortress. The actual command of the siege forces on the site devolved
upon the Duke of Arenberg, who put his headquarters at Bögendorf, while
other forces surrounded Schweidnitz to prevent either the Prussians entering
or exiting. The whole of the artillery devolved upon Colonel Walther.
Walther had at his disposal 24 12-pounders, 30 24-pounders, along with 26
mortars and assorted ordnance.15

Much has been written about the design of the then brand-new Schweidnitz
fortress, and a look at the physical features betrays a large central work
surrounded by numerous smaller forts. The size of the whole structure,
drawn up as early as 1747, betrays the importance Frederick attached to the
place, as a key post within Silesia.16 However, in the late fall of 1757, with
the very existence of Prussia at stake, the Prussian force ensconced in the



fortress was nowhere near what was needed to form a proper defense. The
commandant of Schweidnitz, Major-General Philipp Lothar von Seers, had
at his disposal some 6,000 men, in nine battalions and eleven squadrons of
hussars. Seers was fortunate in that the hussar leader on the scene was none
other than the capable Colonel Carl Emmanuel Warnery. Seers himself was
uniquely qualified to command Schweidnitz, since he was intimately
acquainted with its construction as well as any weaknesses that might
manifest themselves. But he had a greatly inferior force, with no back-up
available. The saving grace was the ignorance of the enemy in that
Schweidnitz, being the first fortress of its kind, with no template, was
entirely foreign to the Austrian engineers.

As a result, the encroachment upon Schweidnitz proceeded with more than
the usual slowness. The first Austrian block posts appeared before
Schweidnitz on September 26. But these were light troops, and in no shape
to impede people coming or going. The whitecoats began to enclose the
series of forts under blockade in the end of September, and within two
weeks the Prussians were hemmed in. Then, with the march of Arenberg’s
men on October 20–21, the forces heading for the showdown at
Schweidnitz greatly increased. By October 24, the trap had been fully set,
and Seers knew straightaway he was in for it.

Trenches were opened as soon as possible, facilitated by the efforts of
Captain di’ Hauteville, a Frenchman who was apparently brought to the site
for the sole purpose of expediting the opening of the trenches. He had
hundreds of workmen at his disposal. The trenches were partially
constructed before the bluecoats discovered as much, on the night of
October 26–27. The reaction from the garrison was to lay down a barrage to
try to drive off the engineers, but the Austrians were already taking shelter
from the effort.

The Prussian fire did not substantially slow down the construction of the
enemy works. There were some skirmishes going on, which were necessary
to push up close enough to the Prussian fortresses, but the workmen
suffered a disturbing shortage of tools with which to do the constructions.17

On the night of October 29–30, the defenders of Schweidnitz decided to try
to upset the constructions. Three battalions of the Prussians, led by Colonel



Ludwig Philipp von Roebel, supported by some grenadiers and hussars,
erupted against the workmen and their guard forces near Hartlieb, which
were commanded by Major-General Schröger. The latter had hundreds of
Croats and hussars at his disposal. The workmen, for the most part, fled at
the approaching bluecoats, momentarily causing much confusion before
reinforcements were pressed forward by the Prince of Stolberg. For a
moment, Roebel had it his own way. But the weight of the reinforcements
compelled the Prussians to retire. Nevertheless, Roebel was able to destroy
part of the enemy trench thereabouts, losing a handful of men in this stroke.
Austrian losses were put at 181 men killed and wounded.18

Nevertheless, this whole effort was too little and too late; for by that point,
the Austrian blocking posts were mostly complete (or at least well
underway). Colonel Seers found his post largely intact, although some of
the houses in the town of Schweidnitz had been damaged by Austrian
shelling. Seers was trying to put the best face on matters. He sent a letter to
Nádasti, inquiring whether the officers might be released from the garrison
on parole, assuming a surrender, with the express understanding they would
not serve again in the present war. There was no reply by letter, except
Nádasti indicated any individuals who were prisoners could be exchanged
for others in captivity. During the night of November 1–2, Austrian shelling
caught Schweidnitz afire and it burned mostly until the next day. This was
most disturbing to the bluecoats, for the amount of destruction inflicted
upon the town and the distress of the citizenry went a long way towards
showing the Prussians up.

Hundreds of deserters, a large portion of whom were former Saxon soldiers
impressed into Prussian service against their will, openly sought shelter
with the Austrians. The whitecoats, in fact, constructed many lines of siege,
but, in at least one case, they miscalculated. Nádasti ordered the
construction of a large battery on a rise overlooking the southern part of
Schweidnitz, but the effective range turned out to be too great for a useful
employment of the guns, and the battery was then largely dismantled.

Prussian counterbombardment varied from heavy to light, but the
determination not to lose Schweidnitz without a valiant struggle was clear.
And, thanks to Neipperg’s “oversight,” the actual “siege” of Schweidnitz



was delayed. In reality, the whitecoats failed to do the requirements for a
proper siege, much like the Russians of this period; both preferred to batter
the opponent’s towns into submission.

Colonel Warnery thought of breaking out of Schweidnitz before escape
became impossible. But the enemy, spurred on by rumors that such an
attempt might be forthcoming, strengthened their own cavalry units to
prepare for such an eventuality. Bevern did try to press reinforcements
forward. About November 9–10, about 1,000 Prussian riders tried to make a
connection with the besieged, but they got no further than Ober-Winschau.
The garrison in Schweidnitz was on its own. Meanwhile, with Austrian
requests for surrender refused, plans were laid to try to force the issue by an
assault. This would be preferable to a formal siege that could take weeks,
even months. Prince Charles was anxious for the return of the big guns,
which he really needed for the coming battle for Breslau. Besides, there
were no guarantees the Prussian king and his army might suddenly appear
in Silesia.

A council-of-war decided the attack would take place under cover of
darkness on November 11–12. The troops earmarked for the assault were
assembled during the daylight of November 11. This was a total of three
corps of three companies each. Scaling ladders were prepared for each
group, and the signal for the attack was the cessation of the artillery fire,
which pounded Schweidnitz that whole day, while mortars so designated
would open fire to a coordinated three-prong attack. The targets were: the
Bögen-Fort, the Garten-Redoute, and the Garten-Fort. The troops making
the main assault would be accompanied by other forces in charge of
removing obstacles to the attacks, and filling in the voids in the Austrian
lines. There was even a diversionary assault to be mounted by Colonel von
Vehla, with about a thousand Croats to be launched against the river side of
the fortress.

Seers was sharp enough to ascertain something was afoot, but he was not in
a position to do much about it. As night approached on November 11, he
ordered his men to stand-to with their weapons along the ramparts. Just
about 2200 hours, the Austrian artillery fell silent, as previously arranged,
and the mortars to the Austrian right started belching their shot. This caused



the troops on that side to go over to the attack, but the other two formations
had to be directly ordered forward by Arenberg. The first force entered the
Garten-Redoute and, after a short fight, “overcame” the defenders (or, at
least the Prussians pretended to surrender to draw the Austrians closer).
Then the men who had just given up blasted the attackers with everything
they had. The Austrians, led by Major Johann Rhedy, drove forward,
forcing the bluecoats to recoil, and when a fresh Austrian body led by
Colonel Franz Guasco, came forward, the bluecoats fell back to the main
rampart, where they finally held. This sequence of events did throw alarm
into the entire Prussian garrison. Meanwhile, on the right, Colonel Carl
Freiherr von Amadei, leading his force, but starting later because of the
misunderstanding, moved against the Bögen-Fort.19

This latter body fragmented as they pressed forward, with great resistance
in front of them. A drawbridge in front of the Bögen-Fort had been raised,
so a direct approach would be impossible. The attackers worked their way
around, led on by the grenadiers of Pálffy (who were spearheaded by a
daring major named Di Vins) trying to find a point of weakness to press
forward. Scaling ladders were brought forward, and some of the men
worked their way over into the main part of the fort. After a short tussle, the
Prussian defenders ran up the white flag in that bastion. Then, in an
interesting aside, a fusilier unit led by Lt.-Col. Maximilian August Baron
Zorn von Plobsheim—from the regiment of Leopold Daun—in trying to
lend support, ran into the person of Colonel Amadei in the darkness.
Plobsheim, with the job inside the fortifications largely done, marched to
the rear of the place to protect it from any counterattack by the bluecoats
coming from the main fort. Arenberg and Nádasti ordered forward
additional formations into the gaps to protect the captured works against
anything Seers might attempt by way of reprisal.20

The third attack, the last, started so late the Prussians were able to open a
heavy, sustained fire, the direct result of which was the attack was broken
up before it could become effective. By about 0200 hours on November 12,
Arenberg and Nádasti were aware most of their efforts had been successful.
However, any further advance against the main fortress was met with heavy
fire, in spite of the Austrians being so close at hand, and the fact that
Vehla’s “diversionary” assault made inroads on his side of the Schweidnitz



fortress. About 0500 hours, Arenberg called off the attacks to await further
developments that morning. Austrian casualties had been heavy, more than
1,000 men.21

When daylight revealed to Seers he had little wiggle room and no hope left,
he became very discouraged. Then, when the Austrian guns now ensconced
in the stormed outer works, began firing at very close range, Seers sent an
officer to parley terms of surrender. Negotiations were quickly concluded,
and, at 1500 hours, Seers and his second-in-command, Major-General
Philipp Wilhelm von Grumkow, surrendered Schweidnitz to the enemy.22

The Austrians captured 180 guns, 48 colors, a total of 333,600 taler, and
5,971 prisoners in this successful siege of Schweidnitz.23 Austrian losses
were about 3,000, and not the least of the Prussian losses was in the harvest
of 911 deserters, most of them undoubtedly impressed Saxons.24 Also lost
were enough rations to feed Prince Charles’s army for 60 days. The damage
to Prussian prestige and the overall situation in Silesia remained very grave
indeed.25

With the fall of Schweidnitz, Nádasti rejoined the main army on November
19, raising the latter to some 80,000 men (approximately 60,381 infantry,
23,220 cavalry). Plans were laid out by Major-General Lacy. These were to
march on Breslau directly to force the issue with Bevern. Haste was of the
essence.26 The Austrians knew they only had a limited amount of time, for
word of the Prussian victory at Rossbach had reached the Austrian
headquarters by November 12. The royal army could not be far off. Still,
Prince Charles was none too eager to be drawn into a battle in front of
Breslau, and in this he was supported by the normally-offensive minded
General Luchessi. Others of the entourage urged on at attack at once,
including Daun. Prodding from Vienna, including a letter from Maria
Theresa sent on October 11, was also clearly urging on a battle. The arrival
of the siege train from Schweidnitz, with its cadre of heavy ordnance,
sealed the deal for battle.

The Austrian attacks were to be preceded by a cannonade of the Prussian
lines. During the night of November 20–21, four batteries were set up
before Pilsnitz, while five other batteries were set up along the Austrian



lines. Then Prince Charles ordered seven potoon bridges laid across the
Lohe (all the while under the shelling of Prussian artillery); three northwest
of Schmeidefeld and four “between Klein Möchbern and Grabschen.”27

During the night of November 21–22, the Austrian army rose and moved
into attack position. Bevern was using the Lohe River to protect his forward
lines from encroachment, but there had been an unusually prolonged dry
spell so the ground thereabouts and the streams were both more solid
underfoot and more shallow, respectively. The Prussian commander had
really encamped with his army between Neudorf in the south and Pilsnitz in
the north.

Nádasti’s post beyond the Austrian right near Operau pushed some light
troops across the Lohe on Hartlieb. Near to Nádasti, the Austrian right
stood refused, screened by grenadiers in and about Gross-Möchbern. The
left deployed near Gross-Masselwitz, with a sizeable reserve of infantry on
that end of the formation. The Austrian baggage train was sent towards
Schweidnitz to await the end of the battle, safe away from the bluecoat
raiders.

As soon as Bevern espied the enemy, he shook part of his army into motion
aiming at the Lohe and the rises of Kleinburg and Kreiten.28 His objective
was to gain the advantage over Nádasti, although the role of decoy was
actually the latter’s job in the coming battle. Bevern’s move here was less
reckless than might be imagined, since this action still kept his men
shielded by the unsteady footing on the side of the Lohe away from the
more numerous Austrians. Ziethen was positioned opposite to Nádasti; he
moved at once to ensure the Austrians would not simply waltz into Breslau.

Bevern’s right was anchored against the Lohe by the heavily fortified
position of Pilsnitz, which literally bristled with firepower. As this post
reached right to the water, there was little fear of being outflanked so long
as Pilsnitz held. Nor was that all. The wily Prussian, fully aware of his
obvious inferiority in numbers, had packed the nearby villages of Hunnern,
Protsch, Rosenthal, Simsdorf, and Weida with infantry, while Prussian
cavalry patrolled the front between these places.



Some accounts put the Prussian strength for this battle at over 40,000, but
Groehler sets Prussian might at 20,700 (in 401⁄2 battalions) of infantry,
7,700 cavalry (in 102 squadrons), and 80 guns, or not quite 30,000.29 The
bluecoats also utilized additional fortified posts, but, in this battle at least,
they would be forced to react to, rather than to dictate, the terms of the
action. In addition, the line they held was much too long for the numbers at
Bevern’s disposal.30

The Austrians of Beck, directed by Nádasti, commenced the battle. At
about 0830 hours, Beck took Prussian positions on the Kleinburg under fire.
While the whitecoats menaced from Beck’s quarter, Bevern was kept busy
trying to shore up his lines. An enemy attack carried Kleinburg temporarily,
but the Prussians (among whom were Angelelli’s light troops), seeing the
danger, launched a determined counterattack which drove the Austrians
back from whence they came. In due course, we will look in on them again.

The day started off in a misty fog, and neither side could clearly distinguish
the lines. The pounding by Beck’s formidable batteries upon the enemy
opposite to him lasted until 1200 hours.31 Around 1245 hours, the deadly
struggle was taken up with the infantry, as the artillery took a well-deserved
breather. Not to be lost in all of the confusion was the fact Prince Charles
finally had an opportunity to gain some renown, if the battle were
successful and he could capture Breslau before Frederick could interfere.

About this same time, General Sprecher, urged on by Marshal Daun, led his
first assault wave across the bridge at Gross-Möchbern. His booster was
provided in the form of Andlau’s infantry units, with Colonel Karl
Pellegrini leading the way. The latter’s forces were the Kaiser and Neipperg
units of Duke d’Ursel, Botta-Botta, and Leopold Daun, all from Major-
General Ferdinand Freiherr Baron von Unruhe’s sector. Sprecher’s potent
attack wave boasted 35 full companies of grenadiers, while Löwenstein
brought 12 companies of mounted grenadiers to the mix. Andlau’s
supporting force, about 1400 hours, entered the firefight. The bluecoats
made a very furious defense here, but in vain.

About 1330 hours, Sprecher had pressed the Prussians of Major-General
Hans Caspar Ernst von Schultze’s battalion out of Grabischen. Schultze



himself was mortally wounded, and had to be carted off. The Austrian
attack also expelled the bluecoats from the great battery behind.32 The
Prussians tried to hold the line behind Klein-Möchbern. General Kyau led
the 6th Cuirassiers, supported by Pennavaire with the 1st and the 9th
Cuirassiers, in valiant counterattacks. Kyau’s attack was most aggressive,
but the brave Pennavaire fell severely wounded during this fresh struggle.
This was not helped by the greatly superior number of the enemy, and,
besides, the charge fizzled when the horsemen strayed into a hollow hard-
by. The Prussians were hard pressed.33

Prince Ferdinand, seeing the fall of Schultze and the consequent withdrawal
of his men, scooped up a standard and “led the [34th] Regiment forward
into a bitter counterattack.”34 Its neighbor, the 18th Infantry, to the south
lost more men in a hard, savage fight, among them Lt.-Col. Christoph
Wilhelm von Belling.

The firefight had not been brief, and it put Bevern into a real bind when the
next major assault erupted next, this time courtesy of MacQuire and Lt.-
Gen. d’Arburg. Behind their foot soldiers, stood the formidable horse
formations of Count Stampatch, 23 full squadrons strong. The new wave
smashed against the weakened Prussian lines near Schmieldfeld and
Höflichen. The Austrians moved across ground pock-marked by the fire
from their big guns. The newcomers came barreling across the Lohe, and, at
about 1500 hours, directly they attacked an abatis at Schmieldfeld. The
Prussians, of General Lestwitz, present here, boasted a strength of ten full
battalions. The latter’s line was anchored by the 2nd Battalion of the 27th
Infantry (Major-General Moritz Wilhelm von Asseburg), which offered a
furious defense.35

Wied hammered Höflichen with a strike from the strength of the Austrian
reserves, 13 full battalions. While all of this was going on, Arberg, having
now committed his forces to the fight, finally forced the very stubborn
bluecoats out of Schmieldfeld. This particular little struggle was most
sanguinary. In addition, Wied’s formations, managed to capture Höflichen
after a furious fight, in spite of the salient fact that place was literally dotted
with breastworks, abatis and the like.



Then the struggle was taken up anew against those Prussian formations still
in Pilsnitz. This new blow was headed by none other than our old friend
General Kheul, commanding the left flank of the infantry, while the second
line of cavalry, led by Serbelloni in that immediate vicinity, propped up the
assault. Serbelloni’s riders encountered great difficulty of ground, since the
village was sliced in two by the tortured course of the Lohe. This factor and
the advantageous position of the Prussian defenders in and immediately
about Pilsnitz contributed to the initial repulse of the Austrian attack. An
inspired Prussian defense also greatly helped out. Serbelloni’s cavalry and
Kheul’s infantry renewed their effort. Twice more after the first tussle, the
Prussian defenders in and about Pilsnitz threw back the stubborn Austrians,
delivering heavy losses amongst their number in the process. By the final
stroke, it was past 1800 hours. Under cover of darkness, the Austrian
formations, which had been reinforced in the meantime, pressed forward,
one last time, successively expelling the Prussians from the nearby works
and the village, driving them back in the process. This last effort was, again,
attended with great loss of life on both sides.

But Bevern’s forces gave way at last, and here was the key of the battle.
Kheul was out of commission with a severe wound to the arm, and Major-
General Karl Wenzel Graf von Würben was killed in the desperate fighting
at the head of his troops.

The occupation of Pilsnitz finally enabled Brentano to wrap up his assault
on the banks of the Lohe. Prussian retention of the works at Pilsnitz
guaranteed Brentano’s efforts would not succeed at the abatis, and the initial
occupation did not last. Now Beck finally passed the Oder, bringing a large
force with him in the process. This latest effort pressed the bluecoats out of
several neighboring villages. General Beck brought up some big guns
which pounded the enemy’s lines near Kosel. Once Pilsnitz was gained, the
Austrian advance in that neighborhood could continue unabated.

Meanwhile, Nádasti stepped out of his role of “diversion/decoy” to launch
his force against the Prussians opposite. The attackers were in three
columns, which swept across the Lohe against the Prussian left wing. The
Austrians, led by Major-General Joseph Freiherr von Wolfersdorff at this
point, had taken one Prussian gun, but the next move was a probe at



Woischwitz. By then it was already dark, and the bluecoats were still
present nearby in organized strength. By then, Bevern had shifted the entire
31st Infantry of Lestwitz, together with the Grenadier battalions 35/36
straight from Grabschen. This body succeeded in tossing the Austrians from
the place, in the process decimating four companies of Austrian grenadiers,
and taking 13 cannon. Ziethen led this stroke. How successful it truly was
seems to be a matter of conjecture, although Ziethen’s faithful biographer
puts the best face on it.36

But Nádasti would not suffer to let the foe keep the place. About 1600
hours, he again renewed the effort to reoccupy this southernmost tip of the
Prussian position. The new endeavor was nothing less than a bayonet
charge straight at the waiting Prussians. A short but furious struggle ensued,
with Prussian losses amounting to about 300 men, 15 officers, plus four big
guns.37 That marked the extent of Nádasti’s fine efforts on that day.
Kleinburg burned, while Angelelli’s unit retired to the shelter of a nearby
ditch and there stood its ground waiting on relief from Bevern.

About 2100 hours, the long battle finally ended more or less in a draw along
the whole front. Bevern’s men, even after many hours of exertion, still held
the greater part of the battlefield; the right flank and center had been driven
in some, but on his side, Ziethen was the master of the field. The bluecoats
even counted themselves the victors of the battle.

Bevern, during the night of November 22–23, called a council-of-war at
which there were discussions of surprise night attacks to ‘drive the enemy
back across the Lohe,’ but Bevern saw that the matter was not that rosy and
decided to pull out.38 Before dawn, Bevern got his army together and
withdrew from his remaining lines into Breslau and from there marched
across the Oder to Protsch. The Battle of Breslau thus accomplished its
purpose. The two sides lost heavily in relation to their numbers: the
Prussians lost about 6,350 total (5,500 wounded, some 800 killed), along
with some 80 guns; the Austrians had 4,703 wounded, 692 dead, and 459
M. I. A. It was a tragic state of affairs for both sides.39

Prince Charles, with his opponent Bevern across the Oder—largely as a
result of his own misgivings—could proceed at will with the reduction of



the Silesian capital. The walls of the city were not ready for any prolonged
siege, and the Prussian army, though battered, was still close-by to provide
some real problems if it saw the need.40 Moreover, Bevern had just heard it
from the king on the fall of Schweidnitz. It was the monarch’s belief
Schweidnitz should have been able to hold out for six months.41

Bevern himself, riding out in the early dawn of November 24, with just one
attendant, ran into a fog on the “safe” side of the Oder and rode right into a
Croat patrol and was taken prisoner. The outpost had been pushed across to
keep an eye on the Prussian movements after the Battle of Breslau. It was
an intentional thing, thought the king when he heard of it, but that was
never proven.

Bevern was taken to Vienna, and, because he was a relative of the royal
family, was released. (This episode gives us a good idea of just how
gentlemanly war was often practiced in that era). In due course, Bevern
would find his way back to Prussia, and will be heard from again in these
pages.

In the meanwhile, the situation in Silesia for the Prussians was more critical
than ever. Bevern being now out of action, the army under his command
had fallen to General Kyau, and as a result the bluecoats at once abandoned
any hope of salvaging the Silesian capital. Preparations being made to
depart, on November 25, Kyau ordered the army (save for a garrison of
some 4,000 men in the capital under the command of General Lestwitz) to
withdraw on Glogau. Prince Charles lost no time moving at once upon
Breslau, and laid “siege” to the place. Lestwitz knew that the defenses were
undermanned and so when the Austrians offered him a chance to retire from
the place without interference, he gladly took them up on their offer.

But of the garrison only about 500 men marched with Lestwitz, the others
deciding to remain behind (hardly surprising in view of the fact that the
majority of the latter were “home recruits” from Silesia).42 Prince Charles
occupied the Silesian capital and sent word to Maria Theresa of his
accomplishment. Charles had no way of knowing he had reached the zenith
of his career; in a few short weeks, he would be back at the bottom again.



For the moment, though, all seemed good. This appeared to close the
campaign for the Austrians, but Frederick sure had different ideas brewing.

With the fall of Breslau, the Prussians lost 98 guns, along with considerable
stores of ammunition and provisions of all kinds. All was accomplished
without a shot being fired. While Kyau fell back upon Glogau with what
remained of Bevern’s tattered army, and General Lestwitz was marching
away from Breslau, the king had been busy indeed. In the first of
November, the troubled monarch issued an order preparatory to a
concentration of all available troops at Leipzig before moving on to Silesia.

Prince Henry, who was recovering from the wound he had received at
Rossbach, was to be detached and given responsibility for maintaining the
line of the Saale and of guarding Saxony from the enemy.43 Keith,
meanwhile, with an entirely separate command, was to make a sweep into
Bohemia to levy contributions for the Prussian cause from a hostile
population,44 as well as make a nuisance of himself upon the line-of-
communications of Charles with the interior of the Austrian Empire.45 The
king even hinted at a possible foray against Prague beyond even that, to
help wipe away the indignity of Kolin.

All of this Frederick managed to arrange within a week of the Battle of
Rossbach. The monarch gathered together the army, some 13,000 men (in
18 battalions and 23 squadrons), and marched from Leipzig on November
13, bound for Silesia. The next day, Torgau was reached, and, November
16, the fast moving body got to Mühlberg, in the vicinity of Grossenhayn—
making about 22 miles a day on bad roads, which was really an exceptional
pace for the era.

To help complicate matters, the cold weather was setting in, compounding
the suffering of men who were wearing down from the constant rigors of
the past few months. A roving band under the ever vigilant Laudon,46

consisting of some 1,200 men who were encamped at Freiberg, were a
threat, while Marschall was close by at Zittau. Prussian scouts quickly
informed Frederick about the existence of these two forces. Field Marshal
Keith, with a good sized force, was sent off towards Bohemia. His mission
was really nothing more than a diversion to get Laudon and Marschall



rooted firmly out of the way. The trick worked quite well, for the natural
reaction of these two forces was to go head off Keith.47

This left the crafty king’s path clear into Silesia. Keith moved on Chemnitz,
while the rumor mill said for the whitecoats to look after the security of
Prague. At first, Laudon and Marschall feared the main royal army was
going into Bohemia to take advantage of Prince Charles’s absence with the
main Austrian army in Silesia. In a bolder age, this might have been a
distinct possibility. The dynamic duo did not hesitate to fall back towards
Prague, which Laudon reached on November 26. Simultaneously, Keith
occupied Commatau, detaching Itzenplitz to make for Leitmeritz at top
speed. This latter move reaped unexpected benefits. Not only was Itzenplitz
able to seize and to ransack the great Austrian magazine located there, but
more rumors flew about a major Prussian effort in that direction or
thereabouts. It was all just smoke and mirrors, for Marshal Keith promptly
took up at Postelberg, while Laudon was in Prague, Marschall ensconced at
Brandeis, and the belated Hadik, finally coming back to the fore after the
Berlin incident, patrolled the roadways leading towards Keith’s post.
Rumors about the approach of the Prussian king with the main army
continued for a time, but most of this truly originated with Keith (who must
have gotten some comedic relief out of the whole situation).

General Hadik, with some 2,000 men, pulled back from Grossenhayn to
Königsbrück. One of his detachments was savaged on the “wrong” side of
the Bober. Some 40 Austrians were captured in the whole process. This
announced the king’s presence in a big, dramatic way (November 17). The
next day, the renewed Prussian advance forced Hadik to fall back towards
Marschall’s quarters. The latter did not intend to be trapped into a major
fight with Frederick’s force fresh from its triumph at Rossbach. There were
too many different scattered bodies of Austrians throughout the area.
Marschall therefore stepped up the number of patrols to ensure he did not
get forced into what could be a dangerous situation for his men.

The king heard at Grossenhayn on November 18 that Schweidnitz had been
lost, but that Bevern was resolved to attack the Austrians; now Frederick
sent letter after letter ordering Bevern to do something, else “all is lost!”
But this prodding was in vain, for by this time Bevern was entrenched in



front of Breslau. From Grossenhayn, Frederick marched his army past
Bautzen and Weissenberg, across the Bober and the Quiess towards Silesia.

At Görlitz (November 23) he heard the first rumors of a battle before
Breslau and they erroneously gave credit for victory to Bevern. The king’s
first thought, based entirely upon this faulty bit of intelligence, was to move
on Liegnitz and from there head for Breslau to sandwich the enemy army in
a net at Neumarkt between his army and the victorious Bevern issuing forth
from the Silesian capital in triumph. Then, just as the bluecoats reached
Naumburg, November 24, the sad truth was learned. Bevern’s army had
been beaten and driven over the Oder, forsaking southern Silesia entirely to
the Austrians. Then Frederick sent word for Breslau to be defended to the
last man. Next, he received the worst news: Breslau had fallen!

The king resolved to press on with his march into what had nearly become
an enemy-held province. Most of Silesia south of Glogau was then under
firm Austrian control. Prince Charles, as soon as the Silesian capital was
his, had turned round to deal with the Prussian king and his small army.
November 18, firm word arrived that the main Prussian army was on the
move. Initial reports indicated Frederick was going to trail Marshal Keith
into Bohemia, but this intelligence soon proved unfounded. Two days after,
Prince Charles heard that the bluecoats had been sighted near to Bautzen.
This removed all doubt. The king was making for Silesia.48

Despite this disturbing bit of news, Charles (ignoring the advice of junior
officers who suggested he move the main army to Liegnitz on the double, a
strategically important post) decided to try setting up for winter quarters.
Had the move been made to the Katzbach, Frederick should then have
found it very difficult, if not impossible, to force the main Austrian army
from that position. Especially in view of the superior numbers of the
Austrian force. As it worked out, the king would think similarly in 1760
when he took up that same post at Liegnitz, under circumstances far more
unfavorable than confronted Prince Charles in late November 1757.

There was plain intelligence that the Prussian monarch was bringing only a
small body of men with him. This may have induced Charles to conclude
his great foe meant nothing more than going into winter quarters anyhow.



After all, December was at hand. And the weather was doing its part by
beginning to turn nasty.

There were other considerations. At Breslau, the commissariat was on the
verge of collapse. This meant that the main Austrian army should be able to
be kept adequately supplied. No problem. That is, as long as it stayed close
at hand. The main army did, indeed, try to hibernate just to the west of
Breslau, but Prince Charles had still other forces scattered throughout
Silesia. The Silesian capital itself had a garrison of some 6,000, while Beck
was still diligently patrolling beyond the Oder near Glogau. Colonel Jahnus
had gone off to put Glatz under siege, and, on Charles’s left bordering on
Bohemia-Moravia, there were a couple of powerful detachments. Largely
for the purpose of stalling and/or holding off a Prussian irruption to spoil
the re-conquest of Silesia by the bluecoats. One of the main Austrian goals
should have been retaining control of the Katzbach. Specifically for this
purpose, Charles pushed out a body of Croats and hussars under Lt.-Gen.
Anton Kalnoki, which planted its main post at Jauer, stretching off towards
Striegau.

The little garrison thrown into Liegnitz was intended to block the “Potsdam
Guard Company,” which was what the Austrians, in their euphoric state,
had nicknamed the small Prussian force that the king was bringing with
him. The main Austrian army lay in Bevern’s old posts below the Silesian
capital even then, entrenching itself with Breslau at its back. Prince Charles
could dispose of some 70,000 men, and his strong posts were
complemented by an abundance of artillery, with plenty of shot, and lots of
cavalry.

As the king entered Silesia, meanwhile, he began issuing orders designed to
save it from the Austrians: Kyau was to be removed from his command and
placed under arrest, no doubt unjustly; Ziethen was to be given charge of all
of the battered forces at Glogau. He was to gather all of the men and
material at his disposal and bring therm forward to rendezvous with the
king at Parchwitz on December 2. Frederick just brushed past Liegnitz and
its garrison on the right. Sending a garrison to hold Liegnitz was not at all
wise, according to Henry Lloyd. Especially if it was not going to be done in
anything like full strength. To quote from Lloyd’s rather lengthy analysis,



with the disposition of the whole province of Silesia at stake “the king
would [not] amuse himself with a siege of that miserable place.”49 This was
a real mistake on Prince Charles’s part by Lloyd’s reckoning. This was one
of the several options Frederick considered before the advance of the main
enemy army made it a moot point.

November 28, the king, after passing Schönberg, drew reign at Parchwitz
after the grueling march from Saxony. The exhausted men were given a
well-deserved rest, while Frederick composed a little testament of
instructions in the event of the situation worsening. He was now grimly
resolved to seek death in a desperate battle with the Austrians rather than
yield Silesia to them.

In the Austrian sphere, Kalnoki’s duties encompassed holding Hirschberg,
and there was the garrison at Liegnitz, after all. Colonel Friedrich von
Bülow, the commandant of the town, was more than acquainted with
Austrian efforts to keep the Katzbach against a Prussian advance. Bülow
had only 2,000 men to hold Liegnitz, and Prince Charles pressed out a
thousand more troops to help him. The Prussian advance was too swift for
Prince Charles’s good. The Prussians moved on Parchwitz, and the hoped
for reinforcements could not reach Liegnitz after all.

This seemed to Charles a signal Frederick may be, after all, moving to
Glogau. Under the cover of that fortress’s guns, he could be free to gather
the remnants of the Prussian forces still left in Silesia. But, as insurance
against the continued further Prussian irruption, Prince Charles sent Major-
General Luzinsky to go help Bülow with his most important task. As the
main Austrian army was to stay about where it was, Luzinsky’s additional
force was all that could be expected for Liegnitz. On the other hand,
Lloyd’s comment is not only pertinent, but likely true. This force, two full
regiments of hussars and 2,000 Croats, was able to reach Bülow’s lines
early on December 3.

Ironically, although Charles figured the king might be aiming for an end run
on Glogau, the Austrians did not push out a guard force of sufficient size to
block the highway leading to the great fortress. Frederick’s vanguard
smashed through Parchwitz on November 28. The only resistance,
Commander Gersdorf with some 500 Croats, was rather quickly driven



away. Gersdorf, leaving some 80 killed and 150 wounded,50 made off
posthaste. Now Frederick had his assembly point. Even at this point Prince
Charles had not entirely ruled out a Prussian march into Bohemia. And he
kept the scattered detachments in place ready for such a contingency.

Frederick’s Prussians stayed at Parchwitz for four days (from November 28
to December 2) before Ziethen arrived. During that time, Prince Charles
had a perfect opportunity to wrap the war up, since he could have attacked
and no doubt beaten the Prussian king and his army while they were as yet
unsupported. If there was ever a time when being timid had a big pricetag,
surely this was that time. Frederick’s situation, despite the singular success
of Rossbach, was still nothing less than desperate. In his front, he had the
victorious, confident and well-rested main army of Prince Charles; his flank
was open to an attack from the enemy ensconced in Liegnitz; and there was
no guarantee that Ziethen would be able to bring a substantial force with
him. Had the Austrians only taken the offensive now, Frederick and his
nation would have lost the war. There were great contrasts.

Prince Charles had a large, well-equipped army. Frederick, before the
arrival of Ziethen, hardly 13,000 tired, but confident, men. The memory of
Rossbach was a fresh one. However, Charles had won the last three rounds
with the Prussians in Silesia: (1) The capture of Schweidnitz; (2) The
mauling of the Duke of Brunswick-Bevern’s army before Breslau; (3) The
occupation of Breslau. The Austrian troops, their confidence raised
tremendously since their days of idleness at Eckartsberga, had renewed
faith in their leaders and they had, along with overwhelming superior
numbers, the knowledge that the enemy would have to fight a battle on their
terms and their turf. Time was on Charles’s side. He had precious little to
gain, and had much to lose, from forcing the issue here. The campaigning
weather was fast running out, especially now that December had arrived.
The open question really was, ‘Why would Prince Charles force the issue,
even if he did not really mean to?’

Moreover, even if the big Austrian army won the encounter, just how much
pursuit or further damage could he inflict on the Prussians at that late time
of year?’51



Ziethen arrived at Parchwitz during the evening of December 2, having
successfully rallied some 18,000 men with plenty of guns and equipment.
Scraping together every available man, Frederick could dispose of some
32,000 men with which to undertake the task of driving the enemy from
Silesia.



Chapter Seventeen

Preliminaries to Leuthen1

The advent of the month of December precluded any of the swift marches
and tricky maneuvers the Prussians could often use with notable success
against a less capable adversary. Frederick realized two things: (1) That he
must drive the enemy from Silesia at all costs; (2) If he failed the first task,
then Prussia’s defeat, considering that Silesia provided a large percentage of
the recruits for his army, could not be long delayed. This factor, coupled
with its resources and the topographical features, location—jutting as it did
towards the heart of the Austrian Empire.

The job that the Prussian king had set before him was by no means an easy
task. The Austrians held most of Silesia in what might be compared to an
iron grip. By virtue of the new garrisons in Schweidnitz and Breslau, not to
mention the large field army with Prince Charles, they virtually controlled
the province. The king must beat back the field army first of all and then
take back these strong places. He determined to march his small army
straight at the enemy wherever he happened to locate them and give battle.
As Frederick wrote in his History, “Time of all things, was most precious.
Or the province must be given up eternally.”2 He expected to find an army
posted on the best available ground and in numbers at least “equal to his
own.” Frederick seems really aware of the long odds he was facing. But, so
long as Prince Charles’s army remained intact, then the plan to reconquer
Silesia would be plainly impossible. Battle, despite the handicap of inferior
numbers, it would have to be.

Frederick attempted, with much success, to compensate for his inferiority in
numbers by resort to good cheer. He had increased rations distributed to the
men, and allowed them to freely indulge in liquors and wines, and



promoted whomever at the moment appeared to deserve it—an easy task
because of the large casualties that the army had suffered in the long
campaign. He had the story of Rossbach told and retold so the gloomy
troops of Ziethen could take heart again. The latter troops had known
nothing but defeat for months.

In addition, the king called a council-of-war (a rarity for him) during the
night of December 3–4. At it he made a speech to his generals3 which has
become the most famous he was ever to make on a field-of-battle. The one
for which he is most noted in the limelight of history4:

Gentlemen, it is not unknown to those of you who perceive what
disasters have befallen us here, while we were away busy with the
French and Imperialist Army. Schweidnitz is gone, and the Duke of
Bevern beaten; Breslau is gone and a good part of Silesia as well. In
fact, my embarrassment would be even higher, had I not boundless
trust in my generals; in you and in your fine qualities, which have
often been manifested, as the great soldiers and sons of Prussia. There
is hardly one among you who has not distinguished himself by some
noble, memorable action. All of these services for the State and myself
I well know, and will not soon forget!

I, therefore, flatter myself that in this case, too, nothing will be
wanting that the State has a right to expect of the valor of you and of
your men. The hour is at last at hand! I should think I have done
nothing if I left the Austrians in possession of Silesia.

Let me appraise you, then, of my intentions: I intend, in spite of the
Rules of War, to attack Prince Karl’s [Charles’s] army, which has
nearly thrice our strength, wherever I happen to find it. The question is
not of his numbers, or the strength of the position he occupies; all of
this, by our courage, by the skill of our methods, we will try to amend
and make good. This step I must risk, or else everything is lost for
good! We must beat the enemy, or perish everyone of us before his
batteries! Make this determination known to all officers of this army;
prepare your men for what work is now to ensue, and say that I hold
myself entitled to demand exact fulfillment of my orders. For You,



when I reflect that you are Prussians, I can not think that you will act
unworthily! But if there should be one or another among you who
dreads to share all dangers with me, he can have his discharge this very
evening, and shall not suffer the least reproach from me.

Frederick paused at that moment for the reaction of his generals, and must
have been greatly comforted by their obvious approval of what he said.

“Ah! I knew it,” continued the king,

none of you would desert me! I depend on you, then; with that on
victory as sure. If I am left on the field of battle and not able to reward
you for what you will do on the morrow, our country will see that that
is done. Now go down to your respective commands and tell your men
what has been said at this council. Now I demand again exact
obedience. The Cavalry Regiment that does not, the instant an order is
given, dash at full plunge into the enemy, I will, directly after the battle
is done, unhorse and make into a garrison regiment. The Infantry
battalion which meet, with what it may, shows the slightest sign of
hesitating, loses its colors and its sabers, and shall have the trimmings
cut from its uniforms! Now, Goodnight Gentlemen! Shortly we will
have beaten the enemy or we will never see one another again.5

The generals returned to their men, and told the story of what had just
transpired. That very evening, Frederick rode through the camp and talked
with many of his private soldiers. Even the ordinary soldiers seemed
energized by the whole spectacle. “Seasoned men, who under the king’s
command had won so many victories … promised to stand beside each
other to the finish.”6

A rumor was circulated to the effect that the king inquired of a certain
Frenchman why he had deserted from the Prussian army, the reply was:
“Indeed, your Majesty, see how down we have gotten in the world and what
a time we are having.” Frederick answered him, without a hint of bravado,
“Well, let us try it one day more on the morrow, and, if beaten, we both will
desert!” That gossip, whether true or not, received wide circulation in the
army. One thing in all of this was for sure, Frederick had shown himself



more human to his troops immediately before Leuthen than ever before or
again.

As to the Austrians, definite word reaching them that the bluecoats, in spite
of inferior numbers and the odds, were earnest for battle, they called their
own council-of-war to debate whether to await the enemy’s advance or
move to meet them. Counselors were really divided. Daun, generally
defensive-minded, was definitely in favor of the former course, while loud,
boisterous General Luchessi spoke out with a firm resolve to go meet the
foe.7 No hesitation. Prince Charles finally decided upon the second course,8
though hindsight shows he would have been better off to heed Daun’s
advice. So the Austrians left their strong positions on the lower side of
Breslau and marched across the Schweidnitz River, leaving the little village
of Lissa to their right rear, probably in search of a battle with Frederick’s
Prussians.

It is also quite possible that Charles meant nothing more than establishing a
winter base to secure the Katzbach. On this point, “the army having been
[supplied] … for four days, with every thing [sic] necessary.”9 For what?
Either course would have been possible under the circumstances.
Establishing a winter post or a campaign camp. There was some merit. The
often critical Arneth praised the new Austrian camp as a good one,10 so it
must have had some good points.

December 4, 0400 hours, Frederick marched from Parchwitz straight
towards the enemy’s camp. He heard, with mixed feelings we might add,
that the Austrians had accountably left their secure camp behind the
Schweidnitz River and were marching at him. The Prussian line-of-march
proceeded in four main columns, Frederick—as was usual—with the
vanguard, with the destination of Neumarkt, a little village about 12 miles
from Parchwitz and only 18 from Breslau itself. Reaching within a few
miles of the place, about 1300 hours, the king received word from his
reconnaissance parties that the bakery of the enemy’s main army was
present there and hard at work, in company with an engineer corps,
preparing an encampment. This whole group was under the protection of
about 1,000 Croats, led by our old friend General Gersdorf.



Frederick took action quickly. He sent a regiment speeding round it on both
flanks and ordered the horsemen to occupy a height behind Neumarkt
where he intended to make camp. Once this was accomplished, he attacked
the Croats with the advanced guard11 immediately. The troopers crashed
through the gate, and at once attacked the irregulars quartered there. The
latter were quickly defeated and driven back in utter disaster.

They exposed the bakery and the engineers. The Croats flew to the rear,
found bluecoats on the rise behind and in front, and promptly scattered. A
short match that netted 569 prisoners from the Croats as well as 120 of their
number killed. The survivors made their way to the village of Borne, where
Saxon foreposts were located. Frederick’s men enjoyed the hearty meal that
had been intended for the enemy. While the Prussians partook of the
unexpected treat, Prince Charles’s men had finally commenced their march.
Making sure of rations in the haversacks, the whitecoats started marching
about the time that Frederick surprised Neumarkt’s defenders.12 The
Prussians were positioned that night (December 4–5) in long, thin order at
right angles to the anticipated enemy, now only some ten miles away. Prince
Charles was apparently, blissfully, unaware of their proximity to him.

A report that the bluecoats had captured Neumarkt and the forces
thereabouts soon reached the Austrian headquarters, about 1300 hours on
December 4. This was the first inkling that the Prussians were actually that
close at hand. The Austrian army was spread for the moment along the high
road between Breslau and Leuthen, on either flank were villages, woody
hills, and swampy ground to provide some protection from the Prussians.

The right flank leaned on the little village of Nypern, with its peat bogs and
very low marshy ground, making a virtually impregnable post from all
appearances. The center was positioned near the village of Leuthen; Nádasti
brought his command to take position behind Leuthen and Sagschütz to
become the Austrian left. The whole line faced west and was in extent from
one end to the other some 51⁄2 miles. It was enhanced by a large number of
artillery pieces as well as hastily constructed redoubts. Prince Charles had
seven full battalions in Leuthen to secure it as the center of the army, while
Luchessi, who had command of the Austrian right, was allocated eight
battalions for Nypern. The army numbered some 65,000 men present for



battle. However, the recent arrival of the Austrians in that vicinity meant
they had not had time yet to prepare entrenched works within their lines.
None had been started. This would tend to lead credence to the contention
that Prince Charles was only seeking winter quarters all along during this
pre-battle period.

During the night, the Austrian army was kept in the dark about the various
movements of the bluecoats going on and there do not appear to have been
any orders issued about the countermeasures that would need to be taken.
As a result, anything that could have been attempted could not even be
discussed in practical terms.



Chapter Eighteen

The Battle of Leuthen1

The composition of the Austrian army was the following: 84 battalions of
infantry; 144 squadrons of cavalry; and 210 guns, although most of these
latter were lighter ordnance. A number of heavier guns had been left in
front of Breslau, as they could not be easily moved. Also, Prince Charles
was suffering from an acute sense of overconfidence. One that would prove
terminal for his military career. Witness his “Potsdam Guard Company”
reference.2 The cavalry of the right flank was at Guckerwitz and the horse
on the left were posted at Leuthen, though the latter would get moved rather
quickly, as we will see.

By comparison, Frederick could bring far fewer men to a battle than the
whitecoats. The Prussian army was composed of the following: 48
battalions of infantry (21,000 men), 128 squadrons of cavalry (11,000 men),
with 167 guns—of which 61 were heavy guns, 96 light guns, and ten of the
superheavy guns, lugged by horse and manpower with great effort from
Glogau. The last would help the Prussian cause during the ensuing battle.
Incidently, the wounds that Seydlitz and Prince Henry had suffered at
Rossbach precluded their participation in the coming action; the king had to
do without their services at a crucial time.

The bluecoats moved from Neumarkt about 0430 hours (at this time of year
long before daylight) on December 5, 1757. A token force—a single
regiment—was left behind to guard the army’s equipment and camp. This
was done to prevent Prince Charles from pulling a surprise on them similar
to the one that had been done earlier on the Austrians. Frederick was on
horseback early, and rode out with the van, which had six regiments of
hussars, three irregular battalions, and some riflemen.



According to a story related long after the fact, the king (by no means
overconfident of victory) pulled Major Friedrich Wilhelm Kleist to one side
and told him, in apparent confidence, that, if the coming battle ended in
defeat, “his services as an escort [to the king] would be required.”3

The army moved in four columns forward through the damp, hazy hours of
the pre-dawn winter morning, destination on the first leg, Borne, some eight
miles to the north-northwest. Two columns marched on either side of the
lane, with the artillery taking the road itself.

Dawn was just breaking as the advanced guard approached the village. The
scouts perceived an enemy body of cavalry ahead in the distance. The
northern end of the enemy’s formation seemed to vanish in the prevailing
fog, and extended right across the highway over which the Prussian army
would have to advance. At first, Frederick believed it might be the right
wing of the main Austrian army. But, just to make sure, he put spurs to his
horse and personally led an attack against them, in front and flank. The 12th
Dragoons of Lt.-Gen. Friedrich Eugene, Duke of Württemberg led the way.
The ever faithful Szekeley Hussars rode down the enemy’s right flank.

Fortunately, the army proved to be only General Nostitz with three light-
duty Saxon horse regiments, plus two Imperialist hussar regiments—
Nádasti’s and the Dessewffi Hussars—which had been placed ahead of
Borne to gather up the remnants of the force from Neumarkt as well as
guard the road to Breslau, it being just five miles from Borne and ten to
Breslau.

Nostitz was taken completely by surprise. The allied troopers, who should
have been watching with more alertness, were jumped by a wily foe who
appeared out of what seemed nowhere; out of 800 men, Nostitz lost 540 and
two battle standards in a short fight.4 The survivors were sent at a full
gallop past and through Nypern, towards Luchessi’s sphere of influence.
Nostitz himself was severely wounded and just did escape from being
captured by the bluecoats.5

The road having been cleared, the king sent his prisoners back in full view
of the army, while his men marched through Borne, halting on the far side



for a brief rest. Taking his staff officers with him,6 the king rode forward to
the Scheuberg, the farthest northern mound of a line of knolls between the
Austrian army and the region of Radaxdorf. This rise would play a big role
in the upcoming struggle. From the Scheuberg, Frederick observed the army
of Prince Charles and Daun stretched out across the road directly ahead as
well as right and leftwards, covering all three roads leading on into Breslau.
He discerned how it extended from Nypern, where the right ended, straight
round, sort of a like a large “L,” back from Sagschütz and on to Gross
Goblau, where the left stood refused like the horizontal bar of the letter.
Here the big Austrian army was positioned.

By now the haze had gone, and the light of the early morning was
brightening, which made it so easy to see the Austrian deployment that the
king is said to have remarked: “one could almost count it man by man with
one’s eyepiece.”7 Estimates of the enemy strength were between 80,000 and
90,000.8 In any event, Prince Charles’s intentions, to cover Breslau at all
hazards, were plain enough. But the loss of Borne, more than any other
preliminary operation, contributed to the Austrian disaster that ensued. For,
from there, the road for Frederick was open almost into the enemy’s lines.
From the knolls beyond, Charles’s army could be studied with a careful
thought designed to bring about its ruin. But, most importantly of all, this
line of mounds, which divided up the terrain thereabouts, would conceal
Prussian movements behind them, as Charles had no higher post by then.
Advantage: Frederick. After reconnoitering the enemy’s position, the
monarch sent his vanguard cavalry against the survivors of the Nostitz
force, to prevent them from warning the main army of the imminent
advance of the Prussians.9

Though the Prussian pursuit was rapid, a few men from the Borne
detachment did indeed reach Luchessi’s command, but their disoriented
rumblings caused the Austrian commanders to dismiss this “incident” as
little more than a Prussian scouting party on the prowl.10 Simultaneously,
the king called forward his forward most cavalry and gave it instructions to
occupy this line of mounds, with the Scheuberg as the most northern, and
hold the rises against all comers.



For the next three hours, the Prussian monarch stayed at that hill,
comparing the contending armies, studying and formulating his plan-of-
battle.11 Looking now at the terrain we can see the task that Frederick had
set for himself and his army. At Nypern and the place where Luchessi was
positioned, the ground was boggy and too rough for serious offensive
operations, although woody tracts lay just ahead of the Austrian right as a
sort of blinder to shield movements from him.

The majority of the ground consisted of low, but uneven ground, not high at
all; indeed, the Scheuberg and its neighboring mounds were not hills at all
in the true sense. The main road ran through Borne to Leuthen, and just
beyond it the latter split before crossing the Schweidnitz River. The
southernmost branch ran to Hermmansdorf, the northernmost on Lissa and
Goldsschmeiden. South of the highroad from Neumarkt, lay Sagschütz and
Radaxdorf (the latter near the end of the open countryside flanking Borne)
and the latter was not nearly as wavy as on the north. It was more favorable
for an attack by the Prussians. And, most fortunately, the country near
Leuthen happened to be an old Prussian parade ground, so the king and his
men knew it intimately. In front of Borne, towards Frobelwitz and Gross
Heidau, the ground rose up just enough to conceal movements from Borne
—this was the reason Borne’s loss had been so serious—from Austrian
scouts.

In front of the Austrian left, the ground was creased by the rolling terrain,
creating a defile, which would prove very important in the battle. The
monarch’s plan was being forcefully worked out. It was apparent that
Luchessi held a formidable post. An attack against his side would likely be
broken up by the combination of stubborn enemy resistance and the
difficulties of the ground before the bluecoats could ever come to grips. An
assault against the Austrian center was ruled out as well, as this would give
Charles the outright advantage of superior numbers. Besides, while the
Prussians were thus occupied, Luchessi might come marching out from the
Zettel Woods (the group of trees in front of the Austrian center) to take
them in flank and rear.

That left the left wing, which was finally selected because accessibility
from the line of mounds the Prussians occupied was readily available, not to



mention the fact its remote location from Luchessi’s flank was far enough
removed to preclude any thought of a surprise stroke from him. The
whitecoats, for the most part, appeared to be surprised that Frederick would
even offer battle with the odds so clearly against him. Indeed, “they [the
Austrians] could hardly believe their eyes” when Frederick moved to the
attack.12 Worse still, this curious lassitude caused some of the Austrian
units to lay aside “their accouterments, putting them together with
knapsacks in heaps.”13 Luchessi, meanwhile, had misread the situation.
Seeing the bluecoats paused on the road in marching order, which naturally,
because of its position, appeared to be threatening the Austrian right, he
became concerned. Further, observing the enemy’s pursuit of the survivors
of Nostitz’ command towards his flank, he grew alarmed and thought that
Frederick meant to attack him. He was thus handicapped by the lack of
reliable intelligence.

The Prussians had turned southward, as soon as the king had completed his
planning for battle, and smoothly the four columns of the line-of-march
became the two of the battle order. From one side of Borne and the road the
men turned, as soon as their officers received orders, and moved in behind
the knolls. This maneuver served to conceal them from the Austrian lines,
while on the other side of Borne the vanguard stayed put to “menace” both
Luchessi and the troops of the Austrian center.

The Austrian commanders had been quite curious about all of this, to say
the least. With no high posts left, they had to resort to using the tallest
buildings in Leuthen to try to ascertain just what the bluecoats were up to.
As a result, Prince Charles and Daun were in the unenviable position of
knowing almost nothing of Frederick’s movements, while the latter knew
nearly the complete Austrian preparations.

The rolling ground was difficult to detect movements in, despite the fact
that the tract was mostly open country devoid of forests and shrubbery.
Charles guessed as best he could with the limited information available to
him. The cavalry which the Prussian king had planted on the line of mounds
he took to be the Prussian right, and could not help but wondering why it
had been put there. Other than to hold the knolls. Of course, it was also to
hold enemy attention. (A task it was obviously doing quite well).



From the windmills, from the tops of churches, from all of the places with
any sort of vantage the Austrian staff officers busied themselves scanning
the region just in front of them for any sort of movement that might betray
Frederick’s intentions. Daun, at the mill at Frobelwitz, seeing the heads of
the bluecoats turning to march southward as if aiming for Kertschütz (about
two miles south-southwest of Leuthen) supposed them to be retreating.
“These people are smuggling away,” he said, “for Heaven’s sake, let them
go peacefully!”14

Luchessi, meanwhile, seeing more and more Prussians coming from
Borne15 and, knowing that in Frederick’s previous battles, Prague, Kolin,
and, to a lesser extent, at Rossbach, it was invariably the opposing right
flank that had received the first blow, put two and two together, and
concluded that the bluecoats intended to attack him. Alarmed, Luchessi sent
an urgent request to Prince Charles and Daun informing them he could not
hope to hold off a Prussian attack by himself (in spite of the bravado), but
that the cavalry reserves, which were stationed at the moment behind the
left wing, where the Austrian commanders themselves believed an attack
most likely, should be moved at once to his end of the front to strengthen
the post.

But Charles and Daun, who undoubtedly understood the Prussian king’s
tactics better, sent only a message to the effect that the reserves were
needed right where they were and that, in any case, Luchessi could hold out
until help could arrive, if indeed he would be struck. It was always possible
the king was performing another of his maneuvers, without any intention of
bringing on a battle after all. The allied commanders had seen plenty of that
kind of activity before. Or at least it would be indicated by one seasoned
veteran. After General Puebla approached Prince Charles and Daun in late
morning, he inquired of the likelihood of battle that day. The two
commanders did not really believe that would happen, except one seasoned
veteran who prophetically told the assembled thong: “They [the Prussians]
will strike our left and turn it today.”16

Meanwhile, the reassurances of headquarters provided little consolation for
the worried Luchessi, who watched with ever greater alarm as additional
Prussians began demonstrating in front of him. Soon a second messenger



was being dispatched, with a similar request of the army commanders. They
returned in like manner with more argument about an attack on the Austrian
right being out of the question but that, if true, then Luchessi certainly could
hold his own until reinforcements could be sent to him.

A third message was sent on its way by Luchessi. In it, the once “fearless”
man stated if the reserves were not shifted posthaste to his wing, then he
could not be held responsible for what might happen on his side. By then it
was 1000 hours, and the two Austrian commanders, surveying the
maneuvers in front of their right flank, decided that the enemy were indeed
planning an assault on that side; instead of on the left. The decision was
made at once to send reinforcements to Luchessi. The reserve and even a
portion of the left wing cavalry. Daun, accompanied by Arenberg, himself
galloped off with these troops, which were being taken some five miles
from where the real danger lay; by about 1130 hours, the operation had
been completed. The newcomers and the right wing troops sat waiting for
an attack that never came and where reinforcements were the least needed.
The reserve consisted of the 9th, 16th, 31st, 30th, 55th, 56th, 57th, and 38th
Infantry, led by Serbelloni. In all fairness to the Austrian commanders, even
the brief account of the battle preserved in Lloyd has to admit “the enemy’s
motions behind the hills not being discovered,” the reserves were forthwith
moved.17

In the meanwhile, the Prussian march was proceeding: three battalions (one
of Itzenplitz’s 13th Infantry and the 26th of Major-General Dietrich Richard
von Meyernick) under General Georg von Wedell was ahead of the right—
now in advance—followed by Ziethen and 43 squadrons of horse, along
with six battalions under Prince Moritz, while the left followed under
Retzow and consisted of the rest of the infantry (38 battalions) and 40
squadrons on the flank, under Lt.-Gen. Georg Wilhelm von Driesen.18 The
Cuirassiers were complimented by ten squadrons of hussars with the heavy
guns amongst them. The rearguard, under Prince Eugene of Württemberg,
boasted a strength of 25 squadrons of hussars.

The Prussians set off at about 1000 hours, and the march up took some two
hours to complete. About 1200 hours, the bluecoats reached Lobetintz,
across from Nádasti’s left wing. Frederick, from the top of the windmill



there, looked out and perceived, no doubt to his surprise and great relief,
that his ruse had been successful and the enemy’s reserves had been moved
from Nádasti’s quarters. Although he was not aware of it, nor would he
appreciated having been told, Luchessi greatly assisted Frederick with his
difficult task. Thanks to him, the attack would be even better than could
have been hoped otherwise.

The march had one other effect completely absent from Kolin. The right
wing/center/left wing were simply too close together on that battlefield to
try to launch an isolated assault (that was true of Prague as well). At
Leuthen, the Prussian army was too drawn out for this to be a factor. And
the Austrian force was definitely too drawn out for its own good.

Nádasti’s position was not by any means weak, but, thanks to the Austrian
commanders and Luchessi, it was not now as strong as it should have been.
His base line was protected by a battery of 14 guns, posted on Keipern Hill
behind his post at Sagschütz, and in front of the road to Radaxdorf/Gross
Gohlau and the Schweidnitz River. Behind the front, an abatis had been dug
at right angles towards the center of the Austrian front; this, together with
the works just described, was the crux of the allied left wing. Nádasti had
been placed to cover the Sagschütz-Lissa road. Along the forest, irregulars
in great numbers had been deployed to fragment a Prussian attack as much
as possible before the opposing forces could come to blows. In addition, the
Austrian left boasted the not inconsiderable advantage of the terrain. Here
the ground sloped upwards in front of Nádasti’s lines, lending itself to the
defenders, while heavy vehicles, such as the Prussian horsed-artillery
teams, would find it difficult going.

Despite the strength of the position he held, Nádasti could in no way have
held off an attack by the main Prussian body. The front of the latter came
marching out from behind the knolls near Löbetintz at about 1215 hours
and headed directly for Sagschütz. Their advance threatened the weakened
Austrian left. Confronted suddenly by practically the entire Prussian army,
Nádasti sent messenger after messenger to headquarters pleading for
reinforcements. But it was too late; this time the bluecoat advance was in
deadly earnest. As his countrymen emerged into clear view, Wedell moved
out ahead to strike the enemy’s line. A battery of six guns followed in



support, along with Moritz’ and six battalions and their batteries (one
boasted the ten super heavy guns), while Ziethen rode up behind. From the
direction of the southwest, about 1300 hours, the Prussians advanced to
give battle. Their artillery teams galloped past the infantry and took up
position at commanding points, as the marching foot soldiers swept past
them to assault the posts in front. The Battle of Leuthen had begun.

Wedell attacked the defenses of Sagschütz. The 26th of Meyernick was led
forward by Prince Moritz. The sudden blow towards the left that pushed the
Prussian army into battle carried the 26th forward. Moritz exclaimed,
“Honor enough!” go back.19 He meant fall back on the second line. A
young color bearer in the ranks, Ernst Friedrich von Barsewisch, heard his
comrades of the 26th shout, “we’d be yellow bellies to retreat now! Send
more cartridges!”20 The impetus carried the men forward, not phased even
by an Austrian counterattack launched against it. There were 14 Pour-le-
Merite metals distributed; 454 men men, 10 officers had been laid low. The
27th Infantry of Major-General Asseburg, lost its commander, Lt.-Col.
Friedrich Wilhelm von Wietstrick, in the right wing at Prague.

There was more. Kursell’s 37th on the left, seized three enemy cannon and
thrust deep into the enemy lines. Major-General Prince Friedrich Franz of
Brunswick’s 39th Infantry penetrated into the enemy left flank, actually
plowing through the first line of his own army in the process. The regiment
took 14 cannon from the Austrians while unintentionally disordering their
fellow Prussians for this temerity.21 The 41st Infantry of Lt.-Gen. Neuweid
fought valiantly on the right between the two Prussian lines, losing 79 dead
and 73 wounded. The story of individual units confirms the fact that the
Prussian victory here was no accident. The danger in this initial success
could come from the Prussian forces so engaged losing contact with the rest
of the army. This could result in another Kolin or worse.

The heavy guns of the Prussians opened a punishing shelling of the crude,
hastily-made entrenchments which the Austrians had prepared.22 This
stroke was successful, and the irregulars were forced out of the underbrush
by the converging Prussian troops, who now attacked Nádasti’s main line
and broke through it. In heavy fighting, the whitecoats gave way, and the
Prussian super heavy guns now gladly added their thunderous roar to the



fray. On their right, Ziethen had less success, at first. Nádasti’s cavalrymen
actually charged at Ziethen’s formations before the latter had a chance to
attack, and for a while the vaunted Prussian horsemen sure had a time of it.
Ziethen’s formations formed a great part of the Prussian right. There was
support available from nearby troops, including Prince Karl Bevern, with
some six battalions.23 This was a strange formation indeed, since
formations of foot and horse together were patently out of date, even by
1757 standards.24

The Austrian charge was downhill, and, for a moment, Ziethen’s forward
elements were driven back upon their supporters. But the combination of
numerical inferiority (on that end of the line) and the steady Prussian
infantry support ruined the valiant, but vain, effort. This seemed to be an
advantage at Leuthen; this dated formation and all. For as the front ranks of
Ziethen’s men fell back, Bevern’s men standing by opened a terrific fire
upon the enemy’s horsemen. The intensity of this effort, coupled by
additional bluecoats moving up on their flanks and the unrelenting
pounding from Frederick’s artillery, soon forced the stunned Austrians back
into their own works.

While this was taking place, Ziethen disentangled his men from their
cramped position in the marshy terrain and, reforming the lines, surged
uphill against Nádasti’s cavalry. This counterattack was more successful, as
the latter was broken and fell back into the Rathener Woods, trying
desperately to resist the now irresistible Prussian advance.

The Normann Dragoons sliced up five cavalry regiments (three Austrian,
two Saxon), netting 800 men, 11 officers, and three standards.25 A turn
against reforming Cuirassier units smashed them, uncovered and allowed
two Bavarian battalions to be captured. To complete the havoc, these valiant
horsemen chased the retreating allied forces, seizing two cannon. The
“mopping up,” referred to below, might in fact be understating the matter.

However, the 2nd Dragoons had a time of it. It had assisted Normann’s men
in driving off Nádasti, but a counterattack by allied cavalry cost 118 men,
including Lt.-Gen. Anton von Krockow, captured by the enemy in the midst
of his men. The 11th Cuirassiers of Pennavaire and the 5th Dragoons (Lt.-



Gen. Prince Friedrich von Bayreuth) led Driesen’s left between Leuthen and
Frobelwitz. This blow seized eight cannon, nine flags, four standards, and
captured two entire infantry regiments intact, all while riddling their
supporters. Ziethen’s own 2nd Hussars smashed the Württemberg-Austrian
positions26 in front of it, bagging over 2,000 prisoners in the process. The
11th Dragoons of General Jost Friedrich Ludwig von Stechow, acting in
unison with the 2nd Dragoons, sacked the Austrian baggage. Besides the
obvious military items contained therein, the men seized “ninety four
wagons.”27 Lack of planning had exposed the flour, as well as the whole
baggage train, to needless danger.

In retrospect, it certainly seems a mistake to entrust the key to the Austrian
left wing to an auxiliary force of Württembergers, who certainly were not
nearly as reliable as regular army units and showed a marked reluctance to
fight the bluecoats, probably disliking them less than their Austrian “allies.”

So, after about 15 minutes of fighting, Nádasti’s troubled line was fairing
poorly. At the extreme flank, the defenders were being turned out of their
lines behind Sagschütz, and nearly along the whole of the front of the
perimeter the king’s troops were pressing relentlessly on. At the abatis,
where the Württemberg units of Truchese, Roeder, and Prinz Louis
Regiments were, matters were even worse. Here the constant shelling of the
Prussian batteries, including the super heavy guns, had already shaken the
defenders when the bluecoats, attacking in oblique order—one battalion
after another—-stormed forward, pressing the foe out at the point of the
bayonet. Next, Nádasti’s battery on the Keipern was attacked. The
Württembergers, retiring hastily, fell back upon it. The Prussian pursuers
were right on their heels. Meinecke’s and Bevern’s men surmounted and
overwhelmed the battery’s defenders. Soon, they had captured the Austrian
posts there, and the angle of Nádasti’s flank was now severed. The
Prussians continued to move, mopping up, while futile enemy efforts were
hastily trying to organize to recover the battery and the hill. This was a
serious tactical error, entrusting unsteady troops in key posts.28

Reinforcements from the center were quickly reaching the struggle on the
left, but these were of but little help. As the newcomers intermingled with
the largely by then demoralized men, they lost cohesion themselves. The



Prussians, coming up strongly, drove this mass before them in what could
nearly be compared to a cattle drive, with the king’s men as the herders. As
one source relates of this critical juncture, “Thousands of the Imperial
troops could not close and were carried away by the stream [of men].”29

Charles took desperate measures to make a stand.30 He hastily sent orders
to Daun to come back to support Nádasti with the reserves and whatever
other formations could be hastily gathered. And, while he waited for his
horsemen, Charles sent the infantry forward piecemeal to the support of the
battered left wing.

These extreme measures were unsuccessful, since as the new men got to the
scene of the struggle they were already tired from double-timed marching,
and none ever stood more than one stroke by the Prussians. About then the
Austrian left was rolling back under terrific pressure, back towards Leuthen
and the center of the army. In no way could the Austrians have delayed for
enough time for the reserves behind Luchessi to come to their aid. In utter
confusion, Nádasti’s men streamed for cover at Leuthen, although the
commander himself was able to keep his cool and tried, in vain, to rally his
men again and again.

Now came the coup de grâce to the battered Austrian left. Ziethen charged
straight ahead into the defeated mass, and, by 1330 hours, was bagging
whole battalions of Austrians as prisoners. The rest were driven upon the
center in hopeless confusion. The hussar leader, continuing with his efforts,
plowed into what remained of the Austrian army on that scene, and finished
off Nádasti’s former line.

Charles himself was making a furious effort to seal up the enemy’s
penetration. As for Serbelloni, holding the cavalry reserves of the main
force just beside Nádasti’s now shattered command, he became very
nervous at seeing the progress of the Prussian attack. He had enjoyed the
most energetic day of his career on the day of Kolin. At Leuthen, he was
back to his old, predictable self. Buccow’s forward line, consisting of
Kalkreuth’s 22nd Cuirassiers, plus the 4th (Erzerhog Ferdinand) and the 7th
Dragoons (Bathanay), was abandoned to its fate, while Serbelloni took the
rearward line of his command and pulled back through Leuthen itself. The



withdrawal of this force left a vacuum that could not be filled by Buccow’s
remaining forces.

Rather than be forced back on to the defense by the sudden enemy advent,
Buccow’s horse charged across the open field that separated his command
from the surging Prussians. The Austrian effort was made, but the charging
cavalry could not break through the front rank of the Prussians. The
Bathanay Dragoons got within easy striking distance, and there was a most
spirited fight for a while. In spite of the best effort even of the valiant
dragoons, the only thing Buccow ultimately accomplished was to gain time
for the Austrian infantry reserves to man posts in and about Leuthen.
Important enough under the circumstances.

With the deed of briefly stalling the advancing Prussian effort
accomplished, the reserve was posted, after this exchange, behind the
windmill on the north end of Leuthen. Yet all was confusion, and there was
still some chance to turn the tide of the battle against the bluecoats. While
all of this was taking place, General Puebla left the headquarters and went
to seek out the Austrian right wing commanders with the new assignment.
They were to swing around as fast as possible to form part of the new line.

The direction of the Prussian assaults had been turning and they were now
facing due north. The Austrian commander threw more men in front of
Frederick’s surging army, and ordered that Leuthen be made as defensible
as possible with the time at their disposal. The church/churchyard were
heavily manned, the land near the windmill packed with artillery. At the
higher ground to the north of the village the whitecoats had earlier dug
ditches (now crammed with troops) supported by an entrenched battery.

About 1400 hours, the mass of the retreating Austrians was wending back
upon Leuthen and its grouping of defense posts. Now Prince Charles,
seeing the whole southern front pierced beyond relief, gave a belated order
for the army to fall back on a shorter, second line,31 which had Leuthen and
its churchyard as the anchor of the position.

This allowed for better deployment of the remaining Austrian troops. The
new line went up and down the main road between the Butterberg towards
the Rathener Woods.32 The whole stretch was in extent only half the



distance of the original front at an angle between Sagschütz and Nypern.
Charles’s chances, despite the disaster of the Austrian left, were still good;
his uncommitted troops outnumbered the whole Prussian army by two to
one, and the latter were clearly slowing in their advance. Frederick’s men
were beginning to tire from the incessant marches and the heavy fighting.
Had the Austrians possessed the skill and determination to launch a major
counterattack about then, the battle might have ended very much differently
than it turned out.

Nevertheless, in and around Leuthen some of the heaviest fighting of the
day was yet to rage. For a while longer, the issue would remain in doubt.
Here the churchyard proved to be the obstacle to the advancing forces. The
defenders were of the famed Roth Würzburg Franconian regiment—the 2nd
battalion and the whole grenadier company under Captain Adelshaim. The
men, caught by surprise at the rapidity of the enemy’s movements, quickly
became disordered and piled into the village churchyard33 so that in short
order the Austrians were packed like sardines in a can. At some points, they
stood up to 100 ranks deep. Needless to say, this environment was hardly
conducive to inspiring defense out of demoralized Austrians and allies. The
overcrowding was much worse than that of Fermor’s Russians at Zorndorf
the following year.

Behind and on either side of Leuthen, the thick masses of Prince Charles’s
army stood ranked with large batteries placed among it. The Austrian
commander felt a temporary stand could be made until Luchessi and his
men came to offer assistance against the still advancing Prussian army. The
assault against Leuthen’s churchyard, surrounded as it was by a high stone
wall, was launched by General Friedrich Christoph von Saldern’s34 15th
Infantry. The 15th performed wonders. The battery was stormed, and seven
cannon, which might have helped contain the Prussian advance, taken.
Following a furious fight, the advance was renewed, using bayonets and
muskets as clubs—since the ammunition was largely exhausted—the
bluecoats pressed against a second line of Austrian grenadiers behind the
cemetery. These, too, were hurried on their way with substantial losses.

There was a heavy price to pay for these prodigies. One of the battalion
commanders, Lt.-Col. von Diercke, 501 men, 17 officers paid with their



lives or in battle wounds for the “privilege.” Möllendorf’s force, mentioned
below, was also worthy of consideration.

Reaction was quickly forthcoming from the whitecoats. An Austrian battery
was advanced to a ridge just north of the village, here it was meant to debar
Frederick’s men as they debouched from Leuthen. From here, as well as
from every vantage point within and about Leuthen, but especially from the
churchyard, they unleashed a heavy cannister shot straight into the
advancing ranks of the enemy. This resistance was only a temporary block
to the king’s men, who could now sense victory within their grasp. By then
it was 1430 hours, and the crisis of the battle had been reached.35

Saldern’s men hesitated in front of the churchyard under the withering fire.
One of the eyewitness accounts say the effort was temporarily stalled. With
his commanding officers failing to act, Senior Captain Wichard Joachim
von Möllendorf, leading the 3rd battalion of the regiment, took matters into
his own hands. “He leaped up, screaming, ‘Men, we must go! Follow me!’”
then Möllendorf bundled forward, smashing through the barricaded door.
Despite a desperate Austrian attempt to resist, “[Möllendorf’s] battalion
smashed through the opening, and … [spread] out to the right and the
left.”36 Möllendorf’s men broke into the grounds of the churchyard and
drove the defenders out after a terrific beating.37 Münchow’s 36th Infantry
helped to storm the battery, but it lost 167 men in the process.38

The Austrians, in this final phase of the battle, made a desperate defense.
Meanwhile, Pennewitz’s 10th Infantry was foiled in its initial blow. About
then, the heavy Prussian guns started to blast holes in the churchyard wall.
Meanwhile, the Austrian reserves had been called forward, these had
crossed/passed in front of Leuthen. Not all of the defenders fought well.
The 56th Infantry of Mercy panicked at the attack of the bluecoats and flew
wildly to the rear; the 57th of Andlau could not form a front because the
tightly-packed houses of the village interfered with its deployment,39 this
formation was between Leuthen and the 38th, in which Prince de Ligne had
taken command once at the works.

The latter described how his men had to stand forward of the main line,
many time bullets would fly over their heads or even kill men from their



own comrades stationed behind. All of the senior officers having been shot,
he took command of the regiment (at the time he was a Captain by rank),
then he ordered a retirement towards the windmill after most desperate
fighting.40

Frederick, meanwhile, had ordered the reserve—until then having been idle
in Borne—forward into the fray, at the same time making additional
reinforcements from the Prussian left, at Radaxdorf. Then he ordered
Retzow to bring the entire left up on the run. Prince Moritz surged forward
with the Prussian center to lend weight to Wedell’s right. For nearly an
hour, the struggle for control of Leuthen raged,41 and the only remaining
Prussian force not already caught up in the vortex raging there was Driesen.
He was needed right where he was, as we shall discern in short order.
Retzow’s own 6th Infantry suffered heavy losses before the cemetery as
well: 36 dead and 156 wounded.42 Major-General Pannewitz’s 10th Infantry
suffered even greater losses. 741 men, including 12 officers, were laid low
in this unit.43 Most of the losses sustained by this particular unit happened
to be suffered at the village.

The battle was now very nearly deadlocked, the advancing Prussians being
equaled by the packed masses of Prince Charles’s still potent formations.
That Austrian battery north of Leuthen proved for a time to be a serious
concern for the Prussian king. He remedied this situation quickly. He
positioned the heavy and super heavy guns on the Butterberg; with the
advantage of firepower by virtue of the latter pieces the whitecoats were
speedily reduced. Now the Prussian gunners concentrated on the Austrian
lines, and sent salvo after salvo crashing forward to decimate the defenders.
Then the infantry, coming up with bayonets at the ready, drove the
Austrians from one section of the new front after another. The big guns
really broke things open. The Prussian advance, as a direct result, started
regaining momentum.

Luchessi, seeing the left of the Prussian army bare to an enveloping attack
(or so it appeared), tried to make amends for the morning’s blunders by
launching an attack with 70 squadrons to win the battle. It was still possible.
Had these troopers been allowed their way, Leuthen might yet have ended
differently. Unfortunately, Driesen, with his squadrons, was behind the



Scheuberg with instructions to watch for any such move on the part of
Luchessi’s men. Between 1600–1630 hours, the latter perceived the
decisive moment had arrived. He burst out with his troopers, but it was a
truly fatal error.

Driesen waited until the enemy had ridden past the hollow near the
Scheuberg and then, under the helpful cover of the formidable guns on the
Butterburg, he came charging out to hit the Austrians from all sides. The
main line of 30 squadrons charged Luchessi from the front, while ten
squadrons (consisting of the Bayreuth Dragoons and the hussars) went
riding over the flanks, as other hussars, under Puttkammer, smashed the
rearguard, the faithful Kollowrat Dragoons. The Prussians were successful,
and some of the enemy troopers scattered, particularly the right flank units.

However, the Austrians were professionals, too, and they fully intended to
make a determined stand, if given the opportunity. The cavalry supports for
Luchessi’s second line tried to do that very thing. The Benedict Daun (31st
Dragoons), along with two regiments of cuirassiers, Serbelloni’s and
Anhalt-Zerbst’s, swung around to confront the Bayreuth Dragoons and
Driesen’s 7th Cuirassiers.

The whitecoats plunged headlong into action. For a time, the intensity of
the fight threatened to splinter the unit. The remaining Prussian forces on
that side leant aid at the decisive time, and the enemy were finally forced to
give way under the weight of numbers. Prince Friedrich Eugene of
Württemberg now appeared, bringing with him 30 squadrons. The hussars
quickly lost cohesion as they struck Austrian infantry huddled on the right
of Leuthen. The two armies here intermingled, and fought it out. The
exchange, in fact, was most furious, for a time.

The Austrian horse, with numbers hopelessly telling, resolved to stand its
ground. The Bayreuth Dragoons put paid to the whole business; they swept
forward into the 27th Fusiliers of Baden-Durlach and Wallis’ 11th. In this
stroke, the 11th Cuirassiers (Pennavaire) lent its aid. The Austrians on this
part of the front were simply overwhelmed. On the side, the guns of the big
Austrian batteries fell silent finally as the gunners were caught up in the
vortex, and there was no hope for victory now. They could not fire their
guns, as the bluecoats overlapped the batteries and intermingled with the



gunners. However, it took the utmost the Prussians were capable of to
overthrow the might of the Austrian army. During the rout, Luchessi fell,
having been beheaded by a cannonball. He had helped bring the army to
this crisis, and he also, quite unintentionally, helped cap its defeat.

Driesen, rendered free from his original task by this very foolish move of
Luchessi, now went charging into the flank and the rear of the second
Austrian front. The 4th Cuirassiers (Gessler) hammered home the final
attack from Radaxdorf. Dorn relates that an enemy standard was seized by
“Major von Oginskii.”44 Driesen’s pursuit ended rather abruptly in the wake
of his victorious engagement with Luchessi.

Prussian accounts of Leuthen tend to exaggerate the extent of the Austrian
rout. The left was savaged in an unanticipated counterattack from the 31st
Dragoons and Stampatch’s 10th Cuirassiers. Colonel Ludwig S deEramo
was leading this stroke, which flung Driesen’s men back. Rather soundly,
we might add. Certainly, the Austrian army had some fight left in it. More
on this in a bit.

Just a bit after, Prince Charles ordered the 33rd Infantry (Amadei’s men) to
try its hand at attacking the surging Prussian forces on its right. This lone
body of infantry soon ran into Stampatch’s men along with any other
remaining vestiges of Austrian resistance, trying to blunt the Prussian
pursuit. Still further back, Nádasti, who had taken a post to the rear to shield
the bridges from Prussian fury, did all he could to prevent Ziethen from
capturing the bridges, cutting off the retreat of the Austrians, and making
Leuthen an even more decisive battle than it was otherwise turning out.

In order to stall the enemy effort, Nádasti deployed a portion of his men in
the thick woods, with guns at the ready. Then a decoy force of horse lured
the enemy cavalry forward. Ziethen’s overeager hussars charged forward
and got plastered in the woods from the well-concealed (and thoroughly
prepared) enemy formations. The Prussians withdrew. Since Ziethen had no
infantry back-up immediately available, the pursuit was temporarily
thwarted. Not too much should be made of this. Every great event contains
twists and turns that could potentially undo the results of the event. Leuthen
was just another one of those.



Driesen wheeled to the right and rolled up the rear elements of the enemy’s
infantry, and, while he was so engaged, Wedell attacked the Austrians in the
side of Leuthen. The charge of Luchessi was thus the decisive thing that
ended the matter. Prince Charles’s army, taken in front and flank, broke up
and flew in a disorganized mass back upon Saara and Lissa. In a couple of
minutes, the routed men were seeking the safety on the far bank of the
Schweidnitz River. Prince Charles ordered another withdrawal—obeyed by
the few units left—and attempted to stand again near Lissa. By now,
however, his men were disheartened and as the bluecoats, on the order of
their king, pressed on in their advance towards that place, a few volleys of
musketry and gunfire were sufficient to send even some of these men
scurrying to the rear.

But, if every dark cloud does indeed have a silver lining, then the manner of
the withdrawal from the battle by the Austrians on the day of Leuthen was
it. Elements of Stampatch’s command, rallied in the person of the
exceptionally, enterprising officer named Colonel Ludwig Caraccioli de–
Ermano, helped cover the retreat with local counterattacks. As we have
seen. However, as the latter had but three squadrons of cuirassiers and one
of dragoons, his efforts were largely localized and limited.

There were others. The Esterhazy Regiment tried to cover Stampatch, while
General Nádasti, as resourceful as ever, had stabilized some of his infantry
units about the Rathener Woods. The Prussian pursuit was energetic, and
when the enemy had drawn too close, Nádasti put 12-pounder cannon to use
to “persuade” the enemy cavalry of his earnestness.

Ziethen, leading this pursuit,45 was content to just set up his guns and
engage in a long-range artillery contest.46 Nádasti used this intervening
time to pull back from the stricken battlefield.

The Austrians simply were not interested in seeking another engagement
like the one just concluded. Among the retreating throng, Buccow was
given the odious task of trying to blunt the bluecoat advance. That ‘Johnny
on the Spot’ took up a post at Kunzendorf, from where he did all he could
to get badly needed supplies of flour and other supplies into Schweidnitz,
while his men simultaneously began to empty out the magazines at



Landshut. Time was of the essence, and Buccow did not waste it. This was
being accomplished as the Austrian survivors fled from the field.

However, Fouquet would not suffer to let Buccow alone in peace. He rather
vigorously struck at Buccow’s position, which was near Landshut. The
attack was beaten back (December 21), but Fouquet ordered up more men.
A more determined attack the next day brought about Buccow’s retreat,
when his less than reliable Croat screen fled from a post they should have
been able to hold, at the Bucherberg. This behavior compelled Buccow to
fall back to the Kirchenberg. Now it was obvious that Fouquet’s pursuit
could not be thwarted farther. The disintegration of Austrian resistance in
the wake of Leuthen was almost shocking.

The Battle of Leuthen was over by 1700 hours, and, as the sun (largely
hidden behind the clouds) was setting, the whitecoats were making their
way towards Breslau. The Prussian monarch made a hasty march with the
Seydlitz Cuirassiers (without the distinguished Seydlitz) and three grenadier
battalions on Lissa; where he feared that the enemy might bar his forces at
the bridge from further advance. The going was difficult for all concerned.
Heavy snow clouds were beginning to spill their contents upon the stricken
field and the suffering men thereabouts. Ziethen with a dozen hussars soon
joined this little ensemble, and the trampling of the horses on the frozen
ground, with the snow flying on a cold December evening, can well be
imagined.

The night was so dark that the only lights were flickering lanterns used by
Frederick and his little force. Despite this, about 1900 hours, the little party
attacked the Austrian forces left near the bridge and speedily drove them
off. A surprise volley of about 60 musket shot rang out about 1830 hours,
just before the king reached Lissa. In response, nearly 300 Prussians swept
forward to finish the day’s work. The king admonished Ziethen for allowing
the hussars to drift back on the main body rather than taking the point—far
posts on reconnaissance.47 The men scattered to the cover of the tress on
both sides of the road, and the grenadiers, roused by the sound of gunfire,
moved out in support. A drowsy innkeeper from Saara, roused from his
“sleep”48 by the unexpected visitors, was brought along by the stirrups of



the king’s horse. Frederick himself made for cover. The innkeeper was
holding a lantern when the shots rang out.

The king drew bridle in front of the castle at Lissa,49 located back from the
main street. Frederick pushed open the door to one of the rooms, and was
astounded to find a group of Austrian officers, some engaged in eating,
others wounded. Although startled, he put the best face on it and asked the
equally astonished Austrians, “Bon joir, Messieurs! Would there be room
left?” The enemy could easily have taken him captive, but they did not
make an effort to do so. Instead, they led him to a room, and then made off
to the bridge to the east, glad to be away from Lissa and the person of the
king.

The Croats and the irregulars having been driven away, the noise of the
scuffle had reached the main army. Battalions soon came marching up to
see what the deal was and if their king was safe. When they found him quite
well and by then asleep, they pressed on to the bridge. A steady fire was
opened on the opposite end of the structure to make sure that the Austrians
did not wreck it. The forward most bluecoat formations bivouacked for the
rest of the night in a most contended state of mind.

So Frederick and his little army had accomplished the goal which had been
set for it. They had overthrown an army of 65,000 men, well-rested and
confident besides, with a bare 32,000 tired and exhausted men. And they
had done all of this in less than four hours of daylight. During the night of
December 5–6, the remaining Austrian forces streamed across the
Schweidnitz towards the Silesian capital on four bridges: at Goldsmeiden;
Hermmansdorf; Stabelwitz; and the main one at Lissa, all wooden bridges.
The losses suffered in the battle were: Frederick lost approximately 6,259
men killed/wounded (5,118 wounded, 1,141 killed); plus 85 prisoners
(taken near Sagschütz); a total loss from all causes of 6,344 men.50

The Austrian losses were much, much higher. Prince Charles lost about
7,000 wounded and about 3,000 killed—exact losses will never be known
—for a total of, say, 10,000 men. In addition there were nearly 12,000
prisoners, of whom some 3,000 were also wounded. In equipment, the loss
was also great. The number of guns lost, some 116, was bad, but nearly



4,000 wagons loaded with supplies for the Austrian army were also
captured by the Prussians. Also lost were 51 regimental standards, plus
countless muskets and miscellaneous soldiers’ equipment. Tempelhof
estimated the final tally of loss came to approximately 50,446.51

The defeated army was finally halted well behind the Schweidnitz River
and took pause. It was well scattered over the countryside and in no shape
to rally for the defense of Breslau. The beaten men shivered through the
miserably cold night, few of their battalions or regiments were intact, and
only the rare commander had even the faintest idea where the majority of
his men were. By early the following morning, December 6, Charles and
Daun had gathered an army some 48,000 strong at Gräbischen (east of the
Lohe); an army still large enough to outnumber Frederick’s. It could still
have proven a tough obstacle if its leaders had handled it aright.

Prince de Ligne discovered his leaders at the headquarters in the village in a
state of semi-disbelief over their total defeat. Prince Charles and Daun were
preparing only to withdraw in the direction of home. Their beaten,
demoralized “army” at that point was simply in no shape to defend Silesia
without proper guidance. The two leaders had no offensive schemes left just
then; they could only slump into “the depths of despondency.”52 One or the
other apparently uttered, “I cannot believe this!” When Prince de Ligne
discovered the dynamic duo, there was no way to take the open field against
the victorious Prussian army.



Chapter Nineteen

Mopping Up After Leuthen

After the Austrian defeat at Leuthen, it was inevitable that the Prussians
would undertake to drive the Austrians from the province. At one fell
stroke, the successful battles before Breslau, the capture of Schweidnitz,
and numerous other inroads into Silesia had been wiped away. All that
remained was the mopping up operations by Frederick’s men in clearing as
much of Silesia as possible.

First thing in the morning on December 6, the bluecoats crossed the
Schweidnitz, capturing some 400 wagons of the Austrian baggage and
hundreds of prisoners. The following day, Ziethen, taking 63 squadrons of
horse and 111⁄2 battalions of foot, pressed off in pursuit of the retiring foe.
A determined enemy stand at the Kleine-Lohe on December 8, threw
Ziethen off his tether. Despite the urging of the king, the normally resolute
hussar became less energetic. Fouquet, as we have observed, was sent to
take over the pursuit, and, by December 23, the last of the Austrian forces
were across the Bohemian border.

At Leuthen, the Prussian king had gained the greatest of his great victories.
Never before and never again would the Prussian oblique order and line-of-
march work with such perfection as it did at Leuthen. And never again
would Frederick ever beat his enemy so thoroughly as on that day on that
field. He had for a fleeting moment hopes that peace, hurried along by
tidings of the near miraculous successes at Rossbach and Leuthen, might
now come. Moreover, Leuthen had done more than alter the military scene.
It had changed the very thinking of the king’s enemies. Before the battle,
they had often referred to him in various unflattering, often demeaning,
titles, such as the “Margrave of Brandenburg,” but after Leuthen, he was
almost invariably referred to, in both polite and general society, as the



“King of Prussia.” Even by his most bitter enemies. The two victories had
earned a respectful fear among the king’s foes they would generally keep
for the rest of the war, and even for a time after.

For this victory at Leuthen, unlike the singular success of Rossbach, was
won against an enemy who were every bit the trained, disciplined soldiers
that the bluecoats were. Incidently, most of the foreign elements had melted
away by December 5; the royal army at Leuthen was almost entirely
Prussian. In addition, never again would the allies after this day face
Frederick on a battlefield by choice in the open. There was one other, as yet
intangible, factor: Leuthen had transformed the kingdom of Prussia into a
great military power in Europe, in the process displacing Austria. And
Frederick the Great had become one of the Great Captains of History. As it
worked out, “Frederick’s military glory reached its apex,” at Leuthen.1

The Prussian king, as soon as the battle was done, assembled Ziethen,
Prince Ferdinand, Wedell, Retzow, and Prince Moritz in his new
headquarters, at Lissa, and gave them their orders for the following day. He
congratulated his commanders and told them, most correctly as it was to
turn out, that Leuthen “will transmit the glory of your names as well as our
nation for all posterity.”2 The results of the single victory at Leuthen
“enabled his Majesty to recover … all [of Silesia], excepting Schweidnitz,
that he had lost during the whole campaign.”3 Even so qualified a critic as
Napoleon Bonaparte remarked that the battle was the masterpiece of
Frederick’s military career. It is generally acknowledged that the Prussian
king was the greatest tactician of modern history.

The Austrians were put in a bad way. There was no way they could hope to
retain control of their Silesian capital with their field army vanquished.
After spending December 6 giving the main body of his troops a well-
deserved breather, the next morning the king took his army and marched
upon Breslau, putting it under siege. There would be no walkover, for
although the remainder of the Austrian field army had left the vicinity of the
Silesian capital, an Austrian garrison of some 17,000 men present in the
city, under Lt.-Gen. Sprecher.



The king had sent half of the available cavalry to pursue Charles’s
retreating army, now moving homeward, as we have seen. The bluecoats
followed the enemy for a number of days, capturing more than 2,000
additional prisoners. But, for the Austrians, it was determined that Breslau
had to be defended, not only because of the loss of prestige and the forfeit
of central Silesia that its fall would entail, but also because of the immense
quantities of stores it held.

Sprecher stuck to his guns, posting placards on gallows and on poles
throughout Breslau, which warned that anyone who spoke of surrender to
the Prussians would be “instantly hanged.” He had no intention of backing
down, at least without a fight.

In the meanwhile, the Prussian king ordered a bombardment to be laid
down against the city’s walls. Assaults against the discouraged defenders
were launched time and again. Sprecher’s men suffered miserably in the
bitter winter weather, and their trenches and abatis were on the point of
freezing. It was true the Prussians faced the same elements, but they were
the besiegers, rather than the besieged. December 14, a magazine, set afire
during a heavy bombardment, blew skyward. The Prussians spent that night
affecting some badly needed mending on the Great Battery south of
Breslau, and doing all they could to bring the effort to an end. Especially in
view of the worsening winter weather. Prussian siege lines were being
pressed ever closer. December 16, shortly after dawn, the battery opened
fire. Within hours it had scored a direct hit. A second magazine blew up,
this one taking part of the defender’s lines with it, and killing/wounding
some 800 of the defenders.4 During the night of December 17–18, the
Austrians attempted to storm out in a sortie, but they were driven back
decisively. All the while, the bluecoats continued to build more batteries
and construct more siege lines. On December 19, seeing no hope of relief
from Prince Charles or Daun anytime soon, and with his men being reduced
to extremes, Sprecher surrendered the city to the Prussians.5

The haul of new Austrian prisoners, 17,000, included 13 generals and a
grand total of 680 other officers, in addition to 81 guns, 1,024 horses, and
abundant stores. On December 26, the Austrian garrison in Liegnitz,
learning that Breslau was gone and the Prussians again were masters of the



province, marched away homeward with nary a whimper. Thus, at one
single stroke, the Prussians had effectively cleared Silesia of the Austrians.
Before the year 1757 was over, the king knew he had driven the enemy
there away, with one glaring exception: Schweidnitz. There the still
astonished foe continued to keep a garrison. Prince Charles reached
Königgrätz by Schweidnitz, Landshut, and Soor-Nachod—December 23–
24. Only some 37,000 tired, beaten souls emerged with him out of an army
of about 65,000 fully equipped and confident men that had marched into
Silesia after Bevern. Where were the rest? Either dead, or prisoners-of-war,
or deserted, or just plain stragglers. Estimate of total Austrian/allied losses
in the Battle of Leuthen and its aftermath were at least 40,000 men, not to
mention enormous losses in equipment, supplies, guns, etc.

Prince Charles was not so shocked by the overwhelming defeat that he
thought of giving up the supreme command of the Austrian armies. The
Prussian follow-up pursuit of the defeated main army ended at the
Bohemian frontier, and the whitecoats were left to sort themselves out.
Charles had completely miscalculated and handed the Austrian Empire its
most complete defeat during the whole era of the Habsburgs. Under these
circumstances, he could not remain in his command, even though he was
the brother of the emperor.

On two separate occasions, softly-worded communications from the
emperor failed to give Prince Charles the “hint” he was expected to
relinquish his command post, then a hearing from Maria Theresa on
January 16, 1758, left no doubt, and he stepped down.

In retrospect, Prince Charles was not an incompetent military leader. His
misfortune was to come up against a leader who had no peers in his time,
Frederick the Great. Simultaneously, Nádasti, for no good reason except ill-
feeling on the part of Charles’s supporters, was relieved of his duties; a
shame since he was the nearest equivalent to a Seydlitz or a Ziethen in the
army.6 On the other hand, Prince Charles must have been hard to work with.
He had had troubles both with Browne and Daun, as we have seen.

Daun, because of his standing with the Austrian regime—not to mention the
single victory against the Prussian king during 1757 at Kolin—was
appointed commander of all Austrian armies in the field against Prussia. In



contrast, Prince Charles went home to the Netherlands to appear no more on
a battlefield. It would be Marshal Daun who was to command the Austrian
armies against Prussia for the rest of the war. So perhaps Kolin did
accomplish something favorable for Prussia after all.

On the Eastern Front, we left the Russians besieging Memel in June 1757.
The works at Memel were certainly formidable in appearance. A ditch of
considerable size effectively enclosed the place, completed by five large
bastions. On the negative side, the works were in a poor state of repair, and
the buildings immediately adjacent to the walls were not well prepared.
And the first priority of Frederick was elsewhere, most especially with
regard to Brandenburg and the heart of the realm; East Prussia and Memel
were low on the totem pole in terms of men and material. Still, events
moved forward.

The Russians appeared first at the port entrance on June 28, 1757. Six
Russian ships under Admiral Valrunt sailed into the Kurisches Haff. Not far
behind were the land forces under Fermor.7 The protracted Russian advance
had been good in one respect, they had waited until their preparations were
well underway before they made their move.

Valrunt was helped by an English admiral in the Russian employ, Admiral
Lewis, who brought 9,000 men from Revel.8 The Russians, under Fermor,
were divided into three columns; the first two crossed the Dange River to
take post on the other side of Memel, cutting it off from help by Lehwaldt.
The Russians began to prepare for a siege, and, about dawn, June 30, their
ships opened fire on Memel. Commander Hans Albrecht von Pölenz, the
Prussian leader, ordered the wooden structures of Memel’s suburbs burned
that very night so the enemy would not be able to shelter behind the
buildings. Meanwhile, the Russians started working on the first parallel of
the siege works.

July 1, the first of the Russian siege batteries, three five-pound mortars,
joined by four of the Russian howitzers, opened to a steady crescendo upon
the town.9 The Russian ships joined in on the shelling. A total of almost
300 shells were lobbed at Memel that day. Simultaneously, the second line
of Russian siege works were completed, and nearly a thousand more shells



were fired into Memel on July 3. Soltikov closed in on the city from the
land gradually, from his base at Remelshof. By July 4, the new commandant
of Memel was Lieutenant von Rummel. He immediately sent word to
Lehwaldt that he needed assistance, while the Russians redoubled their
shelling. On July 5, with no hope of succor, Rummel surrendered Memel to
Fermor. Russian losses in this endeavor were about 25 men killed/wounded.

At the Northern Front, the situation for the bluecoats had stabilized.
Following Apraxsin’s withdrawal from East Prussia, Lehwaldt had marched
towards Mecklenburg and Pomerania against the Swedes, leaving only a
few battalions in that province to hold it in case the Russians should return.
November 22, Lehwaldt’s men got to Stettin to join up with the bluecoats
thereabouts. The Prussian force, nearly 25,000 strong, pressed on Demmin
and Anklam. A probing force, divided into two separate columns, pressed
out upon the Swedes. Major Kahlenburg brought a force of 700 men (500
infantry and 200 hussars) through Massow on Kamenky. Major Kleist took
another 500 (400 foot soldiers, and 100 horsemen) towards Wollin.10

Sternberg, on December 3, issued orders to retire towards Stralsund. He was
already across the Peene by then. Lehwaldt took his time following in
pursuit, and lethargically pressed the enemy into Anklam and Peenemünde.
The Swedish deficiency in transport and material really hampered their
efforts to keep to any active military operations. On December 26, the
Swedes, under General Herrenstein, abandoned Usedom, while a Prussian
detachment under General the Prince of Holstein hemmed in their desperate
opponents at Demmin. Prussian cavalry reconnoitered the posts held
thereabouts, held by elements of the Vastmänlands Infantry and the riders of
the Smålands unit. Swedish efforts to block this resulted in an altercation
with Holstein’s men (December 27). Although this tussle was essentially a
short brawl, Holstein’s men promptly crossed the Trebel, forcing Sternberg
to recoil upon Grefswald. This effectively sealed off Demmin. On
December 29, the trapped Swedes took free withdrawal, and this force
moved towards Stralsund. The soldiers were given the opportunity to march
out with their weapons. The Prussian 7th Hussars (Malachowski) then
mopped up Swedish posts in the territory just recovered.11 This left the
Swedes only in possession of Stralsund on the mainland and immediately
near to Peenemünde.



The Swedes abandoned Wollin, Demmin, and the country between
Stralsund and Rugen. The water route had frozen, and the Swedish supply
ships could not get through. Lehwaldt laid Stralsund under siege, January
1–18, 1758, hoping to force the garrison to surrender before the thaws
came. The Prussians pressed home their advantage too slowly, however, and
an early warming period gave the Swedes the chance to slip into the bay
with provisions, thereby saving their countrymen from certain surrender or
starvation. But, as the campaign closed, the Swedes held only Stralsund and
a small stretch beyond the fortress, the Peenemünde and Anklam Stretch.
The Prussians had occupied the rest of Swedish Pomerania.12 From
Stockholm, there was a change in command. Sternberg was replaced on
January 7, 1758, by General Gustav Friedrich Graf Rosen. Sternberg’s less
than stellar performance during the campaign had been the culprit. Finally,
on March 13, 1758, meanwhile, Peenemünde finally fell to the Prussians.

As for Apraxsin, he was severely criticized by the Russian people, for
having withdrawn from an enemy province that was by all means
conquered. Empress Elizabeth was not pleased with the performance of her
commander. She relieved him of his command and had him recalled. One
should not be too hasty to judge Apraxsin. Yes, he was afraid of Elizabeth’s
death and of the wrath of her successor, Peter, but in retrospect the Russian
commissariat appears to have functioned as inefficiently as the French. A
council-of-war called before the withdrawal could find no other
alternatives. Tuttle hints that the general may have been afraid of an
uprising by the Poles in his rear.13 Apraxsin was court-martialed, sold out
by Count Bestischef-Riumin, the contemporary Russian Chancellor, but
died of natural causes before it could convene. As for Count Bestischef-
Riumin, he was discredited and removed from office.14 The minister had
steadily lost his influence over the preceding few years, but when a hint of
Apraxsin having been ordered to retreat by the count, his political career
was effectively at an end. The connection between Apraxsin and the count
may largely have been a fabrication, but a scapegoat Apraxsin would
become.15

However, there was talk of treason bandied about in the Russian officer
corps and rumors that Apraxsin had been in contact with Peter. No doubt
with a view to clarify his position before the pro–Prussian leader should



Elizabeth die, gave the appearance of some duplicity. As for the other
Russian commanders in the war, they had much in common with Apraxsin.
To a man, they all wanted Peter to be aware of their rather divided loyalties.
They were perfectly willing to sell out the Allied cause should Elizabeth
die!

Fermor became the new Russian army commander. His first order was to go
occupy the province that Apraxsin had thrown away.





PART IV. 1758: THE THIRD CAMPAIGN



Chapter Twenty

Winter Interlude; Start of Campaign 1758

While Fermor and the Russians were thus occupied, Frederick, still elated
by his spectacular victory at Leuthen, took up winter quarters a few days
after Christmas 1757. This year, the royal winter quarters were at Breslau,
the inhabitants of which were at least partly still in shock over the rapid
change of fortunes of the warring parties. It had been a big year. By the
king’s military skill and unfaltering will, not to mention the brave men
under his command, the Prussian monarch had made it through the first
major campaign of the war relatively unscathed. No part of the Prussian
kingdom except for East Prussia and the principalities along the Rhine were
as yet occupied by the allies, or threatened. And Frederick still held Saxony
against enemy attempts to reclaim it.1

As for Ferdinand, he sought to break out of his present predicament as the
campaign wound down. He rose from an enforced pause near Harburg,
venturing towards Celle. Once there, the Prince could cross the Aller River
and conduct military operations with that river at his back.

The French reacted too swiftly for Ferdinand’s good. When the latter’s
forces reached Celle on December 13, 1757, the bridges in the area had
already been knocked down and Celle itself put to the torch. That was the
nadir for allied attempts to forge the Aller that year, although an isolated
success was gained as the French garrison in Harburg surrendered. All
Richelieu himself did was to reoccupy what was left of Celle. This put paid
to the year’s campaigning.2

The casualties had been heavy indeed. Prussian losses in the campaign of
1757 alone were an estimated 50,000 men, a figure that included the cream
of the well-trained veterans of the army. Hundreds of officers had been



killed or too severely wounded to return to the colors, taken prisoner, or, in
some cases, deserted. Well-trained officers would be needed to produce
well-trained conscripts, along with the time to do so.

Even if the attrition could be rectified somehow (which it was), the king
could not expect the same level of proficiency from the new men as he was
used to from the seasoned veterans of old. These latter cadres would
constitute an ever shrinking proportion of the army as the war wore on. It
had been these trained, capable soldiers that had largely made possible the
great victories of 1756 and 1757, although Kolin had proven even those
men were not infallible. Never again did the Prussian king achieve the
degree of victories as he had previous to the opening of the 1758 campaign.
As evidence, his defeats would be more serious, and, when victories were
gained, the losses in doing so more severe. The hard fought successes of
Zorndorf or in the snows of Torgau can hardly be compared to Rossbach
and Leuthen.

And a further diminution of Frederick’s precious veterans occurred when an
epidemic of “Hungarian Fever” roared through the crowded Prussian winter
quarter camps in and around Breslau. “Pits for thousands of corpses at a
time were dug [near Breslau].”3 The Austrians suffered as well.4 It was a
cold, very involved winter.5 But all of the new campaigns were as yet in the
future, and the king’s immediate concern was to prepare for the campaign
of 1758; a difficult enough task, in and of itself.

Although the quality of the bluecoat army could not help but gradually
decline, the quantity of the men remained rather steady. By desperate
efforts, Frederick managed to raise his partially new army to 145,000 men
ready to take to the field for the new campaign.6 A good many may have
been enemy deserters, prisoners impressed—either willingly or otherwise—
into the service of Prussia, or vagabonds from all over the German Reich
and the rest of Europe. But the colors were filled. Diligent Prussian officers
were on hand and did their best to give the newcomers the necessary
training as time would permit.

Finances were another matter altogether. Wars are nothing if not
outrageously expensive, and that fact was just as true in the 18th century as



in the 21st. Rödenbeck goes into great detail on many financial aspects of
the contemporary Prussian state.7 It was most fortunate for King Frederick
hoped that the political climate in Great Britain was once more favorable.
But a treaty of alliance between England and Prussia, concluded in January
1757, and arranged at Pitt’s instigation, had proven futile as Pitt resigned
from the government under pressure from King George on April 6, 1757.8

While this is not a diplomatic history of the war by any means, there are
details that need looked at for a deeper understanding of the issues. The
Prussian king looked favorably on cooling off developments in that foreign
court and “expressed the hope that England [gain] stable government with
ministers more serious.”9 Ministers who were more serious, more
conservative (albeit less capable) than Pitt and Newcastle.

The English Parliament alone consented to sending troops to defend
Hanover, as its lone firm commitment on the Continent besides providing a
subsidy of £164,000 for Prussia. This chilly atmosphere did not last long.
Pitt was subsequently restored to his position on July 29, as his opponent
the Duke of Cumberland had already been disgraced at Hastenbeck. Pitt had
offered Frederick a new subsidy in the aftermath of Kolin; which the latter
had refused at that time because of trying to carry on negotiations with the
French. For any and all of his flaws, Pitt really labored to bring increased
assistance to Prussia from his country.10

Even Pitt did not wish to employ British troops on the European scene in
anything other than their limited rôle with Hanover, and a Prussian request
for a naval squadron in the Baltic was refused because of a “shortage of
available ships and sailors.”11 On this latter point, the same source notes
there were 239 ships in the Royal Navy in commission and “twenty-five
[more] in reserve.”12 The real reason for the failure of the British to supply
a fleet was they were unwilling to strain Anglo-Russian relations any
further by doing so.13

The Prussian king clearly desired more than just money from the British,
although he also needed that. For a time, King George even tried to
compartmentalize his duties as King of England and as Elector of Hanover,
even though the interests of the one were very often not the vested interests



of the other.14 To be more concise, Pitt’s vision was more in the nature of
the tunnel type. However, that could not continue to be the case, especially
if French attention was to be kept to the continent of Europe as much as
possible—and thus away from North America and Asia. And there was no
denying the popularity of the Prussian king in Great Britain. “Not since the
early days of William of Orange had a Continental ally” so endeared
himself to the English people.15

And Pitt had one redeeming, valuable, virtue, even in those heady days
when he was trying to keep British troops from having to fight on the
Continent. He quickly realized (and then never forgot) that the underlying
interests of Great Britain’s and Hanover’s policies could not be completely
separated. No matter how he might wish they were! This salient fact sure
complicated matters. When the French undertook active operations in
western Germany, the danger to Hanover loomed ever greater. The French
government never had any intention of keeping Hanover neutral anyhow, in
spite of English hopes to the contrary. And if the Prussians would have to
fight Pitt’s war for him, there would ultimately have to be some sacrifices
by the English.

There was not any great effort by the English to muddy the waters with the
Russian court, laying aside the issue with Hanover. This was a rather odd
situation that would ultimately prevail throughout the war. Even after
numerous shakeups in both governments. Their mutual interests in the
Baltic helped keep them away from a mutual open breach.

As for Pitt, he was an excellent diplomat, but was not yet fully aware that
the key to wrestling France’s North American provinces, and, to a lesser
extent, Asian possessions lay mainly in the battlefields of Central Europe.
This was a revelation the English statesman would realize, in due course.
Meanwhile, the joyous news of Rossbach provided new impetus for the
English minister’s efforts to win more support for his ally. Supporting what
appears to be the winning side is always easier. Especially when the one-
sided nature of that battle was taken into account. (On this point, we must
admit there was no guarantee of any repeat of the triumph). Meanwhile,
Rossbach made Prussia loom as a more valuable ally for Great Britain.16

There were limited benefits, no matter what. In a letter home, dated



February 9, 1758, Ambassador Mitchell was writing, “I could give him
[Frederick] no expectation that English troops would be sent [directly to
Prussia].”17 The ambassador suggested trying to get Danish troops involved
in the war on the Prussian side. Rossbach indeed! Fortunately, the matter
did not end there. Now a new subsidy was tendered (and accepted) in a new
treaty—dated April 11, 1758—by which £675,000 was to be paid to
Frederick annually—in bullion, no less.18 As one of the prerequisites, both
countries agreed not to carry on any separate negotiations with their mutual
enemies. The Prussians had no choice. Frederick needed the influx of
money desperately to finance his military operations.

The campaign of 1757 had cost him some 20,000,000 thalers. The war
treasury was already nearing bankruptcy, so the hard-pressed king took the
only measures he had available: debasing the currency and drawing on the
occupied territories for further finances. The devaluation of the currency
was a useful, if desperate, expediate, to raise additional money, for the
realm demanded that taxes and bills be paid to the State according to the
older valuation. Meanwhile, in a true double standard, this same
government then paid its own debts in the new, lower valuation, if at all.19

Moreover, there were additional measures implemented. Saxony was
subjected to exhaustive new taxes,20 Mecklenburg followed, and even the
Catholic Church in Silesia had to cough up taxation money.21 With the
combination of all of these measures, the treasury was raised to a total of
15,000,000 talers for the coming campaign of 1758. The real problem lay in
the future, because the devaluing of the money was to be too tempting not
to resort to again and again.22

In topographical terms, this new campaign would be waged over most of
the same country as the previous one.23 Frederick allocated himself only
40,000 men (for his post in Silesia), while Prince Henry, with command in
Saxony that coming season,24 was allowed 30,000 troops. Prince Henry was
really a busy man.25 To help Ferdinand out, but also to discomfort the
French, the prince was determined to do something.26 Summoning up nine
full battalions (about 8,000 men or so), about 1200 hours on February 9,
1758, he marched from Halberstadt to do some mischief. There was no
sense of urgency about the advance, and Henry’s patrols easily alerted the



French that something was up. February 24, the bluecoats under Prince
Henry crossed the Oker River and quickly found themselves in the
company of General Heinrich Wilhelm von Freytag’s men. A large French
force was shadowing Henry, for the French were very alarmed, but his
troops made no further significant moves.27 The bluecoat advance on
Wolfenbüttel was via Regensburg and Goslar. Rumors28 flew that the force
was more than double what it actually was and was being led by the king
himself. The French “assumed that Frederick must be leading it [i.e., the
Prince’s force] in person.”29 Evidently they believed Prince Henry would
never take the offensive. The French were immediately ready to pull up
stakes and abandon Bremen and Göttingen. Soubises’ men sought safety
behind the Weser and even the French interests in the immediate vicinity
were all in danger of being compromised.

While his raiders did all they could to diminish the enemy’s numbers
against him, Prince Henry had “recruiters” out, snagging new men for
Frederick’s armies. After Henry’s withdrawal around March 2, the charge
was unjustly labeled against him by critics that he could have done much
more. That he should have pressed the advantage until the enemy managed
to stop him. Soubises’ lines were vulnerable, perhaps even ripe for a rout,
but to press forward would have sacrificed his rear to invasion and even
exposed Prince Henry’s lines-of-communication.

Obviously, the major reason for Henry’s little expedition was the
discomfiture of the French. At the end of February, Prince Henry fired off a
testy letter to the French commander opposite to him, Soubise. It was given
out, in view of the French atrocities during the previous campaign on the
road to Rossbach, not to mention most recently when a French occupation
of Halberstadt (January 11–18, 1758) resulted in more outrages,30 then the
French could expect little more than the same themselves. Prince Henry
was quick to inform our old friend Soubise that, as revenge, any captured
French officers in their custody would receive harsher treatment than
before.

In fact, the threatened retaliation against the “guilty” French officers was
never carried out, as the Prussian leadership had never expected the little
episode to amount to much anyway. Frederick did not want to siphon off



too many men from Saxony or be gone for too long. Henry himself was not
over confident of success, and he had moved out with no attempt to conceal
either the direction or the nature of his mission. Frederick’s overall strategic
sense remained notably limited, as this episode reveals. There is little doubt
what the next Great Captain, Napoleon, would have done under similar
circumstances.

Meanwhile, at the Northern Front, Lehwaldt (whose failure before
Stralsund was the final straw) had tendered his resignation from field
command.31 General Count Christoph von Dohna was to become the new
commander. Lehwaldt was subsequently consigned to a desk job, becoming
commandant at the Prussian capital as well as doing what he could to help
shore up Berlin’s defenses beyond the city. Events of the previous October,
of course, had demonstrated Berlin’s vulnerability. Dohna’s task was
already cast. He was to have 18,000 men with him to watch the Swedes as
well as to keep an eye on the direction of the Russians so as to watch for
military movements against Brandenburg and Pomerania from there. The
bluecoats had additional men with Prince Ferdinand in the West, the latter
having been appointed permanent commander to act against the French.32

On February 18, Ferdinand launched a well-prepared advance to threaten
the position of the French on the Aller. General Wangenheim was on the
allied right, and Freytag’s hussars covered the left. Not surprisingly, the
weather in the middle of February was appalling, and this helped hold up
the advance. In the late afternoon of February 21, the allies reached Verdun,
while Clermont’s men were preparing for what was to come. Wangenheim
took Rotenburg and Verdun. Although the bridge there was safe, the French
tried—unsuccessfully—to blow up those spans over the Aller.33 As a direct
result, the allies soon penetrated this barrier. So the enemy were in the
process of advancing, while Clermont by then was busy thinking only of
hitching backwards, away from the vicinity of the enemy. Prince Henry’s
offensive, earlier referred to, had helped out. On February 27, Prussian
cavalry seized Nienburg. Ferdinand and the main body of his men occupied
Neustadt-on-Reubenburg. These two positions hopelessly compromised
Clermont’s lines. His only remaining choice was to retreat while he still
could.



The French commander tumbled backwards, and, on March 3, took up
camp right beside the old battlefield of Hastenbeck. The situation for the
French was bleak, although even Clermont saw at once he needed the post
of Minden if he wanted to stay in the area. What made matters worse,
Clermont had no idea what Ferdinand was planning. The French
commander might have guessed that Ferdinand, too, had his eyes on
Minden. The latter only awaited bringing up the artillery and allowing the
troops some time to rest. Ferdinand wanted to know in turn what the French
might be up to, so he unbuckled his scouts to go hunting for signs of
Clermont’s unsteady army.

There was a garrison in Minden; this would prove a hindrance to Ferdinand
should he choose to move on it. He could not safely leave it at his rear in
order to pursue Clermont. So the allied commander put Minden under siege.
Surprisingly enough, the place fell on March 15, and the immediate result
was the French abandoned posts on the “wrong” side of the Rhine by April
4. Ferdinand pursued, but only as far as Warendorf. Henry helped out,34 but
it was largely through the efforts of Ferdinand that the enemy had entirely
abandoned the right bank of the Rhine. This exceptional winter effort
delayed the action of the main 1758 campaign until later than otherwise.

There were scattered detachments keeping watch in lower Saxony, and
other points, but with no reserves to speak of, against the enemy.

As for those enemies, some cracks were beginning to show in the
formidable wall of the coalition. France, stung by reverses in the French &
Indian War on the North American continent, was longing for peace in
Europe so she could pursue her fight with the English overseas. But the
Pompadour’s influence was still too great, and, in February 1758, King
Louis guaranteed that yet another campaign would be waged on the
Continent. As for Maria Theresa, she had rejected outright overtures for
peace from the irascible Frederick. Russia’s Czarina Elizabeth had an
important part to play in reuniting her faltering allies’ resolve to carry on
the war with the sharp-tongued Prussian king.

Maria Theresa had little hope of keeping France and Russia in the war, and
she must have been pleasantly surprised to learn they were not going to
desert her. Nonetheless, the Austrian army had been given a sharp rebuke



from the very capable bluecoats, and its commanders wanted Austria’s
allies to start the process of carrying a bigger share of the war. With the new
campaign on the horizon, this seemed like a good time to start.



Chapter Twenty-One

Frederick Invades Austria a Second Time; Siege of Olmütz1

On March 15, 1758, the king marched from his winter quarters in Breslau.
He started on the third campaign of this conflict, waiting until the frosts
were gone and the cold winter winds had subsided. The headquarters was
moved to Kloster-Grüssau and the army was encamped between there and
Landshut. Frederick’s job was to keep the whitecoats quiet in Bohemia
while his army descended on Schweidnitz to reclaim that fortress from its
enemy garrison. This he meant to accomplish before the time of normal
campaigning, and before the cautious Daun could interfere with his
maneuver.

This was a bold plan, and very risky as the king’s plan placed great reliance
on Daun being slow and methodical. The Prussian magazines at Jauernick
and Sabischdorf were prepped to supply the needs of the forces preparing to
besiege Schweidnitz. The bluecoats had been loosely investing the fortress
during the winter layover.2 The storming of Schweidnitz was an essential
preliminary to another invasion of the Austrian Empire. The king had
already decided to carry the fight into the very heart of his greatest enemy
for the second time in as many campaigns.

In any case, the elimination of the last major body of Austrian troops in
central Silesia would give Frederick’s largely new troops the confidence
they needed to face the enemy massing to their front. During the winter,
Maria Theresa had been engaged in strengthening both the number and
preparedness of the Austrian army.3 In addition to the effort to refine the
command structure of the army, the numbers of men needed
replenishment.4



The garrison of Schweidnitz had utilized the time given to build up the
fortifications there to make any Prussian attempt to retake it into a major
task.5 Yet, the men could not help but be affected by their isolation from the
main Austrian lines. Of the original 8,000 men, only 5,500, some of those
of questionable quality, remained available,6 and even most of these men
were somewhat demoralized from the degree of the Prussian successes,
most notably Leuthen, the previous year. These latter were under Lt.-Gen.
Franz Ludwig Thürheim and Major-General von Gröttendorf.7

In the final days of March, Frederick reached the vicinity of Schweidnitz
and began deploying his army for the siege.8 The fall of the place seemed
imminent. Rossbach had shaken the French, so much so the king felt he
may not have to deal with them until perhaps mid-summer. The Austrians,
still smarting and shaky from Leuthen—in spite of Maria Theresa’s best
efforts—would not be able to launch any offensive operations on a major
scale for most of the year. As for the Imperialists, they were still hungover
from Rossbach. Neither the Swedes nor the Russians were as yet ready for
marching. It was, in many ways, now or never for this second invasion of
Austria. As per the old axiom, “First things first.” General Tresckow was
given charge of the siege forces around Schweidnitz. He had nearly 10,000
men, 4,600 of whom were cavalry. This was by no means an overwhelming
force.

Nonetheless, the Prussians made steady progress towards the siege. The
siege guns were brought up, and, in the first two days of April under a
soaking front of rain, the first parallel of the siege lines were completed.
The whitecoats, under the miserable conditions, did not discover the
Prussian effort until it was a done deal. The bluecoats made sure of having
sufficient artillery in place to do the job. Forty-eight pieces of ordnance
were employed by the Prussians altogether, including eight 24-pounders.9

The weather was not very cooperative. Since the Austrians failed to detect
the line until it was completed, by then nothing could be done about it.
April 8, with Marshal Daun still deep in Bohemia, the first shots of the
siege batteries opened on the fortifications. Galgen, as the main fortress,
was heavily cannonaded day after day, and gradual progress was made,
despite miserable weather conditions. The whole structure was intrinsically



affected by its location. Schweidnitz was designed by “placing the main
weight of the defence on a girdle of detached forts and lunettes.”10 This
could only increase the suffering of the besiegers and the besieged alike. All
of these factors made Frederick, who never favored siege operations under
any conditions, want to wrap things up even more quickly.11

In the meantime, operations elsewhere had begun. On the eve of the march
towards Schweidnitz, the king detached two strong columns from the main
army: (1) One, under Ziethen, was to take up post near Troppau; and, (2)
The second, Fouquet to Glatz. Both of these detachments had the duty of
sweeping away the remnants of the Austrian forces in southern Silesia and,
more importantly, keep it clear. There had been no word of any activity
from the vicinity of Marshal Daun and his still reforming army.12

The irascible Laudon spent much time urging on the reluctant Daun to
relieve Schweidnitz (a viewpoint which he shared with Chancellor
Kaunitz), and he was kept busy with his light troopers engaged in isolated
actions with detached bodies of bluecoats. Laudon here can certainly be
commended for seeking bold action, but Marshal Daun was fully aware that
his army was not ready to take on the very confident Frederick just yet.
Especially after such a crushing defeat as had been inflicted on them at
Leuthen.13

Nevertheless, Daun left his winter quarters on March 13. He promptly
moved on to Königgrätz. The marshal and his army were posted there even
now, digging in with his vaunted defensive skills, as well as training troops
and having even more equipment brought forward for the army. The
agitated marshal still had the advantage, if nothing else, of superior
numbers: 100,000 Austrians against the maximum of 70,000 Prussians he
faced. If it had been his desire, Daun could certainly have proven to be a
problem for Frederick’s plans. But the latter suspected his adversary’s slow,
calculating character, and took a reasonable risk that nearly paid off.14 In
the campaigns to come, Frederick would take many more risks with Daun
as his chief enemy.

The Austrian commander had guessed (correctly) that the king meant an
invasion of the Austrian Empire again this year. Daun was mistaken,



though, in the route that invasion would take. The Austrians had spent the
winter preparing the passageways into Bohemia for the Prussian intruders.
Impressive defensive posts had been prepared—posts that would not be
needed. This was especially ironic since the Austrians did a much better job
of preparing for a possible Prussian invasion of Bohemia in 1758, when it
did not occur, than they had done in 1757, when it did.

The Austrian army itself had been steadily reinforced during the winter
layover by new blood, and at his impressive camp at Skalitz (occupied on
April 19), Daun had carried forward heavy training exercises until the men
were becoming proficient in their trade. Unfortunately for them, the
Prussian king had decided to bypass Bohemia this time around, where
Prague alone was still the lone Austrian vital point, and instead proceed
directly into Moravia. Daun cooperated by not taking his army past
Königgrätz and interfering with the Prussian siege of Schweidnitz.15 Rising
star Laudon did his best, to no avail, to persuade the marshal to move to try
to thwart the Prussian effort to retake Schweidnitz which would enable
them to drive away the last Austrian toehold in Silesia.16

The king considered it too risky to make further moves while Schweidnitz
remained in Austrian hands. The fact Daun refused to help the garrison
presaged what was to come. But there was some basis for this attitude.
There were still many in the army who could not look past 1757. While
Daun waited at Königgrätz, the impressive fortifications of Schweidnitz
fell.17 After a week of steady progress, Tresckow and Colonel Johann
Friedrich von Balbi, the chief engineer, both suggested that the place was
ripe for the storming. Balbi saw to it that the besieging troops, which were
hardly more numerous than the defenders, were kept supplied with meat
and beer. As for the cost, he begged the king “not to look at the expense.”18

There was also some urgency to wrap the business up.19 With this thought
in mind and purpose, the king summoned Marshal Keith to take over the
direction of the besiegers. Accordingly, evening of April 15, the bluecoats
made ready and, that night, assailed the Austrian lines.20

Meanwhile, though, Thürheim’s batteries had been positioned in order to
enfilade the enemy’s siege lines, beyond the town walls. On April 13–14,
the Austrian ordnance was pulled back to the town walls, under the



increasing Prussian pressure mounting against the works. About 0200 hours
on April 16, bluecoat grenadiers, of Grenadier Battalion 21/27 (Colonel
Bernhard Alexander von Diringshofen), Kreytzen’s 28/32 Grenadiers, and
41/44 (Beneckendorf), stormed forward. Galgen was taken, and so swiftly
that the assaulting column lost 85 men.21 This was the crisis of the siege.
With his best post gone, the Austrian commander, General Thürheim,
surrendered before dawn (April 16), forestalling a general assault. The loss
to the Austrians was again great: 51 brand-new guns, considerable monies
and the garrison. The loss of the latter was approximately 4,841.22 The
Prussians lost 102 men killed, and 261 wounded. Fortfeiting so many
veterans in the garrison was a serious blow for Austrian fortunes, especially
when we realize the hemorrhaging among both the rank-and-file and the
officers going on just then.

This enterprise now out of the way, Frederick proceeded at once with the
planned invasion of the enemy’s territory.23 For this new incursion, the
army was to be divided into two columns: one, under Prince Henry, who
was given charge in Saxony. Henry’s task was to move in the manner of a
support rôle. The rest of the army, that section remaining with the king, was
to perform the actual invasion. Henry was to threaten the left of Daun’s
army in northern Bohemia while Frederick’s men were to march southeast
across the front of the enemy force to Neisse and Jägerndorf. They were
probing for Moravia, and the real destination, the city of Olmütz. The latter
lay about 100 miles from the nearest Prussian frontier. Austrian Croats,
Tolpatches, and Pandours were thick in the intervening country.

Daun had a large body of men put into position at Trautenau, under General
Buccow, while Arenberg hitched into Nachod. The irregulars of Laudon
(some 5,000 strong) stayed in close touch at Lewin, but there was certainly
nothing special about the Austrian dispositions. Daun was clearly interested
in covering the Austrian realm against Prussian invasion. Incidently, by the
beginning of the new campaign, General Lacy was no longer in the field.
He was back in Vienna, busy organizing and refining the very first office of
an Austrian Chief of Staff. Lacy displayed an immediate bent towards
meticulous planning, and careful consideration, although we should be
careful not to use the term “bean counter,” which Lacy indubitably was
not.24 Lacy’s contemporary on the staff, General Johann Anton Baron



Tillier, helped in this build-up.25 The contributions of a well-run general
staff would reap rich benefits for the whitecoats for the rest of the war and
beyond. It is worth mentioning that Lacy was also personally involved in
parts of the campaign in the field.

Meanwhile, Frederick’s intentions were plain; to his generals. He planned,
once Olmütz was in Prussian hands, to press southward upon Vienna. Once
there, he could threaten the very heart of the Austrian Empire. An outright
occupation or siege of the Austrian capital might serve to induce one or
more of the allies to seek peace. All being prepared, Frederick moved out
on April 19. His march was confused deliberately, for the benefit of Daun,
and the Prussians proceeded on Neisse and Jägerndorf. A six-day march
(April 19–25) brought them to the frontier of Moravia. To make his
intentions less clear, Frederick marched his army in two distinct columns.

In this way, the Prussians were able to slip past the formidable Austrian
lines at Königgrätz with relative ease. At Troppau, the bluecoats turned
southward, causing Daun to suspect Frederick might be heading into
Bohemia from the east. The marshal kept his men idle until April 27, while
Frederick took his men on their journey. The Prussians paused at Märisch
Neustadt. General DeVille had thrown roving patrols out in the area. When
the Prussians put in their sudden appearance, DeVille pulled up stakes and
withdrew with some haste to Prossnitz. Without further ado, the king
moved towards Prossnitz in a manner which threatened to bring DeVille to
battle. Simultaneously, he detached Commander Werner—with two full
regiments of hussars—to go occupy an enemy magazine at Olschan. The
king’s move towards DeVille was interpreted by the latter (with some
exaggeration) as a serious threat. The Austrian commander decided once
again that discretion was the better part of valor, and promptly fell back
upon Prödlitz. He withdrew, leaving behind 300 hussars at Olschan. The
Prussians nabbed 40 as prisoners (May 5), and pressed on to Tafelberg,
where the Austrians had a small garrison.26

With Prossnitz vacated, Prince Eugene of Württemberg took a large
command (about 8,000 men), and took up quarters there. With the arrival of
General Fouquet at Krenau (May 16), Frederick rose from Littau and
marched with some 10,000 men to link up with Eugene thereabouts. The



latter had gradually moved from Prossnitz towards his new post, under
close observation of Austrian reconnaissance patrols. At Prossnitz, the
bluecoats encamped, with their headquarters at Schmirsitz. Fouquet held
command of the Prussian center in this new post. The Prussian guns were
placed on some of the local high ground; just in case the Austrians tried
something daring. Such was not the case, and the foe did not bother the
Prussian camp.

With nothing stirring on Daun’s side of things, Frederick decided to step
into the rôle of aggressor again. He took a force of cavalry and rode through
Prossnitz headed for another confrontation with DeVille, then ensconced at
Prödlitz. DeVille one more time had no intention of staying put. He fled to
Wischau. A Prussian effort at pursuit was effectively thwarted by Count St.
Ignon. The latter repelled the pursuers at Driffitz, rather decisively. Locals
rapidly carried the word to Vienna that DeVille’s men had scattered and that
the enemy were now astride the road to the capital. This intelligence was
incorrect. Still, it must have been patently obvious Frederick’s intentions
were not directed at all towards Bohemia this time around.27 With all doubt
thus removed, the king went to work out in the open. The various
detachments of Prussians were immediately set in motion, with a siege of
Olmütz as a short-term goal. The main force straddled the rises between
Prossnitz and the Morave. General Fouquet threw a force into Glatz to
stiffen the troops already there.

As for the second formation, Keith followed at a day’s distance behind.
This separation was necessary because of the lousy road conditions as well
as the quartering of the troops, which otherwise could have been a serious
problem. Across the Morawa and Oder rivers and the little passes through
the mountains, the invaders moved. Ziethen, with some 8,000 men, had
been sent ahead, and detailed to keep the marching men screened from the
enemy’s swarms of irregulars. Fouquet, who had charge of the provision
trains and another 8,000-man force, staggered his convoys, under heavy
escort, through the passes. The main army moved via Littau, Aschermitz, to
Prossnitz—within 15 miles of Olmütz.

The Prussians were in Prossnitz by May 2–3. The news from other war
fronts was encouraging and gave the king confidence that he would have



the time he needed for his new mission. Ferdinand was preparing to carry
the fight across the Rhine into France itself. There was no need to look for
interference from that side this year at all for Frederick’s designs. General
Dubislav Friedrich von Platen with a detachment was busy watching
Fermor. January 16, the latter’s Russians had crossed the border into East
Prussia,28 then, sweeping aside the feeble Prussian resistance, occupied
Königsberg,29 forcing the inhabitants to swear a loyalty oath to Empress
Elizabeth. However, there was little fear of a Russian movement against
Prussia’s vitals until summer at least, given the state of their army’s supply
problems and other difficulties.

As for Henry, his army of 32,000 men was even then in southern Saxony
watching the Imperialists.30 Until he received word that Olmütz was in
Frederick’s hands his primary purpose would be the defense of Saxony.
Prince Henry was engaged in sending raiding parties deep into Bohemia
and trying to keep Daun’s attention diverted to that province, and thus away
from Moravia.31

From the Northern Front, the news for the Prussians was still good.
Although they remained some 15,000 strong, the Swedes had been held
back from advancing by the muddy roads of Pomerania and the capable
defense of Dohna. The latter held the shoreline against them, except at
Stralsund. Now the spring thaw had come, but there was no effort to
advance by the Swedish army.32 The latter’s chronic problems included the
aged commander, Field Marshal Gustav Friedrich Graf von Rosen.

Back at the Southern Front, Daun had felled almost a whole forest to fortify
and strengthen his post at Königgrätz,33 his defenses being so elaborate that
it is no exaggeration to say Frederick might have found his task of invading
Bohemia that year was impossible, had that been his design. Daun, nothing
daunted, “refused to play the rôle assigned to him in Frederick’s plans.”34

When word arrived of the king’s advance into Moravia, the Austrians rose
and sped out of Königgrätz eastwards to blunt his advance and save an
important magazine—at Leutomischl—from the enemy’s clutches. Daun
wasted no time, performing a direct march, as the Prussians had finally
made their intentions clear. Frederick had a distance of some 150 miles,
Daun only a little more than half that far. But the Austrians would not reach



Leutomischl until May 5. Once there, Daun intended to take post, shielded
by ever present thick bodies of Croats and Pandours.35

Laudon, on May 2, rose from his post and hustled forward upon
Reichenau.36 Behind him, Daun prepped the main army for a similar move.
The marshal’s men marched to Wodierold, on May 3. With that still
unsatisfactory, Daun bolted through Choitzen (May 4), and, next day,
finally reached his magazine. The post there was much more suitable to
keeping the enemy observed. Laudon, still following his rôle as vanguard,
made Landscron his post. Laudon was a very opinionated man, and he
found himself frequently at loggerheads with Marshal Daun over the best
choices to make for military operations. Had he served with Frederick, he
might not have been so eager to talk, for the Prussian king was not fond of
obstinate subordinates. In short, the Prussian military was far more
regimented and orderly compared to its Austrian counterpart at this stage.
The major decisions all rested solely with the person of the king. Especially
those calls involving basic military planning.

Frederick, meanwhile, was preparing to put Olmütz under blockade. One
problem was the relative remoteness of Olmütz from nearby Prussian
magazines. A week was devoted to preliminary reconnaissance and study of
the approaches to the city as well as its defenses.37 Frederick had 48
battalions and 103 squadrons spread out with his command, including 26
battalions and 33 squadrons in the main force.38 It was not until May 12,
that the Prussians were set for the serious work ahead.39 Next day, the
Prussian king rode out to look at Olmütz with his own eyes. He had visited
Olmütz before, but the state of defensive posts now were much stronger
than on his previous visit.

The monarch was really like a fish out of water. Frederick was an excellent
planner on campaigns and battles, but insofar as the cumbersome mechanics
of his time necessary for a siege, he was out of his element. Nevertheless,
within a few weeks the king expected Olmütz to fall, which could then
allow him to start on the final leg of the plan: the march on Vienna. If he
ever seriously believed that, he was doomed to disappointment.40



Meanwhile, with Hadik pulling back, Laudon felt compelled to move into
the vacuum left at Höhenstadt (May 6). Here Laudon was so close to the
wily Prussians he pushed out light detachments to Müglitz and Ausse to
observe them. Our old friend General Jahnus kept in close contact with
Laudon, and pressed patrols through Schönberg and Gronberg to keep the
bluecoats under close scrutiny. General DeVille had fallen back on Olmütz;
he sent his infantry to join the garrison directly, but kept his cavalry near,
but outside, the city. The various Austrian efforts were much more vigorous
against the Prussian invaders of Moravia than they ever were during the
invasion of Bohemia in 1757. This activity even briefly threatened
Frederick’s designs upon Olmütz. The king was relieved to see the pressure
ease off.

Frederick would have liked nothing better than an all-out battle with Daun,
but the marshal, with the Austrian army still doing its best to recover from
the Leuthen Campaign, did not feel so inclined.41 However, as soon as the
rumor of the approach of Laudon proved accurate, the Prussian leader made
immediate efforts to oppose his advance.42 Meanwhile, Frederick busied
himself in his spare moments with writing verse and recounting the exploits
of Charles XII of Sweden at Narva to his reader, Henri de Catt (who had
recently been very ill).43 At Aschmeritz, the bluecoats congregated a large
force—23 battalions and 13 squadrons—fronting Littau. They were
ensconced about Sternberg, while Lacy crept up to Prossnitz to check their
designs. Frederick intended to stay at Littau for a while, which he converted
into a supply and ammunition depot.

The king was certain the key to defeating the Austrians lay not so much in
mauling the various detachments that were about, but in knocking off
Daun’s main force. Even so, Laudon made an especial nuisance out of
himself. So, just before midnight on May 21–22, Frederick set off with a
detail to throw some consternation into Laudon. The Prussian force, ten
battalions of infantry and 17 squadrons of horse, was divided into three
columns, and tried to approach stealthily. The men struck near dawn
Laudon’s scattered line hard about Namiest—about 22 miles west of
Olmütz. That attack was really a rather heavy artillery bombardment with
many rounds being fired in the process. But Laudon was tipped off by
friendly peasants, and the artillery exchange was carried on until about



1800 hours. The indomitable Austrian commander then preempted the
Prussian ground attack with one of his own first. The Prussian front was
driven in, and there were a number of casualties. This enabled Laudon to
pull back his scattered forces on to Konitz. The king pursued only up to the
place. He said of Laudon’s losses “we captured 3 officers and 43 men.”44

This did demonstrate, in no uncertain terms, that the Austrians would fight
if left no choice.

Indeed Olmütz proved to be a far tougher nut to crack than Frederick had
first calculated.45 She was protected by a garrison of 8,500 men under our
old friend, General Marschall, backed up with 324 guns.46 This total
included 110 12-pounder (or heavier) guns, and 91 mortars. As for the
general, he was a valiant, skilled man whose rough appearance belied the
capable leader that inspired confidence in his men by steady direction.
Before the siege, Marschall had ordered all unnecessary individuals out of
the city. Convalescent soldiers sheltering there were evacuated to points
further in the interior, while the city suburbs of Novė Sady, Selena Ulice,
Powel, and Stredni Ulice were torn down to keep the enemy from sheltering
in them. It was a rough, but probably a necessary precaution. A garrison
was put at Kloster Hradisch, as well as Rebscheine, Pablowitz, and other
outlying villages, which Marschall considered essential to the safety of
Olmütz. Daun (who lay idle at Leutomischl until May 23) did nothing to
interfere with the Prussians as they closed up on the fortifications. He
finally marched through Zwittau and, reaching the road to Olmütz, took
encampment at Gewitsch—31 miles north-northwest of Olmütz. This in
spite of the efforts of Vienna to get him moving.47

Daun’s right wing took in the ground from Gewitsch fronting Kornitz,
while the horsemen, of the left, were deployed close to the grenadier
battalions. The latter took cover on a rise between Jauermeritz and
Biskupitz. Daun was doing all he could to take advantage of the natural
features of the ground. While he was so occupied, General Harsch moved
on Mährisch-Tribau, beyond this point the irregulars of Laudon & Co. were
busy harassing the bluecoats as much as possible. The Prussian supply
trains had to come from Troppau (which was distant about 40 miles), but
for the most part little happened. Good thing; it was said the Prussians
needed 400 wagons a day during the siege just to maintain themselves.48



May 28, one of the roving Austrian bands lit up the country at
Heidenpiltsch. The bluecoat force did its best, but some 300 wagons and a
number of horses were taken. Another Prussian post, at Laskau under
Major-General Christian von Möhring, became the victim of Laudon’s
energetic adventures. Möhring was caught nearly by surprise, and, after a
short fight, was driven from the field (night of June 7–8).49

Nor were these the only operations undertaken by the two sides. The
Prussian light force of Major-General Puttkammer, leading a force of 800
men, was suddenly jumped and routed by the Austrian Lt.-Col. Carl Graf
Lanjus von Wellenburg (night of May 16–17) while on escort duty near
Moravsky Beroun. The Prussians lost about 150 killed or wounded. The
escort force lost half its number captive, while the train was dispersed,
Franz von LeNoble received a wound and Puttkammer got away with less
than 200 of his men.

And, during the night of June 4–5, the garrison launched its first major
sortie. Under Major-General Simbschen, this force was about 550 men
strong; the action inflicted some heavy damage on one section of the
besieging lines, inflicting a loss of about 150 men, 50 of whom were
captured. Further, on the night of June 13–14, an Austrian force of some
700 men under General Draskovitch, divided into four smaller formations,
struck at the Prussian left side batteries, while an additional 300 men under
Captain Rierra attacked the right wing batteries.50 Although this attack was
finally and savagely repulsed, Frederick reported heavy damage, including
seven guns spiked.51

Meanwhile, Marshal Daun was preparing to march. June 15, some cavalry
under General St. Ignon rode towards Prerau, which was an intention to
screen the intermediate country there from the irruptions of Prussian
raiders, as a prelude to the next move of the main Austrian army. The army
rose from Gewitsch, and, under terrible sheets of rain, advanced on
Prodivanow (June 16). Daun was determined to stay close enough to
Olmütz that he could reinforce the fortress. On June 17, under better
conditions, the march was resumed to a new site mapped out between
Prödlitz and Evanowitz. Henry Lloyd makes out all of this was done
without the Prussians even becoming suspicious.52 Keith was said to have a



force (approximately 6,141 infantry) before Olmütz about then, along with
seven squadrons of horse.53

With Daun having reached a post from where he could better react, his
cohorts used the time wisely. General St. Ignon (June 18), with his best
effort, erupted against a Prussian force ensconced at Hollitz. The enemy,
five squadrons of the Bayreuth and Puttkammer Dragoons, were abruptly
forced to beat a retreat. The allied left, under Count Stainville, had things
all its own way. Prussian losses of 200 killed and 150 taken prisoners were
reported by General Lloyd, and Stainville also sacked the village of
Wisternitz. The Prussian force thereabouts, seven squadrons of cavalry,
along with a full battalion of infantry and “two pieces of cannon” were
under General Mayr. This bold stroke appeared to take the bluecoats by
surprise.

The bluecoat force, which boasted a band of infantry and two cannon at its
back, was decimated in a short fight. Minus some 800 killed/wounded, they
had to beat a retreat. Mayr himself was badly wounded and taken from the
field. This represented a serious demonstration of the enemy’s prowess, and
the king was obliged to pull back his outer posts.54 The Prussian army was
reordered near Prossnitz and Czetcowitz.

That accomplished, Frederick earmarked June 20 for a powerful
reconnaissance in force. He took some 12,000 men and moved on Prödlitz,
scouts being sent to check out Daun’s preparations. This was the extent of
Frederick’s reconnaissance, and the Prussians returned to Prossnitz. Next
day, Daun detached new General Baron Bülow with 12,000 men; the latter
was to make for Prerau and a reinforcement of the force in Olmütz.

Meanwhile, the news that the Prussians were sweeping virtually unchecked
through her dominions proved to be most disturbing to Maria Theresa.
There were actually preparations made to depart should the Prussian king
take the notion of marching suddenly on the capital. This intelligence was
not encouraging for the Austrians. There was an additional snag to offering
an effective defense to the invaders: were all the available troops shifted to
Moravia to defend Olmütz and block the road to Vienna from that side,
what was to keep Prince Henry from moving against Prague in Bohemia?



This was a legitimate concern of the Imperialists as well. If the Austrians
vacated Bohemia, that would open the states of the Reich to the vengeful
Prussians, and the only available defense then would be the largely
ineffective Imperialist Army. This force had yet to recover from the
hammering of Rossbach.

The siege of Olmütz had in the interim finally opened. Four days after Daun
marched to Gewitsch, the Prussian engineers, led by Colonel Giuseppe
Federico Balbi, completed the first parallel. A miscalculation caused the
line to be dug about 800 yards short of where it should have been. So the
bombardment that was opened immediately afterwards could do little
because the range was too great. A second parallel had to be completed
(June 2), wasting precious time. The garrison commenced to sortie against
the Prussian lines. The effort on the night of June 4–5 was so successful, the
next night another effort was made. This one was squashed, most
effectively. The early shelling wasted, in addition, some 1,220 rounds of
shot for negligible results on the first day. This second line was largely on
the west side of the Morawa, as the opposite side was swampy and under
water at many points.

June 9, the king took an inspection tour of Balbi’s works—most especially
the main entrenchments (which had been erected on top of the Täperberg).
The monarch enquired when these works were expected to be put to full
use. Balbi’s brazen reply when the enemy had been beaten down could not
have pleased the impatient Frederick. At the western side of the river stood
Keith, commanding a detachment of 8,000 men with 71 guns. He was
making a great effort of his own, but so were the defenders, whose artillery
was capably directed by Lt.-Col. Adolph Nicolaus von Alfson. The latter
maintained a superiority in artillery performance throughout the siege and
gave the bluecoats much distress with their enterprise.55

The latter lay in four distinct camps during the course of the siege. The first
was at Littau, a post which extended over the Morawa and covered the road
from Olmütz on that side. A second was at Neustadt, on the far side of the
Morawa. The third was at Prossnitz, where the king had his headquarters; it
kept the Austrians penned in from relief to the south. The fourth camp, that
of Keith, encamped round Olmütz itself. From Olmütz, Littau was a good



15 miles to the northwest, Prossnitz to the south, Neustadt about 20 miles to
the north from the fortress. About 20 miles west of Littau Daun was
encamped, with Laudon making efforts against the scattered Prussian
detachments. There is reason to believe the Austrian commander thought
Frederick’s true intentions were still towards Bohemia, which meant the
maneuver against Olmütz was a mere ruse.

Prince Henry, meanwhile, had been occupied with the Imperialists. He
planned for Mayr to be set against them, preceding a major move. The latter
had spent the winter trying to rebuild their army. Hildburghausen having
resigned, the command of the still shaky force, after some haggling, was
entrusted to Field Marshal Prince Friedrich Michael von Pfalz-
Zweibrücken. The latter arrived at Nurnburg on March 31, and immediately
set about rectifying some of his army’s most pressing concerns. The
cautious Imperialist circles immediately went into council of war meetings.
A reluctant decision was made at council to move from lower Saxony into a
position closer to Bohemia. About the same time as the Imperialist change
of order, Serbelloni resumed his career as a soldier by taking command of
the Austrian forces in western Bohemia on April 16. Brabant puts the
effective Imperialist strength by the end of April at “26,264 men and 3275
horses.”56 The allies, especially the Austrians, had been wrestling with the
idea of whether or not the motley Reich forces would be any better than in
1757. Serbelloni’s presence was to provide a prop to the Imperialist effort,
such as it was.

This concentration of the Imperialist Army in the defense of Saxony and
Bohemia was of scant comfort to the Saxon minister Brühl, who hinted he
feared the Reich army “almost as much as the enemy.”57 The condemnation
may seem justified in view of that force’s dismal performance at Rossbach
and other military actions. Zweibrücken just now could dispose of about
“35,000” men near Saatz, while Daun had been decent enough to earmark
15,000 Austrians to join this force. This made for a total, more or less, of
50,000 men; far superior in numbers to the force with Henry. Mayr had
been engaged in burning the magazines and harassing the troops of
Zweibrücken’s command.58 The latter lacked light troops, so there was little
effective resistance. Prince Henry’s winter march, already alluded to, had
opened the drama in Saxony.



General Hülsen was left at Freibergsdorf with about 11,000 troops. His task
was to guard Saxony while Henry was absent. Now there was a new
offensive. Henry moved succinctly upon Taltitz on May 23, ready to go.
Our old friend General Driesen was to be the vanguard of the force. Mayr
fanned out ahead, reaching Hof on the same day. Simultaneously, the
Imperialist leader at this site, Major-General Michael Gottfried von
Rosenfeld, moved troops to Liechtenfels. Then he finally hitched towards
Regnitz, there to take up a position hard by.

Driesen came sweeping down upon the circle, “advising” town leaders like
those at Hollfeld, and Marienweiler—among others—that a series of
Prussian requests needed prompt attention.59 Driesen forthwith occupied
Bayreuth, and boldly announced to the residents that he needed their
cooperation by not taking action against his Prussians. In exchange, Driesen
would do his best to leave the local population alone as far as possible.
Even Nurnburg was threatened with Prussian fury, but Driesen’s bark, like
the proverbial canine, was worse than his bite. Mayr glided through
Hollfeld, intending to put Bamberg to its mettle. May 31, Prussians
suddenly appeared on the outskirts of Bamberg, and a few hussars even
forced their way into the streets of the city.

In response, Rosenfeld rushed reinforcements towards the stricken post,
which initially repulsed the enemy’s efforts, but, about 1400 hours, an
impressive force of bluecoats appeared, complete with an artillery
complement. Soon shelling reduced more than three dozen buildings to ruin
and the city fathers had to sue for peace. Prussian losses had been 70,
against Imperialist casualties of 23; Rosenfeld promptly withdrew on
Bürgebrach. Bamberg itself was ravaged by the infuriated Prussians during
the night, although dawn brought restored order. Contributions were levied,
however. The city appeared on the point of giving in to what amounted to
extortion when suddenly news arrived of Lt.-Gen. Karl Franz Dombâle’s
approach with a relief force. Prussian demands were for some two million
thalers (or talers). And even extended to demanding outright neutrality of
the city for the rest of the war.

Dombâle, with about 10,000 men—over 3,000 of whom were new recruits
—reached Möerfeldon on May 31, deviating through Donauworth and



Walldürn, rather straggling along. He finally reached Würzberg with his
main body to join Rosenfeld on June 9.60 Dombâle’s chief concern for the
moment, though, was not how to relieve Bamberg from its troubles, but
how to keep Würzberg. That being acknowledged, Dombâle seriously
questioned the capability of the town’s walls to withstand a serious enemy
effort.

Fortunately, that would not be a problem. By then, Driesen was preparing
for nothing more than a managed, orderly withdrawal from his exposed
forward position. During the night of June 9–10, Driesen abandoned his
comfortable quarters at Bamberg and retired on Bayreuth, pausing first at
Hollfeld. Prince Henry moved forward on Hof, so as to screen Driesen from
any follow-up pursuit by the enemy. Driesen reached Hof on June 14,
thereby reuniting with Henry’s main body. On June 5, the Prussian
irregulars at Sebastienberg were turned out of their posts by Major-General
Ujházy. This move caused reinforcements, from both sides, to gravitate
towards that place. Prince Henry had Generals Wunsch and Ziethen before
Sebastienberg, but hoped this did not presage a major enemy effort. Henry
was not too disappointed; he had wrestled the forward posts from Croats
only a few hours earlier.

Of greater import, General Hülsen moved on Zschopau. Henry slowly and
deliberately moved to join him, in the process leaving General Itzenplitz
with eight battalions and seven squadrons, including two squadrons of the
Szekely Hussars, at Zwickau. Itzenplitz was to play the spoiler to any effort
in Henry’s direction that Dombâle might try. Henry’s command itself was
14 battalions and 20 squadrons, although this did not include Knobloch’s
command. The latter had three full battalions; he set up shop at
Freibergsdorf. Itzenplitz’ post was shadowed by Luzinsky, while Dombâle
himself moved discreetly on Bamberg (June 20). The latter was marching to
join forces with Esterhazy. Dombâle’s forward elements did not even begin
to reach Hof until July 1.

Daun’s task was not easy. Originally, it had been felt wise to give the
marshal some leeway about how to relieve Olmütz. However, so soon as
Vienna discerned Daun was merely marking time, with scarcely any action
planned, orders were sent to him to relieve the garrison in Olmütz. So,



while Henry was preparing something in Bohemia, in Moravia, the main
Austrian army made ready to move. In mid–June, Daun rose from
Gewitsch, detaching 1,100 men, from the command of Bülow, to cross the
Morawa to bolster the garrison in the fortifications and make some feints.
The detachment brushed Neustadt, and Frederick sent Ziethen to deal with
the new intruders. Ziethen failed to intercept it, and the newcomers were
able to slip into Olmütz while Daun, begging off, withdrew again into his
old lines.61 The Austrian detachments, under Laudon, had been busy all this
while. They regularly struck at the Prussian outposts under cover of night
and frequently threw a scare or two into the escorts for the supply trains.
Prussian provisions were running low, and in a remarkable twist of events,
Prussian deserters began appearing regularly at the gates of Olmütz wanting
to get into the city. These raids, however, did little to alleviate the suffering
of the defenders of Olmütz, and such half-hearted attempts to draw the
attention of the bluecoats elsewhere could not by themselves hope to drive
Frederick’s men from the walls of the place.62

The siege was making progress all this time. Inside Olmütz, supplies of
food and powder were running low, but the Prussians suffered even more
from the shortage of ammunition and powder.63 One final large convoy was
to be made up and brought in with all the supplies that Frederick believed
his men would need to bring the siege to a successful conclusion. He
detailed Lt.-Col. Konrad Wilhelm von der Mosel64 with a 7,000-man force
to escort this final convoy in. To provide additional security against
Laudon, who was sure to make an effort to cut off this all-important supply
train, the king saw good to detach Ziethen’s men to help shield Mosel’s
force.

Mosel was to leave Troppau with the van of the wagons on June 26,
according to plan. Ziethen sent Colonel Werner (with 200 dragoons, 300
hussars, and a full battalion of grenadiers) to meet Mosel. Werner moved
out from near Olmütz on June 28 to greet the incoming train. Frederick
could no more than hope for the best. With this last reinforcement, Balbi
promised he could wrestle Olmütz from the enemy in a fortnight. Time was
becoming critical now for the bluecoats, with enemies beginning to close in
from all sides.



The march of the train started on schedule, but the movement of the double-
teamed wagons over the windy narrow roads was slow and cumbersome. A
group of 3,000 wagons altogether, with two civilian drivers (although
military personnel would have made more sense under the circumstances,
had that been the usual procedure) per wagon. As there had been no letup in
wagons coming and going across the same routes, the pathways were worn.
Heavy rains added further difficulties, and the wily enemy knew about the
move almost from the beginning.

The trek was through some 90 miles of twisting, rolling countryside, in
territory largely controlled by the enemy. The movement of such a large
convoy was a haphazard affair at best, but the efforts required to attack it en
route were also not without risk. The whole length of the train varied
considerably, at some points being spread out to 30 miles or more from
beginning to end, and at other places condensed into less than half that. The
forces under the direct command of Mosel were divided into three separate
groups: the van; the main body; the rearguard. What was worse, even in a
situation where the wagons were close together, there were not sufficient
men for a continuous front to provide support between these three bodies of
moving men and equipment. The condition of the roads and rain degraded
the further they went. On June 27, after just one day on the move, Mosel
found it necessary to stop the front wagons of the convoy to give the
rearward elements time to close up.

Surprisingly, however, the progress of the trek proceeded much better than
could have been expected. The convoy’s escorts hoped the train might be
brought through before the Austrians had word of its advent. A forlorn
hope! And, for a change, Daun had decided to do something about it.
Heretofore, he had not simply ignored the pleas and requests he had
received to break up the siege, but cautious Daun was just not willing to
risk a major battle over this fortress. He had done precious little in the way
of stopping the supply trains without which no siege, no matter how
lengthy, could hope to be successful. Any firefighter knows the quickest
way to put out a flame is at the source. In a way this analogy was fitting
because these supply trains were the source of the Prussian effort before
Olmütz; extinguish the source and Frederick’s designs would be ruined.65



It was now two choices for Daun: (1) Give battle to relieve the pressure on
Olmütz; (2) Stop that last convoy. Not wishing to force a fight with the
eager king (at least on the latter’s terms), the cautious marshal chose the
second alternative. His plan as formulated was quite simple. From the west
end of the Morawa River, Laudon, with his various detachments, was to do
all he could to intercept the convoy, while General Siskovics66 was to
operate in the Littau-Müglitz country—east of the river—against the
Prussians from that end.

Immediately upon giving Laudon and Siskovics their marching orders,
Daun marched the main army from Gewitsch near Konitz southward. This
latter maneuver caused Frederick to think his foe was at last coming out for
a finish fight over Olmütz. The Prussians were encouraged to see Daun’s
massed army on the rises across from Prossnitz (June 22) and the king
ordered his men to realign their outer lines in preparation for battle. Did the
Austrian commander intend to fight? He did not and Daun’s only aim was
to send the reinforcements into Olmütz, as well as to divert Frederick’s
attention while his subordinates went to smash the convoy.67

Ironically, on that same day, the siege took a turn for the better in favor of
the bluecoats. Balbi had made an indentation in the defender’s lines
(incessant Prussian howitzer fire had opened a widening gap in the earthen
fortifications), and was inexorably squeezing the enemy’s presence at the
walls into a tightening vise. Daun, who had retired to the south again,
crossed the Morawa to steer north to support the impending effort on the
Prussian train. Siskovics had reached his appointed posts, and Laudon,
moving by Müglitz and Hofberg, made a roundabout path on the western
end of the Prussians. From there he moved towards Bautsch (specifically,
Güntersdorf) where Laudon intended to perform an unexpected attack upon
the supply train from the pass there. As a precaution, Laudon left a force of
some 600 men at Domstadl itself, under Major von Goese, to hold a
position through which the convoy would come.68

Mosel made good progress the first day, but the following day, the halt we
have looked at, while probably a normal procedure, gave Laudon the time
he required to move into attack position. Otherwise, the Austrians might not
have reached Güntersdorf in time. As it was, Laudon arrived there on June



27, and undertook the necessary preparations to ambush the foe in the defile
beyond. The following morning, Mosel got on the road leading to
Güntersdorf from Bautsch, where he had spent the previous evening.

On approaching the place, Mosel found the enemy drawn out ahead (on the
wooded hills above and in the pass in front) intending to dispute his
passage. The Prussian commander ordered the train to halt, and, taking his
troopers, led a charge that quickly cleared the defile of its occupants.
Laudon’s men lost many prisoners69 out of a total of about 500 altogether.
The 1st Battalion of Young Kreutz led the initial stroke, pushing through the
defile into the enemy’s fire. Once there, the men took up an exposed
position hard by. Behind this body, the grenadiers of Billerbeck and Captain
Pirch led a part of Prince Ferdinand’s men and the rest of Young Kreutz.
Laudon’s most effective measure was to plant a battery confronting the
Prussian left. It just so happened that Old Billerbeck was positioned directly
opposite the offending big guns. The grenadiers wasted no time trying to
silence the Austrian ordnance. The men pressed forward into the woods,
overcoming in the process the light irregulars who were supposed to be
“protecting” the approaches to the battery. The crew of the guns, and the
regulars who were with them, were not so readily inclined to go. Billerbeck
promptly put in a determined charge at the point of the bayonet, which
drove off the enemy, took one gun from its desperate crew, and captured
some 200 men.70

With the offending Austrian battery silenced at last, the Kreutz and the
Prince Ferdinand regiments took their turn. A most determined effort now
ensued, in which the latter two Prussian units sought to match the
achievement of Old Billerbeck. Laudon did all he could to shore up his
lines, calling upon his men for a supreme effort. But, after losing another of
his guns to the advancing bluecoats, Laudon saw the contest was lost.
Reluctantly, he ordered his tattered men to fall back on Bährn. The Austrian
commander’s behavior had been almost impeccable, but there was no
denying his force had suffered a serious drubbing. Losses were nearly 500
men. Fifty-two men were dead, approximately 340 were prisoners, the rest
wounded.71



Mosel was in no condition to follow up his advantage, as he most correctly
did not lose sight of his more important mission of the safe conduct of the
convoy. There had been some ill-effects from the action. The sounds and
smells of the spectacle of artillery fire had unnerved many of the civilian
crews. Some of their number took to horse or feet and started back on
Troppau, leaving some of the wagons without crews, while the Prussians
were taking care of Laudon. This vacuum left the irregulars, those who had
not been chased away, the opportunity to break into the train. The bluecoats
who had just chased off Laudon’s men at the defile then had to return to
chase away the irregulars from the convoy’s vicinity.

It occurred to Mosel the king needed to be informed about the progress of
the supply train. He disptached a trusted aid, named Beville, to go to
Prussian headquarters. Meanwhile, after the convoy had been righted again
as much as was possible, Mosel pressed on for Neudörfel. When Ziethen
momentarily joined up with the train, he discovered that much more needed
to be done with the wagons. As it worked out, “every single wagon had
been turned around to go back the way they had come.”72 This would
simply never do. Calling off of the march for a day was a necessity. In the
present state, the train would never have reached its destination even
without further enemy interference.

Laudon would still have made his main attack there had he not known of a
more appropriate defile not far from Güntersdorf. A short distance from the
little village, there arose a short knoll to the right of the roadway. This gave
way to a pair of hills protruding not far from the Domstadtl River; rises
which were separated by a large wooded hollow which the pass went
through.

This defile, known to history fittingly as the Pass of Domstadtl,73 was the
place that Laudon now selected for the main effort against the convoy.
Ziethen had recovered his detachment under Werner, which had only
reached Gibau anyway, accompanied by the grenadiers of Manteuffel and
General Kaspar Rudolph von Unruh. Ziethen, as soon as he reached Gibau,
was rewarded with the bad news that Mosel’s forward progress had come to
a virtual halt. The horizon showed smoke and there were sounds of a
struggle of some sort in Mosel’s direction.74 Not more than half the wagons



had caught up with Mosel, which had caused the day of rest. The horses
were exhausted and many of their guides were either missing or else wished
they were.

At dawn, June 30, the convoy moved out again. Ziethen and Mosel had
decided to take precautions as they approached the Pass at Domstadtl,
where they rightly assumed the foe would make another attempt to ambush
them. Ziethen’s cavalry was on the right side of the convoy, this being the
direction from which the enemy might reasonably be expected. The foot
soldiers were on the left, and the escort forces were fanned out enough to
maximize their efforts.

As quickly as the advanced wagons of the convoy drew within sight in the
early afternoon of June 30, Laudon (who had been joined in the meanwhile
by Siskovics and his men) opened on them with his small guns and massed
musketry fire. The Austrian mounted men were ordered to block the pass
itself. The Prussians approached with the infantry escort still strung out, and
the train divided into separate groups. The advanced guard was under
General Krockow. The latter promptly rushed forward, cleared the way of
the enemy, and managed to push some 250 of the wagons through before
Laudon and Siskovics could seal off the penetration. Then Krockow halted
his wagons to await the outcome of the struggle.

The Austrian advanced batteries on the leftward rises promptly opened a
heavy fire upon the desperate Prussian force below. The small arms fire
concentrated on killing the horses, without which the convoy could not
proceed. Ziethen’s men, led by the dogmatic Puttkammer, then charged the
Austro-Saxon force. This fired up body crashed into Siskovics’s first line,
which was sent reeling. Then an enemy force of dragoons burst forth,
surrounding the Prussian force. In heavy fighting, the stunned grenadiers
cut their way through the enemy and retreated to the “security” of the
convoy. This was not a done deal. Laudon, with his force, suddenly
emerged on the right. This latter body crashed into the convoy from a new
angle. Laudon was particularly determined, and a most obstinate Prussian
force was finally overcome by the combined efforts of both allied parties.
Finally, the bluecoat force fragmented, allowing the enemy to break in upon
the train.



Ziethen, meanwhile, charged again and again to puncture the enemy ring of
defenses, with little success. He had the wagons formed into a square (a
Wagenburg) to resist the allied strokes. Ziethen’s horsemen surged forward
and swept back the foe from the hills, but lost his ground again to
counterattacks. It was clear Prussian resistance was indeed stubborn, and
the artillery that was at hand unleashed a heavy fire to try to force the allies
from the ravine.

At length, Ziethen discovered he had Laudon on one side and Siskovics on
the other, and the wagon train was hopelessly bogged down. The prospects
for rescue were growing dim.75 In desperation, he abandoned the wagons
and, cutting his way through the enemy’s lines, made for Troppau. The
entire train was captured, save for that small group rescued by Krockow.

The latter determined to press on, so as to fulfill the mission to the extent
now possible. As Ziethen was retreating in the other direction with most of
the escort force, it was not long at all before the rather energetic enemy
once again appeared, to complete the overthrow of the force trapped at the
pass. Scouts reported that allied celebration of their success, which
Krockow could do nothing about at the moment.

Any delay did nothing but risk another enemy effort to finish the job. So the
greatly reduced supply train lunged forward. By evening, the convoy was
near Bistrowan. At Heiligenberg, a new enemy effort indeed was made.
This one was far less involved, but the attackers did snare one more
wagon.76 The remainder reached the main Prussian lines.

Prussian losses for the escorting force were approximately 2,386 men;
allied casualties were approximately 600.77 One of the most valiant tales
associated with this action was the bravery of new recruits of the ranks of
the Ferdinand Regiment. “Those inexperienced lads, varying from 17 to 20
years, defended themselves to the last.”78 Some 900 of these brave youths
were at Domstadtl; only 67 passed into captivity.79 Except for a few
wounded survivors, all of the rest perished that day at the pass, almost all of
them fighting in a sustained action for the first time. Captain Pirch was
among that number. The capping of the Prussian defeat in this melée was in



the terrible execution of the Austrian guns, which speedily gained the upper
hand.



Chapter Twenty-Two

Frederick Retires from the Walls of Olmütz; Russian Advance
on Brandenburg

At the same time Laudon and Siskovics were chewing up Frederick’s
supply train, Lacy and his subordinates had plotted a path to march the
main army to Olmütz’s relief. Even as the drama with the relief convoy
continued to unfold, Daun was getting increased pressure to go relieve
Olmütz. On the night of June 30–July 1, the main Austrian army rose from
its camp and moved, mercifully without being detected most of the way, to
a new post near Gross-Teintitz. As this was occurring nearly simultaneously
with the allied efforts to intercept the convoy, Frederick knew at once he
would be forced to leave off the siege.

Now Daun was bringing his men across several bridges over the Morawa.
The marshal unleashed cannon fire before Olmütz and for a time it
appeared the Austrian commander was earnest for a fight.1 Nothing came of
it, and the next day the Prussian king received news that his supply train
had been virtually annihilated. He promptly assembled his generals to
explain the implications of the defeat:

“Gentlemen! The enemy has found an opportunity of seizing the supplies I
expected from Silesia. This unfortunate accident now obliges me to raise
our siege of Olmütz. But my officers are not on this account to suppose that
everything is lost! No! You may be assured that I will repair this loss in
such manner that our enemies will not easily forget. I therefore now desire
of all the officers that they encourage their men, and not suffer any of the
men to murmur. I hope that none of my officers will show the least
discontent: For I should not perceive the least dissatisfaction in any of
them…; I now intend to break up and put the troops into motion. I shall
march towards the enemy, I will fight and beat him…. I am likewise



convinced that all of my officers will do their duty as men of courage and
skill, as they have hitherto done in like measure.”2 Prussian losses during
the siege were approximately 1,572, while the Austrians lost about 900, in
soldiers and civilians.3

At the same time, the king discussed the new move he had planned. He was
marching against the Russians, who had by then nearly advanced into
Brandenburg. That night a fierce bombardment of Olmütz was opened, for
two very good reasons: (1) To cover the preparations of the Prussians to
withdraw; (2) To rid themselves of the surplus shells which had not been
used there.4 Early on July 2, Keith assembled—under orders from the king
—the remaining wagons from the convoys that had made the trek
successfully (a total of hardly 4,000 wagons) and loaded them. From about
0200 hours, Keith took off with his wheeled charges towards the rear. The
army being hastily gathered, the next morning Frederick’s army, dejectedly,
turned its back on Olmütz and retired. The siege of Olmütz thus ended.

Ironically, about the same time, General Marschall was preparing to make
his final stand. All of the activity in the Prussian camp spawned rumors that
Frederick was about to attack with a select assault force either during the
night of June 30–July 1 or during the daylight, which caused Marschall to
make preparations to receive the attack. When it did not occur, scouts were
sent out which soon discovered the Prussian lines empty.

The retreating troops went by various routes, with the enemy magazine base
at Leutomischl as their point of rendezvous. The main force with the king
moved through Gewitsch on Mährisch Tribau, while Keith angled his
retreat by way of Littau, and then on to Tribau. These circuitous routes
served to take their forces past the still roving bands. Keith had to repel an
Austrian force which had snuck up on him, but Frederick, whose force
passed Tyrnau and Zwittau, reached Leutomischl (July 5). Buccow
followed at a safe distance. Basing his force at Oppatowitz, the Austrian
sent a light body to try to interrupt the enemy at Zwittau. When this effort
proved futile, the irregulars left off the active pursuit. Buccow started on a
different errand.



Daun was left the task of going after the enemy. He crossed the Morawa on
July 4 and took camp at Drahanowitz. The marshal was confronted with
what steps to take next. With Olmütz secure, he really should not have
hesitated to attack the retreating enemy, just when they might be at their
most vulnerable.5 Nevertheless, it was July 6 before Daun pressed forward.
Lacy, leading the advanced guard, moved on Konitz. No Prussians except
deserters or prisoners were near by then, and when Daun with the main
army arrived, he rested his men overnight. On July 7, the Austrians
reoccupied Gewitsch. Just ahead at the village of Krenau, Lacy’s scouts
detected a force which turned out to be the rearguard of Keith’s force.
Wasting no time, Lacy sent troopers (at 1100 hours) galloping into them.

The Prussians did not have time to deploy for a full-scale action, and they
withdrew beyond Krenau. The Prussian commander, seeing the rear of his
formation in danger, dispatched some reinforcements and guns. The aim of
Lacy’s force was limited, and Keith had no interest in bringing on an
engagement then and there. So a desultory shelling and long-range sniping
ensued until darkness put an end to the matter. All the while, Keith
continued his move, while the Austrian pursuit was temporarily blunted.
This was one of the reasons the Prussian retreat could continue, without
interruption.

The king, rather infuriated with his artillerymen as a whole, summoned
Balbi into his presence and proceeded to thoroughly hurl every possible
profanity at him reducing the poor man almost to the point of tears. Even
Ziethen did not escape the royal fury. Frederick blamed him for the one day
halt to allow the wagons to close up.6 The king never did own up to his own
shortcomings at the conduct of the siege, preferring, instead, to blame the
defeat at Domstadl.

Any other course would have been out of character. Meanwhile, the marshal
hitched into Politschka (July 9), and Frederick reacted by moving on Hollitz
—July 10. The Austrian army paused for a day to pick up some of the
straggling detachments, as there was the distinct possibility of a battle
presenting itself. Königgrätz itself was close at hand, and an important point
it was. General Buccow, with a force of 7,000 men, laid hold of the fortress
before the bluecoats could draw near (July 12). He had the bridges over the



Adler River knocked down, and the process of destroying the ammunition
stores was started. Marshal Keith, having migrated to Leutomischl, passed
through rather succinctly on Hollitz. The weary Austrians descended upon
Leutomischl, with the plan of attacking Keith’s men there. The Prussians
having moved on, Austrian patrols occupied the place.

It would be appropriate to take a look at what had been transpiring
elsewhere while the Prussians and Austrians were occupied in Moravia.
First we will look at the Eastern Front. Fermor, under authority of Czarina
Elizabeth, had invaded East Prussia on January 16, 1758, against only slight
resistance. Lehwaldt had left a mere two battalions (from Garrison
Regiment #1), with a bare 50 cavalry, in East Prussia. Fermor plowed
forward and entered Königsberg on January 22 with some 34,000 men.
Little difficulty was presented by the presence of the Russians, whom the
locals accepted largely with indifference. The invaders promptly issued a
manifesto that promised to keep Russian troops in restraint and as “normal”
a life as possible for the citizens of East Prussia, so long as they “behaved
themselves.”7 Even the students of the University of Königsberg could
move around and continue to matriculate in relative freedom.8

Frederick was furious with his East Prussians, although he did not attempt
to send a rescue force to the province, and vowed that he would never again
set foot in the old country there. This was a territory that had once been so
key to what became the Prussian state. The ancient dilapidated castles of the
Teutonic Knights gave moot testimony of East Prussia’s importance in
earlier times. By the 1750s, that was no longer the case. The king coldly
realized that. By the time Frederick was standing before Olmütz to put it
under siege, Fermor’s army had consolidated its hold on East Prussia and
was preparing to advance against Prussia’s vitals, namely Brandenburg.9
Dohna himself had sent Platen to do what he could to delay the Russian
advance across Poland. Platen was unable to contain Fermor, whose
Cossacks made for a formidable screen to interference.

Meanwhile, Frederick had been busy. Keith reached Leutomischl safely
with the Prussian baggage train on July 8, and the army was again ready to
move. The ensemble was divided into several columns to make better
passage; on July 14, Frederick drew up on Königgrätz, and surprising



Buccow, whose force beat a hasty retreat, entered the formidable lines of
entrenched works. He would report, without foundation, that his main army
had lost but two men on the march.10

Keith had command of the Prussian rearguard during this maneuver, no
easy task because of the energetic Laudon. The latter’s forces followed after
the retreating Keith, and occasionally picked fights with the Prussians.
There was no serious try on the retreating force though. At Hollitz (just a
short distance from Königgrätz) Laudon’s troopers did attempt to intercept
the train in the tradition of Domstadtl. The Austrians might have
accomplished something had Keith, hearing the sounds of the engagement,
not rushed up and, with a valiant rush, cleared the hills of the enemy,
driving Laudon off rather handily. The Prussians thus repelled (July 12) the
impetuous Laudon, with the loss of only about five wagons of flour, for
which the Austrian loss, according to Marshal Keith, was “about 500
dragoons.”11

After this one genuine effort, Laudon could do no more. He was opposed by
capable leaders. Fouquet had command of the van of the train, while
Retzow managed the center and guided the wagons forward. At one point,
the bold Retzow barged into Fouquet’s men prematurely in order to save his
force from the enemy. Fouquet was less than pleased.12 Nonetheless, the
Prussians wound up in the intricate, formidable works that Daun had built
for his own army. Meanwhile, the latter was slowly approaching with the
main Austrian army. He came marching into the region on August 20,
posting his men about Pardubitz to watch the Prussians in the valley below.
Daun had more than twice the number of men at the king’s disposal,
roughly 75,000 men against only 30,000. But, as was typical of Daun, no
attempt was made to interfere with the Prussian king,13 and he confined
operations to sending out detachments of Croats for harassing/annoying the
enemy. A force of about a thousand of these broke in upon the Prussian
bread houses outside Königgrätz in the dead of night, and were expelled
only with some difficulty. The Austrian commander never got bold enough
to risk battle.

Prince Henry, in the interim, had been withdrawing slowly into Saxony. The
allies had guessed, correctly, even during the course of the effort, that



Henry’s effort would be limited at best. The Metal Mountains helped more
or less to head off any major encounters between the two armies.

Problems in the Imperial service continued to be most acute. Unqualified or
under qualified men filled the ranks of officers, nepotism in a disgusting
state was rampant. There never seemed to be agreement on a common goal,
and some treated the entire thing as an adventure and as their own private
means of getting ahead. This took precedence over the defeat of Frederick’s
Prussia, a goal which should have been priority. A few officers even went
home on leave, while drawing their full pay all along. Others were in the
opposite situations; they served in the ranks faithfully while their pay was
in arrears. Moreover, the supply situation itself was miserable. Few
remounts were available and basics like flint for the muskets and food for
the soldiers were in short supply. And the various states of the Empire were
often in arrears on payments to their various contingents and to the general
command structure.

Still, this was an army and so occasionally it embarked on something of a
military nature, resolving to attempt a diversion into Saxony, specifically
against Pirna. General Hadik was to lead the force. This consisted of some
3,600 men with ten guns of varying size and type. Much effort was made to
keep the assembly of the men secret as well as their purpose. It was feared
the bluecoats would immediately reinforce Pirna and Dresden if they knew.
The scheme was rather involved, and Hadik, with little otherwise to distract
him, worked out the elaborate plan. Two separate advanced attack groups
were involved. The first, most critical for success, was led by Major-
General Joseph Ritter von Campitelli, and consisted of 170 Croats and
1,000 infantry under the direct command of Colonel Adolph von Gernerth.
This latter force was to move from Krietschwitz on Struppen, while a
second body, led by Major-General Franz Prince Sulkowski, was to launch
a diversionary attack.

The Prussian force in the town was 1,200 strong; but of this number some
700 were Saxons of doubtful loyalty with about 300 deserters from the
Austrians.14 In the event, the main attack (night of June 5–6) miscarried
when Campitelli’s scaling ladders went missing, while Sulkowski’s men,
under darkness of night and in unfamiliar territory, were delayed long



enough that the prince sent back to Hadik, who was moving up with his
men on Rabenstein, to enquire what to do. This was after 0230 hours, and,
when Hadik received word that his attack groups had fragmented, and that
the assault, if carried forth, would have to be made in daylight, he had no
choice but to order a withdrawal. The Prussian garrison within had been
unaware of these events and were in a state of “drunken partying.”15

If this were not bad enough in and of itself, the Imperialists were receiving
virtually no support from the French. Soubise was supposed to form an
auxiliary army of some size to help aid his allies. This force was to be built
up around Hanau, but had made little progress. We have already observed,
during the Rossbach Campaign, a marked temerity of the French to stay as
far west in Germany as they could. In the campaign of 1758, this situation
would little change. Whatever military plans were discussed, between the
French in the immediate field and the Imperialists, was of a defensive
nature. The French would be happy to go about their merry way; if that
resulted in Frederick’s defeat, that was all well and good.

Meanwhile, Frederick was not going to neglect Saxony and its defense
against the allies. If Prince Henry’s operations earlier in the campaign were
not enough, General Hülsen, at Annaberg, was not content to sit still either.
He sent a detachment towards Plauen. Austrian marauders were
encountered at Joachimstahl. They alerted General Ujházy, at Caaden, that
the bluecoats were at hand. July 2, the exposed Prussian forward post was
abandoned and Hülsen pulled back on Presnitz. The allies pressed up
against General Hülsen’s old post, into which the Prussian retired.

The Austrians wanted a more active participation by the Imperialists in the
war effort. Dombâle was ordered to move up from Bohemia. On July 11,
Luzinsky bundled forward to, first on Reichenbach, where he found
General Itzenplitz’s advanced post. The following day, Dombâle prepared
to move against Prince Henry’s right flank position. He lost no time in
advancing—from Würzberg—forward on Mübltroft and Gefell. This forced
Henry’s hand. Dombâle camped out at Hof, his posts touching Luzinsky’s
command, now near Oelsnitz. Hardly had Dombâle’s men entered Hof
when his scouts reported the advent of Prince Henry’s men. Itzenplitz
barged through Reichenbach, while the resourceful Mayr took direct aim on



Reitzenhain. Meanwhile, Wunsch took a small force against Ullendorf.
None of these forces were strong in number, but Dombâle, deciding that
discretion was the better part of valor, retreated on Münchberg. Heavy
seasonal rains rendered this move most difficult, and contributed in misery
for all in the field.

Dombâle’s belated move exposed Ujházy, who had, meanwhile, advanced
with General Kleefeld (July 19) towards Reitzenhain. The rains delayed this
marching force, which consisted of some 8,000 men. Mayr stuck to his post
at Reitzenhain. On July 20, the Imperialists launched an attack on the town,
but got repulsed for their trouble. However, Prince Henry had other fish to
fry and he ordered his outlying detachments to pull back from their forward
posts.

This situation left a vacuum in the region into which Dombâle and the
Imperialists moved to the camp between Laun and Saatz. When Prince
Henry was compelled, by circumstances, to retract his lines, his enemies
reacted. A reinforcement of some 8,000 men sent by Henry to help
Frederick provided the impetus. This substantially weakened the Prussian
force. In any case, the Imperialists would have to do without the
cooperation of Daun, at least for the moment. It was clear the main Austrian
army would have more pressing business to deal with. Even those on the
allied side feared how well the Imperialists would do without a leaven of
“good” Austrian units. Karl Georg Friedrich von Flemming, Saxon delegate
in Vienna, wrote: “I fear the consequences should the Combined Army
march … to expel the Prussians.”16

Nonetheless, come July 20, the Imperialists did just that. There was no
resistance from the Prussians, but the weather and the unsteadiness of the
troops made even this march an adventure. July 21, Hadik with the
advanced guard burst upon Töplitz, where there was already a holding force
under Lt.-Col. Nostrowski posted. Major-General Maximilian Joseph
Freiherr von Mitrowski, with the vanguard, reached Breitenau on July 27,
while Hadik’s patrols energetically felt out the town of Streckenwalde-
Schönwald. There was a legitimate effort by Hadik to prepare for trouble
with the bluecoats. On July 28, under continuing doubt about his army’s
steadiness, Hadik redeployed his men near Töplitz, his left hugging Turn



while the right wing was staggered along the road to Kulm. While the
Imperialists encamped there, General Serbelloni arrived with a detachment
of Austrians.

Meanwhile, the Prussian king was busy figuring out how best to deal with
the situation in Saxony. Briefly, there was talk of pulling Prince Henry’s
army out of Saxony altogether to go oppose the advancing Russian mass.
With the Prussian failure before Olmütz, Saxony assumed a greater
importance. But Henry continued to gradually withdraw from as much of
Saxony as he could, while sending Belling with his fine cavalry to go help
Frederick before the Russian threat. Still Dombâle’s force was unfettered by
his great opponent.

The main Prussian force pulled back from Zschopau-Garnau, which the
weakened force was felt too weak to hold safely. Henry was not certain
about the size of the Imperialist force confronting him, although he
estimated it at no more than 38,000 men.17 The actual size of
Zweibrücken’s scattered force was more like 50,000 soldiers, but of
dubious quality.

There was some rearranging of his detached forces, most importantly the
posting of General Knobloch from Freiberg up to a more advantageous
camp near Dippoldiswalde. Prussian General Itzenplitz was deployed to
Freiberg, where the enemy was close at hand. Prince Henry’s army was
weak, but that would be the last thing he wanted the enemy to suspect. To
help conceal that fact, an attack was planned against Sebastienberg. Here
Kleefeld was in command, and he was on the watch. A deserter from
Henry’s army tipped his hand. Then the skies opened up, and the heavy
summer rains drenched everyone and everything. Nevertheless, the
Imperialist commander wasted no time, considering the quality of his
opponents. Kleefeld had promptly requested reinforcements, as he knew the
deed was coming.

So when the delayed attack was opened on July 31, Major-General
Asseburg, leading the march, had a terrible time with Kleefeld’s men.
Asseburg had five battalions, including two of the Free Corps (from Mayr
and Major Chossignon—who would be mortally wounded in the affair),
400 horse, and 12 guns. He should have had an advantage here, but the wet



conditions and a lack of reconnaissance as a result really negated any
advantage. Worse, Kleefeld benefitted from an exceptionally able crew of
artillerymen; there were four heavy Bavarian guns ready to serve. The
crews, under Artillery Ensign von Forstner, deserved commendation for
doing an effective job under very miserable conditions.

The initial Prussian effort overthrew a Croat screen, but Forstner’s gunners
hammered away at the attackers. Mayr barged into the enemy’s right, but
this effort was broken up by a counterattack led by General Kleefeld
himself. Asseburg retreated, with the Imperialists launching a surprisingly
effective pursuit. Colonel von Ried bundled forward, and drove Asseburg
back upon Hülsen’s men, posted now at Marienberg. There the pursuit
ended. The miserable effort had cost the bluecoats 44 dead, 88 wounded,
and 106 missing. The Imperialists lost some 68 men.18 Kleefeld, in his
mistaken enthusiasm, reported Prussian losses as high as 800 men.

Meanwhile the Imperialists could not proceed further in efforts to conquer
Saxony so long as Prince Henry made the maneuvers he did. Though
Dombâle was brash enough to occupy Plauen on July 30, and Luzinsky was
not too distant at Reichenbach, there still seemed the possibility of failure
while the Prussians yet had resources. Henry was preparing for another
offensive in the meantime. Again, he was putting his best foot forward,
trying to mask the weakness of his army, even utilizing the tactics of “little
war.”19 August 6, the Prussians marched on Chemnitz, a move enemy
scouts quickly detected. Since this move might uncover Leipzig, Finck
detached a force under Colonel von Klitzing to press on Waldenburg. There
Klitzing joined Asseburg, in order to help hold Leipzig. Prussian artillery
was driven through Öderan (August 7), while Henry moved out for
Freiberg. He judged this would be the key to keeping Saxony.

Henry needed to finish his consolidation of Saxony.20 Finck rolled into
Oberschäna, while Hülsen took up post at Öderan. Kleefeld heard about that
time that Daun might be in the offing. Finck drew rein with the Prussian
van at Klingenberg. Major-General Karl Gottfried von Knobloch moved on
Maxen, and, August 10, Finck reached Dippoldiswalde. The Imperialists
quickly moved into the vacuum left by Henry’s retreating men. Kleefeld
deftly reached Mareienberg, August 9. Two days after, he tried to overthrow



a Prussian force near Burkersdorf. The Prussians spoiled this fine effort
with a brief, but sharp rebuke. Zweibrücken broached an advance at Kulm,
while Hadik probed Prussian forward posts near Dippoldiswalde. It became
obvious through it all that Prince Henry was stalling for time, so the
Imperialists rethought their priorities.

Kleefeld occupied a forward position at Altenburg (August 13), while
Hadik barged into Bürggheisel, August 12. Zweibrücken, for the most part,
stayed idle. Control of the Tetschen Castle had passed between the armies,
and, on August 16, Major-General Peter Alexander Graf Guasco, operating
on the shore opposite to the castle, set to work building a bridge for
communication between Postelwitz and Krippen. This was intended to
reestablish communication with Daun. The allies and the Prussians were in
close proximity. The Imperialist army, on August 17, moved on
Schönwalde-Peterswalde. The progress of this march was glacial compared
with the energetic Prussians, but it was accomplished.

That same day, Daun got to Zittau. He would use this as a base of
operations. It was the avowed intention of the marshal to go aid the
Russians. But Daun looked in vain for close cooperation between the
French and the Austrians.21 Not to mention the Swedes and the Russians.
The marshal suggested in a letter to Maria Theresa, in view of the Prussian
victory at Leuthen, perhaps he should try to avoid open battle with the
Prussian king.22 He did offer he would seek battle, with the extraordinary
condition he did not have to take “unreasonable risks.”23 The Austrians
tried to accomplish as much as they could before Frederick returned. On
August 20, Daun reached Görlitz. He was shadowed by Ziethen, whose
cavalry kept the Austrians under close watch. It was now an open question
whether Daun intended for Silesia or Saxony. Charles of Brandenburg-
Schwedt was at Grüssau, with about 35,000 men, covering Silesia. Laudon
was detached with some 9,500 men to go wreak havoc with the bluecoats at
Grüssau. The main body still boasted about 48,000 men. Meanwhile, Prince
Henry, with hardly 20,000 men, was growing increasingly concerned about
the security of his forces in and around the Saxon capital.

In line with this, the bluecoats built up posts near and about Pirna. Henry
spared no effort to utilize his men. There was a good deal of work to figure



out the enemy’s intentions. On August 23, about 0300 hours, a small
Prussian force went to reconnoiter the allies. Prince Henry moved
succinctly towards Struppen. The men encountered a body of Imperialists,
which was speedily reinforced by Zweibrücken. The Prussians retreated
after a spirited fight. Laudon made no effort to join the Russians, but
amused himself with besieging Peitz, which had fewer than 50 men as a
garrison. He sealed off the fortress on August 24. The next day, he received
the surrender of the place, and then closed an uncharacteristically poor
performance by heading right back to Saxony.

Meanwhile, one of Henry’s many letters to his royal brother had been
intercepted by the allies, and Prussian thoughts on the contemporary
situation were thus revealed. With this added insight, Maria Theresa
ordered Daun to seize Dresden while Prince Henry’s men were still in the
field. Daun set up an offensive for August 26. The spirit of allied
cooperation was waning. Inexplicably, the Imperialists were only told of the
march on the previous evening. The goal was clear: Dresden must soon fall.
“There is no other way of ending the war than by the downfall of the House
of Brandenburg.”24 So wrote Flemming. For a change, even the redoubtable
marshal was inclined to agree and full of confidence. He verbally bragged
that the king would not come back from the affairs with the Russians with
the same caliber of army he had left with. He was proven right, as it turned
out. Daun lurched into Bautzen on August 28, and then and there arrived
the first communication a victorious Frederick was returning, fresh from
victory over the Russians. Daun refused to believe the first rumors of
Prussian victory. It is odd the marshal refused to give credence to the
rumors.

August 31, Daun’s shaky army took up post at Königsbrück. This would be
army headquarters, with the different elements hovering about.
Simultaneously, Zweibrücken sent Colonel Andreas Michael Freiherr von
Török to join the Austrians. Török reached Kleinröhrsdorf, Austrian scouts
reaching Niederrödern. Lacy was out towards Meissen, facing an energetic
little Prussian garrison there. Meanwhile, the “rumors” about Frederick’s
victory over the Russians were confirmed. Frederick was marching for
Saxony. Haste would thus be required, if the enterprise were to succeed
before the Prussian king appeared. Over in Silesia, Keith had assumed



command of the force at Grüssau; he marched (August 26–27) for Saxony
with some 24,000 men, the remaining 11,000 were left under Fouquet in
Silesia.25

Prince Henry was making an effort to try to get himself out of the trap the
enemy were trying to lay for him, even as he realized his brother was
coming. The prince did not want to forfeit Dresden. A force of the Szėkėley
Hussars, under Captain Treba, sent forth found Török close at hand. Mayr
put men up at Kesselsdorf (August 29). Knobloch was told off to Ostrau,
with his men. He was to make himself as visible as possible to the enemy.
Austrian headquarters had been slow to believe Prince Henry would hang
around Pirna with such an obvious inferiority of numbers. Prussian supply
lines through Königsbrück had now been cut, and it was getting harder for
Henry to communicate with his outlying forces in Saxony. However,
Dresden remained secure, for the Austrian main army had no siege train
with it. Besides, Prince Henry was not about to lay down on the job.

On September 1, one of the Prussian deserters informed the Imperialists of
an imminent attack from Prince Henry. Zweibrücken had his men fall out,
but Henry never showed his hand. Instead, about 2200 hours, his bluecoats
suddenly abandoned their camp and withdrew on Dresden. This movement
was not suspected by the Imperialists, but took place right under their very
noses. The whole episode suggests the “deserter” may have been planted.
September 2, early in the morning, allied patrols discovered what had
happened. Henry’s new post was one he did not intend to be forced from.
Most especially without costly, involved attacks. Ujházy probed at the
Prussians, but there was nothing doing. On the other hand, Prince Henry
was now back on his heels, on the defensive.

There was need of allied cooperation. With the Prussian king in the offing
and Daun putting on the pressure to act at once before the opportunity
passed, Zweibrücken balked. Prussian patrols were shadowing him, and the
Imperialist commander had much to be nervous about. While Marshal Daun
called a council of war to discuss the next Austrian move in light of recent
developments, Zweibrücken just plain failed to act. This played right into
Prussian hands, and Daun finally decided to stay put on the right bank of
the Elbe, aiming for Stolpen.26 Seldom in military history has such a large



force played it safe with the number of troops at the marshal’s disposal.
Certainly the Austrian rulers were less than pleased with Daun’s
performance.

The Imperialists, it turned out, had even less energy. While his enemies
were hesitating, Prince Henry knew in order to retain control of Saxony he
would have to keep Dresden. Key posts would be required. The
Sonnenstein was one of those.

Zweibrücken, meanwhile, sent Kleefeld over the Gottleube. This task force
was to bedevil Henry as much as possible, September 1. The latter had to
react. The Prussians moved forth from their advanced posts. Hadik thought
a surprise assault to seize the works at Meissen was doable, but
Zweibrücken refused to sanction it. The Sonnenstein, on the other hand,
was viewed as vulnerable. Zweibrücken readily latched onto this as a target,
with a small number of troops within, besides being isolated from the rest
of Henry’s forces. Colonel Johann Heinrich von Grape was in charge of the
defense. The Imperialists lost no time in putting the place under siege.
August 30–31, they started to close up on the Sonnenstein. September 2,
overnight, the siege works were completed and the siege started. There was
a marked shortage of siege materials, Daun’s men were conspicuous by
their absence, and the king was drawing near.

The Imperialists, under Major von Voss and Major Karl von Pfirster zu
Borgdorf, tried their best. September 3, about 1000 hours, Grape was
summoned to surrender his post. The latter would have nothing of it. Part of
his force was in the fortress, while another part occupied the town itself
under Colonel Hans Sigismund von Sydow. Prince Henry was aware of
these proceedings, but could do little about it at the moment. Only threats of
shelling resulted, and Grape showed no signs of giving. Zweibrücken pulled
a rabbit out of his hat. He dispatched a special task force, under Colonel
Johann A. D. von Augė, two full battalions, to the Kohlberg to seize the
place. The Sonnenstein could be shelled most effectively from there.
Zweibrücken speedily reinforced his new post, until 18 six-pounders, eight
12-pounders, and 12 howitzers made up those batteries.

Before 0500 hours on September 5, the Imperialist guns opened up with a
sustained bombardment. Grape’s gunners replied, and scored some hits of



their own. However the weight of numbers and Imperialist determination
finally brought about Grape’s misfortune. There were barns full of grain at
the Sonnenstein, enough to keep the garrison fed. These, struck by accurate
Imperialist cannon fire, immediately burst into flames. Moreover, although
the Prussian gunners did not lack for courage, much of the garrison, made
up largely of Imperialist deserters, was faint-hearted. The Imperialists
lacked ammunition for their guns and actually required bigger guns than
they had to complete their task. Siege work was not a speciality of the
Imperialists by any means.

Grape’s men really helped out the enemy by mutinying. Instead of a rope or
the firing squad if caught, these men had been offered amnesty and they
readily took it. This sealed the fate of Sonnenstein. The shelling had been
short, but certainly not sweet when it ended in the evening of September 5.
Prussian losses were 26 dead; the Imperialists had eight killed.27 The entire
garrison of 1,500 men was lost. Along with the above, Sonnenstein’s fall
yielded up much equipage. “Twenty-nine brass and some iron cannon”28

were among the prizes. Not only did this help temporarily to alleviate the
supply problems for the Imperialists, but there was no denying
Zweibrücken had nabbed a prize.29

And Daun was at hand! Prince Henry learned, from captured prisoners, that
the main Austrian army was headed at Stolpen. The news was most
upsetting. The bluecoats set to work on some fortified lines, stretching from
the Mordgrundbrücke ridge, heading at Bautzen, and Grüntal, heading at
Radeberg. Mayr was in charge of these works.

Meanwhile, the Imperialists continued to edge forward, while part of their
force was tied up at the Sonnenstein. Ried was posted up to Zehista, but the
Croats roamed farther afield. Hadik and Karl August Baden-Durlach were
also on the move. This brought the Imperialists and the Austrians close to
cooperating. September 6, at Löhmen, Zweibrücken and Daun met to
discuss future activities. They wanted to cooperate against Prince Henry
while Frederick was still distant. Zweibrücken, almost immediately, offered
to cross the Seidewitz Stream hard by. What Zweibrücken could actually do
in concrete terms, though, was much less. The weak supply situation for the
Imperialists in and of itself was enough to preclude any major offensive



operations. Moreover, Prince Henry was bound to react. Even worse, the
king was expected at almost any time and he would be spoiling for a finish
fight, if at all possible. Zweibrücken could talk big, but was short on action.
When he and Daun kept a rendezvous with Serbelloni and Hadik, great
things appeared to be in the works. Certainly the allies had an
overwhelming superiority of force: a total of over 130,000 men, with the
Austrians and Imperialists bringing about equal numbers to the theater.
Prince Henry was far inferior, fewer than 20,000 strong, and he had suffered
some loss of confidence with the loss of the Sonnenstein.

There were also additional forces arriving for the allies. Laudon, fresh from
recent adventures, occupied Radeberg on September 9. Christoph Baden
Durlach reached the region almost simultaneously. His men occupied
Wilthen on September 10, and less than four days after, Baden-Durlach
latched on to Putzkau. From here, Daun’s position at Stolpen was extended
thereby. And Frederick was on his way to liven things up considerably.
Meanwhile, the weather, which had been warm and fair, was turning wet
and cooler. The marshal must have sensed any opportunity to make a
campaign in 1758 decisive was going by the wayside. Still, in a letter
designed to soothe the fears of an anxious Maria Theresa, Daun assured her
that he was doing all he could to force the issue. As proof, he proposed a
plan whereby the allied force would gradually, over a day or so, converge
on Henry’s position. This was designed to force Henry’s hand, if at all
possible before his royal brother could appear on the scene.30

Success with the Russians had made the king confident, a feeling which
Henry did not share to the umpteenth degree. Henry had been the man on
the spot, while Frederick left for his Russian adventure. There was no doubt
of Henry’s overwhelming inferiority in numbers. On the other hand, the
Prussian commander counted on his allied opponents to make mistakes. Nor
was this his only asset. As a plus, Henry had a good supply of that
commodity his royal brother seemed to lack: patience. Henry, in all
seriousness, had once expressed to a shocked king his feeling the war would
“likely last four or five years longer.”31 Frederick had good reason to be
aghast. To the worried king, it was becoming obvious how much blood,
effort and money had already been spent, and yet more fighting remained?



Meantime, Daun had cooked up his plan, for the last legitimate chance to
trounce Prince Henry alone. Hadik, with his men, would edge up on
Henry’s flank, all while avoiding any actual fighting. Laudon would station
himself near Neustadt, while Christoph Baden-Durlach took the post at
Stolpen. Daun, meanwhile, would move stealthily on Niederpoyritz, and
there prepare to hurl his army across the Elbe on to the enemy. This was set
for the night of September 10–11.32 On September 9, a reconnaissance was
carried out in the area to assure the plan was both practical and likely to
succeed on merits. Between all of this, Henry was supposed to be pressed
until he tried to break out of his predicament.

Zweibrücken fully intended to comply with Daun’s plan, so long as he
could reasonably do so without endangering his army. To this end, he
ordered his grenadiers on Zehista as a jump off point. About 1750 hours on
September 10, in an absolute torrent of rain, the men moved out. In the
prevailing weather, they likely expected any waiting they did would be of
short duration. The unfortunates spent the entire night out in the open,
waiting for additional instructions. While these men waited idly for events
to unfold, Hadik probed towards Hausdorf. Kleefeld joined this effort, and
the two received some problems from Henry. Hadik’s stroke was almost
due north, right at the heart of Henry’s prepared position. It required very
heavy fighting on the part of the Imperialists to wring Hausdorf from
Prussian hands. Moreover, plans were detailed, orders had been cut and
even the most cynical of the allies had to believe something great was about
to happen. All units had been briefed on the parts they were to play, and the
armies to stand to, awaiting the aforementioned additional instructions.

At the last “staff” meeting before the jump off, Daun announced to a
shocked group of officers that an advanced force of Frederick’s army was
reported to be at Gross-Döbritz. Frederick and Keith met at Grossenhayn on
September 9, giving the king 35,000 men.33 This sudden revelation put a
whole new spin on what had been a thoroughly prepared for plan. The
whole operation was subsequently canceled and all ranks had to express
their regret. As the men were already in motion, something had to be done
to bring about a reasonable conclusion to the operation. If the reports were
true, Frederick would be in an excellent position to turn Daun’s right flank,
and jeopardize not just the success of the plan but also endanger the



Austrian army itself. Nevertheless, the French representative, Major-
General Antoine-Marie de Malvin Comte de Montazet urged the plan to be
carried forth—at that point, it was a mere two hours to jump off for the
army. Why not proceed? In this opinion, he was joined by the brave Lacy.

Just what the allies were to do eventually was still a great mystery. Daun
stood by his gut feeling to call off but yet not quite call off the attack. About
1400 hours, orders went out to send out the grenadiers and the bridging
team, which would be required if the proposed attack were to go forward.
Now the latter two forces got underway, but about nightfall, the order to
halt arrived. Then, on September 11, after the forces had halted in place all
night, there was a prospect for renewing the advance. Instead, the entire
plan and its details were scrubbed. This irritated Zweibrücken to no end. He
blamed the timidity of Daun for the whole fiasco.34

On the other hand, the marshal felt like Zweibrücken and his “lack” of
preparation over the previous couple of days was really to blame. Back
home in Austria, many felt strongly that Daun had fumbled the opportunity
presented to him to crush Prince Henry before Frederick’s arrival. Although
there were still a number of plans being half-entertained on the part of the
allies, the situation had been profoundly altered. Frederick was never the
kind to await an enemy’s advance if he could possibly help it, and he acted.
Frederick and Prince Henry were busy contemplating how to draw Daun
out into the open for a fight. Very much had been altered in the course of a
few days’ time.

Laudon was not apprised of the cancellation of the attack plan in time, and,
on September 10, he struck at the Dresden Heath. Laudon pushed out
Colonel Franz Riese (with about 1,500 Croats); the latter rolled over
Prussian entrenched posts at Mordgrundbrücke. This sudden blow booted
the bluecoats out. But there was no follow-up coming for Laudon to benefit
from. The infuriated Prussians, three full grenadier battalions strong,
launched a rather vigorous counterattack. In the end, Laudon’s men finally
managed to beat the enemy back. He then surprisingly failed in his turn to
follow up his advantage.

So Frederick struck first. After Laudon had been in his new advanced post
for almost two full days, the king sent Retzow to surprise the Austrian



commander at Radeberg. Retzow went right to work, basing his operations
at Badenburg. Retzow was a good, capable commander, but his formations
unaccountably lost cohesion in the woods, and Laudon was one wily foe.
Retzow split his forces up, the first was earmarked to strike at Riese’s men
while Retzow took his main body down the road towards Bautzen. Laudon
still had over 10,000 men with him, not counting the men with Colonel
Riese. The latter put up a most furious resistance when the Prussians struck
about nightfall, 6,000 men strong. Riese was heavily outnumbered, but he
determined to stand to his guns and not to yield if at all possible. Aiding
him in this endeavor, the attacking troops could only attack piecemeal as
they had fragmented on the march up. With their effort largely dissipated,
Riese was able to hold on to his position. The bluecoats were not entirely
spent, though, and they also congregated near the scene. Light troops kept
probing the woods for further Prussian movements under cover of darkness,
but then rather disturbing intelligence arrived that Frederick was going over
to the offensive in Saxony. This would compel Daun and Zweibrücken to
react to Prussian movements, rather than dictate the remaining campaign
season to the royal brothers. Really, the only legitimate shot at recovering
Saxony for the year had just went out the window.

Stepping back to the end of the Siege of Olmütz and its aftermath,
Frederick realized he would soon have to leave Königgrätz to go face the
Russian threat.35 After their hard marching, the king’s Prussians were
allowed to gorge themselves on supplies that the enemy had left at the
fortress. What was not consumed was ordered to be loaded into provision
wagons (for future use), and all made ready to depart. On August 2—18
days after they had occupied Königgrätz—the Prussians marched from that
place in the direction of the Oder and an encounter with the Russians.36 The
king had seriously underestimated both the Austrians and the Russians, and
overestimated his own abilities.37

Fermor did not deign stay in East Prussia, but he spent several weeks
preparing to advance. In early March, Russian detachments moved on
Thorn and also on Elbing. These places were to be consolidated and built
up to aid Fermor’s main army as it crossed the Vistula and prepared to
invade the main province of Brandenburg.38 The headquarters were put at



Marienwerder (March 9), and envoys from the Austrians were received and
instructed about the progress of the Russian effort.

While Frederick and Daun were busy in the country before Olmütz, the
Russians, after interminable delays, finally acted. Fermor pushed out
Rumyantsev’s men on Conitz, while the latter sent Demikow moving
towards Pomerania. Then, a few weeks after, Fermor congregated the
various sections of his army at Conitz. The earlier expedition having been
reasonably successful, Demikow, with a force of 5,000 (3,000 of them light
cavalry) moved rather dexterously towards Kazimirsberg. The bluecoats in
his path were not at all pleased to see him, and the Russians seized
considerable booty for their trouble. General Stojanow took a small force of
cavalry and attacked, ejecting a little Prussian force at Butowe (April 14).
Otherwise, there was little resistance. The Cossacks were unleashed to do
their job as they saw it. They were seen for the first time in northern
Germany and were not welcomed! This was a situation that would not
change over time, and become exacerbated with the passage of time.

For that matter, the citizens of Poland could not have been overjoyed to see
the Russians appear. Fermor, himself of Scotch-Irish descent, was only too
aware of the questionable effectiveness of his troops. Most especially of the
merits of the Cossacks. That being the case, the idea to move from Conitz
to a forward position was one Fermor embraced with little willingness. If
that were not bad enough, a combination of summer rains and melting
winter snows had swollen the rivers and the roadways were often seas of
mud. And the campaigning season for the Russians was always short. One
of the basic problems remained the expanse of Poland which always had to
be crossed first before they attacked Prussia.

Despite the apparent indifference of the citizens of East Prussia, the rest of
the country was not inclined for Russian “visitors.” There was one bright
spot. Even the densest of the Prussians whom Fermor encountered had to
admit he was a far more tolerant person than Apraxsin. While the latter had
tried to use image and force, implying punishment, to win over the
indigenous population, the more cultured, genteel Fermor tried to win the
people by resort to decent treatment and respect. When the erstwhile



conqueror entered Könisgberg it was “a festival celebration … [employing]
the drums and blowing of trumpets.”39

Additionally Fermor left most of the civilian institutions as he found them,
telling the citizens they were fortunate, and “can be content under
[Elizabeth’s] genteel rule.”40 Many of the female population of East
Prussia, especially Königsberg, responded positively to the advances of the
Russian Casanovas; of such unions, many children were born. No wonder
the Prussian king had vowed to never again visit the province.

Frederick was wise enough to realize he could do without East Prussia quite
well if need be, at least until the peace. But, should the population of
Brandenburg, Silesia, and Pomerania act in a similar fashion, the monarch
then knew his cause was in serious trouble.

We might mention the situation in East Prussia was just a tad too chummy
for Kaunitz and the Austrians. They saw their Russian ally as “useful,” so
long as they were kept at a safe distance. The easy acceptance by East
Prussia of Russian rule was very disturbing for the Austrians. The longer
the war lasted and the more the Russians ingratiated themselves into Central
Europe, the more uncomfortable the Austrians became. Kaunitz would
discover in time that the price for Russian involvement in trying to regain
Silesia for Austria would be Russian attachment of East Prussia. Only the
death of Elizabeth in 1762 would change that situation. Moreover, as much
as Kaunitz and Maria Theresa detested Frederick, even they had to admit
they had more in common with the irascible Prussian king than they did
with the Russians. Meanwhile, in mid–June, Major-General Platen had sent
reconnaissance patrols out to look for the enemy. Captain Zettmar, with a
detachment of about 110 men, encountered a force of Russians about the
small town of Ratezbur (June 20), but General Demikow was nearby and he
simply overwhelmed the Prussian detachment with superior numbers.
Zettmar was beaten back towards Neu-Stettin, while Demikow’s Russians
heartily punished the local populace with merciless brutality. The general
himself was not cruel, but he admitted the Cossacks could be barely
controlled.41 On June 26, General Dohna withdrew across the Peene River,
leaving no substantial force to oppose the Swedes. The latter had been



reduced temporarily to some 7,000 men by the rigors of the previous
campaign, but they stayed quiescent only for a moment.42

The Russians had meandered by then on Meseritz, but the Prussians were
hard pressed to determine the enemy’s next move. It was generally assumed
Fermor meant to march into Silesia to join up with the Austrians. Cossacks
had been sent into both Brandenburg and Silesia. Fermor considered his
plans for the coming campaign. He was well aware of his great adversary,
Frederick. He did not want to face the latter if it could be avoided. The
Russian army had been at Posen for nearly a month when the Prussian king
decided the situation on the Eastern Front needed his attention. Dohna had
ordered General Kanitz back from Landsberg, leaving only a small
screening force before Cüstrin. July 1, Fermor’s forward elements took up
at Posen, towards which the different elements of the Russian army
converged. The army built up a great magazine thereabouts, which was to
be defended by General Resanow with a small force. On July 8, Fermor
received news that Frederick had been forced to raise the Siege of Olmütz.
This encouraged the Russian commander to press ahead, but an attempt to
seize the town of Driesen miscarried when the Prussian force ensconced
there refused to give way. Russian raiding parties marauded into Silesia,
and, on July 14, the town of Driesen was attacked again, by an
overwhelming force. Colonel Hordt could not remain there, and his line was
rent asunder, losing some 400 of his men who “fled” to the Russians. Hordt
fell back on Cüstrin. Dohna’s forward men were arriving about the same
time at Cüstrin, while other elements of his force reoccupied Landsberg
before the enemy could appear. July 21, Dohna with his main body
appeared, having marched via Pasewalk, Schwed, and Angermünde, at
Lebus. There was still some doubt about Fermor’s intentions, finally
dispelled by a Russian concentration near Meseritz on July 26.

Russian scouts were reported as far afield as Silesia and Schwerin towards
Damnitz, near to Stettin. It was clear Fermor meant to invade Brandenburg,
and a Russian advance into the heart of Prussia was imminent. July 31,
Dohna moved from Lebus to take post at Frankfurt-on-Oder. Prussian
forward posts were strengthened at Sternberg, in Fermor’s path. Fermor was
trying his best to keep the Poles happy, by not subsisting off the land to the
extent possible. But this necessitated long, and increasingly longer, lines of



supply as the army advanced. With the invasion of Brandenburg decided,
Fermor wasted no time. On August 1, General Stoffelne embarked on a
mission to drive the Prussians from Zielentzig, Lagow, and Sternberg. The
bluecoats in these places lacked the numbers for a fight, and the villages
were yielded up quickly enough. Next day, Fermor rose from Meseritz, and
bundled forward to Königswalde, just across the Prussian border.

Between Fermor and Berlin lay the Oder River and two principal places:
the fortress of Cüstrin and the town of Frankfurt-on-Oder. So the Russian
army would have to take control of these points before it could cross the
Oder and move on Berlin.

Once the army paused, Fermor ordered forward another body of troopers,
under General Browne, with the Observation Corps, to join the main army.
Stoffelne drove the Prussians at Zielentzig back upon Reppen. Dohna did
not propose to abandon the latter post, and pressed up reinforcements to the
station. General Marschall was detailed to take ten squadrons of the
Schorlemer and Plattenberg cavalry, and ride to stiffen the post. An infantry
reinforcement was also pushed forward, and Dohna was joined by the force
of General Kursell and Diercke; about 8,000 men, this force had been
covering Glogau against a possible Russian move upon it. Fermor was
joined by General Rumyantsev; the latter took post near Dragonmarg. The
Russians were posted in a spread out formation: with Rumyantsev in his
current post, Fermor ordered off a detachment from him to go probe Cöslin,
in the direction of Colberg, to see what the Prussians had going on there.43

Russian detachments went out to see to the situation, and Major-General
Dietz was detailed to take the Russian baggage out by Landsberg for safe
keeping.44 There were a number of reports circulating about bodies of
Prussians close-by. General Stojanow with a 1,400-man force was charged
off to make for a new position at Sternberg. Dohna (August 5) sent Major-
General Paul Joseph Malachow von Malachovsky galloping towards
Sternberg, while Stojanow himself was simultaneously engaged in
reconnoitering. At Pötschen, the forces accidently bundled into one another.
Malachovsky fell back on Reppen, but the Russians did not pursue. Dietz
had barged into Landsberg (August 6), which should have evoked a strong
Prussian reaction. General Ruesch, who had been hovering around



Landsberg for a couple of days, retired on Soldin. There he received
intelligence of reinforcements, while Dietz was scurrying for yet more
assistance.

General Cherneyshev was en route from Schwerin and its neighborhood,
and Fermor was about to bring his main body there as well. At Reppen, Lt.-
Gen. Manteuffel succeeded Marschall, but the Prussian posts stayed alert
for Russian movements. August 7, Fermor rose and meandered to Alt-
Sorge, and the next day occupied Landsberg. Meanwhile, General
Rumyantsev, from a new post at Königswalde, sent scouts towards Reppen.
It became obvious the Prussians were still there. Ruesch evacuated Soldin,
which the Russians of Stoffelne lost no time occupying. Cherneyshev was
sent to force contributions from the vicinity of Landsberg, while Stoffelne
concentrated on stripping Soldin of its resources to the extent possible.

August 11, Fermor crossed the Warta with his main force, while patrols
probed beyond Soldin to find if his adversary was present. The next night,
Manteuffel tried to surprise the Russians ensconced at Königswalde. His
hand was tipped, and the enemy sped away. Fermor, with his army now
concentrated for the most part, occupied Friedrichsberg, brushing aside any
Prussian opposition. Meanwhile, word arrived from Stoffelne that Stargard
in the direction of Colberg was well secured, and that the fortress itself was
strong, most especially towards the seaward approaches. Stettin had 10,000
men for its garrison. Rumyantsev’s body was ordered to join the main army
as soon as he could, once the Corps of Observation relieved him.

As for Dohna, he had been instructed by the king to attack the Russians as
soon as he could. This was not a pleasant prospect, and while part of his
force was at Reppen, another part was at Frankfurt-on-Oder, to prevent
Fermor from crossing the Oder there. August 13, Fermor moved from Gross
Kammin, near a thick wood which might conceal Prussian troops. As
quickly as possible, the main body of Russian officers went to look over the
Cüstrin Fortress now near-by. As for the Prussians who had not yet sought
asylum in the fortress, Russian light troops pressed them into Cüstrin and
finally forced them to take refuge in the fortress. Stoffelne attempted to
force the Oder, but a reconnaissance force sent towards Schwed could not



make out the enemy’s disposition, and, besides, the Prussians had already
destroyed the bridge across the Oder thereabouts.

General Rumyantsev received instructions to march from Landsberg to
accost Stargard. Fermor was desirous of securing that place to establish a
magazine, which could really come in handy as an advanced base of
operations. Simultaneously, Lt.-Gen. Resanow was ordered to Stolpe, there
to safeguard the Russian communications and their magazines back in
Poland. These measures were both auxiliary to the main purpose of seizing
Cüstrin and thus helping along the invasion of Brandenburg.

Meanwhile, the king was making his way to the scene.45 Daun had had
strong bodies of troopers deployed on the three roads leading in that way
most direct from Königgrätz, with the forces of St. Ignon and Laudon being
placed on the two easiest to traverse. The third of these routes, which went
by Skalitz, Nachod past Glatz and towards Schweidnitz, was very steep and
led over the mountains between Bohemia/Moravia and Silesia. Daun
believed that this last road was not likely to be used by Frederick, whom he
realized would be in a hurry to be on his way, so the guard force there was
minimal. Of all the commanders that had faced the great Prussian king, he
should have known better.

The king, by deceptive maneuvering, gained that road towards the Oder
rather easily. He swung his marching columns first in the direction of the
better routes, causing Laudon and St. Ignon to move hastily to cover them
against him, and leaving the road to Schweidnitz wide open. The irregulars
did try to block the Prussians, but they were beaten up, and retired. Over the
next few days, the bluecoats threaded their way across the steep mountain
passes, and once complete the march was resumed, aiming for Landshut in
Silesia. Frederick reached Grüssau on August 8; there he and his men
paused for two days while the king prepared a testament for his
subordinates, in case something happened to him during the coming battle
with the Russians, a people whom he had never personally tested in combat
before.

He drew up a document of general instructions to Prince Henry, which was
dispatched to him on August 10, while another was sent to General



Friedrich August von Finck.46 Frederick made it clear that these
instructions were to be followed to the letter in the event of need. One is
hard-pressed to believe that Henry would have really heeded these
directions from a dead, powerless Frederick—whom he frequently
disagreed with anyway.

There was little time for such distractions. In Silesia, the king made
allowance for the Imperialists and Daun. About 14,000 men were detached
(under command of Charles of Brandenburg-Schwedt) from the main army
and given the task of holding the Landshut-Grüssau area against all comers,
Austrian or otherwise. Keith was originally to have had command of this
force, but instead Frederick ordered him to Breslau for rest and
recuperation. Keith was very ill at the time. In addition to Charles’s
detachment, about 25,000 additional Prussian troops were scattered
throughout Silesia under Fouquet, for a total of some 39,000 men to defend
the province from the Austrian/Imperialist armies. Fouquet was under the
orders of Charles.

The defense of Silesia having been arranged, Frederick himself, with about
15,000 men, marched from Landshut (August 11) seeking a battle with
Fermor on the banks of the Oder. His line-of-march went by Liegnitz, past
Glogau and Sprottau, near Guben, and on to Frankfurt-on-Oder; the
marching troops covering 130 miles in just nine days.47



Chapter Twenty-Three

Operations in Brandenburg Prior to Battle at Zorndorf

On August 20, the king’s Prussians arrived at the gates of Frankfurt-on-
Oder; Fermor was out by Cüstrin with his army. The bluecoats initially
moved to Tschicherzig. Frederick reached it on August 16, but Dohna was
still out of the vicinity busy in his dealings with the Russians. The grueling
pace under the hot summer sun had cost the army many heat-stricken
deaths, and the rest of the troops were worn out from the fast pace. They
needed a little rest and the king received intelligence that there were no
Russians south of the Warta. There was no way to link up with Dohna at
Tschicherzig, so the royal force sent intelligence that the junction could be
made at Gorgast. Dohna had marched from Frankfurt-on-Oder in August
13. A timely force of four battalions, along with 16 squadrons of cavalry, all
under General Schorlemer, bound for Cüstrin. It was considered essential
for the new troops to get there as soon as possible.1

Frederick lodged for the night of August 20–21 in a suburb house—in
Lebus—close to the Russian array across the river. Dohna had kept to the
western bank of the Oder (at Gorgast, where he arrived on August 16).
Until the coming of the king, Dohna, plus of course the garrison of Cüstrin
(under Commandant Colonel Christoph Ernst Schack von Wittenau), plus
the dark, murky waters of the wide Oder River had been the only cover for
the Prussian capital against the Russians. The danger to Berlin now seemed
to lessen.

On August 21, Frederick rode out to Gorgast so as to discern what the
enemy were up to. The king made off early (about 0200 hours) with only a
few staff officers and escorts in attendance, leaving his army to follow at
slower step. Had the Prussian waited a while, there might not have been
need for a battle.



The threat of action should have been enough, but that required time. And
time was really the one commodity in the shortest supply. Every day
counted. Besides, Frederick’s opinion of the fighting skills of the Russians
was low, and he must have expected a rather easy time of the whole matter.
Frederick was determined to do battle with Fermor to get the threat to
Brandenburg neutralized from the direction of the east for that year. August
21 was spent in bringing the army up towards Gorgast, so that by the early
morning on August 22 about 36,000 Prussians were encamped in and about
Manschnow.

Frederick commented on the neat condition of the latter’s men (who had
been largely dormant for a while) in comparing them to his own troops,
ragged and dusty from very recent adventures, who were shabby by
comparison. The Prussians who had been concentrated there were the sum
total of nearly every available fighting man between Berlin and the Oder.
The composition of that force was the following: 38 battalions of infantry
(25,000 men); 83 squadrons of cavalry (10,500 men); and 194 artillery
pieces, of which a high percentage (117) were classified as heavy ordnance.
To head his horsemen, the king again had the services of Seydlitz, who had
returned at the start of the campaign recovered from his wound sustained at
Rossbach.2 But Frederick’s favored cavalry leader had been whoring with
loose women and had contracted syphilis, which made his wounds heal
slowly.

At Frederick’s command (and with urgency) a particular Russian redoubt—
at the village of Schaumberg, a couple of miles downstream—was shelled
so ferociously as to destroy it. Simultaneously, he ordered that boats be
collected above Cüstrin so that the army might cross the Oder there. The
king had already ordered Lt-General Kanitz with two regiments of infantry
and the pontoon train forward there to construct a pontoon bridge there.
Kanitz received some greatly appreciated assistance from local peasants.

The bombardment of Fermor’s works was meant to give him the impression
that it was at Schaumberg where Frederick intended to cross the river. It
was at the village of Alt-Güstibiese where the king really planned to break
the barrier of the Oder. The marked redoubt was accordingly plastered, and
Fermor at once concentrated his army close-by, while the Prussians, under



cover of darkness (night of August 22–23) rose and moved on Alt-
Güstibiese, where Kanitz had been busy. The march of not quite 20 miles
was accomplished without a hitch, and about 1230 hours on August 23, as
the Russians stood waiting near Schaumberg, the Prussian van—with the
king himself at the head—crossed the Oder by pontoons and filed through
the streets of Alt-Güstibiese, followed quickly by the remainder of the
army. All except for the Prussian baggage train, which was left on the
eastern bank, to be placed under Hordt and his Free Battalion #9.

Frederick, directly upon crossing the Oder, made for the knoll of Alt-
Güstibiese and was there greeted by the poor populace of the place, who
kissed his hands and even the lining of his coat. He was so moved when he
perceived the pitiful sight he wept. After the Prussians marched from Alt-
Güstibiese, they moved some ten miles to the east on Gross-Kammin. At
the hamlet of Klossow, halt to rest and set up an encampment was called,
and Frederick’s army paused there. The troops were spread out in their tents
towards Neu-Damm, where they were to make for on the morrow. Once
there, the king intended to send his army across the bridge there over the
Mutzel and prepare to sweep the enemy’s army into the very water barrier it
counted upon for its defense.

Fermor was unaware of any of these proceedings. At the very time that
Frederick’s men began crossing the Oder, Fermor was waiting near Cüstrin,
expecting the appearance of the Prussians near there.3

Meanwhile, the Siege of Cüstrin had been brief.4 About 0200 hours on
August 15, Stoffelne’s detachment, some 5,000 strong, moved forward
upon the fortress; from Gross-Kammin, the Russians reached the walls of
Cüstrin through the thick woods intersecting the Landsberg road. There was
no hint of resistance until the village of Tamsel. As the green-clad Russians
neared the latter, Prussian outposts under General Ruesch (which had been
put out to probe for the enemy) opened fire upon the advancing Russians,
believing them apparently to be nothing more than Cossacks. The Cossacks
were sneaking around to outflank the defenders. The Prussians were
speedily disillusioned by these measures.



Stoffelne easily overwhelmed the outposts almost before they knew what
hit them. The main Prussian line was anchored on two local cemeteries;
reasonably strong obstacles. Stoffelne silenced a Prussian battery in front
and drove the bluecoats back from the cemeteries. He then veered his
advance towards the right, and very shortly reached the Oder at the northern
side of Cüstrin. Here batteries (made up of his 20 guns), were set to prepare
to bombard the fortress, while the garrison made ready to defend it. At
about 2100 hours on August 15, the shelling of Cüstrin commenced,
Stoffelne’s artillery started belching exploding howitzer shells and
incendiary bombs towards both the fortress and the town. After three well-
placed incendiary rounds, one shot landed in a magazine with straw
surrounding it and caught fire. The garrison made a useless attempt to save
the place, handicapped by a lack of skilled firefighters not to mention the
Russians to worry about, but soon the town was blazing out of control.
Even some of the garrison, many of whom were deserters or prisoners-of-
war, took the opportunity to break into the town and loot. The whole
incident was most unfortunate for all concerned, and especially so for the
poor souls who had sought their refuge and stored their worldly goods in
Cüstrin “when the Russians entered the Prussian territories and … [were
thus] reduced from opulent fortunes, to beggary.”5 Stored powder in the
magazines exploded with a violent fury, burying many who had sought
refuge in the numerous caverns under the town.

Cüstrin was ruined, “excepting the school, the garrison, church, and the
main guardhouse.”6 In the pre-dawn hours of June 16, the garrison of the
fortress of Cüstrin hastily constructed two redoubts to help bolster the
barrier to the Russians. Nevertheless, Manteuffel took up a position near
Neu-Damm, which prevented the enemy from crossing the Oder. Early on
the morning of August 16, Cüstrin’s guns opened upon the besiegers. The
Russian response was really only half-hearted. August 17, Stoffelne
summoned the fortress to surrender. The garrison commander replied he
would defend Cüstrin “to the last man.”7

The Russians were hampered by their lack of siege guns, and Shuvalov’s
unicorns proved really ineffective against the walls of the fortress. Worse,
the solid shells of the field guns were in short supply. They would be
needed for battle, and could be used only sparingly against Cüstrin.



Nevertheless, Stoffelne’s move caused Dohna to move to Reitwein to join
up with Manteuffel. On August 20, Cüstrin’s garrison, which realized the
little suburb was actually shielding the enemy’s siege lines, took the
disturbing decision to burn down this suburb, called the Kutze Vorstadt.8

The populace fled across the Oder to Gorgast, leaving the town a burning
wreck. Much material was lost and a small baby was killed. The bridge over
the river caught on fire and burned up. Indeed, Fermor was not even aware
of where the Prussians had vanished to, although the Cossacks were out
trying to find out. Late on August 23, the Russian commander got the first
real intelligence of where the enemy were. The irregulars brought in word
the king and his men had already breached the Oder and were racing
towards the Mutzel. It was plain Frederick was advancing straight on the
Russian army to force a battle. Fermor, as soon as he realized what was
afoot, took immediate measures to prepare his army for the trial that was
coming. Stoffelne had returned to the main army, abandoning the Siege of
Cüstrin.

The Russian army was pushed into bivouac posture in the thick woods near
the Mutzel (the Drewitz Woods of the Zaberngrund); this being the most
readily defensible spot in the region now occupied by the Russians. The
army completed this maneuver late on August 24. Beyond precautions like
these, Fermor, unsure of just what the Prussian strength he was opposing,
remained almost in a self-induced “fog.” “The generals were left in
ignorance of his intentions.”9 The heavy baggage had already been put out
of harm’s way, as we have seen. Fermor had brought the kitchen
paraphernalia and the army paymaster part of the train to be with his main
force.

At the same time, Frederick was busy himself. His army was on the road
towards the Mutzel, specifically, the hamlets of Quartzchen and Darmutzel.
He did not intend to make passage at the places ahead, but to merely
destroy the wooden bridges thereabouts so Fermor would not be able to
escape across them. The work was quickly accomplished. The sun was
stifling and wearing on the Prussians. Having rendered the lower Mutzel
bridgeless, the king turned his marching troops towards Neu-Damm, the
real crossing point, and the one infantry bridge in the region. Evening of



August 24, the bluecoats reached their destination, and the bridge at the mill
there. They were five good miles from Fermor’s Russians.

A prompt advance was made by the advanced guard to prevent the enemy
from taking effective countermeasures. The army, once the initial crossing
was secured, would make transit throughout the night. The Prussians now
took a brief pause, lasting only until 0300 hours on August 25. Frederick
took the opportunity to grab some sleep. He napped in a little room at the
Neu-Damm, and was awakened about midnight on August 24–25 by his
faithful attendants. When the over optimistic king saw his generals that
fateful morning, he is reputed to have said, “My congratulations,
[Gentlemen!] We have won the battle!”10 About 0300, the crossing
commenced. The infantry, artillery teams and cavalry were able to pass the
Mutzel without difficulty. With the crossing wrapped up, the bridge was
torn down behind them. The king was guided through the thick woods by a
local forestry official named Zollnar.11 He then donned his sword and made
ready for what would be a long day for himself and his army. Fermor’s
scouts had finally informed him that Frederick’s army had seized the Neu-
Damm Bridge and were rolling across the last water barrier between it and
the Russians.12 He knew that Frederick could be looked for on the morrow
and the Russian army was shifted into a new position to compensate as
much as possible for the changed situation. A deserter from the Prussian
army told Fermor the king intended to attack from the direction of Batzlow
and Wilkersdorf. Fermor, unfortunately, did not heed the information.13 He
still seemed to expect a Prussian attack from the north, and, to compound
the error, Fermor dispatched forces to make sure the Mutzel was bridgeless.

The Prussians had been astride Fermor’s lines-of-communication ever since
they had penetrated the Oder and there was really little choice left to the foe
but to fight it out. Fermor’s men were short of provisions, Frederick holding
the Oder meant no supplies could be expected from that direction and no
hope of reinforcements was on the horizon. At Fermor’s back, loomed the
vast expanses of Poland, much of it barren.

Fermor, minus the detachment in Pomerania, had an army of about 52,000
men with him. The composition of this force was the following: 55
battalions of infantry (approximately 36,308 men); 21 squadrons of cavalry



(3,382 men); the irregulars and an artillery train of 136 guns. The numerical
superiority of Fermor’s army to Frederick’s was about as pronounced as,
say Prince Charles’ superior numbers over the Prussians at Leuthen.
Frederick had the considerable advantage of well-trained and prepared
troops well suited for the heavy fighting that was about to occur. In contrast,
the Russians, despite their dogged determination and a stubborn, unbending
will, simply were not skilled enough to hope to overcome the finest soldiers
in the world at the time and led by the arguably greatest tactician of modern
history.

The battle was more than half-won by the bluecoats before the first shots
were ever fired. But if Frederick found this enemy to be less capable in
genuine military skill, the Russians were by far the most determined foes
that the king would ever meet on a field of battle. As for Fermor, once he
perceived the Prussians had outflanked the position, he realized there were
two alternatives: (1) Either march out and fight it out with Frederick in the
open; (2) Stay put in the back country where he was and be forced out by
starvation to either surrender or else flee like whipped pups towards Poland,
if the Prussians allowed that.

Some explanation of the country there in which the battle was about to be
fought is needed at this point. Zorndorf was the most important village in
the vicinity; the place from which the battle received its name was about
four miles on the northward side of Cüstrin, some 30 miles from Landsberg
and about nine from Klein-Kammin. Zorndorf lay about the center of the
tract of ground between the Warta River and the Mutzel, the nature of the
countryside there being covered in some spots with thick woods and
morasses but was elsewhere sufficiently fertile to grow crops on. The scene
was a clearing near-by, perhaps three miles long by five miles wide. About
Tamsel, the woods became thicker, specifically between Drewitz-Heath and
Klein-Kammin. Zorndorf sat on a knoll perhaps 100 feet above the Oder;
from there to all directions, the ground fell away to lower reaches near the
swamps. There was no other significant higher ground in the region, and
here Fermor finally chose to put his army on.

Away to the western end of the region, the nature of the country changed
from wet swamps and great woods to three stagnant, murky pools, each



branching towards the Mutzel. The ground inside of each pool rose a large
hollow of ground, well-worn by the waters. That closest to the river was
known as the Zaberngrund, the second as the Galgen Hollow; both would
play important roles in the battle.

Generally, the lower, more western, ground consisted largely of swamps,
the eastern country was of a drier nature, more suited to human habitation.
The battle, almost naturally, would be fought in the latter tracts. Fermor
decided that it would be better to fight it out with Frederick in the open. So
he marched from the thick woods into the cleared country near Zorndorf,
where he intended to draw out his men for battle. This was against the
advice of Prince Charles of Saxony, who rather wisely suggested that the
army should post itself in the elevated country near Gross-Kammin. Fermor
seems to have been receptive to the idea of putting his post thereabouts,
however in the event, he “merely deposited the main baggage [close-by] …
[putting] the army into a potentially disastrous position.”14 This was a
major mistake. A post on higher ground would have raised the already
difficult task confronting Frederick to almost superhuman proportions.
Fortunately, for the Prussians, there was no attempt to do so.

The Russians were arranged in three great—but irregular—squares which,
because of the generally broken condition and uneven ground, were really
out of range and almost incapable of rendering support to each other.
Fermor’s western (right) flank was deployed on the Zaberngrund, the center
lay about Quartzchen, with the narrow left anchored about the hamlet of
Zicher. His whole army, except as usual for the Cossacks, thus was drawn
out on the squares. Rumyantsev, still blissfully unaware of what had been
transpiring, was now cut off from the main body of the army.

Frederick’s men had succeeded in capturing a few Cossacks, just before
crossing the Mutzel, which made him even more confident of success in
battle with the Russians. He was convinced that these eastern peoples
lacked the ingredients to be good soldiers, an opinion not shared by Marshal
Keith, who did his best to convince the king Fermor’s army would give a
good account of itself.

The Prussian infantry had crossed the Mutzel near Damschue Mühle, the
cavalry passing by a log bridge at Kersten in the vicinity of Neu Damm.



From there, the range to the nearest hostile troops was about three miles
near Zicher. But the king had no intention of striking Fermor on that side in
any case, and his actual plan was to attack and roll up the enemy’s right on
Zaberngrund, applying the entire effort on that point. Once an assault was
opened upon the opposite side of their lines, the enemy, if defeated, would
be forced back upon the nearly impassable Mutzel. This would trap him
between that river and Frederick’s army; Fermor must then have
surrendered or else faced annihilation. On the other side of the coin, if
Frederick’s men were beaten, they could easily retreat to Cüstrin fortress,
just a short distance to the south. As one author observed about the
Russians, they had to have their baggage/supply train as they consumed “far
more provisions than one [fighting army] more than twice as strong.”15

No battle was required, for the Russian baggage at Klein-Kammin was
vulnerable. A Prussian stroke upon that train would have compelled Fermor
to retreat without battle. Inexplicably, the king did nothing about the
enemy’s baggage, and the guard force was left undisturbed. Surprisingly
enough, Frederick disdained a thorough reconnaissance by cavalry just
before his troops moved out. A recon was considered a given before a
major battle.16 By a military leader of the caliber of Frederick the Great it
might be a gross mistake not to do one. On the other hand, the king argues
in his History of the Seven Years’ War he had no other choice than to seek a
battle as soon as possible as he had other irons in the fire.17

At about 0300 hours, the Prussians rose and pressed off moving westward
—the cavalry closest to the enemy array, while the infantry followed in
parallel marching lines.18 The direction of this maneuver made it appear as
if Frederick was heading for Tamsel, but, just short of that place, the troops
turned and headed directly towards the enemy. No doubt it was a beautiful
formation.

Fermor had been busy observing the bluecoats since they had emerged from
the woods, needless to say with intense interest. The Russian commander
until then had been unaware of where his foe intended for. The Russian
front originally had been facing north, as the Prussian stroke was expected
from that direction. By then it was approximately 0600 hours, long past
dawn. But seeing the Prussians sweeping on by without motion that might



indicate an assault, Fermor finally discerned his enemy’s aim. He made
measures to accommodate the changed circumstances, and swung round to
face the south. This took a while to accomplish, while the Prussians
continued to prepare. Time by that point was about 0730 hours.19



Chapter Twenty-Four

The Battle of Zorndorf1

Fermor had spun round and was in the process of deploying his men into
the great squares. His whole force was in this gigantic posture; the army
stretched from one end to the other some two miles in length, by about one
mile in width. This would be the Russians’ first test with Frederick himself,
although Gross-Jägersdorf had been fought with the Prussians the previous
year.

The Prussians approached behind the hamlets thereabouts: by Wilkersdorf,
Zorndorf, and Gross-Kammin. About 0800 hours Frederick’s army was
standing in the clearing in front of Fermor’s men. Hussar parties, peeling
off from the main body, rode out to deal with any units of Cossacks on the
loose; this group headed towards the right of the Prussian army to hold a
position from that end. In spite of the Prussian measures, the Cossacks were
indeed active. Brave individual Cossacks even dared to ride up and taunt
the Prussian soldiers with carbine fire, then made off. But there was to be
no firing from the Prussians anyway; Frederick had ordered the soldiers to
withhold their fire so as to not alert the Russians to their position.

This was a bleak period in the history of mankind. The Russian irregulars,
on the approach of the king’s army, committed a number of atrocities,
which have really blackened the history of this war. At Gross Kammin and
at Blumberg, wayward irregulars sacked and burned the towns, and killed a
great number of civilians. The victims included women with children, and
the nefarious deeds were not confined to the living. Graves were violated,
and the vagabonds “stript [sic] the bodies of General Schladerndorf [sic]
and General Ruitz.”2



The hussar screen, some 15 squadrons strong, was making things difficult
for the Cossacks. The latter made no appreciable progress against the foe,
and they quickly lost heart and decided to get away while the getting was
good. As a send-off, they set fire to Zorndorf before they made off.
Ironically, the smoke from that burning village (the wind, although blowing
only slightly, carried right into Fermor’s face) served to conceal the mobile
Prussians from the sight of the enemy. It was said Zorndorf was burned so
the Prussian king “might not cover his motions.”3 However, Frederick’s
men held off on driving the Prussian ammunition carts through the streets of
Zorndorf. This was obviously for the possible detrimental effects. Still, this
no doubt upset Fermor’s thinking, and contributed to the outcome of the
battle.

Frederick at the same time rode forward from the main army, to see what
state the Zaberngrund was in. Accompanied by staff officers, the king only
got as far as Batzlow—at the edge of the woods. A plethora of Cossack
activity precluded his further journey, and Frederick returned to the army
for the critical maneuvers. He found the ravine too deep, rendering it
impractical to attack the western square of Fermor’s army over this ground.
The muddy and marshy condition of the terrain precluded passage of any
body of organized troops but cavalry. Finally, at about Wilkersdorf, the king
found his vantage point. At this spot, not quite a mile from the Russian
mass, he studied the enemy and the ground thoroughly to see how to bring
about its ruin.

After a brief investigation of the ground forward of the Russians, the king
finally chose the enemy’s right as the most favorable of the great squares to
strike, on the southwest end of the position. The monarch then passed back
to the army and ordered the men to form rank for battle. He anchored (for
the moment) his left behind the still burning village of Zorndorf. On this
flank, his troops were to commence the battle with an infantry assault upon
Fermor’s right. For this task, the infantry was halted and formed into attack
order, while Seydlitz galloped off to the left rear to take up behind the foot
soldiers with his squadrons. General Dohna had charge of the Prussian
right; between the Stein-Busch and the far end of Zorndorf, he deployed
Infantry Regiments 14th, 27th, 18th, 25th, 23rd, 40th, and 49th. The left,
under General Kanitz, consisted of Infantry 11th, 7th, 22nd, 46th, 16th,



37th, one battalion each of 2nd/4th, supported by Dragoon regiments 6th,
7th, and 8th. This wing was placed to the left of Zorndorf, and at the end of
the Zaberngrund; in the second line stood the center—which was to act in
concert with the left by attacking the Russian positions facing Landsberg—
while the right held a front at Wilkersdorf.

After his regrouping and countermarching, Fermor placed his troops as
follows: the main army was newly designated as the Russian right, made up
most of the strength of the Russian army; Browne’s Observation Corps
became the Russian left, reaching to Zicher. Towards the Zicherer Heide
beyond Zicher, General Demikow led a group of horsemen, including the
Horvat Hussars, and the Cossacks, that would eventually take a prominent
role in the proceedings.

The Prussian plan of attack was to hammer the Russian right square with
heavy artillery fire to soften up the resistance, and then launch a sudden
blow against it. This stroke was to be carried out by Manteuffel (at the head
of the advanced guard) using the best troops of the Prussian army. The right
was to do nothing during this assault, merely stand and draw the enemy’s
attention, as well as feed in more troops as they were required further down
the line. Colonel Moller’s heavy Prussian artillery (of 18- and 24-pounders)
was pushed to high ground just north of Zorndorf (20 pieces northwest of
Zorndorf, another battery of 40 just north of the ruined place). About 0900
hours, the batteries opened.4 Initial range was too far. The shot could not
inflict much damage, so the guns were moved 600 paces closer. The
batteries then started to belch grapeshot at close range into close packed
Russian formations. The results were devastating.

A. T. Bolotov related that one particular cannon shot killed or wounded 48
Russian grenadiers.5 This pummeling inflicted major casualties before the
actual man-to-man fighting started, but the Russian nerve kept men in the
open formation when dispersal to cover, such as it was, would have been
better. Russian artillery response was less effective, in part because of the
greater dispersal of the Prussian army. For two hours, the exchange
continued. The less trained Russian gun crews also had to fire uphill,
against an enemy who certainly knew how to wage a successful artillery



duel. The Russians had much less success in this respect than on the day of
Gross-Jägersdorf in 1757.

Some of the Russians really had a desire to “see the show.” “The cannon
shot were screaming ceaselessly through the air … [and] many of our
soldiers climbed the trees to get a better view of the action.”6 Seydlitz, for
his part, had 36 squadrons of cavalry in position at the end of the left, on the
west end of the Zaberngrund, while Colonel Wackenitz was holding a
second group of 20 squadrons as a reserve behind Kanitz.

After the initial deployment had ended, the Prussians (eight battalions, six
of them grenadier units) of Manteuffel at the left of the front started forward
just past the western end of Zorndorf (at about 1100 hours) towards the
Russians, each battalion following the first marched forward a little to their
right rear in the oblique order. They passed the still smoldering village on
the opposite— right—side. Eyewitness accounts of the Prussian advance
give keen insight into the fact that war, is, indeed, waged by men of flesh
and blood on both sides. Pastor Täge, a recent arrival in Fermor’s ranks,
described the imminent attack of the Prussians “their weapons flashed in the
sun, and the spectacle was frightening. Never since in the course of my long
life have I heard that tune (Ich bin ja, Heer, in deiner Macht!; [“Now Lord,
I am in thy keeping!”] without [recourse to] … the utmost emotion.”7 When
the Prussians made their appearance, one of the regimental bands was
marching right along, playing that hymnal with all the enthusiasm of a
parade ground. Frederick himself seemed momentarily enthralled by the
music and audibly repeated it to those nearby and to himself. It is a pity that
such a tranquil tune and mood would be forever associated with one of the
most bitterly contested battles of the 18th century.

In the event, the thick smoke from the bombardments and the fire at
Zorndorf hung thickly about the ground. The front separated, and a gap was
created in the Prussian front as it drew upon Fermor’s square. This would
have proven disastrous for Frederick had it not been for Seydlitz. The
Russians seeing (or, more likely, hearing) the progress of the enemy’s
advance, opened up a terrific fire upon them at the distance of some 40
paces. The Battle of Zorndorf had commenced. Now, as a backdrop of
battle, some of the Russian supply wagons, their supply of powder



responding to intense heat, were blowing up, adding further noise to a roar
that reverberated in the windows of buildings all over the area.

The mobile horse-artillery and guns were rushed forward, and two, which
had taken up position at opposite ends of the Zaberngrund beforehand,
opened a heavy fire. This was pointed to strike the extreme southwest
corner of Fermor’s lines, the target of the infantry assault. The Russian
batteries, it just so happened, had been massed at this spot, but their
operators did not reply with like determination. They lacked the accuracy
and skill of their opponents. The Prussian batteries quickly gained the upper
hand.

In the meanwhile, the advancing troops had drawn within range, and a most
sanguinary struggle was at once taken up. Prussian losses were immediately
telling, at least one in three were killed or wounded in this early going.
Unfortunately for the king’s men, the attack was in danger of being turned
back due to the ever widening rift developing among the bluecoats.

The interior of the Russian army was already a whirl of confusion: the
thickly packed ranks of infantry were being swathed by the accurate
Prussian cannister fire—casualties were particularly heavy among the
Russian 1st and 3rd Grenadiers—but the soldiers still offered a strong front
to the attackers. The horses of the supply wagons and lighter baggage, tied
up on the outmost edge of the square, had been frightened by the
increasingly noisier sounds of battle and were threatening to bolt, while
from the outside of the formations, Prussian infantry poured steady, swift
and deliberate volleys of musketry fire right into the ranks of the Russians
at closer range. Had Fermor’s men been Austrians, Frederick might
reasonably have expected preparations to retire from the enemy. But the
dogged determination of the Russians, in spite of their shortcomings as
military material, more than provided capable resistance to the best army in
the world at the time. Not to suggest the Russian soldiers were less than
brave. But the soldiers could only be as proficient as their officers, very few
of whom during this period were capable. Frederick was certainly
impressed and realized that Keith’s analysis of Russian determination was
indeed correct.8



Manteuffel went marching at the enemy unsupported, for the troops
following his, Kanitz’s left, had lost sight of the advanced guard in the
prevailing clouds of smoke and dust. They had instead entered a struggle
farther down the line; Kanitz’s men, crashing through the Stein Busch, had
been become disordered in passing it. By 1115 hours, Kanitz was already
out of direct support of Manteuffel. Moreover, as his men had stretched out
to cover as much front as possible, this meant no troops were available to
support Manteuffel’s effort.

Not all the blame for this incident can be put on Kanitz’s shoulders. The
king’s directives to him appear to have been vague, as suggested by the fact
that he allowed the forces of Manteuffel to get so far ahead. Kanitz himself
was apparently more concerned with keeping touch with Dohna than in
following Manteuffel.9 The carpeting of the Russian lines by Prussian
artillery had unaccountably ignored the forces in front of Kanitz. These
forces, Butyrskii’s, Suzdalskii’s, and Kegsggolmskii Infantry units, quickly
made their presence known. Manteuffel was having a hard way to go from a
bitter bayonet charge at close range from the 3rd and 1st Russian
Grenadiers. It was about this point when Frederick apparently ordered
Seydlitz to charge the Russians to break their momentum. Seydlitz ignored
the order, forestalling until he felt the moment was right. When another
order arrived from an exasperated Frederick telling Seydlitz to charge or it
would be his head, the indomitable cavalryman replied through an ADC,
“Tell the king that my head shall be at his service after the action, if he will
only allow me to make use of it meantime in his interest.”10

The gap was yawning ever wider. Worse still, Kanitz’s 2nd Infantry failed
to keep abreast of the Zaberngrund and gave the Russian horse the
opportunity to form a charge front. Being without reinforcements,
Manteuffel, after a heavy fight with the far more numerous Russians, pulled
back “hastily” from before Fermor’s men, his forward line wavering in the
midst of the battle under a counterattack from 14 squadrons of Russian
horse. Tobolskii’s Dragoons, supported by Novotroitskii’s Cuirassiers, plus
Kargopolskii’s Mounted Grenadiers, led the blow on horseback. The 2nd
Prussian Infantry of Kanitz was savaged; it lost some 844 men and 20
officers during the course of the battle. The Russians continued to pour it on



until the charge of Seydlitz shortly afterwards. Manteuffel’s “withdrawal”
soon became a hasty retreat and threatened to become a rout.

While this was taking place, the Prussian left was in the fire along most of
the front. It looked like a repeat of the attack at Kolin. The horrified sight of
his shattered left wing streaming past him awakened in the king a sense of
urgency. He jumped from his horse and, grabbing the colors of the 46th
Infantry, tried to rally it. But the panic was too great and the king was
finally left with just one battalion (1150 hours) between him and the surging
Russian horse. Frederick was probably saved by the timely arrival of
Marschall’s horsemen, three full Dragoon regiments, led by the myopic-
sighted Prince Moritz of Anhalt-Dessau.

The Prussian horse rode through the ranks of their fleeing comrades and
crashed straight into the advancing enemy. The Russian horse, stunned by
this new development, reeled back upon their supporting cast of infantry.
Thus was thwarted an attack that could have been devastating to the
Prussians. Moreover, the stroke by Anhalt-Dessau made the Russians
insensible to Seydlitz’s nearby cavalry, which was still uncommitted.

Fermor’s commanders, the smoke having largely dissipated, sighted the
hole in the Prussian front, and came barreling out in great strength,
plunging into the rift using both cavalry, which we have already looked at,
and the infantry. This attack seems to have taken place more or less
spontaneously. On the Russian right the men of the Shlyushelburgskii,
Chernigovskii, and Rostovskii Infantry regiments suddenly erupted on the
faltering Prussians before them (1145 hours). With no military order to
attack (apparently), the rear line of Fermor’s right unaccountably took the
forces in attack formation as hostile and opened fire right into their backs.11

Even worse, the hasty advance had gone no more than 300 paces when the
Prussian horse countercharged. Already unsteady from having their own
comrades shoot at them,12 the Russian foot soldiers now had to face the
vaunted Prussian cavalry.

Along other parts of the front local Russian counterattacks drove towards
the Prussian formations. The forces which had driven into and broken
through the gap turned and outflanked the Prussians, forcing them to fall



back. As they surged forward, Fermor’s men overran a Prussian battery at
the Fuchsberg, capturing 26 guns. In the meantime, the quick-witted
Seydlitz, seeing the debâcle taking place, took matters to his own—with the
echoes of repeated orders—and, decided that he had to do something to
remedy the crisis facing the Prussian infantry. He took his entire cavalry,
some 5,000 horsemen, and threaded his way over the Zaberngrund towards
the Russian right flank.

Frederick, seeing Manteuffel falling back and the attack line being hard-
pressed, sent instructions to Seydlitz to charge Fermor’s advancing troops
on his right. The Prussian cavalry charge, with Seydlitz leading the first
wave and Wackenitz the second, went crashing head-on into the surging
enemy mass and threw the greencoated Russians back into their square, the
Prussians following hot on their heels (1155 hours).

A confused fight proceeded on that side of Fermor’s front; the Prussian
horsemen hacking up the Russians without mercy. (Quarter was neither
given nor asked for in this particular fight.) Johann Archenholtz, among
others, said the king, in his thirst for revenge “gave orders for no quarter.”13

This does not seem likely. Frederick was an eighteenth-century “humanist”
at heart; to give such deliberate instructions just does not fit the image.
Ziethen’s 2nd Hussars particularly distinguished themselves here; they
smashed through Gaugraven’s faltering horse. Any cohesion the Russians
on this side had left immediately dissolved, as Seydlitz’s full weight made
itself felt.

The valiant Prussian horse did not break off pursuit until they reached fresh
enemy formations at the Galgen-Grund. As one source offered, “The enemy
being much more numerous, it [i.e., the Russian horse] was obliged to give
way.”14 That was putting it lightly! To make matters worse, some of the
panicked Russians fled to the safety of the Zicher Woods, while still others
took full advantage of the overall confusion to break into liquor cases from
the supply train. The Russian army always seemed to keep plenty of spirits
on hand, even during campaign. With a desperate battle in full engagement,
almost whole units proceeded to drink themselves into a drunken stupor.
Officers who thought they could rally such troops were speedily
disillusioned.15 Some of the unfortunates who had the temerity to order



their men to do their duty were instead shot dead by the swine.16 While this
was taking place, the Prussian infantry took the opportunity to reform and
reorganize. Shortly, scattered infantry units pushed back into the action. The
Russian right was in ruins, Fermor had been wounded and was taken from
the field, either before or just after this charge. At this stage, the remnants
of the army’s cavalry were sheltered at Kutzdorf, where the horsemen
attempted to forge the Mutzel. They could not get across as the river’s
current was far too swift and no bridge was to be had near at hand.
Meanwhile, the slaughter on the right continued unabated.

The Russian right was no longer capable of organized resistance, but an
incredibly bloody and desperate struggle was kept up there until about 1300
hours when the Prussians finally became exhausted. Kanitz’ attack had
smashed through three solid lines of Fermor’s deep front and the
momentum there was definitely in Prussian hands. Seydlitz drew back his
cavalry to reform them in case of additional need. The Russian line there
having been driven in, the center and left were reformed, taking up a second
line in front and to side of the Galgen Grund. Browne’s observation corps,
the largest remaining intact Russian formation, swung itself in to become
the new Russian left, while the rest of the survivors of the morning debâcle
became the new Russian right wing. What part Fermor had to play in any of
these proceedings is unclear, before his wound.17 Russian generals would
later complain of the lack of orders they received during the battle from
their “commander.” They could not move well or dexterously in their
thickly crowded formations. But neither could their foes of the Prussian left,
who had been heavily involved in the battle and were tiring by then.
Frederick, seeing Kanitz’s men faltering, ordered the right wing, which was
still relatively fresh, into action.

Earlier the king had ridden across to the latter command to see why Dohna
was making no attempt to aid Kanitz, even when it became apparent he was
in dire need of reinforcements. In point of fact, the right had been
withdrawing slowly further and further from the scene of action, just when
its support was most needed. Responding to orders, Dohna shoved his men
into an assault on the southern side of the great enemy center square. The
latter was to use his anchor on the Langen-Grund to prop up his men, while
units of Schorlemer’s and Marschall’s cavalry would keep the enemy horse



at bay. In the meanwhile, the remaining units of the Prussian center and
right, those formations still capable of fighting, were shifted eastwards to
the ground in front of the Russian center. By mid-afternoon, Frederick’s
main attack pressure was facing north. The bluecoats deployed into battle
lines again, while the big 40-gun battery was moved—about 1300 hours—
from the Zaberngrund to the Galgen Grund, under the escort of the 40th
Infantry. It then opened a steady and deliberate fire against the massed
Russian army. About 1330 hours, the firing again became general, as the
reformed Prussian infantry, this time from the left, prepared to advance
against the new enemy position.

General Browne’s men were taking a horrific punishment from the Prussian
battery. For two full hours, the shelling and sparring continued. Then, about
1500 hours, the Russians struck. Browne’s sole aim was to silence that
infernal battery. His Horvat Hussars galloped over the intervening country
and quickly took the Prussian guns, and simultaneously nabbed Kreutz’s
infantry battalion. This was the signal for a general attack by the whole of
Demikow’s cavalry. Their stroke was initially successful, but the iron
discipline of the bluecoats as their infantry formed to repulse the intruders
was in the end decisive—1515 hours. Then Schorlemer’s surging horsemen
rode them down and drove the Russian riders into the near-by Zicher
Woods for shelter.

This effort raised manifold clouds of smoke. The Prussians of Manteuffel’s
still unsteady command momentarily panicked in the mistaken belief the
intruders were enemy cavalry. They insensibly tended towards Wilkersdorf
before the error could be discovered. Demikow’s effort had one other result.
Dohna’s men were still cognizant of the Russian horse, but the retreat of the
Horvat Hussars allowed the freed battery to resume pounding Browne’s
men. Browne had been reinforced by four battalions from the Russian
Major-General Manteuffel. Browne launched a renewed counterattack, at
about the same time as Demikow’s effort. This was one determined stroke.

Just past the batteries (which were by then blasting away far out in front of
the main army) the Russian cavalry surged forward to come to grips with
Frederick’s foot soldiers out beyond the confines of their lines.
Simultaneously or nearly so, the long lines of Russian infantry ran out to



support their comrades on horseback. The main rush of Fermor’s troops was
straight into the battalions in position at the Prussian center, rather than
against the flank forces, which were nevertheless driven in against the
center. The Russians came on like men possessed, capturing another battery
and an entire Prussian battalion. So from about 1430 hours, the battle here
largely degenerated into a confused slaughter.

The Prussian center, hit by the enemy in this fierce assault, rolled back, the
units showing an unsteadiness unusual for Prussian troops. They fell back
forthwith and not until they reached Wilkersdorf, more than a mile from the
scene, were they finally rallied by their officers. Their brethren on the
flanks, fortunately for the Prussian cause, were better able to withstand the
enemy’s stroke. For the most part, the latter managed to hold their ground
against Fermor’s strong counterattack. Seydlitz, in the midst of this mess,
came on once more (about 1530 hours): he had rested and reassembled his
troopers, bringing up the reserves (giving him a grand total of 61quadrons
ready for orders), now once again the indomitable cavalry leader prepared
again to take matters to his own. Seydlitz swept forward into the milling
Russian mass from front and rear, rode down the enemy and drove them
back upon the Mutzel and Quartzchen beyond.

Now, once again, Dohna was making his presence felt. His troops, plus the
survivors of Kanitz, some 900 strong, reinvigorated by the sight of
Seydlitz’s magnificent cavalry assault, surged forward (about 1530 hours)
with bayonets at the ready into the tumbling, utterly decimated enemy lines.
But Dohna’s first stroke hit the packed Russian line a glancing blow, and
his men momentarily wavered. This was a period of vulnerability.18

Fortunately, Schorlemer’s horsemen were able to keep rank for the more
than 3/4 of an hour necessary to recover. Precious time to get matters
straight. Prussian guns, brought forward on the run, opened a savage fire
and, at approximately 1635 hours, the bluecoats went back to the attack.
This stroke, better supported and prepared, proved the finish. Browne’s men
held rank for a time, and then lost all cohesion. By 1715 hours, the Russian
guns were silenced as they were overrun, their operators killed or captured
in the process. Now was the time Dohna looked for, the Prussian cavalry
“should” have launched a decisive attack. But Seydlitz’s men were done in,
and Schorlemer’s horse was shaken by its previous efforts. No cavalry



stroke came. The situation was still bad enough for the Russians. Georg
Browne fell severely wounded in this final showdown; he and “Colonel
Soltikow [Soltikov] were taken prisoners by some hussars.”19

The Russians were slaughtered like pigs in a pen, but they did not run. They
stood to their duty, and were often cut down where they were. By a little
past 1600 hours, organized resistance virtually ceased, as the slow
destruction of the Russian army started. I will spare the reader the details;
suffice it to say that more blood was spilled that day than on any European
battlefield in half a century. At Zorndorf, the Prussians discovered the
Russian pay chest, valued by Lloyd at £160,000 in 1780 money.20

After the battle, and with a misguided sense of justice, St. Petersburg
blamed their own army for the sacking of the pay chest, when this nefarious
deed was committed by Prussian cavalry alone. The details of this whole
business are very disturbing. Russian soldiers were even individually
frisked for the missing coins, and a communiqué from home accused the
whole army of drinking on the job, even of “wanton cowardice” in the face
of the dreaded Prussian king and his legions.21

At the event, the Russians could not flee. Indeed, how could they have
gotten away? Many of them “attempted” to cross the flowing waters of the
Mutzel, by now running red with blood, but could not make it and were
swallowed, man and beast alike, in the oozy marshes near the river.
Meanwhile, the Prussians were drawing back again and again to rest, while
their foes, packed often like sardines in a can, had not even the luxury of
freeness of movement. A lone body of Fermor’s men, gathered up from
among the remnants of the units, were put under Demikow. This force
managed to move back into the hollows where their army had stood.
Fermor, apparently patched up, was back by then. He assembled what
formations could still offer an organized front—on the Galgen Grund.
These hardy units included the famous Smolensk and Kazan Musketeers.
There, surrounded by a dreadful number of dead and wounded countrymen
and Prussians, Demikow made preparations to defend the withdrawal of the
army, as soon as it was possible. He reached his destination just as dusk was
falling, the main knoll now the key to the battlefield. Nearby, the broken



remains of the badly used Russian formations could offer little tangible
support to Demikow.

As for the Cossacks, organized they could have proven invaluable at this
stage of the battle. Instead, they were busy rummaging through the
paraphernalia they found on the battlefield, from both friend and foe. Lost
in the joy of plunder, the Cossacks were useless for salvaging the lost battle.

Frederick, noticing the small organized enemy force forming up in its
hollow just when Russian resistance was supposed to be largely at an end,
instantly—about 1900 hours—ordered Forcade with the 23rd Infantry,
which had performed commendably during the battle, to march to attack
Demikow’s force from the front. General Samuel Carl von Rautter’s 4th
Infantry and the rest of the Prussian center (shaken though it was), was to
move round and encircle the flanks. The Russians with Demikow responded
to the Prussian advance with some artillery shelling, which threw panic into
Rautter’s men, who flew wildly to the rear and were not rallied again that
day. In fairness, it must be admitted the 4th Infantry suffered heavily at
Zorndorf. The tally was 28 killed, 206 wounded, and 176 “missing or
captured.”22 The 11th Infantry of Lt.-Gen. Below was another of those
battered units. Its tally at Zorndorf was 707 men and 19 officers.23 Forcade,
from the distance, opened up with his guns in reply (perhaps it had been one
of his salvoes that had panicked Rautter’s troops in the first place), but did
not attack, as he now had no support. The enemy replied with their guns,
but Demikow did not withdraw.

Forcade kept his cool; he ordered his troops to deploy while the gunners
kept up the involved work of hammering the Russian lines. However, there
was to be no further developing of the attack, as the king soon sent a courier
to Forcade to leave Demikow alone. The Prussians withdrew towards the
main army. For the shameful conduct of his men, Rautter was relieved of
his command after the battle and replaced by General Georg Friedrich von
Kleist. The main mass of the Russians fell back but slowly, Fermor finally
regained control of his army, but far too late. He could now do nothing to
reform it and even some of the battlefield was fully in the hands of the
Prussians. Frederick’s men dealt with the roving bands of the Cossacks in a
heartless—but effective—way, getting in a bit of revenge for the atrocities



of the Russians. In one incident, the hussars surrounded one barn near
Zichar and burned it down, killing 420 Cossacks that were trapped inside.24

Archenholtz mentions the deed, and even says the number “was near a
thousand.”25

In the meantime, the coming of night and the end of the battle (which was
effectively over by about 1700 hours) brought about preparations for
encampment. Frederick ordered his men to pitch their tents and put into
bivouac for the night in two lines of rank. This was north to south, with his
tent placed in the first row, while guards were posted and parties pushed out
to probe the woods and scout out Fermor’s new position, now beyond the
roads off in the distance. The sheer exhaustion of the Prussians had allowed
Fermor to disengage his army from the battle. The latter, during the course
of the night of August 25–26, gradually reassembled his army in some
order. The men, now ranked in a loose marching order, then moved towards
the southwest far to the west of the Zaberngrund into the Drewitz Heath
(still on that side of the Oder); there, hidden among the dense patches of
forests, which offered cover from the preying eyes of the enemy’s hussars
and providing protection from a surprise Prussian attack, Fermor’s
thoroughly worn out troops finally found time for sleep.

Within the gloomy, dejected atmosphere of defeat prevailing in the Russian
camp that night, there were fewer than 29,000 fit men after the bloody
battle. These men were scattered around the countryside in the thick woods
of the region. This was not exactly the way Fermor anticipated his invasion
of Brandenburg would turn out. His men had been weakened by the many
hours of heavy fighting, some units had been almost totally wiped out,
others were scattered and often their very own officers, if they were still in
a position to care, did not know where they were. Frederick, who had
brought a somewhat smaller force to the battle, had about 18,000 fit men in
the ranks that night.

He had attacked, and with great effort, overcome the very formidable
Russian army, but he had had to pay a big price for that “privilege.” Reports
that the enemy had marched off were received throughout the night by the
Prussians. They, too, however, were waiting for the dawn. General Peter
Ivanovitch Panin was bold enough to say, although the Russian array had



indeed retained largely the field of battle, “it was either dead, wounded or
drunk.”26

Early the following morning, August 26, Fermor rose from his encampment
and marched back beyond the Zaberngrund, where he halted and formed his
men into line-of-battle. The Russian commander sent a request to the
Prussian commander opposite to him (Dohna) for a three-day truce. He
wanted to utilize the time to bury the dead and help the wounded. Among
the latter was General Browne, who was in desperate need of medical
attention. But Dohna rejected the request on the premise that it was
customary in military history for the victor of a battle to ask for a truce and
he certainly did not want to give Fermor the impression Zorndorf was a
Russian victory.27

Dohna was quick to mention the misdeeds committed against innocents.
Nevertheless, he did acknowledge Browne’s need for assistance and offered
an accommodation. It was all academic, though, for before a reply could be
definitely received (raising the possibility this was a mere ruse), Fermor
drew out his front with his army facing the battlefield to the east.
Unlimbering his guns, the Russian commander commenced a cannonade
across the field upon the Prussians. The range was too great to accomplish
anything direct except to show the foe the Russian army still had fight left
in it. As proof, the king rode out early that morning to scout Fermor’s latest
movements. The trip was uneventful until he reached the village of
Zorndorf. Then an enemy of unknown strength fired at him, nearly taking
out Frederick. Both sides opened up with their guns, possibly leading to the
renewal of the fighting.

The Prussian response was swift, the king’s men drew out in front of their
bivouac and forming into battle order replied with their big guns, giving an
appropriate answer. Men on both sides urged attack on their leaders, but
exhaustion from the heavy fighting of the previous day as well as a critical
shortage of ammunition stifled any chance of attack by either side. At about
1130 hours, the Prussians, seeing nothing coming from Fermor’s quarter,
marched back to their tents, leaving the artillery to keep up the exchange
with the enemy.



Late the previous night, Prussian hussars had ridden straight into Fermor’s
heavy baggage train at Klein-Kammin. The hussars took their time and
plundered the train. Now, in the daylight, with Frederick at Zorndorf and
thus between Fermor and his train, it would have been advisable for the
king to march and stomp this train before Fermor could lift a finger to
rescue it. This would have been decisive, for with his baggage gone, the
Russian commander would have been in a big hurry to return to Poland.
Inexplicably, nothing of the kind was forthcoming. Perhaps Frederick did
not consider it important enough. He may have felt that Fermor was already
beaten, so the thing was not worth the effort. Whatever the cause, the
Russian baggage was left without further disturbance.

Back at the field, the Russian bombardment gradually calmed down, and
darkness fell upon the tortured field. About 2300 hours, the Russian army
started to move through the woods leading to Tamsel and the road to Klein-
Kammin. As he drew away, Fermor ordered a renewed shelling laid down
to conceal his retreat. One of these latter rounds blew up a carriage parked
outside the king’s tent. The smoke of the cannonading combined with a
thick fog arising from the Oder served to conceal the Russian withdrawal.

The Prussians were unaware of what was happening until the enemy had
already gotten clean away to Klein-Kammin and were preparing for
breakfast. Finally Frederick’s reconnaissance parties detected the Russian
maneuver, and he at once set off in pursuit. When the king’s men reached
the vicinity of the enemy’s encampment, Fermor was already secure behind
his redoubts and had his artillery train parked with unlit fuses set. Frederick
chose not to attack the Russian position, which was probably a very wise
move, and settled for a peaceful withdrawal back to his own camp. So
confident was Fermor in the capabilities of his post that, beaten at Zorndorf
though he may have been, it was not until August 31 that he abandoned
Klein-Kammin and started back towards Landsberg.

Frederick, one among many on the Prussian side, was glad to see the
Russians go, and did not consider a long-range pursuit using the main
Prussian army. The Russians had proven themselves to be worthy
opponents. Worthy opponents indeed. In fact, “[The Russians] sustained a
slaughter that would have confounded and dispersed the compleatest [sic]



veterans.”28 Three days after Fermor’s final retreat (September 2) the
Prussian king gathered his troops and marched towards Saxony to see to the
situation in that province. He did see good to detach Dohna with a large
detachment—21 battalions and 35 squadrons, some 17,000 men—to go into
Fermor’s rear and help see him go. Dohna at once took up his job.

Thus closed the story of the Battle of Zorndorf, the hardest fought battle of
the Seven Years’ War, and one of the worst of the entire eighteenth
century.29 The casualties reflected that singular fact: Fermor lost 7,990
killed/13,539 wounded and missing; a total of 21,529, nearly half of the
army he had dragged to Zorndorf.30 The beaten side also lost 103 guns31

and 27 standards, meaningless compared to the human suffering.32

Frederick’s army suffered as well, although not as severely. Prussian losses
were 3,680 killed, above a thousand men missing from the ranks (presumed
dead /deserted/captured); along with the wounded, approximately 11,390
men from all causes. Thus nearly four in ten of the Prussians present at
Zorndorf were casualties.



Chapter Twenty-Five

Prussians Follow up on Fermor; Frederick Marches for Saxony

The withdrawal of the Russians was followed up by the Prussians, although
the king himself had other irons in the fire. On August 27, Dohna ordered
off Major-General George Karl Gottlob von der Gablenz to move to Damm.
From there, he was to do all he could to “help” the enemy on their way,
while Ziethen’s men moved to Lusatia to fend off reports of Austrian light
forces under Laudon trying to link up with the Russians. September 1,
Fermor withdrew on Landsberg. The next day, Manteuffel was detached
with a force of 20 squadrons and ten battalions to follow Fermor. Frederick
marched on September 2, bound for Saxony.1

Manteuffel ran into a Russian light cavalry patrol, but the Prussians beat
back the foe rather handily. Manteuffel then continued on to take a post
between Liebenau and Ratzdorf, which was close to the enemy array.
Dohna, meanwhile, sent a force to retake Soldin from a Cossack patrol, and
ordered out parties to fan into the countryside to round up stray Russians.
Manteuffel’s forward post was one the Russians really wanted back. Early
on September 10, a large force of Cossacks attacked, overrunning advanced
posts but failing to seize the camp.

The following morning, Rumyantsev’s missing force finally made its
appearance. This raised Fermor’s effective force to about 38,000 men,
substantially larger than Manteuffel’s command. A plan to attack the latter
was accordingly hatched, but the wily Prussian learned of the scheme in
time and hastily retreated back upon Dohna’s main force, now ensconced
about Blumenberg. Russian patrols at first light on September 12
discovered that the Prussians near Liebenau had flown the coop.



While the Prussians were encamped near Blumenberg, Fermor was busy
trying to reform his base about Landsberg. Meanwhile, there was some
excitement as the Swedes were finally showing signs of life. Dohna crossed
the Oder to take post at Manschnow, from where he could better support
General Wedell, who had already marched to confront the Swedes, as well
as safeguard Berlin in case the Swedes got that far. Fermor sent a
detachment to Soldin, which also acted to scout out what the bluecoats had
going on. Dohna dispatched the Malachovsky Hussars on Soldin, following
this up (night of September 18–19) with Manteuffel probing the enemy, still
encamped about that place. Manteuffel lacked the strength for an outright
assault, but the point became moot when Fermor quitted Landsberg on
September 20, falling back on Kartzig, Dicko, and finally Pyritz (September
22). Fermor was at the latter, planted firmly on the road to Stargard, a major
concentration point.

A force under Major-General Dietz burst upon Stargard on September 25,
the Prussians retiring as was their want. The campaigning season for the
Russians waning, Dohna determined to give them a good send-off.
Intelligence was received on September 25 that Fermor had left Landsberg,
leaving only a small detachment to hold the post. Wobersnow was sent with
a force, including the Schorlemer Dragoons, to grab Landsberg. In the pre-
dawn hours of September 26, the wily Prussian boldly wrestled Landsberg
from the Russians. Encouraged by this success, Dohna moved to Neu-
Damm, while Manteuffel bundled forward to Wustewitz. A Russian
detachment under Palmbach made for Colberg. Fermor moved to Stargard,
while Dohna took up a little post at the town of Lippehne (October 2).

It was clear that, barring a successful siege of Colberg, the Russians were
about to make for Poland for the winter. Moreover, any fears the Swedes
and the Russians would operate together had proven baseless, for by the
first of October, the Swedish army’s southward advance towards Berlin had
been checked. Still, there were Russian forces about, and the king knew his
eastern front was not yet secure.

Nor were the Prussians through yet. Manteuffel burst upon a little Russian
garrison holding Pyritz, snagging 46 of them before the remainder
absconded. Dohna determined to root out any isolated Russian holdouts, but



it would have been impossible to keep such garrisons supplied over the
winter anyhow. Dohna took his main body to Pyritz, while Colonel Hordt
was sent to Kolbatzch to hold the lines of communication with the Prussian
posts in the north. Manteuffel probed to Gross Riche, and Fermor could do
little except await the outcome of Palmbach’s effort on Colberg.2

The capper for the Russians for the campaign of 1758 was in the Siege of
Colberg.3 Even as early as the beginning of the campaign, it was obvious
the Russians would need a port/post closer than deep in Poland or East
Prussia if they were to maintain themselves in a forward posture. Colberg
was an obvious choice for such a post, and what is really surprising is the
unexplainable disinterest by Fermor in occupying the port. Certainly as
desirable a goal as a Russian invasion of Brandenburg proper. But it was
relatively late in the campaigning season before the Russians set to work
before Colberg, and even then with a force too weak to complete the task.

Colberg in 1758 was a strongly fortified fortress surrounded by thick brick-
covered earthen walls complete with what amounted almost to a mote.
There were a number of swampy posts nearby, which readily lent
themselves to defense. Colberg’s principal weakness lay not in any physical
shortcomings as a fortress, but in the small size of its garrison. Only some
700 men, much smaller than it could accommodate with some degree of
“comfort.” With the Prussian field armies in bad manpower straits, this was
hardly surprising. Even that number was smaller at the beginning, although
the Duke of Brunswick-Bevern (over at Stettin) was aware of Colberg’s
plight and did all he could to help out.

Palmbach finally began to move towards Colberg on September 28, from
the area of Stargard, which was nearby. The reinforcements sent by
Brunswick-Bevern were not immediately able to enter the fortress because
of the presence of the Russians. October 3, after repelling a weak Prussian
effort to reinforce Colberg, Palmbach drew rein near Colberg on the heights
of Sellnow.4 An effort to obtain the port’s surrender was refused outright,
and the Russians forthwith got down to business. A battery was advanced to
bombard Colberg, and, on October 4, after a good deal of shelling,
Palmbach once more called upon the garrison to surrender. Russian guns
were advanced into the Maykuhle Woods, which brought pressure to bear



on the small Prussian force. Commandant Heinrich Sigismund von der
Heyde5 subsequently withdrew a small force holding a redoubt in the
harbor, while the enemy sent forces which occupied some of the environs of
Colberg. The greencoats commenced constructing lines of trenches to seal
off Colberg from outside aid.

Heyde’s lines were subjected to sporadic heavy doses of artillery fire,
including from the famed unicorns. The Russian guns continued to blast
away until late in the afternoon of October 8. Palmbach had received orders
to abandon the attempt to capture Colberg. Raising the siege, the Russian
commander started to withdraw to join the main army. While en route,
Palmbach was met by a Colonel Jakoblev with a reinforcement of 1,200
men and orders to return to finish the siege.

The Russians returned to their old lines and immediately went to work
digging for new batteries to be constructed closer upon the port to put the
garrison under additional pressure. There followed a constricting of the
Russian lines about the port. The Russian effort was such that Heyde
ordered all outlying forces into Colberg on October 13, destroying the
drawbridge thereabouts in the process. The following day, a Russian
attempt at an assault was blasted to pieces by Prussian battery fire,
combined with a heavy, soaking rain. Moreover, there was a developing
shortage of ammunition for the Russian guns and the intensity of the
besiegers was beginning to waver. Compounding their difficulties, an
attempt to supply the besiegers by water backfired when a storm wrecked
the supply fleet.

Through it all, the garrison persevered, although Palmbach’s men were
working on breaching the water barriers to Colberg’s defenses. October 18,
roving Russian forces stormed Lauenburg (a suburb of Colberg), but
renewed demands for Prussian surrender were met by a determined
pounding from Colberg’s guns. The Russians made an effort to launch an
assault against Colberg from the Lauenburg side. But the Prussians at the
spot, under Colonel Schmeling, were nonplused.

For a couple of days, the intense bombardment and counter-bombardment
between the two sides continued. By this point, Russian supplies of
ammunition for their batteries were running low, and they were fired only at



limited intervals. Fermor, in the meanwhile, who had advanced to Reetz in
an attempt to prop up Palmbach, fell back. He retired on Dramburg as was
his want. Dohna and his men about this point took up post at Stargard. It
was resolved to make a concerted effort to relieve the beleaguered garrison
of Colberg. Especially as Russian attempts at success elsewhere had proven
elusive.6 A Prussian relief force under General Wobersnow, composed of a
combined infantry-cavalry task force, was dispatched towards Colberg on
October 25. He probed rather carefully from Mossow with a view towards
the Russian force ensconced at Greifenberg. Wobersnow, upon discovering
a force of the enemy at the latter, promptly divided up his force. He sent
Colonel Gustav Albrecht von Schlaberndorf towards Plath, while Platen
strode with the rest from the front. Schlaberndorf’s intentions were to
outflank and then cut off the Russian line of retreat. About 0300 hours on
October 27, Platen bundled into a Russian outpost, and a considerable little
action promptly broke out. The enemy fled from Greifenberg towards
Palmbach’s lines.

This caused Palmbach to become convinced he was facing an imminent
attack from the entire force of Dohna; which was not the case at all. Fearing
he was running out of time with the whole enterprise upon Colberg,
Palmbach resolved on one last effort. Early on October 28, Russian
batteries opened in full fury, while Wobersnow groped forward from
Greifenberg to try to draw the Russians out. Prussian horse attacked some
of the enemy outposts near the village of Spie, although Wobersnow, with
his effort spent, pulled back on Treptan to regroup.

No major effort, in the event, had been made, but Palmbach was now
convinced his mission of capturing Colberg was an abject failure. During
the night of October 29–30, the Russians as quietly as they could raised the
Siege of Colberg and fell back towards the Persante River. Heyde sent
forces out to dismantle and destroy the now largely empty Russian siege
lines before Palmbach could truly discover the size of the Prussian relief
force. Finally undeceived, but far too late, the Russian sent a force to try to
surprise Colberg from the direction of Lauenburg. This last-ditch effort was
broken up by a Prussian force which sortied from Colberg to head it off. A
spirited action ensued. The greencoats, their efforts spent, fell back, on



October 31. The next day, Palmbach took the high road to rejoin Fermor’s
main body. Colberg was saved.

To help contain the on-coming Dohna, Fermor ordered a force holding the
Pass of Passkrug to make improvements to the defenses there—October 5.
It became clear that the Prussian advance and the impending bad weather
would render such advanced posts untenable, so, October 15, Fermor
ordered Passkrug evacuated and the army fell back on Zachan, Reetz,
Springfield, and finally Dramberg (October 22). Dohna hitched into
Stargard, while Prussian detachments kept the rear at Landsberg guarded
from any Russian incursions. Other than sending some reinforcements with
supplies for the forces besieging Colberg, Fermor disdained any major
moves.7 When word was received on October 30 that the siege of Colberg
had ended in abject failure, Fermor made ready to depart for Poland.
November 3, the Russians finally left the main Prussian heartland, other
than an isolated toehold, and fell back into Poland.

In the meantime, the Northern Front had not been inactive. In Pomerania,
there were a few noteworthy operations before Dohna’s departure to face
the Russians. In early March, Dohna assembled a force to tackle the
Swedish port of Peenemünde. The Prussian progress against Peenemünde
was systematic, and not until March 13 did the garrison submit, and then
only after a punishing bombardment. Dohna detached a force of more than
285 men to garrison the port under Captain Reibnitz. Good thing, for the
Swedes, in early April, tried to recapture Peenemünde, without success.8
Dohna moved on Mecklenburg-Schwerin, but not before detaching Major-
General Platen with a force of dragoons/infantry to go block Russian
incursions in the vicinity of Stolp. By mid–June, it was clear that Dohna
would have to march to confront the on-coming Fermor and his Russians.
June 26, he pulled up stakes and marched off. The force left to oppose the
Swedes were the hussars of Grabowski and Puttkammer’s Garrison
Regiment #1 (which had lately been stationed in East Prussia).

Rosen was replaced as the commander of the Swedish forces at the
beginning of July by Lt.-Gen. Gustav Hamilton, a far less lethargic man
than Rosen. It did not take long for Hamilton to react to Dohna’s
withdrawal. In July, Hamilton’s main Swedish army once more breached



the Peene River, seizing Anklam and Demmin, while Hessenstein went to
lay hold of Usedom with 2,000 men.9 In early August, Hamilton moved
forward to Ferdinandshof, while the more energetic Hessenstein had laid
hold of Peenemünde and Swinemünde, aided by the Swedish navy, which
sent ships sailing into the Haff basin. General Count Adam Graf
Lowenhaupt led a Swedish force that pilfered supplies from Mecklenburg,
ostensibly an “ally” of the Swedes. Hamilton moved to take advantage of
the enemy’s absence. He seemed genuinely interested in cooperating with
Fermor. The Austrians even entertained the idea of moving on Berlin in
cooperation with the Swedes while Frederick was occupied with the
Russians.10

There were few Prussians left in front of the Swedish formations. Half of
the Swedish army, under Lt-General Fersen, was deployed at Wodarch,
while Graf Lieven with a corps of 6,000 men at Spantikow.11 On August
29, Hamilton’s advanced guard moved through Strasburg, and fanned out,
immediately. One writer composed a note from Stralsund saying the
Prussians had vanished like foxes.12 Hamilton’s army lacked even pontoons
to bridge the rivers, but the utter lack of resistance left the Swedes free to
raid far and wide. Roaming parties made it to Fehrbellin. Hamilton even
reached Rheinsberg, which was the limit of the advance. But, most
significantly, there was no effort made to conquer the countryside in a
military sense. So the invaders confined themselves to burning homes,
pillaging, raping inhabitants, and the like. Since they lacked a chain of
supply, part of the Swedish actions were due to necessity. In the event,
much of the Swedish difficulty in conducting military operations was due to
this lack of a reliable line-of-supply, which ultimately made their advances
agonizingly slow. The rest was due to cruelty, or depraved indifference.

Whatever the reason, this gave the Prussians time to react. Wedell was
dispatched on September 14 with six full battalions of infantry and five
squadrons of hussars, some 11,000 men, from Frederick’s main army.13 By
that time, Swedish patrols had reached Pasewalk, so Berlin breathed a real
sigh of relief when Wedell marched into the city on September 20.

Hamilton heard of Wedell’s arrival, and started to retire. He detached some
1400 men, under Major Karl Konstantin De Carnall, with instructions to



barricade Fehrbellin and hold it secure against all comers. Undoubtedly, this
was a delay to impede Wedell. Nevertheless, the Swedes were told to stay
put and they were not inclined to go. Meanwhile, Prussian troopers had
been detached from Stettin to impede the Swedes. With a force not large
enough to face the enemy in the open, the bluecoats laid an ambush in a
thick forest between Lychen and Boitzenburg. The Swedes failed to send
out any patrols. The Prussians stayed silent as the main body of Swedes
passed by, they then opened up on what were new recruits guarding the
Swedish rear elements. Eighty men were killed or wounded before the
Swedes could send reinforcements to break up the ambush. Nor was that
all. The Duke of Brunswick-Bevern, from Stettin, continued to send patrols
to harass the Swedes.

At Fehrbellin, Carnall had barricaded the western-facing Mühlentor Gate
and the southeast facing Berlinertor Gate. The force at the former, hit by the
fury of Wedell (September 28), caved in and the Swedes fell back toward
the Berlinertor. Wedell pressed the enemy through the gate and across the
Rhine, and the enemy there halted their retreat after some timely
reinforcements of cavalry arrived. Wedell pounded the town with his big
guns, and, in hand-to-hand street fighting, finally overwhelmed the Swedes.
The fighting was tough, weighing in the balance for a while.14

But the Swedish defeat was a wash. Prussian losses were approximately 80
killed and wounded.15 Not only this year, though, but throughout the war,
the Swedes never displayed any real military competence. Even their
leaders were only fairly competent. The Swedish soldiers were reasonably
skillful, but their officers left a lot to be desired. September 29, Wedell
unleashed his force into an attack on the nearby Swedish post of Tornow.
The Swedish horsemen were soon driven from the field, by the 3rd Hussars
of Major-General Christian Möhring16 but the infantry were resilient
enough to withstand six different attacks by the aroused Prussians. Another
Prussian probe towards Fehrbellin was beaten back. The day ended with
Wedell withdrawing from the field, leaving the Swedes free to claim a rare
victory. Prussian losses were 153, while the Swedes lost 162 men.

Nevertheless, the Swedish posts in this area were far too exposed in a
forward area to maintain. When Prussian marauders cut off the lines-of-



communication and supply, Hamilton ordered his men to withdraw from
Fehrbellin and the forward posts. On October 10. Wedell followed up the
retreating enemy, and, surprising a force of the Swedes at Boitzenburg,
snagged 170 men and 300 horses. Then Wedell, with the Swedes apparently
having no aim other than winter quarters, was recalled to help Dohna at
Berlin on November 1. The only force left to oppose the Swedes was
Manteuffel, who marched there after Fermor withdrew into Poland. The rest
of the Swedish campaign was not long in the relating.

Manteuffel, in mid–November, moved out from Angermünde to go to
Gramzow. The Swedes, some 250 cavalry at Gustow, fell back a short
distance on Bietkow. November 18, the Swedes under General von Lingen
attacked the Prussian force occupying Gustow, but were beaten back. As the
main force of Manteuffel was in close proximity, Lingen wisely kept back
his cavalry (some 500 strong), and sent forward the Meijerfelt’s Grenadiers
and the Västgota Dal Infantry17 first to probe the Prussian force. A high
stonewall surrounded the town’s chief physical locale, a church. As the
Swedes advanced into town, the Prussians were waiting crouched behind a
local stonewall. Despite fire support from a couple of guns, and infantry
reinforcements, Lingen was simply unable to make headway. Worse,
Manteuffel was alerted by the sounds of the fight, and he unleashed some
hard riding cavalry which promptly rode down the Swedish horse,
scattering it, while the Swedish infantry were saved only by their own
firmness from destruction.

The Swedes fell back towards Pasewalk, hastily constructing defensive
posts about the village of Werbelow. It was Manteuffel’s avowed intention
to capture the Swedish post. Platen was sent out on November 25 to do
what he could. Platen surprised a small Swedish patrol outside of
Werbelow, which fell back directly on the post. Some 200 men were in
garrison, and Platen unleashed artillery fire and attacked the post. Swedish
reinforcements soon made Platen’s position untenable, and he fell back on
Manteuffel, having lost some 50 men. Meanwhile, Dohna marched from
Eilenburg to the Northern Front to reinforce Manteuffel. This compelled the
Swedes to fall back upon Stralsund, leaving small forces to hold Demmin
and Anklam. Those posts were abandoned to Prussian patrols. This
essentially ended the campaign on the Northern Front.



The king was relieved to hear the news that the Swedes had been foiled
from Berlin, and that they were again driven back into their own area. But
Frederick’s sister Wilhelmine was ill again, and that weighed heavily upon
his mind. He had not as yet recovered from the loss of his mother.

While the other fronts had been busy, in the Western theater, Ferdinand had
been occupied with the French. He had pushed their front across the Rhine
in late March and early April and had himself advanced more than 40 miles
across the great river. He encountered the enemy drawn out in front of him
at Crefeld, in a strength of 47,000 men, while he could dispose of only
33,000.

Richelieu had proven to be a bitter disappointment and was summarily
recalled, by his own request, on February 7, 1758. His replacement, Count
Louis de Bourbon-Condė Clermont, was an entirely independent individual.
A living embodiment of the “Squeaky wheel gets the grease” hyperbolic
expression, Clermont had tried to secure a command position from the start
of hostilities. With Richelieu’s eclipse, Clermont seized the opportunity. He
did not take long to demonstrate, unfortunately, his unfitness to command.18

Quite convincingly, we might add.

Clermont barely had a chance to settle in before Ferdinand attacked. The
latter knew his opponent was not a skilled commander. But he was
temporarily thwarted in crossing the Rhine by the duplicity of some Dutch
boat operators, so that determined man ordered a bridge built and so
accomplished his mission. June 12, at Rheinsberg, in a localized, limited
fight, Clermont was alerted to the allied advent.19 He promptly withdrew
from an exposed position. But Ferdinand was in a mood to fight, and was
too close not to.

He followed after the retreating French, which did not set well with
Clermont. Ferdinand’s men undertook a general advance at that point,
causing Wagenheim to draw in and Holstein-Gottorp fanned out with the
advanced guard. The suspicion was strong the French left would be more
liable to turning than Clermont’s right. Thus it was against this side that the
allies would concentrate. Allied patrols seized the important town of
Kempen on June 18. Ferdinand immediately claimed this post for his



headquarters. The French were close-by and Ferdinand was satisfied that
Crefeld was held by only a small force of French. The Ernprinz was given
the job of taking a large force with him with which to outflank the French
and seize Crefeld.

Ferdinand divided his army into three assault groups: one to attack the front
of the French position; the second and third to go against each flank. The
frontal and attack against Clermont’s right were duly launched (June 23),
but that which was intended to strike the French left, instead attacked the
French rear, quite by accident. This forced the enemy to retire hastily with
the loss of some 4,000 men. Ferdinand, who had suffered himself suffered
some 1,700 casualties, was inactive for a time. The French, vowing to hold
Weser and regain the line of the Rhine, were stunned, and the government
relieved Clermont of his position (July 8), placing General Louis George
Érasme Marquis de Contades in his place.20

Contades did not have an auspicious start either. Ferdinand tried to readjust
his front towards the village of Allrath so he could force a fight on the
French. But the allied army fragmented on the march, and was exposed to
defeat in detail. Contades, in trying to react to Ferdinand’s move, planted
himself firmly at Allrath right in Ferdinand’s path. Part of the latter’s men
were trapped directly in front of the French, thanks to an unavailable
bridge. For the whole of July 13, Contades could have inflicted a major
defeat on his foe. He was advised to do just that, by some junior officers
who fully realized what was being offered.

Contades chose to wait overnight and Ferdinand was able to pull his army
together in the meantime, and withdraw. There was a sharp little action at
Sandershausen on July 23, between Ysenberg’s men and Broglie’s. Isenburg
with 7,000 men encountered the advanced guard of Soubise (12,000 men
under Broglie)21 and managed to hold his ground against the more
numerous foe. Isenburg and Oberg had been sent with two separate
detachments to bother Soubise. Broglie’s intention was to attack the
enemy’s left about 1300 hours. The advance was carried out with some
dexterity, and, about 1500 hours, the action became general. Although the
entire French force was ultimately employed, the allies proved strong.
Isenburg finally had to pull back (1900 hours), with losses of 1,477, leaving



the field to the French. The allied loss, mostly in prisoners, was 2,394. This
news caused the Hanoverian government to pack up and move to Stade.

At the same time, our old friend Soubise (who in spite of his defeat at
Rossbach, had been made a Marshal of France) and who had previously
marched with 24,000 men to go aid the Austrians, was ordered to return and
rejoin the main army. Soubise had been making his way slowly into
Ferdinand’s rearward areas. Quite surprisingly, the French, who had
Ferdinand in about the biggest bind of the war, failed to take advantage of
the situation. Fighting paused until July 24, and this gave Ferdinand just the
time he needed to prepare a better effort against the enemy.22

Ferdinand’s withdrawal completely surrendered the initiative to Contades.
He crossed the Rhine, deciding the time was ripe to finish off Ferdinand. He
had the opportunity to trap the allied force. The French commander moved
to take full advantage of the situation. August 2, he sent a sizable
detachment to Wesel. This with the avowed intention of cutting Ferdinand’s
men off away from their “safe” areas. This move by the French caused the
allied commander to immediately abandon his own plans and he started his
army back towards the rear. Seizing a handy little pass near Brüggen, the
allies performed a retrograde movement designed to bail them out of their
dangerous position.

Nevertheless, the wily Contades felt he had a pretty good chance at
mauling, if not outright bagging, Ferdinand’s men. Fortunately for the allied
cause, Ferdinand’s men were well on their way over the bridge at Brüggen
before the French could even effectively interfere with the withdrawal.
Ferdinand himself went over to the offense again. A force of 12,000 English
troops had landed in Hanover beyond Soubise’s area. He hoped to be able
to attack the enemy that very day (August 2). Unfortunately, the allied army
could not be brought together for this effort before nightfall. As soon as
Contades realized what Ferdinand was doing, he moved on Dulken, which
had an important defile through which the allies would have to pass. He put
out a small force to try to draw Ferdinand into an ambush.

After the sun rose, Ferdinand’s patrols discovered Contades had flown the
coop.23 Immediately the general sent Holstein-Gottorp to follow on the



enemy’s heel. He was to act as the advanced guard of the main army.
Ferdinand, with the main body, continued to withdraw. He did not withdraw
on Einbeck until his force had been largely decimated. Following this, the
allies and the French were in need, apparently, of some time to refurbish
their strength. Although Ferdinand was just then in desperate straits, the
French in front of him did not appreciate any weakness on his part. Soubise
rather feared for the safety of his army in its exposed “forward” post.

Contades was in no more of a hurry to seek further action.24 He took
command at Recklinghausen, his army close-by, while Soubise kept stance
at Kassel. Ferdinand, relieved of much trouble by the inactivity of the
French, was so close at Dulmen that the rival army’s pickets were almost
touching each other. Joined by the English force on August 20 at Soest,
Ferdinand’s position was improved.

The French plan for the campaign vaguely stated Soubise and Contades
were to cooperate in their operations against Ferdinand. But neither man
was anxious to get started. They seemed to concede the offense to
Ferdinand. The French court was not quite so charitable in their assessment.
Belle-Isle tartly informed Soubise he needed to “make better use of … [his]
superiority.”25 Soubise fired back that Contades was the one dragging his
feet, so to speak. And Ferdinand’s men had captured an enemy courier who
had the whole French plan as it was finally worked out. So the Prussian was
aware of what was afoot.

Soubise had hitched into Göttingen on September 9, and Northeim on
September 11. This move directly threatened Isenburg and he withdrew on
Hameln. Ferdinand, now knowing what the French were up to, immediately
pushed out Oberg to Paderborn (September 15). Allied reconnaissance
patrols were sent towards Warburg. This caused Soubise to pull back on
Göttingen, which Ferdinand had thought would occur. Isenburg, acting on
Ferdinand’s order to join forces with Oberg, moved to join him, who on
September 26, reached the outskirts of Kassel. This threw panic into the
French force. Soubise, paused momentarily at Munden, rose immediately
and made a break for Kassel. He apparently intended to keep that post.



September 27, Oberg and Isenburg joined forces. The consolidated force
took post at Obervellmar (a bare four miles northwest of Kassel). This
could have been desperate for Soubise, although reluctant Contades finally
sent reinforcements. This body of men, under Chevert and a second
auxiliary force under Charles Duc de Fitz-James, quickly made for Kassel.
The allied patrols discovered this new enemy body close-by and feared for
the outcome of any flanking effort against them. This caused the allied
force to shift forward to a better post over by Landwehrhagen. Oberg
continued to change his front and, on October 9, occupied the high ground
near Sandershausen.

Meanwhile, Soubise had been pleased with the new reinforcements; he now
had about 42,000 men. With this force, the marshal was determined to go
over the attack against the allied lines. Soubise hoped to outflank the enemy
over hard by Munden. He hoped to compel Oberg to surrender. The latter
now detected the new French effort, and, night of October 9–10, withdrew
on Lütternberg, which was a better position from which to resist Soubise’s
efforts. But the effect was lost, for French artillery, placed beforehand on
the heights close by Landwehrhagen, started to shell Oberg’s men as soon
as they appeared about 0800 hours. This move forced on Oberg the virtual
necessity of fighting, especially as the ground towards Munden might
present grave difficulties under cover of enemy fire. Oberg deployed his
right at Speele, with his left flank on a rise called the Kleine Staufenberg.
Broglie, with the advanced guard, had pressed after Oberg.

The French deployed their forces, and, finally about 1300 hours, Chevert
(14,000 strong), with preparations complete, stormed forward (October 10).
The ground so delayed their efforts that a general attack could not be made
until about 1500 hours. The fighting, after long indecision in battle, was
intense when it started. Oberg had enough of a time with Chevert. Then,
suddenly, Broglie and Fitz-James’s men put in their appearance.

The newcomers had to work their way uphill against an allied force that
was already tiring out from fighting Chevert’s forces. At that point, a rather
desperate Oberg gave the order to pull back before the French attack up
front could make itself felt. The allies retreated quickly, but Fitz-James,
coming up behind, pressed after Oberg. Just when it seemed Oberg would



be compelled to retire across the narrow bridge at Munden, the French
broke off a sustained pursuit. The French lost 600 men killed and wounded,
while Oberg had 600. With his effort spent, Oberg pulled back on Moringen
and then across the Weser.26

Most ironically, the recently arrived British contingent appears to have had
little actual military action in the later stages of the campaign. The next
little drama occurred as Contades suddenly erupted upon Hamm. He meant
to help out Soubise before Oberg could put in his appearance. Ferdinand,
whose ardent desire was to prevent the French from following up their
advantage at Lütternberg, moved to Lippstädt (October 17). The enemy
before him, thanks to Chevert’s rather independent operation chiefly, was
still divided into detachments, and Ferdinand greatly benefitted from
Contades’ ignorance as to his destination.

Contades heard some rumors (true as it turned out), that Holstein-Gottorp
was operating rather clandestinely near Werl. So, he rose and moved that
way. The allies promptly retired, on October 19. Ferdinand hitched back on
Herzfeld (October 22). The French still had the initiative firmly in their
hands. To demonstrate this, Contades suddenly made for Münster. He had
the inside track on the place and was in better spot to nab it. Part of the
French force put the place under blockade on October 25. Ferdinand sent
off Imhof with a quick moving force to reinforce his body at Münster and
moved the main force out on October 26. Two days after, the main allied
force, rejoined by Imhof, arrived at Münster. The enemy force, under
Armentieres, had reacted to the approach of the main allied force by
skedaddling. The fact Contades did not move with his entire force on the
city seems to indicate the effort was half-hearted at best. There had been
some hard campaigning, and the French were suffering from some serious
shortages of equipment and material.

Ferdinand’s men were also suffering some hardships that could only be
settled by resort to rest and recuperation. The sure sign that the campaign
was nearing its end was the abandonment by Contades of his positions on
the eastern side of the Rhine, in the middle of November. As for Soubise, he
pulled back behind the Lahn River on Hanau (November 22). Ferdinand



followed suit, and the campaign came to a reluctant, but not premature,
conclusion.

Ferdinand had acquitted himself well.27 He had taken over, in about one
year, a beaten army, trapped against the coast by a much more numerous
French force. The allied army itself had been threatening to fragment
around the same time. The French forces had not been as effectively
handled. In spite of superior numbers, they were often on the defense, and
their army commanders were, for the most part, markedly inferior to
Ferdinand in talent and in poise. Clermont was incompetent, Soubise
showed only flashes of competence, and Contades kept his army too spread
out for its own good. Ferdinand had acted as an independent commander,
despite his ties to Prussia and his concern with the way the war was going
in that country. Frederick kept some of his cavalry, in particular, with
Ferdinand; although he missed their deployment in actions in Prussia itself
his cause benefitted greatly by their being utilized by Ferdinand. And, at the
end of the campaign, the allied condition was, overall, greatly improved,
while the fortunes of the French had somewhat deteriorated. To wit, the
French occupation of Hanover, which had been complete when Ferdinand
first arrived, had entirely evaporated by the end of 1758.

The war, on all their fronts, had gone sour for the French in 1758. They
were having real problems with the British not only in North America, but
also in respect to India. This was threatening to become a total wash even as
early as this stage in the war. Had the war been confined to just Western
Germany, the French would have been tempted to pack it in before they
finally did. Frederick’s continuing problems convinced the French to
continue, at least for a while.

We left Laudon and Riese holding off the Prussian attack from Retzow on
September 12. When the Prussian attack was renewed in the wee hours of
September 13, Riese was compelled to abandon his post and withdraw on
Weissig. Prussian losses were 19 men, while Riese had 24 casualties.28

Frederick’s arrival really changed the face of the war in Saxony, though.

Frederick came on with a small escort (including Seydlitz with the
Normann Dragoons and Ziethen’s Hussars), entering Dresden on September



12, where he had a no doubt joyous reunion with his brother Henry. Henry’s
men continued to hold Dresden and detachments guarding the bridges over
the Elbe, to prevent Zweibrücken from moving his Imperialists across from
Pirna to join Daun, or vice-versa.

Frederick was therefore given just the reprieve he needed to rest and
recuperate his army and decided to try to draw Daun out of Stoplen, or, if
failing this, to move up and attack him there. The king was aware that, if he
could maul the main Austrian army, then Zweibrücken and Dombâle could
certainly not stand against him. He put his army out of camp and drove it
round Daun’s post looking for a soft spot in the Austrian lines to put in his
stroke.

Speaking of the king, the sun was up by the time he ordered a new campsite
laid out from Triebenberg to Weissig. This position directly menaced
Daun’s post, especially the formations of the Austrian right. Daun was
taking no chances in this mess.29 He pushed out troops, on September 14, to
lay hold of a hilly post between Dobra and Sturza. In other developments,
the marshal reinforced his camp at Stolpen and Baden-Durlach made for
Putzkau. As for the Prussians, they had not been idle by any means. Retzow
had failed to drive Laudon from Radeberg. Nevertheless, Laudon readjusted
his lines, occupying Arnsdorf and leaving Radeberg to be garrisoned by
Major-General Karl von Nauendorf with a body of light Croats. As for
Zweibrücken, Frederick’s arrival in the vicinity had really dampened his
enthusiasm for the whole business. To be frank, the Imperialists were still
having supply difficulties. Any “needless” offensive would merely
exacerbate the problem. It was his desire to have Daun’s army alone deal
with the whole mess.

Over in Silesia, meanwhile, General Harsch and General DeVille were
bound for attacking Prussian posts there.30 The king knew he would soon
have to march towards that province. General Ferdinand Philipp Harsch and
DeVille, with 20,000 Austrians, had been gradually feeling their way north,
from Olmütz. This was from Moravia, in the early days of August, against
Neisse, which they began blocking on August 4. The fortress was held by
General Tresckow with a brave little garrison. DeVille made an effort to
seal off Neisse from outside aid, specifically from Fouquet. More than a



month before closing up Neisse, he had been hovering about Kassel with
designs against it. He had put it under siege in July. The fortress contained a
small garrison under Colonel Lattorf, who did not yield to the enemy.

The marshal had called up part of his reserve. He was not yet sure of the
size of the force confronting him, but he gambled the king would not relish
attacking a strong post at Stolpen. Moreover, the marshal had no intention
of stirring from Stolpen prematurely. Now, however, the almost
unexplainable lethargy of Marshal Daun was irritating Zweibrücken to no
end. He met Daun, on less than cordial terms, at Wehlau on September 15.
The air was noticeably strained. The Imperialist army had been in the
process of constricting their lines with all the news of Frederick’s arrival in
the air.

Zweibrücken’s men had taken up post in new lodgings between
Bürggieshubel and Gersdorf. The outlying units had pulled back also from
exposed positions. Christoph of Baden-Durlach believed, with
Zweibrücken’s approval and cooperation, that he could bowl his way
through Pulsnitz from Putzkau. This would be a far better position than the
current one. But had the Prussians anticipated all of this?

There was no doubt about it. Frederick had to gain back the initiative in
Saxony. But how? With over 120,000 allied troops in the immediate vicinity
of Dresden, principally with Laudon at Bischofswerda and Daun at Stolpen,
‘How could Frederick with only 55,000 Prussians to oppose them, hope to
retain the Saxon capital if he moved into Silesia?’

Indeed, even if he went with only a small force, his subordinates were likely
not capable enough to stand to, and when he reached Silesia, in that event,
there would be no significant field force there (save for Fouquet) on whom
he could count. With Dombâle and Zweibrücken at one side, and
Daun/Laudon on the other, Frederick could not possibly hope to hold
Saxony, unless he could neutralize their threat first. He had, all this while,
been drawing on Dresden’s storehouses for supplies to feed his army,
without interference from Laudon’s troopers.31 Judging a position closer on
Daun’s and Laudon’s posts more advantageous than at Grossenhayn,
Frederick marched forward. In mid–September, he had huts of straw built in



this new camp to anticipate the weather, which had suddenly turned windy
and cold.



Chapter Twenty-Six

Preliminaries to Battle at Hochkirch1

In the interim, the king laid plans to attack Laudon2 and, driving him from
the road in from Bautzen, to shove him back towards his allies. He had to
possess this route for two reasons: (1) It would put the main army astride
the road to Görlitz, and thus into Silesia; (2) Perhaps less importantly, it
would open access into Zittau from Bautzen, breaking Daun’s lines-of-
supply and communication with the interior of the Austrian Empire. This
would bring Daun out swinging for a battle. Frederick knew that Daun
would have to fight such a battle, or else retreat.

Frankly, Christoph was not at all sure of the intentions of the enemy
opposite him, namely Retzow. It was decided that a reconnaissance of the
area in question was in order. He galloped to Kleinröhrsdorf with a small
body of men early on September 16. In a misty morning, with Prussian
scouts all about, Baden-Durlach admitted he was unable to see what the
enemy had in mind or even make out their strength. Without clear, certain
intelligence, he was very reluctant to act. So the movement, which might
have really aided the allied cause, was called off.

This whole episode is eye-opening. The timidity of some of the allied
commanders in this war was often remarkable, and often quite crippling to
their war effort. A strong contrast to the often head-strong men employed
by Frederick in this same capacity.

The noteworthy Laudon was an exception to this rule.3 He demonstrated an
uncanny ability to generally give a little better than he got in his encounters
with the Prussians. Besides, Daun was not about to leave Laudon to his fate.



The Prussians kept cavalry patrols out to counteract the irascible
commander.4 Daun made sure reinforcements were prepared and sent to
Laudon in case the king decided to try something.

This reinforcement was under our old friend Bülow, who had already
demonstrated a knack for effectual command of a semi-independent nature.
The Prussians, as was their consummate skill, chose to try one flank of
Laudon’s to put in their stroke. Laudon’s left was at Fischbach, with his
right at Röhrsdorf. On his far left, Laudon kept Wied with a force of Croats
to cover the approaches to the Dresden road. Other forces were sent out to
warn the Austrian commander in case Frederick might try something.

Just after midnight on September 16, alert scouts brought word to Török
that suspicious movements were occurring near Copitz. Török strengthened
his patrols towards Lohmen, and tried to keep abreast of developments.
Suddenly, about 0700 hours, Retzow struck at Laudon. This initial charge
was finally beaten back after great effort, but Frederick’s main body
appeared then at Fischbach. Laudon shoved the Croats, led by Brentano,
into an attack against the king’s advanced guard. It quickly became
apparent that Frederick had too strong a force to provide a successful
defense against. So he withdrew his men to Kappellendorf; here he quickly
took refuge. About 1000 hours, the Prussians were cognizant of the
movement, which brought Laudon closer to Daun’s main army. Laudon, for
sure, had suffered a reverse, but, although the roar of Prussian batteries
continued until late afternoon, the Prussian follow-up was most effectually
snuffed out.

Daun was still inclined to keep to his posts, he was fully aware that
Frederick was not quite strong enough to attack his main body in its present
position. The play for time was actually a stand-off, but the weather was
worsening by the day and it was an open question how much longer the
armies could keep the fields. As for Laudon and the outlying detachments,
they were still staying close to the main body as well.

The Prussians were not inclined towards timidity even before Stolpen.
Retzow brought his force into Fischbach, while the king, with his goal of
gaining the road to Bischofswerda temporarily on hold, returned to camp.
He now awaited Daun and Daun was just stalling for time. Likely the



marshal wanted to withdraw into Bohemia, but he remained cognizant of
the weakness of Zweibrücken’s army. The latter would not be able to stand
alone against the Prussians. This stand of Daun’s was almost unfathomable
in Vienna. There the general view was that Daun, with the best army
Austria had to put in the field, should be able to accomplish something of
note during the campaign. All of this while some of the high command
were castigating Daun for allowing the Prussian king, with smaller forces,
to “harass and hem in the bigger [Allied] armies.”5 Additionally, the
deteriorating state of the autumn weather precluded major operations for
about a week and a half.

Frederick was now in a better position than he had seen for a while, but he
had Daun’s big army to contend with. Prince Henry was charged off to keep
track of Zweibrücken’s men. There was a wild rumor that Hadik was
attempting to outflank Henry’s army, although what was actually happening
was the Imperialists were trying to solve their supply difficulties.
Nevertheless, Henry ordered Knobloch off with two regiments of infantry, a
force of horse and Belling’s Hussars. This force almost immediately ran
into, and subsequently captured, one of Zweibrücken’s supply convoys. The
result was a virtual guarantee the Imperialists were going to stand pat on the
defense.

The consternation of the allies worked in Daun’s favor. Among the allies,
Hadik (probably the most capable of the Imperialist generals) was
determined to do what he could to get a favorable return. Hadik deployed
his troops to prepare for an enemy appearance. Kleefeld’s men were put
down at Naundorf, other detachments took up at Freiberg (Colonel Joseph
von Kamanrony) and at Burkersdorf (Ujházy). Hadik put his main force at
Dittersdorf. These various positions were exposed to interference from
Prince Henry. Prussian patrols gradually increased towards Freiberg.
Knobloch’s forward elements crashed into Imperialist posts at
Niederbobritzsch, and the direct result was tipping off the Imperialists there
was a general offensive starting soon against them from Henry.
Zweibrücken realized the Prussian intentions were to roll over allied posts
at Freiberg. This caused Hadik to take matters into his own hands. The
supply situation demanded that they act to head off the Prussian threat to
their lines-of-communication.



Hadik rose and moved on Freiberg, unsure if Prince Henry were bringing
back his whole army. If so, this could be a real problem for Hadik had just
600 men in his force. Meanwhile, the Belling Hussars had been unleashed
to wreak havoc. In the wee hours of the morning of September 25,
Kleefeld’s outposts received a nasty surprise when they were attacked by
the Prussian riders. Without infantry support, however, it was clear the
hussars could not stay. They fell back stubbornly to Sadisdorf. Kleefeld’s
lines suffered no ill effects, and the enemy had retired. However,
intelligence reports had Prussian patrols drawing close to Chemnitz.
Hadik’s measured response was to strengthen patrols in that direction.
Ujházy was unbuckled directly on to the town. A Prussian occupation force
holding Chemnitz was present. They were loath to leave without
“persuasion.” After some street fighting, the bluecoats finally retreated.
However, Ujházy, with bigger fish to fry, simply left a garrison at Chemnitz
and returned to his old post.

Meanwhile, Hadik was being reinforced (to about 12,000 men) with a view
to conducting operations independently of the indolent marshal. With his
troop strength growing, Hadik’s reconnaissance forces fanned out between
the Mulde and the Saale. It was now anticipated that the Prussians would
make their appearance somewhere in that general area. Simultaneously,
Kleefeld’s men also moved forward. It was a most alarming state of affairs.
Renewed supply problems now haunted Daun, and for the Imperialists, they
had become a way of life in this campaign.

Winter was drawing close and it was becoming a concern of the allies as to
where to plan for winter quarters. Daun’s strange inactivity could not help
but seem to tip the balance of maneuver straight into the Prussian camp. To
try to regain something of this lost opportunity, Daun was good enough to
send one of his staff, the capable Major-General Johann Anton von Tillier,
to discuss viable options with Zweibrücken. Daun had been busy again
cooking up another plan for dealing with the situation. Baden-Durlach was
to take a picked force of 8,000 men to press off for Görlitz, where he was to
join up with Vehla. There they were to await the arrival of some support
troops that Zweibrücken was to send to supplement the men Daun had
earmarked for his new plan.



September 24, right on time, Baden-Durlach shoved off, from Nieder-
Putzkau. If time was of the essence, however, this fact seems to have
escaped the commander’s thinking. It took the greater part of four days for
him to get to Löbau, still well short of Görlitz. Then, instead of pushing on,
Baden-Durlach unaccountably called a halt at Löbau.

Things might have remained at this status quo but Frederick threw a
monkey wrench into the whole works by suddenly going back on the
offensive. Daun had a back-up in the form of Fermor’s Russians and had
received firm promises of commitments of these troops. Once Zorndorf did
not pan out to Fermor’s liking, the Russian commander and his legions
more or less just faded from the scene.6 In the end, it may have had little to
do with Zweibrücken’s decision to pull out completely from the plan. The
latter had little faith in the scheme’s chances.

If that was not bad enough, the choice of leaders for this movement was not
a good one. Hadik, the best man for the job, was not available to be spared.
He was needed right where he was. Then, the capper, when Zweibrücken
balked, Daun’s beleaguered plan was really in trouble. Zweibrücken also
desired Daun to move from his side to attack Prince Henry; if the latter
were rooted out, then Frederick’s position would be totally compromised.
The Prussian king simply acted first.

On September 26 (1400 hours) the main Prussian force marched from
Schönfeld, to form link with Retzow. Keith hitched to Arnsdorf, which
Retzow had moved out from. The next day, Retzow and Frederick joined up
at Rammenau. The Prussians all of a sudden had the initiative in their
hands. Then, adding insult to injury, although DeVille intensified the effort
against Neisse, he was making no headway. This put paid to Daun’s plan.

While Daun was anchored to his post at Stolpen, Laudon moved up on
Bischofswerda. Frederick was a little surprised by this move. The king was
going to make the same maneuver, except Laudon beat him to the punch.
Evening of September 27, a strong Prussian recon was carried out near
Schönbrunn. This really worried Daun. Enough so Daun was looking to
reinforce Laudon immediately. With this view in mind, a large portion of
the reserve under the Marquis d’Ayufe was pushed out to Bischofswerda.
Meanwhile, some of Laudon’s men were involved in some skirmishing with



Prussian detachments. This was developing the presence of the main
Prussian army, which Laudon knew was very close. It was essential for the
Prussians to get Laudon rooted out before they could proceed on with
further business. This was clear to all concerned, including Marshal Keith,
who had recovered quite nicely from his recent illness.7

With this specific task in mind, early on September 28 the Prussians
attacked the posts of Laudon rather forcefully. The marching troops were
judiciously separated to make an attack easier to mount. Two of the
columns roared against Laudon at Burka and Bischofswerda. An additional
body of men railed against Laudon’s rear. In view of Laudon’s readjusted
position, Daun felt it was essential to maintain communication with
Laudon. Accordingly, General Baron O’Kelley von Gallagh und Tywoly,
was pushed out to Drebnitz. The latter was packing enough of a force to
form a link to Laudon. However, it is worth noting Daun never intended for
Laudon to stay isolated at any time. As for Laudon (who finally retired to
Nieder Putzkau after his clash with the king), he kept close to d’Ayufe’s
men. It had been the latter’s effort, namely a fast paced move to join
Laudon, that had kept his force safe when the enemy suddenly erupted.8
Laudon was able to extricate his men about 0400 hours with the loss of
eight men captured.9

Of course, the advantage was already starting to shift noticeably towards
the Prussian side. This was a most disturbing state of affairs, as Daun was
quick to point out in a parlous letter to Maria Theresa. Daun was so brash as
to tell his Empress he dared not risk his army in any movements since the
realm had no further resources at the moment. And the marshal rather
surprisingly admitted although the Austrians clearly possessed the
advantage of superior numbers, “he [Frederick] has many other advantages
which offset this [one].”10 Which begs the question, “What other
advantages?” Well, the Prussian standard, although much weakened by the
war, remained one of the best in the world, and there was still marked
reluctance to engage the bluecoats in battle on the part of some Imperial
units.

Nevertheless, many in Vienna were decidedly displeased with the marshal’s
“performance.” There were others who wondered aloud why the main



Austrian army and the Imperialists, who had between them a great
numerical superiority, could not work actively against Frederick. Kaunitz,
among many, did not support the passive state of affairs that Daun
encouraged.

Meanwhile, back with the Prussians, Retzow was assigned the role of
advanced guard, and the rest of the army was to follow in his tracks in a few
days’ time. Retzow promptly took to his duty, reaching Bautzen (October
1), driving off some of Daun’s Croat parties which had been deployed there.
He punctually put in the supply wagons before advancing upon Hochkirch.
Following this, the general paused with his men, and waited for the
scheduled arrival of Frederick; the latter was to be up with the main body
soon.

The one detail Retzow had overlooked and/or forgotten, in this confusing
state of affairs, was to occupy the Stromberg. In the space of a few weeks,
the “failure” of Retzow would have a big impact. Now we must clarify
ourselves. Prince Henry often considered it a Frederician trait to heap the
backs of others with his own shortcomings. “All his [Frederick’s] life,”
wrote Henry, “he blamed his errors … [on others, i.e.] his generals.”11

Besides, the orders to Retzow do not appear to have been terribly specific.
Still, this one oversight was to result in a severe rebuke for the Prussian
king and his men. This evening, Retzow could gloat over a job well done,
considering the horde of enemies hovering about. He routinely pushed over
into Weissenberg and vicinity, and there his troops were when Frederick,
with Daun (more or less as usual) not far behind, marched on Hochkirch in
about a week.

It was the ardent desire of Vienna that Daun should stay as close to
Zweibrücken’s force as possible while still tending to the other duties he
had at hand. A hitch by the Imperialists back into the German Reich would
be seen—and rightly so—in a very negative way. Vienna also, in this case
needlessly, reminded the marshal of his obligations to the Russians. They
had once required a detachment to join them, but Zorndorf had changed all
of that.

Meanwhile as September lengthened into October, a short Prussian pause
was required to get some supply entanglements ironed out. Scouts reported



to Laudon that suspicious activities were afoot. This presaged a major
offensive was imminent from the Prussians. When he was informed of this,
Daun did what he usually did: rather than try to act decisively, he called a
council-of-war while the army was still at Stolpen. Daun was only too
aware of the continuing slack state of Swedish arms, and of the chronic
tardiness of the Russians. Maria Theresa told him he would have to take the
offensive himself to go to the aid of these allies, although the exact opposite
situation should have ensued.12 Vienna would not hear of staying in camp at
Stolpen in order to help cover Zweibrücken’s exposed posts near Pirna.

Indeed, Daun, hearing that Laudon by retreating had left the road to
Bautzen open, quickly realized that his erstwhile impregnable camp at
Stolpen would now have to be abandoned, for Frederick had but to turn
south and sweep down upon Zittau, capturing the heavy baggage,
magazines/provisions there in one stroke. To retire from Stolpen and move
to get ahead so he could intercept the Prussians, just in case they did happen
to be aiming for Zittau, had thus become Daun’s first priority. Secondly, if it
could be accomplished, Daun intended to swing in front of Frederick and
block his march on Silesia. Indeed, the last should have been the first
priority in this business.

Even cautious Daun realized there was no other alternative; if he stayed
immobile at Stolpen his already discontented soldiers would starve and
there would be no ammunition for the guns and muskets. Besides, despite
orders to the contrary, the marshal really wanted to be away from the
Imperialists. The latter were an unfavorable influence on the whole
Austrian army. Even Maria Theresa had to agree with that unfortunate
summation.

Daun’s councils-of-war took time. Two such needless discussions were
called, which served only to waste precious time. It was, therefore, four
days after Retzow had already reached Bautzen before the Austrian army
(October 5) finally pushed off. Covered by rainy, soaking weather and in
pitch darkness, Daun’s discouraged men staggered along on the road
through the Oberottendorf Woods to Neustadt and Löbau, south of Bautzen,
and with both Frederick’s army and the Elbe to the rear. The Austrian move
commenced at 1500 hours, with Laudon’s capable hands leading the van.



Hours after, with the sun set, in three columns, Daun’s main army wound
off, leaving their tents standing to deceive the Prussians. The Austrians
were able to reach a long valley at Neukirch before dawn was breaking.

The Prussians did not bother Daun’s men beyond deploying two dragoon
regiments with several infantry units, to harass the move. The Austrians of
Colonel Count Merode, with little fanfare, attacked and drove off the
intruders at Neider-Putzkau. In the event, “One Prussian battalion was
totally destroyed.”13 The Austrians lost 327 men in the spirited
proceeding.14 Before the morning was much used up, the Austrians were
filing through the streets of Löbau and passing to Kittlitz, beyond which
Daun carefully deployed. In one march, he had stolen some of Frederick’s
thunder, not to mention that the Austrians were once again ahead of the
king, between him and the route to Zittau. This time it was with the main
army, not just Laudon. Daun could thus be rapid indeed when provisioning
his men and keeping them supplied depended on swiftness. Speaking of
Laudon, on October 7, he moved with purpose on Kleinpostwitz and
Schirgiswalde. Daun posted his reserve under Baden-Durlach, meanwhile,
between Reichenbach and Arnsdorf.

Within the lines that Daun now occupied, he could dispose of roughly
80,000 men: 50,000 of which were infantry; 28,000 cavalry; the balance
made up of light parties and the artillery teams, the latter responsible for
340 guns. The main Austrian army, by itself, was superior in all respects
numerically speaking, and, as a plus, Daun could boast the army had just
won its last hurdle with Frederick, at Domstadl.

Frederick, after haggling along with his troops, sent back word to Dresden
to have a second (and larger) convoy made ready for him and sent forward.
He arrived at Bautzen on October 8, determined now definitely to march
into Silesia, as the only viable option to Saxony. The following day, the
king moved on Rodewitz.15 Bautzen was to be held in great force. Retzow
grasped the Weissenberg locale while the getting was good, and Marshal
Keith finally put in a belated appearance.16 Frederick would be compelled
to wait, however, at his present location until the new supply train came in.
As for the marshal, his new posts were in much better respects than the old
accommodations at Stolpen. Frederick’s camp at Rodewitz and Bautzen



offered him interior lines to move on the Oder, or, barring that, a retrograde
movement on the Saxon capital. In the worst case scenario, the king would
be able to, not only retain Dresden from the enemy, but also to drive them
for the year entirely from Saxony. In the end that was precisely the result.
This was a situation guaranteeing the displeasure of Maria Theresa’s allies.
The French openly voiced their attitude at court, implying they would not
have fought on past 1757 if not for the Austrians. King Augustus, from his
locale in Warsaw, railed against what he perceived as virtual abandonment
to the Prussians of his realm by an Austrian force so clearly superior in
numbers. “Surely more could have been done,” thought the allies
collectively.

As for Saxony itself, the war being waged over so much of its territory left
little breathing space for more normal routines, such as planting/harvesting
crops. All of the contending armies had drawn at least some of their
supplies locally from Saxon farmers. The Prussians generally
“misappropriated” what they needed, but the allies did their best to “buy”
what they required. Usually, this would involve some form of paper
exchange. Sometimes actual cash was given, but the usual method was to
give out what amounted to an I.O.U. which could then, supposedly, be
exchanged at a later time for cash or other favors. It does not take a great
stretch of imagination to wonder how some farmers felt about their so-
called “allies” arriving to clean out their crops. Could they trust the
Austrians and Imperialists any further than their enemy, the Prussians? To
his credit, Daun made a legitimate effort to curb the involuntary withdrawal
of farm produce by his troops. Several guilty individuals were hanged for
their parts in such deeds. Daun made sure that the executions were carried
out in prominent locations, in order to help discourage such malefactors.

Whether Frederick had guessed at this stage that Daun would pull an about
face and sweep ahead to block his march is unknown. In any event, he
intended to remain at Bautzen and about just until the expected convoy
could come forward, and then start for Silesia immediately afterwards.

The Hochkirch-Löbau road led to both Zittau, to which Daun would be only
too happy to bar the way to, as well as towards Silesia. Frederick planned to
use this fact to keep the enemy off balance and guessing as to where he



intended to strike. Indeed, the king would find the normally cautious and
slow Daun blocking the road ahead. Here the latter did pull a surprise, but
Daun a week hence had an even bigger surprise up his sleeve.

October 10, the Prussian convoy reached Bautzen, and the Prussians at once
rose and moved towards the villages and hills that Retzow was still holding
in the distance. Retzow had kept his men positioned about Weissenberg
since the first of the month, more than 11 miles from Bautzen to the east on
the road. Frederick’s supply train made use of that road for its travel.
During the march, a force of Daun’s irregulars—hovering about in
substantial numbers—fell on it and the baggage just as they got past the
defile at Jenkowitz, October 11.

The defenders drove off the attackers, but the harrying continued through
the march; this attack was what led Frederick to suspect that a large portion
of the enemy’s army, perhaps even Daun himself, lay ahead of his line-of-
march now. The latter had already begun entrenching his army, spreading
his men from Nostitz south-southwest to the Czernabog Heights—a
position perhaps two miles long from end to end, although considerably
thick. Daun put his headquarters at Kittlitz, with the usual screen of strong
parties far out ahead of the army to give advance warning of the enemy’s
maneuvers.

The latter pressed on, Frederick pausing at the high knoll where Hochkirch
was, from there the country below out towards Zittau and Kittlitz, far and
wide, was visible for miles. There, afar in the distance, and perfectly visible
spread out for miles through the valleys/low terrain toward the Czernabog,
in the manner stated, he discerned Daun’s large army. He was evidently
intending to dispute the passage of the Prussians. Frederick was equally
resolved to get the foe out of the way, so seeing what was obviously the
entire Austrian field army in Saxony/Silesia present in front of his line of
advance must have been an unpleasant surprise to him.

But the Prussian king could also be stubborn in his own right, and taking a
rather rash course (in the light of hindsight), he ordered his army to halt
right where it was and encamp. The rise of Hochkirch, which rose
southward of that village, lay in a valley facing the Czernabog, up on
Rodewitz and Kotitz. The army was positioned commencing at the last two



places, the southern side standing refused as a wing at Meschwitz, just
about a mile from Daun’s lines. This was in a precariously bad posture and
quite indefensible without the Stromberg, which Retzow had forgotten to
occupy.

Frederick’s adjutant, Gustav Ludwig von der Marwitz, was ordered to mark
out a campsite within the position, but this gentleman must have known
better than that; he made remonstrance, but in vain. At last, he refused to do
so altogether, upon which he was placed under arrest. Marwitz’s only crime
in this case appears to have been making use of his good sense. In his place,
the king’s faithful (but dense) Koppel was appointed. Marwitz seems
justified for refusing to carry out a bad order, not wishing to expose his
army to the defeat that he normally did his duties without question.

Koppel made off with a party of men to the job he had been assigned by
default. The enemy acknowledged his presence with wildly over aimed
cannon fire. Yet, for all the responsibility that must be put upon Frederick’s
shoulders for the disaster about to ensue, part of the blame must rightly be
ascribed to Retzow. (As soon as the king learned of Retzow’s failure to take
the Stromberg, he had him placed under arrest.) The importance of that rise
is immediately evident. The sharp hill rose like a tall blade of grass out of
the country between the Löbau Water and Kotitz, capped by a plateau well
above the other rises around Hochkirch and its neighborhood. Frederick,
realizing at once that he must have the Stromberg or his position would be
indefensible, gave orders that it was to be taken at dawn the morning of
October 11. Archenholtz, who was present at the battle, concurs that,
without the Stromberg, the “Prussian encampment was untenable.”17

During the course of the night, however, Daun sent troops to get hold of it,
anticipating the Prussian maneuver. Even before darkness parties were
already there, but additional men18 made it more secure. At dawn, a
detachment of Prussians tried to carry out the king’s instructions, from
General August Wilhelm von Braun and Major-General August Gottlieb
von Bornstedt’s (Infantry 20th) quarters, but found the enemy (under
Arenberg), too strongly posted to be dislodged. When the fog finally burned
off, the light Prussian force struck about 1100 hours. The “assault,” such as
it was, inevitably miscarried, and the arrival of enemy reinforcements was



enough: the Bluecoats retired. Daun’s objective had been achieved.
Henceforth, his army was left in indisputable possession of the rise, and the
marshal promptly had strong batteries placed atop the dominating rise.

Previously, the king had believed that his foe was preparing to retreat into
Bohemia/Moravia, but after the Stromberg debâcle, he decided to try other
means, as Daun’s intentions of barring him from Silesia were crystal clear.
Again it was an attack, engineered as usual toward a flank, in this case the
Austrian right wing. The latter must be driven in, opening the Görlitz
road.19



Chapter Twenty-Seven

The Battle of Hochkirch1

Once this was accomplished, the road would again be clear all the way into
Silesia. The enemy’s retention of the Stromberg meant it was quite apparent
that the current position of the army was untenable. Determining not to
prolong his stay under these circumstances any longer than necessary,
Frederick decided to march on his new errand against Daun on October 14,
and only then because a marching date sooner was impossible; due, in part,
to the scattered posts of the men he could not arrange it before then.

In the Austrian sphere, Daun was having council with Laudon. That fiery
subordinate told his commander that the enemy had chosen a dangerously
exposed position, which, in combination with their inferior numbers (more
than two-to-one against), they could not hope to hold successfully. Here, he
said, was the perfect opportunity to take in flank, surround and maybe bag
the whole Prussian army under its king at one masterful stroke. Daun did
finally consent to take the offensive, but only under cover of night and only
if the strictest secrecy were maintained so that the Prussians would not be
tipped off to what was afoot.

During this period, Frederick actually helped his foe out by an
uncharacteristic carelessness concerning guard posts and absolutely failed
to send out reconnaissance parties in sufficient strength to detect distant
enemy measures. Ironically, this was just when such precautions were much
needed. General Lacy2 accompanied Daun, Serbelloni and a small party of
Austrian officers who were out scouting the terrain surrounding the
Prussian camp one night shortly afterwards when the entourage came under
the fire of a Prussian outpost. Musket fire rang out, and Serbelloni got a
hand severely wounded while making light of the largely inaccurate enemy



fire. This incident did not prevent the Austrian marshal and his
accompaniment of officers from riding out to reconnoiter the ground in
front of and around Frederick’s position every evening so that very quickly
the Austrians knew the lay of the land better than round their own
encampment.

In the Prussian camp, the king found he needed Retzow far more back in
command than under arrest, and so the “wayward” man was restored to his
command. The damage already inflicted at the Stromberg could not be so
readily dealt with. But Retzow again assumed charge of the Prussian left
flank across at Weissenberg. The latter force, now about 11,000 strong (nine
battalions), was quite out of supporting range from the remainder of the
Prussian army. A glance at the maps of the battle will render this last
statement to the reader all too plainly.

The ground thereabouts where a battle was about to be fought deserves an
examination; in order to see just how far the combination of Retzow’s
failure and the king’s rashness had taken his Prussians now. The place from
which the battle received its name stood at the northern exit of the rises
from the Czernabog. Here, spread out along the tip of the mountain down
the northern side, lay the village. Its rise was taller than any near it except
for the sharp Stromberg off to the right. From the valley below where the
main Prussian army was stretched out, Hochkirch was conspicuously
visible. The recently (1717) constructed village church/churchyard were at
the zenith of the hill on this end near the southern exit of Hochkirch, which
was on a sort of plateau there. The road to Löbau ran through the village, a
detour there branched off to Reichenbach. The rolling ground was
terminated to the left of Hochkirch, and separated from the Czernabog by
the intervening heights; but deployed along the northwest extremity Laudon
with 3,000 men (mostly Croats) lay hidden in the hollows there. Ziethen
was opposite at Meschwitz, separated by the branch tributary from Laudon.
Daun had pushed the latter forward, to be in as close proximity as he could
get, and his force lay immobile in concealment. The Prussians were
oblivious to his presence. Laudon’s Austrian command post was at
Wuischke, at the lower end of the tributary. The remainder of the terrain
there was cut up by numerous tributaries and overhanging rises, all leading
back towards the Spree near Bautzen.



The two armies lay in the following posture from October 11 to the 13:
Frederick’s, his center about Rodewitz (the headquarters), Rammuritz, on to
the neighborhood of Kotitz and Laskau. In front of the latter, a battery—of
20 12-pounders and six lighter guns, so 2/3rds of heavy-caliber—had been
emplaced, with guard forces of three battalions of grenadiers on both flanks,
this work ending forward of the pond adjacent to Kotitz. To the west,
Prussian posts were scattered from the all-important defile at Dresha on to
near Hochkirch. The king’s headquarters was about two miles from
Hochkirch, Dresha itself about a mile northwest of Rodewitz. The Prussian
right, under Keith, was positioned from Hochkirch south and from Sornssig
to the W. Two free corps, those of Colonel Angelelli (FB 4) and J. A. K. Du
Verger (FB8), were about half a mile from Hochkirch. These latter were
expected to act as advanced post for the Prussians in that direction, and to
serve up pickets as well. However, this position was isolated and virtually
valueless for viewing the thick woods.

A second, albeit, smaller battery (of a strength of about 20 guns), was in
place atop Sornssig Height, which was the next beside Hochkirch’s rise to
the south. The pickets and outposts of Frederick’s men were stationed in the
woods only as far as the lower hills and Jauernick; the rest of the dense
forests on the side of the center and right being heavily patrolled by (and
under the control of) the Austrians. It goes almost without saying that the
Kuppritzer-Berg,3 higher than the surrounding ground, was of decisive
importance. The dense undergrowth of bushes and trees ran from the end of
Hochkirch straightway to Brietendorf and even beyond. Within this
cramped ground, the king was in ignorance of the enemy scouting parties
that might be hovering about. If they appeared, he counted on the batteries
taking care of them. This was a nearly fatal mistake.

The whole extent of the army in fact, excluding Retzow, still over four
miles away near Weissenberg, was nearly five miles long; not including
Ziethen’s cavalry or the pickets. This was far too lengthy for an army only
as large as Frederick’s. Within this position, the strength of the Prussians
was estimated at a bare 27,000 men; including Retzow, the army with the
king was about 38,000 men all told. This army was composed of the
following: 20,000 infantry (in 35 battalions); 10,000 cavalry (in 73
squadrons); light troops, and an artillery train of approximately 200 guns.



Most of the Prussian guns were positioned south and southwest of
Hochkirch, in country facing Daun’s army in closest proximity. But the
posts held were far too extensive for Frederick to hope to successfully hold
in a battle against the larger army at Daun’s command. Daun’s headquarters
were at Kittlitz, on the road facing Weissenberg, which joined just before
this route crossed the branch to Retzow’s neighborhood on the other side.
On the extreme right, a large battery and force lay on the Stromberg—about
five miles distant from the formidable Prussian battery at Rodewitz—the
line extending to the rises southeast and round in a concave to the
northwest, under Arenberg, who had some 20,000 men with him. There
were six regiments. He had been placed to separate the two Prussian forces:
those of Frederick and of Retzow. In addition, he was to seal off the
approaches to the Görlitz-Löbau road from that end, should the foe attempt
to sneak through or outflank the Austrians there. On Arenberg’s left, were
40,000 men under the direct supervision of the marshal. The latter body
stretched across the hollows and hills in front of Kittlitz, and constituted the
big Austrian center. In elaborate and strong works that Daun had, true to his
natural inclination, ordered constructed almost the moment of his arrival in
that locale.4

The center was positioned from the Nostitz bank of the Löbau Water, far
behind Jauernick, the last considerable village before the Czernabog. The
Austrian army was holding a position some seven miles long, not including
Laudon. Daun’s men, when drawn together in a “proper” form, could cover
(with a single line five ranks deep) a distance of more than three miles. In
contrast, Frederick’s, if put in similar posture, could cover a little more than
11⁄2 miles. As for Laudon, he had extensive parties of Croats flung out into
the thick woods just short of the Prussian posts at Hochkirch, his force
being mostly horsemen. To the rear of the main army a little more than
eight miles to the east on Reichenbach, Daun had taken the necessary
precaution of placing a reserve consisting of 23,000 men under Baden-
Durlach which had a double duty: while providing the needed reserves if
necessary he was to bar the road to Görlitz should the enemy contrive to
make it to his position. From Kittlitz to Löbau was a scant two miles,
although some 20 from Zittau.



The distances between the opposing armies at Hochkirch were alarming.
The pickets were very near, not more than ½ mile really separated them.
With the enemy in such superior strength and holding better positions to
boot, Frederick’s subordinates tried in vain to talk him into breaking camp
and either go forward or back but not to stay immobile. Keith, for example,
bluntly told the king: “If the Austrians leave us quiet in a position like this,
they deserve the hangman” Frederick replied, with a confident swagger
familiar to readers of his history, “It is to be hoped that the enemy fears us
more than the rope.”5

In the low hollow below Hochkirch the opposing pickets were only cut off
by the intervening ravine. Archenholtz, for one, thought the king encamped
so close as “a mark of contempt and disregard of their [Austrian] forces.”6

The Austrian pickets were stronger, meant to conceal the impending stroke.

Frederick had been making his plans to march. On October 12, he rode over
to Weissenberg to discuss the plan he had drawn up with Retzow, under
which the latter was to move on the morning of October 14, crossing over
to and joining the Prussian left. Then the whole army was to move upon
Baden-Durlach’s position, and get him shoved out of the way (in much the
same fashion that had been used so effectively against Laudon at
Bischofswerda). Following this a speedy march was to be made, with the
Görlitz road now exposed, straight into Silesia. As it happened, the king
planned for this maneuver to begin under cover of darkness on October 14–
15, so that his men could be at Reichenbach and Schöps (a little hamlet
northwest of Weissenberg) by dawn, before Marshal Daun could do
anything about it.7

By then the main Austrian army would not have a prayer of being able to
move to aid Baden-Durlach before his lines could be compromised.
Frederick, after explaining his plan to his subordinate, gave Retzow the
appropriate orders then rode on to survey the ground thereabouts, after
which he returned to his main camp. The maneuver was originally
scheduled for the night of October 13–14, but Frederick had been forced to
delay it for 24 hours in part because the wagons could not be brought
forward from Bautzen in time. On this same October 12, Laudon and Daun
had discussed the surprise stroke they had planned. The crux of this plan



was the following (assuming the Prussians would be caught flat-footed in
the early dawn): the Austrians, in their various groups, would cut off and
hopefully hack to pieces the surprised Prussian army.

Just after nightfall on October 13, Daun himself—with the best troops of
the army—was to push off through the woods south of Wuischke. These the
Prussians could not scout properly because Laudon and his men controlled
them. In any case, the marshal was to lead the men through the undergrowth
until they reached the edge of the Prussian right in front of Hochkirch
Height, near Sornssig, then attack the foe in the pre-dawn. The march of
this main force was to steer south, then veer towards Steindörfel, Waditz
and the Prussian right. Once there, the troops were to wait until the steeple
clock in Hochkirch Churchyard announced 0500 hours before going
forward.

Around the Prussian camp, the rest of the army was to draw out and wait
until the enemy’s right had already been overrun before the Prussian posts
before each section were struck. The entire army was thus to be brought to
bear after all, so the plan was certainly not stretching goals. The desired end
was within reach. Daun’s own contribution to the scheme is uncertain, but
this was the first battle he ever precipitated. It was also, sadly for the
Austrians, the only time the marshal would pull off such a slick maneuver
upon Frederick.8 To cover his intentions from the enemy, Daun ordered
large clumps of the forest cut down and new lines of abatis/entrenchments
built, so giving Frederick the impression he was merely digging in all the
more and thus had no plans for anything beyond pure defense. The woods
had already been noticeably thinned by ceaseless activity in preparing the
already formidable Austrian front. In the end, Daun was able to fool the foe
completely.

Frederick appeared almost lulled into sleep. Meanwhile, the marshal’s men
took to the woods with axes in hand to cut down literally hundreds of trees,
in the immediate vicinity of the Prussian center and right. By the next day,
October 13, all was prepared. As the short autumn day waned, the pace
quickened noticeably within the Austrian lines, as if they were preparing for
some maneuver or expedition. Frederick perceived this although he would
not admit it, perhaps believing Daun was preparing for one of his customary



retirements, perhaps on Zittau. The king had mounted patrols, pickets
scattered round the edge of the thick curtain of trees nearby, but he was
convinced, no doubt from past experience, that Daun would never mount an
attack, especially against an army led by himself.

After darkness fell on October 13, Daun gathered his picked force of near
40,000 men and led them off through the woods on their appointed course.
Behind them, the Austrians had left the campfires burning, an old ploy
designed to give the impression they were still there. Officers made their
presence known, shouting out orders to units that could no longer hear
them. The sounds of cutting timber continued to reverberate. There were
“workers [who] spent the whole night felling trees … [while they] called
out to each other and sang.”9

In the meantime, the main column reached its destination—the jumping off
point before the Prussian camp—without interference. Laudon, over by
Wuischke, was also moving into attack position. Here the marshal’s men
stood in three varying columns of troops, waiting for sound of the bell
announcing 0500 hours. On his end of the Austrian formation, Arenberg
took his men past the Stromberg towards Laskau, where the bluecoats had
their big battery on the left of Rodewitz. The muzzles were aiming into the
woods, in case the Austrians should try something. Arenberg was waiting
for his cue. This would be when he had evidence (either visual or
otherwise) that Daun’s main body had already overwhelmed the Prussian
right between Hochkirch and the battery. Plenty of such evidence would be
forthcoming.

Between these bodies, with support from auxiliary forces—these to apply
pressure all along the Prussian camp—there was a good chance of
overwhelming the foe. The attack was calculated to hit when it was least
expected, adding to its effectiveness. The auxiliary forces were meant to
annoy, divert, and confuse the Prussians to keep them off balance. The
design for the small columns was necessitated by the thick woods and the
geographic position, which would have made utilizing the entire army as a
single unit impracticable.

General O’Donnell was to lead such an auxiliary mission in the rear of the
Prussian position north of Hochkirch itself; his command (like Laudon’s)



consisted largely of cavalry, 20 squadrons of horse and only two regiments
of infantry. O’Donnell’s command consisted of: 36th and 38th Infantry;
19th Dragoons, 4th and 33rd Cuirassiers and the old command of Luchessi,
now led by Lt.-Gen. Buccow. Next in line was Laudon’s men and then
Daun’s. To the right of the latter, again more to annoy than to attack, a force
of 600 infantry, supported by the 1st and 38th Dragoons under Wiese, next
to Field-Marshal Colloredo with the 7th, 26th, one battalion of the 57th
Infantry, as well as the Mainz regiment supported by the 12th Cuirassiers,
was to attack. Arenberg was next in line, and north of him stood Buccow
with 37 squadrons of cavalry. He had the unique distinction of leading an
all cavalry assault column in the impending action.

The main pressure had to be exerted by Daun/Laudon against the Prussian
positions in and about Hochkirch. Here depended the whole success or
failure of the proposal. Far to the rear, Baden-Durlach, responding to orders,
was moving up to do battle with Retzow out beyond the water near
Weissenberg. The army was waiting only for the jump off.

In contrast, the greater portion of the Prussian army was still in bivouac, the
men little suspecting the unpleasant surprise which the enemy was
preparing for them. In the thick woods amid the formidable undergrowth,
the way was now sufficiently clear to provide no obstacle to the attackers.
The Prussians had suspicions, but nothing more.

Before the hour of 0500 on that fateful morning, October 14, Daun’s men
reached their assigned attack points. A number of Austrian “deserters”
made their way to the Prussian forward posts and were admitted to the
lines. When the time came, they accessed weapons and started firing at their
new “friends.”10 These men had a tough job. The main body was to strike
and roll over the Prussian posts between the big battery and Hochkirch, just
where the enemy’s army was at its strongest in terms of terrain and the
additional man-made obstacles. On the left, the troops of Laudon were
preparing to pounce upon Ziethen’s unsuspecting cavalry (he had three
battalions, 15 squadrons, holding the westernmost end of the Prussian line).
As for Arenberg, he was poised before the Prussian left, anchored between
Kotitz and Laskau.



In spite of the surprise which the Austrians pulled off, there was nothing
that could be called a rout. This fact is directly attributable to the tough
training that these soldiers of Prussia were subjected to to make them fierce
in battle. The looked for thrashing might have been expected in a lesser
army, but Frederick’s men, though brought out prematurely in a morning
surprise, formed and fought a pitched battle, with more order than could
have been expected under the circumstances. Perhaps the conditions were
better than many histories of the battle have implied. Certainly there had
been deserters from Daun bringing in reports that the Austrians were
moving, and we have already observed the hussars had put out the alarm.

The artillery teams of the battery in front of Hochkirch had gone to post
about 0300 hours that morning, waiting for the usual demonstration of
enemy outparties. Generally for about a week, the enemy had been sending
Croats/Pandours out to harass the bluecoats. Elsewhere in the predawn,
there were still pickets, outparties, and mounted sentinels about, so that
when the battle began the Prussians at first believed it was merely the usual
demonstration. The horses of the Prussian cavalry stood saddled through the
night, waiting for the horsemen. Seydlitz apparently “bypassed” the king’s
directive by unsaddling his horses and then shortly after countermanded the
order.11 This was a violation of Frederick’s stand down order. On the
southward end of the big battery and right flank stood the duly vigilant
guard forces. Under such circumstances, the Prussian army could hardly
have been caught napping (if readers will pardon the pun).

Meanwhile, out in the thick woods, several men who were less than
enthusiastic about the Austrian cause picked this very dark night on which
to desert. As the rank-and-file soldiers were not privy to the attack scheme,
these men could provide little help beyond telling the Prussians the army
was on the move.

When the appointed time drew near, the king’s men thought there might not
be the usual showing at all. Then some men from Angelelli’s Free Corps,
catching the foe at a glimpse advancing through the woods, opened a rapid,
deliberate musket fire upon them, which precipitated the opening of the
battle. A confused struggle broke out then and there, and raged on in the
thick brush for ½ hour or more, the Prussian outparties all the while being



gradually forced to give ground under the weight of numbers from their
forward positions. This fight was assumed back at camp to be nothing more
than the usual,12 but instead of tapering off after a time, the clash became
more intense and got closer.

The artillery teams stationed south of Hochkirch turned their guns towards
the southern end of the outworks and fired, concluding obviously if the
enemy were in strength then they would have artillery to reply with.
Receiving no reply, the batteries were then swung round at the direction of
the fighting. They were taken under fire and promptly overrun by Laudon’s
advancing troops, who had come forward upon their rear from Meschwitz
and Waditz. One of our great contemporary historians, Georg Tempelhof,
present near the Great Battery, managed to get off about “fifteen rounds
before I received a blow that knocked me senseless.”13 Daun was
simultaneously sweeping in from the front. Shortly the entire section of the
Prussian line there was in enemy hands, and some of the bluecoats had yet
to realize that a battle was raging at all.

The Austrians now burst through the undergrowth on all sides of the
camp,14 and a confused, mostly hand-to-hand struggle was quickly taken
up. The Prussians, at last awake, made a fierce, determined resistance, but
finding themselves on the southern end all but surrounded by the far more
numerous Austrians, they had to pull back. This extrication was
accomplished only with the use of the bayonet, and the troops paused a
short distance to their rear. Ziethen, by now mounted and ready, charged the
surging Austrian formations, broke some, and before they could retreat,
killed a great many of the enemy. But Ziethen’s stamina could not stay, and
he likewise drew back. The cavalry, to their credit, did do their best here.
The earlier Prussian debâcle at Kolin, in sharp contrast, had seen the
Prussian horse very ineffective.

At length, the Austrians, although they did indeed have to earn their success
the hard way, aided by superior numbers, pressed the thinning Prussian line
back upon the battery, which they finally took. The grenadiers of Wangen
and Heyden were unable to stem the relentless Austrian advance. Heyden
led grenadiers from the brave 19th and the 25th infantry, along with
Wangen’s men. These two units, in direct support of the battery, fought very



hard, some of it in hand-to-hand combat, before yielding to the inevitable.15

A counterattack drove them back out, though Daun, coming up with
overwhelming reinforcements, again pressed the foe back and retook his
prize. The battery changed hands many more times before the whitecoats, in
irresistible mass, were finally able to push Frederick’s men beyond reach
and that important post was irretrievably lost to them.

Meanwhile, Major Simon von Langen, with the 2nd battalion of the 19th
Infantry (General Karl Friedrich Albrecht of Brandenburg-Schwedt), seeing
the general tide of the fight edging back upon Hochkirch, flung himself and
his men into the place and took post in the Church/Churchyard,
strengthening it as quickly as he could combat the enemy. His arrival was
fortuitous for Lieutenant von der Marwitz, originally commanding a squad
at the churchyard. Marwitz, desperately wounded in the chest, continued to
exercise command until Langen’s arrival. The stroke against Hochkirch had
indeed been a surprise. Marwitz was captured and subsequently died in
captivity.

Saldern’s 15th Infantry, on the Pommritz Heights, lost heavily in
killed/wounded and prisoners. 618 men, plus 13 officers, “fell.”16 Other
units were in deep trouble as well. A thick fog had formed and the dawn
was breaking in dense darkness. Hochkirch itself was soon on fire, whether
started deliberately by the Prussians or however ignited is not clear, which
lit up the battle now raging about it.17 The attackers poured into the village,
through the narrow streets, quickly overlapping the barricaded defenders.
Langen’s men fired obstinately against the Austrians who charged the
churchyard wall, while other Prussian forces outside recoiled and regrouped
to come on again and retake Hochkirch. The enemy kept pouring in new
troops, reaching a strength of seven full regiments.

The king tried to reassure his troops that the sound of the fight was a mere
Croat exercise, but Captain Karl Ludwig von Troschke’s intelligence that
the redoubt south of Hochkirch was already in enemy hands and their
advance was pressing on relentlessly took him aback. About then, one of
23rd Infantry (Forcade’s) battalions launched an unsupported attack, but
after an initial burst, it had to beat a hasty retreat when the Austrians
threatened to overlap it. Langen kept his men steady and riddled those



white-uniformed opponents with heavy musketry. Nevertheless, the
Austrians soon had burning Hochkirch cleared of Prussians round the
churchyard, then redoubled their effort to seize it as well. The converging
Austrian blows naturally forced masses of Prussian troops into the narrow
streets of Hochkirch. This included men outside of Langen’s command
area, although, with graphic detail, the streets were said to be running in
rivers of blood. The crowding was so bad that the bodies of the dead were
still held in their upright postures.18

Steady concentrated fire swathed the attacking line, but the intruders,
nothing daunted, kept exerting pressure against Langen’s position. Langen
might have done more had his ammunition been more plentiful (remember
the Prussian army was not expecting the surprise attack). But with the men
down to a few rounds apiece in many cases, he had no option but to order
his troops to abandon their hotly contested post and cut their way through
the thickly-packed ranks of Daun’s men, who had advanced, kicking and
clawing for every yard, past the place. A few of the Prussians from the
churchyard did indeed make it back to their own lines, clearing the way
largely with the bayonet. But the greater majority were killed in a hopeless
struggle with an enemy too numerous to beat, and there and then got cut
down; Major Langen, a fine Prussian officer with a potential for a great
future, being mortally wounded himself—going down with 11 distinct
wounds.

Frederick had his suspicions, meanwhile, but so dark was the dawn and so
thick the fog that even Keith, who was present on that side, was not aware
of the intensity of the fight. For fully an hour, while the action escalated
into a full-fledged battle, Keith and all concerned there hastened to find out
what was really going on. Most of the army was by then aware that an
unusually severe struggle was raging on the southern end of the camp, but
just how involved was the struggle was not known. By 0600 hours, the
Prussians had been forced to give up Hochkirch, but strong reinforcements
from the as yet unengaged center and left were reaching the sight. These
revitalized the surprised and fought out defenders, and made possible tough
counterattacks which forced Daun to fall back at some points
momentarily.19



Retzow’s 6th Infantry lost 335 men in one of these counterattacks west of
Hochkirch, with its participating neighbors, the 20th of Bornstedt and
Wedell’s 26th, lost 500 men, respectively. Von Geist was mortally wounded
in a counterattack trying to retake the big battery. Meyernick’s 26th Infantry
was attacked by Austrian cavalry, and then launched an attack northwest of
Hochkirch. The regiment had suffered severely; only 150 men survived to
cut their way through the surging Austrian mass. The cavalry had its share
as well. Baron Schönaich’s 6th Cuirassiers, in a devastating counterattack,
hacked up the Austrian 44th Infantry, taking 500 prisoners and a standard.

Ziethen ordered Major-General Krockow to lead these horsemen into an
attack against the milling Austrian mass to the south of Hochkirch.
Krockow’s 2nd Dragoons stayed put north of Rodewitz. Krockow told the
troopers around him that “we must show what kind of people we are.”20

The Schönaich unit did, as we have observed. The valiant Krockow was
mortally wounded in the attack. The foe was just as hard-pressed. The
Austrian 44th Infantry (Clerici) was badly used, although it did receive
honor as the first Austrian regiment to overrun the battery at Hochkirch.
Then Ziethen’s hussars, losing Major Seelen to a battle injury—he had to be
taken from the field—were struck by a decisive cavalry charge led by Lacy.
The latter, leading three companies of mounted grenadiers, pushed hard
against the Prussian flank. Laudon joined in an attack against Ziethen’s
faltering command, pressing his Croats from the left against a Prussian line
that was beginning to fragment, opening gaps between individual
formations that rendered the entire line vulnerable.

Major-General Bredow’s 9th Cuirassiers blunted the advance of
O’Donnell’s surging cavalry, forcing it to fall back from the edge of
Hochkirch. Pennavaire’s 11th Cuirassiers rolled over O’Donnell’s left,
taking three standards. Colonel Wackenitz’s 13th Cuirassiers beat back an
Austrian attempt to surround Hochkirch.

The constantly growing Austrian foe would not be denied momentum for
long, and they compelled the bluecoats in their turn to retreat. In the far
right, Laudon tried again and again to make his way into the Prussian rear,
but Ziethen would have none of it. The action between these forces was
ferocious. Elsewhere, Keith, getting the sense of what was going on at last,



came hurrying forward, toward the battery under Hochkirch. By then, it was
Daun’s, though not for long. Keith brought with him whatever bodies of
troops could be hastily gathered. Upon awakening, Keith was already
apprised of the desperate situation of the battery. He pushed the Kannacker
regiment to the front and rode with it, bringing every man he could find.21

He knew, whatever else, that battery would have to be retaken, and held if
there was to be any hope of gaining the victory. His last words of
encouragement for the king read like a story out of a novel. He had a report
issued that he would hold out to the last man, and, on a more personal note,
“I doubt whether we … [will meet] again.”22 Keith’s men shoved the
enemy out of the battery, but was immediately attacked by a powerful mass
of Daun’s surging troops and had to draw back a little, his men paused at
that point and waited for aid from other quarters.

Keith had ordered Itzenplitz’ 6th Infantry (about 0600 hours) to retake
Hochkirch, behind which he urged up General Kannacker’s 30th Infantry to
its support. It would lose half of its men at Hochkirch. At length, the
punishing fire from the Austrian guns forced Itzenplitz to fall back upon the
supporters, while the Preussen regiment penetrated the village and even
reached the churchyard, where Langen was still fighting it out at that
moment. After a long wait, and not receiving any direct assistance, Keith
had to draw off and leave the battery in the hands of the enemy—for good
this time.23 The Prussian advance, though valiant, was futile. It constituted
a patchwork attack rather than an orderly stroke. Keith’s hastily contrived
force could hardly hope to sustain itself against an Austrian line that bathed
it with concentrated, crashing volleys.24

He shoved the Austrians who opposed his retreat out of the way with the
bayonet, having been wounded himself twice in the right chest and
surrounded by a great number of his dead and wounded men. His groom,
John Tebaye, witnessed Keith receive a mortal wound. Keith fell dead right
into Tebaye’s arms, who was quickly carried among the retreating mass of
Prussians towards the rear. When he did manage to return later to collect
Keith’s body for decent funeral, he found all of Hochkirch (even the
churchyard, where Langen’s valiant resistance was done) humming with the
enemy. He could not reach the site, but the Austrians themselves discovered



and buried Keith with honor, General Lacy being prominent in these
proceedings. “[Keith] was buried with all the honors of war.”25

Meanwhile, Frederick, hearing news that Keith had been repulsed by an
enemy who were advancing with unconquerable force, for the first time
finally realized just how serious the situation was. He had already
dispatched troops to the right to help Keith and his struggling men26 When
word arrived that Keith had been killed, the king ordered Prince Franz of
Brunswick and Moritz to take their men and move at once to support the
right wing forces engaging the enemy near Hochkirch. Charles of
Brandenburg-Schwedt then sped off as well, and the king himself leaped to
horse and galloped off to see to the matter himself. The attention of both
armies was turning that way. The Prussian infantry packed into Hochkirch’s
streets were being frittered away in useless close range fighting and needed
a change of direction. Frederick, being the general that he was, realized this
as soon as he reached the scene.

The reinforcements from the Prussian center had just approached Hochkirch
when the 26-year-old Franz, at the outskirts, had his head sheared off by a
cannon shot. His men, jumped as they swept forward, were brought to a
grinding halt by concentrated Austrian fire, then, hit by strong enemy
formations, they were soon stalling out with heavy casualties.27 Now a
heavy fire fight was opened between the three regiments of Prussians that
the king brought forward and the Austrian defenders. In spite of his efforts
to press home the attack, Frederick simply could not get the advance going
again. The Austrians, forming a front line facing west against the king,
more than held their own.

Prince Moritz rode almost directly into the Austrian lines, mistaking the
enemy for friendly troops, due to the darkness and his myopic vision. His
troops had just been repulsed badly in their attack and were falling back.
Moritz, realizing his error, turned and rode off after them, but not before he
received a painful wound for his trouble. He was riding a little while after
on the road to Bautzen, and was picked up by enemy irregulars before he
could receive medical attention.



On the field, Frederick’s hastily assembled units (mostly Wedell’s 26th
Infantry), escorted by the king himself, came riding along into the thick of
the fighting, with his men at double pace behind. As he steadied the
faltering 26th, his horse was shot from under him, seriously enough so that
he would have to mount a new charger, after which, he rode on, leaving
Hochkirch to the left, but found on reaching the gap the fog clearing off, the
enemy massed in huge force in front of the tributary. Laudon finally
dislodged Ziethen with heavy pressure, and the Austrians now anchored
solidly on Steindörfel, the Bautzen road and Waditz. An Austrian cannon
shot exploded close to the king here; he and his entourage were showered
with rock and dirt.

Keith’s counterattack came about 0630 hours, but the arrival of Austrian
reinforcements (led by Lacy) stemmed the Prussian advance and the battery
was left in Austrian hands. That battery was plastering away now at its
former owners. There was no option left on this side. Frederick knew he
must retire.

The Prussian right had been thoroughly driven in, Ziethen had fallen back
and Laudon was now in his place. Everywhere, the king’s troops were
facing superior enemy forces. Frederick turned and rode back towards the
Prussian center, ordering his men to reform into a closer, more compact
body to answer the Austrian blows. The 5th Infantry of Saldern, joining
with fragments of additional nearby regiments, formed a patchwork
rearguard. This body formed a semi-circle between the Rodewitz road and
the Czernabog. Saldern was still being pelted by Austrian cannon. The
capable Saldern inspired confidence with his bearing at a moment when
others seemed about to lose their’s. Archenholtz says Saldern’s valiant
efforts prevented the enemy from taking full advantage of the situation.28

This battle position was formed between 0700–0800 hours, so in only a few
hours of fighting the Prussian right had been defeated. Major Möllendorf
was ordered to the Dresha Height, to occupy it before Arenberg had the
opportunity to do so. The king was quick to realize that the dominating rise,
above the village, stream and pass, was essential and had to be held against
the foe if the position were to be maintained. Möllendorf moved as hastily
as he could to the task he had been ordered, and did indeed grab the Dresha



Pass before the enemy. Meanwhile, Ziethen, by now having reorganized his
troopers, moved his squadrons to the mounds of ground above Kumschütz,
Canitz and vicinity, with his front facing Bautzen and Jenkowitz (towards
which was the only line of retreat), Kumschütz being at the other end of the
rises.

Frederick sent orders to Retzow, still near Weissenberg and not yet
committed to serious engagement, to march hastily to join the main body.
Retzow had not been entirely ignored, for Baden-Durlach, advancing
lethargically from Reichenbach, drew out against him in long lines and
actually made a weak attack at about 0730 hours. This was the weakest
effort of the whole battle, but even so it did seriously delay the needed
reinforcements that Retzow could provide until it was finally dealt with.
Even before the attack on the Prussian left, the assault against the right
finally ended. None too soon!

Laudon remained dormant after mauling Ziethen—it could have been that
he had orders from Daun not to proceed further. The main force of the
Austrians, perceiving the crucial position at Dresha occupied by the foe,
pushed out to take the key to the battle there on that side.

This assault was supposed to have been launched with cavalry, but seeing
the post there well secure, the horsemen withdrew without a blow. Daylight
was increasing and the whole field-of-battle becoming visible for the first
time. For the rest of the battle, Daun assumed a characteristic static pose on
the rises near and at the battery with Laudon opposite; both of these
commanders spent the time reshuffling their forces, which had become
confused in the sudden attacks. The battle there was winding down, just as
the fight for the Prussian center was developing. Arenberg launched his
troops in a general attack against the thoroughly awake troops of the
Prussian center. His stroke was made in broad daylight, with the bluecoats
waiting on him. The Austrian subordinate had been instructed to remain
stationary and wait until the action near Hochkirch was over, and only then
go forward.

He carried out his orders, but the result was that his attack line quickly
bogged down and could go nowhere. With little success to show for heavy
losses, Arenberg wisely halted his attack to await the progress of the battle



elsewhere. Nearer to the main force, Lacy, Wiese and their men made
attacks against the Prussian center from the road/stream in front of Laskau
(here the terrain sloped downward as soon as one passed the creek).

Nowhere, though, could the Austrians make any further significant gains,
and their losses were negating what progress they were making.29 It was
0800, and the Battle of Hochkirch was entering its third hour. Frederick’s
army was holding post, in spite of heavy losses and spreading confusion.
The Prussian king was preparing to retreat through the Dresha Pass, and
Doberschütz, for he knew that the battle was lost. But first the enemy’s
clutching advance would have to be blunted. The Prussians were now too
weak numerically to sally out against the superior Austrian force and so
were forced to receive the foe in the manner they chose. In short, Frederick
could not, without endangering the safety of his entire army, take advantage
of any mistakes the enemy might make. This factor, in combination with the
larger numbers of the Austrians, were the major advantages for the
Austrians on this day.

The Austrian attacks were concentrated mostly in front—against the final
major battery in Prussian hands, at Rodewitz—now the key to the Prussian
center. Arenberg, seeing the powerful enemy battery taken now, was
preparing to renew his attack when Retzow’s advance (led by General Duke
Eugene of Württemberg), four battalions and 15 full squadrons, at last made
its presence felt. Retzow had finally escaped from Baden-Durlach’s pinning
attack. Eugene headed at once across the brook near Weissenberg and on to
the vicinity of Dresha, crossing the stream and shortly reaching Belgern
(here he detached a small party to hold that end of the battery) then swung
to face the enemy there. His maneuver was crucial.

The little battery formed a salient between the stream and the forces at
Kotitz, near where Arenberg was positioned. The latter took the newcomers
under fire, and prepared for a fight, but repented as soon as Retzow himself
appeared with the main body of his troops. By the time the latter appeared,
the sun was up and shining brightly, making long shadows across the
battlefield. The time was about 1000 hours. Upon the arrival of his still
relatively fresh left wing, Frederick, knowing that there was no sense in
subjecting his beaten army to further torture, ordered an immediate



withdrawal through the Dresha Pass on Doberschütz. The last Austrian
strokes were weaker, indicating that Daun’s men were tiring as well. The
armies had been at it for more than five hours by then, so this was certainly
understandable. The Prussians disengaged, Arenberg drew back, and the
rest was anticlimactic. The firing gradually ceased, and the Battle of
Hochkirch was effectively over. It was just past 1015 hours.

Frederick ordered the retreat to Klein-Kammin (some 41⁄2 miles northwest
of the field). The army made an orderly withdrawal to a position there,
preferring that to a general retreat in the full sense of the word. Möllendorf
and Retzow played the parts of watchdogs to guard the retreat of the rest of
the army. It must have been a bitter pill to swallow for the old veterans,
many of whom had never known defeat—apart from Kolin, where the army
was by no means decisively beaten. Lt.-Col. Saldern had been instrumental
in his efforts allowing time for the extrication. As for Retzow, his efforts at
the close of the battle allowed him to be “again taken into the royal
favor.”30 Saldern’s experience really paid off at a critical juncture. He had a
mere five battalions and he skillfully maneuvered his troopers by
anticipating the shelling of the Austrian guns. “By means of this expedient,
Saldern accomplished his withdrawal by zig-zag movements.”31 Saldern
knew it would take a few minutes to resight the guns.

The king himself was in a state of virtual shock. Mentally, he was haunted
by the knowledge that he was largely responsible for the disaster.32 The
regiment of Wedell, panicked by the view of Prinz Franz’s decapitation, had
been personally rallied by his Majesty. Now the subaltern Bareswich
approached Frederick, in company with 30 soldiers from the 26th Infantry.
He presented three enemy colors to the great leader, whose sash was turned
by the blood from his beloved mount. His coat tattered, the Order of the
Black Eagle ripped away, and general exhausted statements to General
Retzow’s son, an aide-de-camp, that he “regret[ted] the number of brave
men who have died … [at Hochkirch]” leave a very human impression of a
troubled man.33 Also, unlike the defeat at Kolin, which was more like a
battle started that turned sour due to unanticipated problems, that of
Hochkirch was out of control from the beginning.



Daun’s army, looking around from its positions on the hills more than 51⁄2
miles long, inexplicably chose not to interfere with this movement, but was
a mere passive spectator to the march. Daun spent the time reforming and
reorganizing his men, allowing a golden opportunity to do something really
significant against the enemy. His passivity negated the victory. He allowed
Frederick to sneak away, just when he had him. As the king freely admitted
in his History of the war, “Daun … did not appear to have gained
success.”34 None of this prevented the marshal from informing Vienna of
his “great victory.” Daun, about 1100 hours, sent one of his adjutants, Major
von Rothschütz, speeding towards the Austrian capital with the news.
Indeed, a pursuit right there would either have thrown the Prussian army
into a disorganized retreat or else forced it to fight under circumstances so
unfavorable that the issue would be hardly in doubt. Lest we forget, another
defeat must have uncovered both Silesia and Saxony to reconquest.

It was not to be. Between Kreckwitz on one side and toward Belgern and
the stream on the other, Ziethen and some cavalry were shielding the line-
of-retreat, the movement being brought off without a hitch.35 The bluecoats
reached their destination easily, and particularly worthy of note was that
Seydlitz, although not having had a distinguished day at the battle, at the
head of his horse—108 squadrons—covered the movement on Doberschütz.

Daun stayed in camp with his army only a little longer. Shortly the force,
which had fought so fiercely for the battlefield, gave it up and retired back
on the lines at Kittlitz and Reichenbach. Readers will note this is the
opposite of what Daun should have done. He left only a detachment to hold
the tortured field.

Thus closed the narrative of the Battle of Hochkirch. It was to be the last
victory of Daun over the Prussians led by their king in battle, although he
would win a decisive action against General Finck at Maxen a year after.
This encounter was a hard-fought battle, but Hochkirch had none of
Zorndorf in it.36 The losses the two armies suffered were the following:
Frederick lost approximately 5,381 men/119 officers (5,490 of all ranks)
killed or captured; 4,060 wounded/missing; total, 9,450 men, or over ¼ of
his manpower. This loss was certainly terrible, as any loss involving human
life always is, but nowhere near what could have been expected under the



circumstances. In material, Prussian losses were 101 guns (nearly all lost in
the two batteries at Hochkirch and Rodewitz), as well as most of their tents
and camp equipage.

One of the biggest, most immediate consequence to the king was the loss of
Field Marshal Keith. Keith was another of the ilk of men who were like
General Winterfeldt, the king’s confidant up until his death in 1757. The
body of Marshal Keith was at first gathered up unrecognized among the
dead of the Battle of Hochkirch, although Daun and Lacy both recognized
the corpse later. Marshal Daun expressed great sorrow over the demise of
Keith. The Austrian high command had him buried with full military
honors.37 The Prussian king, on his side, grieved as much as he dared under
the desperate circumstances. In 1759, at the order of Frederick, Keith’s
remains were belatedly exhumed and brought back to Prussia. He was
buried, again with great sorrow, in the Potsdam Garrison churchyard.38 The
fortunes of war had been grim for both sides. The whitecoats suffered a
grievous loss on their side as well. The eldest son of Marshal Browne,
Colonel Joseph Browne, was killed in this Hochkirch battle.39 This episode
helps cast light upon the large number of Irish officers who frequently
served in the armies of Maria Theresa, often in high command situations.
What a contrast with the Prussian service! Most of the higher ranking
bluecoat officers, with the exception of men like Keith, were German-born.

Daun’s losses were surprisingly greater. He had about 90,000 men present,
and had 5,939 killed/wounded (325 officers and 5,614 rank-and-file), with
about a thousand prisoners, and, most shockingly, over 2,500 deserters who
left the ranks during the march through the thick woods, making for an
aggregate total of 9,500 men, or ⅛ of his force.40 No doubt a great many of
the latter made their way to the Prussian camps, where their stories of large
troop movements in the woods had met a mixed reaction before the battle
even broke forth.



Chapter Twenty-Eight

Aftermath of Hochkirch; Maneuvering to the End of the
Campaign

The Prussian army took up a central position at Klein-Bautzen (on the
Spree to the rear and not to be confused with Bautzen). Frederick’s new
command post was at Doberschütz, with outposts at Kreckwitz and towards
Purschwitz. Daun had indeed gained the victory, at a heavy cost to his own
army. Both in terms of casualties and the exhaustion it had undergone as a
result of the battle. He remained at Kittlitz and the neighborhood of that
place for a week, recuperating/resting his men. The main Austrian army
rose from its position on October 20–21, 1758, gradually edging closer
upon the Prussians. Frederick’s confidence (or arrogance) that the Austrians
would never attack him1 had caused the loss of the battle, one of the most
disturbing events of his military career.2

Meanwhile, events elsewhere were transpiring. Zweibrücken was trying to
hold on to Saxony. If the latter could not keep such a position without help
from the main Austrian army, he should, as soon as he could, retreat to a
more suitable locale. This state of affairs put paid to the long anticipated
juncture between the two armies. The Saxon people themselves placed a
great deal of faith in this union. What an inglorious conclusion!

Further, the supply situation of the Imperialists had never been resolved.
There was a real shortage of remounts and even fodder for the horses. The
men were discontented. Almost the entire campaign, which had held so
much promise, was going down the drain in a big way. Zweibrücken’s
opinion of the marshal and “his” lack of energy has already been alluded to.

Daun’s shift to the east also uncovered Pirna and Dresden to the enemy. The
allies seemed disinterested in covering Saxony. At first, only Colonel Török



and a small force was employed on this task. So Daun sent Colonel
MacEliot with 1,200 men to go to Wehlen (October 6). This was better than
before, and could at least give Prince Henry a run for his money should he
choose to attack. Actually, Henry was in no hurry to rock the boat and did
not take any major offensive action. He did send out Kleist with cavalry in
the direction of Zwickau. There and in that region, Kleist was to do all he
could to upset any allied military activities he could tackle. For his part,
Hadik did not look favorably upon any Prussian efforts to root out allied
positions. He immediately unbuckled Ujházy and sent him, with a small
force, to stir up trouble around the Torgau/Eilenburg area. Prince Henry
could not help but take notice of Ujházy’s activities.

This seemed to provide justification for a renewal of the offensive. This
made better sense now that Daun, at least temporarily, was out of the
picture. Henry took up the gauntlet. October 13, Colonel Salmuth marched
from Torgau straight on Herzogswalde to be joined there on the same day
by Knobloch and Hülsen. The sum concentration of these troops was not
great, but there was a clear superiority of discipline and quality compared to
the Imperialists. The troops divided up: Hülsen with the main body moved
on Freiberg and Salmuth moved rather succinctly on Nossen. Meanwhile,
the allied force deployed at Freiberg panicked as Hülsen approached. They
consolidated their forces when a Prussian attack struck early on October 14.
Hadik tried to concentrate his men at the Spittelwalde, and made a
legitimate effort to oppose the forces of Prince Henry. About noon, Hülsen
opened up attacks all along the allied line.

On this day, the attacks by Prince Henry’s men were rather limited to light
troops harassing the line and keeping the enemy from getting a breather. A
deliberate attempt it was to keep the Imperialists on the edge. These probing
efforts were performed by Hülsen (the ranking officer on the spot); there
was no well- developed attack scheduled on October 14. There was an
involved effort to storm across the Mulde River, but the Prussians engaged
there could make no headway. The Imperialists had seen good to erect
substantial earthworks on the east end of the river, and only a direct—
determined—assault could carry the day. Batteries were directed by Hülsen
to concentrate maximum firepower all along the lines.



Just about dawn on October 15, the Prussian guns opened up to a crescendo
that roared most of the morning. This time, an assault was planned. Yes, the
fury was there, but in spite of the inevitable damage, about 1300 hours, a
full-scale attack was put forward. The blow was rather savage and Kleefeld
(who commanded the Advanced Guard) had his posts pulverized. As his
line was caving in, the general gave the order to pull back on Hadik’s line.
Hadik’s reaction was predictable. He ordered his men to resist the fury of
the attacks and slowly, deliberately and cautiously, the allies withdrew
towards Tschopau. Thus was Freiberg finally wrestled from the rather shaky
hands of the Allies. Had the Battle of Hochkirch not taken place around the
same time, much more could likely have been accomplished.

As it was, Hadik’s forced withdrawal had utterly transferred the initiative to
the Prussians in Saxony, although Frederick would now require the services
of some reinforcements as his army had been badly knocked about at
Hochkirch. As usual, Prince Henry was not surprised by his royal brother’s
activities in war.3

In short, with Hochkirch a done deal, Frederick required reinforcements
from Henry. On October 19, Henry moved out. Two days earlier,
Zweibrücken, who in his heart of hearts could not make himself believe that
the battle was going to prove decisive (in which he was perfectly correct),
made some shifts in his lines to get his forces more concentrated. October
19, Hülsen, who now lacked the strength to keep his hard-won post at
Freiberg, pulled back to Dippoldiswalde. He wasted no time.

The Imperialist reaction to all of this was typical. As soon as the Prussians
started to pull back, to ease off, Hadik moved in to take full advantage of
the situation. Same day, the Imperialists resumed their post at Bergstadt, all
while Kleefeld had reconnaissance parties out probing towards Penig. Inter-
allied relations were really strained by this point. Zweibrücken fielded a
request for reinforcements from Daun with little concern, and all Daun
could do was sidestep the Imperialists and “request” Serbelloni’s men be
sent to the main Austrian army as those requested new formations.
Dombâle was pushed off in the direction of Daun, and there was no
guarantee that the marshal might yet request more of the troops from



Saxony. Even though the marshal’s army still boasted superior numbers by
itself compared to the king.

Nonetheless, the reduction in Imperialist strength necessitated a contraction
of the forces still left in Saxony. Fortunately, the Prussians were also
reducing their lines. Hülsen himself abandoned Dippoldiswalde and fell
back (October 20) to Gahmig. Zweibrücken, for his part, was reduced to
holding skeletonal forces along the Muglitz, along with an anchor post at
Frauenstein. But, with Hülsen pulling back (yet again), Hadik came roaring
across the Mulde and started feeling out the immediate vicinity. With the
withdrawal of troops on both sides the emphasis of fighting was slowly
shifting towards Silesia. Especially since both main armies had made their
way there. The supply shortage situation for the Imperialists had not eased
either.

The Imperialist high command had begun to openly question whether or not
the Austrians had a “secret agenda” when it came to Saxony. Daun’s
apparent lack of energy could thus be explained, if this were indeed a true
scenario. The Imperialists went so far as to confront Kaunitz in Vienna with
their suspicions. Kaunitz assured Flemming and his entourage that nothing
could be further from the truth. Flemming was frank; he confessed the
Imperialists were starting to wonder if Silesia’s reconquest alone was the
marshal’s aim. In return, the Austrians spoke quite correctly that, since only
a part of the former Prussian occupation force of Saxony was still present in
that province, it seemed logical for Zweibrücken to do all he could to take
advantage of the new situation. Nor did things stop there. Zweibrücken
himself went so far as to wonder aloud why Daun’s main army, which was
still stronger than the Prussian opponent by itself, should need any sort of
reinforcements from the Imperialists in the first place. When shortly Daun
spun round and started moving to besiege Dresden, all of this contradictory
talk in both allied camps was largely forgotten.

Daun had not come to this decision lightly. A council-of-war was called for
at Austrian headquarters for October 29. This was the precursor to the rest
of the campaign, which had been another long one for all concerned. Daun
would see good only to deploy a portion of his army (namely Los Rios’ and
Gaisrück’s men) to go watch what Frederick was up to. The main Austrian



army had posts within sight of the enemy and did nothing; even though
Daun had 80,000 men against Frederick’s 35,000 men.

Surprisingly, the latter still intended to make for Silesia to drive Harsch
from the walls of Neisse and Kossel, thereby relieving the pressure being
applied by the foe to reconquer the province. Marshal Daun, with a fresh
victory and congratulatory messages coming from Vienna, perhaps a
consecrated hat and sword from Pope Clement XIII—an enemy of the
Protestant Frederick—could hardly have considered the king could reach
Silesia successfully without risking another battle. He definitely preferred
playing a waiting game rather than try to force Frederick’s hand. This was
in spite of a military parley in Vienna on September 27, where Kaunitz,
piqued by what he considered to be Daun’s dilatory nature, told the marshal
that Neisse and other posts in Silesia, at the very least needed to be taken
before the long campaign ended with no firm gains.4 This was “suggested”
to the marshal, although, in retrospect, Daun did perform a decent job
overall during the latter part of Campaign 1758.

Daun also proved to be the clever one as Wied’s actions, with the siege of
Neisse ending as a failure, were announced as a mere ruse to draw the
Prussian king towards Silesia. This was patently untrue. The marshal may
have foreseen the political consequences for the realm’s prestige if all there
was was one failure after another. All of this was set against the backdrop of
the “great victory” at Hochkirch. Surely Daun’s reputation among his men
had suffered more of a drop.

Meanwhile, the allies were doing their best to make full use of the
Königstein again, in spite of its “neutral” stance as attested in the 1756
peace. Actually, they required the big guns of the fortress for their designs.
This could, theoretically, compromise its neutrality. The formidable fortress
boasted a Saxon commandant, Lt-General Michael Lorenz von Pinch, who
was determined to keep to the terms of the neutrality treaty. This had really
occurred over the course of 1757 and 1758. In the end, the fortress kept its
integrity against strenuous objections.

Now certainly with Daun facing the end of a long, laborious campaign,
there were becoming fewer alternatives from which to pick. This was the
reason the marshal turned back and besieged Dresden. With the advent of



December, there had to be some rekindling of the old ghosts of Leuthen.
This was a battle the Austrians took no pleasure in trying to relive.
Hochkirch itself was supposed to inspire the Russians (and the dilatory
Swedes) into more active participation in the war.

It seemed like a no lose proposition. If Dresden were indeed beyond reach,
at least the allies would be assured of the greater part of Saxony at their
disposal for winter quarters. If there was no dice there, the siege of Neisse
could always be resumed. This time with the added bonus of Silesian
foothold. Maria Theresa was in full accord with this idea. She penned a note
to the marshal, stating as such, on November 4.

If a move upon Dresden were to be successful, the Prussians would have to
be kept busy to divert them from reinforcing the forces in the Saxon capital.
This would require the help of Zweibrücken. Daun realized he had limited
time for the task upon Dresden.5 The king would never let the situation
stand pat. What was clear to all concerned was the success, or failure, of the
campaign rested with the actions of Daun’s main army.

Frederick had adequate guard left in Saxony to hold that place. Sufficient
for the Imperialists. Finck was left in charge of all Prussian forces there, as
Prince Henry had now joined his royal brother. Schmettau commanded at
Dresden. With 14,000 men at Finck’s disposal, the king concluded that he
need not fear for Saxony. He ordered that the wounded, after being loaded
into some 3,000 wagons earmarked for the task, be sent to Dresden to be
attended to there, under escort. This convoy left Bautzen in the evening of
October 22; as a preliminary to the new march Frederick had decided upon.
The main Prussian army spent the daylight hours of October 23 preparing to
march. The array set off about 2200 hours—the king ordering the
provision/bakery wagons moved northward under escort toward Förtschen,
in the subtlest manner, so that the Austrians would not detect what was
afoot.

The king was very put off by the utter failure at Hochkirch, but he still
betrayed some confidence when he addressed his subordinates after the
action. He told them curtly, “The marshal has let us out of the trap.”6



The army was ordered to follow the van up the Spree so Daun’s alert scouts
might not be tipped off. All being ready, the bluecoats abandoned Klein-
Bautzen. Late in the night, Austrian scouts, creeping into the now deserted
encampment, discovered its occupants had flown the coop. Scouts reported
the marching towards Glogau. There the king apparently meant to rally his
men under the big guns of the fortress and then proceed on Neisse from that
side.

In Silesia, a few days after Frederick’s move, Harsch, at last ready for a
siege, finally began bombarding Neisse (the siege guns having just arrived
from Moravia) on October 26. But Tresckow would not give in, and before
too long he received the help he had been requesting since August. The
king, catching up with his bakery and baggage on the march not far near the
Spree, crossed the river near Jahmen-Förtschen and paused with his army
on the opposite bank. This occurred about the time Daun’s scouts
discovered the old Prussian camp empty. The marshal stood organizing the
last-minute details of the march into Silesia, while the marshal took note of
the fact and, true to form, did nothing. This inaction allowed Frederick to
make the very march Daun had been instructed to prevent if he could. The
marshal, however, did send off General Wied with a strong reinforcement to
help prop up Harsch, while he prepared to move with the main Austrian
army.

Before light the following morning, the Prussian king ordered his army to
prepare to march. Soon the men had been split into several columns, to
make better/faster passage through the difficult country east of the Spree,
and made off hastily. The head of the army pointed south-southeast towards
Reichenbach aiming for Görlitz. His intentions are made clear by a peek at
a map of the locality, since he could not go through Daun’s army, then he
would simply move around him to reach the road for Silesia on the opposite
side.

Obviously, Daun did not believe that Frederick could pull off such a move
with an army still shaken by Hochkirch, for the Austrian guard force at
Reichenbach was weak and other nearby detachments were weaker still on
the road behind. When the Prussian army appeared near Reichenbach early
on October 25, it was a move totally unexpected by the Austrians. Prince



Henry had command of the Prussian rearguard, and he had been busy
fighting off enemy detachments from the time the army had left Bautzen.7

The “block” force at Reichenbach was soon attacked and driven away, and
the king’s men marched on to the road; not blocked now, and open almost
into Neisse. That was all the intelligence Harsch needed to hear.8 Hastily,
the army moved off. Daun, learning the enemy had reappeared where it was
not anticipated, reacted. He rose from Dresha-Walsa (the position his army
had been occupying) and moved back east down the road to see to the
situation himself. Discovering the news was all too true, the marshal settled
his army down about Kittlitz and Hochkirch. The following morning,
October 26, Laudon and his troopers were sent to do what they could.

The Prussians were not inclined to give ground, having gained their
immediate objective. They moved upon Görlitz and that neighborhood as
being a step closer to Neisse. Prince Henry was put under pressure, but with
no lasting success for the Austrians. Laudon tried again the following day,
but again with negligible results. Daun forthwith decided there would be no
way to halt the Prussian march short of a battle, which the Austrian
commander (in spite of his victory at Hochkirch) was unwilling to attempt.
Thus there was “still considerable reluctance to face Frederick again in
open field.”9 At Hochkirch, the Prussians had severely handled the
marshal’s men, in spite of inferior numbers. Here Daun would not try. Even
with a crushing superiority over the bluecoats by more than two to one, the
weaker side was allowed to resume its mission. An objective, we might add,
that would undo all that Hochkirch and the campaign had achieved.
Nothing could more clearly testify to the caution of marshal Daun than that.
October 29, General Bornstedt arrived hard by Grüna with the provisions.
Simultaneously, General Braun moved from Görlitz upon Leopoldshayn,
there to wait with the artillery train.

After a few days’ rest and recuperation, the Prussian army again was on the
way. It rose from Görlitz on October 30, and made for Neisse through
Hirschberg and Schweidnitz. Laudon followed, pricking at the Prussian rear
for a couple of days. Prince Henry repulsed him, and then occupied
Hirschberg to prevent the enemy from doing so. Prince Henry was able to
thwart Laudon by setting Schönbrunn afire. He took a detachment to get



hold of Landshut. Henry’s men drew out the guns that had been brought
from Dresden to blast and break up Laudon’s raiding parties when they
came on too strongly. Frederick, by way of retaliation for these raids,
ordered several Saxon villages burned down. And the Austrians, in spite of
their best efforts, could not get ahead of the king.

Daun moved with his main force on Görlitz, there to await the king’s next
move. He had strong detachments maneuvering on the Liegnitz road to
prevent the enemy from moving around him that way. Laudon, tiring from
the game, returned to the main army. Prussian patrols reached Schönberg
and fought a hard little fight with General Vehla. Other forces probed to
Lichtenau, while Laudon, hearing word the Prussians were on the move
again, barged through Görlitz to nip at Prince Henry’s rearguard. Vehla had
reinforced Laudon by then, and the combined force took up post near
Pfaffendorf. Frederick’s lines were stabilized about Geilsdorf, although the
local threat of Austrian irruption continued.

Daun saw good to detach Arenberg to support Laudon. November 1, the
Prussian army filed out of Lauban-Geilsdorf, and crossed the Queiss River.
Laudon reacted immediately. Austrian batteries were set up near the old
Prussian posts and began lobbing shells at the enemy’s rearguard, but that
was the extent of Laudon’s effort at the moment. The king, leading the
Prussian rear now, was rather careful to avoid an entanglement with the
irascible Laudon. Once the latter was forced to break off, the king moved
on Löwenburg. Laudon followed him at a safe distance, and moved
succinctly across the Queiss. The arrival of the Prussian king nearby was
immediately conveyed to Harsch. The latter made preparations to retire.
Frederick marched on Jauer (November 2), then on Schweidnitz (November
3). Laudon, probing cautiously, moved on Petrowitz, sending troopers to
harass the Prussians at Hirschberg, which consisted of Ziethen and his
troopers. Fouquet joined with the main royal army, while Prince Henry took
up at Landshut. Ziethen, unbuckled on to Thomasdorf, was given the task of
linking Henry’s and the king’s men. Harsch, stuck between a rock and a
hard place, did all he could.

The news of the Prussian king’s march into Silesia spread ahead of him like
wildfire. About the first of November, word reached Neisse and Tresckow



learned that relief was on its way—this from some Austrian deserters. Five
days after, at about 1300 hours on November 6, Tresckow’s scouts informed
him that the enemy siege lines around Neisse were abandoned, Harsch
having pulled up stakes the night before and withdrawn back into Moravia.
Harsch departed so quickly that much unexploded ammunition and supplies
were left to the Prussians.10 This was anticipated by the garrison, who had
noticed the weakening of the enemy’s efforts. At Kossel, next turn, the
irregulars fled upon word of the dreaded Frederick’s approach. Harsch had
been dealt with, no need of a battle.11 The king moved to Münsterberg, and
then put in an appearance at Neisse to inspect the recent siege damage. On
November 6, General Retzow perished, of dysentery. He had been suffering
from general ill-health, and this latest effort had served to finish him off.12

This added another name to the growing list of Prussian generals already
perished in this war: Keith, Schwerin, Francis of Brunswick, Mosel (at
Hochkirch). Prince Moritz, who had been allowed to return to Bautzen
shortly after his capture, was again with his own army. But he never
returned to a command; his wounds took long to heal, he developed cancer
and died on April 11, 1760. Faithful Driesen, hero of Leuthen, died in
Dresden on November 2, 1758. A shortage of good commanders was
beginning to show its disadvantages, as Frederick found himself with no
alternative but to assign ever greater responsibilities to those competent
men who were left and move up officers not entirely suited.

Back in Saxony, meanwhile, Daun having received word that Harsch had
withdrawn, decided as a counterstroke to lay siege to Dresden, and to seize
it before Frederick could hasten back to rescue his garrison there. If
Dresden could be wrestled away from the Prussians, this would
automatically give the marshal control of southern Saxony and provide a
good cap to what had, overall, been a successful campaign. Frederick, back
in Silesia, had satisfied himself of the danger of the Austrian marshal
sweeping down upon Dresden while he was busy elsewhere. Even if he did,
the king assumed that Finck could handle the incursion with the troops at
his disposal until help could arrive.

In the meanwhile, Frederick thought of sweeping into Lusatia to beat up
some of the enemy’s posts there.13 November 8, Prince Henry heard news
that Daun was planning such a move from enemy deserters. He quickly



passed the information on to his brother, with a qualifying note that the
source of the information was none too reliable.

Marshal Daun might look with some satisfaction on what his army had
accomplished during the campaign of 1758: Foiling Frederick’s designs
upon Olmütz; invading and nearly conquering Saxony while Frederick had
gone to face the Russians; then surprising and defeating the main Prussian
army at Hochkirch. To capture Dresden would put a good culmination to
the campaign, and might give the marshal even greater favor at Vienna than
in 1757 when he stopped the Prussian king cold at Kolin. There was some
correctness in this logic. It is significant to note that the two serious
reverses suffered by the Prussians so far in this war had both been inflicted
courtesy of the steady, patient Daun. Except in terms of actual maneuvering,
Daun’s slow, cumbersome way appeared to be superior to the king’s. But it
sure showed up on this occasion.

However, had Daun been swift on his march, Dresden would have fallen to
him. With the short space of time at hand before Frederick might reappear,
a successful siege of the Saxon capital was simply not feasible. The story of
Daun’s lethargic attempt to besiege Dresden and Frederick’s very swift—
ultimately successful—effort to curb him makes for some eye-opening
reading. The Austrian commander moved his army gradually upon
Reichenbach. In front of Dresden, Daun was well aware that Finck would
do his best to delay the Austrian advance until the king could return from
Silesia.14

The preparations made to besiege the Saxon capital had to be kept as
secretive as possible. If Prussian intelligence learned of this attempt, then
Frederick would never allow himself to be drawn off towards Silesia. The
bringing forward of the bridge train with which to prosecute the siege was
thus held up, deliberately.

Bringing forward this siege equipment took a long, drawn-out amount of
time. But Daun proceeded to business. November 4, at 0400 hours, the
Austrian army was shaken into motion and rolled forward, barging into
Bautzen (November 5). Things could have gotten unpleasant quite quickly,
but the measured pace of the maneuver helped to slow things down. On
November 6, the marshal was at Helmsdorf. From here, it was crystal clear



that Daun was not aiming for Silesia on this occasion at all. The
Imperialists were cooperating as fully as they could in this new endeavor.
New bridging had been prepared in as quiet a manner as possible at Copitz,
and the Imperialists kept a close watch thereabouts. Austrian posts at
Dittersbach were pressed over the Elbe on to Pirna and the vicinity
(November 7). The Imperialists had been more active than usual in trying to
help with the task at hand.

The Imperialist move was by a circuitous method which would help pin the
Prussians’ attention to any problems with the marshal. Zweibrücken himself
rose with his army and marched on Hermsdorf on November 4. He was
only too aware of the lateness of the campaign season and that Dresden, if it
were to be regained, was now or never. Thus the energy level was at high
pitch. November 6, Zweibrücken brought his expectant army to Freiberg. A
good point to take a breather was at hand. The movement had not been
easy, and the artillery teams in particular had struggled.

Prussian efforts to see what was afoot had been low key, but there remained
the chance Frederick’s minions would put in an appearance. Zweibrücken
could not do much here. For the enemy responded first. Itzenplitz rolled
forward on Kesselsdorf, in direct response to Zweibrücken’s march. This
was unexpected by Daun. The latter had the unpleasant experience of
seeing Itzenplitz linked back up to Dresden, which had been allowed by the
Imperialists. This was in spite of allied efforts to disguise their mission.

The bluecoats would have none of it. On November 4, with his suspicions
aroused, Finck rose and fell back on Kesselsdorf. This action put him in
much closer proximity to Dresden, but forfeited Gahmig. For the allies,
however, this put Zweibrücken in bad straits. Prussian patrols were
strengthened towards Meissen. The allies unbuckled Ujházy to march on
the latter. Again, Prussian reaction was strong. There were numerous shifts
on the part of the Prussians. The allies inched closer to the enemy’s lines.

Dresden itself was held by the Prussians with an unsteady hand. On
November 4, Luzinsky suddenly attacked Mayr’s force. This was less than
a surprise. The assault was strong enough to drive the hussars of Belling
and Mayr’s men from their posts. About 1200 hours, Mayr was forced back
into Dresden itself. The allies broke off the action for the moment. Still, no



one expected Daun to put in an appearance when he did, especially with
Frederick and the main body of the Prussians so close at hand.

The defenses of the capital had been neglected by the bluecoats. Colonel
Török, who was in close proximity, kept the situation in the city closely
monitored. On November 7, Finck fell back to try to maintain
communication with the Prussian forces at Dresden. Daun presented an
overwhelming force. The rumors about a Prussian withdrawal on Meissen
proved unfounded. The marshal’s patrols reached Lockwitz on November
7; he was of a mind to have Zweibrücken pin down Itzenplitz while his
army did the task. Hadik had the more direct duty of striking at Torgau.
This was yet another attempt to upend the Prussians. Daun had apparently
worked up a scheme to seize control of Dresden and bring the campaign
1758 to a successful conclusion.15

Zweibrücken intended for the campaign to end successfully all right, with
factors other than Dresden in the bag. Zweibrücken’s chief worry was that
his army was scattered. Too spread out to bring together in a single day.
Hadik was already unbuckled upon Torgau and other forces pressed on
Prussian posts in and about Meissen. As for Daun, he was firmly in the
driver’s seat. Thus far, Itzenplitz had no inkling of what was transpiring.
Now arose, from the depths of history, a tale of some speculation. Months
before, Zweibrücken had tried resort to an old nemesis of mankind: greed.
No one other than Zweibrücken or King Augustus’ himself was more
interested in maintaining Dresden in the best condition possible. So a
monetary offer was forthcoming. This was to be directed to the
commandant of Dresden, Schmettau. Whether the Austrians felt this
scheme would be successful is unknown, although Schmettau had, in the
past, spent a considerable amount of time in the Austrian service. It does
appear Schmettau was actually contacted with regard to selling out the
Prussian cause, or, more specifically, selling out Dresden. There is no
evidence to indicate whether or not Schmettau ever seriously considered the
offer.16

In light of the later treatment meted out to Schmettau by the king, he must
have felt something had transpired. Zweibrücken, for the moment, was also
worried about the status of Torgau. That major Prussian magazine was



certain to be at center stage in this whole bid to reconquer Saxony. Now
Daun, as soon as he appeared at the gates of Dresden, instead of decisively
acting, hesitated. This put the situation up in the air. Moreover, the whole
matter of Schmettau’s treachery was shaky at best, much of it speculation.
Itzenplitz might have something to say about this whole matter of betraying
the Saxon capital. That general abandoned a well-prepared camp near
Kesselsdorf and fell back directly on Dresden (night of November 9–10).17

This move helped leverage the Allies away from the Saxon capital. Daun
not only thought of employing Hadik to take care of Torgau, but also that
Zweibrücken should march straightway upon Leipzig. But late word of
Wedell’s move from Pomerania to the theater of war close-by had reached
Zweibrücken. This made the latter hesitate just enough to cause the latest
Imperialist’ mission to fail.

After a momentary burst of optimism, Daun regressed once more into
gloom and doom. As of November 9 the Austrians were right in the vicinity
of the Saxon capital, but the marshal could not express an optimistic
outcome to the proceedings on Dresden. He composed a gloomy note on
that day to Vienna. In this letter, Daun recounted that Dresden could no
longer be taken by a swift stroke. That alternative being put aside, the last
one was a lengthy, well-involved siege. The lateness of the season and the
state of the Prussian defenses virtually ruled out such an option. It did not
take much effort for Daun to talk himself out of trying anything. Dresden
had sufficient supplies, and the main enemy army might appear any time.18

Itzenplitz’ advance units were engaged in light skirmishing with the
Austrian patrols late on the same night. Finck was also engaged in trying to
cause Daun as many problems as he could. During the overnight hours,
General Finck energetically shifted his men back on Neudörfel. This move
put him right into Dresden itself.

As soon as Daun drew close, Schmettau resolved to deny to the Saxon royal
family any possibility of escaping to the allies. The Prussian guard at the
Palace was strengthened and preparations made as complete as they could
be for the arrival of the massive Austrian army nearby. Now, with
Schmettau’s threat to torch the suburbs apparently not taken seriously, the
bluecoats took appropriate measures. A still stronger force occupied the
Palace and “four munition wagons, each containing 15,000 cartridges” were



hauled up.19 Nonetheless, there were some present at the capital who did
not believe the Prussians would seriously entertain letting Dresden burn.20

To make it clear to all concerned the bluecoats would take whatever
measures they had to, Schmettau called together the mayor of Dresden
(Freyberg) with his cohorts on November 9. The general made it clear he
considered doing his duty of utmost importance.21 And he would not listen
to remonstrances made by the Saxons themselves that they may have
swerved Schmettau’s resolve.

Finck was a less skilled commander than Prince Henry, and he showed it.
But help was indeed on the way. Dohna was ordered (October 29) to march
from Pomerania to Saxony. November 2, he was at Stettin. Reaching Berlin
on November 8, Dohna pressed forward to Herzberg (November 13). As for
Dohna, he was unable to even approach the Elbe until November 4–5; he
seized the bridge opposite to Pirna and occupied it (November 7). His
intentions were to view the bridge as essential, through it ran his line-of-
communication and supply route. The marshal was really then tied to the
bridge, and could not venture far from it without leaving strong
detachments nearby. Zweibrücken was to press against Finck’s lines.

The Imperialist commander did actually weakly probe forward, marching
cautiously past Finck. The latter rose from Gahmig and fell back across the
water barrier of the Elbe, a move that left the face and roads south of the
Saxon capital exposed. Finck took up post at Kesseldorf (near Rabenau
again), but the Imperialists, coming on with greater strength, forced him to
take drastic countermeasures. Finck made off hastily from his new camp,
and moved to the Elbe, the foe closing in behind in great force. Utilizing a
pontoon-bridge, he crossed below Dresden, which was a wise precaution as
it allowed both protection under the guns of the Saxon capital and an open
line of retreat to the north in case of defeat.

Simultaneously, Hadik and his Croats were detached from the main army to
go to other towns in Saxony to secure their capture. Hadik rode into
Waldheim on November 8, and from there to Grimma on November 9. With
Kleefeld detached, the latter made at pace for Borna, where he arrived on
November 7. The enemy were in fear of a move against Leipzig, which



seemed to be inevitable under the circumstances. Suddenly on November
11, Hadik suddenly struck for Torgau. He had 10,000 men, while Torgau
had a garrison of about 320 men, under Colonel von Grolmann, but this was
inadequate for defense. Hadik closed up on it, and launched an assault
(September 12); the fortress did not give way, but the garrison guessing—
correctly as it turned out—that Wedell should be approaching, was able to
stonewall Hadik until the reinforcements appeared. Hadik withdrew back
towards Pirna immediately.

Daun, however, had it all his own way, at first. The foe having been cleared
from the roads south of Dresden, the marshal (night of November 8–9)
moved near Rabenau, taking up on the southern side of the city. Finck
ordered Mayr to continue delaying, and his troopers were sent riding around
the Austrian positions. But Daun was quite free to commence the siege of
Dresden. The defenses of the place were weak, the garrison weak (not
above a few thousands), the entrenchments were old and ill-kept. Even
worse, the southern suburb—called the Great Garden—was defended by
very small detachments. Against these rather flimsy defenses,
Daun/Zweibrücken together boasted over 100,000 men; a slight push, it
seemed, should suffice. Dresden seemed as good as fallen.

Schmettau was forced into desperate measures. He gave orders that, if
threatened with capture, the garrison was to set fire to the southern suburbs.
This was considered necessary if the Prussians were to hope to retain the
city. Schmettau knew that Daun’s men could not traverse the flames into the
capital. He communicated words to that effect to Daun, who apparently did
not surmise that Schmettau was speaking seriously, for he soon challenged
the statement. Night of November 9–10, the marshal sent his army towards
Dresden. Mayr sortied and Daun opposed him with the Croats.

The Prussians of Itzenplitz were also active at this time, joined by the
Belling Hussars. At the so-called Zinzendorf Park, a four gun battery had
been set up. As Mayr and Belling’s men fell back under heavy pressure
from Daun’s increasingly active force, this battery commenced to go to
work pounding at the Austrian attackers. Mayr and Itzenplitz gave ground
all the way to the Pirna Gate by that point. Under cover of the shelling, the
Prussians were able to rally. In the gathering darkness, and with all the



artillery work, the Austrians appeared to have lost some of their cohesion.
Thus emboldened, the bluecoats counterattacked and forced the enemy to
concede their gains. Daun’s men were forced back, with heavy losses. With
the Austrians for all intents and purposes beaten back, Itzenplitz’s men
withdrew towards the other end of town, while Mayr kept to the southern
suburbs.

During the night, following what Mayr believed were the Austrians trying
to make entrenchments, he informed Schmettau. Ironically, Daun had lost
all interest in trying to grab the city. Nonetheless, about 0200 hours,
Schmettau gave the dreaded order. Fires started right beside the Pirna Gate
and spread towards Wilsdrüf. The prevailing wind prevented the entire city
from being engulfed. However, once the deed was done, Schmettau had to
act coldly. When the distraught mayor appeared and tried to order the fire-
engines deployed, Schmettau abruptly ordered the gates sealed. This was
considered a military necessity to prevent the Austrians from breaking in. In
a matter of some three hours, much damage was done. Freyberg,
simultaneously as he was told not to go to the aid of the people outside,
Kollas ordered him, in no uncertain terms, to have the fire engines available
in case the fires spread into Dresden proper. As it turned out, there were
serious shortages in crews for the units, since some lived outside the gates
and could not get in and others were on guard against the aroused soldiery
that was essentially rioting.

Schmettau feared for the safety of his posts and ordered Kollas to fetch
three fire engines from Freyberg. Simultaneously, the ground around area
was wetted down. There was little choice, so city leaders were enrolled as
crews and sent to work fighting the fires with as much energy as they could
muster. As soon as Daun was apprised of the unfortunate developments of
the early morning he was at once sad and infuriated. Sad that the fire had
occurred in the first place, especially as he had tried for the opposite effect.
Mad that Schmettau had allowed it to take place. The marshal wrote of this
act that the enemy had, “transgressed against … Christendom, Politics, and
Humanity.”22 This communication was brought by Colonel Kajetan von
Zawosky to the walls of Dresden. He met with a rather cold reception from
the Prussian officer of the watch. A long interlude ensued before Schmettau
deigned send out someone to meet with this communication. The Prussian



Major von Puttkammer appeared then to talk to Zawosky. When the latter
insisted he would converse with no one except for Schmettau, Puttkammer
demurred.

Zawosky was summarily blindfolded and brought before Schmettau and
Itzenplitz. When the gist of the Daun communiqué was conveyed to the
Prussians, they were incensed. Schmettau insisted he had acted as a proper
soldier should and Itzenplitz added the king was en route to their aid in
Dresden.23 Zawosky was given the assurance—to pass on to Daun—the
word the royal family was safe and sound at the Palace. As we have
observed, Schmettau had filled the available spaces of the palace with
highly combustible materials like gunpowder and shells, as well as the
Palace Courtyard.24 With that, the interview was abruptly terminated and
the “Austrian” (actually Saxon) officer was escorted back to his lines. With
some retrospect, we can certainly see that Schmettau acted rather rashly.
But, considering the size of the enemy opposed to him, that commander
acted with as much circumspection as he felt he could have. The
unfortunate damage so inflicted upon Dresden was bad, but was mostly
minimized.

The aftermath of the Dresden fire was most distressing for all concerned.
Thousands of the citizenry were homeless as a result, and many were the
family members hunting through the wreckage left in the wake of the
conflagration. It took a while to get things under control and smoking ruins
to simmer down.25 Graf Solms, acting with the marshal fully behind him,
set out to the rescue of the unfortunates as much as he possibly could. The
army’s bakery outfit was put to work forthwith baking for starving people
and straw was distributed on Palace grounds to help shelter the homeless.
This early attempt at “social welfare” was a rather meaningful success.
Solm’s efforts did go a long way to redress the cruel thing which had been
visited upon the citizenry. November 11, the town council tried to address
the broader issues of aid for the people in the burned out suburbs.
Nonetheless, Schmettau did not prove to be very cooperative and absolutely
refused to sanction opening the gates for at least one more full day under
any circumstances. Militarily, he acted with all of the caution he should
have, but the great humanitarian, Schmettau was not. Still the city council
did all it could to ensure relief, but the Prussian feeling was that such



individuals as passed beyond gates could be regarded with some suspicion
as enemy intelligence agents.

There were some ironies of the state of Dresden. People were in desperate
need of bread with regard to the present, but plenty of flour was readily
available in raw form in local mills. There was another problem that needed
addressed. Bodies of people who had lost their lives in the fire were
decomposing, some half a dozen. This was really creating a health risk to
the citizens of the city, both inside and outside. The gates were still closed
to the through traffic and it was only through exit from the other gates that
people went out and picked up the bodies. Out of the damage areas, there
had been much looting going on. Daun had the malefactors that fell into his
hands condemned to death by hanging.26 A couple of the innocent civilians
had been burned up directly in the fire.27 One of these individuals was a
member of that long tradition, the news criers, a humpback indigent by the
name of Roszlar. The total of burned houses amounted to 285.28 The city
council set up a network to collect funds to help the victims of the fire.
What this amounted to was a charity outfit operating throughout the
German Reich.

The marshal was beside himself with indignation. However, the livid
condition of Daun did not last long. Already on November 11, the marshal’s
correspondence reflected he did not think the damage from the fire was
nearly as severe as he had been led to believe. It soon became patently
obvious, even with the fire, Daun’s men could have leveraged out both
Finck and Schmettau’s men with an overwhelming force. This was the
feeling of Vienna. There were other considerations. Unlike the situation
with regard to the Königstein, which even the Prussians did not agree with,
Dresden was not neutral and it was not an open town. It was a fortress, pure
and simple. Schmettau thought so, Zweibrücken thought so, and even the
marshal did. Everyone agreed on that.

This effectively halted Daun’s advance, and brought to an end the “Siege of
Dresden.” The Austrian marshal’s men, who had been engaged in erecting
siege batteries, halted at the sight of this conflagration. This is true warfare,
then?



At a high cost, Schmettau had stemmed the enemy’s advance. Daun did not
make another attempt, so the bluecoats, after all, saved Dresden from the
clutches of the enemy. Neverthe kept its ground, not venturing towards
Dresden. Back in Silesia, Frederick, seeing that the foe had practically
evacuated the province upon his approach, quickly divided his army into
three groups: one under himself and the last two under Ziethen and Prince
Henry. Ziethen had instructions to remain in Silesia and guard it, while the
others started back in the direction of Saxony. The head of the marching
troops pointed towards Lusatia—off to the northwest—on November 15,
Frederick was at Lauban. Just as his men reached that place, Daun received
word of his march.

The latter knew his adversary was again within supporting distance of
Schmettau by then, and the siege would now have to be abandoned. During
the day (November 15) Daun had his army prepare for marching, and then
moved back to his fortified camp at Pirna. Schmettau, who was still in
danger, was thus saved, and Prussian control of Dresden. Daun was tailed
by Zweibrücken, and the remaining allied forces near the Saxon capital.29

The king reached Dresden on November 20. Simultaneously, the allied
forces concluded their campaign by falling back into friendly territory.

Nevertheless, Daun again shared much of the blame for the failure of the
effort to relieve the Saxon capital. The plodding seemed almost
inconceivable to individuals like Flemming. The latter, after all the
excitement generated by what the campaign could have accomplished, had
to once again settle for “what might have been.” Now we do not want to
make light of the tragedy of the siege, which culminated with this fire, but
initial reports were often prone to extreme exaggeration. For example, the
irate ambassador Ponickau, relying on less than reliable information,
produced a report that contained fallacies. Stories like Prussian soldiers had
dragged screaming children and thrown them to their deaths in the flames,
bayoneted their elders, and burned down a tavern crowded with dozens of
Saxon citizens locked inside! Little wonder this “intelligence,” once it was
distributed, caused a backlash against the Prussians. Still, a sixth of the
Saxon capital had been burned to the ground.30



Of course, the mere fact that these latter accusations were all false should
not stand in the way of their circulation. Remember, bad news usually
travels much faster and even farther than good news. On the other hand,
although the allied courts seemed incensed, they did precious little to act
against the “brutes” occupying Dresden. There was really remarkably little
effort given to occupy any of Saxony. Even Leipzig was considered a
stretch by the marshal. In point, Daun had no intention of wintering
anywhere north of Bohemia at the end of 1758. Even though Kaunitz
himself had often urged the capture of at least Neisse before 1758
concluded.31 In this, the marshal was, surprisingly enough, backed up by
Maria Theresa. Apparently she considered the campaign of 1758 a wash,
and the monarch was looking forward to that of 1759 with greater favor. As
for Count Kaunitz, he seemed to be content to leave the power of the army
almost intact by not fighting for Dresden. The marshal, with a heavy heart,
prepared to retire.

On November 16, Daun moved out before daylight, hitching temporarily at
Berggiesshübel. The other contingents likewise made ready to go.
November 21, the Austrians started to retreat. On November 25, they drew
up at the field of Lobositz, which still bore some of the damage inflicted on
it during that October battle in 1756. By November 28, the men were safely
ensconced in Prague, and their part of the campaign was effectively at an
end.

November 6, at Grosswossen, the Prussian king received, with some relief,
the welcome news that the enemy was abandoning the field.32 He moved to
Schweidnitz (November 9), staying overnight only long enough to send out
feelers. The king had heard of the abandonment of the Siege of Neisse.
Next day, the royal quarters were Röhnstock and, finally on November 13,
Löwenburg. Riders reached Frederick here with the news that the marshal
was pulling out. He pressed on to Dresden.

Wedell was in Berlin on October 31. Shortly, he was ordered to march for
Saxony to redress the situation there. Pressing on to Herzberg (November
11), he marched, with some alarcity, for Torgau, November 12. Same day, a
roving Prussian patrol, led by Lossow, launched a counterattack against one
of Hadik’s patrols at Entenfangs. The advance of the latter had threatened a



position, but Lossow finally had to give way. When Hadik’s men appeared
in force before Torgau, Lossow’s men fought hard to prevent Hadik from
gaining his objective. With the hussars alone, the situation was touch and
go. The fighting had been going on for about an hour when, about 1100
hours, Wedell’s advanced guard suddenly appeared. This threw Hadik into a
quandary. He broke off his assault (1600 hours) and moved to Düben.
Retiring on Eilenburg finally, after destroying the bridge at Düben, Hadik
momentarily paused. This fitted in well with Zweibrücken’s attempted
advance on Leipzig. Hadik was to provide flank protection on the Mulde
against possible enemy countermeasures.

This was the last sizable allied effort of the campaign. Zweibrücken was
emboldened by the return of Luzinsky’s hard riding hussars. The
Imperialists got to Waldheim on November 13. This seemed the best shot
yet for Zweibrücken to do something. He had been largely minimized
during the whole campaign. While Zweibrücken was paused, the Prince of
Liechtenstein, with 1,500 men, moved on Leipzig. Other detachments
occupied nearby posts.

The Imperialists appeared on the verge of a big offensive. Then, on the
evening of November 12, like proverbial cold water on a fire, a rider called
Captain Rupert returned from Fermor’s men. He brought disturbing news.
The Russians were retiring into winter quarters, Daun was retiring and that
left Zweibrücken alone to face the enemy. Despite this salient fact,
Zweibrücken briefly tried his best to finish up what he had started. Daun
reported to him that the Austrians would be unable to keep the field. The
Imperial leader, moreover, informed Zweibrücken that the king was at
Görlitz and Prince Henry at Greiffenberg. On November 15, a swift move
upon Colditz produced a union of Zweibrücken with a terse note from
Hadik. The latter reported on the arrival of Dohna in the immediate vicinity.
Zweibrücken did say, with some reservation, that he expected to be in
Leipzig by November 17. After this, word arrived that Eilenburg had fallen
to the Prussians again. Wedell was discovered to be united to Dohna’s men.
The combined force was advancing to meet the Imperialist threat. Dohna
took command of the combined force.



Word reached Dohna and the Prussians, on November 15, that Zweibrücken
had accomplished his purpose of taking Leipzig. This was simply not
true.33 Dohna moved out to confront Hadik, who took up a strategic
location on a rise to the west of Eilenburg. Hadik pushed out patrols from
Kuhlschau on Paschwitz and Sprotta. The reconnaissance effort was
thwarted by Prussian forces encamped at Doberschütz. They could not
detect the sudden eruption of Dohna’s men. This enabled a sizable force to
appear. About 1330 hours, the Prussians struck; Hadik’s outbound forces
tumbled back towards Eilenburg. He reacted by pressing out a detachment
to secure the bridge crossing over the Mulde.

About 1500 hours, the forward elements of Hadik’s men were back by
Eilenburg. Two full grenadier companies, led by Major-General von Essern,
were ordered forward into the fray, specifically to man the bridge over the
Mulde. Now the problem arose that an entire Prussian Free-Corps (that of
Hordt) was at hand and this latter force proved too strong to repulse.
Essen’s men tumbled back with some losses, while Stolberg received
instructions to deploy Neuhoff’s troops to prevent the Prussians from
advancing farther. The river crossings were soon afire, which caused Hadik
to wonder how to break off the unprofitable fight and retire to safety. The
artillery was in the thick of things, trying to destroy the bridges and to show
a bold front to the enemy.

Dohna’s men brought up their own guns and they exchanged a duel with the
enemy pieces for about an hour. Just about 1600 hours, a determined
Prussian effort was made to lunge forward into the bridgehead. But the
Croats set the town on fire, and this momentarily checked their effort right
at Eilenburg. However, the bluecoats were not easily discouraged. Advance
cavalry, led by Major-General von Malachowsky, galloped past Mensdorf
and, found a feasible place to ford the Mulde at Zschepplin. Allied
resistance on the opposite shore was spotty at best. Hadik felt the situation
required an immediate response. The available cavalry, of the Prince of
Liechtenstein, and three full regiments of the Imperialist horse, sped off to
do battle with Malachowsky. Simultaneously, Hadik turned his front around
to confront the new intruder. Hadik even had dismounted troopers fan out
into Elienburg and take post in windows across from the Prussian forces.
There they commenced to fire away, while Hadik waited long enough for



nightfall to fall to strike his tents and retreat. The entire Prussian horse was
with Malachowsky, so the Prussian attacks through Eilenburg were with
infantry alone.

The subsequent retirement by Hadik left the field to the surging Prussian
forces. The latter’s cavalry was more than anxious to follow up Hadik’s
withdrawal. The Imperialist cavalry, trying their best to cover a fighting
withdrawal, had a very difficult time with the Prussians. The night was very
dark, and, in the less than ideal conditions, the Imperialist horse often
mistook their own force for the Prussians. Nor was there any help from
Daun on this occasion. Daun was not about to be lured out of his winter
quarters. Hadik accordingly hitched back upon Grimma. There he was
reinforced by new formations. But Grimma remained exposed, so Hadik
fell back on Schönbach.

With the enemy in front of him now fully deployed, Zweibrücken had no
real choice except to concede the field. Without field support from anyone
else, the Imperialist commander feared that only disaster would come from
trying to force a major battle, even against Wedell. With the latest effort a
non-success, he resolved to retire on Chemnitz. Hadik’s rather abrupt
abandonment of the offensive helped Zweibrücken make up his mind. With
wild rumors making the rounds, the commander initially had a hard time
trying to apprize what had happened at Eilenburg. The situation with the
withdrawal was aggravated by the weather. It had turned cooler and snow
was threatening to appear soon. Now Zweibrücken, in sum, had performed
better as an Imperialist commander, than Hildburghausen. Still, all in all, it
was a campaign of limited overall success.

With the campaign finally winding down, Daun was now in receipt of some
very specific instructions about winter quarters. The main army was to be
put into hibernation in the border country where it could cover as much of
the empire’s border country from incursion by Prussian irregulars. Even the
Imperialists were making for winter quarters. Zweibrücken rolled into
Chemnitz on November 17. His tired men, traversing country which had
been muddied up by heavy rains, rested for a full day. The mud was
freezing now as light snow began to fall. The men rose from Chemnitz and
slipped back on Zwickau (November 20).



Two days after, General Hülsen moved with a substantial force forward on
Freiberg. The obvious intent was to compel the allies to abandon any
positions in Saxony and withdraw behind the Metal Mountains. There was
an allied force at Freiberg, but they skedaddled when news of the
impending Prussian advance reached them. Hülsen was in an advanced
position, close enough that he could inflict some damage on the enemy.
However, he lacked the strength to really force the issue without Wedell.
The latter was even then in transit to help out with the cause of hitching the
enemy further to the rear.

The gradual withdrawal continued apace. On November 24, Hadik, far
afield, finally reached Zwickau. The Imperialists fell back further, this time
to Munchberg. There were a very few isolated incidents of sporadic clashes
between the armies. We must mention a little-known fact about the
Imperialist throng. For anyone who thought the Prussians were bad looters
(which, in fact, they generally were not), the Imperialists were a terrible
array of easy going vagabonds. The bonds that held these impressed
soldiers into some form of military cohesion practically dissolved during
the retreat. They looted, plundered the villages they were supposed to be
protecting. Only the threat of Prussian appearance—which often was no
more than wild rumors—did help minimize the damage. Wandering
soldiery could not inflict much damage when they were too busy running
away. This could be an exaggerated view, but at this stage of the campaign
there was little else that could be expected.

Part of the reason for this kind of behavior had to do with state of supply of
the army. In the often freezing weather, the men had only indifferent shelter,
little straw to feed their horses or to even keep warm. Wood was a scarce
commodity as well. As the allies retreated, they practiced a form of
“scorched earth,” which was later employed by the Soviets in World War II
against the German invaders. The object was to strip or take away what the
Prussians could later make use of to benefit their own army.

This was especially the case of crops that were robbed from local farms and
carried into the German Reich. The Imperialists also drove off with them all
the horses and drought animals they could find. This was the treatment
meted out to the local inhabitants by the Imperial troops, who were their



ostensible allies. What was the worst of all, some of the same individuals
who had taken full advantage of the system to promote themselves or draw
a paycheck apparently took this opportunity to enrich themselves as private
individuals at the expense of the Saxons. These were various and sundry
people over whom Zweibrücken seems to have exercised little real
authority. Numerous complaints were to be lodged over what had happened
on the retreat from Saxony. It would not get much better. Throughout this
campaign, that army had functioned rather ineffectively. There were others
who berated Marshal Daun, feeling he had let numerous opportunities to
inflict real damage on the enemy to slip away. In a way, the Imperial troops
had been, at best, mediocre, at worst, dangerous to their “allies.”

Frederick, though beaten at Hochkirch, had made positively brilliant
deductions to give him back the upper hand. He had moved first into
Silesia, then back on Saxony; in each case, his opponents retired before he
could even come to grips with them. Now he was again the master of both.
The victory at Hochkirch, coming as it did on top of the setback at
Zorndorf, was unexpected to say the least for the allies. If Hochkirch did
not accomplish anything else, it instilled new confidence into the French
allies of Maria Theresa. As for the Russians, their continued cooperation
was assured by the Empress Elizabeth. So long as she remained alive, the
Russian armies could still be counted upon to help Maria Theresa.





PART V. 1759: THE FOURTH CAMPAIGN



Chapter Twenty-Nine

Frontier Incursions and the Russian Threat

After news of the Russian setback at Zorndorf, and their own reverses over
the Rhine, such as Crefeld, the French were not encouraged to continue the
war against Prussia. But Hochkirch had shown that the cream of the
Prussian army, led by Frederick himself, could be attacked and successfully
defeated.1 The bad times, and there had been many, were largely forgotten
at Versailles, despite the many financial difficulties.

Frederick’s country, after three years of sustained warfare, had greatly
suffered. Already lost were 100,000 of his best-trained and veteran troops,
sacrificed both on the bloody battlefields he had fought on as well as during
the incessant marches undertaken during that time. For the new campaign
of 1759, the Prussian king could still put 127,600 men into the ranks, but
roughly 50 percent of these men were outright greenhorns.2 A chief reason
for reaching the number above involved an exchange of prisoners with the
Austrians; “more than 18,000 officers and men were returned” by this
useful expedient.3 Prussian recruiters ranged far and wide throughout
Central Europe, often clandestinely, trying to gather as many recruits as
possible. Promises to would-be recruits of becoming officers in the king’s
service were seldom, if ever, fulfilled.4 There was again the ever-present
problem of finding sufficient money to pay these troops and to continue to
finance the fight, and of trying to train more new officers to replace the
ones lost.5

The only lands as yet occupied by the enemy were the East Frisian
possessions of Prussia as well as East Prussia. But much of the land still
controlled by the bluecoats had been stripped to provision the foreign
armies that had traversed them, and not inconsiderable sections plundered



to provide supplies for the king’s own armies. On a more personal note,
Frederick’s sister Wilhelmine had died on the eve of the Battle of
Hochkirch.6 Her loss sorely affected the king, who complained that all his
relations were being claimed by death.7 It must have been about the same
time when “Old Fritz” was writing, not with exaggeration, “My body is
worn out … but honor speaks, it makes me think and act.”8

Frederick knew his attempts to divide the allied coalition against him by
going through Austria had failed miserably. At the opening of three
campaigns conducted thus far—1756, 1757, and 1758—he had moved
directly or indirectly against Austria. But, each time, the desirable objective
had not been achieved. Reluctantly, he now realized that his only hope for
survival was to henceforth hold his country like a huge fortress against the
might of the coalition until one or more of his opponents might grow tired
of the war and abandon its prosecution. In short, the offensive mode of
warfare was becoming rapidly too expensive to sustain. Lacking any viable
alternative, the king was forced to fall back on the defensive.9 His only
concession to an offensive would have to be local from now on, strictly
limited in nature at that.

This decision was forced on him by a combination of many circumstances.
The same bold, impressive marches and speedy invasions he had conducted
before had cost him most of his best troops, and Prussia could not
indefinitely shoulder such losses. Already, with the war entering its fourth
year, a considerable proportion of the Prussian army was composed of
foreigners (even more than previously), and a growing number of those
soldiers were inadequately trained, ill-fitted to replace the seasoned
veterans that had been lost. Frederick spent the winter of 1758–1759 at
Breslau, taking little time to relax. Other things besides relaxation needed
immediate attention. Again he was wrestling with the problem of providing
finances, and for the new campaign he would require about 20,000,000
talers (thalers). Since the Prussian king could not beg, borrow or steal this
money from his own countrymen or Saxony/Mecklenburg, he was given no
alternative but to debase the coinage of Prussia. Once again, as in 1758.10

This created high inflation throughout the realm. But it provided the
necessary funds, and the large subsidy from Great Britain helped. All told,
£670,000 from the English were to be converted by the Prussian mint into



well over five million thalers.11 Frederick really needed the subsidy from
Great Britain as it turned out. Together, all of these measures furnished the
money without which the king could not hope to take the field.

Austria, as well, was suffering the ill-effects of the war, both in total
manpower losses and heavy war expenditures. The Austrians had
benefitted, like Frederick, from the prisoner of war exchange; more than
22,000 men were returned to the ranks. But inflation in Austria was rising,
and there were a host of new taxes and methods to try to make up shortfalls
for financing the war. France and Russia were experiencing similar
problems with finances. Nor were problems confined to just money
considerations alone.

By the spring of 1759, the allied nations, responding to an all-out call to
defeat Frederick, had deployed more powerful armies against him than at
any other opening of a campaign. Once more, the Austrians, the Russians,
and the French would provide the main thrusts, with the Swedes and the
Imperialists again playing second fiddle to the main forces.

The Swedes and Prussians opened the new season with some campaigning.
In January, after the Swedish army had withdrawn to Stralsund, there were
two important posts still held by the Swedes. Demmin had a large garrison
with artillery under Colonel Ehrich Gustav von Lilienberg. As for Anklam,
it had a still larger garrison with more artillery under Lt.-Gen. Count Grafen
Johann von Sparre. Prussian forces under Manteuffel blockaded both places
on January 10. He had batteries set up, and commenced shelling the foe on
January 15. Neither post was in shape for prolonged siege. Demmin’s
garrison marched out on January 18. General Kanitz attacked Anklam and
forced it to surrender as well (January 21).12

For the Austrians, Daun was again in supreme command, and once more he
had 100,000 men. His main army, which was concentrated just south of the
Bohemian border, composed some 53,000 men. One important factor was
changed: the Austrians now wanted a juncture with the Russians. They had
come to this point because they had been unable to take on Frederick
successfully by themselves. Witness their inability to take full advantage of
changing circumstances, such as those following Hochkirch.



As for the psyche of the Austrian soldiers themselves, their faith in ultimate
victory had to be shaken as the war dragged on and casualties just mounted.
Matters were not helped by the eroding confidence in the structure of the
army’s leadership.13

Frederick was determined to neutralize the Austrian threat before the
Russians could appear. For now, the latter were still inactive. The king was
willing to admit now that the Austrian artillery and infantry were fully
capable of matching his own. To complement the new allied strategy, there
were several operations before the time of normal campaigning. Hardly had
the new year opened, than operations on the Western Front were underway.
Soubise had retired, following his operations the previous season, into a
position between the Mayn and Lahn rivers. Ysenberg kept an eye on him
with some 10,000 men. Soubise, by some clever deception, was able to
occupy Frankfurt-on-Mayn on January 1. He gained the city on the pretense
of passing one or two regiments through the town, and then admitted other
troops who quickly extinguished all opposition.14

A month after this incident, Prince Henry (headquartered in Dresden) was
ordered to make another foray into the enemy country over the Saale, to
upset the Imperialists there, but to go no farther than Erfurt. Major-General
Ebenreich Friedrich von Aschersleben took a mere 450 men for this raid.
Rumors greatly exaggerated the size of his forces, and the alarmed enemy
reinforced the garrison at Erfurt. Aschersleben did not tally in the
neighborhood, he retired to his own lines (February 9). The enemy
responded with a probing force under Major-General d’Arburg. The latter
sortied towards Kassel, but without offensive intent. The allies did not see
things that way. The two forces then engaged in “waltzing” from one fluid
post to another. Prince Henry and Broglie tentatively opposed each other.
Very little came of any of this, but Ferdinand was made aware of reviving
French hopes. With allied plans unfolding, Ferdinand ordered a
concentration of his dispersed field forces round about Kassel. The prince
kept his operations as much of a secret as possible. The Ernprinz was
unbuckled to make a quick sortie out of Fulda (March 30), rolling through
Bischofsheim and Meiningen, while Wasongen was snagged by allied light
troops.



The Ernprinz, hauling loads of booty and some prisoners-of-war, was back
at Fulda on April 7. Ysenberg and Holstein-Gottorp both operated against
the French, with limited measures that gradually crowded the French into
committing their hand. French forces tended towards Frankfurt, and
Ferdinand was very uneasy over their presence thereabouts. He had it on
good information that Broglie’s force was not united. So Ferdinand took his
opportunity. April 9, his men lurched off. By April 12, Ferdinand’s army,
operating in detachments, was in control of Windecken.15

Broglie, as soon as word arrived his forward posts were being driven in,
ordered his men to concentrate at Vilbel-Bergen. A set of prepared works
thereabouts was ready in case of need, and scarcely had the last of the
French taken post when the allies appeared (April 13).16 Broglie had some
30,000 men with him, and there was brief hope that Ferdinand might take
better time to prepare an assault, at least for one day. This would give time
for Broglie to be reinforced by St. Germain with an additional body of men.
Ferdinand instead struck immediately.17

French plans were very involved. They believed that Ferdinand could be
forced over the Weser, thereby forfeiting Lippstadt, Münster, and that
immediate whole region, by the efforts of Contades and an auxiliary force,
now led by Broglie. Provided the French allowed him no peace. Soubise
had relinquished command of the latter in early February, as he was
occupied elsewhere. Ferdinand, ever alert, did not intend to wait passively
for French aggression. He was aware of French hopes, but he was also
cognizant of the enemy’s vulnerability in Hesse. If the foe ever had an
Achilles’ heel, this was it.

The allies had been engaged in their turn in fortifying several posts near
Gotha,18 and were determined to make for themselves a strong base
thereabouts. Prince Henry,19 in mid–February, detached General Knobloch
with instructions to march into that country and break up the enemy
concentrations. Ferdinand, watching from his cantonments, sent 4,000 men
to sweep the country in concert with Knobloch. There was no serious
fighting, but Zweibrücken’s men did make some trouble. Henry himself
went no further than Naumburg. Knobloch was to move as quickly as
possible upon Erfurt, as his force would be strong enough that he could



handle about any contingency with the foe. Both Frederick and Henry were
alert, and the former sought to be kept abreast of enemy movements. Henry
had some 37,000 men in Saxony. When word of Ferdinand’s overall
planning reached Frederick’s ears, the king instructed Prince Henry to move
from Naumburg gradually on Erfurt.

The Austrians had done precious little behind the frontier, although in
northwest Bohemia (from Aussig on to Eger) they had thrown up barricades
in anticipation of an attack by the foe. Prince Henry for his part awaited
their appearance. The king wanted him to take the offensive and swing
upon Bamberg to keep their adversaries off balance.

Knobloch moved out on February 24, bringing the Grenadier Battalion
Young Billerbeck and Major-General Friedrich August von Schenckendorf,
along with some additional regulars (some 15,000 strong), including an
artillery train of four howitzers and four 12-pounder cannon. The bluecoats
made for Erfurt, where they intended to seize what they could and thus help
cripple the enemy thereabouts as much as possible. General Aschersleben
maneuvered through Hochheim to help back up Knobloch, while Prince
Ferdinand sent a force towards the Werra, a support force led by Ysenburg.

On the afternoon of February 24, the Prussians were close-by Erfurt,
according to intelligence reaching that place. Erfurt’s gates were closed, and
citizens put on the alert. Lt.-Col. von Kleist appeared with a complement of
200 hussars, demanding entrance to Erfurt. Aschersleben arrived about
then, and the two forces took post on the Galgenburg. A party was sent to
summon the city, led by Wunsch and Major von Oelsnitz. Capitulation
terms were arranged, for Mayor Colonel Otto Graf von Hagen, who agreed
to cough up 150,000 thalers (talers) to rid the vicinity of the invaders. Kleist
pressed on to Gotha, and on the way encountered Arberg’s troops at
Philippstahl, which prompted the latter to retire from the scene. Next, Kleist
rode on Hunfeld (March 4), while another force galloped on Fulda. But the
overall Prussian effort was limited, because the enemy were busily
gathering reinforcements. Wunsch encountered a strong fortification at
Ilmenau. Still, the garrison was forced to beat a retreat, but Major-General
Pietro Alessandro Guasco and Wunsch could not follow up with the
advantage.



At this stage, the two sides began to draw apart, the Prussians retiring out of
range. Ysenburg had been successful in his endeavor, having encountered
little enemy resistance to his adventure. But the Imperialist troops moved
back into the vacuum created by the retreat of the bluecoats. A raid was
arranged to go against the Pro-Prussian territories of Hesse-Kessel by the
allies. Lt.-Gen. Johann Ferdinand Balthazar Freiherr Kölb set out with four
battalions plus four companies of grenadiers (March 14) with specific
orders to attack the city of Schmalkalden. Early on March 15, Kölb’s men
attacked and overwhelmed the few defenders of the place, taking
Schmalkalden completely by surprise. The result was not just
psychological, but a rich haul of material goods as well. A rich haul of
hostages, war material including the area’s major supply of muskets, many,
many barrels of flour (always a staple for eighteenth-century armies). This
bounty was dispatched homeward in about a hundred wagons towards
friendlier quarters.

This irruption was perceived as a real threat to the likes of Ferdinand. The
latter was very alarmed for the safety of Ysenburg’s men from the active
enemy. The general thought a move against Fulda would help forestall any
such dangers. Ferdinand sought to secure Prince Henry’s cooperation with a
detachment or two of his own.

Prince Ferdinand concentrated three bodies of troops around Kassel, the
first under Lt.-Gen. Georg Ludwig Duke of Holstein-Gottorp, the second
under Ysenburg, while the third was under the Ernprinz. The first two
bodies were to move to blocking positions at Schlitz and Hersefeld on
March 30.20 The Ernprinz moved out up the Fulda and reached Rotenberg
(March 25), then moved on Unter-Wegfurth on March 27. At the latter, a
detachment under Major von Stockhausen was put up at Tann to keep the
Ernprinz’s left flank secured. Ernprinz reached Fulda the next day, and set
about stirring up some fuss within the city. Moving southeast from Fulda
(March 30), the allies quickly reached Gersdorf. Light detachments roaming
along had reached Bischofsheim.

The roads had been turned to muddy messes by the bad weather. But the
Ernprinz still managed to reach Neustadt late on March 31. His forces fell
out into a line from Neustadt, through Ostheim, and on to Fladungen. The



enemy were close-by in some strength, and the Ernprinz resolved to strike
them the following day.

The force at Fladungen, under the command of Major-General von Urff,
struck at Tann, forcing back the regiments of Brettlach and Savoy. Arberg
had ordered off General von Schallenburg, at Tann, some reinforcements
which also made for Wasungen and Meiningen. Major-General von der
Schulenburg, commanding two full grenadier battalions and a swarm of
light troops, captured Meiningen. Wasungen fell soon after, which put
Arberg in a predicament. The latter had to fight a severe engagement near
Schmalkalden (April 2). Thus forced back, Arberg joined up with General
Guasco at Eisfeld (April 4). The next day, the united throng hitched into
more comfortable quarters at Königshofen.

While all of this was taking place, the forces of the Ernprinz took up post at
Wasungen, but Schulenberg, after haggling about, rejoined the main army,
leaving only Stockhausen with a detachment at Meiningen to withdraw
gradually from the region. The Imperial states had suffered greatly in
Franconia. There was an outcry against the French, who had utterly failed
to help their nearby “allies.” A request for help from Serbelloni directed at
Broglie was snubbed outright. For his part, Broglie complained that
Serbelloni flatly refused to cooperate with the French.

Meanwhile, Wunsch, joined by Knobloch (with the Fusiliers of Bülow and
Braun) descended on Saalfeld, accompanied by two full squadrons of
Szekely Hussars. The enemy, under Major-General Philip Georg von
Browne,21 took up post west of Saalfeld. The bluecoats unlimbered their
guns and opened a sustained bombardment of the town (March 26). Browne
abandoned his position, falling back, first on the nearby Sattel Pass, but
Wunsch followed up. Browne then retired in the direction of Kronach, from
which Hadik was marching to face the Prussians. Wunsch fell back on
Saalfeld, there he joined up with Knobloch (March 30). The bluecoats
retreated.

The allies reoccupied the vacated area. Major-General Campitelli took up
post at Ziegenrück. Guasco was at Ilmenau, supported by MacQuire. The
Prussians continued to aim for the main storehouses of the allies, for
obvious reasons. Major-General Daniel Georg von Lindstedt moved from



Dresden (March 26) with two full squadrons of the Szekely Hussars and
considerable infantry support, aiming for Hof. Early on March 28,
Lindstedt’s approach to Hof was discovered by the shocked inhabitants.
Campitelli fell back with his main force on Pirk, although Kleefeld stayed
put at Hof, to cover the retreat. A fierce firefight was put up before Hof was
captured by the Prussians. After seeking to force the reluctant Campitelli to
a fight, General Lindstedt withdrew for Plauen, where he arrived on April 2.
The Prussian haul included 200 prisoners of war. Prussian losses amounted
to 30 killed/wounded and 59 prisoners. But the overall impact of these little
probes was limited indeed, much as Prince Henry had dictated.22 In his
decision to keep the objectives limited, Henry was fully backed up by the
king. These intrusions were mostly intended to give the light troops
something to do over the layover and to help keep the Reich in some
confusion and uproar.

Nevertheless, Colonel von Guldenhof, Commandant at Eger, was cognizant
of the vulnerability of the major magazine located there. It was obvious the
enemy could have the place for the taking, if they so inclined. Gemmingen,
with 10,000 men, was in the field near Aussig. Zweibrücken counted upon
Gemmingen to help cover Eger and the territory thereabouts. Brentano had
a force of riders covering the road near Töplitz. Gemmingen had received
some intelligence that Prince Henry was preparing to move against Eger
with some 30,000 men.

April 12, General Platen, with four companies and a cavalry screen, was
unbuckled to go against Hof. Major-General von Reinhardt, commanding at
Sebastienburg, sent intelligence that a force of about 14,000 bluecoats was
on the point of marching on Marienburg. Same day, some of the Prussian
cavalry appeared in the vicinity of Marienburg. This news caused
Gemmingen to move to concentrate his forces. An allied force under Lt.-
Col. von Palaski, riding towards Zöblitz, discovered a strong Prussian force
at Marienburg. Other intelligence was received by the allies that Prince
Henry was in the offing.23

With the Kalckreuth Cuirassiers, Mainz Regiment, and the Serbelloni
Cuirassiers, Gemmingen confronted the surging Prussians. A Prussian



attack at Peterswaulde (April 15), noted for its ferocity, ended with the
allies in retreat, having lost about a hundred killed/wounded.

Meanwhile, Prince Henry departed the Saxon capital on April 14.
Gemmingen tried to take a stand on the rise of Schöbritz. The quick-moving
Prussian horse outflanked Gemmingen almost immediately. This left him
no choice but to retire further, this time aiming at Lobositz, finally on to
Martinowes. Meanwhile, the bluecoats seized Sebastienberg, so Colonel
Török and General Reinhardt took up post nearby. All of these maneuvers
served to uncover the magazines at Lobositz and Aussig; Prince Henry
promptly seized them. While the enemy were busy plundering the
magazines, Gemmingen packed up and lit out for Welwarn (April 17). At
this point, the allies began to consolidate their scattered force.

But the Prussians reacted too quickly for Gemmingen’s own good. A
detachment sent to destroy the river crossings at Libochswitz and Laun,
encountered a strong force of Prussians that drove their foe away.
Gemmingen, with the river barrier broken, fell back to Tursko, where he
picked up some timely reinforcements.

Wunsch took full advantage of the situation by moving on Budin (April 17).
The Prussians plundered the town hall, and ordered that 10,000
Reichthalers be handed over without delay or Budin would be sacked. Two
days after, with the money not forthcoming, the bluecoats burned down the
granary. But the fire, stirred up by winds, spread throughout the town and
virtually burned it to the ground. This was almost certainly an accident, for
Prince Henry himself offered to make restitution to the suffering inhabitants
of Budin.

Other Prussian forces arrived nearby. Kleist galloped into Welwarn, while
the Austrians continued to fall back. The Austrians at Prague shuddered at
the possible appearance of the Prussians, yet again. General Hülsen, too,
was busy. April 15, Kleist struck at Reitzenhain. The Austrian screen force
was thin. Colonel Michael Freiherr Benno Mikassinovich von
Schlangenfeld was holding Reitzenhein, while Reinhardt was ensconced at
Sebastienburg. The Austrians and allies were trying to hold a front from
Reitzenhain to Sebastienburg.



At Reitzenhain, the Austrians were preparing a defense. Reitzenhain had a
defense force of some 300 men, while Reinhardt held some 2,800 men at
Sebastienburg. The Prussian horse led by Major-General von Aschersleben,
with the infantry of Major-General Grabow. Before dawn, the bluecoats
advanced unsuspectingly towards the outer earthworks at Reitzenhain,
which they thought were abandoned. A crashing volley from the works sent
the Prussians reeling, while Mikassinovich, switching to cannister fire, fell
back to prepared positions right at Reitzenhain. The Austrian commander
stayed put, probably for too long. When Mikassinovich tried to retreat to
Sebastienburg, his command was cut off and he was taken prisoner along
with most of his command.

While the Austrians were being evicted from Reitzenhain, Belling galloped
off to Ulmbach, which was found vacated by the enemy. As the survivors
bundled into Sebastienburg, Reinhardt resolved to change his post. Belling
put in an appearance with his hard riding hussars. He caught the Austrians
preparing to withdraw further and rode straight into Sebastienburg.
Reinhardt’s men managed to briefly hold their post, but the Prussians
overlapped it, forcing the Austrians to beat a retreat. Reinhardt was taken
prisoner, along with 1,500 men, 51 officers, and three guns.24 Prussian
losses were 55 killed/wounded.

With a key post now in Prussian hands, Hülsen moved on Komotau, while
Belling smashed the Austrian magazine at Saaz. Brentano fled to Welwarn,
where he encountered Gemmingen. On April18, Hülsen reached Postelberg.
Belling immediately destroyed the granary stores at Laun. This was the
limit of Hülsen’s moves. As for Belling, after encountering a force of
enemy cavalry at Brünnersdorf, he burned a bridge over the Eger
thereabouts and then drew back upon Komotau, none the worse for wear.
Platen pushed off for Hof on April 16. Kleefeld was close-by, and there
were reports of much stronger allied forces in the immediate vicinity. Platen
quickly evacuated the region as a result.

The allies employed countermeasures. Daun wasted no time in getting
reinforcements to Bohemia. General Buccow was sent with three regiments
of infantry and five of cavalry to Jung-Bunzlau. The military in Prague was
certainly cognizant of the enemy, and a number of timely improvements



were made to the defensive posts there. The city was prepared for a
resumption of Prussian aggression, should the enemy so desire. Guns, to a
total of 131, were mounted on the Little Town’s walls, and additional
ammunition for artillery and muskets brought up.

Prince Henry pulled his men off the offensive and started to retire on April
20. As the various Prussian forces pulled back out of Bohemia, the
Austrians followed in their tracks. By April 22, Prince Henry’s men were
back in Pirna. The losses had been great. The whitecoats lost a total of
1,818 men, in killed/wounded/ or captured. Along with 189 horses, which
could pose a minor problem for cavalry remounts. But the balance sheets
were favorable. It was estimated that the supplies/provisions captured or
destroyed could have provided bread for 50,000 men for 143 days, along
with fodder for 25,000 horses for two months.25 On the whole, this was a
far more successful incursion into enemy territory than the earlier one.26

The blame for the success of the Prussian foray was placed at
Zweibrücken’s feet.27 The Imperialist army had been shifted away,
uncovering Bohemia to the bluecoats. The damage inflicted could not be so
readily made good. The Imperialists were supposed to cover the stretch
from Franconia over the Egerland and Western Bohemia. Zweibrücken
cautioned against dividing up his forces, and was ordered to concentrate in
such a way that he could consolidate his forces at Bamberg if necessary
(April 17). As the Prussians retired, with the pressure easing, Zweibrücken
deployed his forces to cover as much of the assigned territory as possible.
Hadik was posted to Munchberg; while Christoph Baden-Durlach held
Stadtsteinach, and MacQuire was at Asch. Kleefeld was still clinging to
Hof, with Ried and some light troops pushed out closer to the Prussian
lines.

In preparation for the coming regular campaigning season, Zweibrücken set
his temporary headquarters, first to Schlesslitz, continuing to Kasendorf
(May 3), and finally to Kulmbach the following day. There was serious
doubt among the allies that Zweibrücken was not the man to lead the
Imperialist army in the campaign. There were even more misgivings about
his Second-in-Command, Serbelloni. Even worse, the two men did not care
very much for each other. The chances of harmony among the allied



command system were bound to be slim under these troubling
circumstances. This was over and above the other difficulties that the Allies
were already dealing with.

That was good news for the Prussians. Marshal Daun and the Austrians
were most anxious to help alleviate the confusion prevailing among the
commanders of the Imperialists. This was hardly an altruistic motive: the
efficiency of the Imperialist army during the campaign would directly
impact the Austrians. To give Zweibrücken a sort of mentor, the diplomatic
Freiherr von Tillier28 was appointed from Vienna. Tillier protested his
transfer from the generally stable main Austrian army vociferously to the
more volatile Imperialists. Serbelloni was made a Field Marshal, thus
temporarily placating him. For the French, they dispatched the Comte de
Marainville to represent the interests of France.

Marshal Daun pulled no punches. He sent a letter to Maria Theresa on April
25, communicating his belief that the Imperialist army should be used only
for purposes of defense, and not be for any offensive, aggressive purposes
at all. The condition of the latter just might justify that grim assertion. There
were approximately 25,000 men under arms for the opening of the main
campaign. That included 3,200 cavalry. There were 109 guns available for
field operations, and the Austrians sent a reinforcement of about 28,000
with 63 guns to help bolster the efficiency of the Reich troops. The
preceding winter had been relatively mild, so the soldiers had been drilled
more than normal. And, despite the misgivings of Daun, Maria Theresa did
indeed harbor some hope that the Reich troops could be used in some
offensive capacity.

Zweibrücken, once he arrived to take command at Kulmbach, was almost
immediately confronted by a disturbing realization: he knew little about the
intentions of the enemy. But Zweibrücken sent a note to Marshal Daun that
he anticipated Prince Henry would strike into Franconia first. That same
night, alarming intelligence arrived that Prince Henry was advancing to the
attack again with some 18,000 men. Zweibrücken decided to stay put and
await the developing situation.

Daun was emerging from his winter slumber. From Jarowitz, the marshal
moved his headquarters to Schurz, hoping to forestall any Prussian attempts



to move into Bohemia or Moravia through Glatz. The Austrian army took
up a line between Neustadt and Nachod. On May 9, Marshal Daun called a
council-of-war to decide on the best immediate course of action. Buccow,
Sincère, Harsch, O’Donnell, Lacy, and the reluctant Tillier attended this
first council of the new campaign. Maria Theresa was all in favor of going
to besiege Glatz, which capture would boost the Austrian situation in the
immediate area, besides providing a springboard for the new season. Daun
was looking towards a possible rendezvous with the Russian army.

The Russian factor would once again play a key role in the Austrian plans.
Until it could, Daun and his subordinates weighed in on the possible
courses of actions. One suggestion was to use the direct approach: take the
entire army and move to attack the army of Frederick in the direction of
Landshut. Another distinct possibility lay with the reinforced Reich army
being sent to recapture Leipzig and stir things up with Prince Henry. As a
half measure of sorts, the allies could place about 30,000 men towards the
Queiss, to forestall any Prussian plans thereabouts. There were a number of
other proposals being considered; but it was finally decided to not involve
the Imperialists in any offensive way; at least initially (to the delight of
Marshal Daun). The Austrians were to keep that army at arm’s length and
away from the Prussians to the degree possible. The marshal also reiterated
the importance of a link-up with the Russians. Daun thought it would be
wise to be conservative until the Russians were near, and not be committed
to any major operations in the immediate area before then.

Daun did send DeVille to seize Reichenberg, while Harsch would keep his
detachment closer to the main force. Meanwhile, the Prussian king had
written to his brother to congratulate him for a job well done and to urge
him to smash into Franconia while he had the enemy on the ropes. It was
obvious to Frederick the opportunity being offered to the bluecoats. If
nothing else, the king wanted to inflict as much damage as possible on the
enemy. In addition, Frederick wrote to Ferdinand to field a force to help
Prince Henry in this latest endeavor.

As for Prince Henry, while he expressed a desire to concentrate between
Zwickau and Naumburg, he was very reluctant to take any further offensive
actions immediately.29 Uneasy about the safety of Lusatia, he was fully



aware of all the effort expended in all of the recent endeavors against the
enemy. In short, Henry did not wish to be obligated to another offensive
without specific instructions from the king. Frederick forwarded the
appropriate instructions, but Prince Henry still expressed serious
reservations. The king said this was a unique situation, and his army could
cover Lusatia while Henry was away.

Henry accordingly prepared for the new enterprise. The prince had a strong
force (35 battalions, and 49 squadrons) at Zwickau ready to go on May 4.
Knobloch and his advanced guard were at Auma. However, to assemble
such a force, Prince Henry was forced (as he had feared) to leave territory
uncovered. The exposed country was in Saxony. Other than the garrisons of
Torgau, Wittenberg, Leipzig, and Dresden, the only field forces available to
the Prussians were the Puttkammer Hussars and a couple of infantry
battalions.

Prince Henry moved on Hof, while Knobloch took the path of Schleiz and
Nordhalben. Another force, under Finck, marched on Waldkirchen with the
intention of striking at MacQuire’s command. Knobloch moved to
Löbenstein on May 6, while Finck attained Poppengrun. Next morning,
Prince Henry, with high hopes, moved towards Oelsnitz.

The Austrians did their best to react to these incursions. To oppose
Knobloch, who was marching on Löbenstein, General Ried concentrated his
force west of Würzbach, but decided discretion was the better part of valor
when the Prussians suddenly appeared in the vicinity (May 7). Ried pulled
back in the direction of Steinwiesen. Knobloch followed up to the vicinity
of Nordhalben and Teuschnitz. This maneuver put the Prussians in an
excellent position to turn the flank of the Imperialists at Kulmbach. Ried
bundled into Wallenfels, sending an urgent request to Zweibrücken for
some reinforcements. The Imperialists kept almost fearfully back, trying
their best to keep from engaging the bluecoats.

Wunsch was unbuckled about dawn on May 9, and he struck full force at
Wallenfels. Ried’s men faced a distinct disadvantage in both numbers and
position; he just bolted for the woods. Knobloch attacked the town of
Kronach, but failed to gain this strategic post. The town was held by Lt.-
Col. von Buseck. He could certainly take the field, while Ried, ensconced



now at Rugendorf, was being steadily reinforced. Kronach received timely
reinforcements (May 10).

But the Imperialists, considering the danger to their flank, withdrew from
Kulmbach. Ried, left alone on his side, fell back reluctantly upon
Lichtenfels (May 12). As soon as Knobloch withdrew on Kulmbach, Prince
Henry countermanded this movement and ordered him to proceed upon
Bamberg. Prussian detachments fanned out, making demands on the various
villages and towns in this area. Ried fell back on Schloss Seehof, but did
not make an attempt to interrupt Prussian progress towards Bamberg.
Prussian feelers moved through the village of Zapffendorfe. Knobloch’s
men pulled up short at Hallstadt, right by Bamberg.

While these various forces were thus engaged, the main body of Prince
Henry’s men moved upon Hof (May 9). Then the bluecoats pressed to
Münchberg. To act as a counter, General Christoph Baden-Durlach was sent
forth to take up a blocking post near Kupferberg aiming on Stadtsteinach.
General Brettlache was to do what he could to help block Prince Henry. But
news of continuing Prussian successes caused Zweibrücken to retire on
Bamberg. Henry pushed up to Berneck, urging his vanguard through
Oberlaitzsch. Close-by, this body (under Kleist) encountered a supply train,
escorted by Major-General von Riedesel, and attacked it at once (May 11).
The effort was splendidly successful, virtually all of the enemy troops,
including Riedesel, were taken prisoner along with the wagons and upwards
of a thousand men.

His steps encouraged by this episode, Prince Henry moved forward, while
the enemy were busy recoiling into Bamberg (May 13). The remaining
supply wagons were sent off to Nürnburg. Same day, the Prussians appeared
at Altenstadt. Henry deployed his army into a line from Hollfeld and
Treppendorf.

While these events were unfolding, Prince Ferdinand sent out a detachment
(about 3,000 men) under Major-General von Urff to help upset any
Imperialist designs in the immediate area. General Bülow pushed off with
the vanguard aiming at Hilders, where he encountered Vecsey’s men, May
6. The latter beat a hasty retreat, while Bülow rather energetically pressed
on Königshofen. That fortress, under its commandant, Lt.-Gen. von



Drachsdorf, stuck to its guns, literally, laying down a barrage against Urff’s
men. That was enough to convince Urff he had accomplished what he set
out to do, and his force fell back, reaching Hersfeld on May 16.
Zweibrücken had never considered an engagement in the open field, and
Bamberg remained in danger. The Imperialists were handled most
inefficiently, and the only thing preventing a deeper incursion was the
inferior numbers of the Prussian troops. It was fortunate for the Imperialists
that their enemies lacked the means to exploit their underlying weakness.

Zweibrücken fell back on Höchstadt (May 13–14). Bamberg was left to the
devices of Ried, who had a post at Seehof, while Kölb was hovering near
Gaustadt. The latter’s intentions seem to have been nothing more than
destroying the magazines at Bamberg, which was a half-completed job at
best. The last Imperialist troops drew off on May 16.

When Knobloch appeared before Bamberg, the City Fathers gave an oath
there would be no resistance to the imminent entrance of the bluecoats. But
Croats and some light troops had secretly returned to the place; they fired
upon Knobloch’s men when they entered the gates. This nefarious act
prompted a Prussian attack on the Imperialists who had filtered back into
town. Once they had driven off the enemy force, the enraged bluecoats
sacked Bamberg. General Itzenplitz arrived during the daylight hours of
May 16, and ordered the Prussians to cease and desist from plunder.
However, enormous amounts of provisions, not destroyed by the retiring
enemy, were seized in Bamberg. This helped keep Prince Henry in the field.

Bamberg paid dearly for its misdeeds. The city fathers were ordered to
cough up 580,000 thalers, which sum Henry refused to reduce or rescind,
although the bluecoats stayed put. Prince Henry had reached the limit of
how far he intended to go.

But the Imperialists proved perfectly willing to follow in the tracks of the
Prussians (at a safe distance, of course), who began to retire homeward.
Zweibrücken moved on Schweinau, on May 17, with the right wing leaning
on some woods called the Lorenzer Wald, although the left, pointing at
Regnitz, was able to complete an advantageous position. At this point, it
must be emphasized that Imperialist losses had not been light, and
logistically their army was much weakened by the loss of their magazines.



For the moment, the Reich army was doing well to stay in existence in the
field as a fighting force, forget about any offensive schemes for the present.
On May 19, the pressured Zweibrücken pressed off Stolberg with a large
force to go join Pálffy, still near Grafenberg, extending towards Bayersdorf.
On the plus side, Hadik (May 20) arrived to liven up the flagging spirits of
the Reich troops.

Pálffy pressed forward, beating back a Prussian force from Gosberg, and
Luzinsky secured Helzelsdorf, while the ever vigorous Ried crowded the
bluecoats into Höchstadt. This surely meant there was still hope for a
meaningful Imperialist presence in this war. But, just then, the movement of
their army was in retreat beyond the Regnitz, largely due to weakness of
position. General Meinicke made an advance, took Bayersdorf for a brief
period, and, by May 21, his advanced elements were at Streeitberg,
although the presence of Stolberg nearby negated this effort.

Meanwhile, Knobloch was freed up to go break up Allied supply depots
along the Main. The lone Imperialist force in opposition, Vecsey,
maneuvered to compromise Knobloch if at all possible. The latter tried for
Burgebrach, pressing Wunsch towards the prominent monastery at Ebrach,
then on to Kitzengen. Even though he sent off raiding parties, Wunsch
stayed put at Kitzingen. The latter happened to be a major supply
repository. Wunsch ordered all available supplies to be rounded up, and
even ordered the payment of a “bribe” to prevent Kitzingen from being
plundered.

On the other hand, St. André had reached Würzburg. Prince Henry knew
the jig was up, as did Wunsch. The latter fell back upon Burgebrach (May
20). Meanwhile, Knobloch moved on Heiligenstadt, behind which Meinicke
pulled back. The Imperial army finally showing some life of its own,
General Itzenplitz concentrated his men at Bamberg. It had not been a cozy
occupation by any means. The riled up bluecoats had looted to their heart’s
content the area around Sachsendorf, stripping the country bare; this
although Prince Henry officially forbade such practices.

In addition, there was no expectation of a Prussian advance against
Nürnburg, and Henry was aware that the king wanted his army to return to
Saxony, on the double. May 16, Frederick sent instructions to break off any



further advance after the bluecoats dealt with Bamberg. Ten days later, a
second, more strongly worded, communication was on its way. Daun was
set to move into Silesia, the Russians were coming, and it was time to fall
back into Saxony. Henry issued appropriate orders, informing his royal
brother, on May 24, that the Imperialists should be unable to do much in the
way of offensive operations for months. General Finck was heading back
with the Prussian advanced guard, while Itzenplitz proceeded to ready his
force to retire. He bemoaned the considerable stores of flour and oats at
Bamberg could not be taken along, this because there were no wagons at
hand to do the job with (transport had been seized by the enemy).

May 25, Prince Henry got his men together at Bayreuth, and fell back soon
after on Lutzenreuth. Meinicke pulled back on Berneck, and the Imperial
troops, characteristically, failed to pursue other than sending some of the
irregulars. Even these followed up at a safe distance. Henry turned on his
pursuers, and Meinicke struck hard at the advancing enemy. The latter
broke off the pursuit immediately. Prince Henry then took up post at
Raschau on June 1.

Now the losses suffered in the earlier raid had really affected Gemmingen.
May 10, he moved on Saaz, to be in closer contact with Marshal Daun.
Gemmingen prepared to move to outflank the bluecoats of Henry, who were
offering an exposed flank over by Eger. Very disturbing word arrived that
Ried at Hof was having a hard way to go from the Prussians. Then, in order
to help relieve pressure on the Reich army, Gemmingen ordered Brentano
to make an expedition into Saxony, moving through Platen and
Johanngeorgenstadt. Gemmingen was to follow in Brentano’s tracks, and
rendezvous in country close by Chemnitz. A detachment under Lt.-Col.
Pezinger was left to hold Chemnitz, while Lt.-Col. Guttenberg wrestled for
control of Dippoldiswalde. All of this was calculated to cause as much grief
as was possible on the lines of supply/communication of Prince Henry.

Brentano nabbed Zwickau on May 17, but Henry, true to form, reacted.
Major-General Schenckendorf moved on Hof, while Colonel Karl Friedrich
von Wolfersdorfe was ordered to drive away any enemy forces on the road
to Zwickau. Schenckendorf marched on Zwickau, and made ready to attack
Brentano (May 25). The Prussian preparations were made all right, but were



detected by the enemy. Brentano fled across the Mulde at Bockau, and took
up a blocking post at Johanngeorgenstadt, on May 27. A bluecoat attack
was initially beaten back, but a rather determined effort ensued, which
lasted from about 0900 hours until about 1500 hours, when the action was
broken off; likely from mutual exhaustion.30 The opposing armies used up
nearly all of the ammunition for their weapons in the process.

Major Graf Guadangi with a force at Falkenstein was attacked by Prussian
troops about 1200 hours. After a tussle, this force fell back on
Johanngeorgenstadt. There the allies were able to hold their own. This
caused Schenckendorf to draw back to Zwickau. Although no victory had
been gained outright, Prince Henry was able to retire into Saxony.

Zweibrücken was not anxious to follow up in the path of the retreating
enemy. Ried moved into Bamberg on May 25, while General Kleefeld still
pressed Prince Henry. May 28, the Imperialists moved to Erlangen, then
Forchheim (May 31).

Meanwhile, May 26, Daun discovered the Prussians had aborted their
invasion, and that the Reich army seemed to be doing its best to pursue the
retiring foe. The usual supply issues had again reared their ugly head. With
the official channel for food threatening to dry up, the Imperialists turned to
sacking the local areas, behaving with less respect towards the country they
were supposed to be defending than had the bluecoats. Morale sank, and
desertion, always a problem, was on the rise. The army command tried its
best to restore order. The guilty were caught and summarily hanged, when
they were at hand. Moreover, steps were taken to restore Bamberg as the
chief magazine/granary for the Imperial army.

This news was most disturbing to the inhabitants of that city, since this
would put a bull’s eye target for the enemy right on Bamberg again.
Complaints were voiced that, far from protecting Bamberg from the
encroaching bluecoats, the Reich troops had made little to no effort to
shield the place. Indeed, the Imperialists would likely flee again if the
Prussians returned. Bamberg might actually be in the unusual position of
welcoming back the Prussians, in order to be rid of the bumbling Reich
army. Many of the Imperialists wanted join the main army of Daun, whose



soldiers were at least paid regularly. (A real luxury for the cash-strapped
Imperial army.)

Certainly, at least in terms of outright casualties, the latest effort by Prince
Henry’s army was a success. Imperialist losses were about 3,060 men and
officers, while the Prussian loss was less than 100 men. Moreover, the
Reich army’s rather poor performance revived the feelings following
Rossbach in 1757. That army left Franconia in a lurch, exposing virtually
the whole region to the vengeful bluecoats. Prince Henry had threatened
Nürnburg, and even Regensburg was panicking before the news arrived that
the Prussians had retreated. Not only had the land supply magazines been
crippled, but the Prussians ended up destroying the Austrian supply flotilla
of over 200 water craft.

Prince Henry had pressed forward, skirting the Eger where Kleist and Lt.-
Col. Wilhelm Sebastian Belling ran interference to protect the retreat.
Enemy hussars which penetrated Saxony in his absence were driven away
as he reentered it. What an expedition this had been!31

Meanwhile, operations on the Northern Front had commenced. The Swedes
required some attention.32 General Diercke moved against Usedom and
Peenemünde (April 4) to capture the pair. The battery there, of 26 cannon
and 11 mortars, was prominent. Diercke closed up the places on April 9.
Deployed opposite Usedom, the Swedish Artillery Captain Lehmann
Grünethal and Captain Honauer set up three batteries, while at Kroslin,
Artillery Lieutenant Blumenau was on the left side of the Peene. The enemy
commander, Captain Carl Friedrich von Rœck33 and 245 men and officers
were captured.34 The decisive moment was during the preceding
bombardment, one shot had landed in the powder magazine, blowing it up.
A big part of the wall was destroyed and 60 men of the garrison were killed.
The Prussians were shaken by all of this.

During all this while, the Russians had stayed in winter quarters, camped in
three bodies of troops. Russian losses in the campaign of 1758 had been
heavy, and not only from battle. Substantial losses had been sustained in the
marches across harsh countryside, in often grueling conditions, which were



also conducive to sickness.35 Far more Russian soldiers died of disease or
on the harsh marches than were ever killed by Prussian lead.36

The number of soldiers that Russia could field for 1759, in the end,
amounted to no more than about 85,00037; a small number when we
consider the vast manpower reserves of Elizabeth’s dominions. But
increasing costs of the military were met more easily in Russia than in the
other belligerent countries, as these were largely offset by increasing taxes,
especially on salt and that other Russian staple, vodka. Moreover,
Elizabeth’s intentions to more fully prosecute the war against the Prussian
king were clear. Count Fermor was to use every means at his disposal in
order to do so. The Russian army was capable of helping deliver the knock-
out punch to Frederick, if handled aright.38 To this end, new Russian
strategy was devised in which there would be better cooperation with the
Swedes in Pomerania, especially against the great fortress of Stettin, the
capture of which would be invaluable to the Russian fleet.39 This was to be
a top priority of the greencoats in 1759, while seeking to work with the
Austrians had slipped to secondary importance. As for the latter, a stroke
through Brandenburg to seize the capital of Prussia, just when Frederick
had demonstrated it remained of secondary importance to Prussian arms at
best, had little appeal, while a true junction with the Austrians in Silesia to
the south might help out the whitecoats, but it would do precious little for
the Russian cause.40 This was more than suspected in Vienna.41

The Austrians were not entirely blind to Russian feelings. Kaunitz and his
subordinates were aware of Count Fermor’s suspicious nature about true
Austrian motives, which had become more pronounced after the absolute
failure of Daun to send a force in 1758 to reinforce the Russians before
Zorndorf.42 As a counter, Kaunitz took up the gauntlet by sending that
friendly persuader, General Johann Anton Tillier, to St. Petersburg to try to
cement Russian cooperation in the south rather than against Stettin with the
Swedes.43 As for the suspicious nature of Fermor, he was also handicapped
by the majority of his soldiers detesting him, in part because he was not
Russian.44 Ultimately, the Russian decision was made to cooperate more
fully with Marshal Daun,45 although if we strictly look at the best interests
of Russia, it would likely have been better served to cooperate with the



Swedes in the north against Stettin. Tillier reported this matter-of-factly to
home.

Attempts were made to send troops to plunder/lay waste to Pomerania. A
Russian force, led by Lt.-Gen. Mikhail Nikitich Volkonski, was pressed into
Pomerania.46 Prussian posts, under Major-General Gustav Albrecht von
Schlabrendorff, were very active to prevent roving Cossack irruptions into
Pomerania. The Prussians were then (February 1759) reorganized under
commander Platen with the specific purpose of delaying the main Russian
advance. The enemy had violated one of the cardinal rules of war. Their
magazines, instead of being located largely behind the Vistula and the main
army, had actually been formed in front of the main army. This was a good
idea if the foe was not an energetic one, as little effort would be required to
keep the marching troops provisioned. Unfortunately for them, their
opponent was far from torpid. And the weak screens which the Russians did
allocate to guard their magazines were not adequate.47

The Eastern Front had not been quiescent. In the final week of February,
General Wobersnow (adviser to Dohna) received orders to assemble men to
march as soon as possible into Poland on Posen to destroy magazines there
before the Russians could interfere. The Prussians were in their usual ranks:
vanguard and the main body.48 Wobersnow readied 8,000 infantry/cavalry
at Glogau (six battalions, 25 squadrons). He started on February 24, moving
over the Oder at Lissa/Reisen (some 30 miles northeast). Here a Polish
force of 1,000 men under Alexander Joseph Stanilaus Sulkowski was
encountered, defeated and taken captive along with 15 guns. Then on to
Posen, where the Prussians took up post at the end of the month. The
magazines thereabouts were torched. About the same time, Colonel Platen
took a body of horse which galloped along the Warta straight to Meseritz.
Platen lost no time in capturing a major Russian magazine which he found
there. Platen was trying for some mischief.49

Wobersnow himself paused at Posen for about a week, ransoming important
citizens for money and living off those enemy stores not destroyed. March
4, the Prussian commander turned around and marched back to Glogau,
carrying Sulkowski with him.50



The Russians had been excited by the wild rumors that the enemy had large
bodies of troops roving in Poland. Wobersnow was reported with one
column, and some of the rumor mill said the king himself had a second
body of troops with him. Colonel Dalcke was shoved out to expedite the
enemy’s retreat back towards their homeland in early March. To satisfy the
rumor mongers, the Cossacks got down to business. General Kramachokow
moved with a large force of men on Neu-Stettin. This town was in country
controlled by the Prussians, and the bluecoats “had” to react. A force of
Prussians thereabouts, under Captain Höhendorf (300 infantry), and Captain
Wussow (about 100 dragoons), made it their mission to hound at
Kramachokow’s light force.

The Cossack designs were completely frustrated, and they subsequently fell
back towards the first division of Froloff Bagrey to seek a measure of
security. The Prussians here lost Captain Wussow to a mortal wound.

Wobersnow’s incursion had no long-term effects, apart from the obvious
morale booster. The lost stores destroyed were replaced, and a mere “raid”
could not prevent the Russian army from advancing. The 10,000-man
advanced guard of the Russians was at Thorn until April 24, when it moved
on Posen. The advance was led by Bagrey, General Ransanov led the
middle division, and Rumyantsev brought up the rear. The latter two bodies
boasted 30,000 men each. Fermor’s marching orders arrived on April 16.51

Czarina Elizabeth wanted the main army to move on the main part of
Prussia.

Fermor’s men rolled over the Vistula on April 20.52 Thereupon, once the
army could join up, Fermor took up at Münsterwalde. There he spent a
fortnight or so on final preparations, and May 7, drew reign at Swetz. The
Prussians had learned of Fermor’s advent. To help contain the enemy’s
march, Dohna gathered in all of his outlying detachments. Dohna’s men
were hard-pressed. The force at Stolpe moved forward, which opened a
vacuum into which the Russian Colonel Tölkells promptly marched. This
turn of events quite effectively uncovered Pomerania to being plundered by
the Russians. The removal of Platen’s force from Stolpe had really set this
off.



Elizabeth was sending an army of about 70,000 men towards the heartland
of Prussia this time around. June 1, the advanced guard reached Posen.
Frederick, in the final days of May, ordered Dohna53 to march at once with
his 18,000 men to Glogau to join up with Wobersnow there. Hülsen and
Itzenplitz were already coming from Saxony with 10,000 more men. Dohna
was to assume command of the various forces gathering at Glogau. He was
ordered to strike at the Russians when the opportunity arose. For the
moment he was to move on Posen again. Had Dohna promptly acted, he
might have succeeded. He failed to act, and did not leave Stargart on the
Northern Front until about June 3–4, only reaching Landsberg on June 5.
Even at that, Dohna paused there, recuperating/gathering his stragglers,
which incurred a delay of two weeks.

Not until June 23 did he deign start.54 The bluecoats moved rather
cautiously, to say the least. Dohna really was lacking in energy. Through
Mienzychod, he finally reached Wroncki on June 29. By then, the enemy’s
advance held Posen. Dohna had a numerical advantage: 18,000 men against
10,000 Russians. Why then did he fail to attack? The general was not
advanced in years (in July, 1759, Dohna was 56) but almost daily afflicted
with ailments. Wobersnow’s forward elements got to Posen on July 2. The
Russians were already in strength thereabouts. Some 60,000 men in a
fortified position to the left of the Warta.55 By then, General Count Soltikov
had superseded Fermor on June 29.56 Count Fermor had maintained a
suspicion of the Austrians: he even felt that Marshal Daun was trying to
pursue a light schedule so the Russians would have to step up and take over
the main prosecution of the war.57 Logistically, Posen’s magazines had been
replenished over the winter.

Meanwhile, other events were unfolding in Saxony. Zweibrücken departed
on June 24, for Schlangenbad, to try to nurse an old war wound. Serbelloni
assumed command of the Imperialists while Zweibrücken was away.
General Hadik moved out from Pegnitz on June 4, headed for Bohemia,
with some 20,000 men. This left only about 15,000 under Serbelloni’s
direction, which concentrated around Friesenhaufen. Over on the Prussian
side, Prince Henry pressed off General Hülsen on June 5 with a force to
reinforce General Dohna. After learning of Hadik’s march, Prince Henry
moved towards Chemnitz (June 9), while General Finck marched to cover



Dresden. Ried moved with celerity upon Neustadt on the Saale (June 12),
while advanced patrols pressed on Fulda to check for the presence of the
enemy. With their numbers reduced, the Imperialists tried their best to
contract their own lines. June 17, General Luzinsky was at Kulmbach,
while Kleefeld took up a blocking post at Kronach, around the same time.
June 13, the main Reich army secured Bamberg, then, on June 23, hitched
into Eichelsdorf. This was real progress except for one thing.

It was a most unfortunate time for the Imperialists, who now reaped the
whirlwind from the destruction of their supply depots. The always frail
system of supply broke down completely, and most of the energy of the
Reich troops was spent foraging for food. Serbelloni could do little about
the situation, and, July 13, he was relieved by the return of Zweibrücken.
By that point, the troops were at Langensalza, but only for the moment.
Ried & Company took up a line from Frauenwald to Ilmenau, and also from
Ohrdruf-Wallershausen. But that force was far from battle worthy.

Meanwhile, the replacement of the Russian command did not help matters.
Soltikov, the new leader, was uncertain about when to march. He wanted
time to familiarize himself with the army he now commanded, and there
was anxiety about the force the Prussians could oppose to him. To allay his
doubt, Soltikov called councils-of-war, at which the different options were
weighed out and discussed at some length. To make matters more uneasy,
the Austrians remained in the dark about Russian intentions, and the
hesitancy which pervaded the Russian command.58 Then, July 6, specific
instructions arrived from Czarina Elizabeth to proceed with the advance
against Prussia. Even at that, two days elapsed before the army finally
lurched off, and still, almost incredibly, the Austrians had no idea of the
plan of their ally, beyond a vague understanding. In short, for a man
exercising his “big chance” to command, Soltikov seemed almost sullen
and could even have had a sense of foreboding. Nevertheless, on events
inexorably moved.

General Panin pressed a detachment on Lwowek. This force, screened by
200 Cossacks, was four regiments of infantry and two of cavalry.
Wobersnow (with 9,000 men) suddenly appeared. The little force took to
heel. The greencoats retired from their forward posts, and Wobersnow’s



scouts probed their position (July 3). The results were not favorable.
Wobersnow determined the Russian right was too powerfully disposed to
attack with the available forces. Wobersnow’s advanced guard accordingly
fell back on Muravanna Gotzlina. Dohna’s army had belatedly put in its
appearance thereabouts.

Dohna received the somber report of the enemy’s strength possibly with
some relief, and his army lurched over the Warta at Öbernich, pausing to
rest temporarily at Objieczrze and Prezlavia. The Prussian pause was not
without reason, but the bluecoats dare not stay in a post behind the Warta
with the Russians very close at hand. On July 5, a Prussian move to
Casimierz precluded the greencoats from that post. A Russian expeditionary
force veered off, while the Prussians had thoughts of striking this body of
troops, then wrapped about Woynowice, early on July 6. But the Russians
moved first. This in spite of the great caution about facing Frederick which
they often exhibited.59

Russian scouts, who answered to Brigadier-General Thrasnachokow, had
detected Dohna’s initial advance into Poland. They had been shadowing the
Prussians ever since. On July 8, in nothing like a knee-jerk reaction, the
Russian force made for Jankovitz. By then, Dohna’s bunched up force was
congregated between Morowinow and Babinkow. The next morning,
Colonel Gottlob Heinrich Tottleben surprised a small Prussian force beyond
the Prussian camp. The success was a minor one, but it prompted the
bluecoats to reflect on their exposed position. Dohna fell back on Bittin.
But he would not be suffered long to stay in that post either.60

July 11, the Russians made a concerted effort to break up Dohna’s post.
There was a measure of stick-to-it-ness in the old soldier, though. Dohna
fell back to another post ensconced between Perske and Senkowe. The
Russians put down their left at Dohna’s old post at Bittin, while the Russian
right leaned over towards Jankovitz at Molodosko. The following day,
Dohna’s forward troops got a nasty surprise when the enemy army suddenly
put in an appearance. The two opposing forces commenced a lively fire
with the howitzers of the Russians maintaining a lively exchange with the
Prussian guns, which enjoyed the post of vantage over them. The superior
defensive posture of Dohna’s troops precluded assault, and the bluecoats



stayed to their new post for most of July 13. By then, Dohna was aware of a
possible Russian effort to cut him off from Silesia and Brandenburg. After
nightfall, apparently gripped by the possibility that Soltikov might indeed
trap him in Poland, Dohna rose and made at best pace on Pniew. Here the
commander heard Soltikov was likewise aiming. Some had theorized that
the change in command would mean the adoption of a new offensive
scheme. But such was not the case.61 The Prussians shifted towards
Neustadt, there to prevent the Russians from outflanking them. For their
part, the greencoats made a determined effort to exploit any weaknesses in
Frederick’s dispositions.

As Dohna withdrew across the Warta, on July 6, he sent off Colonel Hordt
with his Free Regiment and 200 hussars, aiming on the right bank of the
Warta into the rear of the Russians, pointing at Zerstorungszug. Hordt
pressed over towards Bromberg, sacking the magazines at Rogasik, Znin,
and arrived near Bromberg on July 8. A group of Cossacks and 1,000
Russian soldiers were present there. The Cossacks took to the road when
Hordt appeared, but the infantry valiantly resisted until virtually every man
was dead or wounded. At Bromberg, Hordt found abundant stores of flour,
brandy, fodder, and 75,000 bushels of corn. But he withdrew quickly, being
chased by the riled up Russians. At Friedland, Hordt turned on his pursuers,
in which Major Knobelsdorf led a charge against the enemy. Then Hordt,
having destroyed Russian magazines of approximately 61,254 bushels of
grain, with the pursuit blunted, returned to Landsberg and Cüstrin on
August 3.62

Meanwhile, on July 16, the Russians moved out from Sumerschka. On June
17, Soltikov was at Bentschen.

By now, it must have been apparent to his subordinates that Dohna could no
longer perform his duties as commanding general. He had marched and
countermarched, trying to draw Soltikov to a disadvantage, with negligible
results. Dohna’s ineffectual maneuvers, which included a very vague
attempt to pin Soltikov against the Vistula and away from Prussia, make for
pathetic reading. The failure unquestionably was due to lack of leadership,
for the quality of the Prussian strike force was very good with excellent
junior officers. Perhaps Dohna was not entirely to blame for what happened



on this expedition for he was a stricken man. Wobersnow was of about the
same vintage, but generally in better health.

In the event, Dohna paused on the Warta, uncertain what to do next. In early
July, Soltikov, veiled by the Cossacks, suddenly made for Brandenburg,
specifically, Crossen.63 There he expected to find the Austrians waiting,
Daun or Laudon, with much needed provisions. The effects of the lost
supplies at Posen were indeed appearing. Soltikov pushed his men hard,
hoping to get between Dohna and Brandenburg. The Prussian reaction was
predictable. Dohna rose and raced off after the enemy, he rapidly outpaced
them, with fewer men and less to tote (the Prussians were running low on
provisions as well). On more than one occasion, Wobersnow urged Dohna
to strike at the Russians while they divided into columns and thus unable to
form an adequate front, but the Prussian commander let the opportunity to
do so slip away time and again. In the middle of July, Dohna reached
Brandenburg, just ahead of the forward elements of Soltikov’s army. He
was relieved to be again in front of the enemy, for at the moment there was
no other covering force on that side of Brandenburg.64

While Prince Henry and Dohna had been thus occupied, in Silesia Fouquet
had also been engaged in harassing the foe. His target was Moravia, where
the Austrians had been building up magazines, the latter just across the
border. Fouquet moved into that province from his post at Leobschütz. He
arrived thereabouts on April 16, but found their former owners had
absconded and he had little choice but to withdraw. Arriving back at
Leobschütz on April 21, Fouquet discovered DeVille, who had pushed into
Silesia.65 The latter attempted to break through Fouquet’s defenses. But the
latter proved too tough a nut to crack. He had wasted about a week there
when Frederick, who had gathered reinforcements for Fouquet at Landshut,
rolled into Leobschütz to try to decimate DeVille. The latter had taken up
post at Hermmansdorf for the moment. In the case of a prepared position,
was it conceivable that DeVille’s force could be chopped to pieces? It was
not! The alert foe rose (May 1) from his position, and broke for home. The
king gave chase, but only managed to clip DeVille’s men as they retired
through the pass at Zuckmontl with some gunfire. The hussars hacked the
enemy’s rearguard to pieces, taking 100 prisoners, but DeVille did manage
to get away. His narrow escape understandably concerned Daun, who had



just installed a strong garrison at Prague and wondered if Prince Henry’s
probes further westward and Frederick’s presence at the frontier meant
another invasion. These fears, of course, were entirely unfounded, and the
sole purpose of the Prussian movements was to delay Austrian operations as
long as possible.

Daun was trying to maneuver to rendevous with the Russians. In order to
spring the Prussian king from Landshut, the marshal planned to move to
Lauban (on the border between Silesia and Saxony); here the Austrians
could cut off Frederick from Prince Henry, and vice versa. Vienna had
informed him about the outcome of Tillier’s mission with the Russians,
although this was tempered by the knowledge, brought to headquarters by
Lacy, that the Austrian leadership lacked faith in what their allies from the
East would actually do. Marshal Daun did not want to be kept hanging this
time. He kept his men busy with training for the inevitable fight, while the
king chafed at the bit to draw him out for a battle. Then, finally after an
encouraging letter from Maria Theresa, Daun marched westward (June 26).
He was aiming for the upper Quiess and a planned link-up with the
Russians.

Daun was active. He made for Mark-Lissa, arriving there on July 6. In
response, Frederick hitched into Schmöttseifen (July 10). The king had
tested his new horsed-artillery regiment at Trautenau, where he had gone to
check on the enemy’s whereabouts. Both armies spent time improving on
already formidable works, but in front of Fouquet the enemy, learning of
Frederick’s departure, were on the move again. DeVille picked and poked at
Landshut’s defenses while Fouquet was preparing to attack. Irascible
DeVille hung tough; not enough to make him retire homeward, which
would have entailed heavy equipment losses.66

Daun was not so upset with DeVille as to order him to Mark-Lissa.
Nonetheless, poor Fouquet brought his men to Schmöttseifen, leaving
General Goltz at Landshut with a small garrison. Behind the frontier, the
enemy struck again as soon as they learned of the departure of Fouquet.
Harsch’s men appeared suddenly in the defiles near Landshut and made for
the post. Goltz blocked the hills at the passes; Harsch dislodged him from
one post (August 31) only with much effort. The bluecoats sealed off the



penetration. Some ordnance, handily placed on the next rise, battered
Harsch’s men so savagely that their advance stalled. The hussars took care
of the Austrian horse. It was enough! Harsch gave way, retreating back
again behind the frontier.

Fouquet, learning of the enemy’s advance, took the greater part of his men
and retraced his steps. General Johann Friedrich Stutterheim was left with
the rest at Schmöttseifen. But the Prussians near Landshut were not again
troubled that season. In the meantime, the Prussian monarch had been
trying just where he thought the Russians were going to strike this year; at
Brandenburg again, which was most likely, or into Silesia, where Soltikov
stood a far better chance of linking up with the Austrians. Daun’s major
concern was to shield the heart of the Austrian Empire from Frederick’s
probing thrusts. While he regarded the Russians as useful allies, the marshal
was just not willing to take risks on their behalf. Soltikov expected that
while his army was near at hand, then Daun had the duty of keeping it
supplied.



Chapter Thirty

Battle at Züllichau1

On July 17, Dohna, who had been retiring before the enemy, reached the
village of Züllichau, on the eastern bank of the Oder. He barely occupied it
before the Russians could. The situation was critical. Dohna had been
unable to stop or even retard the progress of the Russian advance and the
situation on the Eastern side was worsening. As for the king, he was furious
when he learned of the complete, miserable failure of the campaign in
Poland, but, in fairness, he could have expected little more.

“A mediocre general in his cups would not have been able to handle an
army more erratically. Your—Polish—Campaign rightly deserves to be
printed as an eternal example of what every intelligent officer must strive to
avoid. You have done every silly thing which can be done in war and
nothing whatever which an intelligent man can approve,” adding as a final
line, “I tremble to open my letters from you.” Such were the words
addressed to the commanders of the Eastern Front armies, intended
primarily for Wobersnow and not Dohna it would appear.2

Frederick was also quick to realize in what a bind this left him. He must do
something, or Brandenburg (and Berlin) would be at Soltikov’s mercy. July
20, the king ordered off Wedell, who had spearheaded the Prussian infantry
at Leuthen, to go to eastern Brandenburg, take command of the forces there.
In the guise of a ‘dictator’ of sorts, Wedell would do something against the
Russian threat. Something meant attack when and where he found them.
Had the commander been Seydlitz or Moritz of Dessau, the issue might
have been different, but Frederick can hardly be blamed for his selection of
Wedell. He had little clear-cut alternative. Winterfeldt, Schwerin, Keith,
Moritz, Retzow, were all either out of action or dead. It is true that Wedell



performed well enough at Leuthen, but the plain fact was he had never
commanded so much as a corps, let alone an army, before this.

July 22, Wedell was in Züllichau. A set of orders accompanied him
addressed to the generals present thereabouts from the king himself. The
communiqué told them in no uncertain terms to obey Wedell as they would
the monarch himself. Frederick had calculated trouble from the senior
officers over the appointment of the younger Wedell over their heads. A
grenadier battalion and hussars accompanied him. The army he took
command of consisted of 19,600 infantry (30 battalions), 7,800 cavalry (63
squadrons), and 56 heavy guns, total of 28,000 men. In retrospect, Wedell
may have been overanxious to try his hand.3 Having been ordered to do all
he could to halt Soltikov’s forward progress, Wedell wasted no time trying
to do just that. Did Wedell have to attack when he did? He had ten days’
rations in his supply wagons. So there was no apparent reason to hurry with
the attack,4 other than the king’s impatient attitude. But a quick strike it
would be. His subordinates reasoned the best chance of defeating the enemy
lay in catching them on the march and at the most vulnerable, and Wedell
realized in the back of his mind Frederick was not very tolerant of failure, if
the events ended that way.5

Just after dawn July 23, Wedell mounted some heights above Züllichau to
observe what the enemy were up to in preparation to attack them. Despite
his elevation, he was unable to discern with accuracy the position the
enemy held, since the forests near Paltzig in which they were encamped
made a scan of their posts very difficult (Soltikov undoubtedly selected the
position for that very reason). Soltikov had secured his rear when General
Merdivinow reached Fölitsche (July 19). The Russian leader pressed past
Babinmost (July 19), then to Kelschen (July 20). Here the main army
paused in order to let Merdivinow to close up. Soltikov, leaving most of his
heavy baggage at Holzen, pressed on to Paltzig on July 22. Immediately,
rumors began swirling that the bluecoats were going after the vulnerable
Russian baggage. If the latter happened to be captured, then Soltikov would
undoubtedly have to retreat, at least into Poland.6

Now the Prussians were gazing on the enemy. There, stretched out in the
distance, and interspersed among the bushy, woody ground, known as the



Eichmühlen Fleiss, Wedell saw a long double-line of green-uniformed
Russians (which he took to be the left wing), and decided with this thin bit
of evidence, Soltikov was going to stay immobile the rest of the day, just
resting.

As it worked out, the latter had marched just about dawn that morning with
his right moving out ahead, followed systematically by the center and left.7
In fact, by the time that Wedell had taken view of the whole panoramic
scene, it was already emptying of men, and the main body of Soltikov’s
men were marching in concealment under the thick cover upon the Prussian
camp. What Wedell had taken to be the Russian left wing was actually the
rearguard attending the baggage and provision wagons. This side also
boasted a thick barrier of skirmishers to shield any of the magazines from
the Prussians. It was itself preparing to move out as soon as the main body
burst through the woods. After a brief second look, Wedell returned to
Züllichau (arriving about 1000 hours) and promptly gave orders to prepare
to march and attack the enemy.8

But the Prussians were still preparing to march when within an hour all was
changed as the head of the extremely long enemy mass broke through the
underbrush and began moving towards the bridge and village of Crossen.
At the bridge, the Russians could cross the Oder and have Brandenburg
virtually for the taking. They had learned, courtesy of Prussian deserters,
that the foe was worried about Russian irruptions into Silesia. By now,
Soltikov had already reached Paltzig—five miles northeast of Züllichau—
and from there he was in effect between Wedell and that all-important
bridge. The Prussians (though without additional orders) had gotten ready
to march when the enemy showed their hand. Wedell immediately
developed a counter plan: his army was to attack and roll up the Russian
flank, emulating the Prussian stroke upon the allies at Rossbach two years
before.9

Alas, the circumstances were far different now.10 There were no hills to
hide Prussian movements behind, there was no fine artillery arm to render
support to the bluecoats here,11 the army was just not the well-trained
cadres of 1757, and, lastly, the numerical imbalance was more pronounced.
At Züllichau, Wedell faced Soltikov’s Russians with less than 30,000 men.



The Russian army had 54 battalions with 46 grenadier companies, 58
squadrons, 3,900 Cossacks, 188 guns. In all, about 52,300 men.12 And, of
course, there was no Frederick to take charge here, as at Rossbach.13

If this were not enough, the topography angle definitely favored a defensive
stance. As the Russians wound along the way, a small pool, along with
nearby quagmires, lay between them and Wedell. This looked passable from
a distance but could actually only be traversed by a small bridge at the
hamlet of Kay (for which the battle was also known as). Behind the first
pool, a branch off went between the Russians and the first, and was
bridgeless. At about 1500 hours, Manteuffel, leading the van, at the head of
which were the 3rd Infantry (Major-General Franz Adolf, Prince of Anhalt-
Bernburg/Schaumburg) and the 7th of Brunswick-Bevern, two fine units,
marched at Kay, where he crossed the stream and speedily ranked his men
on the opposite side. With Wobersnow marched three Grenadier battalions
and 15 squadrons of dragoons and hussars.

The bluecoats were handicapped by the thick woods. Wedell had
“calculated on making the assault on a broad front.”14 But the Prussians
could not do so because of the topographical barriers, and was perforce to
switch to a narrower front between Heidenmühl and the village of Glogsen.
That small stream alluded to earlier was another of the barriers. The banks
on either side of the stream were far too unsteady to do much with.

Manteuffel then swept forward at the enemy, with the commander himself
leading the way. The 3rd Infantry, advancing in spite of heavy Russian
artillery fire, attacked the greencoats, but was soon flung back with heavy
losses.15 Almost simultaneously as his attack struck the head of the Russian
mass, Manteuffel’s initial charge rolled it back, scattering the opposing
cavalry to the wind (and it was not ranked again as an organized body that
day). The advance tended towards Paltzig, towards which Soltikov
happened to be concentrating.

As his leading troops faltered and fell back under the weight of the
Prussians, Soltikov called forward his reserve to bolster the first, front line;
at that point, on the verge of caving in. Manteuffel’s advance forced
Soltikov to withdraw his forward line to reform it. He now steadied it into a



long, wavy defensive line just behind the houses of Paltzig, and behind that
second brook. The Battle of Züllichau had begun.16

At the very moment that the Prussian advance reached the new Russian
front, they slowed and were quickly brought to a halt. Soltikov, all the
while, pumped his abundant forces into the new position, and ordered up
batteries on the double. The latter took post within the gates of a local
churchyard (which soon held almost 70 pieces of ordnance), blasting away
at the attackers for almost an hour.17 The Prussian cavalry set itself in two
lines behind Manteuffel’s infantry, which was right there. Then, as General
Hülsen charged, a full 20 squadrons of the horse galloped into the Russian
line near Paltzig. The Prussians looked for a time like they would carry the
day.

As Manteuffel’s line stalled, he was taken under a severe fire from the
enemy’s front. The force retired on Kay, while the main body of the
Prussians were ordered forward into action. The Russian front was by then
protected by six batteries which riddled the bluecoats as they advanced.
Wedell would have called off the attack had he not realized that Soltikov
was in his rear and might conceivably cut him off from Brandenburg
completely. His men had been forced to endure a hot and lengthy forced
march to get to this point, and the greater portion (save Wobersnow’s
rearguard) was in action facing an opponent who badly outnumbered them.
This assault upon a well-prepared and numerically superior enemy had slim
chance of succeeding with an army the size of Wedell’s. Hülsen’s attack—
leading the main body—also miscarried, with heavy losses among his
troops. Wedell called for Wobersnow, who now lent support to Hülsen. But
the Prussians could nowhere make a dent in the Russians’ “armor,” even
though three separate attacks were tried. Torn and battered as they were by
the very accurate artillery fire and massed musketry of an enemy posted
behind an impassable brook, the attackers suffered serious losses.

During one of these strokes, Wobersnow fell, mortally wounded by cannon
shot. As Wobersnow fell, General Hülsen took his force (six full battalions),
to go in against the greencoat infantry, but the attack fragmented. Nearly
simultaneously, four battalions under the direction of Major-General Georg
Carl Gottleib von der Gabelentz (40th Infantry) attacked the enemy right,



but was beaten back. At the end of his rope, Wedell ordered Schorlemer
with four squadrons to gallop at the southern corner of the Russian position.

Russian cavalry managed to stop this new assault. Meanwhile, Kanitz
reformed a new line of infantry, which attacked the enemy opposite about
1530 hours. But there was nothing doing. It was nearly dark (2000 hours)
when Wedell put a stop to the misery. The completely unsuccessful assaults
had cost some 6,000 casualties in killed, wounded/captured. The 24th
Infantry, for example, lost 933 men and 37 officers on this day.18 The
struggle in all had been about nine hours long, and, by 2100 hours, Wedell
was marching his survivors back towards the Kay Bridge. Away from
Soltikov, who mercifully did not pursue—making only a brief gesture in
that direction—in no real hurry.19 Soltikov lost about 7,500 men, and
although his men were shaken by the heroic Prussian effort, they were made
confident by the victory.20 Wedell, during the night, recrossed the bridge. It
had been far from another Rossbach. In fact, the sanguinary struggle did not
impede the Russian advance. It had, however, all but shattered Wedell’s
army. This was a far more serious result, since his army was the only
protection on the eastern side of Brandenburg.

With Wedell rooted out of the way, Soltikov could proceed with his plan.
All along aiming for Crossen, he wasted no time. July 24, he moved there.
Simultaneously, Wedell reacted. He crossed the Oder (at Tschicherzig) and
made for Crossen’s bridge, which he did manage to occupy (July 25),
before the Russians could arrive. It was some five miles south of the
village, so the Russian commander decided to go to Frankfurt—some 50
miles south of his own army’s position—to pierce the Oder. Wedell had
thwarted Soltikov indeed, but not for long. The first rumors gave credit for
victory to Wedell. Ambassador Mitchell even wrote, early on July 24
“General Wedel[l] thought proper to attack … [the Russians], which he did
with great success.”21 Soon the truth would become plainly, and painfully,
evident.

Meanwhile, Frederick still faced Daun in Silesia. So the province was
exposed only to the eastern side, and quickly the king decided he would
again have to go beyond the Oder to face the Russian threat. They had to be
kept from rendezvousing with the Austrians, at all costs. This was clearly



his most urgent task. Prince Henry was to hold Saxony. Other forces were
to keep their opponents busy as well. Frederick finally heard the news of
Wedell’s vanquishment late on the day after the battle, and made ready to
go face the foe.

He had also to intercept an Austrian detachment, direct from Daun’s army,
before it could reach the Russians. Daun, not surprisingly, had been
reluctant to march to join Soltikov himself, but he was aware that Laudon
had served ten years in the Russian army before joining the Austrians. His
first choice had been with Frederick the Great and his army, but the
Prussian monarch had taken an immediate dislike to him and rejected
Laudon, no doubt later regretting his decision.

Hadik had been detached early in the campaign as had Laudon (with forces
of 20,000 and 16,000 men, respectively). Both had been in front of Prince
Henry, so Frederick ordered his brother to keep an eye on them. Henry’s
forward elements, led by Finck, moved forward to Bautzen (July 11) with
that in mind. Prince Henry wrote his royal brother that from there he and
the latter’s army might be able together to contain Daun and the forces of
Laudon. The irascible Laudon’s job while Daun was encamped at Mark-
Lissa was to shield the left side of the main Austrian army, while General
Beck, ensconced at Gebhardsdorf, performed the same for the right wing.22

Laudon promptly attacked the Prussians at Grieffenberg, under General
Seydlitz, but was repulsed with the loss of some 300 men.

Hadik was engaged in a bit of waltzing himself. He brought together a force
at Grosshennersdorf, and moved (July 24) to intercept Prince Henry, who
was sallying forth from Bautzen. Henry’s men suddenly descended on
Rudolph Pálffy’s men, who were sheltered at Hochkirch, and, after a brief
fight, sent them scurrying for shelter with Marshal Daun. This disturbing
news made Daun realize at once that the bluecoats had no intention of
letting a rendezvous between the main Austrian and the Russian armies take
place. At least not without having something to say—and do—about it.

Meanwhile, in his corner, General Ried had been rather energetically
pressing the Hessians in the immediate vicinity, as they were pro–Prussian
and did not respond readily to calls for neutrality or even giving due respect
to the Imperialist army. Ried had at his disposal the dreaded Szėchėny



Hussars. This body, accompanied by a force of Croats (with specific
instructions to damage the enemy’s war effort), invaded the territory of
Halberstadt, forcing prominent citizens of the region to flee and exacting
contributions, seizing hostages for ransom, and plundering Halberstadt
itself (July 21). This in spite of the fact that some 80,000 talers had been
coughed up by the inhabitants to prevent looting/plunder.

Zweibrücken pulled Luzinsky back, on to Münchberg, although the base
activity of the Reich troops at the moment (aside from those committing
terrible atrocities) was certainly involved with raising contributions and
finding food for man and beast. Nor were these kinds of activities limited to
just the territory of the “enemy” by any means.

DeVille was by no means done in Silesia.23 He should have left well
enough alone. The advance was carried on by some 20,000 or so men,
which started forward (July 20) with some determination. DeVille’s patrols
made it to Freiburg, but the ready Prussians tried to entrap his men nearby.
DeVille ordered a withdrawal, but General Jahnus, trying to evict the
bluecoats from rises near Gottersberg, miscarried badly (July 27), and had
to retire. The Austrian force was unable to retreat by the direct route, as the
Prussians had sealed off the penetration. DeVille withdrew by Gersdorf into
Bohemia, but not quickly enough to prevent Major-General Gottlob
Ephraim Wolfersdorff with a large force of above 5,000 men from being
viciously attacked by Fouquet’s men, late on July 31, at Goldisnole.
Wolfersdorff did escape, but not without loss.

Prince Henry was still about in maneuvering, all right. But he left only frail
guard forces in Dresden (greatly inferior in number to the opposing forces)
to protect it from enemy raiders, led by General Joseph von Brentano-
Cimaroli. Henry was able to push Laudon back to Lauban as he was
striving forward in the direction of Sagan, apparently to link up with
Soltikov. Frankly, Frederick had not approached the mission of Wedell with
high expectations, and was actually rather complacent about accepting its
failure. He was also quite aware that his own army was busy with Daun,
consequently, to move it might entail risking reoccupation of Saxony and/or
Silesia by the foe. On the other hand, Henry’s men could be safely



disengaged, although Frederick, whether justifiably or not, was not overly
confident of Henry’s capability to stem the Russian tide.24

The solution was obvious: exchange commands. Saxony was to be left to
Finck with 10,000 men, and he was also responsible for covering Berlin.
The king hoped that the earlier raids would trip up the Imperialists.

Hadik had not been inactive. July 14, MacQuire peeled off from the main
body on to Aussig. In short order, MacQuire pressed to Hainspach (July
26), and to near Dresden the next day. The situation was not bad, from the
Imperialist point of view. For a change. The attention of both the Prussian
king and Prince Henry was shifting towards Silesia/Brandenburg and the
Russians, while the French were keeping Ferdinand busy in western
Germany. Zweibrücken did not fail to realize the opportunity being offered,
and he readily took it.

August 1, the Reich troops seized the mantle; Zweibrücken put his
headquarters at Naumburg, while Vecsey took over Halle, riding roughshod
through the place, robbing everyone who could be found of their valuables.
Halle groaned under the occupation of Reich troops until August 24, and
even then the invaders departed with most of the available supplies and
money in the area. The behavior of the Reich troops when they were in
Prussian territory, unpalatable at best, makes claims of Prussian cruelty in
the allied territories appear hypocritical by comparison. The Austrians were
just confident enough to expect the Reich troops to do something; if only in
the absence of serious opposition.

As for the Prussians, Frederick did not ignore the enemy in Saxony. He sent
instructions to the Commandant of Leipzig, Major-General Friedrich
Christian von Hauss, to threaten to burn down the place if pressed too
hard.25 In actual practice, Hauss, with over 2,000 men, was hoping to hold
as long as possible. Colonel von Widmann appeared before Leipzig on
August 4, but the arrival of General Kleefeld the next day, did much to
hurry things along on their “natural” course. Before dawn the next morning,
Leipzig was officially in Imperialist hands, although the garrison would
need time to take the proffered “Free Withdrawal” and march off.
Unfortunately, as Hauss marched out on Düben on August 7, he was unable



to stem the flow of prisoners, to the tune of about 780 men of various
nationalities, who had to be turned over to the Imperialists, as one of the
conditions of withdrawal.

Flushed with success, Zweibrücken concentrated his main force near
Naumburg. There was hope for a fleeting moment that the Prussians would
“go gentle into that good night” but nothing doing! Rumors had General
Finck bringing a force of 6,000 men to Torgau to directly counter the
Imperialists. It was a matter of some urgency if the Reich troops were to
accomplish anything meaningful before the bluecoats could spoil the party,
so to speak.

By August 10, Zweibrücken was near Sellershausen, when word arrived of
the defeat of the French at Minden by Prince Ferdinand. This raised some
anxiety in the Imperialist camp, but General Kleefeld was sent to confront
Finck. The latter actually paused for the moment at Hoyerswerda. Prussian
scouts reported the Reich Army was approaching, so Finck reacted by
ordering Wolfersdorfe to move from Senftenberg to the essential point of
Torgau, an important base for the bluecoats in holding Saxony.26 Finck
moved on Torgau on August 3, but new orders arrived almost immediately.
Finck was ordered to march to join the king, who was preparing to confront
the Russians in the East. The unfolding of events was turning in that
direction.

Eugene of Württemberg and a 6,000-man detachment went after Hadik and
Laudon.27 Prince Henry moved to Sagan on July 29, following orders. Not
satisfied, he set off for Schmöttseifen to see his older royal brother. Henry
ended up assuming command of the “main” royal army, while Frederick
himself set off at about 1600 hours, July 29, to take charge of what had
been Henry’s army. Haste was once again of the essence, and the Prussian
king was fully cognizant of what was at stake.

Immediately Frederick probed for Laudon’s whereabouts, but, well hidden
by a thick veil of Pandours, he simply could not be precisely located. At
last, next day, the bluecoat scouts detected the Austrians on the move,
aiming for Sommerfeld, ultimately for Crossen and a union with Soltikov,
July 31, before the break of day, the king was on the march, his army



pointing northwest on Naumburg. At that point, he intended to cross the
Bober River. Frederick was in the vanguard with some cavalry. The march
of some 20 miles was quickly traversed and the Prussians drove out a party
of the enemy posted at Naumburg. The bluecoats took much camp
equipage, with 300 wagons full of flour, 50 full of powder, and 1,200
prisoners. At his new locale, the king learned that Laudon was still to the
west, and that he was now effectively between the Austrian command of
Laudon and the Russians. Soltikov’s decision to cross the Oder at Frankfurt
rather than Crossen was a direct impact on Hadik, further disposed towards
the Prussians, than the Russians. Hadik reversed course, and moved to
Weissegk on August 2.

Frederick’s intentions were fluid at the moment. Hardly had the bluecoats
arrived in camp than they learned the enemy had taken Sommerfeld, and
were on the point of heading for Guben. Frederick ordered a direct march
upon Sommerfeld, to try to come to blows with Laudon. While the
Prussians threaded their way forward during the night of July 31–August 1,
Laudon made off. At Sommerfeld the next morning, there was no sign of
the Austrian detachment. Laudon had been quick to react to Frederick’s
appearance upon his projected line of march. As soon as the disturbing
word was received from Austrian survivors filtering in from Naumburg, he
had quickly altered his projected route.

Laudon’s new path was by Guben, where Hadik stood waiting, but only for
a moment. Same day, the king heard that the Russians had moved on
Frankfurt. August 2, he tailed off towards Guben, and, after a lengthy
march, reached Markersdorf, still some eight miles short of the destination.
At Markersdorf, Frederick caught an “enemy supply train” which turned out
to be Hadik withdrawing from that front. He had had enough of the dealings
there and, after a conference with Laudon at Guben, had decided to turn
back while Laudon pushed on to join up with Soltikov.28 The bluecoats
eagerly seized the opportunity to employ their new horsed artillery, which
commenced a fire upon the enemy train, while the Krockow Dragoons and
Colonel Wilhelm Kleist swooped down upon them from the front. The
Austrians never had a chance, despite a resistance of nearly 90 minutes. The
train was captured, together with nearly 1,000 prisoners.



Worse, Hadik’s own train, guarded by Gemmingen, was stampeded in an
unexplainable panic, while Colonel Franz Lanjus, leading some 2,000
Croats and toting part of Laudon’s supply train along, fell in with the
retreating throng to Weissegk. Pálffy’s men joined up to help shield the
vulnerable train from the enemy. But even Pálffy was powerless to do
anything about a panic which seized the men, causing some to flee while
others apparently ransacked the very train they were supposed to be
escorting to safety. In the end, the whole fiasco was a disaster for the
Austrians. The losses amounted to about 500 wheeled transport, almost
1,500 men, and invaluable stores. Laudon’s supply train was forfeited, and
Solitkov could not be happy at this revelation. Hadik withdrew to
Spremberg, while Laudon finally reached the Oder round about
Tzchetchnow on August 3, none the worse for wear except for the non-
existent supply train.

Frederick had gained a march on the enemy. More importantly, the
bluecoats learned that Hadik and his force alone, which did not include
Laudon, was at hand. Scouts reported Laudon had arrived outside of
Frankfurt on August 3.29 The king had failed to prevent this rendezvous. He
now realized that he would have to go face the combined armies to save an
allied conquest of the heart of his country. As for Hadik, Finck would have
to see that he was covered, while Prince Henry was really occupied with
Daun and his big main Austrian army. In effect, the Prussians were prepared
to leave almost the whole of Saxony and most of Silesia unprotected to
strengthen the barrier to the Russians and Laudon.



Chapter Thirty-One

Preliminaries to Kunersdorf

Frederick, once he had decided to march to the Oder, was swift about it.
August 3, admitting he had failed to intercept Laudon, he pushed on
towards Müllrose (within 12 miles of Frankfurt). Here he gave Wedell
instructions to move what remained of his army to that village. Wedell
made a genuine effort to comply with these orders, all right, and the result
was all of the Prussians in the immediate vicinity were soon concentrated
thereabouts. The army which Soltikov had brought from the other end of
Poland was very strong in infantry, but the cavalry was weak; Laudon’s
arrival helped change that.1

The Russians were also busy. July 29 was a notable day for Frankfurt-on-
Oder. For some time, there had been rumors of the impending advent of the
Russians upon the city, and on that particular morning word spread through
the place that the enemy was finally coming over from Crossen. Within
Frankfurt, the defenses were insignificant. There was no regular garrison
and the only defense force was a local body of some 400 militiamen raised
rather hastily from the outskirts of the city under the command of Major
Friedrich Wilhelm von Arnhim. As best it might, Frankfurt prepared itself.
On the morning of July 30, a large force of Russians made their appearance
on the eastern side of the Oder near the Oder-Damm. The grreencoats at
once sent word to lower the city’s drawbridge, which led across to the
western side and which Arnhim had pulled up on their arrival, and
surrender. Arnhim was quick to realize that while Frankfurt’s walls
protected it on the western, northern, and southern sides—also topped by
heights—only the eastern side was really defensible.

He was stubborn, estimating the enemy force at about a thousand men,
though they were in fact six times as numerous, and answered with a



defiant “No!” to the Russian demand. Near 1100 hours, the Russians
loosened a firebomb to show they were in earnest. At some point, the
Prussian must have also realized the strength of the Russians present
thereabouts. Arnhim now ordered his men to prepare to depart, as any
resistance to the enemy, in addition to the futility, would entail risking
heavy damage to the place.

Simultaneously, Arnhim ordered two field pieces under his control to go to
the far northern gate in case the foe should move while Arnhim was
preparing to leave. The Prussian commander was heading for Cüstrin, if the
Russians allowed him to go that far. Some time later a second summons to
surrender arrived, with the same reply as before. Then a third summons was
likewise refused. Seeing their efforts to bully the garrison were in vain, the
Russians sent word that another refusal would leave no option but shower
Frankfurt from a prepared battery with incendiary shells. This time, the city
fathers agreed to accept the enemy’s terms, but stubborn Arnhim (a valiant
Prussian officer to the end) would not permit the drawbridge to be lowered
nor any sign of surrender to take place.

The Russian guns then let off a single incendiary shell which landed near
the churchyard, but Arnhim would not yield yet. The latter did offer to
remove his garrison if the greencoats offered Free Withdrawal. But the
Russians, in their turn, refused to do this. At this rude reply, and with his
preparations complete, Arnhim pulled up his command and made off
towards Lebus, taking the precaution of delaying the entrance of the
Russians into Frankfurt. The enemy set off in pursuit of Arnhim, and caught
up with him about halfway to Cüstrin. Arnhim drew out his men and fought
hard, but at length resistance was overcome and he and his men were
returned to Frankfurt in chains, Arnhim himself having suffered a serious
wound.

Within a few days, Laudon and his force arrived, marching through the
streets of the city and ordering up provisions for his tired men. Hadik had
indeed turned back with his provision wagons, and Laudon’s men were
virtually starving. Soltikov, who had been rather expecting the Austrians to
bring supplies, summarily ordered Laudon to retire to Guben with his men.
No real junction between the armies had, in fact, taken place.



Soltikov’s army, after the fall of Frankfurt, had been deployed on rises
westward of the Oder, opposite the Jüdenberg Hill mainly, momentarily
anticipating the advent of Frederick’s army. The Russians, in spite of
superior numbers, were aware that they were no mean match for the great
Prussian king. Fermor and possibly even Soltikov must have feared the
results of such a confrontation. Fermor remembered Zorndorf all too well,
and the news that Laudon’s men brought of Frederick’s attempts to intercept
their march meant that he could be expected shortly.

The Russians promptly began entrenching, building high palisades/works
complimented by strong batteries. The allies aimed to move out of
Frankfurt, leaving just a small garrison, and come near the Oder to take post
on the sandhills of the Kunersdorf Heights, eastwards from the Oder-
Damm. For the moment, the allies kept to Frankfurt.

Wedell, meanwhile, had reached Müllrose about August 5, after which
Frederick marched his forces to Frankfurt, finally arriving near there on
August 7. Between Wulkow and Lebus, he made his army an encampment.
Early on the following morning, the Prussian monarch pushed out a body of
hussars towards Frankfurt to feel out the position of the enemy. Apparently
the arrival of the king had not been noted by the allies. A surprising
revelation. Indeed, a party of Austrian and Russian officers were just sitting
down to dinner at the Fischer’s Mühle—on the western facing side of the
Frankfurt bridges—when a local boy working at the millwork scrambled in
with news that Prussian hussars, (led, in fact, by the king, although this was
not suspected), were approaching.

The startled officers leaped to horse, and rode off at full gallop towards
Frankfurt, where they flashed the news. The following day, August 9,
Frederick received word that a great victory had been won by Ferdinand
over the French at Minden, effectively ending the French threat for the rest
of the campaign. His local reconnaissance of the enemy’s lines revealed that
they were then encamped with the Oder at their backs and a ready retreat
available by three pontoon bridges across the river (not to mention the main
Frankfurt Town Bridge) in case of defeat. The king also noted a disparity in
numbers of the contending antagonists: even with Wedell, he had no more
than 40,000 men, while the allies totaled some 90,000 between them.



Plainly, an attack with those long odds was tantamount to disaster. So
Frederick now ordered Finck with his 10,000 men or so to join him. This
left Berlin to its own defenses and Saxony would practically have no
Prussian forces present. With this juncture, the monarch was determined to
get on with the necessary preliminary of crossing the Oder. He had decided
not to cross at Lebus, as had originally been planned, but at Reitwein (some
ten miles away) and proceed with the business at hand. Finck’s arrival was
expected within a few days, and in the interim Frederick pressed
preparations for the move, discreetly so as not to alarm the enemy.2

Soltikov anticipated that the king would strike from the west side of the
Oder, so he made his preparations with that view in mind. The Russians,
along with Laudon, recrossed the Oder, leaving only a small garrison in
Frankfurt. Soltikov took post on the rises near Kunersdorf, as planned,
while Laudon was deployed nearer to the Oder behind him. The greencoats
had put their heavy baggage on an island in the Oder—which was
connected by pontoon bridges to the mainland where Soltikov was hastily
readying to meet the Prussian whirlwind. In case of defeat, the Russians
were not going to take any chances of being cut off from home. Soltikov,
fearing for the safety of his baggage, detailed a force to cover it.

August 10, right on time, Finck reached Reitwein, while earlier in the day
Frederick had arrived nearby. The bluecoats were even then erecting some
bridges to cross the river. This work had of necessity been low-key, but the
night after the junction the bridges were finished, and the army promptly
began crossing in two columns, the foot soldiers/artillery there and the
cavalry a short way off. By 0400 hours on August 11, the entire army was
over, and the enemy still did not know of it. Soltikov unaccountably
allowed the Prussians to break the barrier of the Oder River.

The Prussians now were near Göritz. Here Wunsch was left with skeleton
forces to hold the bridges and the baggage train safe. The rest of the army
moved southward, aiming at Bischof-Sëe and Leissow (which were within
two miles of Kunersdorf itself). The morning sun rose up bright, there was
little or no wind blowing across the sand dunes, and forced marches soon
brought the men to the verge of exhaustion. To make matters worse, there
had been no time for food that morning nor for sleep the last few nights. By



1300 hours, Frederick’s men reached their destination, by which time the
troops were so weary that it was an open question if they could continue the
trek. So the decision was made to encamp on the spot for the rest of the day
and to move against the enemy’s camp on the morrow. Finck, with the
vanguard, was ordered to bivouac where he was, his left leaning on a small
pond thereabouts; the remainder of the army camped in two lines, the right
on Leissow—with the cavalry posted to the rear in a patch of forest
thereabouts.

Soon after his men were in place, the king took the opportunity to
reconnoiter the enemy’s position. Ahead of him, straight facing the road to
Kunersdorf, lay the village and Trettin Hill, which he rode out towards.
Reaching there, Frederick mounted the rise and looked southward.
Stretched out between Jüdenberg and Mühlberg, he noticed the whole
Russian army, some 70,000 strong, with the front facing north. Off behind
it, the king discerned Laudon encamped in a position that appeared to be
wholly isolated from Soltikov, but might be capable of rendering support if
necessary. The terrain there, he judged, at best to be marshy and not sure
footed by any means. Cavalry was of little use, and neither were the big
guns likely to be of tangible use in this ground. These considerations were
important, for it had largely been through the efforts of Seydlitz and his
cavalry (who was also present here)3 that had in the past gained the victory
for the Prussians just when defeat appeared to be certain. If the artillery
could not be brought into play at short range, it followed they could not
blast at the entrenchments that the enemy had prepared to face the Prussian
attack.4

In front of the allied camp, intersecting between it and the Prussians, ran a
small tributary of the Oder, the meandering Hühner-Fleiss. Running across
this stream was the Trettin road leading to Kühgraben, a branch road from
which led directly through Kunersdorf and on to Reppen. A little to the east
of this road was the Walkberg; on the right looking north was the
Klosterberg, to the southwest not quite a mile was the Kleiner-Spitzberg,
which effectively dominated the approaches to Kunersdorf. Mühlberg lay at
the extreme end of the Kunersdorf position and the Oder-Damm. The whole
allied camp was about four miles in extent, but it was far too narrow—only
about a mile wide—to allow much maneuvering room in which to shift



their forces as the Prussians attacked. The ground was largely bushy and
oozy bogs. To the east, but most especially to the south, a thick clump of
woods arose, through which visibility could not have been good. But the
ground was generally flat and level, except what was made up of the
mounds thereabouts, largely sand dunes to the east and liable to be blown
about by the wind.

Frederick, on viewing the allied camp, observed that Laudon was deployed
then in a position which seemed to be isolated from the Russians. The
Austrians were encamped in the west of the great marsh which protected
the allied left flank, behind a scrubby post which to all appearances, from
the Prussian lines at least, to be sufficiently cut off from Soltikov as to give
no cause for worry. A local peasant who had brought the king water on that
hot summer afternoon, and who knew the terrain in question, thought so, as
did one of Frederick’s own officers (Major Linden), who was supposed to
be familiar with the area. But the actual event turned out to be much
otherwise, as we shall see.

Shortly after his reconnaissance was completed, Frederick rode back to his
encampment, and spent the evening hours working out his plan-of-battle.
The crux of his plan relied upon one of two alternatives he believed the
enemy could take: (1) That of the allies remaining quiet where they were
and await a battle; (2) That of the enemy attempting to retire upon Reppen.
With numbers and position so clearly in their favor, the second possibility
was really unlikely.

Late in the night (August 11–12), however, there was some smoke and
flame visible on the southern horizon, which turned out to be the village of
Kunersdorf on fire, having been deliberately set by the Russians. There was
much speculation about the meaning of this event in the Prussian camp.

The allies, knowing that the foe had passed Göritz and Bischof-Sëe, made
preparations for an attack. With no blow coming from the direction of
Reppen, the front was reversed (as at Zorndorf, but this time with far more
thoroughness); so the Russian left was now anchored on the Mühlberg, the
army now past burnt Kunersdorf. Why was it burned? As a structure it
would have proven a sizeable military obstacle to Frederick’s men, being in
front of the Kuh-grund and all. Now only the stone churchyard and church



remained. This could have been a distinct barrier to the bluecoats.
Nevertheless, as best they might, the allies made ready to receive the stroke
they knew was inevitable on the morrow. As for Soltikov’s most pressing
worry, he did not wish to be cut off from his main communication center at
Frankfurt, barely four miles to the southwest.

By 0300 hours on August 12, the Prussian army was aroused and standing
in marching order. The march order was given and the men lurched off; the
heads of their two columns pointed eastward, towards Reppen, and the
woods there. At the lead was Seydlitz with his cavalry, his command was
included in the column to be brought into battle as the left flank, while
Eugene of Württemberg followed with the second to act as right wing in
conjunction with Finck. The latter had been ordered to keep his bivouac
posture near the Hühner-Fleiss, and decoy the enemy while the rest of the
army made the swing for battle.

The king betook himself to the woods to encourage the troops with some
more of that earthy, unassuming attitude he was well noted for. When his
very tired men marched past him in the thick forest paths, he saluted them
with a morning greeting, then is reputed to have said, “A good plate of
beans would be nice just now, wouldn’t it?”5 What other high-born
European monarch of the day would have done the same?

Finck could dispose of some 12,000 men for his task, with three infantry
regiments (the 37th, the 38th, and the 55th Infantry) supported by strong
batteries. He was ordered by Frederick to maintain the illusion that the main
attack was to fall upon the Russians from the north. (A move which the
king thought was impractical. It would have been better to attack from the
north).6 This since the Russian lines were the strongest just where the attack
was planned. The king discovered as much when it was already too late.
Nevertheless, he was to go out as soon as it was daylight to scout the
enemy’s lines but not to get involved in any serious fighting until the rest of
the army could be brought into action. Wunsch was simultaneously ordered
to move from Göritz to recapture Frankfurt.

While Finck and his peers were carrying out instructions, an enemy battery
opened up on them. But the shots fell wide of the mark, and the Prussian



generals ignored the fire. The Cossacks, as usual, were very active. They set
fire to the little hamlets of Reipzig and Schwetigg (the latter about a mile
south of the Russian baggage), but that was the extent of their effectiveness.
The main Prussian columns in passing through the thick woods and over
unstable, oozy ground—no doubt this made the lugging of the big guns
difficult—were very slow with their advance. It was only after
unanticipated delays that Frederick finally reached the Hühner-Fleiss and
deployed his army on the Klosterberg, and Walkberg (opposite to the
Mühlberg), setting up his batteries on the mounds to act as a counter to the
Russian guns. By then it was nearly 0800 hours, and a large proportion of
the attack force had taken the wrong turn in the woods and thick
underbrush; they were still marching up. Thanks, in part, to the king’s
miscalculation, the horsed teams lugging the big Prussian guns and the
heads of the columns had to reshuffle in the woods. The bluecoats were just
not ready.

By that time, Seydlitz and the first column were on the spot but Eugene was
a little behind time. The Russians, scanning the front of their position,
shortly before this noticed the movements in the thick woods and sped off
the inevitable Cossack scouts. This produced a round or two from Finck’s
guns, or perhaps from Frederick’s, but the gunners were quickly silenced by
the king. The Russians still discerned Finck as the only plainly visible
enemy, and believed him to be the main attack force. The men in the woods
were thought to be scouting parties. That was until the main Prussian army
appeared so unexpectedly out of the woods.

The composition of this force was the following: 13,000 cavalry in 95
squadrons; 36,900 infantry in 53 battalions; and a large quantity of
ordnance, including 160 heavy guns and 126 battalion guns. A total force of
roughly 50,000 men of all ranks. The Russian force consisted of 68
battalions of infantry (about 42,000 men); 36 cavalry squadrons (about
7,000 of the Cossacks and hussars, more than 4,600 line cavalry); and 200
guns, a total of approximately 61,000 men, when we factor in the gunners,
engineers, and the staff; the Austrians had 18 battalions of infantry; 35
squadrons of cavalry; and 48 guns; a total of approximately 18,523 men.
About 80,000 allied troops were involved in the battle. They were superior
in number to their foe, in infantry and artillery, although there was near



parity in cavalry between the two sides. But the Prussian squadrons were
not the same vaunted troopers as they had been the year before at Zorndorf,
and not nearly as well trained or equipped.

The Russian right was led on this day by General Demikow, while Fermor
and Major-General Nikita Petrovich Villebois were to his side. Rumyantsev
was commanding the all-important Russian center. The left was under Lt.-
Gen. Prince Aleksandr Mikhailovich Golitsyn.



Chapter Thirty-Two

The Battle of Kunersdorf1

A little more than an hour after their appearance from the thick woods, the
Prussian main body stood ranked for battle and had the batteries set up.2
Finck had been waiting for the signal to attack since first light, and his
gunners were waiting with their pieces. At about 1130 hours, the Prussians
opened up from the guns on the Walkberg. The Russian batteries on the
Mühlberg, which contained some 72 guns, replied as quickly as they could.
The Battle of Kunersdorf had begun.3 Finck’s ordnance from the northward
started a bombardment of the Muhlberg from that end.

Frederick’s batteries on the Walkberg held only about 60 guns,4 but they
diligently kept up a steady shelling of the enemy from the southern side.
The Prussian batteries were actually strung out in three batteries, about
which more later. Although the bombardment and counter-bombardment
was steady and methodical, the range precluded any major damage to either
side. But the Prussians were helped out by an enemy blunder.5

The Russian batteries had been built facing the field below and beyond to
the shoulder of the hillocks, instead of towards the view of the great hollow
they were supposed to defend. As for the opposite wing, the Russian left, as
Soltikov’s chief side, boasted a 100 gun complement, almost an
embarrassment of riches.

At about 1200 hours, Frederick sent the advanced force of the nine
battalions (some 4,300 men) on the Walkberg forward to storm the
Mühlberg. The latter was manned by the First Grenadiers, flanked by the
Third Musketeers and the Fifth Musketeers. The bluecoats advanced into
the hollow. The fire of the enemy batteries intensified as the Prussians came



in closer, but the Prussian officers tried to steady their men in the “shelter”
of the hollow before the blow fell. This shelling was far too inaccurate to
hinder the move. The attackers were largely shielded by the terrain, until
they reached the clearing.

The bluecoats reached the edge of the Mühlberg—within 110 feet of the
Russian guns on the slope—before they were greeted by a withering enemy
fire. The Prussians did not falter, in fact they pressed ever forward. The four
lead battalions slashed forward, in an advanced formation. At point-blank
range, the bluecoats loosed a crashing volley of musketry straight into the
Russian artillerists and their supporting troops. These men were already
shaken by heavy bombardment. The latter were swept back here, the
greencoats abandoning their guns and works. Prussian cavalry were hit
now. In a few minutes of heavy fighting, the 2nd Cuirassiers (Prince Henry)
lost 206 men.6

In the event, there were new reinforcements of Russians coming forward.
Belosersk was disordered by the press of the first line and forced back,
carrying the Nizhegorodv Grenadiers. By 1215 hours, the Prussians had
nevertheless laid hold of the Mühlberg, the retreating Russians (of the
observation corps of Golitsyn) falling back upon Kunersdorf itself—
confusion now spreading through Soltikov’s army. Had the mass of the
Prussian horse not been “trapped” behind the Prussian left, it might have
been far worse for the greencoats. As it was, many of the Russians did not
offer organized resistance and were slaughtered by the scores. Five large
regiments were decimated.7 By 1300 hours, the left had been defeated and
driven back on Kunersdorf, only small, mostly disorganized groups of
Russians remained where the front had once stood, now broken and
separated, capable of only token resistance.8 There was a bright spot.
Soltikov, taking control of the faltering situation, sped 12 crack companies
(led by General Campitelli) of Austrian grenadiers to Rumyantsev’s
support.

Once more the crack unit of Baden-Baden appears in these annals. This
solid unit stood firm despite Lt-Colonel Waldegg’s wound and even the
unpleasantness of some of the Russians mistaking Waldegg’s men for the
Prussians and taking them under fire. Horace St. Paul reports the unit had



64 officers wounded, although no mention is made of total casualties.9
Nevertheless, Baden-Baden helped bring the Prussian progress to a
standstill. In addition, a timely force of Austrian grenadiers led by Major
Joseph De Vins, struck at the enemy force now trying to stabilize its hold on
the Mühlberg.

It was precisely at this moment that Frederick had determined to launch a
pincer attack on the allied lines. The rearmost forces, under Eugene, were
supposed to have advanced at this time straight against the Russians from
the south, while the right wing did the same from the north, to stiffen
Finck’s effort at the west. Together, they were to snuff out the foe. The right
van, which had just stormed the Mühlberg, was where it was intended, but
the left, which had just entered the fray and was in the process of driving
the enemy from the walls of the Kunersdorf churchyard, was critically
behind schedule. At the present, it had no troops capable of helping the
other pincer arms, except for a couple of formations from the van. Finck,
from his side, was also experiencing problems as his attack was held up by
the intricacies of the terrain not to mention a couple of narrow bridges
crossing the Hühner-Fleiss, hard going for the artillery teams.

The Prussians did their best. Krockow’s 2nd Dragoons smashed against
Trettin Hill and the Jewish churchyard. The attacks were costly. Fully two-
thirds of the unit were wiped out. 484 men, 51officers.10 The 6th Dragoons
(of Schorlemer) lost 234 men and 18 officers in this bid.11

The Kleist Hussars, normally a solid, reliable cadre, along with the 8th
Dragoons, crashed straight into a mass of milling Russian horse. The
Prussian effort was repelled, but when the massed allied cavalry tried to
take advantage of the moment by following up, they were shredded by the
timely squadrons of Seydlitz. This was accomplished in spite of the
intricacies of the ground, cut up by numerous ponds and swamps. Seydlitz
led an enthusiastic attack by hussars. In fact, the indomitable officer was
over enthusiastic, for his charge insensibly tended into the fire of some
Russian infantry. The bluecoats now recoiled.12 Nor were the cavalry units
alone that suffered. Dohna’s 16th Infantry lost 550 men and 16 officers.13

Hülsen’s 21st in attacking the Kühgrund lost 783 men and 25 of its
officers.14



These factors seriously delayed the crucial timetable attack plan.
Nevertheless, the left struggled to offer aid quickly as possible, but was
impeded by the heavy woods about Kunersdorf. Heinrich’s 43rd Infantry
led the left round the Klosterburg against the Backergrund. When at last the
Prussians reached the clearing to the southeast of Kunersdorf, they found
what had been little suspected. The ground in front there was bisected by
great marshes, pools, and little lakelets, stagnant most if not all of them.
Two morasses were even running within the confines of Kunersdorf village
itself. The only way across these bodies of water were small tracts on either
side, which necessitated breaking the order of march and then reforming
once past the obstacles. This threw the left wing into a critical delay
between the approach and the actual support. The artillery blasted away at
the bluecoats, inflicting heavy losses. The 43rd overthrew the Russians on
the Mühlberg, but the advance stalled out at the Kühgrund. In this one
regiment, “550 men were lost.”15 It was not alone, by any means. A
neighboring unit, Ferdinand’s 5th Infantry, advancing right beside it, was
pounded before the Kühgrund,16 losing 91 dead and 244 wounded in a few
minutes.17 Even the hard-used 7th Infantry could not escape further
damage. Its grenadiers reportedly had 200 wounded and 117 killed of their
number.18 The local terrain also fragmented the Prussian line, so Frederick
compensated by choosing to attack what was now obviously the enemy’s
right.

At the moment, the confusion spreading through the Russian army was
widespread, but enemy guns which had been taken could not be used
because there was no ammunition for them. This was important. From the
Mühlberg, a few well-placed hits might have inflicted enormous casualties
and confusion in the serried ranks of the Russian left. Instead, Frederick
ordered up four of the light Prussian guns to the Mühlberg—from where
they plastered the foe as best they could, while the 12-horse artillery teams
struggled to lug the 60 heavy guns to their support. For more than a mile
there, Soltikov’s army might have been decimated, but the delays of the
teams getting forward the big artillery proved to be fatal to the king’s plan.

Frederick, meanwhile, had sent off a courier with premature news of
“victory” to an anxious Berlin, although the enterprise was now slipping
from his grasp. Soltikov had his army formed for a pitched battle, this side



facing eastwards, while the king renewed his stroke upon the front of the
enemy’s mass. There was now still greater pressure on the Russians as
Finck, at last emerging from the difficult geography of the Hühner-Fleiss,
attacked uphill (with eight full battalions) against the new Russian left,
about 1535 hours. At length, the Russian lines were broken again, and the
disordered men fell back upon the Jüdenberg, losing Kunersdorf and the
Küh-grund in the process. A second courier was soon on his way to the
capital, with more encouraging word of the progress of the battle. In the
second attack, the bluecoats had captured 108 more guns and had inflicted
terrible losses upon the foe. But their army was taking heavy losses as
well.19 And they were handicapped by a narrow front over which to
operate.20 In fact, the whole space for battle this day was quite narrow.

A little before this time—about 1500 hours or so—Laudon had extricated
his men from the “isolated” peninsula to the side of the Russian position
and ranked them quickly on Soltikov’s flank, though they had yet to be
engaged. How had Laudon accomplished this? Well, Frederick’s
assumption the Austrians were in a post from which they could not readily
leave failed to take into account a causeway that had been constructed to
connect Laudon and Soltikov. Through this route lay easy access. Here
again was a classic example of a major blunder on the part of the Prussian
reconnaissance. We have observed errors before; at Prague, at Kolin, and at
Hochkirch, but they pale by comparison with that of Kunersdorf.

Laudon had 18,000 men, fresh and as yet uncommitted, while Frederick’s
men were all but exhausted by the almost herculean task they had taken on.
But the Russians had been dealt a major blow. Now Finck, Seydlitz and the
generals protested to the king that the army should disengage, since the
enemy had clearly been defeated. They would almost certainly withdraw
during the night, and, besides, the army needed rest. Moreover “Wunsch …
[reported] that the enemy were actually beginning to cross the river.”21

Failing a retreat by the battered enemy, the battle could always be renewed
next morning with refreshed men. This was wise and appropriate counsel,
and should in retrospect have been heeded. Sadly, impatient Frederick did
not listen, and insisted on continuing the battle to whip the enemy, now. He
called for the left, and ordered it forward upon the Russian battery on the
Grosser-Spitzberg—which happened to be one of the strongest posts in the



enemy’s front—the high battery to the south and some distance ahead of
Soltikov’s right. It was under the command of Rumyantsev, with the
Vologdskii Infantry regiment right on the spot, along with 16 more large
Russian regiments in close support behind. Rumyantsev’s guns opened a
terrible fire upon the Prussians as they emerged from behind the ponds in
front of Kunersdorf and were forming up to attack.

Prussian artillery was hastily put together in a cluster behind the village of
Kunersdorf, which was flanked by two batteries, at the Blanken-Sëe and the
Dorf-Sëe, although the king was not prepared to put all of his eggs in one
artillery basket. Nevertheless, the Prussian batteries went to work trying to
overpower the allied batteries on the Grosser Spitzberg.

When at last the latter were ready, the bluecoats moved up to attack. They
were pounded by the searing artillery fire and, unable to complete their
task, they stalled out. The 47th Infantry (Major-General Christoph Heinrich
von Grabow) had 600 losses.22 This stroke did knock the Russian
Apcheronski Infantry for a loop, and the Rostovoski Infantry were likewise
sucked into the vortex of the Prussian attack and badly used. Apcheronski
was later honored because it continued to hold back the enemy “while
standing, ‘knee deep in blood.’”23 Frederick now ordered forward the
artillery, but the crews could not get the big guns up past the mud and the
wagons sank up to their axles when this was tried. Worse, Seydlitz was
wounded at that critical moment by a shot which tore away part of his right
hand. The Prussians were thus deprived of the services of one of their best
cavalry officers at a crucial stage. Seydlitz had to relinquish command to
Platen and was taken off the field to have his wound tended to.24

Frederick lost his head and commanded that the cavalry itself charge the
foe’s battery on the Grosser-Spitzberg. Platen contested the order, in vain.
He jumped to horse at last and galloped with his cavalry around the
southern side of Kunersdorf. The charging, storming troopers made a
hopeless effort. After a fine beginning, they were cut to ribbons by the
merciless fire. The 5th Cuirassiers (Friedrich Wilhelm Prince of Prussia und
Markgraf of Brandenburg-Schwedt) lost 170 men here.25 Kyau’s 12th
Cuirassiers lost 260 more.26 Whole squadrons seemed to fall, and the rest
were cut into little groups, not able to move forward. The leading unit, the



6th Dragoons of Schorlemer, was hit so savagely it was virtually wiped out
on the spot. Even worse, this splendid effort had carried the bulk of the
horsed formations past the west side of the ponds, and this exposed their
flank to thousands of as yet unengaged enemy cavalry. Soon the
magnificent squadrons had been shattered, falling back beyond the pools at
Kunersdorf. Here they got steadied and were ranked again.

Following this repulse, which incidentally proved to be the turning point of
the battle, the Prussian infantry, reforming again and again, attacked the
enemy’s position on the Grosser-Spitzberg repeatedly, but again futilely.
The 37th Infantry (Lt.-Gen. August Wilhelm von Braun) was utterly
annihilated in the effort; 992 men and 16 officers went down here.27 The
king himself dashed out to lead two attacks by the 35th Infantry, in which
he had two horses shot dead under him and was in the process of mounting
a third when a stray shot struck the poor animal in the neck and it fell to the
ground, nearly on top of Frederick. He was snatched up by two of his
adjutants.28 A bullet had smashed a snuff box in his heavy coat, saving
Frederick’s life. Still, he reportedly grabbed a flag and uttered “I must do
my duty here like any other!”29 Pragmatically, the 35th would, in the end,
be the last Prussian unit off the field.

Although their leader was safe, the Prussians could make no further gains,
holding instead tenaciously to the captured works in their hands, too
exhausted to even retreat it would appear. This is not surprising.

The Allies were in similar shape. Their cavalry was truly heterogeneous, as
the main thrust of the cavalry units were the 6th Dragoons and the
Löwenstein riders of the 31st Austrian.30 Two units which were truly
magnificent units, fully equal to the magnificent squadrons of Seydlitz.
They were even stiffened by stubborn Russian cavalry, of inferior quality,
but eager to demonstrate their worthiness as well. This mounted attack
helped out the greencoats, who were being hard pressed. As for the valiant
Apcheronski regiment and its neighbors, two fine Russian units—the Pskov
and the Vologda Infantry—they lent their aid and momentarily helped check
the stubborn Prussian advance. Then, near 1700 hours, the valiant king
finally drove in his part of the front, temporarily. Soltikov responded the
only way he knew how: with more reinforcements. Again, the newcomers



(Kozen and Vyborg, joined by Pfern) contrived to move from the Russian
right. This new body blunted the Prussian advance.

The fresh Austrian infantry/cavalry swooped down upon the recoiling
Prussians, forcing them to gang together to form a defense. All of this, it
must be remembered, took place along a relatively narrow front, allowing
precious little room for maneuvering. The reformed Russians now joined
the fray; together the allies drove the enemy mass before them, back to the
Küh-grund, from Kunersdorf, back the way they had come. As it worked
out, the Küh-grund and vicinity was to prove a strong “trap.”31 The
Prussian cavalry were ridden down by the surging allied cavalry. Frederick
rallied his men, trying to reverse the tide of battle. Finck was still attacking
from the Hühner-Fleiss, to no avail, now the king ordered the horsemen to
disengage and ride around to the Mühlberg to aid Finck there. Eugene led
some support forces to the scene, to the eastern end then west before they
finally turned to face south directly at the enemy. The bluecoats here
intended a decisive stroke to roll up Soltikov, but the men had scattered
when they marched off, quickly dispersing.

Eugene was badly wounded trying to extricate himself from the carnage.
When he returned, Frederick ordered Puttkammer and his hussars to the
task. But that commander was killed and his stroke ended much the same as
the first. After this latest assault had miscarried, the Russian infantry, now
directly before the Küh-grund, struck forward and retook the line. They
remanned the batteries at once, while Frederick reacted by sending orders to
retake those guns. A large force of bluecoats advanced then to within some
50 yards of the Russian lines and halted there, exchanging volleys of
musketry with the latter for about ¼ of an hour. It was past 1730 hours. A
few Prussians even made it to the crest of the nearby hillocks, but
unfortunately they lacked either the physical or numerical stamina to
recapture the Küh-grund and the disputed vicinity. Kanitz’ 2nd Infantry,
pounded so fiercely by these same Russians at Zorndorf, suffered more.
Some 472 men and nine officers fell all told on this day.32

Seeing the Prussian attack stalled, Laudon took the chance to launch his still
largely intact forces from behind the Grosser-Spitzberg to complete the
overthrow of the Prussian army. By then it was about 1800 hours, and the



sun was dipping low in the western sky. As soon as the bluecoats got a view
of the surging Austrian force, they were suddenly gripped by panic. The
army dissolved into a mass of running men in a matter of minutes, the
troops forsaking their weapons and equipment as they did so. However, not
all of the men fled. One small force planted itself on the Walkberg to guard
the retreat. Elsewhere, isolated groups still put up a bold front. Lestwitz’s
31st lost 431 men on this retreat.33 But, for the most part, the army had been
converted into a confused, milling mass of fugitives with only one thought
pressing in mind: to retire to the rear and away from the enemy as fast as
they could. Indeed, seldom in military history has a battle been so
completely lost by an organized army in such a short space of time.

The press of the Prussian retreat was towards the north to the shelter of the
ground beyond. The remnants of Schorlemer’s command strove to cover the
retreat, but were forthwith driven into the swamps nearby. This exposed the
retreating mass, which were ridden down and bagged by the thousands in
their flight towards Zolow and the Hühner-Fleiss at Faulen-Bräcke and
Stroh-Bräcke. Still, a great number of the bluecoats managed to take refuge
in the churchyard at Trettin, where they briefly thought about rallying. Any
such thoughts were put to bed by the impetuous Austrian cavalry of
Kalnolky’s Hussars, aided by the nearby 11th Hussars. A vigorous attack,
led by the dismounted horsemen, drove the already shaken Prussians from
the village. This left them no choice but to abandon what artillery they had
managed to drag to a sunken road forward of Trettin. Even by foot rescue
was difficult, for the final tally was some 650 bluecoats taken. This really
put paid to the matter of providing any meaningful resistance to the allied
pursuit. In the event, “he [Frederick] demanded more of his men than they
could bear.”34

The king himself was in the midst of the rout. He seemed to be stupefied by
what he saw. Frederick galloped about, shouting, “Children, don’t forsake
your King, don’t leave me in this pinch!” and “will none of these blasted
balls hit me, then!?!” However, his attempts to rally his men were as useless
as they were brave. A panicked army must be like an angry mob, not really
aware of what is happening about and deaf to the voice of reason. Frederick
was on the point of being surrounded by the enemy troopers when he
shouted out “Prittwitz, I am lost!” The latter dashed up, along with an



adjutant. The adjutant grabbed his horse’s bridle, and led the king and his
horse off at a gallop from the field, while Prittwitz with his command
battled the pursuing Cossacks to a standstill.

That evening, the agitated Prussian king took shelter at Reitwein while
Wunsch, who had been left at the bridge to prevent the escape of the enemy,
waited until most of the scattered fugitives had gathered at Öetscher and
Goritz before he closed up the bridge. Both to anticipate the enemy from
moving across the Oder and to prevent a possible wholesale desertion of the
demoralized men. Wunsch had earlier marched to Frankfurt in the
afternoon; he attacked and seized the town bridges. Then the understanding
man blew them up.

The firing on the battlefield gradually died down and the tortured Battle of
Kunersdorf ended. Thus was the curtain brought down upon the drama of
the worst defeat that Frederick would ever suffer on a field of battle.35 His
men, during the course of the night, were slowly reassembled. Wunsch was
summoned by the victors to surrender; the request was refused, of course,
though on the morning of August 13 Wunsch withdrew, destroying the
crossing points behind him, with no interference. The night before the king
had written a letter to his old tutor, von Finckenstein, in Berlin, explaining
the defeat: “I attacked the enemy today at 11. Pushed them back to the
Jewish churchyard near Frankfort. All the troops were engaged, and did
wonders, but the cemetery cost us a prodigious number. Our troops were
thrown into confusion, I rallied them thrice; at length I thought myself
about to be taken captive, and had to abandon the field of battle. My clothes
were riddled by balls, I had two horses shot from under me; it is my
misfortune that I am still alive. Our loss is very considerable; of an army of
48,000 men, I have not 3,000. At this moment, all are in flight and I am no
longer master of my troops. You in Berlin will do well to think of your
safety.” As a postscript, he added, “I have no more resources left, and I will
tell you no lies: I think that we are lost! I shall not survive the downfall of
my country, Farewell, Frederic.”

There, sitting in a peasant hut amidst the wounded and the dying, the
melancholic Frederick decided to turn over the command of his army, or
what remained of it, to Finck. He told the latter this was only because of



illness, when he had recovered he would resume command. Reluctantly, the
king wrote out the order:

“The General [Finck] gets a hard commission. The luckless army such as
this I hand him is no longer in a condition to fight the Russians, Hadek
[Hadik] will probably press on to Berlin, Laudon perhaps, too, if the general
[Finck] goes after they both, Soltikov [read the Russians] will take him in
the rear, if he stops on the Oder, he will get Hadek this side. But I think that
if Laudon tri for Berlin he could attack and beat him on the way, this iffit go
well, would put a good face on misfortune and hold things. Time gained is
very much in these desperate circumstances. The news from Torgau and
Dresden, Coller my secretary will send him; he must keep my brother,
Prince Henry, whom I appoint Generalissimo, informed of everything; to
make good the misfortune completely is impossible, but my brother’s
orders must be obeyed; the army must swear allegiance to my nephew
[Prince Frederick Wilhelm]. This is all the advice, in these unhappy
circumstances, I am in a condition to give. Had I still had resources left, I
would have stayed by them. Frederic.”

Next day, August 13, the king felt a little cheerier, now that the army had
some 23,000 men, but Finck was in “active” command of this force (a duty
it appears he never actually assumed). Frederick sent off a letter to the
commandant in Dresden, our old friend Schmettau, to surrender if good
terms were offered to him were he to be besieged by the enemy. After a few
days’ further rest, August 15, Frederick departed from Reitwein, hearing the
encouraging news that the Russians were encamping to the south of
Kunersdorf. Not a single one of Soltikov’s men had dared to recross the
Oder to the western bank after the battle. The king had again taken heart,
resuming command of the reorganizing army (August 16). He promptly
sent for Kleist and his hussars to join him from Pomerania. This move left
the Swedes free to march into Prussian Pomerania, which they did in a
rather lethargic manner.



Chapter Thirty-Three

The Swedes Show Their Hand1

The Swedes had, earlier in the year, shown a rather curious lack of drive.
Heavy demands for Prussian troops had cost the Northern Front its entire
field force except for a battalion of troops on Usedom, and a second at
Wollin. Frederick was quick to realize he was vulnerable at the Northern
Front, but counted on the sluggishness of the Swedes to help him out.

This seemed good enough until news of the Prussian defeat at Kunersdorf
got out. The Swedes then appeared to come to life, possibly out of a desire
to carve out their share of a country many believed to be on the verge of
collapse. The Swedish Army had some advantage with the use of its naval
arm, which helped offset lack of equipment, and, very often, the lack of
effort. There had been a rumor about the Swedes cooperating with their
allies across the Rhine, but the intended target was to be nothing less than
an invasion of Great Britain, not operating directly against Prussia. Any
such adventures would have involved the Swedish fleet, of far more
significance in that case than their army.

As for the Northern Front itself, clearly the most important city, from the
points of view of both of the antagonists, was Stettin. The Swedes could
hold nearly all of Pomerania and still not be secure so long as that powerful
fortress remained in Prussian hands. It is not at all odd to say that, after
Kunersdorf (when Berlin was largely stripped of its garrison), the Swedes
did not push on that city but went elsewhere.

Any southward advance by these people could leave them vulnerable to a
descent by the Stettin garrison. There was a strong force in the city, which
showed no intentions of leaving, totaling 7,368 men, including the Garrison



Artillery unit Barghardt.2 If Stettin could be besieged and captured, this
would require it be denied any resupply by sea.

To back up the place, the Prussians assembled the closest thing they had to
a naval fleet. The chief reason for this flotilla was to secure a water route
for the relief of Stettin. Bevern had returned from Austrian captivity and
was appointed by the king to be the commandant of Stettin. With little
otherwise to distract him, Bevern turned his attention to upgrading the
defenses of his new surroundings. His chief enemy, the Swedes, although
rather anemic on land, were sure a formidable lot on the water. Their navy
truly dominated the Baltic Sea. Bevern’s task was to eat away at that
dominance if possible. He was engaged in the winter break of 1758–1759 in
building up the aforementioned flotilla. Bevern’s plans were aided by
Daniel Schultze, a local merchant of some repute. The sum of their efforts
were to transform, to the degree possible, merchant vessels into seaworthy
ships of war.3 By September of 1759, the number of vessels so converted
was 12.

The Russians were also busy cooperating with their Swedish allies. As
General Lantinghausen’s first order of business was on land, he marched on
Pasewalk (August 21) with his main body (some 6,000 men). His initial
objective was the occupation of Usedom. Lantinghausen was helped out by
a Russian complement of three ships, the Syerergni Orel (66 guns), the
Revel (66 guns), and the Sr. Michail (32), which duly stood vigil at
Swinemünde. This was hard by the harbor of Stettin.4 The next order of
business was certainly the elimination of the little Prussian squadron. The
latter vessels enjoyed the advantage of a shallow drought, which made them
far more capable of maneuvering room than the enemy’s ships.

Meanwhile, a Swedish squadron under Vice Admiral Lagerbielke had
arrived, but that old specter of lack of cooperation appeared all too often
and he subsequently did very little of substance with his Russian allies.
(The Swedish commander indeed was looking for an English squadron on
the scene.) The Swedish galleys afloat near Stralsund were sent into the
channel near Usedom (August 14), but they got no farther than Anklam
before the river became too shallow for the heavy ships to navigate. Vessels
like the 74-gun ? Gǿtha Lejon. There was nothing to do but lighten those



ships. While this process was being completed, the Prussian ships sailed up
and attacked the big enemy ships at anchor.

The Prussian fleet, under Captain Ernst Matthias von Koller, was driven off
by the enemy shore batteries. Koller withdrew towards the mouth of the
Oder River. Here the Prussian ships5 positioned near the mainland point of
Neuwarp across the water from the Woltziger Haken on Wollin, where they
were anchored to block the Swedes from farther progressing. The Prussian
ships had a complement of 448 sailors, along with 162 soldiers—the latter
meant to engage the Swedish ships. But the bluecoats, despite the best
efforts of Bevern and company, were simply not on an equal par in terms of
their naval efforts and were nowhere near what their dominance in land
warfare had wrought. The Swedes quite simply could not long ignore the
opportunity to test the mettle of their great foe on the water.6

By comparison with their well-known and quite effective land endeavors,
once out on the water, the Prussians assumed a far less menacing, and less
effective, veneer. Bevern’s efforts during the winter layover bore fruit when
the patchwork Prussian squadron took to sea in April, 1759. The vessels
that made up this force consisted of three types; one of them the Galiot,
twin-sailed short, stubby vessels. Two, König v. Preussen and the Prinz v.
Preussen, were armed identically: with eight 12-pounders, two 6-pounders,
and four small 3-pounders. These were joined by two others, which had the
same armament. The Prinz Heinrich and the Prinz Wilhelm. Other vessels,
the Galeere type, were little more than blunt-backed fishing vessels. One of
this group, the Jupiter, boasted a formidable armament: two 12-pounders,
six 6-pounders, and two 4-pounders. Two others, the Neptun and the
Merkur, had two 6-pounders, four 4-pounders, and six 3-pounders each.
Rounding out the little flotilla were four small, quick-sailing boats, sans
names. They were numbered from 1 to 4, and their armament was strained
at six 3-pounders.7

On August 8, the Prussian fleet sailed forward to take up a post in the
lagoon of the Frisches Haff. Assuming a position to the east in the lagoon,
in a line facing west, hard-by Neuwarp, over towards Wollin. The Prussians
were not permitted to remain long undisturbed. But there was no major
effort by the Swedes until September 10. By then, the bigger Swedish



vessels had been sufficiently lightened to safely navigate the lagoon. On
that day, early in the morning, the Swedish fleet, led by Admiral Wilhelm
von Carpellan, while deploying into four lines, sailed into view. In the front
rank, were the most powerful of the Swedish ships; four galleys of 13
cannon each: the Carlskrona, the Blecking, the Cronobor, and the Malmö.
In the next rank, were four demi-galleys of five cannon each: the Cåbilliou,
Delphin, Stor, and the Svärdfisk. In the third rank, were three sloops, backed
up by one ship (with howitzers), while the fourth group was of 13 gunboats.

The two fleets commenced an inconclusive cannonade which lasted until
past mid-morning. Then Carpellan, losing patience, ordered his boats to
close up on the Prussian Merkur and Jupiter. A struggle that ended with the
opponents closed and engaged in hand-to-hand fighting with the two
Prussian ships captured, and the rest of the front Prussian line, the König v.
Preussen, Prinz Wilhelm, Prinz Heinrich, and the Prinz v. Preussen,
together with the Neptun and the Mars, cut off by a rapid Swedish pursuit.
Overhauled, they were quickly captured, while the four remaining Prussian
Espings fled to the west.8 In this naval action, marked by major shifting
about among the vessels, the Swedes, minus the Cåbilliou, Delphin, Stor,
and the Svärdfisk, aided by nine gunboats (which pursued some newly
visible unidentified ships to the southern horizon),9 gained the victory.
Prussian losses were all but three of their lightest craft, 132 soldiers, 358
sailors captured, and some 30 men killed or wounded.10 The Swedes lost a
reported 13 killed, 31 wounded, and one small vessel sunk. The tussle had
lasted some four hours. In that short space of time, most of the Prussian
naval effort in the whole war up to that point had been dealt a nearly
crippling blow.

The Swedes, meanwhile, continued to campaign actively on land as well.
With the Frisches Haff passing gradually under the control of the Swedish
fleet, General Fersen, with some 4,000 men, advanced from Wölgast
(August 18) to take up a blocking post on the island of Usedom. The foot
soldiers were transported to the island by the Swedish vessels. The minimal
Prussian forces opposed to him—mostly hussars who were not inclined to
fight—were forced back, enough so that Swinemünde was compromised by
the transportation of Swedish artillery to the island. August 21, Fersen took
up a blocking post at Kaminke, beyond which the Prussians had pressed.



The bluecoats on the island were now confined wholly to Swinemünde. At
hand, holding the West Redoubt and the enclosures facing Wollin Island,
Lt.-Col. Prentz was leading some 450 men. There was precious little time
for preparation. The extent of those arrangements involved a brisk
reconnaissance of the defenses of Swinemünde on August 24, which
produced little collateral damage. On August 27, before dawn, Swedish
batteries began a pounding of the enemy lines from the sea. Swedish land
batteries joined in the crescendo, and a meaningful attack was launched by
Major Anrep, along with Meherfeldt’s grenadiers. Supporting this cast, the
Västgöta Cuirassiers and the Abolans Infantry unit made sure of the
venture.11 This charge gradually pressed the bluecoats at Swinemünde back
on the West Redoubt, although a significant body of Prussians continued to
resist. Lt.-Col. Prentz, with a part of his force (50 men, including four
regimental guns), was nabbed by the Swedes, who wasted no time in
attacking the West Redoubt (into which the remaining Prussians had sought
shelter). Although the latter was more like a true fortress than most in the
region, the Prussian defenses were not up to snuff.

It remained for Fersen, who did not wish to hasten matters, to order a set of
batteries built to plaster the West Redoubt. Twin groups, one of six guns
and the second of four, aided by complimenting twin batteries of howitzers
and mortars (two pieces apiece), left little leeway for the defenders. By
design, the batteries were positioned “between 6 A. M. and 4 P. M.”12

September 1, the Swedish batteries opened up on the West Redoubt. The
following day, Major Menardier and a 400-man Prussian garrison marched
into captivity, victim of no backup and overwhelming Prussian attention in
other theaters of the war.13

Flushed with a surprisingly easy time, the Swedish batteries were rolled
forward, and commenced blasting away at Mövenhaken. Again, the
bluecoats abandoned a position behind the Swine thereabouts, as the
Mövenhaken works burned. When Fersen tried to exploit a further gain by
trying to cross the Swine near Caseberg (September 4) the Prussians were
able to bar him from this, largely because alert patrols uncovered the move.
In other theaters, the war went on.



Meanwhile, August 16, Frederick marched to Fürstenwalde to cover Berlin
from the south against Soltikov, who had now no plan for marching on the
capital city. This gave the Prussians the time they needed to recover from
the defeat. The main Russian army was now at Lossow, emplaced there to
be contiguous with the Oder and his supply routes, although Soltikov’s
magazines were in Posen.

The allies had suffered their share of losses and the Russian commander
was angry because his men and not Laudon’s had borne the brunt of the
heavy fighting at Kunersdorf. And yet the latter had reaped most of the
resulting credit for the victory. Soltikov was reinforced in his distrust of the
Austrians by Fermor, as well as the subordinate officers of the Russian
army. In the Austrian Empire, Laudon was regarded as the true victor.14 The
Russians had wanted Daun and his whole army to join them, but he had
only sent Laudon, they had wanted the Austrians to provision their forces,
and this request had been thoroughly ignored. Now Laudon wanted
Soltikov to march in and take Berlin, but the Russian leader was tired of
what the Austrians wanted and stubbornly refused to budge from his
prepared positions on that latest mission. Without the cooperation of the
Russians, Laudon and his men could not by themselves hope to capture the
Prussian capital.15

Part of the Russian’s reluctance was the relishing of the heavy casualties,
more specifically the greencoats, had suffered in order to beat the Prussian
army. Austro-Russian losses at the Battle of Kunersdorf had been
approximately 14,181 for the Russians and 2,215 for Laudon’s contingent
(425 dead, 1,343 wounded, 447 presumed dead or captured), a total of
nearly 16,500. Thus Soltikov’s army, which had carried by far the greater
share of the fighting, also had by far the greater proportion of losses for that
privilege. Frederick’s losses were the worst he had ever (or would ever)
suffer on a field of battle, both in relation to his army’s strength as well as
in overall losses. He lost some 6,200 men killed, 12,000 wounded (2,000 of
them severely wounded as prisoners), added to the other casualties (about
1,350 missing presumed captured), which amounted to approximately
20,000, almost half of the army under his command.16 Also 165 guns,
added to 13 further heavy pieces, for a total of 178 guns lost.17 The Prussian
officer corps had been hard hit, as usual. General Itzenplitz had been killed



at the head of his men, Hülsen and Knobloch, besides Seydlitz (capable
leaders all), were among the wounded. One of Prussia’s best literary talents,
the celebrated poet and soldier Major Ewald Christian von Kleist18

(commanding a battalion of men), was mortally wounded at the battle.19

The rout at Kunersdorf left Frederick temporarily without an army. During
the retreat, he had been informed that the organized part of his army
consisted of just 5,000 men with about four dozen cannon. After the battle,
the Prussian king entered what was probably the blackest, most dejected
mood of his life. Had the battle been followed up, there is no doubt that the
fate of Prussia would have been sealed. But he was allowed to recover,
regroup his remaining forces and the war could go on. The fact of the
matter was that although the allies could maul and defeat the Prussians they
were paralyzed by jealousies and rivalries among themselves. This is an
example of the weaknesses inherent in a multi-national coalition. If this
makes little sense to the reader, let him consider the following.

Soltikov, by linking up with Laudon, had expected a steady flow of
provisions from Daun. He had so far received little more than an unwanted
body of troopers, of Laudon, that were likewise in need of supplies. He had
therefore refused to cooperate with the Austrians, until he should be
appeased. There was nothing wrong with that, in his view; he was merely
protecting the best interests of his army and of his country. Daun and many
of the Austrians, on the other hand, believed that their allies should bear a
heavier burden of the war and simply could not justify supplying an army
that “wasn’t pulling its own weight.”20 Ergo, the Austrian point of view. So
the allies were literally halted in the tracks, mostly by themselves.21



Chapter Thirty-Four

Allies Spring to Life

Soltikov for one refused categorically to take one more step towards Berlin
until Daun sent reinforcements and provisions. The Austrian marshal did
little more than move his army to Preibus on August 13. Just after arriving,
he received word of the Prussian defeat, so the next day Daun marched to
Treibel to be nearer at hand. It would appear that the marshal wanted to be
ready to march when Soltikov was ready for marching on Berlin. August
22, Daun rode up to the Russian headquarters in an attempt to get more
cooperation from Soltikov, without any tangible success.1 The marshal
pointed out to him that only one major enemy formation—Prince Henry’s
army—remained in being to be disposed of and Prussia would then be wide
open for the taking. Soltikov, however, did not share the marshal’s
enthusiasm.

He pointed out that the king had actually led Henry’s army to defeat at
Kunersdorf, and that Prince Henry actually was commanding Frederick’s
army at Schmöttseifen. Soltikov also postulated that Daun’s plan was based
on being able to defeat Prince Henry with what were the best units left of
the Prussian forces. The losses the allies could expect to incur in this task
would undoubtedly and could only be excessive. This did not appeal to
Soltikov. In short, it did not appear to be a feasible plan. Without Russian
help, the deed was clearly impossible.

The Swedes, meanwhile, pressed up against Wollin, which was held by Lt-
Colonel Schafstädtt. The latter had the services of Garrison Regiment
Puttkammer and Wasmer’s unit2 as his defense force. Under increasing
pressure from Swedish patrols, Schafstädtt fell back entirely within the
confines of Wollin (September 15). The following day, the attack against
Wollin commenced. The Meherfeldt’s Grenadiers struck at the Swine Gate,



while the Drottningen’s Life Regiment rolled over the Wicker Gate.
Another unit, the Jönköpings Infantry unit3 cut off the enemy from retreat
across the sole bridge at the Divenow. Not to be outdone, irregulars
bushwhacked the posts beyond on the wall between the Swine and the
Wicker Gates, and the Älvsborgs supported the effort with everything
within. A strong fight ended in the complete defeat of Schafstädtt and his
men. Prussian losses were roughly 500 dead, wounded, captured, while the
Swedish loss was approximately 115 men and seven officers.4

Meanwhile, back in Saxony, matters had been moving right along. After
Finck was ordered to march to join the main Prussian army, he left Torgau
to the care and keeping of Colonel Wolfersdorfe, with three battalions and
12 12-pounder guns at his disposal. The latter did all that he could to make
Torgau as defensible as possible. August 7, Kleefeld sent a raiding party
which probed gingerly at the enemy’s defenses of Torgau; a reconnaissance
force of some 1,200 men, including Luzinsky’s command and some
hussars. The effect was limited, and August 10, Kleefeld’s men arrived in
force and summoned the defenders. Wolfersdorfe managed to stall off
answering, hoping to get time for reinforcements. Kleefeld was also
wanting additional forces. Two Prussian battalions, along with four
additional 12-pounder guns, arrived to stiffen Wolfersdorfe, although
Schmettau, comfortably ensconced in the Saxon capital, could only send his
regrets.

As for Luzinsky, he hitched into Belgern while some patrols edged on
Reisa. About 1200 hours on August 11, Kleefeld, animated by the
knowledge that the circumstances seemed right and the Imperialists should
be getting their due just about then, appeared suddenly at the Leipzig and
the Spital Gates. A force of bluecoats sortied to try to fight off the attackers
beyond the confines of the city walls, although the weight of numbers
pressed the defenders back right up to Torgau. An enveloping counterattack
upon front and rear broke up the Imperialist effort.

To help Kleefeld, Prince Stolberg now arrived on the scene with more men,
but the valiant Wolfersdorfe (who was himself a Saxon by birth and hated
by many of his people) stuck by his guns. An additional attack was beaten
off, although the Imperialists did gradually crowd over against Torgau.



Stolberg, who had now charge of the forces near Torgau, presented
Wolfersdorfe generous terms to vacate his post. This offer was snubbed
outright.

About 0430 hours, August 13, the Imperials struck again, with an intensity
that belied that army’s shaky reputation. The bluecoats turned back this
latest enemy effort. Stolberg shifted the attack pressure to the bridge across
the Elbe, as well as against a small bridgehead redoubt on the opposite
bank. However, Wolfersdorfe countered with a flank maneuver that spoiled
the effort. Snubbed again, Stolberg withdrew a short distance to the rear.

Thus stymied, the Imperials, who all along had been constructing big
batteries (on the banks of the Elbe, which included both 12-pounders and
the enormous 24-pounders), went to work. These commenced blasting away
at Torgau. Luzinsky was closing up Torgau on his side. The position of
Wolfersdorfe had now deteriorated, and when Stolberg offered even more
generous terms (with the extraordinary provision of allowing Wolfersdorfe
to set his own terms), the incredible offer was accepted. By high noon on
August 15, the Prussians, keeping their weapons and their artillery as well,
marched out, heads held high. Total losses of the bluecoats had been 31
killed and 46 more wounded. The Imperialists still managed to snag
supplies valued at some 200,000 thalers, including 7,524 hundredweight of
hay and 3,163 full barrels of flour. In addition, there was said to be 170,000
florins in specie in the military chest.5

The Imperialists next took encouragement of the encouraging news about
Frederick’s defeat at Kunersdorf. But Zweibrücken remained timid, only
altering his position to a new camp fronting Möckern and leaning over
towards Entritzsch. None of the various Imperialist forces moved up, except
Kleefeld. The latter forthwith advanced on Wittenberg. The town boasted a
small garrison of about 1,000 men under Major-General Friedrich Magnus
von Horn. The Prussian commander was not confident in his ability to hold
Wittenberg, largely because he mistrusted his men. He hesitated only briefly
and set fire to the suburbs when Kleefeld drew near on August 20;
destroying some 30 houses and several barns loaded with supplies.

The enemy, under Colonel Losy von Losenau, made a legitimate effort to
break into Wittenberg, while General Horn was openly castigated by



officials of the famous university located at Wittenberg to cease the
destruction of the town. The Prussian leader saw the futility of further
resistance, and, when the enemy offered ‘Free Withdrawal,’ Horn embraced
it. He extracted his garrison with its equipment intact (August 23). Once
Horn withdrew, the Imperialists left the Trier Regiment, along with Baden
Baden, to man the lines in and about Wittenberg.6

Brentano had hitched into Sedlitz, and there was indeed a gradual swaying
of power forward and back in Saxony. The Saxons, through the good
auspices of the government in Warsaw, were demanding the Austrians step
up to the plate and drive the despised Prussians from Saxony finally. The
amount of devastation wrought by the bluecoats in Saxony up to this point
had to be enormous, but it is hard to imagine the king’s men inflicted more
overall damage than the Imperialists. Marshal Daun responded to orders
from the Hofkriegsrath and the urgings of Maria Theresa, who saw the
reconquest of Saxony as being able to take away a chief source of the
enemy’s supply and bases.7 Both the Austrians and the Imperialists were
soon swinging themselves towards the Saxon capital as the most significant
physical prize still left on the table. Zweibrücken moved out on August 24.
His men hitched into Würzen, reaching Hubertusburg on August 25. Now
the commander, on his arrival in the vicinity, dispatched his Adjutant-
General, Colonel Joseph von Churfeld, to go see Schmettau in Dresden
about securing the surrender of the city.8

Zweibrücken’s men moved to Meissen on August 27. Disturbing rumors to
the effect that General Finck was coming at him with some 14,000 solid
Prussian troops were floating about. MacQuire stood before the Saxon
capital on that day with nearly 5,700 men, advancing straight from the army
of Marshal Daun.

As for Prince Henry, from early August, he had heard nothing from the
king. However, rumors indicated that things had not gone right with
Frederick’s enterprise on the Eastern Front. By the week of August 25, he
heard for sure that Prussian arms had suffered defeat in the east, but that
Frederick was resolved to do what he could.9 Same day, Prince Henry wrote
a letter to his brother. But we are getting ahead of the events. The king,
meanwhile, had been facing Soltikov. On August 28, the Russian



commander did finally march, but headed his Russian army southward
instead of northwest on Berlin. Soltikov occupied Müllrose, while his
adversary, now following on his heels, started out in pursuit on August 30.
Moving down the Spree Valley, Frederick reached Waldau, where he
paused. His army now numbered 31,000 men (including Kleist and the
rallied survivors of Kunersdorf), but on August 21, he detached Wunsch
with a body of 6,000 men to go to Saxony, where he had received word that
the Imperialists were marching.

Wunsch started off from Fürstenwalde, after assembling the loose
amalgamation of forces in that vicinity. He quickly encountered an enemy
outpost at Zahna, some eight miles northeast of Wittenberg. The bluecoats
rode down the surprised enemy, capturing about 150 men and scattering the
rest to the wind.10 Thus emboldened, Wunsch lost no time in moving on
Wittenberg, where Colonel von Losenau was encamped. The latter did not
even think of offering up a defense in the face of such long odds, and he
promptly surrendered the post. The Imperialists marched out at 0200 hours
on August 28. Wunsch, no doubt delighted at the capitulation, provided
horses to transport Losy’s men to Leipzig via Düben. The king was pleased
to hear of the speedy recovery of Wittenberg, and subsequently ordered the
promotion of Wunsch.

The latter lost no time in making for Torgau; he arrived near there on
August 30. The allies sent reinforcements to the aid of the garrison of
Torgau. General Ried marched past Düben aiming for Torgau, supported by
Colonel Vecsey, from Schmiedeberg. But the Prussian move was far too
quick to defend against. The Szėchėny Hussars, being apprised of the
approach of a superior enemy body of cavalry, fell back, in the process
exposing Torgau. Wunsch, through Wolfersdorfe, immediately summoned
the garrison to surrender. General Kleefeld, with the Trier Regiment and
some 300 of the Croats, tried to stall for time. The approach of the relief
force was known at Torgau, but even Wunsch realized time was not on his
side in this endeavor.

He wheeled his guns into position, and started pounding the enemy with a
heavy bombardment. The men formed up for an attack, which was launched
about midnight on August 30–31. Some 400 infantry and 600 jägers



attacked with such intensity that Kleefeld surrendered in a short while. The
latter marched out for Leipzig, leaving Torgau to be reoccupied by
Grolmann and with Wunsch, fresh laurels from his march.

However, the latter momentarily neglected his first, chief order of business,
which was to go to the aid of Schmettau in Dresden. Instead of pressing on
immediately, which Wunsch should have done without delay, he hesitated.
Wunsch chose instead to await the arrival of some new guns from Berlin,
which delayed his march by three days. He finally left for the Saxon capital
about 1500 hours on September 3. As a direct result, Dresden was to fall to
the enemy before Wunsch ever could interfere.

On August 31, meanwhile, St. André hitched into Eilenburg. The presence
of so many bodies of the enemy was unnerving to Wunsch, but, September
2, St. André fell back on Grimma, and thus helped ease the Prussian
anxiety. A march to Grossenhayn, by Wunsch, which he reached on
September 4, was made. Wolfersdorfe himself, with a body of some 200
hussars, galloped down the bank of the Elbe and received some disturbing
news. He heard, from boat handlers on the Elbe, that surrender negotiations
were underway at Dresden. It was too late, for the moment, to save the
Saxon capital for Prussia.

As for Frederick, Wunsch’s departure cut his army. This reduced him to
25,000 men, while Henry had nearly 40,000 with him. The allies, with the
troops that Laudon, Lacy, Daun, and Soltikov could muster, deployed from
Hoyerswerda to near Crossen (some 80 miles of posts) with about 120,000
troops to man the front. Could the Prussians, with a force not above half as
numerous, hope to prevent their reconquest of Saxony and the outright
conquest of Brandenburg/Silesia?

It appears that, at both the Russian and the Austrian headquarters, at all
levels of command, there was a mutual lack of trust regarding their “ally’s”
intentions.11 Even against a common enemy, Frederick’s Prussia, they were
unable to give more than a rudimentary cooperation. This condition
manifested itself from time to time in this long war. And, time and again,
Frederick owed the survival of his army and his nation to that very lack of
cooperation. Especially so now.



Chapter Thirty-Five

Maneuvering in the East; Frederick Prepares to Move to
Saxony

Prince Henry had come up with a plan. He was at Sagan from the end of
August, leaving Schmöttseifen well garrisoned. He had heard that Daun
was in the process of readying supplies and reinforcements for the
Russians.1 Henry decided to wreck, if he could, these preparations. He
shoved his van to Sorau in enemy country. Ziethen commanded the body.
His appearance there threw the enemy into a temporary panic. Ziethen was
also, if he could, to reopen contact with the king, then at Fürstenwalde.
Soon the sheer numbers of the foe forced Henry back to near Görlitz. His
stroke had caused Daun to deviate from his plan, sidetracking troops that
might have been used with good effect against Frederick’s army. Daun tried
to pulverize Ziethen by way of reprisal.

Ziethen had 15 battalions and 30 squadrons (roughly 10,000 men) with him.
August 16, he reached Bunzlau and, the next day, Ober-Leschen. The
fearless hussar put up his camp at the latter, with the Bober River in front
and his flanks concealed behind thick forests. Daun had hitched to Pribus,
as seen, while Ziethen stayed unmolested for a week and a half without
moving. Prince Henry detached Fouquet with orders to hold Schmöttseifen
to keep close tabs on the Austrians at Laubau. Buccow abandoned Sagan,
temporarily giving up that place. August 27, Ziethen’s hussars, probing
Sprottau, fought Beck’s outposts, alerting him to the danger confronting
him. Next day, Prince Henry reached Sagan. His goal was to attempt to
establish firm communications with the Eastern Front and try to clarify the
still fuzzy situation with regard to the king.2



Ziethen pressed forward to Sorau, where he boldly captured a valuable
magazine, as well as taking 84 hussars and three officers.3 The old hussar
espied there the danger threatening from the number of enemy forces in his
proximity, and stayed ever alert. Henry ordered the Free Battalion
Salemnon (of General Konstantin Nathanael von Salemnon) to move, on
the night of September 1–2, to occupy the defile of Buschmühle. Then
Henry’s advent convinced Daun to beat a retreat.

Ziethen was well served by General de Czettritz, who chased after the
retiring Austrian main army and took 73 Austrians as prisoners on the road
to Treibel. Daun was of a mind to take advantage of Ziethen’s exposed
forward position and capture his men if he could. Beck was told off to take
his force through the thick Sorau Woods; he was to lay hold of the defile on
the road to Sagan. Simultaneously, Buccow would work his way around the
Prussian right and on into Ziethen’s rear. The main army was to smash in
the front of the Prussian position.

There was activity on the Prussian side as well. A patrol pushed out into the
night (September 1–2) forward on Muskau, failed to pick up on the
Austrian preparations, although they did bring in a needed provision train.
Prince Henry’s own hussars, from Sagan, were more alert. These troopers
barged into the point guard of Beck’s marching army, and, after a short
tussle, they captured 30 Austrians and sped off.

Salemnon had arrived at the defile by then, and speedily encountered
Beck’s advancing troops. Mutual surprise, although Beck was thoroughly
deceived. Believing he had encountered a relief force intended for Ziethen
(who was still blissfully unaware of the situation), he retreated back into the
Sorau woods. Early the next morning, the alert de Czettritz, with 200
cavalry, discovered Daun’s movements. Immediately the camp was
dismantled, and Ziethen ordered a withdrawal through the Buschmühle that
Beck had so obligingly left open. Czettritz checked the very eager Austrian
horse, and stuffed any hope of pursuit, while Salemnon did the same to
Beck when he endeavored to interfere. Prussian losses were fewer than two
dozen altogether, and Daun was thoroughly frustrated by the proceedings.

September 2, Daun swept towards Sorau while his two detachments stole
round Ziethen and might have captured Ziethen’s force if not discovered.



Hearing word from the locals that Dresden’s garrison was on the verge of
surrender, the marshal pulled up stakes and headed for Spremberg. Prince
Henry promptly moved with a force to block him, leaving Sagan for
Lauban, where he arrived on September 9–10.

Major-General Joachim Friedrich von Stutterheim was unbuckled upon
Friedland and Zittau to bar Daun from Bohemia.4 At Friedland, there was a
virtual bounty to be had by Sutterheim’s men. Stores destroyed were 10,000
bread rations, 4,000 bushels of oats, and 1,600 hundredweight of flour,
which could not be removed “for want of carriages to bring it off.”5 No less
impressive was the prisoner haul. Six hundred and sixty-nine men, six
officers, and two guns from Friedland were nabbed. The detachment
pressed on to Zittau. Although Stutterheim was unable to capture either the
town or the fortress, he did grab another big haul of stores: 5,000 casks of
flour, and 10,000 hundredweight of oats. The cost? There were 15 men
killed/wounded during the expedition. The Austrians experienced another
failure here. General deVille’s efforts to contain Prince Henry from
breaking the barrier of the Queiss were ineffectual, and Prussian patrols
pressed on for Görlitz.6 Other forces were utilized to keep the Austrians
from Bohemia; Prussian troops took up blocking posts. In the end, Henry so
harassed and bothered Daun that the latter detached only some 10,000 men
to join up with Laudon and the Russians. Then, with the majority of his
forces, he promptly began retreating towards Bautzen. Prince Henry
followed, picking and prodding at Daun’s stragglers, capturing hundreds of
prisoners in the process as we have seen.7

Soon after the Russians were complaining that Daun had made no attempt
to link up with them. Soltikov, whom, on September 10, was promoted to
the rank of Field Marshal, positively refused to undertake any additional
operations in concert with the Austrians. Frederick was more secure with
his whole predicament than he had at first assumed. But Henry was called
on by him to move further up from his post to help Finck in Saxony or just
where needed, like Berlin. Daun went streaming back as fast as he could
(losing 3,000 men collapsed/deserted on this grueling march) to Bautzen,
making a halt of several hours at Gross Kölzig out of dire necessity,8 but
soon guessed where the wily foe was heading for—Dresden—and shortly
shoved his army across his way on the road to the city. Both the Austrians



and the bluecoats of Henry arrived at the Elbe almost simultaneously. This
was despite the fact Daun had the advantage of better roads, a shorter
distance to cover and a friendly population to boot.

Daun soon moved to join with Zweibrücken against Finck. The latter had
been detached to go to that theater from the banks of the Oder. Finck was
forced to retire on Strehla, while Prince Henry, now across the Elbe at
Torgau, came up behind him to help stiffen his resolve. Daun now boasted
of 83,000 men (60,000 from his own army, plus 23,000 with Zweibrücken
and the Imperialists—General Thomas Blonquet led an Austrian force
attached to Zweibrücken’s command). He was opposed by Henry, who had
24,000 men with him. But while this was occurring, Frederick was busy
with Soltikov.

Seeing the main Austrian army drawing away, Soltikov, in spite of the
reinforcements from Daun, decided to make for East Prussia (or so it
seemed), where his hungry men could finally be supplied. His Austrian
comrades were either unwilling or unable to fulfill his expectations in this
regard. September 15, the Russian army moved from the encampment to
Waldau (arriving there the next day), after which, on September 18, the
army lurched off for East Prussia. At least Frederick believed that Soltikov
was heading there. The king moved to Sagan, which he occupied despite
token resistance from a body of Croats present there. His reason for this
move was a desire to be in closer touch with Prince Henry.

The allied cordon having been broken, Frederick at once attempted to draw
on Henry for reinforcements (September 18–19). Frederick’s confidence
was returning by the day now.9 Daun for one had not been impressed with
Hadik, in Saxony, who had, meanwhile, led 37,000 men in concert with
MacGuire in a series of allegedly “incompetent” moves upon a much
smaller Prussian force of not more than 12,000 men under Finck.

Hadik had barely been given time to move out on September 15, before
disturbing news came: Leipzig had fallen to Wunsch and Finck. This could
not have been pleasant intelligence, especially considering the move came
from an enemy who apparently had been dealt a “crippling” blow barely a
month before at Kunersdorf. Zweibrücken’s men, holding tight at Nöthnitz,
looked to secure themselves from the enemy. Hadik marched to



Alttaneberg, although Wunsch’s next move was to drive to Döbeln to
support Finck’s command. The bluecoats engaged the enemy in a fight that
obliged the unsteady Imperialist command to abscond, this to posts on the
further bank of the Triebisch River. Hadik scattered his command back
upon Burkenhain, while Prussian patrols were pressed up to the Triebisch
hard-by Wünschutz.

But the Prussians were hardly overconfident. For one thing, they were
inferior in numbers to the enemy. For another, Finck and Wunsch still had
units that desperately needed time to rest and refit after a debilitating
campaign against the Russians. But Finck decided to do his best. He
pressed the right side of his troops on to Nossen, against the Frieberger
Mülde, while the left leaned upon Miltitz. Finck was resolved to hold his
ground, and sent light units that scouted into Siebeneichen, drawing Hadik’s
attention upon him.

This, in turn, led Zweibrücken to move forward, seeking an action, upon
Schmiedewalde. Finck, confronted by an enemy who suddenly appeared to
come to life, desisted from the offensive and prepared instead to withdraw
from what he felt was a vulnerable post (September 19). The Prussian
general withdrew on Korbitz, where he set up his headquarters. He
deployed his force into a new position leaning over on Meissen. Whatever
defensible potential the terrain thereabouts contained was enhanced by the
construction of some fortified lines. Wunsch, meanwhile, assumed control
of a post at Lercha-Siebenstein, to the East of Finck.

Zweibrücken, for a change, seized the rôle of a pursuer. The Prussian
baggage was accosted by Ried at Krögisae. The Imperialists seized a
number of vulnerable wagons, although an aggressive Prussian
counterattack not only recovered them, but forthwith stopped the pursuit
there and then. To ensure the enemy kept their distance henceforth,
Schenckendorf was duly vigilant. The Imperials deflected their advance.
The left flank of the army paused at Taubenheim, although there was a
pronounced superiority in numbers. The right, far from secure but more
stable because of the natural barrier of the Elbe, was less subject to the
probings of the bluecoats.



Finck was not left isolated, by any means. The Prussian king informed
Prince Henry that the force at Meissen needed to be given as much aid as
possible. The salvation of the whole of Saxony, that part not already under
Austrian control, was at stake. Despite the exhortation, though, taking a
position so close to the enemy was not without risk. Marshal Daun, one
among many, thought the Imperialists would grasp the proffered
opportunity to crush Finck’s command as soon as possible.

Zweibrücken hesitated to act, displaying undue caution, while the foe,
acted. In this, they were encouraged by the ever volatile Wolfersdorfe (who
harbored nothing but resentment towards the Saxons), in stroking the fires
of destruction. Zweibrücken saw good to even send intelligence riders to
the newly recaptured Saxon capital with news that high ranking officials
present there should flee across the Austrian frontier to Prague as soon as
possible. To add to these woes, the weather was turning much colder, and
much wetter.

Emboldened by a thorough reconnaissance of Finck’s lines, and convinced
of a very pronounced superiority in numbers, Zweibrücken chose the latter
part of September to act. The plan was to pound Finck’s carefully
constructed works with some adroit artillery fire, as much to weaken the
enemy’s resolve as much as their works. Up next was the attack. The left
side of the Prussian lines was enhanced by the nature of the ground; here
Finck was probably unassailable. The same could not be said for the
Prussian right.

The Prussian right wing was more open, vulnerable to an aggressive enemy,
and could conceivably force Finck to fall back into country bisected by
three nearby rivers and thus fragment his force. In order to lessen any
possibility that he would be forced from his post, Finck resolved to
strengthen the right side of his lines. This would be done at the expense of
the left side. The latter could be well held by a small number of men,
freeing more aid to the bluecoat right. And yet, through the right wing lay
the Prussian line-of-retreat upon Torgau in case of need.

Finck feared the result should Zweibrücken make his main effort against his
much weaker right wing. Fortunately, the Imperialist commander did not
see the need to do so. In the end, the force that actually assailed the



bluecoats was Hadik with only a small body of Imperial troops attached to
his command. The allies would strike along the whole front of the Prussian
position. About 1500 hours on September 20, the different units set off,
plodding through the thick mud that wanted to swallow up man and beast
(not to mention ordnance) alike. Hadik moved out, plowing through
Munzig, and on to Miltitz. The march progressed so slowly due to the
adverse weather conditions that the men failed to reach the jumping off
posts until early the next morning.

Even then, the ordeal of the march and the continuing unfavorable weather
pattern delayed the allies until nearly 1100 hours. Finck, with some 10,000
men, had been apprised of the approach of the foe. Hadik laid down a
barrage, but held off for a while on committing for a ground attack. He had
approximately 10,137 infantry and 6,156 cavalry with him, which did not
reckon an impressive train of ordnance. There were a total of 74 guns,
including ten 12-pounders and eight 7-pounder howitzers. Hadik fed his
men north from Miltitz near Krögisae, against Finck, ensconced behind
Löthain. As the latter had the advantage of higher ground, he could shift his
forces back and forth at will to strengthen whichever flank or flank or side
would need help. All was possible without the enemy ever becoming wise
to the fact.

This was important because Hadik’s move was certainly not the only one
Finck had to worry about. Wunsch, near Siebeneichen, with some 5,000
men on his own, was confronted by Zweibrücken’s men, aided by an
Austrian force under MacGuire. MacGuire’s formation was deployed from
a line of Polenz-Riemsdorf-Batzdorf. The allies had decided to strike at
both flanks more or less simultaneously. Zweibrücken & Company moved
to the charge before Hadik. With the mist dissipating, the allies were
unleashed on to Batzdorf about 0930 hours on September 21. Major-
General Philipp Freiherr von Müffling’s men went forward following a
heavy barrage, against Batzdorf. Prince Stolberg took up the mantle by
striking at Riemsdorf and Polenz. Colonel Ferdinand Freiherr von
Baumbach seized Batzdorf, while Ried was unbuckled from Ullendorf with
a force of Croats. The attack progressed as Stolberg seized Polenz and
finally forced the foe from Riemsdorf. Austrian howitzer fire smashed
down the village of Bockwen. While this place burned, Wunsch withdrew



on Meissen to consolidate his forces. The allied strike in that direction
stalled out, although a legitimate Prussian counterattack was brought up
short beyond Spittelwitz. The allies, encountering a number of ravines and
Prussian obstacles, halted the advance. Artillery fire was unleashed again,
from a number of batteries that had been brought along the way. Moreover,
the nature of the ground the allies occupied precluded ready means of
communication with Hadik. Wunsch had dispatched a rider to go score
some reinforcements from Finck.

The latter had his own problems.10 Hadik’s march against Finck was
directed towards Robschütz, with a post at the Great Angstberg, while the
exposed left leaned over near Kanitz. Brentano, with seven weak squadrons
of cavalry and four battalions of Croats, was told off to move behind Kanitz
and migrate on Stroischen. This would put him in an excellent position to
cut off and bag Finck’s retreating men. If they recoiled, that is. Brentano’s
men were still in touch with Hadik’s main body through the auspices of
Colonel Vecsey at Kanitz.

Meanwhile, through it all, Gemmingen was busy carting the reserve
artillery up to the rises near Luga. Once the pieces were set up, they
commenced laying down a fusillade against Finck. The latter’s ordnance,
sited beyond Löthain (which the bluecoats put to the torch before they
retired) as well as behind Stroischen, opened in reply. Finck, though, was
fixated on Hadik’s main body; which seemed to him to be aiming for
Lommatzsch. This would not be a healthy development for Prussian affairs.
Immediately, Finck unleashed an impressive force (some 7,000 men) under
Major-General Johann Karl Freiherr von Rebentisch from the Prussian right
in response. Rebentisch moved towards Stroischen, a development which
threw alarm into Colonel Vecsey. The bluecoats veered off towards Löthain,
and they at once attacked the allies, with the good prospect of denying
Brentano any further gains (1400 hours).

The latter quickly crammed Major La Fontaine (with a good battalion of
Warasdiner Croats) into Löthain to shield their posts from Rebentisch.
Colonel Vecsey stayed ever alert. The Prussians did not hesitate. Just about
the vicinity of their lines, the military band blazed away with music, while
some Croats (led by Losy von Losenau) actually took to their heels towards



Pauschütz when the bluecoats appeared. Brentano promptly sent word to
Hadik that he needed some help, and this quickly materialized in the form
of some mounted assistance.

None of this phased the defense forces left in Löthain. La Fontaine and his
force were able to hold on to the place during the overnight hours until the
next morning. Moreover, there were more forces being directed. Major-
General Graf Lamberg was jostled ahead, with the Marschall Infantry
Regiment (Colonel Christian Friedrich Baron Leubelfing), along with
Rehbach and Gourcy. They brought in their wake the Benedict Daun and
the Schmerzing Cuirassiers. While these new men were coming forward,
Vecsey and Colonel Török did all they could to check the enemy.
Leubelfing’s men, engaging a stubborn enemy force during this time, had
shot off all their ammo and the Prussians were commencing to appear in
force behind Leubelfing.

Hadik did not hesitate. He dispatched Major Ukelevics (of Infantry
Gyulay), along with Major-General Lobkowitz—bringing five companies
of carabineers, together with the Modena Cuirassiers. All this while, Lt.-
Col. Heberstein stuck to his guns hard-by Pauschütz and held it against any
Prussian encroachment. All of this to gain time for the reinforcements to
reach the allied left.

Brentano, once he was joined by the new men, attacked the bluecoats and
forced them back to Löthain again. Allied cavalry galloped in, led by
Lobkowitz. The impetus of this charge broke up the Prussian horse
formations and even the infantry fell back; gradually. The cavalry charge
netted several guns, along with 200 men left by the retreating bluecoats.
Rebentisch came to the rescue. His men provided cover for the unsteady
infantry to rally behind. Stiffened by the presence of Rebentisch’s men, the
bluecoats launched a counterattack which struck hard at the enemy and
temporarily regained some of the lost ground as well as four cannon. Major-
General Franz Graf von Schallenberg, leading an entourage of Major-
General Franz Karl Podstadtsky and Major-General Vitzthum’s men, came
barreling in with four squadrons of Serbelloni Cuirassiers, with two others
of the Brettlache Cuirassiers, and the Hohenzollern Cuirassiers (the lone
Imperialist unit). This decisive stroke swept the bluecoats back.



The allies not only recovered the ordnance they had just sacrificed, they
captured five more 12-pounders and a howitzer. Rebentisch, however,
pressed by the revitalized allies, fell back towards the line of earthworks
that Finck had prepared behind his front in case of need. Prince Lobkowitz,
emboldened by the string of little allied successes here, was given very
timely assistance in the person of General O’Kelly with three full battalions
of infantry, joined by Gemmingen’s men, unleashed against the fortified
line between Schletta and Korbitz. But the Prussians withdrew hastily upon
their fortified lines, and their enemies, exhausted as well, withdrew as
darkness put an end to the whole action, except for isolated little
altercations that roared up mostly round the little villages in the vicinity and
were quickly extinguished until it was nearly 2300 hours. The intensity of
the sustained artillery duel is difficult to exaggerate. Hadik’s ordnance, for
instance, had shot off some 3,669 rounds, while the Prussian pieces likely
fired just as many.

Although the forces engaged by both sides in the battle had been
substantial, much of the Austrian infantry, on the Right Wing of the allied
force especially, had kept to their line of Angstberg-Kanitz. This fact alone
likely caused Finck to conceive the enemy would resume the quarrel the
following day with a renewed determination to drive off the bluecoats.11 To
strengthen his main post in case of such an event, Finck ordered Rebentisch
to rejoin his main force behind entrenched works. This move left only a
weak Prussian screen force over by Löthain.12

With the dawn, there was some sign that the contest might be renewed, but
the day slipped away with no action. It had been a hard-fought fight. Hadik
gave out his losses as 1,353 men and 60 officers on the day of Löthain.
Lobkowitz got a high honor: the Knight’s Cross of the Maria Theresia
Order. Prussian losses were reported as 1,300 men and 43 officers.13 The
loss of the allies was approximately 1,545 men, and 72 officers. Finck, who
had acquitted himself well, was rewarded with the Order of the Black
Eagle.

Hadik was blamed for not having gained a complete victory. The charge
was brought up by Serbelloni, and he was initially supported in this dubious
claim by Zweibrücken. September 28, Zweibrücken formally relieved



Hadik of his command, pending the convening of a formal board of
conduct. But Zweibrücken, who did not hesitate to claim a victory, had self-
serving motives: he was happy someone else’s head (and not his own) was
on the chopping block. Serbelloni’s motives were also self-serving: to get
rid of one of his hated rivals.

A look into Hadik’s conduct soon displayed that he should not have been
dismissed without just cause. The problems that had been placed at Hadik’s
feet, like the delay in making his maneuvers during the whole Löthain
affair, were shown to be without cause. In due course, a board of conduct
inquiry dismissed the complaint.14

The Austrian marshal, even with the Hadik saga brewing, turned to deal
with Prince Henry, determined now to extinguish him once and for all.
September 22, Daun with escorts scouted out the latter’s positions in front
of Görlitz, deciding on the morrow for an attack. About 2000 hours that
night, Prince Henry—leaving only a handful of sentries to give the
impression he was still in camp—stole out of the Landskron and swept the
nearly 20 miles on Rothenburg; here he arrived early on September 23.15

Daun moved up to a jumping off position next morning, discovering to his
chagrin that the foe had vanished during the night. Some of his irregulars
found heavy Prussian baggage moving on the road to Glogau. But Daun
thought that Prince Henry might just as likely to be aiming for Bautzen, and
scurried back to cover his base there, relieved, though, to find no Prussians
about. Frederick was on the move now as well. His men occupied Bannau
on September 24, just closing the door to Soltikov’s advanced elements, but
the Russians were in fact aiming for Glogau and not East Prussia. Realizing
his error belatedly, the king rose and rolled across the Oder to occupy that
place before the sluggish enemy could even get close. General Stoffelne had
gone with an escort to plot a path for the march of the main army through
Neustadt Pass on Glogau when his alert men discovered the bluecoats
already on the Zobelwitz Height. He returned and told Soltikov that the
wily Frederick had once again stolen a march on them and was again in
front of them. The Russian commander then made for Breslau, but again he
was foiled by the speed of his Prussian enemy. The king put down pontoons



at Koben, crossed there and reached the road to the Silesian capital ahead of
Soltikov.

He went to Söphenthal while the enemy, learning to his chagrin he was
again too slow, withdrew on Neustadt. The Russians were now angry at
Daun because of the latter’s complete failure in providing the necessary
commissaries. The greencoats did attempt to capture a small hamlet
between the Russian and the Prussian lines, called Herrnstadt. Here was a
small Prussian garrison, and the first assault failed utterly. A while after,
Russian troops summoned the small force to give up. When this was
refused, Soltikov ordered his artillery to flatten the little place. Operations
on this front had otherwise been pretty much quiet for a month now, and it
was by then the last of October.

On October 24, Soltikov moved for Posen where his magazines were,
leaving Laudon to march by Kalisch with his force to rejoin his own
subordinates. Soltikov having departed, Goltz, Fouquet, and General Hans
Paul Werner began to harass his retirement, compelling Laudon to keep on
a constant guard. Proceeding through Czenstochow and Cracow, on the way
Laudon lost nearly half of his army through desertion as well as on the hard
march. After long delays, he finally made it in the end of November. By this
point he had but 10,000 men left, so he made a mutually agreeable truce
with Fouquet in Landshut. By then he had taken the latter, and held it until
spring. While this was going on, Frederick moved off by Kösen to Glogau
itself, and there sat down to rest his exhausted army. He detached Hülsen
with most of the men (13,000 strong) to march for Saxony as fast as he
could.

The king stayed thereabouts with the remaining 8,000 men to recuperate his
men. Prince Henry, now in Saxony, hoped to hold the positions he occupied
with the forces under his command, but the Imperialist-Austrian force did
not prove so obliging.

Daun returned to Saxony on October 1, bringing his army back to more
familiar quarters near Kesseldorf; now that it was becoming clear there
would be no cooperative military operations between the Austrians and the
Russians after all. For his part, the marshal set his sights on turning Finck
out of Meissen, which would open the way for the allies to regain the road



to Torgau and Wittenberg. Only on Finck’s right wing was there any hope
for a successful effort in this endeavor. The main Austrian army was
prepped for this major maneuvering. The host, consisting of 73 battalions,
67 grenadier companies, 90 squadrons and 294 guns—boasted a total of
some 60,000 men. By this point, a number of critics were postulating
opinions that Daun was merely husbanding his throng so carefully while
letting others carry on the fighting as he was trying to keep it intact.

Daun moved out from a line from Lampersdorf to Blankenstein, while
Hadik, with that whole recent “unpleasant” business behind him, arrived at
Neukirchen. Prince Henry’s attention was also swinging back towards the
Elbe and Saxony. Daun decided to beat his foes to the punch by taking his
force and marching down the western bank of the Elbe to drive back Finck
so he could regroup to oppose Prince Henry. The Imperialists were left to
hold Dresden to keep it secure from the enemy. Finck chose not to hang
around, and when the morning rose on October 2, Finck’s lines had been
abandoned. The general pulled back towards Torgau. Prince Henry came
roaring across the Elbe (October 3) and moved to link up with Finck at
Strehla (October 8). But the sum total of this force did not much exceed
45,000 men.

This Prussian force was deployed behind the village of Strehla across to the
Windmühlen-Berg (to the southwest of Laas). Daun had maneuvered to
outflank and bag Finck near Meissen, but the wily Prussian had flown the
coop. The marshal, on October 3, took up his headquarters at Lommatzsch.
Hadik was at Riesa, and the noticeably separated main Austrian army was
thus presenting a target for any ambitious bluecoats. The main Austrian
body took up post between Striegnitz and Lommatzsch.

The Austrian right, under Brentano, was unbuckled upon Strehla, but
Wunsch was able to descend from the heights of the Reuszenerberge and
began to engage Brentano in a rather lively cannonade that culminated in an
infantry exchange as well. Finck sent his subordinate some reinforcements,
but Wunsch failed to see the urgency to employ them in the task at hand. He
was correct. Brentano beat a retreat upon Riesa; while Hadik, staying ever
alert, kept to Poppitz.



Daun, meanwhile, had heard word that Prince Henry was at hand. Word
was filtering out that the prince’s men were very close by Meissen. The
marshal sent word to Lt.-Col. Graf Strasoldo, in command at Meissen, that
the bridge there should be dismantled as quickly as possible. The main
Austrian host was moved up to Heyda (October 4), but there was no attempt
to take the offensive. At that point, Hadik was still under the suspicion of
incompetence, and precious time was wasted on Serbelloni’s unfounded
accusations that would have been better employed in planning operations
against the foe. Intrigue often interfered with military sense.

Prince Henry had discovered there was no go at Meissen, and immediately
altered his line-of-march through Grossenhayn on Meschwitz. A temporary
bridge was built and used there. Now Finck and Henry were in one mass.
General Bülow was pressed off to Eilenburg (October 5), to cover the
Prussian communications through Leipzig. Prince Henry was very sensitive
on the issue of supply for his men, and ordered supplies be readied and
brought from Magdeburg. On the military side of affair, the position of the
bluecoats was open to being outflanked through the Hubertsburger Wald
and its thick forest coverage. The opposing forces faced each other from
early October across the confines of the valley region between Döllnitz and
Jahna. October 6, the Austrians menaced. The main army suddenly took
post from Riesa over to Oschatz. The latter was held by Brentano with his
Croats, while Esterhazy was hovering near the Prussian right wing. Prince
Henry placed a force on the Ottenberg, which jutted towards the Döllnitz
River and Borna. Another force of bluecoats took post at Leobschütz.
Interestingly, Prince Henry had few qualms about Daun’s advance, despite
the admitted Austrian superiority of numbers, but he looked with some fear
of Hadik descending upon Leipzig to cut him off from his communications.
The main Prussian force wrapped about Strehla.

Not surprisingly, Daun vacillated, calling a council-of-war at Hof on
October 8, and made no effort to make an attack upon Prince Henry’s lines
that should have succeeded. Another council-of-war, convened the
following day, settled the matter: the marshal refused to sanction an attack,
citing the imminent appearance of the king’s men and lack of numbers on
the part of the allies. Lacy, among many others, thought a golden
opportunity was allowed to slip away.



What Daun did sanction was to send General Buccow in the direction of the
Prussian right back towards the Elbe. It was the very move that Henry had
feared in the first place. Buccow encountered a Prussian force at
Lampertswalde, which beat a retreat after a heavy skirmish. This move
uncovered Dahlen, while the Prussians countered by moving on Schildau.
By October 13, Wunsch and General Rebentisch were ensconced at
Schildau, with some 8,000 men. Buccow, with 15,000, made a thrust
towards the town. Rebentisch withdrew on Torgau, and Brentano reached
Cavertitz. This move immediately opened up the prospect of bagging Prince
Henry’s whole command, since the Prussians were effectively cut off from
retiring on the western bank of the Elbe. Henry hastily withdrew from his
now exposed camp at Strehla (October 16).

The prince, troubled by the enemy’s continuing progress, took up a post
extending from Septitz Heights through Torgau (October 17). Daun,
nothing daunted, trailed after the Prussian, hitching into Strehla, where he
thought he was in a good position to check the bluecoats, although the
supply line had become overtaxed and the Austrians were forced to resort to
gathering whatever provisions they could from the immediate vicinity.
Prussian patrols located the marshal’s men between Laas and Görzig, with
the Imperialists looming, and repeated urgings from the impatient Maria
Theresa to force the issue before Frederick could intervene if possible,
Daun was under pressure to act.

Critics on the allied side knew few bounds. The blunt Flemming wondered
out loud whether Daun would fight at all, and even why Lacy and the
subordinates did not press the issue. A wag was said to have sent a nightcap
to the wife of the marshal,16 and Maria Theresa bemoaned the fact Saxony
might have to be sacrificed anew on the twin altars of caution and
sluggishness.17 Granted, the lack of stable provisions might have helped
deter Daun from acting. In the end, however, the delays could only help the
beleaguered Prussians.

Prince Henry sent Finck to Eilenburg with a force to counter Buccow at
Schildau. Marshal Daun moved his headquarters up to Belgern, and awaited
the appearance of Zweibrücken before he acted. The latter crossed the Elbe
close by Dresden, a fact which became known to the worried Prince Henry.



He ordered back Finck from Eilenburg, while the tardy Marshal Daun,
deciding to again try to turn the Prussian right, moved to Schildau (October
22) with that express purpose in mind. Buccow was reinforced to above
20,000 men and the Duke of Arenberg assumed command of the force.
Arenberg was almost directly in Prince Henry’s rear.18

His goal was to cut the enemy’s lines-of-communication while tending
towards Wittenberg, from where he hoped to bar the bluecoats from
crossing the Elbe. The Austrian force plowed through Dommitzsch on
October 24. Prince Henry wrote to the king he was going to maintain his
communications with Leipzig through Düben, as long as the enemy
permitted it, and the only forces moving towards Grossenhayn would be
reconnaissance units. Nevertheless, Henry was settled on keeping his new
post as long as possible. Meanwhile, on October 25, Austrian advanced
units from Brentano struck at Elsnig, against Krockow’s men. The latter
promptly brought reinforcements for an attack at Vogelgesang, which
secured that post, although Brentano retained Dommitzsch and other allied
forces began to encroach upon the Prussian positions. The situation was
looking bleak.

Fortunately, a chance capture of an Austrian officer was made about this
time by one of Prince Henry’s patrols. The man had in his possession
papers which revealed not only the numbers/position of the Austrian forces,
but that they were short of food and ammunition. Now armed with this
useful intelligence, Wunsch struck upon a resourceful plan. He proposed to
Prince Henry that Arenberg was in a vulnerable post, which the Prussians
should take advantage of. The general would himself make his way down
the east side of the Elbe leading some ten squadrons and six battalions to
reestablish contact with General Rebentisch, who would meet up with him
at Wittenberg. Finck, meanwhile, would sweep upon Arenberg from the
south. The two forces would then strike at once. Caught between two fires,
the Austrian detachment should be shredded by the maneuver.

Wunsch moved out at once. On October 26, he pressed to Grosstreben. The
following day, the general, full of confidence, pressed into Wittenberg.
Guides at once were sent to see Rebentisch, who was up to
Gräfenhaineichen. Rebentisch’s command and Wunsch united in one force



at Kemberg on October 29. Prince Henry detached an additional party under
General Wedell to Roitzsch to strike Arenberg in the flank. In the
meanwhile, the mood at the headquarters of Marshal Daun was in particular
rather upbeat, as it should have been all along.

In the early afternoon of October 29, the Prussians moved out against
Arenberg with every intention of exterminating the Austrian detachment,
and but good. With the fortuitist break for the bluecoats of stumbling upon
unexpected intelligence, it seems rather ironic that Arenberg almost
simultaneously received faulty information that Rebentisch was
commencing to pull back upon Leipzig to cover it. This, if true, would
significantly reduce the size of the Prussian attack force. Even worse, in
order to contain the “departing” Rebentisch, Arenberg kept a command of
men under General O’Donnell at Düben to cover it against Rebentisch. This
was at a time when the Austrians really needed every man they could get
under the circumstances. The rest of the force was set for action, though.
Brentano kept very close to Dommitzsch, to contain the Prussians preparing
to debouch upon their offensive.

The Duke of Arenberg shook his command into motion about 0300 hours
traversing Pretzsch, between the dark Elbe and the thick Dübener-Heide on
October 29. General Finck should have been apprised of this movement
almost immediately, but, in fact, it was nearing 0800 hours, before Prussian
scouts brought in word that Arenberg was marching. Less than an hour
later, the Austrians, emerging from cover, began engaging Wunsch-
Rebentisch in the nearby open ground. O’Donnell, no fool, realized that
Rebentisch was nowhere near at hand, and, about 1100 hours, he started
back tracking to join Arenberg. Wunsch kept a part of his force concealed
in the forested roadway from Kemberg on to Schmeideberg, which
prevented Arenberg from guessing the enemy’s true strength.

The Austrian move continued. While Gemmingen barged into Merkwitz,
the main body tended through Österitz upon Scholis. Wunsch swept from
Schmeideberg, with the obvious intention of severing the Austrian line-of-
communication and retreat, while Rebentisch advanced some of the new
horsed artillery past Merkwitz on to the Schlöss-Berg. From this rise, the
latter commenced blasting away towards the enemy emerging near Österitz.



Prussian horse, led by the 11th Dragoons, joined almost immediately by the
12th (Württemberg) Dragoons, strove to cover the bluecoat lines, helping
the aforementioned horsed-artillery to do its job. Free battalion Salemnon
scurried to grab Österitz, while Rebentisch deployed in two good lines just
to the south of the place.

Meanwhile, Finck rolled forward upon Dommitzsch, where Brentano tried
to make a desperate resistance, along the line to Pretzch. This meant
Arenberg was caught between two forces, both of which were fully capable
of continuing to advance. This threw panic into the normally level-headed
general, and he wanted to make off, which would leave Gemmingen to face
the enemy alone. The main Austrian force fled precipitously across the
Heath, halting to the south-southwest at Düben, where it came to a halt. The
forces left on the field strove to cover the retreat.19

Colonel Karl Friedrich von Haller (of Regiment Colloredo) took up a
blocking post with some 2,000 grenadiers close-by Sackwitz. To help
extricate this force, Gemmingen ordered one of his Cuirassier regiments
(20th) into a galloping attack against Gommlo to try to check the Prussian
horse. This move, although commendable, only served to increase the size
of the prisoner haul, for the Austrian horse could not stop the onrushing
Prussian cavalry, which rode around and then rode them down. Haller’s
men tried to resist the fury of this attack, carried out by Colonel Gersdorf’s
command, and Möhring’s 7th Hussars. The Austrian infantry were shredded
as their own panicked cavalry rode through their ranks trying to escape.

Many did. Gemmingen was not so fortunate, neither was Colonel Haller. A
total of 15 officers were captured by the victorious Prussians, along with
991 men. Brentano suffered as well. One hundred and seven men and
officers. The Prussians claimed 1,276 men and 24 officers among the
captured. Bluecoat losses were reported at 105 men and three officers.20

The Austrians again wondered aloud why General O’Donnell was not
rushed forward to join the action. This should have brought some 25,000
Austrians against an enemy force which totaled barely 15,000. Finck, on
October 31, occupied Düben, while Arenberg’s men retired, spared any
long-range pursuit.



There was enough blame to go around. Marshal Daun blamed Arenberg for
his premature retreat upon Düben, along with General O’Donnell for not
pressing forward to join his comrades. He did not hesitate to inform the
worried Maria Theresa of this feeling. Others imputed to Daun and his
almost slothful lack of movement, at least in part, the direct cause of the
reverse.

Nor was Prince Henry immune to the pressures of the moment. But he was
simply less willing to keep the status quo if it could be helped. In the first
week of November, Prince Henry would attack and roll back the extent of
the enemy posts thereabouts, retaking all the terrain he had lost. It appeared
as if the cautious, wholly defensive tactics of Henry were less risky than the
bold offensive strokes of his older brother, and if they were not as
spectacular, the status quo was at least maintained.

Other Prussian forces were making their way to Saxony. Daun now learned
of Hülsen’s approach; November 2, the latter reached Muskau, and on
November 4 Daun found out. The marshal promptly abandoned Schilda,
which he had occupied as soon as Prince Henry had vacated it, and retired
towards Dresden. Why Daun would retreat from a force which he
outnumbered by more than six to one demonstrates just how cautious he
really was. However, the arena was not one-sided, by any means. Although
Dresden was gone, along with sections of Saxony, so long as Prince Henry
remained the complete subjection of Saxony by the allies was impossible.
Silesia was secure now, but the king worried because if Saxony fell he
would have no way to feed his army, and his amount of maneuvering room
would be sharply reduced (not to mention bringing the enemy to the very
gates of Prussia).

Torgau was regained on September 3, the day after Wittenberg was
recaptured, the enemy retiring on Leipzig. Wunsch’s guns now forward, he
moved on the same day towards the suburbs of Dresden at Grossenhayn.
General Vehla had been moving about in that region, he retired on Leipzig
and ordered Kleefeld up to his assistance. Thus the Imperialists went
marching back to retake Torgau a second time.21

Prince Henry had risen from Rothenburg with his army after a short rest
break of a bare three hours’ duration the day he arrived there, September



23, and swept westward. After an 18-mile march, his tired troops reached
Klitten early on September 24, where they were given another pause. Now
Henry moved on the same morning heading to Hoyerswerda (20 miles to
the west) where an enemy command of 3,000 men under Vehla was located.
Marshal Daun attempted to check this move, but he was not as proficient in
maneuvering as his more capable opponent.

As a result, Vehla was as good as on his own. Lt.-Gen. Pálffy was nearby at
Muskau to help anchor Vehla. Incredibly, Vehla was not too worried at all.
He wrote to the marshal September 24, that there was no sign of any
substantial enemy near-by. The Austrian patrols, as a result, were relaxed;
this allowed the bluecoats to close in. About 0300 hours on September 25,
Austrian patrols spotted Prussian troops just east of town sneaking through
the nearby woods, giving little time for Vehla to get himself and his men
ready for an imminent attack.22

General Lentulus assumed a position to the east of the ford at Hoyerswerda,
and awaited Prince Henry’s arrival. Henry forthwith ordered Lentulus and
General Krockow’s cavalry to cross the ford and strive to take the enemy in
the rear. Another force, Itzenplitz’s old regiment (Infantry 13th, now led by
Major-General Friedrich Wilhelm von Syburg), the Grenadier Battalion
Graf Anhalt, and the Free Battalion Salemnon, supported by a battery of
seven guns, would break out into the enemy’s front. The remainder of the
Prussians would concentrate on seizing Hoyerswerda itself.23

Vehla could hardly believe the reports of the enemy being at hand. At first
ascribing the intruders to a mere raiding party, Vehla resolved to take no
chances. The baggage was ordered gathered, and the Austrian hussars
galloped towards the Elster to head off the Prussians from breaking over.
Another force, barely 100 men at the abatis behind Hoyerswerda under
Captain Horwarth, resisted bravely. But the numbers of the foe quickly
proved too great, and when the Austrians tried to break for the open road,
few found the way.24

Prince Henry had done it! In a few minutes, and with no tangible support,
he had crushed the foe completely. This assault was a surprise, as Vehla had
not expected the blow that quickly, and the ill-disciplined Imperialists could



not be expected to keep formation long when Prussian artillery was
hammering them from the front and at each flank. They broke and fled,
losing heavily in the short fight. Out of his command, Vehla lost 600
killed/wounded; and 1,785 captured, including Vehla himself.25 This was
along with six cannon. The survivors simply fled. If there were another
“hour of daylight, not one of that corps would have escaped.”26 Prince
Henry lost 44 men killed/wounded/captured in the skirmish, and took a
brief pause. General Bredow was sent to watch out for Pálffy, and, on
September 28, General Bülow pressed off with the vanguard on
Elsterwerda, followed by Prince Henry with the rest of his men. He
promptly pushed on for Dresden, where he knew that Finck would be in
danger by then.

Bülow arrived at Grossenhayn on September 30, and (October 1), Prussian
patrols were up to Merschwitz. A pontoon bridge allowed the prince’s men
to continue the trek, while the bridge at Meissen was also repaired. Daun,
comforted by the thought he might be able to trap Prince Henry over by
Görlitz, marched for Hochkirch (September 20). Austrian scouts could not
discover Prince Henry’s men, and not until the marshal hitched into Görlitz
on September 25 did he even realize the wily Prussian had scored a success
at Hoyerswerda. Immediately, Daun rose and moved back towards
Weissenberg, reaching Bautzen (September 26), by which time it should
have been crystal clear Prince Henry was across the Elbe already. The
march had not been without cost; fully 6,000 men were gone from the
Austrian ranks. Some would make their way by and by back to the army,
but most were simply “lost” and/or deserted. Daun moved out for Hartha,
over by Bischofswerda, crossing the Elbe (September 28), and barging into
the vicinity of Prince Henry, who was threatening to derail this whole allied
reoccupation of Saxony thing.27

Indeed, after the success at Hoyerswerda, the victors again made
themselves the master of northern Saxony, though Dresden had fallen by
then and could not be retaken. As a consolation most of the province was
shortly in Prussian hands again despite the enemy’s great numerical
superiority. Prince Henry was still cut off from Frederick (a mixed blessing
it would appear), but his opponents were holding a line from the Bober
eastwards to Hoyerswerda, some 80 miles, behind which Daun was drawing



his supplies. A short step back in time will demonstrate the reach of
Prussian success. Soon as Prince Henry learned of Ziethen’s close call, he
marched from Sagan heading southward. Zittau would hold out, but little
else in Henry’s vicinity. Ziethen then strove to put a thorn in Daun’s side,
while General DeVille, who had 10,000 men with him to protect the rear of
the main army, did not attempt to disturb him in the least.28

Daun had arisen from Triebel when it became clear that the situation was
unstable, and moved rapidly to Görlitz escorting the supply wagons there to
Bautzen, while General O’Donnell—who had taken DeVille’s place—
covered the marshal. Henry, with O’Donnell hanging hard on his flanks,
marched into Görlitz and encamped his army on the Landskron Height and
the neighboring hills about September 11. Once there the Prussians waited
on Daun’s next move, at the same time preparing to march to Finck’s aid at
Dresden. While this was taking place, at other theaters operations were
developing. We must briefly back track.

At the beginning of August, allied detached forces (led by Vehla and
Brentano) made their first appearance in northeast Saxony where they
paused to await the capture of Torgau and Wittenberg as well as Leipzig.
They planned to march from the northeast to meet the Imperialists sallying
from the northwest. Then they planned to recapture as much of Saxony as
possible, including most especially the Saxon capital of Dresden. As soon
as word arrived of the Prussian disaster at Kunersdorf, the allies in Saxony
redoubled their efforts. Daun sent off MacGuire and 12,000 men to go to
Saxony, take charge of Vehla’s and Brentano’s forces and the Imperialists
and then march on and besiege the Saxon capital. Zweibrücken, who had
left about half of his army in garrisons in northwest Saxony, had only
15,000 men left. But he did move towards Dresden on August 23.



Chapter Thirty-Six

Fall of Dresden; Soltikov Departs

Thus began the chain of events that led to the Siege of Dresden.1 This siege
was all-important to the allies at the moment, and upon its outcome rested
the course of the remainder of the campaign. As soon as Schmettau, who
was still the commander of the forces in Dresden, heard of the disastrous
defeat at Kunersdorf, he increased his preparations to defend his position
from the enemy. He now realized that the enemy would very shortly appear
outside the walls of the capital and he would have a grim siege ahead.
Schmettau had no real advantage numerically, his garrison numbered only
approximately 3,650 men, or in quality, which was likewise low.

In any event, he doubted the loyalty of a large portion of his troops. His
difficulties were compounded by the presence of a large population in the
city, and was not aided by the king. The latter had made the now
unfortunate choice to put considerable ready cash in Dresden for
safekeeping. In addition, there were 7,962 men and 22 officers held as
prisoners-of-war in the city. Schmettau had decided to do his best to hold
Dresden, despite the odds he would undoubtedly face in the endeavor.

The Saxon capital’s walls were not in the best shape, and often stretched the
meaning of the word “wall” itself. New Town, for example, had only
ditches and a “wall” that was never finished during the time since its
construction. The Prussians had made a number of capital improvements,
like building up palisades and block posts beyond the confines of Dresden
itself. In short, Schmettau was careful to avail himself of every means at his
disposal to strengthen the bluecoat grip upon Dresden.

Quickly the Prussians began drawing in the outposts closer in upon the city.
On August 20, eight days after Kunersdorf, Schmettau ordered his men to



abandon the northern section of Dresden beyond the Neustadt. He could not
defend it without a force of adequate size, which he did not have, having
decided instead to fortify the lower bank of the Neustadt and to blow up the
stone bridge leading across to the upper bank if the already critical situation
deteriorated still further. Meanwhile, the allies were making by their own
unique ways to the scene. Zweibrücken was present at the Castle of
Nischwitz. This particular property belonged to Count Brühl, the despised
Saxon Foreign Minister, and the Prussians left no doubt of their opinion of
the man. They plundered his estate heavily, without mercy. MacGuire came
up to Dresden (August 27), and the Imperials appeared at Meissen.
Following a short break, the Imperialist throng then sauntered forward on to
Alstadt (August 29).

The Austrians, through a flag of truce, offered ‘Free Withdrawal,’ so long
as Schmettau accepted the terms within 24 hours. New Town was in the
shaky hands of the “Austrian Croats” by the afternoon of August 26. There
were a number of impressive stores captured. These included 6,000 bushels
of corn, 6,000 bushels of oats, 10,000 hundredweight of flour, and 800
bushels of barley. As far as war implements were concerned, here there was
a rich haul as well. One hundred and thirty-six cannon, 3,000 sabers, and
4,000 flints for the muskets were discovered. A rich yield indeed.

August 28, Colonel Török got to Pesterwitz and, next day, word filtered in
to both sides that Wittenberg had been retaken by Wunsch; he must be
heading towards the Saxon capital. The allies took to posts, as a response.
Zweibrücken paused at Görbitz, falling out on the rises near Ziz—between
Dölzschen and the Elbe. Some of the allied generals, including Prince
Stolberg, Hohlstein, and Baden-Durlach put up temporary headquarters at
Plauen Chasm. Vehla was at Blasewitz, while McGuire was ensconced at
Loschwitz.

By this point, Marshal Daun had set his eyes on definitely retaking
Dresden, first and foremost. He placed more trust in gaining long-term
results here rather than in engaging in coordinated military operations with
Soltikov. We are not understating the importance of the Saxon capital by
any means, both symbolically and strategically, but a successful rendezvous



with the Russians might have helped the allied cause and even helped win
the war.

By the afternoon of August 29, a total of approximately 20,668 men were in
position opposing the bluecoats still in Dresden. Nearly 8,000 of this
number were from the Imperials. Five days before, Schmettau had a bomb
placed beneath the main spine arch of one of Dresden’s bridges so that span
could be detonated if the enemy attempted to cross it. This possibility was
not at the moment considered likely. Same day (August 25) he received the
letter from the king which had been composed just after Kunersdorf from
Reitwein authorizing the surrender of the Saxon capital on good terms if
attacked.2 Then Schmettau allowed the Royal Court in Dresden to negotiate
with the enemy, but only as a means to gain time.

Unbeknown to him, Wunsch had already started with his force to rescue the
beleaguered garrison, as a second letter instructing Schmettau that
reinforcements were coming and not to surrender Dresden had not yet been
received by him. The latter must have been inclined, as indeed were many
in the realm, to believe that Prussia’s fate was sealed and all that remained
was mopping up. The blow was indeed bad, but not fatal. Later, however,
rumors to the effect that the main Prussian army, and thus by extension
Prussia, had some life left, that the allies were making no move to follow-
up their hard won success, so in Saxony the Prussians began to take heart
again. Whether Schmettau knew of this swirl of rumors remains an open
question.

What is certain is that a period of doubt and confusion permeated
Schmettau’s thinking from the moment the Imperialists made their
appearance nearby. August 26, the enemy sent an announcer to the gates of
Dresden with a message from Zweibrücken; the man was duly admitted to
the city after being blind-folded.

He brought a request for Schmettau’s surrender, and if refused threatened to
allow the Croats a free hand when Dresden did fall among the Prussian
officers and enlisted men within. Schmettau was adamant, and told the
messenger to be off in no uncertain terms with the request. He was
determined to stand his ground, with the forces he possessed, ordering some
supplies, which had been stored on the upper side of the Saxon capital,



moved to the lower bank. Simultaneously, he gave orders for construction
of a battery on that side of the river. This was made out of twisted, refused
steel beams, side-by-side with mounds of excavated earth. These were
reinforced by stone structures at both far ends to provide support, and he
had the gates locked, with guard posts set up at each entrance.

On August 30, Schmettau, who was outnumbered by nearly 5-to-1,
retreated to desperate measures. The same day, a small force of Croats was
able to break into the Ostra suburb (of the Friedrichstadt), of which move
MacGuire was apparently not apprized. This alarming development caused
a knee-jerk reaction on the part of Schmettau. He ordered word sent to the
enemy that, if the Croats were not forthwith halted in place, then the
Friedrichstadt would be put to the torch. Kollas was sent to perform this
task, and the allies, far from wanting to kill the messenger, gloated that,
should Schmettau carry out his threat, then Prussian cities in the occupation
of the allies would also be similarly treated.

Moreover, the Croat threat was not really all that serious. They did not press
their advantage, for, after driving the bluecoats across the Weisseritz Bridge
in the Friedrichstadt, the commandant pulled back his men and immediately
raised the drawbridge. This effectively ended the “pursuit,” such as it was.
There was no concerted effort in any case, as there was no artillery support
for this effort. The upshot was, not only did the Prussians hammer the
Croats with their own artillery while they carried forth the threat to burn
part of the Saxon capital. Although the allied troops did their best, they had
to spend about 36 hours battling the flames. This meant while the men were
battling the fires, they could not attack the bluecoats. As if the “weather
gods” were displaying their loyalty, the skies opened up and drenching rain
poured upon the proceedings.

The final damage assessment was 81 buildings burned or heavily damaged
and five people killed from the conflagration. The intensity of the fires
actually melted water pipes which originated at the Katzbach leading to the
Strehlenbrunnen (the latter a prime source of drinkable water); this created
a real problem for the garrison, which could soon run out of drinking water.

Meanwhile, the Croats who had encroached earlier stayed put in the heavily
damaged Friedrichstadt, although the bluecoats made a legitimate effort to



expel them, without success. The allies immediately set to work
constructing new lines of batteries, a total of 12 batteries all together. A
total of three batteries (containing seven mortars and six cannon) were built
in the Wilsdruf/Ostra Suburb area, six (of 16 cannon, seven howitzers) in
the area of New Town, and three more (of seven mortars and six cannon), in
the Pirna area. This was all accomplished by a very efficient construction
crew in a mere seven hours.

While the enemy were so gainfully employed, Schmettau called his officers
together on September 1 and finally divulged the king’s letter which had
been written after the debâcle at Kunersdorf. That very dispatch may have
had more lasting impact on the Prussian cause than the Battle of Kunersdorf
itself. The commandant himself thought there was scarce chance of
legitimate relief effort. He resisted the temptation to try to play the royal
card in that the Saxon royal family was still present in Dresden, and instead
opted to do his best to hold out for as long as necessary in order to secure
favorable terms as well as to keep Prussian honor intact. Despite the epistle
which Frederick had so obviously composed under duress, Schmettau
realized the importance of holding on to the capital for the Prussians.3 It
was obvious even to the Prussians shut up in Dresden how little advantage
the allies had really derived from Kunersdorf. There was another trump
card as well. Because of the unique conditions prevailing at the Saxon
capital, with the presence of the royal progeny, the commandant was aware
the allies would likely not try to pound the city into submission.

The allies had stood tough, in the meanwhile. Seeing this, the Prussians sent
a threat to fire the hay bales piled up on the opposite bank if the enemy shot
out one round from their batteries (which they did not). Though not alone
for this reason, probably out of consideration for the Royal Palace in
Dresden located behind the Prussian battery, the enemy indeed did not
discharge a single shot. Same day, August 26, MacGuire arrived, and
immediately ordered a projected bridge above the Saxon capital at Pillnitz
to be erected, while Zweibrücken started on one of his own, at Ubegau. He
arrived near Dresden on the same day, and took formal command of the
Imperialists—who were holding positions on the north and west ends of the
city. There was a clumsy system of command among the besiegers.



Zweibrücken was to exercise nominal command on the scene with the
forces about to seal off Dresden, his headquarters at Korbitz, but MacGuire
had “actual” command, his headquarters at Kesselsdorf. On the southern
end of Dresden, Vehla and Brentano had taken post; they were holding
batteries consisting of a grand cluster total of 13 cannon and five howitzer
batteries. August 30, the Siege of Dresden began. As dawn broke on that
date, the sight of an enormous gallows that Schmettau had just had erected
greeted those within the place who would speak of surrender. He had also
been engaged in building fortifications along the line of the river. The heavy
guns of the Austrian army were not yet ready for mounting within the
batteries, although the lighter guns did pound the city. The Croats launched
an attack with a strength of four battalions against a Prussian force guarding
Pirna, driving it out.

At this, Schmettau sent Captain Joachim Jakob von Kollas on his mission.
The bombardment and counter bombardment from the opposing sides at
times grew very severe. It was fortunate that damage to Dresden was not
great. The bigger Austrian guns were almost never fired during the siege.
September 2, at about 1600 hours, Schmettau got word that MacGuire had
arrived in the vicinity of the Old Town bridge and wanted to parley with
him. He consented, and assembled an escort to go with him. Lt.-Col. von
Lange, Major von Lubath, Major Cordier, and Captain Kollas accompanied
Schmettau as he ventured to have a short discussion with MacGuire. The
latter, boasting a similar escort and realizing time was not on his side,
pointedly asked him to surrender. Schmettau answered that he would defend
the Prussian hold on Dresden, although he did inquire about the terms of
surrender. Now it must be admitted, the exact nature of the negotiations,
and what was discussed during their course, are unknown.

A temporary truce until the following day was arranged by both
commanders, and they parted company. MacGuire for one, Zweibrücken for
another, were probably relieved by this development that the Prussian
garrison was asking for terms. They well knew what was going on about
them, even though it is not clear if Schmettau did. Had he been wise to the
situation, he could have held out for a while longer, saved Dresden for his
own cause, not to mention salvaged his reputation.4



Rumors swirled that Schmettau was trying to betray Dresden to the allies. If
we carefully weigh in on the available “evidence,” such as it was, the hard-
pressed man was probably offered some form of bribe. However, the stern-
hearted decision to burn the Friedrichstadt area and the tough stand seem to
belie the chatter. Lest we forget, the commandant had been instructed by his
king to surrender if offered good terms.5 It is worth nothing that Artur
Brabant (1870–1936), a noted archivist (and expert) of the period, while
dwelling at some length on the matter, left the question open.

The following afternoon, September 3, at 1500 hours, the truce was
punctually broken, the terms that Schmettau had requested had reached
him. They were plainly impossible. The Prussian Commandant was
resolved to defend himself to the last man if need be. The shelling was
resumed, though not as fiercely as before, and, later in the evening, Lt.-Gen.
Peter Franz Guasco, deciding on a bluff, appeared outside the Prussian
lines. He bore a message for the Prussian commander that, if he did not
surrender the city right there and then, he would be blasted away by
awesome firepower. One of the faithful stewards, Captain Emanuel von
Leutrum, delivered the sealed message.

Leutrum also brought a request for the condition of the royal progeny, who
were quite safe. The nature of the protracted negotiations induced
MacGuire to meet with Schmettau again early on September 4. Meanwhile,
the Saxon royal family departed from Dresden for “safer” quarters at
Töplitz. This town they reached by 0600 hours on September 6. Hardly had
the entourage arrived, however, than word was received from MacGuire
that it was safe to return to Dresden to their quarters.6

A major, key sticking point, meanwhile, about this whole surrender
business was the disposition of the Prussian war chest stored at the Saxon
capital.7 Brabant mentioned the amount of money in that fund could have
been 350,000 talers. Another source said the money, in fact, was,
“5,600,000 thaler in coin.”8

Meanwhile, the veteran Schmettau did not buy the ballyhoo about allied
bombardment, but about 2230 hours, another truce was arranged to discuss
milder terms. The negotiations were summarily concluded by 1800 hours



the following day; and the siege came to a successful conclusion for the
allies. Schmettau was to be allowed to march out with his men, who were to
retain their equipment, and originally to have several days in which to
prepare to depart.

Part of the reason for the delay would be the necessary requisitioning of
draught animals for the transportation of the Prussian garrison and its
ultimate removal; which was to be on Magdeburg. By September 6,
although some 2,000 animals were available, this was clearly far from a
sufficient number. The providing of transportation teams by the good
citizens of Saxony must have been tempered by the almost certain
knowledge that the trip would be one-way for most of the animals and their
equipment (which turned out to be the case). In other words, the better
teams generally were “requisitioned” for some or another military purpose
and subsequently not returned to their owners.

The dillydallying of retiring from Dresden was not agreeable at all to
Schmettau. For him, lingering only meant more opportunities for the less
loyal members of his garrison to abscond to the enemy—although this was
technically against the terms of the agreement.

When the move did finally commence, on September 8, a total of 970 men
left the marching Prussian ranks almost immediately. Before the last of the
bluecoats could depart from Dresden, nearly 1,900 men had deserted.
Compare that with the actual casualties from the siege itself for the
Prussians—135 dead, 109 wounded, and 31 Prisoners-of-war; a total of 275
men.

Sadly, soon after the siege was officially ended, the Prussian commander
received word that a relief force was on the way. But the deed was already
done.9

So the garrison duly marched out of the Saxon capital early on September 8
across the Neustadt, leaving it in the hands of the enemy. This has to be the
single most important accomplishment for the allies in Saxony in the entire
campaign. While this was occurring, Wunsch had been moving. Evening of
September 4, Wunsch’s men had reached Grossenhayn. He had detached a
small force, Wolfersdorfe with 1,000 horsemen, earlier in the day to nab



Grödel (a small hamlet on the Elbe) before the main portion of his army
reached Grossenhayn. Wolfersdorfe’s purpose was strictly to gather
information, and to find boats to send Wunsch’s guns to Schmettau by the
Elbe. From country folk near Grödel, news was received of the capitulation
proceedings but that Dresden was still in Prussian hands so far as they
knew.

However, there were no small water craft for the transportation of the guns.
Wolfersdorfe also learned that a small Austrian force of some 30 horsemen
were in Grossenhayn. They were likely to flee before Wunsch could draw
near with the main body. Hastily as he could, the Prussian, taking 30 riders
of his own, struck off the road from Dresden towards Grossenhayn to
surprise that force. The remainder of his men (under hussar Captain von
Lochstadt) were given orders to move to the westward along the Elbe
probing for additional enemy formations. While doing so, they were to try
to learn more about just what was happening in the Saxon capital. But when
Wolfersdorfe drew close upon Grossenhayn, he found the enemy to total,
not 30, but more than 100 strong. He decided to run a bluff, which came
off. He pretended to have a strong force nearby; calling out orders to
grenadiers, dragoons and artillery teams that did not exist, then promptly
stormed forward upon the enemy, who most fortunately were as equally
surprised. The latter managed to get off one carbine round and sped off.

Wolfersdorfe gave chase, catching 68 of the enemy, and left the remainder
(maybe 40 riders) to escape to give Zweibrücken erroneous information that
a Prussian force of “some 12,000 men” was at Grossenhayn. Actually the
sum of Wunsch’s force did not number much over 7,500 men. Wunsch’s
main body had reached Grossenhayn early on September 4. After giving his
men a rest break lasting much of the day, he pushed off again about 2200
hours, bound for Ubegau.10

Vehla was dispatched towards the area of Boxdorf and Reichenberg about
1600 hours on the same day. General MacGuire ordered the siege guns to
be set up to protect the approaches to Dresden’s New Town. Throughout the
night, new reports of Prussian movements kept filtering in. After 0300
hours, Wunsch’s advanced men began engaging Vehla’s attendants. At the
news of this Brentano was sent with his men to help contain the Prussian



threat. The weight of the Prussian advance gradually pressed the allies back
upon the Baumwiese; even here, the inroads of the bluecoat cavalry
continued to gain ground. Moreover, as late as 0900 hours, a determined
Prussian effort compelled Brentano to abandon the line of Trachtenberge-
Trachau. Vehla’s men also felt pressure, and the efforts of the enemy
advance were not spent until they reached the ground in the vicinity of
Loschwitz. MacGuire did see good to send some reinforcements of infantry
and 300 Croats, but these were sandwiched in by Prussian artillery covering
fire and were, in the end, unable to help their forward comrades. As they
could not pass the bridge at Ubegau, Zweibrücken unaccountably blew up
the structure, instead of ordering his own army to cross the Elbe and take on
Wunsch.

This dense move left the left wing of MacGuire’s post exposed to the
incursions of the active foe. Wolfersdorfe briefly flirted with the thought of
pressing from Ubegau on to the main body of the allies, but this would
require some assistance from Schmettau. By that point, Wunsch was aware
that the Saxon capital was in enemy hands and a newly reconstituted
Imperial force was again threatening the Prussian grip upon Torgau.
Wunsch issued orders for a prompt withdrawal on Grossenhayn, completed
by 0600 hours on September 6. This left the allies to claim what was
certainly a hollow “victory.” Wunsch, in this operation, had suffered losses
of approximately 200 men with about 116 more lost in the retreat.

Soon intelligence was received from Grolmann in Torgau that an enemy
force under General St. Andrė was at hand.

But still there was no further word from Dresden. As the early dawn
lightened into afternoon that day (September 6), Wunsch called upon
MacGuire to surrender in front. The latter said in reply that within two
hours he would send an answer. Wunsch then ordered Wolfersdorfe to strike
at the enemy force covering the bridge at Ubegau, which was in fact an
Austrian pontoon-bridge, but even as Wolfersdorfe drew near, the enemy
was dismantling the bridge. At his imminent advent, they quickened the
pace. Wunsch had gotten his answer. A short while later, figuring that since
there had been no news from the Saxon capital, and no sounds of firing
from that vicinity, Wunsch concluded that Schmettau must have



surrendered the city. He promptly ordered his men to assume march
formation, and pulled back upon Grossenhayn. There his weary troops,
worn by several days of incessant marching and heavy fighting of the past
24 hours, were at last allowed to pause.11 At Grossenhayn, Wunsch
received an urgent message from the garrison in Torgau that an Imperialist
detachment (Kleefeld and 14,000 men from Leipzig), had marched against
the bluecoats there and were threatening to lay siege.

Wunsch rose and hastened towards Torgau to rescue the troops there. A 40-
mile march was covered in just two days (September 6 and 7), the relief
force arriving near the works on the north side of the fortress late in the
evening of the 7th. About 1600 hours, Wolfersdorfe received instructions
from Wunsch to bring his rearguard to Torgau before 1000 hours next
morning (he had been left in Grossenhayn). He pushed off with his men at
fastest pace, and just on schedule reached his appointed destination.
Wunsch, meanwhile, had been out scouting the enemy’s position, which lay
in proximity with the Prussian lines at the fortress.

St. Andrė had been ordered by Zweibrücken, while encamped at Grimma,
to proceed to seize Torgau before Wunsch could react. An additional
reinforcement of cavalry, the Trautmansdorf Cuirassiers, was sent to help
stiffen St. Andrė’s forces. The latter marched through Mützschen
(September 5), while the wily Prussian was otherwise occupied. September
6, the allies hitched into Sitzeroda, a bare eight miles south of Torgau. Near
1400 hours on the next day, St. Andrė finally reached the vicinity of Torgau,
although there was no panic on the part of the garrison. St. Andrė pulled out
all stops, and allowed the garrison to see his force prominently displayed,
but this had no effect as the proffered surrender was snubbed by the
garrison, which was fully aware that help was on the way.12

About 0330 hours the very next morning, the allies once more stood in
strength before the town/fortress, but Solemnon hushed off the enemy’s
representative, with a requested reprieve to thoughtfully consider the
situation. This was just what Wunsch needed; the space of time he had not
been allowed at Dresden.13



St. Andrė boasted a formidable post, make no mistake. His left was posted
at Zinna, while his right was anchored on the secure Gross Tech. Here was
deployed some 14,000 men, a number far superior to Wunsch and his
reserve host. St. Andrė’s left, under the circumstances, was bound to be the
most vulnerable, for General Ried and his body of Croats was subject to
undue attention in an unfortified village. Even worse, the low-lying scrubby
land near the Röhrgraben prevented easy movement by the allied horse, and
really bisected the whole line. Thus the forces on the allied right would not
be able to come to the aid of the left flank, in a timely fashion at least.14

Wunsch, for his part, brought some 5,000 men to the clash, which he sent
into action marching as a single line two ranks deep. He faced a clear
inferiority in cavalry as well, although the Prussian did bring 12 pieces of
ordnance to the mix. In this arm, his opponents were clearly overmatched.

The Prussians had strengthened Torgau, to prepare for action. At 1100
hours, Kleefeld (with grenadiers and the Croats of Ried) bundled forward
on the Rats Weinberg. This blow momentarily gained ground against the
bluecoats, who also were somewhat unnerved by some gunfire from the
Rats Weinberg. The Prussian 7th Dragoons, initially giving the appearance
of making a decisive charge, were gripped by terror; although this was a
mere ruse. The allied horse galloped after them, but when the hostile force
drew within range of the Prussian fire, they were pounded by artillery and
attacked by the “panicked” dragoons (who, in the meanwhile, had ridden
around them to attack from the north into the enemy’s rear), who rode them
down, capturing 26 officers, 850 men, eight guns, and 16 ammunition
wagons, besides forcing them to reel back upon the infantry behind them.
This deed cost 190 men as casualties to the regiment.15

Nevertheless, the attackers penetrated into the southern suburbs of Torgau,
but the Prussians set fire to some of the buildings in an attempt to blunt the
allied advance. This turned the tide, for the Prussian guns began plastering
away now as best they could, and the two sides engaged in an artillery duel
for nearly two hours. Wunsch utilized this time to prepare for an advance of
his own. This was delivered by five full squadrons of bluecoat horse,
including the 7th Dragoons mentioned above, which charged from the north
into the allied rear. Believing themselves surrounded, the allies fled, leaving



a body of Austrians, sheltered by Ried’s valiant Croats, to fall back upon
Eilenburg, where the allies paused. The Prussians netted hundreds of
prisoners and many guns and supplies, which increased the misery of the
enemy’s suffering.

Thus although Wunsch was unable to relieve Dresden, he was able to
reconquer all of northern Saxony (except for Leipzig, which alone remained
in the shaky hands of the Imperialists). Wunsch was determined to change
that scenario as well. After a brief pause at Torgau, on September 12, his
Prussians moved on Eilenburg, as a necessary stepping off before
proceeding on Leipzig. The bluecoats took up between Thallwitz and
leaning over on Kultschau. Wunsch, leading just two grenadier battalions,
the Hesse-Kassel Regiment, the Plettenburg Dragoons, some light troops,
plus about 300 hussars, moved on Leipzig. About 0700 hours on September
13, the Prussian was standing before the city. While sending in a messenger
to call upon the garrison to surrender, the ever vigilant Wunsch ordered his
men to attack enemy outposts in the suburbs of Leipzig and surround the
place to prevent the Imperialists from making off. It was all academic.16

The commandant, Major-General Heinrich August Fürst zu Hohenlohe-
Ingelfingen, realized the futility of trying to resist. Negotiations accordingly
were opened and summarily concluded. Wunsch’s men marched in about
1800 hours; the entire garrison was lost. There had been no attempt to
resist: not one shot was fired by the hapless men!

Two days before Wunsch defeated the foe at Torgau, Frederick had
detached Finck with some 6,000 men from Waldau to join him and form a
bulwark against the enemy. Whether this would have proven sufficient is
rather academic, for the fighting abilities of Zweibrücken’s army were
never high to begin with. September 9, Finck reached Grossenhayn, and
was on his way to link up with the Prussians at Torgau, then to Schmettau’s
relief. Daun himself had been informed that Dresden had been retaken
about September 5; he immediately sent a dispatch rider to inform the
Russians. The arrival of this timely piece of good news was a booster shot
to the Austrians.

Finck’s men were just sitting up their tents at Grossenhayn when an
Austrian rider rode into the camp—needless to say, astonishing the



bluecoats—with an inquiry as to where he might lodge Schmettau and his
men. Finck thus finally learned of the fall of Dresden. He was visibly upset
and told the Austrian to get off at once—back to Gross-Döbritz where
Schmettau and his men were encamped. Finck went on to join Wunsch at
Torgau.

Yet the inefficiency of allied arms in Saxony at this point was readily
apparent. Prince Henry was still tying up Daun, and no further sizeable
forces could be sent to Saxony while the Prussians had such a capable
commander. The fall of Dresden might be expected to bring with it the
reoccupation of the whole of Saxony, but it did not. There was one singular
blow. The gates of Dresden never were opened again to Frederick the Great
as conqueror.

As for Schmettau, he was fortunate he was not court-martialed, considering
that the king’s mood was not receptive to the news of Dresden.17 He was
ordered to Berlin, was under arrest briefly, and never again held an active
command in the army.18 The Austrians, meanwhile, were doing their very
best to lose the whole campaign. Between November 6 and 8, Daun retired
upon the Meissen country, against whom Prince Henry, now joined by
Hülsen and his men, pressed cautiously. Daun, as always, was not in a hurry
to be off, and promptly divided his main army into separate formations,
which prepared to fall back while the getting was good. Daun showed good
poise, and refused to budge until he was ready. But the pace had been
exhausting for both sides and the long campaign was beginning to wear on
the nerves and the energy levels of all concerned.

Only between November 8 and November 12, the former date when he
reached his destination, was Daun able to rest his weary soldiers. Finck had
been detailed by Prince Henry to move around the enemy’s flank upon
Nossen, from where he might be in a position to cut off the enemy from
Freiberg. Henry planned to spend the period launching raids against Daun
and trying to drive back the stubborn foe. Had he been left to himself, he
might have succeeded. Unfortunately, the often heavy hand of Frederick did
not allow Prince Henry the flexibility he could have used to hatch his own
plans. Frederick’s new scheming would result, this time, in an unnecessary



defeat. For, by November 12, the enemy appeared to be on the eve of
retreat, granted after much preliminary dawdling.

There was yet another twist. The so-called “liberation” of most of Saxony
by the Imperialists and the Austrian detachment meant replacing the rule of
thumb of the bluecoats with that of Zweibrücken’s men. The collecting of
taxes, which had been carried forth primarily in the past to dispense largely
to the Prussians, were now to be performed for the Imperialists. When the
Saxons naturally complained they would be unable to keep the Imperials
supplied with provisions, especially in view of the overused status of
Saxony’s farmland, the reaction was predictable. If the Saxons could not
meet the need voluntarily, then the needy men would supply their own from
the same depleted sources. All while posing as the benefactors of the
occupied state. If for no other reason, the Austrians wanted to occupy
Saxony because it “it would deny Saxon resources to the enemy.”19 Really?
But which enemy might also be asked.

The Czar of Allied supply, Adjutant-General Johann Wenzel Baron von
Widmann, tried to do his best to accomplish the task he was assigned:
basically bleeding Saxony even more.

Meanwhile, back on the Eastern Front, following the destruction of
Hernnstadt, the allied forces of Laudon and Soltikov went on borrowed
time as far as cooperation were concerned. The Russians had hoped to nab
Glogau to retain it as a base for use when the campaigning season resumed
in the spring of 1760. Glogau fortress owed much of its “charm” to its
proximity to the heart of Brandenburg,20 but the indomitable Frederick was
trying to make a mockery of Russian attempts to capture the place.

Frederick crossed the Spree at Lübben, and hastened on Vetschau
(September 16), by Cottbus, reaching Forst on the Neisse River on
September 19. Once arrived at that point, the Prussians were able to solidly
cut in between the tardy Marshal Daun and Soltikov. Prussian patrols were
pressed on to Muskau. Soltikov was at Sommerfeld, and his spotters picked
up immediately on the enemy’s close presence near-by. It is worth
mentioning this was an enemy who, in spite of Kunersdorf and its
consequences, was still to be feared by the greencoats. As for Daun, he



discerned at once that Frederick’s new post hopelessly compromised any
attempt to strike at Prince Henry, among other ambitions.21 It is true the
enemy did not immediately retire, but was there any further danger for the
hard-pressed monarch? We can even enquire, was this a “miracle of the
House of Brandenburg?”22 Or, more likely, was it a failure of their
opponents to follow up their singular success at Kunersdorf?

Laudon and Soltikov, indeed, were on the Warta, but it was clear the
greencoats were about to make for home. Soltikov moved to Friestadt
(September 23), but the stubborn Prussian monarch was again on the move,
having regained most of his former vitality. His men skirted Suckau and
Baunau. The Russian commander felt, with the new post and determination
the indefatigable king took up, rendered it impossible to secure winter
quarters in Silesia. (This was about all the Russians had on their agenda at
this stage, despite any assurances given to the Austrians on the contrary).
This left little recourse but to retire to Poland.

The stricken Prussian king, meanwhile, who was suffering from a severe
attack of gout, was forced to travel by carriage, and even “sedan chair”23 at
times these days—which could not have pleased him.24 As a consolation,
the Russians, on October 26,25 finally marched off,26 leaving the way open
for Frederick to make his way back towards Saxony, with his aching back, a
“continual” fever, and all the baggage.

Meanwhile, Prince Henry’s detachments against Friedland and Zittau had
spoiled Marshal Daun’s scheming, which up until then had included a
march upon Berlin with the main Austrian army—this never came off.
Never mind the Russian government was not at all happy with Soltikov.
The king’s Prussian forces had been in very close proximity with the
command duo of Laudon and Soltikov for upwards of a fortnight, and the
greencoats, despite the double exhortations of both St. Petersburg and of
Laudon, never lifted a finger to take on the still shaken enemy.

Laudon had been still marching with the Russians until November 2, at
Kalisch, when the Austrians took leave of their allies, moving instead on
Zduny. Soltikov would, for his part, be forever condemned for throwing
away a perfect opportunity to probably win the war outright with just a little



more effort.27 In retrospect, the king handled the situation in the aftermath
of Kunersdorf rather well; he did not try to press matters with his
inordinately aggressive tendencies. This could have had untold
consequences had he not been successful.28 The Prussian king, for all his
bluster and willingness to embrace the offensive mode of warfare, never
forgot the fundamental weakness of Prussia. It might very well have been
the allies had won the war; but someone forgot to tell them so.

The hordes of Soltikov did gradually make their way back to and across the
Vistula. They did not reach their destination until early December.29 Their
campaigning season was over, winter quarters once more beyond the
Vistula. Laudon made his own way, pausing briefly at Zduny to collect his
forces before he tried to return to home. The Austrians had no bases and
few benefactors this far to the east, and there was little proviso made for an
army moving through the area. The Austrians had to quickly pony up some
funds to provide food, shelter and other necessary provisions for the hard-
pressed men, and Marshal Daun even sought to forward some money to
help out in this respect. Laudon, though, was forced to resort to desperate
measures. He was finally forced to go, almost with the proverbial hat in
hand, to the Austrian ambassador at Warsaw, Count Graf Sternberg, to try to
secure a lone of credit (to the tune of some 30,000 florins) in order to
provide for the desperate men. Interestingly, this predicament took place
even before Soltikov departed for Poland. The Russians made no effort to
help their allies out in any respect. The officers had been reduced in
victuals, and had been receiving no pay for quite some time.

The king, in the interval, sought some escape from the realities he was
confronted with by retreating into prose. He composed a short treatise upon
the military exploits of Charles XII of Sweden (1682–1718), a fellow Great
Captain from the heyday of Swedish military power in the early eighteenth
century; who himself suffered frequent reverses of fortune. The king must
have felt a great affinity for the Swedish “Warrior King.”30



Chapter Thirty-Seven

Preliminaries to and Battle at Maxen1

If the allies missed their chance to finally finish off Frederick’s army after
Kunersdorf, when it appeared down for the count, they did an equally poor
job of closing out Prince Henry. The window of opportunity to crush Prince
Henry was very narrow, and the utter failure of Daun & Company to
complete the conquest of Saxony, in the timely absence of the great king,
was shocking to many. Even Count Kaunitz—who seemed forever
convinced that only by crushing Frederick’s own aggressive character and
his own army, could the Austrians finally win the war—was left scratching
his head and wondering.2

Austrian headquarters, at Schildau on October 31, received disturbing
reports coming in that the bluecoats were tailing after Arenberg and
O’Donnell, who were in the process of withdrawing on Eilenburg. This now
that Frederick’s rumored arrival back in Saxony was imminent. Even
Brentano, ensconced at Doberschütz, was encroached upon by Prussian
patrols. About this same time, the weather was taking on a decidedly winter
atmosphere, with infrequent snows and much cooler weather patterns. The
king was positively known to be en route from Silesia and, on November 2,
Marshal Daun called a council-of-war to decide on a future course of
action. It was accepted now that any decisive action against Prince Henry
alone was a done deal, and, to add further fuel to the burning fire, Finck
was slowly beginning to bring pressure to bear on the Austrian left.

Based upon this new revelation, the whitecoats did an about-face and pulled
back to a new post hard-by Naundorf and Lonnewitz fronting on Oschatz
(November 4). In their wake, they left the land virtually stripped of any
useable resources, to a far greater degree than the Prussians had ever done.



The following day, Daun fell back on Lommatzsch. Vecsey, under mounting
pressure from Prussian patrols, fell back from Strehla on Riesa, while
Sincère was deployed over by Seilitz until November 7. By then, there was
no longer even the pretense of trying to turn Prince Henry out of the Torgau
post. The best the Austrians could hope for at this late stage was to retain
Dresden (which they had already commenced to rebuild the hitherto
neglected defenses of). The final post was at Heynitz, which was close to
the Triebisch. Here Marshal Daun finally paused, and, we might add, none
too soon.

Meanwhile, Brentano, cognizant of his dangerously exposed position,
withdrew on Rosswein; where he was at least less accessible to Prussian
raiders. Prince Henry, characteristically, was not slow to march deftly into
the vacuum left by the withdrawing enemy. He unbuckled General
Aschersleben on to Belgern (November 3), moving with his main body up
to Oschütz, while Finck, on November 3, was already on the scene at
Mützschen.

Not surprisingly, Daun had reverted almost completely back to the
defensive, after a brief flirtation with the offensive mode of war so often
practiced with such precision by the Prussian monarch. As for Henry, his
goal in the short term here was to intrude upon the Austrian
communications extending back into Bohemia. He was trying, on the
outside, to drive the whitecoats from Saxony altogether.

Henry wanted to slowly apply pressure to force the marshal into no choice
other than retreat into Bohemia. But his way would be the slow, subtle style
of war, not the all-out flair favored by the king.3

The Prussians were clearly engaged on the more energetic missions as the
campaign of 1759 wound down. Prussian outposts started to press against
Sincère, who had to then sacrifice a post on the Eckartsberga, to fall back
upon Seebschütz. Prussian patrols overlapped what was still an exposed
forward position. Sincère would likely have been forced back still further
except the Prince de Ligne led an opportune attack that brought the surging
enemy host to a halt finally (November 7). A Prussian breakthrough was
achieved at Lommatzsch, but enjoyed limited success.



On the left side of the Austrian throng, the indomitable Wunsch rolled
forward aiming on Döbeln, the Austrian positions in front of which caved in
to the pressure. This threw consternation into the worried Brentano, leading
the whitecoats on that end. The latter immediately galloped to go see the
marshal personally about securing reinforcements. Brentano voiced
concerns that Rebentisch’s men had come up to join Wunsch.

Marshal Daun must have assumed the foe would approach their mission
with the same degree of slow, careful plodding he often employed. But he
was wrong on that count completely. November 8, some 700 Prussians
under General von Gersdorf struck with renewed determination upon the
Austrian posts hard-by Rosswein again. Nevertheless, the intruders failed to
make appreciable headway, and the assault was promptly called off.

As for Daun, he was busy strengthening his camp at Heynitz as much as
possible and busy penning correspondence to Maria Theresa back in
Vienna. The marshal did not hesitate to shift any blame away from himself
for the problems incidental to the Austrian ambitions in Saxony and placing
the onus on the backs of his troubled subordinates. Laudon, having spent a
number of weeks away on the Eastern Front, was among the few to escape
this censure, but for almost everyone else there was at least some
indictment. At the same time, it was looking increasingly likely that the
Austrians would ultimately be forced to withdraw closer upon Bohemia as
winter threatened.

General Finck continued to encroach upon Daun’s left side. November 9,
reinvigorated Prussian columns commenced forging the Mülde River. This
new move stunned the Austrian high command. Daun immediately ordered
Colonel Bosfort to move to Freiberg to protect the Imperialist
communications post there. Bosfort made it to the place, only to discover
the Imperial command there, about 350 cavalry under Colonel von Raszler,
had already absconded upon word reaching them of the Prussian march.
Hitching hastily on to Naundorf, Bosfort paused only a moment before
galloping on to Nossen (November 11), and, finally, on the next day, to
Grossvoigtsberg. There were reports of bluecoat movements circulating
about, but, significantly, no major operations seemed to be underway.



Prince Henry, in no mood at this stage to hurry matters, paused. His force
extended from Dorschnitz to Nieder-Lommatzsch. With General Hülsen
arrived in the locale, Henry had a greatly enlarged force at his disposal.
Finck was accordingly strengthened up to 19 battalions and 35 squadrons.
The on-going correspondence continued apace between the royal brothers.
Frederick wrote to Prince Henry, using some foresight over possible
developments, about the course to follow should Daun pull back into
Bohemia. Henry, for his part, interpreted recent developments as a sure sign
that the marshal was preparing to pull back into Bohemia, and soon.
Further, if the marshal did move out for “home,” Prince Henry would send
forces to do all they could to hound the Austrian main army while other
forces sought to regain the Saxon capital.4 Through all of this, Finck’s
departure for Freiberg was imminent. Daun, on November 12, ordered
General Sincère to fall back to Batzdorf-Pölenz in order to clear him out of
harm’s way with the king’s arrival.

Finck accordingly pressed off on November 13, crossing the countryside in
two full marching columns aiming initially upon Nossen. He almost
immediately ran into elements of Brentano’s men. The Prussians gradually
encroached upon the Austrian posts, while Brentano fell back post-haste
upon Obereula. While Finck’s men were engaged upon this new mission, he
hitched into Augustusburg with at least some reservation. The weather, for
one thing, was atrocious. A full snowstorm was covering the land, while
Prince Henry wrote to his royal sibling that Colonel Kleist (the “Green”
Kleist)5 was to be ordered off straightway towards Freiberg. With the
Imperials under Colonel Raszler so obviously fleeing, the bluecoats, said
Henry, should pursue them even up to the gates of the Saxon capital. With
an additional body of reinforcements, Finck might thrust deeply into
Bohemia.

Kleist’s advanced guard got into Freiberg during the evening hours of
November 11–12. Like the Proverbial prodigal son, Colonel Raszler had
returned from his journey up to Hoyerswerda, aided this time around by
Major von Leyszer. November 13, General Finck made it to Freiberg, and
pressed on towards Dippoldiswalde. The bluecoats very nearly grabbed
Hadik, who was on his own journey to the spa at Töplitz. The general was
able to shake off his pursuers, but lost his accompanying baggage



completely. The king, meanwhile, was encouraged by these new
developments; as he proudly boasted to Prince Henry, and to anyone else
who would listen, to the ranter.

Daun’s headquarters and army lay a few miles beyond Meissen on
November 12, while Prince Henry was about six miles to the northwest
beyond Lommatsch at Herschtein. November 13, Frederick arrived to join
up with his brother. Whether his arrival nearby had anything to do with
Daun embarking on retreat is an open question, though at least to the rather
egotistical Frederick himself, it did. The Prussians could now boast of some
57,000 men, but the enemy had over 80,000.6

The Austrian main body pulled up stakes and tumbled backwards upon Sora
and Blankenstein, new headquarters at Wilsdruf. This move left Sincère in a
very exposed forward post hard-by Proda. The Prussians of Aschersleben
pressed promptly into the rear of Sincère, who made the cardinal error of
sending off his foot soldiers to make good their escape. This situation,
unfortunately, left the Austrian artillery and the cavalry exposed to the
attacks of the vigorous Prussian pursuers.7 Daun, never one to lose his head
in such a situation, ordered one of his best units, the Clerici Regiment, to
storm back to recover the lost booty. But the very energetic bluecoats
utilized the intervening time to bring forward their own ordnance, under
Major-General Diericke. This commenced laying down a barrage against
the returning Austrians. Clerici put up a stout fight of their own, the
regiment—after losing 200 men—held the lost ground long enough to
recover 13 guns which had fallen into enemy hands.

Daun lost no time pulling back through Meissen, to the unpleasant
accompaniment of Prussian artillery, which shelled the proceedings
unmercifully. The whitecoats did drag their feet a little, but even as late as
0800 hours on November 14, some of the Austrians were still trailing out of
Meissen. Shortly after, advanced bluecoat patrols appeared before the town.
While some of the last of the Austrian baggage trains were still heading for
Lossen, some of the very forward Prussian Jägers forced their way into
town and nabbed the rest of the enemy. Austrian losses were given out as 31
wounded, 15 killed, 56 prisoners (plus 87 missing), and 22 deserters.



Frederick trailed in behind the advancing men, riding in a carriage, and
frequently sticking his head and arms out the windows, hurrying matters
along and shouting, “March! March!” Under this “gentle” prodding by their
monarch, the bluecoats pressed up, advancing too quickly for their own
good it would seem. While the body of men with the king made it through
Meissen, Finck ordered off Wunsch with the Salenmon Free Corps, the
Gersdorf Hussars, and some mixed grenadier units towards Rothschönberg,
seeking out the rear elements of Brentano’s command. Frederick was losing
more and more of that temporary caution of the past months, and beginning
to regain his aggressive tendencies. At the wrong time! With this view in
mind, Finck was rerouted from his initial objective of Neukirchen-
Alttanneberg to a marching line much closer to Bohemia than before. This
latter goal would fulfill a plan the Prussian command had conjured up about
a week before. The king, in person, ordered Wunsch to go to Finck, at the
front, and have him move on Dippoldiswalde. When General Finck
received this disturbing instruction, he rode back to see the Prussian
monarch personally to confirm what he was to do. This would have huge
potential for trouble.

Desire for vengeance began to permeate the Prussian king’s actions and
thoughts. His first move (and first mistake) was in ordering off forces to
hound and intercept the retreating enemy. Obviously in doing this he
showed that he wanted to deliver a blow before his opponent could retire
behind the border into Bohemia. He undoubtedly carried this desire to a
ridiculous extreme. In trying to make good his previous mistakes he
committed a blunder which was to lose for him the rest of the campaign and
a good portion of the already reduced force left at his disposal.

As added proof of his anxiety about delivering a stroke against Daun before
the main Austrian army could retire, the king, as we have observed, kept
personal supervision of the vanguard, which was shoved out in pursuit. The
result was a localized engagement at the village of Korbitz (remembered for
the encounter there between Hadik and Finck earlier). The Austrians tried
to rally at Korbitz, but unsuccessfully and at length they were forced to give
way. Had Frederick simply allowed Daun to take away his army
unmolested, it would have been better for him and his cause. Knowing the



marshal’s character, one is inclined to believe he had no other intention at
this stage than retreat to winter quarters away from Saxony.

One more thing seems certain. Dresden, without the shield of Daun’s huge
army, could not long withstand the Prussian designs upon it. This is one
case where doing too much hurt the bluecoats worse than doing nothing at
all. Frederick moved forward to Krögisae—from where he gave Finck
orders to march around the rear of the enemy and take post in the Maxen
hills behind Daun’s lines in his rear. A little skirmish thereabouts just
ending, Frederick gave Finck his marching orders. Frederick’s adjutants,
following the retirement of the foe after the skirmish, ordered out Wunsch
in pursuit. The Austrian retreat was so swift and their retirement so sudden
that Wunsch had to return by mid-afternoon, having failed to inflict any
appreciable damage on the foe. When he returned, he found the king’s
headquarters already at Krögisae (Finck had been reluctant to move without
knowing what Daun was doing) so when he heard that Wunsch had been
unable to come to grips with the enemy he became angry and ordered him
to go and give Finck instructions to move at once.

Finck’s post was at Nossen (ten good miles from Krögisae and twice the
distance to the west of Dresden). He was on the edge of what formerly had
been Daun’s left wing, as soon as he turned to face the Prussians, this would
again be the case.

Frederick’s plan of action called for Finck to move around, by the route of
Freiberg, Dippoldiswalde and the eastward places thereabouts, to the
heights of Maxen, directly in Daun’s rear. The king hoped that this effort
would force Daun’s hand, and either severe his line-of-communications
with Bohemia and thus drive into a possible trap, or else compel him into an
outright fight. At first glance, the plan sounded feasible, and sound. Had the
Prussian army been up to its usual standard of quality the goal might just
have been attainable. But this ignores one important point: it was far too
ambitious an undertaking for the still shaken Prussian army to try now. The
higher Prussian officers were almost unanimous in condemning the move.8

Prince Henry was particularly outspoken. Following an argument with his
royal sibling over the dangers of leaving Finck in a dangerously exposed



position, the prince said: “I spoke as a true patriot and a good brother, but
he [Frederick] would not listen to me.”9

Near 1500 hours, Finck arrived at headquarters while the king was out
spying on the rises behind Krögisae with his glass. The object of his visit,
evidently, was to try to talk Frederick into some alternative plan or at the
very least obtain further instructions for the present one.10 The king was in
no mood for much talk, he had determined to get Daun out and there was no
use trying to discuss alternate plans. Frederick’s sharp rebuke, “He knows I
can not stand difficulties; be off!”11 Finck returned to his men, and prepared
for the march on the morning to Maxen. It must be borne in mind that the
king had the reputation of being less than gracious to anyone telling him he
was wrong about a given situation.

It was early on the following morning, November 15, that the general
pushed off. He soon encountered Imperialists at Freiberg, but quickly
attacked and drove them off. He thereby opened the road to
Dippoldiswalde. Finck promptly pressed on, reaching the latter. Preussen
was left to guard the place and hold the road with the Free Corps, here
Finck decided to locate his magazines. Meanwhile, the advanced guard—
under Wunsch—was simultaneously pressed forward towards Maxen itself.
Wunsch reached and seized Maxen on November 16. Next day, Finck,
pushing through some poor weather, the mixed storm of sleet and snow that
had begun to brew, reached the scene. Only token enemy resistance had so
far been encountered. Nevertheless, the reaction of the allies was quick and
effective, for once.12

As soon as word reached them that Finck was astride their line-of-
communication and supply (thus no further provisions would be
forthcoming until he were dealt with), they reacted.13 It was true that
Zweibrücken had retired personally on to Dresden (November 3), leaving
General Althann in charge of the Imperialists. November 5, responding to
the changing nature of the campaign, Althann fell back across the Katzbach
on to Proda.

Marshal Daun discovered much to his chagrin the Imperialists at Proda.
Their presence there was actually interfering with the planned withdrawal



of Daun’s own men. Other business needed conducted as well. Once back at
Dresden, the Imperial command was given over to Serbelloni to try to
rebuild the Imperialist grip on Dresden. Serbelloni was given orders by the
marshal to deploy men from beyond the walls of the city to build up
obstructions to help hinder the approach of the bluecoats upon the Saxon
capital. General Rosenfeld was detailed to personally oversee the task at
hand.

Meanwhile, back in Vienna, Graf von Haugwitz took over practically every
aspect of detail when it came to the particulars of the Austrian main army.
This man who was once regarded as “the most important single minister at
court.”14 All of the efforts of the Austrians to deal with their finances had
been very successful. The army was being regularly paid, and, for the time
being, money was not an issue. The logistics of supplying the army while in
the field also continued to function, quite well actually.15 This would
henceforth be enough to keep Haugwitz and his mind busy. While he was
so occupied, Count Kaunitz took a bad spell of depression—mostly due to
the way the campaign seemed to be concluding and, not on an up-note, by
any means. Under the troubling state of the allies in November 1759, there
seemed little chance of improvement.16 But Count Flemming, the wise old
one, knew better: He just knew that the king would do something to try to
restore Prussian fortunes in Saxony before the campaign ended. Turned out,
he was right on.

Back at the front, meanwhile, Brentano hitched into Herzogswalde on
November 14. Simultaneously, the bluecoats were pressing up, while
Colonel Bosfort was up to Niederschöna from Grossvoigtsberg; General
von Holnstein led a mixed force on to Freiberg, passing through
Herzogswalde and picking up some timely reinforcements, namely the
Zollern Cuirassiers. Bosfort tried to take out the Prussians at Freiberg (night
of November 15) with this greatly enlarged strike force, but new Prussian
reinforcements of four full battalions under Major-General von Sydow
meant for a rude reply to those Austrian efforts; they failed most miserably.

The “Green” Kleist, meanwhile, was to be shadowed on his way to
Bohemia by Bosfort, while Marshal Daun pressed off patrols to Töplitz and
Lobositz. From Maxen late on November 15, Bosfort sent off scouting



forces which detected Kleist galloping for Töplitz. Kleist’s scouts became
aware there were no blocking posts over near the Metal Mountains, but, in
any case, the Imperial army was simply not up to the task of facing their
more vital Prussian opponents. Kleist pressed off on to Marienberg and
Sebastienburg,17 then on Frauenstein heading for the border of Bohemia, so
that he could smash the magazine at Aussig. His marauders moved forward
in two columns, the first swinging through Graupen and Mariaschein on to
Töplitz, while the second drove hard through Klostergrab and Ossegg on to
Dux and Brüx. The Prussians were held off from Aussig’s magazines by
Bosfort’s efforts, although bluecoat skirmishers did make a brief appearance
in the town. The Prussians, more than a little perturbed by this repulse,
proceeded to wreak havoc on other towns and villages which fell within
their reach.

At the monastery of Ossegg, for instance, Kleist rode in with the Szekely
Hussars and some jägers early on November 17. For those with religious
sensibilities, the intruders committed a number of heinous acts, all in the
name of war and of naked aggression. Some of the nefarious acts were
committed upon the dead, many of whose tombs were unmercifully
disturbed in the search for “hidden treasure,” while Kleist summoned the
monks who resided in the compound there to produce a ransom. When this
failed to materialize, the intruders sacked the entire complex, turned over
the tabernacles, and even severely mutilated a treasured statue of the
“Mother of God” (a noted Catholic idol) breaking up the statue and
removing the head. This brutality was not confined to just physical
possessions, for the Abbott himself was accosted and severely beaten by the
Prussians. In addition to this, some 20 other monks were led off as hostages
and Kleist emphasized they would not be returned unless 25,000 florins
were paid up as the price of their freedom.

Nor was this particular brand of brutality confined to Ossegg. The famous
hot springs at Töplitz were cleaned out of allied general officers, including
11 Allied generals; Hadik was fortunate not to be one of that number. But,
alas, the good times could not long last. Kleist realized quickly he could not
remain in Bohemia indefinitely, thanks to the spirited Colonel Bosfort. The
latter was beating up the roadways looking for the “Green” Kleist and his



brood. Without further ado, Kleist put his campaign under wraps and
galloped back towards Dippoldiswalde (November 20).

Meanwhile, Marshal Daun galloped out at first light on November 16,
through Herzogswalde, with his sights set upon Freiberg. While he was so
occupied, General Lacy blazed towards and through Nossen, then was
summoned to meet with Daun in an impromptu council-of-war late in that
day to decide upon the next course of action. There was not much arm
twisting, and none was needed. After just a short discussion, the marshal
issued orders for an immediate retreat. This is not surprising. The Prussian
advance was in danger of compromising Daun’s entire left flank.
Nonplused, the Imperialists hastened to get out of Daun’s way. While
Serbelloni assembled what forces he could on the right bank of the Elbe,
Holhstein hitched into Dippoldiswalde to put a defense, although he had but
some 1,800 men with him to oppose to a very insistent opponent.

About 0830 hours on November 16, a Prussian force struck at Holhstein’s
outposts, but the two sides did not close largely because of the extreme
condition of the elements, the bitter cold and the snow. Holhstein, under the
circumstances, did not waste any time. He issued orders to retire upon
Dresden.

The Imperials were assembled at Leuben on November 17. Once the army
was assembled, the whole body moved to a camp at Berggiesshübel.
Ironically, while a Prussian command under Wunsch was near-by at Dohna,
a weak screen force was thrown up, behind which the Imperialist army
baggage and War Chest were to be successfully rescued. Sincère and
Brentano joined forces early on that day. This accomplished, Marshal Daun
punctually divided his main army into four columns, passing through
Wilsdruf, Kesselsdorf, and on to the rises from Plauenishem Schlage
leaning over on Windberg. The marshal’s men occupied this post, with
Brentano anchoring the right wing of the main Austrian army, while Sincère
secured the Austrian left. A Prussian attack, composed of eight squadrons
of horse, was almost immediately unbuckled upon the enemy posts
crowning Kesselsdorf. Brentano beat back this attack emanating through
Wilsdruf, but not without difficulty. The Austrian artillery played a key rôle
in this repulse.



Sincère pulled off to Nöthnitz with patrols reaching over towards
Passendorf, while Brentano kept retiring ever so slowly further upon
Dresden. Prussian patrols nipped at Daun’s coattails, but the Plauen Chasm
was pretty much inaccessible to attack, especially once Marshal Daun was
given time to practice his polished art of erecting defensive barriers.

The main Prussian army lost no time in reclaiming ground as Daun yielded
it up. A new campsite between Limbach leaning over towards Birkenhain
was occupied and held by the main force. Ziethen’s patrols were pressed up
on Altfranken-Pennrich inclining towards Kesselsdorf. The bluecoat line
started near the Tharandter Wald, meandering past Herzogswalde,
Kesselsdorf bordering on the Elbe hard-by Zschoner Grund. This post was a
springboard for the advance the following day upon Kaufbach. On the
surface, affairs seemed to have reached a stalemate, especially in view of
the worsening weather conditions. But the king remained supremely
confident through it all. He persisted in his belief that Marshal Daun was
looking for little more than an opportunity of marching upon Bohemia. For
a time, of course, so was the marshal.18

That might well have been the case, except for the marshal’s little ace in the
hole: bagging Finck at Maxen. After initially informing the Saxon progeny
around November 14–15 they would need to prepare to depart when the
main Austrian army withdrew for home,19 within half a week’s time, the
marshal made a complete about-face. He was now prepared to defend
Dresden to the last man. Why the change? Obviously in there, probably late
on November 18, Daun reverted to his very brief fling with offensive war.20

He was out for nothing less than capturing the whole command of Finck.21

Meantime, on November 18, Brentano joined up with Sincère at Nothnitz.
This move left Dresden covered by a bare force of 4,000 men under Prince
Esterhazy. Brentano, prompted by orders, sortied from Welschhofe on to
Gombsen to try to conduct a reconnaissance of the enemy’s lines. Instead
the commander was flung back rather violently from whence he had come
about 1600 hours courtesy of a strong Prussian artillery fire, followed by a
short ground attack. Brentano, his men riddled by the merciless artillery
fire, paused at Kauscha-Sobrigau.



Meanwhile, Austrian scouting patrols did their best to feel out the overall
position the enemy held. Near to Dohna, General Kleefeld, bolstered by the
presence of General Ried, with some 4,200 men was being opposed by the
ever vigorous Wunsch. The Prussians, for their part, operated under a
profound lack of intelligence. For one thing, General Finck found himself
unable to recruit spies to operate behind enemy’s lines to secure military
intelligence. He then assumed, no doubt from past experience, that the
Imperialists and Austrians would break apart for the winter quarters as they
retreated out of Saxony. Further, thanks to his secure occupation of Maxen,
Daun would have to resort to falling back by the far rougher right bank of
the Elbe through Rumburg.22

But if their enemies could not secure the services of reliable intelligence
agents, neither could the Allies. So their knowledge of the Prussian
dispositions remained limited as well. One thing was crystal clear, though:
Brentano & Company did not have the will nor the strength by themselves
to take on Finck’s men, by then so clearly implanted to stay at Maxen.

Finck, for his part, had initially held some reservations about the mission to
Maxen; that much was correct. But on-going correspondence with the
exuberant Frederick caused even the normally level-headed Finck to catch
the “overoptimism fever.”

Even under the confidence he was under, the king still kept a small force
under Major-General Schenckendorf at Herzogswalde. Wunsch kept
another base between Ploschwitz and Dohna. Meanwhile, Daun maintained
his grip upon the Saxon capital. Brentano was then ensconced ranging from
Sobrigau over on Babisnau. The Imperials were deployed from Gross Cotta,
Liebstadt, Glashütte, and Bärenstein. The Kleefeld-Ried duo were up to
Gross-Sedlitz, while Pálffy set up shop at Mügeln. Dresden had a garrison
of ten full battalions under our old friend from Olmütz, Field Marshal von
Marschall.

Daun had not wanted to advance out in the first place; but he was on the
hook.23 When Kleist pressed off ahead of him and nearly torched Daun’s
magazine at Aussig, the countryside folk were in fear. It was the contention
of professional soldier Henry Lloyd that the countryside was so exhausted



that Marshal Daun could not have maintained himself in Saxony with his
men; “these immense armies could not have remained in Lusatia a week
longer.”24 The aggression of the Prussians was evident. The marshal was
quick to realize that the threat could not go unchallenged.25

As Daun took up post at Plauen Chasm, Frederick pressed on to his former
headquarters, at Wilsdruf, pushing off Ziethen on Kesselsdorf with the van
to look after Finck and the enemy there in front. By this point, the king was
really sweating it out.26 Daun quickly made his plan to deal with the pesky
Finck, spurred on by Lacy,27 who recognized the folly of doing nothing
with foes such as the bluecoats under the circumstances. Daun’s decision
was to attack, after he had surrounded, Finck’s detachment in the hills about
Maxen. The real question was, “Could the Austrian light troops conceal
what was occurring from Frederick’s prying eyes while the main body set
about the business at hand?”

Actually the attack plan was a rather simple one: the Imperialists (12,000
men), were to close up on the southeast side of Finck’s position; while
3,000 more men closed in from the north, and Daun himself led about
26,000 additional troops against the western end of the post hastily. This
combination of about 41,000 men as opposed to the 13,000 or so with
General Finck were deemed sufficient to extinguish the latter. The Prussians
had about 10,000 infantry and 3,500 cavalry.28

If Frederick, now on the northern extreme of the rim of hills of which the
Plauen-Chasm formed the border, did not interfere with the operation, the
surrounding/capture of Finck’s command should be successful.29 To fulfill
the plan, a portion of the Imperialists were already to the southwest of
Finck’s lines and the remainder were preparing to cross the Elbe and march
to join with them, while General Sincère (leading the 3,000-man
detachment) was preparing for his part. What the allies did not accomplish
by themselves, was done inadvertently by of all people Frederick himself.30

As soon as Finck reached Maxen, he had reported to the king he had arrived
there. The latter promptly ordered him to draw in the men (some 3,000
strong under General Lindstedt) left at Dippoldiswalde, so Finck could
strike with his full strength against the enemy when the opportunity arose.
Finck, needless to say, drew in his detachment, leaving only a token force to



hold Dippoldiswalde (although reinforcements were within reach in case of
need). Finck was expecting a supply convoy the morning of November 18
and did not wish to see it snared by the enemy.

On the next day, Finck observed Daun’s own vanguard approaching
Dippoldiswalde. The question must now arise, “Did Finck have a chance of
cutting his way through the as yet still thinly spread enemy or was his fate
already sealed?” The answer, of course, is yes. He could even then have
hacked his way through the enemy screen and rejoined Frederick. Why he
did not is equally evident to those who have studied the character of the
Prussian leader intimately. Finck did not wish to confront the anger of his
royal master, a man who did not like to be told he was in the wrong about
anything. Perhaps, therefore, just to justify the Prussian monarch’s orders,
Finck decided to stick it out.

The king, it may be argued, was not in the best frame of mind just then, and
possibly his desire to “get-even” with Daun may have just gone to his head.
In any event, Frederick was just as responsible for what ensued as was
Finck; if not more so.31 Frederick gave the general an ambitious
assignment, then promptly saddled him with insufficient forces, and finally
issued no orders for a withdrawal once the situation had soured.

That day General Finck went to the hills thereabouts to watch the
movements of the foe and could not deny that they were drawing in against
him. His use of the spyglass enabled him to ascertain the maneuvers. Finck
espied the Imperialist march up the bank of the Elbe towards the hamlet of
Dohna, and at once sent off Wunsch, who drove the intruders out of the
place. Simultaneously, he sent word to Frederick of these events. That was
academic, for the latter already knew; there was little he could do. The king
had Ziethen, that master of hussars, out scouting. By then he had discerned
the Imperialist move, as well as much more besides. In addition to the
enemy move on Dohna, Sincère was busy behind him trying for
Dippoldiswalde (with Finck’s blind obedience to his master’s instructions
making this job easier), which Ziethen learned from an enemy deserter.

He had immediately informed the king, who merely forwarded the
intelligence, with an addendum to Finck to expect some fighting from all of
these moves. That was putting it mildly. This turned out to be the last



message to Finck which the latter actually received (due to the interception
of couriers by the Pandours).

As far as his camp at Maxen, Finck was astride a plateau surrounded by
valleys and woods which could easily conceal an enemy attack force.
Maxen the village, happily, was well-placed; it was astride the two main
roads which led off into Daun’s “Promised Land,” Bohemia. Unfortunately,
Finck did not have enough men to really turn the Austrians out of their
camp. Part of the general’s purpose was to gather intelligence about the
movements of the enemy. For this purpose, Finck had been supplied with
more than sufficient cavalry to facilitate this important task. But the line-of-
retreat through Dippoldiswalde was fragile at best, although General Finck
was doing his best to keep his men as close together as he dared. Like the
rest of the Prussians until the Battle of Maxen, Finck was not sure whether
Marshal Daun intended to retreat into Bohemia—or to attack his position.

The Imperialists set out to help their Austrian allies. Prince Stolberg set out
on November 19 aiming for Burkhardswalde, bringing with him six
battalions, six grenadier companies, and a regiment of dragoons with some
ordnance (some 9,000 men all told). He was to provide the principal
Imperial participation in the forthcoming affair. The number of forces
collaborating in this culmination of the Campaign 1759 on the Allied side
in Saxony was impressive, but did include a disproportionally large number
of cavalry units: 42 full squadrons, and 25 battalions of fusiliers, another
five of grenadiers. The large cavalry command was assigned to General
Carl O’Donnell, while Sincère drew the honors of leading the infantry
command.

Considering the still horrible weather, the infantry might have actually had
the advantage. The foot soldiers could more readily traverse the rough
topographical features and tolerate the adverse weather conditions. Besides,
the cavalry arm had a high number of horses incapacitated, with very few
remounts available. General O’Donnell himself had applied for sick leave
to return home for the winter even before the Maxen episode. Zweibrücken
remained back in Dresden, and Serbelloni was chugging along with his
usual low degree of cooperation. The Allies would be the ones doing the
attacking, so the bitter cold was bound to affect them more adversely than



the defending bluecoats. The attackers scouted the area by moving up on
November 19 just after midnight, although the main body did not go
forward until about 0700 hours. Although the marshal continued to exercise
nominal command, General Buccow was the commander on the spot. The
initial body—the Szėchėny Hussars—clashed with a Prussian bread wagon
moving from Dippoldiswalde on to Reinhardtsgrimma, under the escort of
some of Ziethen’s fine hussars. The attacking men struggled through the
thick woods, their progress impeded still further by the now ever present
snow. And the force escorting the wagons were first-rate troopers; the
upshot was, the bluecoats managed to bring most of the convoy through to
its destination. Sincère was up by then, passing along the ranks to inspire
the men, and the overeager pursuers did indeed manage to follow up the
retreating entourage all the way to Reinhardtsgrimma. Prussian losses were
17 men and seven wagons.

The allied posts, following the skirmish, paused; with the left flank over by
Oberlaslich with the right on Malter. But the “eyes” were largely blind. In
spite of the enemy’s best efforts, Finck’s lines were largely obscure. The
entire strike force, some 32,000 men, was available to go when the mission
was ready. Major-General Carl Ludwig von Seckendorf held the post at
Malter, while Marshal Daun, whose heart never seemed to be in the mission
anyhow, after a short jaunt to the front, immediately returned to Dresden to
“secure the capital” (not to mention get dry and thaw out). As for Finck, he
tried to communicate his latest take on affairs, reiterating that the marshal
was preparing to march for Bohemia.

Really, this misplaced optimism was to be very short-lived, for during the
course of the bitterly cold night, disturbing word circulated in Maxen,
courtesy of one of the few spies the Prussians had managed to recruit, the
Allies would be attacking from three sides with the dawn. The intelligence
was at least suspected at the royal headquarters. Major-General
Schenckendorf, posted at Braunsdorf with pickets extending into the
Tharanter Wald, was alert. The general’s patrols picked up on a large force
of the enemy (six regiments of cavalry and seven of infantry) moving
towards Dippoldiswalde that very morning. The king must have been
stunned. This disturbing communication was supplemented by the sounds
of shot fired in anger emanating from the direction of Finck’s lines. That



was enough. Frederick at once ordered off General Hülsen to go help his
hard-pressed comrades.

But the king was still suffering from an acute case of overconfidence, and
quick to enunciate that Finck could only be opposed by the forces of
Brentano and Sincère, which, while a nuisance, could not actually endanger
either the safety of Finck’s men or the security of their mission. Finck’s
men did not sight Daun’s actual attack force because of the prevailing fog
until late on November 19 at Oberhäslich. The Prussians were unable to
form up to attack the enemy due to the impending darkness. There was little
likelihood of a bluecoat attack after that, for the Austrians, stiffened by the
wise counsel of the ever resolute Lacy, had no plans to withdraw. Lacy
promoted a scheme to strike at Finck’s lines when almost no one else
among the officer corps thought it would succeed or even that it was far too
ambitious. Eerily similar to the situation prevailing, in 1758, during the
whole Hochkirch debâcle.32

Really, though, the Austrians could only draw nearer to Finck’s position
solely by the road of Reinhardtsgrimma heading through Hausdorf.
Although Finck had to be aware of that singular fact, he failed to act. The
general could quite easily have set up blocking posts along the road,
including doing all he could to make the footing in the passages as
inhospitable as possible. General Platen was even then in position at
Reinhardtsgrimma, where he had three grenadier battalions and eight
squadrons of horse, along with one battalion from the Zastrow regiment. To
keep his post there potentially was very important, instead Finck ordered
him to fall back on Hausdorf. As it turned out, abandoning the position of
Reinhardtsgrimma was the decisive event on which turned the success or
failure of the Allied mission against the enemy ensconced in Maxen.

Instead, the Prussians pulled further and further back into the Maxen post
itself. Of course, there was more than the unusual caution of Finck at work
here. The topographical features of the ground forced the bluecoats into the
position, limitations and all. But the Prussians had to cover the entire
station, kinks and all. Total Prussian strength concentrated around the
region thereabouts to Maxen amounted to 13 battalions, some of them
weak, but a plentiful body of cavalry (32 full squadrons).33 At Ploschwitz,



General Wunsch was preparing to oppose the Imperials at Dohna. This
would have been a perfectly acceptable situation, except the Imperialists
were not at Dohna. This would help undo Finck at Maxen, as it turned out.

Meanwhile, about 0300 hours on November 20, O’Donnell had his men
ready to go, with the tents struck. The actual march commenced about 0700
hours, with the Szechenyi Hussars along with a body of Croats led the way,
while General Siskovics brought forward the second wave. And there was
the usual added complication that the attack was to be carried forth by three
entirely independent corps, with all the problems attendant upon such
matters. At Hochkirch, just a little more than a year before, and at Torgau,
in about a year hence, the aggressors encountered similar problems.

Daun himself appeared as the march up began at 0700 hours, and, just west
of the village of Reinhardtsgrimma, held a council-of-war. Conflicting,
troubling reports were received. Scouts reported the snowy terrain was
steep and subject to slipping by the attacking troops, while the Prussians
would be at an advantage as they merely had to wait upon the enemy. After
much wrangling, during which time allied patrols actually got out on the
pathways and cleared them up, about 1100 hours, the marshal himself led
off the men towards Finck’s post. With the advance of the enemy, General
Platen fell back from Hausdorf. Marshal Daun, espying Finck’s posture,
promptly ordered forward his big guns. Eight 12-pounders commenced
shelling the shocked bluecoats, joined quickly by other Austrian pieces.
Some of the attackers found several of the crucial summits, which should
have been held by Finck’s desperate men, actually unoccupied, including
even an unguarded pathway beyond Reinhardtsgrimma that led straight up
to the Maxen position.

As the Austrians surmounted the plateau, it was already noon. As for Finck,
instead of launching strikes as soon as the enemy appeared to drive them
back beyond the edge of the woods, he merely pulled his men closer in
upon the Maxen position. The Prussians operated under a fundamental
weakness: the post at Maxen was surrounded on all sides by woods and
valleys. So, even if it was hard to make out the Prussian posts, it was
equally difficult for the bluecoats to make out the Austrian preparations.



Finck shook his force facing Hausdorf and vicinity, namely Billerbeck and
Benckendorf’s men, in order to face the coming storm. As for the position
of his men as a whole, when the bluecoats tried to strike the tents, they were
frozen so hard to the ground with such firmness that the fabric and parts of
the tent skeleton stayed stuck to the ground. This served to reduce even
more the greatly downsized maneuvering room available for the bluecoats
on that cold November day.

Meanwhile, as Siskovics emerged from the tree lines, he dispatched a force
towards his right to seize one of the nearby heights. This was occurring
while Marshal Daun was ordering up his big artillery to start blasting away.

As for Finck, he had already called off two of the battalions over by
Hausdorf. As Austrian artillery started its deadly work, Finck pulled back
the rest of his men from over by Hausdorf. This crucial mistake
immediately gave the marshal some maneuvering room to form up his
numerous strike force. However, General Finck was able to utilize the
defensive posts that had been erected during the 1758 campaign to help him
out.

The Austrian attack as it finally developed was composed of five columns.
The right flank column had 14 squadrons, the left flank caravan boasted 11
squadrons, under the command of Stampatch; Siskovics led up the assault,
while Dombâle led nine battalions hard by the right flank, to the left was
another nine battalions under d’Aynse. The forces involved certainly
outnumbered the bluecoats, but the separateness of the branches really gave
the nominal advantage to General Finck and his men.

Nevertheless, events progressed on. The initial assault, about 1400 hours,
which was aimed against the main heights where Finck had set up shop,
carried them almost immediately, as only a single regiment covered the
position.34 Apparently Finck had deployed his main force behind the rises
within the village of Maxen itself. Finck had just 13 battalions and 32
squadrons from his total there, while Wunsch was keeping five battalions
and three squadrons over at Dohna—there to oppose the attackers. Most of
the Prussians, before the battle commenced, were actually under cover of
canvas, away from the bitter elements, while the allies had been exposed to
the bitter cold ever since the march-up. As for Finck, he spent most of the



early battle on the Scheeberg, peering through a telescope and trying his
best to make sense of the enveloping mess.

About 1330 hours, the main assault actually commenced. One of the
Prussian musketeers, one Dominicus from the Schenkendorf Regiment,
mentioned in his diary that the men were just getting ready to eat [at a time
of battle?] when General Rebentisch appeared in response to the attack,
shouting to the rank-and-file: “Up! Up! All Forward!”35 Despite the
extended preparation time, this attack appears to have taken General Finck
by surprise; even, apparently, that he was not expected to be attacked that
day.36

Meanwhile, the Austrian guns commenced belching fire, some of it passing
over the heads of the forward Prussian troops and landing amongst the
Prussian baggage train, blowing wagons apart and creating much confusion.
The civilian teamsters had little stomach for battle, and they commenced
scrambling around seeking shelter for themselves and their teams. Finck
was in the midst of all of this, trying to sort out his formations and keep
room open for them to redeploy. Meanwhile, the allied assault was
threatening to compress his lines that much more.

The bluecoats were equipped with a few big guns of their own, but not as
many. There were a couple of howitzers positioned in a redoubt by Maxen,
along with five 12-pounders sprinkled along the line and a battery of four 6-
pounders. The enemy certainly did not neglect their ordnance. Austrian
guns were advanced to the Heidi-Berg and a couple of nearby rises to the
northwest of Hausdorf, from where they again opened up. This artillery
barrage was particularly ferocious, and we have already observed the
confusion within the ranks of the bluecoats, especially as some of the
cannon were firing a flanking fire into the faltering Prussians. All of this
took place before the opposing sides could even close. The village of
Maxen was soon on fire, and the 12th Dragoons of Württemberg and
Gersdorf’s men were on the point of breaking until they were withdrawn
behind Maxen.

Major Tomiotti di Fabris, Conte di Cassano, who helped launch this whole
effort, now did his best to help win the day for the whitecoats.37 By then it



was about 1530 hours. Fabris was on the precipice of the ridge over the
hollow near Maxen. He did the only thing he could do to help his men
down the hill expeditiously. He fell down upon his bottom. Literally. And
proceeded to slide down the ice-covered slope to the hollow, followed by
the rest of the strike force. Once in the hollow, the men immediately began
to scale the opposite slope, where the bluecoats were deployed, often by
resorting to sticking bayonets in the ground, or pulling themselves up by
tree branches or whatever was handy for the purpose.

Meanwhile, Finck ordered Gersdorf to gallop to the attack. The 12th
Dragoons charged at the surging enemy, but there seemed no staying now.
Elsewhere, other Prussians, attacked by O’Donnell’s cavalry, broke and fell
back towards the Scheerberg. Johann O’Donnell, younger sibling to Carl
O’Donnell, led his Jung-Modena (13th) Dragoons forward, beating and
driving back the 8th Gersdorf Hussars. The latter body was captured and
“no prisoners were exchanged until peace was made.”38

The Prussian army of Finck was coming apart at the seams, even as its last
desperate efforts unfurled. Zastrow’s battalion, plus the miserable company
of the battalion of Grabow (among whom a large percentage of the men
happened to be Saxon) was still resisting. The bluecoats were being pressed
from the left directly into the vicinity of Grabow-Zastrow. The 12th
Dragoons were dealt a terrible blow when Münchow was fatally wounded
by the fire of the revitalized enemy.39 The fleeing remnants of Grabow and
Zastrow finally brought the 12th Dragoons to a halt.

In the midst of this whole mess, the Grenadier Battalion of Willemy, led off
by General Rebentisch, together with the Finck and Kleist battalions, could
make no headway and were rudely met by Colonel De Ligne, who attacked
in company with the nearby units against Rebentisch and his neighbor, the
Schenckendorf battalion, which was driven back. Further, the 11th
Dragoons of Jung-Platen, unable to get on track thanks to the effectiveness
of the Austrian bombardment, turned and rode for the rear with scarcely a
whimper.

Now Brentano sought to insert his men into the action. In this direction
were the last substantial bodies of forces available to General Finck. The



latter, nonplused through it all, immediately ordered up Gersdorf (with three
relatively fresh squadrons of cuirassiers), plus 12 more squadrons of
cuirassiers and four good squadrons of hussars, all led up by General
Bredow, Major-General Heinrich Rudolf Friedrich Wilhelm von Vasold,
and Major-General Christian Sigismund von Horn. The latter units
advanced towards Brentano’s men, who were also being struck by the
Prussian artillery. Behind this handy screen, Hülsen’s 21st Infantry, the 14th
of Lehwaldt, and Knobloch’s 29th Infantry began to advance against Daun’s
men. This Prussian cavalry charge by the 15 squadrons (between the
Scheerberg and the Lerchenhübel), added to the infantry accompaniment,
strode forward towards the approximately 6,305 men under Brentano’s
command.

At first glance, this last genuine Prussian effort of the day appeared to gain
appreciable ground, but Austrian artillery sited on the Sandberg then
promptly opened up on the advancing Prussians when within range. The
terrain also became less friendly just about that same time. The bluecoats
veered towards the right, initially flinging back the 31st Dragoons of St.
Ignon, and aimed directly at Brentano’s infantry. The latter were now
installed between Wittgenau and Trohlitz. The opposing horsemen battled it
out, the allies counting among their number our old friend Colonel Török,
who once again distinguished himself. The Prussian efforts disintegrated as
they passed into the narrows of the Spargrund as well as the Sürssengrund.
This was “helped” along by the efforts of some nearby Croats, who did all
they could to contribute to the enemy’s discomfiture. A decisive charge by
the 25th Cuirassiers ended this last Prussian effort; some 800 of the
bluecoats were taken prisoner as a result of these proceedings.

Meanwhile, General Wunsch, hearing that matters were not looking
favorable, started on Schmorsdorf, putting his men in motion about 1200
hours. Heading that way, the distressed commander was greeted by the rare
sight of fleeing Prussian cavalry. All the while, the artillery fire was
resonating from the ravine of Müglitz towards the East. Nevertheless,
Wunsch’s men took the Imperials of Prince Stolberg on, while the
aforementioned Croats (from the command of General Kleefeld) were fully
engaged against a Prussian post on the Goldberg. The base was carried with
not a little trouble, but Kleefeld lost no time in negotiating the Müglitz



Stream past Dohna, and in surmounting the thick woods on the western side
of Finck’s lines near Sürssen. When the Croats sacked Dohna, a couple of
the local clergy—Magister Gottlob Pezold and Diaconus Benjamin
Gottfried Wienart—were beaten and even in peril of their lives.

As for Stolberg’s guns, he did all that he could to bring his ordnance to bear
upon the enemy. Really, few of the Imperialists made any appreciable
movement other than the above. Wunsch unloaded a heavy blast of artillery
fire upon those same Croat formations, which flung them back precipitously
towards Sürssen. Following that, General Wunsch unleashed three full
battalions into a counterattack to try to reverse the flagging fortunes of the
bluecoats. This latest counterattack did manage a little forward progress,
but, bottom line, Kleefeld’s men had still accomplished what was probably
the single most important factor of the end of the battle: the Prussian line-
of-retreat was cut off.

While Stolberg was busy in his sphere, General Ried finally appeared ready
to deliver the knock-out blow. Marching three full battalions near the
Müglitz (centered at Liebstadt) of Croats leading towards Falkenhayn, the
men actually ended up at Biensdorf. Pálffy and his hussars, emerging on the
scene near Gahmig, descended on the faltering Prussian line. Between all of
these Imperialist efforts, a total of 426 Prussians were nabbed as prisoners.

The two armies paused as the light failed at the beginning of what would be
a bitterly cold night. Serbelloni sent some more reinforcements to reinforce
the Imperials just in case Finck & Company got any ideas about trying to
break through the strengthening Allied lines. It had been about a five hour
struggle, and even though the bluecoats were still in an organized mode
after a fashion at the close of the day, Finck’s command hard about Maxen
was just as good as finished. The Prussians had entirely lost control of the
rises near to Maxen, yet General Lindstedt still kept his command close-by
Schmorsdorf, while the rest of the bluecoat command—that part not dead,
wounded, prisoners, or deserted that is—huddled between Falkenhayn and
Spargrund.

Finck met with his generals that night at a farmhouse over by Falkenhayn,
trying to sort out what the next step would be. The total available men at



General Finck’s disposal by that stage was only about 5,071 men and three
cannon.

Finck was still thinking of fighting his way out of the whole mess, but few
of his subordinates concurred. Even General Rebentisch, who was a very
valiant gentleman, felt little could be gained from further brawling.
Wunsch, on the other hand, refused to give up. About 0300 hours on
November 22, he led off a full complement of 20 battalions of dragoons and
hussars heading eastward, hopefully towards escape. Unfortunately, the
men had to almost immediately dismount from their horses on a bitterly
cold night and try to slowly make their way over pathways and terrain that
had little to offer but treacherous footing.

At the end of his rope, Finck dispatched Rebentisch with a trumpeter to
announce him towards the enemy’s lines to open negotiations for surrender
of the Prussian corps. But it was a measure of the stinging cold night that
the trumpeter’s instrument had frozen by the time the little band reached the
Austrian lines to parley. Nevertheless, Daun, soon apprised of this
development, wasted no time. He sent Lacy to conduct the negotiations,
which were carried out at Ploischwitz. The proceedings were hastily
concluded, and, by no later than 1030 hours, Lacy could inform the marshal
that the surrender was a done deal.

These blows lasted some four hours and constituted the Battle of Maxen.
Finck’s chances from the very first were slim, and by the time the battle
actually began he was doomed to failure. Nevertheless, the bluecoats gave a
good account of themselves here. But their stubborn resistance could not
turn the tide. The behavior of the allies, as the victors, was not notable, but
the defiant Prussians faced the long, nearly hopeless odds with valiant try.
What they did is proof positive of their training and pride as soldiers of
Prussia. However, History has often unfairly taken a dim view of Finck and
his troops, and of the salient fact he surrendered when defeat was inevitable
rather than let his men be slaughtered.40 The battle had started near 1100
hours, and, by 1500 hours, after fierce fighting, Daun had broken through
the Maxen perimeter, driving out the bluecoats as he entered it with loud
shouting.



There had been one last glimmer of hope. Earlier, as Wunsch still held
Dohna, he decided to move the whole of his remaining forces to join Finck,
and then push across the Rothwasser where, on the opposite bank, there
were roads to maneuver upon. Finck still, at that point, was gamely resolved
to either break through the enemy ring or else die in the attempt. Thus
decided, he assembled his generals on Falkenhayn-Bloschwitz hill range
and gave them their marching orders. Soon word arrived that the
Imperialists, under pressure, were stiffening and recovering from their
earlier repulse, and were beginning to gather in force at the critical points
across the Rothwasser. As this news reached him, Finck was quick to
realize that his whole situation was growing worse by the hour. Then, and
only then, did he ultimately decide that at the very least Wunsch should be
able to cut his way through the enemy net. This turn of events sent Wunsch
on his journey, although he likely realized the futility all along of trying to
get out the discouraged soldiers over the passes, now barricaded by the
enemy in strong force.

A careful examination revealed there were now (including the troops
actually ready) within the remaining Prussian lines approximately 2,836
men; fewer supplies, and ammunition for both the artillery and the muskets
were critically low. The rest of the army had been killed, wounded,
captured, and/or deserted. As the morning of November 21 arrived, Daun’s
artillery opened a cannonade of Finck’s weakened formations. Finck,
meanwhile, awaited Rebentisch’s mission. The terms?41 Unconditional was
the reply! This meant the disposition of the defeated troops would be at the
victor’s mercy. The Prussian troops were to become P.O.W.’s, and only
Finck, by virtue of his rank, would be permitted to keep his personal
baggage and belongings. Daun also insisted that Wunsch surrender.42 The
latter returned, and laid down his arms along with the others.43

But the whitecoats could not celebrate. On that same evening, Austrian
outposts in front of Dippoldiswalde were under attack by some of the
“Green” Kleist’s hussars. The Austrian units on the spot, the Botta-Botta
and Colloredo regiments, put up a resistance but the intruders were actually
part of the relief effort under General Hülsen dispatched by the king. With
the enemy being encountered in strength, Hülsen, who had actually joined
forces with Kleist in the confines of the Tharanter-Wald, proceeded to



encamp between Sadisdorf and Reichstadt, with some 8,800 men. Not
because he lacked the will, but the combination of the harsh weather
conditions and the prevailing darkness made the further progress of the
rescue force difficult. Hülsen was also in receipt of a note from Finck,
composed much earlier in the day, that stated succinctly that Maxen was in
the hands of the Allies but that, at least, Finck’s men were yet holding to a
post at Dohna. That was encouraging. General Hülsen, however, quickly
received clarification from some locals that Finck and his men were by now
P.O.W.’s. Hülsen at once forwarded this disturbing intelligence to the king,
with the qualifier that he did not entirely believe that Finck had surrendered.
For the moment, he kept up minimal patrols and awaited word from the
king.

Meanwhile, the enemy, over by Maxen, could not get under shelter as the
tents could simply not be set up in the frozen earth and the men were
consequently exposed to the unforgiving elements. Sincère was forced to
pull back the majority of the Austrian troops over on to Reinhardtsgrimma,
and kept only two battalions at a time—which would be rotated daily—to
watch over the camp at Maxen. There was nothing to fear; Hülsen had
already issued marching orders to pull back from his exposed (in more
ways than one) forward position, once it was clear that Finck had indeed
surrendered. He was helped to this step by a disturbing development.
Overnight on November 21–22, three of the Prussians with Hülsen had
literally frozen to death and the prevailing conditions were plainly
inhospitable and worsening. Hülsen ordered the infantry to seek shelter in
the buildings of Colmnitz while the cavalry quartered at Bobritzsch.

Meantime, the king paced at his headquarters and often pored over his map,
trying to make heads or tails of the whole situation. When the Prussian
royal headquarters heard of the disaster, Frederick’s mood can be guessed
at. The first inklings had come earlier from riders sent by General Braun,
over by Mohorn at the limit of the Tharanter-Wald. Here his men were
deployed to keep open the line-of-communication with General Hülsen.
The enemy were not exactly inactive either.

November 23, General Buccow probed towards Kesselsdorf, trying to
ascertain the extent of the Prussian posts thereabouts. Brentano was doing



basically the same task over by Dippoldiswalde. This was in an area where
General Hülsen took some alarm, but, in spite of presumed threats from the
Austrians, nothing really came out of this. The end of November found the
bluecoats still forced to stay in field dress in tents and huts. Yet it was a
measure of the man that the king still half-expected Daun to retire into
Bohemia in spite of everything.

Meanwhile, the combatants began to thin out. After keeping in the field for
longer than they probably should have, the very shaky Imperial army finally
departed for winter quarters on December 2. Zweibrücken accompanied the
force back towards Bohemia and winter hibernation.

Daun also had to acknowledge the onset of winter, in this case an
exceptionally bitter one.

This, then, was the story of the entire Maxen army under Finck on
November 21, 1759, one of the most disastrous reverses that Frederick
would ever suffer.44 The Prussian loss will probably never be known; the
best available estimates are, of troops, about 12,000; of officers, 537; eight
generals (including Finck and Wolfersdorfe, Wunsch, and Mosel); plus a
sizeable body of deserters. So the loss was upwards of 13,000 men in this
one stroke. One source states that 12,496 noncommissioned officers and
men were led into captivity, along with 745 wounded.45 Most of the
unfortunates (native Prussians, that is) never laid eyes on their homeland
again, as the Austrians almost immediately afterwards refused to exchange
any more prisoners with the Prussians.46 The village of Maxen lost many
buildings from the fires, including a nursery, 13 cottages, and the local
school. Also lost in this action were some 70 guns, Finck’s entire
complement. This as well was a sore loss, although at this point “any”
reduction in power was a blow to the still wobbly Prussian army.

In retrospect, Maxen should have been a clear lesson for Frederick the
futility in trying to deploy an isolated detachment from an already beaten
army under a subordinate to engage a superior enemy force. He should have
realized the sheer folly of such an attempt. Meanwhile, the ripple effects
from the battle were felt both far and wide. Following the long war and a
final exchange back to Prussia, the king called for a court of inquiry, to



convene on April 7, 1763, regarding the disposition of Generals Finck,
Gersdorf, and Rebentisch and, specifically, their behavior at Maxen. All
three were “guilty,” which would seem to have been a foregone conclusion.
Finck received one year, Gersdorf two and Rebentisch one year of fortress
arrest.47 Moreover, even the rank-and-file soldiers from the disaster could
never restore their reputation in Frederick’s eyes.48 Finck died in 1766
while in the Danish service.49

Frederick must have believed that Daun feared him so much he would
retire, it might be added, into the waiting arms of Finck’s men. Even were
this true enough, the king must have known that it was he himself and not
an unfortunate like Finck that the Austrian marshal feared. The latter
behaved predictably. What made Frederick squander over half of his
remaining troops on what was a doomed mission from the inception?
Whatever the reason the rest of the world heard the news of what had
transpired and thought the Prussian leader and his magnificent legions were
crumbling away. Even the king himself, after the double blows of
Kunersdorf and Maxen, might have been inclined to agree.

After the debâcle at Maxen, the rest of the campaign was anticlimactic.
Daun himself, the morning after the capitulation, which needless to say had
restored his lost reputation, ordered Beck, holding a force nearby, to attack
the Prussian post at Meissen. The place was under the direction of General
Dierecke (our old acquaintance Colonel Dierecke from Zittau). Daun hoped
to be able to top off the recent victories with a capture of the post of
Meissen.

Beck had moved on Stolpen on November 18. That day, he halted at a post
between Erkmannsdorf and Rossendorf. Then, responding to directions
from Buccow, Beck pressed then on to Pirna and Trachenberge, where his
men got into camp about 2300 hours on November 21. The maneuver must
have been difficult, considering the adverse weather conditions. Two days
after, Beck sent scouts towards the Prussian post at Meissen. The Austrians
gradually crowded over against a line between Grossenhayn leaning upon
the Elbe. Beck pulled up short at Radebeul, while Frederick responded to
the threat by ordering forward to Meissen two battalions of Anhalt-Dessau,
along with three full squadrons of the Möhring Hussars (3rd Regiment). A



couple of minor skirmishes occurred over by Gross-Döbritz and Radeburg,
but nothing of real consequence took place until December 1, when a
makeshift bridge the bluecoats had fashioned out of planks and straw,
which had been placed across the frozen Elbe, became unusable because of
a sudden thaw in the temperatures. Up until recently, Prussian retention of
Meissen, and actually of the Elbe, had meant they could continue to bring
supplies by water to supply their needs. Once the river froze over, this was
no longer an option. Nevertheless, the loss of the makeshift bridge was very
serious, for the town bridge of Meissen had long since been rendered
useless.

The upshot was, Dierecke & Company was effectively left stranded on the
East bank of the Elbe, and the marshal recognized the opportunity. In order
to ensure the success of this latest endeavor, Daun sent out Major-General
Pellegrini to stiffen Beck with additional men in the form of two grenadier
battalions, four fusilier battalions, and 500 carabineers.50 Marshal Daun,
gripped now by the absolute reverse of caution (a rarity for him), ordered
Beck to strike at Dierecke at once. Austrian patrols pushed forward,
gradually forcing back Prussian outposts.

About 0200 hours on December 2, the whitecoats, having just spent a good
part of the overnight moving into attack position, rolled forward between
Weinhölba and Niederau. But Dierecke had been alerted by the nocturnal
activities of the foe, and had promptly abandoned any posts near the
villages for ones closer upon Meissen itself, near Zeschwitz.51

Ultimately, Dierecke put his men in a position running from Sörnewitz,
Zaschendorf, over to the Fürstenberg to Zscheila and Bohnitzsch. But the
Prussian had only about 5,000 men, including about 1,000 cavalry52; far too
few to cover such an extended line. Beck, with some 8,000 men,53 sent
forward some hussars which seized Zscheila and threatened the Prussian
hold on Vorbrücke. Pellegrini’s men, nothing daunted, laid hold of
Proschwitz and the Bocksberg.

This accomplished, the Austrians set up a small battery of two howitzers
and two 6-pounders. Dierecke, desperate now to affect an escape to avoid
repeating the debâcle at Maxen, was left with no choice but to try to transfer



his force across the Elbe, which was then flowing rapidly and filled with ice
floes. The enemy were in unknown strength, and any hope of a rescue force
was on the opposite bank of the Elbe. As quickly as possible, Dierecke
ordered the collection of any kind of raft, or flat-bottomed boat that would
float, to be assembled at Cöllin. The Prussians, once this was accomplished,
commenced ferrying across the Elbe to the Ziegelweise.

As soon as Beck was apprised of the Prussian move, he ordered his guns to
open up on the boats as they negotiated the Elbe. Tielke said some 400 men
were drowned in the icy waters of the Elbe,54 because “most of the ferry
boats were sunk by Austrian fire.” But the Prussians claim little
effectiveness from this shelling. In any case, the whitecoats had to abruptly
cease this shelling when Dierecke brought six of the big Prussian guns to
bear upon them, from the Zaschendorfer Heights, as well as from the
Martinsberg and the Knaben Plateau over by Gasern.

Nevertheless, the bluecoats had been able to bring only part of Dierecke’s
command to safety before the window closed on rescue. With the morning,
Dierecke remained on the “wrong” bank of the river, with three full
battalions, including Anhalt-Bernburg, stranded with him. With the dawn,
Dierecke fell back upon Cöllin and the Ratsweinberg to face the fresh
Austrian efforts. The whitecoats pressed Dierecke from Niederfähre by no
later than 0745 hours, but he continued a brief resistance. Colonel Riese
with nearly 1,000 Warasdiner Croats attacked the Prussian position, and
provided a screen behind which Pellegrini moved forward to “help” the
bluecoats on into captivity. The capper, though, was really provided by
Colonel Zedtwitz, whose men spilled over into the terrain hard about
Cöllin, and promptly drove straight into the village, while the Prussians
reformed in the hills nearby and launched a determined, dogged resistance
of more than two hours’ duration. Zedtwitz could make no further progress
until he sent a squad to outflank Dierecke’s men and were able to fire into
their backs from overhead. By 1000 hours, resistance was at an end. Some
1,500 Prussians were captured, along with nine guns. Austrian losses were
72 men killed and 115 wounded.

Hearing that Dierecke had surrendered, Daun pushed out from quarters,
realizing that he could possibly have Saxony to winter in instead of



Bohemia. He emerged from the Plauen-Chasm against Frederick. In
numbers, he definitely had the edge: 73,000 or more men against a bare
34,000 or so of the Prussian king. On the other hand, the bluecoats had
faced tougher and longer odds before and Frederick would not go away
without a drubbing from Daun.

For example, the king told Major Peter Christian von Kleist, who was to
command at Torgau, to prepare for the enemy to appear; he took the Prince
Ferdinand (5th) Infantry Regiment from Meissen and headed for Torgau.
Soon there was suspicious activity over by Riesa, where the Austrians
looked like they might be trying to construct a bridge. A block force was
sent to Riesa, but the extent of the Austrian attempts to move across the
Elbe there were blocked by some timely Prussian heavy artillery fire. Lt.-
Col. von Dingelstedt, moving through the country over by Blumberg and
Kossdorf, ran into General Beck’s advanced guard (December 7). The
bluecoats had no intention of staying put to fight it out; instead Dingelstedt
withdrew down the Elbe slowly away from Beck, while nervously keeping
an eye on a late season enemy attempt upon Berlin. Beck moved upon
Torgau, where he paused before the place. The Prussians had no intention of
abandoning the town, and Frederick responded by ordering General
Czettritz with two full regiments of cuirassiers, along with the Kleist (1st
Hussar) Regiment and battalions from Anhalt-Bernberg and Wied, to move
to cover Torgau from this latest enemy effort. Beck demurred, and with the
weather once more reverting to much cooler temperatures, decided against
attacking. Beck fell back towards Dresden without further ado, while
Czettritz took up a new post over by Kossdorf.

But, the Austrian move upon Torgau was just one of the tricks Daun still
had up his sleeve even as calendar year 1759 threatened to end. For a while,
it looked like Marshal Daun would indeed be able to take Freiberg (where
Frederick hitched into on December 6), and began to make preparations for
what looked like another offensive. The Prussian monarch, of course, had
yet to take up winter quarters, so his men were as ready as they could be
when the whitecoats approached the Mülde on December 9. Major-General
von Linden was at Chemnitz, while Wilsdruf was also noted by the
presence of significant Prussian formations. All of this while Frederick,
back to his old self, continued to believe the marshal would soon be on his



way to Bohemia, as his supply arrangements, which were clearly not
adequate, would not be sufficient to sustain his men in Saxony over the
winter interlude. Meanwhile, Prince Henry was again riled up against his
royal sibling and busy penning acid-laced remarks to Ferdinand about the
king, caustic ones like Frederick “would be the ruin of his country” yet.

And, while Henry and Ferdinand were in close communication, Frederick,
not to feel left out, was involved in writing to Ferdinand he needed help as
well; in more concrete form: soldiers. December 4, Frederick wrote to
Ferdinand. The latter’s reply came before his new plea for help. The
Hereditary Prince Karl of Braunschwig-Wolfenbüttel was to be sent with
some 8,000 men to help the main royal army—on December 10.55

Finally, Luzinsky reported the enemy had moved on Langensalza
(November 5). Lt.-Col. Farkas of the Baranyáy Hussars promptly attacked
and drove the enemy back upon Marburg. Luzinsky marched on, and,
seizing the initiative, gutted a magazine at Wanfield. Afterwards, he moved
on Zeitz. The approach of the Hereditary Prince compelled Luzinsky to
hitch back upon Saalfeld, where he picked up some reinforcements. Thus
given a new lease, the general marched his Austrian force upon Jena;
where, many years after, in 1806, the old Prussian Army that had long
suffered under a hangover from the glory days of Frederick the Great, was
finally smashed down and forced to rebuild from the ashes of the ruin.

With the arrival of the Hereditary Prince, Frederick ordered him to go help
General Linden. The latter packed up, meanwhile, and headed for
Marienberg. The king went to Freiberg, with the expectation of attacking
the enemy installed on the Weisseritz. His scouts went to look at the
enemy’s lines (December 29), but, at length, pronounced an attack to be
impossible.56 Instead, the Prussian army finally went into winter quarters.57

As for Daun, the marshal did not have the guts to try anything. That Daun
was unwilling to play his hand just when it appeared he was holding four
aces shows clearly that nothing had changed. He was still the cautious man
he had always been.

For their part, as the campaign 1759 had clearly demonstrated, the Russians
were unwilling to budge an inch with a substantial force until the Austrians



agreed to keep them supplied and detached a considerable force to
cooperate with them. This sequel suggests that a lack of full cooperation
between the two major “allies” undoubtedly helped keep the Prussian cause
alive.

The remainder of the war really demonstrates Frederick’s effectiveness as a
military commander of the first rank. Yet, at the same time, it demonstrates
all too clearly his frequent reckless use of authority. Very often the monarch
did not use his head when confronted with a bad situation. For the
whitecoats, much the opposite was true. Daun’s cautiousness had again
gotten the better of him, as this campaign 1759 wound down. That he
probably analyzed the situation a bit too much. In short, following the
victory at Meissen, he withdrew into the Plauen-Chasm again; this time for
winter quarters, although Frederick and his army kept the field. At the end
of the campaign year, Daun, who had beaten the enemy at Maxen, and at
Meissen, Dresden, not to mention out stepping Prussian detachments all
year, was no closer to wrestling Saxony from the bluecoats than ever.

As the new year, 1760, opened, Frederick was attempting to draw out
MacGuire from his snow-covered works. At last he admitted defeat, and by
the end of January he had moved his men into temporary huts taking up his
own winter headquarters at Freiberg. The Prussians in the east now idle, the
detachment from Ferdinand returned on February 15 to rejoin him on the
Western Front, where we are about to examine military operations for the
year. First, though, we turn to the Swedes.

At the Northern Front, the king had dispatched Manteuffel to head back for
Pomerania to reinforce the Prussians thereabouts. General Fersen, with the
enemy beginning to gather again, was left little choice but to fall back from
the islands he held. October 1, he retired back upon Pasewalk to join forces
with Lantinghausen and his men thereabouts. This left a small garrison at
Wollin and thereabouts; the Skaraborgs Infantry, Västmanlands Infantry,
one battalion of Jänköpings Infantry to anchor the line.58 Manteuffel,
instead of confronting the enemy head-on, planned instead to start
maneuvering around to upset the Swedes if at all possible. The garrison of
Stettin, meanwhile, with little otherwise to keep them occupied, tried a
sortie in front of Pasewalk.59



This effort was entirely unsuccessful, but Lantinghausen, by then, was in
desperate straits, short of fodder and insufficient supplies of provisions, was
already thinking of retreat. The Swedes had enjoyed little success since
Wollin.60 Almost simultaneously, they sent a detachment aiming for
Prenzlau (September 26), shaking up affairs, and one more time the
distressed residents found themselves being relieved of lots of money.
While this was occurring, the troops from Stettin were slowly forced to a
position behind the Locknitz.61

Manteuffel’s men, meanwhile, had continued to advance. Major
Knobelsdorf took one battalion of the Hordt Free Battalion, along with 100
hard-riding hussars, who turned up on October 21 near Demmin and
surprised the Swedish force established at that place. Although Knobelsdorf
ended up retiring on Malchin, this Prussian effort demonstrated plainly to
Lantinghausen how vulnerable his position was. The latter withdrew his
army on Anklam, closely pursued by the magnificent Belling Hussars. In
early November, with winter approaching fast and the very typical Swedish
difficulties with provisions and supply lines, Lantinghausen pulled back to
the Peene River on November 6. The only Swedish forces remaining
beyond the river had been withdrawn before the end of the month. The
army was huddled up near Greifswald. There they were as the campaign
1759 wound down at the Northern Front

At the Western Front, Ferdinand had not been enjoying unbridled success;
but the enemy in front of him had been stiffened with new blood. The
quality of the French leaders, at the same time, had also improved.
Contades and Broglie were a far cry from the incompetent
Soubise/Clermont duo.62 Contades being in charge across the Weser in the
Rhine area, Broglie, having started from Frankfurt, had moved to take
Hesse-Kassel, and was probing for Hanover. The latter Ferdinand was
determined to defend. But he had a hard choice.

If Broglie marched further and he maneuvered towards him, that would be
tantamount to sacrificing Lippstädt, along with the line of supply and
communication. Instead of committing himself then, Ferdinand stayed put
on the Weser. Broglie had some 35,000 men in Frankfurt, and Ferdinand
was resolved to take it back. Ordering a concentration at Fulda of the



various formations at his disposal, except those in Münster, Ferdinand made
ready to do battle. Soon his strength had built up to 30,000, including those
men who had been with Prince Henry. The French, fired up by a new
scheme from Contades to try to end the war in the West by the end of
1759,63 meanwhile, had moved to Bergen. This was a small village directly
on the road to Frankfurt, through which Ferdinand would have to pass.64

The country thereabouts was bisected by hills, ravines, and gullies. About
daybreak, April 13, 1759, Ferdinand shook his army into motion, throwing
out scouts to probe in the direction of Bergen. From about 1000 hours, the
artillery was in play, Ysenburg leading the van.65 He struck at the French
position, in steady, deliberate assault. Resistance was determined, and
utilizing their own artillery and the difficulties of the terrain, the French
broke up the first attack wave. Repeated assaults were made until the
attackers had shot away their ammunition, all to no avail. In one of these
charges, Ysenburg was killed. The fighting entered a temporary lull, and
another allied effort was broken up by some of Broglie’s advancing
reserves. Seeing no reward for the bloodletting, Ferdinand broke away and
retired to Windecken, but not until 0200 hours the following morning did he
deign fit to make off. He strode to Münster, and the French did not
pursue.66 Still, the outcome of Bergen must have really encouraged
Contades, at least for a time, that the goal of finally winning the war in the
West was within reach.

Ferdinand lost 2,500 men killed/wounded in this battle, along with five
guns. Broglie lost about 1,900 casualties. France made itself proud of the
victory, and praise for Broglie was high there. Meanwhile, after his
withdrawal from Bergen, Ferdinand lost Minden, observing the inexorable
advance of the enemy. Shortly, Osnabrück fell to the advancing French, the
main allied magazine. About the end of July, the allies were shuffled about
in the vicinity of Minden; below it, Contades and 30,000 men were
deployed. Broglie with an additional 20,000 was at the Weser, other French
forces were near Münster or wrestling for Lippstädt. Ferdinand did have
some successes during this period; his reconnaissance parties took Bremen
and retook Osnabrück, although soon after he lost Münster to the enemy.



Ferdinand was quick to try to get Contades rooted out by striking at his line
of supply; he detached forces to probe in the direction of the French at
Gohfeld, where the supply wagons rendezvoused. The Prince of Brunswick
was in charge of this detachment, which had weakened the main allied
army. Ferdinand’s left leaned upon the little village of Todtenhausen under
the command of General Wangenheim; the left of this post was flanked by
the Weser, but the right appeared to be exposed. This seemed to Contades to
be an opportunity to strike and outflank the allies. In fact, however, the
position was merely to decoy the enemy. Evening of July 31, Contades had
a force on the march to strike the foe, some 50,000 men, towards Minden.
Broglie crossed his men by the town bridge there at Minden, following
which he spread out his command facing Todtenhausen. The allied posts ran
from Stemmern, past Hartum, within his post, Ferdinand had just 36,000
men (although this did not include Brunswick’s 10,000). Contades planned
to move his army in eight columns to attack, but if the troops moved too
slowly, then Ferdinand might have a good chance of dealing with the
threat.67 Interestingly, both Frederick and Prince Henry thought Ferdinand
had “lost his head” when he moved towards battle at Minden.68 That is,
until he won his decisive victory.69

The French right leaned on Bastau, the cavalry being assigned to the center
rather than on either flank. Contades planned to go forward about 0500
hours next morning. Broglie was to get the ball going, rolling up the enemy
opposite. The latter marched his men through the night, and the following
morning at the appointed time he was standing at the prearranged site.
Inexplicably, he did not then attack, content with shelling the French posts
before him. The previous night, Ferdinand had been scouting, so by the
time that Broglie opened his bombardment the allies were already
underway.

The English cavalry was anchored on Hartum, under the command of Lord
George Sackville. Just about 0800 hours, August 1, the battle began when
the allied hussars attacked the French at the Hahlen position. This first
effort was in vain, a second also miscarried, but the hussars finally took the
position in the third stroke. A force of six British regiments had been
assigned to anchor the allied center, and these units had moved forward
prior even to the final attack on Hahlen. The men were shelled by



Contades’ guns, some 66 pieces, the French horse coming on. Some 75
French squadrons participated, a first effort was beaten off, and the British
advance continued. A desperate struggle now ensued, and after an hour the
French horse was put to flight. Broglie amused himself with Wangenheim,
who was worried about the gap between him and Ferdinand. The French
right struck, but the Prussian hussars broke it up. The French withdrew
momentarily. Enemy attention was diverted to the six aforementioned
British regiments.

The French now went in against the British foot. The regiments were the
following: Infantry 12th, 20th, 23rd, 25th, 37th, and 51st. The assailants
were here likewise driven back, and then came the moment when the
British cavalry should have been launched to complete the French repulse.
The qualifier is here used because Sackville held back the horse, which
consisted of 1st and 3rd British Blue Dragoons, the Scotts Greys, and the
10th Dragoons.70 However, in spite of Sackville’s inane behavior, the
French had been beaten by 1000 hours; Contades was allowed to retire from
whence he came. While he was thus occupied, Broglie, who had been
scarcely in the action, was ordered to cover the retreat. He at once retired
into Minden.

What could have been a brilliant victory, with Sackville’s cooperation, was
just a good one. Capping the allied success was the storming of Gohfeld by
Brunswick, which compromised the entire front of the French. As soon as
Contades heard of Brunswick’s victory, he decided to withdraw under cover
from the area under cover of darkness. He headed for Wesel, while Broglie
made at best pace for Frankfurt. The French loss in the Battle of Minden
came to approximately 7,086 men, with considerable guns lost (115) and
camp equipment, the allies lost 2,822; of this sum, the British foot lost
1,330 out of a total strength of 4,434.71

For his shameful conduct, Sackville was tried by a court-martial and
stripped of his command. The battle ended the campaign of 1759 on the
Western Front. Again the French had had the worst of it. There had to be a
scapegoat for the French disaster. Contades was it. On September 27, the
unfortunate man, one of the best French generals of the war without a
doubt, was forced out; sacrificed on the altar of defeat and bitter acrimony



on the part of much of the French army.72 Ferdinand, for his part, pursued
the enemy as far as the Rhine, and there paused in order to send 12,000 men
to aid the main Prussian army after Kunersdorf. The Swedes had failed to
strike for Berlin, which greatly relieved the Prussian king. The latter had
put his army into winter quarters near Wilsdruf (where Prince Henry was in
nominal command); his headquarters at Freiberg, opposite Daun, also in
winter quarters. Ferdinand made one last operation. Following the
detachment of 12,000 men, he moved to retake Münster from the French.73

General Imhof was given direction of the undertaking, Ferdinand taking up
close by to deter any French relief efforts. By November 21, he had
wrestled it away, and Brunswick was at Fulda by then with the recalled
12,000 men.

At Fulda itself, Broglie had placed a force of 12,000 men under Charles of
Württemberg, supplementing him with an additional 1,000 French cavalry.
November 30, about 0900 hours, word was received there that Brunswick
had driven in some nearby post and was aiming for the town bridge.
Charles put a small cannon on that bridge although a single Prussian hussar
nabbed it. The gun crew and the unsteady defense force ran away, leaving
the way wide open. The allies followed, netting some 1,200 of the enemy
and two guns in the deal. This ended the campaign there, Ferdinand taking
up winter post.

It had been a long year for Frederick and his tiny nation, and a costly one.
During the course of the campaign 1759, he had lost some 60,000 men in
battle and marches, besides those suffering in the bitter cold of the winter
1759/1760. Nevertheless, during that winter, Frederick tried again to secure
peace terms from the French. The latter had suffered serious reverses in
North America, India, and the various other spheres, not to mention the
setbacks they had just endured in Germany. The action at Minden was more
than a counter to that at Bergen and France might just be ready for peace.
Of course, Frederick kept these negotiations from the British.





PART VI. 1760: THE FIFTH CAMPAIGN



Chapter Thirty-Eight

Austrian Successes in Silesia; Frederick Ruminates There

Ultimately these efforts at peace proved futile. Frederick was finding it
harder than ever to keep both his army and his war chest filled. He had
managed, by strenuous efforts, to prevent Daun and his accomplices from
reconquering most of Saxony, in spite of Maxen and Meissen. Yet, overall,
there had been little change in his prospects. Moreover, with the number
and skill of his opponents ever increasing, the Prussian king had no desire
to continue the war. The coming campaign of 1760—could it be otherwise?

The allies were quite capable of vanquishing the vaunted Prussian legions
under their great leader, but Frederick remained the master wizard who
could raise armies and monies seemingly out of thin air time and again.1
Nevertheless, the quality of these troops gradually declined. The reason for
much of the monarch’s success during the previous four years was
attributed directly to the veteran formations that were available to the
Prussian king and to the extensive maneuvering they were capable of.2 But
the continuing high casualty rate and attrition through capture and sickness
had really shredded the once magnificent Prussian legions. The
hemorrhaging amongst the officer corps was just as serious. For instance,
forty generals had been lost through death alone by early 1760 since the
beginning of the long war.3 The effect could not be positive. As a result,
“neither in strength nor in discipline … were the later armies [of the Seven
Years’ War] suited for the sweeping offensives” that the bluecoats had
earlier embarked upon.4

It was also becoming painfully obvious, especially after the defeats of 1759,
Prussia’s cause could only worsen so long as the war continued.5 While the
British basked in one triumph after another,6 1759 had not been kind to



their one major Continental ally. Enormous losses in men and money
remained a daunting challenge. Such bloodletting could not continue on this
scale, nor be unnecessarily prolonged.

If economics were proving difficult for the bluecoats, though, they were just
as serious for the allies. Austria’s finances, never a strong suit, would reflect
a deficit spending by 1760.7 This was a situation mirrored by the French,
who were in similar straits. In 1760, French King Louis XV “sent his silver
to the mint [to be used to finance the war], and urged his courtiers to do the
same.”8 Kaunitz was also facing up to new realities with regards to the
Russians. By 1760, the latter held East Prussia almost as their own.

It looked more and more like they wanted to keep it at the peace.9 We could
add the Austrians did not look with any favor on Russian acquisition of any
part of Central Europe. Even the Hofkriegsrath and the Austrian high
command had to acknowledge their Eastern allies already as good as
“owned” East Prussia. The Russians would be unlikely to gain any further
territorial conquests as a result of the continuation of the war, so further
military efforts would undoubtedly be limited. This was a heavy financial
drain that could only worsen as long as the war continued.

It was no different elsewhere. The French, suffering serious reverses in
North America and in India, were confronting a war growing daily more
expensive. Any enthusiasm of the French was fast waning. The other allies
were not in much better shape. The Swedes just could not get going. This
had been just as true in 1760 as in 1757. Overall, the fragile, divergent
interests of the allies continued to be a lingering problem, and the greatest
weakness lay perhaps in Czarina Elizabeth’s frail health since this
individual served to keep the whole ensemble going.

At the same time, there were some positive factors. Helping matters along
was the fact that the bluecoats did not undertake any of the “small war”
operations in early 1760 like there had been in both 1758 and 1759. This
useful interlude instead was utilized by the Marshal & Company in looking
over how the coming campaign of 1760 needed to be conducted. Quite
naturally, General Lacy (who was about to be promoted to full general) was
willing to contribute his ideas. He believed that the Austrian army should



keep on a passive defense, at least until the Russians could draw near
enough to make a difference in the proceedings.

Meanwhile, the Northern Front actually produced the first events of
Campaign 1760.10 General Manteuffel, on January 20, dashed across the
Peene searching for the Swedes.11 A small Swedish force, led by General
Kallin, consisting of the Upland Infantry Östgöta and the Westgöta Cavalry,
opposed this effort.12 A short fight forced the startled Swedes to reel back
on Drietrichshagen; their losses were 20 men killed and 100 taken
prisoner.13 At Zussow, where the enemy was in proximity, the bluecoats
took a brief pause.

Manteuffel occupied the village, while the Swedes drove their forces
through the defile of Wrangelsburg. The Prussian general could muster not
quite 5,000 men, and he hastily withdrew from the exposed position without
detection. The next morning, January 24, when the Swedes pushed in to the
attack, they found the Prussian lines deserted. The bluecoats drew back
upon Anklam, and proceeded to effect repairs on an old bridge hard-by the
place. The Swedes were moving as well. General Langtinghausen was
careful to approach the bridge14 with a good cadre of troops from the
Skaraborgs, Ionkopings, Södermanland, and the Westerbottens Regiments,
along with some light troops, all under the direct command of General
Horn. The Swedes wanted to strike against their vigorous enemy. Rumor
mill had the bluecoats present thereabouts in a strength of two full
companies. During the night of January 27–28, the Swedes suddenly
descended upon the town, where General Manteuffel was present.

When the intelligence was received the Swedes were at hand, the general
rushed to the town square with some force to defend his post. The enemy,
on this occasion, was just too much. After a short fight, Manteuffel was
wounded by three bayonet thrusts and taken prisoner,15 along with some
187 men and four officers, besides 13 killed.16 Skaraborgs led the way,
penetrating towards the heart of Anklam and seizing some nearby Prussian
artillery. But the objectives of the Swedes were limited and they
unaccountably failed to press their considerable advantage.17 Hesitating
proved costly. The intruders were not permitted to keep their ill-gotten
gains. Major-General Jung Stutterheim, alerted to the unfolding of events,



came riding forward on his horse to rally the bluecoats. In short order, the
Swedes were driven from the field, smarting from the sudden reversal of
fortune and all.18 Manteuffel was carried back to the Swedish lines, and was
not exchanged until the peace.19 There ensued a lull of sorts in the north,
after this “first blood.”

There were also developments over in the Austrian sphere. Lacy was the
head of the Austrian General Staff, and, as such, his influence upon the
operations of the army were bound to be telling.20 Lacy was a wise,
calculating individual, but he was tempered by circumstances; conditions
that had not fundamentally changed since the outbreak of the war. The
Austrians once again demonstrated the fundamental weakness of their
system-of-command. In this style, many people, with divergent views and
often secret agendas, had a say in what the army as a whole might be doing.
In contrast, in the Prussian system, there was no final authority but one: the
king. Moreover, the Prussian monarch led his armies personally, unlike
heads of state like Maria Theresa and Louis XV and, certainly, Czarina
Elizabeth of Russia.21 It would appear this latter kind of structure was
greatly superior to the many-faceted head of the Austrian High Command.
For, in contrast to the mild-tempered, laid-back Lacy, the ambitious
Austrian Chancellor Kaunitz had one burning desire in the last years of the
war: to bring the main Prussian army under its king finally to boot. Kaunitz
had no other expectation of a successful conclusion to the long struggle
than the above. Moreover, the idea of keeping to a rather placid defense for
what promised to be a large part of the campaign of 1760, in view of the
slow moving nature of the Russians, was not appealing to many on the
Austrian side. This leaves aside the likely necessity of doing so.

Now to the disadvantages. For one thing, surrendering the initiative to the
very aggressive Frederick could allow him a free hand to pursue offensive
designs he had without interference. For another, the image of the Austrians
would be greatly tarnished in the eyes of their allies and all of Europe if
they tamely conceded their ambition to the great Prussian king. Laudon was
a very outspoken critic of the “new” Austrian strategy as postulated by
Lacy for the coming campaign.22 Laudon (himself soon to be made a full
general) contented that overly resorting to defensive-minded strategies in
the campaign just concluded had undoubtedly cost the allies some of their



lost opportunities then. And, finally, Laudon could consider Count Kaunitz
among his advocates for an offensive war.

Meanwhile, the winter of 1759–1760 kept the Prussian army in distress.
The king maintained his army largely in small villages, keeping his men in
as warm quarters as he could while he waited upon the coming spring. He
did not realize, while his men were huddled into the small buildings and
hovels they called home until the new campaign, just how divided his web
of enemies actually were. Complicating matters even more was a severe
offseason. It was a drastic winter, one of the worst of the entire eighteenth
century. At Leipzig “ten sentinels froze to death at their posts.”23 Moreover,
secret agendas and narrow interests among the different nations drove the
war. Overall, the king could take some comfort from the fact that the allied
throng was by no means a united bunch.

His own corps of commanders were far from secure. Prince Henry, for
instance, worn out by the struggles of the previous few campaigns, was off
on extended sick leave in Wittenberg, just like the winter before, from what
was considered a “kind of flying gout.”24 Whether or not the king and his
brother got along amicably, the singular fact remained that Prince Henry
was among the very few capable, if outspoken, army commanders.
Frederick was still suffering from the loss of so many fine general officers.
The whole army was at least nominally united, if no other reason than the
overpowering presence of the king.

The divisions within the Austrian command, on the other hand, ran deep.25

Tensions that were part and parcel of the whole make-up of the Imperial
Austrian army. Rivalries that promoted political agendas guaranteeing that
each military move undertaken by the host would produce vituperate debate
and censure. And could, of course, hint at “gridlock.” For Laudon &
Company also actively opposed Lacy’s idea of inviting the Russians to
camps in Silesia, with potential problems for the distressed province. These
advocates for a spring offensive wanted to rely more upon their own
prowess and less upon their allies from the East. It made sense, under the
circumstances. Very quickly, and with surprisingly little fanfare, the
Austrian High Command shelved any idea of a compliant defense and,
instead of doing this, went over wholeheartedly to the idea of a good strong



offense. Trying to win the war before Campaign 1760 concluded. Another
compelling reason loomed. There just could not be many more campaigns
such as they were.26 Interestingly, Lacy proposed a joint Austro-Russian
move in the direction of Prussia’s capital, and, before the end of the present
campaign, he would be permitted to indulge in that very enterprise.

It is also worth noting that none of the major antagonists in this conflict,
with the notable exception of Russia (for reasons entirely its own), wished
to see the fighting continue on. Continuing problems between and among
the major military powers of Western Europe would not be detrimental to
Russian interests. Having said that, none of the combatants, including
Frederick’s Prussia, were willing to make any significant concessions in
order to gain peace in 1760. Even Henry was urging on Frederick to grant
some territorial concessions in order to secure a peace in 1760.27 There may
have been some covert negotiations going on in secret, but no serious open
ones in early 1760.

The Prussian king, for one, thought at least a gesture of goodwill would be
an open invitation for a general peace Congress among the rival warring
powers.28 The upshot was, nothing came out of negotiation in 1760 as far as
actual substance, and the different warring parties ultimately prepared for
yet another wearisome campaign.

The remnants of the last campaign lingered on as well. Marshal Daun, and
the entire Austrian High Command for that matter, had had their fill of their
Russian “partner,” and would henceforth be less than willing to undertake
much on their behalf.29 The operational plan left no doubt of Austrian
intentions, even so, there would have to be an immediate campaign waged
in Silesia to win back fully that province while the king was kept occupied
in Saxony.30 Laudon would be able to operate in Silesia all right,31 working
as closely as possible with the Russians.32 The latter, for their part, were
well pleased that Laudon was to command in Silesia this time around.33

Marshal Daun would operate in Saxony and try to keep the great Frederick
in check with the resources at his disposal. As for Lacy, he jumped on
board, resigning as the chief of staff to take up a field command again for
what might be the last campaign of the war.34



There was mute testimony to the weakness of Prussia at this stage of the
war that for the first time the allies commenced military operations directly
in enemy country. When the campaign was shaping up, Frederick informed
Prince Henry that he was to have charge of the forces on the Eastern side,35

from Landshut along the Bober and the Oder up to the Baltic Sea. For this
task, he had all of 40,000 men. At the south, Fouquet held sway. The latter’s
influence extended from Neisse jutting into enemy territory. His
headquarters was at Landshut; the position there was strong, but seriously
undermanned—only 13,000 men for garrison. Fouquet’s second-in-
command was Goltz, with 5,500 men charged to defend the line between
Jägerndorf and Troppau, with headquarters at Neustadt-Drossen. This
composite body of fewer than 19,000 was opposed actively by some 32,000
Austrians behind the frontier. Their threat was very real.

Prince Henry’s major concern must be the Russians, a people whom the
king himself no longer had the intestinal fortitude to confront. He instead
consigned himself and his army the task of defending Saxony from the
much tamer Daun. Although he never owned up to it, this was without
question the reason that Frederick had sent Henry.36 Prince Henry, as the
old adage goes, “sure had his work cut out for him.” The forces opposing
him were formidable: Laudon had some 50,000 men scattered near the
border with Silesia, while Soltikov, once more in overall command of the
greencoats, had a full 60,000 men with him. Henry was content to leave
Generals Forcade and Johann Jung-Stutterheim with 15,000 troops to hold
the Swedes at the north as well as guard against frontier incursions into
Prussian Pomerania. The prince moved to occupy Landsberg, instead of
Cüstrin, although the king thought the latter was the better choice of
bases.37 But General Count Gottlob Friedrich Tottleben with a large force
of Russians had been sent into Pomerania/Mecklenburg to plunder them.
Forcade, in the month of June, marched to drive out the invader. He was
successful; July 5, he sent Henry the news.

Before the intruders had been driven off, the roving Cossacks had caused
much trouble. A group from “Major Settelben’s corps” (fifty riders led by
the Russian Captain Howartreck) descended on Schwedt (February 21), and
captured Eugene of Württemberg (who had been wounded at Kunersdorf
and was recuperating at home) then made off. Eugene, however, was



extricated from his situation, and the enemy were themselves in trouble in
short order. Duke of Brunswick-Bevern, learning of this development, sent
off a force to go retrieve the Duke and the Princess of Württemberg. When
the bluecoats overhauled the Cossacks near Damm, they attacked and drove
them away, after freeing the captives of the Russians. Not to say that the
intruders cooperated. Captain Howatreck had three horses shot dead under
him in this action. This gives us an idea of how hard the Russians fought
before giving way.38 At about the same time, there had been an unfortunate
development in Saxony.

Frederick’s army was still in winter-quarters on the upper side of the Elbe,
with only a single post at Kossdorf (near Torgau) below under Lt.-Gen.
Ernst Heinrich Freiherr von Czettritz. This was a precariously placed post,
and isolated, so Daun decided to take advantage of the situation.39 He sent
off General Beck with a force of some 3,200 men in mid–February on a
task. Beck was to take on the forces of General Czettritz, who maintained a
cordon of some 1,600 men from Kossdorf to Blumberg.40 Beck, harking
back to the campaign of 1759 with little fanfare, attacked and rode down
two full squadrons of the vaunted Bayreuth Dragoons on the misty morning
of February 21, 1760. The farthest Prussian guard force was thus attacked
suddenly and overrun by the Austrians, who nabbed seven officers and 200
men, along with two guns. Resistance stiffened as the main outpost opened
up a brisk fire and Czettritz ordered his men to retire. Soon he had been
knocked of his horse and “was made prisoner.”41 The bluecoats replied with
reinforcements and drove Beck away. This incident would hardly be worth
mentioning except that a copy of the secret Instructions—which Czettritz
had brought into the field with him in clear violation of orders—fell into the
hands of the enemy, in a haversack. The captured document was at once
forwarded to Daun. The Prussian secrets were thereby finally revealed to
the foe. Frederick was understandably concerned. He feared that the
enemy’s plan would be unduly influenced by the capture of these directions.
In retrospect, this did occur, although only to a limited degree. Meanwhile,
there was little of the usual preliminary maneuvers to recount.42

In Silesia, around the same time, Goltz had a second post at Leobschütz,
under the command of Major-General Grant.43 About March 13, Laudon
ordered a concentration of his forces to invade Silesia. Having been



informed by Laudon that the winter truce was about to expire, Goltz at once
ordered Grant to march with his men towards Steinau, in the direction of
Neisse, to oppose enemy posts near Leobschütz and Neustadt.
Simultaneously, he himself prepared to march to support Grant’s enterprise.
A difficulty with gathering the baggage train delayed his departure until
1700 hours on March 15. At the lead was Manteuffel’s 17th Infantry. The
unit marched out the northward end of Neustadt, in company with a force of
dragoons, some 2,000 men all told. The Prussians were surely ready for the
business at hand.

Laudon had a force of about 5,000 cavalry. He was supposed to be joined
by five battalions of infantry under General Draskovitch (some 1,900
grenadiers and 2,000 Croatians), marching into the outskirts of the place,
but the infantry accompaniment was held up by the necessity of repairing
some bridges in the rear. This reduced the value of the attack. The
outnumbered Prussians thus refused a proffered surrender, and, later, on
approaching the village of Buchelsdorf, the bluecoats perceived an
additional enemy body in their path, under the command of General
Jacquemin (part of Prince Löwenstein’s force) directly across the road
leading to Neisse. Again parley was refused, and the Prussians formed
square while Laudon charged from the front with his full strength. The
Prussian vanguard, consisting of about 100 men under Captain Blumenthal,
was from the command of Manteuffel. The main body, under Captain
Chamibaud, was fully alert and ready for the enemy.

The first attack was met by a withering fire, which stopped the enemy cold
before they reached the square. General Jacquemin charged the bluecoats at
the vanguard without so much as blinking. A second, and then a third,
charge were likewise repelled,44 and Laudon withdrew from the action.
Goltz resumed his trek, the Austrians falling back before him from one
position after another. Finally, just short of Steinau, in the confines of a
ravine there between that place and Siebenhufen, Laudon made another
stand.45 The larger portion of the bluecoats nevertheless did traverse the
obstacle, although near the end of the line one of the wagons broke down
and the rest following it —five baggage wagons and 13 provision wagons—
had to be left behind.46 Laudon had suffered considerably more losses than
he had inflicted in this endeavor. Roughly 800 casualties (of whom about



500 were wounded, the rest were killed), while Goltz suffered about 35
dead, 79 wounded, and 43 captured.47 So the whole adventure can be
judged to be wholly unsuccessful for the Austrians, especially in view of
the number of casualties.

Goltz was able to reach his destination with no further interference, but
Laudon was by no means shaken by his reverse. It is significant that the
king mentioned this engagement, but reported that the Prussians on this
occasion “sustained no loss … and entered the fortress of Neisse
triumphant.”48 To use the word “triumphant” might be overstating matters,
just a tad. Frederick, this aside, was singularly impressed with the 17th
Infantry. Six of the Pour-le-merite medals were distributed in the unit for
the event, and the monarch held up the conduct of the contingent as
befitting the fine Prussian tradition, and not “according to infamous modern
examples.”49

Laudon, stunned by a new appreciation for the enemy, suddenly began to
question whether he had sufficient strength to oppose to the bluecoats over
in Silesia. He took measures to try to secure additional reinforcements.
Laudon inquired of Marshal Daun about some reinforcements, but Daun
was less than willing to part with any of his forces.50 He made a reply to
that effect, and seemed almost pleased to be able to do so. Of course, there
was much to this situation beyond the moment. One more thing was certain:
There would always be an undercurrent of uneasiness between Daun and
Laudon, exacerbated by political maneuverings from Vienna.

Against this backdrop, the campaign finally opened. April 25, Frederick
marched his army from Freiberg into the field, leaving Wilsdruf and
vicinity. He had only some 40,000 men with him, opposed by Daun, who
had 100,000 men accompanying him over and above the forces with
Laudon, although the latter operated as an independent command. Yet even
Laudon still answered to Daun, technically his superior. Frederick moved
his army to Schlettau, where he put up an encampment. His right leaned
upon the town. Fortress of Katzenhäuser, with the left astride the Elbe near
Meissen.



At Schlettau was a fortress like Katzenhäuser, although not nearly as strong.
The king was quick to deploy his right where the most pressure from Daun
was expected. The line that the army now held was some 12 miles in extent
and could be secured by the force with Frederick with little difficulty.
Prince Henry was to guard both Silesia and the southern portion of
Brandenburg from the Russians and Laudon—the latter was also confronted
by Fouquet. A relatively secure front. But this left the 50-mile stretch east
of Meissen towards Brandenburg entirely denuded of troops, as the king
could spare none to guard it. Daun, meanwhile, had emerged from winter
headquarters (about June 1) and formed his army into two distinct bodies:
one in Dresden itself, the other just across the Elbe near Boxdorf. At the
latter, Lacy with 30,000 men were deployed. Austrian cavalry (of the
Rudnicki Uhlans) forced back the Prussians ensconced near Kossdorf.
However, the commotion produced thereby alerted a bluecoat cavalry post
at Nichtewitz, a force of some 150 riders which galloped up to
counterattack the enemy. This initial effort was beaten back, but Ziethen’s
Hussars rode up to the attack. A bitter fight finally forced the Prussians to
recoil towards Torgau, leaving some 130 prisoners in the hands of the
Austrians (June 2). There was a brief pause at that point, so we can examine
the other forces.

The Russians had been slow to get underway. The caution of Soltikov,
which in late 1759 had probably helped save the Prussian monarchy, now
assisted the irascible king once again. The Russian commander did not wish
to confront Frederick anew if he could possibly help it. There was no plan
to make an advance into the main theater of war at all, according to the
scheme Soltikov wanted to employ.51 The commander had no offensive
plan at all, except to try to lay hold of Colberg. Capturing that fortress
would be a key to keeping the Russians in decent winter quarters and thus
allow them to start the campaign of 1761, assuming there was one, for the
first time in the vicinity of the major campaigning.52 Any joint operations
conducted with the Austrians would be very much of secondary
consideration, under Soltikov’s outline for the coming campaign.

But the Russian High Command, and, to her credit, especially Czarina
Elizabeth, along with an allied Congress called to conduct joint allied
operations, rejected Soltikov’s formulate; the latter on March 30, 1760.53



This assured their allies the Russians would indeed be a factor in this
campaign. At least in theory. The disposition of Russian intentions seemed
to bear this out. The arrangement that took place in lieu of Soltikov’s plan
was an advance by several columns aiming for the area between Crossen
and Glogau, with the view of trying, in the spirit of cooperating with the
Austrians, of working out yet more accomplishments in this long war.

Meanwhile, to try to persuade the Russians to take yet more active
participation in the campaign ahead, Daun sent one of his slick-talking
commanders, outspoken Irishman Lt.-Gen. Thomas Plunkett, with specific
instructions to go see the Russian commanders and try to persuade them to
make a more concerted effort on behalf of the common cause. Daun’s
“vision,” on this point, was rather more in the nature of the tunnel type. The
Austrian apparently presumed that his pick of liaisons, Lt. General Plunkett,
would have no trouble in trying to secure confidants among the Irish
officers within the Russian ranks simply because they were Irish.54 This
although Laudon himself wanted nothing to do with him and his mission.55

Likely this was, at least in part, because Laudon did not hold out much hope
for its success. Plunkett selected as his comrade in arms especially the
Russian general Georg Browne, who also was Irish and happened to be
from the same family as Field Marshal Maximilian von Browne from
earlier in the war. But, in spite of everything to his favor, Plunkett never
seems to have ingratiated himself with many in the Russian camp.

Military operations had by then commenced. About the last of May, Laudon
suddenly appeared in force in Silesia, which had been his plan following the
earlier rebuke from Goltz.56 From a post near Rothkosteletz, the Austrians
materialized at the passes near Jägerndorf and Neisse (May 29), not near
Fouquet at Landshut, leaving Fouquet time and real estate in which to react.
Laudon, throwing caution to the wind, moved on Frankenstein, pressing
Oraskovitch to intrude upon Weidenau, while the irascible Wolfersdorff was
ensconced at Prausnitz. Meanwhile, Fouquet reacted at once (June 2–3),
marching over the Schweidnitz-Reichenbach road aiming east, reckoning
that the enemy was heading for either Schweidnitz or Breslau. His scouts
could detect no such maneuver, however, so he weighed what to do next.
Austrian horsemen conducted some raiding expeditions as far as Breslau.
Fouquet pulled back on Würben, where he assumed he might be more



secure. Next day, June 4, Laudon, who had swerved his marching troops
towards the left after entering Silesia (and thus Landshut and Glatz) instead
of right and Breslau/Schweidnitz, suddenly swept into Fouquet’s rear,
shocking the Prussian. Laudon took up at Nimptsch and rolled forward
upon Reichenbach.

That commander immediately sent a detachment—some 600 men under the
command of Lt.-Gen. Gaisrück—which seized Landshut against negligible
opposition (as Fouquet was otherwise engaged, having left only a skeleton
guard force) then he promptly pushed on to put up blocks about Glatz
fortress itself about June 7. Fouquet heard of the surprise enemy moves a
couple of days after, which news caused him to recoil upon Romenau, so he
could be closer to Breslau. Fouquet shortly received instructions from
Frederick (sent on June 11) to return and while keeping Glatz secure to
retake Landshut instantly, which appeared even more important. The king
inquired with a scolding tone and a clear command “the Devil thank you for
leaving my hills [about Landshut]; regain me my hills.”57 Fouquet had his
new instructions by June 16, and decided to obey them to the letter and do
nothing more. He unbuckled General Ziethen with seven full battalions to
hold to a post hard-by Fürtstenstein. About this same time, Fouquet sent for
his heavy artillery, which was camped out near Schweidnitz, to come join
up with the corps. He must have known that the task to which the distant
king was assigning him was just far too ambitious for his paltry resources.58

He so indicated in a speech he made to his subordinates that very evening:
“It appears that we must retake Landshut then. Laudon, on the instant, will
then come against us there with the mass of his troops. We must then, like
good Prussians, make a stand for as long as possible, think of no surrender
on the field, if indeed beaten then we must defend ourselves til the last man
of us falls. In case we are forced to retreat, I will be among the last to leave
the field, and if I survive the day, I will lay down my sword, and, on my
word, never pick it up again.”59 Therein lies the surprising statement of a
man which in most every respect foreshadowed the battle he was about to
fight. The Prussians arrived in the area, around dawn on June 17, hard-by
Förste. Fouquet was unsure of the enemy’s strength, although scouts
reported an Austrian force of at least five regiments strong near-by at
Friedland.



Chapter Thirty-Nine

Battle at Landshut and Events Up to the Siege of Dresden1

And so it went. Denied any additional clarification, Fouquet did as
instructed, attacked and defeated the little Austrian force of General
Gaisrück there and reoccupied Landshut (June 17). Gaisrück fell back upon
Reich-Hennersdorf to recover. He then set to work immediately to prepare
the works there to better face Laudon. He knew the latter would be there
soon enough. The Austrian commander prepared, and moved to the
offensive as soon as word was circulated that the bluecoats had returned.
Laudon acted at once. Leaving a small force before Glatz, under Lt-General
Ferdinand Freiherr von Unruhe, the Austrian commander pressed off from
Pischkowitz (June 18), and within a mere day and a half had developed the
presence of Prussians in strength in and about Landshut. Laudon’s men
defeated and drove off the Prussian detachments, inflicting heavy losses.
Austrian casualties amounted to ten men killed and 20 wounded.2

General Beck, moving up from Friedberg to Schmeidenberg, was in close
support. He moved rather dexterously by Braunau, and Tannhausen forward
upon Schwarzwaldau. General Malachovsky was encountered on the rises
hard-by Schwarzwaldau with a force of bluecoats, including some 300
hussars (June 17–18). Nothing daunted, on the morning of June 18, Fouquet
sent word to the king that, as long as a man of his command lived, his
orders to hold Landshut would be obeyed. He was never allowed to keep
his promise here, however.

Frederick, in the meanwhile, had sent orders (June 22) for Fouquet to keep
a firm hold on Glatz and to occupy Landshut if the enemy were not in close
proximity in great strength. What had led to Frederick’s sudden change of
heart in his instructions? In the back of the king’s mind had to be the



debâcle at Maxen, largely orchestrated by the same kind of dogmatic royal
instructions. The preceding example inspired Frederick to better state what
the Prussian command felt with regard to Landshut, a far more moderate
viewpoint under the circumstances. Before this modified set of instructions
could reach Landshut, though, it was already too late.

The Prussian position in and about Landshut indeed was a fairly secure one,
so long as sufficient numbers of troops were available to man the works.3
There were, to the East of Landshut, bluecoat posts that lined the
Doktorberg and its nearby neighboring rises, with another group of heights
almost directly south of Landshut, the Kirchberg, the Galgenberg,
Blasdorferberg, and the neighboring swells, Prussian posts dotted all over
them.4 The 33rd Infantry, 10th Infantry, Grenadier Battalion Wobersnow,
backed up by the 8th Dragoons, and the Free Battalion Mellin (on the
eastern rises), under Baron Karl Gustav Freiherr von Rosen, commandant
of the 33rd Infantry,5 along with Free Battalion Below, the 46th Infantry, the
42nd Infantry, the 37th Infantry, Grenadier Battalions of Sobeck and
Koschenbar on the southern rises. This grouping, along with the 8th
Hussars, a roving command ready to go where needed, constituted
Fouquet’s army corps in and about Landshut. The posts that were manned
by these troops were very formidable, with separate mile-long lines of walls
and palisades that anchored the posts hard about Landshut.6

Laudon was busy making his way back from the area of Glatz. Moving on
Schwarswaldau (June 17), the commander pressed forward without
hesitation on Friedland, and rendezvoused with the Austrian command
already there. This accomplished, the whitecoats in the vicinity paused.
General Wolfersdorff held fast at Nimchefskyberg; General Jahnus grimly
resolved, from his position at Reich-Hennersdorf, to hold on; and
Nauendorf, nothing daunted, stayed put with his command at Förste.

Laudon was resolved to strike and roll over Fouquet’s position, after an
initial period of indecision, before the latter could be given any aid from
other Prussian forces. To affect this storm, Laudon charged off two bodies
of infantry, led by Lt.-Col. Johann Luzzeni and Major-General Nazzelli, to
strike at the east and northeast sides of the eastern rises beyond Landshut,
specifically the Doktorberg.7 While these forces were so engaged,



additional detachments, under Major-General Carl Freiherr von
Ellrichshausen, followed by General Campitelli, and finally by General
Müffling, were to roll forward from the East directly against the
Mummelberg and the Buchberg. In addition to all the infantry units, Laudon
detailed units of cavalry, led by Lt.-Gen. Franz Podstadzky, that were to
await the developments of the battle, ready to exploit any advantages
gained to the full. There were other, auxiliary forces, led by St. Ignon &
Company, designed to strike at the Southern heights designed specifically to
divert Fouquet’s attention away from the main blows from the northeast and
the east.

Helping the whitecoats out, the charge was to be launched under cover of
darkness and with the cover of a period of heavy rain just preceding
matters. This would be capped off by thick woods which predominated the
surrounding area and extended nearly up to the Prussian posts. Just before
0200 hours on the morning of June 23, the attackers stepped off, led off by
Major-General Nazzelli’s men, a mantle eagerly taken up by men who had
formerly been part of the Prussian system and were resolved to make their
former “friends” pay.8 These fired-up men quickly attacked and drove away
the Prussian defenders on the Doktorberg.9 Four howitzers opened fire as a
prearranged signal to attack, the Austrians creeping across to fall upon both
flanks of Fouquet’s force and others towards the center. Fouquet’s men
would resist stubbornly, but the lack of numbers really hurt the bluecoats.
Fouquet had only 9,542 infantry in 15 battalions,10 and 1,985 cavalry in 15
squadrons, for a total of 11,537 men all told, with 69 guns.11

While the bluecoats reeled back, Colonel Kinsky led some 300 carabineers
and assailed the men of the Mellin Free Battalion, deployed just to the west
of the rise. That body of men was well-nigh decimated. Although the
Prussians on that side continued to resist for a time, with the Doktorberg
stormed, this effectively cleared the way for what turned out to be the main
effort of the day, directed against the bases on the Mummelberg and the
Buchberg. The follow-up blow quickly turned the enemy away from the
rises they held, but only reluctantly.12

Meanwhile, Luzzeni was working his way forward, doing his part, courtesy
of the rest of Laudon’s right flank, by battering the bluecoats as much as



possible. Right in the fray, the vanguard of General Nauendorf’s cavalry,
led up by Major Joseph Graffenstein, rode forward triumphantly, leading up
the Nádasti Hussars. Ellrichshausen’s foot soldiers advanced eagerly
forward, no doubt letting out some of the pent-up frustration for the long
struggles and long nights with the Prussians. This whole effort was entirely
successful, and Campitelli’s men, coming up behind the whole time, helped
finish off any vestiges of the Prussian front,13 releasing the attacking forces
to go after the defenders left in the town of Landshut.

As for Fouquet, he was determined to defend his line on the knolls as well
as Landshut, thereby keeping open a line-of-communication and retreat. His
men at first repelled their numerically superior opponents, battling them to
a draw, but at length the weight of numbers had clearly impacted this effort.
As the dawn broke, the Austrians were pressing hard against the defenses of
Landshut itself. Here they finally summoned the strength to turn the
stubborn bluecoats out at the point of the bayonet after a terrific struggle.
As soon as Landshut fell, the remainder of the defenses became untenable.

The auxiliary thrusts by St. Ignon, and General Wolfersdorff had much less
success (especially in view of their vigilant opponent General
Schenckendorff), although with the overthrow of the main Prussian forces,
this hardly seemed to matter. The forces on the Blasdorferberg were struck
on the left wing by Lt.-Col. Amelunxen and on the right by Lt. Colonel
Dimic von Papilla; two forces which had worked to extinguish the
bluecoats, primarily the two grenadier battalions present on that side. The
Prussians turned back the first of the Austrian attacks. At length, after
repeated assaults, Lt. Colonel Papilla’s men struck hard by the position of
Reich-Hennersdorf, which, after combining with Amelunxen’s force,
pressed hard against Hahnberg. There they took the Koschenbar grenadiers
under attack, forcing the bluecoats to relinquish this position temporarily.
But the Prussians, as they retreated, were reinforced by additional infantry.
Thus emboldened, they counterattacked, regaining the lost ground for the
moment and forcing the Austrians to recoil upon Reich-Hennersdorf.

The enemy now surged into Fouquet’s rear and across his escape route at
the passes of the Bober itself. The latter commander reacted promptly. He
ordered that portion of his infantry that was still cohesive to form square



and begin withdrawing towards those passes, while the cavalry, under
Major-General Malachovsky, rode ahead to secure the passes and hold them
against all comers until Fouquet could extricate the main body. Then the
more mobile Prussian cavalry was to do its best to cut its way through the
progressing enemy cordon.

An orderly retreat was conducted, but the enemy inexorably were closing
in. Austrian gunners lugged 14 pieces of heavy artillery up to the Buchberg
about that time. Fouquet’s men, and most particularly the hastily raised Free
Battalion of General Below, fought off the inevitable with an admirable
stubbornness. They not only repulsed Laudon’s surging troops but shoved
them back at the point of the bayonet at times.

The fighting came to a temporary pause while the opponents prepared for
the last struggle for the Kirchberg and the Galgenberg—the two rises just to
the south of Landshut—where the bluecoats were just holding on. The new
artillery posts on the Buchberg were readied to open what promised to be a
fierce, and could be decisive, bombardment of the remaining Prussian lines.

About 0600 hours, the encounter resumed, as fiercely as ever. Colonel Botta
of the Austrian 29th Infantry was charged off to veer towards the enemy
right beyond Landshut, which movement was opposed firmly by the
command of the Free Battalion Lüderitz. The latter body put up a stubborn
fight, but the better-training of the Austrians had its effect, and, with the
momentum clearly swaying against the Prussians, Lüderitz was forced
back.

Meanwhile, as Botta’s men pressed onward, they were attacked by Below’s
men and compelled to halt in order to fight it out within Landshut. With this
effort temporarily stalled, the attention turned to another force of the
Austrian fusiliers, these under the command of L.-Colonel Olivier Wallis.
The latter body stormed the rises near Zieder, which diverted the Prussians
from the workings of Botta’s men and allowed him to finally uncork his
advance and resume the forward movement. This new event was the
catalyst to get the whitecoats going again in a big way. The 4th Infantry of
Deutschmeister now joined the crescendo, and the bigger Austrian force at
once put renewed pressure upon Fouquet’s corps. The latter commander,
responding to this revitalized Austrian advance, ordered the men of



Schenckendorff’s direction to retreat upon the Galgenberg, where the rest of
the bluecoats were congregating, for a proverbial last stand.

General Fouquet himself realized there was no way to restore the Prussian
position in and about Landshut. He was resolved, in that event, to cut his
way through the enclosing Austrian ring and make his tortured way to
Schmeideberg. The little cordon of men with the general waded across the
Bober, and migrated to Lepersdorf, where they paused to await the rest of
the Prussian forces. Austrian overtures for Prussian surrender had been
received twice,14 but Fouquet was determined to hang on.

The Austrians, meanwhile, had penetrated to the rises of Schreibersdorf,
which served essentially as an assembly point for the Austrian cavalry of
General Nauendorf to close in upon the ever more desperate Prussians. The
efforts of his force finally closed off the last route of escape. Major
Graffenstein, on approaching the Galgenberg, launched his men on to a
little knot of the enemy off in the distance. A short tussle resulted in the
capture of this whole group, and the intelligence was learned that General
Fouquet and what was left of the main body of his corps was just ahead.
Graffenstein rode with the Nádasti Hussars ahead to take up the last phase
of the battle, and joined up with Nauendorf’s horsemen.

Fouquet himself was in a square during this retreat formed by the 1st
Battalion, 37th Infantry.15 Gradually the bluecoats were able to cross the
Bober, but on the far bank they discerned the Austrian horsemen drawn out
in thick mass before them. The general’s men attacked and drove back the
enemy riders but their retreat exposed long white-uniformed rows of
infantry complete with artillery behind. Now the valiant Prussians at last
faltered and they were brought to a halt. Fouquet was resolved to hang in
there, amidst the fierce struggle that now ensued as the Austrians renewed
their attack.16

The vaunted Lichnowski Dragoons were repelled in two strokes delivered
now against the weakening defense line, but a third blow was successful in
slicing through the Prussian defenses. Fouquet himself was wounded,
having already been shot twice (he fell to the ground with his horse shot
dead under him by the heavy Austrian fire), and probably would have been



killed by the indignant Austrian troopers outright had not Colonel Carl
Voith von Salzburg of the Löwenstein Dragoons graciously rode up and
stopped the beating of Fouquet’s groom, Trautschke, who was shielding his
commander from the riled up horsemen. Voith took Fouquet prisoner; the
latter handed over his sword to his captor.17 True to his word, Fouquet
never took up the sword again. However, Fouquet’s men had fought
admirably and “with three sabre [sic] cuts … [Fouquet himself] had fought
like a hero.”18 Then, just for “good” measure, the Austrians attacked the
town of Landshut itself. But the bloody slaughter of the Prussians could not
be so easily checked. Even now, many of the Prussians distinguished
themselves. The 10th Infantry of Major-General Mosel defended itself
tenaciously; it marched into captivity “with just 328 men.”19

Schenckendorff’s men alone remained at the Galgenberg. He was unaware
for the moment that Fouquet had given up. The Austrians, freed thereby
from other distractions, now concentrated on Schenckendorff’s lone force.
The general himself was captured by the riled up Austrians before he could
do much. While this was taking place, the remaining fragments of bluecoat
troops forded the Bober and formed square on the opposite shore when they
apprized the unwelcome approach of an enemy body of cavalry. At
Reussendorf, the last of the Prussian forces encountered some 450
horsemen under a Major Semsey. While this action served to slow the
Prussians down, it was just long enough for the hard-riding horsemen of
Laudon to come barreling up to deliver the coup de grâce. The end was not
long delayed. The bluecoats, struck on nearly all sides simultaneously,
finally flung away their weapons to surrender. The Austrians proceeded to
start butchering the defenders, who had no way to defend themselves
against such things. These atrocities were not halted until many more men
were dead. In the midst of all of this bloodshed, the Battle of Landshut was
over by 0800 hours.

Meanwhile, Fouquet’s cavalry, although it did lose one-third of its strength
in the process, under conditions that were hardly ideal, managed to make
off. Some 500 riders, managed to break through the enclosing Austrian ring
and affect their escape, in company with perhaps 500 infantrymen who
somehow got away. The 8th Dragoons, on this occasion, lost 255 of its
number but still managed to cut its way through the enemy force to rejoin
Ziethen.20 The rest of the Prussian force, about 8,000 men, were either



killed or wounded. The number of killed and wounded alone exceeded
4,000. Some 27 officers were killed, along with 1,917 dead, and 8,299
P.O.W.s in Austrian hands.21 Austrian losses, according to a letter of
Laudon’s addressed to the High Command, amounted to 2,755 men and 99
officers.22 The whitecoats, to the everlasting disgust of the defeated men,
proceeded to sack the town of Landshut.

As soon as word was reached Frederick of the defeat (June 27) he knew
what had been done, and largely at his own urging. The troubled monarch
had been occupied himself. The big question of the moment was, “How to
draw Marshal Daun out in the open for a fight?” Suddenly, this new trouble.
The blow had to be telling. In fact, “Frederick stood as if paralyzed” when
he heard the latest intelligence from Silesia.23 And, one more time he must
have been comparing himself to a martyr, and complaining all the while to
anyone who would listen.24 He so often did. As for the conduct of Fouquet
and his men in battle at Landshut, the king drew far back into military
history. Frederick the Great said it may “best be compared to that of
Leonidas at the streights [sic] of Thermopylae.”25 What is more, the king
was incensed that the enemy had taken to ransacking Landshut.

The army was alerted to prepare for imminent departure, and, under cover
of the night of June 14–15, the king began crossing his army over the Elbe
between Zehren and Zabel. Only the foot-sore infantry could benefit from
the use of the bridge, while the cavalry largely waded. Our old acquaintance
General Lacy was near at hand, but remained idle at Moritzburg—barely
ten miles distant—as if oblivious to the proceedings, even though a
Prussian body under General Bülow remained vulnerable in the vicinity.
Before dawn the crossing was punctually affected, and during the daylight
hours of June 15, the Prussian king moved his army to Broschwitz where he
encamped. The region was notable. The road off Meissen, traversing that
region a short distance to the south from Broschwitz, branched off there to
the north and northeast, respectively, for Grossenhayn and Radeburg (the
latter just about four miles north of Moritzburg).

Lacy, meanwhile, had sent word to Marshal Daun (now entrenched with his
usual degree of fanaticism just about two miles south at Reichenberg) that
Frederick had stormed across the Elbe, keeping a nervous eye



simultaneously on further developments. Lacy had some 30,000 men
deployed between Moritzburg and Bernsdorf, nearly as strong by itself as
the whole of Frederick’s small army. However, for all of his capabilities,
Lacy lacked the drive and the vim to face his formidable opponent without
further aid, while Daun with his 30,000 more Austrians lay with his right
resting at the Reichenberg Height extending southward ending at the Roder
Water. The marshal consented to deploying his right wing over by Boxdorf,
so Lacy could prepare to move. The rest of Daun’s men reached camp soon
after, and the marshal ordered his men to fortify Boxdorf as soon as
possible. Meanwhile, with the enemy in the area becoming too numerous
and the course of events heating up, General Bülow moved on from
Schlettau to link up with the main Prussian force.

Frederick determined, June 17, to swing the next day against Lacy, hoping
to give him a thrashing, thereby forestalling the web of enemies closing in
about him. The monarch once again felt the urgency to seize the initiative.26

There was a further difficulty. He did not yet know how the enemy would
approach the new campaign.27

The allies had opened the new campaign with another “fresh” idea. Pooling
their resources and expertise, they had hit upon a converging action to be
implemented at the start of the campaign against Prussia, most especially
against Brandenburg. In theory, Laudon, Daun, and Soltikov were to
relentlessly press towards that objective, squeezing Frederick into an ever-
tightening vise, with their armies providing the jaws of the vise. Should the
Prussian king turn against one army, the others were to continue onwards,
aiming ultimately for Berlin. The idea was that Frederick would be
compelled to fight all three armies, probably somewhere in the vicinity of
his capital, and his defeat must then be inevitable. In theory.28

It sounded good and solid, but there were definite problems. All three
armies would be moving independently of the others, most of all, as was
usual, the distant Russians. We have already observed their armies were
generally slow, methodical, and uncooperative. There were other important
considerations. With little to gain, how energetic would Soltikov really be
this season? And since heavy detachments would have to be made to guard
the line-of-communication, this would weaken the main effort. There was



more. The drain on manpower resources would be prodigious for Soltikov’s
army in this respect, with a lifeline that spanned across the barren reaches
of Poland.29 Another important question was, “Would Daun be any bolder
than before?” This could figure prominently in the campaign to come.
Finally, there was the matter of their opponents, the Prussians. The latter
were led by past masters of warfare, Frederick and his most capable
brothers, most of all Prince Henry. True, all of these problems the allies had
confronted before, but it was apparent there would be no walkover. One
more thing was for sure, Prussian army units, even the new cadres, were
tough and not afraid of battle. The allies would have to put forth a supreme
effort if they wished to succeed. That, in the final analysis, was to be their
nemesis. They lacked the willpower and the stamina for sustained
cooperation between and among themselves. The whole enterprise was
doomed from the start. Largely from flaws within, not pressure from the
Prussians without.

Nonetheless, Frederick’s anxieties about the enclosing cordon of the enemy
were well founded. The Imperialists, to the number of 20,000 men, were
within three miles of Dresden by then; when they arrived, there would be
80,000 allied troops within effective range confronting the Prussian king
and his badly outnumbered force. During the night of June 17–18, the
bluecoats were alerted that they were to march at dawn, in three columns,
the next morning, heading to strike Lacy at Radeburg.30 The first column of
bluecoats rolled through Jessen and Nauendorf on to Barwalde, while the
second cluster made its way by Marschau and on to Ober-Ebersbach, and
the last by Laubach over towards Ober-Rodern. The moves had been so
cloaked that the enemy believed the king were heading to the Roder Water
to turn the Austrian position. Prussian reconnaissance probed for, and
discovered, Lacy’s camp beyond Bernsdorf, attacked an outpost of Saxon
irregulars, drove them back upon Bernsdorf, then later in the evening, to
their chagrin, discovered the main post of Lacy.

Next was a piece of brilliant deduction. The king planned to drive a wedge
between Daun and Lacy by outflanking the latter. This would compel
Marshal Daun to either give battle or else retire. With a bit of pluck and the
enemy’s cooperation by inactivity, the situation was yet salvageable for the
Prussians and their fiery leader.



Prior to the move, Frederick called his subordinates together in his tent, and
gave them appropriate instructions to each man of the part he was to play,
after which he adjourned the meeting. At about 0400 hours, June 19, the
army was on its way. The distance to Lacy’s lines was quickly covered, but
it was discovered that Lacy, alerted by the presence evidently of the
Prussian scouts, had taken alarm and had withdrawn southward upon Daun
during the interval between the reconnaissance and the actual march. The
camp was quite deserted. Daun recalled Lacy, to take position near
Reichenberg with the mission of guarding his flank from Frederick’s
designs. The latter wasting no time pressed forward scouting parties to pick
and probe at the main Austrian position near Reichenberg, Guichard
accompanied the king, who promptly rode out to investigate just how strong
the lines of enemy works really were.

But when Frederick looked over the very formidable ensemble of palisaded
defensive works, which the marshal with his vaunted defensive skills had
fully prepared, he was aghast. The king came to the sober conclusion that
an attack against such a post, and most especially with the small number of
men at his disposal now, was hopeless of success. What is more, knowing
the character of Daun, Frederick knew there was scant chance of an
Austrian move to the offensive. Stymied, the troubled monarch paused to
consider the next move.

It was at this impasse that news was received of what had happened with
Fouquet at Landshut. This very disturbing news caused the king to fall back
on Gross-Döbritz and Hohndorf. There was some concern that Daun might
attempt to attack the withdrawing force while it was partially strung out and
most vulnerable, but the fear proved groundless. The cautious marshal did
not stir, although each day during the retreat he would ride forward himself
to observe the Prussians and also send detachments to watch the roads to
Silesia, to which he feared the enemy might be heading, holding the army in
readiness to move out in case that did occur.

Frederick, for his part, ordered a siege train be readied and held in marching
posture at Magdeburg, in preparation for a siege of Dresden, towards which
he intended to move if he could get Daun rooted away. All of this while
simultaneously sending scouts to confirm new intelligence that Lacy had



once more been sent forth by the marshal to block the way into Silesia. The
report was false, so in late June, failing everything else, the king decided to
head for Silesia to confront Laudon. July 1, he dispatched the van in that
direction, then about 0300 hours on July 2, the army moved out as a body.
The new royal plan was a model of simplicity: he would either engage
Laudon in battle or, failing that, he hoped to at least draw Daun into Silesia
to support Laudon, leaving him free to go back and besiege Dresden.31

Meanwhile, the enemy scheme had required some degree of modification.
Plainly the new Austrian plan as formulated by Laudon called for much
larger armies to go into and conduct offensive operations directly within
Silesia itself. In effect, this would neatly transfer the seat of operations from
Saxony to Silesia, although, of course, there would be exceptions. Again
and again, the weaknesses of the plan would manifest themselves. In spite
of detailed planning.

Frederick, of course, was set. The Prussian army was divided into three
distinct columns to make this new advance. The first two consisted of
infantry and cavalry and the last was the baggage, supply train, and the
artillery. The first column moved through Nieder-Ebersbach on to
Röhrsdorf, the second past Bieberach and on towards Sella, while the
slower-moving last column traversed Grossenhayn, and Zochau. The
marching troops headed northeast some 20 miles on to a hamlet called
Quosdorf, in the process crossing the Roder Water and the Pulsnitz Water—
at the latter where one column crossed by Kraukau. The movement went
smoothly enough, although in the thick woods along the line of march the
bluecoats were harassed by enemy cavalry, but a few cannon kept them at
bay. At about 1500 hours, after twelve straight hours of incessant, hard-
paced marching, the Prussians finally drew rein at their objective.32 The
new Prussian camp was near Quosdorf, with the left flank anchored at
Zietsch, and the right at Kraukau.

Meanwhile, Daun, at last discovering the foe on the move, ordered off Lacy
with 20,000 men to impede their operation. Lacy’s orders were largely of a
discretionary nature; he was instructed to do all that he could “with safety”
attempt. This meant the edict was largely open to interpretation. Daun
himself would rise and follow in Lacy’s footsteps, using short-cuts to try to



bar Frederick from entering Silesia.33 But the extent of Lacy’s involvement
was to send off a few mounted detachments, although he was vigilant
enough to keep a close eye upon the Prussian movements. Lacy set up an
encampment near the Pulsnitz Water at Lichtenberg, just close enough to
keep the Prussian camp under observation but at the same time not close
enough to be in danger of attack.34 The following day, July 3, Frederick
gave his exhausted men a well-deserved day of rest, the army now being
posted between Quosdorf and Kraukau. He took a small escort and went off
to snoop out Austrian movements to the southwards. Some ten miles away
arose a group of knolls, the principal one being the Keulenberg, from which
point of vantage the surrounding country could be well viewed.

Looking southward was the village of Radeberg (not to be confused with
Radeburg) some ten miles distant, to the left front lay the town of Pulsnitz
and nearby the stream bearing that name. Beyond that, the camp of Lacy
could be seen, to the left front Bischofswerda was just barely visible way
off in the distance. Close-by on each corner and rear were Kamenz,
Grossenhayn, Königsbrück, etc. The region, in sum, was largely one of
woods, cut by small streams and swamps, and divided by villages and
towns. Here Frederick saw clearly Lacy’s set up, and decided to try once
again to strike him while Daun was away.

There were valid concerns, however. The Prussian army was notoriously
bad at possessing/keeping maps (updated or otherwise) of most of the
campaign areas, and the king consequently knew little of the nature of the
terrain through which his troops would have to pass. Of necessity, they
must traverse swampy, sodden ground, through country filled with lakelets
and extensive undergrowth. Inevitably the Prussians encountered serious
difficulties bringing the big artillery teams forward, over the right paths and
as quickly as possible. The pace of transit was unusually slow, and there
was a space of about 20 miles before Lacy’s lines could even be
encountered. The latter was certainly no fool. He had irregulars out in those
intricate woods forward of his works, and soon received warning of the
approach of the foe even before they could draw near. The Austrians lost
some 200 men during these encounters.35 A couple of Austrian riders got
very close to the person of the Prussian king, but he was quickly rescued
from his peril.36 Yet another instance where a chance action could have



profoundly altered the course of history were Frederick injured, captured, or
killed.

In the event, as midnight, July 4, arrived, the bluecoats were once more
broken up into three columns and the men trampled forward through the
stifling heat of an early summer morning. The first cluster hitched by
Steinborn on to Lomnitz, the second strode through Königsbrück and on to
Grose-Nauendorf, while the third moved through Schmörkau on to
Mitelbach. This was to take the enemy in front and flank, opposed by
horsemen (the Kaiser Hussars) who would not take a stand, but when
Frederick’s men emerged upon Lacy’s camp, they found it unoccupied and
discerned that the alert Lacy had escaped their icy grip37 for the second
time in less than a month. Lacy’s timing was impeccable, as usual.38 The
latter was even then making for Bischofswerda at best pace. (We might add
that Lacy drew full benefit from the difficult terrain through which the
bluecoats had to pass, which considerably slowed down their progress.)
There was no immediate option left to the Prussian king but to encamp at
the heights (at Neues Dorf) that Lacy had just abandoned. Frederick himself
summoned Guichard up to Pulsnitz hastily as he could, then made his
headquarters there spending the time at hand contemplating the next move.
Guichard did not reach Pulsnitz with the main body of his men until 1130
hours.

In the meantime, the king had received word that Daun, most surprisingly
in view of his usual slow nature, was already well ahead of him and of his
army. That very night the marshal and his 60,000 men rolled into Bautzen.
He had started off in great haste from Reichenbach as soon as possible and
with a supreme effort had thrown his army between the bluecoats of
Frederick and the troubled province of Silesia. Lacy, for his part, had
occupied Bischofswerda, more hoping this time around to clash with the
great Prussian enemy with some help. Frederick, therefore, decided to head
northward soon as he could and, veering half-right, he could make a half
circle maneuver and thus swing past the flank of Daun’s army. This would
again expose the way into Silesia, now one of his top concerns, although he
hoped to go against Dresden as soon as he was able.



About 0300 hours, July 5, Frederick rose from Pulsnitz with his advanced
guard and marched some 14 miles on Kloster-Marienstein to the north,
where he rested it for some time awaiting the arrival of the rest of the army,
trailing behind. A pause for the rest of the day was made; next morning at
0300 hours, Frederick was rolling again, in three columns this time, heading
eastwards. His intentions were to cross the Spree, leaving Bautzen to his
right on the southward side. Then he put his men into a well-prepared post
to the northeast of Bautzen itself. He desired to get there as fast as he could
and pushed the men hard for that end, which made the soldiers miserably
hot because, in addition to the forced pace, they were also carrying full field
packs and equipment. The day started off very warm and it was soon getting
hotter, these conditions caused the sand to rise in clouds. However, there
was no wind, and that made the day ever worse for both sides, Prussians
and Austrians alike.

There were many impediments on the way that the bluecoats had to
overcome. Before each successive column, Frederick had had pontoons
built so the marchers could cross the numerous ponds and streams in their
path. Instructions had been circulated that the men were not allowed to
drink on the march, as it might cause those who did to overheat and become
seriously ill. As it grew more stifling, some of the men, as they crossed over
these bodies of water, would drop down often by the dozen to get a drink of
water, in spite of the “fear of punishment” whether the elixir was stagnant
or fresh. The sergeants were obliged to rain down blows upon the men, but
the officers “were compelled on this day to be more lax in discipline,
which, at other times, was punished by death.”39 Nevertheless, the
“harvest” wrought by that march speaks for itself. During the course of the
rigorous maneuver, 105 Prussian soldiers collapsed and died of sunstroke,
and the survivors were utterly drained by the time it was complete.40 The
effort, as it worked out, would be all in vain.

Daun had started off at about the same time as Frederick, heading east as
well, although the pace of his army was even more rapid. The Austrians
were aiming for Görlitz, and the army moved along at an even more
grueling pace than the Prussians. Daun lost about 200 men who died of
sunstroke en route, and 300 more were seriously injured. The cruel pace in
this instance was effective in winning the race for position. Before the



enemy’s van got far, and as the bluecoats reached the Spree, the king’s
scouts sent information that the marshal’s camp was abandoned and that the
enemy were moving eastwards as well. Frederick’s reaction was immediate.
He ordered the army to alter the crossing of the Spree towards Bautzen so
as to bring it within marching distance. The necessary maneuver was made,
and by that evening the Prussians were within a few miles of Bautzen.

This caused the Prussian right to be deployed up to the Spree and the left at
Doberschütz—just about two miles on the north. During the night of July
6–7, Ziethen was sent to Bautzen to grab hold of it. He at once galloped
down the bank of the Spree where the town was located; Bautzen was under
control of some of Lacy’s cavalry, although they were “persuaded” to
forthwith depart. Major Zetmar, in charge of some Prussian hussars, made
an unwise charge at one of Bautzen’s bridges, but he was quickly reinforced
by some more Prussian forces. Together the effort was so successful that the
Austrians were unable to contain the progress of the Prussian advance.
Word then reached the king that Lacy himself was now at hand, and fully
prepared to confront him at Bischofswerda, only some ten miles west of
Bautzen.

This advance (consisting entirely of cavalry) had already drawn near
Bautzen, and the Prussians wondered with great curiosity why he would be
so bold as to send his advance so far in advance, where he would be unable
to render it support. This was just not Lacy’s character. Frederick also heard
that his outposts were being attacked intermittently by this same body, and
decided to strike, as his plan was again upset, against Lacy the following
day in the hope of drawing Daun to support him.41 This was aimed
principally to pick on the Austrian light cavalry. If these screen forces could
be shaken up, this might contribute to Lacy leaving the bluecoats alone
altogether.

His alternatives, those of gaining Silesia and of besieging Dresden, could
each likely be attained by this move, as Daun would be busy. A day of rest
was allowed on July 7, in spite of Lacy’s maneuvers. The king took
advantage of the rest and sped off to the west with an armed escort (1,500
men from two regiments of hussars and two of dragoons) to investigate
Lacy’s progress, under General Ziethen. About six miles west of Bautzen—



at the little village of Gödau—Ziethen’s men fell in with a force of fresh
Austrian cavalry, from Lacy, driving it off on Rothen-Naostitz after a
spirited engagement, capturing 300 prisoners in the process.42 Frederick
could not realize that Lacy had practically all of his cavalry in that
immediate area and was coming up with his main body even then.43

Soon the enemy horse was back in greater strength, and the king was forced
to put out a supreme effort to drive them away for a second time. Again
Lacy’s men made the effort, the cavalry being stiffened by the arriving
infantrymen. Now it was necessary for the king in his turn to order forward
a battalion with some artillery to stay the surging foe, and a counterattack
netted about 100 Austrians as prisoners. However, the men he had ordered
up by rider were still some five miles distant and he had therefore no proper
infantry support. At this stage, several regiments from Lacy’s thoroughly
aroused army came on the scene, to give aid to their riding companions.
Soon another struggle was taken up at close quarters. It was fortunate for
the Prussians that there was a pause now as both contenders drew apart.
Frederick’s men, under the weight of superior numbers, were on the point
of being driven in. The pause gave a chance to reassess the changing
situation and to rest, but still more importantly allowed time for the
reinforcements ordered up to reach the hard-pressed fighters. The
newcomers, immediately upon arriving, unlimbered their guns, but a few
shots were sufficient to convince these men to beat a retreat.

Frederick, no doubt shaken by the experience, returned to camp, minus 200
men lost in the heavy skirmish. Lacy had suffered about half as many men
lost. Daun, meanwhile, had not given his army pause to rest on this march.
This was without any doubt the most grueling march he ever called upon
his soldiers to make, some 30 miles from Bautzen on Görlitz; a herculean
effort as it worked out. For two days the marshal’s fatigued men struggled
along bad roads to reach the latter, which they eventually did, on the
evening of July 7. All of this while Frederick with his army was mercifully
resting at Bautzen.

Lacy, following the skirmish, now had his army strung out between Göbau
and Bischofswerda, and did not attempt to advance further against the
bluecoats. He waited thereabouts for events to unfold. Frederick spent July



8 repeating the pause, at the same time devising a new plan. There was
scarcely a chance of overtaking Daun now even by forced marches so Lacy
would be the better target for a dawn attack next morning (July 9), in the
hope of pulling Daun off his step and coming back to help his subordinate.
At about dusk, evening of July 8, Prussian drummers called the men to form
rank, discreetly so that Lacy could get no advanced warning from his
scouts. An elaborate smoke screen was employed, the men going so far as
giving off marching tunes in the darkness, thus giving off the impression to
Austrian scouts that nothing more than a pursuit of Daun was afoot.
Frederick had split his army into three groups, each of which were to
converge upon Lacy’s army from different directions and utilizing different
roads.

The different columns were to burst in upon the enemy simultaneously. The
upper and the lower columns were composed entirely of infantry, the center
one consisting of Ziethen’s cavalry; all kept as silent as they could and were
told to stay concealed in the thick woods they were traversing. It was hoped
the Prussians might pull off a sneak attack. Defeating Lacy would go a long
way toward making up for the wearied marches of the very recent past.
Again, it was all in vain. Wily Lacy was alerted by the irregulars that the
foe was at hand, in spite of Frederick’s measures. Sharp-eyed scouts had not
been fooled. Columns of men had been detected coming in (Daun and his
men were nowhere close), and instantly Lacy ascertained what was taking
place. He shook his army into preparation to depart, and by 0100 hours,
July 9, was streaming at full speed for Bischofswerda. He thus escaped the
Prussian grasp for the third time since mid–June.44

As soon as word was received that Lacy was fleeing on Bischofswerda,
Frederick ordered the marching columns to veer the pincer movements to
swoop down upon Lacy there. But after a tiring 18-mile trek, the exhausted
bluecoats found that Lacy had again flown the coop. For this effort, they
came up with only 80 hussars and some equipment to capture. That time
around, the Austrians did not halt anywhere close again, but stirred for the
security of Dresden. Lacy did not stop retreating until he reached Weisse
Hirsch (within a few miles of the Saxon capital), none the worse for wear.
Frederick, nothing daunted, decided now to make at once to besiege
Dresden before the marshal could return to interfere.45 Certainly, the king’s



quick resort to overt offensive operations frequently got him and his army
into trouble, but one cannot fault the daring often involved in executing
some of those same wild schemes. The opponents of the Prussians, for the
most part, were generally more cautious, but lately had been more
successful. A trait they shared with Prince Henry. In the history of the
world, quite a number of great minds have been misunderstood.



Chapter Forty

Frederick Besieges Dresden1

Frederick had reached Bischofswerda before the separate columns of his
army were reunited; there the Prussians paused (night of July 9–10),
intending to cross the Elbe and lay siege to Dresden as soon as he could do
so. Lacy’s force was still on “Frederick’s” side of the river, but when
morning arose on July 10, the latter rose and, wasting no more time,
marched directly into Dresden by the Town Bridge. Lacy did not tarry long,
but made for the Plauen Chasm, where the Imperialist force of 20,000 men
was positioned, on the outskirts of Pirna and Dresden. The king pushed, that
same night, to Reichenbach, where he rested for the night, taking up
headquarters near-by there at Weissig. Simultaneously he sent for Hülsen,
whom he had dispatched to Schlettau in late June, to move down upon
Dresden from the westward side of the Elbe.

The defenses of the city which Frederick was about to besiege were
reasonably strong.2 The commandant of Dresden (MacGuire) had at his
disposal a garrison of some 4,000 men, who had strong defensive works for
their main lines. There was, besides, Lacy’s and Zweibrücken’s forces
(some 20,000 men apiece), thus making an aggregate defense total of some
44,000 men against the 30,000 or so that were with the Prussian king. So he
was already seriously outnumbered, even without taking Daun’s big army
into account.3 After a day of rest had been declared for July 11, early the
next morning, the Prussians put down pontoons over the Elbe at Kaditz
(about a mile north of the Saxon capital) while Hülsen arrived near the
northwest side of Dresden, near Briesnitz, at the same time. About 0200
hours, the preparations completed, the army was marching. By daylight the
bluecoats were waiting only for the completion of the bridges to be finished
before going across the river to be on Dresden.



As soon as word was flashed to Zweibrücken that Frederick was preparing
to come across the Elbe and, indeed, that Hülsen was even now at hand, he
reacted. The Imperialists fell back in company with Lacy upon Pirna, minus
10,000 men detached from Zweibrücken to stiffen MacGuire’s command.4
Yet could Lacy be held responsible for his maneuver? After all, the orders
from Daun told him to cover the main army during the march but then to go
and help defend Dresden from Frederick “short of fighting a general
engagement.” So when he discerned that the enemy were rolling across the
last water barrier from close quarters with him he concluded that Dresden
could no longer be covered without a battle, he retired. Nevertheless, the
allies and not the bluecoats had the decidedly better position before the
Saxon capital.5 MacGuire, his garrison now swelled to some 14,000, was
confident of making successful resistance, at least until more tangible
assistance could be provided to him.6 He had formidable numbers of
artillery at his disposal. A total of 110 big cannon, approximately 60
howitzers, and an assortment of other ordnance. This was above and besides
the other forces now established in that vicinity.

Intelligence was received by Hülsen indicating that Lacy and Zweibrücken
were vacating their forward posts; he at once forwarded the encouraging
news to the king. The latter, who had originally intended to cross the Elbe
and make his way towards Dippoldiswalde round the region near Pirna (in
order to get behind Lacy/Zwibrücken to deal the knockout blow to the pair),
now altered his marching route. As soon as the army was across, Frederick
mounted his steed and galloped off for Preisnitz. He was delighted he could
take a more direct route for Dresden courtesy of the enemy’s withdrawal, a
sentiment he did not hesitate to share with the British Ambassador
Mitchell.7 From Preisnitz the Prussians appeared near the western and
southern sides of Dresden. MacGuire intently observed his great
adversary’s movements thereabouts, across the Weistritz River past the
Plauen Chasm. Lacy and company had now abandoned it, a needless move
since, in view of their superior numbers, the allies had ample means to
retain control of it.

Frederick set his headquarters at Grune Wiese, about one mile southeast of
Dresden’s walls. As night fell, the bluecoats began constructing batteries for
their heavy siege guns, which at that point were still at Magdeburg (orders



were in transit to bring them forward speedily). Even the king admitted he
had made no preparations for besieging Dresden, “as such an enterprise had
not been supposed possible.”8 By now it was Frederick’s avowed plan to
grab hold of Dresden before Daun could come back.9 For the moment he
utilized the only guns of consequence that he had with him (a couple of
howitzers and eight of the cannon) in shelling Dresden, on July 14. The
Prussians were in fair shape before the city. Hülsen was present at the
northwest side of the place to keep the garrison pinned in, as well as to
attack the latter when required. All this while, the Duke of Holstein was at
hand to shell Neustadt, and the king, of course, at Grune Wiese. On July 13,
Frederick had called upon MacGuire to surrender, by sending one of his
Aide-de-Camps, Lt.-Col. Primislaus Ulrich von Kleist, but the latter,
viewing time as on his side,10 adamantly refused to discuss it. Significantly,
the riled up Prussian monarch promised to handle Dresden the same way
that Laudon treated Landshut town after the battle. Late in the afternoon of
July 16, the besieged sought to gain some breathing space from the rather
persistent Prussians. Colonel Zedtwitz struck at the bluecoats over by
Neustadt in order to open—and then secure—a line-of-communication with
the near-by forces of General Ried. There was more. Major-General
Würzburg was unbuckled, to emerge from the Black Gate, over by Holzhof
in the direction of Fischhausen. Würzburg’s men, led by some Croats in the
vanguard, emerged upon a developing fight between the bluecoats and the
advancing force of General Ried. Würzburg’s men attacked the thoroughly
surprised rearguard of the Prussians, who finally were compelled to beat a
retreat. General Ried almost immediately occupied Grune Wiese. On the
night of July17, around 2100 hours, another Prussian force attacked the
besieged over by Wilsdruf and the See Gates, but the whole effort was
spoiled by some adroit cannon fire. So, from dawn on July 14, the Prussian
guns belched fire upon the historic city of Dresden.

This pounding began at about 0600 hours. Screened by the bombardment,
Frederick ordered some of the ‘Free Corps’ units, supported by some
infantry, to drive in MacGuire’s outposts, under Colonel Zedtwitz, beyond
the main works. The Free-Corps Courbière (of Wilhelm Renatus de
l’Homme Courbière), linked by the Jäger, was unbuckled to strike at
MacGuire’s lines. The resulting advance smashed the Austro-Imperialist
outposts, driving the stunned survivors back behind the Pirna gate, which



was now shut in the face of the surging bluecoats just in the nick of time, by
none other than Colonel Amadei. The Allies had no intention other than
holding on at this stage.11 Casualties for the besieged amounted to some
312 men.12 Frederick, as soon as he had forced the enemy back there, set up
batteries at the Mochinska Garden and atop the hill beside, from which
MacGuire had observed them there. From July 14 until July 18, the
bluecoats spent valuable time re-digging the old entrenchments which
MacGuire himself had prepared when the situation was reversed the year
before and he was besieging Schmettau in Dresden. Meanwhile, they
awaited the arrival of the big siege guns from Magdeburg.

While he waited on the ordnance, the king redoubled the bombardment with
still greater fury, and pushed troops across the Elbe to reinforce Holstein,
while he had a bridge laid to connect him with Frederick’s main force, with
the dual purpose of safeguarding the Saxon capital from that end as well as
awaiting Daun. The latter was now returning, the rumor mill had it, to
relieve Dresden and MacGuire from the desperate straits they were in.13

That commander was by no means inactive during this period, to impede
the enemy’s progress he had a dam sealed up on the Weistritz River, which
caused the southern suburbs of the city to flood with river water. Despite
this, the bluecoats still made progress with their siege operations against
Dresden. A large battery of ten guns, and two howitzers, were built facing
the so-called “Neustadt (New Town).” On July 18, the king learned of the
arrival of the long-awaited siege equipment, the heavy guns, ten 24-
pounders and four mortars. Another Prussian battery, of two cannon, was to
the rear of the Zinzendorf Garten hard-by the Pirna road, with yet another
battery deployed directly on that road. Immediately, they were deployed
within the battery plan which had been erected for them. The bombardment
could now be ever increased in intensity.

That most dreaded of things for a besieged town, next possibly to famine,
fire, now reared its ugly head. On July 19, Prussian mortar fire set the
Kreüzkirche on fire.14 Under cover of this blaze, an attempted Prussian
assault in that immediate vicinity miscarried. Soldiers promptly left their
stations to fight the flames, and Prussian spotters did their best to train guns
upon the whole scene. There were four Prussian mortar batteries built
facing the fortifications. Responding to the instructions of Frederick, the



Prussians really ramped up their siege with the erection of some big mortar
batteries. These commenced their deadly work on the morning of July 19.
One of the batteries was in the Zinzendorf Garden, one at the Pirna Barrier,
one behind the Böhmisch-Kirchof Cemetery, and one “behind the Garden of
His Royal Highness.”15 Interestingly, Archenholtz mentioned that the city’s
“Jews”16 had to do the bigger part “of the work of extinguishing the
flames.”17 Worse, the fire-fighting equipment began to fail for lack of
water, and this allowed the fires to spread, aided by swirling winds that
seemed tailor-made for such a catastrophe.18

Frederick, discovering what the enemy had in mind, determined to knock
out that new battery. His cannon and siege-guns, aided by the howitzers,
opened a terrific bombardment upon that target. After a little while, the
work was badly knocked about and set afire. The flames spread to the
church building itself. Then, raging out of control, the smoldering
conflagration spread from one densely-packed street within the city to
another; it was not extinguished until two days later. During the intervening
hours, a great part of the Saxon capital was either devoured or heavily
damaged. Same morning that the fire broke out, Daun’s advanced guard
arrived at Schönfeld, within a couple of miles of Stolpen and less than half
a dozen from Holstein’s lines. These advanced units were followed up by
new arrivals throughout the morning and afternoon.19 The conflagration
spread to nearby residential areas, and threatened to engulf a large part of
the bastion defenses, of the Altstadt. One of the main ammunition
magazines was right there; in order to save the structure, MacGuire had the
walls and doors soaked down in water; even a concerted effort to keep the
flames at bay by cooling down the walls of the whole structure. The
magazine was thus saved, but the attention paid to it allowed the flames to
spread towards the Pirnaer-Tör. Houses in that Altstadt area were engulfed
(with as many as 210 out of 740 houses burned down),20 and an additional
effort was made by the Austrians to try to prevent additional damage to
Dresden. A number of people were recruited to help with the effort, and a
most timely shift of the wind prevented the fires from fanning out of
control. One more thing. The tower of the Kreüzkirche collapsed during
rebuilding.21



Meanwhile, the marshal had been busy. He had brought his army into
Silesia to Öttendorf, but within a week of his arrival there intelligence was
received that Frederick had double-backed and was standing before
Dresden. Austrian scouts reported the Prussian monarch had crossed the
Elbe on the night of July 13–14. July 15, about 0100 hours, the main
Austrian army rolled forward through Siegersdorf and Naumburg towards
Herzogswaldau in response. Austrian headquarters were put at
Leopoldshayn, while General Ried put up his headquarters at Schönfeld. On
the next day, Daun’s men moved on Malotitz, and, on July 17, to Klein-
Förstchen. A few days after, word came that the Prussian king was already
shelling the Saxon capital. Promptly Daun arose and sped back the way he
had come, although not nearly as fast as before. To communicate his new
plan, the marshal sent Colonel Tillier with a small escort to ride to Lacy’s
headquarters and tell him the main army was coming back as soon as
possible. July 18, even while the siege guns were arriving in the enemy’s
camp, Daun’s advancing throng passed Bischofswerda and were making
straight for Dresden.22 On the same day, MacGuire, inside the confines of
the city, ordered the last street in Pirna to be flattened by fire. In the event,
the grisly instructions were punctually carried out, the now homeless
refuges taking shelter at the Plauen Chasm. Next day, he had a couple of
small cannon put near the vicinity of the Kreüzkirche23 and the nearby area;
from here the Prussian lines of entrenchments and batteries were plainly
visible.

Meanwhile, the bluecoats went so far as to place sharpshooters in strategic
areas to annoy and harass the garrison; the allied response was to set up task
forces to seek out and “neutralize” the sharpshooters. One of those response
teams was composed of one officer and 40 jägers.24

When the disturbing news was conveyed to Frederick from Holstein that
Marshal Daun was at hand he gathered a scouting party, crossed the Elbe
and made for the vicinity of Schönfeld to check it out. Discovering that the
intelligence was all too true, the king rode back, giving orders to increase
the pace of the shelling still more in the hope of gaining Dresden before the
big main army under Daun could interfere. Who else would try? Not
Zweibrücken, now ensconced at the big castle at Gross-Sedlitz, and an
eyewitness to the brutal bombardment that the bluecoats were subjecting



Dresden to. Not Lacy, still definitely unwilling to test Frederick in the open.
That left only the slow, lethargic old marshal to stop the siege. The marshal
was an eyewitness as the Prussian batteries pounded the Saxon capital,
setting it afire and bringing what would ultimately be an abundance of
reproach on the Prussian king’s character.25 Responding to the instructions
of Frederick, as Marshal Daun was perfectly aware, the Prussians had really
ramped up their siege with the erection of those big mortar batteries.

Frederick’s first worry must be Holstein, who was in harm’s way now, but
he could always order him across the Elbe by his bridge if it came to that.
Daun must be prevented from preventing the capture of Dresden. As for the
merciless pounding the Prussians subjected the city to, it put the inhabitants
under a severe strain, causing many casualties. In later times, the embattled
king would bemoan the inadequacy of the ordnance. “A thousand additional
bombs, and a thousand more quintals of powder, must have terminated the
siege with glory.”26 The garrison, for their part, could only hope that the
marshal would be rapid and end their suffering quickly. The main Austrian
army stood with the left wing towards the Ober-Rochwitz, while the right
leaned upon the Quirlberg. That evening, Daun sent his van forward to
probe the position of Holstein. The latter panicked, thinking that he was
about to be attacked in force. He promptly evacuated his lines and fled
across the bridge, leaving only the brigade of Major-General Hans von
Tettenborn to hold the old lines. The enemy reaction was predictable. A
nearly simultaneous assault from within Dresden as well as Austrian forces
without compelled Tettenborn, after losing nearly 700 casualties, to
abscond.

This wholly needless maneuver left Daun a free hand to join forces with
MacGuire, and, in addition, the entire northern end of Dresden could now
be reinforced at the discretion of the Austrians. This singular success,
although certainly unintentional, turned out to be the master stroke of
Marshal Daun. MacGuire was confident that Daun would soon be ready to
relieve the besieged from their predicament. And, during the night of July
19–20, the besieged sortied to strike at the Prussian battery. This mission
succeeded too well. The Prussian artillery thereabouts, nine guns, could not
be removed in time simply because there had been no provision thought out
to bring back any ordnance.27 However, the old marshal was the same



cautious man that he had always been and would not budge beyond moving
a small detachment, under General Ried, directly against the bluecoat post
on the Weisser Hirsch.28 Unfortunately, by the time the Austrians reached
that post, they found the enemy had absconded.

General Brentano unbuckled the Esterhazy Hussars and the Rudnicki
Uhlans which promptly attacked the Möhring (3rd) Hussars over by
Leuben. The latter were driven back in panic, this towards the king’s
headquarters at Grune Wiese. Frederick was nearly taken captive (or worse)
by the pursuing riders,29 but this did not occur as the Austrians, in their
haste, utterly failed to realize just whom they had within their grasp.30

Daun was still passive.31 For two days—July 19–21—he kept his men
around Weisser Hirsch, not even venturing across the Elbe. This although
the allies now held all of the northern end almost entirely. The sole
exception was Hülsen and his lines at the northwest corner. As for the king,
his scouts penetrated to Rupchen and Goppelun, in trying to compel the
enemy to give way. Finally, on July 21, MacGuire persuaded Daun to
launch a coordinated attack, composed of men from both commands,
simultaneously against the Prussians.

MacGuire’s assault was to consist of the majority of the men under him,
under the nominal command of General Nugent,32 who was to sally out
against the southern end of the city upon the Prussian outworks there. The
force assigned to the task from Daun was to launch an attack from across
the Elbe onto the besiegers’ lines. This two-pronged stroke was to destroy
the Prussian lines of entrenchments and to drive the enemy off empty-
handed. Had there been genuine surprise, there might have been success.
But Frederick had advanced warning of the coming blow (coming courtesy
of some deserters, no doubt), and consequently had set reinforced posts up.
That night (July 21–22), Nugent led his very tired men against the target,
while the Austrian detachment from Daun, under Lt. General Ludwig
Angern—nine full battalions, five squadrons and ten grenadier companies
—started forward as well.

Nugent advanced upon the works in front of him, turning out their
occupiers after a brief altercation. But then a single Prussian regiment, the



3rd Infantry of Anhalt-Bernburg, launched a timely counterattack. The
oncoming rush hit Nugent’s men in front and rear; that was enough. He
ordered his men to disengage, but the force of the blow was too swift.
Nugent and 200 of his men were left behind as P.O.W.’s. (Total Austrian
prisoners likely amounted to over 600 in this endeavor).33 Bernburg’s
success was short lived, however. When the 1,000-man unit was struck by
the newcomers from Daun, four times stronger in number than they, call
went out for reinforcements. But the king had not expected the enemy to
appear there in such strength, so none were at hand. So the gradual weight
of numbers compelled the gallant regiment to gradually retire. After it had
withdrawn, a battery it had been protecting fell into Austrian hands.
Meanwhile, a new Prussian battery, facing the North side of the Saxon
capital, commenced its deadly work as well, July 23.

Finally, the belated reinforcements arrived, they attacked and drove the
enemy off again, following up in their wake and bagging more Austrians as
prisoners. The king was beside himself when he learned of the debâcle with
the Bernburg regiment; a unit which he promptly removed from his favor,
demoting it to garrison duty, along with other sanctions carried out against
the unfortunate men.34 All of this along with the “loss of their sidearms and
emblems on their coats and hats.”35 It was a tough knock, but the regiment
would ultimately redeem itself in time. Meanwhile, Prussian supply efforts,
carried out in wagons largely from Patschlappel, that made their way over
and back to supply the artillery batteries scattered across the Prussian lines,
was haphazard at best. On the morning of July 25, though, a brand-new
bluecoat battery presented itself to the enemy’s gaze at Juden-Teich.
Fortunately, by this time, the siege efforts were already doomed, for all
practical purposes.

For communicating with MacGuire, the marshal had constructed three
small bridges, over and above the Town Bridge. It is not difficult to figure
out why he did not come over the Elbe himself when we consider his
cautious nature. He could have undoubtedly upset the whole course of the
siege. Disdaining a personal involvement, Daun put renewed pressure upon
Lacy and Zweibrücken to do something. The marshal, to be fair, did indeed
send out a few detachments of irregulars—as did his subordinates—these
kept the bluecoats busy containing the threat. Scouting detachments probed



toward Torgau, picking up some Prussian supply boats (a total of 17
vessels), all loaded with supplies, causing concern in the Prussian camp.
Another 15 boats were captured near Riesa, by Lt.-Col. Friedrich Graf
Dönhoff. That was not the full extent of Dönhoff’s exploits, either. He also
made heavy inroads on the Prussian ammunition. He attacked a Prussian
patrol, made some captives, and “blew up nearly 100 tons of powder.”36

Such loss of supply and the damage inflicted had to drastically impact the
Prussian war efforts. From about July 24, the general pace of the
bombardment was abated. As the king succinctly put it, on this occasion
“the book of Fate was stacked against the Prussians retaking the Saxon
capital.”37 By now the Prussian king knew that his effort before Dresden
was a wholly wasted one. Once deciding this, he faced the problem of
disengaging his army from the doomed enterprise. To demonstrate the
danger that he faced, enemy Pandours frequently rode with abandon into
and around the Prussian lines. About July 26, the ongoing shelling was
reduced to the workings of a single Prussian battery. The besieged, as an
aside, continued to at least resist valiantly. About 0100 hours, on July 27,
Captain Garcia—from Infantry Regiment Clerici—attacked a Prussian force
in the Pirna Suburb, and beat them back. There were a number of other
limited scale actions. There was good reason for this. The Prussians were
slowly beginning to disengage from the proceedings. Some batteries were
being dismantled now. Most of the other batteries were by this date either
gone already or were about to be dismantled. That day definitive orders
were issued to break up the siege equipment and get the army prepared to
depart. Meissen was the marching destination. These preparations took
three days to complete.

The war had been progressing elsewhere, in the meantime. The news from
Silesia was not encouraging: Fouquet’s force had been decimated at
Landshut; and Laudon was moving against Glatz and was next expected
against Breslau. Frederick, in short, decided that his presence was required
there to restore a rapidly deteriorating situation in Silesia.

Besides which, as he was faced by MacGuire north of him and Daun and
Lacy/Zweibrücken on other sides, he was virtually surrounded by his
enemies. July 28 the final preparations were complete and the following
day, at dusk, there arose a joyfire from the enemy lines. A little after, the



Prussians learned the cause of the celebration: Glatz had fallen to Laudon
three days earlier. What a bit of news, and not calculated in any way to
increase the hopes of the bluecoats. That night, while the Prussian sentries
walked their appointed posts until the last moment, the army got on its feet
and filed out of the entrenchments and works surrounding the Saxon
capital. The troops stole off during the night, their head, pointed at Meissen.
The Prussians rolled across the Weistritz and occupied Kesselsdorf, while
the king put up a temporary headquarters at Unkersdorf. The Austrians did
not discover the foe had vanished until dawn on July 30. If they did
discover the event before that, they made no attempt to interfere.

That, then, was the Siege of Dresden, which occurred between July 12,
when the Prussians began crossing the Elbe at Kaditz with a siege in mind,
and July 29, when Frederick marched off in the dead of night. Seventeen
days of hard, miserable siege warfare, with no gain for the king or his army.
A total failure and another allied success in a growing string of victories
over Frederick in this long war.38 Austrian/Imperialist losses amounted to
697 (of which 182 were dead and 435 wounded). Prussian losses were
1,478 killed and wounded, along with 261 prisoners.39 Total artillery rounds
fired by the besieged amounted to 27,704.40 Six of Dresden’s stately
churches were also laid in ruins. There was more. A total of 416 buildings
were totally destroyed during the siege all while “damaging 115 more in
this baroque gem.”41 As one source offered, “sieges at large, and especially
Prague in 1757 (but also other actions), should have demonstrated to the
king already that a large garrison would not surrender just by a
bombardment.”42

The siege also marked the last genuine attempt by the king to regain
Dresden during the Seven Years’ War. The effects of the siege lingered long
after the fact. Archenholtz, writing years later (but before 1793), wrote
emphatically, “the buildings have been rebuilt; but Dresden is no longer
what it was.”43 Daylight of July 30, Frederick headed northwards, sending a
detachment, under General Hülsen, of 10,000 men, to Schlettau. There he
was to act as a buffer against Zweibrücken, and to prevent him from
reconquering Saxony while the king was busy in Silesia.44 Clouds of
refugees choked the roads round about Dresden.45



Next day, July 31, his Majesty moved his men to Scheritz (near Meissen)
without having entered that place at all. As his legions moved from the
walls of the Saxon capital, Frederick’s opponent pulled conveniently out of
the way. Daun was just a few miles ahead, while Lacy, coming up behind,
trailed on his heels with his troops. To an uninformed eye, it might appear
that the allies were escorting the Prussian king to a planned rendezvous
with Prince Henry. Daun, of course, was authorized to prevent that very
thing. Yet the clouds that now hung over Silesia were dark indeed, for
Laudon had been busy there and the Russians as well. Meanwhile, the
Northern Front was warming up again.46 The Allies may have been
wondering how the Swedes were impacting the war. The French, who were
still bankrolling the Swedish effort, had been legitimately, and by no means
rhetorically, asking the question: “What can be expected of the Swedish
army?”47 In line with this, it must be stated the Swedish effort so far had
been subpar. The Swedish court was busy trying to both justify its subsidies
as well as contribute in a meaningful way to the allied effort to finally win
the war. Their opponents had not exactly been inactive. Either against them
or their Russian allies. Major Podewils was sent out from Stettin in early
March with some 1,600 men, of whom about 400 were cavalry. He pressed
first on Armswalde (March 12), forcing a small body of Russian Cossacks
to abscond. Pressing onwards towards Tempelburg, on March 16, Podewils’
men attacked and rolled over a Russian position hard-by. The Prussian
moved on towards Belgard, and spent about a week doing his best to clear
out the remaining vestiges of Russian and Swedish forces from the
immediate vicinity. March 25, the bluecoats were at Koszalin, where they
were opposed by a Russian force under Colonel Podgoritschanin.
Podgoritschanin was not in the mood to dispute the enemy’s advance, and
promptly fell back on Stolp. Then, uniting his command with another
Russian force under Major Ceeckly, the stubborn colonel marched with
some enthusiasm towards Pollnow.48

At Rummelsburg, on the way, the greencoats suddenly encountered
Podewils’ men, who promptly plowed into the Russians and forced them,
after a short encounter, to fall back in the direction of Konitz. Podewils
advanced upon Waldau, and this was directly threatening the Russian
influence in General Totleben’s sphere. The latter strode forth from Konitz
to oppose this effort. Podewils neatly sidestepped on to Rügenwalde, over



by Köslin. This move did leave the Prussian temporarily cut off from help,
although, by April 3, he had skillfully extricated his command back to
Koszalin. Podewils was aided in this endeavor by pressing through a
passage of the Gradow River about Preester.

The singular successes of the major and his band could not conceal the fact
that Russian strength was quickly increasing in Pomerania. In response,
Prince Henry sent General Grabow to reinforce the bluecoats in the
province with two infantry battalions and a grenadier battalion. Now the
Russians of Totleben were also being reinforced, this in preparation to make
a major effort during the Campaign 1760.49 About which more
momentarily.

In short order, the Prussians in Pomerania were led by General Forcade,
some seven full battalions and 16 squadrons of horse, along with twelve 12-
pounder and 12 6-pounder guns. The Prussians of General Platen struck
early on May 14, to attack a Russian force at Barwald under General
Krastnotschhokoff. Although the blow was initially repelled, the greencoats
subsequently fell back on Kudde and Hammerstein. Platen hinted at an
enemy magazine base at Könitz, but there was time only for a glance in that
direction before a reinforced Russian task force rolled forward. Platen fell
back (May 17), leaving New Szezecin and Rummelsburg.

The Prussians took post from Oramburg, back on Novenberg, over by
Falkenburg, where Platen was posted. Over by Belgard, was deployed
General Grabow with ties towards Driesen and Woldenburg. Grabow was
given instructions to begin to assemble his men. In a broader scope, General
Forcade was assembling his troops to prepare to defend Colberg. A Russian
force under Lieutenant Brinken moved towards Belgard on May 30. The
commanding officer Lukofkin kept to Krahenkrug, pressing towards
Koszalin, where the bluecoats had a small force under Major Benkendorf.
The Russians were increasing in strength almost daily, and the Prussians
were making preparations to defend against a major effort against
Pomerania.50

An attack against Koszalin was beaten back, but an untimely sortie by
Benkendorf to go to the aid of some of the bluecoat cavalry ended in a



sharp repulse. The bluecoats backed off. Russian losses were 100 rank-and-
file and two officers.51 Then, however, Grabow was ordered to leave
Koszalin. General Forcade then ordered Grabow to ramp-up a defense over
by Belgard. A Russian attack upon that place (June 3) compelled the
Prussians to abandon the place. Russian forces menaced Grabow, ensconced
in Körlitz. Other Russian forces were busy descending upon Colberg, which
was about to endure another of its three sieges in this war.52 A Russian
force of hard riding cavalry, led by Colonel Schwanenberg,53 arrived in the
vicinity of the port (late in July). Schwanenberg took post hard-by at Bull-
Winkel, where Prussian scouts reported to Commandant Heyde on the
presence of the greencoats.



Chapter Forty-One

Maneuvering in Silesia Prior to Liegnitz

On August 1, Frederick crossed the Elbe with his army. Near Zehren (some
five miles from Meissen) the Prussian advance guard began crossing at
about 0200 hours against no opposition. The whole journey took just three
hours to complete. The king then ordered his men to head eastwards to
Dallwitz (northward of the Elbe), where they encamped. The bluecoats took
up main post at Gross-Döbritz, with the right leaning upon Wantewitz.
Though the nearness of the enemy was apparent, the king ordered a pause
to wait on the army’s baggage train, lasting the rest of the day and the next.
Just after midnight, August 3, the Prussian camp was astir, about 0200
hours, the bluecoats were marching for Bunzlau.1 This time, in three
distinct columns. The marching column to the left and the middle would
form the battle lines in case of need. The guns were lugged between and
with their respective “owners,” and, in typical style, the light cavalry
formed the vanguard on the march. Ziethen’s hussars and Courbière’s light
troops were prominent here, riding in front of the Prussian left column.
Normann’s Dragoons and the Krockow Dragoons, leading off the second
column, encountered some enemy interference, but nothing serious; they
performed the same duty for the second column. Finally, the third column
was protected by a thick screen of the Duke of Holstein’s Dragoons.
Advancing with this impressive caravan, were the auxiliary units, the
supply wagons, of more than a 1,000 total, plus the artillery, and pontoon
wagons in front of the whole ensemble to cross any appropriate body of
water as quickly as possible. The crowd paused to encamp across the
Pulsnitz with the right leaning upon Königsbrück and with Koitsch to the
left. This was the beginning of one of the most noteworthy
accomplishments of the Prussian king’s career, not to mention of Marshal
Daun’s, dubbed the “Famous March” by some.2 A 100-mile romp from near



Meissen over towards Jauer in some six days. We could look at what led up
to it.

Daun, following the relief of Dresden, had made for Bischofswerda and
Reichenbach. The marshal’s men reached Neukretschau, leaving Prince
Löwenstein (in command of the Austrian reserves) off at Reichenbach; the
last step mostly a precaution in case the crafty king chose to backtrack.
From there, he tried to accomplish all that he could so as to the concern of
blocking the roads the Prussians were planning to use. Early on August 5,
the main Austrian army moved to Schriebersdorf, while the left occupied
Giebsdorf, with the right hitching into Hennersdorf. Daun’s men were at
least alert to the various tricks the king was capable of. In view of the
rapidly changing circumstances, the Austrians could not afford the luxury
of inactivity. Frederick had determined to sweep by Kamenz and Bautzen
straight at Bunzlau.3 Lacy, like Daun, was of a mind to impede the foe. He
hitched into Geblitz (August 5) and, next day, to Görlitz. But the allies
really did nothing on this whole march. On August 4, the Prussians
intercepted some letters from Daun which were addressed to Lacy, but they
did not contain any substantial intelligence. The following day, the
bluecoats moved towards Doberschütz and bivouacked for the night at
Ober-Rothwasser. That evening, and on the following day, August 6,
hundreds of Prussian troops took the opportunity to make a break for it in
the thick woods. Dozens more had been lost over the course of the
preceding week from heat stroke, exhaustion, etc. There was mass
discouragement, men did not long relish giving up their lives for a cause
likely lost. Not to mention the grinding energy expended on all of this
marching, the distances and duration of which exceeded what soldiers of
the day, with rudimentary means of transportation, were used to.4

Following that, the army took the road from Königsbrück/Kamenz and from
there passed on, attaining Bunzlau. On August 7, the bluecoats were in
strength at the latter place; there was a pause now. The Austrians were on
the move, as well. Lacy pressed on Mark-Lissa, while General Ried was
unbuckled without ceremony upon Haugsdorf. Marshal Daun and his
satellite forces were slowly closing a ‘ring of fire,’ so to speak, about the
Prussian cause as well as its main army. August 9, 0200 hours, Frederick’s
men were on the move again, in three distinct columns this time around,



heading for the Katzbach valley. His troops reached their destination about
1700 hours, after a grueling march of some 15 hard miles.

But the march was without interference from the erstwhile active enemy,
who were on all sides of the position by then. Even at this point, however,
Frederick was still some 17 miles from Jauer and about 14 from the soon to
be memorable, again, battlefield of Liegnitz.5 The Austrians were closing in
fast. Lacy at this time was present at the rises about Goldberg (a quick
reconnaissance showed clearly that he was too strong to be dislodged).
Across the valley, the masses of Daun’s army were visible, drawn out and
evidently intending to dispute Frederick’s progress, upon Jauer, where he
was now aiming. As a reserve, Laudon had been detached with some
35,000 men. He was further back on the road to Jauer. Quite clearly, Jauer
was out of Frederick’s reach for now, and his supplies (at this stage enough
only to last for some eight days) were critically low.

If Jauer could not be had, the direct road to the two Prussian magazines in
Silesia, at Schweidnitz and at Breslau, was cut off. Unable to go the direct
approach, Frederick chose instead to go for Liegnitz on the morrow. If
indeed he was not attacked during the night by the numerically superior
enemy and smashed out. From the latter it was his intention to go across the
Katzbach either at Liegnitz or at Parchwitz and proceed for Breslau. With
his decision made, Frederick encamped for the night in the western
Katzbach country. He was surrounded on virtually every hand and there
appeared but slim prospect of successfully carrying on the war. Some of the
king’s own people began to despair of hope, believing Prussia doomed. But,
as for Frederick, he would never give way until he had played his final
trump card.

At 0500 hours, August 10, the bluecoats were on the march again. There
had been no sign of an enemy assault, so Frederick directed his troops past
Schimmelwitz on to Liegnitz. No enemy stood in his path to offer
resistance, so the moment to catch the king at a disadvantage again passed.
This was in spite of the fact that Daun did march as soon as he knew the foe
was stirring.6



The main Austrian army was on a mission, so to speak. About 0200 hours
on that morning, the united throng, divided into four columns, moved out,
with the vanguard under the Prince of Löwenstein pushing out to block
roving Prussian patrols. The first column migrated through Löbau on to
Hochkirch, with the second crossing over by Nieder-Krayn, the third (of
Colonel Joseph Graf Ferrari’s Grenadiers and Lt.-Col. Normann’s
Grenadiers), while the last, led up by the mounted horse of General Beck,
aimed also at Hochkirch. A flanking force of General Ujházy’s Hussars was
pushed out to cover the army as it progressed, providing a shield against the
aggressive Frederick.

Daun shoved his troops on the opposite side of the Katzbach, followed by
Laudon—who was operating on Frederick’s southern flank—Lacy
harassing the Prussian rearguard with his Pandours. Beck, too, had been
given an independent command; he was operating near Lacy’s position.
After a hard days’ march of some 15 miles, the bluecoats drew rein at
Liegnitz in the evening. Lacy swept across the Katzbach from Goldberg to
follow the Prussians from that side. Daun rolled through Reichenbach
(August 4), Lauban (the next day), and Schmöttseifen on August 6. Laudon,
spurred on himself, made it to Neu-Sörgau (August 6), pressing on for
Striegau the next day, preparing all the while to face the king.

Frederick immediately occupied the heights near Pfaffendorf and
Schimmelwitz upon reaching Liegnitz (about 1100 hours on August 10),
but an alarming reconnaissance revealed the ground on the lower end of
Liegnitz to be infested with the combined armies of Daun/Laudon, distant
only some three miles in his rear. Worse, some seven miles ahead other foes
had already taken post out near Jeschkendorf and again nearer to Parchwitz
and Jauer than he. About 2300 hours, the king’s army rose from its
dangerously exposed position and returned to the one he had previously
occupied beyond the Katzbach.7 This retrograde action was considered
necessary as the king sought to gain Jauer from that point.

The Prussian march was swift for Frederick planned to head for Jauer at
once, although his exhausted men had already traveled 30 miles going and
coming recently. The goal of getting on to Jauer might have been possible
had Guichard been as energetic as the rest of the army. It should be pointed



out, however, that he was saddled with bringing on a 2,000-wagon
provision train, a no doubt arduous task.

Unfortunately, when Frederick reached his former post although he had
outdistanced Daun and Laudon in the rear, Lacy had a body of men present
nearby. Lacy’s appearance in his rear must have been a rather rude surprise
for the worried Prussian monarch. Frederick tried to entice the latter into a
battle, as a quick victory would help raise the morale of the now thoroughly
discouraged bluecoats. Not to mention possibly throwing the enemy off
balance long enough for the Prussians to reach Breslau. With this singular
thought in mind, he crossed the Katzbach against Lacy. True to form, the
latter promptly fled the immediate vicinity. Lacy’s baggage was unable to
get away. Frederick made a catch of some meticulous maps from Lacy’s
extensive collection (a valuable cache, since the king was always in need of
topographical aids).8 What a development. He was now back where he had
already been, arriving at about dawn. The baggage, bringing up the rear, did
not finally arrive until after 1000 hours. As for Marshal Daun, his army
pressed up. headquarters were made at Peterwitz—on which the Austrian
left wing was anchored, while the right side tailed off on the village of
Schlaup.

By this time, Daun and Laudon, trailed by a more cautious Lacy, were again
at hand, so it was useless to try for Jauer again. Frederick instead took his
tired command to miserable quarters in the little village of Seichau,
surrounded at all sides by heights which were largely occupied by the
Austrians during the course of the evening. That night (August 11–12), the
king formulated a new plan. He intended to make for Schweidnitz by the
roads across the hills near Pombsen, past Hohenfriedburg and
Schmöttseifen to outflank the enemy. With his new resolve steeled,
Frederick sent out scouting parties towards the routes in question to recon.
Daun/Laudon, however, had risen earlier to the occasion than usual, and by
0830 hours, August 12, their men were massed between the little Prussian
army and Goldberg, intending to cut off and perhaps even surround the
enemy there.

Again stymied, Frederick rescinded his marching orders, hearing of the
reception that the enemy was preparing, and instead decided to stay put.



Soon word arrived from the scouts that the roads veering on
Hohenfriedburg were too narrow for the wide tracked Prussian wagons.
Anyhow, the Austrians were occupying posts that barred Frederick directly
from Pombsen. The latter commander had no viable alternative save for
bivouacking again at Seichau until he could decide what to do next. That
same evening, the British ambassador, Mitchell, destroyed his cipher keys
and important papers, fearing their capture. As dusk fell, Frederick sent
General Bülow to lay hold of the terrain towards Goldberg over the
Katzbach. This in preparation for a second march upon Liegnitz, as the king
deemed it more useful than the current post.

About an hour after Bülow marched, the Prussians rose, about 2000 hours,
and made for Goldberg. Four hours brought them to their destination. About
0100 hours, August 13, the bluecoats were crossing the Katzbach. Once
more enemy patrols and activities were at a minimum. Frederick thereby
narrowly escaped the trap which was inexorably but slowly closing in
around him. He now moved directly to Liegnitz. After another hard march,
the exhausted Prussians reached the latter at around 1200 hours. Frederick’s
new headquarters were at Schimmelwitz, and the army was deployed at and
below Liegnitz. On the road from that place leading up to Gassendorf the
road from Schimmelwitz made juncture. These roads curled around two
rows of rises which began south of Liegnitz leading towards Schimmelwitz.

Here the discouraged Prussian array encamped, in two lines about two
miles long, on August 13. The whitecoats had started forth in pursuit of
Frederick as soon as Seichau was found to have been abandoned by the
Prussians. They were near Liegnitz from about 1400 hours, taking posts on
nearly every side of the Prussian position: Daun, near Jauer and
Nichölstadt, some eight miles distant; Laudon near to Koischwitz, between
there spread to Jeschkendorf on the route to Parchwitz; Lacy, still behind
the others, was at Goldberg as of yet, eight miles to the southwest of the
foe’s position. Thus the Austrians, to the tune of nearly 90,000 men in the
three formations, were closing off virtually every avenue of escape for the
Prussian king and his desperate band of 25,000 men.

Only one route, that of Liegnitz on Parchwitz/Glogau, remained open to the
latter. Cut that last path, and the bluecoats would either have to surrender



wholesale or else disperse, for their supplies without due replenishment
could last no more than a few more days. It could have been even worse for
the Prussians. For the Russians, meanwhile, had reached the lines outside of
Breslau on August 6. Soltikov, who had become convinced that Frederick’s
maneuvers recently indicated he was going to cross the Oder and operate
against the Russian army in concert with Prince Henry, was duly preparing
to retire upon Trebnitz with his main body.9 This was in spite of Laudon
making an impromptu journey to Russian headquarters to make a personal
appeal to the senior Russian general about expanding the scope of Russian
operations in this campaign.10 The only concession Laudon was able to
wring was in persuading Soltikov to detach a separate corps to go join the
Austrians. There was a separate force with General Zachary Cherneyshev
with 24,000 men who had been detached from the main army.

The latter crossed the Oder at Auras on August 13–14. He was now moving
to link up with the Austrians. In his turn, Marshal Daun unbuckled a force
under General Beck to go directly to link-up with the Russian detachment.
When joined, the allies would have upwards of 114,000 men against
Frederick’s ragged bunch. Thus the latter would have to face long odds of
something like 4-to-1, and he had reached what can be considered the most
desperate stage he had yet encountered in the course of the war. The king
himself was in the depths of black dejection, but while he did not believe
victory to be hardly possible under the circumstances, he adamantly refused
to yield. He was well aware that Lacy, Laudon, and Daun were all within
easy striking distance by then. Word now reached the Prussian camp that
Cherneyshev was at hand—a bare 20 miles distant on August 14.

The nearness of the Russians was directly communicated to Frederick
during the daylight on August 13, by Lt. von Wolfrath, who had just
returned from a reconnaissance mission with that information. The king did
not seem to believe the greencoats were that close at hand.11 But the news
could not have been comforting. There was thus further cause for dejection.
Yes, the Austrians did have the idea of “bagging the whole [Prussian]
army…” but it depended upon Frederick staying put while his enemies
slowly closed the trap they were laying for him. To help seal the deal, Maria
Theresa went so far as to order Marshal Daun to go seek battle, then,
incredibly, absolved him in advance should the encounter turn out badly.12



One is left to wonder how the Prussian king, who was used to nothing but
implicit obedience to his orders, would have handled this whole situation.

The country the little army occupied was astride the Katzbach. From
Liegnitz, the latter flowed out towards Schimmelwitz, then joined the
Schwartzwasser. The latter flowed curling around Liegnitz to link up with
the Katzbach near Pfaffendorf Heights. The latter were joined with the far
bank by an old stone bridge (at Töpferberg). From here the meandering
Katzbach continued on past Parchwitz. As for Liegnitz itself, it lay on the
southern side of the confluence, and on the western side of the Katzbach
before it joined the Schwartzwasser; a town of about 7,000 people. The
town’s one main street was crossed by several smaller avenues and the like.

Frederick surveyed the ground round about and discovered that the terrain,
so long as it was near to the stream, was reasonably level, but moving back
in either direction it assumed a rocky, steep nature at places. On the
northern side arose the Pfaffendorf rises, continuing on and about the
country near Rüstern. Still further to the north, a fresh set of rises came into
view—the Kuchelberg Heath—near the road from Liegnitz to
Langenwaldau. This is actually the area which concerns us, since it was
here that the ensuing battle would be fought at.

For the remaining hours of August 13, the Prussian troops were given a
well-deserved respite. The enemy were closing in for the presumed kill.
Daun wiggled around forward from Jauer to Wählstadt (within about four
miles of the bluecoats at Schimmelwitz); Laudon drew out between
Kunitzer See, Jaschkendorf and going past Seifersdorf to Koischwitz. From
his lines, Laudon was within five miles of the enemy and nearer on the road
to Glogau, with the Katzbach between the Prussians and himself. Most of
the king’s men were still near to Liegnitz. Lacy, not venturing to take a
chance of a premature engagement, stayed comfortably back. Frederick’s
reaction to Daun and Laudon was to prepare for battle. He would receive
them in a defensive action if the need arose.

A body of the enemy did appear on the rises nearby, but the extent of their
intentions amounted to just reconnoitering. The marshal himself was with
this party. The Prussian baggage train of some 2,000 wagons were
dispatched under guard for Glogau, some 45 miles to the northwest. That



evening the Prussian king intended to steal a march to Parchwitz, and from
there make for Glogau with the main army. Under the big guns of the
fortress, the bluecoats might find a temporary rest.

As a preliminary, it would be necessary to disentangle the men from their
lines before Liegnitz. The bridge at Töpferberg would be used to transfer
them to Pfaffendorf and to head from there to Parchwitz. The king took his
generals and rode out, crossed the Schwartzwasser and the Katzbach,
explaining on the way his new general plan. He fully intended to await
Laudon’s advent in his current position, according to one eyewitness.13

When he had finished, Frederick returned to his headquarters at about 1600
hours to take a short rest break. His sleep14 was soon interrupted suddenly,
it is said, when a drunken deserter from Daun’s army came into camp15 and
told Frederick and his men that the Austrians were at hand. The latter was
preparing to sweep against the Prussian rear across the Glogau road.
Interestingly enough, this intelligence actually referred to the main army of
Marshal Daun and not specifically to what rôle Laudon himself might play
in the proceedings. That being the case, the Prussians actually profited little
from Captain Wise’s “intelligence.”16

Nevertheless, about nightfall, the king apparently rode out with the man to
scout and see for himself, after plying the visitor with “gallons of tea and
several enemas.”17 As soon as Frederick returned, the men made ready to
move out. We can well imagine the mood of the camp that terse evening.
The troops had the total failure of the Siege of Dresden to lament, and were
worn out from seemingly endless marching, none of which effort appeared
to have accomplished the least good. What was worse, they knew they were
facing greatly superior enemy forces. It was a low point in Prussian
fortunes, but the loyalty of the majority of the army kept them in the ranks,
when a more selfish approach could just as easily have been adopted.

In many ways, the iron discipline of the Prussian army, strict and reliant
upon an almost unquestioning obeying of orders, no matter what they might
be, had really served to keep the Prussian cause alive.18 Without this
training/discipline, Frederick would never have been allowed to become the
“Great.” And, we might add, it was not just the rank-and-file that possessed
loyalty. Although there would always be a number of officers who felt



much the same lukewarmness as Prince Henry did, the king could never
have stayed in charge without the loyalty of the majority of the Prussian
officers. Ziethen personified that sentiment when on one occasion he
announced excitedly (no doubt sincerely), “Long live our Great King!”19

In short, the king, for all his shortcomings (and they were many), was able
to instill confidence in the minds of his soldiers, like few military
commanders in history had ever managed. But it was a confidence
inculcated largely through hardened respect, and certainly not by love. This
was unlike the Austrians, who often managed real, tender affection for the
person of their queen, Maria Theresa.



Chapter Forty-Two

Battle at Liegnitz and Aftermath1

Laudon had marched from his encampment about 2000 hours, August 14,
aiming to lay hold of the rises at Pfaffendorf.2 Those selfsame heights that
Frederick wanted to shelter his army under during the rest of the night.
Laudon wanted to be there by dawn. He had left the campfires burning to
deceive the Prussians, with a skeletal force in attendance. His army was
marching forward in the darkness of a moonless night blindly, without an
advance guard, to ensure that his movement would not be detected by the
wily foe. His scouts brought word that the Prussian baggage had passed
through Töpferberg before dusk, so now he intended to take that train as
well. Laudon left the main body to capture that train with a small force.3

Frederick had left Schimmelwitz at about 2000. As soon as he seized the
Pfaffendorf Heights, he would start for Glogau with the dawn. His men
trudged around and through Liegnitz, from there across the Schwartzwasser
towards Pfaffendorf, a place where everyone seemed to be heading for on
this dark night. Frederick had ordered the utmost quiet to be observed
during the course of the night to keep the enemy outposts beyond the water
ignorant of the march. Beyond those outposts, the campfires of Laudon’s
camp were burning unusually bright tonight (with good reason). A column
of bluecoats marched through the alleys and main street of Liegnitz, the rest
bypassed it. The Schwartzwasser reached maximum width thereabouts at
Waldau—not more than one mile from Töpferberg—so Lacy instead made
for Töpferberg when he, too, marched that evening.

Lacy’s task was to turn the left of Frederick’s old position, which was by
now all but abandoned. There should have been no surprise to learn the
king might have withdrawn to the far bank, which was greatly elevated



above the near side, although neither section was flat. In the hilly country
beyond the Schwartzwasser the Prussians realized they had a better chance
in the defensive battle they must soon fight.4

As for Laudon, the possibility of a Prussian retirement must never have
occurred to him for he failed to send out even small parties of men to scout.
Had he done so, the ensuing battle would probably never have been fought
in the manner it was. Why did Laudon force the issue? Time was definitely
on the side of the allies; not only were Laudon, Lacy, and Daun present
with nearly 100,000 men, but the arrival of Cherneyshev would make the
odds even worse for the bluecoats.5 Just beyond the Töpferberg Bridge, the
Schwartzwasser and the Katzbach joined briefly. On the rise of heights
beyond, Frederick spread his army out in order-of-battle in two lines. The
front, under the king himself, was opposite to Laudon, while Ziethen, with
the left, was deployed to oppose Daun.

By about 0100 hours, the crossing was largely complete, the artillery
passing by the old stone bridge itself. Off in the distance, the campfires of
both Daun’s and the Prussians’ could be seen burning; but the latter were
attended by a few locals, along with some hussars to maintain the illusion.
Once the assembly was complete, the bluecoats settled down for the night
to rest under a clear, star-lit sky. Mitchell was a way’s back, at a
comfortable distance (he was near Kuchelberg). This hardy individual had
seen many hurdles with the Prussians, but this time things looked dark
indeed. As for Daun, he had left his camp about dark. He intended to be
astride the Katzbach with the dawn; here Lacy, Laudon, and the marshal
were supposed to rendezvous prior to closing the jaws on the struggling
enemy. He, too, had left minimal forces to man the fires, and was feeling
his way forward in the dark night.

The Prussian camp was soon all still with the men resting with their
weapons close by, with the king himself near the center of the line. About
0215 hours, a hussar major (Georg Hermann Gottlob von Hundt) came
dashing into the post, inquiring in great haste for the king.6 The first
authority figure he reached, Major-General Saldern, raised up to listen. The
major stated with great excitement that he had stumbled upon some



Austrians marching in the utter darkness in considerable strength near
Biernowitz.

In his History, Frederick enlarges on the tale. He stated that Hundt’s men
were on a patrol he had evidently ordered after dissecting the Irishman
Wise’s report. He reported that the change of camp was made with the
obvious intention of upsetting Daun’s plan. “I had nothing to fear,” wrote
the king, “for by changing the scene … Daun’s elaborate plans” would be
wholly useless. Again, these calculations were made on the assumption that
the king would maintain a static posture, a presumptuous thought in view of
his past record.7

Having a small force with him (200 hussars from Ziethen’s 2nd Hussars),
Hundt had been obliged to retire. Saldern directed him to Frederick. Hundt
now informed the alarmed king that this intruder was a scant 600 yards
distant. The king at once mounted his steed, ordering General
Schenckendorf with his troops and ten 12-pounder artillery guns to move to
the pommel of the Wolfsberg and there hammer the advancing enemy with
his big guns, getting the left ready for an impending action. Laudon was on
his mission sweeping to take his prizes as soon as possible. So imagine his
great surprise when, on approaching his objective, and, expecting to find
the Pfaffendorf rises deserted except for the Prussian baggage and guards,
he found instead an awake and fully prepared adversary.8

Schenckendorf opened up on the Austrians, who were marching in dense
formation and not expecting such a blow at that point. Still, it could not
have been a complete surprise. Frederick wrote that, “Laudon suspected
there were some troops ahead [author’s italics].”9 He thought there was
some enemy force obviously, but he never expected to face a major battle.
Laudon reasoned a Prussian force free battalion and “two regiments of
hussars were stationed on the ground in question.”10 But evidently nothing
near what he found. A rude awakening when Prussian guns began opening
great holes in the forward Austrian lines, bloodying Laudon’s noseguard.
The latter was thus immediately put at a terrible disadvantage. Laudon’s
men had to strike uphill against an enemy who probably outnumbered his at
the decisive point of impact—although he had 35,000 men.11 In addition,
the Prussian muskets were “longer-ranged than theirs [the Austrian]



weapons.”12 This latter factor alone would have much bearing upon the
battle’s outcome. The Austrian advance was repelled in the first moments,
but Laudon took quick measures to make the most out of a bad situation. In
this unexpected manner, the Battle of Liegnitz had begun. Laudon
endeavored to form his men in the low ground below the dangerous rises,
but the ground was restricted in space and only some 5,000 men could
make up the first line of battle. With these men, a second assault was
launched forward but likewise beaten down, aiming at the right of the
Prussian position, to outflank the defenders. A third time, the Austrian line
advanced, but, riddled by accurate Prussian fire, nothing came of it, and the
line veered off. A most desperate struggle now ensued there, always new
Austrian advances and failed attacks. It was about 0230 hours. At the north
end, the Austrian cavalry, which had galloped around that way, charged the
prepared enemy lines present thereabouts.

They threaded their way forward between Pohlschildern and Biernowitz.
This stroke shook up the 2nd Hussars of Ziethen and Krockow’s 2nd
Dragoons, which occupied the disputed ground. They started to give ground
under the impact, but the cuirassiers and the outcast Anhalt-Bernburg unit
would, in the end, save the day. The 2nd Cuirassiers of Colonel Heinrich
(Prince Henry), slammed forward into action behind Bernburg; it attacked
an Austrian battery under Lt.-Col. Georg Ludwig Wiershitski (for which it
received the Pour-le-Merite) and wheeled towards the Katzbach. The 5th
Cuirassiers pushed back Laudon’s riders, taking ten flags, nine guns, and
gaining a Pour-le-Merite in the process.13 Seydlitz’s 8th Cuirassiers
performed very well; after turning back the charge of three cavalry
regiments, it attacked and captured “five battalions” from three Austrian
units, the 1st of Kaiser,14 the 24th of Starhemberg, and Waldeck’s 35th),
along with 11 cannon and six battle flags.15 Lost were 111 men.16

At length, the downtrodden horsemen had to fall back towards the
Katzbach. The Prussians, under great pressure, were forming a new right
wing, under Bülow, which consisted of the 5th Cuirassiers, the 2nd, the 8th
Cuirassiers, 2nd Dragoons, and 2nd Hussars.17 For ground support, the 34th
Infantry of Ferdinand and the 3rd Anhalt-Bernburg unit, were on hand.18

About this time, Schenckendorf was wounded and carried off the field.



By the shifting of Laudon’s attack pressure towards the northeast, and the
consequent Prussian countermeasures, the line between Ziethen and the rest
of the army widened until it disappeared. Even worse, just about the center
near Platen, the ebb and flow of battle towards the north and northeast had
caused a serious rift to appear. An enemy battalion, which was just about to
enter the village when the action started, was not far distant. The
opportunity to cut the Prussian army in two was presenting itself. The 26th
Infantry (General Linden) and Ferdinand’s 5th Infantry more or less had
control of the front thereabouts, but the Austrians were in great strength
there.

However, their opportunity was short-lived. Möllendorf, under due
direction, who had sighted the hole as soon as it had appeared, hastened
towards it with a mixed force of cavalry and infantry—Rathenow’s (1/23)
and Nymschöfsky (33/42), plus the 5th Infantry, and fought the advancing
enemy to a draw.19 The Austrian advance was checked in the streets of
Platen, which was set on fire just when it became impossible to hold the
place anymore.20

The impetus of Möllendorf’s advance seemed to be for the bluecoats. Then
their progress was checked by a severe raking fire from the big batteries of
General Laudon. In a melodramatic moment, Saldern (ever the zealous
warrior) offered ten thalers out of pocket to the first person to silence the
most persistent of the enemy’s batteries. With the fog burning away in the
light of an early brightening morning sky, the task was manageable. A
gunner whose name has been, most fortunately, recalled in the annals of
history (Kretschmer) put off a shot that ruptured a powder wagon,
decimating the offending battery.21 The Prussian advance into the face of
the formidable Austrian position now continued.

However, the advance of Laudon’s army was checked and Frederick’s army
saved. After their one bona fide chance, the whitecoats had no other. As
their attacks were brought to a halt, in heavy fighting, and they began
wavering, the king chose that moment to launch a counterattack. The
Bernburg regiment moved in to strike, supported by the 34th Infantry. This
was the decisive moment. By then it was about 0500 hours. The infantry of
Bernburg lowered bayonets and valiantly attacked the Austrian horse. The



sight must have been awe-inspiring. One of a relative handful of times in
the long annals of military history when infantry would directly attack
against their mounted counterparts.22 The 3rd’s charge was an impromptu;
apparently neither a senior officer or the king did order the charge. Duffy
reported that Bülow admonished Prince Bernburg for not keeping his
brigade together.23 The behavior of this unit was likened to a corps of
ferries and devils.24 In this case, the Austrian horse, in short, were driven
back, but drew infantry support from the center and flank forces to help
stiffen their effort. All in vain for the whitecoats; there was just no chance
there.

Bernburg, as we have seen, had been disgraced at the siege of the Saxon
capital. It was most anxious to redeem itself and its reputation in
Frederick’s, and the rest of the army’s, eyes. At the event, Austrian gunners
targeted the unit, but it swept on nonetheless, the deafening cry of “Ehre
oder Tod” filling the air. There was no turning back at that point. With grim
determination, Anhalt-Bernburg crashed into the front line of the Austrians.
Bringing up the rear was the 34th, joined by Henry’s 2nd Cuirassiers. In the
event, the issue would be scarcely in doubt. The Austrian forward line,
ruptured beyond repair, forthwith fell back on the second.

The latter began to stiffen, a situation enhanced only by the attackers
themselves, who had advanced so quickly they were becoming disordered.
Worse, the terrain was much rougher, and Laudon saw the opportunity to
launch a counterattack. White uniformed Austrians pressed forward,
followed by clouds of riders who crashed into the now exposed left flank of
Bernburg-Ferdinand. This blow scattered the Stechau grenadiers, took ten
standards and threatened the entire Prussian left line thereabouts.
Fortunately, less panicky battalions formed rank and speedily brought this
final Austrian effort to a halt, aided by the Prussian horsemen who appeared
on the scene to drive the enemy back towards Biernowitz.

The Austrians were now discouraged, and Laudon was immediately
compelled to give up a losing battle. He retired across the Katzbach,
followed and hounded by Prussian hussars, who were starving for a good
chase. They sure had one on this occasion. These valiant troopers nabbed
some 6,000 of Laudon’s stunned men and would unquestionably have



rounded up more had Laudon not set up a battery at Biernowitz.25 This
served to cover his retreat. Thus ended the Battle of Liegnitz.

During the course of the battle, Prussia had won a small, but timely, victory.
“A second Rossbach,” so to speak.26 Part of the problem lay with the three-
pronged pincers that would close in upon the Prussians. We must also keep
in mind the solid nature of the Prussian infantry.27 Besides, the bluecoats
had the advantage of interior lines. “The Devil is in the details,” and, at
least, at Liegnitz it so appeared.28 The losses to the two sides were the
following (for Laudon they were appalling in relation to his strength): the
Austrian loss was approximately 1,408 killed and 2,359 wounded, plus
4,371 prisoners, or nearly a third of the army. Thadden puts the Austrian
loss at 1,421 killed, 2,276 wounded, and 4,437 prisoners.29 Also, 80 guns,
seized by the victors, were trophies of the bluecoats. Frederick suffered
approximately 3,394 casualties—639 killed, the rest wounded/missing. This
was due, at least in part, to the fact some of the bluecoat forces had been
mere spectators to the action. Only the Prussian main body, 15,000 men,
had even been engaged. The contribution of the Prussian artillery was
absolutely essential at Liegnitz, especially the light Prussian 12-pounders,
which helped decimate the attack of the Austrian grenadiers.30 Without the
ordnance, the Battle of Liegnitz could never have been successful.31 The
king himself had been in the thick of the fighting. “A grapeshot pierced the
skirts of his coat.”32 Fortunately, for the Prussian cause, Frederick escaped
serious injury.

As for Daun, he had been southwest—that is upwind of the fight—all this
while, judiciously creeping forward against Frederick’s long abandoned
camp with a view to taking it in concert with Laudon. The latter was
already busily engaged elsewhere. About 2400 hours, August 14, the
Pandours finally discovered the truth that the enemy had flown, leaving
only a few attendants behind. The fastest rider took the news to the marshal,
but it was nevertheless 0100 hours on August 15 before Daun finally heard
the tale. He ordered the army to race forward in the tracks of the foe to get
in a blow if there was still time. The whitecoats got to and passed Liegnitz
about 0300 hours; the scouts perceived a column of thick black smoke
rising off on the horizon, toward Platen and Hummel.



They assumed that a battle was either in progress or had just ended (this
alternative because no sounds of fighting nor flashes indicating artillery in
action were apparent). Daun’s scouts reached the Töpferberg, the marshal
sending cavalry over the bridge to probe the other bank and find out what
was going on. Ziethen stood opposite in command of some 10,000 men as
the Prussian right wing.

Seeing the Austrians drawing near, Ziethen loosened a bombardment with
his big guns upon the enemy riders. This hammering was so intense that the
cavalrymen were quickly withdrawn. But not before they drove in Ziethen’s
pickets, drawing his full attention to them. Daun, ascertaining that the
enemy was fully alert in spite of the hour, ordered an immediate
withdrawal. He had decided against forcing his way across the
Schwartzwasser. Characteristically, Daun had issued no instructions for his
army to make even the slightest attempt to engage the bluecoats in battle,
once his men had reached the scene of the battle. (Few of the officers were
brazen enough to “assume” Daun wanted to seek out an action). His only
action during the rest of the night was to issue an order for his army to go
back from whence it came.

Now, before we condemn too swiftly, we must keep in mind that Daun’s
men were more than six miles from the scene of battle, with little
opportunity to close for an action. This should help mitigate the complaints.
History has not been kind in its indictments towards the senior Austrian
commander for the most part. The circumstances surrounding Daun’s
conduct at the battle remain a matter of contention, just as much in 1760 as
later. As it worked out, “the failure at Liegnitz in 1760 … [showed Daun]
had little confidence in his generals and still less in himself.”33

Lacy, in the meanwhile, had made his “effort” at action, if it could be called
that.34 He reached Waldau, from where he planned to barge across the
Schwartzwasser into Ziethen’s wing, before his scheme, too, came
unraveled. The end result was an abortive, half-hearted attempt to send men
into action straight at Ziethen’s lines. Only two hussar regiments did come
across on the Prussian lines. But the latter gave Ambassador Mitchell some
anxious moments as they apparently tried to accost him in his quarters.



Lacy then simply halted his forward motion and paused, more or less
awaiting developments.

The tangled events of this evening do demonstrate again the utter failure of
the Austrians to cooperate among themselves. With a more than three-to-
one advantage in numbers, and the control of the countryside, the armies of
Daun, Lacy and Laudon had been shut down again, by a tired, hungry,
discouraged army of less than 25,000 men. Archenholtz relates the Prussian
army wasted little time on the battlefield. General Saldern, a man
possessing a keen eye and organizational skills, was in charge of the
arrangements to march. By 0900 hours, the bluecoats moved off, leaving a
wholly deserted battlefield that had been stripped of most anything the
enemy, himself disoriented and wobbly, could make use of. Ziethen,
following up with the rearguard, and toting the prisoners, captured
ordinance, and the wounded,35 marched at about 1300 hours. Again,
Frederick was aiming for Parchwitz. There the road bisected and made for
Glogau, his earlier goal prior to the battle, or Breslau. At the latter, Prince
Henry was waiting, as per orders issued even before the king entered
Silesia. As for the valiant Bernburg regiment, its conduct at Liegnitz
definitely restored it in the king’s eyes and of the rest of the army. Almost
as children before a proud father, some of the men wept as Frederick told
the regiment that it had been fully restored to royal favor. The king must
have been welling up as well. Sergeant Fugleman, “Chief Corporal,”
blurted out then, “and you are again our Gracious King, then?!”36 Then the
unit mercifully, “broke into lustful cheers.”37 Small wonder that Frederick
is among the few Great Captains who seemed so in touch with his men at
times. No wonder he was, both openly and affectionately, called “Old Fritz”
by his soldiers.38

That touching gesture aside, the king’s Prussian army was still seriously
low on provisions. He had sufficient supplies to last for two more days, and,
in spite of the victory at Liegnitz, could not have been in a triumphant
mood. On the way to Breslau, at Auras, Cherneyshev stood, interposed
between the armies of the two royal brothers. But Frederick formed a clever
scheme to get the Russians out of the way. He wrote out a note, ostensibly
for Henry, giving it to a peasant to deliver. The latter was told to let himself
be captured by the foe, and to only give up the note in order to save his life.



The letter stated, in effect, “Austrians totally beaten on this day; now for
those Russians, Dear Brother, and swift; do what we agreed upon. I only
hope this letter reaches you promptly.” The contents of this dispatch
punctually reached Cherneyshev.

The latter at once ordered his men to march towards Trebnitz and Prausnitz.
There was really little need for this bit of trickery actually, for Cherneyshev
would undoubtedly have issued orders for a withdrawal anyway as soon as
he knew Laudon was beaten.39 The incident did give the king a golden
opportunity to use his biting wit, although it does now appear he believed
that the person of Laudon had been fatally wounded at Liegnitz.40 Besides,
Cherneyshev, in the final analysis, probably doubted the authenticity of the
note as well.41

Nevertheless, with the fourth enemy, Cherneyshev’s Russians, thus rooted
out of the way, the Prussians were able to reach Parchwitz in the pre-dawn
(August 16); here the decision was made to head for Breslau at top speed.
There was once again no sign of Daun or indeed anyone moving to block
the move. The marshal had spent August 15 in enforced idleness at
Grossnig, apparently not even advising Cherneyshev of the recent round of
events near Liegnitz.42

In the evening, Daun did belatedly give the order to march and his army
crawled forward, with Lacy’s largely intact and Laudon’s tattered
commands to probe ahead for a sign of the foe.

About 0600 hours on August 17, the main Austrian army hitched forward
on Hohen-Poseritz, while the left side of the army wrapped around Raaben,
with the new headquarters at Conradeswaldau. Lacy marched on Streithberg
and took up a position on the rises thereabouts. On the next day, he pressed
patrols across the Schweidnitz Wasser, taking up a post between
Schmellwitz and Stephanstain. The Austrians were cautious, and, to fully
demonstrate this, General Brentano moved his forces on Zobten.
Meanwhile, Marshal Daun, with his main army resting for the moment,
took the opportunity to start constructing some entrenchments.



Frederick, wasting none of the precious time the enemy was offering by
hesitation, sped toward Neumarkt, with some patrols extending on
Kostenblot. Arriving nearby about 1200 hours August 16, Frederick sent
scouts probing ahead. They spotted an enemy party, which promptly fled.
The Prussians gave chase. During their pursuit, the scouts came
unexpectedly upon the massed formations of what appeared to be Daun’s
entire army marching some three miles off in front of and on the knolls
where General Luchessi had once stood posted among the scrubby ground
at Leuthen so long ago. A lot of fighting and killing had occurred since
then.

Frederick must have been worried that the enemy already held Neumarkt
and so again was squarely in the path of the road to Breslau. The king
nevertheless rode ahead to the rises but discerned, to his surprise, that the
marshal had apparently forgotten to occupy the vital point. Not neglecting
himself to take advantage of the enemy’s surprising oversight, Frederick
sent men to occupy Neumarkt before the Austrians got wise. This
accomplished, the direct road to the Silesian capital was thus gained and a
rendezvous with the army of Prince Henry assured.

The following day, Frederick pressed his army on Hermannsdorf (about
seven miles from Breslau), where he drew rein, sending an order for his
brother to join him there as soon as the Russians were adequately dealt
with. Just about then, the royal brothers were engaging in a new game: rôle
reversal. With Prince Henry unexpectedly taking up the mantle for an
aggressive action, while Frederick suddenly got cautious. Henry had for
once been discouraged from taking the offensive by Frederick himself, of
all people. The king did not hesitate to state the proposed new offensive, a
rapid march against the vulnerable Russian base of Posen, was fraught with
dangers.43 It could leave much of Brandenburg and Silesia exposed should
it fail. This directive was rather academic, for the lethargic Soltikov took to
the road as soon as Frederick drew near, reached Trebnitz (on August 18)
and sat down, screened behind almost inaccessible marshy ground. Henry
pursued, although Frederick, believing that Soltikov would soon be heading
for home, shortly recalled him (August 27) to join his royal brother. Henry
left only General Goltz and some 12,000 men to keep track of the



Russians,44 while he retired gradually by Glogau to Breslau, where he
stayed, feigning illness.45

Prince Henry was out of action for the rest of the campaign, apparently
having had his “fill” of his royal sibling. The prince could not stomach to
serve as a ‘junior’ commander in any entity where Frederick was in charge.
As an aside, the enthusiasm of the valiant Seydlitz for the king’s methods of
waging war was also waning, or so it appeared.46 General Forcade took
command of his army in his absence. Forcade, a choice that the king would
not have favored by any means, took to the road on August 29 to comply
with his king’s directives. With the two forces joined, Frederick’s total
strength was raised to about 55,000 men, against the weakened Austrian
forces of Laudon, Lacy, and Daun, of not over 85,000 strong.47 And they
were now busy among themselves looking for who was to blame for
Liegnitz.48

Frederick now engaged in maneuvering about in the vicinity of Parchwitz.
This period consumed much energy, but, before narrating it, we might find
it desirable to see what had been happening in the Russian camp during this
time. Same day that Prince Henry’s army returned towards a junction with
the king, Soltikov composed a note to Czarina Elizabeth in which he
described his future campaign plan: “in the meantime, I shall move by a
series of forced marches down the Oder so as to force Prince Henry to
follow me … I shall try to attack [Prince Henry] when the opportunity
presents itself.”49 Just those few lines reveal Soltikov’s apparent lack of
confidence that he could prevail in a contest with the smaller Prussian army
of Prince Henry, as well as demonstrating his defensive-minded thinking.

The Russian government apparently thought that he had already had “too
many chances” to attack Prince Henry’s army, and had fumbled them all, a
situation which had to be known by Soltikov. The marshal’s ill-health was
about the same time becoming an issue of more than passing importance.
There could be little doubt of Soltikov’s future intentions under the
circumstances. On September 11, the troubled Russian commander
officially handed over the charge in the army to the Scotsman Fermor.50 No
doubt with the tacit approval of his government. However, this could only



be a temporary fix, for Fermor himself had become distinctly unpopular in
the Russian army.51

Meanwhile, the Austrians continued to progress. Laudon, immediately upon
the presumed destruction of the Prussian field forces in Silesia, would then
have preferred to press for Glatz immediately. Now, let us examine what
had been occurring in Silesia before Frederick’s arrival there.

About June 7, Laudon’s advanced guard began barricading the roads
leading to Glatz, but the general himself took camp at Landshut under direct
orders from Daun. He was to serve as cover for the main army while it
marched to face Frederick, but when the antagonists moved into Saxony,
following the success at Landshut over Fouquet, Laudon seized the
opportunity of ordering up his siege artillery from Olmütz upon Glatz.

The Austrians had already secured the key passes heading into Silesia, over
by Silberberg and Warta. Laudon had looked over the available maps of
Glatz and had uncovered large gaps between the bastions and what he felt
were fatal flaws in the construction of the two fortresses that would make
them susceptible to capture. Laudon moved out from Landshut on July 4,
hitching on to Lahyn (July 5). From here, Austrian patrols promptly began
to intrude upon Prussian positions over by Breslau. Two days after,
Laudon’s men reached Goldberg, while Austrian reconnaissance units
reached Hochkirch, followed up by Laudon’s main body, and, July 9, he
was at Eichholz, from where he could look to fulfill the allied conquest of
Silesia. But the secondary objective of seizing Glatz was still very much a
part of the mix,52 as evidenced by Marshal Daun and Laudon having a
conference at Öttendorf to go over future campaign plans.53 The upshot of
this meeting was that Laudon designated a task force under General
Draskovitch with specific instructions to start the siege of Glatz. There was
more. Laudon was hoping that the Russians would do the same with
Breslau, but the obvious Austrian effort within Silesia remained to conquer
the province as much by themselves as possible.54

The main attention around and about Glatz was the main fortress at the
Western side of the Neisse position, in among some very high rises. The
town of Glatz boasted a medieval wall round about it. In this base, the



imposing façade of the Alte Festung (Old Fortress) was the salient
dominant feature, but on the other end of the works that constituted Glatz
was the New Fortress (on the Schäferberg). The major garrison of the
fortress was the 33rd Infantry of none other than Fouquet, or, rather, what
was left of it.55 Draskovitch unbuckled his engineer captain, Nikolaus
Steinmetz, and the director of the siege itself, under Gribeauval, to seize the
structure. A siege parallel was undertaken and completed on July 20–21,
and the bluecoats were at once put in bad straits.

But the ordnance (114 heavy guns) did not arrive until July 25, and it was
the next day, before they could be put into use. The opening bombardment
appeared to do little good, against either one of the two fortresses about
Glatz, the main one under the command of the Commandant, of Lt.-Col.
Barthomamaeus Marquis d’O, while the lesser was led by Colonel Friedrich
Wilhelm Freiherr von Quadt zu Wickerad, across the Neisse River. The
combined manpower of the two fortresses totaled about 2,400 men, which
seemed rather puny against the 40,000 that Laudon could bring to the scene
of action. What was worse, a large proportion of the men in the garrison
were actually impressed P.O.W.s.

Austrian guns began pounding Quadt’s post about 0400 hours, July 26; his
response was limited by the number of guns at his disposal. Nevertheless,
the shelling was not particularly damaging, although it lasted until about
0900 with scarcely any relief. The one singular success was the outright
destruction of communication bridges that had been erected to keep contact
between the two forces. The Austrian shelling was the direct cause of
several explosions among the Prussian magazines and it did not help
matters that Prussian fortunes as a whole were in much confusion. The
Kranich (or, “The Crane”) redoubt was pointed out by Laudon now as a
vital sector in front of the main line,56 and was held with insufficient forces.
Complicating matters for the allies, the fortress of Glatz, on its westward
face, boasted an elaborate series of underground tunnels through which the
Prussians could handily press up reinforcements to help preserve their hold
upon Glatz.

But there was a glaring weakness. The Kranisch was kept secured by a
mere 15 men under Lt. von Bord.57 Now came the task of storming the



redoubt. This fell to Harsch, who stormed forward with part of his own
Andlau regiment, led by the brave Lt. Anton Ulrich Mylius, which launched
into a counterattack, momentarily driving back the intruders. Some timely
howitzer fire beat back the Prussians once again. Laudon’s men were not
done by any means. A volunteer force was quickly assembled. Under the
command of Colonel Johann Theodor Rouvroy, it was called down to storm
the bastions. Major Joseph Bechardht stormed forward with some 50 men
against the flèche, and Rouvroy mounted the fortress wall hard-by the
Kranich. The issue was not long in doubt. The Austrians found an opening
over by the Feld-Tor, and, after a short firefight, and some handy
maneuvering, forced the bluecoats to yield.

This compromised the whole Prussian post over by the Alte Festung. By
that time, Prussian reinforcements (some 150 men under Major Unruh),
coming up from the town, were at the scene, in the company of
Commandant d’O and Major Friedrich Christian von Wrede.58 The whole
lot was soon taken captive by the advancing Austrians. The catalyst for this
event turned out to be because the “regiment of Quadt went over to the
enemy en masse.”59 The triumph was complete. Prussian prisoners
amounted to the entire garrison, along with some 200 pieces of ordnance,
including 101 “brass cannon.”60 Austrian losses were approximately 214.
The loss to the bluecoats was very serious here, but considering the make-
up/condition of the garrison and that Frederick had picked through the
garrison to take the best men for his field armies, hardly surprising.

The Austrians could only be encouraged by this unfolding of events.61 On
the other hand, Frederick could not have been equally pleased with the turn
of events.62 Quadt, coming out to the rescue, had been captured, and a small
detachment, under Major Unruh, sent to outflank the intruder, accomplished
little. The commander now, without further delay, surrendered the main
fortress (about 1100 hours) without a shot being fired in anger against the
new structure. Prussian losses were 2,403 men and 110 officers, while the
enemy loss was said to be 64 killed and 138 men wounded.63 Frederick had
Commandant d’O court-martialed and apparently imprisoned after the war,
but, for the moment, Laudon, rendered secure by the fall of Glatz, was free
to move on Breslau. He wasted no time in doing just that.64 Years



afterward, the stingy-minded monarch would disdain spending money to
make “Unnecessary” improvements to the Glatz fortifications.65

As for Prince Henry, he had scarcely 36,000 men with him, most cantoned
near the border with Poland at Gleissen facing the main Russian army.
Before he had learned of the fall of Glatz, the king ordered Prince Henry to
leave Soltikov alone for a while and go confront Laudon. The latter was
sweeping through southern Silesia, but Henry hardly had a mind to obey the
directive. He was aware that Soltikov had already established a base at
Kalisch and that the latter would no doubt march in his absence. What was
worse, Soltikov could elect to go into either Silesia, or still more seriously,
into Brandenburg, with very little to hinder him. The bold suggestion to
General Bogislav Friedrich von Tauentzein, commanding at Breslau, to
march against Soltikov was declined for fear that Laudon might seize the
Silesian capital in his absence.

Meanwhile, Marshal Daun was utilizing the time at his disposal in
preparing to lay siege to Schweidnitz (July 26). Within that fortress, the
Austrians estimated the Prussian garrison to be no more than 3,000 men.
Austrian construction of new entrenchments was shortly carried out
between the Zobtenberg and the Domanze Heights. Patrols from the main
Austrian army hitched into Pitschenberg.

Frederick rescinded the marching instructions to attack the army of Laudon
by Prince Henry. The latter, in effect, was facing two big armies, Laudon to
the south and the Russians in nearer proximity to the north. He could not
move with his much-weakened army against the Russians without inviting
disaster. He could not go confront Laudon, because to do that would leave
the Russian army free to do what they liked. Besides this, there was always
the possibility that the Austrians would merely retire if Prince Henry moved
actively towards their positions. So Henry informed the king that about all
he could do was already being done, covering Silesia and Brandenburg
against Soltikov and leave Tauentzein in Breslau to hold back Laudon if at
all possible. This must, perforce, be a purely defensive effort.66

In a few days, Soltikov would make one of those characteristically bad
decisions the Russian commanders were well known for by now and relieve



the bluecoats of anxiety. But, in the meanwhile, Laudon was ready to move.
About 1600 hours, July 26, Laudon’s rearguard took to the road from Glatz
bound for the Silesian capital. Within a few more hours, the main body of
his men marched off. General Nauendorf moved on Lissa. Breslau was in
relatively good shape to take a short siege—in much better condition than
Glatz had been. There was for a garrison about 3,900 men, and to give the
reader an idea of just how important Frederick considered the capital of
Silesia to be, 1,000 of these men were regulars67 fully capable of defense.
There were weaknesses, however. The walls surrounding Breslau were not
as strong as they should have been and within the city’s confines was a
major Prussian P.O.W. facility which housed almost 9,000 men, the greater
portion of these being Austrian.68

Laudon was of the opinion that the capital would fall rather speedily,
especially if Soltikov cooperated. It is worth pointing out that the Russian
army carried no siege train with it; in this respect, the Russians would have
no choice but to rely upon their Austrian allies. Were the Austrians, though,
relying too much upon their allies from the east? Daun, as well? If so, he
should have known better than that.

Laudon, after all, had served in the Russian army, and knew the Russian
language all well and good, but he really appears not to have understood the
Russian mentality any better than any of his Austrian contemporaries.
Soltikov was not in the least concerned about capturing Breslau until he
could be assured that his magazines and base at Posen were safe from
Prince Henry’s roving bands.69

At least Daun, still technically superior to Laudon in command, was away
in Saxony, so the enterprise appeared to be at least feasible. July 26,
Soltikov trudged reluctantly from Posen forward, crossing the Silesian
frontier the first of August about Glogau over near Kobylin (Cherneyshev
was deployed well back at Rawitsch, which Prussian scouts were
shadowing). Against that fortress, the greencoats made a pathetic try at
taking it, with little success. Then, making the rather lame excuse that his
men needed to rest and baked bread needed time to allow to cool (which
cannot be argued, except for the length of the pause), Soltikov actually
called halt until August 3 to do just that. He did not trust the Austrian high



command,70 and he was weary of trying to attack Prince Henry, who was
busy gathering his men in front. Henry’s men were marching through the
streets of Glogau while the Russians had passed by. Prince Henry kept
moving. Soon he learned that Breslau, and not Glogau, was the proposed
scene of the allied link-up. Laudon’s van, under General Draskovitch,
arrived outside of the walls of Breslau on July 30, and, on the following
morning, Laudon himself with his men were at hand. He carried some
42,000 men with him, considerably outnumbering Tauentzein’s command.

All things considered, he must have expected a rather easy time of the
matter.71 Perhaps the swift fall of the twin fortresses at Glatz had made him
cocky, but, if this were the case, he would be speedily disillusioned.72 The
intruders crossed the Oder on two bridges (secured July 31), Laudon
summoning the defenders of Breslau to surrender the place or face having it
burned to the ground. He had decided to waste no time with any
preliminaries.

The siege guns in fact were still in transit from Glatz, as the Austrians had
progressed on Breslau with a bit too much enthusiasm, but Laudon
anticipated that he might not even need them. That was before the defiant
Prussian response. Tauentzein replied that he had been given Breslau to
defend, not to surrender. That left Laudon with no choice but a siege, since
to try an assault would not only be costly, but would most likely fail. This
because the bluecoats had constructed more works to complement the
natural obstacles thereabouts; although the walls around the city were not in
the best condition either. In the Austrian headquarters now arrived word
that Prince Henry was bringing his Prussians to the relief of the Silesian
capital. Laudon wasted no more time.

His siege guns, as soon as they could arrive, were put into action laying
down a heavy pounding of Breslau from 2200 hours, August 1, until after
midnight.73 A number of fires were reported,74 the Spaeton Palace was
destroyed, along with the Dominican Convent—while 30 other structures as
well were laid waste, but the damage control was well-organized and these
were soon under control. The next morning, Breslau was still firmly in the
hands of Tauentzein. Laudon now sent word to the garrison commander
telling him that if he did not surrender immediately an impressive number



of Austrian batteries, including some 45 mortars,75 were set to blast him
and the town to ribbons. No quarter would be offered, not even to mothers
or their children. Tauentzein was not buying the bluff. Nor did Laudon
hesitate to inform the Prussian commander that Breslau was little more than
a commercial town, and, as such, not deserving of the same level of
protection, by international “understanding,” as say, Dresden.76

The reply? The Prussian insolently retorted that neither he nor his soldiers
were expecting children! Later in the morning, Laudon relented and sent a
softer message requesting terms to secure the surrender of Breslau.
Tauentzein did not even bother to name terms, and even had the audacity to
turn his batteries upon Laudon’s headquarters and forthwith hammer it into
ruins. This is hardly surprising. Tauentzein was grimly resolved to hold on
to the Silesian capital, but he was not overly confident in this respect. The
commander was determined to, “entrench myself with the [1st Battalion of
the Royal] Garde on one of the bastions there to defend myself to the last
man.”77 That night (August 2–3), the Austrian guns were silent, and the
following day there was just scant firing. Prussian losses by that point
amounted to ten wounded and four killed.78

Laudon’s siege of Breslau was already an abject failure, for not only was
Tauentzein holding firm, but Henry was racing ahead of the dilatory
Russian army that way. His men rose from Gleissen (July 27), on to Strapel.
Henry was absolutely bent on containing the Russian threat. He strode
forward, reaching Rietschütz (July 28), and Pudligar (next day). At the
latter, the bluecoats, thoroughly worn out by all of the hard marching, had
to pause until July 31. That morning, Prussian scouts reached as far as
Linden, narrowly missing General Totleben’s men over by Polnisch-Lissa.

Soltikov, meanwhile, simultaneously pressed past Kosten and Guslin, which
move served, in essence, to prevent Prince Henry from reaching Glogau.79

Laudon was expecting the army of Prince Henry to appear about any time
now, so he took the precaution of sending out a detachment of about 2,000
men under General Count Karl Caramelli to Parchwitz, right into the
projected path of the Prussians. In the meantime, Soltikov had been slowly
and deliberately making his way forward with his main Russian array.80



Prince Henry reached the vicinity of Breslau on August 3, marching across
the Katzbach to strike Laudon’s detachment and bakery at Parchwitz.
Caramelli responded to the sudden Prussian advent by pulling back to
Leubus and demolishing the bridge thereabouts, thus intervening between
his force and the Prussians. The Austrians subsequently bundled into Prince
Henry’s men hard-by Canth, the latter under General Werner. Werner lit into
the stunned whitecoats of Caramelli, inflicting heavy losses, capturing 370
men and seven officers, a total which included General Caramelli.81

Intelligence soon reached Laudon that the Prince was at the scene, while
Soltikov was still struggling along in northern Silesia.82 Knowing at once,
under the circumstances, that his siege was doomed, Laudon drew up orders
to fall back on Streigau. Caramelli was ordered back, and after dark on
August 3, Laudon rose and fell back, effectively abandoning the siege.

Prince Henry rested his weary men a grand total of one day, August 4, and,
on the next morning, he moved on Lissa, where he encamped to make ready
to oppose Soltikov and Laudon if indeed they should try to join.83 Henry
sent men to chase after Laudon’s retreating army, but took only a few
prisoners. Prince Henry halted nearby, dropping a guard force and moving
back across the Oder (August 8), flung himself and his tired army between
Soltikov and Breslau. It can thus be said that Henry not only saved Breslau
from each opponent in his turn, but also prevented the planned juncture of
the allied armies.

The Russians continued to progress. Their van reached Kotzerke (August
5), and, on the following day, Gross-Weidenhof. At the latter destination,
the main Russian army took yet another breather; mainly to see what was
developing. Russian patrols reached Hunsfeld (a small point on the road
from Prausnitz and Trebnitz about seven miles from Breslau) on August 8,
to find no sign of Laudon or siege guns or (still more importantly to
Soltikov) any signs of provisions. Instead, there was the wily Prince Henry
drawn out across his path, undoubtedly intending to dispute him every inch
of the way should he try for Breslau. The Prussian had ordered Colonel
Reinhold von Thadden to storm the rise of Freiwald, and when the Russians
did appear, the bluecoats assumed they were only General Gottlob Kurt
Heinrich von Totleben’s men.84 Thadden accordingly arrived near to
Freiwald, and discovered to his chagrin, that the enemy body was Soltikov’s



main force.85 The Russian commander immediately lost what little
enthusiasm he had had for this venture, and drew up short.

This behavior came about, in part, because Soltikov just did not trust his
Austrian allies, Laudon or no Laudon.86 Any offensive plan thwarted,
Soltikov would sooner or later either try again at another point to join the
Austrians or else retire into Poland empty-handed. Prince Henry’s actions
had utterly destroyed the allied plans of rendezvousing deep in Silesia.
Again we can be tempted to believe that his wholly defensive minded
maneuvers were just as equally effective, and sometimes a great deal more
so, than his royal brother’s daring strokes.

At the Northern Front, the Swedes and Prussians continued their seemingly
endless struggle for supremacy. General Forcade,87 with his men deployed
at Rega, was attacked on June 15 by elements of General Totleben’s men.
Forcade, with 10,000 men and 30 guns, was able to fend off the blow. That
was enough. Totleben was soon off on new business. Meanwhile, General
Langtinghausen was preparing to carry the war across the way against the
Prussians. August 16, the Swedes suddenly erupted around the enemy’s left
wing across the Peene. General Fersen with the Swedish Advanced Guard
breached the Trebel hard-by Volksdorf. The Swedes pressed on Demmin,
and, nearby, encountered the bluecoat forces of General Otto Ludwig Jung
Stutterheim.88 General Augustin Ehrensvard made a concerted effort to pry
the Prussians back from Anklam. The effect of the Swedish maneuvers,
coupled with their superior numbers, finally compelled Jung-Stutterheim to
abandon his forward posts and fall back upon Spanekow (August 21).
General Fersen and Ehrensvard followed up in their turn, but their advanced
units reached Ivenacke before the bluecoats finally reeled back upon
Schönwald (August 22). Before the month was out, advanced detachments
of Swedes stood before Rollwitz, while another force was able to encamp
near Strasburg driving back Prussian patrols hard-by Pasewalk. This blow
gradually forced the Prussians to pull back.89 This assemblage cleared out,
Langtinghausen moved on towards Pasewalk (September 3). The Swedish
commander paused there, with a strength of 17 battalions and 42 squadrons
of horse. But that old familiar problem of logistics again reared its ugly
head. The frail Swedish commissary system of supply about then almost
completely broke down, which, in combination with disease and mounting



battle casualties, really served to take the wind out of Lantinghausen’s sails.
Such as it was.

Back in Saxony, General Hülsen was at Meissen, while Major-General
Christian Bogislav von Linden was over at Jagen, with “Green” Kleist near
Döebeln. Hülsen had his hands full with the weak Imperialist armies during
all this while.90 Prince Stolberg was unbuckled upon Kesselsdorf, while
General Kleefeld was encamped during this period over at Freiberg.
Prussian outposts were viewed as vulnerable by the somewhat livelier
allies. Stolberg surprised a bluecoat post at Siebeneichen and scattered the
Prussians sheltered thereabouts.

Frederick’s departure had awakened the latter to life, and in mid–August
some 30,000 men were driven by Zweibrücken, divided into 45 squadrons
and 38 battalions (positioned between Plauen and Kätzenhäuser) against the
Prussian positions, which were deployed between Strehla and Lockwitz. A
total of between 11,000–12,000 Prussians under General Hülsen.91 Hülsen
had managed to position the majority of his units on the high road to the
west of Strehla. Imperialist troops seized control of the Öttendorf rise, this
to shield Stolberg’s swing upon Canitz. The allied army was divided into
three main pincers, originating from near Lockwitz, which was broadly
designed to divert Hülsen’s attention away from his posts surmounting the
Dürrenberg; these the Grenadier Battalion 11/14 and G-I/G-XI with an
infantry accompaniment. Prince Stolberg led a force of ten squadrons and
eight battalions, with two guns, over by Gaunitz and Torpitz, past
Leobschütz aiming for the Dürrenberg (August 15). Guasco (August 14)
attacked a Prussian force at Krögis, but was unable to carry the post, and
was forced reluctantly to call off the attack. Two days after, General Linden
rose from Jagen and moved on Döebeln to join forces with the “Green’
Kleist. Meanwhile, Guasco next motivated his Grenadier Corps over the
rim of the Öttenberg, due north, facing Clanzschwitz. While these forces
closed up, the ever resourceful General Kleefeld hitched round the Prussian
flank to approach Hülsen’s post facing Laas (August 14).

Overnight on August 19–20, the Allies, divided into three columns, lurched
into the Schlettau-Meissen country, originating from near Lockwitz, this,



again, to divert General Hülsen away from the Dürrenberg. The bluecoats
were composed of 17 battalions and 24 squadrons.

This was yet another of those pincer movements that the Allies, most
especially the Austrians, seemed to favor more and more in later military
actions of the Seven Years’ War. The forces were to set off before midnight
on the night of August 19–20. The weakness of the scheme lay not in its
daring, which did not lack imagination, but in the hard realities associated
with this type of attack. Widely divergent columns of men approaching
from different directions upon an enemy posted on ground that clearly
favored interior lines, all while the attackers must of necessity traverse thick
woods and be without regular contact with the other columns. (The
Prussians would learn the same lessons, to their chagrin, in the hard snows
of Torgau, before the campaign ended.)

Wily General Hülsen, a seasoned veteran gifted with a good degree of
sense, clearly did not panic and decided, with little fanfare, to take full
advantage of his position of interior lines. He thus fell back completely on
the defensive. With the enemy threatening to engulf the Prussian lines on
the Dürrenberg,92 Hülsen took steps to pack his right flank with a better
punch. Major-General Braun wasted no time in bringing in as many men
together as he could. The net result was that the bluecoats, on the summit of
the Dürrenberg, were able to confront the enemy’s presence.

The Allies finally uncorked their advance when Stolberg, unlimbering his
artillery, commenced a ferocious shelling of the enemy position, which did
not really affect the Prussian posts on the rises over by Laas, where
Kleefeld was about to emerge, or from the south. The grenadiers of
Burgsdorf took up at the Sittelberg, with a couple of 12-pounder guns to
help stuff any allied effort from the south. It might have even been viewed
with some disbelief that the Imperialists would take the offensive.

About 0500 hours on August 20, the allied artillery of Guasco commenced
a lively shelling of the 7/30 Regiment, to which the Prussians hastily
replied, but, with distances of more than two miles, the damage inflicted on
both sides was bound to be limited. Still, under the cover of this shelling,
Guasco and Prince Stolberg’s men moved up to jumping off points near
Wellerswalde. Before 0600 hours, the allies rolled forward in full glory,



compelling Major Lubath to recoil upon his immediate rear, while Guasco
led up his grenadiers towards the Dürrenberg. General Braun unleashed the
Grenadier Battalion 38/42 (Burgsdorf) on the Stilleberg and its guns straight
into the face of the advancing forces of Guasco. The latter replied by
turning his own artillery and started shelling, trying to knock out the
Prussian posts on the Stilleberg. The allied stroke was against the Prussian
right flank.

Guasco brought his grenadiers forward, where the Prussians started using
their ordnance to inflict substantial losses on Guasco’s men. This forced the
Allied commander to temporarily stop his progress, but the 33rd Infantry of
Esterházy rolled forward its guns and the men, moved up to help Kleefeld.
Hülsen unleashed some formidable cavalry, five full squadrons of
Schorlemer’s Dragoons, under Major Marschall von Biberstein. The latter
galloped out to strike and ride over Esterházy’s right flank, when, in the
event, General Braun hurled his infantry, bayonets at the ready, into the
suddenly panicked ranks of allied infantry before him. But a timely
Austrian counter stroke, led up by Major Johann Tobias Seeger, stopped the
progress of the Prussian horse in its tracks, compelling the bluecoats to
deviate towards the ground beyond Laas.

The Prussian horse then attacked and rode down the 30th Hussars
(Baranyáy). The Austrian cavalry force, placed here rather ironically to
charge into a retreating enemy force, was badly used from another attack,
launched this time from the cavalry of the “Green” Kleist. This was 14 full
squadrons, including the remaining two squadrons of the Schorlemer
Dragoons. The whitecoats were wavering when a large reinforced body of
Austrian cavalry, 14 full squadrons, appeared on the scene. The force of
“Green” Kleist crashed unceremoniously into the enemy cavalry ensconced
between Sornewitz and Klotitz. Marschall’s riders completed the overthrow
of the faltering Austrian horse. The latter flew wildly to the rear. General
Hülsen’s cavalry pulled up short, and reformed on the Dürrenberg,
preparing for a possible renewal of the contest. But there was no renewal.
Hülsen, with his men worn out from the tussle, kept to his lines until about
1300 hours while he prepared to retire upon Torgau. While the general took
his command to Torgau, the fired up riders of Kleist’s rearguard were
present to ward off any allied attempt to interfere. Once Hülsen’s men



arrived at the formidable fortress, the bluecoats took measures to prepare
for an enemy approach. That finished the endeavor. Allied losses were
1,178 men and 39 officers, not counting the missing, etc.93 So Allied losses
were some 2,000 men.94 Prussian losses were approximately 559 killed and
503 wounded.

As soon as this episode ended, the Allies, not venturing to give direct chase
to Hülsen, neatly side-stepped the bluecoats to continue their task. So this
temporary repulse was not enough by itself to deter Zweibrücken, who was
in an uncharacteristically aggressive temperament just then. He saw the
long-awaited chance of recovering Saxony, at a single stroke. Nevertheless,
Hülsen kept to his works, and withdrew on the morning of August 20
slowly towards Torgau.95 The magazine thereabouts provided sustenance
for his army, and Hülsen thus resolved to keep his post despite the fact that
the enemy was being constantly reinforced.

At this stage, the pressure from the enemy upon Hülsen’s lines steadily
increased. Part of the goading was applied by Duke Karl Eugen of
Württemberg’s command of some 8,000 men, which took up positions
close-by (September 12), although Duke Karl was not prepared to place his
force under Imperialist control, and so his force operated independently.

Daun brought his army up to Altbelgern (August 25), confronting the
Prussian king, over by Breslau. The next day, Prince Stolberg and General
Kleefeld rolled across the Elbe, encountering little Prussian resistance,
while the marshal progressed on to Tristewitz. From here, Austrian patrols
were gradually pressed across the Elbe, while General Hülsen, not panicked
by any means, resolved to stubbornly hold on to Torgau.96 The whitecoats,
nonplused, fell back across the Elbe and made for Schildau (August 27). On
September 2, Hülsen pushed out patrols to aggressively probe for the main
Austrian army, which was unbuckled upon Doberschütz without ceremony.
Prince Stolberg, not to be left isolated, was pushed to Schildau, while
General Kleefeld seized posts north of Torgau, hard about Wildenhain.
Other Austrian forces, under Colonel Zedwitz, stayed immobile about
Belgern.



Meanwhile, the opposing forces took a breather for nearly three weeks.
Duke Karl Eugen of Württemberg took his men and moved to join up with
General Luzinsky at Pretzsch (September 21). Meanwhile, General Hülsen,
flinging off some of the conservatism he was noted for, suddenly took the
initiative (September 26) just when he would have been better off to have
instead stayed put.97 The Prussian force was pressed directly through the
streets of Torgau to swing in upon a significant body of the enemy that, at
first glance, appeared to be isolated from the rest of the Allied forces.

Hülsen was beginning to doubt whether he would be able to retain more
than a small section of Saxony without needed reinforcements.98 By
September 25, Hülsen had been forced to retire from both Torgau and
Leipzig under the intensifying Imperialist pressure. Duke Karl Eugen’s men
broke the barrier of the Elbe, while the main Austrian army lurched off
towards Torgau. The enemy were threatening to outflank him, and Torgau
finally fell. This took place on September 27, when the garrison, a little
over 1,800 men (consisting of one battalion of the Grohlman Garrison
Regiment, one battalion of the Life Guarde, and the Lettow Garrison
Regiment)99 under Lt.-Col. Ernst Freiherr von Normann, marched out.100

The 1st Battalion of Grohlman was taken prisoner at Torgau on September
27, and the second at Wittenberg.101 The Austrians promptly rolled across
the Elbe and took up post at Litchenberg. Through it all, Wittenberg alone
held. It was clear that Wittenberg would prove to be a physical location
where the opponents might have major issues. From both perspectives.

Hülsen, still looking to make a stand against the Imperialists, was moving
on Wittenberg. With the tussle at Strehla behind him, the Prussian
commander determined to stand his ground, and Zweibrücken, for his part,
did not go out of his way to seek another engagement. Yet.

Then, with the foe pulling off on Wittenberg, the Allies suddenly came to
life. October 2, Zweibrücken sent the Grenadier Corps forward against the
bluecoats, now firmly ensconced in Wittenberg. The Prussian artillery,
during this time, was impressive. Four batteries of guns in the area
thereabouts. In the event, this first attack carried the village of Teuchol
outright, but could progress no further. General Hadik then launched an
attack (led by General Luzinsky) against the Prussian rear hard-by Dobien.



Major-General Vecsey did not get on track right away, however, and
Prussian forces, taking advantage of this situation, drove off General
Luzinsky and would likely have gained the day except that Zweibrücken
rather aggressively rolled into Schmilkendorf and cut Hülsen off from the
rear.

That effectively sealed the deal, and the beaten Prussians withdrew towards
Rosslau. Some “300 to 400 men had been lost on each side.”102 The
repercussions were obvious. With Hülsen & Company moving off in the
direction of home, Wittenberg was left to its own devices. Zweibrücken laid
siege to the walled university town, and grimly resolved to take the place.
The allied siege lines were commenced around October 10, and the
besiegers were keenly resolved to keep the Prussians from sending any
relief to Wittenberg. With allied batteries being set up, most especially
fronting the north and the northwest ends of the place, the Prussians were
determined to dig in and hold their ground. Wittenberg itself had old, but
solid walls, backed up by enormous 24-pounder cannon embedded in those
walls.

The garrison,103 consisting of two garrison regiments (Infantry Regiment
Plotho and the 2nd Battalion of Grohlman), under the command of General
Salemnon, tried to mount a defense.104 The allies commenced shelling the
town walls on October 13, with three batteries of three cannon, a battery of
three mortars, and three howitzers, a total of some 15 pieces, all under the
charge of Major Anton Grumbach. The firing was sustained for a while,
but, even though a couple of the Prussian pieces were unseated and
damaged, Zweibrücken realized he did not have sufficient firepower in his
12-pounder guns to accomplish much in the way of inflicting damage on
the fortress. With this less than stunning revelation, the attackers
accordingly shifted their bombardment to the town itself. This decision was
reached reluctantly, since Wittenberg was such an old, historic city that had
a number of imposing façades. Zweibrücken was in receipt of some dark
intelligence. The rumor mill was churning, and the Prussian king was said,
on good faith, to be en route to Saxony to try to gain back that part of
Saxony that had been sacrificed lately. There was thus, under these
circumstances, no time to lose, hence the accelerated rate of the
bombardment.



A chance round blew up an ammunition depot, and set up a chain reaction
in which much of Wittenberg was subsequently damaged by fires. The
houses in the path of the spreading heat, being made of wood, greatly
contributed to the problem. Compounding this bad situation was a desperate
shortage of water, which was needed to help combat the flames.

The upshot was, in a matter of a few hours, the conflagration spread even to
the famous old church in Wittenberg (to Protestants or, conversely,
infamous, to Catholics) the All Saint’s Church (Schlösskirche), which was
heavily damaged. The famous door which Martin Luther nailed his 95
theses to on October 31, 1517, thus touching off the Reformation, was
destroyed by the flames. Even the tomb of Luther nearby was threatened—a
fact which was likely viewed with some indifference in the eyes of the
largely Catholic Allies. History was saved here by mere chance. The
progress of the blazes was halted only by a moat-like ditch which separated
the town.

The Allies found a way to sabotage that. About 2100 hours, in a covert
operation, Zweibrücken sent a force to destroy the sluices, which was the
harbinger of Wittenberg’s fall. The deed was managed because of a timely
demonstration by a body of Imperialists against the Elster-Tör. Before
midnight, Salemnon, recognizing that further resistance was futile, sent a
messenger requesting terms. The combatants accordingly agreed to
capitulation terms. In addition to the whole garrison, which was lost, the
Austrians captured 31 guns and “a [great] quantity of ammunition.”105 The
artillery consisted of ten of the 24-pounders, four 6-pounders, two 4-
pounders, 14 3-pounders, and one 1-pounder.106 Hülsen and Eugene were
approaching, but it was now too late. The allies, before Wittenberg, lost 284
casualties, including 43 killed, and shot off 3,115 rounds of artillery shot
during the siege.107 It had been a rather short, but debilitating siege for one
of Central Europe’s most famous towns, certainly as historical as the Saxon
capital of Dresden.

Meanwhile, the Prussians of Eugene and Werner were headed for the
stricken Wittenberg. Soon the duo appeared outside of the place, to find the
fortress in ruins and occupied by the Imperialists. Zweibrücken thereby
accomplished what he had set out to do, reconquer that part of Saxony still



in Prussian hands; Eugene and Hülsen had little choice except to retire on
Magdeburg. But, again, the allies had only a short spell to celebrate their
successes in Saxony, for Frederick was about to march for Saxony.

For the moment, the allies had it their own way. This was not a situation,
though, that would likely long endure.



Chapter Forty-Three

Preliminaries to Torgau; Allied Raid upon Berlin

We left the Prussian king at Hermmansdorf.1 The troubled monarch was
already looking forward to joining up with the army of Prince Henry, except
for a detachment earmarked to look after the Russians. And the singular fact
remained Frederick seldom could refrain from seizing the initiative every
chance he had, in spite of any odds. Then came an event which threatened
to really shake up the situation. On August 30, the embattled king suddenly
pushed his army around the enemy’s flank to occupy Schweidnitz, thereby
rupturing the allied hold upon the chain of posts in central Silesia. The
Austrian reaction was, of course, predictable.

Meanwhile, Daun, pressured by the pace of current events, had been trying
to occupy a position from which he could develop an effort against
Schweidnitz. The marshal had to be cognizant of the presence of the king’s
men, and he was also under pressure from the Empress, who wrote to Daun
that there was still time to go perform a rendezvous with the Russians. This
directive was allayed by Laudon being earmarked to join up with Soltikov,
while the marshal had the more immediate task thrust upon him of seizing
Schweidnitz. Another fact seemed clear, especially in view of the fact that
the main Austrian army had withdrawn in the opposite direction from the
on-coming main Russian force. This belied any claims by the whitecoats
that such a juncture was sought out by the marshal.

The Prussian effort was not unexpected. For a few nights prior, scouts
reported an increase in traffic over towards the Prussian lines and an
increase in the number of campfires thereabouts—which Daun correctly
deduced meant that Frederick was receiving reinforcements from Prince
Henry. Lacy pressed for the Zöbtenberg, while Prussian troopers fully
adapted to the new developments. Daun gradually gave way, edging back



upon the Waldenburger-Gebirge, and leaving his adversary free to occupy
the now abandoned post at Conradeswaldau (August 31). As far as Prussian
efforts on this side were concerned, the marshal was reasonably confident
that he could hold off any enemy inroads. The king indeed, rose on
September 11, after an enforced pause, from over by Conradeswaldau and
lurched westward through Teichau on to Baumgarten, where he took up
post.

The Austrian commander possessed enough foresight to know that the more
he could drag out the time the aggressive Prussian monarch was kept locked
into the plains of Southern Silesia, the better for his cause. He gambled that
the king would be reluctant to move from Silesia. More opportunities would
thereby be opened for the allies, especially in a vulnerable Brandenburg,
while the king’s fretting over his other fronts would cause increasing
anxiety back in Silesia. Daun’s men were busy pulling back from their
forward posts, while new intelligence arrived from Lt.-Gen. Plunkett. The
latter was less than optimistic the main army of Soltikov could be called
across the Oder, and thus able to form a juncture with their Austrian allies.2
Instead, Plunkett broached the suggestion that the Russians, in lieu of an
outright connection, could instead occupy their time with laying siege to
Glogau or some other timely, useful diversion.3 Any such operations could
be as equally effective in keeping the Prussians occupied as in physically
joining up with the Austrians and then conducting operations against the
increasingly desperate Frederick the Great.

Meanwhile, the king did finally act. Before 0400 hours on September 17,
the bluecoats were on the way, aiming to seize the initiative—launching an
involved march to go by Schweidnitz. The Austrians reacted unhesitatingly.
Prince Löwenstein’s men, moving up from Haugsdorf near to Oelse,
responded. A Prussian force was at the Limmelberg (hard-by Kunzendorf),
under Ziethen. General Ried’s men and Löwenstein’s galloped into and
drove back the Prussians ensconced thereabouts, compelling the stubborn
old hussar to abscond.

This singular Austrian success caused the obstinate minded king to detour
his army as it traversed the region near Arnsdorf close to Schweidnitz.
Austrian artillery had the angle on the intruders, and certainly had points of



observation on the nearby rises overlooking the bluecoats below. Directly
some Austrian artillery was sited up and commenced laying down a
sustained shelling of the Prussian advance.

General Ried, under growing pressure from the suddenly energetic
bluecoats, was deflected from an exposed position at Armsdorf, which was
right in the intended path of the Prussians, on to Hoch-Giersdorf. The king
drove right through Ried’s old lines and by Schönbrunn. The Austrian effort
did help unnerve some of the Prussians, especially in the form of the very
tough, seasoned cavalrymen of General d’Ayasasa lurking close-by the
struggling Prussian columns. General d’Ayasasa descended deftly upon the
bluecoats, and perceived an opportunity to attack the foe when and where
they were vulnerable. Prussian infantry was temporarily deprived of cover
from the hard-riding Prussian cavalry in a defile hard-by Bögendorf.
Coincidently enough, this latest Austrian effort hit the 3rd Infantry of
Bernburg, initially forcing the latter to recoil.

But the whitecoats terribly underestimated the resiliency of the Prussian
infantry. The first line of the bluecoats caved in all right, but the interior
lines were backed up by the potent firepower of the Prussian ordnance,
which latter now opened a cannister fire, tearing big gaps in the abruptly
startled Prussian ranks. Then Frederick contrived to unleash Seydlitz’
magnificent squadrons. This timely move turned the tide. The riled-up
horsemen rode down the enemy, sending the equally startled Austrians
reeling. Some of the latter sought refuge in the buildings of Bögendorf. Any
remaining enthusiasm by the whitecoats was used up in short order when
Prussian artillery, rolled forward by their charged up crews, commenced to
shell the intruders and forthwith forced them out into the open and on their
way.

Towards 1600 hours, the progressing bluecoats swerved towards General
Ried’s men. The latter were suddenly, and squarely, in the path of the
advancing Prussians at Hoch-Giersdorf. Ried, suddenly unnerved by the
sight of the enemy approaching across the lengthening shadows of late
afternoon, resolved to pull out of harm’s way.

Marshal Daun sent the Tillier Infantry Regiment towards Hoch-Giersdorf to
reinforce Ried, while the Prussians marched on the double to seize the rise.



The Austrians, with the advantage of closer proximity, secured the height
and drove back the advancing 35th Infantry (of Prince Henry) initially.
Additional Prussian reinforcements now arrived on the scene. The weight of
numbers pressed hard against the Austrians, and Tillier, like Ried, suddenly
had had enough. That unit fled the scene, but Daun, despite many
shortcomings, did possess personal courage. He pressed his main army
forward, veering off to confront the advancing foe. He learned of Tillier’s
panic from the scouts. Issuing orders, in response, to hurry, the marshal
pushed his advanced guard on to Seitendorf and gained it before the
exhausted enemy could draw near.4 The stubborn Prussian king could not
overcome the sheer exhaustion of his men. More than sixteen hours of hard
marching, coupled with fighting and dodging around, was just too much.
Reluctantly, Frederick broke off the action, after suffering 982 casualties.5
Daun, for his part, lost some 600 men and 14 guns.6

The Austrians promptly began to put in batteries, the bristling artillery it
was hoped would help deflect any aggressive tendencies on the part of the
king. Daun was still very leery of this formidable enemy who had so often
demonstrated his uncanny ability to stir things up in a very short time. Sure
enough, next day, September 18, the bluecoats were unleashed against the
new post of General Ried, over by Reussendorf. A probing thrust by his
men demonstrated in short order that the Austrians were fully capable of
meeting the bluecoats point-for-point.7 This was especially because of
skillful maneuvering and the growing ability of the Austrians in properly
deploying their ordnance at key locations. Still, convinced that he could no
longer maintain the line of communication with Glatz short of a battle,
Daun began to fret that his provision trains had less and less security.

In retrospect, little had been accomplished under the hot days of marching
across Silesia except to cause wastage of men and horses on both sides,
although in the case of the king, he could ill afford to lose valuable
campaigning time, all while his armies were being driven ever so slowly
from Saxony. Since there were no important military operations by either
Frederick or Daun during the period, we can turn our attention to what had
been happening on other fronts during this period.



Cherneyshev’s detachment and Lacy would become involved in an
operation against Berlin, which will be covered below.

At the Northern Front, there was some action against Colberg. As of August
26, the Russians had had the fortress sealed off, some 28 ships, under
Admiral Zacharias Mischuko,8 taking part in operations against the garrison
in the Prussian port.9 The fleet was apparently quite impressive, boasting
the pride and joy of the Russian navy: the 100-gun massive ship of the line
Svyatoy Dmiytri Rostoski, under Captain Gorgi Spiridov. Nor was this one
the only formidable ship. Others included the Svyatoy Andrey Pervozvanni,
Svyatoy Zoann Zlayoust Pervi, Svyatoy Kliment Papa Rimski, Svyatoy
Nikolay, and the Svyatoy Pavel; all boasting 86-gun complements.

In addition to the above formidable ships, the Swedes sent a squadron of
their ships, in one of the few instances where the Russians and the Swedes
closely cooperated during the whole war.10 The Swedish contingent
consisted of eight vessels, including six ships of the line and two frigates,
all under the command of Vice-Admiral Lagerbielke. The largest of this
grouping was the Prins Gustaf, boasting 74 guns. Between the two forces,
the allies controlled the waters off Colberg.

Moreover, no doubt remained about the seriousness of the effort to seize
control of the port. On August 27, the formidable fleet began lobbing shells
at Colberg, and the allied monopoly on the waterfront allowed them ready
access to landing forces almost the entire stretch of the coast. Commandant
Heyde was resolved to hold tight to his position, and, as the port had
already been threatened with capture by the Russians in 1758, he kept the I.
Garrison Regiment of Puttkammer, the best trained of the available forces,
close at hand. Lieutenant von Hallerman had 24 men and three pieces of
artillery with which to defend the Hasenschanze fortified works, from this
unit. He had the misfortune to come under bombardment from some nearby
Russian ships hard about Binnenrede. Then, September 7–8, an attack was
launched against the work which carried it outright; Hallerman and his little
squad were accordingly nabbed.

The Russians continued on with a degree of progress in their siege, aided by
the overwhelming naval superiority they enjoyed. On the night of



September 8–9, Russian artillerymen, under the direction of General
Demidoff, managed to construct a new battery on the nearby Wolfsberg.
This unit was at once utilized, and, under cover of the fire, siege lines were
laid out and commenced noisy shelling about 900 yards distant from the
fortress. The greencoats were nonplused. They promptly set up a couple
more batteries over by the Vörlaufer. Heyde refused to give up hope, and he
was also aware that a body of reinforcements was on its way to his rescue.

During all this time, the besiegers were closing in for the presumed kill.
September 13, Commandant Heyde fielded an enemy request for surrender
by categorically refusing to entertain the notion. Later that evening, though,
a chance round blew up the feed supply magazine for Colberg and vicinity
—this unfortunate development resulted in the loss of much of the
garrison’s supply of flour. If the siege were to be prolonged, this could
potentially mean starvation for the citizens and garrison of Colberg.

A couple of days after, the Russian progress on their siege parallels
continued, but the real, meaningful progress of their forces to actually seize
the fortress and the works thereabouts was glacial. On September 17,
Russian patience was rewarded with the erection of another battery, closer
in to the fortress walls surrounding Colberg.

The ships discharged some 8,000 men to lay siege to Colberg, being
supplemented by an additional force of some 7,000 more Russians which
moved overland.11 That day, Russian guns began plastering Colberg,
although the shelling was not so severe as to compel Commandant Heyde to
surrender.12 In addition, Frederick had already dispatched Werner from
Glogau on September 5 in company with 5,000 men, including the 6th
Hussars (eight full squadrons) and the Froideville Squadron, led by Major-
General Monod von Froideville, from the 5th Dragoons,13 to race to relieve
the fortress. The force moved from Landsberg and Schivelbein to hasten to
the fortress’s relief.14

On the afternoon of September 18, Werner suddenly appeared on the scene,
and struck at the crust of Russian lines of siege. With little fanfare, Werner
lunged at an enemy force of some 300 men and a cannon at a bridgehead
over by Sellnow. After a short altercation, the Russian detail was driven off,



losing 160 prisoners and most of the rest killed or wounded.15 Werner was
able to break through the enemy, and slip on into Colberg. The heavy
reinforcements brought by Werner signaled the doom of the siege of
Colberg. So the Russians at length withdrew (September 23), ending the
second Siege of Colberg during the war.16 Russian efforts resulted in the
loss of much equipment which could not be moved in time. Losses included
17 guns, five howitzers, and 2 mortars.

Back in the main theater, the activities of the Prussian light parties were
threatening to cut off Daun from the Austrian base in Bohemia as
September wore on and the deadlock intensified. As always, the marshal
was again worrying about the prospect of being cut off from line of
withdrawal into Bohemia. On September 24, Frederick sent a small
detachment to head for Moravia and threaten Daun’s rear from that end. But
the latter’s only reaction was to push out a detachment of his own to deal
with the threat. October 4, the Prussian king moved off from before Daun’s
line of camp, ending the stagnant period. Within a week of that time, the
Austrian main body sauntered towards Torgau, intending to render support
to the Imperialists in that region.

We have already noted that Hülsen and Eugene had retired on Magdeburg;
there they awaited the advent of the king and the main army into Saxony.
Frederick took cover at Schweidnitz; with the van reaching over to a poor
little village in the area, Bunzelwitz. In the following year, this latter would
play a large role in the affairs of the campaign. During the evening hours of
October 6, the bluecoats prepared for new adventures.

October 7, about 0300 hours, General Ziethen took a full 25 squadrons of
horse and ten battalions, leading the vanguard off to Striegau, followed up
by the king with the rest of the main army. The agitated Prussians rolled
through Brochelshof (October 7); same day, Marshal Daun took a well
needed breather at Lautrabache. Austrian patrols pressed on to Neulande,
towards which, in the course of a few days, Daun brought the main
whitecoat army. As for their foe, the king hardly had time to pause, rolling
into Sagan on October 11 and Sommerfeld two days after. Daun, alighting
at Penzig on October 13, and, next day, at Űllendorf, at the latter, Austrian
scouts encountered patrols from the Imperialists.



October 20, after a three-day pause at Lübben (dreadful news of an enemy
move upon Berlin, covered below, had reached him at Gross-Mückro on
October15), Frederick marched. In the direction of Saxony and further
adventures there. He reached Jessen (some 55 miles away) on the banks of
the Elbe on October 22.

The march was successful, but the king had only brought 30,000 men with
him, having detached about 8,000 men (16 full battalions and 38 squadrons
of horse under Goltz) with instructions to head for Glogau to join up with
the Prussians thereabouts. This was to help bar the Russians and Laudon
from the fortress. Thus far only Daun and the Imperialists opposed him,
.but, on October 23, Lacy rejoined the main army. As for Laudon, he stayed
put in Silesia. Frederick, balked by a reluctant foe from an open field
encounter, resolved to carry the fight across the Elbe. This would all follow
his linking up with Hülsen and Eugene, then strike at the enemy wherever
he happened to be found.

Zweibrücken and his army were deployed behind the Elbe and were
determined, for once, to pin the Prussians down from crossing the river if
they could. As for Daun, his men were already posted behind the high
entrenched walls of Torgau. He had issued orders to construct more
fortifications to accentuate and improve upon the formidable works
constructed by Prince Henry during previous years to the north-northwest
of the place. The Imperialists strutted around a little bit, actually preparing
as best they could for the arrival of the bluecoats. However, when the
disturbing word came that Frederick was nearing Wittenberg, they retreated
towards Leipzig upon Düben—some 36 miles distant. They paused there
momentarily, cowering from a fight.

Frederick by then had Hülsen and Eugene coming to rendezvous, Eugene
having sent Kleist to deal with the intrusive raids of the Duke of
Württemberg into the country near Halle. After his subordinates joined him,
the king could dispose of some 44,000 men. However, for the moment,
Daun, still distant at Torgau, had over 65,000 men with him, while
Zweibrücken had another 35,000, making a grand total of some 100,000
men. With such a formidable quantity of enemies opposing him, it is
surprising to report only negligible opposition (even from enemies such as



Daun and Zweibrücken). Even when the king’s men, the bridges being
readied, crossed the Elbe, at Schanzhaus (some 14 miles from Wittenberg)
on October 26. Schanzhaus is located central to the Mulda and Anhalt-
Dessau, as well as the country near Halle. It was in this area where the king
rested his army after it had crossed the Elbe.

The Imperialists, meanwhile, had heard word of the imminent advance of
their most dreaded adversary, and in great haste, they fled from Düben at
about 0100 hours, October 27. By that point, Daun had risen from Torgau
and was coming on as fast as he could towards this vicinity. He was
thinking, correctly as it turned out, that his allies would be needing some
aid against the vigorous enemy. Zweibrücken, for his part, had from the first
it would appear every intention of making for Leipzig. When news reached
him that the bluecoats were making straight at him to force the issue, he
now merely carried out his plan and marched17 towards the latter city.
Frederick, realizing quickly what a façade the Imperialist army of the
German Reich often was in a real battle, had been prone to ignore it. That
was both at that point and in the past.

But, with Daun obviously trying to form a junction with Zweibrücken, and
thus give him overwhelming support in the impending battle for control of
Saxony, Frederick knew this rendezvous had to be prevented if at all
possible. October 29, the Prussian king marched his army to Düben,
abandoned as we have seen by Zweibrücken. This maneuver formed a
wedge of sorts between the still disunited opponents, cutting off badly
needed Austrian support to stiffen the wavering Imperialists. To make
matters worse for Zweibrücken, Frederick forthwith detached Hülsen to
sweep forward towards Leipzig to seize it, rendering Zweibrücken’s plan
wholly invalid.

The king himself set to work building a magazine at Düben for the use of
the Prussian field army. Hülsen dogged the Imperialists all the way to
Leipzig, arriving outside of the city on the evening of October 30. The
enemy still possessed the place, and when Hülsen summoned the defenders
to surrender, the request was categorically refused, and even a weak show
of force demonstrated by the defenders. This was all bluff, as Zweibrücken
was merely stalling for time to permit him to withdraw. Hülsen made



preparations for an immediate attack, but when the Prussians went forward
at about 0500 hours the next morning, they discovered that the enemy had
taken advantage of a thick overnight fog enshrouding the city to make off.

Zweibrücken was moving at best speed for Moravia. General Hülsen
merely left a small garrison to hold Leipzig and returned at best pace to the
main camp. Daun had pulled up at Eilenburg (October 26) near to the
bluecoats. However, he began withdrawing on Torgau, as quickly as he
learned that Zweibrücken had retreated. The marshal had been ordered by
his superiors to keep that fortress at any cost—even that of doing battle with
Frederick and his Prussians. The latter, by then rejoined by Hülsen’s
detachment, hurried along in pursuit of the retiring main Austrian army. It
was the Prussian king’s avowed intention to force Daun from Torgau and on
back into his own country.

On November 2, Frederick, taking the precaution of dividing the army into
four columns—led by Hülsen, Holstein, Ziethen, and, of course, he himself
—to prevent any Austrian maneuvers to threaten the magazine at Düben or
the whole supply system based there, moved off. This was directly towards
Torgau. The king was with the advanced guard as usual during this
maneuver. Reaching Schilda (some seven miles south of the fortress of
Torgau), the Prussians paused. Frederick, although still outnumbered, was
grimly determined to strike at Daun’s entrenched works at the Torgau
fortress. As soon as possible, plainly on the morrow, if at all possible. It
was, by all calculations, a desperate gamble indeed!18

Before we take up the narrative of the ensuing Battle of Torgau, it might be
appropriate to recount what had happened with the whole allied effort
against Berlin.

Cherneyshev, following the incident after the Battle of Liegnitz, was
anxious to get in some meaningful blows against the bluecoats. He had
20,000 men under his control, while the Austrian general Lacy with 15,000
men and some 63 guns was in a position to render assistance. To provide a
diversion for the allies, as well as to ensure that the campaign of 1760 was
not a wasted effort, a second raid upon the Prussian capital of Berlin was
decided upon. The Russian van was under the command of General
Totleben, who had some 5,600 men with him. It crossed the Oder (at



Beauthen) not far from Sagan on September 20, heading towards the heart
of the Prussian kingdom aiming at Berlin.

Lacy was to have a hand in the capture, he being scheduled to march on
Berlin with his whole army. Cherneyshev’s role was to be limited to
covering the allied operation against any major Prussian attempt to interfere
with it. Perhaps, it was assumed that a major allied sweep toward Berlin
would deflect Frederick’s attention in that direction, causing him to fret
over the safety of Brandenburg and of Berlin.

Although that may very well have happened to a certain extent, it was a
direct move upon his capital by the “combined” enemy armies in full
strength with a view to occupying it that Frederick most feared, not an
isolated raid. The Prussian covering force on that side, under Goltz, gravely
weakened by Werner’s departure for Colberg, could not interfere (Goltz
dispatched a note on September 30 to the king informing him of Tottleben’s
maneuver). Totleben, in the meanwhile, was progressing. Present at
Schönau on September 26, his Russian force hitched into Güben on
September 29, and at Beeskow the following day. The Russians were
careful not to make too large a splash as they advanced, but a move upon
Wusterhausen was a necessary preliminary to being in the vicinity of the
Prussian capital. Totleben’s march, a solid achievement, was a blow to
Frederick’s psyche, but not debilitating. The Prussian king was not above
resorting to outright bribery if necessary and the whole Berlin episode
would sure bring this to the fore.

In late September, Lacy swept forward from Silesia into Brandenburg at a
swift pace. Lacy unbuckled Major-General Brentano with a task force to try
to keep Prussian patrols occupied while the invaders made for Berlin. Lacy
reached Seydendorf (September 28), and Johnsdorf (September 29), finally,
Bunzlau the next day.

At the latter, the Austrians had to take a short break in order to try to corner
sufficient supply arrangements for the force, no mean feat considering they
were in enemy country. October 2, Lacy’s men trudged forward, over to
Triebel on October 3. On the following day, the commander’s men were
finally in the area of Berlin at Cottbus. Although some of the raiding
cavalry ranged far and wide, inflicting widespread damage on the



countryside, the rather slower-traveling foot soldiers were acting like a drag
upon the unfolding Austrian mission. It did not take Lacy long to realize he
would likely be unable to accomplish much, even to hold up the Austrian
end of the mission upon Berlin, unless he acted with some decisiveness.
Lacy galloped straight towards his destination, accompanied by four
regiments of horse. He linked up with General Brentano, giving him a
nucleus of 43 cavalry squadrons with which to go for Berlin, leaving the
infantry to follow at a more leisurely pace. October 7, the whitecoats roared
into the terrain immediately around Berlin, to find their Russian allies under
Cherneyshev already about. The Russian presence was already
demonstrating a greater share of the expedition and its development. The
garrison of Berlin, in the beginning, was a mere 2,000 men.

Fermor brought the main Russian army, some 20,000 strong, over and
above Cherneyshev from Christianstadt, to Frankfurt to await developments
there (October 6). Again, Goltz, with fewer than 7,000 effectives, could do
little more than harass and annoy Fermor’s greatly reduced main army.
Prince Henry, alarmed by the weak screen for Brandenburg and Silesia at
the east, was living in expectation of just such a move upon Berlin.

Nevertheless, within supporting distance of Berlin—albeit long supporting
distance—was the Prussian detachment of some 12,000 men under
Stutterheim and Eugene, opposing the Swedes at the Northern Front.19 The
host from Scandinavia was decidedly unpopular even among the “Allies.”
Lacy, alone among the major allied commanders, tried to entice the Swedes
into getting more involved in the operations against Berlin. Lantinghausen’s
men were ensconced near Werbelow (hard-by Pasewalk) from about
September 30. The imminent departure of the Prussian forces to go to the
rescue of Berlin should have fundamentally changed the Swedish
prosecution of the war.20

Lacy forthwith sent a rider to gallop towards the Swedes, and inquire about
securing General Lantinghausen’s cooperation in the expedition against
Berlin. By the time the Swedish commander was cognizant of the proposal,
it was already too late to really attempt.21 So the bluecoats were not entirely
bereft of rescue forces for the capital city. In the meanwhile, the allies had
been moving up. Tottleben appeared suddenly on October 3 near Berlin,



marching around and trying to find a weak spot in the defenses. There was
no great fear by Rochow22 for the safety of the Imperial family and the
archives, as they had already been removed to Magdeburg, and he had
available to him the services of the still ailing Seydlitz and of even old
Lehwaldt (for the latter, a rare opportunity to participate in any military
affairs in the twilight of the great struggle).

But the quality of the defense force left much to be desired. The defenses of
the Prussian capital had had surprisingly little upgrade. Moreover, with the
demands of the war waging generally far beyond Berlin’s borders, there
was little effort to develop a first-class garrison. In fact, “invalids, sick, all
were up in arms.”23 It is a sad commentary to report this was largely the
make-up of the city’s garrison. Nonetheless, Russian demands for four
million in thalers (talers) and the immediate capitulation of Berlin were
snubbed, and, about 1500 hours, Russian guns, sited for this specific
purpose, began shelling the Prussian capital. The bombardment was more
or less intermittent at first, but was followed within a few more hours by
some heavy hammering.

This prolonged effort lasted until 0300 hours, October 4, with actually very
little to show for it. In the meanwhile, Eugene was on his way from in front
of the Swedes, heading to the rescue of Berlin.24 The greencoats moved off
from the environs of Berlin, learning of Eugene’s approach, upon Cöpenik;
here Tottleben paused late on October 4. Eugene, drawing near, pursued
him, but unsuccessfully. Berlin was nonetheless relieved of danger. For the
moment, that is.

Eugene had only brought a reinforcement of some 5,000 men, however, and
Lacy arrived nearby that very same evening. From Saxony, Hülsen, who
had still some 9,000 men, had marched earlier to go to Berlin’s relief as
well. Lacy promptly informed Tottleben that he was at hand, giving the
combined force 35,000 men, while the bluecoats, even after the arrival of
Hülsen on October 8, totaled only some 14,000 men.

Eugene’s men rolled out of the Schlesischen-Tör (over by the Spree) and
were immediately attacked by the Russians with some intensity, for a period
of six hours (October 4).25 Following that, Totleben moved towards the



Hallisches-Tör—on the road northward from Tempelhof—from which
Hülsen deployed (October 5). Totleben’s scouts reported enemy forces
approaching from Potsdam, which caused the Russians to abruptly break off
the action. About then, “Green” Kleist erupted from Teltow with the
vanguard of Hülsen’s men. The combined force of Totleben and Lacy was
unbuckled upon Hülsen’s post, but the attack miscarried, and was forthwith
called off. Russian reinforcements were arriving about the same time. Lt.-
Gen. Panin joined Cherneyshev’s men beyond Litchenberg. The size of the
Russian force promised to increase as the mission wore on.

The allies, thus loosely united, tried to draw the Prussian forces at hand into
an action before Frederick had a chance to interfere. The Prussians, thinking
that to attack and be defeated was worse than not coming to battle, not to
mention the possible consequences for Berlin, withdrew to Spandau to
figure out what to do. The allies were on the point of entering the Prussian
capital with their advanced forces, while the bluecoats’ withdrawal was
completed by late evening. Hülsen and company withdrew on Spandau. The
citizens left in Berlin began negotiating with Tottleben for the surrender of
the city.

About 0700 hours, October 9, the negotiations were completed, and the
Russians marched into Berlin. A new Commandant, named Bachmann, was
appointed by Tottleben. This was much to the disgust of the Austrians of
Lacy. He felt cheated because he had had no part in the negotiations for the
capitulation of Berlin. Indeed, animosity was readily apparent between the
Prussians and the Austrians,26 but also between the Russians and the
Prussians. During the period when the Prussian capital was under enemy
control, it was the Austrian Croats rather more than the Russian Cossacks
that gave Berlin much grief. Perhaps part of the reason was the simple
geography of Central Europe.

Because Prussia and Austria were so close together, it was just as easy for
the Austrians to imagine Prussian invaders parading through downtown
Vienna as Austrians strolling through the tortured streets of Berlin. For the
Russian troops, both rank-and-file and officer classes, the war with Prussia
was viewed more as a foreign conflict which involved Russia largely
because her Czarina felt slighted by the sharp-tongued Frederick. The men



knew that Prussian armies would never directly threaten Russia’s vitals.
That the Prussian monarch had neither the desire nor the means to attempt
such an expedition. This knowledge, plus a deserved respect for Frederick’s
military genius, allowed for the taking of fewer risks than the Austrians,
living so close to the Prussians, could afford to ignore. This attitude was
again manifested, as it had been so many times during this war, with regard
to Berlin.

Lacy took post in the Friedrichstadt quarter, with the Austrian headquarters
at Tempelhof, on less than cordial terms with Tottleben and Bachmann.
Austrian posts ranged from Potsdam to Spandau. This while raiders
plundered the military uniform store thereabouts, the nearby small arms’
factory, and destroyed or carted off much of the production, although Sans
Souci was kept secured by a guard force and largely spared from
devastation. Saxon scavengers, full of revenge for the treatment meted out
to their country by the hated Prussians, plundered Charlottenburg, and Lacy
insisted that the Russians aid him in destroying the supply house for
military uniforms, spirits housing—the Lager-Häus—as well as an arsenal,
the Zeughäus, located conveniently there. The enterprise, handled in a most
unprofessional manner, was botched, however. Nevertheless, Berlin did
suffer during the brief period of occupation. To their credit, the citizens
were able to face the challenge of being under foreign domination better
than might have been expected. Especially again, with regards to the
Russians. Much of the potential damage was allayed by the presence of the
Dutch Ambassador to Berlin, M. Verelst.27 Nor does this in any way
suggest the citizens of Berlin escaped entirely. The Allied troops were all
quartered gratis at the expense of Berlin’s citizens, and, worse, the intruders
often did not hesitate to help themselves to whatever they wanted. In fact,
“there were few inhabitants of Berlin, whom these guests [?] did not cost
hundreds or thousands of crowns.”28 Still, Tottleben was a humane invader,
and appeared to get along well with some of the upper-class Berliners.
Tottlben, apparently, was even secretly in the pay of the great Prussian king
all along. This during all the time his troops were in occupation of the
Prussian capital. The initiative for this appears to have originated with the
Russian commander himself. Prince Henry was told of a high-ranking
Russian officer, who was “prepared to act as a Prussian spy in return for a



commission as Lieutenant-Colonel in the Prussian army.”29 The Cossacks,
restrained by their officers, even generally managed to behave decently.

Nevertheless, Berlin’s military arsenals and foundries did not escape
entirely. Lost were 57 pieces of artillery, 9,000 muskets, 9,765 cannon shot,
and 7,000 mortar rounds.30 The cannon works and the powder mills were
decimated by the invaders. Lacy’s exorbitant demands of contributions
were drawn upon Berlin’s suburbs. This while the city’s most influential
men, most particularly Ernst Gotzkowski, “persuaded” Tottleben to settle
for a ransom of 1,500,000 thalers, plus an additional 200,000 if the Russian
officers kept their men under control for the duration. To their credit, both
Austrians and Russians respected private property during the occupation
more than they could have, confining actual plundering largely to property
of the Prussian state. Apparently this did not apply to the newspapers. The
Russians, infuriated by the acid remarks in the local newspapers, took “their
revenge on the editors [of the newspapers].”31 Meanwhile, over in Potsdam,
Austrian irregulars sacked the engineering headquarters. There they hauled
off a rich cache of the maps of the major fortresses of Europe.32

An occupation of three days was all that Frederick would permit. October
11, word reached the Prussian capital that the Prussian king was
approaching. That same evening, Lacy and his crew packed and marched
for Torgau in Saxony, while Tottleben lingered until the morning of October
12 before, he, too, left.

The Russians carried off captured booty and a hostage tally of 5,000. The
damage to private homes was apparently extensive as well. To the point,
“282 private houses were broke [sic] and plundered.” Also, in the city’s
“[C]hurch of Jerusalem,” the allies robbed the entity of its money boxes
and, “opened some graves to strip the dead.”33 Some inhabitants were
beaten, and there were widespread reports of women being raped. Livestock
in great quantity were carried away; it was reported that 100,000 head of
cattle, horses, oxen and sheep were accosted, or, more accurately,
“appropriated.” The distinction of wealth was not immune to the riled-up
allies. Marauding Austrian raiders, riding through Wilmersdorf, did not
hesitate to break open the mausoleums of the distinguished fine old



Schwerin family, robbed the long-dead Count Schwerin and his family and
proceeded to throw the unfortunate bodies on the ground.

Hülsen and Eugene, rendered free from attention to Berlin, had now turned
their attention elsewhere, as we have seen. Thus ended the last attempt by
the allies to bring Prussia low with a raid upon Berlin. Just as importantly,
this incident should have demonstrated the futility of trying to bring down
Prussia by such means.



Chapter Forty-Four

The Battle of Torgau1

We left Daun and Frederick facing each other at Torgau.2 An explanation of
the camp and lines that Daun occupied there is needed at this stage before
the narrative is related of the ensuing battle. Torgau then stood on the high
western side of the Elbe River, connected to the opposite bank by a strong,
town bridge. Not one to be undercautious, however, Daun had had
constructed three more bridges over which his army might retreat if
attacked and beaten by the enemy.

The main Austrian camp went north then northwest of Torgau, with the
crux of the post at Zinna, Grosswig, and Welsau. At the southern-most side,
the lines were fronted and in rough parallel to the Röhrgraben. The latter
was bisected by a high stubby knoll which rose up about a mile from where
the Elbe and the Röhrgraben joined. It ascended in thin layers, on top of
each other, until it formed a height, which dropped down to various small
ponds and pools. These dominated the western and southern approaches to
Torgau to the opposite end. The rise was blunt-backed, dotted (indeed
nearly filled) with vineyards composing a total square area of, say, five
miles.

It was low on the western end, north, and east as well, but grew a larger
knoll on the southern side. This rise, called by name the Septitz Height, was
the basis of Daun’s position around and about Torgau. Within the
entrenchments created on the crown of the Septitz and beyond, the strength
was formidable. This part of the line was a supplement to the works which
Prince Henry had built while there. The marshal had arranged and
rearranged his men to prepare for the imminent attack. Daun at first stood
with his army fronting southward, to directly oppose Frederick at Schilda,



while the latter wrestled with the problem of how to carry out an assault
upon the Austrian entrenched camp with any hope of success. One big
advantage in favor of the Prussians, which under other circumstances would
have been much otherwise, was the massed number of Daun’s men.

There were some 65,000 Austrians within the works,3 which did not even
reckon the men with Zweibrücken; the palisaded-lines of Torgau were not
sufficiently large to accommodate all of these troops with any degree of
comfort. The position was thus cramped, so Frederick moved to come up
with a plan of action that would take advantage of that fact. ‘Desperate
situations call for desperate solutions,’ so says an old expression. The plan
that the Prussian king finally did decide upon was, indeed, desperate. Yet he
kept the outline of the scheme to himself, daring to reveal it to no one, not
even his staff officers, until he had it worked out.

In the face of an enemy who already outnumbered him, Frederick’s scheme
called for a simultaneous attack to be launched upon opposite sides of the
enemy position, carried out with the Prussian army divided into two
sections. The king himself was to lead one part of the men through the
woods to attack Daun’s rear, while the other was to strike Daun’s works at
his front. The thing was possible, if the timing could be worked out, and if
Daun did not interfere with deployment of the attackers.

Thus resolved upon his gamble, Frederick called his commanders together
that very night (November 2–3) and informed them of the greater part of the
program, although he kept the all-important frontal attack portion secret.
Historians still dispute the purpose of the Ziethen column as well as
Ziethen’s part in the scheme. Frederick said that there was “a most
favorable circumstance [regarding the Austrian camp] … [by which by]
attacking their center from the front and rear it would be subjected to
crossfire.”4 Whether this was to be an integral cog of a movement designed
to force Daun against the Elbe working in conjunction with the king’s
forces or merely a red herring to lure Daun’s attention from the main stroke
is a matter of conjecture. It goes without saying that the Prussian king had
been in desperate straits in the matter of commanders, not only with regard
to Ziethen, but also Hülsen and Holstein.



The independent-minded military commanders were a very rare commodity
during the later periods of the Seven Years’ War. None of the three named
subordinates were gifted sufficiently to carry out semi-independent
operations without specific instructions. These would need to be detailed in
the extreme for the most part. An additional factor was the prolongation of
the war, which had only served to take away most of those few commanders
that were qualified. For instance, there was more at stake than fraternal
attachment in the king’s desire to retain the services of Prince Henry for the
army; good commanders were becoming very scarce by 1760 in the
kingdom.

Earlier, Ziethen himself had ridden out on November 2, on a potentially
decisive purpose: the intention of probing the enemy’s post. There was
never any doubt that a battle would be required to close out the campaign.
Frederick was taking no chances. On this particular occasion, the valiant
hussar got himself surrounded by an Austrian squad. Without hesitation, he
drew his sword (the only recorded time while the war was going on he drew
it in earnest anger), and cut his way through the enemy troopers to safety.5
Ziethen apparently was so “enthusiastic” in the use of his sword that his
aide, Captain Fahrenholz, had real trouble cleaning up the weapon. It is
most surprising to report that the valiant hussar had no other occasion to use
his sword in battle during the long war (which, of course, was also a
measure of the methods of war at that time).

As for the king’s speech, he pulled no punches. He said he was tired of the
fighting, his generals probably were to, so ending the war the next day
could be accomplished by “smashing Daun’s army and throwing the pieces
into the Elbe River.”6 At this council-of-war, little was discussed beyond
the outline of the plan. Frederick did not ask for the opinions of his
subordinates; he merely told them what was to be done, and how.

The underlying weakness of the calculation lay in the fact that it required
the close cooperation of two widely separated bodies of troops. Insofar as
the columns had to make two dangerous maneuvers across the front and
flanks of the enemy in order to be in a position to launch their blows. In that
era, there were no radios, or signal corps to expedite communication, and,
since the Austrians and allies held the highest ground around in that region,



there was no point of vantage from which Frederick could direct the two-
pronged attack from. The thickly wooded Dommitscher Forest would have
precluded such a view anyhow. Under these troubling conditions, no
concrete “zero” hour was set, although the part of the army striking the
allied front was to be pinning down Daun’s attention from about noon.
Frederick’s force was then to go into action on the opposite end of Daun’s
camp.

There was another problem. Who was to lead the men entrusted to the
frontal attack column? Frederick looked over the available commanders and
finally selected Ziethen, the youngest of the Prussian major generals, but
who had commanded a wing at Liegnitz as we have seen with great success.
Nonetheless, Ziethen was wholly a cavalry officer who knew very little of
the infantry, its form of march and attack, and thoroughly even less than
that. The second column, to which Ziethen (almost by default it would
appear) had been given command, would inevitably have to include both
horse and foot soldiers, some 7,000 of the former and approximately 11,000
of the latter.

The old hussar had commanded flank forces at Breslau, and, of course, at
Liegnitz, but he had never before been entrusted with an independent
command before this experience. There were bound to be repercussions to
the king’s decision on this point. Really, though, he had little choice at this
late stage of the war.

Daun, for his part, must have been confident that the high-walls of Torgau
fortress, supplemented by some of the best artillery in the Austrian Empire,
could do the job.7 The ordnance was led by Lt.-Gen. Franz Ulrich, a most
competent officer. Ulrich’s batteries could prove crucial in their fire
efficiency. This might serve to arrest even the bold Prussian monarch and
his designs upon Saxony. The marshal was grimly resolved to hang on to
Torgau, and in fact as stated he had been ordered to keep it, even at cost of
battle. Even Vienna was adamant on this point. October 26, Maria Theresa’s
instructions reached Daun; he was to retreat no further categorically short of
a major defeat.

The Austrian army was formidable in its deployment. Lacy’s men, who
numbered 20,000 men, were posted to the rear of the great Torgau Pond,



and held the left of the main army; O’Donnell led three regiments of
cavalry on his right between Zinna and the pond. This was the south end of
the army. On the all-important Septitz, Daun had the 21st Infantry of
Arenberg and the 5th Infantry. This spot was without a doubt the key to the
whole battlefield, and the Austrian command knew it.

The forces of Lt.-Gen. Johann Jacob Herberstein held the center of the
camp, with Lt.-Gen. Wied on the extreme right. At the front of the whole
army, General Löwenstein on the left deployed opposite to Wied; with
Sincère and Buccow holding on to the main portion just north of Zinna. The
Austrian posts were all well-chosen, and entrenched. Such was the situation
with regard to the main Austrian army with Daun. With the dawn on
November 3, would come the contest for arms.

Frederick’s forces were on the march at about 0615 hours. The king’s own
forces were to swing well northward of their current position in three main
(and one auxiliary) columns. Each one had its own designated route to take,
in order to traverse the thick woods. Ideally, all three formations were
planned to arrive before the marshal’s rear nearly simultaneously. The
auxiliary column had the sole task of safeguarding the Prussian baggage on
the march, although irregular cavalry raids were looked for. Colonel
Christian von Möhring, with 25 squadrons of horse and one battalion (from
the 2nd Infantry of Kanitz), had this duty. Enemy scouts were bound to be
around.

The entire Prussian army, which included Ziethen’s men, was at first kept
together, but at the point where the road split from Torgau to
Eilenburg/Doberschütz, the army was systematically broken up into two
distinct bodies. The men drew apart near Langen-Reithenbach and
Probsthayn; Ziethen moved his men up the road to Aldenhain, bypassing
that place instead and gaining the Mockrchora road into Torgau. As the men
marched out, Frederick then—and only then—took Ziethen with him and
rode out in a carriage towards the battle posts. There he finally revealed the
whole plan to the valiant hussar, especially stressing the all-important role
that Ziethen was to play and how to execute it. The king’s instructions were
likely clear and to the point.



The “instructions” are given in Carlyle, but remain a matter of conjecture.
Ziethen’s orders can be ascertained to a certain extent by his actions of the
coming evening, but it is plain that the intimate details of the march and its
function, having been oral only, are long lost. One source has stated, “we
know nothing for certain about the nature of Ziethen’s task.”8 He evidently
told Ziethen to veer to the right, until he reached Klitschen. At that point,
apparently, he was to move up the Butter-Strasse to Schäferei, near the
northwest end of the Septitz, and go in from that side upon the enemy
works dotting the height.

Had Ziethen heeded the counsel his leader, he possibly would have avoided
a lot of the trouble that was in store for the bluecoats. We will soon see his
actual response. It is worth adding that Ziethen was largely ignorant of the
country through which he would be passing.9 However, some of the very
same units that had helped defend Torgau earlier in the year from Daun in
Prince Henry’s command were to now attack portions of the entrenched
works prepared originally by Prince Henry’s men.

Frederick’s force punctually sub-divided into the three columns: under
Hülsen; Holstein, and Markgraf Karl, although the king himself quickly,
decisively, assumed charge of the third column. The last had the majority of
the men. This caravan drove past Mockrchora towards Weidendam,
crashing through the thick Dommitscher Forest close to the Austrian
position. The hike was about 12 miles in extent, or nearly twice the distance
that Ziethen’s men would be covering in their march. Beyond Weidendam,
Frederick intended to swerve to the east and then south near Neiden. There
he was to cross the Striebach River and begin attacking Daun’s right
beyond the Septitz as soon as he should hear the sounds of firing to indicate
that Ziethen was striking at the front of Daun’s array on the rises. The
king’s column consisted of Kleist’s hussars and infantry support. Some 25
battalions and 50 twelve-pounder cannon, plus 10 squadrons of Ziethen,
1,000 of Kleist, in all, about 16,500 men. Kessel says 15,700 infantry and
1,000 cavalry.10

The day had already started off badly. At the first crack of dawn, heavy
clouds began spilling their contents upon the Prussians, making the ground
in some spots almost slushy and turning the ground white, but the



prevailing cool temperatures prevented the ground from turning to mud.
Still, the rate of march under the circumstances was hardly two miles per
hour. It was also very windy, and some hail and sleet, mixed with snow, was
seen as the morning wore on. The 2nd and the 3rd columns were under the
command of Hülsen and Holstein, respectively. Hülsen marched his
procession past Mockrchora, past Wildenhain, roughly on a parallel course
with the king’s column. Hülsen had some 6,300 men with him, composed of
24 battalions of infantry with 20 field guns. He broke off at about
Wildschütz and Nieder Oberaunheim, with every intention of arriving
before the enemy position about the same time as Frederick, although there
was no direct contact between the two columns because of the thick forest.

At Weidenhain, the king’s inquiry of a local directed him, not towards
Neiden, but a far more circuitous route to Elsnig, over by Drögnitz. In the
thick woods, Frederick’s and Hülsen’s men actually crossed each other,
creating some confusion. In the event, Hülsen had to shift his troops to an
unoccupied route. Ironically, an engineer officer from the latter “who knew
every road and bypass”11 was with the king’s procession. Apparently, this
officer was not consulted about proper routes to take.

As for Holstein, his column was composed almost entirely of cavalry (38
squadrons—some 5,500 men—and 2,000 infantry from four battalions and
ten guns), so he marched the farthest away from Daun, as his men were
nearly all mounted. Starting late from Schönma, he swept up towards
Doberschütz, crossing the road there and veering past the little place of
Roitzach near Elsnig. Once there, he turned south for his stroke. Holstein,
too, was instructed to time his appearance forward of Daun’s rear lines so as
to arrive with Frederick’s and Hülsen’s men. That, at any event, was the
plan.

The march of these three formations would take them well to the north of
the Septitz, leaving it miles on their right, then, of course, the turning
movement before beginning the attack. As stated, there had been no
previously arranged time for the battle to actually commence on that side.
The wind would bring the report of Ziethen’s effort on the opposite end of
the Austrian mass. As for the Prussian baggage train, it was to halt near



Roitzach under guard (from Möhring’s force, as we have observed) and
await the end of the battle in relative security.

Meanwhile, Marshal Daun, early that morning, knew that an attack was
impending. Looking out towards the southeast, the Austrian’s field glasses
had been scanning. They espied a large force of bluecoats—actually
Ziethen’s men—moving into attack position. The marshal promptly ordered
off Lacy to keep his eye on developments in front there. A handful of
detachments had been thrown out into the thick Dommitscher Forest to
watch the woods and keep the Austrian command posted of any Prussian
movements therein. Two hit “pay dirt,” so to speak. One, under General
Ried, consisted of the 32nd Hussars, the Dragoons of the Austrian Staff,
and the 66th (Croat) Infantry. This force was out probing in the
undergrowth just ahead of Frederick’s column north of Mockrehna when
the latter was sighted (about 1145 hours). Ried unlimbered his guns, and
fired at the Prussians, but ordered a withdrawal upon Torgau before the
Prussian king could get close or the engagement had become general.
Ried’s efforts saved the 12 companies of Major-General d’Ayasasa’s heavy
cavalry, which were in the undergrowth nearby and forthwith retreated to
Grosswig. D’Ayasasa’s precipitate retreat alerted the field marshal that
Frederick was moving in a different direction than the South. The second
detachment was not to be nearly as fortunate on this occasion.

General St. Ignon had his 31st Dragoons out deeper in the undergrowth
north of Wildenhain towards Düben. He got into a rather spirited struggle
with 800 of Kleist’s hussars, which he nearly battled to a draw.
Unfortunately for him, his post was between Frederick’s and Hülsen’s
columns, and so him and his command were sandwiched in by the enemy.
After a hopeless attempt to extricate his command, in the face of heavy
attacks by Ziethen’s 2nd Hussars (Major Hans Christoph Zedmar, leading
the 2nd Hussars in the fight, fell in the struggle), St. Ignon was compelled
to lay down his arms. A few of his men may indeed have escaped the trap,
but most (some 400 men and 20 officers) were nabbed by the Prussians. A
small body of the St. Ignon force actually did break out and rejoin the main
Austrian army.12



A nearby body of men under Colonel Ferrari, with the Bathanay Dragoons
and some grenadiers on the northwest end of Elsnig facing Vogelgesang,
discovered quite by accident that the bluecoats were at hand and promptly
prepared to retreat. Deploying his guns, the valiant Italian had just enough
time to lob a few shells at the enemy before pulling back on Neiden. This
move was most certainly in response to the sudden appearance of the
enemy, who had indeed emerged where not anticipated. Cogniazzo spoke of
the firm Austrian belief that Neiden was beyond Frederick’s grasp.13

Ried, according to the king’s History, apparently failed to inform St. Ignon
that the bluecoats were so close-by and advancing. Ried was nearly five
miles to the south-southwest from the latter, about two miles from
Grösswig, in deep undergrowth. In retrospect, it is little wonder that St.
Ignon was taken by surprise.14

In the meanwhile, the march of the three Prussian columns northward was
going about as well as could be expected. In spite of the horsed-teams and
men were having difficulty dragging the bigger ordnance over the slushy
terrain and even the foot soldiers were finding it rough going. Holstein, who
by then had reached his turn near Roitzach, inadvertently turned off onto
the wrong lane, with the result that he was soon misdirected in the thick
woods and lost. The king’s unorthodox scheme was already in trouble!

As for Daun, he had learned from his scattered detachments, including the
survivors of St. Ignon’s command, just what was really going on out in the
Dommitscher. An additional Austrian body of ten grenadier battalions,
which were independent of Ried or St. Ignon, were at Weidenhain;
Frederick was in the process of forming a battle line to charge them when
St. Ignon’s command was located nearby. The force at Weidenhain needed
only brief cannon fire to “persuade” them to march. The reason for
deployment of these cavalry forces is touched upon from a modern
perspective. The Austrian leader “respected Frederick’s mastery of tactical
flanking movements through rough country” well enough that these
horsemen constituted a substantial portion of the Austrian cavalry.15 Daun
knew that for the Prussians to turn him out of the strong position he then
held they would have to make massive assaults at close quarters. In that
event, the superior tenacity of the Prussian troops might be counterbalanced



by the sheer weight of numbers of the Austrians. Anyhow, the sounds of the
Ried-St. Ignon incidents had alerted the marshal to the proximity of the
enemy.

Daun knew from his scouts. Words to the effect: “the woods full of
Prussians, thousands upon thousands heading northward.” By then, it must
have been clear to the marshal just what Frederick really had in mind.
Daun’s response was immediate. The crafty old man was at his very best in
a purely defensive battle, and at Torgau he would have it no other way. First
he ordered the army to make a full swing around from south to north, this
maneuver placing 12 battalions fronting north and a half a dozen more
formed facing west. This was in order to confront the Prussians coming
from that direction. Whatever may have been his shortcomings as an
offensive general, and they were many, Daun was right at home in
entrenchments. Armed to the teeth, waiting for an enemy to attack him.

Lacy was now ordered from Losswig to draw out north-northwest to keep
the new rear of the Austrian main army safe from whatever force might
choose to strike at that side—namely, Ziethen. So what had been the
Austrian advanced guard, Lacy and his formation, was now the new
rearguard. Most importantly, the Austrians had to bring up every available
gun to face to the north, for the old marshal was now certain that the main
Prussian effort would erupt against that side of his works. The sum total of
this artillery was some 275 pieces, directed by Major-General Ignaz Walther
von Waldenau, including 50 6-pounder guns.16

Frederick’s arsenal was no less impressive. He had 250 guns of some size,
of which no fewer than “180 were twelve pounders and heavy howitzers.”17

Increasingly, Austrian prowess was proving equal to the task set before it.
But at Torgau, the Austrian heavy guns faced a three-to-one inferiority in
numbers (Daun had 58 such pieces). And all of this despite latter-day
claims of “400 Austrian guns”; a dubious claim at best.18 Still, this was, all
in all, one of the biggest concentrations of ordnance yet seen on any
continent of any war up to that day.

Daun’s confidence in being able to turn back Frederick from his designs
nevertheless did not prevent him from making advance preparations in case



he should be defeated. The baggage train was ordered across the Elbe to
stand under strong cavalry escort to wait out the battle and the bridges
leading from the fortress over the Elbe were all kept securely guarded. The
marshal had never been one to leave himself without an escape route in
spite of a formidable position. Lookouts kept track of the thick wilderness
watching for the Prussians to appear.

The latter had been delayed by the foul weather, so Frederick’s column did
not clear the woods about Neiden until about 1300 hours. This was an hour
later than planned. As usual, the Prussian infantry were having an easier
time of it than the artillery. The delay was largely the result of a
combination of inclement weather and narrow, sandy “roads”19 holding up
the guns. Finally, an agitated Prussian king pushed ahead with his foot
soldiers, leaving the ordnance to follow. Holstein encountered these
problems, and proceeded at a surprisingly slow pace. His command was
mounted after all, it must be remembered.

Kleist had arrived at Neiden at about 1200 hours, but after Frederick’s
column emerged from the woods, there was no sign of either Hülsen or
Holstein with their men. An additional Austrian force of dragoons and four
battalions under General Carl Joseph Count Batthyáni had abandoned
Elsnig and retired on Neiden when Kleist began to appear. Ironically, the
position at Elsnig, if held, could have outflanked any Prussian move to
attack Torgau Daun’s lines there. Frederick himself freely admitted in his
History had the enemy “taken advantage of its ground[,] there certainly
would have been no battle.”20

Even at this stage there were no sounds which might indicate a battle raging
on the southern side of the Austrian position, although from about noon,
there had been some musketry audible from that direction. The Prussian
king spoke in his History of what he called the “essential[ness] … that I and
Ziethen should pierce the center of the hostile army at the same time.” He
indicated that this needed to be done at the Septitz.

If the other two columns did not come up soon, he would soon have to
launch an attack upon the enemy formations in front of him (which was
now, although he had no way of knowing, Daun’s new front). Most of the



Austrians were fully alert with their full attention centered upon Frederick’s
lone formation of 8,000 men. Reports arrived from reconnaissance parties
that the enemy’s baggage train had already been detected crossing the Elbe.
Was Daun trying to withdraw from the field without a battle? Shortly the
Prussian king came to the somber conclusion that he would have to attack,
whether with one column or three. The intervening time had amounted to
nearly an hour. So it was about 1400 hours when the bluecoats of
Frederick’s single group began forming up for an assault.

About then, the king rode out to probe for a weak spot in the Austrian line
where success appeared at least possible. The Austrian lines in front of him
there curved at and about Zinna. It was precisely at this spot where
Frederick had originally intended to go forward with his grenadiers. A large
Austrian force of cavalry was clearly visible near Zinna. This force would
be bound to interfere with the Prussian deployment, and there were only a
few horse available with the king’s main column. However, the ground in
that vicinity proved more difficult than had been thought. This in spite of
the fact that a large portion of officers who had been with Prince Henry
knew the terrain thereabouts quite well. The stagnant pools and ponds there
were breaking up the ground and creating stumbling blocks over which the
attackers would have a hard way to go, especially in the face of determined
opposition. The difficulty of lugging the artillery pieces over this terrain
was equally unenticing. That was just as well, for that end of Daun’s works
was the new Austrian right, and well shielded by the army’s bigger guns.
Frederick rode back, and led his men back into the woods. In the process,
he passed them over the Röhrgraben Pond, then deployed the troops on the
opposite side to face the Austrian left. The latter was drawn out behind a
line of strong, prepared works, attackable only on the northern side there,
with its front facing the woods through which Hülsen and Holstein would
have to appear with their columns.

That aforementioned weak point lay on the northwest corner of Daun’s high
walled encampment, fronting on Torgau and its supporting works. Here,
Frederick decided, was to be the point where he put his blows in. The
cannonade from the south was now growing ever louder, this factor only
increased the king’s anxiety to launch his attack. Frederick decided to wait a
little while longer on his subordinates, to see if they might possibly come



up in time. He sent back adjutants to find and set them on the right course.
Hülsen did not need help, he was merely held up by the combination of the
foul weather and the rugged forest lands. But Holstein was definitely lost
and needed found.

Nothing daunted, Frederick decided he could wait no longer. The grenadiers
(seven battalions) were put into the first line, while Major-General Friedrich
Ehrentreich von Ramin (25th Infantry) was in the second, and Kleist to act
as auxiliary. This accomplished, he led his men out from behind the
Röhrgraben across the Striebach past little brooks using bridges which the
enemy had constructed to facilitate passage through the area. The Austrian
guard forces at these bridges were obliged to flee when the bluecoats
appeared suddenly before them in overwhelming number. The marching
Prussian line now turned rightwards facing the Dommitscher, until that
point having moved parallel with the front of Daun’s entrenchments. Once
in the woods again, Frederick halted his men, forming the troops and the
still struggling horsed-artillery teams for the imminent blow.

Daun’s artillery had been belching from the time the Prussians appeared
about Neiden, and the deafening noise of crashing trees and intense shelling
vibrated through the woods. Archenholtz relates that the cannonfire
smashing down the big trees of the Dommitscher, the booming of the big
guns, and the shrill of the wind, all combined with the screams of the
wounded, was “like Doomsday.” He quoted the king as saying, “what an
infernal Fire! Have you ever heard anything [like this.]”21 Such was the
background against which the Prussians prepared to march against the
entrenched, well-prepared main army. The wind was gusting through the
Dommitscher, and prevailing ground conditions were wet and miserable.
Undeterred, the Prussian line lurched forward against the waiting enemy
and their powerful guns. It was about 1415 hours.

Frederick rode on horseback with his entourage between the first line and
Ramin’s. Kleist’s hussars had galloped off left—eastwards of the front—
and paused there, facing thousands of Austrian cavalry ranged before them.
As for the lead grenadiers, they actually got to within about 800 yards of the
enemy works before the deadly struggle really commenced. The three-
pounder horsed-artillery came tearing across the Striebach and prepared to



form on the left of the infantry. However, before the Prussian pieces could
be fired or even readied they were blown away by the entrenched enemy
guns, their attendants either killed or wounded. The weak artillery support
for the king’s initial assault was thus crippled.

The Battle of Torgau had begun in deadly earnest. The grenadiers plunged
forward into the heavy Austrian fire, whole groups at a time being mowed
down by the merciless barrage. In the event, Austrian gunners changed to
cannister shot to be more effective against infantry. Finally two lines
reached the Austrian works and began butchering the whitecoats with such
abandon that Daun was forced to pour a steady stream of reinforcements
into the fray. The price for their charge had been heavy indeed. Of some
6,000 infantry, only about 1/3rd actually reached the enemy’s lines; the rest
had been killed or wounded in the carnage.

An interesting human side to the king presented itself now. Two of the Old
Dessauer’s grandsons were present at the battle. One by Frederick’s side,
and the other leading in the first attack. The latter, Count Wilhelm
Reichsgraf von Anhalt, fell killed while moving up; the king broke the news
to his brother with unquestioned sincerity, “All is misfortune … your
brother is killed.”22 For perhaps 45 minutes, the valiant Prussians faced and
fought to a standstill an enemy who overwhelmingly outnumbered them,
but the weight of numbers at last pressed them back and they retired to the
rear, chased by the Austrian guns.

The Austrians regrouped, and part of Arenberg’s men rushed out to
counterattack, thinking impetuously the battle was won. Wied’s and
Puebla’s men now descended from the rise, and these men drove the
wavering Prussians back into the woods. Kollowrat’s riders also joined the
fray, but a bluecoat force of infantry plowed into the 21st Infantry of Baden-
Durlach, forcing it to fall back. But Frederick had Ramin and his 1,200 men
held back for just such a contingency; they flung back the overconfident foe
and followed him back for a renewed attack upon the entrenchments. After
a fierce struggle, Ramin was finally ejected as well. Under cover of his
workings, however, the survivors of the first line (barely 600 men
unwounded) managed to find shelter as well as a timely breathing spell in



the Dommitscher. Nine of ten in the first wave had been killed or wounded,
which gives the reader an idea of how fiercely the struggle had opened.

As for Daun, his lines had been bloodied but not broken by this first
Prussian effort of the day, the army and artillery were still intact, and, as we
shall discern, occupied with nothing except Frederick and his men. With the
counterattack by Arenberg, Frederick knew Daun would not allow him to
break off the struggle without an active pursuit. That “comforting”
knowledge no doubt spurred him on to continue the attacks.

It had turned very unfavorable again, and a full snowstorm was raging. The
heads of the second column of Hülsen appeared out of the woods about
1500 hours, followed by Lt.-Gen. Bülow (who was to be captured in this
battle) with the main body of his men. With these relatively fresh
reinforcements, stiffened by the survivors of the first stroke, Frederick
renewed his attack for a second time in the same spot against a still
thoroughly intact enemy, occupied as yet with nothing except Frederick and
his dealings. Only about 9,000 men were attacking 60,000. This second
assault was launched at about 1530 hours, the storm abating a bit by that
point.23

Supported by the few cavalry at the king’s disposal, namely Kleist’s, the
Prussian infantry scrambled back upon the enemy works. The 30th Infantry,
of Major-General Joachim Friedrich von Stutterheim, led the new stroke. It
suffered very heavy losses in the process, and was hit on two sides by four
regiments of Austrian cuirassiers. In fact, “almost all of the officers were
wounded.”24 The 20th Infantry (Major-General Otto Ludwig von
Stutterheim), suffered grievous losses as well. In this attack, and subsequent
repulse, this valiant body lost 600 men. To the left, the 24th Infantry of
General Goltz, had an even harder time of it. Daun’s reserves hit it full in
the front, breaking momentum built up as the regiment broke in upon the
Austrian lines. This forced the 24th back the way it had come; leaving 699
men and ten officers among the casualties. Just about the time all of this
was developing, the Austrian marshal uttered his famous remark about
Frederick, “throwing so many men away … [as] it will do him no good.”25

The new stroke silenced the Austrian cannon, and surmounted Daun’s lines,
sending the whitecoats reeling back upon their inner works. For a time, the



Prussians had possession of a portion of the Austrian works, and had
captured a great many enemy guns. At once, crews began to spike the
weapons so they could be of no further use. Now at last hopeful, Frederick
thought that his victory had been attained; had Ziethen been attacking the
other side of Daun’s massive works like he was supposed to do, that might
have been the case.

Alas, Ziethen was not doing anything of the kind. Daun, thus unoccupied,
called forward the reserve. This was held back at Grösswig (under the
remnants of Ried); which, along with Sincère and his hastily-changed flank
formations, at once went against the bluecoats with an overwhelming force.
This new hammering forced the Prussians out of the Austrian works back
the way they had earlier advanced from. Worse, Frederick had been
wounded in the chest during the counterattack, but not seriously, and he was
mounting his fourth horse since the start of the battle.26

Frederick’s adjutant, von Berenhorst, remarked bitterly on the failure of the
king to acknowledge the deed whereby he carried the fallen leader, knocked
cold by a bullet, to safety in the midst of battle.27 The Austrian lines had
been mauled, but Prussian casualties were very heavy, including 20 heavy
guns knocked out of action. Berenhorst was reportedly repaid for his
gallantry by a stinging renunciation from the reviving Prussian monarch to
the affect, “Go do some real work, round up stragglers!”

The marshal, who had dashed up to the scene, had likewise been wounded
in that last attack. A musket ball had torn off part of the skin of his left foot
and penetrated. But the Austrian commander chose to conceal the wound
with his army in such a lurch, showing him to be personally brave. He even
managed to keep the wound a secret “until the blood was dripping from his
boot.”28

The second Prussian attack having been repelled, one must now wonder:
What had Ziethen been up to all this time?29 All day long? Earlier that
morning, as his men reached Klitschen—no enemy of note even troubling
him—Ziethen turned his men on to the Butter-Strasse (or Butterstraβe)
road. The turning movement was hardly complete when, on the edge of a
small wooded area (place called the Röthe-Fuhrt) just ahead of him, the



fiery hussar found a small Austrian party. Over two full battalions of the
Warasdiner Croats, the 2nd Kaiser Hussars, and some light troops. This
force had been put out in the woods to probe for Prussian movements on
that side. Ziethen at once drove against the little force. The latter turned
their ordnance (all two of them) upon the bluecoats, firing off some rounds
and engaged the Prussians in their task for about an hour.30 Then the party
beat a retreat. The Prussian commander then came to the unfortunate
conclusion the enemy were before him in substantial number and unmasked
his own guns, fired two whole salvoes and promptly ordered his surprised
men into battle formation, pressing this insignificant body back upon Lacy’s
lines.

By that point, Ziethen had forgotten all about the attack schedule and
probably the plans laid out before him that morning. Instead of following up
on these plans, the stubborn hussar merely drew his main body out facing
Lacy’s formations across the Röhrgraben, and stood there for hours
contesting his patience in exchanging gun salvoes with Lacy.31

One disturbing incident occurred just about as soon as the Prussians
emerged from the woods. One of the first Austrian rounds landed among
Ziethen’s retinue, beheading a member of his staff. A horrified junior
officer pointed this out; Ziethen’s curt response was, “He never knew; many
more will go the same way before this day is done.” The hussar could
casually remark on the cuirassier’s “easy” death. It happened that this
incident took place about 1200 hours. About this time, the indomitable
hussar apparently received some communication from the king, to which he
could only reply: “Has he lost his senses?” Blumenthal, his biographer,
more or less explains Ziethen’s odd behavior on the field of Torgau by not
explaining it. Blumenthal tries to argue the direct march on Grosswig likely
ordered by Frederick would have exposed his flank to Lacy’s attack and he
thus took a “circuitous way.”32 This biographer, however, does not explain
why it took Ziethen so long to actually make his attack.

Of course, it is always possible that the timing of the Ziethen stroke could
have been moved.33 And, in all fairness, Lacy’s position extended the
Austrian front facing Ziethen much farther than originally thought.
However, there can be no denying that the hussar leader took the time to



patiently form his men, the horse to the right beside a pond and the foot
soldiers, in double lines, to the left under the Septitz. He rode around
unconcerned before his prepared army, while the king was fighting hard off
to his side.

Blumenthal explains Ziethen’s sluggishness by saying the old hussar
encountered “several obstacles on the road.”34 Further, Ziethen’s
“circuitous” route was explained by saying he did not wish to be
“outflanked by Lacy.” This is unquestionably a mask to conceal his really
poor performance at Torgau.

It had really been the sounds of this minor fight there that had led Frederick
to launch his attack upon Daun with his own single column in the first
place. Now, after two separate charges, the bluecoats of Frederick and
Hülsen had fallen back once more. Their losses had been severe. The 8th
Infantry, of Major-General Julius Dietrich von Queiss, for instance, had
taken heavy losses. Of its complement of 1,300 men before Torgau, only
300 were left in the ranks afterwards. The second column had ended its
stroke by 1620 hours. The results were much the same as at the first. The
Austrian army of Daun had also suffered severe losses, and his battle lines
had been somewhat disordered by the last stroke. But the latter still had the
advantage on the battlefield, and the potent power of Frederick’s assault
columns appeared to be all but broken. For the moment.

At about 1630 hours, Holstein finally arrived on the scene before the
Austrian front. His van emerged on the near side of Zinna about ½ mile to
the north of where Frederick and his battered men were. Instead of facing
southward and moving in to join their comrades, the newcomers continued
on to the east, towards Zinna and the Austrian works there. The Prussian
commanders to the south took this to mean that Holstein was still following
the original attack plan and apparently disregarding what had been—and
was still—going on as something not of his concern. His men were on
course towards the Elbe, and it did not appear he would stop them.
Frederick, perceiving how things were going now, sent a rider to Holstein to
halt his march, form into line, and, apparently, forgetting the now
invalidated assault scheme, to go in against Daun’s right near Welsau and
Zinna while the “remains” (the use of that word here being all too



appropriate) of the king’s and Hülsen’s forces smashed their way into the
Austrian center.

As Frederick said of Holstein, “with his usual phlegm, [he] had loitered
behind on the march … [depriving the Prussians] for the first hour of the
battle.” Of the 6,500 cavalry the king had among his three columns (minus
Ziethen), Holstein was carrying all but 1,000 horse. The 5th Infantry of
Ferdinand led this final attack by Hülsen against the faltering Austrian line.
A portion of Holstein’s rearguard, the 8th Dragoons of Platen and Colonel
Georg Ludwig von Dalwigg’s 12th Cuirassiers, broke off and charged,
horses galloping, at the enemy crouching at Zinna. The latter hammered
away at these units as well. It lost a standard, but took a flag and two
cannon from the Austrians. The 1st Austrian of Kaiser and the 7th of
Neipperg, were almost annihilated, either killed, wounded, or prisoners. All
of the staff officers of the 12th Cuirassiers received the Pour-le-Merite and
500 thalers, along with the king’s gratitude. However, such valor had a
heavy price! The unit “had lost more than half of its trained troopers.”35

The 4th Cuirassiers of Schmettau attacked the 7th Dragoons of Batthyáni,
smashing them, and, by joining up with the 5th Dragoons (of Lt.-Gen.
Friedrich, hereditary Prince of Bayreuth), along with the 11th Dragoons
(Lt.-Gen. Leopold Johann von Platen), as well as elements of the 12th
Dragoons, moved towards the right. This latest stroke was aptly led by Lt.-
Gen. Friedrich Ludwig, Count Finck von Finckenstein. This attack smashed
into Arenberg’s men, hammering the 27th Austrian Infantry, which held the
westernmost end of Daun’s line facing north. The 1st battalion of the
Bayreuth Dragoons (Colonel Christoph Karl von Bülow) was at the front of
a decisive charge against four Austrian regiments.36 Ten flags, and whole
battalions, were taken. The remainder scattered, but the attackers could not
stay.

A severe flank fire commenced from “fresh” Austrian units nearby, and
Kollowrat battled the Prussians while reinforcements from General
Löwenstein’s reserves pushed forward and gradually forced back this
attack, although taking heavy losses in the process. After the battle,
Frederick awarded the Bayreuth Dragoons with a grand total of eight Pour-
le-Merites. Platen’s men took a standard and many prisoners, while also



inflicting heavy losses on the enemy. It has been contented, probably
correctly, that the horse would have done better still if it had pressed ahead
with the pursuit instead of pausing to take prisoners and guns.37 In the
event, most of the trapped Austrians were bagged, the rest probably slipping
away only because of the enclosing darkness.

The 5th Cuirassiers (Lt.-Gen. Friedrich Wilhelm, Margrave of
Brandenburg-Schwedt), smashed into the 26th Austrian of Puebla and the
28th of Wied—these units being an integral part of Arenberg’s command
before the lines near the undefended causeway—sending them reeling. In
the process, the attackers took five guns and three flags. The king
forwarded two Pour-le-Merites as well.

In front of Zinna, stood Buccow with his regiment. This Prussian attack
broke through the weakened enemy line. The remainder of Daun’s men in
this sector were sent scurrying to the rear, while the Austrian horsemen
present there, coming up behind to the rescue so to speak, were put off
balance for the moment. However, there was Austrian cavalry massed
eastwards of the Prussian advance. They did not budge for the moment.
This assemblage was under O’Donnell, about which more later. This
allowed the Prussians to extricate themselves from the face of furious
counterattacks mounted by Daun’s stiffening army, as we have observed.

On their flanks, the Austrian infantry were taken under fire and hammered
by Holstein’s left, and the struggle there dissolved into intermittent
skirmishing. Meanwhile, the third and final main assault had commenced.
The 5th Dragoons crashed head-on into the Austrian center, with the foot
soldiers coming on again as well. The whitecoats were able once more to
mount a sustained fierce fire, but this time the grimly determined bluecoats
were not to be stymied, and, surmounting the Austrian entrenched works,
advanced straight into Daun’s camp. As the light of a short autumn day
waned, there ensued a confused grisly struggle for possession of the field.
This occurred just as those four Austrian regiments were enveloped.

The Austrians caught behind the line attempted to relieve some of the
pressure on their front-line comrades, but they were unsuccessful. Frederick
and Hülsen’s men had the western side of the Austrian works well in hand,
but on the north Holstein had been held up by the boggy, sodden ground



and had virtually been halted. He was just then exchanging fire with the
enemy opposite. His part of the attack scheme as amended by the king had
been ruined by the efforts of General Carl O’Donnell, who led a
“counterattack” just then composed of the 4th and 25th Cuirassiers and the
19th Dragoons.

The situation could easily have been worse. O’Donnell had 80 squadrons of
riders deployed between Zinna and the Elbe. He had a great numerical
advantage, but only a limited effort resulted. Frederick, in his History,
stated the reason that O’Donnell failed to launch a major attack was
because of an 18-inch wide ditch separating him from the Prussians. This
was, apparently, a major obstacle. At least, in the minds of the Austrian
commanders. As it was, General Bülow, 50 officers and 2,000 men were
taken captive by the Austrians. The king realized what it could have been.
He even wrote “the battle would have been lost without recourse” had
O’Donnell launched a full-scale effort.38 As it was, the Prussians were close
to a major catastrophe. Most of Daun’s cavalry happened to be concentrated
in this area, near the Zeitschken-Graben. The Austrian stroke drove off the
Prussian horse on that end of the field.

Nevertheless, the mass of the whitecoats had had enough and were falling
back in large numbers, although isolated pockets (which had been formed
when the last Prussian assault outflanked some defenders) were still present
even at the western end of the works. The Austrians thus trapped were still
engaged with the bluecoats and striving, of course, to cut their way out of
the thickening enemy web around them. More and more, the Prussian
commanders were compelled to turn additional men to deal with those
isolated pockets, virtually negating any attempt at pursuit of the reeling
main body. The latter thus were enabled to pull back out of harm’s way, in
much better shape than it may have under different circumstances. Still the
Prussians knew that there was fight left in the Austrian mass and their own
army was not yet in complete possession of the contested ground. And the
call yet went out: “Where is Ziethen?”

Ziethen, by then at least, had realized belatedly his error. His subordinates,
Saldern and Möllendorf, called on him to “do something” on the enemy. At
the least, to move to the westward, where they knew they would be in



closer proximity to the king’s men, to find out what was happening
thereabouts. The Austrians had a major battery, not to mention a
considerable body of men in support, on the Septitz. Part of this force
consisted of the 50th Infantry (Harsch), and one battalion of Arenberg’s
21st Infantry. This was on the southern side of the Röhrgraben, but
nevertheless geographically was seen to dominate a view of the battle, as
well as being a key to the battlefield. Saldern and Möllendorf urged Ziethen
not to squander their opportunity, but to march and attack the enemy there
while some daylight yet remained.

Ziethen remained adamant, and so while the Prussians on the other side of
Daun’s fortress expended themselves in costly (and largely unsuccessful)
assaults all afternoon, the bluecoats on this side stood by futilely
exchanging shots with the now much weakened Austrian force across the
Röhrgraben. The sounds of the raging battle were quite distinct during most
of this time, indicating that Frederick was making a hard effort to overcome
the stubborn marshal in his high-walled fortress.

Ziethen must have known this, and yet, incredibly, he did nothing to aid his
master until it was nearly too late to do so. By 1600 hours, darkness coming
on, the sounds of the battle were abating, indicating the action was winding
down. The wily old hussar, no rookie to the job of soldering, had exhibited
a curious lack of concern and command of his men during this period. But
now, with enveloping night upon him, he must have realized the battle was
all but done. Like so many other details regarding Ziethen’s men on that
strange day, historians are unsure what caused this sudden change of heart.
It is not likely a pre-arranged time to strike, when it was evening. It is
certainly possible that Ziethen decided to intervene on his own; but the
likeliest explanation was that a communication of some sort had been
received from the king. Perhaps the earlier intelligence alluded to by
Blumenthal.

What an end to the battle. Thanks to Ziethen’s failure to intervene, what an
end it probably was! He may now have come to his senses. At about 1600
hours, the old hussar shook part of his men into motion, veering towards the
Septitz by the line of the river. He then detached Saldern to go with some
6,000 men (the 6th, 23rd, 15th, and 18th Infantry) to go strike at the enemy



upon the Septitz. There flashes lighting up the gathering darkness were still
to be viewed, sounds of firing were still audible. Ziethen deduced that
Prussian forces were still engaged near there.

He hoped Saldern would ascertain what had happened. Behind Saldern,
Tetternborn’s men waded the stream close by, coming to his support.
General Grumkow’s Brigade (19th Infantry, 49th, Garrison 2nd, and 21st
Infantry) sped across the causeway. But the Austrians were not entirely
unprepared. The 47th Infantry (Harrach), Daun’s 59th and Sincère’s 54th
fought a stubborn effort to turn back the newcomers. The upshot was, this
initial blow failed to dislodge the Austrians. Ziethen’s men fell back
momentarily and regrouped. The bluecoats then went back to the offensive.
This stroke was successful, and, moreover, the enemy no longer had the
means to launch a counterattack and no tangible forces (short of pulling
men away from the vicinity of the king’s Prussians) to do so. Major-General
Carl Christoph von Zeüner’s brigade, consisting of his own 1st Infantry,
Syburg’s 13th, and the 18th Infantry of Friedrich Wilhelm, was close by. In
the midst of this new blow, General Herberstein fell, mortally wounded.

Meanwhile, Frederick had left Hülsen in charge of getting the units still at
hand into bivouac for the night and departed from the field for Elsnig. Here
the Prussian leader, exhausted and thoroughly discouraged by the hours of
carnage, intended to spend the night. He was of a mind to renew the battle
on the morrow if the enemy did not draw back across the Elbe during the
night. As for Daun, he had gone to Torgau to have his wound dressed and
taken care of (about 1830 hours). He had probably left the scene about the
same time as the Prussian king, if not before. He left Buccow in charge of
the Austrian forces while he was absent.

At about 1800 hours, Saldern’s own 6th Infantry swept through the
undefended causeway, and “between the sheep ponds.”39 Forcade’s 23rd
Infantry sure had a time of it now. The commander on the spot, Colonel von
Butzke, was lost, along with 365 men and 22 officers in what turned out to
be the decisive stroke of the day. Major-General Möllendorf led his 15th
Infantry to the causeway; his Third Battalion suffered severe losses, but also
received a total of seven Pour-le-Merites. (The 18th Infantry alone received



five more). It was, at least, a new lease on life for the Prussian effort to
overthrow Marshal Daun at Torgau.

But the earliest stroke was anything but decisive. Tetternborn (about 1600
hours) coming up behind Saldern with his command (the 21st Infantry, 41st
Infantry and 31st Infantry) pressed with difficulty into Septitz and got only
as far as the Röhrgraben. Syburg’s 13th Infantry, was at the front of
Zeüner’s men. It took heavy losses attacking the Austrians before it.
Hülsen’s 21st Infantry promptly lent support. The 31st Infantry of Major-
General Lestwitz covered Septitz from Austrian attempts to outflank it; a
deed that caused it much grief and 200 casualties. Even General Neuwied’s
41st Infantry was savaged before the Septitz.

As for Saldern, he had attacked on Tetternborn’s left, striking and breaking
across the Austrian positions near the Röhrgraben. Prussian casualties were
severe enough doing this deed, but it would get worse. As the final shades
of daylight flickered across the evening sky, Lacy brought his cannister
spitting cannon to bear on the bluecoats. Daun, although no longer present
on the field, sent word to Lacy to rush reinforcements to the Septitz to head
off the new Prussian effort. The 20th Infantry (Alt-Colloredo), joined by the
nearby 45th Infantry of Daun, was linked up with three grenadier battalions
of Colonel Ferrari. DeLigne’s 38th Infantry was ordered forward on the
double, all in an effort to stem the new Prussian effort. This brought Saldern
and Tetternborn to a grinding halt. The Prussian line was soon all but
riddled by the swathing Austrian force, and summarily forced back. General
Wied, under the most fortunate circumstances near at hand, rallied the 47th
and the 59th Infantry, and immediately attacked the enemy forces to the east
of the Septitz. This initial stroke drove the Prussians from before them, but,
after a spirited advance, Wied suddenly found himself and his men wedged
in between Prussian forces. Not for long; a quick volley or two crashing
into the Austrian line sent Wied reeling back.

Saldern’s stroke, nonetheless, smashed the Austrian fortifications on the
Septitz, taking the Austrians “sheltered” there by surprise. After this
desperate struggle, he compelled them to abandon their guns and retreat.
The price was heavy. The 6th Infantry lost 338 men and eight officers. The
wooden portion of the works was soon afire, and the now ejected occupants



sped off to apparent safety. Their action in demolishing the works there did
prevent Saldern (for a time) from shoving on across the Septitz to link up
with Hülsen’s tired men. But Ziethen was not to be delayed for long now.

Ironically, at this stage of the battle, an errant Prussian artillery gunner fired
a round which surely should have killed the indomitable old hussar. The
aim was purely accidental, and Ziethen escaped serious injury when his
horse bucked on the event. Ziethen was incensed; but “was satisfied with a
severe reprimand [for the gunner].”40

To the west of the Septitz, went the now familiar Butter-Strasse through the
aforementioned pass between the Schäferai Height and the Septitz on its
way to the little village of Schäferai. The pass continued on across the
Röhrgraben by a solid bridge between two ponds—over which Ziethen
should have probably moved that morning on his part of the attack scheme.
As for Möllendorf, he had probed ahead with his men, and shortly returned
with important intelligence that the bridge not only still existed but that it
was crossable. It is likely that intelligence from Frederick, to the effect that
a stronger “statement” needed to be made by Ziethen’s men, had reached
the scene. Within a few moments, the bluecoats were hurrying along for the
pass and its bridge, which had most curiously been neglected by the enemy.
Now, however, the Austrians hastened to seal off this gap in their stance and
so prevent the Prussians on the southern end of their camp from linking up
with the decimated northern half. The 2nd Infantry (Erzerhzog Carl) and the
8th (Hildburghausen), led a hodgepodge of reinforcements that moved up to
support the efforts of d’Ayasasa and Sincère.

But Möllendorf got there first, and when the enemy forces did appear, the
Prussians were already across the bridge and forming a front on the far side.
Now, once more, the firing became regular and quickly became general.
The bridge, in question, was apparently very narrow. Blumenthal stated
only three men abreast could move through it. The leading company of
Major Lehmann had the “honor” of being the first through the passage. Two
Austrian cannon were blocking the way and seemed about to dispute
passage. Suddenly, a valiant Prussian, named Gulle, took matters into his
own hands. He charged the Austrian gunners, killed one man and badly
wounded another before he was overcome himself. Thus inspired, however,



Lehmann’s men pushed forward, sending the faltering foe backwards. Gulle
survived the war, despite being seriously wounded, and, at Blumenthal’s
writing (circa 1797), was still among the living.41

In the larger picture, Ziethen hastened to support Möllendorf, and a fierce
contest raged for control of the now crucial bridgehead. Finally, the
whitecoats, outnumbered and beaten, withdrew their tattered remnants.
Meanwhile their comrades, both Austrian and Prussian, heard the sounds of
the renewed engagement. This noise reached Hülsen; now that it was pitch-
dark. He had been engaged beforehand in his duties of organizing the army
for the night camp. He had ordered back the cavalry, some of which had
pressed far to the east in their rapid, exciting pursuit of the fleeing Austrian
mass, and called up the infantry. The bivouac was facing northeast, with the
infantry on the southwest end under General Lestwitz. It was in this posture
that the king’s army was deployed when the noise of the engagement
announcing Ziethen’s presence reached them. At once Captain Gaudi,
familiar to us since the Battle of Rossbach, sped to Hülsen to try to bring to
the attention of the ranking officer of the need to prepare a renewed assault
upon the enemy before him, this time tending towards the Septitz.

Hülsen’s inborn resistance to independent command has already been
alluded to. Most of the regiments that had attacked Daun’s north works that
day were shot up and disorganized by that point. But Lestwitz had rounded
up roughly 1,000 fighting men; they could be called upon. Dohna’s 16th
Infantry and the 9th Infantry (General Schenckendorff) were the least
injured. Lestwitz, in a rare burst of enthusiasm by Hülsen, was ordered to
march to the sounds of the renewed fight.

General Hülsen’s men, seeing the red conflagration raging on the southern
horizon—which was, of course, the works on the Septitz on fire—and
hearing loud cannonade and musketry from the same direction, moved out,
Lestwitz leading the way with his scattered formations already referred to.

Reaching that rise, the newcomers battered at the enemy on the front of that
line, and as they surged forward, they came up with the left wing of Ziethen
and in contact with Möllendorf. Off to the left front of Möllendorf, on the
overhang opposite to the Septitz, lay the key to the whole battlefield—the
southwest corner of that rise. This was the most elevated point on the rise.



If the Prussian cannon could be erected there, the Austrians might yet be
swept back all the way to the walls of Torgau fortress itself. The height
overhang the Röhrgraben on that side, where the struggle had begun for the
pass, but on the western side it could be ascended easily enough, while its
northern edge protruded into the spine of the Dommitscher; from the east to
the west, and was the direction of the final scenes of the battle.

The Austrians were not about to give up without a struggle. Mercy’s 56th
and the 12th of Botta-Botta had the unenviable task thrust upon them of
confronting bluecoats appearing from two directions; Ziethen from the
southeast and Hülsen from the northwest. The commander on the spot,
General O’Kelly, continued to fall back to do battle with the force of
General Hülsen, which appeared to be the most dangerous. O’Kelly crossed
paths with a small Prussian battery, and, through the gathering mist, was
having trouble making out a large body of riders. Unsure whether the
newcomers were friendly or hostile, General O’Kelly pressed out a
detachment which discovered the horsemen were the 14th Cuirassiers of
O’Donnell. The Austrians charged forward, but a deafening roar from
behind them told this body of men that the enemy was now directly in their
rear. O’Donnell’s cuirassiers gradually gave way, allowing the Prussians the
opportunity to occupy the greater part of the Septitz.

The Austrian army was certainly worn thin, many of their muskets warped
from damage and the ammo about gone. The fire of the Austrian artillery
sputtered out, largely for the same reason. It was entirely exhausted; guns
and crews alike.

The Prussians themselves were not in much better shape. Their men were
drained as well, company identity fuzzy at best, officers separated from
their regiments and trying to find them. The Austrian 2nd Infantry, cut off
from the remainder of the Austrian forces when Hülsen and Ziethen finally
connected, was captured almost to a man, and other Austrian forces were
nabbed.

During the course of the renewed action, however late it was, the Austrian
chain-of-command had been upset, yet again. Buccow had been wounded
early in the struggle (which did not prove fatal, but did end his service in
the field, as it turned out), and O’Donnell took charge of the whitecoats. As



for Hülsen, he at last arrived on the field. His led horses had all been shot,
so the old man was forced to hitch a ride to the scene on the back of one of
the horsed-artillery teams. “He planted himself on a cannon … [and was]
dragged into the enemy fire.”42 O’Donnell, spurred on by the excited
urgings of the wounded Marshal Daun at Torgau, scraped reinforcements
together and shook them into motion on the way to the struggle at the
Septitz.

But in the prevailing confusion, the much-needed reinforcements halted in
the valley below the rise and stood there while the Septitz was irretrievably
lost to the advancing Prussians. By then it was about 2000 hours, and the
Austrian line had been ruptured beyond repair. For about an hour more, the
Austrians were still making a shored up effort on the field. Then, from
about 2100 hours, O’Donnell reluctantly began withdrawing the army on
the orders of Daun. The latter had ordered the move in view of the
deteriorating situation, and the marshal only ordered a halt in Torgau just
long enough to prepare to march away across the Elbe as soon as it was
feasible. The Battle of Torgau was over by then, although there was still
some scattered firing on the field until past 2200 hours.43

The Austrian army, at least that portion of it that was still in some
semblance of order, fell out into a semi-circular formation just west of the
walls of the Torgau fortress. This while the Prussian pursuers, pressing hard
upon their heels, drew out in a similar posture. As the bluecoats positioned
themselves, their foes—as quickly as was possible—were preparing to fly
off to Dresden.

Daun had sent off Colonel Georg Sigmund Rothschütz to Vienna earlier
touting the “victory,” and now a second was sent on the way with the news
of a victory turned to defeat and a withdrawal upon Dresden. The marshal
had left the field with the fortifications at least largely still in the hands of
his army. O’Donnell and Lacy appeared bearing the bad news that the
Prussians had overcome the position at long last. He had earlier discerned
the news of the renewed fighting on the battlefield, so this could not have
been a surprise. And, of course, he had given the orders to withdraw.



Chapter Forty-Five

Aftermath of Torgau; End of the Campaign1

The Austrians began pouring across the Elbe at the four bridges as quietly
and discreetly as they could, so as not to tip off the enemy to what was
going on. Many Austrians, such as survivors from the surrounded pockets
of resistance, and left behind on the battlefield, were able to find their way
to, and across the Elbe, by the roar of the river, which was discernible by
the worn out men even at the western edge of the battlefield.

Once more, General O’Kelly had an unenviable task on his hands. He drew
the duty of covering the withdrawal of the main Austrian army. For this
chore, O’Kelly had the 12th of Botta Botta, plus Arenberg’s shaken 21st
Infantry, joined at length by the 3rd Regiment. As many men, and as much
ordnance as could be wrestled from the clutches of the Prussians. The latter
were themselves still dazed and put off by the events of the day, which
probably gave O’Kelly the leeway he needed to carry out his commission.

O’Kelly arrived in Torgau before the sun rose on November 4, by which
time he had already brought off quite a few guns and salvaged much of the
lost battle. The 3rd Infantry was the last to cross the main bridge, but the
Prussian follow-up was beginning to gather momentum as Daun gave the
orders to dismantle the crossings.

As a direct result, Daun’s men were able to extricate themselves with less
loss than could have been expected: Austrian P.O.W.’s were some 8,000.
Still, there were bound to be losses of this kind.

Austrians, and Prussians alike, who had been torn from their units during
the ghastly struggle, wondered over the battlefield, frequently in aimless
confusion. The Austrian Major-General Viencent Migazzi, who would be



the commandant of the 46th Infantry in 1764, came up to a group of
bluecoats that he obviously thought were Austrians. He was looking for
shelter; instead they placed him under arrest. Confusion was not confined to
the Austrian side, though. Möllendorf tried to give orders to four Austrian
hussars who instead promptly took him captive. His captivity was short-
lived, though.2

About 0100 hours the next morning, the bluecoats surged forward to occupy
Torgau from the retreating Austrian mass. The latter had crossed the Elbe
(except for Lacy’s men, who retired up the western side of the river to
prevent a Prussian dash upon Dresden), and marched away. The scene left
behind was devastating. Archenholtz described the grisly panorama as he
had witnessed it as well as heard about in the immediate post-battle period.
Scavengers roved about, stealing from both the dead and the soon-to-be
dead. The Prussian battalions—many of which had been shot to ribbons in
the bloody battle—were disorganized and disoriented. As for the Prussian
king, he early settled down at Elsnig (although Torgau soon became his
post), discouraged when he arrived, no doubt.

Just like at Kolin, Frederick’s whereabouts are conjectural. One of his
biographers has the king leaving the battlefield about dark, repairing to the
parsonage of Elsnig. He does not seem to have been motivated by any sense
of impending doom with respect to the battle. It is much more likely that he
wanted a relatively quiet place to sort out details and cut orders for new
movements. With the vicarage full, the king went instead to the church,
arriving probably about 2100 hours. An aide lit a candle for the exhausted
monarch. A famous description by Bernhard Rode depicts the scenario.3

A bundle of straw decorated the bottom step of the building, and Frederick
spent the night dictating dispatches from that spot.4 Being some three and a
half to four miles from the battlefield, Frederick personally probably did not
hear the sounds of the renewed struggle. By 2100 hours, Torgau would have
been a done deal anyhow. In short, just when the king learned that the
struggle had ended as a victory, is not certain. One source suggests that
Frederick left the battlefield much earlier, likely after the second attack by
Hülsen and his men.5



Meanwhile, Berenhorst had been at it again. Morning of November 4, in a
desperate attempt to cheer up the royal monarch, he gathered six dragoons
and had them each hold a captured Austrian color, from among the 30 that
had been captured. But Frederick emerged from Elsnig church, and did not
acknowledge the color bearers as he mounted his trusty steed and rode
away. Perhaps he was distracted by the carnage he knew he would see. A
grim scene, indeed, awaited the king at the battlefield. The locals had
already begun to inter the dead (not an easy task with the frozen ground),
commanders were still trying to reorganize their decimated commands, and
Ziethen was (again, apparently) openly hugged by the king for his role in
the twilight of the battle.6

The cold of Torgau must have been severe. Snow covered fields left the
wounded men either numb or rather wishing they were. While Frederick
was writing dispatches like this one: “We have beaten … the Austrians;
night has fallen,”7 the Prussian dead and wounded, along with the Austrian,
were being brutalized. Among the dead and dying were the casualties of the
grenadier battalions that had been shot to ribbons in front of Daun’s massed
lines. “The helpless wounded were not permitted … [their] shirts,” and
“many of the wounded were murdered by those monsters [i.e., the pillagers]
out of fear of discovery.”8 They desired nothing but a “speedy death.”9

Scarcely anything heroic in that. Archenholtz himself was wounded, but he
survived with no permanent scars.

In any case, the cost of the battle was frightful. Even as Frederick shifted
his headquarters to Torgau and began rounding up the harvest, he must have
been contemplating the next moves: Both his and Daun’s. Daun’s army had
not been destroyed or even decisively beaten! But his Austrian army had
been driven from one of the strongest posts they had yet held in this long
war, and by an adversary inferior in both numbers and equipment, no less.
The Prussian army, on the short day of November 5, took up post with
Frederick’s badly used forces nestling between Neiden and the Septitz.

Prussian horsemen followed the retreating enemy nearly to the gates of
Dresden, wreaking more havoc in the process. The lot largely fell to Lacy to
defend the Saxon capital from the grasp of the bluecoats. Lacy reached
Strehla on November 4, and pressed on to Riesa. There to await a Prussian



effort at pursuit. Hard riding Prussian force of dragoons and the Möhring
(3rd) Hussars, all under General Krockow, pressed hard against Lacy near
Meissen (November 7). Lacy’s usual flawless timing /planning was upset
by the miscalculations of Brentano, and the Austrians had a terrible time
keeping Meissen itself from falling into enemy hands.

After a most desperate struggle, the Austrians were able to close the gates
of the city, and General Lacy immediately ordered a further withdrawal
towards Dresden. The skillfulness of Lacy helped much to salvage what
could have been an even worse ordeal and at least partially salve hurt
Austrian feelings. Ziethen, by November 9, managed to drive through
Kesselsdorf, probing all the while for the still retreating Austrians. The king
was still looking to deal a decisive blow to the Austrian main army. Marshal
Daun refused to be led into any further major action. November 12, the
king, from a line over by Grumbach, pressed General Quiess over to
Zscheila with orders to intervene against Beck. At about the same time,
Zweibrücken pressed on Rosswein, but, with little fanfare, fell back to
winter hibernation behind the Saale River.

So, in the end, the king, dashing forth with his main body, was denied the
Saxon capital because Daun had retired into the Plauen-Chasm and was not
about to come out. Stubborn and insistent, the king kept the field for several
weeks, all the while making vain maneuvers to draw Daun out for a finish
fight. To no avail! Finally, accepting the situation, the king settled his army
down, on December 11, for winter quarters, deploying the army between
Freiberg and Meissen. The tired monarch, denied Dresden, had to look
elsewhere for quarters.

Torgau had been an extremely bloody action, although not like Zorndorf.
Frederick, who had some 50,000 men (35,000 infantry, 15,000 cavalry) and
309 guns in the action, suffered approximately between 16,600 and 24,700
losses, including more than 3,000 as P.O.W.’s, along with eight guns.10 This
was nearly a third of the whole Prussian strength. With the type of frontal
assaults the Prussians had used in this battle, this is hardly surprising. Daun,
with a total of about 65,000 men all told, had losses of about 12,000
killed/wounded, more than 8,000 captive and 49 guns. It would not be out
of line to say the price Frederick paid for his “victory” was



disproportionately high. In sum, Daun had kept the main Austrian army in
the field, although some sources shamelessly assign any success the
Austrians had achieved to Laudon.11

The Prussian king took up winter quarters at Leipzig, occupying his time
with raising more cash (and lines of credit) so that his armies could take the
field in the Spring of 1761. To help alleviate his troubles, the monarch
resorted to some old fashioned petty revenge. General Saldern was sent for
and ordered (January 21, 1761) to go sack the Saxon royal hunting lodge at
Hubertsburg, as revenge for the pillaging of Charlottenburg by the Saxons.
Not surprisingly, the honorably disposed Saldern refused to be a party to
this dastardly deed, so the king merely expedited Guichard to the job. (He
accomplished his task with thoroughness and probably not a little pleasure.)
Saldern left the army soon after (although he would return later).

As for the efforts of Laudon over in Silesia, he concluded his campaign
with an unusual degree of quietness.12 Around October 23, with Breslau
and Berlin still firmly in Prussian hands, Laudon’s men laid siege to the
fortress of Kosel, manned by Lt.-Gen. Christoph Friedrich von Lattorf, of
some 1,500 men. Frederick had already unleashed General Goltz with his
command (October 19), as we have observed, from Lubben to move to the
aid of the Prussian forces ensconced in Silesia. This fact had to be known
by the sharp Austrian commander. Still, Laudon did not lose his head. The
Austrians approached Kosel with due caution, but two separate attempts,
carried out between October 23 and October 27, failed to either frighten
Lattorf into submission or else carried the fortress. October 30, with the
best of the campaign season clearly behind them now, Laudon abandoned
his effort and moved into winter quarters. The Imperialist Army, at the close
of the Battle of Torgau, fell back to Chemnitz to try to reform. Before the
month was out, the Germans were taking winter quarters behind the Saale.

Before we look at developing political changes in Great Britain, we will
examine Ferdinand’s campaign of 1760 with the French. Pitt had reinforced
the allied contingent with another body of 7,000 English troops, and
Ferdinand could now boast of nearly 70,000 men. With this Prusso-allied
force, he faced the French opposite under the charge of Broglie. Early in
July, Ferdinand raced off to confront the latter, who had swept across the



Ohm River and was heading for the Diemel River. July 10, the Prince of
Brunswick, leading an allied command, faced down Broglie at Korbach, but
the enemy reacted too quickly for any Allied hope of success. The Allies
paused hard-by the place, and, by the following morning, the French were
in great strength in a very secure post to the east of Korbach. Brunswick fell
back, trying to find a weak spot in the French set-up. He discovered one
near Emsdorf, where Broglie’s supply train was inadequately guarded. A
quick lunge for Emsdorf and the French guard force was hacked up (July
16). Now a redoubled French effort at consolidation of the scattered forces
took place after the Korbach engagement. Broglie, joined by Prince Xavier
of Saxony, was targeting Kassel, but unwisely now decided to divide his
force to allow him more freedom of action. This risky idea left him in a bad
strategic situation; since the enemy were so strong in numbers, Ferdinand
and the Prince of Brunswick might try to destroy the separated French
bodies one at a time. Broglie left some 30,000 men under Chevalier du Muy
to hold the rear area around the Diemel between the villages of Warburg on
his right and Ossendorf to his left.

The Prince of Brunswick, with Ferdinand coming to his support, resolved to
attack du Muy before Broglie’s main body could relieve him. About 0800
hours, July 31, Brunswick drove against the French in Warburg, speedily
ejecting them. His plan-of-battle was sound: he sought to fix du Muy’s
attention on a full frontal attack, while really only planning to destroy the
enemy’s flanks with du Muy thus deceived. A thick fog enshrouded his
men, and allowed the blows to de delivered squarely. A raging battle
developed, but Brunswick was unable to overcome du Muy, as French
resistance stiffened. That is until Ferdinand, close at hand, dispatched the
English cavalry of Lord Granby, a full 22 squadrons strong, to help. These
men “had some five miles to cover” before they could make any impact.13

It was enough. The struggle ended as du Muy withdrew, leaving the allies to
cling to the Diemel and denying Broglie an avenue into Hanover on that
side. The French commander side-stepped Ferdinand, grabbing Göttingen
(August 4) and trying to decoy him to retake the place, leaving Lippstädt
and an easier route into that province wide open. Ferdinand, however,
refused to take the bait.



The advanced position of the French, however, appeared to uncover Wesel,
so on September 22, Brunswick shoved off for the place to seize it before
Broglie had time to react. This was not a serious effort to take the city,
though, for Brunswick had no siege equipment, and he could not hope to
assail the place successfully without such equipment. He sent for siege guns
from Bielefeld and spent the interim capturing Cleve, threatening the
Dusseldorf-Köln country, as well as alarming Broglie. General
Wangenheim was forthwith detached with a force to try to side-step
Broglie. He was repulsed with some loss at Löwenhagen (September 19).
Broglie’s men stayed safe. On the other hand, Ferdinand had had enough.
Shaken by the scope of the French energy, Ferdinand backed off. Before the
end of September, he “was back in his original position.”14 The latter sent
the Marquis de Castries with 35,000 men to go relieve Wesel and confront
Brunswick. Castries arrived in mid–October, pushing some 7,000
reinforcements into the city’s garrison. Suddenly confronted by this new
French threat, Brunswick resolved to attack the enemy before he were
assailed. A night attack (October 15–16), known as the Battle of Kloster-
Kampen, resulted. The allies crept through underbrush to fall upon Castries,
although mistakes prematurely gave the attackers away, and the French
subsequently put up a hard fight. Finally, after hard losses (allied losses
totaled approximately 1,638), Brunswick was forced to beat a retreat.
French losses in this “drawn” battle were about 2,036.

Brunswick’s bridge over the Rhine, and thus his route of escape, had been
damaged and he faced the unenviable task of remaining in front of Castries
for two days while it was being fixed, bluffing all the while.15 Finally, again
under the cover of darkness (October 18–19), he recrossed the Rhine and
returned to Ferdinand’s headquarters. The latter, upon Brunswick’s return,
descended upon Göttingen, but he could not turn the enemy out of it. So
when the campaign ended, both sides settled down and faced each other
cautiously. It had been, apart from the singular French success in taking
Göttingen, an inconclusive campaign on the Western Front.

At the Northern Front, there had been few operations again in the latter
phases of this campaign. Except for Forcade’s efforts to clear Mecklenburg
and Pomerania of the Russians and the occasional Swedes, there was very
little to report. Werner, with the backdrop of the enemy move against



Berlin, suddenly descended upon Pasewalk (October 2). General
Ehrensvard, alerted by the Prussian capture of a Swedish post at Locknitz,
was cognizant of the enemy’s move on Templin. The Swedes did not panic
by any means, and the Prussian progress was abruptly brought up short
when Ehrensvard ordered the suburbs of Pasewalk torched. As soon as
Werner was apprized that other Prussian field forces were racing for Berlin
to help rescue the Prussian capital, he pulled up stakes and fell back on
Stettin, abandoning the move upon Pasewalk. The Prussian haul was
limited to some 600 prisoners, and the Swedes were disturbed enough by
the boldness of the enemy’s offensive, that Lantinghausen forthwith ordered
a concentration of the available Swedish forces at Pasewalk.16 This was
followed by a hitch almost immediately back upon Werbelow, with the
bluecoats gradually closing up.17 The Swedes failed to strike south to join
the Russians/Austrians with the effort upon Berlin, and Colonel Belling,
plugging holes in the defense network with a handful of men, was able to
contain them easily. One little-known event that would later have much
significance was the capture, in a minor scuffle between Prussians and
Swedes, of Gebhard Leberecht von Blücher by the bluecoats (August 29).
Although only 17 years old at the time, the determined young man soon
became an officer under Belling and served against his former compatriots.
This young man would later lead the very Prussian army that finally helped
overcome Napoleon Bonaparte at the decisive Battle of Waterloo in 1815.
The campaign concluded on the Northern Front when, on November 27, the
Swedish forces crossed back over the Peene, and on into winter quarters.

From Great Britain, meanwhile, there had certainly been dreadful news.
October 25, 1760, old King George II breathed his last; gone was the man
who had fully supported William Pitt with all of his endeavors, including
the alliance with Prussia and the all-important subsidy. The new slow-
witted 22-year-old king, George III, was not so interested in foreign policy
and Pitt’s designs. Besides which, he was under the spell of John Stewart,
the Earl of Bute. The latter entered the government and immediately
became outspoken in his criticism of Pitt’s management of the war. The war
was on the threshold of its sixth season for the British, and becoming ever
more expensive for the government to finance.



Moreover, British objectives, such as the expulsion of the French from
Canada and India, had been largely accomplished by this point and the
continuation of the struggle offered few additional advantages for England.
About the only additional advantage at this stage involved the total eclipse
of France as a maritime rival, touched on by Pitt in 1763.18 Nonetheless,
Pitt did manage to draw up a new subsidy treaty—the last for the Prussians
—which enabled Frederick to equip a large portion of his army. To make up
the shortfall, for the money which the king received from the normal
taxation channels and the British subsidy were far from sufficient, the
Prussian king again ordered devaluation of the currency. Also, he gave vent
to the merciless stripping of territories still under his control for additional
men and resources.

Eugene of Württemberg, for instance, was ordered to comb 3,000 more
recruits from Mecklenburg as well as additional stores of provisions.
During the winter, a battle developed on the Western Front. Ferdinand was
embarking upon one of his annual excursions to cause discomfort to the
French. His new enterprise involved driving Broglie from Hesse-Cassel and
Hanover by a stroke upon his local vitals. In early February, Ferdinand,
with rudimentary cooperation from Frederick, burst out suddenly upon
Broglie’s overextended line (Frankfurt to Marburg, Ziegenhayn, Kassel, and
finally to Langensalza). Some of the French posts caved in, compelling
Broglie to take to the field, assembling his army while Ferdinand laid siege
to Kassel and Ziegenhayn.

This fight, February 15, was the extent of the cooperation between
Ferdinand and Frederick. Ferdinand might have done better still had not the
winter turned abnormally warm, causing the fragile roadway network to
break down. Worse yet, Broglie, without interference from the Prussian
king, on March 14, suddenly attacked Ferdinand’s hard-won gains, driving
the allies from Kassel, ending Ferdinand’s abortive stroke. The latter had to
go back to his starting point.

Frederick made a mid-winter dash of his own upon the Imperialists, in
April, driving them back upon Bamberg for the rest of the off-season.
Meanwhile, abortive attempts at peace negotiations had broken down and in
the spring there was nothing for the contenders to do but take the field



again. However, the Austrians faced the new campaign with a forced
reduction of 20,000 men from the army because of the shrinking French
subsidies.





PART VII. 1761: THE SIXTH YEAR



Chapter Forty-Six

Campaign 1761 Opens with a Flourish

Liegnitz and Torgau had helped partially erase the bad memories of
Kunersdorf and Maxen, but, when the 1761 Campaign opened, the odds
were still long for the discontented Prussians. Along with long years of war,
Frederick was experiencing increasing isolation. Even the stolid British
government was displaying indicators they were parting ways with the great
Prussian king. The situation was one of uneasiness and uncertainty by the
end of Campaign 1760. Rumblings were clear, for the severing of close ties
with Great Britain would leave the northern German kingdom with no allies
of consequence on the continent. Even the really solid defense of Hanover
by some of the Prussian army’s best units, led by the king’s skillful brother
Ferdinand, was no longer currying favor for Frederick back in merry old
England as the thought of yet another year of battles was lurking with 1761,
besides the escalating costs of the war.

Great Britain had only so many resources to devote to the prosecution of the
war. The English Ambassador Mitchell, heretofore a staunch advocate of
Frederick’s, was “surprised to find that his Prussian Majesty had asked for
the sum of five millions of crowns for the maintenance of a corps of thirty
thousand men,” then added with more than a tinge of suspicion “the
expense for forty thousand men is valued at only five million nine hundred
forty-three thousand ninety-three crowns or rix-dollars.”1

Money was a necessity. The English Subsidy was still around, one more
time, at £ 670,000, but that money was perforce supplemented by further
coin debasement and “by ruthless requisitions of men, money and material
from territories still under his [Frederick’s] control.”2 The men to fill the
ranks? “Most of the new recruits came from Saxony.”3 Some of the threats,
veiled or otherwise, to fulfill Prussian “requests?” Several town leaders in



Saxony were told, without a hint of shame, “coin or the town will be put to
the torch.” Prominent merchants were clapped in irons and summarily
placed in jails to lie upon straw, without creature comforts, treated like
desperate felons. Archenholtz puts the number of those so treated at 120 at
the beginning, later reduced to “only 17 who stayed four months in
prison.”4 Their crime in this case? Refusal to pay what amounted to
extortion, i.e., heavy, unjustified “taxes.”

Prussian measures were often extreme. The debasement of the coin,
accredited largely, through various and sundry means, to the “Jew
Ephraim,” makes for depressing reading. The unscrupulous men involved
(Archenholtz dares to, or sarcastically, calls them “princes”) made sure the
means to distribute the coins were dishonest; they involved both Prussian
and Saxon coin.5 Widespread inflation and financial chaos were the results.
The king’s welcome apparently was wearing out now even on the chief
English representative at his court, not to mention on the peoples subject to
him as a result of the fortunes of war.

That being the case, Prussia would be ostracized from the rest of Europe
before too long. Worse, there were few potential allies just then available to
select from as Frederick cast about. The monarch could not even find
comfort among the likes of his literary circle, his usual “safety” valve in
pressure situations.6 Visits by prominent contemporary German writers,
among them Christian Gellert and Johann Christoph Gottsched, to his
winter quarters in Leipzig, failed to lighten his sense of melancholy and
foreboding.7 That the king did not enjoy communicating in his native
German language could not have helped matters. Nevertheless, he
continued to attend to the seemingly endless minutiae of detail, large and
small, without which his armies would be unable to take the field for the
new campaign. One thing was certain in all of this: Frederick’s sense of
duty transcended nearly all other considerations. All of his adult life,
especially as ruler, the king would consider his first duty to be to the State.
This was especially true in the often dark days of the Seven Years’ War.

One of the few bright spots was Turkey, which country the Prussians had
been courting for years, although with indifferent results. A more secure tie
with the Turks did not appear to be any closer as the campaign unfolded.



Nevertheless, negotiations continued between Karl Adolf von Rexin, the
seemingly tireless “Prussian” representative in Constantinople (a.k.a. the
“Austrian renegade Gottfried Fabian Haude”),8 and the Turks.9 Then, in a
surprising turn of events, Frederick’s representative with the Turks was
finally able to make some “headway” in negotiations,10 and April 2, 1761,
Prussia and the Ottoman Turks came to an “understanding” that could
potentially bring the Turks at least to the brink of war with the Austrians
and the Russians.11 But, “the implications … [of this treaty] were much
overrated by both Frederick and Kaunitz.” Their impact on the campaign of
1761 was as yet to be seen.12 As it worked out, any hope of succor from
that quarter would turn out to be a vain one. All the treaty did, in the end,
was to set up normal diplomatic relations between the nations.13

Moreover, while an alliance with the Ottoman Turks would not be entirely
bereft of benefits (i.e., a distraction particularly for the Russians away from
their fight with Prussia),14 such a link-up could never fill the void if
England did beg off from its alliance with the bluecoats.

A side effect of the rumors swirling round about Turkey’s involvement did
attract quite a number of thrill seekers wishing to enlist in the “adventure.”
In fact, “small groups of Muslim deserters arrived from the Russian army,
attracted by [rumors the Sultan] would declare a jihad.”15 This gossip
directly impacted Prussian recruiting. For example, the 9th Hussars, also
known as the Bosniak Hussars, had been previous to this reduced to only
five officers and 16 men by the rigors of war, but were enabled to “expand
to 110 horses through recruitment, after a rumor of an alliance with Turkey
had lured Turkish and Tartar turncoats.”16 This particular unit was
commanded by Colonel Daniel Friedrich von Lossow, an outspoken officer
oftentimes encountered in the histories of the war in relation to some
military exploit or another.

Meanwhile, the war aims of the various powers were being sifted through
and through. Pragmatically speaking, Great Britain had already achieved
most of its goals, and thus peace was looking like a more attractive
proposition for the English all the time.17 Even though, when the English
monarch died, “Pitt was at the zenith of his power.”18 Military success was
also joined by new measures instituted by Pitt to stabilize as much as



possible the state of British finances.19 This inevitably had long-term
benefits; for the English. Any benefits this factor might provide for the
worried Prussian king and his hard-pressed realm remained uncertain.
Moreover, as the war continued to put a strain on the resources of the
various warring powers, peace was looking to be increasingly likely. Not
the least of the “considerations” had been the recent death of George II.20

There were at the time no negotiations of any sort going on in early 1761,
especially as regards potential new allies for Frederick’s Prussia. The only
possible nation in the region not committed to either side at this stage was
Denmark. Leaving aside for a moment the supposition that Denmark might
want to get involved in the first place in a protracted, sanguinary struggle
that had already by that point lasted five years with no lasting decision yet
in sight, there were other lingering, very significant problems. For one
thing, her military, although substantial, was unprepared for war. Land
forces in particular would need time to prepare.

On water, at least, the Danes seemed already preparing ships for some
contingency or another. That was not surprising. Denmark was first and
foremost a naval power. The country “commissioned ten battleships and
four frigates … [although] these ships lay idle in Copenhagen Harbour.”21

Two of the battleships, the Dannemark and the Dronning Louise, boasted 70
guns apiece. Four others, the Oldenborg, the Sejer, the Island, and the
Stormar, had 60 guns each. Other vessels boasted 50 guns apiece, and, one,
the Møen, had 40 guns. Danish naval power was similar to that of
Sweden’s. However, the Danish fleet was nowhere near ready to deploy for
any immediate action, in the end much like the Danish army. For another,
any benefits that Denmark might derive from joining in the war were
patently unclear. Not only to the Danes themselves as a nation, but to the
other interested parties of Europe.

Nor was this the extent of the possible disturbing scenarios and
developments. At best, from the Prussian viewpoint, the possible entry by
Turkey into active military operations would cause concern only for the
periphery of both the Austrian and the Russian Empires; even in Frederick’s
often fanciful reasoning, he could never picture Turkish armies marching to
join his in Central/Western Europe. Now Chancellor Kaunitz probably



could. On a side note, the only “soldiers” ever received by Frederick
directly from the Turkish court were a team of camels, and even these failed
to arrive before November 1762.22 Long after the stalemated outcome of
the war was no longer in doubt.

In the meantime, in early 1761, utter exhaustion was a general trend, on
parade for everyone to see at all the courts of the big military powers of
Europe. The Austrians were sure displaying their share. The Battle of
Torgau had been a bitter pill to swallow back in Vienna, and, during the
winter of 1760–1761, there were a number of unmistakable symptoms the
whitecoats were tiring of the war yet more and more.23 Even Maria Theresa
might have begun to wonder if Silesia were worth all of this effort. There
were other problems. The French were overtaxed as well. At the end of the
1760 Campaign, the French king made the insightful, if depressing,
observation: “‘We have no money, no resources, no soldiers, no generals,
and no ministers.’”24 A stark reminder of the statement’s veracity was this
observation on the state of the French navy: “‘The year 1761 saw only a
few single ships leave her [France’s] ports, and all of them were
captured.’”25 The English appeared, by this point in the conflict, to have
won the sea fight with the French; almost by default. Even though French
privateers were still at large. Alas, the enterprising entrepreneurs of France
were not quite done yet. The latter would in time come to play a larger rôle
in the war than anyone had ever suspected in that winter of 1760–1761.

Meanwhile, Prussia, too, was not immune to the rigors of the war, but her
king had an iron will. He was not yet ready to give up the ghost. Another
perplexing question or two now rears their collective heads in the equation.
What of that once formidable bluecoat force? How had the bluecoat
military fared, after so many exhausting, and debilitating, battles and
campaigns? A number of lost generals and fine units gone, and so forth?
Was there still the will to fight on within the troubled ranks of the Prussian
host? These were serious enquiries, and they could only be answered and
sifted through by the rigors of a campaign and all that it entailed.

Indeed, although the Prussian army maintained its numbers with surprising
strength, the overall quality of those men had suffered a sad decline. On
paper, the total for 1761 was 127,000 men.26 In practice, it was much less



impressive. For example, the number of Free Battalions, which in 1760 had
stood at 11, was abruptly increased to 25 for 1761.27 Thus, although some
104,000 men were ready to take the field when the Campaign 1761
unfolded, none other than the king pronounced they were unfit to show to
the enemy, even in terms of the best units, except at a distance.28

A rather curious phenomenon was taking place at one and the same time.
While the Prussian infantry had commenced the war as possibly the best
trained cadres of the eighteenth century, they had slowly declined by this
stage to the point where shame, sadly, was all too often a key ingredient to
their makeup. That much was certainly correct. It is also safe to assert that
the Prussian cavalry, while it may have often suffered heavy losses during
campaigning seasons, actually improved in quality as hostilities wore on.
The reasons seem equally obvious. The Prussian service boasted the likes of
commanders like the flashy General Seydlitz, once described as almost
“poured into his uniform” by contemporaries,29 the “Green” Kleist, crusty
old Ziethen, and others of like ilk. There was enough diversity and apparent
excitement for the Prussian horse to attract the best recruits available in
most cases. While this was going on, the weaker elements among all three
cavalry types were naturally being culled from the ranks by attrition and
similar causes. No less a qualified observer than Ambassador Mitchell, in
March, 1761, made such an observation.30 The whole process was
inevitable. As a consequence, the mounted arm of Prussia near the end of
the war was just as competent in quality, and may even have been superior,
to that nation’s prewar cavalry—which had itself been among the very best
in Europe. This was no mean feat in the heady days of this debilitating war.
Another reality was confronting the aggressive Prussian monarch. The
hard-nosed offensive minded king had been forced finally, with the
Campaign of 1761, to go over to a strict defensive style of warfare.31 Even
in areas where the weak Imperialist Army was operating.32 It was clear
enough the Prussians, at last, were truly reaching the ‘bottom of the barrel.’
Even the measures to equip the army with basics for the new campaign
were becoming ever more desperate and convoluted. For instance, there
was a shortage of muskets—to the tune of about 11,000 units—that
realistically could not be found in Prussia. The desired quantity then “had to
be bought secretly in Holland.”33 This was just a single example, one



among many. Sometimes it must have seemed like the only commodities
not in short supply for Frederick were trouble and woe.

Out of the chute, though, there did remain some bright spots. We have
already observed the altercation at a glance between Prince Ferdinand’s
army and the French enemy in February, 1761. This was possible only
because Frederick had dispatched reinforcements to help out. As early as
January 28, Ferdinand had written to his brother about his plan to move
against the French in mid-winter, which scheme he hoped would help sow
confusion and much trouble in the French forces ensconced in their winter
quarters.34 Under the most favorable possible outcome, the enemy would be
driven back to positions along the Main River area, which was a goal even
of the ruler, set out in his History of the Seven Years’ War.35 To help
expedite this ambition, if possible, the king was asked to provide some solid
formations of reinforcements to help out with the program. The suggestion
was by no means unwelcome.

Frederick, only too eager for a diversion for his own troops, accordingly
dispatched some 20 squadrons of horse (about 5,000 cuirassiers and
hussars, under Major-General Syburg’s command) to join the Prussians
already near Langensalza. This fresh blood sure proved indispensable in
helping start the offensive, and a number of those squadrons would
distinguish themselves in the adventure at hand. The Allied offensive did
enjoy an initial success, and Syburg, on February 14, came up to join
General Spörken. The next day, the allies locked horns with the Franco-
Saxon corps of Saxon Lt.-Gen. Friedrich Christoph Sölms-Wildenfels. In
the resulting altercation, Sölms’ command was compelled to withdraw. This
forced Broglie to recoil upon Fulda and thereabouts, before new
reinforcements tipped the balance of power back once more towards an
unsteady equilibrium of sorts. Then, in March, the reinvigorated French
would counterattack and reclaim most of the territory surrendered to
Ferdinand and his cohorts in the earlier offensive.

Meanwhile, some of the Prussian units sent by Frederick and acting under
Syburg’s direction earned some distinction at Langensalza. For instance, the
8th Cuirassiers (Seydlitz’s own) “captured three Saxon battalions and three
cannon.”36 The 11th Cuirassiers (Major-General Joachim Christian von



Bandemer), led by Colonel von Lölhoffel, captured “two Saxon battalions
and six grenadier companies at Langensalza.”37 Nor were the honors
confined to the cuirassiers. The 2nd Hussars (Ziethen’s own), Prittwitz’s
First Battalion, “took the Saxon Guard and a grenadier battalion prisoner,”
along with seizing three cannon and a battle standard.38 The king himself
put the trophies/captives for the units he had sent to Ferdinand’s command
at “sixty officers, three hundred men, and five pieces of artillery.”39 All
things considered, Ferdinand’s command had a time of the matter.40 Even
though Frederick himself with his own army was trying to avoid battles,
especially large ones, “as far as possible throughout the year 1761.”41

As for the chief antagonist of the Prussians, the Austrians, even after so
many campaigns, their aims were unclear and even the basic issue of who
was to exercise the chief command of the whitecoats remained unsettled
until relatively late in the campaign plans. In this respect, then, the Prussian
king might still possess a measure of so-called “luck.” Neither Lacy nor
Laudon could garner sufficient influence to assume the supreme command
of the Austrian army even at this point,42 although Maria Theresa ever so
briefly thought of bringing back the unfortunate Prince Charles of Lorraine,
who had been socked away in the Netherlands ever since the debâcle at
Leuthen.43 Daun spent much of the winter convalescing from the serious
wound inflicted upon him at Torgau. Thus there was some degree of
question whether even that gentleman would be able to resume his duties on
time. In the interim, General O’Donnell, ever since Torgau, had wielded
command in the absence of Daun.44

An Austrian army that prized professionalism and honored seniority over
merit, had few options for the chief command that would be universally
acceptable. There was a bit of wrestling with the problem, but ultimately
Marshal Daun emerged once more, after a suitable interval, as the only
genuine candidate for the job after all, with the qualifier, urged on by Maria
Theresa, that Laudon should be given a larger army this time around with a
clear directive to enable him to operate virtually as an independent
command. It was thus clear to all concerned, even if Daun would ultimately
be once again vested with the supreme Austrian command, it was only
through the auspices of the likes of Laudon that decisive action might be
forthcoming.45



Marshal Daun had also alienated the neighbors from the East by some off-
handed remarks he had made regarding the usefulness of the Russians as
allies, so Russian commanders for the most part balked at having to get
anywhere near the man, let alone work in conjunction with him.46 In some
ways, then, Marshal Daun’s latest commission might be considered
detrimental to the “cause.” This was an opinion shared by most everyone
who looked in upon the whole situation carefully. For starters, Daun’s first
campaign considerations, formulated in February, relied upon a set of very
limited objectives. Some of which ran counter to the aspirations of the
Austrian High Command itself.47

Indeed, the marshal harbored no illusions in sending more troops to Silesia.
And one of the conditions under which Daun was leading the Austrian
armies at all was his insistence on not being called upon for any major
offensive operations. To the point, if the marshal’s writings are any
indication, he may have thought the war was as good as lost already
anyway.48 Daun was even perfectly willing to reduce the size of Laudon’s
strike force in Silesia in order to strengthen the main army quartering in
Saxony. This scheme, if approved, would leave Laudon with a detachment
of only some 20,000 men, which would effectively squash any plans of
trying to wrestle Silesia from the increasingly desperate Prussians, and, at
the same time, end any hope of rendezvousing with the Russians in order to
either overrun Silesia or to conduct further campaign operations in that
sphere. The net result would be Laudon would be left with little more than a
holding force to safeguard the Austrian frontier facing Silesia; which would
be unable to counteract any earnest Prussian designs, assuming the enemy
were so capable at this point. The latter commander reacted with predicable
resentment to all of this and protested that reducing the forces in Silesia left
the potential for real trouble.49

In the end, as it worked out, with the intervention of Kaunitz himself,
Laudon managed to keep his full strength for the coming campaign, and
then some more. This was decided at a pivotal meeting of the Habsburg’s
Privy Conference, held on February 21, 1761. In attendance were Prince
Charles, Prince Liechtenstein, Count Corfiz Anton Ulfeld, General Carl
Anton Alt-Colloredo, Field Marshal Khevenhüller, Carl Paul Battyany,
Neipperg, and, of course, Kaunitz.50



If that were not serious enough, the state of Austrian finances, which were
all-important in the attempt to finally win the war, were in an almost
constant flux. By the time of the new campaign, the “All Purpose” ministry
of Haugwitz & Company had been largely scrapped, and a number of
smaller agencies were being set up to handle the country’s most pressing
monetary issues. Furthermore, the “war taxes” by this point were
debilitating, and only by pluck and sheer will does it appear that the
Austrian Empire managed to field a nearly full strength complement for its
army in 1761, approximately 218,053 men and 59,664 horses for the field
armies.51 By contrast, as we already know, the Prussian king had “nothing
to stand in his way—no Ministry of War as in France, no Hofskriegsrath as
in Austria.”52 In all of Prussia, Frederick only answered to one person:
himself. Surely this was the chief reason why his recruiters and “tax
collectors” could run roughshod all over Saxony almost with impunity.

Meanwhile, the various avenues of possible Austrian plans of campaign
may have waffled, but their allies from the East, the Russians, were early on
determined to get the new campaign off on the right foot. They had a new
commander for their field army, in the person of Marshal Alexander
Borisovich Buturlin (although Soltikov would stay in field command until
Buturlin could put in his appearance at the front). As for the latest Russian
commander, Buturlin was described as “one of the last surviving
‘fledglings’ of Peter the Great … [having] seen more service than any other
officer in the army.”53 However, Buturlin apparently also was a lover of
strong drink; that, “he could not pass a tavern without going into it with his
grenadier boon-companions.”54 In an army that always travelled with a
good supply of ‘spirits,’ this is hardly surprising. We might point out,
though, this was a characteristic not uncommon, even among the “genuine”
European commanders, like the Austrians.

Besides all of this, we should also note, quite a large number of the
greencoats were unhappy over the replacement of the laid-back Soltikov by
Buturlin.55 This was, in part, because the greencoats had not entirely
withdrawn from Prussian territory with the conclusion of Campaign 1760. It
came down to basics. Buturlin would be unable to arrive and personally be
set to assume active command for weeks, while Soltikov was already
physically in the theater of war. There may have been more to the matter



than this. A tale made the rounds to the effect that Buturlin lacked even the
basic understanding of a soldier, as well as possibly being outright dense.
Apparently “at a council of war Lieutenant General Zakhar Cherneyshev
handed him [i.e., Buturlin] a map upside down to see if he would take any
notice.”56 The ‘notorious amateur’ did not spot the discrepancy. The quality
of commanders again comes to mind here. We are hard pressed to think that
Frederick himself would have tolerated an army leader of that “caliber”
even at this stage of the war.

Meanwhile, the war continued to produce events that stretched far beyond
the immediate area in which they originally occurred. Totleben, for
example, kept marauding patrols of light troops rampaging through
Pomerania throughout the winter; which move also served to help keep the
Prussians off-balance. And this would not be the last word on the subject, as
it turned out. In a mocking twist, Buturlin would turn out to be even more
lethargic in the long run as a field commander than Soltikov had ever
been.57 The latter had not exactly been the energetic leader himself.

One of the nagging difficulties confronting the Allies was this questionable
effectiveness of a couple of the key Russian commanders. We have already
observed Totleben’s uncertain loyalty to the cause,58 while Buturlin himself
held some serious reservations about the motives of his Austrian
counterparts, most especially of Daun. In addition, there was the energy
factor that was not yet realized. “If Soltikoff [sic] had been slow and
difficult to move, Boutourlin [sic] was still slower and still more
difficult.”59 As the Austrians would presently find out, much to their
chagrin. Frederick, indeed, even went to the expedient of attempting to
bribe key personnel at the Russian court in order to “keep its forces
‘inactive’ during the coming campaign.”60 Considering the relative
lethargic approach taken by the greencoats and the vast distances involved,
the king might just as well have saved the trouble.

Nevertheless, May 7, after unexplained delays in the finalization, the new
Russian general campaign plan was unceremoniously presented to the
Austrian command. Maria Theresa immediately embraced the concept as
one likely to bear fruit. Much of the Russian determination, in fact, may
have derived from the limited Russian participation in the campaign just



concluded, and their aims were looking plainer. As a measuring device of
sorts, total Russian casualties were said to have been 2,851 for the whole of
Campaign 1760.61 And, by the time the Campaign of 1761 opened, the
Russian High Command no longer had to try to figure out how to cope with
their great adversary, Frederick the Great. The Prussian’s best efforts had
been met and turned back, although the cost of Zorndorf and Kunersdorf
had been high indeed. Indeed, serious consideration was given early on to a
joint operation with the Swedes, chiefly aimed at seizing control of the
formidable port of Stettin if possible, but the dilatory nature of any military
operations connected to the Swedish army really nipped any such plans in
the bud. The Swedes could not undertake to capture Stettin by themselves
in any case, for “the lack of a siege train and engineers made it unrealistic
… [to attack Stettin] which lay on the eastern flank of any Swedish advance
into Brandenburg.”62

This program had been given a look at in the first place because the
Russians were becoming progressively more leery of their Austrian allies,
and were less willing to try to work with them. Ultimately, after some
significant hesitation, Buturlin overrode the scheme of a joint operation
with the Swedes, and instead opted to take up a campaign in Silesia in
cooperation with Laudon; whom the greencoats knew already would be the
Austrian commander in that vicinity. A move viewed by many, including
Czarina Elizabeth, as far less risky and more likely to be fruitful.63 One that
could force Frederick’s hand, in a way different and more far reaching than
any move on Stettin ever could.

However, there would also be no doubt about the importance the Russian
Command attached to capturing the Baltic port of Colberg during this
campaign.64 As far as the main Russian effort for 1761 was concerned, the
bluecoats, thanks to the duplicity of the aforementioned Totleben, realized
early on their concerted effort was to be made in Silesia. In conjunction
with a large force of Austrians, to boot. Other than the effort directed
against Colberg and the occasional raid, the Russians had limited military
interests at this late stage of the game. And that included Brandenburg, for
the most part.



For the Imperial Russian court, the Campaign of 1761 was even more
important than usual. For the first time, the Russians had new guarantees of
territorial gains as a direct result of their efforts in the war. The Austrians,
against the backdrop of ever greater desperation to try to win the war before
mutual exhaustion closed it out, and against their better judgment, had
finally conceded the Russians would be allowed to retain East Prussia at the
peace. Now the Austrians were careful to keep news of this provision from
the French. Kaunitz & Company probably considered this a wise
precaution. The French court in particular was very jealous and was simply
not prepared to accept Russian “intrusion” into the heart of the European
mainland. The Russians, for their part, had to be aware of the French
determination not to allow what they viewed, at the best, as a partly Asiatic
power on to the main stage of European power politics. What a state of
affairs for the so-called “Allies,” and so much for any common interests
they shared.

For her part, Maria Theresa did not like the idea of the Russian bear
swallowing East Prussia any more than did Versailles. There was good
reason for this. Both of the sovereign nations of France and Austria were
leery of allowing a too powerful Russia right on their doorsteps. By this
point, this kind of reasoning amounted to little more than accepting a fait
accompli. There was really very little choice if the Russians were to remain
active participants in the war. Thus the agreement was finalized by a new
treaty of alliance, concluded on April 1, 1761, between the two weary
continental powers of Austria and Russia. No one at the time would have
suspected the effective life of the new agreement would be a mere eight
months or so.

The implications of permitting Russia to become too powerful were
obvious. Kaunitz even made the statement that “there could be more to fear
from Russia [in time] than from the king of Prussia.”65 In this particular
case, Kaunitz was spouting on a Europe past sickly Czarina Elizabeth’s
time, when that great admirer of the Prussians and their king, future Czar
Peter III, would be running Russia.

None of the foregoing took place in a vacuum.66 With Totleben still in the
field during the winter, the Russians stayed in active military guise.



Elements of Totleben’s command burst upon Greiffenberg and Rügenwalde
(January 15).67 Encouraged by a measure of success in this initial effort,
Totleben’s men put in an attack next against the Prussian post of Belgard
hard-by Colberg (January 18). But the foe could not be so easily plied from
this post, a part of the command of Lt.-Col. de Courbière. The latter was
entrusted to defend a line of positions near the Wipper River, past
Rügenwalde and Draheim.

But it remained a different kind of warfare in the depths of winter, and
obviously no large-scale effort was possible under the prevailing weather
conditions. The greencoats did manage to keep in the field, and finally fell
out into positions between Treptow and Rügenwalde, in order to cover the
immediate area from the trepidations of the Prussians.

The latter, too, was thus given a breathing space. The bluecoats wasted no
time. Courbière, taking full advantage of the respite, took up a post hard-by
Rega, while other Prussians under “Werner reestablished the line.”68 The
sum of the troops holding that line was not over 3,000 men, but the
bluecoats were fully prepared to defend their position. Part of their reason
for keeping to the field was to exploit the resources of Mecklenburg and of
the nearby territories to whatever extent possible.69 Ironically, it was this
very circumstance that would propel the Prussians and the Swedes into a far
more involved amount of maneuvering and fighting in the course of 1761
than had been true in previous campaigns. As for Totleben, he found
himself in a position, in the first week of February, with good posts, but
with the weather too adverse for sustained military operations. And a
reinforced Prussian force under General Werner, consolidating in and about
Colberg, gradually pressed Totleben back upon Stolpe. Being without
support and somewhat isolated, Totleben hastily opened and concluded a
truce with the Prussians opposite him (February 28).70

In order to help contain Totleben from positions before Colberg, the
bluecoats had shifted part of their forces away from confronting the
Swedish enemy from the North. Fortunately, a truce had earlier been
concluded with the Swedes in Western Pomerania in December 1760.71

Meanwhile, though, Belling used the time to substantially increase the
strength of his hussar unit. “[A] second battalion … [was raised] in



Mecklenburg, and its third in Saxony.”72 This move enabled some of the
Prussian forces in the field to retire on Stettin to rejoin the Duke of
Brunswick-Bevern there.

Two grenadier battalions, and a force of hussars, regrouped at Stettin.
Bevern was grimly determined to hold the port town.73 This because the
post was considered to be essential for the Prussian interests in the area.
And this endeavor, in the end, would be successful in spite of any possible
joint allied effort between the Russians and the Swedes, which never came
to pass on land during the war anyway.

In the meantime, though, the bluecoats had managed to build a useable
flotilla again in Stettin Harbor, their first since 1759.74 This latest Prussian
fleet boasted two galleys, the Preussen and the Schlesian, 12 guns each, and
nine other vessels, all under the charge of Captain Christian Schmidt. The
Prussian presence on the water was always subjunctive additions to their
land armies. The king never saw much use in naval warfare anyway, except
where it could help him out on land and the military operations of those
specific units engaged in land warfare. Not so in other nations, especially in
Northern Europe. The Swedes, as the dominant naval power in the Baltic
Sea, promptly responded by sending a force of ships sailing from Stralsund
into the Oder Haff to actively oppose their foe on the water. Of course,
matters did not rest there. In their response, the captains of the Prussian
vessels, suddenly confronted by this display of Swedish naval strength,
wisely took an opportune breather to assess the current situation.

In short, during the month of April, both sides stayed quiescent across the
Northern and the Eastern Fronts, although Belling could not refrain from
securing both supplies and recruits from the areas he was close to, and in
training his new formations for the coming battles with the enemy. By this
time, it was clear, even to the densest of Prussians, that Colberg would
again be a primary target for the Russians in this campaign, just as in
1760.75 With the ensuing developments in mind, the bluecoats spent every
spare moment they had available stockpiling provisions and munitions for
the port of Colberg. A major Prussian magazine was quickly built up about
Treptow, with a second hard-by Malchin. Between them, the two supply



depots were expected to meet the often voracious Prussian supply needs of
ammo and food in the immediate vicinity for the coming campaign.

However, these locations also offered tempting, vulnerable targets for the
slowly gathering Swedish army, which was preparing to make a sortie of
their own against them. During the month of July and the early part of
August, the Swedes and Prussians would sure scuffle over those two
magazines. Meanwhile, the Russians, who did not bother to conceal their
intended descent upon Colberg, started building up a supply depot of their
own at Konitz. Prussian patrols inevitably detected this latest development,
although there was little attempt to do much at the moment in the area about
it. Nor were the greencoats putting all of their eggs into one proverbial
basket. To hedge their bet, an additional supply depot erected at Friedland
had the added bonus of being very convenient for the Russian field armies.

As for Marshal Daun, for him the campaign opened rather anticlimactically.
February 12, Daun accepted the chief command of the Austrian army, with
some reluctance.76 At the same time, he had to acknowledge the increasing
influence of others, particularly of Laudon, and what impact this would
have on future Austrian campaign plans. It was a reasonable certainty that
the king would be in supreme Prussian command in Silesia, facing the
combined might of the Russians and the Austrians of Laudon.77 (One of
Daun’s chief tasks was to hold the Prussian king himself in Saxony, which
would mean consigning Prince Henry to Silesia, but that effort was
altogether futile.) Indeed, Prince Henry had made it clear that the only way
he would return to the army was as an independent commander.78 The king,
after a suitable interval, would be only too happy to have Henry back in the
fold among his ever shrinking list of suitable commanders.

For the Allies, one important point was evident. Close cooperation between
the two allies, if applied with the right kind of pressure and energy, would
have doomed Frederick’s Prussia. That much was certain. But old Marshal
Daun wanted to throw his own twist into the mix. In a marked turnaround
from the plans of cooperating with the Russians in advancing as a single
body, Daun now sought permission from the powers that be to operate his
Austrian army as a fully independent force which did not rely so much upon
the movements/plans of the other Allied forces. This would free up, to the



extent possible, the various Allied commands as they operated in their own
individual spheres of influence. In turn, this would make the task of the
Prussians, with forces clearly inferior in number, that much more difficult to
carry out. If Daun could not secure his plan wholeheartedly, he at least
sought to send a detachment to try to join up with the greencoats over
towards Brandenburg, where the task force could operate more or less
independently of Marshal Laudon. Daun did not want to advance the cause
of Laudon in any way if he could help it. What was worse, the marshal had
uttered—and apparently also ascribed to—the notion that, in order to help
contribute to the final Allied victory over the Prussian king, they needed
twice the number of men at their beck and call as the enemy had access to.

By even the most conservative estimate, based upon the aggregate Prussian
strength at 127,000 men, this would mean the Allies must assemble more
than a quarter of a million men within immediate striking range in order to
achieve the goal. As a measuring barometer, the entire Austrian armed force
throughout the nation did not match up to that quantity. There was no help
to be expected from France or Russia in this respect either. A number like
this was not even feasible at this late stage of the very long, very costly
war.79 Nor was this the marshal’s only “insightful” thought at that point by
any means. Daun also stated the Austrian commanders should be chosen
with care, but, once chosen and put in charge, should be supported through
a united effort, instead of being “raked over the proverbial coals” at every
opportunity.80

The preceding was another clear indictment of the fundamental lack of
cooperation among the Austrian commanders. A nearly constant state of
agitation at times. This could not help but inhibit (if not outright cripple) the
Austrian plans. Over in the Prussian camp, on the other hand, while deep
divisions still existed within and among the various levels of command, the
over powering presence of the king’s personality helped mitigate any real
disunity either within the army itself or within the various Prussian plans
produced by that same body. The Austrians at this stage could really have
benefitted from the leadership of a strong-willed commander like the
Prussian monarch. This was a need never fulfilled during this war in the
Austrian camp.



Chapter Forty-Seven

Opening Salvoes in Silesia; Allied Union Realized

In the event, the campaign in Silesia had commenced. Laudon, leading a
force of about 40,000 men at that point, announced boldly to General Goltz
(April 19) that the truce previously arranged during the winter was due to
expire within a few days. Goltz had a slightly smaller force of about 24,000
men with him.

The Austrians were the first to get going. Laudon was careful to pile in his
men hard-by Glatz, while another force, under General Draskovitch, itself
acting as an independent body, had trundled into Reichenstein (April 15).
There were also other bodies of Austrians close at hand, like Bethlen, who
arrived at Kunzendorf (April 18), while Laudon himself, full of hope and
with a reasonable expectation of success, was preparing to open the main
campaign. Meanwhile, General Goltz, for his part, with the new campaign
unfolding, gathered his men at and about the anchor fortress of
Schweidnitz.

The Austrians had duly invaded Silesia, on April 23, after their truce
expired, seeking a knockout of the bluecoat forces ensconced in the
embattled province. The whitecoat forces were divided into three separate
formations in order to expedite their encroachment. Great hopes were
pinned on Laudon and on his apparent ability to close out the current
campaign with success. Not only by the leadership in Vienna, but also in
Versailles.1 Not to mention in St. Petersburg.

General Wolfersdorfe rolled forward from the Trautenau area, skirting
Liebau and reaching Landshut, while General Ellrichshausen’s leading
elements occupied the rises of Waldichen. Wolfersdorfe had two infantry
and two cavalry regiments present with him, Draskovitch carrying along



three infantry and four cavalry regiments, while Ellrichshausen kept six
infantry and four grenadier battalions at his disposal.2 Laudon brought the
main power of his strike force issuing from Friedland over on Waldenburg.
In the latter column, were ten full infantry and six cavalry regiments. The
Austrian invasion was determined, so General Goltz took about the only
option open to him under the circumstances. He packed ten full battalions
of his men, along with ten squadrons, under the charge of the Prince of
Bernburg, on the Zeiskenberg, while General Thadden (with seven
squadrons of horse and two grenadier battalions) hugged a post about
Hohenfriedeberg. Major-General Friedrich Wilhelm von Thile kept four
battalions and six cavalry squadrons on the rises, not to mention his pickets
pushed out, over at Oberkunzendorf, and watching all the while for
suspicious Austrian activity. In this condition, Goltz’ command could both
safeguard the nearby defiles and help hold Silesia if at all possible. The
Prussians could only hope for the best here.

In the meantime, the enemy had begun to move. Draskovitch pressed off,
on April 25, on a bearing straight at Silberberg and Frankenstein. Goltz
responded by marching to Kunzendorf leaning over at Kamerau (April 27).
Laudon’s impetuous nature would likely have gotten the better of him right
then and there, but Vienna would soon change his tune. The upshot was,
Laudon would advance no further at the moment. The bluecoats were
pleasantly surprised at this development. April 29, once it was clear that
Laudon had been bridled for the moment, Goltz backed away as discreetly
as possible from the vicinity of the Austrians. We should note here, Goltz
did not even think about an active engagement of arms. The king generally
took a dim view of army commanders going out on their own, without
orders. As a result, new Prussian posts were occupied hard about
Hohenfriedeberg and Reichenbach by the returning command of General
Goltz.

In the campaign’s early stages, the Austrians were certainly tempted here
and all. The urge to fight was strong. However, Laudon’s usual aggressive
nature was modified somewhat by the instructions of his government,
which told him, in no uncertain terms, to avoid a major altercation with the
foe until the main body of the Russians could draw near enough to support
his designs. Laudon was also cognizant that his eastern allies would expect



the Austrians to keep at least some ready provisions on hand for them to
draw upon. (As it would ultimately work out, the Russians were expecting
to be kept supplied virtually throughout the campaign, all at Austrian
expense and effort.3)

This scenario compelled Laudon to put on the brakes until the greencoats
could come forward. As much as he disliked the idea, the Austrian
commander required an interval from military activity. The bluecoats, on
their side, used the pause to better prepare for what was to come. Thus, as it
worked out, an enforced pause in the proceedings was mutually beneficial
to both sides.

Meanwhile, the rest of the combatants were preparing. The king, with the
enemy finally stirring, issued orders for his main force to head for Silesia to
hold off Laudon, whom he felt certain had designs upon Schweidnitz,
rightly so as it turned out.4 About May 3, the main bluecoat army pressed
off from Meissen and vicinity, some 50,000 strong (33 battalions and 63
squadrons of horse), bound for Silesia and what the monarch hoped would
be a decisive battle thereabouts. It had always been Frederick’s desire to
seek out a decisive battle with the Austrians before their Russian allies
could make their presence felt.

His army eagerly pressed across the Elbe at Strehlen and pushed on to meet
Goltz about Hohenfriedeberg. Enemy resistance was comparatively light in
relation to their numbers in the area. May 9, the Prussian main body was at
Görlitz. Any hopes of a signature action were left unfulfilled, and, when in
Mid-May, the bluecoats reached the area, Laudon took his cue and drew
back upon Braunau, upon chatter that the king’s arrival was imminent,
putting his new headquarters at Halbstadt in the meanwhile.5 Laudon’s own
body of men took up post about Hauptmannsdorf, but Draskovitch took
post hard about Warta leaning back on Silberberg, on May 12. Frederick
paused, gathering up reinforcements to prepare for the anticipated Russian
offensive. His army rolled into Priswitz on May 13, while his scouts
reached Schweidnitz, armed with orders from the king, to try to find out
more about the state of affairs thereabouts. The main Royal headquarters
were now set up at Hohenfriedeberg, and the main body finally got into
Kunzendorf (May 16). In this post, the main Prussian force deployed about



41,600 infantry, 15,120 cavalry, and 1,000 artillery personnel, for a total of
57,720 men all told.6 Now Laudon, for his part, had taken steps to
“encourage” Buturlin forward, by “dispatching a trustworthy general,
Caramelli, to the Russian camp.”7 General Caramelli was to do his best to
get the Russians forward to the scene as soon as possible; he arrived at the
Russian camp in late May. No mean feat with an army accustomed to taking
its time about marching. Nor was Caramelli the only Austrian “aide” in the
Russian camp, of course. It happened that Major-General Fine had been the
Austrian attaché to the Russian field army for years.

Meanwhile, Daun, protesting as usual that he was being exposed to Prussian
prowess, in his turn took the field (May 8), taking up a secure location
directly in front of the prize location of Dresden, the one major city which
remained beyond the king’s grasp in Saxony.8 The marshal did see good to
push off a detachment under General Sincère to go occupy the key post of
Zittau, which Daun was ordered to maintain at all hazards. On July 3, the
worried Empress communicated as such in a letter to Marshal Daun, and
that the force at Zittau “had to be kept at 20,000 combatants,” and worse
(from Marshal Daun’s viewpoint), kept for the disposal/availability of
Laudon over in Silesia.9 This substantially reduced the real number of
warriors that Daun himself had available for field campaigning in Saxony.

Furthermore, Prince Henry was to command this season in Saxony, where
he would have between 30,000–36,000 men with him,10 while Daun had
built up, in a short amount of time we might add, to approximately 79,695
men in his camp.11 Daun’s ranks on June 30 had been approximately 52,134
men.12 Another singular fact remained. Between Prince Henry and the
“Green” Kleist, the previous campaign had been a very successful one, as
even the enemy readily acknowledged.13

Once an allied offensive was underway, though, the objectives of this
campaign would be fairly straightforward. Contingent upon a successful
offensive operation was largely how the two main Allied forces managed to
form a juncture. This last operation was supposed to take place in the
vicinity of Neisse. Then, with the momentum clearly on the side of the
Allies, they were to seize Neisse and target the other fortresses of central
Silesia.14



After Frederick reached Silesia, he unbuckled Goltz to go to Glogau with
some 10,000 men (15 battalions, 26 squadrons) to watch for the advance of
the Russians. The king was expecting a Russian strategic plan to be
forthcoming momentarily, for his excellent spy network was in touch with
none other than Totleben himself. The Prussians indeed had one of the best
espionage networks in Europe at the time.15 In sharp contrast to this, stood
a nation like France. The agents that nation employed “seem to have been
individuals of very little ability … [who] provided information of only the
most rudimentary sort.”16

The Russians, meanwhile, had started to march by that point.17 Around
May 20, the Russian bear emerged from his winter hibernation, moving
with some dexterity of purpose on Dirschau. May 25, the greencoats were
at Münsterwalde, where they paused for a time to regroup. May 30, the
Russian horde rolled towards Neuenburg, and about June 4, reached Nakel.
From here, Posen was not much of a stretch, and Russian scouts probed
towards the latter. About June 26, the Russian mass, still trudging forward
slowly, reached Maszinna. By that point, with the Russians making it into
the main theater of operations, their movements were more carefully
scrutinized by both the Austrians and the Prussians.

Frederick was interested in these developments, to say the least. From
General Goltz, came the idea for a reinforced corps of 20,000 men, to be led
by Goltz himself, of course, to strike at the Russians while they were still en
route for the anticipated juncture with Laudon. The plan actually involved
taking on the three separated columns by which Buturlin was making his
passage one at a time.18 There was a need for reinforcements, though, if the
idea were to be brought to fruition. The king dispatched 11 battalions and
20 full squadrons, right around 10,000 more men, to go with Goltz. Before
the assistance could arrive, Goltz, who had utterly ruined his health by
nearly constant agitation and worry, fell ill with a raging fever. Frederick
sent forth his trusted old hussar, Ziethen, to help lighten the load on Goltz
as much as he could and expedite Goltz’ recovery, if possible. But the latter,
in the meanwhile, worsened and died on June 30.19 Yet another of
Frederick’s better field generals was gone.



Ziethen immediately took full charge of the operation, following Goltz’
demise, and actually made an abortive, half-hearted attempt to intercept the
enemy’s march. Ziethen divided his force (which consisted of 24 battalions
and 47 squadrons of cavalry) into two individual formations. One of the
assemblies moved, via Stare Drzewcze and Grosse-Lissen, towards
Koscielnye, while the second body rolled through the streets of Glogau
itself, past Ösowa Zien aiming at Fraustadt. Almost immediately, the
forward elements of the Prussian advanced guard, led by the ever vigilant
Colonel von Lossow, encountered and charged a Russian force at Semiegle
(June 30). A short altercation sent the greencoats in that post and their
commander, General Lopen, scurrying towards the rear, carrying away most
of the force but leaving 42 men behind as casualties. Prussian losses were
14 dead and wounded, and 18 captured in the brief scuffle.20 General
Ziethen wasted no time here in pressing forward, but failed to venture past
Kosten, unsure about the strength of the enemy.

Once there, the hussar leader paused, evaluating as best he could the whole
developing situation. Bluecoat patrols probed to Storcknesch, while
Buturlin’s scouts veered off on Dolzig, without further interference from the
Prussians. Buturlin indeed made Dolzig a rallying point for the slowly
advancing Russian forces, which move finally induced Ziethen himself to
react to this inexorably worsening situation. Dalwigg was forthwith ordered
to make a determined effort to blunt the Russian advance. He promptly
attacked the enemy opposite to him, on July 8, sending the vaunted Ruesch
Hussars to the task. They performed their chore with much vigor and
enthusiasm, broke through the much harried enemy line, and promptly sent
the Russians (minus 200 men lost in the scuffle) reeling backwards.
Dalwigg lost 20 men for his part, but retreated in short order as disturbing
reports were reaching his ears now that Buturlin was continuing to build up
his forces in the immediate vicinity.

The Russian host now veered off to Nowieczek, while the main army of
Frederick had reached no farther than Posen. In their own territory, the
bluecoats could usually rely upon locals for reliable information about
enemy movements, but Ziethen’s scouts sure let him down in Poland. Upon
being told by his scouts that the greencoats were already as far as Börcken
(which turned out to be incorrect), Ziethen pressed with his own force on



Bojanovo (July 9), and Trachenberg (July 10). By the time the indomitable
hussar ascertained that the Russians were not at Börcken, his own men had
reached the relative security of Prausnitz (about July 12). Ironically, the
same day, the greencoat advanced units finally did get into Börcken.
Buturlin’s patrols were far reaching, storming into Kobylin on July 12, and,
after a brief pause at Zduny, again to collect stragglers, the Russian mass
finally reached Silesia itself at Prestowitz; but a short distance by land from
Bethlen’s outposts astride the Oder at Oppeln. Another short pause was
given to the Russian array to close up the stragglers (of whom there must
have been a great number, especially taking into account the more than
usual “energetic” pace of the march). Then July 20, Buturlin finally lunged
at Wartenberg.

Meanwhile, Laudon was back at it again. He rose on July 20, pushing, in
three columns this time, proceeding by Wustegiesdorf, aiming all the while
for Neisse. At the latter locale, he was supposed to join up with the
Russians. Whilst this was occurring, General Brentano, who had his own
force, was unbuckled upon Münsterberg, and Luzinsky, joined to
Ellrichshausen, lunged from Landshut on to Habendorf (July 20). Laudon,
in his sphere, was acting the part of the Deceiver in sending out these two
auxiliary forces to sidetrack the Prussian monarch if he could as to his real
purpose. Although he tried “to conceal his real object from the king,
Frederic [sic] at once penetrated his design,” which was to lunge across the
Oder, “without a battle.”21 Frederick was resolved to prevent this. Ziethen,
meanwhile, was preparing to abandon his expedition into Poland. The old
Prussian hussar had no other choice. The roads were thick with the enemy,
and there was little in the way of Prussian forces behind him in Silesia.

There had been some success, but meanwhile Buturlin’s disunited units
were reassembled, hard about Tschechen. By about July 20, Buturlin was at
Namslau, threatening Breslau and looking for an immediate rendezvous
with the Austrians. And the Russians were back hard at another one of their
favorite indulgences: plunder. In fact, the band of “Buturlin, whose army
had enjoyed an orgy of rape and pillage east of the Oder” must have been
anticipating even more “riches” once they crossed the Oder.22



Ziethen thus had little choice but to return to try to impede Buturlin’s
inexorable advance. His shortage of troops, most especially of cavalry, had
doomed a fine effort. Frederick, in short, soon ordered Ziethen recalled in
any case; only a screening force under Knobloch was to be left at
Hunsfeld.23 The foregoing had helped demonstrate a disturbing pattern.
One that would become all too familiar to the Prussians in 1761. For a
wholly offensive-minded commander, the Prussian leader had little real
choice in Campaign 1761 but to largely sway to the punches of Buturlin and
of Laudon.

Furthermore, for the first time, the king was forced to wage a defensive
campaign in the hope of forestalling what in this early period of 1761 still
appeared to be inevitable sooner rather than later—the eventual defeat of
Prussia in this war. Frederick could not challenge his individual opponents
in the field one at a time, for they would have none of it. And it was
tantamount to military suicide to face them together in the open field; such
a juncture, provided the enemy took “full advantage” of the opportunity,
was likely to be fatal, with or without a battle.

In the event, in order to circumvent the expected Austro-Russian link,
looked for near to Neisse, Frederick then undertook a series of maneuvers
designed to throw his frail army between the energetic Laudon and the
dilatory Buturlin. Laudon, who had the task of gathering up reinforcements,
was up to some 75,000 men strong by that point.24 In mid–July, he began to
stir, hearing news that the Russians were finally nearing Breslau.25

About July 18, upon word the Austrian commander was likely making for
Neisse, Frederick, with the Russians coming up slowly behind him, flung
his 50,000-man army into Laudon’s path near Münsterberg and thereby
foiled the effort of joining Buturlin (who was himself wasting valuable
campaigning time at that point by hesitating). Two nights after, the hard
pressed monarch pushed to Siegenroth, over near Nimptsch. Knobloch was
still ensconced at Hunsfeld, and Ziethen was camped out at Brieg for the
moment, waiting out developments.

July 21, meanwhile, Laudon sauntered into Münsterberg, while his right
flank stretched over to Leipe, facing Luzinsky, who had by now crawled



forward to Kleitschberg. The various opposing units were still playing a
game almost of cat and mouse, with no clear advantage to either side.
Laudon, for his part, was not content by any means to set back and await
further developments, even though he was as yet still acting under the
restraint of Vienna.26 The very next morning, he rose and made for Grosse-
Nossen, while Brentano probed towards Münsterberg to take over Laudon’s
old camp. This maneuver put the Austrians squarely in the Prussian path
over towards Neisse.

The king, with his route blocked, had no choice but to react. The bluecoats,
once more divided into three columns in order to expedite their movement,
pressed off to Karlowitz (about 0300 hours on July 21), hoping to lure
Laudon out for a fight.27 The latter force was in very close proximity, which
likely increased Frederick’s hopeful belief that Laudon might be emerging
at long last for a brawl hard by Heinrichau.

The bluecoat army, for this particular mission, was once more distributed
into three separate formations. One of the columns rolled through Tarchnitz
and Heinrichau, consisting of the Salemnon Free Battalion and five
squadrons of hussars under Major Karl Erdmann von Reitzenstein; the
whole ensemble was being led forward by the king himself. This one was
opposed to the forces of General Brentano. Another procession traversed
the thick woods over by Ober-Kunzendorf aiming at Schulzendorf, while
the third column rolled by Wiesenthal and Glasendorf. The bluecoats were
certainly readying for what looked like a sure-fire battle/encounter of some
sort.

The Prussian march naturally carried it directly past the Austrian right
wing, where Luzinsky was in charge. Now occurred one of the unfortunate
little episodes of war. Luzinsky sent off dispatch after dispatch to Laudon’s
headquarters to the effect that the bluecoats were easing past his position,
advancing directly upon Gross-Nossen. At the beginning, Laudon wholly
ignored the missives, but his next new encampment was to have been
astride that selfsame Gross-Nossen on the morrow. Laudon unaccountably
hesitated, especially with his great foe astride the very post he needed for
his own army.



However, once the matter was brazenly apparent, the Austrian reaction to
the bluecoat encroachments was predictable. Laudon ordered his men to go
on the alert, while Brentano himself was careful to bar the enemy from
Münsterberg as far as possible, even though he too must have vacillated at
first. Both commanders seemed almost in a fog. Then they suddenly
appeared to waken. Brentano, following Laudon’s lead, finally took active
measures to oppose the foe. His artillery train was posted on the rise of
Öhlgotte, and commenced blasting away in the direction of the Galgenburg.
A bluecoat advance guard, driven forward on the run, now pressed the
enemy back in confusion well past Grosse-Nossen. The Prussian advance
was not terribly involved. The fact remained, in the end, though, that the
designs of General Laudon had been trumped.

Moreover, Luzinsky, convinced that he had been left out to dry by his
superior, grumbled aloud with some degree on intensity that his warnings
about the Prussian march had been disregarded by Laudon. The whole
incident, actually rather limited in nature as it turned out and with no
permanent impairment to Austrian arms, nevertheless produced a damaging
rift between Luzinsky and Laudon. One which resulted in bitter enmity, and
which had to be well visible to the rest of the junior officer corps present
with Laudon’s command. The resulting backlash was also inevitable.
Luzinsky was subsequently shipped off to join the Imperialists, and was
never again around Laudon as a subordinate in any capacity.28

Meanwhile, the ever resourceful king, in the first real action of his new
campaign, led a force composed of the 33/42 Nimschöfsky Grenadiers and
Salemnon, against the enemy over in Münsterberg, while Prussian guns
opened up to try to zero in on the enemy artillery on the ridge opposite to
them (July 22). The following bluecoat attack was pressed forward
immediately with some limited advantage. It soon became clear to the
whitecoats thereabouts that the king’s men had gotten the better of the
action. This becoming obvious, the Austrians, with their right wing being
taken in enfilade, gave up the ghost, wending back in the direction of
Beerwalde. The king forthwith took his army to Gross-Karlowitz, with his
left now leaning upon Grachwitz.



In this latest post, the Prussian main army was in the enviable position of
holding close to Neisse, which immediately rendered Allied attempts to link
up thereabouts out of the question. The king, nonplused by all of this,
affected a new line from Űllersdorf leaning over towards Woitz. Bluecoat
patrols squeezed Bethlen out from Oppeln, moreover Ziethen, with the
Poland adventure now in the books, rolled into Falkenburg, while
Knobloch, stirring at long last, set up camp over by Lëwin, facing a line by
Schurgast.

Bethlen, who had in the meanwhile, withdrawn to Schnellenwalde, seized
the initiative as best he could, and, being joined up with General
Draskovitch’s men, erupted against Oppeln (July 26); this latter move being
primarily designed to link up with Buturlin’s men.

While General Jahnus took up his position over at the well-traveled point of
Waldenburg, Laudon, perhaps acting under the supposition that he was
becoming too convenient a target for the main Prussian army, fell away on
to Frankenstein, taking up his old digs (July 28–29), all while sending out
patrols to keep him informed about the relevant Prussian marches in the
area. The Austrians were still acting with some degree of nervousness, with
good reason.

Frederick, meanwhile, had decided to act the part of the aggressor. It was a
rôle he knew well, probably too well for his own good sometimes. He
seized on the idea of attacking Bethlen’s command, now ensconced back in
Oppeln (from where they had just ejected the bluecoat guard force), as a
means to subvert if at all possible the planned juncture of the Austrians and
the Russians. The situation for the bluecoats seemed daily to be growing
more grave, so, on July 29, the king decided he could wait no longer. He
shook his formations into motion, wending past Lindenwiese, pausing at
Öppersdorf. Knobloch passed on to Milkow, acting as a sort of
reinforcement for the Prussian forces in that region.

The Austrians were by no means inactive. Jahnus brought his body of men
to join Laudon’s flank over at Nickelsdorf, Luzinsky holding fast to
Kamenz, while General Brentano, huffing and puffing the whole time, set
up for business on the rises about Stölz. Finally, Draskovitch with his body
of men pressed over to meet Bethlen about Neustadt.



The wanderings of the different bluecoat formations likewise continued,
without interruption. The king rolled forward against the Draskovitch-
Bethlen combination over at Neustadt (July 30), while Ziethen made at his
best pace for Zultz in order to come up with the king’s main force.
Knobloch, not to be outdone by the others, moved dexterously on Steinau.
Frederick was anticipating some kind of firefight with the whitecoats at
Neustadt, but Draskovitch & Company on this occasion did not prove to be
so obliging. The latter fell back without hesitation to set up stakes at
Jägerndorf, while the Prussian monarch, acknowledging the enemy were
not ready to “play” as of yet, pulled back to Kunzendorf.

The frayed king had 16 battalions and 30 cavalry squadrons with him, but
he could not get the enemy to stand and show a fight. In the interim,
Ziethen fell away and joined up with Frederick hard-by Kunzendorf. There
was a detachment of men left by the king to hold Öppersdorf (the latter
commanded by General Franz Karl Ludwig Wied zu Neuwied). Laudon
was too close for comfort, but Frederick failed to be drawn against Bethlen
and Draskovitch, which would insensibly open the way for Buturlin to
break across the Oder at Leubus.

This would certainly bring the greencoats near enough to affect a juncture
with Laudon, if practical. To help guard against any complications, though,
Laudon was careful enough to keep other detachments underfoot. Luzinsky
had been pressed off to Hassenberg, while Jahnus, careful to keep close
enough for a juncture if needed, deployed from Ziegenthal. Laudon himself
bundled backwards all the while to a more secure location at Weidenau.

Frederick (July 31) left off old Ziethen to maintain the post at Neustadt,
while he took the rest of the army on to Öppersdorf. General Knobloch was
forthwith ordered to leave the area of Schurgast and march to join the main
royal army. The bluecoats were trying to get assembled as closely as
possible before their enemies could join hands.

Laudon, fully aware of the Prussian forces being so close at hand, made for
a line by Bartsdorf and Hausdorf, while his scouts swarmed round the
Prussian camp, in the process creating a great deal of excitement, to make it
appear like the whitecoats might at last be emerging for a brawl. Yet more
of the Deceiver! Meanwhile, General Draskovitch retreated forthwith



towards Olmütz back in Moravia. The Austrian force of Brentano hardly
flexed a muscle, still safely deployed behind the barrier of the Neisse River.
Buturlin with the Russians was in motion, though, August 1, his men finally
occupied Bernstadt. The next day, with word of this development reaching
Laudon’s ears, the latter promptly issued marching instructions. The
Austrian commander was bound and determined to finally rendezvous with
Buturlin as soon as possible, not to mention under the most favorable
circumstances possible. Late on August 2, the whitecoats got into
Patschkau, while Brentano at long last rose from his camp and occupied
Pomsdorf.

The Prussians were also in movement for their part. Ziethen (August 2)
reached Jägerndorf. Now the king was fully cognizant of the Allies and of
their various attempts to link up, so he instructed Knobloch to march with a
task force over by Breslau, while Ziethen tumbled back again to Neustadt.
Laudon, responding to all of this activity, fell away to Patschkau (August
3). On the same day, Buturlin’s advanced elements got into Kriechten.
Frederick, perhaps sensing the time for his two enemy armies to try to unite,
drew off to Giesmannsdorf, while dispatching Ziethen to Öppersdorf.
Bluecoat reconnaissance teams, meanwhile, picked up on rumors about
Laudon taking the main body of his men to Zoltsch-Krestschaun, no doubt
with the ultimate goal of joining Buturlin about Strehlen. The worried king
issued orders to try to intercept the “sneaky” Laudon. The whole Prussian
host was subsequently pushed off, in three columns once again, towards the
rises of Schönbrunn. Following a rigorous march of nearly 35 miles, under
the conditions of a very seasonal humid summer day no less, the exhausted
Prussian main body fell out into a line between Schönbrunn and
Niklausdorf, where Ziethen was standing vigil, fully at the alert.

Meanwhile, right under the noses of the bluecoat reconnaissance parties,
Laudon, with the latest effort to affect a juncture now an unbridled failure,
fell away, back to the familiar quarters of Baumgarten. The king was still in
a quandary, but he never considered the situation hopeless so long as he
could keep his army in being. But there was a problem he was now
confronting head on. Notably, even at this critical stage, the monarch was
still in the dark for any concrete information regarding Laudon and his main
army. Nor was this particular one his only enemy.



The Russians on their side were in motion as well, almost belatedly. August
5, Buturlin made for Hunsfeld, hoping to find a link to Laudon thereabouts.
Frederick, with his options being slowly whittled away almost daily,
pressed forthwith towards Strehlau. Buturlin almost timidly approached the
Silesian capital, early on August 6, then, after making a weak attempt to
secure the surrender of the place by negotiation, laid down an artillery
barrage against Breslau. This had little effect, and it was not long before
Buturlin got cold feet and bolted for Trebnitz, pausing for the evening at
Peterswitz and a secure location in the Silesian rises.

The Prussian patrols reported to the anxious king that the greencoats, even
with their sluggish maneuvering, were putting all of Eastern Silesia, and
most particularly the fortress at Glogau, in danger. With that revelation,
Knobloch was kept in near proximity to Buturlin, with the Prussian
commander keeping to a high level of alert, necessary under the
circumstances even with an enemy like the generally lethargic Russian
army. The king dispatched General Platen over to join Knobloch to help
keep Breslau secure. The Austrians were not in static mode either. Laudon
pressed on Bögendorf, before pausing outside of Schweidnitz at and about
Freiburg. His orders to satellite formations caused Jahnus to go occupy
Burkersdorf, again right by Schweidnitz. General Brentano, waken from
slumber hard about Heinrichau, was content to go grab Striegau (August 9).

The Austrians were by now, with all these different marches, very near to
the great fortress; General Karl Anton Leopold von Zastrow, the
commandant of Schweidnitz, sent an alarming intelligence on August 10
that the enemy appeared to be lining up to make another attempt to capture
the great fortress and its surroundings.29 The true extent of the Austrian
intentions remained unknown to the royal headquarters, but the king did
order the necessary precautions. General Knobloch was instructed to move
with all dexterity of purpose to Kanth (Night of August 9–10). This even
before Zastrow’s missive. Moreover, the very next day, Frederick brought
his main body to join up with Knobloch about Kanth.

The greencoats were hard at it again. Buturlin, on August 11, rolled into
Kreidel, pushing General Cherneyshev and his task force over to Damm.
The latter had passed the Oder at and about Leubus (August 10), and this



fact was communicated to the Prussian monarch as soon as it was
confirmed. The king assumed that the Russians meant to press on at once
across the Oder to try to seize the Silesian capital. One more time.

Frederick had no way of knowing that Buturlin was threatening to bail out
of the whole project before his main body had even passed the Oder.
Laudon, who had finally heard communication from Caramelli that a single
corps of the greencoats had just crossed the Oder, had immediately after
sent up General Botta to find out firsthand Buturlin’s next move. Botta
found the Russian commander wavering in his resolve, in doubt about even
advancing any further into Silesia. Botta had to do nothing less than to
assure the vacillating Russian commander of “his [Laudon’s] power to
effect a junction … that induced Boutourlin [sic], on the 12th, to resume his
forward movement.”30

But the veil continued over the enemy’s activities, and this sure put the
bluecoats in a predicament. Frederick could not possibly attack Laudon
over at Hohenfreidberg; for the combination of Laudon’s numbers and the
strength of that post precluded the Prussians any legitimate opportunity to
overcome the whitecoats in such a scenario.

This compelled Frederick to try some attempt at deceptive military
intelligence of his own making. He dispersed his army, deliberating trying
to hide its true strength between Kanth over towards Schimmelwitz and
Polsnitz. The increasingly anxious monarch was hoping that Laudon would
want to show a fight if the conditions favored him enough, or at least
appeared to. All the Austrian commander did was to fall back to a point
hard about Hohenkunzendorf, back towards the great fortress of
Schweidnitz, his army and himself, and took up post, still waiting for the
arrival of Buturlin’s greencoats.

Now Laudon sent the Russians a message to try to join up near Schweidnitz
instead. August 11–12, the Russian army left the immediate vicinity of
Breslau behind and crossed the Oder at Auras-Lebus. The king, as
expected, raced after him, marching (August 12) towards Grosse Teintitz
and Liegnitz, in four separate processions this time around, probing all the
while for Laudon and seeking to pick a fight with him before the Russians
arrived. The effort, though valiant, would prove to be in vain.



Pulling up short at Lonig, Frederick deployed his left over at
Tschammendorf and his right on Niedermoys. Reconnaissance parties,
peeling off from the army over on Obermoys and vicinity, were trying in
their turn to deceive the enemy patrols and Laudon about the strength and
position of the royal army. Again, this was done to try to entice Laudon into
a battle before the greencoats could get there. Laudon was simply refusing
the bait.

The Prussians, meanwhile, were earnestly seeking for signs of Buturlin’s
forward progress. General Schmettau, with his command out probing from
Neumarkt over towards Breslau, was certainly perplexed that the only
evidence of Buturlin’s command thereabouts were a number of Cossack
patrols. He soon sent a message to that effect to the royal headquarters,
expressing his confident belief that the Russians were still beyond the Oder.
Fortunately, the king knew better than that.

Nonetheless, the worried monarch, who was himself bewildered, sent off
General Möllendorf, whom we last discerned in the evening of the great
battle at Torgau, to try to find out just what was going on. Möllendorf’s
route up the Katzbach discovered the truth. At the little hamlet of Polnisch
Schildern, astride the road to Liegnitz and Neumarkt, Möllendorf located a
large detachment of greencoats. There was no mistaking this particular
point.

The Austrians were also aware of the belated Russian appearance. General
Brentano was unbuckled without delay to the rise of the Spitzberg,
overlooking Striegau. At the latter place, Laudon had seen good to send
Ellrichshausen and his men. The whitecoats were trying their best here to
draw the different detachments together in the event of a major tussle.
Laudon himself stayed put about Hohenkunzendorf all the while, trying his
best to oversee this massive endeavor.

Meanwhile, the bluecoat patrols continued to provide vague, contradictory
reports to the royal headquarters about the location of those pesky Russians.
While Möllendorf was sending reports that Buturlin was already across the
Oder, Schmettau stood by his earlier supposition that the greencoats were as
yet on the opposite side of the Oder. This is a curious situation, for Silesia
was very familiar territory to the Prussian scouts, unlike Poland, where



Ziethen’s own patrols sure had let him down. By the late afternoon of
August 12, Prussian reconnaissance teams finally confirmed that Buturlin
was present with his army on the near side of the Oder, making at best pace
for Panten and the Liegnitz area, closer than ever to Laudon’s formations.

The king’s reaction was to pull back on Lonig, in which position the
bluecoat army appeared to be threatening an assault directly against
Buturlin’s Russian horde. Once more, Frederick’s gaze was still fixed on
Laudon, with perhaps a corner of one eye reserved for Buturlin. The
Prussian leader through it all still held out the hope that Laudon would
move off of the rises hard about Hohenfriedberg and swing into the valley
below, where his Austrian force might be met for a decisive battle before
Buturlin could directly become factored into the equation.

Laudon refused to show his hand, although he fretted that Buturlin did not
see too much urgency about closing up for his part of the deal. The
bluecoats could therefore concentrate against his force, leaving mere space
to deal with the very sluggish Buturlin.

It appeared that Laudon had already occupied Jauer, and was now in the
immediate vicinity in the valley. Actually, this time, the Prussian scouts had
fumbled the ball, for Laudon was not at Jauer at all—at least not at the
moment. Responding to the faulty intelligence, Frederick pulled up short at
Jenkau, with the vanguard making for Behrsdorf (August 13). The anxious
king kept his men ready, because he wanted to be in a position to lunge at
Laudon whenever the Austrian command was precisely located. In any
event, Frederick by this stage was convinced that he must cross the
Weidebach River and launch an assault at first light upon the Austrian
positions, wherever they happened to be found.

So it was with some degree of surprise when the bluecoat reconnaissance
parties, just before dawn on August 14, reported that there was no
wholesale movement of the whitecoats at all. The only Austrian formations
in activity appeared to be light patrols, for the main part of Laudon’s main
force was still ensconced on the rises of Hohenfriedberg. The Austrian
camp fires were proof enough of that. Other scouts probing towards
Striegau returned with similar intelligence about the Brentano-
Ellrichshausen combo. The conclusion was inevitable: there would be no



early morning attack upon Laudon’s army in the valley. His men were still
on the rises above. Even the normally very aggressive Prussian king did not
feel so reckless as to try that kind of enterprise.

But the Prussians had to act. Frederick, in his turn, had no choice. Besides,
any hope of drawing Laudon out for a finish fight were now dashed. Orders
were issued and the discouraged army forthwith returned to Lonig. The
position there was reoccupied, with the Prussian left now at Peicherwitz and
the right hugging Dromsdorf. A task force under General Gablenz at once
removed to Kanth to take up a secure post thereabouts, and a part of
Ziethen’s command galloped to take up post about Merschütz, there to keep
a closer eye on Laudon’s various and sundry “adventures.”

Next, General Platen was ordered to form up on the rises about Wahlstatt.
Platen boasted five full battalions and 25 squadrons under his command
now. Meanwhile, the very first notable aggressive act of the Russians in
1761 in the main theater took place at Jenkau. Ziethen’s men came under
the attack of a large body of Cossacks right at Jenkau (August 15). The
intruders appeared suddenly. Prussian training paid off here: there was no
panic. The bluecoats charged and in so doing startled the Cossacks. The
Russians’ discomfiture was such that, although the Prussians had been at
the first surprised, they proceeded to wade through the Cossacks without
the loss of a single rider or horse.

Behind the Cossack screen, though, regular Russian horse took up position
in support on the rises of Klein Wandriss. These latter troopers would be a
far more formidable opponent. Nevertheless, Platen seized the initiative
(“Fortune favors the Bold”). Prussian artillery immediately started lobbing
shells in the direction of the Russian regulars, and Platen unleashed his full
infantry complement forward on the attack. The king, seeing these
developments, released Ziethen to go roll up the position of the greencoats
at Klein Wandriss. The order was completely unnecessary. The Russian
force, with all of this “attention,” made off before the action could become
general.

While this was taking place, there were signals the Austrians might indeed
be on the move as well, finally. Faithful General Möllendorf marched to
Drömsdorf, towards which Laudon was moving with a large force of some



15 squadrons of fine Austrian cavalry. This was trailed by a second
powerful body of Austrian troopers, debouching right through Barzdorf—
towards which General Ramin had been in the meantime sent by the
Prussian king. The decision for an action here was being forced by the
dictates of Laudon. What had happened to bring all of this about?

Austrian scouts had detected the grapple between their Russian friends and
Frederick’s army, and now Laudon sought to join up with Buturlin by
supporting the Russian battle effort. The king, meanwhile, was responding
to the challenge of the possible enemy juncture with much energy and ado.
He rode to the front of the attack group being pressed forward towards
Barzdorf, taking his place alongside faithful veteran General Ramin at the
head of the attack. The fired up force moved past Skule, aiming at Klein
Pohlwitz to provide reinforcements for Ziethen’s men.

The latter were now in the unenviable position of confronting the main
Russian and Austrian cavalry formations right at their front. General
Ziethen, with this unnerving sequence of events, had retired back upon
Klein Pohlwitz. This latter move allowed the long awaited juncture of the
major Allied armies to occur, the Russian cavalry meeting up with their
Austrian counterparts over by Strachwitz.

While all of this was unfolding, General Platen alighted about Klein
Wandriss. Frederick was still intent on doing all of the damage he could to
the Allied designs in spite of everything. The bluecoat force at his beck and
call pressed now on to Nikölstadt and Wahlstatt. Artillery on both sides was
unlimbered, and a brief but intense artillery exchange was commenced,
initially at long range. The Prussian horse now charged into the Austrian
infantry that was presently deployed about Strachwitz. The initial lunge
went surprisingly well for the cavalry, since attacks by mounted men
against well-organized infantry generally do not succeed in their objectives.

Some of the individual Prussian cavalry units distinguished themselves
here. For example, the 10th Dragoons (Major-General Finckenstein), in the
action at Wahlstatt ended up “completely smashing two Austrian cuirassier
regiments and the mounted grenadiers … [and] surrounded in the pursuit, it
fought its way out with bare swords.”31 The final tally? 137 men, and there
were 40 more counted among the missing. The king thanked the unit for its



good conduct with “three Pour-le-merite and a gift of 2,900 Taler.”32 That is
saying something, for the Prussian leader was known not to freely pass out
either medals or money. The bluecoat cavalry as a whole performed most
commendably at Wahlstatt. The cavalry action proved, in the end, to be
enough to press back the light Russian cavalry screen which charged at
front, but the jubilant Prussians were soon brought to a halt by line after line
of fresh Russian infantry working their way over from Parchwitz, aiming
for Klemerwitz.

The arrival of the fresh greencoat infantry compelled Frederick to pull up
short. The king was nonplused; he bivouacked for the night on those self-
same rises of Wahlstatt, eschewing an evening strike on these greencoats.
There was a chance for success against the still fragmented Russian force. It
is difficult to explain away, then, the king’s decision to pass on an attack
against Buturlin’s body; which at the moment numbered hardly 10,000
men. Especially since the Prussian leader had been so eager to engage
Laudon and the Austrians in battle.

The Prussians in the immediate region were divided into 24 battalions and
58 squadrons of horse.33 The increasingly anxious king must have had his
doubts about salvaging any part of the campaign. Next morning, August 16,
Buturlin assembled his entire army hard-by Klemerwitz. The ensemble
totaled right around 60,000 men, and the position was sufficiently strong
that the king now did not think for a moment about an assault upon
Buturlin’s new camp. That being the case, Frederick was left little choice
but to wait on events. The bluecoat left leaned over at Strachwitz and the
right was hard by Gross Wandriss.

The only substantial body of men not attached to the main Prussian
command was a force under Margrave Charles, over at Lonig. The
Austrians were content by this point to make only basic “readjustments” to
their positions. August 17, early in the morning, the main whitecoat force
got its marching orders: the force, again split up into three processions,
marched on Gerlachsdorf, while the soon to be eclipsed Luzinsky was hard
by Striegau, Jahnus stayed over by Freiburg, but Brentano hitched to Jauer.
A glance at the map will show the gradual solidification of the Austrian



hold on the area, capped by Beck’s move to the field of Liegnitz later in the
day.

So the Austrian commander merely took up headquarters in Frederick’s
former one at Kunzendorf and bid his time, while scattered detachments
from both the Prussian and the Austrian armies felt about and clashed with
each other in petty engagements. Meanwhile, a new scheme was being
hatched out in the Austrian camp.

It seemed Schweidnitz was looked upon as a target of particular interest,
and a former P.O.W. of the facility there, one Major Heinrich O’Donnell,
proposed a plan which offered that the fortifications lacked sufficient men
to garrison them properly (August 10).34 The suggestion was then broached,
enlarged upon by the person of Laudon himself, that Schweidnitz was
possibly suspect to storm by direct assault. Even Laudon himself was not
entirely convinced of the veracity of the argument and the idea ended up
being temporarily shelved for a more opportune time. Besides, there were
bigger fish to fry at the moment. There was a more urgent business.
Frederick’s valiant forced marches across the sandy plains of Silesia under a
hot summer sun had indeed delayed the Laudon-Buturlin juncture, but had
not, in the end, prevented it.

August 19, the king lunged suddenly for Össig, with the hope of seizing
Kunzendorf before the crafty Laudon had a chance to stop him. The
Austrian weakness was in their supply line through Kunzendorf. The
bluecoats tried to exploit this Achilles’ heel by their dash to grab
Kunzendorf before the enemy could secure it. Laudon parried the blow by
sending Jahnus from Freiburg up to Hohgiersdorf, while strengthening his
own force at Kunzendorf. The bluecoat advance guard probed at
Kunzendorf (early on August 20) but was thrown back by a powerful
Austrian force.

Now the king was in effect virtually trapped, with a tired, discouraged army
confronted by enemies who were themselves strengthened, psychologically
and physically, by the presence of each other. Had the allies made a
determined effort, here finally was the opportunity to accomplish what they
had been unable to do for five years: crush the main Prussian army, once
and for all! The goal was finally within reach. Frederick could not retreat at



this stage, for the allies had him cut-off, so he could expect no help from
Prince Henry, either. The Prussian situation was a desperate one, but even
now there were mitigating factors that as yet still favored their cause.

For instance, the Russian commander was less than enthusiastic and had no
desire to risk an open battle when a little patience (in fact, the Russian army
commanders of the day were notorious procrastinators anyway) might serve
to induce the bluecoats to submit without one. For his part, impatient
Laudon could only urge his counterpart to cooperate, but was powerless to
force the issue.

With the juncture, circumstances had inexorably changed. Immediately,
Frederick’s lines-of-communication and supply were severed, but he could
temporarily rely upon the local region for provisions. Laudon’s supply route
through Kunzendorf now had to carry the strain of providing for 60,000
additional hungry mouths—as Buturlin’s lines had become entirely too long
to provide for his needs.

Barred from his prize of snaring the enemy’s lifeline, Frederick made a
night-march that evening to encamp at Bunzelwitz—midway between
Striegau and Schweidnitz. With a virtual siege now imposed upon him, the
Prussian monarch resolved to convert his new camp into a fortified bastion
of sorts as quickly as conceivably possible. Seldom is a position selected
out of desperation well suited outright for its purpose: Bunzelwitz was to be
no exception to the rule.35 Much of the region, composed of wavy terrain
about eight miles by eight miles, was unduly flat. On the east, lay
Schweidnitz off in the distance, to the west, the Striegau Wasser. The
Prussian left decamped at Jauernick, the right at Zedlitz, with the center
about Bunzelwitz itself. With few natural obstacles to aid him defensively,
Frederick quickly set his men making preparations to make up by artificial
means the qualities that the topography lacked. As the great engineer
Johann Tielke observed, it was the meager details “like the small, narrow
streams, the swampy terrain … [and] enfilade fire from [Prussian] batteries”
that made Bunzelwitz so formidable.36 There was more. Ironically
“Frederick’s Instructions had foreseen that this would be the place to defend
if disaster ever forced him to go completely on the defensive.”37



The king’s army was divided into two details on the site: while one-half
slept nervously on its guns, the other half would work, in alternating round-
the-clock shifts, armed with picks and shovels, to build up the encampment.
Battery mounts were built up and armed with their guns, trenches were dug
and even mines planted underground to blow up the whole complex should
it be captured.38 Anyway, the entrenchments were formidable; said to be 16
feet thick, ditches 12 feet deep by 16 wide. The ordnance quantity, 460
pieces, was also impressive, besides the 182 mines planted underground.
The center of this citadel was at Würben—some five miles from
Schweidnitz—where there were entrenched lines on four knolls, ordnance
making a total of 24 big batteries to deal with the allied threat.

The whole enterprise, involving the completion of the basic bastion, was
finished within the incredible (by the standards of the day) time of 72 total
hours. The bluecoats had been holding it from August 20. This fortress of
Bunzelwitz, constructed by a genius in the art of the no holds barred
offensive style of warfare, became, in fact, a model of the set-piece of the
passive, purely defensive warfare. Bunzelwitz has been well-regarded ever
since as a model for students of defensive warfare and its many facets.39

Laudon, one among many, was singularly impressed by the compound, and
sick of the fact that his delay and Buturlin’s lethargy had allowed the enemy
the time to construct it in the first place. The Austrians were about
Kunzendorf and Freiberg, while Buturlin was at the Striegau Rises—with
Hohenfriedberg as his headquarters. But the allies remained as
uncooperative as ever, neither seemed willing to trust the other and
Buturlin, in particular, was very displeased over the way Laudon
“attempted” to supply the basic needs of the Russian army. As a direct
result, nothing significant ever came out of the much feared allied junction
of Laudon and Buturlin.

One would have thought more of it. Laudon, of course, had served in the
Russian army once upon a time, and could freely speak directly to
Buturlin40 without the need of an interpreter. Also, Laudon had to know the
Russian mentality as promoted by its military. That at least a more
cooperative spirit was not summoned up shows how divergent the real
interests of the two “Allies” really were.



But, when we consider the situation objectively, this is perhaps not so
shocking after all. All of the campaigning from the Allied point of view
seemed to have had an undercurrent of suspicion attached to it, not just in
1761. The faults of the respective allies were obvious for all to see. By
contrast, the Prussian monarch was relatively well pleased with the results
of his army’s efforts, even factoring in all of the problems, in that high
summer of 1761. He made his headquarters (in a small tent) near Jauernick;
each sunset, the Prussian army’s tents came down and the men spent
another nervous night half anticipating an Austro-Russian attack—
although, by this point in the proceedings, Buturlin’s involvement was
expected to be limited at best.41 A false alarm on the night of August 25
only served to confirm Prussian fears of an impending stroke.

In early September, Buturlin was persuaded, with some reluctance, to place
the corps of General Cherneyshev at Laudon’s disposal, but even this feint-
hearted response was subsequently withdrawn and the Russian commander
finally and categorically refused to be party to any attack plan. The Russian
commissary was hopelessly inadequate, the Austrian only a little better off
with the added strain of Buturlin’s men, and so the latter army began to
pack it in. The outcome was virtually inevitable, most especially
considering Buturlin’s earlier reluctance to even pass the Oder deeper into
Silesia. The evening of September 9, Prussian scouts reported major
movements within the confines of the Russian encampment.

Fear spread rumors that this might be the harbinger of an attack, but about
2200 hours a red glare lit the night sky and, next morning, Buturlin’s
deserted camp was found. Only Cherneyshev with his force remained
behind, and he promptly moved to Kunzendorf to link-up with Laudon’s
lines. Frederick reacted to the news by dispatching Platen, with some 8,000
men, to go after Buturlin and see him off in the direction of Poland and
home. Buturlin did indeed make a brief lunge at Berlin, but Platen was just
too fast for him. By moving against the Russians in a different sphere, he
completely frustrated any Russian designs upon the Prussian capital.
Colonel Kleist was unbuckled upon the town of Kobilyn.42 The bluecoats
were informed of a substantial enemy supply convoy at and about Gotsyn.
At Gotsyn itself (September 15), Platen did terrible execution.



Before dawn, his roving Prussian force moved up, striking at the big
Russian supply train thereabouts. With the length of the supply lines that
Buturlin could utilize, and the equal uncertainty of Laudon’s ability to keep
the greencoat forces adequately provisioned, Gotsyn was to be very
important in the grand scheme of things in 1761. A covering force of the
Russian cavalry (about 650 strong), deployed forward of Gotsyn itself, was
attacked and propelled back upon the Russian lines thereabouts. The
opportunity to score a decisive effect with little effort was now presenting
itself. But Platen had only a small strike force at hand and most of his men
were still making their way forward, so he was obliged to pull up short at
that stage until he could concentrate his whole force. Meanwhile, scouts
reported this large convoy of wagons (a Wagenberg) present at the place.
The Russian guard force thereabouts was under the command of General
Czerepov, and numbered about 4,500 men. The wagons themselves were
wholly exposed, although a couple of batteries with a total of seven 3-
pounder guns were likewise present. As Platen consolidated his position, he
unbuckled General Knobloch with a body of men to accost the enemy force
in a nearby monastery (although the structure was actually not occupied by
the Russians). His left flank, more concentrated under the command of
Major-General Christian Wilhelm von Ziethen, rolled forward with the
intention of striking hard against the enemy’s camp. The delay necessitated
by the extensive Prussian preparations pushed the actual attack forward
until late in the day.

Platen’s ordnance was the first to “speak” early on, blasting away at the
surprised opponent. A total of 28 battalion and 22 field guns43 had been
brought forward by the bluecoats to the scene of the action. The Prussian
artillery then paused as their infantry went forward in line to assail the
Russian posts. Ziethen’s hussars, led directed on most enthusiastically by
the energetic Ruesch Hussars, crashed into the already unstable Russian
horse, sending it reeling. The right flank forces of Knobloch did their part
all well and good, moving directly upon the sanctuary, but found no foe
present. Rothenburg and Arnhim did not have similar problems, for they
found lots of greencoats to tangle with in their sphere. Once more the
famous order from Gross-Jägersdorf was uttered, “Don’t fire until you see
the whites of their eyes!” On this particular occasion by Major Teufel von



Birckensee. The admonition may have been timely, but in the end it was
also to be futile on this wretched day.

The initial Prussian attack compelled the shocked enemy to relinquish the
forward line of the supply wagons and the attending artillery thereabouts. A
second strike drove the wavering Russians from the remainder of the wagon
train, after which General Platen unleashed the Finckenstein Dragoons
(10th), which rode the enemy down and captured two guns and an entire
battalion of the Russians.44 The greencoats were driven into the open by
this third blow, which exposed them to defeat with little chance to reform,
so they promptly fled or were killed or captured.45 Another of the Prussian
units pointing the way on that day, their standards waving tall and proud,
were the 8th Dragoons (Platen’s own regiment).46

The struggle gradually abated. By about 2100 hours, the exhilarated
Prussians were in full possession of the field. The entire Wagenberg of
some 5,000 wagons had been captured or destroyed, and the Russians were
also deprived of the services of General Czerepov, who was captured.
Platen, to sum up “took five thousand waggons [sic], five battalions, forty-
two officers, and seven cannon.”47 It had sure been a minor coup.48 There
was a price to pay, of course, for all of this effort. Prussian losses were
about 300; Finck’s battalion alone had 100 dead.49 The upshot was,
Buturlin had to turn around and head back towards home almost
immediately to prevent his army from starving. The dependence of the
Russians for supplies in the rearward areas thus really showed up as one of
their weak links. The bluecoats had preyed on this factor before, but, in
1761, it really helped to save the kingdom from utter ruin. All of this led
Buturlin to finally abandon any hope of actually attacking the Prussian lines
on his own, or even in conjunction with the Austrians. This was the case
even though Empress Elizabeth was insistent throughout that the time for
the present campaign must not be wasted.50 Time was running out for any
real hope of finally and completely subduing the irascible Prussian king.
Platen, anticipating a royal order, then raced on to Colberg, as we will
presently make out when the quick moving Prussian alighted again.



Chapter Forty-Eight

Frederick Leaves Bunzelwitz; Schweidnitz Is Captured; End in
Sight?

So the Russians made for Poland, leaving Laudon and the Austrians by
themselves to deal with the Prussians. Buturlin turned to try and punish
General Platen’s men for their “insolence,” his patrols chased but could not
catch up to the fast-moving Prussian band. As for Frederick, he would
probably have preferred to remain at Bunzelwitz for a time, largely because
of its proximity to Schweidnitz. He had occupied Bunzelwitz in the first
place largely to help shield Schweidnitz from the allied armies. However,
logistical considerations now rendered this an impossibility. The magazines
at Schweidnitz were being depleted at an alarming rate, besides which the
climate of that immediate region caused increasing numbers of Prussians to
have to go on sick call—although the same effect was found among the
Austrians thereabouts, it would appear.

So, in the final two weeks of September, the bluecoats prepared to march
from Bunzelwitz, although still throwing out precautions against the
irascible Laudon. The batteries were dismantled, and the guns either
transported to Schweidnitz or else carried forth by the army itself. On
September 25, the king marched, first to Pilzen (east of Schweidnitz),
although he did not deign stay there long. From Pilzen, the Prussian force
made for Gross-Neisse in the neighborhood of Neisse (on September 28,
the bluecoats reached Sigefroth), Laudon not really contesting their
progress at all. Frederick’s intentions on this occasion were plain from the
start: living on the supplies and magazines hitherto stored up in Neisse, he
planned to prey upon the rear of Laudon and try his best to draw the
Austrians back into Bohemia.



As for Laudon, his intentions were very different ones; he planned, simply
and decisively, to storm Schweidnitz. He worried but little about
Frederick’s venture into Neisse country, and he only detached a few bodies
of troops to look after his great adversary to keep the bluecoats busy while
Laudon implemented his plan to take Schweidnitz as quickly as possible.
Their great enemy was by no means inactive during this period. Upon
reaching Gross-Neisse (September 29), Frederick was surprised to discover
that Laudon, far from marching forth to meet him, had not stirred at all. So
the king ordered General Bülow to reconnoiter the immediate area for
evidence of Laudon’s movements nearby, while General Dalwigg followed
behind looking for the Austrians.

Both commands headed for the hills around Landshut, to directly threaten
Laudon’s line-of-communications over the southern Silesian roads. Bülow
and Dalwigg found no sign of the intentions of Laudon, and forthwith
returned to the main army. October 2, Prussian General Lentulus (the noted
aide-de-camp to the king from the very beginning of his reign)1 was sent to
back-track to Bunzelwitz to try to discover just what the enemy had been up
to. He probed towards Bunzelwitz, found no substantial bodies of troops
confronting him, although the rumor mill from the locals announced some
seriously bad news.2 Schweidnitz, held by General von Zastrow,3 had just
been captured by Laudon in a surprise stroke. Two soldiers from the fortress
confirmed the veracity of the rumors.

What had happened?4 Laudon had snared a prize which the main Austrian
and Russian armies had been unable to wrestle from the hands of the
bluecoats for two months. And the deed provided a fine feather in his cap,
in the process helping to justify his “independent” command in Silesia.
General Lentulus, upon confirmation of the distressing news, returned
immediately to the main headquarters.

For his part, Laudon had discovered, on September 26, the main Prussian
force had departed from the lines at Bunzelwitz, and thus his dormant plan
of capturing Schweidnitz could be resuscitated. Laudon had kept to
Kunzendorf ever since the departure of Buturlin, and bid his time, waiting
for the still aggressive Prussian king to move far enough away so as to be
unable to render assistance to Schweidnitz. On September 29, intelligence



arrived that Frederick was at Gross-Neisse. This meant the main Prussian
force was now distant enough for Laudon to put his daring scheme into
effect.

So, during the night of September 29–30, General Laudon alerted his army
to prepare to carry out an assault upon Schweidnitz; the next morning, the
Austrians set out on their mission.5 The unfortunate garrison of Schweidnitz
was trapped. By 1000 hours on September 30, the whitecoats had thrown a
ring around the whole of the Schweidnitz bastion in preparation to storm it,
led on the spot by General Jahnus, although Amadei was to head the whole
attack force in person. The enormous logistical considerations/details for
the coordinated assault were worked out by Laudon’s Chief of Staff, the
Marquis Ernst Friedrich Giannini. A throng of Croats was flung out in the
vicinity to impede any Prussian rescue attempts, while other troops
assembled scaling ladders. Laudon, by eschewing a siege (and all that a
siege entailed), intended to take Schweidnitz by utter storm. By going over
the walls. A large number of Austrian battalions (a total of 20)6 were
detailed for the actual assault, while Cherneyshev contributed 800 of his
finest grenadiers to help. About 2100 hours, the troops entrusted to the
attack took up their stations.

The Prussian forces involved in defending Schweidnitz were a hodgepodge
crew. The details are enlightening. The abutment of the Wasser [Water] Fort
was held by the most men, some 80 of the garrison. It was fronted by the
Schweidnitz Water, and fully exposed to Austrian maneuvers from the
eastern side. This particular post was anchored by 12 pieces of artillery,
including four mortars.7 It also happened to be the location of a P.O.W.
facility which housed some 787 prisoners.8 For each of the four forts which
made up the Schweidnitz Compound, the bluecoats could deploy a total of
approximately 130 men with a similar number held back in reserve in case
of need. There was also a mobile reserve of more than 1,400 men, over and
above the other forces within the compound. At the main complex, Zastrow
was leading about 400 men separate from the other forces.

The Bögen Fort, the southernmost of the embrasures, also housed the
greatest quantity of ordnance: 27 guns. All of the enclosures, however,
suffered from a shortage of experienced artillerymen, a deficiency which



proved crucial in the imminent action. As for the main gate of the complex,
a separate force of 36 men were detailed to keep it secure from the Allied
encroachments.

An assault by the allied force was an involved procedure, but certainly one
conducive to a bit of deft organization. Laudon and his staff did indeed prep
well, and so the attack ended more favorably than could have been
anticipated at first. As a part of the scheme, there would be no artillery
preparation.

The assault groups were summarily divided into four, one for each of the
four main enclosures, all under the joint command of Major-General
Amadei. The assaults were to be made with as much synchronization as was
possible under the prevailing conditions. This while Jahnus led his own
body of men to lay hold of Kletschkau. The engineers were ready.

Around 0200 hours, October 1, the much anticipated strike commenced, at
the point of the bayonet. No musketry was initially permitted, again so as
not to alert the Prussians inside Schweidnitz as to what was unfolding. The
onslaught was commenced “without opposition, they [i.e., the attacking
men] fixed their scaling ladders, and had begun to mount before they were
perceived by the garrison.”9 Laudon himself waited at Schönbrunn to hear
the results of the effort, with reinforcements standing at the ready in case of
need. No sacking of the valuable Schweidnitz fortress or its content was to
be permitted, and so Laudon offered monetary rewards instead to “inspire”
his men to obey this very necessary provision.

Meanwhile, over in the Prussian camp, Zastrow, Frederick’s johnny-on-the-
spot, was smarter than Laudon gave him credit for being. Zastrow certainly
knew on the morning of September 30 what was happening. In truth, there
was precious little he could do about it. But, as night fell, the Prussian
commander sent patrols beyond the fortress walls to discern what the
enemy were doing. One of these patrols stumbled upon the Austrians and
Russians moving up in the darkness, and immediately reported this fact to
Zastrow. A few rockets were shot off to illuminate the scene, the enemy
were discovered very close-by. Zastrow had also been careful to deploy his
limited available forces where they could be of the most use.



On the other hand, Archenholtz states a “captured Austrian officer called
Roca was [given] unlimited access to the whole of Schweidnitz Compound;
he forwarded the information to Laudon.” Also that Zastrow, in violating
more of war’s most sacred rules about being in ignorance of the foe’s
movements “failed to despatch scouts to patrol the vicinity.”10

Nevertheless, when the initial blow fell, the column of Lt.-Col. de Vins
(employing Major Hoym as his chief engineer) railed against the southern
side of Schweidnitz, at the Bögen Fort. The Prussians within, led by Major
Ripp, reacted as best they could (0215 hours). The fight that soon erupted
may have been short, but it was far from sweet. Within about 40 minutes,
Lt.-Col. Caldwell’s column (with the chief engineer of Fabris Count von
Cassano), issuing from Schönbrunn, hit the bluecoat posts (commanded by
Major Siegeroth) at the Garten Fort, which were being entered just about
then by the wavering Prussian horse. Resistance to the intruders was forlorn
at best. There was precious little that could be done, so the outnumbered
Prussians, after repelling two very determined assaults, fell back towards
the main complex.

Meanwhile, Colonel Wallis, fired up with the effort against the Galgen Fort,
made a supreme exertion in trying to take the structure, and in this he was
ably aided by the grenadiers of the Russian Cherneyshev. The engineer in
charge thereabouts was Major Philipp Elmt. The Allied enterprise was
repulsed initially with heavy loss, as were three other attacks, but, receiving
new men from General Dombâle’s command, the strengthened forces
finally overcame the fierce, but determined, resistance of the Tresckow
infantry. Finally, the Jauernicker Fort, manned by the Prussians of Major
Berrenhauer, was attacked by the Allies of Major Lincke (the chief engineer
of this column was Major Köppenzoller). Major Elmt took it upon himself
to put a halt to the proceedings at the Galgen Fort when his men reached the
enemy magazine down the causeway at the rear of the main fort.11 The
bluecoats finally gave way begrudgingly, falling back to make a last stand
at the Wasser Fort, as the rest of Schweidnitz was by then in Allied hands.

The attackers, nevertheless, speedily overran the outlying works, but the
main bastion’s defenders at first valiantly repelled the enemy effort. These
bluecoats were now thoroughly awake. An explosion in a powder magazine



had killed about 400 densely-packed men and momentarily delayed the
assault, while at another spot the Russian grenadiers were temporarily
stopped near a rampart by very accurate Prussian fire. Quickly, however,
Cherneyshev’s elite troops overcame their opponents, and stormed the town
wall. Just about the same time, the Austrian prisoners housed within the
Wasser Fort, knowing full well what was occurring outside of the complex,
freed themselves in the confusion of the moment and attacked the bluecoats
from behind while lowering the drawbridge to let in their comrades. As a
result, the Wasser Fort was in Allied hands in short order. The Russians had
accomplished their part. Once the Prussian resistance was done, the
greencoats simply paused to await further instructions. In truth,
Cherneyshev’s fine soldiers set a splendid example, one on this occasion
not followed. They witnessed a maddening plunder when the Austrians
finally broke in around 0530 hours, despite Laudon’s stern admonition
against ransacking. The bluecoat survivors then forthwith laid down their
arms.

The very successful attack (by far the single most important military event
of the entire Campaign 1761) cost Laudon 1,500 casualties. But the losers
not only lost the entire garrison of 3,800 men,12 but also impressive stores
fell into the eager hands of the whitecoats. Stores of provisions, 211 heavy
cannon, 135 mortars, some 1,300,600 musket cartridges, and 123,077
cannon shot.13 As soon as the smoke began to dissipate, Laudon sent Lt.-
Col. Caldwell on his merry way to carry the news to his “superior” Daun,
over in Saxony. Knowing how the high-born Austrian officer corps as a
whole generally turned their collective noses up at the modest-reared
Laudon, the latter had to derive some considerable degree of satisfaction
from Caldwell’s mission. For the bluecoats, the news was not so joyous. A
bad reverse! But, worst of all, Laudon’s little coup cost the Prussian king
Schweidnitz and would have been a far heavier blow than it turned out to be
if not for a sudden, imminent reversal of fortune on the part of the warring
powers. Nevertheless, control of southern Silesia was forfeited for a time to
the fired up Austrians.

We might now turn our attention to briefly narrate Prince Henry’s
operations in Saxony against Marshal Daun.14 The prince had been ordered
by Frederick to fight only a delaying action with Daun, with a



commensurate minimal involvement and modest objectives. Should the
Austrians march from Saxony on into Silesia, Prince Henry was to leave a
holding force in the former and race over to join his brother within the
confines of the latter. With the withdrawal of large numbers of Prussian
troops from Saxony to stiffen the main body over in Silesia and other
fronts,15 Henry was forced to contract his lines in to Schlettau at
Katzenhäuser in early May. From that point of vantage, he was in a position
to keep an eye not only on Dresden but also Daun’s large army thereabouts.
There is some evidence that Prince Henry’s army was being dangerously
reduced. June 20, Mitchell “reported that the prince’s army had a “paper”
strength of 43,000[,] but [in reality] numbered only 28,000 effectives.”16

Over in the Allied camp, the Imperialists were sure in a predicament. A
similar one, in fact; too familiar for the Imperialists. Their army at the
beginning of the campaign had been ensconced hard about Crönach, where
the commander, General Hadik, was headquartered over the winter of
1760–1761. This force was in desperate straits, with grim prospects for any
improvement. Imperialist posts stretched into Thuringia, confronting
General Hülsen and his recently successful encroachments against them in
southwest Saxony.

General Syburg brought a force of 20 squadrons of Prussian horse swinging
out of Erfurt through Weimar (February 27), which further boosted Prussian
prospects against the Reich Army. A body of the latter, under Marshal
Rosenfeld (five battalions, one cuirassier regiment and one regiment of
hussars), was deployed about Saalfeld and Schwarza. Major-General Baron
Vecsey (with three battalions and four companies of grenadiers)
encountered a force of the bluecoats at Schwarza (March 3), another limited
action which further trouble added to the army’s woes. The Prussians here
were from Free Battalion Collignon, along with three regiments of
cuirassiers, under Major Anhalt and Colonel Lölhoffel.17

Moreover, the formerly “close” working relationship that had existed
between the Reich Army and the Austrians had eroded badly by 1761, and
there was now a significant gap yawning between the two forces which the
bluecoats could take advantage of, provided they were in a condition to do
so. In addition, the raw strength of the Imperialist army was not what it



should have been, as many of the German Reich states had not yet sent their
full complement of contingents. So what else was new? If that itself were
not bad enough, shortages of equipment of all kinds were becoming very
pronounced. A situation that, without help, could only worsen over time. As
a final insult, much of what was available was scattered among the various
factions.

The Imperials were also out of effective support from the French; between
their two forces yawned an even wider gap. In spite of everything, the
Reich army continued to function, even if in a perfunctory degree. Hadik
kept Rosenfeld’s men hard about Saalfeld, where the latter promptly got
into an altercation with one of the Prussian patrols (night of March 9–10).
This time, it was a body of bluecoat hussars under Major Prittwitz and the
Free Battalion Lüderitz, against some 2,000 men under Vecsey. More woes.

Over in the Prussian camp, meanwhile, General Schenckendorff had been
unbuckled to press against the Imperialists, working—and in conjunction—
with Syburg’s horse. This was over by Schleiz (March 16–17). The Prussian
advance rolled through Rast (March 16), and, at Schleiz, they encountered
the Imperialist cavalry units of Saxe-Gotha and the Pfalz Dragoons.18 Now
General Kleefeld was posted about Obschütz. He and Schenckendorff’s
Prussians promptly engaged in a desultory cannonade before the bluecoats
attacked at about noon, in a half-hearted manner, on March 17. Not much
came of this affair, though. None of these developments fazed General
Guasco, who was encamped behind Röda, with his headquarters at Jena.

All of this sure kept the pressure upon the Allies, but in particular the Reich
Army. The duo of Syburg and Schenckendorff were also far from done.
Their command staff must have expended much effort preparing for their
new endeavor. An organizational chart of the expeditionary force, set out in
detail, shows the extent of the preparations.19 April 1, Syburg pressed off
from Orlamünde, with Schenckendorff rolling towards Neustadt. The
latter’s command boasted five full squadrons of the Ziethen Hussars under
Major von Hundt. As for Rosenfeld’s command, it contained six full
infantry battalions and the cavalry of Vecsey. An encounter at Saalfeld on
April 2, was the next one in this series of lightweight fights—although the
Saalfeld tussle was a larger one than normal.



Major Prittwitz was leading the 2nd Hussars as the advance guard, which
drove straight into the streets of Schwarza, where the enemy had two
battalions (from Crosten and Wöhlsdorf) and two squadrons of horse.
Prittwitz’ charge was straight into the flank of the enemy, while
Schenckendorff simultaneously kept Rosenfeld busy at the front. The
Prussian cavalry quickly overcame the enemy, “taking the commander and
400 men prisoners, along with four cannon and two flags.”20 The fired up
troopers then rode straight down the road to Saalfeld without hesitation,
driving off in confusion or capturing the Imperialists thereabouts, capturing
another 900 prisoners and six guns. The price they paid was grievous.
Major Hundt and a number of other lads fell in the fighting on that day.21

(Map #10 from Kessel’s work provides a large scale map of the action at
Saalfeld.) Soon after, Hadik turned over the chief command of the Imperials
to Serbelloni, on April 9, in an arrangement that few liked. The Imperialist
army was soon after, May 23, ordered over to Ronneburg, from where it
could threaten the flank of Prince Henry.

The Imperialist move in support of the whitecoats makes for depressing
reading. There was no organized commissary of any kind for the Reich
army at this stage, and little to no attempt to provide any kind of sustenance
for the hungry soldiers. Nevertheless, by July 20, Serbelloni’s men were at
Ronneburg, right on the threshold of Prince Henry’s door.

There was little meaningful action in Saxony while the main contenders
maneuvered back and forth in Silesia over the summer.22 Prince Henry was
more or less content to assume a dormant stance, only sending “Green”
Kleist and Seydlitz to shove back the façade Imperialist Army from
southwest Saxony.23 Ah, yes, Seydlitz!

Prince Henry did benefit from the addition of Seydlitz to his list of
subordinates. The latter had finally healed sufficiently to return for full field
duty in 1761, but the king, rightly (if not magnanimously) viewing Prince
Henry as in the most need of experienced attendants, sent Seydlitz to
Saxony straightaway. Henry was to deal with the Saxon theater this season.
But, to reiterate, most of the Campaign 1761 in Saxony was to be waged in
the form of small, isolated clashes with modest pockets of men wrangling
over very limited objectives. One such encounter was courtesy of our old



friend Colonel Török. August 18, Török’s forces suddenly struck at
Prussian outposts near Neunkirchen, Hirschfeld, and Siebenlehn.24 The
damage subsequently inflicted was not substantial, but even before this
“Green” Kleist had also been unbuckled from Döebeln with an intrusion of
his own in mind.

Kleist was juxtaposed against Serbelloni at Penig—where General
Nauendorf had three battalions of infantry and one regiment of dragoons, a
total of some 3,500 men—while the Prussian had a single regiment of
infantry and 500 cuirassiers. Kleist pulled back, on August 1, through
Waldheim and Schmiezerhayn, through Seifersdorf and Luzenau,
endeavoring all the while to try to outflank Nauendorf’s larger contingent.
He encountered Imperialist supply wagons and a force hard about Löhma
(at Ronneburg), which ended up causing still more difficulties for the Reich
forces.25 This host was most certainly short of manpower. The whole of the
Imperialist army in the field was reckoned as approximately 18,952 men as
of the end of June.26 Still, they stayed put about Ronneburg and
Reichenbach.

The latter did not show any steadiness, and the one lingering problem that
bothered the Prussians was the lack of men to garrison the areas so
regained. Nonetheless, the presence of Marshal Daun and of his Austrian
army were of very serious concern, and it did not help matters that Henry
was ordered to keep watch on other theaters of war besides Saxony.

Finally, Seydlitz & Company lashed out, so to speak. Seydlitz’ men, based
in Mannichswald, probed forward, on September 4, towards Serbelloni’s
position. While the bluecoats prepared to attack, Serbelloni tried to parry
the thrust by pushing additional men and material to hold posts at the
Reustenberg, while trying to keep on the alert for the Prussian movements.
Next day, Seydlitz’ men debouched towards the Imperialist position, fully
intending to make an attack, but found that the Reustenberg was now held,
not by a small body of men, but by a large force with artillery who also had
the vantage point over any attack; this was a similar situation to the one
encountered by the king with Laudon on the heights of Hohenfriedberg on
August 14. Under these changed circumstances, Seydlitz did not deign
press forward with his attack, and Serbelloni hitched back upon Würben. In



the spirit of Allied cooperation, or rather lack of the same, Marshal Daun
had not troubled himself to even try to help Serbelloni and his army out.

For instance, at Ferdinand’s urging (August 1761) Prince Henry detailed a
force to lay hold of Wolfenbüttel and thereby threaten the French positions
they occupied in Hanover, while at the same moment screening Magdeburg
against possible French encroachment. Nearly simultaneously, other task
forces had also been sent. General Stutterheim’s body of men was
instructed to face down the Swedish threat. The latter host was acting with
uncharacteristic energy in this 1761 Campaign.

In September, Lacy (who was ensconced, with some 15,000 men, at
Boxdorf leaning over at Reichenberg) flirted briefly with yet another try on
Berlin, but Prince Henry tossed forth a detachment that quickly curbed
Lacy’s designs in that direction. As for Marshal Daun, we have already
discerned that his army outnumbered Prince Henry, but the prevailing odds
were not enough for Daun. Another serious problem was looming, for both
sides. Food and forage in Saxony were to be very dependent this season
upon supply wagons coming into the country. In fact, “the country had been
picked bare in 1760[,] and no new crops had been planted for 1761.”27 All
of the armies had to be kept regularly supplied, if they were to continue to
function as proper military units.

There was still further drama. In the high summer, Daun ordered Laudon—
who had troubles enough of his own just then—to detach 45,000 men and
send them marching to Saxony to join up with Marshal Daun’s forces.
When the order was only half-heartedly obeyed, Laudon sending only
22,000 men instead, Daun immediately offered his resignation to Vienna.
But this gesture was politely refused, and so Daun instead next drew up
plans to strike Prince Henry’s lines near Erzegebirge. In late October, the
reinforced Austrian army (now at more than 75,000 strong) probed at the
outposts held by the outnumbered bluecoats of Prince Henry’s command.
This effort was squashed quickly, but General Beck was known to be about
Bautzen with 15,000 more men.

The Prussians were fully aware of Beck’s presence in that vicinity. Henry
was afraid that when Daun’s main blow, now expected about anytime,
came, then General Beck would lend his weight to it by a stroke upon the



Prussian flank or in rear. Beck did arrive nearby, but his men did little more
than provide rudimentary cooperation to Daun’s general assault, delivered
on November 5. A general stroke by the masses of Daun’s army all along
the front came then, but Prince Henry was able to fend off the intruding
force. The latter did shift his headquarters to Barnitz to be better able to
direct the defense of the Prussian right flank, towards which Daun was
making his main effort of the day. Heavy casualties and nil progress were
the fruits of the Austrian attack, and the action was temporarily suspended
when heavy rains turned the roads to mud and made even basic movements
difficult for all concerned. November 14, the offensive was renewed, and
the whitecoats did finally carry the hamlet of Döebeln. This was the only
tangible success of the entire offensive (Austrian attacks rolled forward
from Rosswein to Siebeneichen, some 15 miles), and even this little bright
spot for the Austrians was negated by the fine efforts of General Seydlitz
(although it must be admitted most of the latter’s energy was expended in
opposition to the Imperialist Army).28

Prince Henry was urged by Frederick to try to recapture Freiberg before he
went into winter quarters, but without reinforcements, the Prince did not
feel his force strong enough to make the attempt. Finally, in December, the
Saxon front became quiescent when both sides reluctantly agreed to a shaky
truce to last until spring. Daun took up his winter quarters in Dresden.29

At the Northern Front, the Campaign 1761 had been a more involved one
than usual, for the most part.30 The Prussian posts at the start of the
campaign were: at Anklam, stood Major Alexander Friedrich Knobelsdorf,
with three companies; at Demmin, Lieutenant Colonel Golz was present
with I. Battalion of Hordt; at Reubnitz, stood Captain Thilling with a
squadron of horse.31 During the opening course of this campaign, a
reinforcement of about 6,000 men were dispatched to join the Swedish
forces already facing the bluecoats. In the last week of June, General
Lantinghausen, fed up with the frustrations of field charge of the Swedish
arms, threw up his command in favor of General Ehrensvard. The new
formations were being assimilated meanwhile into the existing army in
Swedish Pomerania. The strengthened force, gaining confidence, began to
press Belling back although Henry had sent a detachment to the aid of
Belling. In the latter part of the campaign, Belling and General Stutterheim



were able not only to hold their own but did finally compel the intruders to
retire back into their home regions in Swedish Pomerania.

At the commencement of the campaign, Belling was careful to keep his
limited forces of Prussians (approximately 3,000 strong) deployed where
they could do the most good. A single squadron of the Belling Hussars, led
by Captain von Thilling, was put up at Reubnitz, while Knobelsdorf was at
Anklam, and other forces at Demmin.

Ehrensvard forthwith ordered his forces divided into three full columns, to
advance. The general himself, taking some 4,000 Swedes (including about
600 hussars), marched past Loitz, detaching in the process a roving
vanguard, led by Lt.-Col. Hierta, which barged into the retreating Free
Corps of Hordt over by Kleitzer-Mühle. The bluecoats could not stand firm,
and they promptly fell back, leaving behind some 165 men as prisoners.
Belling responded by deploying his forces to shield his two supply depots.
About the same time, General Lybecker led a body of men over the Trebel,
where the force joined up with Hessenstein and moved on Vurchen. An
isolated charge was unleashed which rode down Lybecker’s forward most
elements but was subsequently checked by the main body of the Swedish
force (July 20). Meanwhile, Ehrensvard ordered a concentration at Demmin
of his forces, while simultaneously he began to threaten the pivotal Prussian
arsenal at Malchin. Belling reacted to the Swedish marches by almost
insensibly tending towards Nauendorf. Early on July 28, with little fanfare,
the bluecoats crashed into the enemy lines over by Breest and Spantekow.

Ehrensvard forthwith pulled back, while a second, separate Prussian effort
was launched from Stettin over by Űecker. But the Swedes held the line,
and Belling withdrew as July closed out over by Friedland. July 30, the
Swedes tried to break across the Tollense River near Breest and Friedland.
Although these attempts were repelled, a more successful effort affected a
crossing at Klempenow, but a bluecoat force under Knobelsdorf’s direction
took cover at a nearby farm and opened such a bitter fire upon the local
enemy they were finally compelled to withdraw.

The next day, Belling moved through the Kavelpasse, where he
immediately encountered a Swedish force of about 150 horse under Major
Schwartze. An initial Swedish success led to a furious counterattack,



following which Belling withdrew as was his want upon Friedland, then to
Bartow (August 2). The Swedes under General Hessenstein, ensconced
about Demmin, reacted to the near encroachment in short order. They
pressed off, on August 5, in three distinct files, one on Sedenbollentin,
under the charge of Hessenstein himself, one under Lt.-Col. Wrangle
through Breest, and a small force of horse at the town of Brook.
Meanwhile, General Carpelan with another body of men was kept back at
Bartow.

For his part, Belling did his best to sow confusion in the rear of the main
enemy force. A Prussian cavalry troop of some 200 riders rode down part of
Carpelan’s encampment, but could then progress no farther. After a short
but furious altercation, Belling withdrew again on to Friedland, while
Hessenstein and Ehrensvard drew back on Schwanbeck in the immediate
neighborhood.

Over in the Russian sphere of influence, there was no dearth of activity
either. As the campaign wore on, the final drama of events on the Eastern
Front were inexorably winding down towards a finish.32 Twice before
during the course of this long war the port city of Colberg had been
besieged, and now it was to be again. In mid–1761, Colberg was still in
Prussian hands, but the Russian Command had ordered Totleben to take the
place by siege. He was opposed by Werner (with some 5,000 men), joined
by Eugene of Württemberg’s 12,000 men,33 while Commandant Heyde was
still leading a garrison in Colberg (some 2,000 bluecoats) itself. But the
attention of the bluecoats in general, and of Frederick, was centered in
Silesia where the king was keeping his main force. So little was actually
allowed for Colberg, although it was important, for, if the fortress should
fall into Russian hands, Russian armies could then winter on the Baltic Sea
coast rather than having to fall back into Poland.

Meanwhile, when Totleben’s spying was finally discovered, the command
of the greencoat forces in Pomerania fell to Lt.-Gen. Peter Rumyantsev. His
approach was informed to Prussian scouts when the Russians reached
Cöslin34 on June 22, although they took great pains to proceed to their
business slowly. The truce of Werner and Totleben expired on May 12, and
the bluecoats immediately began earnest preparations for what was to come.



Rumyantsev spent considerable time at Cöslin “consolidating” his position
and it was not until August 19 that he deigned occupy Belgard—giving the
Russians the control of the Persante River, and thus allowing preliminary
operations for another try at Colberg.35



Chapter Forty-Nine

The Swedes Launch Their Last Offensive; Colberg Falls

Meanwhile, Belling’s drama with the Swedes continued to play out.

With Belling taking up post at Friedland, the bluecoats strove to consolidate
their forces in response to the enemy. Knobelsdorf, from Bartow, took a
mere 48 hours or so to cover over 70 miles of hard terrain territory to arrive
at Friedland. In the first of August, the Belling Hussars there were under
Major von Hoendorf and Captain von Rüllman.1 Then, before daylight on
August 6, Belling, with some 2,300 men, including 1,200 cavalry, suddenly
erupted against the Swedish block force holding the river crossing at
Röpenackerpasse. Belling’s Johnny-on-the-spot, Knobelsdorf, stormed
forward against the Swedish lines, but an energetic counterattack mounted
chiefly by the Västgöta Cuirassiers, along with two full units of infantry,
loosened the Prussian stranglehold on the bridge thereabouts in very short
order. Belling once again retired after this on Friedland.

Belling was not able to stand pat, for a large Swedish force launched a
major effort at get at the Prussian magazine of Malchin. Leaving only a
handful of men to hold all of Friedland, Belling moved as dexterously as
possible to cover Malchin from the enemy’s encroachments. But the
Swedes had vanished, so the bluecoat horse sped off in pursuit of the
Swedish Majors Plathen and Schwartze and their Swedish force. The
Swedes turned on their pursuers at Kentzlin (August 8), and promptly
checked Belling’s “enthusiasm” for the whole business. Losses in this
venture were two dead, ten wounded, one captured for the bluecoats, while
the Swedish loss was 13 killed, 40 wounded, and 11 captured.2 The latter
retired upon Friedland once more, and, responding to an increase in the
enemy force opposed to him, proceeded to strip down, and then cart away,



their two major supply depots, both at Treptow and at Malchin, in
anticipation of a renewed Swedish offensive.

A resurgent Swedish force of some 16,000 men now concentrated in front
of the bluecoats. Early on August 12, General Hessenstein (at the head of
about 3,800 men) marched from Siedenbollentin aiming for Colpin via
Neubrandenburg. Pausing thereabouts, he rested his men while Ehrensvard
centralized his forces in preparation for a major offensive to be mounted
against the Prussian positions.

Keeping his forces together out to Boldekau, the general unleashed
Hessenstein for Woldegk, while Meijerfelt’s small force made straight for
the little bluecoat force guarding Friedland. A smaller force of the light
cavalry swarmed around Belling. The latter, disdaining a nearby enemy
post, galloped towards Hessenstein’s men over by the Kavelpasse. The
bluecoats struck hard, by Röhlau (August 14), riding down the Swedes and
taking 85 captives. Hessenstein reeled back, while Belling, startled by the
“speed” of the enemy advance on Finkenbrück, galloped out to intercept the
new effort.3 The Swedish Plathen fell back on Anklam (August 17), while,
on the same day, Ehrensvard marched a force which wrestled away
Neubrandenburg from the foe.

The Swedish General Stackelberg assumed a central position hard about
Klein-Teetzleben. Swedish outposts detected Belling’s approach, and
Stackelberg fell back immediately without hesitation to a position hard by
Neubrandenburg (August 21).

Meanwhile, back at Colberg, the enemy’s interminable delay had given the
defenders time to prepare their positions. Eugene had erected great
entrenchments between the fortress and the enemy, now distant only some
eight miles from Colberg. The defenders had also constructed a second wall
round the first, but, although the landward defenses were being capably
handled, the approaches from the seaside had been curiously neglected to a
large degree. This is rather odd, as the Swedish and Russian fleets had
controlled the Baltic ever since the defeat of the little Prussian squadron in
1759. And so it went.



Rumyantsev’s men encountered a small Prussian force over by Belgard
under cover of the darkness of June 14–15. A short attack was met by a
blistering fire from the bluecoats, who were not prone to leave their post.
The Russians fell back, but the timely arrival of reinforcements caused the
attackers to be unleashed a second and then a third time. Over the course of
the surprisingly vigorous little skirmish, the Russian force gradually built-
up to over 700 strong.

This detail finally muscled the bluecoats back, and Rumyantsev’s progress
continued. The first inkling Eugene had of the newly arriving Russian force
was at the village of Varckmin, where one of his outposts was surprised and
overwhelmed by a force of Russian Cossacks.

Rumyantsev’s force gradually linked up with the established detachment of
Totleben. This rendezvous immediately formed a formidable core of
greencoats in Eastern Pomerania. This body most directly threatened the
bluecoat hold on Colberg. Rumyantsev promptly forwarded a note to
Langtinghausen, with the Swedes over in Western Pomerania, which
suggested that the Swedes and the Russians should work together with a
united purpose. A nice concept, indeed. Nothing came out of this, though,
for Langtinghausen accountably declined to lend any assistance to the
greencoats. There is no doubt this was due to the various flaws under which
the Swedish army during this period always operated in the field: weak
provision arrangements; poor supplies; no engineering and/or bridging
equipment, etc.

Rumyantsev’s position was still further complicated, almost compromised,
by the treachery of Totleben, which was finally betrayed to the general light
of day through a courier of the latter’s, Sabatko.4 Totleben was ordered
home, and Buturlin dispatched some reinforcements from camps at Posen to
help strengthen Rumyantsev with as much brevity as possible. The
newcomers totaled a little over 4,000 strong, under General Nieviadomskii.
The overall quality of this latter force was only marginal for the most part,
but joining all of the Russian forces in the region together did provide a
potent strike force to wield in the name of the Empress, nearly 18,000
strong.



Still, Rumyantsev did not deign proceed with a siege of Colberg itself until
he had the support of the naval forces. This in the form of a powerful little
Russian fleet, under the charge of Admiral Polanski, hailing out of Danzig
(July 11–12). The ensemble numbered 23 warships and 44 transport/support
ships carrying nearly 8,000 men, 42 guns, and ample stores of provisions of
all kinds. The Russians were making their best effort to seize Colberg from
its Prussian garrison. This included making sure that Rumyantsev’s men
had everything they required to seize Colberg from the foe.

Polanski put his cargo and passengers ashore at and about Rügenwalde at
the end of July, and the section of men brought by water advanced to form a
juncture with Rumyantsev’s soldiers; which had, of course, advanced
themselves by land.

August 17, six Russian ships-of-war arrived off the port, three had moved in
towards Colberg and shelled some of the men working outside of the
fortress on the entrenchments, with no more than nil success. But one thing
was clear: the seaward approaches were now open to the Allied fleets. By
August 24, the two allies had an impressive 54 ships anchored offshore, 42
of these being frigates, the rest Sail-of-the-Line. That evening a
bombardment was commenced against the Prussian works from the ships’
batteries and the long-range land guns of Rumyantsev. It was an awesome
display of power all right (for the total number of shells spent numbered
over 3,000), but in truth the damage actually inflicted was likely minimal at
best, and certainly nowhere near commensurate with the effort expended. A
prolonged effort did serve to keep the garrison always on the alert and thus
off-balance around the clock. So there was a psychological aspect to it all.

Meanwhile, Rumyantsev began creeping closer against the enemy works.
August 18, after a questionable degree of preparation, Rumyantsev’s men,
divided into two separate formations to expedite movement, pressed from
Nosowko and Massow towards the enemy lines over near Colberg. Colonel
Drewitz and his dragoons pointed the way in this latest endeavor. Colonel
Bibkoff, at the moment, rolled towards Wyganowoff, while, at the van of
the second column, Colonel Gruzdavtsiev moved on Körlin. Prussian
resistance to this enterprise was spotty at best, so the greencoats were able
to wrestle Körlin and Belgard away from their foe by August 19. Two days



after, Russian spotters made it to Degow. Prussian resistance to the intruders
gradually stiffened at this point, and the Russians, while pausing for a
moment or two at Stockau, now resolved to put Colberg under yet another
siege.5

Rumyantsev was nonplused; by September 4, he had Eugene’s entrenched
encampment under siege and was starting to shell Colberg from big
ordnance on his end of the line. On September 5, shelling very early in the
morning commenced. A total of “236 shells were lobbed at Colberg; 62 [of
which] landed and exploded there.”6 About September 11, word filtered
through to the garrison that Bevern (from Stettin) had gathered a force to
move to Colberg’s relief and that this formation was already on its way.
Learning that the newcomers were scheduled to be at Treptow on
September 13, preparations were put in place to meet them. The Duke of
Württemberg decided to send one of his best to the rescue, Werner with his
6th Hussars—one of the largest cavalry units, boasting 1,500 men and 120
non-commissioned officers.7 Under cover of the night of September 11–12,
Werner pressed a small force towards Treptow. The last time that Werner
had been unleashed against the rear of the Russian army, during the
previous year’s campaign, he had brought their siege of Colberg to utter
ruin. For a time, it looked like he might be able to do a repeat performance.
But only for a while this go round.

Once joined with the new arrivals, Werner planned to attack one of
Rumyantsev’s entrenched works—which had been prepared on that side of
the line. On September 12, his Prussians reached Treptow, but unfortunately
the enemy were waiting for Werner; at dawn, his men were suddenly
attacked by the Russians as they were decamping. The bluecoats made a
good show of the matter, but Werner was captured while leading a charge in
which his horse was shot from under him. However, with the greencoats
“distracted” by Werner, the incoming convoy and reinforcements got
rerouted and so successfully—and belatedly—reached Colberg. But the loss
of Werner was still a serious blow to his country.

In the meantime, Swedish General Stackelberg and his force, deployed
about Neubrandenburg, had outposts in close proximity to the bluecoats of
Belling. Prussian scouts overran the forward posts, very early on August 22.



This served to alert the Swedes of the nearness of Belling’s men. The
Swedish Plathen now embarked upon a timely attack which pressed against
Belling. Initially, the Prussian horse thereabouts faltered, but this actually
proved to be more of a trap than anything else. In the event, a prolonged
advance by the onrushing cavalry came crashing to an abrupt halt when
they met a solid wall of prepared Prussian infantry, backed up by gunners
with well-sited batteries. The resulting effect was immediate.

As the combined fire of the bluecoat infantry and artillery shredded the
formation of the startled Swedish riders, the reformed Prussian hussars
slammed into the by now wavering enemy cavalry, sending them reeling. It
was over in mere minutes. For some 50 casualties, Belling had cost the
enemy some 300 casualties and inflicted yet another severe check upon the
Swedish designs for a prolonged offensive.

With the threat of a Swedish advance temporarily nullified, Belling
withdrew on Woldekg, while Ehrensvard continued a program to slowly
build up his forces on the Northern Front to make any renewed offensive
effort more viable. Meanwhile, having been reinforced from Stettin, Belling
descended again upon Neubrandenburg (August 28), but found it evacuated
by the enemy. Next, pursuing Stackelberg, the Prussians moved on Treptow,
but the Swedes were too well dug in to attack thereabouts.

Belling, with his options basically reduced to one until he could receive
reinforcements, withdrew posthaste to Teetzleben (August 29), but the
arrival of the new formations of Stutterheim, getting to the scene of action
on September 1, fundamentally shifted the bluecoats over into launching a
counteroffensive against Ehrensvard’s forces. This effectively surrendered
the initiative to the Prussians for the balance of the main campaign.

The Russians, for their part, were not prepared to let up before Colberg.
Encouraged by the success of his force in capturing Werner, Rumyantsev on
September 19 suddenly attacked the most accessible of the Prussian works
(known as the Green Redoubt) about 0200 hours. The surprise stroke was at
first successful, the Russians carrying the redoubt initially, but a determined
counterattack at length repelled the intruders with the loss of 3,000 men of
all arms, including some 800 dead. The Prussians lost 71 dead, 281
wounded, and 187 prisoners.8 This repulse induced the Russians to give up



trying to take Colberg by a direct assault. Events beyond Colberg impacted
the proceedings. After the adventure at Gotsyn, General Platen had
detached Thadden to take the captured booty and the prisoners, not to
mention the wounded, back to the Prussian lines.

Platen had unbuckled the busy Ruesch Hussars to proceed as quickly as
possible to Posen, under the charge of Colonel von Naczimsky, to overturn
the Russian supply arrangements thereabouts as completely as possible.9
The enemy reaction had been low key, although a Russian force under
Major-General Gustav Berg was alerted to the possible arrival of Platen’s
force hard about Driesen. When that scenario failed to materialize, Russian
scouts probed for and finally located Platen’s men—between Neustadt and
Landsberg (September 19). Berg sent a force of some 250 men under
Suvarov to Landsberg (September 21). By this time, the bluecoats of Platen
had ridden to Birnhaum and had even detected the movements of the enemy
force towards Czerpowa. Platen finally entered Landsberg on September 22
with little fanfare, and, after a brief altercation with Suvarov’s men, and
with no practical way to wreak further havoc upon the Russian supply lines,
sped off for Colberg. Berg tried to launch a pursuit, but could not catch up
with the wily Platen. Platen was able to throttle the enemy pursuit before he
reached Arenswalde (September 26).

So, meanwhile, the defenders of Colberg received an unexpected, but
timely, reinforcement. September 27, General Platen marched to join
Eugene of Württemberg, raising Prussian strength to 15,000 men; although
Buturlin similarly stiffened the besiegers with reinforcements (under the
command of Dolgoruki), bringing them to 40,000 men. With the campaign
in Silesia having gone sour again, Buturlin brought his main force to be in
closer proximity to the fortress/port.

As soon as he reached the area, Buturlin reiterated the belief that Colberg
could not be taken by direct assault, even though the task may have been
manageable with the large influx of Russian troops in the vicinity
occasioned by Buturlin. There was just no chance from a psychological
perspective. With his army low on provisions and the expedition to Silesia a
snub, the Russian commander turned about and, on November 2, headed for
home.



It was a decision for which Buturlin would face tough scrutiny from an
upset Elizabeth, who fired off a testy communiqué to the marshal. She and
her court, upon receiving word of Buturlin’s backward hitch, wrote him
“that the news of your retreat has caused us more sorrow than the loss of a
battle would have done.”10 Elizabeth followed up, not mincing words, by
ordering the marshal to march towards Berlin without delay and perforce
levy a large contribution to help defray the campaign costs for the Russian
army in this campaign, while, at the same time, seeking out an engagement
with the enemy, should they threaten to intervene. As it turned out, Buturlin
did not pounce upon the Prussian capital, but continued his progression
back into Poland; basically ignoring the by now dying Empress.
Rumyantsev was left with his force to finish the job before Colberg. An
additional force of 15,000 Russians under Fermor was left to keep the roads
from Stettin to Colberg closed and to prevent a repetition of the
reinforcements just sent from Bevern at Stettin.

As for Platen, he continued to operate in the area beyond Colberg, riding
into and decimating a Russian detachment at Cörlin (September 30), after
which the Prussian commander made for Spie and Colberg. The enemy, not
oblivious to his march, made a futile effort to bar Platen from the port, but
the latter, yet again, was just too fast moving to be intercepted.

Frederick, far away near Strehlen in Silesia, ordered Bevern to prepare
additional troops to be sent to the relief of Colberg. Could the blocked roads
be opened, though? Prussian attempts to do just that read like an exercise in
futility. October 13, “Green” Kleist and his dragoons tried to break through,
but got repulsed. With this situation very bleak, the bluecoats forthwith
dispatched Platen to try to bring some supplies in for Colberg.

General Platen had a full 42 squadrons of horse with just eight full
battalions of infantry with him. He pressed off from Prettmin (about 0700
hours on October 17), with about 4,000 men.11 Prettmin was right near
Spie, where General Knobloch was in charge of a small detachment. Platen,
as was usual with the man’s character, made quick work of a march. His
men rolled into Gollnow on October 18, and by the next day they were at
Schwentdehagen.



Lt.-Col. Courbière was unleashed (October 20) with his force consisting of
the Free Battalion Courbière, the Grenadier Battalion 28/32 of Arnhim, the
III./ Belling Hussars, along with the apparently tireless Ruesch Hussars, and
six pieces of ordnance, including one 7-pounder howitzer; a total of some
1,350 men. Courbière immediately proceeded with his mission. He was
instructed to probe at the enemy positions in the immediate vicinity and to
do all in his power to gather badly needed supplies for the hard-pressed
garrison of Colberg. His men pushed across the Wolczenica River, and
immediately occupied Zarnglaff.12

The greencoats were close by in strength, over by Naugard, around 5,000
strong, including about 3,500 horse, led by General Berg. This generous
allotment of cavalry allowed for a number of reconnaissance parties. It did
not take long for the presence of Courbière’s Prussians to be discovered,
and Berg drew up a scheme to deal with the intruders.

Early the next morning, the Russians pushed off, heading for a showdown
in short order with Courbière. The latter sent off word to Platen that he
needed some help against the much more numerous greencoats of Berg. The
warning was correct, but it was far too late to send a rescue. The Russian
wave advanced and in a very short fight, lasting less than 3/4 of an hour,
compelled the bluecoats to lay down their arms, except for a small force of
about 400 cavalry which did manage to wiggle free from the enemy’s grasp.

Platen, moving out from Colberg again, attempted in his own right to break
up enemy concentrations from his side, while Kleist and General Thadden
endeavored to do the same from the opposite end. Both attempts were
unsuccessful. The Russians were making an effort to bag the whole of
Platen’s corps. They were simply too inadequate to corner Platen. His
troopers slipped past the greencoats through the Kautrek Forest, and rolled
into Gollnow, despite their foe’s best efforts. Reinforced by a detachment
under our old friend Fermor, Berg attacked and wrestled Gollnow from the
unpleasantly startled Prussians. The bluecoats, nothing daunted, then
marched, and countermarched, up and back the country roads and lanes
north and northeast of Stettin, with no real chance to break through the
enemy web by now encasing Colberg. These were the last undertakings at
sending in supplies and reinforcements, and they were all abject failures, in



spite of every well-intentioned goal having been made in advance, Eugene
rose and, moving rapidly around and through the country between his lines
and Rumyantsev’s, managed to evade the Russians by a series of skillful
maneuvers.

The Russians, for their part, were making progress as well. Dolgoruki came
rolling across the Persante (October 20), following which, his men occupied
Gammin. Meanwhile, the Prussians were also settling in. Knobloch had
pulled his forces back to consolidate at the vantage point of Treptow. While
this was going on, Russian scouting parties laid hold of Przecmin and
Sellno; at the latter, small bluecoat patrols in the area roamed around, while
more significant bodies of Prussians were present just across the Persante.

The greencoat forces of General Brandt, deployed to Sellno to provide an
anchor of sorts for their arms in that vicinity, could work in conjunction
with Dolgoruki. Knobloch was left at Treptow, near where an enemy force
appeared just after dusk on October 21, issuing from Gammin and vicinity.
Prussian scouts calmly—and promptly—informed General Knobloch about
the arrival of the Russian forces, and, nearly simultaneously, of the
appearance of another greencoat detachment, hailing from Gabin. Before
another 24 hours had elapsed, Rumyantsev himself was standing before
Treptow, preparing, if necessary, to put the place and thus Knobloch’s
command under siege.

Treptow was dotted with few real obstacles, like its low “walls” and gates,
but did boast a river abutting on every side but the West. The Russian
scheme was actually rather basic; this involved deploying batteries on the
various banks of the Rega River in order to pound the bluecoats into finally
beating la chamade. The result of this was quickly demonstrated in clear
display. Afternoon of October 25, General Knobloch, having failed in the
meantime to secure “free withdrawal” for his men, was left no choice but to
surrender as the Russian artillery by then had nearly decimated Treptow.13

Their ordnance consisted on this occasion of three of Shuvalov’s 40-pound
unicorn guns, and two 12-pounders of the Shuvalov unicorns. The Prussians
lost 1,445 men and 65 officers, although possibly a few might have slipped
away down the road to Greiffenberg—where a Russian guard force under
Renekampf was standing post to prevent the bluecoats from escaping by



that way.14 The bluecoats were now in a world of trouble, for the Duke of
Brunswick-Bevern at Stettin could no longer be in direct touch with the
increasingly pressed garrison of Colberg.

Simultaneously, the king sent Platen orders to proceed towards the Prussian
capital via Stargard and Pyritz. At the latter, Platen was confronted by a
Russian force which sought to seal him off, this while sending scouts out to
probe for near-by signs of the foe. Platen, in his turn, was not idle, either.
But he could only do so much with the forces at his disposal.

Meanwhile, back at Colberg, the situation and the overall prospects were
growing even more dim. Provisions of all kinds were running at critically
low levels, including ammunition for the defender’s weapons, as well as
foodstuffs. It did not take long for Prince Eugene to determine he had to
break out and, at the least, try to save his corps. In the best case scenario, he
could bring in badly needed supplies for Colberg and possibly rescue the
garrison under Heyde and the inhabitants. First things first.

Platen, temporarily paused at Pyritz, was joined by a reinforcement under
General Schenckendorff which had been sent from the king’s army to help,
consisting of approximately 4,000 infantry with a handful of cavalry to
reconnoiter and clear the way. This influx raised the manpower available to
Platen at nearly 10,000 once more (November 9). Before a further twenty-
four hours had elapsed, the latter had moved to Arenswalde, and
thereabouts took up a temporary post to prepare to move at the enemy web
encasing Colberg. At the latter place, conditions were very grave; one
account says the horses were receiving only half a bundle of straw per day,
and, to supply the dearth of wood to heat with, several of Colberg’s houses
were torn down and used as fuel for fires.15 And the provisions were
critically short. Surely this was the chief reason why Eugene and Platen
resolved to hazard all by operating beyond Colberg. The presence of their
men and horses within the walls could not materially aid Colberg’s defense
more than if they were operating beyond the town’s gates, besides which
they would use up the limited provisions that much sooner. But the roaming
Prussian detachments had delayed the Russian onslaught upon Colberg.
And the delay in capturing Colberg really did the Russians little good, since



by now it would be too late to send in supplies via the port for Buturlin’s
army with winter coming on anyway.

Nevertheless, Prince Eugene, knowing full well he must do something
immediately, hesitated no longer. Under cover of the dark of the night of
November 13–14, he prepared his men to march, hopefully without tipping
off the enemy as to what was occurring. Only a minimal force was to be left
to hold Colberg’s defenses, including pickets to man their posts until the
last minute to maintain “normalcy.” Just about daylight the next morning,
Eugene’s men pressed off, moving down the road towards Colberger Deep,
as covertly as possible, while Prussian engineers went ahead to put down a
pontoon bridge across the Rega River. To the Prussians, getting away by
boat was almost forlorn. Within Colberg, only ten fishing boats and seven
6-man craft were available, unquestionably inadequate to any break by
water.16 Besides which the overland trip was no picnic. It took 11⁄2 days for
the bluecoat column to traverse the distance to the Colberg Deep; this was
directly on the Baltic coast near Camp See (west of Colberg by about 61⁄2
miles).17

While this was unfolding, Platen’s forward elements rolled into Naugard
(November 14), near which his bluecoats encountered and forced back the
leading elements of General Berg’s command; the latter reeled back
promptly upon Freienwalde with little fuss. Next day, Platen’s men
overlapped Greiffenberg, probing where to link up with Prince Eugene.
Platen had the first inkling of Eugene’s march from locals at Koldemanz,
but the Greiffenberg post was much more advantageous. At the latter spot,
the Russians had deployed a force of some 4,000 men (including nearly a
thousand, well-mounted cavalry) under Jakovlev to take refuge in the
nearby fortified camp. Prussian artillery raked the position all right, but
Platen and Schenckendorff did not linger long enough in the vicinity, for
orders arrived about the same time for General Platen—from Prince Eugene
—to swing over to Plathe, where the two Prussian forces were looking to
join forces.

November 16, Platen finally rendezvoused with Prince Eugene’s men, and,
by the next day, the bluecoats were holding fast to Greiffenberg, while the
Russians abruptly appeared with determination. Berg’s force unleashed



artillery fire upon the Greiffenberg post, but did not launch a full-blown
attack.

Eugene, after linking up with Platen, had some 14,500 men at his disposal,
including nearly 3,000 horse. The harried commander backed away towards
Stettin, reaching Falkenburg (November 18), while one of his patrols got
into a losing altercation with one of Berg’s patrols. The main body of the
latter by then was at Zabrowo.

But, while the drama continued to unfold in the area beyond the walls of
Colberg, Rumyantsev would not allow himself to be deterred from his
primary mission of wrestling the Colberg compound away from its
desperate Prussian garrison. Russian flying parties nipped at the Prussian
positions. Meanwhile, Prince Eugene occupied his time with trying to affect
either a supply and/or a rescue of the people still stranded within Colberg.
To help head off any such attempt, Russian general Brandt took up a
blocking position astride the Persante River opposite to Colberg leaning
over at Spie, with other greencoat forces round about, including Jakovlev
now taking up post at Colberger Deep (as we have observed), and Berg
taking vantage himself at Lepnin.18

Other forces were deployed in a number of posts. General Olac had a force
of men hard-by Poblat, while Dolgoruki himself took post at Gross Jestin,
facing the enemy close by. It did not take long for the concentration of force
to make its presence felt. Early on November 26, a Prussian detachment
stationed at Fierhof was suddenly attacked by a Russian force under
Shetniev. A bloody tussle ensued, without clear decision. Platen and Prince
Eugene did all that they could to prevent the overall situation from
unraveling, even as the odds against them continued to lengthen. For the
Prussian forces beyond the immediate confines of Colberg itself, the
priorities were different. The Russian emphasis was in taking Colberg,
while that of the bluecoats was to do all they could to successfully relieve
the place if at all possible. With that express purpose in mind, Eugene and
Platen rolled into Neugarten, where they awaited the arrival of a long-
anticipated supply convoy from Stettin.

The total of wagons was nearly a thousand in this train, but there had been
the feel of utter desperation about the whole matter of the provision convoy.



Prince Eugene kept the train, upon its arrival, overnight at Treptow, where
scouts kept a look out for signs of the enemy. Daylight of December 11,
Eugene’s men pushed off from the relative security of Treptow, hopefully
bound for the relief of Colberg. The movement was to be expedited by the
use of two columns, one under Prince Eugene and the second charged to
General Schenckendorff. Both of the groups had a plethora of cavalry, and
these were kept busy scouting for Russian block forces. The Prussians were
moving forward in two separate columns.

Proceeding from Glansee, through Drenow, the first was led by Prince
Eugene, with Platen’s cavalry running interference. The second procession,
under the charge of General Schenckendorff, progressed by Zamow, and
Zorben to pause. Platen’s cavalry screen, including both the Malachowski
Hussars and the Ruesch Hussars, along with the 7th Dragoons
(Plettenburg), was confronted hard about Neumühl on the Kreyerbach,
where a Russian block force under General Berg, some 5,000 strong, was
posted. Prussian scouts reported a sizeable enemy force at hand, but Eugene
quickly decided to await the arrival of Schenckendorff’s caravan. As for
Berg, he initially thought of standing fast, but then thought better of the idea
when his lookouts reported on the imminent arrival of the second Prussian
column, which would mean overwhelming numbers. With this
development, General Berg fell back without hesitation upon Spie and
Nehmer.

While the Russians resolved to stand their ground, Berg sent a courier
galloping to General Rumyantsev, stating that Berg required some
assistance against a body of bluecoats that had just arrived on the scene.
Eugene, with his full force by then at hand, had some 12,500 infantry and
about 2,600 cavalry, forthwith moved on Spie. At the latter, Eugene planned
to have his rescue force of men and wagons rupture the barrier of the
Spiebach.

Prussian patrols took up post on rises overlooking Prettmin, behind which
Platen in particular tried to press the Prussian wagon train to Sellno to bring
in much needed provisions for Colberg. Freshly falling snow would make
the effort that much more difficult. Patrols were launched over towards
Garin, where Prince Eugene assumed Rumyantsev and his main body of



greencoats were still present thereabouts. Surveyors returned with word
there was visible evidence of the main Russian army thereabouts. Eugene
was, for the moment, blissfully unaware of a large Russian relief column
which was about to embark on a rescue of Berg’s men. In the meanwhile,
the latter were deployed in as long a line of battle as practical between Spie
and Nehmer. Jakovlev was unleashed, while a large greencoat reserve was
posted for good measure about Sellno.

Events opened with a prolonged artillery exchange, during which
Schenckendorff’s men erupted against an enemy force ensconced hard
about the Green Redoubt; at the latter, Captain Stackelberg led some 550
Russians with a modest artillery accompaniment.19 The initial Prussian
attack against the Green Redoubt, although pressed with some degree of
determination, was a failure, as the bluecoats were harshly repulsed from
the equally determined Russians. Another strike, this time launched from
two Prussian forces, was more furious.20 The 25th Infantry (Ramin) led the
fierce onslaught, straight at the Green Redoubt, being led by Colonel
Kalckreuth, at a charge, probably startling at least some of the Russian
defenders in the process, as their lines were enveloped and surrounded by
the Prussians. However, the fury of the charge was somewhat blunted by
inadequate numbers; at Spie, for instance, the 10th Dragoons (Lt.-Gen.
Friedrich Ludwig, Count Finck von Finckenstein) numbered a bare 200
riders or less.21 Nevertheless, the bluecoats pressed forward their
advantage, with the 16th Infantry of Dohna unloading its fire from the left
flank into the greencoats at the redoubt. Stackelberg’s men broke in a few
minutes, flying from their lines straight into the Werner Hussars and the 7th
Dragoons (Plettenburg) who promptly bagged the captain and 272 of his
men as captives.

But the sojourn at the Green Redoubt by the bluecoats was fated to be brief
indeed. Rumyantsev’s reinforcements of a full corps of Russian troops
appeared almost immediately after making its way from the rises by
Prettmin. The newly arriving greencoats set up their artillery, and unleashed
such a fire upon Prince Eugene’s men that the latter soon recoiled from the
confines of the hard-won redoubt and fell back. Russian Cossacks struck at
Drenow, where the 29/31 Grenadier Battalion under Captain Krahne, was
doing its best to cover the retreat of the bluecoats. Prussian reinforcements



arrived, compelling the enemy to retire, leaving the way of retreat for
Prince Eugene’s forces open. This ended the last serious relief effort of
Colberg and its hard pressed garrison. Eugene issued orders for his relief
force to retreat; his mission a failure. Prussian losses at Spie had amounted
to approximately 58 killed, and 563 wounded. The Plettenburg Dragoons
alone suffered the loss of one officer, 136 men, and 154 horses.22 Russian
losses at Spie amounted to approximately 399 men.

Meanwhile, the situation before the Swedes continued to unfold as well.
The Prussians wasted no time in going over to the offensive. August 31,
Major Zülow attacked the Swedes at the Tollense River crossing at
Klempenow, but was thrown back abruptly. The reinforcements allowed a
new attack to be mounted by Major Stojenthy, but the foe was able to turn
back this new effort also.

General Stutterheim would not be denied, and laid down an artillery
covering fire opposite to the Swedish position hard-by, while Belling took a
side detour, broke across the Tollense (September 2), and seized
Klempenow.23

The Swedes fell back on Boldekow, while Belling’s men consolidated their
hold upon Breest and Klempenow. The bluecoats were destined not to
remain undisturbed for long, for Ehrensvard, after a hasty preparation, tried
to accost the Prussians at Klempenow, under the charge of Captain
Hullessen (September 4). Crohnjelm, who was in command of the Swedish
force, launched a furious, but short-lived, attack, which failed to turn the
bluecoats out of their lines. Ehrensvard then withdrew as was his want,
detaching General Carpelan to hold a base position beside the Tollense
River.

The general progression of the Prussians was hedging back upon Stettin,
but the Swedish military was mostly content to leave their foe alone at that
stage. General Stutterheim, however, was not satisfied to let matters stand
pat. He burst out to Bargensdorf, but, hard-by Kueblankh, was the extent of
his march just then. Bevern, still keeping in Stettin, pressed off a force on
Wollin, trying to sabotage the Swedish link from the island to the mainland.
Early the following morning, Belling overthrew an enemy force led by



Hessenstein, hard-by Jatzkhe. This blunted the Swedes from that immediate
vicinity.

However, Ehrensvard was resolved to hazard holding on to Wollin as well
as the links to the positions in Swedish Pomerania. The presence of
Stutterheim’s Prussians over by Pasewalk and Woldegk really negated any
meaningful Swedish offensive in the whole region. So Ehrensvard stayed
put, but did dispatch Major-General Fredrik Vilhelm von Hessenstein with a
force of some 2,100 men to join up with the Swedish force at Wollin.24

Meanwhile, General Stutterheim fell back upon Stettin, which action
immediately relinquished the offensive to the reenergized Swedes. A
Swedish force under General Lybecker pressed off eastward, while a second
assembly of Swedes under Major-General Jacob Magnus Sprengtporten
also marched, bound for Ferdinandshof. This conglomerate of some 14,000
men constituted the last major Swedish offensive of the Seven Years’ War.
And, we might add, one of the few of the entire war.

September 17, Lybecker’s men rolled into open country hard-by
Kosabroma. Belling and his hussars, being very close at hand, did not waste
time. They attacked and routed the Swedish horse which clung on the flanks
and in front of Lybecker’s foot soldiers. The initial Prussian blow drove the
Swedes back into nearby wooded terrain, but the emergency deployment of
artillery and the subsequent shelling helped check the ardor of the
bluecoats. A force of the Prussian hussars under Major Zülow struck at the
Swedish flanks, but the onset of nightfall and Lybecker’s men managing to
stand their ground brought the tussle to an end without clear result. The
upshot was, Belling moved off during the night, and the only Prussian force
left in front of Lybecker’s Swedes was a small force under Lt.-Col. Golz.

This development enabled Lybecker to advance once more, while Belling
belatedly made his way over near Rothemühl. The progress of General
Sprengtporten on Ferdinandshof had flushed out Knobelsdorf’s small force,
which had been deployed thereabouts. The latter conducted a fighting
retreat and fell away with his band to Rothemühl as well. Belling barged
into Neuenzond, with the Swedes of the Skaraborgs Infantry making
themselves to home between Rothemühl and Friedrichshagen.



Belling sent scouts, which judiciously felt out the enemy position over by
Rothemühl and returned with word that the Swedes were in fact well
prepared for action. Belling did little more at this point than to deploy his
guns and start lobbing shells in the direction of the enemy. Lybecker had
resumed his march, pressing Golz and trying to figure out the strength of
the Prussian force just in front of him. It was indeed fortuitous that
Lybecker, acting under the mistaken belief he had Belling’s whole force
confronting him, instead of just a part, pulled up short and waited. The
Swedes of Sprengtporten emerged from Ferdinandshof just before noon,
making their way down the road through Friedrichshagen, where they
encountered some light Prussian resistance.

Lybecker, for his part, had been content to engage in mere small arms’ fire
with Golz, but Belling was savagely attacked by Sprengtporten before he
hardly had time to react. But, the grenadiers of Ingersleben nevertheless
attacked the Swedes head-on, piercing the enemy’s front and moving so
rapidly forward through the Swedish ranks they outpaced their supporters,
and were quickly surrounded by the foe. This was a devastating
development. In heavy fighting, Ingersleben was forced finally to recoil,
although the Swedish pursuit was quickly checked by the hussars of
Belling.

At that stage, Belling, with Sprengtporten moving in and Lybecker behind
still being “contained” by Golz, withdrew as was his want on Taschenberg.
The two Swedish processions forthwith joined up near Schönhausen with
very little fanfare, and retired forthwith upon Woldegk. Swedish losses at
Rothemühl amounted to some 150 men, while the Prussians lost closer to
500 men of all arms.

After an interval of just a few days, the Swedes resumed their offensive.
September 23, General Sprengtporten moved on Taschenberg, driving out
an enemy hussar force across the Űecker on to Rollwitz and thereabouts.
Knobelsdorf spun back on Űckermunde with patrols reaching over on
Torgelow. This left a vacuum of sorts, into which the Swedes were only too
eager to proceed.

The foe wasted no time in sending raiding parties to raise contributions
from the region round about. There were no further meaningful



engagements on the Northern Front until the Russians sent raiding parties of
their own into the Űeckermark province and the vicinity of Stettin. The
Prussians reacted by reinforcing the Duke of Brunswick-Bevern over in
Stettin, while their Swedish enemy was himself being strengthened to
renew once more its advance into Prussian territory—early October 1761.

Ehrensvard was building up to renew his lumbering advance into Prussian
Pomerania. October 15, his Swedish force emerged from behind the Peene,
while the bluecoats reacted conservatively. The two sides had a brief
interlude of military inactivity, although the Swedes on water continued to
maneuver about. In early November, Swedish ships brought reinforcements
from Finland and from their homeland, in a desperate bid to inflict a defeat
upon the enemy before the depths of winter could interfere.25 November 22,
several Swedish vessels appeared on the Peene River and the
reinforcements, meanwhile, were being assimilated into the rest of the
Swedish formations.

Thus far, the weather had been comparatively mild, but this situation
abruptly did an about face. In the first few weeks of December, the
temperatures plunged, and the Peene tried to freeze over. This forced the
Swedish ships to make for Stralsund instead. The Swedes also suddenly
seemed to lose all interest in campaigning, but it did not take long at all for
Belling to try to take advantage of the enemy inactivity and the poor
weather conditions, like the heavy snowfall. Belling, in spite of the
elements, split up his command, sending Knobelsdorf over to Tessin, while
I. Battalion of Hordt was unbuckled upon Gnöien. Meanwhile, Ehrensvard
pulled his forces out of Demmin, which was then promptly occupied by the
Prussians, while the latter also did their best to secure Anklam as well.

The weather continued to deteriorate, but Belling moved out. On December
10, the main Prussian force reached Gnöien. There was now a concerted
effort put forth to drive the Swedes back into their own territory. After dark
the next day, Belling’s men accosted the Swedish position at Volksdorf
astride the Peene River. The next morning, December 12, the bluecoats
hitched into Neuhringen. But the province of Mecklenburg was largely
evacuated by the Swedes, and so Belling pulled back from the incursion and
moved off in the direction of Demmin and Meyerkrebs.



But the interlude here was very brief, for before twenty-four hours had
elapsed, Belling was at it again. His Prussians pushed off, bound for
Rustow and Randow, pressing the enemy in his path into precipitate retreat.
But not all of the Swedes were in a defensive frame of mind. General
Meijerfelt performed almost a diversionary raid upon the bluecoats
ensconced in Anklam, but the foray was limited to taking only a handful of
prisoners. The Prussian force, on the other hand, continued to progress in its
endeavors, and, December 16, Belling’s men pressed on to Loitz, but hard
by Langenfelde, the Swedish commander Carpelan was discovered and
compelled to retreat, which move uncovered Jarmen.26 Belling at once
pressed on that place. Knobelsdorf, for his part, attacked an enemy force at
Gutzkow (December 20), while still other Prussians were making a camp at
Remplin.

All of these moves combined to betray the vulnerability of Mecklenburg to
any Prussian encroachment. Of course Prussian raiders were being sent to
pilfer as much in the way of men and material as they could to help out the
Prussian war effort. The upshot was, Ehrensvard sure heard “it” from a very
agitated Duke of Mecklenburg, who had some trouble understanding how
the recently reinforced Swedish army could allow Belling to run rough shod
all over the province, while, at the same time, the Swedes themselves were
snug behind the Peene—although perhaps not warm and snug. Ehrensvard
had little choice but to respond to the entreaty, dispatching General
Meijerfelt with a force over the Peene, putting in an appearance back in
Mecklenburg, while General Sprengtporten took up the banner as well,
marching on Dargun and Malchin, near where his men arrived on December
22.

The Swedes were determined to snare Malchin and worked up a rather
involved assault scheme to accomplish this feat. Sprengtporten’s grenadiers
thundered into action on the western end of Malchin by the Wargentiner
Gate. This particular column was initially repulsed by the defenders under
the charge of Golz, but the Skaraborg Infantry27 and the rest of the column
striking against the Kahldener Gate ruptured the Prussian defenses, forcing
the bluecoats to abandon Malchin forthwith. Belling sent his hussars to
check General Sprengtporten’s pursuit, although the latter did venture on to
Basedow. The Swedes appeared on the point of coming back to life



offensively in this early winter when all was altered abruptly once more by
Prince Eugene of Württemberg and the timely arrival of his force back in
front of the Swedes after Colberg had capitulated to the Russians.

From Stettin, Eugene’s force made by Pasewalk aiming to recover Malchin.
It was a decision by the bluecoats to try to regain the place before winter
deepened. The sudden advent of the army of Prince Eugene, even badly
used as it was by then, threw consternation into the minds of the Swedish
commanders opposite to all of this. December 30, Eugene’s men arrived at
Treptow, news of which was immediately communicated to Sprengtporten.
The Swedish commander weighed in on the notion of actually hitching back
into Swedish Pomerania, but Belling sent the ever faithful Major Zülow
with a detachment of approximately 400 men galloping on to Neukahlden,
which move severed the road over by Dargun and isolated the command of
General Sprengtporten. Belling forthwith was instructed by Prince Eugene
to bring his force over to Treptow. With the bluecoats thus linked up in the
region, the scheme was hurriedly worked up to take Malchin back from the
enemy and, simultaneously if at all possible, to hack Sprengtporten’s force
to pieces.

In order to turn Sprengtporten’s men out of the lines round about Malchin,
Prince Eugene realized he would have to split up his own force in order to
approach Malchin from different directions simultaneously. Eugene
assumed chief command of the main column of the bluecoats himself, while
Belling would lean upon Malchin with his own independent force at about
the same time.

Before the bluecoats launched their attack, Prince Eugene summoned
General Sprengtporten to surrender Malchin. When this offer was snubbed
outright, a Prussian attack was launched that made some progress but when
darkness intervened, the enemy still held Malchin (December 31). The next
morning, January 1, 1762, another charge by the Prussians inflicted losses,
but failed to turn their determined enemy out of their lines. Ehrensvard,
learning of the latest developments at the front, was inspired to send a
reinforcement of about 3,000 men, commanded by Lt.-Col. Carnal, to
proceed at once towards Malchin to join up with Sprengtporten. As for
Belling, he had Major von Knobelsdorf (January 1) with 200 infantry and



150 hussars posted towards Dargun. Belling pressed over at his best pace to
face Carnal’s Swedes, which had been deployed hard about Neu Kahlden.
The bluecoats in the meanwhile arrived on a rise overlooking Carnal’s
force, unlimbering some artillery to start shelling the Swedish positions.

Carnal unleashed his men, who promptly attacked Belling’s pressed men,
forcing the Prussians to recoil from their post. The latter lost some 200 men
in this altercation, while the Swedes had 31 killed and 102 wounded.28

Belling wasted no time in falling back towards Eugene’s force, which move
left Malchin firmly in Swedish hands. The bluecoats finally proceeded to
into winter quarters right after this, in the same positions they had held at
the start of the campaign, while the Swedes retired behind the Peene and
Trebel Rivers, by which moves they evacuated Mecklenburg, no doubt
against their intentions. The operations on the Northern Front in the Seven
Years’ War closed with this, for the death of Czarina Elizabeth soon after
and the consequent desertion of Russia from active fighting in the war was
Sweden’s signal to do the same.29

Meanwhile, the siege of Colberg continued unabated. By late on November
15, the greencoats holding positions before the port were apprised of the
departure of Prince Eugene’s forces, which substantially reduced the total
number of men available to defend Colberg. Conversely, this greatly
increased the options at Rumyantsev’s disposal, as he tried his best to close
out a successful siege of Colberg. The seriousness of the persecution of that
endeavor was displayed by the appointment of an energetic engineer,
Colonel Gerbel, who, as expected, promptly pressed matters further.

Russian ordnance was almost immediately unleashed on the Wolfsberg
(November 17), while vigorous infantry assaults carried part of Colberg’s
extensive redoubts. Following this, additional Russian batteries were
deployed in part of those same bastions, which only put more pressure upon
the hard-pressed garrison. As these latter batteries proceeded to ply their
deadly trade, additional guns were sited and put to work joining the
crescendo. November 19, two Prussian supply ships tried to slip into
Colberg, but the greencoats intercepted what would turn out to be one of the
last of the many attempts to secure at least some relief for the embattled



defenders of the place. Through all of this, Rumyantsev’s heavy guns
continued to pummel the defensive posts.

Under cover of darkness on November 20–21, Russians laborers set up and
sited another battery, this one of five 12-pounder guns, near the Sankt
Nicolaus Church overlooking the Persante River. Russian forces were now
comfortably ensconced in the Münde Gate region near Colberg. November
21, Commandant Heyde dispatched a task force to demolish the nearby
bridge. It may have been about this same time when a combination of a
rather generous supply of French brandy (of all things) and desperate men
combined to rear an opportunistic head. The garrison of Colberg had a great
quantity of the precious liquid; which they did not want falling into Russian
hands. So the staff were allowed to imbibe, in “moderation.” Despite the
attempts to moderate its use, many of the Prussian soldiers, trying to steel
their resolve against the dual edged sword of the bitter cold weather and
meager rations, so indulged in the ready provision of the brandy “they
swallowed every drop, quite a number drinking themselves to death [in the
process].”30 Meanwhile, the fire from the six different batteries that the
greencoats were utilizing here continued only with some periods of pause.
The Prussian position grew increasingly desperate as a result.

As for the greencoats, they continued to make satisfactory progress towards
finishing the affair with success. Patrols drove the bluecoats from the
Laufgraben (November 22). Later that same day, Chief Engineer Gerbel
received very specific instructions from Rumyantsev to seize the
aforementioned church, hard by which the attackers were only too glad to
erect yet another battery, consisting of three of the lighter 6-pounder guns,
which were more effective here because of their vantage point.

Russian engineers, within the space of twenty-four hours, had another larger
battery erected at a new redoubt facing the glacis of Colberg. This latter had
two howitzers, with an additional four 12-pounder guns. Russian artillery
intensified their efforts, as a fire more intense than ever was being directed
at Colberg. As a result, many of the structures within the port town were
either damaged or destroyed. After a most vigorous shelling, Rumyantsev,
mindful of the ever growing lateness of the campaigning season, as well as
possible rescue attempts, tried to secure the surrender of the city. Under a



flag of truce, he sent in Captain Bockhe with an offer to parley for the
purposes of securing Colberg’s fall. But Commandant Heyde turned out to
be more resilient than expected. He refused to be party to any negotiations
that surrendered Colberg to the Russians.

As a result, the shelling was resumed, while the greencoats stormed the
Geldern, forcing the Prussians to recoil from yet another of their bastions.
But time was still pressing. On December 1, Rumyantsev once more
summoned Colberg’s garrison, without result. Left with little choice but to
try to hasten the conclusion of the siege, the highly stressed Gerbel
supervised the building of a much larger battery, this one from the glacis
over to the Münde works, which took a full five days to complete. The
entity housed 22 guns, all ready to go. The chief advantage of this newest
battery was its close proximity to the intended target.

The bluecoats were trying their best to retain control of Colberg, principally
by sending in supply ships to make a desperate try to bring in provisions.
Yet again, the ever vigilant coastal patrols nabbed the supply ships, while
the Prussians’ worst fears about the fate of Eugene’s enterprise were
confirmed on December 12 (after the desperate affair at Spie), when locals
informed the bluecoats in Colberg that there would be no relief overland
either. That night, intense cold gripped the region, utterly freezing the rivers
and increasing the misery for Heyde’s men. The commander and his force
were nearing the end of their rope. Heyde had no choice in the end. On the
next day, he sent word to the enemy he was ready to negotiate a peace.
Captain Bockhe forthwith returned to Colberg along with Major von
Schladen and Lieutenant von Tiez, bringing with them, in 28 separate
points,31 the Russian demands.32

Meanwhile, Eugene had been reduced to extremities, as Commandant
Heyde’s guns were almost out of ammunition and his garrison was teetering
on the brink of starvation. But immediately Rumyantsev occupied Eugene’s
entrenched camp, while the latter, unfortunately, while succeeding in
linking up with Platen, could no longer get through the Russian lines into
Colberg.

Heyde’s men, in desperation, poured water on the walls of the fortress to
make them freeze in the cold weather. The besiegers again tried to take the



place by storm, but once more, the Russians failed to break the
determination of the besieged. Heyde, in fact, snubbed all of Rumyantsev’s
offers of surrender terms. Russian attacks continued to engage the attentions
of the garrison as much as possible. In fact, these assaults were large scale
affairs. In fierce fighting, just from December 11 through the 13, the
bluecoats suffered the following casualties: 164 men and three officers
killed; 306 men wounded; 786 captured.

Frederick, meanwhile, had ordered Eugene to make another try at breaking
through the Russian lines, not that this was impractical. December 6,
Eugene marched; gliding through the thick woods, he reappeared a week
later. A successful, surprise, assault carried a single redoubt, defended by a
force of 500 men, but then Eugene, finding the enemy thoroughly
entrenched between Colberg and his relief force, was forced to retire
(December 12–13). Eugene lost 102 men from the bitter elements on this
particular march.33 Learning to his chagrin that Eugene was departing,
along with the last hope to save Colberg, Commandant Heyde, with his men
out of provisions and prospects dim, surrendered Colberg to the enemy—on
December 16. Heyde and his entire garrison became P.O.W.s. Total Prussian
losses were: 1,221 men and 13 officers among the infantry; and 111 officers
and men and 111 horses.34 Following this triumph, the greencoats
immediately settled into their winter quarters. Greencoat forces spread out
all the way from Neu Stettin, to Rügenwalde, Belgard, on over to Cöslin.
This capturing of Colberg was the Russian equivalent of the Austrian
storming of Schweidnitz and was by far the most important
accomplishment of the Russians not only during this campaign but probably
the entire war. It was also destined to be of almost no lasting value at all to
the victors. For circumstances entirely beyond the scope of Colberg itself.

Meanwhile, the operations on the Western Front had been somewhat slower
paced in 1761 than in 1760.35 Preliminary operations to secure a firmer
foothold for the French having proven unsuccessful, they resolved to
redouble their efforts. Madame Pompadour now had two armies organized
and set against Ferdinand. The latter could dispose of some 95,000 men for
the new campaign. Broglie was still in command of the French forces in the
field, but Soubise had been elevated, largely through his influence with the
Pompadour, to be his Co-Commander. This may have helped soothe some



hard feelings, but with Choiseul still in overall command, left much
confusion about who commanded what. Nevertheless, there were 160,000
French troops ready to take to the field for Campaign 1761.

Ferdinand’s task was to guard Lippstadt from the enemy, and he would have
found this enterprise far more difficult than he did had the French chosen to
keep their two armies operating as separate entities. Fortunately, Soubise
and Broglie moved to join up, their rendezvous being accomplished at Soest
on July 6 while their opponents remained idle west of Soubise’s camp at
Vellinghausen. The position that Ferdinand held there fronted eastwards to
the left of that town while the center was near the Ahse River and the right
hugged below it. The latter flank was shielded behind marshy patches of
ground and a tributary in front, but almost exposed from certain directions.
The allies had their base at Hamm, a village where the Ahse and Lippe
Rivers joined. The French had determined to attack Ferdinand’s forces in
his position thereabouts, but problems between Broglie and Soubise about a
firm timetable for this assault caused the enterprise to be delayed several
times.

But, by mid–July, French outparties were probing near the enemy camp; on
July 15, Broglie at last ordered a march up to charge the allied camp. Heavy
reconnaissance followed, about 1800 hours a deliberate strike was launched
upon Ferdinand’s post by the French in strength. Quickly responding, the
Marquis of Granby ordered his men to form up, while Broglie, lunging
forward under the cover of a heavy cannonade, struck again and again in
futile blows. The last of these attempts was beaten back by about 2200
hours. About 130,000 French troops had participated in this phase of the
Battle of Vellinghausen, although this figure did not include the troops of
Soubise (which were quite out of effective range behind the proceedings).

Although he was denied the reinforcements that might have proven
decisive, Broglie was grimly determined to destroy Ferdinand’s force if the
opportunity presented itself. Accordingly, renewed assaults were launched
at about 0400 hours, July 16, but Prince Ferdinand had strengthened his left
wing from the right of his lines (that is, the one facing Soubise) and again
forced back the French in heavy fighting. And, while Broglie’s men
battered themselves against a strengthened allied wall of troops, Soubise did



nothing but launch a feeble attack upon the enemy left with a small party;
this was quickly repulsed with the loss of 24 men.36 Near 1000 hours,
seeing signs the enemy was faltering at last, Ferdinand’s cavalry burst forth
and drove the discouraged Broglie from the field with a loss of 5,000 men
(almost 50 percent of them being prisoners). The allies lost some 2,000 men
in the battle.

The ensuing episode shows the inherent dangers of trying to put two
generals in charge at the same time in field command. For a vigorous debate
arose soon after over whom was responsible for Vellinghausen: Soubise or
Broglie. The influence of the Soubise faction was greater, which eclipsed
Broglie, easing him right out of the picture. The intrigue itself dated from
before Vellinghausen, but the provided a catalyst to end Broglie’s
command. The incident shows French military objectives, which should
have been sacrosanct to the conduct of the war, played second fiddle to
politics and intrigue.37 Soubise retired into Westphalia, marching and
maneuvering weakly to threaten one allied post after another, but actually
accomplishing very little for the French cause. As for Broglie, he retrieved
Wolfenbüttel, but then lost it again in the course of a few days; he then
retired unceremoniously into winter quarters. Then Broglie, by far the most
capable French commander of this war in a long time, was replaced in sole
command of the French field armies by the almost incompetent Soubise.
The latter proceeded to finish out the war with equal ineptness.

In Saxony, the opponents went into winter quarters, while back in Silesia,
the Prussian king, shocked by the news of the fall of Schweidnitz to
Laudon, in early October moved to Strehlen, where he again took up a
defensive position covering Breslau and Neisse. By this point, the winter
was in full force, so Frederick (October 5) took up in Strehlen for the off-
season. He then repaired to Breslau to spend the winter (December 9).
Before this, however, there occurred a rather curious incident involving the
Prussian monarch, a kidnaping plot and one Baron Heinrich Gottlob
Freiherr von Warkotsch.38

This Baron Warkotsch had been a captain years before in the Austrian army
and it was clear they still had his sympathies. Nevertheless, the king
appears to have regarded the baron with some favor, allowing him to visit



his headquarters, “dine at the royal table” and apparently even foregoing the
extraction of men and equipment from Warkotsch’s extensive holdings to
support the Prussian war effort. This makes the baron’s treason all the
odder.39

Nor was the attempted betrayal a sudden impulse of sorts. In summer, when
the king was at Schönbrunn, night of August 15, he happened to be sleeping
in one of Warkotsch’s rooms. This room opened on a secret passage and
hidden staircase, by which the Austrians might have nabbed, or even
murdered, Frederick, which was obviously Warkotsch’s intentions at the
time (as he did not hesitate to employ the ominous sounding phrase “dead
or alive”). However, the last minute arrival of a body of Ziethen’s
command, which had changed its accommodations at the last moment, in
the vicinity gave the baron a case of fortuitous cold feet. In short, the
conspirators planned to “seize the king when he should come forth
unattended, and convey him to the Austrian camp.”40

Forward to the late autumn. Now the fortunes of war and his many trials
had led the king back to Silesia, this time to the little village of Wöischnitz
(near Strehlen, the temporary headquarters of the king), where Frederick
had an escort of 30 grenadiers. Warkotsch planned to carry out his dastardly
conspiracy under the cover of darkness, even though a large division of
bluecoats (some 6,000 men all told) was close by the headquarters.

Warkotsch conceived of a plot to set the thick woods round about Strehlen
and vicinity on fire, which in the confusion of the moment should enable
Colonel Wallis to accost the king and make straightway for Laudon’s
headquarters. For his treacherous conduct in delivering up the royal head,
the baron was supposed to receive the princely sum of 100,000 florins. As
Archenholtz points out, Warkotsch, to act with such perfidious conduct, had
to believe that Prussia was going to lose the war, and thus control of
Silesia.41 The extent to which the Austrian government was involved in the
plot is not precisely known, but the large size of the “reward” sure gives
one pause. It was 100,000 florins (which was roughly $600,000 in
equivalent U.S. dollars in 2000, according to Duffy’s rate of exchange).42 It
is certain that Warkotsch proceeded to inform Laudon that Frederick’s
temporary headquarters at Strehlen had few guards and he could be easily



taken captive. Now why Laudon did not try the deed with his large army
rather than work out a rather involved plot is hard to explain.

The particulars are the following. Warkotsch was in communication with a
certain man named Schmidt in Siebenhuben; the pair kept in touch through
the baron’s faithful servant, Matthias Kappel. An Austrian party was
prepared in Heinreichau under Colonel Wallis to affect the capture of the
king when the time came. Fortunately for the bluecoats, on November 30,
Kappel, instead of delivering Warkotsch’s note to the little Austrian waiting
party, took it instead to a local Catholic priest named Gerlach. To his credit,
this poor parish priest sent Kappel to the person of the king himself to
deliver the acid letter. Thus the scheme was exposed. As soon as Warkotsch
heard the jig was up, he took refuge in the same room occupied formerly by
the king, and when a Prussian officer entered to place him under arrest, the
baron used the hidden stairway to affect his escape. Schmidt also managed
to flee. Later, when the baron returned to try to claim some of his money
and valuables, his “friends” in his escort helped themselves to it instead.
Subsequently, Warkotsch fled to Hungary and implored Maria Theresa to
send him a stipend; she eventually “rewarded” him with an annual 300
florins for his maintenance.43 He was even given a “new identity,” one
Count Löbenstein.44 The upshot was, Baron Warkotsch and Schmidt were
both burned in effigy and the Prussians confiscated all of their properties.

Laudon went into winter hibernation from Lusatia, although, with the
fortress Schweidnitz in his hands, for him it had been a profitable
campaign. None of the warring parties suspected great fundamental changes
which would alter the political considerations for the new year of 1762.

England, now involved in a new war with Spain (declared January 2, 1762),
was yearning to be set free from the Prussian alliance, and had cast Pitt out
of office, replacing him with Lord Bute. It did not take long for big
upheavals in policy.

Bute offered Frederick a subsidy only on the condition that the Prussian
seek to make peace with Austria through negotiation (in fact, Bute was
already haggling with the French to bring war between France and England
to an end). Although it is not within our confines to examine Europe’s



political climate at this time in depth, there are two developments we need
to look at more closely: (1) The defection of Great Britain from the Prussian
alliance, and (2) The long anticipated death of the Empress Elizabeth and
the consequent defection of Russia from the Allied cause.

The first was directly related to the removal of Pitt from office. With Pitt
out of the equation, Frederick’s Prussia had few friends left in high office in
London and even the Prussian representatives in London joined in the
crescendo for their master to make some concessions to Count Kaunitz and
the allies in order to get the war over with. As for Frederick, he was still
holding fast to the line, and even hoping that at least a part of Saxony might
be left to him at the peace. However, with his only important ally actively
negotiating with the French, the king faced dismal prospects.

Part of the reason for the English decision to try to come to terms with the
French involved soaring losses by Great Britain of its merchant vessels to
swarming French privateers. The total loss of English trading vessels in
1760 had been over 300, “and in 1761 at over eight hundred, three times
that of the French.”45 Obviously, it would not be long before losses of this
magnitude would become unsustainable.

By the end of 1761, the bluecoat armies no longer had possession of
Saxony and held only Breslau, Neisse, and some other strips even in Silesia
(the rest was by then controlled by the Austrians and Russians). The
Swedes and Russians held much of Pomerania and East Prussia had been
long been before sacrificed on the twin alters of necessity and reluctant
acceptance. The Prussian army had been reduced to most desperate straits,
thanks to the combination of the severed money subsidy from the English
and reduced territory from which to draw new recruits. There would only be
some 60,000 men for the new campaign: about 30,000 with the king
himself, Prince Henry with 25,000 in what little remained of Saxony, and
the remaining 5,000 or so confronting the Swedes and Russians in the area
of Pomerania.

Frederick was on the brink of the abyss. He rightly felt that nothing short of
a miracle could stave off the defeat and the next campaign must surely be
the finale. Then, out of the blue, the “miracle” happened.46 In late 1761, the



ailing Czarina Elizabeth collapsed and—on December 29—died. In the end,
Elizabeth was deserted by a number of her courtiers, who looked past the
dying Czarina and fixed their gaze upon the Prussophile, the man who
would be Peter III. This included even Vorontsov, a childhood friend of the
woman’s, who abandoned her abruptly.47 The upshot was, gone was one of
Frederick’s most irreconcilable foes. Her nephew, Peter, became the new
Czar; he, it must be remembered, was an ardent admirer of the Prussian
king and all things Prussian. This Peter III at once recalled Buturlin with his
army from the front and Poland and immediately informed the British
representative he wished to negotiate peace with Frederick.

Peter was child-like, rather a simpleton, but at this crucial moment, he
became the Prussian monarch’s best friend on the political scene. Peter
cheerfully handed back to the Prussians all of the conquests that had been
bought dearly with Russian blood, including Colberg and East Prussia, and
immediately ordered his armies to cease and desist from fighting Prussians.
This although the two countries did not actually sign a formal peace until
May 15, 1762, in the Treaty of St. Petersburg. Sweden took the opportunity
to close out its wholly unfortunate little war with Prussia as well;
subsequently, the two powers signed a Treaty of Hamburg (May 22, 1762),
which resulted in no territorial changes. The whole character of the war had
changed; in one fell swoop.

The defection of the two northern powers significantly altered the coming
Campaign 1762 from those that had gone before. For the first time,
Frederick did not have to bother with sending troops to a Northern or
Eastern Front; he was free to concentrate against the French and the
Austrians, who, besides the Imperialist army, were the last of the field
armies confronting the Prussians.

To operate against Frederick in Silesia, was Marshal Daun, who had, due
entirely to the reductions in the field armies because of finances, only
80,000 men with him. Frederick faced the new year with the comfort that
peace was on the way as both sides were exhausted and tired of the fighting.
With new revenue from the reclaimed provinces swelling his treasury, the
king again had a large army. Nearly 120,000 men strong, of which 70,000



would be with Frederick’s army, Prince Henry would have 40,000 more in
Saxony, and a reserve of 10,000 men.





PART VIII. 1762: THE LAST CAMPAIGN



Chapter Fifty

Operations in Silesia Commence

The Campaign of 1762 was certainly to be of a much different kind than the
previous couple had been. If 1760 had seen the monarch largely reacting to
the moves of the enemy, and 1761 had seen Frederick almost entirely
abandon the offensive to perforce go on the defense, 1762 was to see a
reversal of these rôles. The king then reverted more to the Frederick of old,
after a fashion. No longer did he undertake missions resembling any of his
earlier escapades in the realm of military strategy and invention, it is true,
but that was partly because his army overall was weaker in strength and
quality compared to those that had been before. This fact was borne out by
statistics. A count of the royal army, from December 22, 1761, showed a
total of just 98,657 men available for field armies for the new campaign.1
We should note, this was prior to the demise of Czarina Elizabeth. After her
untimely departure from the scene, circumstances in short order would
allow for more “cannon fodder” for the Prussian king and his enterprises for
the coming campaign.

Still, Frederick could quickly sense the changing circumstances of the
whole war following the passing of his hated, consummate foe, Elizabeth.
As soon as he heard the news “he did not bother to disguise his delight.
‘The beast is dead,’” exclaimed the jubilant king, on January 19.2 With a
nod towards those with certain sensibilities, why not? Elizabeth had been an
even more virulent opponent of the king than Maria Theresa had been in
this conflict. Elizabeth could not even claim theft of any of her territory by
her despised opponent, unlike Maria Theresa and the on-going chronic
“problem” of Silesia. And yet her bitterness against the Prussian monarch
was endangering the very survival of the Prussian state. Frederick had to be
relieved by this new wrinkle in international politics. The demise of
Elizabeth would have profound consequences for European politics as a



whole. The chief reason was that her successor, Peter, was just as big an
admirer of Frederick’s as she had been an enemy to him. This was the new
so-called “Miracle of the House of Brandenburg,” that ultimately saved
Prussia from final defeat in the Seven Years’ War and kept Frederick from
being relegated to an “also-ran.3 Like in being the “new” Margrave of
Brandenburg, or the ruler formerly known as the “King of Prussia.” Not to
mention the chief reason why we can still refer to this particular monarch as
Frederick “the Great.”

Even so, the newly encouraged Prussian monarch had no way of dissecting
the motives/moves of Elizabeth’s unpredictable successor, Peter III, until
after the Russian leader had made them. The same situation held true for the
Austrians. Frederick’s favorite minister, von Finckenstein, “wrote to him on
27 January that the Emperor Peter III had halted hostilities.”4 Not that the
Prussian king was waiting on events. Frederick had already ordered all
Russian POWs, such as those held at Cüstrin fortress and Magdeburg, to be
set at liberty, in anticipation of peace with his Northern neighbor. The
former captives were fed, clothed, and started on their way toward home,
compliments of the king. All of this was done as an out of pocket expense,
by a normally frugal king. He must have calculated that the “return on his
investment” would be both timely and rewarding. In a similar vein, the
clever monarch also “was [busy] dispensing expensive gifts to the czar’s
favorites.”5 In essence, Frederick was fully aware that the outcome of the
war, even of the survival of the Prussian state at this stage, rested largely
with Peter and the Russians. Especially with the utter state of general
exhaustion much of Western Europe was in as a consequence of the long
Seven Years’ War.

Almost as an aside, Sweden too was “reconsidering” her position as one of
Frederick’s enemies. She would presently bail out of the war altogether, as
we have observed. Sweden had been bled white psychologically, and, less
so, physically, and all of this with no gain for Swedish arms. So, December
11, 1761, a government committee in Stockholm postulated it was
imperative that Sweden had to get out of the fighting just as soon as she
could. The consequences of not withdrawing from the war were too great
by this point. Sweden’s treasury was running perilously low, and the
population clearly no longer supported the war effort. By the by, Sweden’s



resolve to fight on had been faltering even before the death of Czarina
Elizabeth; the latter incident was merely the proverbial final straw that
broke the camel’s back.6

Over in what was left of the enemy camp, meanwhile, these new
developments were not greeted quite so warmly. The “Allies,” or rather
what was left of them, were now effectively reduced to France, Austria, and
the troubled states of the German Reich. Austrian campaign plans were put
into virtual limbo for a while by the demise of Elizabeth, which occurred
nearly simultaneously as organizing for the new campaign would be
starting. As early as January 20, the powers that be met to discuss the shape
of those plans of campaign, but, at that point, there was no definitive word
from the Russians as to their next move; which communication would be in
transit soon. So the meeting adjourned with nothing settled. Weeks of
vacillation followed at the Austrian headquarters, and anxiety mounted as
March was nearing with nary a reliable word as to Peter III’s intentions,
other than rumors. Winter by then was drawing to a finish, and Maria
Theresa & Company decided they could wait no longer on the slow
machinations of the Russians. Communications with that Eastern neighbor
were looking more ominous, and increasingly erratic, in any case.

Meanwhile, the Prussian king was trying all in his power to win over the
good offices of the new czar into an active military alliance, such as in
bestowing a diamond-encrusted Prussian Order of the Black Eagle upon the
largely gullible, hero-worshipping Peter III. This was delivered directly to
St. Petersburg by the person of Colonel Bernhard Wilhelm von der Goltz,
for the person of Czar Peter, along with “enthusiastic” congratulations from
the Hohenzollerns on becoming the new tsar (czar).7 The Prussians had
initially been in communication with the powers that be in St. Petersburg
through the good offices of Mr. Robert Keith, the English ambassador to the
Russian court. Through Keith, the king was to learn, indirectly, of what he
considered to be duplicity on the part of the English Lord Bute. The latter
was urging peace to be forced, by coercion if no other avenues existed,
between Prussia and Austria. In line with this, there would be no subsidy
money dispensed to the Prussian king from the auspices of the British
government for 1762. Surely, Bute felt that withholding the susidy money
would help bring Frederick “in line” with a concillatory tone to the peace



table sooner than otherwise.8 Admittedly, there was a one time single
payment of £670,000 offered—and “reluctantly” accepted by—Frederick,
which was given through the auspices of both Lord Bute and his
government. When that particular subsidy money was canceled on April 20,
1762, the king is reported to have said that Lord “Bute was ‘a man [fit] to
be broken on the wheel.’”9 Peter had, in the meantime over in faraway
Russia, taken to heart undoing what he thought were the injustices of
Elizabeth. He abolished virtual “torture chambers” in Russia, the dreaded
secret chancellery. He also recalled (without hesitation, and against the
advice of his ministers) quite a number of prisoners who had been exiled by
the late Empress, like Marshal Burchard Christoph Münnich,10 and abruptly
altered the uniforms of his own army to emulate Prussian styles, while still
looking for other ways to make over the Russian army in the pattern of
Frederick the Great’s army.11 Peter even donned the uniform of a Prussian
general, and was apparently appointed a “genuine” Lt.-General in the
Prussian military by Frederick, who was still unsure at this point whether
Peter’s moves/motives were genuine.12 The king need not have worried.
Meanwhile, Peter’s favorite, Colonel Andreii Gudowitz, duly arrived at
Prussian headquarters at Breslau with offers of peace.13 Historians still
dispute what then transpired between the king and the Russian
representative, but the general consensus appears to be that Peter was trying
to enlist Prussian help for a new war he was trying to provoke with
Denmark. This was an enterprise that was none too popular among the
Russian military as a whole. The requested aid was to help the czar retrieve
some territories.14 Specifically, in this case, the “province of Holstein, his
ancestral duchy.”15 Meanwhile, March 16, 1762, Prussian and Russian
representatives from the two powers met at Stargard, arranging an armistice
that would lead first to peace, and then an alliance, by and by. In very short
order.16

As for the king, he very quickly realized that the hero worship of Peter with
regard to himself and his army was a key advantage that could be played up
in the coming campaign. Frederick would play his trump card like a fiddle
more than once in this final campaign. Like the monarch himself had more
than once postulated, in a rhetorical, as well as cynical, sense of the words,
“If I have an advantage, am I to use it or not?”



Meanwhile, the Allied Command was still in turmoil. There was much
going back and forth, uncertainty, on what to do. Finally, the whitecoats
could postpone their campaign planning no longer. This Austrian plan of
campaign for 1762, needless to say, would depend a great deal on what the
new tsar would do about Russia’s involvement in the war. It was a foregone
conclusion that he would end the alliance with the Habsburgs, even though
advisers like minister Vorontsov did their best to point out to the new czar
that the interests of Russia would best be served by keeping to the alliance
with Austria and, at the least, swap East Prussia later on for more desirable
territory in Poland. This was a policy favored by the new Austrian
representative, Florimund Claudius Mercy d’Argenteau, as well. As it
turned out, Prussia was prepared to accept the Russian annexation of East
Prussia, provided “that Frederick was compensated elsewhere.”17 As it
worked out, this qualifier would not be necessary, and the ancestral lands of
the kingdom remained Prussian. Matters would turn out even more
favorable than the Prussian monarch could have hoped.

The upshot was, February 29, the Russian ambassador to Austria, Prince
Alexander Golitsyn, was told to advise Vienna that Russia would
henceforth be abandoning the war and giving up all claims to the territory
they had conquered from the Prussians. These missives from the new
Russian leadership were already referring to “Our friend, the king of
Prussia,”18 which must have been positively nauseous to the Austrians. The
same feeling could be said of the majority of the Russians. Most of them
harbored few illusions about working with those generally despised people
from Northern Germany, the Prussians. Conversely, most Russians would
rather be friends/allies of the Austrians, instead. Czar Peter’s views were
strictly in the minority as it worked out. Left unsaid was that most of the
Russian commanders likely resented the new “makeover” of their army in
the tradition of one of their greatest former, and potential future, enemies.
Thinking commanders had to suspect that any future Russian expansion
and/or adventures into Poland and Germany would be vigorously opposed
by these same Prussians.19

The Austrian court, apparently, offered to lend Peter the very assistance that
he was requesting from the Prussians—military help versus Denmark.20

Only in this case, the offer was summarily snubbed. Again, left unsaid was



the likelihood that any such enterprise would have to await the successful
conclusion of the war against Prussia. Really, though, there was no other
viable option for Peter to pursue in this matter. He thoroughly detested the
French, and the states of the German Reich lacked either the means, motive
or opportunity in any case to help the Russians. They would be way too
busy trying to keep the bluecoats from overrunning them.

We should also note that Peter kept a chest full of toy soldiers which was
never far from his side apparently. He would frequently indulge in playing
with his toy soldiers. An entertaining, harmless indulgence, but the situation
at least did hint of the new leader’s preoccupation with warfare and its
trappings, particularly of his ongoing fascination with the Prussian army
and its enticing militarism.

Nor was this the only consideration at the start of the new campaign.
Economics continued to play a large part in the persecution of the war, as
did simple geography. For the bluecoats, for the first time in years, there
was no worry for an Eastern or a Northern Front. This factor alone had to
greatly lessen the burden on Frederick and his staff. In addition, prisoners
formerly held by the two northern powers of Sweden and Russia had been
(or were being) repatriated to the Prussian ranks, more or less, and the
recruiters went back to work, especially in East Prussia, to try to flesh out
the depleted East Prussian regiments. In fact, “as of March 6, 1762, there
were again recruits and remounts from East Prussia.”21 This was an
encouraging development, but, in practical terms, the effect of the new
replacements could not have been a factor in the Campaign of 1762 until
near the end, if at all.

Moreover, the king, even as early as 1761, was doing his best to increase
the size of the Prussian army regiments to their “natural” large size of some
1,800 men for the infantry.22 Ultimately, the bluecoat strength for 1762 was
to be augmented by an additional 60,000 men not available in December of
1761. An honest evaluation would leave us the impression that this factor of
increasing the number of men Frederick had access to was just as important,
if not more so, than in just Russia abandoning the Allied cause. Most
especially when we factor in that a sizable proportion of those returning
men had to be seasoned veterans with much training invested in them. On



this subject, of particular value to the overall war effort would be the pool
of experienced veteran officers who would soon be making their way home
to the Prussian colors. With the corresponding increase in available talent
the king could draw upon.

For Austria, on the other hand, the strain of prolonged war was more telling
than ever. At about the same time as the bluecoat army would be expanding,
that of Prussia’s greatest enemy was about to contract. To put the matter
plainly, the Habsburg Empire was exhausted. The fatigue and financial
difficulties were so profound that there was serious discussion in Vienna
even about trimming the size of the Austrian field army. There had been a
number of small options explored at some length. In the end, little choice
existed in the matter. For the campaign at hand, Austria was prepared to
reduce the army to approximately 177,407.23 This represented a reduction
of some 20,000 enlisted men and 500 invaluable officers24 from the main
army. Of particular concern was the fact that a host of the light troop
formations among those 20,000 had been sacrificed on the altar of saving
money; this cut would result in an immediate distinct disadvantage on the
battlefield versus the bluecoats in this respect. A hard choice, indeed. Quite
naturally, the Austrian generals were vehemently opposed to the forced
reduction of the army. And most especially when there still remained a war
to win. Laudon made the insightful statement that the light troops “which it
had been proposed to disband, should be at once increased to their full
strength and sent back into Silesia.”25 Laudon’s suggestion was thoroughly
ignored. Even at that, the troubled nation still was facing a substantial
shortfall in its financial projections26 for the new campaign year.

Nevertheless, financial considerations could not be ignored. Cold, hard, but
absolutely reliable statistists. Although some, like Lacy, postulated that
“everyone in the army from Field Marshall down to common soldier would
be willing to go on half pay,” there is no record of “volunteers” in large
numbers actually willing to do so.27 Little wonder to us, for most of those
who served required restitution to maintain themselves in the world. The
contemporary record is also silent on those individuals willing to provide
horses, supplies, arms, and various and sundry items to the army gratis.
Fodder for horses, food stuffs, cannonballs, etc. Money, money, money. All
things considered, the war, in the end, would prove unbearably expensive.



The total cost of the war was estimated to have been 260 million gulden in
1763; “some 167 million [gulden which] had to be raised through loans.”28

But Austrian financiers would simply not resort to the same kinds of
debasing/manipulating currency and such that Frederick, in his turn, had not
hesitated to employ. It must be remembered, Frederick’s measures had been
carried out with the possible extinction of his country at stake.

As for the chief command of the Austrians, in 1762, at least, there would no
controversy. With Laudon’s erstwhile friends from the east now firmly in
the enemy’s camp, or at least no longer in his, was Laudon to be the
designated field leader for what all knew would be the last campaign of the
war in Silesia? Initially, Laudon, indeed, was given the nod for the Silesian
army by Maria Theresa (March 21), but that commander later bowed out,
citing the “problem of getting cooperation from his fellow generals in the
previous campaign.”29 Laudon was of the opinion that the Empress should
try to obtain favorable peace terms, most especially if Czar Peter brought
the Russian “wolf to the door” of the Habsburg Empire, so to speak.

Nevertheless, Laudon ventured to Waldenburg (April 5) to assume
temporary command from d’Argentau, who had become too ill to
command. There were serious problems confronting the Austrian leadership
about then. Many of the army’s officers were confined to their beds. The
Austrian army also had thousands of others on sick call. This disturbing
situation alone would have precluded the Austrians taking up the offensive
mantle anytime soon, which Laudon was not inclined here to do anyway.
Indeed, he would have liked nothing better at this stage than the end of the
whole “adventure.” And most especially now as a clearly decisive
conclusion to the conflict was no longer possible.

In fact, the prolonging of the war would have few benefits for most of the
various combatants at this time. If the Russians stayed neutral, on the other
hand, then the Austrian army should attempt all it could to at least try to
keep the Glatz fortress and the surrounding vicinity, although Silesia as a
whole seemed as good as lost at that point. The part of caution should still
be played, for Lacy (among others) himself advised against seizing the
initiative, which move might actually serve to bring the hesitating Russians
into the Prussian fold. And that assumes they were not already there.



Laudon also did not hesitate to state that the supreme Austrian command
should be set squarely upon Daun’s shoulders. Laudon pointed out, not
without some basis in reality, that Daun alone among the senior Austrian
generals commanded the respect of the army and possessed the necessary
leadership skills. Rather ironically, Daun had been put in supreme
command of the army in 1761 even after “a new position was found for him
in the newly created Council of State.”30 This was a rôle that Daun kept
even with his field command, and when the old Minister of War (and head
of the Hofkriegsrath), Count Johann Philipp von Harrach, finally gave up
the ghost (in late 1761, at which point Harrach was too feeble to even
journey to the headquarters, and thus had no choice but to quit), Daun was
given the nod to assume this duty as well by Maria Theresa on January 30,
1762.31 In short, Daun, although he wore many hats, was no fool. The
marshal had to be aware that in his field command he was operating under a
whole new set of “rules,” with the wholesale desertion of the Russians. One
thing was certain, Daun would be forced to play it close to the vest now.

Who knows, Daun himself may not even have minded this event
(considering his generally low opinion of their army), but he did adamantly
oppose the whitecoats taking the offensive at all in the coming campaign, in
any capacity. Granted, Daun had always been a defensive-minded
commander, that was true enough, but in 1762, he did not think the situation
right to take on a war of conquest. At least, under the prevailing
circumstances that he had to work with. On the other hand, Daun stood
ready to take advantage of any opportunities offered to him by enemy
weakness in Silesia and thereabouts. As it worked out, Marshal Daun was
to lead the Austrian army one last time in war, and would be in personal
field command of the whitecoats in Silesia in 1762.

The Austrian forces deployed in Silesia in 1762 were roughly 80,000.32

This consisted of 106 battalions and 149 squadrons of cavalry.33 The winter
of 1761–1762 had not been kind to the army in its cantonments. More than
3,500 men had succumbed to sickness and disease over the harsh winter,
and thousands more were still too weak to rejoin the ranks at this point.34

Platen had, in addition, been engaged in a bit of his usual maneuvering
against the Imperialists and Austrians of Campitelli during this time, round
about Nossen and Ober-Eule (January 21), rolling through Zeitz, and



inflicting Austrian losses of four killed, 14 wounded, and eight captured.35

The fired up Campitelli struck back, on January 23, in six columns through
and about Altenburg. The intruders numbered about 6,000 men, and a small
number of clashes, such as at Pegau (January 29) brought much
discomfiture; a chief effort was unbuckled against Platen’s flank position at
Pegau specifically. The latter commander sought to hold on to his post
thereabouts, although the Allies were proving to be tough opponents. Platen
was destined not to remain undisturbed for long under any circumstances.

Indeed, following a short interlude to rest and refit, Prince Lobkowitz
(leading a force of six infantry battalions and three regiments of cavalry)
attacked Platen hard about Pegau about 1100 hours on February 9. The
bluecoats were finally turned out of their position after an involved tussle,
losing 104 men captured and 35 others killed, or wounded/captured. The
Imperialists took position like Falkenhayn’s men over by Wittenberg, with
Colonel Török taking up post along the Meuschütz-Borna-Colditz line.
Other forces leaned over by Freiburg and Unstrut, close by the French. On
March 12, another Allied task force struck the bluecoat lines about
Merseburg, destroying the bridge across the Elbe thereabouts in the process.

Meanwhile, over in the Prussian camp, Frederick displayed his innate
ability to adapt to changing circumstances. With the Russians backing him
up, the Prussian king resolved to do all he could to increase the misery of
the enemy as much as possible. In this particular case, an expedition into
the Austrian Empire should do the trick. Anything that could divert some of
Marshal Daun’s attention away from what was going on in Silesia would be
a good thing under the circumstances. If the bluecoats could wrestle
Schweidnitz from Daun’s clutches, good. If the fortress and surrounding
area could once be taken, the Austrians would have neither the strength nor
the determination to try to regain it in their present state. Silesia would, in
effect, finally be secured for Prussia.

The Austrian camp had a different set of considerations, to be sure. Not the
least of the Austrian considerations in early 1762 involved the disposition
of the small Russian body of men under Cherneyshev, which was then
wintering in the region hard about Glatz. Cherneyshev had earlier taken his
winter hibernation as a close ally to the Austrians. When word arrived that



Elizabeth was out of the picture and new orders would undoubtedly be on
the way sooner rather than later, the Austrian High Command subsequently
did their best to brace for what was to come. Austrian troopers were told off
to look more closely at the maneuverings of their Russian counterparts.
Sure enough, in mid–March, the Russians showed signs of preparing to
depart for home. March 22, Cherneyshev’s men filed out of camp and
departed for Poland, leaving behind a sobbing Cherneyshev’s regrets that
the state of the former alliance with Austria was now dissolved.
Cherneyshev’s “grief” may have been more than contrived, but there were
limits in any event. Austrian patrols kept their distance, warily, but three
days after, the last of the greencoats crossed the Warta Pass.

The whitecoats thereabouts, under the local command of Field Marshal
d’Argenteau, were not sad to see them go, but it was also clear the
prosecution of the war would fundamentally shift from here onwards.
Barely more than six weeks after, and without getting anywhere near home,
Cherneyshev’s detachment would be back on the march, this time coming
to the aid of the bluecoats no less. This time around, with the aim of helping
against these same Austrians, who were by then put in desperate straits.
Moreover, the Austrian cantonments in Silesia over the winter were similar
to those in Saxony. As we have observed, thousands of men were ill in the
Austrian camp over the winter in Silesia, as well as in Saxony.

Meanwhile, Marshal Daun had left behind his comfortable quarters at
Vienna on April 27, stopping off to look over the refurbished works at Glatz
(May 7), before proceeding towards the front. Early the following morning,
the marshal, in journeying over near the still snow covered mountain
passes, made it to Silberberg (May 8). Here intelligence reached Daun that
the enemy were unquestionably aware of his approach. The interlude was
precious. Daun hardly had time to go look over the state of the defenses of
Schweidnitz and its approaches on May 9, no doubt with a view to see
where he would stand once the main campaign opened, before he was back
on the road again.

In the event, Daun was in Waldenburg on May 10, taking over the
command from Laudon, and preparing to move to defend the Austrian hold
upon Schweidnitz.36 Four days previous to this, a peace treaty had been



signed between Russia and Prussia. But this event had been anticipated, so
it came as no great shock. On May 15, the marshal left Waldenburg and,
moving across the way to Dittmannsdorf, marched directly to the vicinity of
the fortress. From the outer accesses of Schweidnitz eastwards on Seiferba
and Zobtenburg (where Daun set up his headquarters), the foe could be
readily distinguished. Daun’s army was firmly planted in the Kratckau
plain, with his left over at Stephanhain, and his right leaning over to
Kaltenbrunn. The Austrian army was deployed in a semi-circular formation;
its purpose to shield the fort and the vicinity from the suddenly reenergized
Prussian king and his army was abundantly clear.

On his side, Frederick was determined to wrestle Schweidnitz away from
the foe if at all possible. But in order to accomplish this, he would have to
get Daun rooted out of the way first. If the marshal and his men were
allowed to remain where they stood, no full-scale siege of Schweidnitz
would be possible. The latter commander had two distinct advantages over
the Prussians: (1) A superior position; and (2) Numerical superiority
(although this was discounting the imminent presence of the Russians). As
for the latter, May 20 the anxious king received intelligence that
Cherneyshev was scheduled to join him for the campaign. Thus the
dynamics for the campaign were altered in one single day.

Four days after, appeared the Duke of Brunswick-Bevern, who since peace
with Sweden was no longer required at Stettin, with some reinforcements at
Eichlau. A number of seasons had elapsed since Bevern had been in the
king’s field army, now he assumed a position of some importance. This was
only natural. The reason was obvious. The attrition of the Prussian officer
corps in the intervening years had bordered on the atrocious. For instance,
as of late 1761, Frederick, during the long Seven Years’ War, “had lost 120
generals.”37 Bevern’s “disgrace” from the campaign of 1757 was now
conveniently forgotten by a monarch who had few capable commanders at
this late stage of the war. Another welcome addition was General Werner;
just back from his former captivity with the Russians.

As it worked out, Werner was to be employed immediately. He was to lead
a raid by a select task force into the heart of the Austrian monarchy, through
Poland hard about Klatschau and surmounting the Carpathian Mountains



hard about the point of Spiš/Szepes, to join up with a force of some 6,000
Tartars simultaneously issuing forth from the Crimea to plunder Habsburg
territory round about. Werner and his men departed on April 13, moving
quickly. In late May, Prussian troopers felt out enemy defense posts in and
about the Jablunka Pass, through which Werner most expeditiously passed
his riders as hastily as he could (June 2). While the impetus of Werner’s
men was to feel out the Austrians about Pressburg, and trying all that the
Prussians could do to extract heavy contributions from the locals, the
Tartars coming from Asia were to make their way to the very gates of
Vienna, spreading confusion, and plundering/robbing the locals of all they
could steal and pack with them.

Frederick imagined that the Tartar threat itself should be sufficient to shake
up Maria Theresa & Company. Even better, if the Turks joined in the
crescendo, the damage to the Austrian Empire could be even more
psychological and, probably, physical as well. The harm inflicted by the
combined efforts of the Prussians and the Tartars had immense potential.
But hitching the Prussian ‘star’ to the wagon of the Tartars also had a few
built-in risks. Prince Henry, for one, expressed no optimism that the “allies”
from Asia would appear. He even made a comment to that effect to
Frederick’s crony, Major von Anhalt, which, in a rhetorical form, stated the
obvious, “What shall we do if the Turks [and Tartars] do nothing?”38 By
way of reply, the major had no ready answer, although the king himself
apparently believed that the Tartars and Turks would appear for the
Prussians, eventually. He just could not precisely determine when that time
would be. Moreover, the plan to have the Asiatics ransack Austrian territory
dated back to 1761, and Major von Anhalt had a hand in the formulation of
the scheme. Originally factored in with Russia as an opponent, the plan had
been modified to limit the raids into Austrian territory after Russia bailed
out of the Allied ranks.

At the same time, the Austrian force which could potentially be opposed to
both of these expeditions had been dangerously reduced, most particularly
in the light troops which had been sacrificed due to the budget problems.
General Pálffy blamed the lack of troops with which to defend the
Hungarian passes completely on the budget crisis.39



The concern was genuine, and there was not even the usual factor of local
resistance to the Prussians, as most of the population in the affected areas
were merely lukewarm at best to the bluecoats. Under this cloud, Pálffy and
his cohorts accordingly, but without haste, assembled a small force of not
more than 750 men, to keep the region under guard from the possibly
dangerous encroachments of General Werner and his body of men. Over in
the border region of Transylvania, meanwhile, our old friend General
Buccow, who had only recently recovered from near fatal wounds suffered
at Torgau in 1760, had raised a militia force of some 12,000 men to provide
security to that region as well. The Habsburgs even went to the expedient of
attempting all they could to strengthen border posts, as well as those other
posts up and down the potential invasion routes. But the Tartar threat
simply petered out in the end, assuming it was ever legitimate, and the
threat was eliminated altogether when General Werner himself was abruptly
recalled on June 17 as an Allied force under General Beck had discovered
his trail. As for the rest, not a single Tartar ever made it from the Crimea to
encroach upon the Austrians, as foreseen by Prince Henry. Under the
circumstances, Werner was exposed and could have encountered disaster.
As Prince Henry so deliciously put the matter, “it was not how an invading
force would get into Moravia that worried him, but how it would ever get
out.”40

Meanwhile, the Austrian army encamped before Schweidnitz totaled about
80,000 men, over and besides another 12,000 or so whitecoats deployed
within the fortress as garrison. But a large part of this force was bound to be
tied down elsewhere or sick, while the king, with the might of the Russian
Empire standing behind him—for the moment—was not far inferior with
70,000 men. Daun’s men “were falling ill at a rate of two hundred a day.”41

A wastage of this scale would have proven debilitating, in short order,
without immediate efforts to counteract the situation. The message had been
heard loud and clear in Vienna. The shackles were promptly put aside and,
one last time, the army and the “nation”42 geared up to make a supreme
effort to win the war.

Crash efforts were already underway to get the Austrian army back up to
full strength, quickly forsaking the budget constraints; unfortunately, this
could not be accomplished overnight. Moreover, the Austrian assembly



depots were now understaffed, the whole infrastructure had been shaken to
the core by the previously enacted “budget cuts.” Now came a total about
face. The whole economizing policy, as it turned out, was conveniently
forgotten as the Habsburgs geared up to take one last crack at recovering
Silesia. It is noteworthy how quickly the former policy was scrapped when
it was shown to be counterproductive. There were other incentives. Not to
mention the most capable military commander of that generation was just a
short distance from Daun and his cohorts, suddenly strengthened, like a
heavyweight fighter, for the last round of a long, drawn-out match. The
advantage had certainly shifted to the Prussian side and but good.
Frederick’s lines were some ten miles long, between the Schweidnitz
Wasser near Würben, where the bluecoat right rested, on across the Lohe on
to Ohlau, where his left was positioned. The bluecoat lines were well
prepared here. These were the Prussian winter quarters, so that when
Marshal Daun appeared in Silesia, Frederick merely pushed out scouting
parties to probe the maneuvers of the Austrians and keep him informed
about the progress of the enemy’s movements. Frederick’s precaution was
to keep his own army in condition where he could reassemble it should
Daun suddenly come on. The king remained at Breslau for about a month
longer, being in no particular haste until the arrival of Cherneyshev; the
latter had marched from Thorn on June 2 with 20,000 men under implicit
orders from Czar Peter to join up with Frederick.

Without the assistance of the Russians, the Prussian king did not feel
himself and his army strong enough to beat the army of Daun alone.
Especially now with the latter taking up very formidable defense positions.
Around June 15, the strength of the army with the Prussian king consisted
of some 85 battalions of infantry (approximately 52,779 men) and 157
squadrons of horse (some 21,350 effectives).43 During this time, things
seemed to progress almost as they should. June 19, Russia and Prussia
formally concluded a military alliance between the two powers. In effect,
Frederick was agreeing to help Peter out with his little war with Denmark,
and, in turn, receive the active help of the Russians in what was left of the
Seven Years’ War. And, despite the many favorable aspects of Frederick’s
new situation, the Austrians were not entirely bereft of advantages. Marshal
Daun has often (both at the time and since) been accused of practicing a
Fabian, lethargic style of warfare, but he also possessed the singular



advantage of being a rock steady commander. This latter quality put him in
good stead in Campaign 1762. Just at a time when the Austrians needed
steady, patient leadership in the field.

Moreover, Daun was in a perfect position, Frederick knew, where he could
easily withdraw back upon Waldenburg, and from there seize the passes
near his right wing in the higher country and Schweidnitz as well, and at
will. From there, even with the Russians at hand, it would be extremely
difficult to get the Austrians, especially a seasoned army led by that past
master of the defense, Daun, rooted out again. So the Prussians did not want
to force Daun into a bind. At least, not too quickly.

The king merely marked time waiting upon Cherneyshev’s advent and the
period from late May until late June 1762, passed with really no significant
military operations in that region. Frederick did not have the stomach
anymore to risk a major battle (the horrors of Torgau had been enough for
him) and he was more than willing to settle for a campaign of limited
objectives—practically the entire campaign in Silesia for the whole of the
1762 season, for instance, revolved around the recapture of Schweidnitz—
since the war was obviously winding down at long last. The king did see
good to detach General Werner, over towards Kassel, and then swing in
upon Ratisbon (May 13), which move immediately put him right into
Daun’s neighborhood no less.

The latter’s reaction was to strengthen General Beck, deployed within
Moravia to cover the territory thereabouts, to some 8,000 men. General
Brentano, with another force of some 5,000–7,000 men, took up post hard
about Zobtenberg, in among the most elevated ground in the area. There
was relative quiet overall, except for a couple of visible but routine Prussian
cavalry patrols.

Lt.-Col. Reitzenstein took a force of 300 cavalry out of Parchwitz (June 12)
on patrol. Austrian intelligence belatedly discovered the Prussian
movement, and unleashed a large force to go surprise Reitzenstein if
possible. Captain Graf Gourcy, with elements from the corps of General
Ellricshausen, guarding the way from Canth and Neumarkt, was instead
rudely, and completely, repulsed about 0200 hours at Lampersdorf (June
14). As for the marshal’s intentions, Daun’s overt movements showed that



once more he had no objectives beyond purely defensive warfare. Despite
the efforts to cause trouble for the Prussian scouts.

Then, June 20, a detachment of some 250 Croats, Dragoons and Hussars,
commanded by General Draskovitch, was pushed out to oppose a roaming
Prussian force of 250 men under a Major von Metzger, on another fairly
ordinary mission. However, hard about Heidersdorf (June 21), about 0330
hours, a Prussian attack force of some 150 Prussians unexpectedly
overthrew Draskovitch’s command after an involved altercation, five
officers and 167 men were captured, among them Draskovitch himself,
against two killed, 16 wounded, and 21 men as prisoners.44 The Austrian
detachment promptly scurried off. Austrian shortages of both light troops
and cavalry were showing an obvious deficiency. Both in sheer quantity of
numbers as well as in the just as important realm of quality would such
shortages manifest themselves.

Meanwhile, the greencoats had finally reappeared in the theater of war this
time in a new role: as allies of Frederick the Great. June 25, Cherneyshev’s
advance of Cossacks finally crossed the Oder at Auras, followed shortly
thereafter by the main body. A day later, Frederick, impatient now to begin
the endeavor upon Schweidnitz, heard of Cherneyshev’s tardy arrival. On
June 27, the bluecoats moved forward upon Tintz. The king was learning
first hand now some of the problems the Austrians had encountered so often
in earlier campaigns from Russian dilly-dallying.

June 30, Cherneyshev reached Lissa (memorable from the Battle of Leuthen
so many years before). Frederick proceeded to the Russian camp (July 1)
and watched first hand an inspection of Cherneyshev’s troops, which
surprisingly quite impressed him. He had once, as we know, held a low
opinion of Russian armies; but that was before Zorndorf, Züllichau, and
Kunersdorf had sure changed his perspective on the matter. Now he
pronounced the men he had observed as among the finest soldiers in
existence. In the first few days of July, Cherneyshev’s main body, after
numerous further delays, duly reached Tintz, and immediately the anxious
king commenced maneuvering against the cautious old Marshal Daun. The
arrival of their new allies brought the king’s army to an aggregate 82
battalions of foot and 135 squadrons of cavalry, in addition to an artillery



complement of 316 pieces of ordnance.45 Frederick, with his strength
suitably augmented, moved out almost immediately.

The Prussians in this endeavor were led by General Wied; followed at a
“safe” distance indirectly by their new Russian allies; they moved around
the Austrian position against the western—left—side of Daun’s army,
apparently trying to seize the mountainous passes, over by Kostenblut,
through Weicherau and Bertelsdorf thereabouts, which controlled the
entrance to Schweidnitz. The marshal was tipped off by the timely arrival of
some deserters, who told him in no uncertain terms that the king intended to
seize Freiburg from him. Night of July 2–3, Daun hastily rose and wended
back, taking up a post behind Freiburg, arranging his left flank at Pulsnitz
and his right over by Oberbögendorf.46

Daun’s reaction, in retrospect, had been uncharacteristically swift, for a
change. As soon as he discerned the enemy’s attempt to round his flank, he
had pulled up stakes and drifted backwards towards the Kunzendorf
Heights. The king, in the meanwhile, repaired to the heights of Würben,
over by Schweidnitz, to see what task lay ahead, with regard to regaining
the fortress. Now Frederick does not seem to have believed that Daun
would be able to deny Schweidnitz to him for long. July 3, Prussian scouts
made themselves to home in their army’s old quarters at Bunzelwitz, since
abandoned. General Wied forthwith made his way to Striegau, to threaten
the Austrian lines thereabouts.

On the morning of July 3, General Brentano wiggled forward from
Burkersdorf, deploying his forces at and about Adelsbach. Austrian forces
quickly occupied the high ground in the area, specifically the Sachsenberg
and the Engelsberg.47 Unfortunately, the whitecoats were too few in
number. Brentano’s command was only around 5,000 men in the immediate
vicinity. That being the case, the Austrians were clearly inferior in numbers.
To an almost overwhelming degree, no less.

General Wied was unbuckled to outflank Daun’s western side to encroach
upon Braunau. Before noon, the bluecoats attacked and pressed back part of
the Austrian advanced guard. Wied assembled his men over by
Hohenfriedberg and Baumgarten. His force, after a suitable preparation,



rolled forward against that part of Brentano’s men ensconced on the
Engelsberg and the Sachsenberg.

Brentano’s light forces were scattered by this new effort, over by
Reichenau, about 0330 hours on July 6. A force of Croats deployed over by
the place scurried off to the rear, but not before 33 of the dragoons from St.
Ignon’s 31st Dragoons were captured as prisoners by the surging
Prussians.48 Nevertheless, an element of Austrian jäger at Adelsbach,
although in a good position to do so, failed utterly to intervene, while the
whitecoats on the Engelsberg with the Austrian “left,” a force of the
Warasdiner Croats, were here led by Major LaFontaine. They proved to be
no match for the far more numerous bluecoats. There was a short fight,
though. Meanwhile, Wied was at once unbuckled to do his best against the
whitecoats thereabouts. The Prussian strike force against the enemy on the
Engelsberg consisted of the infantry of General Lestwitz, and the Free
Battalion of Wunsch. In support, a number of Prussian guns (to the tune of a
dozen pieces) started to bombard the Austrians opposite to them. Right
behind Wied, strode the king’s main body, some 22 battalions of infantry
and 21 squadrons, with Frederick himself at their head.

Wied had just completed his task of sweeping away the enemy cavalry from
over near Reichenau, but La Fontaine’s men took to their heels as the
Prussians appeared in front of the Engelsberg. This action left a vacuum
into which the Prussians pounded a little force of grenadiers under the
charge of Major Chevalier Collins de Ham, ensconced on the ridge
overlooking the low ground between Reichenau and Adelsbach. Major de
Ham stuck firmly to the post, even though his little post was of particular
concern to the bluecoats. Further, a Prussian battery of six guns of the Horse
Artillery was set up and commenced belching fire from a post on the
Engelsberg (now gained from its quickly expelled Austrian force), against
the whitecoat posts dotting the Sachsenberg. Major de Hams had the
vantage point over his opponents, but this was somewhat nullified by the
arrival of the king’s main body, a large part of which was forthwith led to
the scene of the action by Frederick himself. The king, upon hearing the
heavy fire ahead of him, had charged forward towards the action with some
Russians and a full seven squadrons of the Prussian horse. His presence was
tonic to his men, even though the enemy fire was concentrating now from



above, raining shells down upon the struggling bluecoats. Frederick
forthwith ordered his men to scale the ridgeline to take the fight to the
enemy.

Nothing daunted, the Austrian fire was directed down on the desperate
enemy, and Ham’s men kept to their posts and thus prevented the Austrian
right thereabouts from being turned. To compound matters, an impromptu
thunderstorm just about then added its medley to the situation. Then, just
before the bluecoats could so much as come to blows, the hesitating king
suddenly called off the assault. Whether he had suddenly gotten cold feet or
just had time to think about how formidable the Austrian posts ahead
actually were, is unclear, but one fact was clear: only a small part of his
attacking force against the Sachsenberg was actually turned back in time.
The rest proceeded to their business. This unfortunate complication caused
the whole assault to come unhinged. The bluecoat lines fragmented. As a
result, the Prussian effort was somewhat diluted on this occasion. Worse,
Frederick’s advent was met solidly, and rather unexpectedly, by an intense
counterattack mounted by Colonel Joseph Maximilian Baron Tiller.

Rows of well organized soldiers with protruding bayonets pointing out to
do damage to flesh and bone charged at the surprised Prussians. This attack
slammed hardest into the Wunsch Free Battalion (which had arrived in the
meanwhile right at the Austrian position) and which almost immediately
appeared on the point of faltering. The sheer Prussian edge in numbers
undoubtedly allowed them to keep the overall advantage in the tussle for a
brief moment, but then the agitated bluecoats suddenly fell back down the
ridge. Tiller’s men pressed after them, even rolling boulders and rock down
hill on the staff and command of the harried king when the ammunition ran
low. The Prince de Ligne witnessed Frederick himself being subject to the
attack.49 In short, the bluecoats managed to keep on the field, but they were
hard pressed. If nothing else, the whole episode showed the whitecoats still
had fight left in them.

However, Tiller’s bold stroke did indeed force the Prussians back from the
summit of the Sachsenberg. Even the king was in bad straits for a brief time
following the tussle. Three Prussian battle colors were taken, and many of



the frazzled men of the Wunsch Free Battalion simply fled the scene
altogether. In short, Prussian numbers did not prove decisive on this day.

Finally, though, the combination of all of these moves finally pressed the
Austrians of Ham off his rise. These developments caused Brentano to reel
backwards upon the rearward high ground, but Daun had, in the meanwhile,
seen good to dispatch some reinforcements, which reached the scene in a
timely fashion. The cavalry accompaniment, ten full squadrons of fine
Austrian cavalry, took refuge behind the main whitecoat line. The jäger
were now finally ejected from Adelsbach, following a short fight, but
further bluecoat efforts were stymied for the moment by the renewed efforts
of de Ham, who continued still to put up a stout resistance for a time. The
final Prussian effort was delivered as late as 2200 hours, but by then there
was not even a prayer of Frederick being able to turn Brentano out of a post
he and his men had defended with such valor. This was thanks to the
reinforcements sent by Daun, and which had been employed so effectively
by Brentano. The losses of the two sides in this encounter were the
following: 88 dead, 602 wounded, over 660 prisoners for the king’s men,
while the whitecoats lost 41 dead, 141 wounded, and 65 captured. General
Lestwitz’ 31st Infantry alone lost 300 men.50 Major-General Christian
Wilhelm von Ziethen’s 43rd Infantry had scaled the Engelsberg, “despite
the heavy fire and the loss of 400 men.”51 These two particular units
contributed a great proportion of the total Prussian casualties on this field.

Meanwhile, Marshal Daun’s main body was taking post. The Kunzendorf
Heights were not inconsiderable. The latter lay directly between the
Austrian rear and the Prussians, but separated by a valley from the rises
which dominated the way right into Schweidnitz. Daun took up post
immediately at Kunzendorf and prepared to defend himself there from
encroachments by the vigorous Prussian king and his host. The marshal was
still astride the main road to the fortress, which was well in view to the east-
southeast beyond Schönbrunn. Daun had a forward position, and had not
had to even fight for it. Alas, he would not be permitted remain there long.

Daun, although encouraged by the whole Adelsbach episode, was still
cognizant of the superior number of Frederick’s troops, not to mention of
Cherneyshev’s Russian detachment, and certainly did not want to be caught



in an exposed position. He was fully aware that the Austrian field army
under his command was his country’s only field force. The part of caution
was, therefore, Daun’s. He would rather err on the side of caution here.
Accordingly, just as soon as Adelsbach was a done deal, the marshal
ordered his army to prepare to hitch backwards. In the event, under cover of
darkness on July 6–7, the Austrians quietly issued forth from their posts on
Bögendorf and Hoch-Giersdorf, moving on Reussendorf and Dittmansdorf.
General Wied made it his objective to strike into Bohemia over by Braunau.
Frederick made sure that Wied had sufficient men to accomplish his
purposes. This latter force was augmented to a total of some 20,000 men, in
26 battalions of infantry and 34 squadrons of horse. Certainly, under the
circumstances, enough to do the job.

Wied’s task was to range into Bohemia and do his very best to destroy the
Austrian supply magazines located at Braunau. Wied’s new march directly
threatened Brentano’s position at Adelsbach, so the latter reeled back
without hesitation on to Friedland. The Prussian follow-up was put on hold
for a day while the bluecoat commander called a halt to convene a hasty
council-of-war to determine the next step for the beleaguered Prussians.
This pause allowed Brentano the time he required to go occupy a far better
position at Dittersbach. Prussian cavalry took up the gauntlet of pursuing
the departing whitecoats, but Brentano, continuing to bask in his fine effort
at Adelsbach just the same, followed up by displaying one of the most
complete battle efforts of the war. He now conducted a very effective
fighting retreat in trying to blunt the bluecoat advance.52 The Austrians
were reinforced by the arrival of General Hadik, who rolled forward into
the vicinity of Dittersbach with some 10,000 men. Prussian scouts
immediately discovered the new size of the enemy force directly before
them, and General Wied pulled off back towards Friedland. Wied was not
through just yet, especially with regards to inroads into Bohemia. The aim
was to shake up Daun enough that he would forsake his current post to go
chase Wied out of Bohemia.

The latest Prussian move immediately threatened the Austrian hold on
Braunau, the anchor magazine in the immediate region for Daun’s army.
Wied’s command was newly arrived at Trautenau and Schatzlar (July 9).
This was a position remote from the main Prussian lines, and right at the



passageway into Bohemia. Immediately orders to ride were issued to
Colonel Reitzenstein to go spread confusion and wreck havoc in the region
round the Austrian town of Königgrätz. The latter took the 10th Dragoons,
some Cossacks, and the 9th Bosniak Hussars of Colonel Lossow with him.
The last named had been strengthened to “a full regiment of 1,000
soldiers.”53 The force irrupted into Bohemia (July 10), looting and pillaging
to their heart’s content over the wide rage of country before Königgrätz.
The amount of plunder and the gear they were carrying must have really
impeded the troopers, for Reitzenstein abruptly pulled up short at Smiritz,
and, while still well short of his target, left most of his command
thereabouts. Only 300 hard riding Cossacks were still on the move, the
quickest moving men in the command. Not to mention by far the least
disciplined.

The coming of the riders from the East was greatly feared. For example, a
guard force of some 500 Austrians (under Lt. Colonel Weiss) stationed at
and about Königgrätz fled upon hearing of the approach of the dreaded
Cossacks, even though they had a secure post and were superior in number
to the invaders. This was hardly a surprise. The reputation of the dreaded
Cossacks for plunder had been well earned, as the Austrians were
discovering first hand.

While Reitzenstein had been suitably employed against Königgrätz, another
group of riders galloped towards Prague and vicinity. Ultimately,
Reitzenstein’s force was bribed to prevent the wholesale sack of
Königgrätz, a fact of which the Prussian commander had no hesitation to
acknowledge. Reitzenstein demanded, and forthwith received, a
“contribution” of 2,000 ducats, as the price to spare Königgrätz; but, before
the day was done, most all of the place, including the Jesuit College and the
notable Church of St. Anthony, would be sacked or destroyed altogether.

At Prague, the local citizens closed the gates (July 12) and mounted
ordnance on the walls against the roaming Cossack bands, in the spirit (but
not the substance of) the Great Siege of 1757. The nearby towns of
Staudenz and Raatsch were sacked, prominent citizens killed or carried off,
and many of the local women raped. The extent of strategic damage
inflicted upon the Austrian war effort that Reitzenstein & Company could



actually inflict in Bohemia was basically limited to the Austrian magazine
at Braunau. And Daun had already taken steps to protect the Austrian hold
upon his supply depot thereabouts. So, July 18, Reitzenstein and the
Cossacks returned to Silesia and their starting points from earlier in the
month. The upshot was, Daun did not budge, and, in fact, had not moved
significantly. With nothing to be gained and the front static for the moment,
the stubborn Prussian leader turned over full control of the operation to
General Wied, and just withdrew to his headquarters. All of this had taken
much time, and had produced no lasting effect.

Initially, there had been Austrian fears that the Russians would send large
bodies of troops to actively help out their Prussian allies. The preceding
“contribution” by Cherneyshev was the extent of the actual Russian
involvement in the fighting of the war as an ally of Prussia, and Austrian
fears of massed numbers of Cossacks roaming deep into Bohemia, Moravia
and the Austrian heartland, plundering, pillaging, and raping all the while,
never materialized. Protests were vociferously directed towards Marshal
Daun that he may even be abandoning the locals to their fate. However, it
was not in the commander’s nature to panic. He may have been a slow
calculator of events, but he was also sure. Daun would never act rashly. In
short, the marshal, never in his long career against Frederick the Great at
least, had tried to second guess himself.

In the end, Daun chose not to heed the fears of the Austrian court and paid
little attention to these raids, regarding them again as little more than
diversions. He realized that Frederick had no real intention of pressing on in
an invasion of Bohemia while the main Austrian army remained bound up
in Silesia and that mere raiding parties could do little more than superficial
damage to the overall Austrian security. So Frederick, in the end, was left
with little choice.

He had now to plan for the battle he never wanted to fight at all, as the last
method of shoving Marshal Daun out of the way so he could proceed with
his business. General Wied had returned to Kunzendorf, while the king
busied himself with drawing up/ preparing for the latest plan of action.
Wied detached a force of some 5,000 men under Major-General
Gabelewitz; the latter took post about Trautliebersdorf leaning over at



Friedland. Frederick’s focus was to turn and break in the Austrian right, as
the left had proven to be a far tougher proposition than imagined. The
Austrians were unsure about the strength of the force of Gabelewitz,
although O’Kelly was fearful of being attacked by that same force. He was
really unsure about the intentions of the enemy at Trautliebersdorf. This
situation left General Hadik in a static position over by that place,
confronting a Prussian force which he did not know the size of. This gave
him no flexibility to move against the Prussian king’s main body. Thus, this
meant that Hadik, with 21,000 men at his disposal, stayed put to confront
the Prussians at Trautleibersdorf, a force of hardly 5,000 men. Once more,
the reason for this whole unfortunate scenario was the Austrian lack of light
cavalry, a deficiency which would plague Daun continuously throughout
this final campaign of the war.

The pursuit, led by Major-General Thadden, commenced about 0200 hours
on the morning of July 8. This was unbuckled against Brentano’s force,
which consisted of the Erzerherzog Leopold [1st]and St. Ignon’s [31st]
Dragoons, the Kaiser [2nd] and Kalnocky [17th] Hussars, and the Croats.
Brentano had just received permission to withdraw from Adelsbach. An
attack through the defile at Dittersbach was repulsed, with some 280
attendant Prussian casualties, of whom some 200 had been captured.
Brentano’s losses were somewhat higher: 194 men in this effort. The king
was still trying to outflank the Austrians, without trying to conceal himself.
When the latter discovered Frederick’s vigorous intent, he rose and marched
southward into the mountains, abandoning Kunzendorf and the area
thereabouts forthwith. Pausing to take up headquarters at Tannhausen
(interposed between the enemy and his base), Daun now deployed his army
to cover the whole wide range of country thereabouts. His left now lay
across the Schweidnitz Wasser, with the center/right stretched from beyond
Burkersdorf Heights (the village of Burkersdorf on the western end of the
stream {near the dominant rise}, although the rises occupied both banks).
This covered the approaches to Schweidnitz on that point. Daun’s strength
was his right resting upon the Burkersdorf; beyond it to the right (towards
the east) were the rises of Ludwigsdorf and Leutmannsdorf—where the
Austrian encampment ended. The whitecoat army was positioned in a semi-
circle, so that it could not have its post turned unless it would be attacked.



O’Kelly busied himself with bolstering the Austrian defensive positions
upon the rises where his men were located. He employed a group of
engineers, led by Captain Kuhl and Lt.-Col. Bechardht, to work performing
these improvements as expeditiously as possible. This was principally
carried out between the Leibelberg and the Weistritz Valley. In this area,
Laudon & Company held sway, which was in an area where the number of
troops present was low. Meanwhile, over by Ober-Leutmannsdorf, Daun
had deployed an under strength force of his own under Major-General
Pfühl.

Daun stuffed posts on all three rises—Burkersdorf, Ludwigsdorf, and
Leutmannsdorf, all of the chain—with troops, augmented by generous
portions of emplaced batteries, linked by trenches and abatis. The center
and left were equally well-prepared. Daun had reason to be proud. In a
series of cautious, yet intelligent, maneuvers he had consistently outwitted
the great Prussian king and his vaunted legions, thwarting his designs upon
Schweidnitz for several precious weeks and all without a battle. Moreover,
the marshal, for now, could still feed men and supplies into Schweidnitz at
will, where he had a garrison of about 12,000 men under Franz Guasco to
stand fast.

However, Frederick had forced Daun to uncover the approaches to
Schweidnitz and thus gradually allow the Prussians to begin preparations to
put it under siege. The king had taken over the position on the Kunzendorf
for his headquarters, and he now began scheming how to lure Daun out
from his current posts without recourse to battle. A number of intricate, but
altogether futile, movements and a series of “phony attacks” by the
bluecoats failed to dislodge the cautious old marshal from his lines.
Particulars follow. Very early on the morning of July 13, General Ziethen
led a composite infantry cavalry force against the enemy posts at and about
Hoch-Giersdorf. Frederick himself, leading a task force of 15 full squadrons
of cavalry, slipped over by the Weistritz Valley, east of Daun’s post. Daun
still did not budge. His lines were strong. Besides which, he had a pretty
good idea of what Frederick was planning. Daun viewed time as on his side
in this endeavor—which, in view of the volatile climate of politics at St.
Petersburg, it was. The extent of Marshal Daun’s response to the Prussian



march was to lob shells at the bluecoats at extreme range, but there was no
large scale troop movements undertaken by the marshal at that point.

Meanwhile in his post, Frederick took in the view. From the beginning of
the Burkersdorf to the tallest rises to the rear of it, like the Eulenberg,
ensconced between Tannhausen and Reichenbach, or a distance of some 12
miles as the crow flies, the Austrians held sway, and so before any serious
siege of Schweidnitz could be undertaken, Daun would have to be pressed
back further.

Complicating the situation still further, Daun made sure that the flanks were
strengthened to prevent the enemy from really encroaching upon him.
Orders had been issued to General O’Kelly to make certain to strengthen
the Austrian lines thereabouts as much as possible. Prussian reconnaissance
had little trouble discerning what the strength and position of their enemy
was. This because they had a plethora of light forces with them, besides
knowing how to employ them. On the western end of the Burkersdorf, the
rise (which here faced Kunzendorf) sloped down, while on the east the
Weistritz River ran past the height to create a small, narrow valley, which
constituted the single pass through this entire chain here. Daun had been
alert enough to put a task force there, behind a line of trenches together with
a sunken battery of big guns in case the Prussians got any ideas. East of the
Burkersdorf were the Ludwigsdorf and the Leutmannsdorf. These rises
were sufficiently distant to force Frederick to divide his plan of battle into
two different sections—the Leutmannsdorf, for instance, was about five
miles to the southeast from Burkersdorf—and its partner more than three
miles to the east—in order to accomplish his objectives.

The two rises were also steep, not like the Burkersdorf on its western end,
but it must be kept in mind that that master of defensive warfare, Marshal
Daun, had given his all to the preparation of earthworks upon the rises. The
intervening country was thoroughly infested with the Austrians as well.
There was another factor. The Austrian works were placed in such
formidable posture, especially upon the Burkersdorf, that the bluecoats
would have to be in very potent strength to overcome them. The details are
revealing. The batteries were mounted behind walled positions,
complimented by abatis and troops crammed into every possible point. The



lines of entrenchments were layered between hardwoods so thick there was
room enough only for the barrels of muskets between the cracks.

The king’s army was positioned about Kunzendorf only a short distance
away. Ziethen with his force was over at the Würben Heights, and
Cherneyshev occupied the old lines of Bunzelwitz with his Russian
detachment. Frederick’s plan was all set by the time Wied returned from his
abortive Bohemian mission. As it worked out, the outline was masterly in
its conception. General Möllendorf, with a strong force, was to move out so
that the enemy could detect him, feinting over towards Würben, and thus
give the enemy a wrong impression. With Daun thus deceived, he was to
then swing past Kunzendorf and Bögendorf, heading to pounce upon the
Austrian works upon the Burkersdorf in a few days’ time. The bluecoats
were to demonstrate directly forward of the main Austrian body of men.
General Möllendorf had the task delegated to him of deploying and using
his artillery, making some noise, this to hold the attention of the enemy.

Incidently, the force of Marshal Daun was by this time reduced to no more
than 30,000 men, markedly inferior to the forces of Frederick.54 But the
king was not above some shenanigans. For the day of Burkersdorf, the
Prussian tents were to be left standing for that very same reason, to divert
Daun away from the main business. The Prussian forces to be employed at
the coming action were in three separate columns. Möllendorf left camp on
July 17, while Wied, as soon as he was home, started out with his men,
aiming for Leutmannsdorf-Ludwigsdorf. Simultaneously with Möllendorf,
or as nearly so as possible, he was to hurl his men upon the latter and break
up the Austrian concentrations. In sum, the final attack formation, directed
by the king himself, consisted of the command of General Knobloch. The
latter was to lead off to the right of Möllendorf’s large force, with the
avowed intention of surmounting the Leibelberg. This position faced the
command of O’Kelly directly. O’Kelly had some 4,000 men with him,
comfortably based in the Weisteritz. For this coming battle, the Austrians
would have the advantage of interior lines, some seven miles of defenses to
man. This stroke was set for July 20–21. But, before Wied could so much as
march, disturbing news reached the front which might put an end to the
movement before it could ever commence. Complicating matters still
further, the skies had opened in the midst of all of this, with heavy sheets of



rain virtually paralyzing the movement of both sides. But if the weather was
proving difficult to get cooperation from, there was still another far more
serious political difficulty.

Afternoon of July 17, while Frederick was in his headquarters fully
occupied with his new endeavor, Cherneyshev burst in with bad news:
Word of a revolution in St. Petersburg, Peter deposed (and likely dead by
this time), and Catherine on the throne of Russia. The latter, Cherneyshev
said, had promptly recalled his Russian force home (except for a force to go
reoccupy East Prussia as soon as possible), without loss of time and without
even so much as a skirmish with the Austrians. So he had no choice but to
go. What tidings upon the eve of battle with Marshal Daun. This was in bad
timing. What with the bluecoat forces already embarked now.



Chapter Fifty-One

Battles of Burkersdorf and Reichenbach; Fall of Schweidnitz1

The final drama of the war in Silesia was in motion. Meanwhile, the
Prussians assigned to their two-pronged attack were diligently carrying out
their preparations. As darkness on July 20 descended, Daun’s forces
holding the village of Burkersdorf were quietly ejected by the bluecoats
(who had no desire to alert their comrades upon the rises above as to what
was going on overnight). An attack carried out upon the orders of Frederick
directed at the Ohmsdorf Castle of the place, where a stubborn enemy force
was present, succeeded only after a most obstinate defense—the noise of
which could not have failed to reach the whitecoats on the rises. The
particulars follow.

The task force consisted of some 150 Prussians (100 of whom had been
pulled from Saldern’s 6th Infantry, led by Captain Mengele). Their initial
attack against the Ohmsdorf Castle scattered the Croat command all right,
but met a stiffer defense from a group of grenadiers, who had determined to
defend the structure, and were not prone to leave.2 The castle was in the
middle of the plain, virtually cut off by the bluecoats from the remainder of
the Austrian force. One of Daun’s most exposed positions. The Austrians
there had not been caught completely unawares.

In the event, the drawbridge had been pulled up when the bluecoats first
appeared. However, one of the attackers familiar with the castle saw the
opportunity to strike a blow against the hostile garrison, and cut the cable at
an opportune moment, which immediately brought the bridge down. This
obstacle out of the way, the Prussians, after a brief cannonade (which itself
knocked down a hastily-assembled barricade erected by the garrison),
stormed forward, overwhelming the little force of the castle. The latter, 39



men and their commander, Lieutenant Salisch, were compelled to
surrender.3

The upshot was, the castle was taken under cover of the darkness, night of
July 20–21, and hardly had the Prussians made themselves to home in the
structure than they commenced to set up batteries, a total of 45 howitzers
and ten 12-pounder guns, pointing to the south against the Austrian
positions directly forward of them.4 Darkness would, after all, be the perfect
way to conceal offensive actions against an enemy short on light cavalry.

Since this activity did not require the cooperation of Wied’s attacks,
Möllendorf’s command moved the equipment. However, as his men
ascended the track the progressively narrower it became, until, as he had
suspected, it was too much for the horses and the guns. Möllendorf became
desperate and forthwith ordered the troops to lug the guns up the way
themselves. No doubt the effort required to overcome the steep, rocky
terrain and actually advance must have been very great, particularly the part
about lugging the big guns, but, at length, Möllendorf’s exhausted men
reached the peak.

Soon the king arrived to look over matters. Before 0400 hours, Frederick
was surveying the scene as best he could, and anxiously awaiting the
coming of dawn and the imminent battle. The monarch had to believe that a
victory here would give him the long awaited opportunity to regain
Schweidnitz. It was clear that Möllendorf had to await Wied’s actions
before he carried out his part of the coming action. The somewhat agitated
monarch then rode on, to see to the situation elsewhere before the army. At
Burkersdorf, king and army would not be a compact bunch by any means.

The king’s saunter over towards Wied’s post was a short one indeed, more
in the nature of a hasty reconnaissance. However, he did not account for the
arrival of Brentano’s force; but, since cooperation between the two forces
(of Möllendorf and Wied) was essential, Wied’s attack had to begin before
the covering fire; thus cooperation was essential. The sum of this effort to
complete Frederick’s battery, of course, was a done deal by this point. The
perimeters of the Austrian position, although not yet turned, were on the
verge of being compromised.



Throughout July 20, there had been different columns of Prussians
appearing in the area forward of Daun’s lines, with unknown intentions as
yet. The bluecoats that were visible seemed to be independent columns,
almost dissociated with each other. In his corner, O’Kelly had espied the
build up of the enemy beyond the Austrian right near Gräditz. Marshal
Daun did his best to strengthen his posts thereabouts, chiefly by dispatching
General Brentano with a force of nine full battalions to go occupy
Leutmannsdorf to directly counteract the enemy threatening the Austrian
right. Brentano was unable to get into his post until nearly midnight as his
men were fatigued from marching under very humid conditions. Wied’s
effort was to be directed against this same Leutmannsdorf.

There was more encouragement as well; for Frederick, having shown
Cherneyshev what was afoot in his action against Daun’s lines, had
persuaded the Russian to hold off on giving his marching orders for a few
days until the outcome of the battle (Cherneyshev here shows that he was
not above blatant bribery, as we will see). The king well knew what the
presence of the Russians would exercise upon the mind of Marshal Daun.5
Frederick was gambling that the news which Cherneyshev had brought
from St. Petersburg was still unknown in Austrian circles, as there was no
indication as yet that Daun & Company knew what was afoot. The
consideration now was to act before the enemy discovered what was going
on. This last consideration was very significant. If Daun acted quickly and
decisively, he could even now try to sabotage the Prussian plans to finally
lay firm hold on Silesia.

Meanwhile, back at the new Prussian battery at Burkersdorf the bluecoats
began shelling the Austrian works upon the height above at 0400 hours,
July 21.6 Many pieces of ordnance, chiefly from Frederick’s new battery,
participated. The howitzers confined their attention to the rises, while the
lighter cannon and field guns hammered away at the Austrian
entrenchments in the valley near the Weistritz and Kletschkau. A regiment
of Austrian horse was deployed thereabouts, and it was decimated along
with the lines of defense erected there.

The Prussian fire was brutal on the formations of whitecoats directly before
them, particularly on the 38th Infantry of De Ligne. The latter commander



remarked that he had never seen anything like this maelstrom. Quite a
number of the Austrian troopers were laid low in the course of the shelling,
and the accompanying horses spread in panic in all directions. Even
O’Kelly’s entourage scattered, leaving only the general and Colonel Ferrari
to try to figure out what was going on over at Leutmannsdorf. They were
reduced to spending a large part of the battle going back and forth between
the Leutmannsdorf and the Leibelberg.

Finally, General O’Kelly recalled the cavalry formation in the valley after
discerning the carnage among those units. His posts upon the height, by
comparison, had suffered only slightly. There was a good reason for that.
The rise was elevated, and the Prussian howitzer shells, mistakenly
equipped with short fuses, often exploded in mid-air before they reached
their intended target. The shelling thus inflicted little real damage at all,
although the sounds of the enterprise were clearly heard all around and
along the Austrian entrenched works, alerting the men therein in plenty of
time to prepare for an attack. This latest blow was expected from the
eastwards, across the Schweidnitz Wasser, against the steeper part of the
rise and facing a rocky terrain, instead of the firmer, lower western end
where Frederick had planned. There was one drawback to the plan. The
enemy had the opportunity to take Möllendorf’s advancing troops in a
flanking fire from their batteries if Wied’s attack had not tied them down on
that end first. Failing this, between the pounding from the batteries on the
Burkersdorf itself and the fire from Ludwigsdorf, Möllendorf would then
face disaster. Royal plans were quickly reworked. There was now a
modification of both haste and discretion added to the mix: Wied would
attempt to storm Ludwigsdorf before Möllendorf went in against the
Burkersdorf. If Wied failed, then the attack of Möllendorf could be called
off for the moment. To keep the foe upon the Burkersdorf occupied while
Wied did his duty, a diversion would be required.

This was Möllendorf’s “futile” bombardment of the pre-dawn, perhaps not
so futile after all. Daun, some seven miles away in Tannhausen, could not
figure out just where the Prussians were preparing to strike, or even how for
that matter he could counter it (just as soon as the light was favorable for
it). Daun sped off new groups of troops to help stiffen Burkersdorf and
Ludwigsdorf and tried, through his staff present on those two heights, to see



about the intentions of the Prussians. General O’Kelly on the Burkersdorf
could offer no clue; but might, after an interlude; Möllendorf was in sight
by then (it was well past dawn) but there was as yet no sign of his attacking
anywhere. Cherneyshev, on the day of Burkersdorf, was drawn out between
Seitendorf, through Seifersdorf, over on Bögendorf. His men had no
function at all in the coming battle, just appear to back up General Ramin’s
force (about 3,900 men strong) over by Reussendorf and Manteuffel (with
some 6,000 men) over by Hoch-Giersdorf. The sum total of the bluecoats
involved in the demonstrations before O’Kelly & Company, after all, was
no more than 15 battalions, not counting the Russians.

Meanwhile, Guasco now emerged from Schweidnitz with part of his
garrison and began making dangerous movements so as to threaten the
bluecoat rear. Frederick, however, had been ready for this possibility. He
now showed his main army (minus, of course, Wied and Möllendorf) to
Guasco’s view. The latter grew so alarmed that he promptly retreated within
the confines of the fortress again. The Prussian presence was menacing.
Major-General Johann Christoph, Count von Wylich was on the right, while
Major-General Franz of Anhalt-Bernburg was on the left in the Prussian
formations in the immediate vicinity.

After 0800 hours, General Wied, whose force had been split up into three
separate columns, marched up against the enemy works atop the
Ludwigsdorf from the eastern, lower, end of the rise. He encountered a
desperate resistance from the advanced forces of the Prince de Ligne
(commanding the Austrian works upon the rise), protected as they were by
strong lines of defenses. A most terrible tussle was required but at last the
enemy gave way after heavy losses, retreating back upon the pommel of the
rise, where de Ligne had his main body massed. Some scattered Croats in
that immediate region were then attacked and driven back under pressure.
At this point, Wied’s progress ground to a screeching halt, at least for a
time. Brentano had scurried headfirst to approach the Prussians now
erupting against Ludwigsdorf and Leutmannsdorf. This was the movement
that stopped the Prussian advance, led most notably by the Austrian 27th
Infantry of Baden-Durlach. The latter unit was sturdy enough to anchor the
Austrian lines, which came under intense pressure now from Ramin’s 25th,
and which charged “in the right storming column, it captured the northern



battlements at Ludwigsdorf.”7 The Prussians finally surmounted the works,
sending the Austrians reeling back upon Michelsdorf. However, Wied was
unable to press on ahead for the moment. His losses had been heavy.

Nevertheless, after a brief interval, General Wied would undoubtedly have
launched his main effort straight ahead, had he seen any hope of success.
He was probably still even considering it, in spite of the prospect of almost
certain disaster. Then Colonel Johann Christoph Count von Wylich und
Lottum, one of his more enterprising officers, discovered a small valley cut
by a hollow on the flank of this position. Through this dip, Lottum emerged
in the rear of de Ligne’s works, hard about Ludwigsdorf, while General
Wied directed a diversionary stroke from the front to the Austrian lines.
Lottum’s formation quickly made its presence felt, pushed forward by the
22nd Infantry of Schenckendorff, and de Ligne, caught from behind and
with Wied surmounting his front now, was forced to beat a retreat from that
post to avoid being surrounded. As a result, one of the Prussian goals on the
day of Burkersdorf had been achieved.

Meantime, General Möllendorf, who had been using his spare time
reconnoitering the field and region he would have to traverse on his
mission, awaited news of Wied’s attack. He had been himself scouting
round for a road by which he might steal a march to get into the western,
rear, of the Austrian position before him, but, alas, no such thoroughfare
had been discovered. All that was available turned out to be a mere track (a
“Schaffstritt,” sheep track), which could only be used by two-legged
creatures in its upper reaches. Hence no horses, artillery, or even light field
guns for that matter, could be brought along. But the pass did promise
transit to the western, and therefore lower, reaches on the west side of the
Burkersdorf.

To oppose the force that Möllendorf was bringing forward, De Ligne
gathered what men he could to defend the Austrian lines thereabouts. In
short order, De Ligne was given instructions to vacate the whitecoat
positions right there, and only on the summit was the Austrian force able to
stay. There a force of Austrians, led by Captain Brady, was deployed to
make a stand.



Some of the bluecoats did their best at the front to hold the attention of the
enemy ensconced in the redoubt on the summit. While this was taking
place, a small force of Prussians, “a hundred volunteers under Captain von
der Hagen broke through the entanglements and battlements of
Burkersdorf.”8 This had the potential to turn into something special, and it
would soon enough. The resistance was determined. Hagen was killed a
short time after the attack began from a bullet to the head. The initial stroke
was beaten back, but the bluecoats rallied and renewed the assault a few
minutes after. This one, too, though better mounted, was still beaten back
by the desperate whitecoats. However, the Austrian position became
untenable when the wooden works they were occupying on the day of the
battle caught fire, perhaps even courtesy of their owners. This development
put Brady into a real bind. Still, the whitecoats had fight left in them.

At last, however, Möllendorf succeeded, even knocking out a stubborn little
Austrian force that had planted itself squarely in his path. By about 1200
hours, the deed was a done deal, as the remaining Austrians, their wooden
works blazing round them, emerged into the open, with their hands up in
the air. Brady happened to be among that number.

That happened to leave the only viable Austrian defense worthy of the
name north of the Weisteritz Valley. Prussian shells had fallen thereabouts,
all right, but the Austrian posts in that immediate area had the advantage
thereabouts. With no clear-cut choice, the Prussian king redeployed his
artillery accompaniment, which commenced shelling these Austrian
positions with as much vigor as possible. This new effort inflicted
substantial losses on the forces of O’Kelly & Company ensconced in that
immediate area. The whitecoats had pressed forward some reinforcements
to help stiffen Daun’s army in its remaining posts in the Weisteritz Valley.
The newcomers got to Wüste-Waltersdorf in order to allow the affected
Austrians to disengage from the area. As the Austrian force retreated,
O’Kelly’s men, as we have already noted, took off towards the rear. The rest
of the whitecoats would not be far behind as it worked out.

As for Marshal Daun, hearing word that Burkersdorf and Ludwigsdorf were
lost, he ordered a general withdrawal back upon his anchor post at
Tannhausen. He kept most of his men, following the action, between the left



wing on the Wüste-Giersdorf, and the right wing of the whitecoats leaning
on Wüste-Waltersdorf. The king did not pursue, but kept up a duel with the
enemy until about 1600 hours. The ordnance then fell silent at last, and the
Battle of Burkersdorf ended.9 As an action, Burkersdorf lacked the intensity
of heated battles like Torgau. There were no massed formations valiantly
throwing themselves against other massed formations behind entrenched
works. Both sides fought more in the nature of small task forces that
clashed against each other in almost unconnected actions.

Nevertheless, this signal victory made a Prussian siege of Schweidnitz
inevitable. The bluecoats had captured right around 1,000 prisoners, along
with 13guns (eight 3-pounders, two 6-pounders, one 12-pounder, two
howitzers) in the battle. There were also about 320 killed, and 420
wounded, besides some 700 deserters. Prussian losses were approximately
1722, of whom some 85 percent were from Wied’s corps.

Daun pulled in his outposts after the battle, and issued orders to prepare to
withdraw. About 2100 hours, July 21, the marshal rose and crept back
towards the mountains behind; all moved on Wüste-Waltersdorf to
Tannhausen. The Austrian army was in complete order and fully able to
stand again. But the singular fact remained, Daun had been defeated and all
without any Russian assistance whatsoever. Frederick’s confidence had
immediately been raised, most appropriately.

With the planned deed accomplished, Cherneyshev marched (July 24),
taking with him a generous gift of some 15,000 Ducats [13,500 talers] and a
sword studded with precious diamonds, besides Frederick’s warmest
thanks, moving home towards Russia. Ironically, on that same day, the
Austrians discovered, too late for them, that the Russians were making for
home. Just like that, it was back to being a war largely between the
Prussians and the Austrians over the control of coveted Silesia.

Events elsewhere were conspiring along those lines. Back at St. Petersburg,
upon her accession, Empress Catherine had considered, in a detached
calculating manner, renewing the war with Prussia, which may have proven
a popular step for the Austrians. There were many considerations in this
matter. In retrospect, Peter’s enterprise upon Denmark had proven to be his
undoing. He had certainly performed a number of enterprises that had



antagonized the sensibilities of many influential people in Russian society
as well as the army. But Peter, there can be no question, miscalculated how
completely the Russian people were set on getting rid of him at the earliest
opportunity. Catherine, as she was both pregnant (by another man) and
clearly in a subordinate role to the new, very unpopular czar, turned out to
be much easier to generate support for than her husband had assumed
would ever be practical or even possible.

Intrigue was a natural part of life at the Russian court, and it was in this
particular genre that Catherine thrived. Apparently, even as early as March
1762, there was a conspiracy brewing to simultaneously depose Peter and
install Catherine on said throne. The savvy Prussian monarch could not
have failed to take notice of the events enveloping his fellow ruler in
Russia, but, fortunately, he seemed to have at last learned something from
his sharp treatment of Czarina Elizabeth. Frederick kept his tongue now,
when it really counted, advising Peter to do his best to smooth things over
with his energetic spouse. The Prussian king, in the back of his mind, no
doubt anticipated that Catherine might just “intrigue” her way right on to
the throne. This through the auspices of her lover, Gregori Grigorevich
Orlov, and his compatriots.10

In the event, the Russian army could be turned around and sent marching
back towards Germany, and some of the senior generals, like Soltikov,
expected that to happen. But the time of year was already nearly August,
and the greencoats could never return to campaign effectively during the
rest of the 1762 Campaign. Besides, the Prussian king had urged Peter to
placate, rather than oppose, his wife, and the king’s quarrel had largely been
with Elizabeth. In the end, Russia did not reenter the war, but neither did
she become an active ally to the Prussians.

Simultaneously, the king sent word to his post at Neisse to forward the guns
and equipment thereabouts in preparation for his long anticipated siege of
the enemy forces now shut up within the Schweidnitz Compound.11 He then
moved his men forward to take up posts for this endeavor. Dittmannsdorf
was made his headquarters, and the bluecoat army was put into a half-moon
position southwest of the fortress—some ten miles off in the distance—
between Seiferba and Juliansdorf. Marshal Daun was, as we know, at



Tannhausen, another ten miles southwest and about 20 from Schweidnitz.
The latter was now reduced to trying to come up with a plan of his own to
foil the Prussian designs upon the fortress. His army was deployed from
Donnerau and Gross-Giersdorf, through Tannhausen, leaning over on
Falkenberg. The whitecoat right was entrusted to Marshal Lacy, who was
by now engaged in some sniping back and forth with the Prussian general
Wied.

In this position, the marshal made himself as secure as possible. Daun could
not claim ignorance of the importance of keeping a tight grip upon
Schweidnitz, if at all possible. July 25, Kaunitz wrote to the marshal a
communication conveying the absolute urgency of keeping fast hold upon
the Schweidnitz Fortress. The ambitious Frederick had to be denied the
place. If the fortress fell, the Austrians would be driven out of Silesia. There
would be no further means or forces at hand to prevent this from happening.
In response, Daun ordered entrenchments erected to prevent the very
aggressive Prussian king from attacking his main post. This seemed to
preoccupy the marshal’s time rather than the more important task of trying
to relieve Schweidnitz.

Meanwhile, Frederick drove forward with his preliminaries against the
place with a great will. He appointed the finest of his officers in that sort of
work, Tauentzein (memorable from his staunch defense of Breslau in an
earlier time) to head up his siege forces. Tauentzein was given a force of
men, about 12,000 strong (composed of 21 battalions and 20 squadrons),
with great expectations being looked for. The batteries of Tauentzein were
of 28 24-pounders, 50 12-pounders, 20 50-pounder mortars, and 12 7-
pounder howitzers.12 That being stated, the king fully anticipated the fall of
the fortress within a few short weeks. Then the confident Frederick could
proceed to clear out Silesia of the enemy and then go help Prince Henry
over in Saxony. As soon as the required equipment could come forward,
Tauentzein at once set to his task. August 7, he had his first parallel dug,
which commenced the siege.13 This first effort of the siege was some “nine
hundred paces from the Jauernicker Fort” at northwest Schweidnitz.14 The
king about this time recalled Bevern from out near Glogau to escort the
supply trains coming in from Neisse against light parties of the enemy.



As for the Austrian garrison shut up in Schweidnitz, they at least had an
abundance of provisions and supplies within the walls of the compound; in
the short term. This could only help them in the defense of Schweidnitz. As
for the Prussians engaged in besieging the place, they suffered to a great
degree in the initial phases of the siege, especially in view of the very
energetic garrison there, from the effectiveness of their own efforts to
render Schweidnitz as impregnable as possible in the days when they had
the fortress. The measures that their engineers had devised were thus turned
against them by Guasco & Company.

In the event, the bluecoats opened (and maintained) a fierce bombardment
of Schweidnitz, but Guasco himself made a determined resistance with his
own resources. He defended the fortress with a tenacity and vigilance that
might, under different circumstances, have caused even Frederick to admire
his efforts. While the besieging forces were laboring on their works,
Guasco’s garrison tried their best to interrupt the enterprise. Guasco’s force,
although handpicked, was largely composed of homogenous groups, none
of which had enough members to establish even a unit identity. In fact,
apparently language alone was a great barrier within the ranks of
Schweidnitz’s garrison.15 A number of different tongues were understood
by the defenders, which, in combination with the above factor, served even
further to separate the men into little groupings. German was, of course, the
major language used, but there were also French, Italian, Hungarian, Czech,
even English, among the rest. Intrigue and cliqués could not help but thrive
under these conditions. For example, Major-General Ernst Friedrich
Giannini, the immediate commander of the Austrian field forces within the
place, was at odds with Guasco. Giannini disliked the commandant
intensely, and made no secret of it. Worse, Guasco was fully aware that
Giannini had shared several negative communications with Marshal Daun
concerning the conduct of the siege.

Back to the unfolding events. A large part of the garrison, about 5,000 men,
emerged from behind Schweidnitz’s walls and attacked the bluecoats very
early in the siege (night of August 7–8). The assailants forced back the
parties engaged in digging siege works around Schweidnitz. The effort,
although valiant, was speedily contained. Tauentzein attempted to mine
under the fortress, but Guasco employed an expert of his own, Jean-Baptiste



Vaquette de Gribeauval, and he spoiled this effort in the bud. Soon,
however, hunger must force the issue, for the number of people sealed off in
Schweidnitz itself meant that the food supply situation must speedily
become downright critical. Simon Deodat Lefèbvre (Tauentzein’s engineer
in this business) kept up the pace, while Marshal Daun stayed put right
where he was, at Tannhausen, perfectly content not to interfere. His
subordinates, Laudon, Lacy, Beck, were all deployed on the flanks and rear.

Lefebvre was a great believer in building both a rampart and a retaining
wall on which to work overhead simultaneously. This design he would
freely practice, with the Prussian king’s blessing, upon Schweidnitz.16 The
future besieger of Schweidnitz had once penned a note to the conceiver of a
device known as ‘globes,’ which could be planted to explode at critical
points in tunnels, causing great damage. The correspondence was addressed
to Bernhard Forest de Belidor, a French artillery/siege/mining warfare
expert. The latter was decent enough to reply, giving Lefebvre some
‘pointers’ he could use later at the Siege of Schweidnitz in 1762.17

Daun played the part of a thorn in Frederick’s side during these proceedings
to perfection. But he could not afford to vacillate. Something which the
powers that be back in Vienna had to be weary of. In short order, it became
necessary to order the marshal to go relieve Schweidnitz, as Daun was in
danger of “meandering.” August 10, the necessary instructions were sent to
the marshal’s headquarters. It was imperative that some attempt or another
be made to relieve the fortress. Austrian honor and the coming peace
negotiations both demanded some satisfaction in this matter.

Daun now decided to attempt a maneuver to take some of the pressure off
of Guasco. The bluecoats would have to be thrown off-balance, and
supplies slipped in to shore up the faltering defenders of the fortress,
particularly of ammunition. Unlike foodstuffs, there was a potential
shortage in the supply of suitable shot and shell. One which could prove
critical long before the food supply would ever become low. As usual, the
marshal was to leave the main work of dealing with the Prussian threat to
others; in this case, to Generals Beck and Lacy. The scheme was to outflank
the enemy by a maneuver to round the Prussian lines in the south near



Költschen and so gradually wiggle the Austrian formations up to Zobten
and the rise thereabouts.

This would, of course, mean the immediate ruin to the bluecoat effort upon
Schweidnitz. Beck and Lacy would start the effort upon the enemy nearby,
at a rise called the Fiscaberg, where the Duke of Brunswick-Bevern (who
had arrived from Neisse attended at a distance by Beck’s troopers) was in
charge. This height, located near Reichenbach (about 12 miles southeast of
Schweidnitz), had to be laid hold of before the Koltschen enterprise could
begin.

The wheeling movement was very involved, and the only Prussian force
that could bar the Austrian motion was a cavalry force of 38 squadrons
under Prince Friedrich Eugene of Württemberg, deployed in and about
Peterswaldau. Another block force, this one under General Werner, moved
up to join his compatriots at Peterswaldau. The king would still need to
keep the remaining forces of Daun busy over by Tannhausen and that region
in the meanwhile. Just about the same time, the bluecoats were no doubt
beginning to realize that their Oriental “allies” were going to be a No-Show
in their long-projected (but never implemented) invasion of the Habsburg
Empire.

As for General Beck, he and his force had been kept busy barring Moravia
from the incursions of the Prussians. The Duke of Brunswick-Bevern had
been consolidating his position in the hills to the south of Schweidnitz.
These passes turned out to be critical for both sides, especially with the
Prussian investment of Schweidnitz. General Beck, with a force of some
12,000 men at Zuckmantel, was Daun’s chief relief force in the area
immediately by those hills. August 8, Beck was ordered to move from that
locale in Moravia, to join up with the main Austrian army about Kloster-
Kamenz.

Bevern endeavored to intercept his enemy over by Nimptsch, and by means
of a night march, from Münsterberg, the previous night, in the late
afternoon of August 13, the Prussians of Bevern took up post in and about
Reichenbach, hard about Peilau in the process, they drove back a force from
Beck’s rearguard that sought the very same ground for their camp at just
about the same time. Prussian pickets pressed back the Johnnys-come-



lately, and forthwith took up posts of their own at Pulzendorf and Ellgeuth.
The effort paid off hadsomely. Bevern was able to bring 11 battalions and
25 squadrons to bear on the day of Reichenbach. The horse, under General
Lentulus, were deployed over by the Fiscaberg. As for artillery, Bevern
boasted a large force of guns, 28 heavy pieces and ten 7-pounder howitzers.

Now, suddenly, it was the turn of the bluecoats to be a thorn in Marshal
Daun’s side, this in the form of Bevern and his men hard about
Reichenbach. The events connected with this effort would lead directly to
the aforementioned wheeling movement that would precipitate what was to
be the last offensive operations of the Austrians of the war in Silesia.

So Daun ordered out Lacy to recover the rise, with Beck and Brentano, as
usual, to play the roles of subordinates. Laudon was detached and sent with
a body of some 20,000 men back towards the Warta to keep that area
secure. Daun was to remain at Tannhausen with the main army to follow as
soon as the Fiscaberg was taken. However, this last offensive effort
undertaken by the Austrians in Silesia during the war, as usual, was a lot
more plan than actual substance.

The whitecoat forces here totaled about 45,000 men. Of that total, some
25,000 men would constitute the main attack force, divided into 33
battalions and nine units of Austrian cavalry. Lacy reached the western end
of the target rise shortly after dawn on August 16. He encamped within the
vicinity of three nearby population centers (Upper-, Middle-, and Nether-
Peilau) on the road to Gross Nossen, south of Reichenbach. Lacy was
determined to recover the rise, and the Prussians were resolved to hang on
to the height to thwart Daun’s efforts to upset the siege of Schweidnitz. The
king, who was with Bevern, observed the newcomers for a time, while Lacy
was busy feeling out the strength and the layout of the Prussian positions.
On Lacy’s flank, Beck was positioned with his men, of 14 battalions, four
cavalry regiments, and one hussar regiment (Brentano was with Lacy).
Brentano boasted a force of eight battalions, four cavalry regiments, and
two of the by now invaluable Croats. Now entered a modicum of deception
on the part of the whitecoats. When Lacy, with nine battalions, deliberately
showed his apparent intention to remain quiescent for a time (i.e., by



pitching tents, cooking the men’s meals, etc.), Frederick took this view at
face-value and just returned to his headquarters.

Beck’s march shortly afterwards escaped his notice (in fact his men were
visible to the king’s sight but the latter apparently felt that Beck would
likewise stay put). The Austrian plan was similar to that carried out by
Frederick at Burkersdorf, turned in this case against the originator, with the
exception that this effort was to be directed against an enemy on one rise
only.

Beck’s command struck off through the thick woods, aiming to steal round
and strike from the eastern side, while Lacy did his best to keep Bevern
occupied on the western face. About 1700 hours, Lacy suddenly deployed
his well-prepared, rested men in long lines to distract Bevern on the
Fiscaberg, opening a spirited bombardment, in the meanwhile, towards the
Prussian positions. Austrian cavalrymen endeavored to threaten Bevern, but
he deployed riders of his own to deal with that incursion. Meanwhile,
General Carl O’Donnell, with five small cavalry regiments, would act as a
screen over by Nieder-Peilau against the Prussian cavalry force massed at
Peterswaldau.

Lacy did not attack, he never intended to; as we have seen, his only
function was to keep the enemy busy while Beck did his job. The latter’s
march through intricate terrain was of necessity slow, in three individual
columns, and it was long after Lacy showed his men when Beck finally got
into position. The latter drove forward at once, but found the foe,
complemented by swampy ground there and blockposts, ready for just such
a maneuver. Prussian artillery opened up with a raking fire, under which
Beck’s men became bogged down. In short order, the bluecoats occupying
Dittmannsdorf and Kleutsch had been driven back.

Meanwhile, the force of General Beck, divided into three different
groupings, moved out about 1430 hours. Beck’s left, of three cavalry
regiments, deployed over towards Gnadenfrei, this to shield Beck’s main
body from the irruptions on his left. Simbschen, meantime, in the
immediate area advanced a body of infantry (and some of the jäger) to go
take post in the churchyard at Oder-Peilau. From that point, they began
peppering the bluecoats, which kept Bevern’s attention fixed to that vicinity



while General Beck took his main force, led chiefly by the 21st Cavalry
Regiment of Trautmannsdorf, on a swing round to the Girlsberg. At the
latter, three regiments which were present erupted about 1750 hours. The
Prussians in that post, at least initially, repulsed the first stroke, but a
renewed attack was pressed home with rather more success. The bluecoats
in that region, principally the 28/32 Grenadier Battalion, put up a tough
resistance. Reinforcements of grenadiers promptly joined the ruckus, and,
significantly, the opposing 35th Infantry of Prince Henry, suffered almost to
a debilitating degree from the battle effort and had to retire. It had been
visibly shaken in the drama of the moment.

In sum, the whitecoats could not fail to take advantage of the enemy’s
retreat, the limited extent of it that was thereabouts, and Beck was soon at
Girlsberg. There a flanking position was turned round to confront the
enemy on the Fiscaberg. The Austrians set up ordnance of their own to shell
the Prussian posts opposite to them. General Beck, quite naturally, assumed
that both Lacy and Brentano would forthwith attack the foe in short order.
The order to advance was given, but the Prussians before him, who were
actually not engaged just then in any other fight, instead sharply repulsed
Beck’s men when they were launched in a short while. As for General
Brentano, his “attack” made little forward progress at all. The bombardment
by the Prussian guns in the area where Brentano’s men were was
sufficiently intense that the whitecoats could not get free from the ground
about Nieder-Peilau, although O’Donnell’s cavalry sure did its part. There
was more. Brentano’s men did unhitch their guns, over on the rise called the
Sampertsberg. Brentano failed utterly to attack the foe with his infantry.

Subsequently, Beck’s attacks all miscarried, Bevern rushing reinforcements
(a total of about 25 squadrons of fresh cavalry) to the scene from the still
quiet western face, knowing what the enemy had really intended now. In the
meanwhile, O’Donnell was making the most of the opportunity offered to
him. The Austrian horse emerged into the streets of Nieder-Peilau late in the
afternoon, about 1600 hours. The horse accompaniment of Brentano
galloped over to join up, and the whitecoat cavalry now formed up in that
immediate vicinity with much more on its collective mind than just
screening the army from the incursions of Prussian cavalry.



At the appearance of their foe and the relatively weak cavalry screen,
Bevern and Lentulus’s riders erupted into full bore action as quickly as they
could. This charge was a drawn-out affair, participated in by not just
Bevern’s horse, a composite grouping under Lt.-Col. Karl Philipp von
Owstein (consisting of some 700 men), but also by the 13 squadrons that
General Lentulus was bringing with him to the scene. The ensuing action
was short-lived but sharp, and it was noticeable. The bluecoat riders sped
past the Spittelberg and over by Sampertsberg. Initially, the fight favored
the Prussians, but the support of the Austrian ordnance in the short run
eventually forced Bevern’s and Lentulus’ riders to recoil. General
O’Donnell was thus enabled to try to rally his shaken cavalry screen against
this backdrop.

It was a good thing that O’Donnell was allowed a respite in which to rally
his forces. This was very shortly, by about 1800 hours, to bear fruition with
the reality that Brentano and Lacy had no real intention of attacking,
Frederick turned his attention to the one Austrian force before him, small as
it was, that was apparently in earnest. Accordingly, the king himself “riding
the exceptionally fast white Cossack horse Caesar was in the lead,”18

bringing a force of Prussian cavalry galloping from Peterswaldau over the
way to Reichenbach on a mission.

Prussian Horse Artillery, under Major von Anhalt, making a rare
appearance in the war, then opened a punishing fire right into the soon
serried ranks of the Austrian cavalry, emptying saddle after saddle as well
as decimating the enemy’s horse.19

The Prussian reinforcements moved quickly to the scene. To elaborate, a
large part of the bluecoat force making its way towards Reichenbach was
composed of foot soldiers, whose advent was of necessity to be slower.
Three full regiments of the cuirassiers, including the 8th Cuirassiers of
Seydlitz, galloped to the area as fast as their horses could carry them. The
newcomers (about 1830 hours) rolled across the Hühn Bach, striking and
rolling over the already shaken Austrian cavalry. Five Austrian battle flags
were captured in this particular tussle.



While Bevern’s cavalry again took O’Donnell’s force under fire, Lentulus’
command (the Duke of Württemberg Dragoons, the Flanns Dragoons, and a
hussar force) also reappeared, after a suitable interval. The latter sought at
once to overwhelm the Austrian right, which pressed hard against the
whitecoats, causing them much anxiety. Resistance was determined to be
sure, but the efforts of General O’Donnell and of his cavalry screen were all
in vain this time. The Prussian superiority in numbers here was just too
compelling to resist. Added to all of this was the fact that the attack from
the front and right flank simultaneously was threatening to squeeze the
defenders like a vise, which did nothing but aggravate the situation. The
Austrians soon reeled back towards Nieder-Peilau in short order. At the
latter post, almost entirely within the confined spaces of the little town,
stood the beleaguered infantry of General Brentano. The horse were
simultaneously leaving the field in confusion. On the other hand, the foot
soldiers, with more to shelter behind, and with plenty of cracks and crevices
to fire from behind, immediately put the pursuing Prussian cavalry at a
distinct disadvantage. The fire of the infantry thereabouts quickly brought
the Prussian pursuit to a screeching halt.

All of this had to be visible to the eyes of Marshal Daun, who was, at that
moment, hard by the village of Habensdorf.20 It must have been clear that
Austrian efforts to secure a rescue route in to Schweidnitz were going up in
literal smoke. Different riders coming and going throughout the course of
the battle must have filled Daun and his entourage with some sense of
uneasiness.

Frederick, by then, had also figured out what the whitecoats were doing.
Earlier he had returned to his lines in the north, believing that Lacy had no
intention of trying an attack on that day. Then, later, he heard the sounds of
cannonading to the south near Reichenbach, although he was still hesitant
to believe that the Austrians were stirring. When the firing failed to die
down, the king hustled off reinforcements to go help Bevern. The forces
dispatched raced to the aid of the bluecoats near to Reichenbach.

Bevern, in the meanwhile, proceeded to repel Beck’s best efforts, and Lacy
unaccountably failed to give aid to his subordinate. Now word reached the
scene that Frederick was after all coming to Bevern’s rescue, and Beck,



seeing no gain for all his wasted labors here, drew back to Tannhausen,
accompanied by the Lacy-Brentano force (Frederick sent horsemen on
ahead to strike a blow against Lacy and deployed some horsed artillery to
lob shells at the latter). General Andreas Panovsky’s Walloon Dragoons
charged forward and brought the intruders up short in heavy fighting, but
the extent of Frederick’s force convinced the Austrian commander that it
was time to go. This was about 1900 hours. Lacy’s withdrawal ended the
Battle of Reichenbach; which was actually more like a heavy skirmish by
the standards of Zorndorf and Torgau.

But this was Daun’s last legitimate effort to rescue his trapped garrison in
Schweidnitz from certain surrender. Guasco & Company were now left to
their own paltry resources. The next morning, the joy fires of the foe told
the disheartened Guasco all that he needed to know. He realized now that
his position was nothing short of dire.

The losses of the two sides in the Battle of Reichenbach were the following:
the Austrians lost 140 killed, 373 wounded, and 407 missing, a total of 920
men; the Prussian loss was 997 men from all causes. Marshal Daun, after
celebrating the “victory” of Beck and reorganizing his army, fell back on
Warta and the Silberberg. Reichenbach, which was claimed as a victory by
both the Austrians and the Prussians, was the final battle of the war waged
by the army under Frederick’s own command. In a war which seemed to be
winding up in a stalemate, it is perhaps fitting that the final battle between
the two major antagonists should be so considered. Now Prince Ferdinand
and Prince Henry still had some unfinished business of their own. The
Austrians were also still stirring, even after August 16. Marshal Daun sent a
dispatch rider to Guasco’s lines. He had no recourse but to inform the latter
that this last effort to save Schweidnitz was an utter failure, in spite of the
“victory” of Reichenbach.

Guasco, as a result, was finally given free rein to seek an honorable
surrender for Schweidnitz on the best terms available from the Prussians.
From Warta, meanwhile, with one weary eye turned towards possible
enemy pursuit, the marshal’s army commenced, one more time, to drift
backwards. August 19, the Austrians withdrew in earnest, by Schafeneck,
on to Neurode.



The king’s army followed up, placing detachments at and about Habendorf
and Weiselsdorf. The only option left to Guasco at this point was to hold
out as long as he was able to and could offer a reasonable defense.
Frederick had resorted to mining under the Austrian defenses of
Schweidnitz, but this turned out to be one of the king’s most neauseating,
least-rewarding, occupations. He was neither good at it, nor did he have the
patience to be able to practice it well. Lastly, conducting sieges were so rare
an occurrence for the king, that he lacked practice as well. On the other
hand, the successful siege/capture of Schweidnitz, even by the slow
machinations of mining, would finally salt away the Prussian occupation of
Silesia for themselves. In effect, achieving the main reason for war in the
first place, especially in view of Maria Theresa’s efforts to regain Silesia
from the beginning.

Meanwhile, the siege was progressing. Night of August 13–14, the
Prussians had dug their second parallel, of a zigzag sort, which was
answered by the foe almost immediately. The latter launched another, more
involved sortie. The effort was gallant, and it did indeed succeed in driving
back some of the enemy progress, but ultimately the sortie was beaten back.
This was accomplished with heavy loss to the garrison. Even though the
besiegers apparently lacked real world experience. The composition of
Frederick’s army was decidedly “younger” compared to the beginning of
the war. Many of the Prussian forces besieging the place were youth, some
barely past boyhood. Duffy describes how they would often welp like little
pups at the approach of the enemy.21 This is a world away from the tough,
well-seasoned veterans who had first marched into Saxony in August 1756.

There could be no denying that the army was undergoing a precipitate
decline in these latter years of the war. This would continue on into the
declining years of the king’s reign. Sadly, for Prussia, even after that.
Indeed, the journey towards the fateful battlefield of Jena in 1806 was
already inexorably underway.

Meanwhile, the effort to nab Schweidnitz had to be a supreme one. Back-to-
back assaults during the nights of mid–August, particularly two launched on
Aug. 21–22, tested the mettle of both the besieged and the besiegers alike.
This time, the struggle was a draw, with the Austrian defenders being



capably led by Major Jakob Brady.22 Still, Guasco realized that his position
was desperate. On August 22, the commandant sent a parley to Tauentztein,
offering to surrender the whole compound so long as he and his whole
command could march away. Any delusions along those lines would be
speedily dashed. The Prussian general replied rather succinctly that the only
way Guasco and his men would depart from Schweidnitz now were as
POWs. In retrospect, this was a wise move. The force of Guasco, once freed
from virtual shackles at Schweidnitz, would have been free to join up with
Daun’s field army. This could then have opened up another set of
difficulties. Problems that Frederick, at this twilight of the great struggle,
was no longer willing to tackle, especially as Silesia, by the surrender of
Schweidnitz, would inevitably be relinquished to him.

Meanwhile, Lefèbvre had decided to uncage his effort at mining under the
Jauernicker fort. Mining was as much of an exact science as existed in
eighteenth century warfare. That being said, the engineers functioned with
some degree of secrecy. By August 22–23, Lefèbvre’s men were working
on their third parallel. They “sank a sixteen foot deep shaft on the left of the
new trench.”23 This development allowed the besieging force to open an
underground attack to put more pressure on the defenders of Schweidnitz.
Unfortunately for the attackers, flooding in the tunnels posed a serious
menace, and there was simply no way to go under or around the
countermining undertakings of Guasco’s garrison. At the same time, the
latter were burning through the available shot and shell at an alarming rate,
but the continuing progress of the Prussian siege works began again to
falter.

There was an underlying problem or two. Unfortunately, for the king’s
army, there was no way to press a vigorous siege of Schweidnitz, in spite of
Lefèbvre’s efforts, and the Prussian effort flagged. Lefèbvre tried to the best
of his ability to dig a tuunel under the Austrian lines thereabouts, in order to
destroy that section by blowing it to smithereens. He sent a miner to try to
secure proper measurements to the Austrians ensconced in their works. This
apparently very jittery individual took his time in carrying out his
assignment, ducking for cover behind whatever obstacle he ran on to, yet
still stopped well short of the walls of the enemy-held compound. The rest
of the matter was a mere guesstimate. Regretably. A tunnel of



corresponding length (which was “estimated” at 96 feet) to the calculations
was dug; it was filled with black powder, to the tune of more than 5,000
pounds’ worth. The tunnel, accordingly, was blasted on September 1. This
just after nightfall.

Then, and unfortunately not a minute sooner, was it discovered that the
previous calculations had been woefully in error. The resulting explosion
was still far short of the Jauernicker and vicinity (to the tune of some 30
yards), leaving a crater “ninety feet in diameter”24 and little else to work
with. This was surely a setback, but it was not fatal to the planned capture
of the compound. Not by any means. Nothing daunted, the bluecoat
enginners resumed the task at hand.

From the confines of the crater, the digging parties resumed working. Once
more, the final target in all of this effort was the Austrian works.
Meanwhile, one element of the defense was taken from Guasco’s hands
early on. The defenders tried, in the beginning of the siege, to pound the
Prussians on a regular basis with artillery fire, but it quickly became
obvious that the supplies of ammunition and shot could never hold out long
enough to let the artillerymen keep up this work. But the disturbance of the
ground thereabouts and the explosions that were occurring in that
immediate vicinity had created unsettling conditions in that area, more than
enough to cause problems. As a result, as the bluecoats worked feverishly,
the tunnel unexpectedly collapsed. The engineers had gone barely ten yards
in this latest effort, but Lefèbvre, nothing daunted, drove a double tunnel
from the truncated one over towards the enemy’s lines. Meanwhile, the
Austrians, as was their want, fell to countermining in an effort to
trip/explode the Prussian tunnels.

In this way, with the bluecoats desperately trying to tunnel into the
Schweidnitz Compound, and the whitecoats, in their turn, trying just as hard
to trip the enemy explosives and thus cave in the work, the siege dragged on
into September. The Austrians did their very best, under the most
unfavorable of circumstances, to keep hold of Schweidnitz, and Guasco, as
we have observed, was left pretty much on his own to undertake the defense
of the place with as much determination as he could. For instance, the night



of September 9–10, Austrian countermining efforts paid off. They ended up
exploding the bluecoat tunnel.

The Prussians once again tried to calculate as best they could the distance to
the fortress, and renewed efforts were then dug into the willing earth in an
attempt to undermine (in this case quite literally) the Austrian defenders of
Schweidnitz. All of this effort took some time. Time which the defenders of
the place tried to put to good advantage as well. So the seemingly endless
procession of mining and countermining went on. It speaks volumes for the
real difficulties encountered by the Prussian engineers now that one of
Lefèbvre’s mining officers, a Major Signoret, was threatened with arrest if
he did not step up the pace of the mining operation against Schweidnitz.
Make no mistake; none of the available accounts suggest the Siege of
Schweidnitz was anything other than what it appeared: a hard won, slug it
out feat for the Prussians. Signoret apparently replied to his commanding
officer he would rather be in irons instead of making further mining efforts.
Under those circumstances, the outcome was almost inevitable. Lefèbvre
“forced him to go on mining.”25 Often Prussian efforts to tunnel would be
spoiled by undetected streams of water, or even by the occasional ineptness
of the miners. As for Frederick, with Marshal Daun no longer a real factor
in this siege (the latter had retired behind the mountain range about
Tannhausen), he moved his headquarters from Dittmansdorf to
Peterswaldau, then to Bögendorf, only a few miles from Schweidnitz.

Daun had, indeed, pulled back to the Wolfsberg in the period immediately
following the fight at Reichenbach. This position was still within about ten
miles of the Prussian posts laying siege to Schweidnitz. The marshal was
immediately, and effectively, opposed by a large part of the bluecoat forces
of Frederick. The latter force, consisting of some 90 squadrons of cavalry
and 50 battalions of Prussian infantry, was close by. The enemy were
deployed in the region from Reichenbach to a post hard by Waldenburg. It
was plain that the Prussian monarch wanted to keep Daun busy while the
effort against Schweidnitz was finished.

Meanwhile, Daun was about as on edge as was possible. The pressure to do
something more to relieve the Austrian garrison yet trapped within
Schweidnitz was still there. Marshal Daun had been concerned there was



just no way to realistically get to the relief of Guasco, but there were others
in the Austrian camp who remained of the opinion that there was still hope
of rescue. Communications from Vienna left no doubt, the Austrian High
Command still wanted the main Austrian army to try to perform the task,
despite its many obstacles, yet again. On September 12, Daun sent a
communication to that effect to Guasco, this by a number of brave dispatch
riders. This time the effort was to be accomplished by hitching round
Kunzendorf to try to reach the embattled lines. The marshal even hinted that
Guasco should try, if he felt his position within Schweidnitz were hopeless,
to break out and join up with the rescue force in the open country beyond
the walls of the compound.

Then the skies opened. The rains caused the immediate postponement of the
rescue move towards Schweidnitz. While the downpours continued, Daun
kept stepping up preparations to proceed with the planned expedition. The
problem now was not just the rain-soaked paths and the overall wet weather
conditions that were weighing against the whitecoats. Also factored into the
equation, Frederick’s army was more confident than ever. The latter would
not be an easy enemy to try to overcome, by any means.

On the other hand, long years of war had taught the Austrians that their foe
would be no pushover. We have already observed the Prussian refusal to let
Guasco march away from Schweidnitz. The last thing the king wanted was
Guasco and his force marching away from Schweidnitz into the open.
Besides, part of the reason that Laudon had refused the supreme command
in Silesia in 1762 was the lack of cooperation among the junior officers of
the Austrian army. In mid–September 1762, it appears that the majority of
these same men were set against making a last try to relieve Schweidnitz.

In the end, even Laudon, who had at first openly postulated on the
feasibility of making that same last-ditch attempt, had to question whether
the mission could be carried off. Certainly without risking the safety of the
entire Austrian army in the process. In a cause likely lost or not. In the end,
as of September 24, the effort to undertake the relief of Schweidnitz was
forthwith abandoned. Daun would try no more to salvage the
unsalvageable. This effectively sealed Guasco’s fate, more than anything
else. The position of the Austrians now trapped there within Schweidnitz



could not but deteriorate, compounded by the advent of the wet weather and
increasing weariness by all of the combatants. Clutching at straws, Guasco
tried once more to secure an honorable peace, again Tauentzein would
simply not hear of it.

Meanwhile, the siege continued apace. Another tunnel, dug by the Prussians
in the immediate area, was blown skyward (September 16). Apparently the
bluecoats had learned precious little from their previous experience with
regard to the tunneling. Once more, the distance to the enemy lines was
underestimated, this particular time by more than 60 feet. Nothing daunted,
Lefèbvre undertook a new digging from the bottom of the resulting crater.
As for the Austrians, they were not intimidated in the least. Their leaders
still had the capacity to inspire confidence. Gribeauval was most capable,
and he, in turn, was capably aided by Captain Pabliczek, head of the
garrison’s miners, along with Colonel Steinmetz and his engineer corps.

With all of this in mind, especially regarding the soundness of the Austrian
command, it should come as no surprise that this new offshoot tunnel was
very quickly destroyed by three countermines prepared by the defenders.
The latter continued to stand their ground, most stubbornly we might add.
Guasco offered reward money, and even large quantities of alcohol to inflict
as much injury on the enemy’s efforts as was possible. By this point, the
bluecoats had taken to post and were literally living within the tunnels,
sheltered to some extent from the fairly wet autumn weather pattern. By
contrast, the Austrian defenders had few sources of shelter from the
weather, outside of the compound’s buildings.

Guasco at this point sought the opinions from his officers about what to do
next. The posed question involved what the men of the garrison should do
with regard to Schweidnitz. Should the defenders simply wait on events,
like an outside rescue force coming to spring them from their trap? Or,
should the soldiers seize the moment and try their best to break out from the
Prussian web encasing them on their own? The majority of the officers in
attendance (19 out of the 21) at the meeting were dead set against trying to
break out from Schweidnitz. This largely because of the logistics involved
in such an effort.



One of the two officers who did not favor the majority view of waiting on
rescue, just in case we might not have already guessed, was the
aforementioned Giannini. The latter did not want to wait out the fall/rescue
of Schweidnitz. Meanwhile, Lefèbvre continued his work. In mid–
September, Prussian engineers pressed in closer to the compound. Night of
September 23–24, the bluecoats exploded another bomb, creating a crater
some 29 feet deep, most importantly, this time within just six feet of the
Jauernicker Fort. All told, Guasco’s engineers exploded a total of nine
countermines in trying to head off the Prussian effort as offshoot tunnels
were developed from this latest crater. All of this provided an unpleasant
development for Guasco, and the whitecoats had little choice but to resort to
an immediate counterattack. One such effort, overnight on September 24–
25, flared up all right, but the bluecoats were prepared for the event, and it
did not produce much success.

Still, the Austrians summoned up the strength to try again. This time, during
the night of September 25–26. For this effort, the counterattack was
mounted by part of a Hungarian regiment under Lieutenant Michael
Waldhütter. The Prussians had taken refuge before this in the crater right
beside the Austrian lines. The whitecoat engineers proceeded to blast a hole
into the crater and their troops made their way into the Prussian posts
thereabouts. The brunt of this charge drove the Prussian survivors back to
the parallel, which exposed the craters that had been in enemy hands to the
machinations of Steinmetz and his minions. The latter promptly set to work
trying to wreak havoc as much as was possible to the Prussian posts.
Meanwhile, Lefèbvre’s troops set to work themselves trying to contain and
seal off the Austrian effort against them. The invaders, after much effort,
were finally turned back, after suffering some 22 killed and dozens of
others injured.26 The damage inflicted on the Prussian casements? It was
substantial enough to delay the further progress of their siege of
Schweidnitz for a few days.

October 8, a chance round from Prussian artillery blew up one of the
Austrian magazines, causing heavy damage and confusion. The resulting
explosion inflicted significant damage on the garrison, most especially
psychologically. Not to mention the loss of personnel in the resulting blast.
As concerns the latter, a total of some 300 of the defenders of Schweidnitz



were killed instantly in that explosion. Interestingly, Lefebvre had driven a
deep tunnel this particular time, and the amount of explosive powder
amounted to some 5,000 pounds’ worth. The fortress accordingly received
extensive damage. This did nothing but encourage the Prussians that their
enterprise on Schweidnitz was going to end up in a positive way. With this
new encouragement, we might add, Lefèbvre pressed home his now
considerable advantage.

The very next night, the bluecoat engineers blew up another bomb that still
further damaged the Austrian hold upon the fortress/compound.27 Guasco,
despite his many delaying efforts, was now near the end of his rope. All
hope of relief courtesy of Marshal Daun had been dashed by now. The
assailants, by this point, had pressed their siege works right up against the
glacis of the Schweidnitz Compound. Supplies of ammunition and gun shot
within were running periously low, although food rations yet remained in
sufficient quantities. But the material for war was another matter altogether.
The amount of ammo, as of an inventory on October 8, was estimated to
last no more than three more days. That was the last straw. Guasco now
asked for terms, sending Major Rasp, one of his aides, under a flag of truce
to the Prussian headquarters with an offer to surrender both the compound
of Schweidnitz and the garrison. The terms were to be only as POWs. So,
on October 9, the defenders threw in the towel. Austrian losses during the
siege had been substantial. Guasco’s men moarched out as prisoners, now
reduced to less than 9,000 men standing. Some 3,472 men, 85 officers,
three generals, were wounded or dead; 219 officers and 8,474 men were
surrendered as prisoners. Prussian losses, including those sustained at
Burkersdorf and Reichenbach, amounted to 2,929 men and 86 officers (all
of these figures are approximations). The last siege of Schweidnitz in 1762
had lasted some 62 days and had occupied virtually the entire attention of
the Prussian monarch and his army, as the attention had been fixed
thereabouts in the Silesian campaign.

The Austrian defense of Schweidnitz, though in the end both futile and
unquestionably a failure (though we can argue to what degree it was a
failure) had used up a great quantity of material, assembled at great
expense. Among them were approximately 14,293 mortar bombs, 85,858
roundshot and 3,489 rounds of canister.28 There was no longer any question



but that Frederick, after three wars, the last almost debilitating, had finally
achieved his aim of wrestling away Silesia. Conversely, Maria Theresa,
even with the knowledge that she could not regain her valuable lost
province, was left no choice. Peace was finally and truly inevitable!

Following the fall of Schweidnitz, Frederick settled in round it with his
tired army, as it was now October and too late for an invasion of Austria
this year. Prussian irregulars harassed Daun, causing him to draw off
reluctantly into Bohemia. Frederick would have no more trouble with the
old marshal, who died soon after the end of the Seven Years’ War in 1766.
He did agree with the king to a winter truce, although not before Frederick,
who had already detached Wied with 10,000 men to march to Saxony to aid
Prince Henry after the fall of Schweidnitz, had moved towards Saxony and
left Bevern in command opposite Daun. Both sides in Silesia now realized
that the war was nearly over, and by both there were few further
movements. In point of fact, most of the combatants were anxiously
awaiting the coming of peace.

Such was the look of the situation in Silesia in 1762 as the curtain was
coming down on the last drama of the Seven Years’ War.



Chapter Fifty-Two

The Campaign of 1762 in Saxony1

In the meanwhile, Prince Henry had not been inactive in Saxony during this
campaign.2 In the middle of January 1762, Prince Henry experienced a bout
of illness, which caused him to enquire whether he could be replaced, at
least temporarily, by another officer, preferably Seydlitz or General
Forcade, but the king advised that his brother should be able to recover in
time to assume field command in the spring, thus rendering a successor in
that event unnecessary. In the end, Henry was confined to his bed at his
headquarters for more than a month’s time, but when the new campaign
opened, he was indeed able to exercise field command in Saxony. The fact
was, the ailing prince had been given charge in Saxony, more or less to hold
it, while his royal brother sought to conclude the war in Silesia all while
recovering a secure hold on the province. Prince Henry was quick to
chastise his sibling for Frederick’s plan to take away Platen’s corps for his
own use at the start of the new campaign, although the king had promised
him he would have control of Eugene of Württemberg’s men as a
consolation.

Prince Henry had just cause for his complaint. The enemy opposed to him
and his men (some 25,000 strong)3 consisted of some 19,000 Imperialist
troops, along with about 44,500 Austrians, all under the overall command
of Serbelloni, from March 29, 1762.4 Daun’s appointment of command of
the Austrian forces in Silesia, and the retention of both Laudon and Lacy
for the movements of the army in the province of Silesia, had left a vacuum
for Saxony. It was clear as it could be in 1762 that the war would be finally
won or irrevocably lost in Silesia. Saxony was very much of a side theater
by this point. Moreover, both sides knew it. The upshot was, Daun was not
going to send one of his “good” commanders to Saxony, feuding with each



other or not. Vis-a-vis, Laudon and Lacy. As a result, Serbelloni it would
be. Serbelloni’s men were deployed over the winter of 1761–1762 entirely
within the province of Saxony, but Prince Henry’s goal from the beginning
of the campaign was to try to reclaim the territory around Döebeln, the very
same position that Daun had been able to wrestle from him late in the
campaign of 1761. General Luzinsky was occupying Pegau, while other
Allied forces of General Kleefeld were deployed all the way to Zeitz.

Over on the Prussian side, the overall situation was hardly better. One of
Prince Henry’s pet peeves involved the treatment of the Saxons and of their
homeland. He wanted this to be as humane as was possible under the
circumstances. More gifted with a sense of fair play than his older brother,
probably because the latter wore the crown and thus had to be less
egalitarian, the prince would much rather work in conjunction with the
Saxons than against them. In effect, Henry had rather more sympathy with
the occupied province than his sibling, not the least because the king’s last
appreciable memory of Saxony was in the wake of the terrible Battle of
Torgau in 1760. Not that Prince Henry was entirely free of difficulties in
this respect either.

Among the seemingly myriads of difficulties for Prince Henry, one
involved the “Free Corps.” These often despised units had really been
formed to extract as much gain as they could from their environment. They
existed much more for themselves, in the narrow sense, than for any
measure of military gain or renown they could achieve in the broader sense.
Prince Henry made no secret of the fact he did not like these units, and had
scant use for them as a general rule. In a similar situation, the prince also
had scant use for Frederick’s new favorite, the thoroughly odious Major von
Anhalt. This was in spite of his reluctance to admit open resentment over
the new aide’s rise. Still, Henry seems to have made a concerted effort to
restrict his dealings with this particular individual to as few as possible,
and, in fact, during the 1762 campaign, Henry had arranged for the major to
be whisked away to Leipzig as soon as was possible in one of their few
dealings.5

The occasion of this particular exchange was in Anhalt being dispatched by
the king as a sort of ad hoc administrator of the territory occupied by the



prince’s army in Saxony.

This latest development had been prompted by the rather usual desire of the
Prussian monarch to pick Saxony as clean as was possible of its resources,
financial and otherwise. It was patently obvious by this stage of the war that
Prince Henry had neither the desire, nor the actual intention, of doing so.
Frederick had to be cognizant of that fact. Thus the sending forth of the
detested Anhalt to do what Prince Henry would not. Interestingly, one of
the many men who would run afoul of Anhalt in his duties was the famous
Baron Friedrich von Steuben.6 Steuben had been a staff officer previous to
this and had spent some time earlier in the war with the Free Battalion
Mayr. Later, after the end of the war, Steuben would make his way, by and
by, to America, where he was recommended, through the auspices of the
American patriot Benjamin Franklin no less, as a Prussian Lt-General under
Frederick the Great, which, of course, he had never been.7 It was a lie that
Steuben himself actively promoted. Still, ‘General’ Steuben would be
instrumental, as it worked out, in helping reform the American Continental
Army under George Washington in the American Revolution, utilizing the
Prussian close order drill, among other things, along the way. This effort
would play no small rôle in the ultimate American victory in the war over
the British George III. The very same George III who had taken the throne
in the twilight of the Seven Years’ War.

Meanwhile, back to the events in Saxony in 1762. It was an Austrian move
opposite to him that first caused Henry to go over to the offensive in the
first place. The enemy were fearful of possible Russian intrusion into their
homeland, as we have observed, and so transferred some troop formations
from the Saxon front to stiffen the Austrian position in Silesia to confront
the Prussians and the Russians. This weakened the Austro-Imperialist
position in Saxony, however, and thus allowed Henry the opportunity to
strike.

The enemy opposed to Prince Henry had been in motion in the meanwhile.
Stolberg’s forward elements occupied Penig and Chemnitz in early May,
while Prince Henry occupied the region all the way up to Oschatz (May 5),
looking for signs of the enemy close-by. The Allied left flank, led by Major-
General Johann Franz von Zedtwitz, was composed of about 4,000 men in



all. Zedtwitz neglected, however, the most basic of defensive measures,
including leaving unmanned guard posts open during daylight hours. Such
carelessness would not go unpunished.

In the event, Henry was resolved to carry out his enterprise here, if at all
possible. Late on May 11, the Prussians moved in preparing to strike at the
Allies in the area. An Austrian guard post over by Nieder-Striegis was
overrun by Prince Henry’s men during the twilight hours, and, before 0700
hours next day, May 12, the main bluecoat forces, summarily divided into
four separate columns for the occasion, swept forward against the
unsuspecting foe over by Döebeln.8 General Kanitz and his men pushed on
to Gadewitz, while Seydlitz, with a second column (this one composed of
some 37 squadrons of fine Prussian cavalry and some infantry), struck from
near Mockritz leaning over at Zschornewitz. Kleist on the far left rolled
forward between Knobelsdorf and Nauβlitz. Finally, the Prussians of
General Alt-Stutterheim made their way at Stormitz. All but Kleist were
scheduled to make a frontal charge against the Allies, but before the others
could even approach, the advanced guard of Kleist’s men crossed the Mulde
River suddenly and bagged an entire battalion of Austrians as prisoners
(approximately 43 officers and 1,536 rank-and-file). The particulars follow.

The beginning of the fray is debatable. Apparently in the confusion of the
moment, Kleist’s gunners accidently fired off a shot. This precipitated the
attack. Seydlitz felt this action was intentional, and apparently with the
avowed aim of seeking glory for Kleist. Of course, this charge was
vehemently denied. Nevertheless, Döebeln turned out to be a pleasant
interlude for the bluecoats. Moreover, what a surprise when one of the
captives turned out to be General Zedtwitz himself, captured over near
Littdorf while leading his cavalry in a hopeless counterattack to stem the
enemy’s progress.9 A short, but involved effort followed, compelling the
Allies to retreat, leaving behind nearly 50 percent of their men as prisoners,
along with five pieces of artillery. The survivors scurried to safety at and
about Dippoldiswalde. Bluecoat casualties on this occasion amounted to
some 60 men.

One of the backlashes of this fight was the feud that grew out of the
altercation between the persons of Generals Kleist and Seydlitz. Both men



resented the actions of the other on this occasion.Perhaps both men, seeing
the end of hostilities coming and wanting more opportunities for glory,
were a tad shortsighted on this occasion. In the final analysis, the Prussian
effort was indeed a success, but one which did not lend itself to an easy
follow up by the victors, especially as Prince Henry’s army lacked any
means at all to secure reinforcements.

Serbelloni, for his part, was visibly shaken by the reverse. The Allies held
posts west of the Elbe, which included a number constituting a stranglehold
on the Saxon capital; they were thus able to hold interior lines from
Dresden extending over towards Dippoldiswalde.

Meanwhile, this stroke allowed Prince Henry to separate the Austrians and
Imperialists, and prevented their reuniting for a time. But Henry did not
stop there. Not satisfied with the status quo, Prince Henry now strove to
eliminate the Austrian left flank forces altogether. On May 15, Freiberg fell
to him, and two days later, Prussian troopers seized the rises near
Pretzschendorf (giving Prussian artillery enough range to hammer the
enemy’s post at Dippoldiswalde). From Freiberg, Henry sent off a light
detachment of 500 hard-riding cavalry under Lt. Friedrich Wilhelm von
Roeder through Öderan to check out the Imperialists.

Henry began to run short of men for this new offensive, as he had been
forced to make heavy detachments to contain the Imperialists of Prince
Stolberg to the west of Chemnitz in order to protect his rear while the
whitecoats were being squeezed out of Freiberg. All Stolberg wanted at this
stage was to fall back on Zwickau. By now Serbelloni (in charge of the
disunited armies) was pleading for reinforcements from Daun over in
Silesia, all in vain. The reverse was occurring.

Reports had been filtering in to Prussian headquarters for some time now
that the Austrians were either in the process of, or were about to, transfer
some of their formations from the Saxon theater of war to boost their troop
total in Silesia in order to fulfill their campaign requirements thererabouts.
The consequences for the Allies could have been severe. But Prince
Henry’s request for new troops also fell on deaf ears, snubbed by the king
outright; the latter taking a hard line here because he felt the decisive
actions were yet to be in Silesia (which, of course, they were). Now Prince



Henry, for his part, did feel that he could hold his present line, while slowly
building up strength for yet another offensive. At this stage, though, one of
Henry’s officers, Colonel Christian Friedrich von Bandemer, tried to get
hold of Chemnitz. Stolberg was not inclined to leave, and his force on the
spot, led by General Luzinsky, drove the surprised bluecoats back all the
way to Öderan with heavy losses in men and ordnance (including some 500
men and 15 officers), all of this due to a roving Imperialist force (May
21).10

The particulars follow. Bandemer had pressed towards the vicinity of
Chemnitz on May 19. Luzinsky’s vanguard, led by General Kleefeld, rolled
through Lichtenstein, while Vecsey moved with a couple of Austrian hussar
regiments through Glauchau. The bluecoats thereabouts were obviously
overextended, and were thus at the disadvantage in any contest of arms,
even with the generally inferior Imperialists as foes. About 0300 hours, on
May 21, Luzinsky struck, with Kleefeld and Vecsey alike providing the
impetus to push the foe back. Bandemer had 300 men (from Lehwaldt’s
14th Infantry) with one cannon placed in Chemnitz to provide a buffer
against the Imperials.11 Luzinsky’s charge against Chemnitz was developed
at this point in three distinct columns, with the Austrian hussar regiments
overthrowing Major-General Johann Ernst von Schmettau’s 4th Prussian
Cuirassier Regiment, losing “ten officers and 317 men in its advance post at
Chemnitz.”12 The Prussians were forced, after a brief tussle, to recoil,
leaving behind some 800 men and seven guns (four 12-pounders, two light
6-pounders, and one 7-pounder howitzer) in the hands of the Imperialists.13

Imperial losses amounted to one officer and 35 men.

This was both one of the best (and, sadly for them, the very last) largely
Imperialist successes of the whole war, and the benefit of laudatory
congratulations were promptly bestowed upon Serbelloni by Vienna,
although the commander had been no where near the field of action. It is
worth noting, for much of the campaign, Serbelloni did his best to run his
command almost by proxy from Dresden, an unworkable situation any way
one looked at it. The biggest problem was in the strung out amount of time
that Serbelloni required to get things done. What with messages coming and
going from Dresden and all. There was a nearly fatal flaw. Unfortunately,
with an enemy of the caliber of Prince Henry, the Allies needed to strike



while the iron was hot. Additionally, Stolberg, lacking direct instructions,
unaccountably failed to follow up his success, and Henry, taking advantage
of the enemy’s reluctance to deploy troops, simply sent new troops under
“Green” Kleist and Seydlitz to the scene. It was likely that at least part of
the Allied reasons for not promptly following up their victory had to do
with the Imperialist lack of reliable light forces, while the Austrians had just
culled their light troops due to the aforementioned budget cuts. The effort to
regain light formations in the Austrian service was underway, of course, but
would not bear fruit for a while yet. The upshot was, Stolberg was left in an
exposed, very vulnerable condition. Even worse, there was very little he
could do about it.

Under the circumstances, it was Stolberg’s turn to retreat; he abandoned
Chemnitz and fell back forthwith on Baireuth. The incident had produced
reprecussions over in the Prussian camp. Bandemer had been relieved and
Kanitz sent to take his place. Coming along for the journey, so to speak,
was Major von Anhalt, sent forth to join Kanitz’ command under the guise
of an adviser.14 The situation was apparently under control, although Henry
wrote to Frederick (from Pretzchendorf) on May 20 that he had less than
30,000 men with him now. Moreover, the enemy were not going into
hibernation. Colonel Török rudely beat up a Prussian force, including three
full squadrons of Prussian cavalry and some 300 infantry, over by Freiberg
(May 26). The bluecoats fled, leaving a large baggage train and 80 prisoners
in Török’s hands. After a week or so of general inactivity, Austrian troops,
under General Kleefeld, counterattacked under cover of night (May 31–
June 1), crashing into Colonel Dingelstedt’s command, forcing the
outnumbered bluecoats back from Dippoldiswalde’s outskirts on to
Waldheim, even taking some 189 prisoners in the process. Kleefeld had 46
casaulties. However, the effort had only limited success elsewhere. Prince
Henry was thus enabled to hold up his foe’s designs.

He now received reinforcements, although not from Silesia at all. The
withdrawal of the Swedes from the north had released troops for use
elsewhere; part of this force—Colonel Belling’s cadre of excellent troops—
had made its way, by and by, down to strengthen Prince Henry’s forces in
Saxony. Unfortunately, Austrian reinforcements also began to arrive, but
Daun had no intention of diverting large numbers of troops to the Saxon



theater at this stage when Cherneyshev’s Russian force was known to be
nearing Silesia. Henry did maintain heavy cavalry patrols operating around
his right to keep the enemy on that side at bay, and to prevent the Austrians
and Imperialists from linking up. Kleist’s and Seydlitz’ troopers often
ranged into northwest Bohemia in isolated raiding parties to keep the enemy
as much off balance as possible. This strategy, although effective, wore
heavily on the cavalry horses (to complicate matters in this respect,
Frederick refused to supply Henry with additional mounts, as the king
wished to husband them for the high-priority Silesian campaign). Because
of this factor, as well as the increasing numbers of troops opposed to him
under Marshal Daun, Prince Henry became reluctant to press the cavalry
horses more than necessary.

Moreover, requests from the prince directed to the person of the king were
met by equally terse replies from Frederick to the effect he was already
deeply indebted to some horse dealers in Berlin and vicinity and that Henry
and his men, after all, must learn to subsist on less. Over on the Allied side,
meanwhile, Stampatch came forward in late June with 15,000 more men to
stiffen Serbelloni, giving him more than 60,000 troops. As a result of this
new strength of the foe, Prince Henry was unable to mount a major
offensive for much of this period.

That soon changed. In the end of June, Seydlitz and Belling were
dispatched to shove the Imperialists further westward. Stolberg then fell
back before them, and Seydlitz obviously lacked the speed, due to his
composite cavalry-infantry force, to catch up. The bluecoats reached
Zwickau, and there Stolberg tried to turn the tables upon his tormentors.
Prince Henry discerned at once what he was up to, and Kleist’s hussars
drove off the enemy. Stolberg was thereby foiled.

But Stolberg was not the only Allied commander in motion. Serbelloni had
tried to take advantage of the absence of Seydlitz and Kleist by attacking
the Prussian lines at his front in two geographic places: Wilsdruf and
Frauenstein. General Hülsen held the latter, while Wilsdruf’s defenders
were bolstered by Henry himself. Defenders at both spots, under these
circumstances, repelled Serbelloni’s blows. Nothing much further happened
until mid–July, when Stolberg made an attempt to link up with Serbelloni



just south of Dresden, but Seydlitz and Belling smashed his left and rear.
Almost as a postscript, “Green” Kleist, who was returning from Bohemia
after a raid, rolled up the right.

This was enough! Stolberg withdrew, his army now in pieces. He made his
way to Nuremberg and did not bother Henry again for quite a while. Prince
Henry was interested in retaking Dresden, which might have been feasible
with more men, but more sensible aspirations prevailed. Under the radar,
operations instead assumed a static pose for a time.15 Again, in late July,
Seydlitz and Kleist moved into Bohemia, going after the vital enemy bases
at Lobositz and Leitmeritz. Seydlitz was leading a cavalry force of 18 full
squadrons, endeavoring all the while to link up with “Green” Kleist. The
two bodies of men successfully rendezvoused at Johnsdorf (August 1). The
total force the duo could muster was 36 squadrons of horse and six
battalions, approximately 8,500 men in all. The mission of this combined
force was to go range into Bohemia, creating confusion for the Austrians in
their own backyard. There was more to the tale than that.

The Prussians were after more than just a nuisance raid or two. Tearing up
property, looting, raping citizens, might all help demoralize the civilian
population in the affected areas all right, at least to an extent, but the
destruction of the Austrian magazines in Northern Bohemia would compel
the whitecoats to give up Saxony. At least in the short run. This last one was
a most desirable outcome. The expedition unfolded accordingly, General
Kanitz rolled into Sebastienberg (August 1), about the same time, Seydlitz
with his body of men ranged to Komotau. The enemy thereabouts, under
our old friend Török, slowly pulled back, confronted on his side by the
appearance of Kleist, who was at Johnsdorf almost before the Allies
realized it. Seydlitz & Company made a juncture, then pressed on Dux.
Some of the bluecoats made it first to Ossegg, other forces drove the enemy
scouts to and through Brüx.

But the enemy, led thereabouts by Count Löwenstein, did not come to
blows. This time, the duo failed a mission, finding Löwenstein firmly
emplaced at Teplitz.16 “Green” Kleist wanted to attack at once, proposing
the very bold plan of striking fully at the enemy on August 1, before they
ascertained the presence of the bluecoats and before the Allies had



withdrawn to a post where they could put up a decent defense. In their
present state, Löwenstein’s force was both understrength and very unsteady
for battle. But the bold Prussian stroke for August 1 was thwarted by the
normally very bold General Seydlitz. Seydlitz, unaccountably, insisted on a
one-day grace to allow the infantry time enough to arrive. This delay
enabled Löwenstein to repel the initial Prussian assault when it came,
promptly forcing the Prussians to beat a retreat back to base. The Allies left
165 men in the clutches of the enemy. The upshot was, the foe held him
cold and Prince Henry was most certainly disappointed.

As for Löwenstein, his command was most typical of the field formations
that the Allies could field for this last campaign of the war in Saxony.
Almost entirely bereft of light cavalry, even the “regular” cavalry
formations, unlike their Prussian counterparts, were often very much
understrength. As for General Seydlitz, he had seen little service (at least in
a military sense) since the field of Kunersdorf in 1759. “Seydlitz’s health
was also so poor that he often said of himself … the prince could not
always depend upon him.”17

Nothing daunted, the prince’s command was nothing if not resilient. The
bluecoats were unbuckled upon Neuhof, leaning over at Preschen, which
movement was well screened by the cavalry of Belling. The Prussians did
not lack for confidence, and it was a worried Count Löwenstein who sent a
dispatch rider galloping to General MacQuire, requesting the prompt
dispatch of reinforcements to help out his hard-pressed command. At the
same time, he shifted his forces to as favorable a post as possible for the
forthcoming bluecoat attack.

Meanwhile, during the over night, the bluecoat cavalry tried its very best to
earn its reputation here by putting as much pressure on the enemy as was
possible. Under cover of darkness, the bluecoats commenced assembling
for attack the next morning, beginning their preparation at about 2200
hours. While the Allies kept within their lines during the night, their foes
were moving into attack position, maneuvering to make an effort to drive
away the enemy. The Belling Hussars about this time gained possession of
the Wachloderberg and vicinity. By about 0400 hours, the Allies, not



willing to wait for the enemy to strike, unleashed a large cavalry attack to
try to drive Belling off of his post.

The Prussian march was still moving up, which commenced at about 0400
hours on August 2.18 “Green” Kleist, leading a force of six full battalions of
infantry and 18 squadrons of fine cavalry, moved round towards the eastern
side of Löwenstein’s position hard by the little village of Hundorf. As for
the main attack, it was to be entrusted to General Seydlitz, with a force of
some five battalions and another 18 squadrons of cavalry. The front of the
Allied position was covered by marshy ground, and dotted with little ponds.
This was probably the best possible position in which to await attack,
particularly when the enemy just happened to be Prussians. In the event,
Seydlitz’ men erupted by Ullersdorf, from where they were screened from
enemy detection by swarms of light troops flung out before them. The
enemy, who had so few of the valuable light troops, were indeed caught by
surprise. The move up was, of course, in the predawn darkness, and
Löwenstein was thus almost entirely blind to the intentions of his enemy. In
all fairness, the commander tried his best, but the budget cuts, well…

At this point, the initial Austrian cavalry charge pressed Belling off from
his new post on the Wachloderberg. The Benedict Daun [27th] Cuirassiers,
along with the Battyány (7thDragoons) and the 23rd Cuirassiers of Stampa,
fighting all the while, played a prominent part in this repulse of the Prussian
cavalry. Infantry support was provided by Major-General Carl Clemens
Pellegrini, who rushed to the scene with elements of the Austrian 33rd and
15th Infantry Regiments. The latter also was insightful enough to send
intelligence to some nearby Hungarian regiments, those of Gyulai and
O’Kelly, that their presence was required forthwith. “Green” Kleist, in the
meantime, had made his way towards the Wachloderberg to help Belling
out if possible. But his Prussian force was met by the aforementioned
mixture of Allied infantry and cavalry, which interrupted his mission. A
short, but sharp, tussle resulted in the repulse of the bluecoats. The initial
Prussian line was thus met and turned back, and the bluecoats withdrew as
was their want a short way to the rear. Their foe advanced, led by the
Gyulai Hungarian unit, which, although having shot off its ammo, was
advancing with drawn sabers, straight at the vaunted forces of General
Seydlitz.



The bluecoats were summarily driven back. The Austrian stroke of Gyulai
& Company was checked forthwith by the second Prussian line, which had
planted itself in the village of Kradrop hard-by. The encouraged Allies now
surged forward, nonetheless, and finally defeated the Prussians, who
skeddadled towards Dux (about 0800 hours). Count Löwenstein’s force
could not pursue, again because of the utter lack of light troops.

The Prussian loss in this action was 558 men, 14 officers, and two pieces of
artillery. The Austrians lost about an equal number: 667 men from all
causes. Under the circumstances, this was a largely Pyrrhic victory.
Nevertheless, the Prussians had to inevitably abandon any hope of further
progress into Bohemia and withdraw from the province (August 5).
Seydlitz’s shortcomings as a commander of a composite infantry-cavalry
force, indeed, shone crystal clear in the affair of Teplitz. But it was equally
obvious that Serbelloni would not be the man to reclaim the Saxon lands
from the great foe. Shortly, Serbelloni was to be ordered back to Vienna.

Hadik replaced Serbelloni in command in Saxony. He had orders to do little
more than hold his ground against the enemy wherever the latter was found.
The Allies had not quite 60,000 men in Saxony as of the end of August,
while Prince Henry was leading some 33,000 men. General Hülsen, Hadik’s
old nemesis (who was by this point looking for little more than a way to
retire gracefully from the king’s service) was ensconced in Wilsdruf. Prince
Henry’s main force was still about, and the only sizable urban area in Allied
hands (and thus not in the clutches of the Prussians) by this stage happened
to be Dresden and vicinity.

Hadik rolled into Dresden on September 7, and almost immediately
discovered that he would be sharing the command of the Imperialists with
Stolberg. Worse, Serbelloni did not exactly appreciate being relieved of his
command in the midst of a campaign. He harranged Hadik for the latter’s
“lack of respect” regarding the transfer of power. Then, after venting
against Hadik for what he perceived to be an unjustice committed against
him personally, Serbelloni abruptly took his leave of the theater of war.
Serbelloni was obviously resentful over being replaced. Nor was that all. He
also failed to inform Hadik where the forces under his new command were,



what their strength was, or even where the enemy were located in the
country thereabouts.

But Hadik, one of the better of the Allied “minor” generals of the war,
resolved to do his best under the troubling circumstances he had been dealt.
He galloped out with a small entourage to determine for himself, in person,
where his forces were and just where the enemy were to be found. On
September 21, accordingly, Hadik duly sent a communication to Vienna
about his future intentions (something which Serbelloni had been noticeably
neglectful in doing throughout his tenure as commander). In short, Hadik
was planning to take advantage of the Prussian concentration on the
campaign in Silesia by launching an involved offensive along the whole
front of the places where he was in charge. Hadik’s first move had been to
call up the entire force to his aid, concentrating his troops south of Dresden,
and simultaneously requesting reinforcements from Marshal Daun over in
Silesia. Hadik took part of his force, concentrating on the Allied right wing,
led by Generals Ried and Wied, which sought to keep the attention of
Prince Henry and of his army fixed to enemy movements through Eastern
Saxony, in the Tharandter Wald region.

The main impetus of the offensive was directly north across the Bohemian
border, consisting of forces led by Count Löwenstein and Campitelli. The
bluecoats opposite to this encroachment, under the charge of “Green”
Kleist, were deployed at Kortenstein. The latter hitched backwards at once,
with little contact to be had with the intruders from Bohemia. Kleist got to
Seyde, although the main force, led by both Seydlitz and “Green” Kleist,
was, in fact, at Dittersbach. On September 29, the main Austro-Imperialist
force, of Löwenstein and Campitelli, went back to the attack. Allied
artillery, set up and sited in to inflict maximum punishment upon the enemy
forces opposite, commenced belching fire. In sharp fighting, Löwenstein
led the Allied left to the Freiberger Walde, and even encroached briefly
upon the town of Freiberg. Meanwhile, the forces of Campitelli, pressing
the Allied right, proceeded over by the Burkersdorf area (located some 21⁄2
miles northwest of Frauenstein; not to be confused with the more famous
Burkersdorf in Silesia). The Allies converged on the positions held by
Prince Henry’s Prussian forces. The latter were outnumbered, and,



meanwhile to the northeast, the diversionary attacks of the small Allied
forces had continued on September 29.19

Ried’s force stormed forward and turned the enemy opposite to him (over
by Wilsdruf) out of the lines of abatis thereabouts. Prince Henry’s forces
were outnumbered all right, and if Ried & Company should happen to be
successful on the eastern side of Saxony, the entire Prussian position in
Saxony would be in grave danger of being compromised. Other Allied
forces erupted over by Weisteritz, under General Buttlar. The Allied
advance of Hadik’s forces in that area were met head-on by a powerful
Prussian counterattack directed at the Allied position at Ober-Cunnersdorf.
Next morning, September 30, Hadik was fully prepared to renew his
offensive effort. But, during the night of September 29–30, Prince Henry
had withdrawn from his forward posts. In short, Prince Henry disengaged
and withdrew to a line Meissen-Freiberg-Brand; here he was able to hold
his own, although the enemy considerably outnumbered him. Thus,
although he had been compelled to withdraw from a position he had held all
summer, Henry was actually in a better position than before. As for Hadik,
he appears to have been rattled by the proceedings. He was as confused by
victory as by defeat on this occasion. In short, the Prussians had been
pressed back a way all right, but Freiberg remained in Prince Henry’s hands
for the moment.

In contrast to the hectic pace of military operations in the end of September,
there were few operations in the first part of October, although some
movements were being planned. Prince Henry made what preparations he
could to face the offensive he knew was coming. As for Hadik, he was
resolved to take another crack at pressing the bluecoats out of their lines
over by Freiberg.20 On October 14, the enemy again struck the Prussian
right flank, here led by General Syburg. The bulk of Hadik’s attack force
was sent this way, while General Hülsen—leading the Prussian left—was
distracted by an outright enemy diversion. The latter was mounted courtesy
of Ried, and was primarily designed to keep the general pinned more or less
behind the Triebisch. Now Buttlar, joined by reinforcements under the
charge of General MacQuire, pressed from Conradesdorf, trying to break in
upon Freiberg.



Stolberg brought his Imperialist brood over towards Freiberg as well. His
advanced guard, under the command of General Kleefeld, pushed forward
against the bluecoats, here led locally by Colonel Belling, striking them
hard about Mönchenfrei. Belling hitched backwards a short distance to
Erbischof, but his Prussians still had fight left in them. Their resistance
stiffened, abruptly forcing Kleefeld to go back the way he had come, with
the bluecoats following on his heels. It certainly appeared that Prince Henry
had no intention of “going gentle into that good night.”

In the event, the Allies settled down facing the Prussian posts over by
Tuttendorf, which the bluecoats were holding on to overnight close by
Freiberg. Henry’s positions astride the Mulde were further pressed by
General Luzinsky, who had in the interim set up his ordnance and
commenced blasting away at Prussian positions on the Weissenborn
Heights. This action naturally kept the majority of the enemy’s attention
fixed to that locale over by Freiberg, especially as to what might be
transpiring. October 14, General Kleefeld struck the opponent, directly
opposite to him, in a virtual repeat of his previous effort, which, this time,
turned out to a better conclusion for him than before. Prussian defenses,
ground down in the previous few weeks, now fragmented in short order,
and Henry’s men fell back, leaving Freiberg to finally fall into the unsteady
hands of the now encouraged foe. The bluecoats reigned in by Gross-
Voigtsberg, taking a very short breather.21

Prince Henry was also pinned by Austro-Imperialist’s efforts to keep him
from sending any help to Syburg. However, the Allied effort quickly ran out
of steam as well. Hadik’s advance stalled out, and Henry again held the foe,
inflicting heavier losses than he had sustained in the crisis. During the night
of October 14–15, troops were transferred to the Prussian right, which aided
Syburg when Hadik renewed his offensive early the next day. Holding
attacks on the Prussian left and center helped to fix Henry, and the weight
of superior numbers gradually pressed the Prussian right back. Prince Henry
himself barely managed to escape capture from a group of marauding allied
troopers. His lines, now stretched almost to the point of breaking, were
collapsing; before dark he issued an order to hitch backwards upon
Reichenbach.22 His army had been badly battered; nearly 2,000 men were



killed, wounded, or captured and the old Prussian line had been destroyed.
This was along with ten pieces of artillery.23

Prince Henry conducted the retreat of his battered right, while General
Hülsen drove the Prussian left/center by the Schlettau-Kätzenhäuser road,
taking up post near the latter on October 16. Early the following morning, a
Prussian counterattack enabled Henry to regain some of the lost ground.
Frederick (from whom the joyous news that Schweidnitz had fallen was
now in the camp) was sending 20,000 men under Wied to Saxony. The
advance soon reached the scene—Major Henckel von Donnersmarck and
his men—shortly. The king himself was now firmly resolved to go to
Leipzig to winter with his men, leaving Prince Henry to wrap up the
campaign (and likely the war) in Saxony.

But Hadik was also being reinforced, Prince Albert of Saxony had started
for the Saxon theater with a force, albeit one weaker in numbers than the
one Wied was bringing. Albert’s force had originally been about 13,000
strong, assembled in good detail at Trautenau, but the generally bad trend of
the war in Silesia kept drawing off men from this total. In short order,
Prince Albert was left with barely half of the force under his charge.
October 18, the prince shoved off to reinforce the body of troops left over in
Saxony, probably under some compulsion that the journey had better occur
now or it never would, as the constraints of the campaign in Silesia would
beckon. In short, this latter scene of operations would serve like a vacuum
to inevitably draw the rest of Albert’s force off and leave nothing at all to
reinforce the Saxon theater. However, with the advantage of interior lines,
Albert could, at least, be expected days before the enemy could ever show
with their force.

Besides, a communiqué sent by Hadik to the aforementioned Stolberg
betrayed his belief that the foe could no longer mount a serious effort of any
kind. As for Stolberg, he was busy concentrating on trying to prop up the
Allied position at and about Freiberg. Despite Stolberg’s “brave front,”
though, the prince was more than half anticipating that Prince Henry would
come back, once bolstered with the forces on their way from Silesia, and
reclaim Freiberg. (Obviously Stolberg did not share Hadik’s optimism about
the actions of Prince Henry). Not only that, but Stolberg was equally



nervous that Hadik himself had every intention of leaving the Imperialists
out to dry, as the Austrian contingent was in desperate need of rest and refit.
Next, word arrived, in the form of very reliable intelligence, that the
Prussian king was indeed sending forth General Wied, from Görlitz and
vicinity, with some 20,000 men, fresh off the capture of Schweidnitz and
the virtual wrap-up of the war in Silesia. As for the allied reinforcements,
Albert got into Weissig (night of October 27–28). He and his Allied
contingent were too late to take part in the last major battle of the war, the
Battle of Freiberg.

Henry wanted to launch a counterattack upon Hadik, ideally with as strong
a force as possible, but it quickly became obvious that if he waited upon
Wied, Hadik would already be strengthened by Albert’s men. The double
danger, however, was that if Henry allowed Albert to join his comrade, then
the reinforced Allies could continue with the advance. The enemy did not
prove cooperative, and by the time Prince Henry decided to try on Hadik at
Freiberg, his troops were already fortifying the position there to the hilt as
well as daily looking for the expected reinforcements. October 22, renewed
attacks were launched against the whole Prussian front. Prince Henry’s men
held fast, although he worried about the attack plan. Henry knew it had to
be implemented soon to have any effect.

He had about 28,000 men with him, opposed to 30,000 with Hadik. For a
week, Prince Henry’s preparations went forward; as evening of October 28
drew to a close, he explained his plan to his subordinate officers.

Prince Henry had determined to throw down on the foe even before his own
reinforcements could reach the scene of the action. In part, this was because
the Allies felt the very conservative prince would want to wait until his
army had been stiffened with new troops before he undertook his new
enterprise. Thus they would be expecting no offensive action from him
before then.

The Prussians struck first instead. During the night of October 28–29, the
bluecoats succinctly pushed off.24 Prince Henry himself was with Seydlitz.
The enemy had been tipped off by a deserter, and, about 0100 hours, the
Allies braced themselves for the coming blow. The plan was indeed bold,
for Otto Stutterheim’s stroke, if not repulsed, would split open Stolberg’s



front, while, more or less simultaneously, Johann Stutterheim and Seydlitz
would serve to encircle Stolberg if he were not careful. Prince Henry’s plan,
indeed, was nothing short of the complete destruction of the Allied army.
General Hülsen took his force (some 10,500 men) and moved up the
Triebisch, pressing against the barrier of Buttlar’s men. The latter had some
8,000 men under his charge, which included 24 squadrons of the precious
Allied cavalry, and 34 pieces of artillery. Buttlar’s was just one of the
different Allied forces round about in that area. General Hadik had his main
Austrian force in the vicinity of the Saxon capital, MacQuire staying close
to the Weisteritz, with the aforementioned Buttlar bridging the all-important
gap between Hadik and the Imperialists of Stolberg. As for Stolberg, his
main Imperial army stayed put northwest of Freiberg extending down into
the city. There can be little doubt that Stolberg felt the positions his army
were holding could not be maintained against aggressive attacks by the
Prussians.

Stolberg was bluntly told by Austrian advisers (among them our old friend
Major Seeger) he needed to keep close to the vest the outlying wooded
areas around Freiberg. His fatal flaw, if he listened to his advisers, lay in the
fact that he lacked sufficient numbers of men to hold the very extensive
posts that those very same “advisers” were pontificating about. On the
Allied right close by to Freiberg, Campitelli’s little force was ensconced, at
Klein-Waltersdorf. On the Allied left about Freiberg, Lt.-Gen. Meyer led his
force thereabouts. As for the Prussians, the rough terrain around Freiberg
had necessitated the splitting of the attack force into four bodies (shades of
the king’s plan at Torgau): Seydlitz with the largest (more than 9,000
strong) was to move round the Spittel Wald and sweep in upon Stolberg,
headquartered in Freiberg itself, by launching against the Allied left wing.
General Otto Stutterheim (with a 3,600-man force) was to lead the second
column through the wood, while General Johann Stutterheim (with some
4,400 men) led the third on a diversionary assault upon the eastern end of
the works between it and the Mulde.

Otto Stutterheim’s men stormed forward, pressing the enemy as speedily as
was possible and practical from the crowded space in front of Klein-
Waltersdorf. As soon as that patch of ground was seized from the struggling
foe, Prussian artillery was being set up and sited in, while the second



column of the younger Stutterheim was moving up to strike at the Spittel-
Wald and the positions held by the Imperialists in and about Freiberg. The
younger Stutterheim temporarily halted his men and probed briefly at the
woods before him. The enemy opposite to him, a body of men under Lt-
General Aton Friedrich Rodt, put up an unexpectedly stiff resistance to the
Prussian incursions. The bluecoat advance was met most solidly here not
only by Rodt’s men, but by the Baden-Baden Infantry.

The initial Prussian efforts thereabouts were repulsed, but Stutterheim
brought up reinforcements and finally pressed the foe back from forward
posts to fall back slowly upon the lines of abatis behind the Allied forward
positions there. Stutterheim’s men pressed against the enemy taking refuge
behind those works, but the latter were being reinforced in their turn by
Salm-Salm and other units, including Prince Stolberg himself coming
forward, sword in hand, in a desperate bid to head off the enemy’s efforts
here. After some hard fighting, the Prussian advance was finally headed off,
and they were forced to retire from this forward position.

The attacks of Generals Hülsen and Forcade (the latter leading some 3,000
men), along with the valiant efforts of the Stutterheim brothers, were all
merely diversions to keep the Imperials & Company busy while the main
attack force of Seydlitz and “Green” Kleist, accompanied by Prince Henry,
proceeded with its mission. Seydlitz’ column started out from Marbach, and
made a wide swinging maneuver to take on the enemy in the area opposite
to where they arrived.

Seydlitz’s men reached Klein-Schirma, near the edge of the Spittel Wald,
before they encountered significant Imperialist resistance. About 0700
hours, “Green” Kleist encountered and drove part of Török’s command,
which had in the meanwhile taken post at Klein-Schirma, back from that
locale. Seydlitz’ men had reached open country hard about Brand, where
Meyer’s men were deployed. The latter force was a significant body of
men, but the bluecoats took a calculated risk that paid off by pitting a small
detachment of men to work at trying to contain Meyer while the remainder
of the main attack force bypassed this element and proceeded with the main
assault.



Meanwhile, though, our old friend Major Seeger had detected the
movement of the Prussian main attack force over by the hamlets of St.
Michaels and Lindon, and immediately deciphered, as best he could that is,
what was going on. The upshot was, while a dispatch rider or two galloped
off to headquarters to inform Prince Stolberg & Company what was
occurring, Seeger proceeded to round up what forces he could gather, and
took post at the edge of the woods. With this force, he battled the oncoming
force of Seydlitz & Company to a standstill. Imperialist cavalry tore into the
cavalry escort of the Prussian column, and, for a brief time, Seeger and his
compatriots threatened to derail the whole enemy plan of action. Although
outnumbered from the word go, Seeger managed to keep the bluecoats from
debouching into the open terrain in front of them until just past 0900 hours.

Now, unfortunately for the Allied cause, while several of the understrength
Imperialist cavalry units were having the day of their careers at Freiberg,
their Austrian counterparts, for the most part, did not fare so well. A
number of the latter were understrength, too, it must be admitted, but that
does not exactly explain the deficiency. As the troopers began to be driven
back from the field, even belated reinforcements from Meyer failed to help
stem the tide. The Prussian troopers now pressed forward in their turn, in
some instances even hitting the backs of units fighting the bluecoat advance
from by the Spittel Wald in the rear.

Events seemed on the verge of taking a disasterous turn the worse for the
Allies just about then. Then Major-General Vecsey suddenly appeared with
two full hussar units, the 34th Hussars of Dessewiffi and those of Baranyáy.
These particular entities behaved with more stability and stamina on the day
of Freiberg than many of their contemporaries. The newcomers were
immediately pressed into a stirring counterattack, against the bluecoat body
surging forth from the confines of the Spittel Wald. The Prussians, in their
turn, were brought a standstill in the heat of the action. In no time, the
bluecoats were driven off the Galgen-Berg, by the surging opponent. It
looked like Prince Henry might be on the verge of a devastating defeat. But
the fighting then stabilized for the moment thereabouts.

Meanwhile, the fighting to the south, in the vicinity of St. Michaelis and
Brand, had taken a decided turn for the better in favor of the Prussians. The



bluecoat forces in that vicinity, led head-on by “Green” Kleist and Seydlitz,
surged right at the town of Freiberg. Stolberg, who could certainly have
mounted a most dogmatic defense of Freiberg by destroying part of the
place in order to make the way more difficult for the Prussian force, instead
conducted what amounted to a ‘fighting withdrawal’ from Freiberg. This
action saved the place from undergoing significant damage in the battle.

As for the efforts of the Stutterheim brothers, their advance had been
renewed by about 1030 hours in the morning. First up, Prussian units
pressed what was left of the foe clinging to Klein-Waltersdorf out of the
place. Otto Stutterheim’s forces, chiefly here the 7th Infantry of Bevern,
stormed forward, driving the embattled enemy from a mountain post in
which it captured “five cannon and a flag, surrounding the enemy from the
south.”25 The 4th Cuireassiers of Schmettau were another of the nearby
formations, they galloped over and through “two regiments at the
Spittelwald, captured ten guns and eight flags.”26

On the side of these units of Otto Stutterheim, his brother Johann, along
about the same time, seized the mantle and renewed his attack with his task
force. This one was over towards Freiberg itself. The momentum by just
about 1100 hours had swung decisively in favor of the Prussians. The 33rd
Infantry of Esterhazy was sent by Buttlar forthwith to help prop up
Stolberg, but the foe was encroaching steadily by then from both west and
south, and the vision of Stolberg was slowly settling on Frauenstein and the
route of escape in that region. Just before 1300 hours, Prince Stolberg began
the process of withdrawing his men from the lost battle. General Buttlar
played a key role in covering this retreat, and the Prussian commanders, for
the most part, did not pursue the retreating Imperialists. Buttlar’s guns, sited
in to inflict as much damage to the enemy as was possible, were now
utilized, to cover the withdrawal of his force while Stolberg pulled back.

Freiberg’s garrison was alerted, but there were no support troops available
yet. Passing the Spittel Wald, the Prussians discovered a previously
undetected body of enemy cavalry on the heights near Brand—under Lt.-
Gen. Karl Friedrich von Meyer—and a detachment was put out to contain
it. Hülsen pressed right up to the Mulde. The general was coming up behind
Stolberg’s army, in order to sidetrack the Imperialists as to the main effort,



as we have noted above. General Hülsen hitched into Dittmannsdorf and
Reinsberg, hard by which Buttlar’s force was ensconced. Freiberg was the
last major battle of the war in Saxony. The first major one in the province
since Torgau. In short, the attacking columns, unlike at Torgau in 1760, had
all struck about the same time; Seydlitz/Kleist rolled up the allied wing,
while Otto Stutterheim’s men smashed his front. The Allies reeled back
under the blows, while Johann Stutterheim’s assault then finished off the
foe. The fighting was fierce indeed, but, the Prussians had taken Freiberg
from the enemy. The latter retired as best they could across the Mulde.

General Forcade had the opportunity to close up and hem in the enemy
forces, possibly destroying them in the process; he fumbled it! In spite of
this, this Battle of Freiberg was short but decisive and it gave Prussia a
complete victory just when one was needed. Losses were correspondingly
heavy: Prussians, about 1,400 killed/wounded; Austrians, about 2,700
killed/wounded, 4,390 men and 79 officers captured, with 28 guns and 11
battle flags. Even as the Allies slowly retired upon Dippoldiswalde, they
realized the war was lost. That being stated, final movements on this front
can be quickly wrapped up: Wied got into the vicinity of the Prussians in
Saxony after the Battle of Freiberg was already a done deal. October 31,
Wied reached Merschwitz, bringing with him a full 20,000 men. Prince
Henry moved on Pretzschendorf, where he was joined by Wied (November
4). The forces of General Hülsen had missed the battle entirely.

Wied had one last little enterprise in mind. Early on the morning of
November 7, a force of bluecoats, divided into two columns, advanced with
Krockow leading the first from Kätzenhäuser; this while the second, under
Wied (which consisted of five squadrons of the Ziethen Hussars, the
Czettritz Dragoons (the 4th), ten battalions of infantry, and the 9th
Cuirassiers (Bredow), along with Prince Henry 2nd Cuirassiers), also
progressed.

This command advanced and fell upon an Austrian force under Friedrich
Ludwig von Dönhoff, which was made up of two battalions of Croats, two
squadrons of cavalry, and a body of some 300 infantry. The action took
place at the Landsberg, over near Spechthausen. A short, but sharp fight
resulted, in which the Austrians were completely defeated. The entire force



under Dönhoff would have fallen into Prussian hands if not for the timely
arrival of Major-General Amadei, who marched out of the Tharandter Wald,
and forced the bluecoats to back off of their pursuit. As it was, this last fight
of the whole war involving Prussians and the Austrians resulted in the
bluecoats taking 573 prisoners and lost 32 men as casualties.27 Dorn states
that Prince Henry’s 2nd Cuirassiers “fought in Saxony with Hussar
Regiment 2 at Spechthausen, where 600 prisoners and four guns fell into its
hands.”28 Wied took Hülsen’s place in his command; the latter joined
Henry. “Green” Kleist was dispatched into Bohemia (November 7), heading
for Leitmeritz, although he never made it. Instead, after laying waste to the
Austrian supply depot at Saaz, and threatening the main one at Leitmeritz,
Henry recalled him to Chemnitz to take post. This closed the Saxon
Campaign for this season and the war on this front along with it.

As for the Allies, while Hadik continued to occupy Dresden and vicinity
until the bitter end, this with a full 13 battalions of foot, the Imperialists in
the meanwhile had retired to Altenberg, with no further field operations in
mind. Other than watching the lines-of-communication/supply of General
Hadik with home, the Imperialists were retreating. November 13, Stolberg
& Company were at Teplitz. In this situation, “Green” Kleist was unbuckled
with his otherwise idle cavalry and sent on a “glorious” raid into the heart
of the German Reich. Prince Henry detached him (with some 6,000 men)
with specific instructions to plunder and lay waste to the more important
states of the Reich (November 11). Kleist was to go with the goal of seizing
at least half a million talers from the vulnerable enemy countryside and
towns.

Kleist took hostages, shelled towns, ranging from Bamberg, Würzberg,
Erlangen. The captives and contributions were forthwith started on their
way to Leipzig, where Frederick was preparing to take up his headquarters
for the coming winter. Kleist was involved in this largest raid into the Reich
of the entire war until he and his crew were chased back into Saxony,
arriving at Leipzig on December 9. By then a general truce with Hadik was
underway. Hadik had reached agreement with his opponents (on November
24) for a general truce to last until Spring.



Now we can look briefly at Prince Ferdinand’s Campaign of 1762 with the
French on the Western Front. We left the French and their opponents going
into winter quarters at the end of the 1761 season. As we have already seen,
Broglie as commander was out, so Soubise had supreme control of the
French armies in the field facing Ferdinand. He had subordinates in
Marshal d’Estrées and Prince Louis-Joseph de Bourbon Condé—the latter
commanding a second, smaller army on the lower Rhine. The Allies
continued to operate at a numerical disadvantage: the French totaled more
than 120,000 men, joined by Prince Xavier of Saxony, while Ferdinand had
less than 85,000 men with him.

Ferdinand came out swinging for the new campaign, defeating Soubise at
Wilhelmstahl (June 24), while Prince Xavier, coming up to face him, was
similarly beaten by Ferdinand at Lütternberg on July 23. The latter now set
to blockading the enemy strongholds in Hesse-Cassel, Ziegenhayn,
Marburg, and, of course, Kassel. With his main army mauled by the Allies
already, Soubise urgently ordered Condé to bring on his army immediately.
Between Lahn and the Mayn, the two French forces performed a juncture,
on August 30 near to Freiburg.

The same day, the Prince of Brunswick was rebuffed at Johannisberg (near
Nauheim) by the enemy in his designs upon them. Göttingen, however, had
fallen to the Allies, already—August 16. Ferdinand was gradually driving
the French from most of Hesse-Cassel, and putting Kassel under a siege.
Soubise and d’Estrées decided to try to bypass Ferdinand’s forward posts
and drive him away from the French posts in Hesse-Cassel. Marshal
d’Estrées started maneuvering about, trying to break across the Ohm River.
Prince Ferdinand had been throwing up blockposts to prevent the French
from interfering with his designs upon Kassel. Marshal d’Estrées tried to
seize the Brücken-Mühle bridge near Amöneburg on September 21.

Ferdinand had a garrison of not quite a thousand men within the place,
although General Zastrow and his Prusso-Hanoverian troops and Lord
Granby’s English soldiers were nearby. About 0500 hours, the French
struck; by 0800 hours, their progress was so beyond containment with local
defenders that Zastrow was forced to feed reinforcements into the fight. A
steadily strengthened French effort brought d’Estrees and Zastrow into a



cannonade duel. A protracted struggle waged on into the afternoon, the
French inflicting heavy losses on the defenders but failing to gain their
bridgehead. By 2000 hours, the discouraged attackers broke off their effort
(having themselves suffered more than 1,000 casualties) and fell back. Thus
the final French effort to relieve Kassel utterly failed. Ferdinand redoubled
his efforts upon the fortress and Ziegenhayn. On November 1, Kassel and
its impressive garrison of 10,000 French troops surrendered. This drove
Soubise & Company from Hesse-Cassel, and, as the campaign closed,
Ferdinand took up winter quarters with the expectation that peace was
finally coming.

Back in Silesia, Frederick heard the news of Prince Henry’s efforts in
Saxony, including its culmination at Freiberg. November 4, Frederick was
in Meissen, and, on November 9, he met Henry and Seydlitz on the scene of
Henry’s triumph at the Freiberg battlefield. Prince Henry had sent Kleist
into Bohemia, but with his return he was dispatched towards the Reich to
try to break Imperialist obstinacy, as we have observed.

The Austrians refused to release Imperialist units to cover the Reich, and as
long as Austria remained at war with Prussia, it lay open to the incursions
of Prussian raiders. The Reich Diet was induced to thus seek peace with the
Prussian king. And, on November 24, the Austrians themselves, worn out
and realizing that they could not conquer Prussia alone (with the
Imperialists wavering already and the French on the verge of peace with the
British), finally approached Frederick’s court to have a truce. But this was
only for themselves, as Prince Stolberg took his Imperials into the Reich to
defend it.

Stolberg arrived at his destination in late December, but as Kleist had
already moved off for home (December 13), there was no enemy present
there. The Prussians took winter quarters in Meissen-Freiberg region,
Frederick himself once again at Leipzig (December 5). Thus finally ended
the military operations of the long, bloody Seven Years’ War in Germany.
All of the nations were now ready for peace; all that remained was in
working out the details.29

The final drama of the war, the peace negotiations, was almost anticlimactic
considering the duration and scope of the war. The Prussian representative,



Ewald von Hertzberg, met, along with other Prussian diplomats, with Allied
representatives in that same old hunting lodge at Hubertusburg that
Frederick had pillaged once upon a time.

The Austrian representative, Heinrich von Collenbach, at first held tough;
he demanded that Glatz be handed over to the Habsburgs and that Prussia
should pay compensation to Saxony, but caved in when Frederick, too, held
tough. Glatz was not to be turned over to the Austrians, if the king could do
anything about it. Eventually, both sides agreed to return to the status quo of
before the war. Finally, on February 15, 1763, the two major opponents
officially ended the war by their signatures on the Treaty of Hubertusburg.
It had been a long, bloody and costly war, and, no doubt, both in Berlin and
Vienna, not to mention Versailles, people were glad that it was finally over
with. On February 10, the British, French, and Spanish had already signed
the Treaty of Paris, ending their hostilities. As for Frederick, he made his
way back home to Berlin, incognito. The crowds gathered, rumors flew
about the impending arrival of Prussia’s great king back “home.” The
people gathered all right, to greet their monarch, and waited, and waited.
March 30, 1763. When the next dawn came, Frederick was back at his desk.
Working. Such was the measure of the man!

What had been the cost of the war? The combatants suffered about 500,000
dead, nearly 200,000 of these being Prussian.30 In fact, the population of
Prussia had stood at about 4,400,000 persons before the war, now it totaled
about four million even. The Allies had collectively suffered in about equal
measure, although individually had gotten off lighter than Prussia. There
had been a tremendous amount of damage inflicted upon the entire region
of Central Europe, most especially in Germany. There was much work to be
done. Such was the war’s heritage.
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Forstner, Artillery Ensign von

Fouquet, Lieutenant-General Heinrich Augustus de la Motte

Franklin, Benjamin

Franz of Brunswick, Major-General Prince Friedrich



Frederick Wilhelm, Prince

Free Battalion Collignon

Free Battalion Mayr

Free Battalion Mellin

Free Battalion Wunsch

Freiberg, battle of (1762) (M)

French, fight with (Feb. 15, 1761)

Freyberg, Mayor of Dresden

Freytag, General Heinrich Wilhelm von

Friedrich, Christoph Solms-Wildenfels, Saxon Lieutenant-General

Friedrich, Hereditary Prince of Bayreuth, Lieutenant-General

Friedrich Christian, Elector Prince of Saxony

Friedrich Wilhelm, Prince of Prussia and Markgraf of Brandenburg-
Schwedt

Frisches Haff, naval battle at (1759)

Froideville, Major-General Monad von

Fugleman, Sergeant

Gabelewitz, Major-General

Gablenz, Major-General George Karl Gottlob von

Gaisrück, Major-General Rudolph Karl Graf



Garcia, Captain (Infantry Regiment Clerici)

Gaudi, Captain Friedrich von

Gaurcy, Captain Graf

Gellert, Christian Fürchtegott

Gemmingen, Field Marshal Reinhardt Freiherr von, auf Hornberg und
Treschklingen

George II, King of England

George III, King of England

Gerbel, Engineer Colonel

Gerlach, Catholic Priest

Gernerth, Colonel Adolph von

Gersdorf, General Gottlieb Abraham von

Gersdorf Hussars

Gessler, Field Marshal Count Friedrich Leopold von

Giannini, Major-General Ernst Friedrich

Giese, Engineer Captain Friedrich

Giulay, Austrian Regiment

Glasow (soldier)

Goese, Major von

Göhr, Major von

Golitzyn, Prince Alexander Mikhailovich



Goltz, Colonel Balthasar Friedrich, Baron von der

Goltz, Colonel Bernhard Wilhelm von der

Goltz, General Baron Count Christian von der

Goltz, General Karl Christoph von der

Golz, Lieutenant-Colonel

Gotha, skirmish at (1757) (M)

Gotsyn (1761), encounter at

Gottsched, Johann Christoph

Gotzkowski, Johann Ernst

Grabow, Major-General Christoph Heinrich von

Graffenstein, Major Joseph

Granby, Lord John Manners, Marquis of

Grant, Major Johann von

Grape, Colonel Johann Heinrich von

Green Kleist (Colonel Friedrich Wilhelm von Kleist)

Grenadier Battalion of Willemy

Gribeauval, Engineer Jean-Baptiste Vaquette Fréchencourt de

Grohlman Garrison Regiment

Grolmann, Colonel von

Gross-Jägersdorf, battle of (1757) (M)



Gröttendorf, Major-General von

Grumbach, Major Anton

Grumkow, Major-General Philipp Wilhelm von

Grunethal, Artillery Captain Lehmann

Gruzdavtsiev, Colonel

Guadangi, Major Graf

Guasco, Lieutenant-General Peter Franz

Guasco, Major-General Peter Alexander Graf

Gudowitz, Colonel Andreii

Guichard, Karl Gottlieb Guichard (alias Quintus Icilius)

Guldenhof, Colonel von

Gulle (Prussian soldier)

Guttenberg, Lieutenant-Colonel

Gyulai (or Gyulay), Hungarian Infantry unit

Habsburg’s Privy Conference

Hadik, Lieutenant-General Andreas Graf von Futal

Hagen, Captain von der

Hagen, Mayor Colonel Otto Graf von

Haller, Colonel Karl Friedrich von



Hallerman, Lieutenant von

Haller’s 35th Austrian Regiment

Hallot, Major-General Graf von

Hamilton, Lieutenant-General David Gustav

Hannibal of Carthage

Harrach, Lieutenant-Colonel Alois Graf von

Harrach, Count Johann Philipp von

Harsch, General Ferdinand Philipp

Hastenbeck, battle of (1757)

Haugwitz, Count Friedrich Wilhelm

Haugwitz & Company

Hauss, Major-General Friedrich Christian von

Hautcharmony, Major-General Heinrich von

Heberstein, Lieutenant-Colonel Johann Jacob

Heinrich, Colonel (Prince Henry Cuirassiers)

Heinrich’s 43rd Infantry Regiment

Henry, Prince of Prussia

Hertzberg, Ewald von

Hertzberg, Colonel Johann Kaspar von

Hessenstein, Major-General Frederik Wilhelm von



Heyde, Commandant Heinrich Sigismund von der

Heyden grenadiers

Hierta, Captain

Hildburghausen

History of the Seven Years’ War

Hitler, Adolf

Hochkirch (village)

Hochkirch, battle of (1758) (M)

Hoen, Maximilian

Hoendorf, Major von

Hofkriegsrath (Austrian military staff)

Höhendorf, Captain

Hohenfelds, Count

Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen, Major-General August Furst zu

Hohenzollen Cuirassiers

Hohenzollern-Hechingen, Lieutenant-Colonel August Prince von

Holnstein, General von

Holstein-Gottorp, Lieutenant-General George Ludwig, Duke of

Honauer, Captain

Hordt, Colonel Johann Graf von



Hordt Free Corps

Horn, General Count Adam

Horn, Major-General Christian Sigismund von

Horn, Major-General Friedrich Magnus von

Horse Artillery, Prussian, Trautenau

Horvat Hussars

Horwarth, Captain

Howartreck, Captain

Hoym, Major

Hubertusburg

Hullensen, Captain

Hülsen, Major-General Johann Dietrich von

Hundt, Major Georg Hermann Gottlob von

“Hungarian fever”

Imhof, General Philipp Ernst Joachim Freiherr von

India and Canada, operations in

Ingersleben, Major-General Johann Ludwig von

Ingersleben Grenadiers

Instructions



Itzenplitz, Major-General August Friedrich von

Jacquemin, General

Jago, Lieutenant-Colonel

Jahnus, Major-General Franz Maximilian

Jakoblev, Colonel

Jena, battle of (1806)

“Jew Emphraim”

Jönköpings Infantry unit

Kahlden, General Henning Alexander von

Kahlenburg, Major

Kaiser Hussars

Kalckreuth, Colonel Friedrich Adolf

Kalckstein’s 25th Infantry Regiment

Kallin, General

Kalnein, Lieutenant-General Carl Erhard von

Kalnoky, Lieutenant-General Count Anton

Kamanrony, Colonel Joseph von

Kanitz, Major-General Hans Wilhelm von



Kanitz’ 2nd Infantry

Kannacker, Major-General Ernst Ludwig von

Kappel, Matthias

Käsebier, Christian Andreas

Katzler, Major-General Nikolaus Andreas von

Kaunitz, Count Wenzel Anton von

Keith, Field Marshal Jacob

Keith, Robert

Kheul, General Carl Gustav

Khevenhüller, Field Marshal

Kinsky zu Chinitz und Tettau, Colonel Franz Ulrich Fürst

Kleefeld, General Wenzel Matthias Huogek Freiherr von

Kleist, Major Ewald Christian von

Kleist, Major Friedrich Wilhelm

Kleist, Major-General Georg Friedrich von

Kleist, Major Peter Christian von

Kleist, Lieutenant-Colonel Primislaus Ulrich von

Kleist, Colonel Wilhelm

Kleist Hussars

Klitzing, Colonel von



Knobelsdorf, Major

Knobloch, General Karl Gottfried von

Kölb, Lieutenant-General Johann Ferdinand Balthazar Freiherr

Kolin, battle of (1757) (M)

Kollas, Captain Joachim Jakob von

Koller, Captain Ernst Matthias von

Kollowrat Infantry

Kollowrat’s 37th Austrian Dragoons

Königsegg, General Christian Moritz

Koppel, Matthias

Köppenzoller, Major

Krahne, Captain

Kramachokow, General

Krastnotschhokoff, General

Kraus, Captain

Kretschmer (Gunner)

Kreutz’ Infantry Battalion

Kreytzen, Major-General Johann Friedrich

Kreytzen, 40th Infantry of

Krockow, Lieutenant-General Anton Friedrich von



Krockow, Major-General Hans Caspar von

Krockow Dragoons

Krosigk, Major-General Christian

Kuhl, Captain

Kunersdorf, battle of (1759) (M)

Kursell, Major-General Heinrich Adolph von

Kyau, Lieutenant-General Friedrich Wilhelm von

Lackopich, Captain

Lacy, Marshal Franz Moritz von

LaFontaine, Major

Lagerbielke, Vice-Admiral

Lamberg, Major-General

Landshut, battle of (1760) (M)

Lange, Lieutenant-Colonel Christian Henning von

Langen, Major Simon von

Langtinghausen, General Jacob Albrecht von

Lattorf, Colonel Christoph Friedrich von

Laudon, Lieutenant-Colonel Baron Gideon Ernst

Lefèbvre, Engineer Simon Deodat



Lehmann, Major

Lehwaldt, General Johann von

Leichtenstein, Prince

LeNoble, Franz von

Lentulus, General Rupert Scipio Freiherr von

Lestwitz, Lieutenant-General Johann Georg von

Leubelfing, Colonel Christian Friedrich Baron

Leuthen, battle of (1757) (M)

Leutrum, Captain Emanuel von

Lewis, Admiral

Leyszar, Major von

Lichnowski Dragoons

Liechtenstein, Colonel Karl Prince von

Liegnitz, battle of (1760) (M)

Lievan, Lieutenant-General Baron Bernt Graften von

Lieven, Lieutenant-General Matvei

Lievan, Lieutenant-General Yurii

Ligne, Charles Joseph, Prince de

Lilienberg, Colonel Ehrich Gustav von

Lincke, Major



Linden, General Bogislav von

Linden, Major

Lindstedt, Major-General Daniel Georg von

Lloyd, Henry

Lobkowitz, Major-General Prince Joseph

Lobositz, battle of (1756) (M)

Lochstadt, Captain von

Lölhoffel, Colonel

Lopen, General

Lopukhin, General Vasilii

Losenau, Colonel Losy von

Los Rios, Commander

Lossow, Colonel Daniel Friedrich von

Lossow, Lieutenant-General Matthias Ludwig von

Löthain, battle of (1759) (M)

Lowenhaupt, General Count Adam Graf

Löwenstein, Major-General Prince Christian Philipp Joahnn Alexander
(Fürst zu Löwenstein-Wertheim)

Lübath, Major Karl Aemilius von

Luchessi, Count Joseph

Lüderitz, Major-General David Hans Christoph von



Lüderitz Free Battalion

Ludwig, Colonel Friedrich Heinrich, Prince of Prussia

Lukofkin, Commander

Luther, Martin

Lützow, Major-General

Luzinsky, Major-General Gabriel Georg

Luzzeni, Lieutenant-Colonel Johann

Lybecker, General

MacQuire, Major-General Johann Sigismund Graf von Inniskillin

Mailly, Count Augustin

Mainz Auxiliary Unit

Malachovsky, Major-General Paul Joseph Malachow von

Manstein, Major-General Christoph Hermann von

Manteuffel, General Heinrich von

Manteuffel, Major-General

Marainville, Comte de

Maria Theresa

Markgraf, Karl

Marschall, General Ernst Dietrich Freiherr von



Martagne, Major de

Marwitz, Lieutenant Gustav Ludwig von der

Materni, Major-General Count de

Maxen, battle of (1759) (M)

Mayr, Lieutenant-Colonel Johann von

Mayr, Major-General Karl Friedrich von

Mecklenburg, Duke of

Meherfeldt’s Grenadiers

Meijerfelt, General

Meinecke, General Peter von

Meinecke Dragoons

Meissen, engagement at (1759) (M)

Mellin Free Battalion

Memel, siege of (1757)

Menardier, Major

Mengele, Captain

Mercy d’Argenteau, General Antoine, Comte de

Mercy d’Argenteau, Florimund Claudius

Merdivinow, General

Merode, Colonel Count



Metzger, Major von

Meyer, Lieutenant-General Karl Friedrich von

Meyernick, Lieutenant-General Dietrich Richard von

Migazzi, Major-General Vincent (Vinzenz Felix Graf von Migazzi zu Wall
und Sonnenthurn)

Minden, battle of (1759)

Mischuko, Admiral Zacharias Danielowitsch

Mitchell, Sir Andrew

Mitrowski, Major-General Maximilian Joseph Freiherr von

Möhring, Major-General Christian von

Möhring Hussars

Möllendorf, Captain Wichard Joachim von

Möllendorf’s battalions

Moller, Colonel Christian Friedrich August von

Möllinger, Franz Rudolph

Montazet, Brigadier-General Antoine-Marie de Malvan, Comte de

Moritz, Prince of Anhalt-Dessau

Morocz, Lieutenant-General Emmerich Freiherr von

Mosel, Major-General Friedrich Wilhelm von der

Mosel, Lieutenant-Colonel Konrad Wilhelm von der

Mosel’s 10th Infantry



Moys, battle of (1757) (M)

Müffling, Major-General Philipp Freiherr von

Münchow, Lieutenant-General Gustav Bogislav von

Münnich, Marshal Burchard Christoph

Mylius, Lieutenant Anton Ulrich

Naczimsky, Colonel von

Nádasti, General Franz Leopold (Graf Nadasti auf Fogaras)

Nádasti Hussars

Nauendorf, Major-General Karl von

Nazelli, Colonel Freiherr

Neipperg, Field Marshal Wilhelm Reinhard von

Nematz, Colonel

Neuhoff, General

Neuwied, Lieutenant-General Franz Carl Ludwig Wied zu

Nevskii Infantry Division

Nieviadomskii, General

Normann, Major-General Carl Ludwig von

Normann, Major Ernst Freiherr von

Northern Front:



Nostitz, Major-General George Ludwig Graf von

Nostrowski, Lieutenant-Colonel

Novomiesto Inn (near Kolin)

Nugent, General Jakob Robert Graf Nugent-Westenrath

Nymschöfsky force

Oberg, Lieutenant-General Christian Ludwig von

O’Donnell, Lieutenant-General Carl Claudius Graf

O’Donnell, Major Heinrich

O’Donnell, Major-General Johann Graf

Oelsnitz, Major von

Oelsnitz, Major von (Frederick’s adjutant)

O’Kelley von Gallagh und Tywoly, General Baron

Olac, General

Olmütz, siege of (1758) (M)

Oppen, Captain Philipp Ludolf von

Orlov, Gregori Grigorevich

Owstein, Lieutenant-Colonel Karl Philipp von

Pabliczek, Captain



Palaski, Lieutenant-Colonel von

Pálffy, Count Rudolph

Palmbach, General Johann von

Panin, General Peter Ivanovitch

Pannewitz, Major-General Gottlob Ernst von

Panovsky, General Andreas

Papilla, Lieutenant-Colonel Dimic

Pellegrini, Colonel Karl Clemens

Pennavaire, Lieutenant-General Peter Ernst von

Perroni, General Count

Petazzi, General Benevento Count

Peter the Great (Pyotr Alexeyevich)

Pezinger, Lieutenant-Colonel

Pezold, Magister Gottlob, Clergy

Pfalz-Zweibrücken, Field Marshal Prince Friedrich Michael of

Pfühl, Major-General

Piccolomini, Field Marshal Octavio

Pietz, Fortress of

Pinch, Lieutenant-General Michael Lorenz von

Pirch, Captain



Pitt, William

Platen, Captain Alexander von

Platen, General Dubislav Friedrich von

Platen, Lieutenant-General Leopold Johann von

Platen’s 11th Dragoons

Plathen, Major (Swedish)

Plettenberg, Major-General Christoph Friedrich Stephan von

Plobsheim, Lieutenant-Colonel Maximilian August Baron Zorn von

Plunkett, Lieutenant-General Thomas

Podewils, Constantin Guido von

Podewils, Major

Podewils, Count Otto von

Podgoritschanin, Colonel

Podstadtsky, Major-General Franz Karl

Polanski, Admiral

Pölentz, Johann Dietrich von

Pölenz, Commander Hans Albrecht von

Pompadour, Madame de

Ponickau, Ambassador

Porporatti, Lieutenant-General August Count



Prague, battle of (1757) (M)

Prentz, Lieutenant-Colonel

Pretzsch, battle of (1759) (M)

Preussen Free Corps

Priegnitz, Colonel Joahnn Christoph von

Prinz von Preussen 18th infantry

Prittwitz First Battalion

Prittwitz und Gaffron, Major Joachim Bernhard von

Prussia:

Pskov Infantry unit

Puebla, Lieutenant-General Anton Graf von Portugall

Puttkammer, Major-General George Ludwig Henning von

Puttkammer, Colonel Georg Ludwig von

Puttkammer, Major von

Quadt, Colonel Prichard Wilhelm Freiherr von

Quadt, Major-General von Wickeradt

Quiess, Major-General Julius Dietrich von

Radicati, Lieutenant-General Alois Count



Ramin, Major-General Friedrich Ehrentreich von

Ransanov, General

Rasp, Major

Raszlar, Colonel von

Rautter, General Samuel Carl von

Rebentisch, Major-General Johann Karl von

Reibnitz, Captain

Reichenbach, battle of:

Reinhardt, Major General von

Reitzenstein, Major Karl Erdmann von

Renekampf, General

Resanow, General

Retzow, Lieutenant-General Wolf Dietrich von

Rexin, Karl Adolf von

Rhedy, Major Johann

Richelieu, Louis François Armand de Vignerot du Plessis

Ried, Colonel Johann Heinrich von

Riedesel, Major-General von

Rierra, Captain

Riese, Lieutenant-Colonel Franz Carl von



Ripp, Major

Rochow, Lieutenant-General Friedrich Wilhelm von

Rochow, Lieutenant-General Hans Friedrich von

Rode, Bernhard

Rodt, Lieutenant-General Aton Friedrich

Roebel, Colonel Ludwig Philipp von

Rœck, Captain Carl Friedrich von

Roeder, Lieutenant Friedrich Wilhelm von

Rohan, Marshal Charles de, Prince of Soubise

Röhr, Staff Captain Casper Friedrich von

Rosen, Baron Karl Gustav Freiherr von

Rosen, General Gustav Friedrich Graf

Rosenfeld, Major-General Michael Gottfried von

Rossbach, battle of (1757) (M)

Rostovoski Infantry

Roszlar, town crier

Rothenburg, General

Rothmühl, engagement at (September 18, 1761) (M)

Rothschütz, Colonel Georg Sigmund

Rotschütz, Major von



Rouvroy, Colonel Johann Theodor

Rudnicki Uhlans

Ruesch, General Joseph Theodor Freiherr von

Ruesch Hussars

Ruitz, General Erdmann Ernst von

Rüllman, Captain von

Rummel, Lieutenant von

Rumyantsev, Major-General Petr Aleksandrovich

Rupert, Captain

Rütowski, Marshal Count Friedrich August Graf von

Saalfeld, engagement at (1761) (M)

Sabatko (Totleben’s Russian courier)

Sackville, Lord George

St. André, General Friedrich Daniel Freiherr von auf Königsbach

St. Germain, Claude Louis Count de

St. Ignon, General Count Joseph

St. Ignon, 31st Dragoons of

St. Margareth Monastery

St. Paul, Horace



Saldern, General Friedrich Christoph von

Salemnon, General Konstantin Nathanael von

Salemnon Free Battalion

Salisch, Lieutenant

Salm-Salm, Colonel Nicolaus Leopold, Prince zu

Salmuth, Colonel Friedrich Wilhelm von

Salzburg, Colonel Carl Voith von

Sandershausen, battle of (July 23, 1758)

Saxe-Hildburghausen, Prince Joseph of

Saxon Carabineers

Schafstädtt, Lieutenant-Colonel

Schallenberg, General Franz Graf von

Schenckendorf, Major-General Friedrich August von

Schenckendorf’s 22nd Infantry

Schlaberndorf, Colonel Gustav Albrecht von

Schladen, Major von

Schladerndorf, General Otto von

Schlangenfeld, Colonel Michael Freiherr Benno Mikassinovich von

Schmeling, Colonel

Schmettan, General Friedrich Wilhelm Count Carl



Schmettau, Lieutenant-General Karl Christian Graf von

Schmettau, Major-General Johann Ernst von

Schmidt (man in Siebenhuben)

Schmidt, Captain Christian

Schoenberg (man implicated in assassination plot)

Schöinache-Karolath, Prince Johann von

Schönaich, General George Philipp Gottlob

Schöning, Major-General Emmanuel von

Schorlemer, General Ludwig Wilhelm von

Schreckenstein, Castle of

Schröger, Major-General Franz von

Schulenberg, Major-General von der

Schultze, Daniel

Schultze, Major-General Hans Caspar Ernst von

Schulze, Lieutenant-Colonel

Schwanenberg, Colonel

Schwartze, Major

Schweidnitz, fortress at

Schwerin, Adjutant-General Friedrich Albrecht Graf von

Schwerin, Colonel Friedrich Albert von



Schwerin, Field Marshal Kurt Christoph

Schwerzing, Major-General Friedrich Hannibal von

Seckendorf, Major-General Carl Ludwig von

“Second Rossbach”

Seeger, Major Johann Tobias

Seers, Major-General Philipp Lothar von

Semsey, Major

Serbelloni, Field Marshal Jean Baptiste Graf

Serbelloni Cuirassers

Settelben, Major

Setzling (monk)

Seydlitz, Colonel Friedrich Wilhelm von

Shetniev, General

Shuvalov, Peter

Shuvalov’s unicorns

Sibilsky Infantry Division

Sibilsky’s cavalry

Siegeroth, Major

Signoret, Major

Silesia, Catholic Church in



Simbschen, Major-General Joseph Carl

Sincère, Lieutenant-General Claudius Freiherr von

Siskovics, General Joseph

Smolensk and Kazan musketeers

Soltikov, General Petr Semenovich

Sophie, Queen

Soro, Major

Soubise, Marshal Charles de Rohan, Prince of

Spada, Lieutenant-General Marquis de

Sparre, Lieutenant-General Count Grafen Johann von

Spiridov, Captain Gorgi

Spörken, General Friedrich von

Sprecher, Lieutenant-Colonel Solomon von Bernegg

Sprengtporten, Major-General Jacob Magnus

Stackelberg, Swedish General

Stahremberg, Lieutenant-General Johann Winulphus Ludwig Friedrich Graf
von

Stainville, Count

Stampatch, Lieutenant-General Carl Kager von

Stechow, Colonel Christoph von

Stechow, General Jost Fredrich Ludwig von



Steinmetz, Colonel Nikolaus

Stephen, Francis I, Emperor of Austria-Hungary

Sternberg, Count Graf

Sternberg, Marshal Mattias Alexander von Baron Ungern

Steuben, Captain Baron Friedrich von

Stockhausen, General Johann Gottfried von

Stockhausen, Major von

Stoffelne, General

Stojanow, General

Stojenthy, Major

Stolberg, General Christian Karl, Prince of

Strasoldo, Lieutenant-Colonel Graf

Strehla, battle of (1760) (M)

Strozzi, Lieutenant-Colonel

Stutterheim, Major-General Joachim Friedrich von

Stutterheim, General Johann Friedrich

Stutterheim, Otto

Sukowski, Alexander Joseph Stanislaus

Sulkowski, Major-General Franz Prince

Suvarov, Colonel



Syburg, Major-General Friedrich Wilhelm von

Sydow, Colonel Hans Sigismund von

Szèchèny Hussars

Szèchènyi Hussars

Szekely, Michael von

Szekely Hussars

Tage, Pastor

Tauentzein, Colonel Bogislav Friedrich von

Tebaye, John,

Tempelhof, Georg

Teplitz, engagement of (1762) (M)

Tesmar, Major von

Tetschen Castle

Tettenborn, Major-General Hans von

Teutonic knights, and East Prussia

Thadden, Franz-Lorenz von

Thadden, Colonel Georg Reinhold von

Thermopylae

Thienne, Count de



Thile, Major-General Friedrich Wilhelm von

Thilling, Captain

Thrasnachokow, Brigadier General

Thürheim, Lieutenant-General Franz Ludwig

Tielke, Johann

Tiez, Lieutenant von

Tiller, Baron

Tillier, General Johann

Tölkells, Colonel

Torgau:

Török, Colonel Andreas Michael Freiherr von

Tottleben, Colonel Gottlob Heinrich Friedrich

Traustchke (groom)

Trautmansdorf Cuirassiers

Treba, Captain

Treptow, siege of (1761) (M)

Tresckow, Major-General Joachim Christian von

Trier Regiment

Troschke, Captain Karl Ludwig von

Tuttle, Herbert



Tyutchev, Major

Uglinskii’s Division

Ujházy, Colonel Johann Franz von

Ukelevics, Major

Ulfeld, Count Corfiz Anton

Ulrich, Lieutenant-General Franz

Unruh, General Kasper Rudolph von

Unruh, Major-General Ferdinand Freiherr Baron von

Unruh, Major

Urff, Major-General von

Valrunt, Admiral

Varenne, Captain the Marquis de

Varnery, Lieutenant-Colonel

Vasold, Major-General Heinrich Rudolf Friedrich Wilhelm von

Västgöta Cuirassiers

Vecsey, Lieutenant-Colonel Baron Stephen von

Vehla, Colonel Friedrich Franz von

Veltesz, Major



Verelst, M. Dirk Hubert

Verger, J.A.K. du

Villebois, Major-General Nikita Petrovich

Vitzhum, Major-General

Volkonski, Lieutenant-General Mikhail Nikitich

Vologda Infantry

Von Geist, Major-General Karl Ferdinand

Vorontsov, Mikhail Illarionovich

Voss, Major von

Wackenitz, Colonel Wilhelm Dietrich von

Waldegg, Lieutenant-Colonel

Waldenau, Major-General Ignaz Walther von

Waldhütter, Lieutenant Michael

Wallis, Lieutenant-Colonel Olivier Patricius

Walther, Colonel

Wangen Grenadiers

Wangenheim, General Georg August von

Wangenheim und Nymschöfsky, General Friedrich von

Warkotsch, Baron Heinrich Gottlob Freiherr von



Warnery, Lieutenant-Colonel Carl Emanuel von

Wartenberg, General Hartwig Carl Friedrich von

Washington, George

Wedell, General Georg von

Weisch, Baron von

Weiss, Lieutenant-Colonel

Wellenburg, Lieutenant-Colonel Carl Lanjus Graf

Welterskirchen, Captain Baron von

Werner, Colonel Johann Paul von

Western Front:

Wetzel, Lieutenant-General

Weywarn, Quartermaster-General Ivan Ivanovich

Widman, Colonel von

Widmann, Adjutant-General Johann Wenzel Baron von

Wied, Major-General Count Friedrich Georg Heinrich

Wied’s 28th Austrian Regiment

Wienart, Diaconus Benjamin Gottfried

Wiershitski, Lieutenant-Colonel George Ludwig

Wiess, Commander

Wietstrick, Lieutenant-Colonel Friedrich Wilhelm von



Wilhelm, Lieutenant-General Friedrich

Wilhelm, Prince Augustus

Wilhelmstahl, battle of (1762)

Wilhemina, Margravine of Bayreuth

Winter Campaign, Ferdinand and Prince Henry’s, early 1758

Winterfeldt, Colonel Georg Friedrich von

Winterfeldt, Lieutenant-General Hans Karl von

Wittenau, Commander Colonel Christoph Ernst Shack von

Wittenberg, siege of (1760)

Wobersnow, General Moritz Franz von

Wolfersdorf, Major-General Gottlob Ephraim

Wolfersdorfe, Colonel Karl Friedrich von

Wolfersdorff, Major-General Joseph Freiherr von

Wolfrath, Lieutenant von

World War II

Wrangle, Lieutenant-General

Wrede, Major Friedrich Christian von

Wülfen, Major-General Christian Fredriech Freiherr von

Wunsch, General Johann Jacob

Würben, Major-General Karl Wenzel Graf von



Württemberg, Charles of

Württemberg, Lieutenant-General Friedrich Eugene von

Württemberg, Duke Karl Eugene of

Württemberg Dragoons

Würzburg, Major-General Karl Freiherr von

Wussow, Captain

Wylich, Major-General Johann Christoph Friedrich Freiherr, Count von

Xavier, Prince Franz of Saxony

Young Billerbeck Grenadier Battalion

Ysenberg, General Johann Kasimir, Prince of Isenburg-Budingen

Zarnglaff, action of (1761) (M)

Zastrow, Major-General Berend Asmus von

Zastrow, General Ludwig Karl Anton von

Zastrow’s Battalion

Zawosky, Colonel Kajetau von

Zedmar, Major Hans Christoph

Zedtwitz, Colonel Johann Franz von

Zehenick, action at (1757)



Zeüner, Major-General Carl Christoph von

Ziethen, Major-General Christian Wilhelm von

Ziethen, General Hans Joachim von

Zollnar (forestry official)

Zorndorf, battle of (1758) (M)

Züllichau, battle of (1759) (M)

Zülow, Captain
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